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CROMWELL'S SOLDIERS' BIBLE.

The curious tract republished under this title by
Mr. Elliot Stock is au interesting memorial of our

great Civil War. The copy in the British Museum
was dated by George Thomason Aug. 3, 1643,
and in the introduction to Mr. Stock's reprint it is

stated that only one other copy, now in the United

States, is known to have survived to the present

day. It is possible, however, that others may still

lurk in hidden and unsuspected quarters, though
it must be acknowledged that a '

Soldiers' Pocket
Bible ' would be exposed to many perils, both in

peace and war. The title-page reads :

" The Souldiers Pocket Bible : Containing the most

{if not all) those places contained in holy Scripture,
which doe shew the qualifications of his inner man, that

is a fit souldier to fight the Lords Battels, both before he

fight, in the fight, and after the fight ; Which Scriptures
are reduced to several! heads, and fitly applied to the
Souldiers severall occasions, and so may supply the want
of the whole Bible, which a Souldier cannot conveniently
carry about him : And may bee also usefull for any
Christian to meditate upon, now in this miserable time
of Wane. Imprimatur, Edm. Calamy, Jos., 18. This
Book of the Law shall not depart out of thy mouth, but
tbou shalt meditate therin day and night, that thou maist
observe to doe according to all that is written therein,
for then thou shalt make thy way prosperous, and have

good aucceBse. Printed at London by 0. B. and R. W.
for G. C-, 1643."

Cromwell felt that, for the success of the Parlia-

ment, its soldiers must be "
such men aa had the

fear of God before them, as made some conscience
of what they did," and with such warriors he

sought to replace the "old decayed serving men
and tapsters and such kind of fellows," whom he

thought unlikely to conquer the Cavalier troops,
consisting of "

gentlemen's sons, younger sons, and
persons of quality." The British bravery of the
Ironsides was not more conspicuous than their

Hebraic piety, and it was natural that in the Old
Testament narratives of the wars and conquests of

the Chosen People they should find ample material
to urge them onwards in the struggle against the

Cavaliers, whom they regarded as enemies equally of

religion and liberty.
" Tradition has long asserted

that every soldier in Cromwell's army was pro-
vided with a pocket Bible," says the editor of this

excellent facsimile reprint, and he points out with
undeniable force that it could not have been Field's

smallest Bible, printed in 1653. But whilst most
of the earlier English editions of the Bible were in

folio or quarto, there were several in octavo and
duodecimo which might have found a place in the

capacious harness of the Ironsides, and Lowndes
mentions " a neat pocket Bible "

as having been

printed at Edinburgh in 1642. One would like to

know on what authority it is said on the title-page
of this reprint that the '

Soldiers' Pocket Bible '

was compiled by Edmund Calamy. There does
not appear to be any evidence for this assertion,
and doubt is increased by the fact that the editor

confuses Calamy's Nonconformity with that of the

Nonjurors. His name appears on the title-page

simply as the licenser.

The selection of texts is mainly from the Old

Testament, and these are put under italic headings
which are occasionally cryptic. Thus, in

" a souldiei

must denie his owne wisdome, his own strength,
and all provision for war," much will depend upon
the distributive force of

"
deny." That " a souldier

must not feare his enemies
"
may be described

both as an elementary injunction and as a counsel

of perfection, and there was doubtless a consolation

in the reflection that " sometimes Gods people
have the worst in battel as well as Gods enemies."
" For the iniquities of Gods people [they are]
delivered into the hands of their enemies
Therefore both souldiers and all Gods people upon
such occasions must search out their sinnes

especially whether we have not put two [sic]

little confidence in the Arme of the Lord, and too

much in the arme of flesh." They are reminded
that

"
to prevent this sin and for the committing

of this sin the Lord hath ever beene accustomed to

give the victory to a few," and there is help against

despair in the thought
"
that the very nicke of

time that God hath promised us helpe, is when we
see no helpe in man. and let souldiers, and all

of us know, that if we obtaine any victory over our

enemies, it is our dutie to give all the glory to the
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Lord." The headings from which these citations

are taken are well adapted for the compiler's

purpose. Even the peaceful adjuration "Love

your enemies
"
is set to* martial music.

' ' A souldier

must love his enemies as they are his enemies, and

hate them as they are God's enemies," we are told,

and, with a fine casuistical touch, Matt. v. 44,

2 Chron. xix. 2, and Psalm cxxxix. 21, 22, are

brought together as "proofs." There are five

citations from the New Testament (not two, as the

editor states), whilst the remainder are taken from

the older Scriptures, the Psalms alone supplying

eighteen texts. The citations are from the Genevan

version.

This facsimile of the
' Souldiers Pocket Bible

'

may help us to realize better the spirit at work

in the great struggle between Charles I. and the

Parliamentarians. WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Moss Side, Manchester.

LADY KATHERINB GREY.
(Continuedfrom 8th S. vii. 424.)

I cannot produce any letter from Gosfield during

Lady Katharine's residence there, but we can draw

too surely from the sequel that her decline in

strength and vitality was gradual and constant.

Sir John Wentworth's plea of failing health seems

also to have been well founded, for he died after

being the poor lady's warden sixteen months, and
while she was yet under his roof. This sad cir-

cumstance must have added to her unhappiness
a second time, so it might appear, the compul-
sory duty of guarding her had shortened the life of

her custodian. She remained at Gosfield rather

more than a month after Wentworth's death, and
from the letter I am about to quote it would seem
that on his executor, Koke Green,* had devolved

temporarily the unwelcome duty of the guardian-

ship.
Oct. 3, 1567. Mr. Roke Green to Sir William

Cecilf :

After my humble duty unto your honour remembered,
Whereas 1 have lately received from the name letters by
the which I understand that the Queen's Majesty's
pleasure is, that since it has pleased Almighty God to
call unto his mercy Sr. John Wentworthe, I should take
the charge he had of the Lady Catheryn until her High-
ness' resolution were further known therein, forasmuch
as the funerals of the said Mr. Wentworthe is now done,
and that my Lady his late wife and I as his executors
have taken such order with his goods here as the time
will serve, I have now no further to do with this house,
but the same doth belong unto her Ladyship, who
besides her great age, which is 71 years, is grieven by
the sorrow of her late husband's death so weak and
sickly as it is to be feared she cannot long continue

* Roke Green had property at Little Sandford, Essex,
eight miles from Gosfield; from his letter it appears
that he was related to Sir John Wentworth, and that,

being a widower, he bad latterly lived at Gosfield, perhaps
assisting Sir John in the management of his large estate.

t
'

State Papers, Dom.,' Eliz., vol. xliv. p. 24.

without she shortly amend, And, as I hear, the Lady
Matravers her daughter does not mind to keep the house,
but is better disposed to sojourn in some convenient

place for her Ladyship,
1*' So that if I should be thought

meet to have the charge of the said Lady Catberin, I
must remove her from thence unto my house, which is

nothing meet for many respects for such a personage.
I have no wife to take the charge of my house, the want
whereof hath occasioned me to lie most part at the said

Mr. Wentworthe's, whose kinsman I was. My house
and provision is neither within nor without furnished
meet to receive such a charge, [and] my business is most
times such, by the occasion of the great charge of
children I have, that I am much enforced to be from my
house. Sir I do not deal thus plainly and truly with
you for that I am loth to take the charge of her Lady-
ship (if I were meet for the same) for any misliking I
have of her or hers, for I must for truth's sake confess,
as one that hath had good experience of her Ladyship's
behaviour here, that it hath been very honourable and
quiet, and her Ladyship's servants very orderly. But
my only insufficiency, and partly for the causes before

touched, moveth me to be a humble suitor unto your
honour to have consideration of the premises, nnd to be
a mean unto her Majesty to know her Grace's resolution
and pleasure touching the said Lady Catherin, and that
I may be informed of the same from you by this bearer,
which I will execute and preserve according to my most
bound duty and to the best of my power. And thus I
most humbly take my leave of your honour. Prom.
Gosfield Hall in Essex the third day of October 1567.

Your most humble at commandment,
ROKE GRENE.

To the Right Honourable William Cyssell, Knight,
Principal Secretary to the Queen her Majesty.

[Endorsed] 3d0 of October 1567. Mr. Rooke Green to

my mr. La. Catherin Gray.

The letter of Koke Green which I have just quoted
must in transit have crossed the queen's command
to him, dated a day earlier ; unless, indeed, in the

above he refers to the following letter, very quickly
conveyed to him and immediately replied to. This,
the queen's letter, I transcribe from a draft pre-
served.

Oct. 2, 1567. The queen to Mr. Roke Greenet r

By the Queen. Trusty and Well-beloved we greet you
well. We have thought meet that the Lady Catherine
now yet remaining since the death of Sr. John Went-
worthe in that his late house under your charge should
be committed to the custody of Sr. Owen Hopton, Knight,
for which purpose we have signified our pleasure in that
behalf unto him by our letters herewith sent also unto

you, which our pleasure is you shall either by yourself
or if you cannot for any reasonable impediment then by
some other trusty person so to be conveyed to him, And
thereby to accord upon the manner and time for the

carriage of her, and consequently as it shall be agreed
1

between you to see that she be safely delivered unto him,
and to be kept by him according to the charge in our
letters, Whereof we pray you not to fail, And these our
letters shall be your sufficient warrant and discharge in

this behalf. Given at Windsor 2nd October 1567, nono
regni Dn. Regne

. (jSfnOj8^ ** .--'

[Endorsed] M. to Mr. Roke Greene to deliver the Lady
Catherin Gray to Sr. Owen Hopton. 1567.

* See foot-note, 8th S. vii. 423, as to Anne, Lady Mal-
travers, and her father, Sir John Wentworth.

f
' State Papers,[Dom.,' Eliz., vol. xliv. f. 22.
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The next letter to be produced is that mentioned
in the above, viz.

,
one of the same date from the

queen to Sir Owen Hopton.
Oct. 2, 1567. The queen to Sir Owen Hopton* :

By the Queen. Trusty and Well-beloved we greet you
well. Whereas it hath pleased Almighty God to call

to his mercy ST. John Wentworth, Knight, to whom the

custody of the Lady Catherin was by us committed, We
'have thought meet upon special trust of your faithful-

ness and discretion to commit her to your custody.
Wherefore we will and require you that upon the sight
hereof and conference with Roke Greene, one of the
executors of Sr. John Wentworth, either by himself or

other knowledge from him in this behalf, you do receive

-the said Lady Catherin unto your custody with such

necessary servants as she presently hath to attend upon
her, And that you do not suffer her to have any con-
ference with any stranger, nor that any resort be made
unto her other than by yourself and of your household,
And in case you shall be occasioned either for our service

or for neighbourhood to have any repair to your table,
that she be not permitted to be in company of them,
but so to be secluded as yourself and your wife be not

thereby restrained from the entertainment of any of

jour friends, And generally we require you and your wife
to keep her as one committed to your charge from con-

ference or sight of strangers according to the trust we
repose in you. And as occasion shall arise wherein you
shall desire to know our pleasure, you may thereof
-advertise some of our Privy Council of whom you shall

receive answer. And for the charges of the debts of her
and her necessary servants attending upon her, you shall
be satisfied as by the foresaid Roke Greene you may at
more length understand was answered for the same unto
the said Sr. John Wentworthe.

[Endorsed] The Queen to Sr. Owen Hopton to receive
the custody of Lady Mary [tic] Gray, 2, Oct. 1567.

The queen's command to Sit Owen Hopton,
dated from Windsor, October 2, reached him at

Oockfield Hall, in Suffolk, on the 6th
;
and after

making arrangements for the reception of Lady
Katherine he replied as follows.

Oct. 1 1, 1567. Sir Owen Hopton to Sir William
Cecilt :

My duty most humbly remembered, may it like your
honour to be advertised, that the sixth of this month I

received the Queen her Highness' letters touching the

charges and custody of the Lady Katerine, her High-
ness' pleasure wherein 1 shall at all points endeavour

myself to accomplish as one that dare not presume to
make suit to the contrary, although I have great cause.
For it may please you to understand that I was presently
prepared with my wife and small household to lay at our
little house in Ipswich, and have disposed all things
touching my provision in such sort as I must be now
driven speedily to alter the same, and to rest at my poor
head-house in Suffolk, for that this house and place in

Ipswich is in all respects unfit for the charge now im-
posed unto me. I was upon this occasion driven to treat
with Mr. Roke Greene, one of the executors of Sir John
"Wentworth, to stay the Lady Katerine there, where she
now remains till the 20th of this month, at which time
I mean to receive her, and in the meantime to furnish

myself of things requisite as I may. And this much I

thought it my duty to advertise your honour of my doing
herein, I most humbly praying at all times your good

* ' State Papers, Dom.,' Eliz., vol. xliv. f. 21.

t '
State Papers, Dom.,' Eliz., vol. xliv. f. 28.

aid and opinion in my doing, wherein I trust not to dis-

appoint your good expectation. And so I humbly take

my leave, the 11 th of October A 1567.

Yours at all times to command,
. OWYN HOI'TON.

To the right honourable 8'. William Cissyll, Knight,
Secretary to the Queen her Highness.

[Endorsed] 11, 8br 1567. Sr. Owen Hopton to my mr.
for the rec. of the La. Katherin.

An account, to be brought forward in its proper
order, shows that on Oct. 20 Sir Owen took Lady
Eatherine into his charge, whether at Gosfield or

Ipswich is not quite clear, but most probably at

the latter place, where the little cavalcade, baring
travelled about thirty miles, rested for the night.
The next day the journey was resumed, the poor

ailing lady being conveyed in a "coche," which if

a vehicle on wheels must have been one of the

earliest and clumsiest type ;
and the whole distance

from Gosfield Hall to Cockfield Hall being about

fifty-three miles, in whatever manner she may
have been carried over the rough ways of the time,
the journey could not have proved otherwise than

very tedious and exhausting to the poor delicate

Katherine. W. L. RUTTON.
27, Elgin Avenue, Westbourne Park, W.

(To be continued.)

MASSINGER.* (Continued from 8th S. vii. 484.)
Gifford quotes an affecting letter tripartite,

signed by Philip Massinger and two others, soli-

citing a loan of five pounds, without which "
they

could not be bayled," and a receipt given by the

bearer of the letter for that amount,
"
paid for the

use of Mr. Daboerne, Mr. Feeld, and Mr. Messen-

ger." This proves that the name of Massinger
at that day was pronounced in the manner still

current.f
There is something left to be made out in regard

to the portraits of him in existence. The writer

Quotations should be literally exact. That in the

preceding article, from Greedy's speech, was not so, and

ought to have run,
" A Norfolk dumpling in the belly of

it." In 'The City Madam,' II. i., occurs a parallel

passage :
" There were three sucking pigs served up in a

dish Besides the puddings in their bellies, made of I

know not what." Norfolk dumplings as stuffing seem to

have been peculiar to roast fawn. In instancing Chante-

loup as possibly a word of the same type as Chantemesse,
I accidentally forgot to cite the parallel word, variously

spelt Cantalupe, Cantelupe, Cantilupe, Cantulupe, Canti-

lou, &c., the name of several towns in Normandy, from
one of which the Earls Delaware are said to derive their

second title. Cantaloup (a musk-melon) is said by Littre

to be derived from Cantaluppo, a country house of the

Popes, twelve or thirteen miles out of Home, from which
this fruit was originally brought. Lupo, of course, means

wolf, and luppolo hops ;
but what luppo can stand for I

have no idea.

f I.e., as regards the accent on the first syllable and
the j sound of the g. An emissary would be very apt to

confuse the first two vowel sounds, and be led by a sort

of natural attraction to make the whole word agree with

the capacity in which he was himself acting.
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of the article on Massinger in the ' Diet. Nat.

Biog.' (L894) says: "A portrait was engraved by

Worthington after Thurston. Other engraved

portraits by Grignon, T. Cross, and H. Robinson

are extant (Evans's 'Cat.,' Nos. 7027 and 19N)."
The second number is an error for 19154, which is

Grignon's. 19156 stands against the name of

H. Robinson, and is stated to be a copy of 19155

by T. Cross (7027 being ascribed to Thurston-

Worthington). Massinger 06. 1640, Cross fl.

1632-82, Charles Grignon fl. 1717-1810, Thurston

fl. 1774-1822, Worthington ob. 1795.

No. 19155 is the very fine and spirited "print
before the three octavo plays published by H. Mose-

ley, 1655," which proudly, but with obvious

justice, boasts itself as the " vera ac viva effigies

Philippi Massinger." Gifford says that the head

prefixed to his first volume was copied from this

by his young friend Lascelles Hoppner, and adds,
" It has not the air of a fancy portrait. There is,

I believe, no other." This latter statement is

corroborated by the writer of the article in the

'Diet. Nat. Biog.' on T. Cross, who says, "His

portraits are a valuable contribution to the history
of the period, and some of them are the only
likenesses we possess, e.g., that of Philip Massinger

prefixed to an edition of his plays in 1655." If

this is so, Evans must have made a mistake in

treating the Grignon and the Thurston-Worthing-
ton heads as distinct portraits, and they must be

copies or derivatives from that by Cross. Con-

sidering the mass of materials with which he had
to deal (a good bit over twenty thousand distinct

entries in his so-called two volumes) it would not
be surprising if Evan?, or his aids, had committed
some mistakes or oversights. The two volumes
are really two distinct parts, with different title-

pages, published at different times (there is no
date to either), and the second (which starts with
a fresh alphabetical arrangement of the names) is

not a continuation, but a supplement of the first,

laid (as a dynamo maker would say) in parallel,
and not in series, with it. The experts will doubt-

less, if they have not done so already, set forth on
which side the truth lies.

Non nostrum inter eos tantas componere lites.

What when I last wrote was merely a pious
opinion may now be accepted as an indisputable
truth. Roma locuta est. Lord Acton and Mr.
Eobert Tait (who passed many years in Italy as an
art student) both inform me that Cantalamessa is

quite a common name in that country, which is

the more surprising on account of its length. I

am at liberty also to mention that the lady of the

incident in Battersea Park was Mrs. (DOW Lady)
Brackenbury, the accomplished wife of General
Sir Henry Brackenbury, K.C.B. ,

and that the

trees in the neighbourhood which she was able to

name from the sounds they gave out when rustled

by the wind would have been the black poplar or

the aspen. According to my recollection, she was
able to distinguish these two, not only from other

trees, but from each other, and to say which of

them it was that gave out the determining sound.
J. S. A. C.

The derivation of this name from "
le Messager

"

is too well established to be shaken by any guess-
work. (See Bardsley, p. 217.) As for the dramatist's

supposed change of religion, Lieut.-Col. Cunning-
ham, in his edition of the plays, speaks strongly
of the unlikelihood of such a change having escaped
the notice of Wood, who " was himself again and

again accused of exhibiting in his writings a strong
leaning to all who were Papists or papistically
inclined." C. C. B.

PRONUNCIATION OF SEA. We find the poet
Cowper rhyming sea with survey in his 'Alexander
Selkirk '; and again in the hymn commencing
with the words " God moves in a mysterious way."
I have just observed, however, that in the last two
lines of the poem entitled 'The Castaway,' written
in 1799 (only one year before his death), he rhymes
sea with he. I think we may hence safely conclude
that the change of pronunciation of sea (from say
to see) took place towards the close of the eigh-
teenth century. WALTER W. SKEAT.

"DOES YOUR MOTHER KNOW YOU 'RE OUT?"
This cant question was current a good many years

ago I should think about twenty- five to thirty.

Perhaps it had its popularity from some music-hall

song of the time. It appears in almost identical

words in a comic poem, published in the Mirror of

April 28, 1838 (vol. xxxi., No. 890, p. 282), which
is said to be an extract from '

Bentley's Miscellany.'
It is entitled " The Meeting, after the manner of

Ludwig Uhland." Five stanzas describe very

sentimentally how the poet lay beside a fountain

dreaming of Elysian plains, of old castles, gigantic

forests, troops of nymphs, &c., and how a *'
lovely

May
" advances towards him from the forest shade :

Straight I rose, and ran to meet her,
Seized her hand

;
the heavenly blue

Of her bright eyes smiled brighter sweeter
As she asked me,

" Who are you ]
"

To this question came another
What its aim I still must doubt

And she asked me,
" How 's your mother ?

Does she know that you are out 1
"

" No ! my mother does not know it,

Beauteous, heaven-descended Muse !

"
" Then off get you, my handsome poet,
And say I sent you with the news."

EGBERT PIEP.POINT.

DICK TURPIN'S BLACK BESS.

"Another cherished declusion is falling beneath the
hand of the spoiler. We have given over believing that

Wellington shouted,
'

Up, Guards ! and at 'em,' at

Waterloo ; that Canute bade the sea to stand back ; that

Gelert's grave covers the bones of Llewellyn's hound
and now the genuine character of Dick Turpin'e Black
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Bess is questioned. This is the most unkindest cut of

all. The famous sable steed, whose counterfeit present-
ment has figured in innumerable circus performances,
is declared to be an invention. A correspondent who
has taken up the cudgels on Bess's behalf states, how-

ever, that if an invention, it is not an invention of Ains-

worth's. As a child he has listened, he says, to hia

mother's stories of Dick Turpin and Black Bess, which
she had first hand from her father, and neither of them
ever looked into

' Rookwood.' Still, it is saddening that

a doubt has been cast on the famous quadruped. The

gallop from London to York is probably taken from the

performances of ' Swift Dick Nevison,' who in 1676 is

said to have robbed a sailor at Gadahill at 4 A.M., and
to have established an alibi by reaching York at 7.45 P.M.

the same evening. That may be, but we cannot sur-

render our sleek-coated favourite altogether without

demur." Birmingham, Weekly Mercury, March 9.

JOSEPH COLLINSON.

Bellgarth, Hendon, N.W.

"INVESTMENT." The following carious use of

this word deserves notice :

"
By this mode of carrying on the trade.. ....the [East

India] Company became invested with a right in all the

goods for which they had contracted and from this

circumstance their purchases then received the appel-
lation of investments, which they have ever since

retained." Capt. Basil Hall,
' Travels and Voyages,'

Third Series, vol. i. chap. ii.

The whole context should be consulted.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

BARRAS. It may be worth while remarking that

the name of Bams should be pronounced Barrdce,
and not "Barrah," the pronunciation almost in-

variably given to it by Englishmen, if I may judge
by my own experience. As the final s is silent in

most French words (among them embarras), the

mistake is almost a matter of course.

HENRY ATTWELL.
Barnes.

SIR PHINEAS PETT AND EMMANUEL COLLEGE.
Sir Phineas Pett, the eminent naval architect,

of the reigns of James I. and Charles, came of a

Puritan family and was at Emmanuel College.
His name does not appear in the I was about to

say exhaustive list of eminent men belonging to

the college in Le Keux and Cooper's
' Memorials

of Cambridge,' nor is there, so far as I know, any
memorial of him in the college. I first noticed

that he was educated at Emmanuel in his hitherto

unpublished autobiography (of which I have a

copy), where it is recorded that he paid a visit to

the college long after the time of his early educa-

tion. Cole was aware Sir Phineas Pett was of

Emmanuel, but I do not know whence he drew his

information. There was a portrait of him exhibited

in the year 1866 at the National Exhibition of

Portraits held that year, lent by the Earl of Yar-

borough ;
he is described in the catalogue as M.A.

of Emmanuel College, Cambridge. -It is a half-

length, and shows in the background the Royal
Sovereign or Sovereign of the Sea, constructed

by him and his son Peter about 1637. As I was
about the year 1866 perpetual curate of Chatham,
I took an interest in the Petts and paid particular
attention to the portrait ; and I have a genealogical
table of the family, compiled with the aid of a

friend while I was at Chatham. I should be glad
if the Editor would allow this note of the great
naval architect to appear in

' N. & Q.' If I mis-

take not, there is a portrait of one of the family

hanging in the hall at Christchurch, Oxford, and
there may be portraits in Ireland ; but Emmanuel
claims the most distinguished of the Petts. Others
of the family bore the name of Phineas, and con-

fusion easily arises
;
but none of the family can

compare with this Sir Phineas, the naval architect,

the friend of Prince Henry.
To refer, in conclusion, to another matter. I

never could exactly understand why Dean Swift

sent Gulliver to Emmanuel. Probably a certain

tradition as to the connexion of the college with

Puritanism lingered on and took this shape in the

dean's time. The first edition of Gulliver was not

published before 1746.

S. ARNOTT, M.A., Emman. Coll.

Gunnersbury.

'TAMING OP A SHREW.' In the publications
of the New Shakspere Society of 1875 appears an

article by R. Simpson, Esq., on various plays
attributed to Shakespeare, among which he men-

tions
4 The Taming of a Shrew,' 1594, and adds

that in Smetwick's reprint of 1631 it is said to be

written by W. Shakespeare. It is evident that

Mr. Simpson has confused the two plays bearing

nearly a similar title, as the 1631 edition is the

first and only quarto of Shakespeare's play entitled

'The Taming of the Shrew.' The anonymous
play of 'The Taming of a Shrew' was thrice

printed in 1594, 1596, and 1607.

MAURICE JONAS.

CONSTITUTION HILL. As Thornbury's 'London'

gives no reason for this name, it may be as well to

quote Richard King's, from ' The Complete Modern

London Spy,' 1781, p. 27: "Having left the

hospital [St. George's], we proceeded through the

Green Park, sometimes called Constitution Hill,

on account of the salubrious air which is there

found." F. J. F.

RICHARD ONSLOW, SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF

COMMONS IN 1563. The '
Diet. Nat. Biog.' says

that "he sat in the Parliaments of 1557-8 and

1562-3 as member for Steyningr, and represented

that borough till his death." This is not quite

accurate. He was M.P. for Steyning in the Par-

liaments of October-December, 1555, 1558, 1559,

and (seemingly) through that of 1563 to 1567. It

is to be observed that in the Crown Office Lists of

this last Parliament,
" Richard Ousley, Recorder

of London," sat as M.P. for the City from circa
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1563-7. As our Speaker was Recorder of Lon-

don from 1563 to 1566, there can be no doubt but

that he is intended by this name. I have already

pointed this out in the pages of N. & Q.' (7
th S.

iv. 243, 450), but so far have received no explana-
tion of the difficulty. Richard Onslow could not

have sat for two places at the same time, but there

is no record of his vacating his seat at Steyning
for that of the Metropolis. W. D. PINK.

TRAY, NAME OF A DOG. Mr. Robert Fer-

guson, in his
' Surnames as a Science,' p. 17,

expresses the opinion that Tray is but a book-

name for a dog.
"
Who," he says,

" has not heard

in verse or prose of the poor dog Tray ? And yet
who ever heard, excepting in books, of a dog being
called Tray?"

I know not of any Tray in being at the present
moment

;
but there was one alive and doing well

in London city in 1654. A certain Moll Gape,
who was one of Sir Ralph Verney's most amusing
correspondents, writes on Jan. 18 of that year :

"Sir, Trey I thinke is just now upon her delivery, she

hath had 12 pupyes but half of them bee dead, but
them that are liveing are very fatt. and by the next return

they will send you downe many tbankes for the bones of

your partridges and larkes." ' Memoirs of the Verney
Family,' by Margaret M. Verney, vol. iii. p. 187.

Tray is mentioned in Gay's
'

Shepherd's Week,'
i. 56, and in the Sporting Magazine (1805),
vol. xxv. p. 70, we read of "My faithful dog
Tray." See also (1807) vol. xxix. p. 120. These

may, however, be mere bock-names.
EDWARD PEACOCK.

FIRE CAUSED BY WATER. A newspaper account
of the vessel Why Not catching fire, attributes the

outbreak to some water being thrown on to some
lime causing a flame, which spread to a quantity of

hay which formed part of the cargo. Without

expressing any opinion either way as to the fact

which would be injudicious at the present moment
it may be worthy of note that there is a record

of such an event having occurred before :

"About three weeks since, a house at Christchurch,
Hants, was set on fire by water in the following manner.
On the premises of Mr. Belbin, mason, a quantity of un-
alacked lime was laid, with some laths upon it; the
tide came up unusually high, and inundated the lower

part of the house, kindled the lime, which set fire to the

laths, and communicating with the buildings, burnt the
whole to the ground, with part of the adjoining houses."

Cambridge Chronicle, Nov. 29, 1811.

AYEAHR,

KEBLE AND THE ' CHRISTIAN YEAR.' A writer
in the Contemporary Review for Jane points out
several infelicitous similes and allusions in the
*
Christian Year,' one of which is in the poem for

the Monday after Easter, where occurs the line

With monarcha at their helm,

a position kings did (and do) not often occupy,
though perhaps Eeble might say they did so meta-

phorically, as the steersman guided at their behest.

Few persons have a greater admiration for the

poet in question than myself ; but I should like to

point out an allusion in the poem for the tenth

Sunday after Trinity which is scarcely apposite,
and is not noticed (or, at any rate, noted) by the

writer in the Contemporary Review. We are told

by Herodotus (vii. 45, 46) that Xerxes, contem-

plating his vast host assembled near Troy, before

passing into Europe, wept to think that not one

man amongst them would be alive a hundred years
afterwards. This Eeble alludes to as a conqueror's

grief, scarcely the epithet which can be applied to

Xerxes, with respect to whom one more often

thinks of the well-known lines of another poet :

A king sate on the rocky brow
Which looks o'er sea-born Salamis;
And ships, by thousands, lay below,
And men in nations

; all were his !

He counted them at break of day,
And when the sun set, where were they 1

W. T. LYNN.
Blackheatb.

DEATH OF MRS. BLOOMER. It is probable
that few people, before reading this note, were aware
that the lady who gave her name to the eccentric

"Bloomer" costume, so familiar to everybody
from the inimitable drawings of Oruikshank, was

living as recently as the last day of last year. It

is the fate of notorious persons to be soon forgotten
when no longer en evidence. Mrs. Bloomer died

on the last day of the past year, and her death, I

venture to think, is of sufficient interest to be noted

in
' N. & Q.' for the benefit of the future historian

of the period during which " bloomerism
"

flourished. The comparison of the costume of

this period with the costume of the "new
woman" with bicycling tastes of the present

day will be inevitable. The accompanying account

of Mrs. Bloomer's death is taken from the Stand-

ard of Jan. 11 :

"
Mrs. Amelia J. Bloomer, the advocate of the Bloomer

costume, died on Dec. 31, at Council Bluffs, Iowa, at

the age of seventy-seven. The costume which went by
her name was first worn by Mrs. Bloomer in 1849. It

resembled male attire, being an open-fronted jacket and
loose trousers, the latter wide, like those of the Turk,
but gathered in at the ankles. The Bloomer dress was

adopted by a few women in the West-end of London in

1851; but, though recommended by some American
ladies in popular lectures, it was soon totally discon-

tinued. Mrs. Bloomer was born in Homer, N.Y., on

May 27, 1818, her father's name being Jenks. Six years
later her parents removed to Seneca Palls, N.Y., and

there, on April 15, 1840, she was married to Mr. D. C.

Bloomer. She became interested in the subjects of

temperance and women's rights, and lectured on them.
In 1849, after contributing articles to various papers, she

started a semi-monthly of her own, the Lily. About
this time Mrs. Miller, daughter of Gerrit Smith, went to

visit in Seneca Falls. She wore a costume which con-

sisted of a short skirt, full trousers, and an ordinary
bodice. Mrs. Bloomer, looking from her window and
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beholding the queer toilet for the first time, laughed at

it. In a few day Mrs. Stanton appeared in a short skirt

and trousers, and in a week Mrs. Bloomer was persuaded
to discard her ordinary garments and put on the dress

which thenceforth bore her name. Her first reform
costume was of figured Bilk, and the trousers, which were

gathered at the ankle, were of the same material.

Nothing was more unexpected to Mrs. Bloomer than the
sudden notoriety which came to her. Nothing was
further from her mind than the idea of setting the
fashion. She pursued her work at the editorial desk and

upon the lecture platform, always championing the cause
of women, and never referring in any way to her costume.
In the performance of her duties in the post-office as

her husband's deputy, Mrs. Bloomer found her short

skirt convenient and comfortable. But the fame of her
costume spread rapidly, and the circulation of the Lily
leaped from a few hundreds to several thousands. Mrs.
Bloomer did not like the notoriety, and abandoned the
costume to which she had given a name after wearing
it seven or eight years. Why she did so she never made
public. It is known, however, that it was always a
source of anxiety lest she should be remembered only
because she once wore an odd costume. She was an

eloquent speaker on the lecture platform, as well as a

graceful and forcible writer. She had been a member
of the Protestant Episcopal Church for fifty years, and
was noted for her great but unostentatious charities.

The home was never enlivened by children of their

own, but she and her husband adopted several waifs, and
reared and educated them as if born to themselves. Her
health had been failing for the last ten years."

A. 0. W.
Louis XVII. A hundred year ago (June 8) the

unfortunate Dauphin, known as Louis XVII., died

in the Tour du Temple. Although the reports of

his escape from captivity, which encouraged several

impostors to assume his title, and have furnished

historians, novelists, and dramatists with subjects
for their pens, are generally discredited, the royalist
Gaulois of June 8 has devoted a considerable

portion of its space to a reproduction of evidence
which appears to leave no room to doubt that the

young prince died in prison, bis end having been
accelerated by harsh treatment ; and at the same
time it gives the opinions of more than one living
author among them M. Victorien Sardou, who
is preparing a play under the title of 'Louis XVII.'
who do not consider the identity of the youth

who died in the Temple sufficiently established.

The most important testimony, perhaps, is that

of the Duchesse d'Angouleme. In her memoirs
she gives an account of her brother's last illness,
and refers to the report of his having been poisoned.
That this report was false she considers proved by
the post mortem examination of the medical men.
She attributes his premature death to his insanitary

surroundings, and to the hardships to which he was

subjected . The doctors themselves, whose autopsy
gave rise to very excited criticisms, declared that
"

the son of the deceased Louis Capet, recognized
by two of them as the child who was under their

care for some days before his death," tiied of dis-

orders which arose from a long-standing scrofulous

condition. M. de Beauchesne, the historian of

Louis XVII. ,
who appears to have spared no pains

to arrive at the truth, and who knew personally

Lasne and Gomier, the last two guardians of the

young prince (of whose considerate treatment of

her brother the Duchesse d'Angouleme speaks in

warm terms), came to the conclusion that the

Dauphin's identity with the youth who died in the

Temple on June 8, 1795, was established beyond

question. M. Imbert de Saint-Amand, the author

of 'Femmes de Versailles' and 'Femmes des

Tuileries,' is of the same opinion. On the other-

hand, M. Sardou, while he regards all the various

narratives of the escape of the Dauphin as mere

romance, does not consider that the documents

cited to prove his death in the Temple are by any
means conclusive. He makes much of the fact

that the sister of the Dauphin, who was in an

adjoining cell when her brother is supposed to have

died, was not called as a witness ;
and he also

remarks that M. Desault, the only medical man
who could have proved the identity of the corpse,

had been dead a week before the autopsy took

place. The Count d'He"riason, who was the first

to publish any important documents in support of

the "survival" theory, declares his firm belief that

the Dauphin escaped from the Temple, and appears
to regard the pretender Naundorff as having been

the genuine claimant. M. Paul Roche points out

that Barras appends to the account of his visit to

the Temple, which took place ten months before

the Dauphin's death, the following lines :

" Mais

le jeune prince e"tait travaille" par une maladie

humorale qui avait de"ja fait des progres, de sorte

que, malgre' tous les soins qu'on lui porta, il suc-

comba." HENRY ATTWBLL.
Barnes.

We must request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest to affix their

names and addresses to their queries, in order that the

answers may be addressed to them direct.

THE ROCK IN THE MOSQUE OF OMAR. This

remarkable rock, says Dean Stanley (' Sinai and

Palestine,' chap, iii.), quoting from previous tra-

vellers, "is irregular in its form, and measures

about sixty feet in one direction, and fifty feet in

the other. It projects about five feet above the

marble pavement, and the pavement of the mosque
is twelve feet above the general level of the enclo-

sure." I am informed, however, by the Hon.

David P. Thompson, recently the U.S. minister

to Turkey, that he measured the rock, and found

it about sixty-five feet by nineteen ;
and as he is

a practical surveyor, and made his calculations by

actually pacing the ground, I cannot doubt the

accuracy of his conclusion. The rock in question

is probably the spot where Isaac was to have been

sacrificed, and the threshing floor purchased by
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David. Sir John Maundeville describes it as on
the other side of the temple or mosque standing
in the year 1322

;
but now the Dome of the Sakrah

is built directly over it. The following questions
occur : 1. What change, if any, has been made in

the sculpturing or in the enclosing of this rock

daring the present century? 2. Is it possible,

upon comparison of measurements, that the rock

could have been included within the walls of either

the first or the second Temple 1 3. If this is not

possible, is there any way of accounting for what,
as Dean Stanley says, must always have been a

disfigurement of the Temple area ?

EICHARD H. THORNTON.
Portland, Oregon.

PARTRIDGE, op SUFFOLK. Thomas, son of

Tho. and Susan Partridge, was baptized at

Higham April 24, 1603 ; was admitted at Em-
manuel College, Cambridge, May 22, 1619 ;

became B.A. in 1622, and M.A. in 1626. Can
any reader tell me anything of his subsequent
history ? His father (then of Capel S. Mary, yeo-
man) made his will May 19, 1624, in which he
instructed his son Richard to

" allow vnto his

Brother Thomas Partridge sufficient maintenaunce
till he haue Commenced Mr of Arte." I have a
number of notes on the Suffolk Partridges, and
should be glarl to correspond with any one inter-

ested therein. CHARLES S. PARTRIDGE.
Christ's College, Cambridge.

"GALLETT." The following is from the Bir-

mingham Daily Mail of June 4 :

" There was an element of grim pathos in the case of
'
Gallett

'

Glasby, the king of the sloggers, heard at the
Birmingham Police Court yesterday.

'

Gallett,' it seems,
is the title applied by the aloggerB to their chief

;
it is an

honourable term among them. Well,
'
Gallett

'

Glasby's
child died, and hi* pale organized a subscription for him
in his trouble. The appeal, as it was indited, is worthy
of a place in the pages of Dickens. It ran thus :

' For
Gallett Glasby. Kind friends, this his for Gallet; he as
a bit of trouble, and I shall be very glad if you would
put a copper towards burying his child. We would not
ask,

_
only he is out of work. All coppers thankfully

received ; don't fur-get him, pals.' Among the donations
collected by the toree of this original document were the
following:

'

Busb.v 6d., Jones 4d., BaenettSrf., Maggie 2d.,
Lagoe 2d., and Harrington 2d.' All this proves that
even the slogger has his finer feelings, though in this
case it remains to be told that '

Gallett' and his lieutenant
were so elated with the success of the appeal that they
had to give v. nt to their feelings by assaulting people
with buckle belts. Prosperity, however, often leads to
the undoing of people who are considerably higher in
the human scale than the Birmingham slogger."

Is
"
Gallett

"
in the above a survival or a freshly

coined word ? FRAM.

CROMARTIE EARLDOM. Is the title of Earl of
Cromartie extinct or in abeyance ? The title was
revived for the late Duchess of Sutherland (died
1888) with a special remainder. Her grace was
succeeded by her second son, who died in 1893

s.p.m. The eldest daughter, Lady Sibell

Mackenzie, is DOW Viscountess Tarbat, and heir

of line to the Mackenzies, but she does not

succeed to the earldom, which falls to heirs male.

I take it that the title of viscountess is one of

courtesy only, and almost fancy that the present
Duke of Sutherland is in succession ;

but the

special remainder stands in the way, the terms of

which have not been made public. A. HALL.

[The title is borne by the elder daughter of the late

earl.]

SIR JAMES MARRIOTT, M.P., JUDGE OF THE
ADMIRALTY. Whom did he marry? Where was
he buried 1 The article in the ' D. N. B.' affords

no light upon these points.
C. E. GlLDERSOME-DlCKINSON.

Eden Bridge.

JEWISH FUNERAL CUSTOM. Dr. Oosterzee, in

commenting on St. Luke v. 19, makes the state-

ment,
"
It was by this way [an opening in the

roof] that the dead were often carried out of the

houses "
(ed. Lange, T. & T. Clark, vol. i. p. 169).

Is this known to have been a custom among the

Jews ? A. SMYTHE PALMER.
S. Woodford.

LATIN PROVERB. " Omne bonura est sui com-
municativum (excepta uxore et pecunia)." This is

given in "M. Joach. Zehneri Sententiae Insigniores,
illustrates studio M. A. Schulteti auctse per M. A.
Stiibelium, Lipsiae, 1727," p. 30, as an illustration

of the proverb "Comnmnia esse amicornm inter se

omnia." Is the source of the former proverb
known ? The latter, which is attributed by Cicero

to Pythagoras, appears in his
' De Officiis,' i. 16,

sec. 51, also in Terence,
'

Adelphi,' v. 3, 17. Is

there not an English saying to the effect that it is

well not to lend one's wife or one's razor ?

EGBERT PIERPOINT.

SIR ANDREW PASCHALL. Who was this baronet
or knight? In the register of Albury Church,
near Bishop's Stortford, Herts, there is this

entry :

"A Dm' 1615 Sir Andrew Paschall and

Mercye Bonest marryed the 28 Septe'b."
M.A.Oxon.

LORD BYRON AND IANTHE. Can any of your
readers enlighten me on the following points?
Who was lanthe, to whom Byron inscribed

' Childe
Harold '

? What were the circumstances " which
would have greatly enhanced the interest to the

public
"
of the portrait picture of ' Childe Harold

[Byron] and lanthe' which was engraved in the

'Literary Souvenir' for 1830, which "circum-
stances" are mysteriously alluded to in the

"advertisement" of that volume? Why did

lanthe's family interfere with Westall's completion
of the picture, from which the engraving is taken ;

and in whose possession is the uncompleted paint-

ing? G. S. LAYARD.
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ST. DOMINGO : PATRON OF TOPERS. Justice

Silence (' 2 Henry IT.' V. ii.) sings :

Do me right
And dub me knight

Samingo.

Warton refers, says Malone, to a black-letter

ballad in which either a San Domingo or a Signior

Domingo is celebrated for his miraculous feats in

drinking ; and Boswell, in a note in Malone's

Shakspeare (vol. xxi. 1821, p. 467), says he does
not know why St. Domingo should have been con-
sidered the patron of topers, but quotes Gonzalo

Berceo, a Castilian poet, who flourished in 1211,
and wrote St. Domingo's life in the vulgar tongue :

Ca no son tan lettrado por fer otro Latino,
Bien valdra come creo, un vaso de buen vino.

Is anything further known of the ballad referred

to by Warton, and of St. Domingo's patronage of

the bibulous ? JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

"TuTUM TE SISTAM." Can you inform me
from what Latin author the above quotation,

adopted as its motto by an insurance company in

this city, is derived ? I have a faint recollection

of a hexameter verse ending
"
tutumque in littore

sistam," but cannot recall where it occurs. Can
any of your readers assist me ?

R. FRANKLIN DAVIES.
Liverpool.

"CADOWES." John Whitney, of London, gentle-
man, by will dated May 21, 1597 (P.C.C. 46
Cobham), bequeathes

"'' My fetherbedd, boulster,
pillowes, Twoo Spanish blancketts, and twoo
Cadowes." What w;ts a cadowe ? The word is not
in Hulliwell. C. E. GILDERSOME-DICKINSON.

BUDDHISM OF ARCTIC ORIGIN. An indication
from nine, the sacred number of the Buddhists,
seems to suggest that Buddhism is of Arctic origin.

Three, six, nine, and seven are the numbers which

constantly recur in the
'

Kalevala,' and the reason is

more or less clearly stated in the poem ; viz.,
because the Finnish winter was seven and the

Lapp winter nine months. The Arctic world,
therefore, did not borrow the number nine from
the Buddhists. Again, when Louki, the Nosten of
the extreme north, sends the nine diseases to

plague Waniomoinen's folk, this is but an alle-

gorical way of saying that the nine long winter
months produced them. But sin and disease are

closely linked together in religious thought. Now
the Buddhist rosary has 108 beads, each bead for
one of the 108 sins, i.e., 12x9. In other words,
each winter disease was imagined as originating a
sin for each month in the year. The number nine,
therefore, seems to offer a clear indication of the
Arctic origin of Buddhism.

W. W. STRICKLAND, B.A.
Trinity College, Cambridge.

WILLIAM SHORE. Can any of your readers

refer to Holden's 'Church Music,' published about

1840, or any tune book (if such there be) by Shore
before 1848, and give rue the particulars regard-

ing the tune usually called "Italian Chorale" or
"
Lugano

"
? I ask this because I have been unable

to procure or see these works, and I find in a

book in my possession this tune is attributed to

Shore. Love says he can find nothing regarding
the tune. JAS. WARRINGTON.

Philadelphia, U.S.

DE ATLSBORT, OF WARWICKSHIRE, AND SIR
THOS. ATLSBURT, BART., 1627. Any proof that

Thomas Aylsbury, of Edstone, Warwick, grand-
father of the baronet, was any relation to the De
Aylsburys who bore the same arms (Azure, a cross

argent), and also to Captain Aylsbury, who com-
manded a privateer in 1815, and was buried at

Nieuport, Holland, will oblige. A. C. H.

COPY OF RECIPE.

To make Lord Pembroke's Port. 1 Hhd.
12 Gall. Alicant Wine 2
6 do. English Spirits 1 1

3 do. French Brandy 1 1

42 do. Southam Cyder 2 2

6 4

The prices were taken in the year 1736. Who
was the Lord Pembroke for whose delectation this

ideal concoction was made ? What was the cider

described as "Southam," as well as can be

deciphered? B. S.

BACHOPE. I should be glad of any information

with regard to this faii'ily, which is, I fancy, of

Irish extraction. The last known member of it

was a Captain James Bachope (? R.N. or privateer),
who was living about 1800. A portrait, in oils,

of him exists in the possession of the writer's

family. R. W. K. GODDARD.
133, Denmark Hill.

"CoLD PIG." What is the origin of this ex-

pression as applied to goods returned ? A friend

tells me that it is usual in Ireland in some parts
to kill the pig which has been taken alive to

market for sale, if it is left on the hands of the

seller, and to take it home dead. He declines to

assume the responsibility of this derivation, and
as the ' N. E. LV gives me no assistance, I appeal
to the readers of

' N. & Q.' to assist in enlighten-

ng me. PAUL BIERLEY.

" CANTANKEROUS." What is the unde derivatur

of this word, not a very elegant one
;
and is it to be

"ound in the works of any English writer melioris

cevi ac note ? Halliwell, in his
'

Dictionary,'
defines it as "contentious Far. Dial." The word
s used in the new Church Patronage Bill, in which
t is proposed, amongst other provisions, to remo\

clergymen guilty of this crime from their benefices.
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Surely the meaning of the word, which seems to

me a relative term, and not an absolute one, ought
to be defined and explained, or it will give rise to

endless disputes and faultfindings. I ask this

question both on my own behalf and on that of

my brethren who are equally interested.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

[For origin see ' New English Dictionary,' s. v., where
instances of use are given from Goldsmith, Sheridan,
Miss Mitford, H. Livingstone, and St. Paul's Magazine.]

ARTHUR'S COFFEE-HOUSE. To Gibbon's clever
French essay, written when he was twenty-two,
and published when he was twenty-four, in 1761,
we find prefixed a letter from M. Maty, of the
British Museum. In this he says :

" Vos notes
sont aavantes, mais qui a Newmarket ou dans le

cage" [sic] d'Arthur peut les lire." Where was
Arthur's coffee-house? Was Arthur's Club ever
called a coffee-house ? LOSTWITHIEL.

SONG WANTED. I should be much obliged if

any of your correspondents could tell me where I
can find the words of a song, of which the chorus,
to the best of my recollection, is :

Troll, troll, the jolly brown bowl,
A lass, and a glass, and a friend for me ;

For that is a toast, which all good fellows boast,
Whether of high or low degree.

It was a favourite undergraduate song at Oxford
in the seventies. M. G. D.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
Laugh, and the world laughs with you

Weep, and you weep alone. N. E. R.

Rest must ask of Labour leave to be enjoyed.
Where is this axiom to be found 1 0.

DISPENSATIONS FOR POLYGAMY.
(8

th S. vii. 489.)
The statement in Ohambers's ' Book of Dayp

'

referred to by 0. B., that Frederick William II.,
nephew and successor of Frederick the Great, had"
three wives at the same time, Elizabeth of Bruns-

wick, the Princess of Hesse, and the Countess of
Euhof," does not appear to be correct.

Frederick William II. was first married (in
1765), during the life-time of his uncle Frederick
the Great, to Princess Elizabeth of Brunswick
From her (see Carlyle's

'
Life of Frederick the

Great,' vol. vi. p. 379), on account of her infidelities,
though certainly not greater than his own, he was
divorced in 1769 (she survived the divorce seventy-
one years, not dying till 1840). The divorce "was
done," Carlyle tells us, "in a beautiful private
manner ; case tried with strictly-closed doors

; all

the five judges under oath to carry into the grave
whatever they came to know about it." Within

three months of this divorce Frederick William
married Princess Frederica Louisa of Hesse

Darmstadt, who continued to be his wife till the

end,
"

his Lichtenau and his second wife, jewel of

women," says Carlyle, "nursing him in his last

sickness." Carlyle says nothing about a marriage
with another wife during the lifetime of the

second.

According to
'

Biographie TJniverselle,' Frederick

the Great made Frederick William "
re"pudier la

princesse Elizabeth de Brunswick, pour cause d'in-

conduite. Si les vertus de la princesse de Hesse

d'Armstadt, sa seconde espouse," the
'

Biographie
'

goes on, "la mirent a 1'abrid'une pareille disgrace,
elle eut peut-etre plus a souffrir par le triomphe

public des mai tresses du roi Devenn e*pris

de mademoiselle de Voss, il la, fit comtesse d'ln-

genheim, et Pcpousa de la main gauche." On her

death, which took place soon after,
"

elle fut

rempkcee par la comtesse Doenhoff" (Countess of

Euhoff?). This lady was disgraced in her turn,,

and then a certain Madame Kietz, who had formerly
been his mistress perhaps was so still "reprit
tout son credit." She was created Countess of

Lichtenau, and lived in one of the most beautiful

palaces at Berlin, where she kept a sort of court.

This is the " Lichtenau "
of Carlyle, who assisted

the queen in nursing the king in his last illness.

A short account of Frederick William II. in the
'

Encyclopaedia Britannica '

(by whose hand I know

not) tells us that, having been divorced in 1769*

from his first wife, Frederick William married the

Princess Louise of Hesse Darmstadt, by whom he
had five sons.

It does not appear, then, that Frederick Wil-
liam II. had three wives at the same time. It

does appear, however, from the statement in
' Bio-

graphie Universelle,' that while his second wife

was still alive, and, apparently, while he was still

living with her, he had contracted a marriage
" de

la main gauche
" with the Countess d'Ingenheim.

The marriage with the Countess d'Ingenheim
would be what is called in Germany a " halbehe"

(half
-
marriage), or left hand, or morganatic

marriage left-hand, because the man gives the

woman his left hand instead of the right :

"
It is a real marriage, though without the usual

solemnity; and the parties are both bound to each other
for ever, though the female cannot bear the husband's
name and title. Neither spouse has any right of succes-

sion to the other, but the children take a third of the
father's estate, if he leaves no lawful children."

So Frederick William II. seems to have married
a wife and a half at the same time, and not three

wives. May not the secrecy attending his divorce

from his first wife have led some to believe that

there had been no divorce at all ?

C. W. CASS.
United University Club.
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BARNARD (8
tb S. iii. 327, 411). A gentleman

of this name had a ship-building yard at Deptford
at the latter end of the eighteenth century ; my
great-grandfather, James Talbot, of Deptford
(eldest son of James Talbot, who was for sixty-
two years, 1731-1793, of the Deptford Dockyard),
was Mr. Barnard's cousin, and took a leading place
in his yard. The M.P. for Greenwich (1832-51)
referred to by MR. WALFORD as above, would no
doubt be a son of Mr. E. G. Barnard.

William Barnard was a shipbuilder, of Grove

Street, Deptford, in April, 1779. (Vide a paper re

removal of ships driven ashore and damaged, in

Phil Trans., read Dec. 23, 1779).
William Barnard, son of one Barnard, a surveyor,

in Abingdon's Building?, Westminster, was pro-
secuted by the Duke of Marlborougb, in 1757, for

sending him threatening letters, but was acquitted
because his identity could not be satisfactorily

established, and the evidence as to his good cha-

racter went to prove the antecedent improbability
of his being the criminal. He had a relation

named James Greenwood, a brewer, at Deptford.
(Vide Gent. Mag., May, 1758, and 'Annual Re-

gister,' 1758.)
I should be greatly obliged for genealogical

information as to the Deptford Barnards, especially

showing exactly through whom they were related
to ray great-grandfather. This query has only
just come under my notice, or I would have replied
earlier. JAMES TALBOT.

Adelaide, South Australia.

DAY'S PSALTER (8
th S. vii. 147, 253, 329, 376,

453). If MR. SPENCE cannot conceive that
metrical version may be Psalmic in structure with-
out necessarily following the original word by
word, nor that by the expansion of a thought a
characteristic feature of the poetry of one language
may be reproduced in another, I have no more
desire to teach him than he has right to lecture

me.^ Mr) TroAAoi SiSacncaAoi yiveo-0e is the
advice happily followed by most contributors to
'N. & Q.,' and particularly in that part which is

devoted to queries. Since MR. SPENCE'S sarcasm
is directed against his own distortion of my words,
which he repeats after my protest, it would be
waste of time to notice further what he is pleased
to call a challenge. A. T. M.

^TRANSLATIONS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT (8
th S.

vii. 467). Much interesting matter is contained
in Dr. Mombert's 'English Versions,' 1883. A
distinction must be drawn between new trans-
lations and revisions of the "

authorized "
version.

To the latter class belong Dean Alford's parallel
text, in his

' New Testament for English Readers,'
and the version to which John Wesley's

' Notes '

are appended. Every translator naturally (and it

need not be purposely) colours his version with the
tints of his own views; but very few, if any, j pp. 170, 176; 'Ohartulary of Rievaulx' (Surt.

translations haveTbeen made avowedly to support
special doctrines. This part of the business has

been relegated usually to the notes. Rheims, of

course, is in favour of the Romanists ; King
James's translators now and then let their own
opinions get the better of their Greek

; Sharpe's
version favours the Unitarians; and Dr. Davidson's

perhaps is not unfavourable to them.
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

Hastings.

I have a copy of a translation of the New Testa-

ment not mentioned by MR. INGRAM. The title-

page is as follows :

" The
|
New Testament

|
in

|
an improved Version

|

upon the basis of
| Archbishop Newcome's New Trans-

lation
|
with

|
a Corrected Text

|

and
|
Notes critical and

explanatory. |
Published by a Society for Promoting

Christian Knowledge and the
|
Practice of Virtue, by

the Distribution of Books.
|
London:

|
Printed by Richard

Taylor & Co., Shoe Lane.
|
Sold by J. Johnson, St.

Paul's Churchyard; and Longman, Hurst, Bees & Orme.
Paternoster Row. 1808."

There is no doubt but that this translation was
undertaken and published for the promulgation of

Unitarian principle?. THOS. H. BAKER.
Mere Down, Mere, Wiltshire.

IT0RBIDE, THE MEXICAN EMPEROR (8
th S. vii.

308, 356, 412). Allow me to do penance for my
slip as regards the pronunciation of this name. I

am wrong, and MR. WALLER is quite right. It is

of no use to explain what was passing in my mind
when I wrote the paragraph ;

but as Dr. Johnson,
when rebuked for a wrong definition, pleaded
"shear ignorance," may I be allowed to plead

downright carelessness ? If Homer sometimes

nodded, surely I may be permitted to fall asleep
sometimes ! AYEAHR.

It is new to me that "any Spaniard" would

pronounce Iturbide, as MR. GIBBS says he would,
with the lisped d. At the end of a word, of course,
the d is lisped Madrith, verdath, and the rest.

But surely MR. GIBBS does not mean to lay it

down that verdad should be pronounced verthath f
W. F. WALLER.

The Iturbide family resided here for many years,
and though not personally acquainted with them,

invariably heard their friends pronounce the

name E-tur-bee-day, with the primary accent on
the first and the secondary accent on the third

syllable. GASTON DE BERNEVAL.
Philadelphia.

PLOUGHING OXEN (8
tb S. vii. 366, 396, 469).

To make these collections more nearly complete
reference should be made to the instances and
jarticulars already gathered in 7th S. ii. 266, 317,
572. I should like to add that others may be

found in ' Yorkshire Diaries '

(Surt. Soc. 65),

p. 250, n.; 'Life of S. Cuthbert' (Surt. Soc. 87),
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Soc. 83), p. 65
; Alexander, 'Northern Rural Life';

'N. & Q.,' 6th S. vii. 5, 274
;

viii. 257.

W. C. B.

I remember, in going to school in 1830-7, that I

used to see many oxen employed in ploughing in

the fields between Ilford and Stratford, in Essex.

E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

COLLECT FOR THE FOURTH SUNDAY AFTER
EASTER (8

th S. vii. 446). Justice to the revisers

of a book to which many of us attach considerable

value makes me ask leave to suggest that your

correspondent's remarks upon this prayer are a

little wide of the mark. The alteration has per-

plexed commentators ;
but Dr. Goulburn, in his

book upon
' The Collects,' offers a reasonable solu-

tion of the difficulty. He says :

"A most instructive connexion surely between the
doctrine and the prayer founded upon it, but perhaps
one which was not sufficiently obvious, which was too

far-fetched, and does not strike the mind on the surface."

This describes the original Gelasian collect. And
he goes on :

"And accordingly the old foundation was swept away,
and this new one, the alliance of which with the petition
is much more immediately apparent, was substituted,"
&0.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hasting?.

BULL-ROARER (8
tb S. vii. 98, 158, 258, 334,

457).
" A bull-roarer is so easily constructed that it is re-

markable how few people are familiar with it. Take
a common stick, say six inches in length, tie a cord three

feet long to one end, and, grasping the other, whirl it

round, with the result of astonishing all to whom it is not
familiar by its sound :

First it is but a gentle hum,
Like bird-song warbling in the trees,

Then like a torrent it doth foam,
And then a well and soaring breeze.

When vigorously spun it may be heard of a calm evening
for a mile, and its effect is then indescribable I will not

eay, as most novelists here would,
'

weird,
;

for I do not
know that it prophesies anything, but it is certainly
most suggestive of something mysterious." 'Legends of

Florence,' by C. G. Leland, 185*5, p. 209.

But I do not know whether Mr. Leland means
that the bull-roarer is used in America.

WILLIAM GEORGE BLACK.

I remember, years ago, my father, who was a

magistrate, taking from a poacher a partridge-
caller. It was a tailor's thimble with a piece of

parchment stretched over one end, perforated in

the middle, with a waxed horsehair run through
it

; this, when skilfully jerked, gave a sound like

the call of a partridge, by which means he induced
the birds to approach near enough to shoot them.
A corncrake-caller is made of two flat bones, one
notched like a saw, then the other scraped over it

;

this gives the cry of the corncrake, and brings the

bird within shot. I have often used the latter with

success. E. LEATON-BLENKINSOPP.

AN OIL PAINTING (8
th S. vii. 489). MR.

WILLIAM PAYNE must, I think, have been some-
what inaccurate both in reading and in translating
the German inscription above the picture which he

describes; but the names and the pedigree are

sufficient to identify the original of the portrait.

The lady, as the inscription, if accurately de-

ciphered, would no doubt state, is

"
Magdalena, wife of John [the first] Duke of Zwei-

briicken, Count Palatine and Duke of Bavaria. She was

daughter of William, Duke of Cloves and Juliers, and of

Maria [or Margaret 1], Duchess of Austria, whose father

was King Ferdinand I. of Hungary and Bohemia [the
Emperor Ferdinand I.], and whose mother was [Anne]
Princess of Hungary [daughter of Ladieluus I.]."

"
Traltz, Borough

"
is no doubt a clerical error for

"
Pfaltz Bayern," the Bavarian Palatinate forming

the dominions of the Dukes of Zweibriicken, who,
like all the scions of the house of Wittelsbach,

styled themselves Counts Palatine and Dukes of

(or in) Bavaria. "Piolch," of course, should be

"Jiilich."

According to Moreri (edition of 1759), vol. ii.,

article "Baviere, maison," p. 199, Magdalena of

Cleves was married to John, Duke of Deux Ponts,
in 1579, and died in 1635.

KICHARD C. CHRISTIE.

FLAG TO SUMMON TO CHURCH (8
th S. vii. 446).

It was not unusual amongst the Puritans of

New England to employ a flag to summon
worshippers to church. In 1697, at Plymouth,
the selectmen were ordered to

"
procure a flagg to

be put out at the ringing of the first bell, and
taken in when the last bell was rung." In Suther-

land also a flag was used, and an old woman was

paid ten shillings a year to tend " the flugg."

Other means which were employed, besides the bell,

were the drum, the horn, and the conch-shell. For

a great deal that is interesting and amusing on the

subject of the Puritans I would refer MR. HANDY
to 'The Sabbath in Puritan New England,' by
Mrs. (or Miss ?) Alice Morse Earle.

PAUL BIERLEY.

SIBYL (8
th S. v. 425 ; vi. 158, 438 ; vii. 351).

Isaac Watts, in his
' Art of Reading and Writing

English,' Lon., 1770, ch. xxiv. table ix., "Proper
names written very different from their pronuncia-
tion

"
(p. 103), has "Sybil!, Sibbill."

The form "
Sybill

"
justifies MR. HERBERT

STURMER'S "probably" in that instance. Min-
shew (1617), who has, s.v., in the text "

Sibyll,"

has in the margin a fresh form,
"

Sibill." Coles

(1685) has another new form in "Sibils, as Sybils,"

s.v.
"

Sibils.
" These are variations in the way of

spelling the original form of the name. C. W.
Bardsley, in his

'
Curiosities of Puritan Nomen-

clature,' Lon., 1888, supplies some of the actual
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variations. He has in separate places the follow-

ing observations : "Sill was the nick form of Sybil
and Silas till the seventeenth century, when the

Puritan Silence seized it "(p. 11, note). Silence
"

is not to be confounded with Sill, that is, Sybil,
in the old Cavalier chorus

And " God bless King Charles," quoth George,
" And save him," says Simon and Sill. Pp. 145-6.

"The favourite Sibylla became Sibot: 'Johannes de

Estwode et Sibota uxor ejus, iiiid.' (W. D. S., tcil.
'

Wappentagium de Strafford ')." P. 24.

Sibyl
" had a tremendous run in her day, and

narrowly escaped a second epoch of favour in the

second Charles's reign." The ' Psalm of Mercie,'

too, has it :

"
Spare none," cry's old Tib ;

" No quarter," says Sib,

"And, hey, for our monachie.
1

'

P. 105.

In ' Cocke Lorelle's Boke ' one of the personages
introduced is

"
Sibby Sole, mylke wyfe of Islyn-

ton." "Sibb Smith, Near Westgate, Canter-

bury, 1650
"

(' Halfpenny Tokens of Seventeenth

Century'). "1590, Aug. 30. Christening of

Cibell Overton, d. of Lawrence Overton, bowyer"
(p. 106).
The proper form of spelling the name has been

a subject of cosmopolitan interest, referred to
' N. & Q.' for the decision of its contributors from

Hong Kong. In the harbour of this town in 1855
one of the questions between the English and the

French, on the occasion of two frigates being
in port at the same time, was that the British

ship spelt her name "Sybille" and the French

"Sibylle." Upon this Commodore the HON. C.

ELLIOT, who was in charge of the Sybille, took the

very sensible course of referring the decision to

<N. & Q.,' 1
st S. xi. 445. A full reply was sent

by a well-known contributor (T. J. BUCKTON,
p. 515). Four other replies appear to have been
sen* (vol. xii.). ED. MARSHALL.

There can be no hesitation as to the correct

spelling of this name, as it is derived from o-ios

(i.e., Stos) /3ovA>7,
"
the counsel of Jove."

E. WALFORD, M.A.
Ventnor.

CHURCH REGISTERS (8
tb S. vii. 382). Besides

those mentioned at above references as having been

printed, the following have appeared in
' Dorset

Records,' and are complete copies of the registers
themselves for the periods indicated, not mere
extracts : Long Burton, 1580-1812

; Holnest,
1589-1812; Bishop's Caundle, 1570-1812. While
on this subject, would it not be possible for some
hundred persons to combine and form a " Parish

Register Society," and print these valuable records ?

Five or six registers could be started simul-

taneously, and continued from quarter to quarter
till completed. One hundred guineas per annum
would in the course of a few years print a good
many of the smaller registers, and as the society

increased in numbers the larger ones could be

undertaken. There are plenty of manuscript tran-

scripts already made to begin upon. Could not

Mr. Everard Home Coleman, Mr. Gildersome-

Dickinaon, Dr. Marshall, Dr. Howard, and a few

others meet and start such a society 1 I believe

that, a commencement once made, the movement
would soon be well supported. E. A. FRY.

172, Edmund Street, Birmingham.

The existing registers of Maidwell, co. North-

ampton, date from 1718 only. The earlier books

from 1570 are lost. But quite early in the last

century Sir Justinian Isham copied, or caused to

ba copied, probably all the important entries.

These, from 1570 to 1696, 1 have given in North-

amptonshire Notes and Queries, v. 165-7, 233-5.

They mi^ht almost be classed amongst printed

parish registers. H. ISHAM LONGDEN, M.A.
Shankton Rectory, Leicester.

"THEY WERE EACH OF THEM" (8
th S. vi. 225,

349, 496
; vii. 253). Inasmuch as plurality is

implied by the word "
each," it is easy to under-

stand how the word may be used in apposition to

a plural subject. This usage is often met with in

English, and is not at all uncommon in either

Latin or Greek. I have recently noticed the fol-

lowing examples :

Miacuimua lacrymas moestus uterque suas.

Ovid,
'

Heroides/ Ep. v. 1. 46.

"
Uterque eorum ex castris stat ivis a fluorine Apso

exercitum educunt." Caesar,
' De B. C.,' iii. 30.

S' l/cciaT?? Tra.pa.crdyy'qv, ye<
8' CTreicriv. Xenophon, 'Anabasis,' i. c. vii. 15.

Kat Xvirov/jLevoi ox^oSpa r"pai/TO Aeyeiv avT(

ets ?Kao"ros, Mrjrt eyw elfj.i, Kvpie ;
St. Matthew,

xxvi. 22. F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

" DIMPSY "
(8

th S. vii. 367). This is an ordinary

West-Country word, meaning twilight, and is used

by my household almost daily. But neither my
wife nor grown-up daughters nor female servants

all of whom were born and bred in Devonshire,
and are good at preserves in all forms ever heard

of a sweetmeat known by that name. "
Dimpsy

"

and " dimmits
"

(for they both mean the same

thing) will be found in Mrs. Hewett's 'Peasant

Speech of Devon,' 1892. The authoress gives the

following illustration of the use of "dimpsy":
" Dawntie bide out late. Come in 'ouze avor 'tez

dimpsy "; which, of course, means, Don't you stop
out late. Come in the house before it is twilight.

HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

AUTHOR WANTED (8
th S. vii. 208). The book

for which there is inquiry may perhaps be ' Fables

of j33sop and other eminent Mythologists, with

Morals and Reflections by Sir Roger L'Estrange,'
Lon. 1692-4, fol., 2 vols. I have an edition of
'

JEsop's Fables,' with others, in verse. I cannot
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make out that it appears in Bohn's '
Bibl. Man.'

The full title is as follows ; the preface only has
"Your humble servant" :

Naturalized : In a Collection of Diverting
Fables and Stories in ./Esop, Lockman, Pilpay and
others, with TJsefull Morals and Reflections in Easy and
Familiar Verse. Adapted to all Capacities, and intended
principally for the Entertainment and Instruction of the
Youth of both sexes. The seventh edition, with the
addition of above Fifty new Fables. Lon., 1771," pp. 160.

ED. MARSHALL.

TREPANNING (8
th S. vii. 388). Blount's

'

Glosso-

graphia
'

(1681) has :

" To trepan or trappan (from the Italian trappare or

trappolare, i. e., to entrap or catch in a gin), in the
modern acceptation, signifies to cheat or entrap in this

manner. A w- admits a man to be naught with her,
and in the very instant rings a bell, or gives a watch-
word, and in comes a pander, who pretends to be her
husband, and with vapouring and threats forces money
or a bond from the deluded third person."

Skeat gives instances from South, Cotton, and
ADSOD, and refers to Cotton. E. S. A.

" POETA NASCITUR NON FIT "
(8

th S. Vli. 429).

Biley, in his 'Classical Quotations,' has "'Nas-
cimur poetse, fimus oratores,' Cic. We are born

poets, we become orators." But we are not told

where in Cicero to find the saying, and I have
failed to trace it. Certainly Cicero was not dis-

posed to make light of natural gifts as essential to

the orator's success.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

DRTDEN AND GREEK (8
tb S. vii. 386, 451).

The iSea never enters my head of commenting on
a letter without reading the whole of it

; but that

scarcely appears to be the rule of D. C. T. at

least he seems to have overlooked my remark that
before I wrote my note I consulted the original
edition of

'

Religio Laici.' Are we to suppose that

Dryden did not correct his proofs, and that his

printer understood Greek, but pronounced it as we
do now, neglecting the written accents ? Even
then he should have queried the place, as the

printer of 'N. & Q.' did when I copied the word
as it is in Dryden, with the accent over the e in

the first syllable instead of the r.

I am, however, much obliged for the information
that Christie corrected the word in the Globe
edition of Dryden (1870), and the letter of Cowper
is very interesting as showing that our way ol

pronouncing Greek is scarcely more than a century
old. W. T. LYNN.

Blackheath.

" Toko " was a very general slang word at

Haileybury ten years ago, and is probably so still.

M R. LLOYD need not have gone back "
at least

sixty years
"
to find its use "

among the vulgar,
including schoolboys." Why "

including
"

? It

may be general in other public schools. Can any
of your correspondents record it ?

E. P. BELBEN.
Bournemouth.

HOOPER AND PEPIN (8
tt S. vii. 268, 332, 379).

As a dilettante genealogist I must acknowledge
the truth of what MRS. BOOER says as to the

enerality of royal descent in the world ;
in fact,

one may say the universality, when one considers

that the descendants of David and Solomon alone

must now be numbered by millions. But how
does she tell the difference between the descend-

ants who are somebodies and the descendants who
are nobodies ? JACCALL.

PRONUNCIATION OF PLACE-NAMES (8
th S. vii.

7, 132, 196, 234, 349, 430). Following CANON
TAYLOR'S friendly guidance, I have tracked Mr.

Bradley's
'
Treatise on Ptolemy,' which, though I

had naturally supposed it to enjoy a substantive

existence, lies buried in the Archceologia ; and
I now recognize it as an old acquaintance which I

bad known in a previous stage of existence (see the

Journal of the British Archaeological Association,

1881). I cannot pretend here to review it as a

whole, but select two points to illustrate the diffi-

culty of discussing Ptolemy in any shape. Mr.

Dennis, of Etrurian fame, denounced Ptolemy's
treatment of Italy as we do in Britain, and his

inevitable ambiguities are illustrated in an amusing
way. His proportion of names, as compared with a

modern gazetteer, is so very meagre that any of

his towns may have multiple candidates for identi-

fication ; this means that the margin between his

assigned measurements and the real position of

any known place covers so many miles that any
town within the area of difference may put in a

claim, just as Maidstone claims to represent

Vagniacse.

Ptolemy writes :
" Then the Catyeuchlani with

the cities : Salinae, 20 10', 55 40' ; Urolanion,
19 20', 55 30'." Now Verdana is easily identi-

fied, and finding it coupled with Salinae or Salenae,
it is concluded that he means Sandy, in Bedford-

shire
;
but sand is not salt. If, however, we refer

to Ptolemy's own map, we shall find Salinse placed
in Lincolnshire, just where we should now look for

Boston
;
that county had a large salt trade (see

Saltfleet, more to the north). I have notes of a

"Baiter's Road," in Lincolnshire, and the Upper
Saltway, having been traced from Cheshire to

Grantham, may well have been continued to the

coast, whether towards Boston or Loutb. But
Mr. Bradley writes :

" The position assigned to

this place [Salinae] is inconsistent with the exten-

sion of the territory of the tribe to which it

belonged, and I have therefore found it necessary
to omit this name." Poor Salinae ! Another case

occurs in the far north. Ptolemy, starting from

i what we call the Mull of Galloway, reaches the
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promontory Tarvidum or Orcas ; and, continuin

from the Tarvidum or Orcas promontory, reaches th

Kentish foreland, so Tarvidum vel Orcas is twic

repeated ; but Mr. Bradley, finding this con

junction destroy the symmetry of his new map
shifts Orcas promontory away from Tarvidum an
associates it with Vervedrum or Berubium (un
defined), the difference either way being abou

fifty or sixty miles. But what remains of Ptolemy
under such treatment 1

As to Moricambe, it is quite certain that Ptolem;
locates it at the Wampool ;

and this is probable
because it gives direct access to Wigton, known a

Olenacum and called Old Carlisle ; so anteceden
to the wall. A. HALL.

0. 0. B. is, I am sure, so well qualified to correc
me on many points that he need not imagine a
case for the purpose. Though I cannot speak wit!

the same authority as he on the sound of th in

Grantham and Witham, Lincolnshire, I coul(

remind him if one probably acquainted with th

windings of the Witham from its cradle could nee<
to be reminded that the natives of the place o
which it also is a native sound the th in Witham
like the th in n:ith.

In Essex, on the other hand in spite of al

temptations to strange pronunciations, in spite
also of an etymology suggested by Stukeley which
would justify a departure the natives of Witham
remain true to their Wit-ham or Wit-'am sound
and, so far as I have observed, the natives 01

Waltham do likewise. In Somersetshire the people
of Witham would resent the imposition of the with
sound at the mouths of outlandish folk.

The more frequent occurrence of s before ham
and the strong inducement to go wrong presented
by a facile sound which embodies an existing word
are not matters for consideration in Lincolnshire.

Though the hams are so numerous as to compete
with the thorpes and the bys, hams preceded by s

are conspicuous by their absence. KILLIQREW.

Forty years ago I knew two ladies, one of whom
was

a^
native of Grantham and the other, though

born in the north of Lincolnshire, had lived in a

village near that town for many years. Both were

highly educated women. They were accustomed
to speak of Grant-ham. I never heard either of
them say Gran-tbam in my life. There are two
villages near here, one named Cleatham and the
other Elsham. When I was a boy every one spoke
of Cleat-ham and Els-ham ; now, I regret to say,
people talk of Clea-tham and Elsh-am. The first

person I ever heard fall into this error was a south

countryman, who officiated near these places for
flome time as a curate. EDWARD PEACOCK.

Kirton-in-Lindsey.

THORNTON (8 S. vii. 389). Sir B. Burke, in
his 'Landed Gentry,' carries up, though some-

what imperfectly, the pedigree of the Thorntons
of Birkin to William Thornton, of East Newton,
co. York, who was settled there so far back as A.D.

1310, having married the heiress of the Newtons.
Sir Bernard mentions a "John Thornton, Esq.,
merchant, in Hull "; but, as his daughter was the
wife of the elder William Wilberforce, he will

scarcely correspond with the dates given by SIGMA
TAU. E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

YEOMAN (8
th S. vi. 104, 178, 235, 291, 490 ; vii.

96, 393). The following quotation from Bishop
Latimer's

'

First Sermon preached before King
Edward the Sixth,' March 8, 1549, is a good
illustration of the meaning of this word, and shows
the primitive manners and customs of those times :

" My father was a yeoman, and had no lands of his

own, only he had a farm of three or four pound by year
at the uttermost, and hereupon lie tilled so much as kept
half a dozen men. He bad walk for a hundred sheep ;

and my mother milked thirty kine. He was able, and
did find the king a harness, with himself and his horse,
while he came to the place that he should receive the

king's wages. I can remember that I buckled his harness

when he went unto Blackheath field. He kept me to

school, or else I had not been able to have preached
before the king's majesty now. He married my sisters

with five pound, or twenty nobles a piece; BO that he

brought them up in godliness and fear of God. He kept
hospitality for his poor neighbours, and some alms he

gave to the poor. And all this he did of the said farm,
where he that now hath it payeth sixteen pound by year
or more, and is not able to do anything for his prince,
"or himself, nor for his children, or give a cup of drink
;o the poor."

Hugh Latimer was born at Thurcaston, in

Leicestershire, in 1490.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Eectory, Woodbridge. \

I would draw attention to the fact that in the

eventeenth and eighteenth centuries members
f the " freedom " of the various City companies
were usually termed yeomen ; and the freedom as

a body
"
the yeomandry." Thus to a citizen the

erm yeoman was equivalent to that of freeman.

n Cumberland and Westmorland, freeholders who

Drmerly held their land by border tenant right
were termed "

statesmen," i. e., estatesmen. Those

ho were merely copyholders were the yeomen.
TERRY BANK.

FALSE RHYMES IN TBNNYSON (8
tb S. vi. 486 ;

ii. 74, 395). In MR. PRINGLE'S quotation from

ebastian Evans, for
" screamed and hissed

"
read

'howled and hissed"; and for "screen the

raitor," "save the traitor." I doubt whether

ither Dr. Evans or Tennyson meant " Christ
"

o be pronounced with a short i. In the poem
om which MR. PRINGLE quotes, "Caiaphas" is

hymed with "
place," and "

lost
"

with "
coast,"

nd in the same writer's
' Dudman in Paradise*

here are such rhymes as "acute," "foot," and
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"good," "lade." Tennyson makes "valleys"

rhyme with "lilies," and "feud" with "blood."

He also rhymes
" Christ

" with "
sufficed." The

fact is that no poet, worthy of the name, is so tied

and bound by the chain of his rhyme as our critics

suppose.
C. 0. B.

"BLOT" (8
tft S. vii. 407). A more familiar

instance of blot= "
indistinct mass" occurs in

Milton's
'

Comus,' 134,
" makes one blot of all the

air." This, I see, is quoted in the " New English

Dictionary,' as also an instance from Thomson's
'
Autumn,' 1143 :

Distinction lost one universal blot.

C. S. JERKAM.
Oxford.

"EARTH" (8
th S. vii. 407). Is not this only

another form of the nautical term berth, a sleeping

place on board ship ? G. H. THOMPSON.
Alnwick.

Miss MANNING (8
th S. vii. 489). By her own

wish, no particulars of Miss Manning's life have

been published. She was never married, and

J. C. N. is mistaken in calling her Mrs. Rathbone.

She was my aunt ; and I shall be happy to learn

from J. C. N. by letter what information is desired.

(Mrs.) E. C. DRAKE.
23, Upper Phillimore Gardens, W.

Anne Manning, author of '

Mary Powell,' &c.,

was a niece of the late Mr. Serjeant Manning,
and a cousin of Sir Montagu Manning, Kt., lately

deceased in Australia. She died unmarried, and

was in no way related to Mrs. Bathbone, author

of
'

Lady Willoughby's Diary.' The '

Dictionary
of National Biography' notices her brother, Mr.

Wm. Oke Manning ; but as his sister lived in

close retirement her name escaped notice.

A. H.

By a notice in the Athenceum of April 14, 1894,
the life of Hannah Mary Rathbone, who died in

1865, will appear in one of the forthcoming volumes

of the 'Dictionary of National Biography.'
EVERARD HOMB COLEMAN.

FAMILY OF DOVE (6
th S. ix. 268, 377, 417).

Register of Thrapston, co. Northampton :
"

1605,
Gulielmus Dove de Peterburg & ffrancisca Down-
hall de Thrap. 1 die Maij." The Downhalls were
residents in Thrapston. Henry, son of Wm.
Downhall, was baptized there Dec. 6, 1690.

Earlier there were Downhalls at Geddington and

Paulerspury in the same county.
H. ISHAM LONGDEN, M.A.

Shankton Rectory, Leicester.

1 NOTTS AND DERBYSHIRE NOTES AND QUERIES
(8

th S. vii. 500). Every statement of N. & Q.' is

so fully accepted as correct nay, rather as autho-

ritative that I venture to ask for a reconsidera-

;ion of an opinion implied in your review of this

periodical. The first
" formal ordination

"
of a

vicar cannot (I think) be understood as conveying
the meaning that a pariah with a church had no

priest before such ordination, for religious com-
nunities and others had held the churches, and
lad provided for the services therein. Is not the

word "ordination" the proper term for the foun-

dation of an office to be filled in future by a vicar

to act (vice) in the place of those who had pre-

viously been responsible for the duties ? If so, it

does not apply to the appointment or the induction
of any individual priest (still less to the ceremony
of ordination in the modern sense), though all

;hese may be necessary in each case. Its applica-
tion is much wider. I believe that in almost all

;ases the religious bodies in course of time
ordained a vicar (or established a vicariate) in the
ihurches held by them, as the circumstances of

the parishes demanded
; and the same course was

doubtless adopted in other parishes also.

T. B. J.

VICTORIA COUNTY (8
th S. vii. 428). Yes

;

there was a project for taking in (embanking) the

whole of the Wash, making a straight coast-line

from Norfolk, a few miles north-east of Hunstan-

ton, to Waiufleet (north-east corner of the Wash),
in Lincolnshire ; and this land so taken in was to

be called Victoria County. I was at the meeting
held at Lynn to further the project in July or

August, 1837, very soon after the Princess Victoria

came to the throne, and Lord George Bentinck

presided the first time I had seen that splendid

specimen of an English nobleman. Of course

there was strong opposition from the frontagers,
Mr. Anthony Hammond being chief objector. A
company was formed the Norfolk Estuary Com-
pany. Three Bills in Parliament were defeated ;

but in August, 1846, an Act was passed, and the

projectors set to work
; but only a few thousand

acres have been reclaimed from the sea, between

Lynn Deeps and the Nene outfall from Wisbech.
The engineer's estimate was that ten thousand
acres would be ready for enclosure in 1860, ten

thousand more in 1870, and the last ten thousand
acres in 1880; but this has been a pleasant
dream. The average depth of Lynn Deeps is not
more than sixty feet, and the greater part of the

sands proposed to be enclosed, which are under
low-water mark, are not six feet deep.

W. POLLARD.
Hertford.

In ' The Land We Live In,' a work published
some forty years ago, mention is made that

"
the

Victoria Level scheme would comprise 150,000

acres, now under the sea
"

(vol. i. p. 372). Thus
a good-sized county would have been formed from
the winnings, for Rutland has but 94,000 acres.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
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ALDERMEN OF ALDGATE (8
tb S. vii. 307, 376).

The following notes relating to tbe Perry family

may be of use to MR. PINK :

1663, Oct. 20, Micajah Perry, at St. Mary le

Bow, London, Haberdasher, bachelor, about twenty-

three, and Ann Owen, of St. Swithin's, London,

spinster, about twenty-four ;
consent of father Dr.

Eichard Owen, at St. Swithin's or St. Michael's,

Crooked Lane (Mar. Alleg. Vic. Gen. A.C.).

Graduates of Leyden University. Micajah

Perrij, Hibernus, Nov. 8, 1712. Another of the

same name, May 25, 1715.

1721, Oct. 1, died Mr. Micajah Perry, Virginia

Merchant, at his bouse in Leadenball Street

(' Historical Register/ p. 39).

Will of Micjah Perry, dated Dec. 22, 1720, at

London, proved P.C.C. Oct. 3, 1721 (185 Buck-

ingham). To be buried in Bishop Church in the

Middle Isle near the step into the chancel where

my wife lies. Granddaughters Mary and Eliza-

beth 1,500Z. Grandsons Micajah and Philip, and
their mother Sarah

;
their father's will.

Burial at St. Botolpb, Bishopsgate. "1721,
Oct. 10, Micajah Perry, aged."

Will of Eicbard Perry, dated April 15, 1720,
at London, proved P.C.C. May 4 following (118

Shaller). Wife Sarah. My father settled his

estate in Leadenhall Street on me. Sons Micajah
and Philip, daughter Sarah Perry, daughter Mary
Perry, 3,000?., daughter Elizabeth Perry, 1,OCOZ.

1728, Feb. 24, Micujah Perry, Esq., unanimously
elected Alderman cf Aldgate Ward, in the room
of Sir Francis Porteen, Knt., deceased (' Historical

Register,' p. 14).

1733, Mr. Cade, son of the late Dr. Cade, to

Miss Perry, sister to Mr. Alderman Perry, a

young lady of 10,000?. fortune (London Magazine,
P- 44).

1734, September, Micajah Perry, Esq., Alder-
man of Aldgate Ward, chosen Sheriff of London
and Middlesex for the year ensuing (ibid., p. 24).

1738, September, Micajah Perry, Esq., chosen
Lord Mayor of the City of London for the year
ensuing (' Historical Register,' p. 34).

1738, October, at Epsom, in Surrey, the Lady of

Micajah Perry, Esq., Lord Mayor elect. She was
the daughter of Mr. Cock, a very eminent linen

draper near Stocks Market, and has left no issue

(ibid., p. 41).
The alderman died intestate at Epsom in Janu-

ary, 1753, his mother, brother, and two sisters

surviving. Philip, the brother, was a merchant of

London. Sarah, his first sister, born Aug. 31,

1702, married Oct. 1, 1719, Wm. Heysham, of

E. Greenwich, M.P. for Lancaster, who was born
Dec. 10, 1691, and died s.p. April 14, 1727 ;

M.I. at St. Paul'?, Waldon, co. Herts
;

will

dated April 22, 1725, proved P.C.C. June 28,
1727 (142 Farrant). Elizabeth, his second sister,

married, 1733, Saluabury Cade, Esq., whose will

was proved P.C.C. 1773 (240 Stevens). The arms
of Perry as impaled on the Heysham tomb are :

On a bend between two cottises ermine three

lions passant granted in 1700.

V. L. OLIVER.
Sunninghill.

I am obliged by the replies received. Alder-

man MicHJah Perry resigned his aldermanship on
Nov. 25, 1746. It has been pointed out to me
that he died not in 1753, but in 1752. His

obituary notice in the Gentleman's Magazine
(volume for 1753, p. 53) expressly states that he
died on Dec. 22, obviously in the previous year.
On Oct. 20, 1663, a licence to marry was granted

(Vicar Gen.) to
"
Micajah Perry, of St. Mary le

Bow, London, Haberdasher, about twenty-three,
and Anne Owen, of St. Swithin'c, London, spinster,
about twenty-four," daughter of Dr. Eichard

Owen, Prebendary of St. Paul's. These were pro-

bably parents of the after Lord Mayor. The name
of the alderman given Calcraft in tbe '

Official

List of Lord Mayors, Aldermen, &c.,' should

certainly read Cracraft (vide his obituary notice

in the Gentleman's Magazine). He held the alder-

mancy but eight months, and never served the

office of sheriff. The spelling of Sir Francis

Porten's name is variously rendered. The deaths of

his widow and son are both recorded in the Gentle-

man's Magazine for 1737, and in each case the

two e's are used. The name is unusual. I do not

remember to have met with it elsewhere.

W. D. PINK.

THE ICONOCLASM OF JOHN SHAKSPEARE (8
th

S. vii. 328). In 1564 John Shakspeare was fined

for permitting the accumulation of mud, or dung,
in front of his house. It was the period of his

greatest apparent prosperity. A. H.

STOLEN EELICS RESTOKED (8
th S. vii. 165, 296).

A most flagrant and useless theft was perpe-
trated by some lady (I fear) when copying the

Bayeux tapestry many years ago. This person

appears to have wantonly cut out a piece of the

tapestry (a few inches only). The place was

repaired and filled up, and the stolen piece found

its way, I believe, to the South Kensington

Museum, whence it was restored to Bayeux, where,
when I last saw it, it figured on a piece of board

by the side of the tapestry from which it was ori-

ginally cut. ARTHUR F. G. LEVESON GOWER.
Belgrade.

ST. NICHOLAS COLE ABBEY: CHILDREN'S COPES

(8
tb S. vii. 462). It was customary in pre-Reforma-

tion times for choir boys to wear copes, just aa

choir-men, laymen, acting as cantors, do now.

The cope is not a sacerdotal or sacrificial vestment,

as is the chasuble, and its use is not confined to

those in holv orders. GEORGE
St. Andrew's, N.B.
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MRS. GARRICK (8
tb S. vii. 343). Mrs. Garrick

was married to Garrick at the chapel (now Wes-

leyan) in Great Queen Street, but then a chapel of

ease to St. Giles's. In vol. Hi. of
' Old and New

London '
it is said that she was married at the

parish church
;

but that is an error. She was
afterwards married at the Chapel of the Portuguese
Ambassador in South Audley Street. She denied

being the daughter of Lord Burlington, Mr.
Walford tells us, but admitted that she enjoyed the

interest on 6,0001. paid her by the Duke of Devon-
shire. Gainsborough's picture represents him in

Ms own grounds at Hampton, near the bust of

Shakspere. But I doubt if tie likeness is better

than in Hogarth's picture of himself and his wife,
a very lively painting, which was once exhibited at

the Old Masters. The engraving of the Hampton
picture was by Green. C. A. WARD.

Cbarlecot, Walthamstow.

STANLEY : VERB (8
th S. vii. 427). By Stow's

'Annales,' p. 1279, on "The 26 of January, the

Earle of Darbie married the Earle of Oxford's

daughter at the Court, then at Greenwich, which

marriage feast was there most royally kept."

By the Registers of the Stationers' Company,
under date of Feb. 5, 1594, Thomas Gosson
entered a ballad entitled "A Lancashire man's

joye for the late marriage of the right honorable
the Erie of Derbie."

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Koad.

FRANKUM'S NIGHT (8
th S. vii. 427). See 2nd

S. xii. 303, where, on the authority of Fraser's

Magazine, 1873, p. 778,
" one Frankum "

is said

to have made "a sacrifice" in his orchard,
with the object of getting a specially fine

crop of apples. His spells were answered by a

blight ; and the night is thus regarded as most
critical. I am indebted to Dyer's 'English Folk-
lore' for this reference. The contract with the
devil was made by St. Dunstan. C. 0. B.

"LAPSUS PLUMJE" (8
th S. vii. 409) This is

new to me. Lapus calami is the usual expression
I think. At any rate, this is the one recorded ii

MaiYs '

Sayings and Phrases,' which professes to

give words and phrases frequently occurring in
literature and conversation. It might be well to

compare with the phrase currente calamo fo

further confirmation. C. P. HALE.

DAVID (8
th S. vii. 149, 378, 418, 470). Accord

Ing to a report in the ' Annual Register
'

for 1762
p. 113, Annet was not put in the pillory for pub
lishing the tract about David, but for a piece callec
* The Free Enquirer.' The former could not b
called blasphemous. Blasphemy is the term use
to signify an offence againstGod. Annet denounce^
David for his infamous conduct in the affair o

Jriah's wife, and for various acts of hideous cruelty ;

nd his contention is that the real blasphemy con-
isted in ascribing any of David's ill deeds to the

uggestions of the Almighty. J. DIXON.

' YOUNG LOCHINVAR' (8
th S. vii. 325). MR.

?HOMAS BAYNE makes fun of the illustration to

Young Lochinvar,' but would seems to be blind
o the ridiculous error made by Scott in supposing
hat a rider could leap into the saddle after having
carefully placed a person behind that saddle. Let
V!R. BAYNE take a horse, and place a female (or

any person) on the croup thereof
; then let him try

10 mount in the ordinary way. His right leg will

dethrone the fair equestrienne, an I err not.

MELANCTHON MADVIG.

HOGARTH'S * SLEEPING CONGREGATION '

(6
th S.

xi. 29, 59, 115). I find that in my reply at the
"ast reference I should have stated that my picture
s that mentioned by Nichols as belonging to Mr.
John Gage, of Lincoln's Inn, while that at one
.ime in Messrs. Colnaghi's possession appears to

have formerly belonged to Sir Edward Walpole.
W. I. R. V.

ANCIENT MASONS' MARKS (8
th S. vii. 208, 334,

416). I feel greatly obliged to your correspondents
who have been good enough to furnish references

relating to masons' marks. I have met with an

interesting book upon the subject by Fort, pub-
lished in Philadelphia about four years ago, with
numerous illustrations, and have obtained a large
number of drawings of the marks which literally
cover the walls in the interior of Gloucester Cathe-
dral. The interest in them, I take it, lies in how
far they tend to prove the employment of foreign
workmen in our ancient ecclesiastical and other

buildings. Many of the marks correspond exactly
with those on the Continent. The later ones only
seem to be of

" masonic " character as understood

by the
"
craft." I shall be glad of any further

references or information, and particularly if the

article in the magazine referred to could be pointed
out. It was published five or six years ago.

A. H. A.

Mr. George Godwin, F.R.S., editor of the

Builder, made a collection of ancient masons'

marks, chiefly mediaeval, which were afterwards

published in book form, they having first appeared
in the Builder. There are some hitherto unedited
masons' marks from Pompeii and Herculaneum in

a little work on '

Pompeii,' recently published by
Messrs. Hazell, Viney & Co. JNO. H.

VANISHING LONDON (8
th S. vii. 466). I observe

at the above reference an extract from the Sun of

April 9 regarding the then approaching demolition
of Munster House, Fulham. It is, unfortunately,
a very inaccurate paragraph, which certainly did
not deaerve the space it occupies in

' N. & Q.'
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The writer simply repeats the hackneyed state-

ments he found in Croker's 'Walk,' Faulkner's

'Fulham,' and Lysons's 'Environs of London.'

There is not a scrap of information which is new,

and no attempt at the least research. Geo. Col-

man the Younger did not live at Fulham Lodge,

though he doubtless visited Mrs. Carey there. So,

also, Frederick, Duke of York, another admirer of

"
Lady

"
Carey, was merely a "

visitor
" here.

Then, again, the writer agrees with the Builder in

thinking Munster House could not have been

used by Charles II. as a "
hunting seat," because

Lysons states that the house was, during the greater

part of the seventeenth century, the property of the

Powells. But the temporary sequestration of Sir

William Powell's estate in 1664 seems, to my
mind, to offer a very simple explanation as to how
this house, with its fine stretch of grounds, might
have occasionally been used by the Merry Monarch

in his hunting exploits. Then the writer repeats

the worn-out story that the name Munster House

is supposed to have been derived from the title ol

the Duchess of Munster, one of the favourites oi

His Majesty King George I.; but, unfortunately

for this theory, I have found the name "Mustow
House "

in the parish books as early as 1640. The

house unquestionably owed its name to Mustew

Lane, which, under the style of Munster Road,
still crosses the Fulham Road at the point where

Munster House stood. In the Court Bolls of the

manor Mustew Lane occurs as early aa 1525.

It is a great pity that journalists degrade their

profession by repeating the silly guesswork of th~

old topographers. CHAS. JAS.

49, Edith Road, West Kensington, W.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

Dictionary of National Biography. Edited by Sidney
Lee. Vol. XLIII. Owens-Passelewe. (Smith, Elde

&Co.)
INTEREST in the latest volume of the '

Dictionary o

National Biography
' seems monopolized by the articl

on Charles Stewart Parnell. Under the light thrown

upon this biography which is a model in its way, am"

is, unlike the majority of the articles, unsigned th

remaining contents of the volume undergo somethinj
like eclipse. The very qualities of outspokenness anc

fearlessness, which render it so piquant to the genera

public, disqualify it for treatment here, where polemic
of every description are, if possible, to be eschewed

There are, moreover, many lives, less contentious in

subject, on which it is a pleasure to dwell. Such is th

life short, but of keen interest to scholars of William

Painter, the translator and compiler of ' The Palace o

Pleasure,' which is, as Mr. Lee says,
" the mine whenc

the Elizabethan dramatists drew the plots of their play
or poems." A list of the plays of Sbakspeare, Webster
Beaumont and Fletcher, Peele, Jonson, Shirley, Marston
and others, which are wholly or in part derived fron
' The Palace of Pleasure,' is given by Mr. Lee. No
wholly edifying is the career of Painter, who seems
for his own pecuniary advancement, to have abused th

osition of trust he enjoyed as Clerk of the Ordnance in
he Tower of London. The editor also supplies an
xcellent life of Henry Parker, eighth Baron Morley,
ourtier and author, with a surprisingly long list of
vritings, chiefly translations, still known to exist iu
MS. He is also responsible for some shorter notices,
ncluding Thomas Palfreyman, author of various devo-
ional or self-styled philosophical works, and Jhan
'arfre, fl. 1512, for particulars as to whom we must
efer the reader to the book. One or two difficult bio-

graphies have beer, assigned to Mr. Leslie Stephen. At
he head of these is Thon^ Paine, the author of ' The
lights of Man.' Paine is assigned "whatever credit
s due to absolute devotion to a creed believed by him-
self to be demonatrably true and beneficial." He was
courageous and free from mercenary motives. " His
tigotry was of the logical kind which can see only one
side of a question, and imagines that all political and
religious questions are as simple as the first propositions
of Euclid." Not lees important than this biography is

,hat, from the same source, of Paley, of the '

Evidences/
As to Paley's absolute sincerity no doubt is said to be

possible ; but " whether his peculiar compromise between
orthodoxy and rationalism can be accepted is another

question." Yet one more life that arrests and repays
attention is that of Samuel Parr, the schoolmaster. He
was a fine scholar ; but his writings, it is said, are un-
readable through his mannerisms and verbosity. Two
important lives are sent by Mr. Stanley Lane-Poole
the first, that of Edward II. Palmer, whose murder in
the desert is still fresh in memory ; the second that of
Sir Harry Smith Parkes. Among numerous contributions'

by Mr. Russell Barker attention is arrested by Sir Francis

Page, of whom an excellent account is given, and John:
Somerset Pakington, first Baron Hampton. His pre-
decessor, Sir John Pakington, the supposed original of
Sir Roger de Coverley, falls into the hands of Mr. G. A.
Aitken, who Fees no claims which he possesses to that
distinction. Dr. Garnett deals, as is to be expected, with
his predecessor, Sir Antonio Panizzi, and Mr. C. H. Firth
writes on William Packer, the Cromwellian soldier. The
contributor of the life of John Oxenford might have
credited that writer with picturesqueness and elegance
as well as facility of style. Matthew Paris is in the

admirably competent hands of the Rev. W. Hunt.
Among many lives of sailors by Prof. Laughton are those
of Sir C. Paget, Sir Hugh Palliser, and Sir Thomas
Pakenbam. Mr. Seccombe has many lives of eccentrics,
or literary men of secondary but curious reputation, as
Thomas Ozell, adapter of plays and translator ; Martin
Parker, ballad-monger; Old Parr, and the like. Mr.
Rigg deals with Roundell Palmer (Lord Selborne), and
William Palmer, archaeologist; and Mr. Tedder with
Samuel Palmer, the printer. Mr. Sketchley and Mr.
Courtney supply very many important lives. Miss E. Lee-
deals with female writers, such as Mrs. Mary Palmer and
Julia Pardce, and Mr. Thomas Bayne is still responsible
for Scottish poets. Pascal Paoli is in the hands of -Mr,

Charles Kerr, and Dr. Wm. Owtram, Jno. Oxenbridge,
and Charles Paget in those of Mr. Thompson Cooper. Mr.
G. S. Boulger, Mr. Lionel Oust, Mr. R. E. Graves, the
Rev. W. D. Macray, Mr. Cosmo Monkhouse, Dr. Norman
Moore, Mr. Charles Welch, Mr. Charles Wroth, and
Prof. Tout still remain bulwarks of the undertaking, the

regular progress of which, undiversified and unbroken,
is a credit to English energy, as the inception of the
scheme is to English enterprise.

English Writers. By H. Morley, LL.D., and W. H.
Griffin. Vol. XI. (Cassell & Co.)

THE lamented death of Prof. Morley in the May of last

year prevented him putting a finishing hand to the last
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volume of his nobly planned
'

History of English Litera-

ture.' We may be thankful that he was permitted to

bring so large a part of it to accomplishment. The first

twelve chapters of this last instalment, which deals with

"Shakespeare and his Time, under James I.," it appears,
were left ready for the press ; but the four concluding

chapters are largely the work of Prof. Morley's faithful

disciple Prof. Griffin, who has fully imbibed the critical

spirit of his master and has worthily completed bis un-

finished fragment. We find here a careful appreciation
of some of the greatest names in English literature, from
Bacon to Daniel, with an interesting running analysis of

the most important works of each. As a moot point of

criticism, it may be noted that Prof. Morley, in oppo-
sition to most modern commentators, decides that no

part of ' The Two Noble Kinsmen '

is worthy of being
fathered upon Shakspeare. The best commendation of

Mr. Griffin's share in the volume is to say that it is homo-

geneous throughout, and that there is no falling-off in

the accuracy and thoroughness which characterized the

previous volumes. He has, further, appended a remark-

ably full and careful bibliography of the Shakspearian
period, which must have involved much patient research,
and by so doing has earned the gratitude of every true

student of our literature. We hope he may feel encour-

raged to complete his account of the Jacobean writers

in a twelfth volume.

The Early History of the Town and Port of Hedon, in

the East Riding of the County of York. By J. R.

Boyle, F.S.A. (Hull and York, Brown & Sons.)

HEDON is an interesting old town with a long and curious

history. In some respects it reminds us of those dead
cities of the Zuyder Zee which now attract so many
English tourists j but there is nothing foreign in its

aspect. Dwindled, as the old port has, to a mere village,
no one who paces its streets could for a passing moment,
even, imagine himself anywhere but in England. If we
desire to make a comparison, some of the old Cinque
Ports come to hand readily; but there is very little

similarity between Hedon and any one of them. The
noteworthy feature of Hedon that which gives it its

character is its magnificent church, which, though
much injured by vandalism in days gone by and inju-
dicious restoration in recent times, is still worthy of that

reverential regard which, we believe, it now receives

from the townsmen.
The Corporation of Hedon must at one time have

possessed a most important series of records ; but they
were so little cared for by their custodians that the
room in which they were kept was in a ruinous state.
" The roof was in such a state as to allow the rain to

enter, by which many were destroyed." At length a time
arrived when the whole of the records passed into private
hands. However objectionable this may have been
and we have not one word to say in its defence the

result was that they were taken care of, kept dry, and,
we believe, many of them bound in volumes. On the
death of the gentleman who had acquired them they
were sold, and, by means which we need not relate here,
once more returned to proper custody.

Mr. Boyle has had full access to all that remains of

the Hedon records, and has examined them with care
and intelligence. That he has not been able to achieve

greater things than he has dune is due to the state of
the material. He tells his readers that he has " never
met with records which have suffered so severely from

damp and neglect as those of Hedon
;
and the limited

measure of success I have achieved in deciphering them
has been attained at the cost of irreparable injury to my
sight. I have often printed especially in the series of
churchwardens' accounts a mere fragment of a sen-

tence ; but I have only done this when the incomplete
statement revealed some fact or contained aoma unusual
word."
Hedon does not occur in the Conqueror's survey ; but

if not in existence then, which is improbable, it soon

sprang into being. It was important to the early lords
of Holderness to have a port within their wide domains,
and there was no other place so suitable as Hedon. So
it grew rapidly in importance, until overshadowed by
Kingston-upon-Hull, a creation of the first Edward.
All its glory did not, however, depart at once. Until the

passing of the first Reform Act it continued to send two
members to Parliament. That in later times there was
freedom of election no one would have the hardihood to
maintain ; but more than one of those who represented
Hedon in Parliament during the seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries did good work for the State.
We have no wish to depreciate Mr. Boyle's writing.

He possesses a good style and great accuracy of expres-
sion. We are, however, bound to say that the appendix
of original documents is the most important part of his
work. We know no instance where original documents
have been edited with greater thoroughness and care.
The labour spent on them will never be appreciated
except -by the few self-denying persons who have under-
gone similar drudgery. The glossary is copious and
very accurate. Here and there we come upon a word
the interpretation of which might, we think, have been
left to the common sense of the reader ; but this, if it

be an error, is in the the right direction.

THE newly formed Society of Archivists and Auto-
graph Collectors will publish the first part of their
Journal early in July through Mr. Elliot Stock. Among
its contributars are Dr. Furnivall, who has written an
article upon the autograph of Shakspeare; Mr. Buxton
Forman, who undertakes the congenial task of writing
about Shelley; and Mr. George Pritchard, whose col-

lection of Nelson letters specially qualifies him for the

subject of the great admiral. Each article will be illus-

trated by facsimiles.

ia
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THE PORTRAITS OF SIR THOMAS BROWNE.

There are in existence three portraits of Sir

Thomas Browne : one in the Bodleian Library,
the second in the Koyal College of Physicians, Lon-

don, and the third in the Norfolk and Norwich

Hospital. They may be designated respectively as

the Bodleian, the London, and the Norwich por-
traits. The three are painted on canvas, are in good

condition, and are unquestionably original. There

is a marked difference in all, not only in the cast

of countenance, but in the general appearance of

the face, and in the details of the dress and the

disposition of them. They were, in all probability,

painted about the same period, or within a few

years of one another, and subsequently to the year

1669, as will be demonstrated, and therefore after

his sixty-fourth year of age ; they represent him as

being over the middle period of life ;
all possess a

somewhat melancholy visage, not unlike that of

Charles I., which they closely resemble in style ;

all look to the left of the spectator. It is un-

fortunate that the names of the painters are

unknown ;
in only one instance that of Norwich

is the donor's name preserved. They are situated

in places intimately associated with the life of Sir

Thomas the Bodleian portrait at Oxford, where
he had spent some years as a student at Pem-
broke College, and of which university he was

B.A., M.A., and M.D. ; the next in the Royal
College of Physicians, London, of which he was
elected an Honorary Fellow in 1664; and the

third at Norwich, the city in which he lived and

practised as a physician for forty-six years, and in

which he died and is buried.

The writer of Sir Thomas Browne's life in ' Bio-

graphia Britannica '*
says :

" His picture in the College of Physicians shews him
to have been remarkably handsome, and to have pos-
sessed in a singular degree the blessing of a grave and
yet cheerful and inviting countenance. As to his temper
it was perfectly even and free from passions His
virtues were many and remarkably conspicuous, big

probity such as gained him universal respect."

Mr. Whitefoct,t the rector of Heigham, who
was intimately acquainted with him for two-thirds

of his life, observes :

" For a character of his person, his complexion and hair
was answerable to his name, his stature was moderate
and habit of body neither fat nor lean, in his habit of

cloathing he had an aversion to all finery, and affected

plainness both in the fashion and ornaments. He ever
wore a cloak, or boots, when few others did. He kept
himself always very warm and thought it most safe so

to do, though he never loaded himself with such a multi-

tude of garments as Suetonius reports of Augustus, enough
to clothe a good family. He was never seen to be trans-

ported with mirth or dejected with sadness; always
cheerful but rarely merry, at any sensible rate, seldom
heard to break a jest, and when he did he would be apt
to blush at the levity of it

;
his gravity was natural

without affectation."

The Bodleian Portrait.

This likeness is located in the Bodleian Library ;

no record has been preserved of either the donor

or the painter, and the date of its reception is

unknown. The picture itself is twenty-nine by
twenty-four inches, is a half-length, about three-

quarters face, and slightly turned to the left of the

spectator. Sir Thomas is represented in a plain
black gown, most probably "the cloak he evei

wore," with his arms folded in front as if holding
it up; a broad, plain white falling collar, the edges
of which are attached to each other in front their

whole length ; his hair is dark brown, long, and flow-

ing, and parted down the middle ;
he wears a mous-

tache and a tuft of hair on his chin an imperial
also divided down the middle, and scarcely any
whisker. This portrait is unquestionably the best

of the three, and was painted from the living sub-

ject between 1669 and 1672. It has been engraved

by six artists, three being Flemish and three Eng-
lish : Van den Hove, Van der Banck, Van der

Gucht, Robert White, Thomas Trotter, and W. C.

Edwards. The first four lived and flourished as

engravers in the lifetime of Sir Thomas.

Van den Hove's engraved portrait appears in "the

sixth and last edition" of 'Pseudodoxia Epidemica,'

published in 1672, at which date Sir Thomas was

*
1780, vol. ii.

t
' Posthumous Works,' 1712.
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sixty-seven years of age. The portrait is in a plain

oval frame, without ornament, and was, without

doubt, engraved from the Bodleian. He is looking

to the right of the spectator.*

Van der Banck'st engraving forms the frontis-

piece to 'Certain Miscellany Tracts,' published m
1684, two years after the death of Sir Thomas.

This work was edited by Archbishop Tenison, who

says, "Concerning the author, I chuse to be

silent, though I have had the happiness to have

been for some years known to him." The arch-

bishop was minister of St. Peter Mancroft in 1674,

consequently well known to Sir Thomas Browne,

who was a resident in the parish at that time.

The portrait is finely engraved, is in an ornamental

oval frame, and represents the great man looking to

the right of the spectator.
We must assume that

this was a perfect likeness, or its appearance would

not have been permitted by Lady Browne, Edward

Browne, and the archbishop.

Van der Gucht'sJ engraving appeared in Ihe

Posthumous Works of the learned Sir Thomas

Browne,' published in 1712, thirty years after the

death of the author. The portrait is beautifully

executed, in a plain oval frame, with a coat of arms

beneath ;
he looks to the right of the spectator.

An edition of this work was brought out the same

year by a different publisher, but without a por-

trait; the edition of 1723 contains one.

Robert White engraved the portrait which

forms the frontispiece to the folio edition of

Browne's works, "the seventh and last," 1686,

four years after the death of the
"

light of Nor-

wich." It is larger than the others, is a beautiful

work of art, in a plain oval frame, with a full coat

of arms beneath ;
and that no doubt should ever

arise respecting the authority of the picture, it is

stated to be " The True Effigies of Sr Tho. Brown,

of Norwich, Knt., M.D." He looks to the specta-

tor's right
Thomas Trotter.|| An exquisite engraving by

this artist appeared in 1815 in Malcolm's
' Lives

of Topographers and Antiquaries.'

W. C. EdwardsIT engraved the portrait to be

seen in Simon Wilkin's edition of Sir Thomas

* Van den Hove was bora at Haarlem 1630 ;
he was

much employed as an engraver by the booksellers on

portrait frontispieces between 1648 and 1692. Th-

portraits of many eminent Englishmen were engrave^

by him. He was found murdered Oct. 17, 1698. Accord

ing to Bryan he died after 1715.

f Van der Banck, born in Paris 1649, came to Eng
land 1674, died 1697.

t Van der Qucht was born at Antwerp 1660, die

1725.

Robert White, a very prolific engraver of grea

repute, was born in London 1645, died 1704.

II Thomas Trotter obtained a considerable reputatio
for his portraits; bom 1785, died 1803.

([ W. C. Edwards was living in 1841. He etched th

series of
" Norfolk Portraits."

rowne's works, published in four volumes in

836, and which the editor says,

was engraved by Mr. Edwards from White's in the
)lio of 1686, compared with a copy taken by Dr. Baadi-
ell's kind permission from the original in the schools of

xford, a decidedly better picture than that presented
y Dr. Howman to the vestry of St. Peter, Norwich,
nd I believe than that which is in the College of

hysicians."

'his is not so finely executed an engraving as those

y the Flemish artists, although of the same style
nd character.

The London Portrait.

This likeness is to be seen in the Royal College
f Physicians, London ; it measures twenty-four by
wenty inches, is a half-length, three-quarter face,

nd looks to the left of the spectator. Dr. Munk*
bserves :

" The College of Physicians possesses a good portrait
f this distinguished physician. Although I cat find in
be Annals no mention of the donor, we shall not pro-
>ably be far from the truth if we attribute it to Dr.
Mward Browne Sir Thomas's son a distinguished
Bellow and President of the College."

'.t has the same sombre look as the Bodleian, the

ame flowing hair parted down the middle, a small

moustache, and rather large imperial, also divided

lown the middle, and a small amount of whisker,

le wears a black gown, the edges of which are

.rimmed with fur, probably an academical or doctor's

jown of that day. The arms are not folded in front,

so that the gown flows smoothly down, quite unlike

hat of the other portraits. Sir Thomas looks

somewhat older in this than in the others ; a falling,

jlain white collar, the edges being attached to each

>ther in front, similar to what is seen in the

Bodleian, but different from that which is noticed

in the Norwich picture. This portrait has been

engraved by only one artist, J. Brown. It is

carefully executed, and represents him looking to

the spectator's left, and forms the frontispiece to
' Christian Morals/ published by Rivington, 1863.f

The Norwich Portrait.

This likeness is placed in the Board Room of the

Norfolk and Norwich Hospital. It measures

twenty-eight by twenty-three inches, is a half-

length, three-quarter face, and looks to the left of

the spectator. He appears in the characteristic

long flowing hair or wig of a dark colour, parted
down the middle, the moustache light brown, a

tuft of hair on the chin resembling an imperial,
also divided down the middle, whiskers not

abundant and mostly along the lower jaw. He

* ' Roll of the Royal College of Physicians, 1878,
vol. i. p. 326.

f In the charming edition of '

Religio Medici,' edited

by Dr. W. A. Greenhill :
" The vignette of Sir Thomas

Browne was engraved by the late C. H. Jeens, from the

painting in the Library of the Royal College af Physi-
cians."
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wears a plain, broad white falling collar, the front

margins of which meet at the upper points and

open out downwards ;
two short tassels hang from

the point of junction, unlike the disposition of the

collar in the other paintings. The gown is some-

what indistinct, but is most probably the cloak he

was so partial to. The features correspond entirely

with those in the other portraits of the great man.

No engraving has been made of this likeness, but

an indifferent lithograph is to be occasionally met

with.

This portrait was presented to the parish of St.

Peter Mancroft by Dr. Edward Howman, the

owner and occupier of the house in which Sir

Thomas Brewne lived and died. Bloomfield

alludes to the residence in the parish of St. Peter,
which was formerly tenanted by the famous knight,
and "in which Dr. Howman now lives,"* but

makes no reference to the portrait.
There exists in the parish records no note of the

date of its presentation. Dr. E. Howman died in

1753, and was buried in the adjoining church of St.

Stephen, where there is a monument to his memory.
How he became possessed of it cannot now be

traced. Miss Howman, his lineal descendant, has

carefully searched the family papers without any
satisfactory result. Circumstances favour the idea

that when the residence was sold, after Lady
Browne's death in 1685, by her son Edward to Dr.

Koger Howman, of "The Red Well," and the

father of Edward, who was then seven years of age,
that the portrait was left in the house or given to

his friend, Roger Howman, with some other things,
such as his carved oak mantelpiece, now in the

Sjssession

of Henry Birkbeck, Esq., of Stoke Holy
ross, and that Edward Howman inherited it after

his father's death ;
and as the family of Browne

had almost died out, the male line having become
extinot in 1708, Edward Howman most probably

bequeathed it as a legacy to the parish of St. Peter
;

and here it remained in the church until 1871,
when the vestry were pleased to allow it to be

placed in the Norwich Hospital, where it forms
one of the most conspicuous of all the portraits in

the Board Room of that institution, t It is still

the property of St. Peter Mancroft.

Roger Howman and Edward Browne were
fellow citizens ; they were about the same age,
followed the same profession ; and very likely
Edward Browne became godfather to Edward
Howman, this Christian name being unknown
in the family before then ; and although Roger
the family name was not given to the first-born,
it was bestowed on the third son, which makes it

appear the more probable that the name Edward

*
'History of Norfolk,' folio, vol. ii., 1739.

f The likenesses of nearly all who had done good work
at this charity during the past hundred years were col-
lected during the centenary year 1871, and placed in this
room to commemorate the interesting event.

was derived from Dr. Edward Browne, who was
then thirty-six years of age, and in practice in
London. He never resided in Norwich, and after
his mother's death sold the property he held in
that city* to Dr. Roger Howman.

In addition to the three paintings there must
have been a fourth, from which was engraved the

portrait which appears in 'Paeudodoxia Epidemica,''
fifth edition, 1669. This is a very indifferent work
of art, totally unlike the learned author, executed

by an unknown person, and dissimilar to any
already described. Sir Thomas thought badly of

it, for three years later, 1672, when the next

edition,
"
the sixth and last

"
of this work, came-

out, this portrait had disappeared, and in its place
is seen the finely engraved likeness by the Flemish
artist Van den Hove, and evidently copied from
the Bodleian, which it closely resembles in every
particular. During those three years, 1669 to

1672, Sir Thomas had become a great man, his

reputation as a scholar had risen to the highest

pitch, his works had attracted considerable notice-

not only in England but on the Continent.
Thirteen editions of '

Religio Medici
'

had ap-
peared in rapid succession, besides eleven in other

languages, and his fame had been maintained by
the publication of '

Hydriotaphia
' and the ' Gar-

den of Cyrus.' Charles II. had heard of him, and
on visiting Norwich in 1671 conferred on him the
honour of knighthood. A good artist was chosen

to render permanent the handsome face of the new
knight, and the Bodleian portrait was painted.
When the new edition, the sixth and last, of 'Pseu-

dodoxia Epidemica' came out in 1672, it contained

a likeness worthy of the author and the artist.

CHARLES WILLIAMS.
Norwich.

SHAKSPEABIANA.
'1 KING HENRY IV.,' IV. i. 97-99.

All furnished, all in arms :

tAll plumed like estridges that with the wind
Baited like eagles having lately bathed.

I propose to read the second line thus :

All plumed like estridges that wait the wind.

The "with" which I displace is universally

regarded as a misprint. The only substitute for it

which seems to have found favour is
"
wing," the

suggestion of Rowe. I object to it that Harry of

Monmonth and his comrades, waiting the onset of

battle in the rich panoply of war, could not, with

any propriety, be likened to ostriches speeding
before the wind ; but with great propriety might

they, with their plumed helms and bright coats of

mail, be likened to ostriches quivering with excite-

ment, expectant of the breeze, whose approach
was indicated either by instinctive feeling or by
the nearing sand-cloud. With equal propriety, in

* ' The East Anglian,' vol. i., 1885, p. 194.
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the line which follows, are they compared to eagles

fluttering with delight after the refreshment of

their bath.

Supposing that " watt " was Shakespeare's word,
how did the misprint

" with "
arise ? The answer

to this question must be wholly conjectural.
Readers must judge as to the amount of pro-

bability in what I offer for their consideration.

In writing, as the thoughts move faster than the

pen, it is no uncommon cause of lapsus to anti-

cipate, while intending to write one word, letters

which belong to the word which is to follow. In
the case before ns the th of the following

" the
"

may have intruded themselves, so that
" wait "

may
have been written "waith." This "waith" may
afterwards have been wrongly corrected as

"
with,"

and so been printed.

"Baited," passive for active, and the form is

metaphysically correct. The ^X^i whether in

man or eagle, is the mover
;

the body, in its

members, the moved. A wing does not bait or

flap itself it is baited or flapped.
It is scarcely necessary to add that in reading

this passage we must translate poetry into prosej
and understand it as if it had been written "

They
were all like plumed estridges ; they were like

eagles with baited wings."
R. M. SPENCE, M.A.

Manse of Arbuthnott, N.B.

*Two GENTLEMEN OF VERONA,' II. i. 84.

You, being in love, cannot see to put on your hoae.

It is generally thought that there is some error

here, though no one has yet proposed a satisfactory
emendation. I think that some meaning can be
forced into the passage as it stands by supposing
Speed to point to the glove that Valentine holds
in his hand. This glove of Silvia's was, perhaps,
a longish one, suggesting a stocking, and Valen-
tine had declared it to be his. Of. the phrase in

'All's Well,' IT. iii. 265, "Dost thou make hose
of thy sleeves 1

"
G. JOICEY.

'TROILUS AND CRESSIDA,' III. iii. 4, 5. A
suggestion was made at 8tb S. vi. 283 for a new
punctuation of

That, through the sight I bear iii thinga to love,
I have abandon'd Troy.

This suggestion, which gives a very forced mean-
ing to the lines, leads me to state my reasons for

a conjecture of mine to be found among the
addenda in vol. vi. of the new edition of the

Cambridge Shakespeare.
The Quarto and the first three Folios give "to

love"; the fourth Folio "to come." Johnson
proposed "things, to Jove" making "to Jove" a

part of the construction of the next line ; Dyce
reads "thinga to Jove" i. e., things pertaining to

Jove. I would read "
things of lore," i. e., matters

of divine knowledge. As shown by a writer in

the Edinburgh Review for July, 1869, sight was
of old frequently used in the sense of acquaintance,
skill, technical knowledge, professional con-

versancy ;
and such sight, it seems to me, Galenas

is here claiming. The lore is his professional

learning derived from omens, &c., the learning
which bad warned him to forsake Troy, even

though by so doing he earned the name of
"
traitor

fals," as Chaucer calls him. Shakespeare's play
was mainly founded upon Chaucer's

'

Troylus and

Cryseyde,' and in the first book of that poem we
have a passage, 11. 84, &c., which to my mind was

clearly in Shakespeare's memory when he wrote
this speech. The lines to which I especially invite

attention are these :

Now fel it so, that in the town ther was

Dwellynge a lord of grete autorite,
A grete devyn that cleped was Calkas,
That in science so expert was, that he
Knew wele that Troye sholde destroyed be,.

By answer of his god, that hyghte thus,
Dann Phebus, or Apollo Delphicus.
So when this Calkas knew by calkulynge,.
And ek by answer of this Apollo,
That Grekes sholden swiclie a peple brynge,
Thorwgh whiche that Troye moste ben fordo,
He cast onon out of the town to go;
For wel wist he by sort that Troye sholde

Destroyed ben, ye, wold who-so or nolde.

Now the words "in science so expert was,"
"knew by calkulynge," "by answer of his god,"" wel wist he by sort," seem to me to convey
exactly the same meaning with Shakespeare's

"through the sight I bear in things of lore,"

especially as scientia was of old the ordinary

rendering of lore. Again, in bk. iv. 57-63, we
have Calchas's account of what he had forfeited,,

in words that Shakespeare closely imitates in

11. 5-11 of this scene :

Havynge unto my tresour, ne my rente

Eight no resport in respecte of your eee;
Thus al my goode I leste, and to yow wente,
Wenynge in this yow lordes for to plese ;

But al that los ne doth me no disese,
I vouchesauf, as wysly haue I joye,
For yow to leese al that I haue in Troye ;

while the following stanzas of the same book (too

many for quotation here) represent Calchas's next

speech in the play. E. D.

'2 HENRY IV.,' IV. iii. 45.

The book'd nosed fellow of Rome, their cosin.

The Quarto has both "their" and "there" cosin,..

but the phrase is omitted from the Folio. Perhaps
the reading should be "their captain"; if the MS.
had the latter word in the contracted form of cnpn,
it might easily have been mistaken for "cosin."

G. JOICEY.
'As You LIKE IT,' II. vii. 139.

All the world's a stage.

The idea embalmed in this line appears to have
oeen widely used in Sbakspere's time, not the
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least curious instance being its employment by
Sir George Moore in the House of Commons,
Jan. 21, 1605/6, he describing Gunpowder Plot as

a "
Conspiracy, the like whereof never came upon

the Stage of the World" ('Commons' Journals,'
vol. i. p, 257). ALFRED F. BOBBINS.

'

LEAR,' III. iv. : ST. WITHOLD. Tyrwhitt

suggests that this stands for St. Yitalis. Has

any learned commentator succeeded in fixing the

identity of St. Withold ? JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

"THE DEVIL AND HIS DAM" (8
th S. ir. 442;

v. 442 ; vi. 44, 284
; vii. 203). I am glad that

C. C. B. confirms what I wrote. Ahriman is

certainly the arch-devil, and Lilith is his mother.

As, however, I have read that Samael and Asmo-
deiis are the same, I think that I must have got

my knowledge from another source than that men-
tioned by U. C. B. E. YARDLEY.

OLD JOKE IN NEW DRESS. (See 7tb S. viii.

66, 136, 291, 409, 433.) The following good story
has been going the rounds of the press :

" One of the most curious blunders of an author was
that made by Thackeray, -when collecting material for

his ' Irish Sketch-Book.' Driving along a road, he saw
at due intervals posts set up with the letters

' G.P.O.'

upon. them. Overtaking a peasant, he inquired the

meaning of these initials, and was gravely informed that

they stood for ' God Preserve O'Connell !

' Out came
the tourist's note-book, in which a memorandum was at

once jotted down of the curious statement. In the first

edition of the sketches the fact was duly mentioned, but
it was suppressed in all the subsequent issues, owing to

the tardv discovery that the initials stood for ' General
Post Office,' indicating that the highway was a post
road."

It is due to the memory of Wm. Makepeace
Thackeray to say that the above happened not to

him, but to Lord Haddington when riding into

Dublin from Kingstown in 1834. See 'Private

Correspondence of Daniel O'Connell,' by W. J.

Fitzpatrick (London, J. Murray), vol. i. p. 504.

I doubt if the first edition of the ' Sketch-Book
'

contains any reference to the amusing mistake.

JOVERNA.

CHARLES HATCHETT. A bundle of old letters

addressed to Mr. Charles Hatcbett lately came
into my possession. They are dated towards the
end of the last, or early part of the present, century.
I believe he was treasurer to a literary club at the
"Old Thatched House" tavern, and many of the
letters are written to him as such. He appears to

have been a good chemist and mineralogist, and to

have moved in good society ; among the writers
of the letters are Sir Humphry Davy, Faraday
Wollaston, Sir John Soane, the Lords Spencer anc

Stowell, Sir Walter Scott, and many others, in

eluding Jekyll, the witty barrister, with whom he
was on intimate terms. Of two short notes from

ekyll I enclose copies for insertion in
' N. & Q.'

am not aware that they have been published, and

think it unlikely. It appears that Mr. Chas.

Hatchett sent his portrait to Jekyll.

Jan. 30, 1836.

Thanks for a kind memento of our long Friendship,

hough it looks somewhat radical on the 30th of Janu-

ary, to thank the Hatchett for the Head of Charles.

JOSEPH JEKYLL.

Feb. 13, 1836.

I told my merry friend, Jas. Smith, author of the

celebrated
'

Rejected Addresses,' how I thanked you for

;he Engraving on the Thirtieth of January; he sate

lown directly, and versified it.

An answer, Charles Hatchett, thou claimest ;

So take it, both pithy and short.

For surely so able a Chemist
Can never reject a retort.

Your Portrait, no painter can match it,

So I scorn all their envy and snarls,

And, like Cromwell, I owe to a Hatchett

All I gain by the head of a Charles.

J. JEKYLI.

H. W. LlVETT.

Wells, Somerset.

GUSTAVE NADADD: FRENCH LAW. The St.

James's Gazette, in its notice of Gustave Nadaud'a

death in April, 1893, said of his little poem
' Les

Deux Gendarmes
'

that it
" caused the author to

be summoned before the Imperial Courts on a

charge of ridiculing the public forces. Nadaud

was, however, acquitted, and was afterwards made

a knight of the Legion of Honour by the Emperor."

"Ridiculing the public forces" seems a very

strange charge to bring against an author. How
far back in French history does this law date ;

and

is there still such a law in France ] What would

become of Punch's artists and writers if, every

time they
"
joked a joke" at the expense of Police

Inspector X or Corporal Pipeclay, they were

liable to be pulled up before "the judges all

ranged, a terrible show," to answer a charge of

"
ridiculing the public forces

"
?

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

JOSEPH OR JOSIAS MILLER (1684-1738), ACTOR

AND REPUTED HUMOURIST. The death of "Joe

Miller
"

is thus recorded in the London Evening

Post, Thursday, Aug. 17, 1 738 :

"
Yesterday Morning died of a Pleurisy, at Strand on

the Green, near Brentford, being taken ill but on Sunday

last, Mr. Joseph Miller, a celebrated Comedian, belong-

ing to the Theatre-Royal in Drury-lane ;
much admir'd

for his Performances in general, but particularly in the

Character of Teague in the ' Committee ; or, the Faith-

ful Irishman.' Very few of his Profession have gain'd

more Applause on the Stage, and fewer have acted off of

it with so much Approbation from their Neighbours."

DANIEL HIPWELL.

THE 'TIMES' NEWSPAPER. The following

curious coincidence is perhaps worrh embalming

in the columns of 'N. & Q ' The early impressions

of the Times of Tuesday, June 11, were, as regards
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the first page, a reproduction, both as to date and

matter, of the issue of Monday, June 10. I saw

one, but it is probable that the larger number
were dispatched to the provinces by the early
trains. This will in a few years be a source of

interest, and many correspondents may be glad to be

put on the scent to obtain one. TENEBRJE.

JEWISH INTRAMUKAL CEMETERY IN THE CITY.

I have read up many topographical works on

London, both ancient and modern, and find it

passing strange that not a single writer has noted
the existence of an ancient cemetery of the Jews
within the walls. The Patent Roll of 1285 has

an allusion to it, and defines its position with great
clearness. It was situated in Wood Street.

Another entry in the same roll says that "the
Dean and Chapter of the Cathedral Church of St.

Paul's receive licence to enclose the cemetery and
its precincts with a stone wall, by reason of the

night attacks of robbers in the streets and lanes of

the said precinct." M. D. DAVIS.

INSCRIPTION. The following curious inscription,
to the memory of George Routleigh, a watchmaker

by trade, occurs in the churchyard of Lydford,
Devon :

Here lies in horizontal position
The outside case

of

George Routleigh,
whose abiding in that line

was an honour
To his Profession

Integrity was his mainspring and prudence the

regulator of all the actions of his life.

Humane, generous, and liberal

His hand never stopped till he had relieved distress

Sincerely regular were his motions
He never went wrong

Except when set a-going
By People

who did not know his key
Even then he was easily set right again
He had the art of disposing of his time

so well
That his hours glided in one continual round of

pleasure and delight
Till an unlucky minute put an end to his existence.

He departed this life

Nov. 1802,
Wound up

In hope of being taken in hand
By his Maker

And of being thorough cleaned repaired and set a-going
In the world to come.

ARTHUR F. G. LEVESON GOWER.
Belgrade.

PROF. J. S. BLACKIE ON SIR WALTER SCOTT.
As Prof. J. S. Blackie, full of years and honours,
has joined the majority, I do not think there can be
any breach of confidence in my publishing the

following extracts from two letters which I had
from him in 1888. When the professor's mono-
graph on Burns in the "Great Writers" series

was published, I wrote to the author, reminding:
him of our meeting in Shetland during a trip I took

many years before. I saw a good deal of the

learned professor at that time, comparatively speak-

ing, seeing that I was an entire stranger to him,
and that I was in the Shetlands merely as a tourist.

In my first letter, in 1888, I said, so far as I can

recollect my words after pearly seven years, that

I was glad to see that he did net, like some of his

countrymen, feel it necessary to exalt Burns at the

expense of Scott. In the professor's reply he said :

" Burns was more intense than Scott ; but in every
other respect the author of '

Waverley
' was the bigger

man; more wealthy in matter, more healthy in tone,
and better balanced; in fact, the biggest literary man'

using the English language, in my opinion, since Shake-

speare."

I am not likely to quarrel with any one who
exalts

"
good Sir Walter," even if I think that he

exalts him more than is quite just ; but I demurred
to the professor's opinion that Scott is "the

biggest literary man using the English language
since Shakespeare," because, as I pointed out to

Prof. Blackie, this estimate necessarily exalts Scott

above Milton. I also took the opportunity of

asking the professor his opinion of Scott as a poet,

apart from the "
Waverley Novels." He replied :

" I take Scott altogether poetry and prose and in

this range feel that he is the healthiest and wealthiest

intellect that has appeared in Britain since Shakespeare ;

being, in fact, to Scotland, if Scotland would only be true
to herself, what Homer was to the Greeks. No doubt
Milton is more majestic, but we cannot feed upon
grandeur; besides, his mixture of Christianity and'

classicality is out of date ; and his theology is odious."

The professor's remarks are interesting, and his

words,
"

if Scotland would only be true to herself,"

ought to be laid to heart by all

brither Scots
Frae Maidenkirk to Johnny Groats ;

but I do not think his reasoning with regard to

Milton is quite sound. Homer's gods and heroes

are
" out of date," and Dante's theology is at least

as " odious
"

as Milton's indeed, when we think
that the

'

Inferno
'
is a fourmiliere of human life,

Dante's theology is much more outwardly and

visibly repulsive than Milton's yet Homer and

Dante, in the estimation of most good judges,,
share the crown of epic poetry with Milton. It is

not what an author says so much as how he says it

which we look to in our estimate of his rank in

literature. Mr. Frank Marzials, in his excellent

little work on Victor Hugo in the "Great Writers"

series, truly says :

"
Very fortunately for mankind, the truth or falsehood

of a great writer's systematized opinions is no measure of

the value of his work. Pictures of the most superb
power may be painted on very indifferent canvas, just as-

immortal music may be allied to words that are almost

meaningless."

This being so, I think Milton has painted on the
"

indifferent canvas " of his certainly narrow creed
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pictures
"
of the most superb power," which must fo

ever rank him above every English author excep
Shakespeare. My own estimate of Sir Walter Scot

if my estimate is worth stating is that, takinj

him, as Prof. Blackie says,
"
altogether poetry am

.prose," he is our greatest author, except Milton
since Shakespeare, and the greatest author in on
whole literature except Shakespeare, Milton, am
Spenser. JONATHAN BOUCHIBR.

Ropley, Alresford.

SHAKSPEAKE'S INDEBTEDNESS TO BENJONSON
Green spitefully taunted Shakespeare with being

_"
beautified with our feathers." If the chronology

is correct, I, as rampant an idolater as Ben Jon-
son himself, purpose pointing out some instances
of verbal appropriation on the part of the great
dramatist.

Lately perusing
'

Every Man in his Humour,
I here and there noted the recurrence of many
familiar phrases and words ; they were faintly
reminiscent of some oft perused work, and I had
little difficulty in tracing them to the first acts oi
* Romeo and Juliet.' They show what a Venus
trap the mind of Shakespeare was, and now he
absorbed and rehabilitated the ideas and verbiage
which were gyrating around him. 'Romeo and
Juliet' was first published in quarto in 1597, 'Every
Man in his Humour' was acted eleven times
between Nov. 25, 1596, and May 10 in the suc-

ceeding year. Tradition associated Shakespeare
with this work, and I believe he is actually men-
tioned as impersonating Old Knowel, one of the
characters. If so, the inference is obvious. Ben
Jonson, in his rdles of duellist and soldier, would
be acquainted with the terminology of the duello.
He makes use of the terms punto, reverso, passado,
stocato, hay, time, distance, &c. Shakespeare puts
them all in the mouth of Mercutio. Cos, for cousin,
so often used by the greater dramatist, was possibly
fixed in his mind by Ben Jonson's frequent harp-
ing. That Elizabethan expletive

" a plague !
"

repeatedly sworn throughout the comedy, may have
suggested"A plague on bothyour houses!" Counter-

feit and slip, used by Brainwood, is re-echoed in the
same sense by Mercutio. " Thou hast quarrelled
with a man for coughing in the street, because he
had wakened thy dog that had lain asleep in the
sun. Dids't not thou fall out with a tailor for wearing
his new doublet before Easter ?

"
is a case of out-

Jonsoning
"
They say he will commit a man for

taking the wall of his horse. Ay, or wearing his
cloak on one shoulder, or serving of God." There
are other phrases and words in 'Every Man in
his Humour' which one feels were lingering in

Shakespeare's mind when he penned the scenes in
which Mercutio takes part, but they are scarcely
palpable except to a close student. Ben Jonson
was a great creative artist, never sufficiently appre-
ciated, and Bobadill, if he did not give the cue for

Mercutio, was the autotype of Pistol, Bessus,

Parolles, and all the braggadocio that swagger
through Elizabethan comedy. More of this anon.

W. A. HENDEESON.
Dublin.

We mutt request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

CLAUD CHAMPION DE CRESPIGNT. Can any of

your readers assist me to complete the inscription
to the memory of the family of Claud Champion
de Crespigny, of which the following fragments
can be traced on a stone in the churchyard of the

old Parish Chapel (formerly Parish Church) of St.

Marylebone ?

Hie jacet in formica
Claudius Champion de Crespigny

et Maria de Vierville

uzor ejus
Gallia persecution!.

Some years ago the inscription was copied in its

entirety by some one interested ; but I am unable
to trace it. Philip Champion de Crespigny was
buried in the parish on Feb. 18, 1765, and Ann
Champion de Crespigny, Jan. 22, 1837.

ARTHUR F. E. LEVESON GOWEE.

HIGHGATE IN THE LAST CENTURY. Can any
one acquainted with the bygone history of High-
gate give information as to the character and

standing, &c., of Markquier's boarding school for

young ladies, which existed there about the middle
of last century ? The name, spelt as above, appears
in an old letter of that period, the exact date of

which I have an interest in fixing. LAC.

PAGES OF THE BEDCHAMBER PRIOR TO 1804.

Where can I see a list of them, dates of their

appointment, &c.? C. MASON.
29, Emperor's Gate, S.W.

-AXED." What is the precise meaning of

;his term? In a locally published account

c. 1874) of Gloucester Cathedral, the steps of the

ont are described as
"
fine-axed." I cannot

find it anywhere ;
but the ' New English Diction-

ary' has "axed, shaped or dressed with an ax,"
which is something towards it.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

PARISH CHARITIES. St. Mary's Church on

'addington Green was the original parish church

>f Paddington, but she was ousted from that

msition in 1845 by St. James's Church. St.

Gary's still retains the high pews and the gallery
which extends round all sides of the church except-

ng the east end. On the front of the gallery is

painted in gold letters some five or more inscrip-
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tions of charitable bequests (dating from 1700 to

1859) affecting the parish. Was it ever custom-

ary in parish churcbes to put up inscriptions

recording parochial benefactions ; and, if so, when
did the custom cease ? In what other churches
can similar inscriptions be seen ; or is the case of

St. Mary's, Paddington, more or less unique ?

A. C. W.

PASCHAL CANDLES. I should be obliged if any
of your readers could help me with information
on the origin, history, and use of the Paschal

candle, particularly with extracts from old church
accounts describing the candle and its support,
connexions and blessing. I have an idea the

Roman Church adopted it from the Spanish.
Can it be proved identical with the light before

the sepulchre ? H. FEASEY.
11, Festing Road, Putney, S.W.

[See 5* S. xi. 321, 372, 418 ; xii. 13; 6b S. i. 428.]

"THE NEARER THE KlRK, THE FURTHER FROM
GRACE." This proverb is common all over Scot-
land. Spenser, in the 'Shepherd's Calendar,'

July, 11. 97, 98, tells us it was old even in his days :

To Kirk the narre, from God more far
Has been an old-said saw.

How much further back can it be traced ?

R. M. SPENCE.

GEORGE GERARD JOHNSON was admitted to

Westminster School Jan. 31, 1775. Can any
correspondent help me to identify him ? Was he,
by chance, descended from Thomas Johnson, the
learned editor of 'Gerard's Herbal'; and is there

any record extant of the descendants of this

Thomas Johnson ? F. D.

^
ARMS. Can any of your correspondents throw

light on a coat of arms which is painted in an
ancient MS. service book in the Library of Eton
College, date presumably about 1500? Sa., a
chevron ar. between three white lilies leaved ppr.
On a chief gu. three white owls affronted.

F. WARRE CORNISH.

CHIFFINCH. What is the origin of this name ?

Emerson, in his essay on 'Spiritual Law,' says" Can a cook, a Chiffinch, an lachimo be mistaken
for Zeno or Paul ?

"
E. T. PAGE.

CORNISH CUSTOM. A Cornish gentleman,
writing in a manuscript magazine, says that
' At St. Ives a feast is held on the nearest Sunday to

Candlemas, and that on the following Monday the silver
ball is thrown. This ball is kept in the custody of the
Mayor, but on this particular day he brings it out and
throws it to the young men, who toss it to one another
until they are tired, and then it is returned to the
Mayor."

Can anybody give me information as to the origin
of this custom and its meaning ?

J. FINDLAY SWEETING.

VESTMENT BRASSES. Would it not be a good
thing to make a collection of rubbings of these

(which could be done by the clergy whose churches

possess them), and deposit them at the Church

House, or some similar institution, for the benefit

of clergy generally, to whom they would be

especially useful, and perhaps even publish them
in book form, and so preserve them for posterity ?

H. F.

"CLYST." Can any reader assist me with the

derivation and meaning of this word ? It is the

name of a small river in Devonshire, and from it

several villages take their titles, e. g. ,
Broad Clyst,

Hornton Clyst, Clyst S. Mary, and so on, about

seven or eight varieties. HENRY STONE.
Exeter.

ANCIENT ITALIAN LOVE-SONGS. Where may
one find a record of the date of a selection of old

Italian love-songs bearing the title,
"
Scelta di

vaghissime Villanelle accomodate per cantarsi sur'

ogni sorte di strumenti per passa tempo de' giovani
innamorati"? It consists of twenty-five songs,

beginning "Io vorrei pur' hormai," and ending"
Pazzarella che fui, pazzarella che fui."

INQUIRER.

INSCRIPTION ON INTAGLIO RING. I have a red
cornelian ring with an intaglio head around which
is the inscription M . GALE . TRACALUS in Roman
capitals. I take it that the first two words are

Marcus Galerius, but cannot make out the third

word, which is, I presume, a cognomen or place
name. Can any reader of

' N. & Q.' assist me to

a clue ? JNO. H.

ANTHONY UPTON. Could any of your readers

inform me as to the descent of Anthony Upton,
Chief Justice of the Common Pleas in Ireland,

1717, from Arthur Upton, of Lupton, co. Devon
(ancestor of Viscount Templetown through his

second son Henry) ? Also, who were his children,
and by whom ? W. UPTON.

GEORGE CHARLES. Where ought I to be able

to find the will of the above, concerning whom
several questions and answers have already ap-
peared in ' N. & Q.

'

? He resided in Leicester

Square, but died while on a visit at Brixton (in
the archdeaconry of Surrey, but in the jurisdiction,
for some purposes, at any rate, of the borough of

Southwark), in 1788. The will is not at Somerset
House. He died possessed of very considerable

property ;
so that either his will or the record of

administration, if he died intestate, ought to be in

existence somewhere. R. J. WALKER.

JESSE WINDOW. Can any of your readers say
where an illustration can be found of a Jesse window,
other than those at Dorchester (Oxon), Shrewsbury,
Christ Church (Hants), and St. Cuthbert's, Wells 1
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I. believe there are examples at St. George's, Han
over Square, Winchester College, Salisbury, an<

Llanrhaida, co. Denbigh ;
also at Rheiois, Chartres

and?Antwerp. Can engravings of any of these

found ; and where ? 1 should be greatly obligee
for any information. FRANCIS M. JACKSON.
The Bed House, Alderley Edge.

REFERENCE WANTED. Can any one tell me
in which book of

' Aurora Leigh
' occurs the line :

I will not barter the beautiful for barley ?

WM. THOS. BLEASE.

SIR THOMAS MORE. Sir Thomas More is saic

to have been famous for the skill which he dis-

played in throwing at cocks, a well-known Shrove-
tide sport. (See Lecky's

'

History of Morals,
vol. ii. p. 174, quoting Strutt's

*

Sports and
Pastimes,' p. 283.) Is there any contemporary
evidence tending to prove that he enjoyed this

cruel sport ;
or is it but one of those fables with

which great men's lives have in all ages been so

profusely decorated ? N. M. & A.

CAPT. WOOD. I shall be obliged by any clue to
a Capt. Wood (Customs Service), whose daughter
married Suckling, supposed relation of Lord
Nelson, through whose influence this Wood is

said to have received his appointment. He had
relations, Langmead, Jones, and Stevens. Sup-
posed Wood crest, a griffia's head. Suffolk,

Norfolk, or Lincoln. A. C. H.

" GAVEL." With the apology which is due from
one who neither possesses nor is near to a 'N. E. D.,'

may I beg to be enlightened as to the use of this
word in connexion with an auctioneer's mallet ? I

lately came across it in a book of ritual belonging
to a Juvenile Lodge of Good Templars, where the
word is used for the mallet of the Chief Templar.
The Good Templars hail from America.

FRANK PENNT,
Chaplain H.M.'s Indian Service.

Bangalore.

BLUNT'S ' DICTIONARY OF DOCTRINAL AND HIS-
TORICAL THEOLOGY.' What is the value, as a book
of reference, of the above ? Its author was the
Rev. John H. Blunt, F.S.A., and it was published
by Messrs. Rivington, in 1870, in two volumes, or
rather in two parts. It has long been out of print,
I am told. I have the second part only, and would
gladly buy part i., or give my own part to any one
who has the other and requires it to make his set

complete. E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

CHARLES DE TAVAREZ. Any one will oblige
the writer by copying the register of the baptism
or birth of Charles de Tavarez, his grandfather,
who was born at Amsterdam Nov. 5, 1771, if it

is preserved. Any information concerning hia

brother or sisters, who afterwards adopted the name
of Taffare, would also be acceptable. His last

surviving sister, Ann Taffare, formerly of Amster-

dam, lived at Utrecht in 1843.

FREDERICK LAWRENCE TAVAB^.
30, Rueholme Grove, Rusholme, Manchester.

BRITISH NAMES. Will any one kindly tell me
where I might find the few British translations

that exist of the Roman names occurring in the

Itineraries ? LOSTWITHIEL.

* SOLOMON-GUNDY." In ' Theodore : an opera,'

by J. H. Colls, a poet of rural Norfolk, a rough
country wench exclaims :

" He 's as fond of you
as I am of solomon-gundy ; and, ecod, I likes it

so well, I could eat it morning, noon, and night.
'

Colls's
' Poems ' were published in Norwich, with-

out a date, but 1800 is the time approximately.

Solomon-gundy seems to be a rural rendering of

Salmagundi; but is such a rural word known?
It is not in any dialect dictionary that I have been

able to consult. JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

KENDALL FAMILY, OF BASSINGBOURNE HALL,
ESSEX. I should be glad to know the names,

matches, and issue of the children of William.

Kendall, of the Middle Temple and Bassingbourne
Hall, who married, in 1675, Elizabeth, daughter
of Richard Beckford, Alderman of London. Mor-

ant, under Takeley parish, mentions only the

eldest surviving son John, who died unmarried in

1734-5. G. W. WRIGLEY.
68, Southborough Road, South Hackney.

VALSE. What is the exact date when the

"valse" or "waltz" found its way into English

society and literature ? The date usually assigned
is 1813 (' Encyclopaedic Dictionary'); but Byron's

poem, published in that year, was written in 1812.

A still earlier date seems correct, on the authority
of a writer of a very different order :

Then I have a dancing master, who teaches me the

Scotch and Irish steps; and another who teaches me
attitudes, and I shall soon learn the waltz, and I can
stand longer on one leg already than Lady Di."

'
Cffilebs

n Search of a Wife,' chap, xxiii.

["his entertaining work came out in 1809.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

SIMON DE MONTFORT'S BONES. In the ex-

;athedral church of St. Nazaire, in the delightful
{
vieille cite" de Carcassonne," one sees against the

wall in the south transept the dalle or tombstone

on which the effigy of Simon de Montfort, in com-

pete armour, is engraven ;
and one is told that

lis body was conveyed by his son to Montfort

'Amaury, Seine et Oise, about an hour by train

rom Paris. There is a ruined mediaeval castle

here, and an ancient church. Can the 'resting-

place of the body be discovered ? What documents

efer to its removal ? PALAMEDES.
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CHURCHES OP ST. BOTOLPH.

(6
tt S. vi. 506 ; vii. 457.)

My note and the inquiry contained in it

haying so long remained unnoticed except by a
kind correspondent who wrote to me direct I
have endeavoured to satisfy myself on the subject,
and from the ready and convenient source afforded

by the "List of Benefices" in the *

Clergy List' have
made an enumeration of the churches dedicated to
St. Botolph throughout England. This the Editor

may think worthy of place. In addition to its

bearing on my particular subject it has relation to
the correspondence which has appeared in 'N. & Q.'
on ' Patron Saints of Churches.'

List of places in England whereat are churches
dedicated to St. Botolph :

Allerthorpe, Yorka, B.E. Hevingham, Norfolk.
Aspley-Guise, Beds. Iken, Suffolk.

Banningham, Norfolk. Knottingley, Yorks, W.E.
Barford, Norfolk. Limpenhoe, Norfolk.
Beauchamp-Rodingr, Essex. Lincoln, Lincoln.
Boasall, Yorks, N.B. London, three churches.
Boston, Lincoln. Lullingstone, Kent.
Botesdate, Suffolk. Newton, Lincoln.
Botolph , Sussex. Northfleet, Kent.
Botolph's Bridge, Hunte. Quarrington, Lincoln.
Bradenham, Bucks. Bathby, Leicester.

Burton-Hastings, Warw. Redgrave, Suffolk.
Cambridge, Camb. Shenley, Herts.
Chevening, Kent. Shepshed, Leicester.
Colchester, Essex. Shingham, Norfolk.
Cove, North, Suffolk.* Skidbrooke, Lincoln.
Culpho, Suffolk. Slapton, Northants.
Dogsthorpe, Northants. Stoke Albany, Northants.
Eastwick, Herts. Stow Long, Hunts.
Farnborough, Warw. Stow Bedon, Norfolk.
Grimston, Norfolk. Swyncombe. Oxon.
Hadstock, Essex. Tottenhill, Norfolk.
Handham, Sussex. Trunch, Norfolk.
Heene, Sussex. Westwick, Norfolk.
Helpston, Northants.

In the above list are forty-nine places which
have churches dedicated to St. Botolph, and as

among them is London, which previous to the Great
Fire had four such dedications, and yet has three,
the total number of existing churches thus dedi-
cated is fifty-one. The distribution in counties
is as follows : Norfolk 10, Suffolk 5, Lincoln 5,
London 3 (originally 4), Northampton 4, Sussex 3,
Kent 3t, Essex 3, Yorks 3, Leicester 2, Hunting-
don 2, Hertford 2, Warwick 2, Cambridge 1
Oxford 1, Bedford 1, Buckingham 1.

I have, after further search, to add a little to
what has already been said by me in regard to the
saint. Twelve hundred years is a long way back
in the history of our island, and at the end of the
vista objects and facts are enveloped in misty

.*
0r

.
Nortb-cove, apparently misprinted

"
Northcone "

S. vii. 458.

t Also formerly a chapel at Folkestone.

obscurity. Thus the origin and career of St.

Botolph appear uncertain and ill defined. We are

assured that he lived in the seventh century, but
authors find the date of his death with the varia-

tion of a quarter of a century, the Rev. S. Baring-
Gould giving it as 655,* and the writer in the
'

Diet. Nat. Biog.' as 680. The learned priest of

the last century, Alban Butler, omits St. Botolph
in his 'Lives of the Saints'; Mr. Baring-Gould

supplies the omission, having gathered his account

from the scanty mention of the '
Chronicles.'

Nothing, he says, is known of the saint's origin,

although there is a tradition, notwithstanding his

purely Saxon name, that he was of Irish birth ;

while the writer in the great dictionary records the

story that he was of noble parents, an origin not

infrequently attributed to ecclesiastical celebrities.

Again, the identity of the king who, granting the

prayer of the saint, gave him a desert spot on
which he might settle as a hermit, is a vexed ques-
tion

; Ethelmund, or, in the more approved form,

yEthelmund, was his name, but whether he ruled

the South Saxons or the South Angles is undeter-

mined ; and in either case it will be asked how
this king could have bestowed on St. Botolph a site

in Mercia, for at Boston (or Botolph's Town), in

Lincolnshire, is generally supposed to have been
situated the monastery of Ikanhoe founded by the

saint. Prof. Bonney, writing of Boston and its

beautiful church ,f simply and judiciously calls

Ethelmund " an English king," and it seems wisest

to leave him thus without defining his dominion,
for surely it would be a pity to weaken the belief

that the most beautiful of all St. Botolph's churches

stands on the site of the ancient Ikanhoe. I am,
however, bound to mention that there is a claim-

ant to the honour at Bottlebridge, i. e.
, Botolph's

Bridge, in Huntingdonshire (also in Mercia) ; but
until the claim be proved otherwise, let us leave it

unchallenged at Boston.

As to the particular function attributed by some
at least to the saint, I do not know that it rests

on any written authority. Mr. Baring-Gould does

not refer to it, but Mr. Loftie, writing of the four

dedications at London,$ represents "the martyr
of East Anglia

"
(not elsewhere, I think, thus in-

dicated, Prof. Bonney relating that "he died at a

good old age ") as
" the patron, especially, of

travellers to Botolph's Town, or Boston," and the

professor says of St. Botolph that " he was held in

honour by seafaring folk." On what basis this

rests we do not learn. That there was such belief,

however, seems exemplified in the position at least

of the London churches which have given rise to

the present remarks. How is it that these four

churches dedicated to St. Botolph have the like pecu-
liar position at gates and "without" the walls

Lives of the Saints,' vi. 247.

Cathedrals, Abbeys, and Churches,' 662.
1 Historic Towns, London,' 159.
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if not built with one design ; and what design is

more probable than that they should serve travellers,
who as they left or entered the city might seek the

aid of their saintly patron or express their grati-
tude to him ? And at Boston the grand church
on the bank of the river Witham, where "

the sea-

faring folk" embarked for the North Sea, its

stately tower used as a beacon of guidance and

warning, seems also to point to the belief in the

protection of the saint.

So what have we got ? A good English saint

of the seventh century, perhaps of minor rank in

the calendar, yet not so obscure but that over fifty

English churches were dedicated in memory of his

sanctity. That his influence was chiefly in the
eastern counties, and that the monastery of Ikan-

hoe, which he founded, was on a " hoe," or elevation

of hard ground surrounded by desolate fens, the

situation, probably, where now is Boston and the
beautiful church which rose, or rather was re-

edified, in his honour six hundred years after his

body had Iain in dust. W. L. BUTTON.
27, Elgin Avenue, Westbourne Park, W.

P.S. Since writing the above I have had the

advantage of communications at the last reference,
and have found that to my list of places containing
churches dedicated to St. Botolph there are to be
Added Burgh and Whitton in Suffolk, and Morley
in Norfolk. With these the existing churches of
'this dedication number fifty -four, and adding
three Norfolk churches destroyed as I learn a

Norwich, Shotesham, and Tuttington, that formerly
at Billingsgate, London, and a demolished chape
at Folkestone, we have fifty-nine as the number o
dedications to St. Botolph.

In the *

Peterborough Diocesan Ealendar
find that there are eleven churches which are
dedicated to St. Botolph, viz., Barton Seagrave,
Brampton Church, Dogsthorpe, Harrington, Helps-
ton, Longthorpe, Ratcliffe-on-the-Wreake, Sheep-
shed, Slapton, Stoke Albany, Wardley. I notice
that Stoke Albany is dedicated also to St. Alban,
the only church in the Peterborough diocese
dedicated to this saint. CELEB ET AUDAX.

'HERMSPRONG' (8
to S. vii. 449) is, as the Editor

has noted, the work of Robert Bage, but there are
several other novels by the same author, of which
various editions appeared. Robert Bage (1728-
1801) was born at Derby in 1728, and at the early
age of seven he had become familiar with Latin.
His father was the owner of a paper-mill at

Elford, near Tamworth and Lichfield, and Bage
himself was the owner of similar ventures, in 1766
of iron-works, and in 1779 with Dr. Erasmus
Darwin. His literary tastes continued, and his
first novel appeared in his fifty-third year, with the
title of ' Mount Kenneth,' in two volumes, which
he sold to Lowndes for 302., with the addition of a

humorous preface, and "
anticipated his critics by

reviewing himself." His other novels were ' Bar-

ham Downs' (1784), 'The Fair Syrian' (1787),
'James Wallace' (1788), 'Man as He Is' (1792),
and '

Hermsprong : the Man as He Is Not '

(1796). His four duodecimo volumes, 'Man as

He Is,' were printed at the Minerva Press in

1792. His '

Hermsprong
'

is in three volumes, of

the same handy size, and in short, readable pages.
His literary life occupied fifteen years (from his

fifty-third to his sixty-eighth year), and his novels

were extremely popular, and are even now,
although rarely found, interesting, amusing, and

graphic. He was a lifelong friend (for sixty-six,
and closely for fifty-one years) of William Hutton,
the historian of Birmingham and the author of

numerous original and amusing works ; and
Hutton wrote the obituary notice of his friend in

the Monthly Magainne of December, 1801. Robert

Bage had the good fortune of the praise of Sir

Walter Scott, and to have a place in the
"
Novelists' Library

" with an interesting record of

his life and fame. Scott reprinted three of Bage's
novels in the "Novelists' Library," and Mrs.
Barbauld another of the novels, and one of them
was translated into German. Catherine Hutton
wrote some of the facts about her father's friend

for Scott's reprint. Her father, in his own bio-

graphy, recalled the memory of his old friend :

" ' Mount Henneth ' became justly popular, from the

vivacity of its style and dialogue, and the many well-

drawn characters and apposite reflections on questions
of morality and humanity All his works were favour-

ably received by the public as far superior to the
common run of novels."

References to Bage have appeared in the
'

Diet.

Nat. Biog.'; Allibone's 'Critical Dictionary'

(vol. i. col. 2), Philadelphia, 1882; Chalmers's

'Biog. Diet.'; and Chambers's 'Cyclo. Eng.
Literature,' vol. ii. p. 546, 1644. ESTE.

HAMOAZE (8
th S. vi. 447

;
vii. 52). Camden

(1806) in his Cornwall' says :

" The Lymher takes its name from the lake it makes
before it joins the Tamar at Hamoaze, a small stream in

summer, but in winter rapid and dangerous. Hamoaze
ia the antient Tamer-worth, appointed by Athelstan to

be the general boundary of the Cornish Britons, 'till

broken in upon by the Valetorts, who held lands ia

Devonshire in the Cornish times (see Borlase, 'Nat.

Hist.,' p. 37, 38)."
HARRY HEMS.

Fair Park, Exeter.

THE VICTORIA CROSS (8
th S. vii. 448, 498).

This has, so far, been conferred upon men only.
The order is granted to men of the army and navy,
of all ranks, for a single act of valour in the pre-
sence of an enemy. It is said to have been

instituted as an imitation of the French Legion of

Eonour. At the present time there are no fewer

than one hundred and seventy-four soldiers who
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are in possession of the order. Your correspondent
J. B. S. is in error in naming Mrs. Grimwood as

having been presented with this decoration. No
member of the fair sex has had that honour

;
it is

a purely masculine order. Mrs. Grimwood was
honoured by Her Majesty with the Red Cross.

This information is imparted by the lady herself,
in her account of her life and adventures in

Burmah, published under the title of 'Three
Years in Manipur.' If J. B. S. will turn to the
work named, he will there find an account of its

bestowal on the heroine of Manipur by the Queen
in person. C. P. HALE.

No woman has ever received the decoration of

the Victoria Cross. Mrs. Grimwood was given
the Albert Cross (not Victoria and Albert), and,
I believe, is the only lady who has it.

F. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

'PLAYING THE WAG " = PLATING THE TRUANT
{8

th
S. vii. 7, 153). This expression reminds one

of "played the Jack" in 'The Tempest,' where
the phrase is equivalent to played the knave,
deceived, deluded :

"
Cal. Pray you, tread softly, that tbe blind mole may

not hear a foot fall : we are now near his cell.
"
Steph. Monster, your fairy, which you say is a harm-

less fairy, has done little better than played the Jack
with us." IV. i.

C. C. B.'s version of the "
old rhyme

"
cited by

him differs from Halliwell's ('Popular Rhymes,'
p. 119), which is :

Charley wag,
Ate the pudding and left the bag.

As "
wag

"
denotes an arch, frolicsome fellow, and

"Charley" is sometimes used for a fox, perhaps
the expression "Charley-wag" may be thus
accounted for. F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

MASON'S ' HISTORY OF NORFOLK '

(8
tb S. i. 293)'

I have only just noticed MR. W. B. GERISH'S

query as to this work, which comes into the list

of unfinished books. Only five parts were pub-
lished of this sumptuous history ;

Part v.,
" Acle

to Barford," having been reached when the author
died. JAMES HOOPER.

Norwich.

"ROLL-WAGGON" (8
tb S. vii. 147, 176, 232).A trundle, or go-cart, on two wheels. In every-

day use by invalids at the German spas. It is

pushed from behind, and can be tilted up to rest

on the ground in front, so that the occupant can
enter and leave conveniently. This name is as-

signed to them in the public notices at Meran, in

Tyrol, from which place I have just returned.

VINCENT S. LEAN.
Windham Club.

DIP (8
tt S. vii. 407, 456). The dip as to which

DR. MURRAY inquires is the curtsey uuce vulgarly

known as the "
charity bob," as it was always

used by poor girls and women when meeting their

benefactors or superiors. Of late years fashion

decreed that it should no longer be confined to the

poor. Possibly in these days of hurry the grace-
ful reverences of our mothers and grandmothers
were found to take too much valuable time. It

simply consists in bending the knees while the

body remains straight. MATILDA POLLARD.
Belle Vue, Bengeo.

THE HARP, IRELAND (8
th S. vii. 428). So

many very able and exhaustive articles on the
' Introduction of the Irish Harp into Europe

' have

already appeared in
' N. & Q.,' that I cannot do

better than refer your corrrespondent to 3rd S. xi.

214 ; xii. 141, 209, 229, 247, 298.

EVERARD HOME CoLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

BARBAROSSA (8
th S. vii. 367, 390, 498). MR.

E. YARDLEY is doubtless alluding to F. Riickert's

poem
'

Barbarossa,' of which the first two lines

are :

Der alte Barbarossa, der Kaiser Friederich,
Im unterird 'scheii Schlosse halt er verzaubert sich.

Russell (' Modern Europe/ vol. i. p. 235) says that

Frederick Barbarossa, having pillaged Iconium and
crossed Mount Taurus on his way to the Holy
Laud, during the third Crusade,

" while leading
his army over a narrow bridge that crossed the Selef

or Calocadnus, unfortunately fell into the river,

and being hurried away by its rapid stream, was
drowned." Sir George W. Cox (' The Crusades ')

says (p. 121),
" Frederick was drowned in a Cicilian

river, as some said, while he was crossing it ; as

others had it, from the effects of bathing."
FRANCIS P. MARCHANT.

Brixton Hill, S.W.

The "German poem" alluded to at the last

reference is a short ballad, entitled
' Barbarossa in

Kyffhauser,' by Ruckert, and is reprinted in

'Deutsches Balladenbuch.'

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
The Bntssey Institute, Hastings.

SIR HENRY HERBERT (8
th S. vii. 288, 372).

The following are brief particulars from State

Papers, 'Committee for Compounding,' Jan. 6,

1646.

Sir Wm. Brereton begs favour for Sir Henry
Herbert as being "respectful to prisoners, and

having done other good offices." Sir Henry was

M.P., deserted the House, and sat at Oxford. On
Oct. 6 discharged from custody, having submitted

and satisfied his fine. He brought a complaint of

officers having driven away his cattle ; restitution

ordered by the Committee, and the County Com-
mittee to forbear pressing him for rent.

John Ireton, mercer, of London, gives informa-

tion that Sir Henry has undervalued his estate in
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Bewdley, Ribbesford (co. Wore.), and elsewher

by 3001. a year, and the rectory of Kerry, co

Montgomery (601. a year). He is to have si

weeks allowed to answer this charge ; and the

begs discharge of sequestration for supposed under

valuation, and desires to grant a lease for twenty
one years at the rate compounded for, 1651. Th
Committee differing on case, request Brereton'

opinion. B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

"RUNNING THE GANTLOPE" (7
th S. xii. 364

8th S. vi. 398). The following passage from a

broadside in the British Museum may be adduce
as an earlier example. It is an account of

" The

tryal of John Foster, Private Centinel, for stealing

mag-pye," dated 1693 :

" Court. What is the Justice of Peace his Name ?

" Mr. Connisbey. His Name is Hawley, my Lord.
"
Court. Pray where does he Live ?

" Mr. Connisbey. At New Brandford." Court. He was but a foolish man for his pains to
commit a poor Fellow to Gaol for such a silly trifling
business as this is; he had better have sent him to hi

Captain, and let him run the Qantlet."

ATEAHR.

FAMILY OF PANKHURST OP BUXTED (8
th S. vi.

48). In the year 1892 I was for some time occu-

pying the house at Buxted Park, and while there
I came upon an old iron fireback bearing the arms
of Pankhurst, which I was the means of restoring
to one of the representatives of the family. Sc
far as I am aware there is no entry under the
name of Pankhurst in any of the Buxted registers ;

but if any one interested cares to apply to me, I

will give him the address of one of the repre-
sentatives of the family.

ARTHUR F. G. LEVESON GOWER.
H.B.M. Legation, Belgrade.

Q0ARTERSTAFF (8
tb S. vii. 347, 413). Allow

me to refer your correspondent to
'

Ivanhoe,'
chap. x.

,
which contains a graphic description of a

bout at quarterstaff by moonlight between Gurth
the swineherd and the Miller, one of Robin Hood's

merry men. I rather think that in the Abbotsford
edition of the "

Waverley Novels "
there is a small

vignette illustration representing the combat pre-
fixed to the chapter.

In Evans's * Old Ballads,' in the account of the

affray between Robin Hood and the tanner of

Nottingham, Arthur a Bland, the quarterstaff
appears to have been the weapon used :

Then Robin Hood unbuckled his belt,
And laid down his bow so long;

He took up a staff of another oak craft,
That was both stiff and strong.

Vol. i. xxi. p. 113.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

KNOX FAMILIES (8
th S. vii. 368). In 'The

Genealogical Memoirs of John Knox: and the

Family of Knox,' by the Rev. Charles Rogers,

LL.D., I find that A'ndrew Knox, Bishop of the

Isles, and afterwards of Raphoe, who died in 1633,
had three sons Thomas, James, and George
who all took orders. Thomas succeeded his father

as Bishop of the Isles. He died without issue,

aged about forty, in 1628. I am unable to trace

any descendants of James and George. It is

stated by Crawfurd, who wrote about the year

1726, that the male posterity of Bishop Andrew
Knox had become extinct. E. GOFF.

KEYS TO THACKERAY'S NOVELS (8
th S. vii. 87,

229). By the O'Milligan, R. W. H. must mean
the Mulligan of Ballymulligan, whose original
was William John O'Connell, commonly known
as Lord Kilmallock, from his native town in co.

Limerick. He was a follower, but not a connexion,
of Daniel O'Connell. Morgan John O'Connell

was a nephew of the
" Liberator

" and M.P. for

co. Kerry. J. LEYNE.

" THE WRONG END OF THE STICK
"

(8
th S. vii.

486). There is a vulgar variant of this phrase,

which, from its frequency on the lips of the class

with whom such sayings originate, I believe to be

the original form, and to which PROF. SKEAT'S

explanation of the phrase would not apply. I

cannot quote it here ; but I may say that it sup-

poses one end of the stick to have been befouled,

possibly of set purpose. However this may be,

;he phrase thus amended is certainly more forcible

than in its politer form as explained by PROF.
SKEAT. 0. C. B.

This expression means, as PROF. SKEAT rightly

remarks, to be in an unpleasant position ; but not

quite as he puts it. There is a handle to every

stick, and there is also the point, that goes into

mud (or
"
muck," as they say in the North). A

man who gets hold of the wrong end of the stick,

herefore, catches bold of the dirty part, and his

lands are soiled for his pains. HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

HILDA (8
th S. vii. 428). There appears to be

no room for doubt that Hilda is derived from

lildur, the war-maiden, or chooser of the dead.

3ee Miss Yonge's
'
Christian Names.' There are

wo Huldas in northern story ;
Hulda the pro-

itious, the Queen of the Flax Maidens, and Hulda
be Queen of the Kobolds. The name has thus

ome to be interpreted variously as "darkness,"
nd as

"
mercy." The latter derivation is, accord-

ng to Wagner, the more likely of the two.

C. 0. B.

TUSCDLUM UNIVERSITY (8
th S. vi. 209, 273,

33, 436 ; vii. 36, 217, 433). May I, for the

aird time, point out to readers of
' N. & Q.,' and

articularly to MR. A. MONTGOMERY HANDY, that

jrreeneville and Tusculum College is the correct
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name for J_this seat of learning ? Hence a person

looking for Tusculum University among a list of

regularly chartered universities and colleges would
fail to find it. The name Greeneville and Tus-

culum College thrice occurs in the latest Govern-
ment Report issued by the Commissioner of

Education, and printed at the Government Print-

ing Office, Washington, in 1891 (vide pp. 1122,

1137, 1218). If MB. HANDY applies to the Com-
missioner this report will be forwarded to him free

of cost.

As a final proof that the college exists, and that

its status is unquestionable, I quote an extract

from the letter of the Acting Commissioner which

accompanied the '

Report
'

(two bulky volumes)
alluded to :

Department of the Interior.

Bureau of Education, Washington, D.C.
In the second volume of the report you will find on

page 1122, among the list of Colleges and Universities,
the name of Greeneville and Tusculum College, to which
it is admitted on the ground of possessing legal authority
to confer degrees. (Signed) J. W. HOLCOMBE,

Acting Commissioner.

Perhaps after this letter MR. HANDY will inquire
more deeply into the matter, and admit thatGreene-
ville and Tusculum College not only exists, but
that its degrees are not negotiable in the way be
seems to suggest. His letter appears to me to be

manifestly unfair, and might tend to debar the

progress of an institution which has existed since

1794. Any readers of
* N. & Q.' who apply to

Prof. J. Moore, D.D. ,
Dean of Greeneville and

Tusculum College, Tusculum, Greene County,
E. Tennessee, for a Calendar of the College, wil

readily be obliged, and they will find therein a full

list of professors and students, and photographic

reproductions of the college buildings from a cen-

tury ago down to the present year.
CHAS. F. FOBSHAW, LL.D.

Winder House, Bradford.

"LINKS" (8
to S. vii. 465). The following

passage may be of use :

" The country, I have said, was mixed sand-hill an
links ;

links being a Scottish name for sand which ha
ceased drifting and become more or less solidly covere
with turf." R. L. Stevenson,

' New Arabian Nights
p. 181.

Is this the characteristic of all golf links
; or ha

the term been transferred from such a place wher

golf was first played to other ground suitable fo

the game but not composed in the same way ?

AYEAHR.

Miss WILKINS'S BOOKS (8
tb S. vii. 388, 478). I

addition to the books named at this reference, Mis

Mary Eleanor Wilkins wrote ' The Adventures

Ann,' which was published by Lothrop & Co., o

Boston, in 1886. She is also the author
'

Silence,' which appeared in Harper's Magazin
for July, 1893 ;

' The Buckley Lady,' in Harper's
for March, 1894; and 'The New England Prophet,'

n the same magazine for September, 1894. Your

orrespondent will perhaps be pleased to know
hat in the Author, vol. ii., for 1890, is an inter-

sting article, entitled
'

Mary E. Wilkins at Home,'
which also several of her contributions to

eriodical literature are mentioned.

GASTON DE BERNEVAL.
Philadelphia.

"CHINOISBRIE" (8
th S. vii. 508). The follow-

ng passage from Lorddan Larchey's
' Dictionnaire

Historique d'Argot,' 1880, p. 104, will help to

xplain the force of the above term :

" Chinoit : Homme singulier, bizarre d'aspect ou de

aractere. Allusion au Chinois de paravent et a leur

spect estrange.
' Parmi les badauds attires a Paris pour

e sacre de Napoleon I", on distinguait les presidents de

antons, bonnes gens pour la plupart, avec un air d'im-

lortance qui amusait les Parisiens; on les appelait des

jhinois, en leur qualite de presidents de cantons. Cette

mauvaise plaisanterie eut du succes
'

(Lamothe-Langon,
Souvenirs d'une Femme de QualiteV p. 30)."

A. L. MAYHEW.
Oxford.

This word is a neologism, admitted by the

French Academy since 1878, and applies to such

complicated formalities as foreigners meet with

among the people of China. (See Hatzfeld et

Darmesteter,
'

Dictionnaire,' ed. A. Thomas, p. 428.)
H. KREBS.

Oxford.

The subjoined extract from Littre" may supply
the information sought by your correspondent as

to the meaning of the above word :

Chinoiserie, fig. et par plaisanterie, action, parole de

chiuois."
"
Chinois, se dit en moquerie de quelqu'un qui par sa

tournure de corps ou d'esprit a quelque chose de burlesque
et de desagreable."

I have met with the word more than once in

French novels ;
but I take it that it is a new word,

and only coming into use. T. R. GRUNDY.
Grange Club, Guernsey.

This French word is in common use. But

surely a good French-English dictionary ought to

give the English equivalents required by your

correspondent. DELTA.

" Dans le langage familier, une chinoiserie est une

bizarrerie, une betise." Napole'on Landaia, 'Diction-

narie,' 14 6dit., Paris, 1862.
"
(Familiar), quaint joke ;

intricate and quaint pro-
cedure or contrivance."

'

Argot and Slang,' A. Barrere,

London, 1887.

"Farce, plaisanterie de bon ou de mauvais gout."
' Dictionnaire de la Langue Verte '

(par)
" Alfred Delvau,

Nouvelle edition," not dated, but issued recently.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

MKS. GARRICK (8
th S. vii. 343 ; viii. 18). Your

correspondent credits me with an " error
"
ofjwhich

I am certainly not guilty. So far from saying in

my
' Old and New London '

that Mrs. Garrick was
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married in "St. Giles's parish church," I wrot

exactly the opposite ; see vol. iii. p. 213 :

"Two doors eastward of Freemason's Tavern ia

Wealeyan chapel ;
and it may be interesting to recor

here the fact
' not generally known

'
that at a place o

worship on or near this spot, on the 22nd of June, 1748
one David Garrick was married by his friend, the cele

brated Dr. Franklin, to Maria Violette, of St. James's

Westminster, a celebrated dancer."

MR. WARD has no doubt been misled by wha
follows : "According, however, to her own state

ment, Mrs. Garrick was married at the parisl

church of St. Giles." E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

SIR STEPHEN EVANCE (8
th S. iii. 469 ; iv. 191

vii. 433). Will MR. DANIEL HIPWELL, who
kindly gave the information respecting Sir Stephen
Evance, supplement it with any information re

garding the connexion existing between the saic

Hugh Evance, of the Company of Clothworkers,Lon

don, and Robert Evance, of Astley, Salop, who was
the father of three clerical sons (viz., Rev. Cornelius

Evance, rector of Westbury, Salop, born 1616
Rev. John Evance, rector of Newtown and Llan-

merewig, Canon of St. Asapb, born 1621, obi

1688 ; and Rev. Nebemiah Evance, rector of

Hanwood, Salop, obit 1693) ; also between Ed-
ward Evance, of Treveleth and Dryle, Salop, who
was the father of Roger Evance, Sheriff of Shrop-
shire, born 1621, sheriff 1677, obit 1679, also of

Treveletb, Salop, as is recorded of Robert Evance
and of Hugh Evance, and all bearing the same

arms, viz., Arg., fesse between three fleurs de lis

sable (borne by lorworth Voel, Lord of Plas y
Dinas), pierced inter or, a cross moline between
four lozenges azure (borne by Mael Mollenydd) ?

The querist would be very grateful for any in-

formation regarding the connexion between Robert

Evance, of Astley, Salop, and Hugh Evance, of

London, both being Evances of Treveleth. The
family of Evance of Treveleth derive from
Roderic the Great (Rhodri Mawr), and descend
without break to Thomas Evance, obit 1604, aged
seventy-three, who was Attorney-General for the
Court of the Marches, and married Eleanor,
daughter of Edward Lloyd, of Sweeny, and
his brother "Richard Evance, second son," who
married Catherine, daughter of John Lloyd, of

Llanforda, Salop. Little seems to be known of

this Richard Evance, except that he is said to

have had "
issue." Thomas Evance's son, Richard

Evance, obit 1613, is recorded in the 'Vis. Fed.'
He was the father of three sons Edward Evance,
of Treveleth ; Thomas Evance, of Waltstay, whose

son, "Eyton Evans," had an only daughter, Jane
Evance, who married Sir John Wynne, carrying
that estate into the Wynne family (they changed
the name Waltstay to Wynstay), and John Evance,
third son. All these appear to be contemporary with
Robert Evance of Astley. The Oswestry registers

give : 1569, Elinor, daughter of Richard Evance ;

1578, Richard Evance buried (Robert Evancergent.r
was buried 1559) ;

"
Sir John Evance, married to

Margaret, daughter of William," 1588
; and "Sir

John Evance, 1614 "(probably clerics). In Harl.

1973 occurs Hugo Evance, but he is of the family
of Evance of Shrewsbury, arms, Or, a cross moline
between four lozenges azure pierced inter cross

engrailed, ends fleury sable, between four Cornish

choughs ppr., a boar's head couped of the first.

This branch derive from Mael Mollenydd after

nineteen descents from Bledyn ap Eynven. Evance
of Crick ieth deduce from Rivid Flaidd. " Master
Evance" is mentioned in a letter from Bishop
Latimer to Lord Cromwell and the Privy Council

1537. Le Neve's record concerning Sir Stephen
Evance is proved to be somewhat incorrect.

Stephen, son of John Evance, when his mother
married again, "apprenticed himself" to a gold-

smith, being then sixteen or seventeen, entered

into partnership with Percival, became a banker,
was the friend of Mr. Pitt, negotiated for him the

sale of the Pitt or Regent diamond to the Duke
of Orleans for 125,0002. (now valued at 450,0002.),.

was member for Bridport in two Parliaments, was

knight and baronet, Commissioner of Taxes, Com-
missioner of Wine Licences, owned large property
in Essex, became security in 20,0002. for Hub-
bald's that they should "

perform their duties
"
to

Sir Thomas Littleton, then Treasurer to the Royal

Navy. Sir Thomas prosecuted Sir Stephen for

this amount, and he, being at the time unable to-

meet it, shot himself. John Evance, brother to

Sir Stephen, predeceased him and left an only

daughter and heiress, Hester Evance, who at the

age of nineteen, with the consent of her uncle

3ir Stephen Evance, married Sir Caesar Child,.

Bart.; with their son, Sir Caesar Child, Bart., the-

male branch ceased. A. V. E.

" DOES TOUR MOTHEB KNOW YOU 'RE OUT ?
"
(8

th

S. viii. 4). It is worth while to note that the
" comic poem

"
quoted at the above reference is

simply one of the well-known 'Bon Gaultier

Ballads.' I suppose that the imitations of Uhland

were written by Sir Theodore Martin.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

CADOWE (8
th S. viii. 9). The ' N. E. D.' sup-

plies the information. The " twoo Cadowes " were

ough woollen coverings. Quotations are given

rom 1579 to 1880. PAUL BIERLEY.

"STILL AND ON" (8
th S.

yii. 204, 475). MR,
VILBON is perfectly justified in his contention that

xamples of still, in the sense of
"
continuously,"

re as common as blackberries. Will he now pro-

eed a step further, and give some specimens of

'
still and on " with the same signification ? For,

fter all, it was this that was asked, and not the

ther. The query bore upon modern Scotch or
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Scotch of any period, for that matter and not

Elizabethan English. In his next communication

MR. WILSON will confer a favour, if he will kindly

explain his remark that
" Jamieson probably omits

the more usual conjunction meaning, because it

is not provincial but literary." This is too oracular.

THOMAS BATNE.

Helensburgh, N.B.

JOHN LISTON (8
th S. iii. 143, 216, 252, 374,

418; v. 55, 77). Listen's father is said to have

lived in Norris Street, St. George's Place (H. G.

Davis, 'Memorials of Knightsbridge,' 1859,

p. 188). The marriage (per the archbishop's

licence) of John Listen, of the parish of St.

George, Bloomsbury, bachelor, with Sarah Tyter,

spinster, is recorded (p. 71) in the Register of

Marriages in the Parish of St. Martin-in-the-

Fields, co. Middlesex, under date March 22, 1807.

The witnesses present on the occasion were Wm.
and E. A. Leyburn and E. Williams. The inscrip-

tion on the stone covering grave No. 6020 in Kensal

Green Cemetery records that Listen died March 22,

1846, aged seventy; his widow, Sarah Liston,

died at 28, Brompton Square, whither she had

removed from Knightsbridge Sept. 19, 1854, aged

seventy. Their only son, Capt. John Terry Liston,

of the 7th Dragoon Guards, who died Nov. 20,

1854, aged forty-two, also lies buried at Kensal

Green. DANIEL HIPWELL.

A FOUNDATION SACRIFICE (8
th S. vii. 486). Is

not the idea that the grave and human remains

found under the foundations of the tower at Dar-

rington Church denote a human sacrifice, very

improbable ? May not the church have been built

on the site of a more ancient burial-place ? At

Roydon Church, Norfolk, near Diss, while digging
in the centre of the round tower, in 1893, for the

construction of a warming apparatus, the workmen
came upon a shallow urn, or pan, with a wide

mouth, at a depth of about four feet. It was

filled with earth, and beside it were bones of a

man of large stature. No sufficiently exact anc

accurate account of the discovery could be obtained

from the men
;

but the bones and the broken

pottery were preserved. The church stands on

high ground, overlooking the Waveney valley, anc

is a likely site for an early burial-place. The urn

is apparently Roman. C. R. MANNING.

Have we not here an instance simply of a

founder's tomb ? Human sacrifice is hardly likeb

to have been practised in England in the thirteenth

century ; but tombs in tower walls are occasional!;
met with ; and if no outside show was made tc

indicate the spot, perhaps that was to be accountec

for by the parsimony of the heirs or the humility
of the founder. Compare this with the humilit;
which dictated burial under the gutters of abbe;
or church building?, referred to by Cochet in

Sepultures Ganloises, Romaines, Franques, et

!?ormandes
'

(1857) as
" une coutume assez com-

mune au moyen-age." Perhaps regard for the

upposed sanctity of the water dripping on the

gutters from the roofs of holy places may have had
nore to do with this than the humility of the

ubject. I. C. GOULD.
Loughton.

THE NEW BRONZE COINS (8
th S. vii. 467).

fhe following took place exactly as I describe it.

["<> illustrate the meaning of a superscription, I

asked in school, on one occasion, what was the

uperscription on an English penny. To this the

mswer was,
" The Queen riding on a bicycle."

This may show the possible misconception of the
ntent of the device on the reverse of Britannia.

ED. MARSHALL.

HERON'S PLUMES AND KNIGHTS or THE GARTER
[8

th S. vii. 489). The cap worn by a Knight of

ihe Garter is made of black velvet, turned up in

front, having a plume of ostrich feathers, about
sixteen in number, with an egret, or heron's plume,
issuing from and surmounting the whole. The

cap may be adorned with a bandeau of precious
stones, according to the taste of the knight. Pote,
in his

'

History and Antiquities, says,
" Plumes of

tine white feathers with a stately heron's feather

rising in the middle." Burke,
" A tuft of black

heron's feathers." Formerly the covering for the

head was the hood
; the exact time when the cap

came into use is not stated.

JOHN RADCLIFFE.

Sir Bernard Burke, in ' The Book of Orders of

Knighthood and Decorations of Honour of All 1

Nations,' 1858, p. 100, in describing the " Habit
and Insignia

" of the Order of the Garter, says :

"The Hat is of black velvet lined with white Taffeta ;

the plume of white ostrich feathers, in the centre of
which a tuft of black heron's feathers, all fastened to
the hat by a band of diamonds."

In " An Accurate Historical Account of All the
Orders of Knighthood by an Officer of the

Chancery of the Equestrian-Secular and Chapteral
Order of St. Joachim," London (not dated), is the

following in the account of the order (vol. ii. p. 6) :

" The Hat is rather high with a narrow brim. It is

of black Velvet, and is adorned with a Band or Girdle-
of precious Stones, and with Plumes of black and Ostrich
feathers."

The date of this book, from the Dissertation

addressed to Lord Nelson, must be 1803 or there-

abouts. Facing the title-page of the second volume
of " Almanach der Ritter-Orden von Friedrich

Gottschalck Leipzig bei Georg Joachim, Goe-

schen, 1818," is a coloured print representing a

Knight of the Garter in full dress. Th hat, which
he holds in his right hand, is black with a white

lining, and is shaped something like the ordinary
tall hat of to-day, though lower. It has fixed to
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one side a plume, consisting of at least fire whit

ostrich feathers with one or more black feather

in the top. The whole plume appears to reac

from the brim of the hat to about fifteen inche

above the crown, i. e., about nineteen inches in al

The plume and hat, however, are upside down i

the picture, and perhaps the feathers would droo

when the hat was on the head.

ROBERT PEIRPOINT.

BARONS O'NEILL (8
th S. vii. 448, 516). John

O'Neill, of Shane's Castle, co. Antrim, born Jan

16, 1740, was created, Oct. 25, 1793, Baron O'Neill

and Oct. 3, 1795, Viscount O'Neill. He was son
of Charles O'Neill, of Shane's Castle, by Catharine

daughter of St. John Broderick, and grandson o
John O'Neill, of Shane's Castle, descended from
Shane McBrian O'Neill, the last Lord of Clanaboy
John, Viscount O'Neill, was killed by the rebels at

Antrim June 17, 1798. His eldest son, Charles

Henry St. John, was advanced to the dignities o
Earl O'Neill and Viscount Eaymond Aug., 1800.
He was succeeded by his brother, John Bruce
Eichard, in the viscountcy and barony. At the
death of the latter, without children, in 1855, his

property went to the Rev. William Chichester,
great-grandson of the Rev. Arthur Chichester, whc
married Mary, only child of Henry O'Neill, of

Shane's Castle, uncle to the first viscount. Mr.
William Chichester assumed the surname ol

O'Neill, and was created Baron O'Neill in 1863.
The present Lord O'Neill is his son.

Catharine, one of the sisters of Charles O'Neill,
married Richard, seventh Viscount Mountgarret,
and Mary, another sister, married Robert Burrowes,
son of Sir William Burrowes, Bart., and Anne
O'Neill, his daughter, married Richard Jackson,
Esq. CONSTANCE RUSSELL.

Swallowfield, Reading.

" ARTISTS' GHOSTS" (8
th

S. v. 227, 336, 374, 395
;

vii. 299, 474). The quotation MR. C. P. HALE
gives from the Magazine of Art for July, 1894,
is culled from an article in that publication headed
'The Artist's Ghost,' written by a Mr. M. H.
Spielmann, who evidently was not well informed

upon the subject he wrote upon, Much that he
said therein was contradicted in the following
September number of the same magazine. Noble,
Edwards, and Bursill have all in turn passed away ;

and so, as they cannot speak for themselves, I
take this opportunity of doing so for them. The
expression

"
ghost

" was never used in connexion
with Noble and any one in his employ. Joseph
Edwards was a very clever Welsh sculptor, settled
in London, with a small connexion of his own.
He used to " put in "

time, after hours, at Noble's

studio, but there was no secrecy or mystery about
the matter. Bursill (William Bursill), who also
had a small private studio in Camden Town, died
sixteen or seventeen years ago of small-pox. He

was another clever modeller and sculptor (a Royal
Academy Gold Medallist) upon Noble's staff ; but
he was not known as a "

devil." The expression
savours of a printing office, and not of a sculptor's
studio. Bursill certainly did not invent the ex-

pression
" a sculptor's ghost." It was first used

publicly in the celebrated trial of Belt v. Lawes,
on June 23, 1882, that being the third day of
that tremendously long action (forty-three days).

According to the Daily Telegraph's report, the
next day, Mr. C. Russell, Q.C. (now the Lord
Chief Justice), for the defendant, cross-examined
the plaintiff, who, in reply to a question, said," He had never heard the expression

' a sculptor's

ghost' until a few months ago. I understand it to

mean that a person who is supposed to do the
work does not do it."

Let me add my personal testimony that Richard
Belt was, in spite of all that was said against him,
an artist and a clever sculptor. I first knew him
as a barber's assistant, in a shaving shop, now
pulled down, which fronted what is now St.

Thomas's Hospital, and the back of which ran

towards the rear of Astley's Theatre, in West-
minster Bridge Road, S.W. That must have been
about thirty years ago. He was then known
amongst the people who lived in the neighbourhood
as the "

sculptor barber." Amongst those who
used' the shop was the late W. Woodington, A.R.A.,
who did one of the panels in the base of the

Nelson monument in Trafalgar Square. He took

great interest in the artistic shaver, and gave him

many useful hints. Belt was particularly good at

busts, and numerous casts of his workmanship not

only adorned the inside of the hairdresser's sanctum,,
but were stuck up outside, over the sign, and even,
if I remember rightly, upon the parapet in front of

;he roof. The fact of Belt's once having been
a barber was not, I believe, mentioned during the

"ibel trial
;
so this is probably the first time the

'act has been recorded in print.
HARRY HEMS.

Fair Park, Exeter.

P,S. The barber in whose employ was the eru-

>ryo sculptor Richard Belt was named Long.

The use of the expression may be illustrated

urther by referring to Dickens's sketch ' The
host of Art

'

(' Reprinted Pieces ').

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

I do not know at what date the name "
ghost

"

was invented by the familiar of Mr. Noble, but
hink it must be older than the trial of Belt v.

awes, for, if I remember rightly, it was used in

onnexion with the controversy there was in Rome
n the winter of 1873-4 on the subject of ghostly
ssistance there in the sculptors' studios ; when,
las ! from what I heard of artistic opinion on the-

ubject, it appeared to be generally acknowledged
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and deplored. In fact, some sculptors and sculp-

tresses of European reputation were reported to

have largely availed themselves of this super-

natural assistance. J. B.

11 HA-HA "
(8

th S. vi. 66, 198, 271 ;
vii. 354).

Perhaps the following passage may throw some

light on the etymology :

" A labyrinth of alleys was penned out at a convenient

part of the wood, and here the archers lay under covert.

The hunt began bj sending men round to brush and
beat the wood and drive the game with dogs and horns
into the ambuscade. This pen is the haia so frequently
occurring among the silvce of Domesday." Earle's
' Saxon Chronicles,' p. 367.

This would seem to correspond with what is called

a deer-leap. The following description of one in

Wotton, near Dorking, Surrey, may not be devoid

of interest :

"There are two things to which the term deer-leap,

or, as it was more commonly called, buck-leap, was

applied. It was generally applied to a narrow strip of

land adjoining to and running round the outside of the

paling or fence of an ancient park. The breadth of

this strip was the distance which it was supposed a deer
could leap at one bound, and hence its name was de-

rived. The other kind of buck-leap is where a park
adjoins a forest or chase. It is made by digging a hole

along the boundary, some six or seven feet deep, and
building a wall on the side next the forest or chase up
to the level of the ground. The ground in the park is

gradually eloped upwards from the bottom of the wall
to the level of the park. The result is that a deer can

leap from the forest or chase into the park, but cannot

leap back again. It is, in fact, a deer-trap."

This is from the Abinger Monthly Record, No-
vember, 1890, a parish magazine much above the

average of such publications. AYEAHR.

Ha-ha is probably related to ho ho or soho, and
Lord Berners says it is equivalent to stop, or hold.

Now hold was also written halt. Ealten Wachter
gives as to hold. Thus a ha-ha might very well
be a stop or halt, a ditch that brings to a standstill.

To haw-haw between your words in speaking
indicates the same meaning of hiatus or halting.
But there is another etymon that is very plausible,
and which I have never seen alluded to. Haha
in German is a garden window opening upon a

prospect. Now our ha-ha is a garden wall sunken
so as not to interrupt the view. It is a gap
preventing trespass, but an adjustment helping
sight. As the invention was evidently devised
to facilitate outlook, perhaps the last suggestion
should have the preference given to it.

0. A. WARD.
Charlecot, Walthamstow.

LILAC (8
h S. vii. 489). I do not think there is

any doubt that this word is derived from the
Persian

lilaj, or lilanj, which, according to Skeat,
is equivalent to nil, or nilac, and means, strictly,
the indigo plant, although older writers apply it

to any flower. There are at least three white

lilacs : Syringa alba, S. alba major, and S. alba

plena (the latter with double flowers), all varieties-

of the common lilac (S. -vulgaris). There are also

red varieties (rubra and rubra major], so Cowper's
classification is not an incorrect one.

OSWALD HUNTER, BLAIR, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus, N.B.

Both name and tree are of Persian origin, but

came to us through Turkey. The name means
" blneish

"
(see Skeat), and indicates the colour of

the flower. The tree is said to have been brought
to Vienna by Bnsbecq late in the sixteenth cen-

tury. The first mention of the name I have seen

in English is in Gerard, where it is given as
"

lillach or lilach," and is said to have been applied

by
" the later physitians

"
to Syringa ccerulea, or

" Blew Pipe," by which, evidently, Gerard means
the lilac.* "These trees," he says, "grow not

wild in England, but I have them growing in my
garden in great plenty." There are, as is well

known, different varieties, some white, some of

different shades of purple. I doubt whether Cow-

per meant more than this.
"
Sanguine

"
is a some-

what ambiguous term. C. C. B.

The lilac, says some punster slily,

Is named from smelling like a ll-ly I

He must have thought us wondrous silly;
We know the sound of t in lily.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

For the origin of the word, and the various

names by which the tree has been known, see
1 N. & Q.,' 2

na S. vii. 293, 460 ; viii. 73, 109.

EVERARD HOME CoLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Boad.

COCK-FIGHTING (8
th S. vii. 288, 338, 473). Is

MR. PICKFORD quite justified in saying that Dr.

John Freind was the most celebrated physician of

his time ? I do not feel that in learning, celebrity,

or lofty character he could at all hold his own

against Eichard Mead, a man brilliant as well as

learned. If in the practical I had had to consult

a physician, I would have chosen the fellow student

of Boerhaave much in preference to Freind. Mead
refused to prescribe for Walpole, the corrupter of

the Commons, till he released Freind from the

Tower, who there wrote his grand
'

History of

Physic.' All the time Mead kept his practice

together for him, and when he came out handed

him the money proceeds. Who ever did the like ?

This puts Mead above Hippocrates. It is due to

add that MR. PICKFORD'S is a capital and most

suggestive note. There is something brutal in

cock-fighting, and even in hunting. But man ia

two-thirds brutal, and we are off the balance now.

C. A. WARD.
Charlecot, Walthansstow, E.

* The name "
lilac

"
originally belonged to the indigo

| plant.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

Carolina Vedaslina. Collected and Edited by W. Spar-
row Simpson, D.D., F.S.A. (Stock.)

THERE are few more hardworking antiquaries than Dr.

Simpson. We have read much that he has written, and
we fear that still more has escaped us. The lives and

writings of mediaeval saints have a natural attraction for

him ;
but there is a special reason why he should take

interest in St. Yedast. There are, it appears, but two

churches in this country dedicated to the saint one in

the City of London (St. Vedast, Poster Lane, of which
he is the incumbent) and another at Tathwell, in Lin-

colnshire. There was once a third, at Norwich, but it

perished during the great religious revolution of the

sixteenth century. We are not aware that it has been
ascertained why this Prankish saint was honoured even
to this limited degree in England. The place of his

birth seems to be unknown. He became, when young, a
hermit in the diocese of Toul, where he was raised to

the priesthood, and afterwards assisted St. Remigius in

-the conversion of the Pranks, and was, we may believe,

in consequence, consecrated Bishop of Arras; and in

after times an important abbey arose bearing his name.
"When the religious houses in Prance were swept away by
the Revolution, the great collection of manuscripts

possessed by the monks of St. Vedast had a happier fate

than that which befell many of the other monastic
libraries with which Prance abounded. These treasures

were not, in this case, burnt, made into cartridges, or

dispersed, but transferred to the town library of Arras.

Out of the 1,102 manuscripts which that institution

possesses, no fewer than 857 were written in the scrip-
torium of the monastery. They are there well cared for,

and have been, we are glad to hear, carefully described
in an excellent catalogue.

Dr. Simpson, unlike many of his brother clergy, takes
a vivid interest in all that belongs to his church and

parish. The patron saint is naturally included among
Dr. Simpson's parishioners, although we may be certain

that he never set foot in our island. An opportunity
was found of paying a long visit to Arras, for the pur-
pose of gathering up all that was to be known regarding
Vedast, and especially to find put what literary remains

concerning him are still in existence. Dr. Simpson has
come back with a goodly sheaf of hymns in his honour,
many of which seem to have been unknown to Daniel,
Mone, Kehrein, and the other modern hymnologiats
who have accumulated so large a treasure of mediaeval

poetry. Is it possible any of the verses preserved by
Dr. Simpson can have been written by the saint him-
self? We fear not; but in the eleventh century it is

certain that he had the character of being an author, as
is demonstrated by the interesting illumination of which
a facsimile is given at the beginning of the pamphlet,

The Ex-Libris Journal.
THE new number of this opens with an essay, by Mr.
Henry B. Wheatley, F.S.A., on ' Horace Walpole and his

Book-plates.' Of the plates two only are undisputed. Con-
cerning the third, attributed to Bewick, much information
has been gathered by the writer and by Mr. J. Roberts
Brown. Some elaborate designs by Mr. John Leighton,
F.S.A., are reproduced, and there are several plates for

identification. Much of the number is occupied by a
continued account of the general meeting and of Bub-

sequent festivities.

ACCORDING to Mr. Richard Davey, who writes in the

Fortnightly on ' The Present Condition of Muhammadan
Women in Turkey,' family life as we uuderatand it does

tot exist among the Turks, and a complete change in
:lie position and education of Turkish women seems an
ndispensable preliminary to any improvement in Moham-
medan life. It is not wholly news that "

nothing can
exceed the coarseness of Turkish conversation, rendered
ill the more exasperating because the voices of Turkish
adies are the most deliciously musical imaginable/' On
;he whole, however, the average Turkish woman has a
right to be considered " honest." Turning from Turkish
women to English, we find Prof. Case protesting against
Oxford degrees for women. The professor strongly
objects to mixed education, and is in favour of a separate
university, or, if necessary, separate universities for
women. With his comfortable and comforting omni-
science, Mr. Orant Allen writes sensibly on ' The Mys-
tery of Birth.' Writing on 'The Prench Salons' of

painting, Mr. Pennell finds that it grows
" wearisome to

protest against the flamboyant vulgarity of the public
shows," a crticism equally applicable to our own Aca-

demy exhibition. Esme Stuart supplies what is called
"a short study" of Leeonto de Lisle, presenting a full

insight into the poet's Oriental pessimism. Mr. Traill

has a Johnsonian dialogue, the subject of which is
' The

Revolution in Grub Street.' The remaining contents of
tlie Jieview are political or controversial. In a number of
the Nineteenth Cntw-y principally occupied with matters
of current interest or importance, an article by Sir Herbert
Maxwell upon an abstract theme stands out pleasantly
conspicuous. The subject of this is

' Intellectual Detach-
ment.' We are not prepared to accept unquestioningly
all Sir Herbert's conclusions. When he gives as an
attribute of inferior poets the "

pathetic fallacy
"

that
" the aspects of nature, the brightness of flowers, the
murmur of streams, are enlisted as exponents of human
accident and sympathizers with mortal experience," we
ask him if Milton, Tennyson, and Matthew Arnold are to

be considered "
poets of an inferior order," and if

'

Lycidas,'
which is regarded by many as the quintessence of poetry,
is to be held uninspired work 1 In what is said concern-

ing the use of intellectual detachment in the case of ark

we are completely at accord, and what is said concerning
its presence in, or absence from, politics is very interest-

ing. The habit of praising past times and decrying the

present springs wholly, it is said, from the absence of

the power of detachment. Sir Herbert's paper is very
thoughtful and entertaining.

' My Native Salmon

River,' by Mr. Archibald Forbes, sounds in very eloquent
fashion the praises of the Spey, and has some excellent

anecdotes. Mr. Wm. Schooling writes on '
Colour-Music,'

and inquires why colour is far behind sound in artistic

development. Another non-contentious article is on
1 How to Obtain a School of English Opera.' Mr. Vernon
Blackburn, whose Italian experiences have stood him in

good stead, writes in the New Review upon
' Eleonora

Duse,' and finds her acting in the third act of '

Magda
'

the very highest histrionic accomplishment. Mr. Justin

Huntly McCarthy writes on Barras, and condemns the

omission by the editor of the memoirs of passages show-

ing the depth of Barras's degradation. He holds that, in

kindred fashion, Symonds erred in suppressing portions
of the memoirs of Gozzi, and Mr. Wheatley errs in

omitting anything from the '

Diary
'
of Pepys. The con-

tention opens out a wide field. Against Barras himself

Mr. McCarthy launches a fearful diatribe. Writing on
' The Picaresque Novel," Mr. Fitzmaurice Kelly traces

its origin to Petronius Arbiter, and takes Francois Villon

as the ideal type of the Picaroon. ' An Immortal Story,'

by Mr. Benson, deals with the origin of 'Romeo and
Juliet.' A paper of much interest to a large section of

our readers is that in the Century on 'American Rural

Festivals.' These are held at Midsummer from Maine
to California, are "

vividly stamped
"
with local colour,
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and seem, it is said though on that point incredulity is

pardonable to have " been fashioned without reference

to a common original." The Ice-glass Procession at

Stockbridge, Massachusetts, and the Tub Parade at

Lenox are spoken of as the most important. Ihe illus-

trations which are afforded of these festivities are very

striking. Some of the proceedings take place by torch-

light At Stockbridge the
'

Masque of Comua ' has been

given as an outdoor play, with music of the epoch from

a manuscript lent by Harvard University. Mr. Brander

Matthews draws attention to the paper covers ot books,

reproducing many designs, French, English, and Ame-

rican Mr. Gosse's
' Personal Memories of Robert Louis

Stevenson
'

convey a gloomy idea of the sufferings that

writer must have undergone, and might constitute a

painful chapter in some new ' Calamities of Authors.'

A fresh chapter of Mr. Sloane's
' Life of Napoleon

Bonaparte
'

is supplied. In Scribner's appears a full and

capitally illustrated account of ' Life at the [American]

Athletic Clubs.' Some of the amusements practised at

these seem unknown here. We have not, at least per-

sonally, heard of water polo, such as is witnessed at the

New York Athletic Club. Some of these cluba seem

very comfortable institutions. Mr. Spielman, writing

on ' Posters and Poster Designing in England,' reproduces,

in much reduced facsimile, many familiar designs from

the walls and hoardings, by artists from P. Walker and

. Sir John Millais to Mr. Aubrey Beardsley. The ' His-

tory of the Last Quarter-Century in the United btates

,is continued, and has some highly dramatic pictures,

together with a vigorous account of the extirpation of

the Molly Maguires. Temple Bar, which appears with a

mourning cover for the death of Mr. George Bentley,

contains also some ' In Memoriam '
verses addressed to

him. The penultimate part has been reached of The

Letters of Edward Fitzgerald to Fanny Kemble.' These

will, we suppose, be shortly issued in a separate form.

They throw much light on literature and writers. In
'
Thackeray's London

'

comparatively new ground is

broken. With Dickens's London, or Lamb's or John-

son's we are familiar.
' Maria Edgeworth

'

is an article,

half gossiping, half critical, such as Temple Bar often

supplies. 'A Drive from Paris to Nice,' in the Gentle-

man's, describes a sufficiently arduous, but, as events

proved, not very hazardous undertaking. Five weeks,

including, of course, stoppages, were occupied in the

journey.
' A Chapter on Pipes

' and '

Physicians of the

Olden Days
' have both some antiquarian interest. Mr.

Saintsbury contributes to Macmillan's a valuable and an

appreciative account of Maria Edgeworth.
' The Soldier

of the Sixteenth Century
'

is a good paper.
' The Battle

of Beachey Head' is very unlike ordinary records of

English naval warfare.
' A Forgotten Hero '

deals with

Schamyl. Admirers of the Pall Malt will not grudge

the addition to the price that is made in the July num-

ber, the money's worth being supplied. The letterpress

includes the first part of a spirited account, by Judge
O Connor Morris, of 'The Campaign of Trafalgar'; an

illustrated description of ' The Home of the Hohen-

zollerns '; part iii. of Mr, Grant Allen's ' Evolution in

Early Italian Art ';
an .account of Lord- Kelvin ;

and
' Combe Florey and Sydney Smith.' The illustrations to

'A Ballade of an Old Signboard,' Mr. Percy Reeve's
' Ballade of the Playhouse,' and others of the contents

are quite admirable. The English Illustrated has an

excellent account, by Mr. Walter Herries Pollock, of
' Marseilles Old and New.' There is a further extract

from the memoirs of Sully.
' The Monkey House at the

,ZuO
'

is readable and interesting. The illustrations

throughout are very spirited.
' Tbe Romance of Violin

Collecting,'
' The Valley of the Duddon,' and A Black

.Forest Wedding' repay perusal in the Cornhill. Sir

Benjamin Ward Richardson writes, in Longman's, on
' Past and Ideal Sanitation,' an old subject with him.
Yet one more contribution from the late Richard Jefferies

has been discovered. JSelgravia supplies an account of

Robert Burns.

THE publications of Messrs. Cassell lead off with
Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase and Fable, Part XL,
"
Peony

"
to "

R'ght as a trivet." Under "
People's

Charter," a new entry, an intrusive full stop causes a

strange error, establishing as one of the points the
abolition of property. The whole article needs rewriting,
since it makes one claim into two and omits entirely

payment of members. Cassell's Gazetteer, Part XXII.,
ends at Grantley. It supplies a list of illustrations, &c., to

vol. i., but no title. Cassell's Portrait Gallery, Part IX.,
has portraits of many celebrities or notorieties, including
Canon Enox Little, Dean Bradley, Lord Rayleigh, Miss

Cobbe, Mr. James Payn, and Lord Cross.

THE centenary edition of Burns promised by Messrs
T. C. & E. C. Jack, of Edinburgh, to be edited by Messrs
W. E. Henley and T. F. Henderson, will be in four

volumes, in the last of which, in addition to an eeeay by
Mr. Henley on the life and genius of Burns, the doubtful

pieces, glossarial index, &c., will be included. Messrs.

Jack, with a view to obtaining the utmost possible cor-

rectness, seek to communicate with the possessors of

original MSS. of the poet.

OOR conjecture concerning the number of volumes to

which North's ' Plutarch
'

will extend proves to be
correct. Before Mr. Nutt issues the sixth and last

volume the first two seem likely to be out of print.

CANON W. SPARROW SIMPSON will issue immediately,
through Mr. Elliot Stock, an English translation of the
'

Tragico-Comcedia de Santo Vedasto,' from the MS. in

the Library at Arras, with an extended introduction.

The work will be uniform with ' Carmiua Vedaatina,'

recently published by the same editor.

10

We must call special attention to the following notices:

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

A. E. KENT (" I woke and found that life was duty ").
These lines, which first appeared in the Dial, published

by the Boston Transcendentalists, are by Mrs. Ellen

Hooper, of Boston, U.S., daughter of W. Sturgis and
wife of Dr. R. W. Hooper. See 6> S. iv. 469, 525; T.

139, the last reference especially.

ALFRED HARRINGTON (' Ballad on Ale ') This is by
John Gay. It appears vol. ii. p. 280 in the latest col-

lected edition of his ' Works '

(Lawrence & Bullen).

NOTICE.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The
Editor of ' Notes and Queries

' "
Advertisements and

Business Letters to " The Publisher
"

at the Office,
Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.

We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-
munications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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Stoles.

"SWAN INN," WATFORD, HERTS.

Both Cuasans and Clutterbuck give but a very
brief history of Watford, and original deeds and

charters, besides extracted copies of Court Rolls,
afford me the opportunity of giving an account of

this inn, which I understand does not now exist.

The " Swan Inn," which formerly stood in

Watford, can be authentically traced from temp.
Henry VIII., when possessed by Thomas Heydon,
of King's Langley, esquire, who conveyed to

Henry Coydall, or Cogdall, of Chesham, Bucks,

yeoman, who by charter (with livery of seisin)

of 6 Edward VI. and 4 and 5 Philip and Mary
(witnesses William Long, William Gray, John

Gray, William Shawe, John Hough, Clement

Martin, and others) conveyed the " Swan Inn,"
with one and a half acre of land adjoining, then in

his tenure (formerly inheritance, as stated, of said

Thomas Heydon, of King's Langley), unto Robert
Grime (Gryme), of London, yeoman, in fee simple ;

William Warren, yeoman, and John Ly noils, shoe-

maker, both of Watford, being attorneys appointed
for Henry Coydall.

Robert Grime, in consideration of 400Z., by
charter (with livery of seisin) dated April 6, 1560,
(witnesses Andree Dallowe, clerk, William Warren,
John Leonard, Richard Hallowell, Edward Thorn-

ton, John Axtell, Peter Thornton, and others),

conveyed same premises, then in vendor's posses-

sion, formerly inheritance of Henry Coydall, unto
Bernard Garter, citizen of London, in fee simple.
Bernard Garter mortgaged same on June 30,
2 Elizabeth, unto Thomas Wombwell, of North-

fleet, Kent, gentleman, and Amey, his wife, cove-

nanting to determine right of dower of Johan, wife
of Robert Grime.
The " Swan Inn "

passed, by assurances in the

law, unto Robert Perrey, of Bow, Middlesex,
gentleman, who, with Sarah his wife, granted the

premises, then holden of the chief lord or lords of

the fee or fees, by rents and services thereof due
and accustomed, by deed of August 13, 9 Charles I.

unto Matthew Hoare (also written Hore), of Wat-
ford, joiner, in fee simple ;

the vendors covenant-

ing to levy a fine before November 20 then next.

The premises were in tenure of Edward Foster,
under lease of December 6, 1617, for twenty-one
years, who attorned as tenant to purchaser on
Oct. 18, 9 Charles I.

Matthew Hore conveyed same premises in fee

simple on May 6, 1647, to Jeremy King, of Wat-
ford, chandler, who mortgaged same, October 23,

1661, to Mary Treagle, late of London, then of

Watford, widow, who subsequently assigned the

mortgage, on November 9, 1668, to Charles Finch,
of Watford, gentleman, who eventually assigned
same to Sylvester Chilcott, of St. Mary Axe,
citizen and scrivener of London, brother to Eliza-

beth, wife respectively of Thomas Hobson, of

Watford Place, gentleman, William Martyn, of

Lincoln's Inn, gentleman, and Edward Fuller, of St.

Mary, Savoy, Strand, and Watford, gentleman ; she

was the foundress of the free school at Watford.

Jeremy King, late of Watford, then of Wapping
Wall, Stepney, Middlesex, and Sarah his wife, by
deed on November 12, 1668, granted the premises,
then in tenure of George Brockett, to Thomas

Hobson, of Watford Place (an old mansion so

called in Watford), esquire, and Elizabeth his

wife and the heirs of their two bodies, with re-

mainder, in default, to the heirs of Thomas Hobson.
In 1679 a release to the said Thomas Hobson has

this endorsement :

" Release of John Twitcliett, mercer, and John llun -

nington, brewer, both of Watford, for a barn I bought of

them July 17, 1679, and I set it up at Mrs. Brockett's

[presumably the widow of George Brockett], for her use,
and did then lay new deal upon the oak in the kitchen
and parlor at y Swan in Watford."

Thomas Hobson, from a pedigree of his family,
is shown to have been born at Bushey, Herts, and
was buried in the chancel there with his child.

By his will, dated November 20, 1675, and proved
October 8, 1679, he devised the "Swan Inn"

(among other property) to Elizabeth, his second

wife, by whom he had no issue. She survived her

two other husbands, viz. William Martyn (whose
heir-at-law was his nephew, Moses Martyn) and
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Edward Fuller (who left issne by his first wife),

and by her will she devised the "Swan Inn"

(among other property) to her brother Sylvester

Ghilcott, who died January 9, 1716, buried at

Watford, and by his will of June 5, 1715, proved
with codicils soon afterwards, gave the "Swan Inn "

in trust for Theodora his wife and daughter

Elizabeth, wife of Thomas Whitfield, and their

children Thomas and Elizabeth Whitfield, in

moieties. Thomas Whitfield, the elder, was of the

Six Clerks' Office and Watford, gentleman ;
his

marriage settlement was dated June 7, 1698 ; he

died May 4, 1737, and was buried at Watford. His
wife Elizabeth (Ghilcott) was the only surviving
child of her parents in 1720, and was dead in 1745,
when her will was proved. From them descended,
as shown by the pedigree, Hannah Whitfield, who
married the Rev. Edward Woodcock, whose bio-

graphy has formed an inquiry in N. & Q.'

Thomas Whitfield the younger, their only son,

was of Bartlett's Buildings and the Six Clerks'

Office, London ; he died April 13, 1762, being
buried at Watford. He eventually succeeded to

the entire full moieties of the
" Swan Inn," as he

acquired his mother's life interest therein and his

sister's moiety, the premises being in tenure of

John Brewer, an appropriate name for an inn-

holder. His sister Elizabeth, as appears from her

marriage articles and other documents, married

Matthew Skinner, of Lincoln's Inn and Eichmond,
Surrey, serjeant-at-law, afterwards Chief Justice

of Chester.

Thomas Whitfield the younger left, besides

daughters, by his wife Hannah Wheeler, of Bart-

lett's Buildings, an only surviving son and heir,

John Whitfield, of Manchester Square, London,

esquire, who barred all the entails on the " Swan
Inn," in tenure of Richard Saunders, and other

premises, in 1775 ; he dying s.p., his wife Eliza-

beth becoming his devisee, and his only surviving
sister Hannah, wife of Edward Woodcock, was his

heiress-at-law.

The Heydon family is noted here beyond what is

shown in the histories of Herts :

1. Recovery November 28, 30 Henry VIII.,
wherein William Heydon, esquire, Henry Brad-

shawe, gentleman, William Aubrey, esquire, and
Thomas Foisted, gentleman, by William Chalfount,
are demandants against Ralph Hawtry, gentle-

man, concerning Serroyt (Sarrett) Manor, with the

appurtenances and other premises there, in Herts
;

John Hawtry and Nicholas Webster being
Tonchees.

2. April 16, 35 Henry VIII., William Heydon,
of the Grove, Watford, Herts, esquire, by charter,
in consideration of marriage between Ralph Hey-
don, his fifth son, with Agnes, daughter of Thomas
Abraham, of London, merchant, gave same manor
and premises in trust for himself for life, then
to Ralph and Agnes, in tail male, with like

remainders to his sixth, fourth, third, second and
first sons respectively, viz. : John, Thomas,
Anthony, Jeremy, and Henry, with ultimate

remainder to grantor, thus savouring of the tenure
of borough English.

3. April 17, 35 Henry VIII., Henry Heydon, of

Newstrete, in Watford, son and heir apparent of

Wm. Heydon, of the Grove, Watford, esquire, by
charter, in which preceding charter is recited, con-

firmed above trusts.

4. May 21,41 Elizabeth. Recovery wherein John
Ellis demanded against Humphrey Moore, concern-

ing same manor and premises, Edward Ewer,
gentleman, being vouchee.

The title to Watford Place shows many
entries of this family down to the seventeenth cen-

tury. HENRT W. ALDRED.
181, Coldharbour Lane, S.E.

LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS.
(Continuedfrom 8"1 S. vii. 365.)

The learned Dr. Stukeley explains, with regard
to Watling Street, how it came to run through
Holborn in its course from Dover to Chester. It

ran across England from Dover to Anglesea, which
has made some designate it as

" the road to Ire-

land." The old Watling, which Leland calls

Atheling, or Noble Street, was called by some
Gathelin Street. In Roman times it crossed the

river at Stangate Ferry, just about where West-
minster Bridge now stands. It then went by
May Fair into Hyde Park, and there crossed the

Oxford Road at Tyburn. But when London
became considerable, the ferry at St. Mary Overy's

superseded Stangate, and passengers went through
the City into Canon Street, Watling Street, and
Holborn. The Oxford Road, which now is simply
a continuation of Holborn and Oxford Street, was

originally carried north of London, in order to

pass into Essex. It seems to have crossed St.

Giles's, High Street, Bloomsbury, Theobalds Road,

Portpool Lane, across the Fleet, to Clerkenwell

Green, into Old Street, and so entered Essex at

Old Ford. It is certainly somewhat curious that

by the diversion of Watling Street from Stangate
Ferry through London Bridge Ferry the two
Roman roads of Watling Street, and what Stukeley
calls the Oxford roads, were brought to coincide

from Tyburn to London Stone.*

Up to the present nearly all that relates to the

old Roman roads is matter of dispute and con-

fusion. Writers seem fairly well agreed that there

*
Stoney Street runs to the water side nearly opposite

Dowgate. It was part of the great Watling Street, and
in the line of the Roman trajectus connected it witb the

Watling Street in the City. This was after the removal
of it from Stangate at Westminster Bridge. Stukeley
writes it "Stanegate." It is a little curious that both
the spots should be named from stone.
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were four main roads that ran through the kingdom
Watling Street, Ikenild Street, Ermyn Street,

and the Foss-way, or Fosse Street ;
but when they

descend to further particulars one runs into the

other. Manifestly they do not know anything
about branch roads, of which, doubtless, there were

many. Now, as to the Foss-way, Dr. Brewer

says it is called so from having a ditch on both

sides. Cowel says
"
having a ditch on one side."

I imagine that every Roman road had a ditch,

vallum, or earth wall, on each side
;
but if so,

what becomes of your Foss-way as a designation ?

It would be applicable to each of the four roads,

and could not well describe one more than another.

Under "Watling Street" Cowel gives another

account, and says the road was called Fosse because

in many parts it was never perfected, "but lies a

large ditch." Of the two, it is better, perhaps, to

say Cowel "
lies," and not the road. Who will

believe that the Romans left one of the four prin-

cipal roads of a province uncompleted, so as to

defeat communication 1 Never was a looser,

wilder guess hazarded. Allen gives a plan of

Roman London, and he makes a Roman road run

through Hoibom and Oxford Street to Ad Ponies

(Staines). But, though his map professes to be

based on " the best authorities," he does not trust

himself to say what road it was. He makes Watling
Street run out at Aldersgate, and so on to

Verulamium. In that case it could not touch

Tyburn at all. If Black be right that Cheape was
the forum, it is clear that Holborn would be a

Roman paved way out of London ; let who will

give the correct name of it. This is enough for our

present purpose. So far as I am concerned, our

ignorance about the Roman roads may remain as

it is if only it be admitted that Holborn was one of

them. Still, as we are now upon it, there are one

or two points of general interest that may as well

be indicated before we pass on to something else.

A great many good writers have pretended that

Watling Street was called Vitellina Strata, or

the paved road of Vitellins. Here we have to

observe that none of the other roads in Britain

is called after the name of an individual.

Leland's Atheling, or Noble Street, is manifestly

nothing beyond a mere guess. Oathelin and

Guetheling are other forms, with more likelihood

appertaining to them. A man who is rarely named
is George Dyer, a bookseller of Exeter, who wrote on
the Itineraries in 1814, and should, in my opinion,
have attracted great attention. He says that aith

in Gaelic stands for a hill or ridge. I do not find

it so. But At, which may be varied to It, Id, Et,
is a protuberance, and will serve to account for the

names of the mountains Atlas, Ida, Etna. Thus

you can obtain Guethelin. Wateling, Watling.
Watling is said to have been a very highly raised

road. Ing is land, or
" a way

"
; this would mean

"
high ridge way," and Dyer says that throughout

its course it is still called the Eulgeway. Indeed,
as Ling is line or way, it might come from Gwadal-

ling. Gwadal in Welsh being
"
firm," so firm way

would be the name of this paved roadway.*
Richard of Cirencester, in his Itinerary, speaking
of Richborough (Ehutupis), says that the Roman-

way thence, running for 324 miles to Segontium
(Carnavon), is called Guethelinga. That the road
did form a high ridge is much confirmed by our

still calling a main road "
the highway," though at

present there may be nothing elevated about it.

The significance still clinging to phrases of this

sort shows the almost invincible tenacity of tradi-

tion. The Egyptian embalmers of mummies seem
but novices in the trade when set against what
words can do in the way of embalming.
The Fosse-way was another road, sometimes

called the Port-way.
" Port

"
is said to mean

bank, or raised way. I do not at all distinctly
know its course, but there. is a good paper on it

in the '

Penny Cyclopaedia,' though, oddly enough,

Watling Street is left without mention. They say
that the name of this route is better known to all

classes of people than any other of the Roman
roads. A Roman miliare was found close to it

and near Leicester, which had been placed there in

the reign of Hadrian, and the Leicester folk had
the good sense to set it up in a conspicuous and

public place in their town. Stukeley talks about

the intersection of this Fosse-way with the Ermine

Road, but I confess I cannot follow the learned

Stukeley in his elucidations. However, at a certain

point there occurs a bit of very singular pavement,

consisting of flag-stones set edgewise,
"
great blue

flag-stones." This is quite a novelty, and worth a

little attention. Would not stones so laid across

the grain of the strata last twenty times as long as

when laid flat and with it ? The idea suggested
deserves to be inquired into. Everything these

Roman road-makers did will repay study. Another

instance of their sagacity came to light in 1888.

On the moor between Mehrholz and Bragel, in

Lower Hanover, Prof. F. Knoke came upon some

old Roman plank-roads running in two parallel

lines across the moor. The learned on the spot
are well assured that they have here the ponies

longi by which, A.D. 15, A. Cceeina effected his

retreat from Germany to the Ems. Every question

relating to Roman roads is beset with doubt and

confusion. We find every writer down to Smith's
'

Dictionary,' 1842, mentioning roads by three (if

not four) epithets, viz., militares, consulares, pr<B~

torice. Smith adds that these terms answer to the

* Chaucer, in 'The House of Fame,' records that men
in his time called the Milky Way Watling Street

"
Lo," quod he,

" cast up thyna eye,

See yonder lo, the galaxie,
The which men clepe the milky way,
For it is white : and some parfay
Gallon it Watling Streete."
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Greek oSoi flacriXiKai, and to our "king's high-

way." This is equivalent to all these terms being
identical and meaning paved routes beyond or out-

side of the city walls. No one has suggested, so

far as I know, that they were styled militares when

they were the work of the censors, as they generally
were

;
consulares when any particular consul pre-

pared them
; prcetorice when the praetor happened

to superintend their construction. The three terms

pointed to no distinction as to the kind of road,
but conveyed the somewhat useless intelligence as

to the overseer or maker of it a quite useless

distinction indeed, and one which, in the interests

of lucidity, should never have been made at all.

It stands as one of the many embarrassments that

too much learning encumbers itself with. It yields
fresh colour to that happy phrase of Festus,

" Much
learning doth make thee mad." We can throw it

against the claptrap of Lord Bacon's "Knowledge
is power." A man in prison knows it is better to

be free, but that knowledge alone will never get
him out of it. Then, my lord, where is the power ?

Ermine Street wants just a word said about it.

The learned Camden quotes Obsopseus, saying that

it is derived from the Germans, who, under the

name of Irmunsull, worshipped a deity represented

by a column or statue of Mercury. He adds that

the squared statues or hermce were constantly

placed on the roadside boundaries. But this must
be taken with some caution, as any four-cornered

terminal figure with a head was so called ; and if

we take that original one which is at the Capitol
at Rome, we may perceive that it might even be
a hermaphrodite, for it has two heads, one male,
the other female

;
in fact, hermaphrodite means

Mercury and Venus on one base or stem. Mercury
was the patron of tradesmen and of robbers, and
he also presided over highways, so that roadside
hermce may, perhaps, be plausibly assigned to

Mercury. But if this were the case, it is very
extraordinary that no more Roman roads were so

named after him than this one in Britain. Now,
Irmin is given by Wachter as bello validus, strong
in battle, from the Welsh <%r, war, and man, a

strong man. Now, aer is certainly slaughter and
battle, so that it is more akin to Mars or "Ap^s
than to Mercury, whence the French word guerre
comes. The essence of virtue is courage and man-
hood, apery, virtus; so Irman is really war-man,
and Ermine Street is soldier's road, and is a
translation of via militaris. We are confirmed in

this by Somner's 'A.-S. Dictionary.' Boswortb,
under "

Erming-straete," gives his interpretation as
here man street, via strata militaris, and thus it

has nothing at all to do with Mercury. Though
Mercury had to do with it in common with all

other roads in the universe, or even out of it, to

Hades, where this road ran I do not distinguish
clearly.

Canon Taylor makes the Ermin Road tun from

London to Lincoln, but some put it on the south

coast, running towards Bath. Cowel says it

began at St. David's and stopped at Southampton.
Then Canon Taylor adds, what can hardly be

correct, that it is equivalent to "paupers' road."

Irman, Ermin is certainly war-man. Ikenild Street

Canon Taylor calls Icknield Street, and says it led

from Norwich to Exeter. That, I believe, is so, as

the Jceni, from whom it is named, were in Norfolk.,

But yet Cowel makes it run from Southampton
through Lichfield and Derby; whilst Lloyd, in his
1

Dictionary, Classic and Geographical,' follows

Camden, and places the Iceni in Essex instead

of Norfolk. These are all competent men, but all

they serve for is to establish how very little learn-

ing is worth in intricate matters. It is like the dirt

settling that coats a filter, and so helps to clarify

such fluid as can pass through and escape it. On
Akeman Street, which is the road running to

Bath, anciently named Achmannum, Canon Taylor

indulges in the romance that it was the Roman
road from London that took sick men to the Bath

springs, and that it was very appropriately called

Akeman (Ache) by the Saxons. I do not know there

is anything to show that it is Saxon at all. Dyer
says it is from Acka (ach, ak, ac), Gaelic head, and
man (fonn, vonn, monn), land, so it would mean
bank or ridge road. The Saxons, if I mistake not,
called it Rigweg, moderns call it the ridge- way,
rig or liric being the back of man or beast. This
seems to me to carry its proofs along with it.

Before closing these remarks upon the Roman
roads in Britain and elsewhere there is a singular
matter that should be mentioned, though it is very
seldom, so far as I know, placed in connexion with

the Roman road service. It was a custom with
Oriental emperors, when purposing to make a

journey, to send forth several thousand men to

remove all obstacles from the route, to level hills

even, and fill up valleys, as far as practicable. It

was the brag of Semiramis, amongst others, to have

opened pathless rocks with the sword, and that her
chariot-wheels had borne her where the wild beasts

of the forest had failed to climb. Here, it is true,
as Beckmann ingeniously discovers, Polysenus'a
words admit of being rendered that her wheels cut

deep ruts as they went along. Suffice it to say
that these imperial progresses seemed to the

inflated Oriental imagination to be very grand
events ; and accordingly we find Isaiah employing
the poetic symbol to depict the first advent : A
voice crying in the desert "

Prepare ye the way of

the Lord," make the crooked straight, and the

rough places plain. The Jewish people is grass,
and to be swept away before it, but the Logos
endureth for ever. The Sybilline oracles and
heritant tradition the wide world over looked for a

great birth, it was said. But what came, and was

visible, was only a child in a cattle-stall that a

king strove to obliterate ; but like the word, once
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uttered, it flew irrevocable. What, however, is

seldom added is that the wings on which practically
it flew, even more than on the voice baptismal of

the Eremite, was the Koman roads* of three-foot

concrete that had at the instant just grown world-

wide, as may pardonably be said. From north-

west to south-east they spanned the empire to a

length of 4,080 Roman miles, or 3,740 English,
and not an inch beyond the Roman roads has

Christianity penetrated. Spirit is universal. Yes ;

where Roman concrete is. It is curious to realize

the material and physical prse-preparation serving
for the readier diffusion of the Pentecostal fire

when heralded by preachers through the wilderness
of this world to every creature (human) bom
Trda-f) TTJ KTtVei into its sterile desolation its

dry places. It is strange from every point of view,
be that view Deistic, Christian, atheist, or sceptic,

drifting to leeward on a dubious shore. If

miracles are not made they must make themselves

sometimes, for they certainly come about. Put it

how a man may, they happen. C. A. WARD.
Charlecot, Walthamstow.

(.To le continued.)

DEFICIENT LINES IN ENGLISH VERSE. I have
shown that Chaucer frequently begins a line of

five accents with a single accented syllable, and
that similar lines are very common in Lydgate.
I suspect they were also fairly common in our old

dramatic poetry, only the editors (believing in them-
selves more than in the author) frequently added a

sly additional syllable. Nevertheless, I just note
a few that have fallen casually under my notice.

In Routledge's reprint (1883) of Greene and Peele's
'

Works,' I find these examples :

Proud, | dis-dainful, cruel, and unjust. P. 98.

Mine, |
and none but mine shall honour thee. P. 99.

I
|
am she that cured thy disease. P. 107.

Here the editor calmly purposes to read : "And
I am." That is just what comes of meddlesome-
ness.

Fire, famine, and as cruel death. P. 108.

Here Fire is a dissyllable, as usual ; read "Fi | er."

Gra
|
eious as the morning-star of heaven. P. 168.

Were
|
I baser born, my mean estate. P. 206.

Here the editor proposes two different emenda-

tions, none being needed.

Bow
| thee, Andrew, bend thy sturdy knee. P. 211.

* The streets of Rome were 424, but of those only
thirty-one were main streets. They all emanated from
the large space near the temple of Saturn to as many
gates, and thence passed out into all Italy. At this

temple stood a gilt pillar, thence called millearium
aureum. But it is very singular that the distances were
not measured from this pillar, but from the gate in the
wall where the roads quitted the city. It is probable that
the same prevailed in London; so that London Stone,
even if a millearium, would not be the point measured
from, as is commonly taken for granted.

So, again, in Cunningham's edition of Marlowe's

Works,' I have already noted these :

Tan I ti: I '11 first fawn [uplon the wind.
1 Edw. II.,' I. i. p. 118.

Der I by, Sal-is-bury, Lincoln, Leicester.
< Edw. II.,' I. i. p. 119.

Here are two consecutive lines of this character :

Lay |
hands on that traitor Mortimer !

Lay I hands on that traitor Gav-es-ton.
< Edw. II.,' I. iv. p. 122.

'Tis I my hand : what gather you by this ]

Edw. II.,' V. vi. p. 153.

Here the editor has done well in resisting the

temptation to substitute It is for 'Tis.

Mar
| ry, air, in having a smack in all.

' Massacre at Paris," I. viii. p. 160.

Je
|
rome's Bible, Faustus, view it well.

'
Faustus,' I. i. p. 60.

Eo\mo,fuget Whither shall I fly?
'

FaustuR,' II. i. p. 65.

Frank
| fort, Lubeck, Moscow, and where not.

' Jew of Malta,' IV. i. p. 107.

Ba I rabas, send me three hundred crowns.
'Jew of Malta,' I V.v. p. 110.

Truly times are altered since that (usually)
excellent critic James Russell Lowell denied that

such lines as these existed, or could exist, in Eng-
lish poetry, in his (otherwise) excellent article on
Chaucer. The statement that they could not exist

I easily refuted by a simple reference to Tennyson's
' Vision of Sin.' The moral is, that editors should

let the texts alone where they can.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

THE DEATH MICROBE. The discovery of the

death microbe has been announced as the last

new wonder. But it is old, for Southey (' Com-

monplace Book,' iii. 766), quoting from Garmannus
'DeMiraculis Mortuorum,' mentions: "

Haupt-
mann's notion that death is the smallest and worst

of all animalcula !

"

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

EYE-STONES. Many years ago a gentleman gave
me a couple of small objects of a shelly nature,
which he said were found on seaweeds on the

shores of the North Sea, and were called
"

eye-

stones," from the fact of their being used by sailors

to remove any fragments which might have acci-

dentally got into their eyes. The "
eye-stone

" was

put under the lid, and left there until, by the irri-

tation which it caused, the fragments were removed.

The upper surface of the stones is slightly convex;

and conchoidal in structure, the under surface

smooth and solid, and both surfaces are marked
with a spiral line. It was further stated that they
are inhabited by living animals, which, on being
excited by immersion in vinegar, put out tentacula

and move about. The experiment was tried, and

they certainly do move about when placed in a
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thin stratum of vinegar or dilute hydrocblor

acid, but the motion is due to the formation

bubbles of carbonic acid gas, liberated by the aci

from the carbonate of lime of which their shell-lik

bodies are formed. I made a number of them

artificially from several varieties of carbonate o

lime, covering the upper surface with tin-foil o

bees-wax or sealing-wax, and they moved abou
under the rolling action of the gas bubbles forme

beneath them. Of course, the living beings an

the tentacula existed only in the imagination of a:

incompetent observer. These so-called "eye
stones

"
are the opercula of some variety of turbo

the horny operculum or lid, which closes the mout"

of the common periwinkle, being in this case re

placed by a stony or shelly one.

C. TOMLINSON.
Higbgate, N.

PRINCE CHARLES EDWARD. Three volumes o

a "Collection of Scottish Antiquities, selected by
Robert Riddell, Esq., of Friars Carse and Glen

riddell, 1786," lately came into my hands. Th

remaining seven volumes are in the possession o

the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland. Mr. Rid
dell was a learned antiquary and an intimat<

friend of Capt. Grose and Robert Burns, the latter

having inscribed two of his poems to him. The

following extract from his autograph as to Prince

Charles will be read with interest, although it does

not represent the prince in a favourable light :

" In the year 1745, when the Pretender and his Rebei

Army were at Dumfries, he laid that town under a con-

tribution, and as the money could not be raised in the
short time the Highlanders remained there, Walter

Riddell, of Newhouse, Esq. (my father), and Provosl

Crosbie offered themselves as hostages and went with
the rebels to Glasgow, where the money was sent, and

they released. In the year 1747 my father went to Paris,
where he was recognized by the Pretender, who remem-
bered his face, but took him for Lougbgarry. They met
in a coffie house where the London papers were taken,
and that day were filled with the account of the execu-
tion of Lovat and the Rebel Lords on Towerhill; the
Pretender seemed the only man in the room not affected

with the news, he talked loud, and laughed much that

day. R. R."

A. G. REID.
Auchterarder.

'THE SHAVING OF SHAGPAT,' A somewhat

interesting illustration of the impression made
upon some readers by certain of Mr. George Mere-
dith's works, and by this book in especial, may
deserve a nook in ' N. & Q.' I lately chanced to

borrow two novels from a large public library,
north of the Tweed, the one Mr. Meredith's 'Shav-

ing of Shagpat,' the other Mr. Clark Russell's
' A

Marriage at Sea.' The time limit for reading novels
from this library is one week

;
for other volumes a

fortnight is allowed. I was at first puzzled and
then amused, when a day or two overdue with my
volumes, on receiving a post-card from an assistant

librarian, urging upon me, in accordance with the
rules of the library, to return Mr. Clark Russell's

book at once ;
the second, obviously for the reason

that it was no novel, remained unchallenged with
me for a fortnight. W. B.

THE DEATH OF HAMPDEN. The number of the

Gentleman's Magazine for May, 1815, contains an
article purporting to be an account of the last

days and death of John Hampden, by Edward

Clougb, said to have been written in 1643. But
an examination of the language and expressions
used in this document (which has been used in

Green's and many other histories) enabled Mr.
Firth a few years ago to prove that it was a nine-

teenth-century forgery. Dr. Gardiner remarks

upon this (' Hist, of the Great Civil War,' vol. i.

p. 153, note), "The belief that we possess the

words of Hampden's last prayer must, therefore, be
abandoned." It may be worth while to note that

be makes a small mistake in his reference to Mr.
Firth's article, which he states is in the Academy
for Nov. 29, 1889. No number of the Academy
was published on that day ;

but the article in

question was divided into two, and issued in the

numbers for Nov. 2 and 9. W. T. LYNN.

SCOTT'S FIRST LOVE. Is there in existence-

any portrait of Miss Stuart Belches, representing
ber as she was about the time of her marriage or

earlier 1 I am acquainted with the portrait of her

in Shairp's
'
Life of Forbes,' which, however,

represents her as a woman of mature years. It

las always appeared to me that Lockhart does not

give the incident of Scott's affaire de coeur as

nuch space, nor does he attach so much importance
to it, as it deserves. He remarks (' Life,' chap, v.)

,hat he has neither the power nor the wish to give
n detail the sequel of the story ;

but there can be

ittle doubt that if Scott bad gained the hand of

Miss Belches his life would have been far different,

and we should probably have been spared that

pectacle, surely the saddest in literary history, of

Sir Walter trying to write off the debts which his

and-hunger had brought him and perishing in the

ttempt.
Mr. Hutton, in his little work on Scott (" Eng-

ish Men of Letters," Macmillan), remarks, and
is suggestion is very feasible

" The pride which was always so notable a feature in

cott, probably sustained him through the keen, inward
ain which it is very certain from a great many of his

wn words that he must have suffered in this uprooting
f his most passionate hopes. And it was in part pro-

ably the same ttride which led him to form, within the

;ar, a new tie."

nd there can be little doubt that while Lady
cott bad many estimable qualities, she did not

ossess the strength of character and intellect

hich distinguished the wife of Sir William Forbes,
: Pitsligo.
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With' the publication of Sir Walter's 'Journal'
and his

' Familiar Letters,' there is room now for a
new annotated edition of Lockhart's '

Life,' incor-

porating these two works. The statement was
recently made that the late Mr. Dykes Campbell
was collecting material for a book supplementary
to Lockhart, and a writer in the June number of

Temple -Ear suggests that Mr. Andrew Lang
"should complete his labours on Scott by re-

editing his 'Life.'" Mr. Lang appears to be the

only person in any degree fitted for the work, and
it may be hoped that he will undertake it. And
should the shades of the reverend M'Crie arise to

disturb the placidity of his Cavalier sympathies, the
balance of judicial calm might perhaps be restored

by his allowing Mr. Crockett to correct his proof-
sheets. W. E. WILSON.

Quints.
We must request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

EARLY SCOTTISH PRINTING. ' The Acts and
Deeds of Sir William Wallace '

(1508 ?) and
' The

Buke of the Howlat '

(1520 ?). Unique fragments
of these two books were discovered by Dr. David

Laing, whose description of them is quoted in

Dickson and Edmond's ' Annals of Scottish Print-

ing.
'

Is it known where or in whose possession
these fragments now are 1 The information is

desired in connexion with the issue of a series of

facsimiles of early Scottish printing which the

Edinburgh Bibliographical Society have in view.

H. G. ALDIS.
Edinburgh.

OWEN O'NEIL, PHILIPSTOWN, KING'S Co.
Can any of your readers inform me from whom
Owen O'Neil, of Philipstown, King's Co., who
died about 1798, was descended? His son,
Thomas O'Neil (Major), born 1768 or 1769 (after-
wards Assistant Quartermaster General, Horse
Guards, London, 1812), was cut off by his father ;

and owing to his early death (1814?) and the

early age of his children at that time, nothing is

known by his descendants of his people. C.

PAGAN HISTORIAN : ARABIAN KING. In ' The
Martyrdom of Man,' by Winwood Reade, 1872,
I find the following :

P. 244. "Until a Pagan historian could observe to
the polished and intellectual coterie, for whom alone he
wrote, that now the hatred of the Christians against one
another surpassed the fury of savage beasts against man."

P. 252. " A king of Arabia Felix, in the fourth cen-
tury, received an embassy from the Byzantine Empire,
with a request that Christians might be allowed to settle
in his kingdom, and also that he would make Christianity
the religion of the state. He assented to the first pro-

position ; with reference to the second, he replied,
' I

reign over men's bodies, not over their opinions. I exact
from my subjects obedience to the government; as to
their religious doctrine, the judge of that is the great
Creator.'

"

1. Who was the pagan historian ; and where can
the passage referred to be found? 2. Who was
the Arabian king; and where can his reply be
found ? JOHN JAGO.

[See 5th S. i. 387.]

MRS. PITT, ACTRESS, 1721 ?-l799, was buried
in St. James's Chapel, Pentonville, somewhere
between Dec. 21, 1799, and the close of February,
1800. Can the exact date be fixed. Was her

name Anne ? URBAN.

GILBERT. Will any of your readers who have
access to the British Musem find out the following ?

In the Domesday Book in which the division of

lands is given, I was once shown the name of

William Gilbert as having lands at Maddington,
Wilts, which was held in our family until some
time in the last century. Was he related to

Richard, son of Count Gilbert, who had lands at

Sudtone 1 The old name of Maddington I cannot
find ; but it is a hamlet of Shrewton. I hear the

information might be obtained in a book called
'

Inquisitiones Post Mortem.' In my great-grand-
father's days (J. Gilbert, Esq., of Puckshipton
House, Wilts), Burke sent a man specially to ask
him for information for his book on ' Landed

Gentry,' as the Gilbert family is one of the oldest

in Wilts
; and this he would not take the trouble

to give. BRYAN GILBERT.

THE ROSARY. Is it possible that the early

English devotion of the rosary was a devotion to

our Lord himself, exclusive of the Blessed Virgin

Mary ? In those days the beads were all pater-

nosters, varying in number, as old prints, &c.,

abundantly show. The word "
rosary

"
is derived

from the five
"
roses," or wounds of our Lord. A

discussion on the subject would be interesting, and
instances of the make and composition of the

rosary, as appearing in pictures, prints, wills, &c.,

useful. St. Dominic is presumed to have arranged
the modern usage. O. R.

PINKE FAMILY. In the Church of Stanton St.

John, co. Oxford, is the following M.I. :

Here lyeth the body of

William Pinke borne in the
famous Citty of London
who served the Reverend

Doctor Bond, sometime President of

St. Marie Magdalen Colledge in Oxford
and died in the yeare of his age 49

the 16 of May 1610.

I am desirous of ascertaining the parentage of this

William Pinke. His connexion with Stanton St.

John, of which church the well-known Dr. Robert

Pinke, Warden of New College, was some few
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years later the rector, would seem to indicate a

relationship. They may have been uncle and

nephew. The William Pinke who was Fellow of

Magdalen College in 1629, and was buried in the

College Chapel the following year (Foster's

'Alumni Oxon.'), was, too, undoubtedly closely
connected with the foregoing, although he was not

his son.

I shall also be glad to learn something more of

the Eev. John Pincke, Vicar of Whaddon, Bucks,
and one of the ejected. He matriculated from

New College, July 4, 1623, aged fifteen, took his

B.A. in 1630, and M.A. in 1633 (Foster). In the

Matriculation Eegister he is described as the

"son of John Pincke of the City of Gloucester."

He was, I believe, the " Mr. John Pincke one of

the Chapleins of Newe Colledge," to whom Dr.

Robert Pinke in his will bequeathed
" the bedd

beddings and Trunck which I heretofore lent him";
but I am unable further to connect him with the

Pinkes of Kempshott. W. D. PINK.

SAYING ATTRIBUTED TO DR. PRIESTLEY. In
'

Memoirs,' by Mark Pattison, the following pas-

sage occurs near the conclusion :

" I immediately acted on Dr. Priestley's advice to a
man who asked him how he might get to know some-

thing of a subject he named :

'

Oh, sit down and write
a book upon it.' I sat down and wrote an article on
Gasaubon. and sent it up to the Edinburgh Review,"
P. 318.

However, the article in question appeared in the

Quarterly Review about 1852, and grew out of an
edition of the '

Ephemerides,' printed at the

Clarendon Press in 1851. Did this saying really
owe its paternity to Dr. Priestley, who died in

1804 ? I have heard it attributed to Dr. Thomson,
the late Archbishop of York. But it is not every-
one in the world who has ability enough to follow

the advice. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbrjdge.

CHARLES'S RESTORATION. To what do these

lines belong ? I made a note of them years ago :

Poor simple fellow ! what to thee
Is Charles's restoration?

Let whosoever will be king,

Thy lot is nought but toil and tribulation !

THOS. RATCLIFFE.

THE TERMINATION "-ARGH," "-ERGH
" IN PLACE-

NAMES. This termination is found in many place-
names in the North of England. As examples ol

what I mean I may mention Goosnargh, Grimsargh
and Kellamergh (in Lancashire), Brettargh, Mans-

ergh and Sizergh (in Westmoreland). These are

all names of places, but some of them are also usec

as family names. What I want to know is the

correct local pronunciation of the ending -argh

-ergh. Not being able to make an excursion to the

counties indicated, I shall be glad if any readers o:

' N. & Q.' can assist me. JAS. PLATT, Jun.

D.D. CAMBRIDGE. Can any Cambridge gra-

luate tell me the differences, as regards creation and

irivileges, of the following ? D.D. honoris causa,

).D. jure dignitatis, D.D. per literas regias, Doctor

designate in Divinity. Does Cambridge grant
D.D. by diploma ? M.A.Oxon.

DE VERB : DE ATON. William de Aton, father

f Gilbert, first Lord Aton (1324), married Isabel

de Vere " of the Oxenford family." How was she

related to the Earls of Oxford ? T.

THE IRELAND SHAKSPEARE FORGERIES.

What has become of the original exhibits ?

ST. SWITHIN.

" NDLLUM SINE VENIA PLACDISSE ELOQUIUM."
This is quoted, but no authority given, in the

Spistle Dedicatory of Sir Thomas Browne's ' Gar-

den of Cyrus.' Where is it to be found ?

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

BERNARD FONTENELLE. I have lately obtained

a copy of ' A Discourse of the Plurality of Worlds,'
described on the title-page thus :

" Written in

French by the most ingenious Author of the Dia-

logues of the Dead, and translated into English by
Sir W. D. Knight." It is printed and published
in Dublin "

for Wm. Norman, Bookbinder to His
Grace the Duke of Ormond." The date has been
erased. The dedication is to

" William Molyneux,
Esq." Can any of your readers say who was "

Sir

W. D. Knight," and give the date of this work?
E. R. McC. Dix.

17, Kildare Street, Dublin.

THE ARMS OF THE BOOTKBY FAMILY. Some
three or four hundred years ago the arms of the

Boothby family, represented by the present Sir

Brooke Boothby, underwent a change. Why was
this ; and what was the original coat of arms ? Can

any one inform me 1 LION'S PAW.

"NEPOS" AND "SoRORius." How are these

words, found so frequently in our mediaeval

chronicles and records, to be interpreted ? Is nepos
a grandson, or a nephew, or both 1 In numerous
calendars and abstracts done into English it is

translated "nephew," whereas in the Hebrew

counterparts we find necked, which is invariably
understood to signify "grandson." Is sororius a

sister's husband, or a sister's son, brother-in-law,
or nephew ? The point is of some importance in

the arrangement of pedigrees. M. D. DAVIS.

FRENCH FAMILY. Can you give me any in-

formation as to who are the descendants of

Nathaniel Bogle French and Augustine Bogle
French, who traded as merchants in London, as

N. Bogle French, Augustine Bogle French, and
John Barton, Old South Sea House, Broad Street,

London, about 1815
;
or where can I get any

information ? GEO. H. COLLINS.
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KING'S EVIL. In the chapel register here is

an entry :

"
Sept. 29th, 1694 : that day made a certificate for Alice

the daughter of Christopher Williams of thy gift for the

king's evil my name and seale to it as minister, her
father's as guardian."

What was this certificate 1 The words "
thy gift

"

are indistinct. JOSEPH H. PARRY.
Harewood, Boas.

GORDON. Who was the Gordon that wrote ' The
Character of an Independent Whig,' second edition,
1719 ? He wrote other pamphlets ; and his style
is always pungent. Witness the following utter-

ance :

" There ia no Sanctity in Garments. A Rose in a
Man's Hat does not enlarge his Piety. Grace is not

conveyed by a piece of Laun, or Chastity by the wearing
of a Girdle. A black Gown has neither more Sense, nor
better Manners, than a black Cloak. Nor is a black
Cloak more Edifying than a Fustian Frock ; no more
than a Cambrick Bib is an Antidote against Lewdness,
or an Atonement for it."

RICHAKD H. THORNTON.
Portland, Oregon.

[See the life of Tho. Gordon, by Mr. Leslie Stephen,
in the 'Diet. Nat. Biog.']

" PRINCELY MEDITATIONS." In the preface to

R. Turner's '

Botanologia," 1687, a quotation is

given about the marigold,
" which his Sacred

Majesty King Charles the First mentions in his

Princely Meditations walking in a Garden in the

Isle of Wight." I should be glad to know in what
book these meditations are published.

HENRY N. ELLACOMBE.

CHILD'S POEM. Can you inform me who is the
author and who are the publishers of a little poem
entitled '

If Wishes were Horses," commencing
If wishes were horses my dearie,
How fast and how far would we ride ?

It occurs in a children's (lesson) book, or "
reader,"

the name of which I cannot ascertain.

WYNDHAM BARB'S.

[The saying is old

If wishes were horses beggars would ride ;

If turnips were watches I 'd have one by my side.]

THOMAS CHAPMAN. A book entitled 'Tales
from Boccaccio,' Bentley, 1846, has been wrongly
attributed to Leigh Hunt. It is stated in biblio-

graphies that a copy of this book was presented by
the author to T. Chapman, F.R.S., F.S.A. Now
this very copy has turned up in Chicago with the

book-plate of Thomas Chapman and his armorial

bearings. The present possessor of the 'Tales' would

gladly learn through
' N. & Q.' the real name of

their author, or at least something more about
Thomas Chapman than he can ascertain from his

bookplate, which is emblazoned on the inside of
cover. JAMES D. BUTLER.

Madison, Wis., U.S.

LORD MORDAUNT.

(8
to S. vii. 488.)

He was great-great-great-grandson of the first

baron of that name (cre'ated Baron Mordaunt 23

Henry VIII). Lord Mordaunt was the second son

of the fifth baron, who was created Earl of Peter-

borough in 1627. Lord Peterborough's eldest son,

Henry Mordaunt, succeeded him as second earl,

but the latter having but one child, a daughter

(married to the seventh Duke of Norfolk), the earl-

dom eventually passed to his nephew, Charles Mor-

daunt, the eldest son of the subject of this query.
The latter had been created Viscount Mordaunt of

Avalon in the lifetime of his elder brother, Henry,
the second Earl of Peterborough. Lord Mordaunt
married Elizabeth Carey, of the Monmouth family ;

and her original diary, which I have seen, de-

scribing the Great Plague, and many other striking

events in the reign of Charles II., is in the pos-
session of the present Lord Boden. Lord Mor-
daunt's eldest son Charles (mentioned above) was
the famous general of whom Pope wrote in the

lines beginning
Mordanto hears the trump of Fame.

Lord Mordaunt died in 1675, and was buried at

Fulham. There is a monument to him in the

Church of All Saints there, by Bushnell, sculptor
of the figures on Temple Bar, also a statue by Bird.

KATHLEEN WARD.
18, Albert Hall Mansions, S.W.

According to 'A Synopsis of the Peerage of

England,' by Nicholas Harris Nicolas, 1825,

vol. ii. p. 447, John Mordaunt, second son of

John, first Earl of Peterborough, was created Baron

Mordaunt of Ryegate, co. Surrey, and Viscount

Mordaunt of Avalon, co. Somerset, July 10, 1659,

06. 1675. His son Charles succeeded him, and

was, in 1689, created Earl of Monmouth. He
succeeded as third Earl of Peterborough in 1697.

All the honours became extinct by the death of

Charles Henry, fifth Earl of Peterborough.
In "

Regum Pariumque Magnse Britanniae

Historia Genealogica studio ac opera Jacobi

Wilhelmi Im-Hoff, Norimbergae, 1690," tab. 77,

the first baron and viscount is described as

"Johannes Baro Mordant de Rygate, Vicecomes

Avalon, cr. 10 Jul, 1660." He is there said to

have married Elizabeth, daughter of Thomas Carey,

son of the Earl of Monmuth. His portrait is

amongst Richardson's portraits in the fifth edition

of Granger's 'Biographical History* (Hi. 313).

The title is in Italian, and is to the following effect :

" The most illustrious Cavalier John Viscount Mor-

daunt, of Aviland, Baron of Rygate, Constable of the

Royal Castle of Windsor, Lieutenant of the County of

Surrey."

Granger gives July 10, 1659, as the date of the
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creation. At the end of the short account, he

says :

"He was numbered with the neglected royalists. Ob.
June 5, 1675, ast. 48."

In Baker's
'
Chronicle of the Kings of England,'

seventh edition, 1679, p. 712, he is called
" John

Mordant, Viscount Mordant of Aveland."

Gough's Camden's 'Britannia' (vol. i. p. 58),

speaking of the River Brae, a good deal below

Bruiton, says that

"
coming to a softer soil it in a manner stagnates, and

surrounds the isle of Avallon [in the margin
" Avalon "],

antiently so named by the Britans from its apples, after-

wards Inis Witrin or the Glassy Island In this island

stood the famous abbey of Glastonbury."

It was, of coarse, the burial-place of King Arthur'

who, as he lay dying in the barge, said to Sir

Bedivere :

" I will into the vale of Avalon for to heal me of my
grievous wound ;

and if tliou never hear more of me,
pray for my soul." See ' The Romance of King Arthur.'

Tennyson makes King Arthur say :

"I am going to the island valley of Avilion

where I may heal me of my grievous wound." 'Morte
d'Arthur.'

There is a legend thatJoseph of Arimatheavisited

Avalon, and that an oak was planted afterwards on
the spot where he landed, which was called the

oak of Avalon ; also that further on he stuck his

staff into the ground, from which grew the mira-

culous thorn - tree of Glastonbury Abbey (see
Chambers's ' Book of Days,' ii. 758).
Within the abbey, according to legend, were

buried not only King Arthur, but also Queen
Gninever and Joseph of Arimathea (see Murray's
' Handbook for Wilts, Dorset, and Somerset

').

ROBERT PIERPOINT.
St. Austin's, Warrington.

The Lord Mordaunt mentioned by H. F. was

John, second son of John, fifth Baron Mordaunt
and first Earl of Peterborough, and Elizabeth,

only daughter and heir of William Howard, Lord

Effingham, his wife. He was born June llth, 1626,
educated at Brazenose College, Oxford, created

July 10, 1659, Baron Mordaunt of Reigate, co.

Surrey, and Viscount Mordaunt of Avalon, in

Somersetshire, for his zeal in the cause of Charles
II. He was tried during the usurpation for his

exertions in behalf of the exiled monarch, but was

acquitted. 'His lordship and Sir John Grenvile
were the bearers of the letters to Monk, to Parlia-

ment, and the Corporation of London. He was
a commissioner to treat for the restoration of the

king, March 11, 1859. Married Elizabeth Gary,
daughter of Robert, first Earl of Monmouth, 1657.
Died June 5, 1675. JOHN RADCLIFFE.

For a biographical notice of, and a very full list

of authorities relating to, John Mordaunt, Viscounl
Mordaunt of Avalon, in Somerset (created 1659),

see 'Diet, of National Biography,' vol. xxxviii.

p. 406. OSWALD HUNTER BLAIR, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus, KB.

Full particulars regarding John, Baron Mor-

daunt, of Ryegate, co. Surrey, and Viscount Mor-

daunt, of Avalon, in co. Somerset, will be found

at p. 380 of Burke'a * Extinct Peerages.'
LEO CULLETON.

"CHUM" (8
th S. vii. 304, 474, 514). PROF.

SKEAT rarely makes a slip when he confines him-

self to the department of science which he has

made his own. But a not very profound acquaint-
ance with the kindred science of palaeography

would, I venture to think, have led him, at the

last reference, to modify his remarks as to the

"original" sound of the letter c in the Latin

alphabet. He says that " much nonsense is often

talked about the Latin c. It was originally pro-
nounced like the Greek k before all vowels "; and
he adds that change invariably

"
softens

"
sounds,

and never "hardens" them. Now every tyro in

palaeography knows that the
"
original

" sound of

the letter c in the Latin alphabet was not that of

the Greek k, but that of g, a soft mute, and that

afterwards, contrary to PROF. SKEAT'S "in-

variable
"

rule, it acquired the hard sound of the

Greek k. That the "original" sound was g is

proved by the fact that the Latin c had the form

and the alphabetic position of the Greek gamma.
That it retained this value when the Chalcidian

alphabet had been transmitted to Italy is shown

by the legend
" Recinon

"
on the early coins of

Rhegium, and by the retention at Rome of the

archaic abbreviations C. and CN. for the

names Gaius and Gnseus. This proves that in

the prehistoric or "original" Latin alphabet c

had the value of g, while that it did not possess

the hard sound of k which it afterwards acquired
is shown by the use of k to denote that sound. This

is proved by early inscriptions in which " Kael."

stands for Cselius, "Dekem."for Decembres, and

"Kastorvs" for Castoris. A further proof is

afforded by the retention of the conventional

archaic abbreviations of "K."for Cseso, "Kal."

for Calendse, and
" Merk." for Mercatus. We are

therefore confronted with the fact that the symbol

originally denoting in Latin the soft sound gr,

afterwards came to denote the hard sound k,

whereas PROF. SKEAT affirms that any change
is
"
invariably" the other way. Of course this is

an anomaly, and in my book on 'The Alphabet'

(vol. ii. p. 140) I have endeavoured to explain
how it may have been due to Etruscan influence.

The Etruscan language possessed no soft mutes,

6 and d being wanting in their alphabet as well as

k, which was replaced by the simpler and more

easily written form c. When, under Etruscan

influence, k had become obsolete in the Latin

alphabet, the letter c was used to denote the sound
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of k as well as of g. Afterwards, in the thin

century B.C., it was found inconvenient to hare th

same symbol to represent two different sounds, am
the letter c was differentiated into the two forma
and G. These differentiated forms first appear in

the epitaph of Cornelius Lucius Scipio Barbatus
now in the Vatican, which, however, is probabl;
not of contemporary date, being assigned b;

Ritschl to a period not later than 234 B.C. In
this inscription we have the form C in the words
censor and consol, and the form (? in

"
Prognatvs

'

and "
Gnaivod." In an earlier inscription c woulc

have been used in both cases, and at a still earlier

time k and c. ISAAC TAYLOR.

Under this head PROF. SKEAT issues a challenge
to philologists to give an example of a change from
ch to k. We need go no further than the Spanish
language to find that

"
soft

"
g or j which is to all

intents and purposes the same as ch can become
not, it is true, k, but what is next door to it, the

"open" k, which is represented by the Greek
letter chi.

PROF. SKEAT will hardly deny that it is easy
enough for the "open"& to become a "stop";
which done, what he declares to be impossible
will have taken place.

Englishmen unable to pronounce the Spanish
guttural correctly actually replace it by k, and are
ridiculed accordingly.

I have before me, as I write, a Spanish comic
opera, in which the English pronunciation of the
wordMejor is represented by the spelling

"
Mecor."

JAS. PLATT, Jun.

The tendency of
"
phonetic decay

"
is always to

reduce double consonants to simple ones. Thus
the Greek

, , and ^ were anciently double
sounds, now everywhere reduced to single ones.
I can assure PROF. SKEAT that our tsh does become
k, and not only our ch but the French ch, which is

only part of ours. At Rouen chaud and chien
become kaud and kien. Our dj similarly becomes
hard g, as in Gizeh. In all attempts at reviving
Latin pronunciation the main difficulty is with
these two letters c and g. Now my theory is

simply that their names, however changed else-

where, have always remained constant at Rome,
and have there expressed their original powers.
But if they were hard mutes, as Welshmen now
make them, how does he sound such words as

gnosco and Cnidus ? Then remember Catullus
derided cockneys of his time for saying chommoda
when they meant commoda. Well, I suppose the
h here to have the exact effect Italians still give it.

These cockneys were simply beginning our present
bad habit of saying kom when we mean tshom.

(undoubtedly better authorities than Welshmen)
call Cicero exactly what he called himself, and
Caesar too as regards consonants, only they have
reduced his ce to e, which Germans have not. Of
course all that I say of c applies equally to k.

Charlemagne signed his name Karolus, and sounded

it, I dcubt not, nearly as Irishmen (who now
speak English best) pronounce Charles. I am told

that in the Greek islands the syllables /ce, KI, KV,
have now the sound of Italian ce, ci, so that

KvpiaKr) might become our church, not the Scotch
kirk. E. L. G.

DEPUTY PHILAZER : CLERK OF THE OUT-
LAWRIES (8

th S. vii. 467). The editorial note

attached to this query makes further reply almost

unnecessary. I may, perhaps, just mention that,
as a sort of intermediate form between filacer and

philazer, I have met with filazer.

CHAS. JAS. F^RET.

The meaning and origin of filacer, with quota-
ions for its use, has already been given on two
occasions in

' N. & Q.' (see 2nd S. ii. 354 ;
4th S.

x. 424). EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

RECORD KEEPING IN PENNSYLVANIA (8
th S. vii.

325). It may be interesting to know that the

tatement quoted :

" The City Library of Pbila-

lelphia contains two huge volumes of original

>apers, communications from the Privy Council

nd warrants from the king himself to the Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland," is no longer true. The
uthorities of the Library, many years since,

ealizing that these and a number of other

jrecious volumes were rightly the property of

le British Government, voluntarily forwarded
lem to their proper custodians, and they are now,
believe, in the possession of the Master of the

Rolls. GASTON DE BERNEVAL.
Philadelphia.

FENTON (8
th S. vii. 507). Elijah Fenton assisted

Pope in his Shakespeare, and was paid 352. for his

trouble (Malone, i. 230). Johnson wrote his life

in the ' Lives of the Poets.' Fenton died 1730 ;

but the portrait may have belonged to his repre-
sentative. EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

Hastings.

The dative cui was naturally a more complex word
than qui. The Italians have made them ci and
chi, the former more (in sound) than the latter, j

Puritan
*

Philip, Lord Wharton.
each having simply lost their u sound. Italians

|

second son, I think, was K.B.

LADY PHILADELPHIA WHARTON (8
th S. vii. 428).

This lady was daughter of Robert Carey, Earl of

Monmouth. She married Thomas Wharton in 1610.

He had just become heir to Philip, Lord Wharton,
by the death of his elder brother in a duel. A
letter of the time says the jointure was to be

1,200. a year, while the father, then only Sir

Robert Carey, gave 6,0001. as her portion. Sir

Thomas Wharton died before his father. Lady
Philadelphia's eldest son was the celebrated

Thomas, the

Lady Phila-
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delphia's mother, Elizabeth Trevanion, was as

sweet a woman as her daughter. The religious

principles which Lady Philadelphia instilled into
her sons, did not, alas ! influence her grandson
Thomas, Marquis of Wharton, who was as great a

scamp as any in the three kingdoms. T. W.
Aston Clinton.

" LEFT-HANDEDNESS "
(8

th S. vii. 105, 235, 316,
479.) The synonym for this word in the neigh-
bourhood of Leeds is dawky. I well remember my
first acquaintance with it. I was a boy at school,
and in the grammar lesson which we ought to have
learnt overnight the word "

left-handed," amongst
others, occurred, illustrative of some rule. It so

happened that I had to repeat this particular
portion of the lesson, and, grammar not being my
forte, I floundered badly. My next class-mate, no
doubt with an eye to a similar favour on my part
when the subject changed to arithmetic, stealthily

whispered "dawky.
1

Although I did not know
what word was required, I knew dawky was not it.

The result was a loss of place for me, and a full

amount of chaff from the class at my ignorance of
what was to them a common everyday word. I
have often heard it since, but I never hear it

without seeing the whole scene of my schoolboy
days re-enacted.

It is rather strange, too, that while daivky means
left-handed, dawks means the fingers of either
hand or both.

Gawky, given by some correspondents as the
local name for left-handed, with us means nothing
more than ungainly in appearance or build

; while

mawky refers to an unnatural hue of the com-
plexion. E. G. B.

Barnsley.

FOLK-LORE : PERFORATED STONES (8
th S. v.

308, 397; vi. 55, 153; vii. 413). Here in

Somerset, and in Dorset where they abound, these
are called

"
holy flints

"
(see

' W. Som. W.
Book,' p. 347, E.D.S.). My experience is that
these are more protective as amulets than lucky
as talismans. It may be interesting to point out
that in Italy the belief in their power is evidently
greater even than in England. Dr. Bellucci, of

Perugia, is the great collector of these things. In
1881 he published a '

Catologo della Collezione di

Amuleti,' containing upwards of four thousand

items, of which a great number consists of per-
forated gems and stones of various kinds. In 1889
he published a '

Catalogue descriptif d'une Collec-
tion d'Amulettes Italiennes envoye'e a 1'Expost-
tion Universelle de Paris,' which is not the same
as the former. Both are of much interest, although
his collection is mostly antique.
The purport of this note, however, is to point

out to visitors to Southern Italy where they may
actually see these things in situ for themselves.

Many who read these lines have doubtless passed

them by without having noticed them, for I have
not been able to meet with any person who has

observed them, although I have known them for

many years.
On the road to Amalfi, immediately beneath

the terrace on which stands the church with the

Chinese-looking campanile, at the entrance to

Atrani, are at this moment four consecutive door-

ways, with an iron grating over each to give light
to the indwellers. To each one of these gratings
is fastened by a cord a small flat holey pebble. In

two cases the stone is alone, in the third it has a

small goat's horn attached, and in the fourth there

is a piece of red pottery along with the stone. The

piece of pot with the hole in it is the only instance

with which I am acquainted. It has evidently
been much worn by the sea, and was doubtless

found with the pebbles on the adjacent beach. If

the traveller will ask the driver of his carriage why
these things are hung there he will be told instantly
contra mad occhio. F. T. ELWORTHY.

Having been favoured with a photograph, I am
disposed to regard these trifles as amulets, repre-

senting a very ancient superstition. See the
" adder gem," Pliny, 29, 12 ; modern Welsh
"

glain naidr" or "gemmae anguinee." Of course

all sense of personal ornament is lost, but the hole

serves as medium for attachment
;
I think they

should be connected with the so-called "aggry
beads," which were strung as necklaces and classed

in Dr. Murray's
'

Cyclopaedia
'

as British adder

stones, aggry of "unknown origin." Is it not a

corruption of augury ? The ancient Druids were

augurs, and they are known as Druids' glass rings.
A. HALL.

Among the virtues of holed stones there is one
which I do not see named in the notes on the sub-

ject. When I was a boy it was common enough
to see "holy stones," sea-rolled flints with a
natural bore, tied as charms inside the bows of

Weymouth boats. I have watched a boatman in

the act of fastening one in his craft.

H. J. MOTTLE.

There has not yet been mention of the stone at

Uffington, of which there are two prints in
' The

Scouring of the White Horse,' Cambridge, 1859,

pp. 102, 105, with the following notice of it at

p. 105 :

" la front of the door [of the little inn] was an oak
tree, and under the tree a big stone with some curious
holes in it, into which pieces of wood were fitted, secured

by a padlock and chain. I was wondering what it

could be, when the landlord came out with some of his

guests, and, pulling out a key. unlocked the padlock and
took the pieces of wood out of the holes. Then there
was some talk between the young men and their sweet-

hearts, and first one and then another stooped down and
blew into the hole at the top, and the stone made a dull

moaning sound, unlike anything I had ever heard."

ED. MARSHALL.
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" THE MAN IN THE MOON "
(8

th S. vii. 449).
Consult ' Moon Lore,' by the Rev. Timothy Harley,
1885, and 'N. & Q.,' 1 st S. v. 468; vi. 61, 182,
232, 424

; ix. 184 ; xi. 82, 334, 493 ; 3rd S. viii.

209
; 5th S. V. 428, 522 ; vi. 58

; 7th S. xi. 409,
490, for references to other works on the same sub-

ject. EVERAKD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

DRIVING "PICKAXE" (8
th S. vii. 309, 394, 434).

A pair of wheel-horses with one leader is called

in New England a spike team. F. J. P.
Boston, Mass.

" SPIT "
(8

th S. vii. 487). This is a very common
word among the working classes in London. With
many it appears to be a favourite substitute for

"likeness "; so that one who resembles another is

said to be the spit of him. The word is in Davies's
*
Supplementary Glossary,' where the following

extracts of its usage are quoted :

" Twoo girles the one as like an owle, the other as
like an urchin, as if they had been spitte out of the mouthes
of them.'" Breton,

'

Merry Wonders,' p. 8.

Nay, I 'm as like my dad, in sooth,
As he had spit me out on 's mouth.

Cotton,
'

Burlesque upon Burlesque,' p. 278.
" Poor child ! he 's as like his own dadda as if he were

spit out of his mouth." Farquhar, 'Love and a Bottle,'
i. 1.

0. P. HALE.
" Frisco (puts on Vandal's cloak). Now look I as like

the Dutchman as if I were spit out of his mouth."
'

Englishmen for My Money,' iv. 1 (1616), Hazlitt's
' Old

English Plays,' x. 522.
"
Ditty. Look you here ; here 's one as like you as if it

had been spit out of your mouth." 'The London Chanti-
cleers

'

(1659), i. 3, Hazlitt's ' Old English Plays,' xii.

o30.

The phrase will also be found in Withal's *

Eng-
lish and Latin Dictionary,' edition of 1616.

VINCENT S. LEAN.
Windham Club.

The French have, to describe a likeness to some
one, the phrase,

"
C'est lui tout orache"."

B. H. G.

Here, in the North, the common phrase of a good
>rtrait is,

"
It 's the varry spit and image of him !

"

W. E. ADAMS.
portrait is,

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

EASTER SEPULCHRES (8
th S. vi. 27, 114, 210,

338 ; vii. 512). DR. THOMPSON will find a great
deal to interest him in connexion with this subject
in an article in the Nineteenth Century for May,
on 'The Ancient English Office of the Easter

Sepulchre.' JOHNSON BAILT.
Eyton Rectory.

KANT'S SUPEREROGATORY TRUTHFULNESS (8
tb

S. vii. 508). Benjamin Constant (in his work
'

France,' pt. vi., No. 1, on '
Political Reactions ')

was the
"
celebrated French writer

"
referred to by

De Quincey for the moral proposition in question,
the terms of which are not exactly as quoted by
him, though nearly equivalent. Kant, in a brief

reply, entitled
' On a Supposed Right of Philan-

thropic Lying
'

(' Ueber ein vermeintes Recht, aus

Menschenliche zu lu'gen '),
of date 1797, and pub-

lished in the seventh volume of Hartenstein's

edition of his works, cites the passage from Con-

stant, and says in a note :

" I hereby admit that I

have really said this in some place which I cannot
now recollect

"
(" Dass dieses wirklich an irgend

einer Stelle, deren ich uiich aber itzt nicht mehr
besinnen kann, von mir gesagt worden, gestehe
ich hiedurch "). The proposition thus admitted by
Kant was that

"
to tell a falsehood to a murderer

who asked us whether our friend, of whom he was
in pursuit, had not taken refuge in our house,
would be a crime." (See also Appendix to Abbot's

translation of
' The Critique of Practical Reason.')

0. C. M.
Athenaeum Club.

CROMWELL'S SOLDIER'S BIBLE (8
th S. viii. 1).

As MR. AXON makes no mention of a previous

reprint, probably he is not aware that Mr. Fry,

F.S.A., published one, more than a quarter of a

century since, which is still to be had at the book-

sellers'. He remarks in the advertisement :

" There has been a prevalent opinion that the Soldiers

in Cromwell's Army were supplied with a Pocket Bible,
but as to what edition of the Bible was used there has
hitherto been no evidence. That this was the Pocket
Bible there can be no doubt. One copy only of this

tract is known in this kingdom, which is in the British

Museum."
R. R.

Boston, Lincolnshire.

In MR. AXON'S interesting article upon this

reprint is is said that "
there are five citations

from the New Testament (not two as the editor

states)." The real number of New Testament
texts is seven, but eight references are given, the

last being a mistake, as the passage is, in fact,

from the First Book of Chronicles (xxix. 13), but

quoted as 1 Cor., as if from the First Epistle to the

Corinthians. W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

"TUTUM TE SISTAM" (8
th S. viii. 9). Is not

MR. DAVIES thinking of the end of Venus's speech
to ^Eaeas (' JEo.,' ii. 619, 620) ?

Bripe, nate, fugam, finemque impoue labori !

Nugquam abero, et tutum patrio ta limine sistam.

W* FRANCIS.

ITURBIDE, THE MEXICAN EMPEROR (8
lb S. vii.

308, 356, 412 ; viii. 11). Certainly verdad is not

pronounced vtrtkath, as we should pronounce that

queer collection of letters. I had to use the letters

th, because they were the nearest I could find to

express the Spanish pronunciation ;
but th in teeth

does not properly convey the last d, nor does th in
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those convey the first. Still less does the English
d convey it. In my Spanish days it was always
considered Anglo- or Gallo-Spanish to sound the

middle d! as in the English word dough. My
Spanish master explained to me, some fifty years

ago, that whereas the English d was given by a

firm touch of the end of the tongue above the teeth,
the Spanish d was given by a very slight touch of

the tongue on nearly the same spot, but rather

nearer the teeth. Certainly neither the Iturbide

whom I knew nor any of his Mexican compatriots
would have pronounced his name otherwise than
with a slurred d. HENRY H. GIBBS.

St. Dunstan's, Regent's Park.

YOUNG LOCHINVAR '

(8
th S. vii. 325

;
viii. 18).

Sir Walter Scott did not make any mistake in

stating that the hero of the poem leaped into the

saddle after having carefully placed his beloved
on the horse behind it. Among the twenty-four
horse exercises taught us in Prof. Huguenin's
gymnasium was this very one. We placed the left

hand on the pommel of the saddle (having gathered
up the reins) and the right hand on the cantle ;

then, springing off the left foot, we shot the right

leg between our arms, and so were instantly
mounted. I have done it hundreds of times. On
a stuffed model of a horse this was a little difficult

at first, but very easily done on a living one, for

the horse, on feeling the pressure, yielded a little,

and then moving himself, helped the rider into the
saddle. FRANCIS ROBERT DAVIBS.

Hawthorn, Black Bock.

"HECATOMB " RHYMED WITH " GLOOM "
(8

th S.

vii. 166). Does not the quotation from Pope
really support Mr. Gladstone's rhyme ? The bard
of Twickenham surely would have pronounced
"dome" as if it rhymed with "tomb"and "gloom,"
not as if it rhymed with "home" and "roam."
And Byron wrote :

His parent's iron hand did doom
More than a human hecatomb.

'

Siege of Corinth.'

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

BROWN BARONETCY (8
th S. vii. 468). All that

is on record of the descent of this baronetcy so

unaccountably omitted by Burke will be found
in the pages of the Genealogist (First Series, iii.

377-9 ; iv. 128, 129). The identity of the first

baronet was long obscure, but he is now known
to be the celebrated Parliamentary Major-General
Richard Browne, one of the most active officers

in the Civil War. He is styled variously"
woodmonger,"

"
clothworker," and *' merchant

taylor," and according to Stowe (ed. Strype) was
"son of John Brown, alias Moses of Okingham

,Ti. e., Wokingham], Berks, and London, who was
son of Richard Brown, alias Moses of Okingham."

At the commencement cf the Civil War he com-
manded the train bands of the City of London,
and afterwards served under Waller at Winchester

and elsewhere. He was present at many of the

more important sieges and conflicts throughout
the war, including the siege and capture of Oxford.

On June 8, 1644, he was appointed Sergeant-

Major-General of the counties of Oxford, Bucks,
and Berks, and Major-General June 26 following.

He was Governor of Abingdon in 1645, and one

of the Parliamentary Commissioners to arrange
the Treaty of Newport in 1648.

In October, 1645, upon the vacancy caused by
the death of Sir Edmund Verney, he was elected

M.P. for Wycombe ; but being one of the pro-
minent leaders of the Presbyterian party in the

House, was " secluded
"
in Pride's Purge, expelled

the House, and, December 12, 1648, ordered by
Lord Fairfax to be imprisoned, with four other

leading Presbyterian M.P.S, at St. James's. On.

June 29, 1648, he had been elected an alderman
of London (Langbourne Ward), but from that

office was disabled, and removed by vote of the

House December 11, 1649. During his brief

aldermancy he served the office of sheriff, 1648-9;

any doubt that might exist of the identity of

Richard Browne the sheriff with Richard Browne
the major-general and M.P. being removed by the

following notice in the ' Commons' Journals ':

"6 July, 1648. Ordered, That this House do give
leave to Major-General Browne to be Sheriff of the City
of London, according to the desire of the City."

No friend to Cromwell, he was by the Protector

imprisoned for several years. He was, however,
elected M.P. for London, to the two Cromwellian

Parliaments of 1656-8 and 1659. Upon the fall

of the Protectorate the vote disabling him from

the office of alderman was annulled (March 6,

1659), and he was ordered to receive payment of

9,01 61. owing to him from the State. With the

rest of the secluded members of the Long Parlia-

ment he took his seat in March, 1660, being at

the same time restored to his aldermanry of Lang-
bourne. When the king entered London at the

Restoration, Major - General Browne headed the

triumphal procession with a troop of gentlemen,
and upon that occasion received (together with

his eldest son) the honour of knighthood at

Whitehall, May 29, 1660. He was further created

a baronet July 22 following, and appointed Major-
General of the City of London. To the Conven-

tion Parliament of 1660 he was returned by both

London and Wycombe, and sat for Ludgershall
from 1661 till his death.

In October, 1660, he was elected Lord Mayor,

being then, according to Le Neve,
" senior Alder-

man," dating from his original election in 1648.

About 1662 he purchased the estate of Debden,
in Essex, where he fixed his residence. According
to some authorities he removed from Langbourne
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Ward to Bridge Out in November, 1663, and re- with little tin cylinders,
"
vegetable

"
parchment,.

and a length of waxed thread. Jackdaws of this
lastnamed fashion were a pervading feature of
Mi-Carme this year, and were sold in enormous
numbers by the camelots though by no means
to the neglecting of confetti and balais.

H. H. S.

signed altogether in March, 1664; but this seems
an error. He continued to represent Langbourne
Ward until his death, which occurred September
24, 1669 (Smyth's

'

Obit.'), and was buried at

Debden October 12 following.
The Debden register contains the following

entries of this family :

"
1669. Richardus Browne, miles et baronettus, sepult

Octob. 12."
" 1684. Bichardus Browne, miles et baronettus, et

ffrancisca, uxor ejus sepulti Sept. 22." I

aa lnev
.

were- une was maae OI a H*1 <* 1S C Of wood
"1681. Uxor Joannes Brown, Armiger et Civis Lon- three inches in diameter and about one-eighth in

dinensis, sepult. Jun. 1." thickness
; two holes were made through it olose

This John Browne whose wife died in 1681 is together, through which was passed a string about

clearly the John Browne who inherited as fourth two feet long. It could be used with the two

baronet, and died in 1707,
" a pauper in the bands, or one end nf the doubled string tied to a

Charterhouse." His eldest son, Sir Thomas, the nai l in the wall. You pulled upon the end in the-

last known baronet, was living in 1727, when nand and the disc revolved and got up a great
the first edition of Wotton's '

Baronetage
' was speed with a buzzing noise, or a four-holed button

published ;
but as the title is omitted in the would also go. Another was made of two discs

edition of 1741, it may fairly be assumed that it of wood joined in the middle, and a string wa

I never heard, to my knowledge, a bull-roarery
but there were two other toys I have not seen for
a long time. Boys do not seem to be so inventive
as they were. One was made of a flat disc of wood

became extinct between those dates.

That the family was of Jewish extraction is new
to me, though the " alias Moses " borne by the

father and grandfather of the first baronet is cer-

tainly suggestive. The major-general was clearly
a Presbyterian in religion. W. D. PINK.

Leigb, Lancashire.

wound round. You let it drop, checked it, and
pulled it up, and the disc would rise and fall at

the end of the string. Boys seem to have no-
indoor games, and nothing but cricket and foot-

ball outside. We had a dozen. "Laudator," &c.
R. B. S.

CROMAKTIE EARLDOM (8
tb S. viii. 8). MR.

In Chamberlayne's
'

Anglise Notitia ; or, Present I
HALL is quite misinformed about this. 1. The

State of England,' fifteenth edition, 1684, part i.,
earldom of Cromartie is neither extinct nor in

in the " List of Baronets of England now Living abeyance. 2. Lady Sibell Mackenzie has succeeded

according to their Seniority," there are to be found to the earldom as well as to the inferior titles of

Sir Robert Brown, p. 325
; Sir Adam Brown, Tarbat, Macleod, and Castlehaven, not as "

heir-

p. 326 ; Sir Richard Browne, p. 329 ; Sir Richard of-line to the Mackenzies "
(which she is not), but

Brown, p. 330 ; Sir John Brown, p. 333. by virtue of special letters patent issued last

In Salmon's '

Chronological Historian,' second February, and calling in her favour the above titles

edition, 1733, in the "List of Baronets Created out of the abeyance into which they had fallen on
Anno 1660," is (p. 137) "Sir Richard Browne, her father's death. 3 She is, therefore, Viscountess

Knt., Alderman of London, July 22." The title Tarbat not by courtesy, but in her own right,
is not said there to be extinct, although that is 4. The present Duke of Sutherland is not in suc-

said of many others in the list. cession, having been specially excluded by the
In the "List of Baronets Extinct as in patent of 1861. If MR. HALL is desirious of

Sir William Dugdale and other Catalogues of knowing the exact terms of the special remainder

Baronets," amongst those created by Charles II. of the above patent, I shall be happy to let him
are Browne, of Deptford, Kent, created Sept. 1,

have a copy of them. I may add that the peerages
1649 ; Browne, Lord Mayor of London, created conferred on the late Duchess of Sutherland in

July 22, 1660 (' The English Baronetage,' London, 1861, and now revived in favour of her grand-
printed for Tho. Wotton, 1741, vol. iv. pp. 275, daughter, are, of course, U.K. creations, and not

276). ROBERT PIERPOINT.
St. Austin's, Warrington.

BULL-ROARER (8
th S. vii. 7, 98, 158, 258, 334,

457 ; viii. 12). Bull-roarers and jackdaws both
are yet rife among Parisian boydom. Only last

the old Scottish dignities restored. The latter

been dormant since the attainder of George,
third Earl of Cromartie, in 1746.

OSWALD HUNTER BLAIR, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus, N.B.

See 8tb S. iv. 461 for a full account of this verySunday, at the Point du Jour, I had the pleasure ,

of spending some time in the unavoidable company
cunous and 1uite exceptional case.

of half a dozen enthusiastic jackdawists. But one
of them had constructed his instrument after the
fashion described by R. R. One had reVerted to
the secular shank-bone. The others were content

C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

' NOTTSAND DERBYSHIRE NOTES AND QUERIES
J

(8
th S. vii. 500

;
viii. 16). The ordination of a
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vicarage is the technical or legal term for its

endowment on the appropriation of the tithes to

a religious institution. So by the statute of

4 Henry IV., c. 12, it was enacted :

" Prom henceforth in every church appropriated, there

shall be a secular person ordained vicar perpetual, canoni-

cally instituted and inducted, and covenably endowed by
the discretion of the ordinary to do divine service, and to

inform the people, and to keep hospitality there : and
no religious shall in any wise be made Vicar in any
church appropriated."

Vicarages, when the tithes were granted pkno
jure to a religious body, were exempt from the last

provision, so that they might be served by a

religious priest. ED. MARSHALL.

CHURCH REGISTERS (8
th S. vii. 382 ; viii. 13).

Your correspondent MR. E. A. FRY must isolate

himself very much in the town of Birmingham not

to be aware that for the last eighteen years the

Harleian Society has formed a register section, to

print any registers which were exposed to the

clanger of being destroyed by age or damp, or

which belonged to the City churches now obsolete,

and some which were allowed to be transcribed.

MR. FRY'S own town of Birmingham's Free

Library has subscribed to the registers since 1883,
and the Harleian Society has issued those of eight

City churches, including the Charterhouse, six of

the parish church of St. James, Clerkenwell, three of

St. George's (the fourth is now being transcribed),
and May Fair Chapel for marriages only, the

parish church of Kensington, Canterbury Cathe-

dral, those of Stourton, Wilts, and Christ Church,

Newgate Street (now in the press), in all twenty-
two volumes. Besides the Harleian Society, there

have been published the Registers of St. Colunib

Major, Bardwell, and Bramfield, co. Suffolk ;

Broseley.in Shropshire ;Llantuthyd, in Glamorgan-
shire, Stock, co. Essex; Maxey, co. Northants,
&c. ; besides several registers issued by the Rev.

Cornelius Hallen and many of the clergy through-
out the kingdom. The two gentlemen he names,
Drs. Howard and Marshall, have been on the

Council of the Harleian Society since 1869.

W. E. H.

The Registers of Perlthorpe and of Carburton,
both in Notts, were printed, in 1887 and 1888

respectively, by Mr. Robert White, of Worksop,
under the editorship of Dr. G. W. Marshall,

F.S.A., now Rouge Croix.

J. POTTER BRISCOE.
Nottingham.

CONSTITUTION HILL (8
th S. viii. 5). It is not

Mr. W. Thornbury, but myself who is responsibl
for the volume of ' Old and New London ' which
treats of the Green Park

;
and I should not hav

readily accepted the derivation of Constitution

Hill which your correspondent F. J. F. mention
without being more sure than I am that a centur

ago the word constitution was used in such a

lense as he suggests. E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

SOLI-LUNAR CYCLES (8
th S. vii. 425, 518).

The nearness of 2,300 years to 28,447 lunations,

differing only by 10 hours, seems enough to prove
,hat this number is right in Daniel viii. 14 ; and

,hat the 2,400 in the Alexandrian LXX. is wrong.
But there seems no relation to the period of the

nodical revolutions, or to the saros and the

eclipses. A Frenchman has lately pointed out a

much more remarkable soli-lunar cycle, of 372

iropical years, or 4,601 lunations, which differ by

only 3 hours, and exceed 20 nodical revolutions by

only 2 days 7 hours. This must make all

eclipses practically recur after 372 years. The
Daschal full moon also recurs, and Easter, because

;hat is affected by the days of the week, and this

cycle is 19,410 weeks exactly. Neither of De
!heseau's cycles, 2,300, or 1,260, or 1,040 years

are exact weeks, and are several years from nodical

revolutions. E. L. G.

CAPTAIN-LIEUTENANT (8
th S. vii. 467). Quot-

ing from the late Col. Walton's very valuable

History of the British Standing Army,' unfortu-

nately only a fragment, Harrison & Sons, 1894, we
find that this rank was in use in the commence-
ment of the formation of the standing army, i. e.,

1660. The earliest reference given to this rank is

contained in the following royal warranb, issued

"to our Right trusty and Right well-beloved

Cousin and Counsellor Aubrey, Earl of Oxford,
Colonell of our Regiment of Horse Guards '':

'And you are likewise to give orders to your re-

spective Captains of your Regiment, and your own
Captain-Lieutenant, that they recruit their Troops re-

spectively to three score soldiers a piece by the 1 st March

next, at which time the additional establishment for

them will commence ;
and we do bid you very humbly

farewell. Given at our Court at Whitehall this 319t of

January, 1671. By His Ma1?8 Command
"WILLIAMSON."

In 1772 a change in style took place, and
"
Captain-Lieutenant" was called "

Captain-Lieu-
tenant and Captain." In 1804 the rank was

abolished, the holders becoming
"
Captains." So

much for the origin and period of existence.

Their duties, Col. Walton explains, were as those

of the captain, for

" in Regiments where the Colonel held a Troop or

Company, the two next senior Lieutenants acted in like

manner for the Lieutenant-Colonel and the Major, when
they held Companies. The Captain- Lieutenant took pre-
cedence as youngest Captain, insomuch that in the Foot

Guards he held rank as a Lieutenant-Colonel as the other

Captains did."

HAROLD MALET, Colonel.

In "
Captain Thomas Venn's Military Observa-

tions
|
or the

|

Tackticks
| put into

|
Practice.

|

Collected and Composed for the Exercise
|
both of
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I
Horse and Foot.

|
To our present mode of Dis

cipline, &c. 1672." In the second part, viz.
" The

|
Art

|
of

| Drilling |
or New Mode of

|

Exercising |

A Foot Company," &c., p. 180

chap. iv. (of an addition dealing with ensigns)
" Of the Dignitie of Ensigns," there is a paragraph
which I give myself the pleasure of sending in full

of which the lines italicized by me deal with thi

position of Captain-Lieutenants in 1 672. I trus

they may be of use to MR. FORD. They seem to

bear out the quotation he gives from Macmillan's

Magazine :

" I have read of another resolve ; Three Captains (or
more as occasion happeneth) were all inrolled upon a day
and all their Colours flying; presently upon a Truce

Composition, or other Occasion, there is some smal
cessation of Amies, and these new inrolled Captains are

Casheered (or dismist) for the present service : Now the
two first that had priority of place, not only by inroll

ment but by flying of their Ensignes, because they woulc
not be out of action (to a Souldier the tast of gain ia

pleasant) took upon them the Commands as Lieutenants
of two Colonels' Companies, &c., which are Captain's
placet in courtesy, retaining those titles, and in some Courts

of War have had their Voyces ; now the third all this

time taketh upon him no place, but remaineth in Stntv,

quo prius ; and in revolution of time all these three

Captains aforesaid are again Commissionated for three
new Companies of their own, the Question was, Whose
Ensigne should fly first, and which of these three shall

have the priority of place 1 It was thus answered and

adjudged by the old Earle of Essex and Sir Francis

Vere, so that the two first who had taken on them Lieu-
tenancies had utterly lost their Superiorities, and the
third whose Honour slept, but diminished not, had pre-
cedencie of place, and his Ensign flew before the other
ever after."

W. STKES, F.S.A.
Gosport.

The following particulars are given in
' The Self

Instructor,' Liverpool, 1811, a book possibly of

little authority and drawing its statements from

acknowledged older sources :

" A Captain-lieutenant, is he who with the rank of

captain, but with the pay of lieutenant, commands a
troop or company, in the name and place of some other

person, who is dispensed with on account of his quality
from performing the functions of his post. Thus the
colonel being usually the captain of the first company of
his regiment, that company is commanded by his deputy
under the title of captain-lieutenant." P. 576.

W. 0. B.

To your correspondent, a resident in the United
States, who may find a difficulty in referring to

the previous volumes of
' N. & Q.,' I have sent a

manuscript copy of the query and reply given in
6th S. ii. 7, 52, to which I can commend the
attention of your other subscribers who may be
interested in the subject.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

It would be interesting to know how far this

title is the same as, or different from,* the well-

known modern designation of " Lieutenant and

Captain," which, I believe, is, or was, peculiar to-

the Guards. E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

MART QUEEN OF SCOTS : JOAN OF ARC (8
th S.

vii. 409). The martyrdom of Joan of Arc has long
been relegated by some writers to the category of

"historic doubts." The periodical press of to-day
is largely of the scissors and paste order ; hence
the appearance of such a paragraph as MB. CLARK
refers to. The veracity of the contention is, how-

ever, quite another matter. It has been a much
discussed question. In the '

Curiosities of History,'
Timbs refers to it in his section upon "Historic
Doubts." Two French writers, MM. Renzie and

Delepierre, some years ago published ancient

documents to prove that Joan of Arc was living

long after the period when she is said to have been

burnt at Rouen. The whole story of her martyr-
dom is declared to be a myth. According to

history and poetry she was burnt in 1431 ; but

on Aug. 1, 1439, the Council of the City of Rouen
made her a gift of 210 livres,

"
for service rendered

by her at the siege of the said city." The question
is also referred to in Dr. Brewer's ' Phrase and

Fable,' whence we learn that the story of Joan's

martyrdom was invented for the purpose of throw-

ing odium on the English.

Reference to the same subject will also be found

in the ' Miscellanies
'
of Disraeli, who writes of

having read somewhere that a bundle of faggots
was made to supply the heroine's place at the

scene of the supposed martyrdom. Historians appear
not to have noticed this anecdote, says Disraeli,,

though some have mentioned that after her death

an imposter arose, and was even married to a

French gentleman, by whom she had several

children. There is a curious and amusing epitaph

quoted by Disraeli on the point in question.

Even at this day the matter is not yet settled.

Mr. Andrew Lang has been recently having his

say on the disputed point. In the Morning of

June 25 I find the following, entitled
' The False

Pucelle':
' One of the most extraordinary impostures in history

is, according to Mr. Andrew Lang, the story of the false

Pucelle. On this subject M. Gaston Save has recently
written a pamphlet, and Mr. Lang seems to dispose of

M.Save's contention by repeating that writer's arguments.
Thus writes Mr. Lang :

' M. Save points out that, in

1456, a burgess of Rouen, at the Trial of Rehabilitation

of the Maid, says,
" many

"
(in Rouen)

" believed that

she had escaped." The charred body of the martyr was

shown to the crowd, but populus vult decipi. There is

no proces-verlal of the burning, but there is an official

document setting forth the fact of Jeanne's death ;
in

act, there are two, though M. Save does not notice this

circumstance. M. Save fancies that the Duchess of Bed-

brd substituted another victim for Jeanne, and let her

50, on the death of the duke. The confessors who were

with Jeanne to the last do not count; they were pro-

bably bribed by the duchess. The Scottish witness does

lot count ; he must have been among the deceived, I
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presume. The brothers, says M. Save, could not have
been deluded

; the scars of Jeanne's wounds were in-

imitable evidence. The brothers, and the recognition
by Orleans, are, indeed, the difficult points ; however,
M. Save appears to me to glide over the passages hostile

to his belief, and to express himself very inaccurately on
other points in this inexplicable affair. M. Save argues
that a substitution at the stake -was possible, because,

according to one chronicler, Jeanne WHS led to the spot
under a veil. But this writer, Perceval de Cagny, is

often wrong where he is not an eye-witness, and lie adds

that, according to eye-witnesses, she was burned ; while
other eye-witnesses aver that her body was exposed to

public view, that there might be no error.'
"

C. P. HALE.

LEWIN FAMILY (8
th S. vii. 409, 477). The

annexed announcement appears in the London

Evening Post (No. 1584), Saturday, Jan. 7

Tuesday, Jan. 10, 1738 :

" Last Friday Morning the Corpse of the Lady Lewen,
Sister to the late Mr. Deputy Taylor of New-street, who
died a few Days since in an advanc'd Age in New-street,
was carried from thence, and decently interr'd the same

Day at Ewel in Surrey, near the Remains of her Hus-
band Sir William Lewen, Kt. Lord Mayor of London in

1718, who; died March 16, 1721/2, in the 65th Year of

his Age."
DANIEL HIPWELL.

TOBY (8
tb S. vii. 449). The current issue of the

local directory of this city quotes four of its

residents as named Toby. The senior one is Mr.
John Toby, an old and much respected solicitor,

now retired from active life. He has exceeded the

allotted span of human life by some years, and tells

me his grandfather, one Isaac Toby, was Mayor of

Saltash, an ancient eastern Cornish border town,
which claims, though wrongly, to be the oldest

corporation in England. Isaac had a nephew, a

colonel in the British army, who ultimately died in

the Naval Barracks at Plymouth. This suggests
he was in the Royal Marines. My venerable
friend never heard of the Toby family having a

coat of arms. HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

"GAVEL" (8
th S. viii. 29). Is any other word

ever used for the instrument with which a chair-

man obtains order ? It seems unfamiliar to MR.
PENNY. D.

LORD BYRON AND IANTHE (8
th S. viii. 8). The

lanthe to whom ' Ohilde Harold
'

was inscribed was

Lady Charlotte Harley, daughter of the Earl of

Oxford. For further information Murray's com-

plete edition of Lord Byron's
' Poems ' and Moore's

'
Life and Letters of Lord Byron

'

may be con-
sulted

; but I have neither of these at hand, and
will not quote from memory.
The interference of lanthe's family is pro-

bably traceable to prejudice against much of the
tone of

'
Childe Harold

' and the wild reputation
of the author. In many families, it should be

remembered, Byron's poetry was interdicted for its

absorbing effects on young readers. I have heard

my mother say that her father (a barrister and

brother of Judge Sir W. Taunton, of Oxford)
would not allow Byron's poems to be read by his

children ;
and it appears that many were equally

strict in those days. Or the unfinished state in

which the portrait of the "Young Peri of the

West " was left may be, perhaps, referred to the

unromantic question of price. Artists are some-

times inclined to advance in their charge for a

picture which they think may become very
valuable.

I cannot say where the painting is now ;
but

many of Lord Byron's pictures passed to Lady
Holland, to Col. Wildman (who bought New-
stead Abbey), and to Sir John Hobhouse, at the

time when pecuniary difficulties pressed upon the

poet. J. W.
Chard, Somerset.

lanthe was Lady Charlotte Harley,, daughter of

the Earl and Countess of Oxford. She married,

in 1820, Brigadier-General Bacon. At the com-

mencement of 1813 Byron thus wrote to Mr.

Murray:
"Westall has, I believe, agreed to illustrate your

Book [a projected edition of the first two cantos of

'Childe Harold'], and I fancy one of the engravings
will be from the pretty little girl you saw the other day,

though without her name, and merely as a model for

some sketch connected with the subject."

On April 21, 1813, Byron wrote again to

Murray :

" I shall be in town on Sunday next, and will call and
have some conversation on the subject of Westall's-

designs. I am to sit to him for a picture, at the request
of a friend of mine."

As a matter of fact, Westall painted a portrait

of Byron in 1814. A spirited portrait of lanthe,

by Westall, appeared in part ix. of Finden's
'
Illustrations

' to Mr. Murray's uniform edition of.

' The Life and Works of Lord Byron,' published in

1832. I know nothing of the "circumstances

which would have greatly enhanced the interest

to the public of the portrait picture of Byron and

lanthe," but can well understand the incongruity
and absurdity of blending the semblances of two

individuals so entirely distinct from one another

in every circumstance of their lives. We must

remember that in 1813 lanthe was a mere child,

and the dedication of the first two cantos to her

was intended by Byron as a graceful compliment
to her mother, the beautiful Lady Oxford.

RICHARD EDGCUMBE.
33, Tedworth Square, Chelsea.

The following note from the Paris, 1835, edition

of Byron's
' Works '

may perhaps answer your cor-

respondent :

"The Lady Charlotte Harley, second daughter of

Edward, fifth Earl of Oxford (now Lady Charlotte

Bacon), in the autumn of 1812, when these lines were-
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addressed to her, had not completed her eleventh year.

Mr. Westall's portrait of the juvenile beauty, painted

at Lord Byron's request, is engraved in Finden's '
Illus-

trations.' L. E. [i.e., London editor]."
" Lord Byron appears to have been much struck with

the sweetness and beauty of this young lady. The

introductory stanzas
' To lanthe

'

did not appear until

after the sale of several editions of
' Childe Harold,'

Finden's '
illustrations.' P. B. [t. e., Paris editor]."

A. COLLINGWOOD LEE.

Waltham Abbey, Essex.

See note in the one-volume edition of Byron's

Works,' 1837. P. J. F. GANTILLON.

REFERENCE WANTED (8
th S. viii. 29). The

lines asked for occur in the second book of
* Aurora

Leigh':
We '11 not barter, sir,

The beautiful for barley.

E. F. BURTON.
Carlisle.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

A New Variorum Edition of Shakespeare. By Horace
Howard Furness. Vol. X. A Midsomer Night's
Dream. (Philadelphia, Lippincott.)

JUST after an American company has been showing us,

at Daly's Theatre, in a performance of ' A Midsummer

Night's Dream,' how inaccurate, meddlesome, and

squeamish a managerial editor can be, an edition of the

same play appears as a part of the American ' Variorum

Shakespeare
'
as a corrective. To all who are familiar

with the work of Mr. Furness it is unnecessary to saj

that this tenth volume of his series is a model of sounc

judgment, strenuous labour, and diversified erudition

Human effort is necessarily imperfect, and the most
continuous struggle cannot ensure perfect accuracy. We
have, however, turned again to the original text, in the

expectation of finding an error, and have not succeeded

The volume is, indeed, as exemplary in accuracy as it is

in sanity. This to the uninitiated may sound common
place or timid praise. It is the reverse. Hard is it to

gay whether conjecture has been more preposterous in

elucidation of meaning or so-called reformation of text

We have previously said, but it needs to be repeated
tbat the text supplied by Mr. Furness in his recen
volumes including, of course, the latest is that, pure
and simple, of the first edition. The readings of the

various quartos and of the other folios are supplied in

foot-notes, together with the alterations, emendations

&c., of subsequent editors, the explanatory suggestion
or statements of various commentators being given
beneath. These are, naturally, extensive. Not seldor

a signed note, ordinarily short, of the latest editor'

closes the controversy. A work such as this is, naturally
intended for scholars. To the average reader spellin
such as a " meare-maide "

for a mermaid,
" reremise

for rear-mice, and the like, though scarcely baffling, i

perturbing, and he will naturally seek a modernized an

sophisticated text. For the scholar, however, the pla

adopted by Mr. Furness is far away the best. Not onl

can he read it with more pleasure in the quaint an

antiquated text, but he can see how, from the very mi

prints and the like, confusion and mistake have come ir

The value of the two quartos of ' A Midsummer Night
Dream ' known respectively as the Roberts and Fishe

quartos is widespread, and there is a suspicion that on

"

them may have been amended by the very hand of

liaknpeare. This must remain a suspicion, and is now
ot likely to be resolved into a certainty. In the pre-
atory matter and notes Mr. Furness supplies all that
s known, and pretty nearly all of importance that has
een written, concerning the play. Its sources, the
ime of its action, its text, and all other matters are

iscussed, the opinions of all scholars of weight and
mportance being given, and there is a mass of criticism,

English, American, German, what not. Each succeeding
olume is, in fact, encyclopaedic in information, giving

verything that any student, whatever his purpose, can
esire. It is impossible for us, in a book so many-sided,
o deal with the execution. We can but state what are
he scheme and scope. One thing more we can do. We
an congratulate scholars on the addition of one more
olume to this augmenting and invaluable series. Mr.
furness comes, we are glad to think, of a long-lived

itock, and his father, we believe, is still alive to help
lim. Scholars may hope, then, to see yet many more
>lays treated in fashion equally exhaustive

; perhaps,
:ven who knows ? the entire dramas of Shakspeare.

Stormonth's English Dictionary. With Supplement by
William Bayne. (Blackwood & Sons.)

THE essential thing in a good dictionary is a compre-
icnsive and trustworthy vocabulary. Words with a

iterary character, and actually used by standard authors,
should all be included. The next consideration is that
;he lexicographer should offer clear, direct, and precise
definitions. In this respect Johnson is a model to follow ;

lis wide knowledge, critical judgment, and sense of

itness, specially qualified him for lucidity and precision
of treatment. We have greatly outgrown him in extent
of vocabulary, in philological reach and expertness, and
in minute philosophical penetration ; but he still sets the

example in neatness and exhaustiveness of equivalent.
In the matter of pronunciation, also, there have been

great changes in the latter days, so that in this particular

department recent usage rather than earlier practice
should be represented in the well-informed dictionary.

Stormonth's Dictionary
' has been for many years a

handbook in constant use at the table on which these

lines are written. It is Johnsonian in pith and succinct-

ness of definition, and alert as to modern attainment
and fashion in etymology and pronunciation. It was an
admirable book as the author left it, and fully deserved
the popularity it has steadily enjoyed. Progress, how-
ever, has been so great and so multiform in recent years,
that a work prepared under the conditions that limited

the knowledge of the last generation had begun to run
some risk of being slightly inadequate towards present
demands. The publishers have in good time recognized
the necessity for a new edition, and with admirable
results.

The text of the dictionary is essentially what it was
in the original work, and Mr. William Bayne, the editor,
has provided an elaborate and exhaustive supplement,
steadily following the method of his predecessor. Thus
the admirers of Stormonth's book may consult the new
issue with a sense of satisfaction in finding that con-

tinuity and uniformity are steadily preserved. Many of
the new words now included are necessarily philosophical,

scientific, or technical, and they are all satisfactorily
traced and defined. Then there are words like bejant,

cid, duniwassal, folk-song, gangrel, hummel, jerry, ken-

speckle, &.C., which are now reasonably regarded as dic-

tionary terms, and should therefore be found in any
exhaustive work. It was wise, also, to give words and

phrases usually looked for (and often in vain) in an

encyclopaedia Ahriman, e.g., Bhagavad Gita, Bright'*

disease, Brownism, Glenlivet, Memnonian, Panslavism,
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'Toltecs, and so on. As an instance of the freshness o

information supplied, reference may be made to the

definition and etymologies given of Jingoism, which
include the drift of Prof. Skeat's recent discussion of the

term in these columns. The appendixes of postfixes

contractions, Latin and foreign phrases, and Scripture
and geographical names also deserve commendation.
The grouping of the words under their respective heads,
the varieties of type employed, and the admirable print-

ing and binding are all features of the work that make
it attractive and convenient to consult. Altogether,
'Stormonth's Dictionary,' as now adapted to presenl

requirements, is at once a sound working manual for the
scholar and a trustworthy compendium of reference for

the general reader.

Works of ike Rev. Griffith Edwards. Edited by E.
Owen. (Stock.)

MR. EDWARDS was a Welsh clergyman of antiquarian
tastes, who set himself to do what every country clergy-
man might well undertake to write a history of the

parishes with which he was at various times connected.
The late Bishop Short, of St. Asapli, used to encourage
his clergy to compile such parochial histories, and Mr.
Edwards was one of the few who seem to have taken his

advice. Three sequestered parishes lying among the
hills of Montgomeryshire Llangadfan, Garthbeibio, and

Llanerfyl have here their uneventful story told, and
a faithful record given of their archaeological remains
and other features of interest. The latter half of the
volume consists of the bardic effusions or prize poems
-of course in pure Cymric which found favour at
Eisteddfods. These a Saxon critic may not presume to

pass an opinion upon ;
but the English verse into which

Mr. Edwards was occasionally betrayed he has no scruple
in characterizing as stiff and conventional.

Historic Doubts relative to Napoleon Bonaparte. By
Richard Whateley, D.D. (Putnam's Sons.)

IN a prettily printed and every way attractive volume,
this American house has issued a new edition of this

brilliant jeu d'esprit. Those who know it as do all

scholars of ripe age will be glad to have it in eo pleasing
a form. Those who do not are advised to form instant

acquaintance with it. The reprint is welcome.

WE have before us the issue of The Journal of tJie

Royal Institute of British Architects for June 13 (Lon-
don, Conduit Street). We trust we need not say that
not one of the articles is unworthy of the place it holds ;

but this being understood, a feeling comes over us that
none of them has that strong claim on the attention of
the outside world which many former papers have shown.
The article by the President on 'Art in Primitive
Greece 'is a review of the English translation of MM.
Georges Perrot and Charles Cbipiez's work entitled ' His-

tory of Art in Ancient Greece Mycenian Art.' We
gather from what Mr. Penrose says that it brings
together much that has been separated hitherto, so far
at least as English readers are concerned. Several of
the engravings are reproduced here and add much to the
interest of the paper. There are two papers on the
church of Sancta Sophia, both of which we have enjoyed.
The review by Mr. Paul Waterhouse of the late Walter
Pater's ' Greek Studies,' which the writer calls

' A Vision
of Greece,' is valuable for its lucid appreciation of
Pater's style. So good is it that if we had room we
should be tempted to transfer more than one paragraph
to our own columns.

WE have received the June number of the Library
J'&fKmal, the official organ of the American Library
Association. It maintains its high character as a record
of the progress of the libraries of the United States.

Our Transatlantic cousins have a devotion to public
libraries which we should be glad to see imitated in
this country. We do not know how many of our largetowns are yet without a free library, but we believe
that they are shamefully many. Mr. Francis H. Parsons
contributes a very useful paper on ' The Care of Maps

'

taking for his text the following remark, which he who
enunciated it regarded as axiomatic :

"
Don't try to find

a convenient form of arrangement for maps : there is
none." Mr. Parsons combats this sweeping assertion
and makes some valuable suggestions. Our own opinion
is that in every library not cramped for space there
should be a room with a large table in the centre de-
voted to maps only. Large maps are unwieldy things.
Iney should never be taken from their own room exceptmease of necessity; therefore the table on which they
are to be used should be sufficiently broad, so that when
unfolded they do not hang down over the sides and
become broken or strained.

WE have received from Mr. Charles W. Gamble of
Mansion House Chambers, Queen Victoria Street a
photographic reproduction of the 'Interrogatories of
James I. for the First Examination of Guy Fawkes '

This spendidly executed facsimile is a specimen of the
excellent work Mr. Gamble is doing for us in the repro-
duction of our State Papers. A list of those already
executed can be had on application. The series com-
mends itself warmly to our readers, to many of whom it
will be of paramount interest and importance. The
reproductions are solidly mounted on cardboard, and may
either be framed or kept in a large portfolio.

WITH much regret we announce the death of Mr
Richard Herne Shepherd, the patient, laborious and
accurate compiler of many useful and accepted biblio-
graphies. His '

Bibliography of Coleridge,' contributed
to these columns, appeared in our latest volume, and the
nrst instalment of a promised bibliography of CharlesLamb is in our hands. Mr. Shepherd had been for some
time in weak health, but his demise was unexpected Mr
Shepherd was a well-recognized authority on Tennyson
bibliography.

&otict& to C0ms0tettis.
We mutt call special attention to the following notice*:
ON all communications must be written the name and

address of the sender, not necessarily for publication but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,

Duplicate,

T
M- Bl (" Filliwi y")- This query was inserted on

June 29 last.

J. W., Chard, Somerset. Please send.

CORRIGENDA. P. 16, col. 2, 1. 2 from bottom, for
winnings" read innings; p. 28, col. 2, 1. 14, for
Horuton read Honiton.

NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The

Editor of ' Notes and Queries
'

"Advertisements and
Business Letters to "The Publisher"at the Office
Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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Notices to Correspondents.

WESTMINSTER DEMOLISHMENTS.
The last two years have seen a great change

come over the outward and visible aspect of many
of our Westminster streets. Old world landmarks
have fallen before the march of the builder, and the

housebreaker has had a busy time of it, and

things have changed, not always, I think, for the

better. Where these alterations can be noted,

they always should be, in the interest of inquirers
who come afterwards ; and having this feeling upon
the subject I propose to put a few of the most
recent upon record in the pages of 'N. & Q.,' where

they may be found whenever they may be required.
First and foremost, the loss of Emmanuel Hospital
or Lady Dacre's Almshouses is greatly to be de-

plored. It was founded and built in 1600, under
the will of Ann, widow of Gregory Fiennes, Lord

Dacre, "for the support of ten men, and ten

women as pensioners ; and also for ten boys and
ten girls, with a master for the former, and a mis-
tress for the latter," and was to be entitled

" Em-
manuel Hospital." Changes came, as it was
inevitable they would do during a long course of

years, agricultural depression being answerable for

many of them in latter years ; and at last the

almshouses had fallen into such a state of decay as

to require a very large sum to rehabilitate them,
that it was felt by the governors to be advisable

to sell the site, so that the almsmen and almswomen,
&c., might be provided for. This was done, the
land was sold and the buildings demolished, and
the site is at present vacant, with a big black board

staring one in the face making the announcement
that residential flats, to be called

" Dacre Gardens,"
will be, some day, put up on the ground. Another
clearance has been made hard by. Wood's Brewery,
or, as it was named, the Artillery Brewery, has been

sold, the ground cleared, to give place to what
was to have been a very town of flats, then to be
known as the " Avenue Estate," but which scheme
has apparently been somewhat modified, owing to

squabbles with the local vestry and the County
Council. The Victoria Street frontage is nearly

ready for occupation, and now known as
"
Artillery

Mansions"; but what the ultimate development
may be is hardly yet known, as the land in the rear

is as yet scarcely touched. This land, it is said,
has been in the possession of the family of the

present owner, Mr. Joseph Carter Wood, from the

time of the Commonwealth, and in part is on the

site of the ancient practice ground of the old trained

bands and archers. Almost adjoining another but
smaller clearance has been made. The buildings

formerly occupied by Bay's Mineral Water Manu-

factory have been demolished, the land being at

present vacant, and a board put up notifying that

it is to let for the erection of mansions. The
business was established in 1816 by George Bay,
and until less than twelve months ago was in full

work at this spot, but has now migrated to larger

premises in the Marylebone Boad. Within a few

yards, about sixteen houses, formerly known as St.

Margaret's Terrace, with twelve smaller ones at the

rear, known as St. Margaret's Place, have been

pulled down, to make way for some large manu-

facturing premises for the Army and Navy Co-

operative Society, Limited, and for the Army and

Navy Auxiliary Co-operative Supply, Limited, the

former only as yet being built. St. Margaret's

Place, a right of way for several centuries, has been

closed, and the width of the land, by an arrange-
ment with the parish authorities, will be ultimately
thrown into the front street, now known through its

entire length as
"
Coburg Bow," where it was sadly

needed, the traffic at this spot being very great.

In Francis Street a large number of very small

houses have been displaced, the land at present

being vacant. In this clearance three small courts,
full of little one-story tenements, have gone they
were known as

" Pool Place,"
" Pond Court," and

" Kine Court "; all of which places, it seems safe to

assert, must have had an existence from the days
of Tothill Fields, their very names being redolent

of the former rurality of this spot, the last remnant
of which is in the modern Warwick Street, that

thoroughfare being the old "Willow Walk" ef

bygone days. A number of houses at the entrance

of St. James's Park, at Storey's Gate and Prince's
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Court, have also gone, the land here also being un
utilized at present. In Prince's Court lived John
Wilkes ; and it is to be hoped that in whatever
erections may be put up here this fact will be
notified by a tablet, and that the old street tablet,
until this present demolition on the corner house,
will be reinstated. At the corner of Rochester

Bow and Grey Coat Street some small houses,

mostly, if not entirely, the property of the Grey
Coat Hospital governors, have been replaced by a

large block of residential flats, now nearly finished

and largely occupied, known as "Grey Coat Gar-

dens," the rear of which overlooks the gardens of

the Grey Coat Hospital a very pleasant outlook

for residences in one of the most crowded parts of

Westminster. Further up Rochester Bow, at the

corner of Walcott Street, are rapidly approaching
completion some flats, I believe to be called

" Vin-
cent Square Mansions," but the character of which
is not yet very apparent. Changes these, indeed,
and all of which I have seen consummated in about
two years. Old Westminster will soon seem to be

non-existent. Verily we may say the "
old order

changetb, giving place to new."
W. E. HARLAND-OXLEY.

20, Artillery Buildings, Victoria Street, S.W.

" THE THREE ESTATES OF THE REALM."
In a very brief answer to a very wide question

What is education ? Mr. Walter Wren has the

following note :

"I believe '

Imperium et Libertas' is the 'motto' of
the Primrose League. That Dizzy's

'

gag,' or '

wheeze,'
or blunder should be embalmed in the Chancellor and
Vice-Chancellor, and Knights and Dames, and Ruling
Councillors of the Primrose League is comical. Their
Vice-Chancellor is their leading comedian. He wrote
an article in the Paternoster Review of October, 1890, in

praise of his League, and informed his readers that the
three estates of the realm were Queen, Lords, and
Commons. As the punster said,

' The King, sir, is no
subject.'"P. 28.
" I wonder the extra loyal writer did not write ' Em-

press, Lords and Commons.' The same blunder was
made quite lately by a distinguished soldier writing to a
leading daily paper. As I believe he had never been
under fire, it came natural to him to bluster and blunder
about the '

Constitution.'
"

P. 35.

Of course everybody is nowadays aware of the

legal and parliamentary phrase,
" The Lords

Spiritual, the Lords Temporal, and Commons in
Parliament assembled "; but (as Dr. Brewer says
in his

'

Dictionary of Phrase and Fable ') nine

persons out of ten still persist in considering the
"three estates" to be "King, Lords, and Com-
mons." I cannot but think it a mistake for writers
of school histories to speak of the Three Estates (sic}
as if such a term had ever obtained currency among
the lay element of our community. On the Con-
tinent and in Scotland the term "

estates
"
had a

definite political meaning, which has never been
naturalized in England.

" The two houses,"
"
the

Lords,"
"

the Commons "
are terms every one

understands. " The three estates of the realm,
"

in the " correct" sense, nothing short of a surgical

operation will suffice to lodge in the ordinary lay-
man's mind. If there are two "estates" in the

upper house, it is equally true that there are two
" estates" in the lower house. As to the spiritu-

alty, I venture to say
" Ditto to Mr. Burke "

in his-

famous description of our Established Church:
"No ! we will have her to exalt her mitred front

.

in courts and parliaments. We will have her
mixed throughout the whole mass of life, and
blended with all the classes of society," &c.

('French Bevolution '). That the "
correct

" mean-

ing of the phrase under discussion is a technicality,,
as devoid of foundation as the style

"
King of

France" assumed by our Tudor, Stuart, and
Brunswick sovereigns, is acknowledged even by"

authorities on the Constitution."

Thus, the late Mr. E. A. Freeman, in his
' Growth of the English Constitution,' says (pp.

97,98):-
" Thus we got a Parliament of two houses, Lords

and Commons, attended by a kind of ecclesiastical
shadow of the Parliament in the shape of the two Houses
of Convocation. Thus, for all practical purposes, there-
were only two estates in the English Parliament, Lords and
Commons. Thus the phrase of the three estates, which
had a meaning in France, became meaningless in Eng-
land. For centuries past there has been no separate
estate of the clergy; some of their highest members
have belonged to the estate of the Lords, and the rest to
the estate of the Common?. Hence has arisen a common,
but not unnatural misconception, as old as the Long
Parliament, as to the meaning of the three estates. Men
constantly use those words as if they meant the three
elements among which the legislative power is divided,.

King, Lords, and Commons. But an estate means a
rank, or order, or class of men, like the Lords, the Clergy,
or the Commons. The king is not an estate, because there
is no class or order of kings, the king being one person
alone by himself. The proper phrase is the king and
the three estates of the realm. But in England, as I
have already shown, the phrase is meaningless, as we
have, in truth, two estates only."

I shall have something to say as to this reasoning
of Freeman's when I come to quote a similar

passage from Twysden. According to Bishop
Stubbs, the "mistake" is as old as the fifteenth,

century at least.

The ' N. E. D.' has, under "
estate," the follow-

ing :

" The phrase has often been misused to denote the
three powers whose concurrence is necessary for legisla-
tion 1559. Bp. J. Aylmer,

' Harb. Fnithf. Subjects,'
H.

iij In the parliament house you shal find these 3
estats. The King or Queene, which representeth the
Monarchie. The noble men which be the Aristocratic.
And the Burgesses and Knights, the Democratic 1887,
Pall Mall Gazette, 8 June, 3/2. Mr. Bryce's accuracy is

at fault when he tells us that the Canadian Parliament
'
like its model in Westminster, is made up of the three

estates, the Queen, and the two Houses.'
"

Sir Francis Palgrave, in his
' Merchant and the

Friar' (1837), says (pp. 230, 231) :
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" It would have been a 'bootless bene' to have referred

the suppliant to the third estate, the Commons in Parlia-

ment, whilst they themselves scarcely ventured to appear
as humble petitioners on their own behalf. Had the
i-uitor presented himself to the prelates and magnates,
the second estate of Parliament, they would have denied
their own competency to entertain his prayer. It was,

therefore, to the first estate, the King in Parliament,
that the prayer was to be addressed, and the suit made.

Our king was the popular member."
" In the Crown, the first estate of Parliament, resided

the power of originating relief." Ibid., p. 246.

Earl Grey, in bis speech before resigning on the

king's refusal to create new peers (May, 1832),
said (I quote from the ' Annual Register

'

for that

year, p. 182) :

" I can refer the noble and learned lord to books on
the constitution, in which he will find that this pre-
rogative of creating peers was given to the crown in

order to counteract the serious evils that might arise

from this house placing itself in opposition to the re-

maining estates of the realm Should this house com-
bine, in some purpose adverse to the crown and the House
of Commons, and should it be able to hold out in its

determination, no power existing to check its proceed-
ings, then is this no longer a government of King, Lords,
and Commons, but an oligarchy ruling the country."

In the course of the debate (March, 1831) con-

sequent on the introduction of the Reform Bill,

the Attorney-General (Sir T., afterwards Lord,
Denman) said :

" There had been two alterations in the House in
Cromwell's time

;
at the earlier period, the change was

effected by violence ; at the later, by a plan brought
forward on a conservative principle a plan by which
the three estates were to be retained, mutilated, indeed,
in some respects, but still preserved in form as the

government of the country."

Mr. Baring said that

"he had been taught that this constitution consisted of
three e.-tates King, Lords, and Commons. Pass this

bill, and you must reverse the order : you will have a
constitution consisting of Commons, Lords, and King."

'Annual Register,' 1831, p. 39.

Pitt, in his speech (May 7, 1793) on Grey's
motion for reform, said :

" The constitution of England consists of King, Lords,
and Commons ; but if it was declared that all men were
naturally equal, that equality would instantly annihilate
the two superior orders of the state."

Compare Freeman's remarks, ante.

Lord Chatham, in his speech on Rockingham's
motion respecting the judicature of the Bouse of

Commons in matters of election (Feb. 2, 1770),
said :

" Need I remind you, my Lords, at this period, of that
common schoolboy position, that the constitution of this

country depends upon King, Lords, and Commons ; that
each by its power is a balance to the others 1 If this is

.not the case, why were the three estates constituted
1

?"

In his famous speech in the Commons (Jan. 14,

1766), he had said:
" Taxation is no part of the governing or legislative

power. The taxes are the voluntary gift and grant ol

tthe Commons alone. In legislation the three estates of

the realm are alike concerned, but the concurrence of

;he Peers and the Crown to a tax is only necessary to

clothe it with the form of a law."

J. P. OWEN.
48, Comeragh Road, West Kensington, W.

(To be continued.)

DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY':
NOTES AND CORRECTIONS.

(See 6tt> g. xi. 105, 443 ; xii. 321 ; 7'> S. i. 25, 82, 342,

376; ii. 102, 324, 355; iii. 101, 382; iv. 123, 325, 422;
v. 3, 43, 130, 362, 463, 506 ; vii. 22, 122. 202, 402 ; viii.

123, 382; ix. 182, 402 ; x. 102 ;
xi. 162, 242, 342 ; xii.

102 ; 8th s. i. 162, 348, 509 ; ii. 82, 136, 222, 346, 522;
iii. 183; iv. 384; v. 82, 284,504; vi. 142, 383; vii. 102.)

Vol. XLII.

P. 6 b. For "biography," read bibliography.
P. 7 a. For " Newbold "

read Newbald.

P. 12 a, line 13. For " 1889" read 1869.

Pp. 20-1. John Ogilvie. See Byron,
'

Engl. B.

and Sc. Rev.,' note on line 219.

P. 40 a. Ogle. See an anecdote in Peacham,
1

Compl. Gent.,' p. 5.

Pp. 45 a, 46 a. For " Whitfield" read Whitefield

(156 a).

P. 47 b. Oglethorpe. Thomson's 'Liberty,'

part v., line 645.

P. 50 b. Tho. Warton addressed a poem to the
" Miss Oglethorpes," 1705,

'

Poems,' 1748. p. 146.

P. 58 a, line 20. How can the years before 1774

of a man who did not die until 1807 be called the

latter period of his life ?

P. 73. O'Ketffe. SeeMathias,
' P. of L.,'ed. 11,

1801, p. 79 ; Gifford,
' Baviad and Maeviad.'

Pp. 85-6. John Old. See Hammond, 'Directory
and Liturgy,' 1646, p. 14.

P. 94 a. John Oldcorn. Burnet saw his portrait
in the Gallery of the English Jesuits at Rome,
'

Letters,' 1686, p. 244.

P. 104. T. H. B. Oldfield. Mathias,
' P. of L.,'

p. 28.

P. 109. Oldham. Isaac Watts burnt his poems
on account of their lewdness,

' Horse Lyricae,' 1743,

p. 194. They were edited by Robert Bell, 1854.

Pp. 127-9. Oley.
'

Clergyman's Instructor,
1

ed. 3, 1824, pp. 5-17.

P. 217. A. Onslow. Thomson's '

Autumn,' ad
init. Young's

'

Night Thoughts,' i.

P. 230 b. "On both sides from an family."
Omit "an" and read families.

P. 238 a. For "Langburgb,"
"
Boyce," read

Langbargh, Boyne.
P. 242. Ordericu?. Sacristy, No. 9, July, 1873,

pp. 30-55 ; Church, chap, vi., should be v.

P. 264 a, line 22. For " Book " read Books.

P. 276. Bp. Osbaldeston. Coates's 'Poems,'

1770, p. 59.

P. 303 b. Osborne. "His sister"? some mis-

take. He allowed C. Letsome to see Lord Oxford's

vast collection of single sermons for his Preacher's

Assistant, 1753.
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P. 346. Otway. One Humphry 0. was Rector
of Rise in Holderness, 1624-1664, Poulson's
'

Holderness,' ii. 476. Rochester calls him
"
puzzling Otway,"

'

Poems,' 1707, p. 19 ; one ol

bis poems in Roscommon's '

Works,' 1707, p. 131

Gay's 'Trivia,' ii. 561, "saunt'ring prentices o'er

Otway weep." His ' Poems ' were also published

by Cooke.
P. 352. On 'Venice Preserved,' see 'N. & Q.,

8tb S. v. 488 ; vi. 38.

P. 361. For "
Liga

"
read Siga (ii. 440 a).

P. 363. SirW. Ouseley. Mathias, 'P. ofL.,
231-2.

P. 375 b. Overall. Mountagn,
'

Appello
Caesarem,' 1625, p. 31

; Ellis
'

Thirty-nine Articles,'

1710, pp. 125, 162 sq.

P. 382 a. The Campden Wonder was often

reprinted in 1743, in
' The Cries of Blood,' 1767,

in 'Eight Historical Tales,' 1801 ; 'N. & Q.,' 3rd

S. vi., vii. (under
"

Harrison").
P. 383. For " Ronaldkirk " read Romaldkirk

(48 a).

P. 384. Ov'erton, printseller. Gay says his

coloured prints were posted up in Arundel Street,
Strand. '

Trivia,' ii. 488-9.
P. 384 b. For " Churchman "

(bis) read Church-
men.

P. 385. Rd. Overton. 'Man's Mortality' is

attributed to Col. Robert Overton in
' D. N. B.,'

viii. 412 a.

P. 399 b. For "Pinks's" read Pink's.

P. 420. John Owen, Epigrammatist.
' N. & Q.,'

1st S. viii. 495
;
4"> S. xii. 32 ;

5th S. vii. 59, 99,

155, 298 ; Academy, April 13, 1895 ;
he is men-

tioned by Dryden in his '

Virgil
' and '

Juvenal.'

Pp. 424-8. John Owen wrote pref. to Theoph.
Gale's 'Jansenism,' 1669.

W. C. B.

FACT AND FICTION. It is very much to be
desired that writers of biographical articles for

magazines, &c., would not repeat unsupported
statements, and would abstain from stating any-
thing as a fact unless they have proof. Better far

to let unsupported statements pass unmentioned,
if they do not care to take the trouble and time to

hunt up the evidence
; for the repetition of un-

supported assertions causes afterwards a very large
amount of trouble, confusion, and error.

Long since an article on General Washington
appeared in an illustrated paper, in which the old

and mistaken line of his descent was mentioned as

of an unquestioned fact, notwithstanding that the

Jate Col. J. L. Chester proved (in the Herald and
Genealogist) conclusively that such descent was

impossible, and that the missing links of his

descent have been found and published. Again,
some time since there appeared in one of the
monthlies a notice of Bamfyld Moore Carew, in

which was the unsupported statement that he was

married in Bath, whereas there appears among
some extracts from the parish register of Stoke

Damerell, now before me, the entry of the marriage
of Bamfyld Moore Carew with Mary Gray on
Dec. 29, 1733.

Then again, in the March number of a London

magazine, in an account of Robert Southey, the

unsupported statement of the poet, in one of his

letters, that his family were entitled to arms, is

repeated as a fact, notwithstanding that Southey
wrote in a way that admitted his own ignorance of

the facts of the case. Now had the writer of this

last article looked his subject well up, and re-

ferred to that storehouse of miscellaneous infor-

mation 'N. & Q.,' there in Nos. 113, 116, and

117, 8th S., he would have found that statement

disproved. Editors cannot be expected to know
or hunt up proof of all facts stated, but they might
require their contributors to give the evidence for

any facts they state. Some may say, Is this

worth the ink? Yes, decidedly, if we value
historical truth rather than misplaced fiction.

A. J. JEITERS.

DERIVATION OF THEODOLITE OR THEODOLITH.
Dr. Hanaius, in his work on geometrical instru-

ments, published at Hanover in 1862-4, says,

speaking of the theodolite (p. 140, note), that

there has been much discussion as to the origin of

the term, but as the instrument was first used in

great trigonometrical surveys and degree measure-

ments, in which very firm supports, made, if

possible, of stone, are requisite, there is no room
for doubt that the inventor took the name from
the three Greek words Ola, a looking, 6Sos, a way,
and XiOos, a stone. Hence he contends that the

correct spelling is theodolith, and he spells it so

throughout his work.
I mention this merely because I do not think it

is referred to in any English book
; but I am

afraid it only amounts to another guess. More-

over, the fact that in the first known place in

which theodolite is mentioned (the 'Pantometria'
of Thomas Digges, as was pointed out by DE
MORGAN in 'N. & Q.,' 3rd S. iv. 51) the word is

spelt theodditus, is surely fatal to the conjecture
of Hanaus. I may here point out a slip or mis-

print in. PROF. SKEAT'S letter in
' N. & Q.,' 6th S.

x. 290, where he speaks of theodolitus as the

oldest form. Digges, as I remarked above, spells
it theodditus^ which apparently militates as much
against a connexion with oSds as with Ai#os. The
4 Pantometria ' was first published in 1571.

W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

REV. EDMUND MARTEN. (See 8th S. vii. 506).
Edmund Marten, son of the Rev. John Marten,

of Lavington, Wilts, was born at Lavington
Episcopi March 31, 1688, and matriculated from

Sew College, Oxford, Dec. 17, 1706, graduating
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B.C.L. in 1713, and proceeding D.C.L. in 1718.

He became rector of Somerton, Oxon, 1713, of

Angmering, 1719, and of Woolbeding, Sussex,

1732, prebendary of St. Paul's 1730, morning
preacher at Grosvenor Chapel, London, 1731,
canon of Windsor 1733, vicar of Twickenham,
Middlesex, 1741, Master of St. Oswald's Hospital,

Worcester, and Dean of Worcester 1746. Dr.

Marten married, February, 1734, Miss Hawkins,
of Soho, a lady with a fortune of 40,000?., and
died Oct. 8, 1751 (Foster's

' Alumni Oxonienses,'

1500-1714, vol. iii. p. 977).
DANIEL HIPWELL.

"PARSON." Perhaps the clearest old example
of this word, as being a variant of person, is in the

edition of 1555 of Lydgate'a
'

Siege of Troye,' fol.

H 1, col. 2 :

For echo trespasse must consydered be,

lastly measured by the qualyty
Of hym that is offended, and also

After the parson by whom the wrong is do.

Probably the original MS. expressed the word in

a contracted form, with the usual symbol which

may be read either as par or per.
WALTER W. SKEAT.

"WEDEROTJE" IN OLD FRENCH. There is a

queer mistake, s.v. "wederoue," in Godefroy's
'Old French Dictionary.' He gives wederoue (a

scribal error for woderoue, by the usual confusion

of e with o in the fifteenth century), with the

variant forms ivuderoue, wodruffe, which occur in

glosses to translate Lat. hastula regie.. Hence

Godefroy gives the conjectural sense "p.-e. une
arme de jet, lance ou autre." But hastula regia
was an old name for asphodel (Lewis and Short),
and was translated in English by the word which
we now spell woodruff. Hence woderoue is not
" a little lance," but the English name of a plant.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

LEYRESTOWE. The ancient burial-ground of the

London Jews escheated at the expulsion in 1290
was known by this name ere it was termed Jews-

gardyn, now Jewin Street. What is the signi-
fication of the term ? Leyr in Chaucer means
"flesh." Lere is connected with our modern
"

learning." Certain of the earlier London sheriffs

belonged to the family of Leyre; but I do not find

that any member was connected at all with this

parcel of ground. M. D. DAVIS.

TOAD-STONES. Many years ago I visited a

nephew who was incumbent of a parish within two
miles of Wantage. One day we walked into that

town for the purpose of inspecting the bronze
statue of King Alfred. There I was introduced
to a local antiquary, who, in discoursisg about the
natural curiosities of the place, informed me that

toad-stones were sometimes found, and he pre-
sented me with two of them from his own collection.

They had somewhat the appearance of ivory studs,
and were, it was supposed, identical with the

precious jewel
" which Shakspere in ' As You

Like It,' II. i., puts into the head of the venomous
toad.

Some people have supposed that the beautiful

eye of an otherwise ugly reptile is meant ; bat
when we consider the mass of superstition con-
nected with toad-stones how they were worn as

charms, and swallowed as antidotes to poison they
must have had a more substantial existence than
the eye. A large number of these superstitions
were collected by my nephew, in an article contri-

buted to Temple Bar in August, 1879 ; but he,

apparently, forgot to consult Sir Thomas Browne,
who includes toad-stones among the vulgar errors,

and sagaciously refers them to their real origin.

In order to ascertain whether your toad-stone

is genuine, all you have to do, according to Lupton,
in his

' Notable Things,' is to present it to a toad,
" so that he may see it well, and if it be a right
and true stone, he will leap towards it, and make as

though he would snatch it from you, for he envieth

so much that man should have that stone !

"

Another writer, wishing to be quite sure of the

genuineness of the stone, gives the following
directions :

" Take a large and old he-toad, and place him on a
table upon a red cloth. Watch him carefully all night,
and before morning he will vomit up hia stone."

Boetius, when a young man, followed this direction,

but unfortunately nothing came of it.

The so-called toad-stones were formerly worn
about the person. In the Exhibition at South

Kensington, in 1862, the late Cardinal Wiseman
exhibited a large silver ring with a toad-stone in

it. In 1838 a beautiful locket, forming a small

padlock, was found in digging a grave in the

churchyard at Devizes, in Wiltshire. It was com-

posed of two toad-stones united by a silver band,
and having the wards of the lock in the cavity

between them, and the keyhole in the centre of

one of the stones. The workmanship appeared to

belong to the sixteenth century. It was probably
worn as a charm, and as such was buried with its

possessor.
These stones were dignified with the name of

bufonites ;
but a good observer such as Sir Thomas

Browne saw that they had nothing to do with the

toad. He says :

"
They are found to be taken not

out of toads' heads, but out of a fish's mouth, being

handsomely contrived out of the teeth of the lupus
marinus." And he recommends as a test the

application of a red-hot iron,
"
whereupon, if they

be true stones, they will not be apt to burn or

afford a burnt odour, which they may be apt to

do, if contrived out of animal parts or the teeth of

fishes."

Eecent science has made the matter quite clear.

According to Agassiz, the great authority on
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Ichthyology, these teeth belong to a species o

shark, and form "a sort of bony pavement," we!

adapted for cracking the shells of the molluscs on
which it feeds. Lyell likens the old fossil fishe

of this type to the living variety of shark callec

Port Jackson shark. The fossil teeth are found a

Seend, neat Devizes; near Faringdon, in Berk
shire ;

and in the phosphatic diggings near Potten
in Bedfordshire. 0. TOMLINSON.

Highgate, N.

." In the French Bible (Version
d'Ostervald), published by the British and Foreign
Bible Society, "Blessed are the meek," in our
Authorized and Revised Versions, is translatec

"Heureux les de*bonnaires." "
De"bonnaire "

is

an exceedingly pretty word. It is used by Milton
in ' L'Allegro,' by E. A. Poe in his beautiful lines

io
'

Lenore,'
" For her the fair and debonair," &c.,

and by Tennyson in 'Harold,' II. ii.
; but does

it exactly represent the Greek Trpaos or 7r/cas,
which is the word used in St. Matthew v. 5,
zi. 29, and xxi. 5 ? In the second of these pas-
sages the French version has "

doux," which seems
to me the more appropriate word of the two.
In our versions, both the Authorized and the Re-
rised, it is

" meek "
in all three passages. Annan-

dale's
'

Dictionary,' ed. 1892, defines
"
debonair "

as " characterized by courtesy, affability, or gentle-
ness; elegant; well-bred; winning; accomplished."
Spiers defines

"
de"bonnaire "

as "
compliant ; easy."

M. Gasc, however, gives
" meek "

as one of the

meanings of "de'bonnaire." Richardson gives some
interesting examples of the use of "debonair."
His quotation from Chaucer's 'Persones Tale'
seems to support the translation in the French
Bible :

"
Debonairtee withdraweth and refreineth

the stirrings and mevings of mennes corage in his
herte in swich maner that they ne skip not out by
anger ne ire." In Diodati'a Italian version the
word is

" mansueto "
in all the above-mentioned

passages. Todd, in his Spenser's 'Works' (ed.

1861), says,
"
debonaire gracious, kind. Fr. The

accustomed epithet of gallant Knights." Again,
"Debonaire, applied to the Ladies, means elegant,
winning, accomplished ; to Knights, courteous and
jost." JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

FINGER PILLORY. The following is a cutting
from "Peter Lombard's" notes (" Varia") in the
Church Times of June 21 :

"
J. E. H. sends an interesting account f 'the finger

pillory,' still preserved carefully in the parish church of
St. Helen's, Ashby-de-la-Zouch : 'An ancient and rather
singular curiosity a finger pillory : this instrument eeems
to bare been used for the punishment of disorderly per-
sons during Divine service; it consists of two upright
posts about three feet high, which support a beam of
nearly the same lengthen which are bored holes of various
dimensions, cut first horizontally, and then perpendi-
cularly, in order that the first joint of the finger may be
inserted, and the finger retained in an angular form

;" the
culprit is then secured by bringing down over the holes

another beam which is attached by a hinge at the end to
one of the posts, and fastentd at the other by a lock.'

"

CELER ET AUDAX.

"UNCUT" BOOKS. The following paragraph,
from the

' Art Notes '

of the St. James's Gazette of

June 18, unconsciously embalms a common error

concerning the meaning of the technical term
" uncut "

as applied to books, which deserves

note :

"
Apropos of Romney, in a catalogue of a book sale

which is shortly to be held are seven lot?, to which
attention is drawn in that they once belonged to him.
It is somewhat of a satire upon his artistic aspirations
that those which refer to the art which he practised are
all uncut. For instance, Sir Joshua's discourses to the

Royal Academy in 1776, 1778, and 1790 '
all uncut,' and

the same with Benjamin West's, two years later
;
and

even two epistles on painting addressed to Mr. Romney
are in the same condition. In fact, the only work into

which the great artist seems to have looked is a funeral
sermon preached at Olney in 1800 on the death of

Cowper."
DUNHEVED.

LAWRENCE WASHINGTON, OF WICKEN, co.

NORTHAMPTON. On Jan. 19, 1616/7, adminis-
tration of goods

"
of Lawrence Washington was

granted to Margaret Washington, relict of Law-
rence Washington, late of Wickamon, co. North-

ampton, deceased
"
(Admon. P.C.C.). Wyke Dyve

and Wyke Hamon parishes were united in 1587,
and form the present parish of Wicken. Here,
apparently, Lawrence lived, as he is described as

"of Wickamon." But in the pedigrees he is

called "of Sulgrave and Brington." He died,

tiowever, some four years or so before his father,

Robert, the squire of Sulgrave, and was buried at

Brington, Dec. 15, 1616. This Lawrence married

Margaret Butler, of Tees, or Tighes, co. Sussex
'where is it ?), and was the father of Sir William,
3ir John, and the rector of Purleigh. Wicken,
ike Brington, was the property of his kinsman,
Robert, Lord Spencer, and the reason of his living
here is thus partly explained.

Through the kindness of the rector, the Rev.
W. S. Andrew?, I give the following extract?,
which I made from the registers of Wicken :

1616. George Washington, the sonne of William and
Anne, was baptzd the vij

th of Aprill, 1616.

1617-8. Sara Washington buried Januarie xzvij
th 1617.

'hese seem to be new to the Washington pedigree.

'erhaps both were children of Sir William.
Joan Washington, one of the nine daughters of

jawrence, married Francis Pill, and they also lived

,t Wicken. Between the years 1616 and 1629,
heir eight children, William, Frances, Edward,
"enelope, Richard, Margaret, Ann, and Lawrence,
were baptized there. On Feb. 20, 1629/30,
'
ffrancis Pill" was buried, but whether father

r daughter is uncertain.

HENRY ISHAM LONGDEN, M.A.
Shangton Rectory, Leicester.

>
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We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their

aamea and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

SIR KENELM DIGBT AND THE GKEEN GLASS
MANUFACTURE. The connexion of Digby with

some improvement in the manufacture of bottles

has apparently escaped the notice of his biographers.
The fact is brought to light in the

' Seventh Report
of the Hist. MSS. Comm.,' p. 164, under the fol-

lowing circumstances : In or before 1662 a certain

John Colnett obtained a patent for glass bottles

and procured a Bill confirming the patent, which
was bad for want of novelty at the date of the grant,
on the ground that in the late rebellions times the

patent could not be immediately obtained. A peti-
tion against the Bill was filed by John Vinion and
Robert Ward on behalf of the London glass trade,
in which it was stated that the petitioners had

already moved for the revocation of the patent,
which related to an invention of which Colnett was
not the inventor. The Attorney General reported
in favour of the petitioners, and stated that

"
Sir

Kenelm Digby first invented glass bottles nearly
thirty years since, and employed Colnett and others
to make them for him." Is anything further known
as to the nature of the improvement introduced by
Digby ? Selden, in his Table Talk,' refers to the

confinement of Digby at Winchester House, South-

wark, where, in 1611, Sturtevant asserts that coal

was used successfully in the manufacture of green
glass. I should be glad of any information re-

specting this Southwark glass manufacture. There
is good reason to believe that this new process
was introduced by Zoucb, Percival, and others, and
formed the subject-matter of the patent which led
to the celebrated monopoly of Mansel

;
but it is

far from certain that the glass manufacture did
not exist in this district at an earlier date. A
reference to the parish registers ought to determine
the question. E. WTNDHAM HULME.

"EDUCATIONALIST." Can any philological or
other reasons be advanced for the legitimacy or

otherwise of this word ? If I mistake not, it is

invariably used by the Times ; but I have come
across a small country newspaper proprietor who
would not have it upon any consideration. Drop-
ping the penult, he always printed

"
educationist."

On referring to the so-called standard dictionaries,
I find they are simply bewildering. Webster (ed.

1884) and Worcester (1889) give "educationist"

only. Neither form is given by Latham (1876),
and both words are also absent in the '

Imperial
'

(1881). The Century
'

says that
"
educationalist

"

is the same as "educationist," and only appends
the definition with illustrations to the latter. This
order is reversed in the

'

Encyclopaedic,' while Nuttall

gives the one form "educationalist." I am sorry
I am not at the moment able to refer to Dr.

Murray. The matter may seem somewhat insigni-
ficant ; but if one form is more correct than the

other, pray which one is it ? A. INGRAM.

" PHILANTHROPY." Reference is wanted to the

earliest use of this word in English and the cir-

cumstances which called it forth ;
also to its use

in the Greek, with the sense ia which it was em-

ployed. J. H.

JOHN VAUGHAN. Wanted the pedigree of

John Vaughan, Governor of Londonderry, whose

daughter and coheir, Sidney, married Sir Frederick

Hamilton, who ob. 1661 ; her sister coheiress, Bar-

bara, married William Lathom, ob. 1665. la Sic

William Belturn's MSS. there is the statement

made, and then crossed out, that John Vaughan
married Lady Barbara Sydney, daughter of Robert,
Earl of Leicester. The names of his daughters,
Barbara and Sidney, would lead one to suppose
there was some connexion between the families of

Vaughan and Sydney. But Sir B. Burke, in his
1 Extinct Peerages,' says Lady Barbara Sydney
married first, Viscount Strangford, and second,
Sir Thos. Colepepper. A Sir John Vaughan was

M.P. for Donegal 1613 and 1634.

C. R. WOOLWABD.
Toowoomba, Queensland.

CORRUPT PRACTICES OF THE E. I. COMPANY IH

RELATION TO ITS CHARTER, 1688-94. In COH-

nexion therewith the Duke of Leeds was impeached,
and Sir Tho3. Cook, Knt., Sir Basil Firebrace, Knt.,

Charles Bates, E*q ,
and James Cragga were

committed to the Tower of London in April, 1695

(see
' Journals of the H. of C.,' vol. ii. pp. 327,

329, &c.). I am very desirous of knowing (1) on

which days of the month they were received into

the Tower ; (2) in which particular parts of the

Tower they were imprisoned respectively ;
and (3)in

which year, and on which day of the month they
were discharged respectively from their imprison-

ment. My inquiry relates most particularly to

Sir B. Firebrace. C. MASOK.

29, Emperor's Gate, S.W.

PRIESTS' ORDERS. What is the best way to

find out, since the year A.D. 1830, in England and

Wales (1) how many Roman priests have become

Anglican ; (2) how many Anglican priests hara

become Roman ; (3) how many Nonconformist

ministers have become Anglican priests ; (4) how

many Nonconformist ministers have becomeRoman

priests ? Roman priests are not Nonconformists

for the purpose of this query.
HARRY GREENSTED.

SAFFORD, OF CANTERBURY. (See 4th S. i. 366,

viii. 312, 489.) I am desirous of obtaining, for

genealogical purposes, information as to the familj
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of Henry Truman Safford, more especially con-

cerning the lineage of his English ancestor, Joseph
Safford, of Canterbury, whose sons Joseph, Silas,

and three unmarried brothers, with Samuel Robin-

son, of Bristol, and other?, emigrated to Plymouth,
Mass., in 1700. J. BURHAM SAFFORD.

94, Norwood Road, S.B.

HAMPSHIRE VISITATIONS,' 1575, 1622, and

part of 1686, from the MSS. of the Rev. Wm.
Bingley. Folio, privately printed by Sir Thomas

Phillipps, Bart. Can any reader of 'N. & Q.'
inform me where a copy of this work may be found ?

ALF. T. EVERITT.
High Street, Portsmouth.

SIR GORE, OF SACOMBE. Can any one tell me
who was Sir Gore, of Sacombe, Herts 1 He married

Katherine, daughter of Sir John Boteler, and was

knighted by King Charles at York in 1642, and
died 1697. Sir John's origin and pedigree are

not given in the '

History of Hertfordshire '; but I

suppose he was some connexion of Gore, ancestors

of the Earl of Arran, for his daughter, Anne Gore,
married a Paul Gore, of Ireland, who was probably
her cousin. DOMINICK BROWNE.
Clevedon.

ST. MARIE OVERIE. Stow explains Overie

(Overy) to mean " Over the River." But is not
the name derived from the Saxon words ofer, upon
the brink of, and ea, a river or running water?

Bailey (' Diet.,' 1782) writes
" Overea "

for Overy.
The termination ry or rie signifies, I presume, not

rivus, but ripa (i. e., Bankside, the old Roman
embankment). Any information on the point
would be much valued.

W. THOMPSON, D.D., Rector.

EPITAPH ON DR. JOHNSON.
Here lies poor Johnson, Reader, have a care,
Tread lightly, lest you rouse a sleeping bear;
Religious, moral, generous and humane
He was, but self sufficient, rude and vain.

Haughty and overbearing in dispute,
A Christian and a scholar, yet a brute.
Would you know all his wisdom and his folly,
His actions, sayings, mirth and melancholy,
Boswell and Thrale, retailers of his wit,
Tell how he wrote, and talked, and coughed, and spit.

This was well known fifty years ago. Can any
one inform me who was the author, or whether it

has appeared in print ? G. T.

BARTHELEMON'S 'MORNING HYMN.' Of this

tune, Parr says it came into use early in the pre-
sent century ; but Love says he has not seen it

earlier than 1819. I find it in Coombs's ' Divine
Amusement ' and Clark's

*

Congregational Har-
monist,' both of which books are certainly earlier.

I also find it in
'

Hymns selected from the most

approved Authors,' for the use of Trinity Church,
Boston (U.S.), 1808. The Rev. J. Duche, for

whom the tune was written, was a Philadelphian
then living in London, and I imagine he brought
the tune with him when he returned to this country.
I have made inquiries about this latter book, but

up to the present can gain no information. The
Rector of Trinity Church informs me that old

members of the church whom he asked know
nothing of the book. JAS. WARRINGTON.

Philadelphia, U.S.

MANOR OF TIDSWELL, co. DERBY. In the reign
of Elizabeth this manor became the property of

Edmund Slater, through Ursula his wife, widow of

George Foljambe. Can any one say when the

manor passed out of his possession ?

JOHN T. GREGSON SLATER.
1031, Chester Road, Manchester.

" REFORMADES." In Banyan's 'Holy War,'
ch. iv. (p. 507 in Cassell's edition), I find the fol-

lowing fine passage, describing the march of Im-
manuel's troops :

" When they set out for their march, oh ! how the

trumpets sounded, their armour glittered, and how the
colours waved in the wind ! The Prince's armour was
all of gold, and it shone like the sun in the firmament ;

the captains' armour was of proof, and was in appear-
ance like the glittering stars. There were also some
from the court that rode reformades for the love that

they had to the King Shaddai, and for the happy deliver-

ance of the town of Mansoul. Those that rode reform-
ades, they went about to encourage the captains."
P. 524.

'

What is the meaning of reformades in these

passages? Nares has reformado, an officer deprived
of his command, but retaining his rank, and per-

haps his pay. This meaning is, however, unsuit-

able here. A. L. MAYHEW.
Oxford.

[For
"
Reformadoes," see 7th S. xi. 507 ; xii. 74, 213.]

MIAMI UNIVERSITY. Can particulars be fur-

nished of the founding, status, and degrees, &c.,
of Miami University, in the United States 1

A. W.

FRANCIS NEWBOLD, MAYOR OF MACCLESFIELD,
1800-1. Any information as to the above, his

ancestors and descendants, will oblige
B. C. NEWBOLD.

99, Moor Street, Burton-on-Trent.

WEST FAMILY. Aholiab West, ob. at Fawsley,
co. Northants, 1628. Can any one inform me where
his will was proved and where he was buried '(

His father John was of Banbury, co. Oxford. I

should like to know date of his death. He was
the son of Leonard, fifth son of Thomas, Lord Dela-

war. Kindly communicate with

0. G. ROCK-WEST.
Derby Road, Burton-on-Trent.

"THE EVER LOYAL CITY." I am anxious to

find out what place earned the title of
" The Ever
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Loyal City
"
during the Civil War. I believe it to

have been Exeter, but I want evidence upon the

point. Oxford and Worcester have both been sug-

gested to roe, also Bristol, as cities that might have
been so termed. I fully believe Exeter to have
been the place, but I want proof of it. Worcester
I know was termed " The Faithful City," and it

is unlikely that it should have had a second title

of the kind bestowed upon it.

FLORENCE PEACOCK.
Dunstan House, Kirton-in-Liudaey.

THE CHURCH OF KING CHARLES THE MARTYR,
TONBRIDGE WELLS. Was this church, which the

popularity of Tunbridge Wells has rendered a

familiar object to so many, formally dedicated to

King Charles I. ? I do not mean by any religious

function, but by any definite act. It is sometimes
called the Church of "

Saint
"
Charles the Martyr,

and I believe there are not a few people who have
a notion that Charles I. has the same right to the
title of

"
Saint

"
as the duly canonized Edward the

Confessor. Mr. Hare, in
'

Sussex,' speaks of the
church as the "Church of S. Charles the Martyr";
and Macaulay says (' History of England,' i. 346) :

" In 1685 a subscription had been raised among those
who frequented the Wells for building a church, which
the Tories insisted on dedicating to S. Charles the

Martyr."
HENRY ATTWELL.

Barnes.

ANDREW STEWART. Lockhart tells us, in his
*
Life of Sir Walter Scott,' that a native of Edin-

burgh of the above name, who was the author of

some Scottish poems of merit, but who had fallen

into poverty and low company, was capitally con-

victed, in the winter of 1808-9, on a charge of

burglary, and that he was saved by the inter-

cession of his brother poet, his sentence being com-
muted to transportation. Can any correspondent
of ' N. & Q.' throw light on Stewart's subsequent
career. All that Lockhart can tell about him is

that
" a thin octavo pamphlet, entitled 'Poems in

the Scottish Dialect,' by Andrew Stewart, printed
for the Author's father, and sold by Manners &
Miller, and A. Constable & Co., 1809," was pub-
lished soon after the convict's departure for Botany
Bay. E. WALFORD.

Ventnor.

SIR ROBERT CLARKE, Baron of the Exchequer,
was buried Jan. 26, 1606. Can any one tell me
who were his parents 1 The registers of Good
Easter, Essex, do not throw any light on this

question. M.A.Oxon.

SIR ROBERT DILLON. Ancestry wanted of Sir
Robert Dillon, whose daughter Alicia married
David Fleming, tenth Baron of Slane.

C. R. WOODWARD.
Toowoomba, Queensland*

MRS. GARRICK

(8* S. vii. 343 ; viii. 18, 34.)

This matter is not yet satisfactorily disposed of.

Boaden, in his introduction to the
' Garrick Corre-

spondence,' writes as follows :

" On the 22nd June, 1749, David Garrick was married
to Eva Maria Violette, by Mr. Franeklin, at his chapel
near Russell Street, Bloomsbury, and afterwards, on the
same day, according to the rites of the Roman Catholic

Church, by the Rev. Mr. Blyth, at the chapel of the

Portuguese Embassy, in South Audley Street."

MR. WALFORD more than hints, and it is far from
me to question his authority, that the place of

worship at which the ceremony took place was on or

near the spot, two doors eastward of
" Freemasons'

Tavern," where the Wesleyan chapel stands. If

the chapel in Great Queen Street was a chapel of

ease to St. Giles's parish church, would not the

register supply the evidence ? Mr. J. P. Collier's

statement is clearly an error in figures 1799 for

1749. MR. WALFORD gives June 22, 1748 ; but
the Gent. Mag. has the following :

"
May 25,

1749, Mr. Garrick, the comedian, to Made-
moiselle Violetti, the famous dancer "; but this is

amended in the next month by
" June 22, David

Garrick, Esq. (not before), to Mademoiselle Eva
Maria Violette, 10,000?." Mr. J. T. Smith, quoting
his interview with Mrs. Garrick, August, 1821,
states that she said she

" was married at the parish
of St. Giles's," naming no church or chapel in the

parish. The Mr., not then Dr. Franeklin (he did

not take his D.D. degree till 1770) who performed
the ceremony was the well-known miscellaneous

writer, Greek professor at Cambridge, sometime

Vicar of Ware, author of a few successful plays

produced by Garrick, and best remembered by his

translation of
'

Sophocles.' The ' Diet. Nat. Biog.'

(see Franeklin) says that in 1759, in conjunction
with his other preferments, he held " a proprietary

chapel in Queen Street, London."
ROBERT WALTERS.

Ware Priory.

MR. WALFORD certainly does not say in
' Old

and New London '

that Mrs. Garrick was married

in St. Giles's. I remember reading in that work,
under the head of

" South Audley Street," that

Garrick was married to Maria Violette in the

chapel of the Portuguese Embassy in that street,

and the fact is repeated in the more recently pub-
lished

'

London, Past and Present,' by Wheatley
and Cunningham (i. 80). The marriage is recorded

in the register still preserved at the Portuguese
Mission. The impression as regards the nuptials

having been solemnized at St. Giles's is quite ex-

plainable. On referring to the valuable
' Life of

Garrick,' by Joseph Knight (p. 126), I find that

the great actor was " married nrst at the church in
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Eassell Street, Bloomsbury, and subsequently at
the Chapel of the Portuguese Embassy." After
the death, in 1792, of Lord Bute, the favourite
Prime Minister of George III., at 73, South Aud-
ley Street, one of its palatial salons was used as
the Chapel of the Portuguese Embassy ;

but this

was not the older chapel in which Garrick had been
married. That the historic house became the
residence of the Portuguese minister I learnt,
during a recent visit to Bute House, through the
kindness of its present occupants, Mr. and Mrs.
Bischoffiheim. An attempt to wreck Bute House
was made during the Wilkes riots.

W. J. FlTZPATRICK.

Mrs. Garrick was not married at the chapel
(now Wesleyan) in Great Queen Street, but, as I

pointed out several years ago (' N. & Q.,' 5"1 S.
vii. 249), at the chapel in Queen Street (afterwards
Museum Street), Bloomsbury, by the Rev. Thomas
Francklin, who was the minister of that chapel.
In biography, as in history, correctness is of the

greatest importance. JOHN TDCKETT.

L;t me follow the admirable example set us the
other day by PROF. TOMLINSON, and plead guilty
at once. I am sorry to see that I am entirely
wrong in stating that MR. WAXFORD has repre-
sented Mrs. Garrick as being married at St.
Giles's Church. He puts it quite correctly on
his own part as to the facts, and then quotes her
account as given by herself to J. T. Smith. In
this he deviates slightly from her words, and makes
her say that she was married at the parish church
of St. Giles's. The word church is added. She
said, "I was married at the parish of St. Giles's."
She meant in the parish, but, being a foreigner,
blundered in the use of the preposition. I carried

away an impression from this of the erroneous
statement as being MR. WALFORD'S, and I only
now notice that his interpolation of the word
church was to make sense of what Mrs. Garrick

expressed wrongly. Had I referred to the passage
again, I should have seen that MR. WALFORD had
just before this put the facts quite correctly, and I
should then have done what I am now doing I
should have shown that the mistake was Mrs.
Garrick's ; a mere trivial slip of a foreigner un-
familiar with our prepositions, which seem to me
a terrific difficulty for any one not bom amongst
them and accustomed to their right employment.
This explains my mistake, but does not excuse it

in the least. I ought to have referred back, and I

apologize to MR. WALFORD for not have done so.

For myself I care nothing ; I strive for accuracy,
but I never expect to reach it perfectly. I define
man as an animal born to make mistakes, and
conceit myself that it is the best definition ever

given of him. But as all definitions are folly, that
is not a thing to be proud of. C. A. WARD.

Charlecot, Walthametow.

AN OLD FRENCH MAP OF NORTH AMERICA

(8'
b S. vii. 421, 515). When writing my note on

1

Estotiland
'

(vii. 461) I identified most of MR.
BOUCHIER'S "jaw-breaking" tribe-names; but

aware of the Editor's taste for brevity, and think-

ing my paper already too long, I threw away the

list. Bat as MR. BOUCHIER, at the last reference,

makes a personal appeal to me for an explanation^
I will endeavour to recover some of the contents

of the lost list.

To begin with, the map being French, the un-

couth OM, which so frequently recurs, must be

replaced by t#Jt or w. The suffix -onons or -eronons,
which is found in five of the names, may be dis-

carded, as it is merely the Iroquois ethnic suffix,

meaning
"
people

"
or

"
tribe." We have it in the

tribe name of the Onontakeronon, or
"
People of

the Mountains," now contracted to Onondaga, and
in the native names of all the

"
five nations

"
of

the Iroquois confederacy. Thus the Senecas, as

we call them, called themselves Nundawaono, or
"
People of the Great Hill "; the Cayugas called

themselves Guegwehono, or "People of the Dirty

Land"; and the Mohawks called themselves

Ganeagaono, or
"
People with the Fire-Stone."

We may also discard the suffix -et, which is the

Algonkin locative post- position, familiar to as

in such names as Narraganset, Pawtucket, or

Massachusetts. Thus, Oupapinachoet, which MR.
BOUCHIER regards as a " fearsome poser," resolves

itself into Wapapinacho, which is obviously to be
identified with Wapanachki, the older native name
of an Algonkin tribe, now familiar to us in the

Anglicized form Abenaki. The name of the

Nadoueboueronons may probably be identified

with the Naudowessie or Nadowessier, an old

French name of the Sioux or Dakotas who dwelt

on Lake Superior, called from them Grand Lac de

Nadouessiou in a letter of 1620. The French ch

being our sh, the Cacouchaqui may be the

Chikasaw or Chicachas, a tribe belenging to

the Choktaw group. Discarding the prefix and
the suffix, Eachiriouachaeronons becomes Chir-

wacha, which may be identified with the Cherokee
or Cheroki ;

and remembering the interchange of

r and I in Indian names, the Oukovarararonons

may be the Ogolalla, a Dakota tribe. Lastly,
Coaouaeronons becomes Coawa, which may be the

Kiowas or Kiowans, a branch of the Shoshone or

Snake tribe.

Some of these identifications, which, not having
seen the map, I offer with great diffidence, may be

thought somewhat daring, though hardly so if we
consider the wonderful transformations of other.

Indian names Potopaco, in Maryland, having
become Port Tobacco ; while Oggusse-paugsuck, in

Connecticut, is now Oxyboxy, and Kehteiktukqut^
in Massachusetts, has been transformed into Titi-

cut.

As to Norumbega, I hesitate to give the opinion.
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MR. BOUCHIER asks for, since one or two of the

books I should wish to consult are not in my
library ; but since on Diogo Eibero's Spanish map
of 1529 Norway is called Norbegia, where the

Spanish b stands for the v of Norvegia, as in the

Spanish Ginebra for Geneva, or Saboya for Savoy,
I am inclined to think that Norumbega may be

Norway. How it got shifted into North America
is explained by the fact that in several maps of

the time Norway is joined on to Greenland and

Labrador, so as to form a North American penin-
sula separated from Denmark by the Skagerack.

ISAAC TAYLOR.
" THE WRONG END OF THE STICK "

(8
th S. vii.

486; viii. 33). "The wrong end of the staff"

(which is the old and correct form),
" To take hold

by the wrong handle," and " To take the wrong
sow by the ear," in my judgment have all pretty

nearly the same meaning ; and that is, to make a

mistake or to do a thing in a stupid manner. It

is not necessary that any of these phrases should
have arisen from any

"
practice," it is enough that

such actions might be possible.
In old times people walked with "

staves." I

remember several who did. Although some had
knobs, and some were " reverend staves tipt with

horn," the majority were simply plain, tall, straight

sticks, which, when laid by or placed in a corner,
would sometimes be put wrong end up, and the
owner unsuspectingly handling one in that position,
would soon find he had got hold of the "wrong
end of the staff." It would not fit his hand. It

would not be smooth and comfortable to it like

the right end. In other words, it would feel

awkward.
Will any one who does not agree with this

explanation kindly explain the difference between
' '

getting hold of the wrong end of the staff," and"
getting hold of the wrong handle "? Also if the

latter may be thought to be derived from any
"practice"? Some information about "taking
sows by the ear

"
might be thrown in at the same

time. Why should sows be taken by the ear?
Who are they who take sows by the ear ? Do they
ever do it twice ? R. R.

Boston, Lincolnshire.

I have now no doubt that the right explanation
of this phrase is that given at the latter reference,
and not the one suggested by myself, which I beg
leave to withdraw. I remember now " the vulgar
Tariant "

of the phrase, which is decisive.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

ROBERTS FAMILY (8
th S. vii. 408, 496). The

arms referred to by MR. HUBERT SMITH, with the
crest

"
a derm-lion azure, holding in the dexter

paw a mullet as in the arms," were ^granted by
Camden, in 1614, to Richard Roberts, of Truro,
co. Cornwall, and they were borne by Richard
Robert?, who came from Truro and was the High

Sheriff of co. Worcester in 1740. So states Grazfi-

brook in his
'

Heraldry of Worcestershire.'

LEO CULLETON.

SYDNEY PAPERS (8
tb S. vii. 507). Your corre-

spondent is referred to
' N. & Q.,' 2nd S. i. 266>

443, from which he may derive such particulars

as may enable him to obtain some information

respecting the Sydney Papers from the family of

the late Deputy Chairman of the Quarter Sessions

for East Sussex. EVERARD HOME GOLEM AN.

71, Brecknock Road.

"CADOWES" (8
th S. viii. 9, 35).

"
Cadowe,"

or "caddowe," was a name given to a coverlet

made of coarse woollen material. MR. GILDER-

SOME-DICKINSON will find the word in Davies's

'Supplementary Glossary,
1

where the following

quotation is given :

"
They have many goodly flockes of sheepe, which

they sheare twice a yeere, and make of their course wooll,

rugges or shagge mantles, caddowes also or coverlets,

which are vented into foreign countries." Holland's
' Camden/ ii. 63.

C. P. HALE.

These are an inferior quality of bed-sheets, made
from cotton waste in the weft with a low quality
of warp, also of cotton. Their appearance in in-

ventories of the period named by A. B. C. is not

uncommon, and the definition of a
' cadowe" sheet

is usually a subject for speculation. The word

is usually spelt caddie, or caddy, in the Man-
chester district, where these sheets are now made-

and still used. RICHARD LAWSON.
Urmston, Manchester.

Coles, in his 'Latin Dictionary' (1754), gives

cadow, "an Irish mantle," and "gausapa," and

"gausapina psenula" as its Latin equivalent. If

BO, there are several allusions to it in Latin authors.

It appears to have been of a thick material with a

long nap, and used as a wrap to the person, and

also as a coverlet, &c. Thus Ovid (' Art. Am./
bk. ii. 300)

Gausapa ei euniBit, gausapa sumta proba.

And Martial (bk. xiv. 145) :

Paenula gausapina.
Is mihi candor inest, villorum gratia tanta est,

Ut me vel media sumere messe veils.

There are several other allusions to it as a coverlet,

&c. ,
in the same writer. I think it was mostly

used in winter. G. T. SHERBORN.
Twickenham.

In the Parker Society's
'
Select Works of Bishop

Bale,' 1849, p. 153, Bale writes of "witless

mayors and graceless officers," that they are more

fit to
"
feed swine, or to keep kaddows, than to

rule a Christian commonalty." The editor (Rev.

H. Christmas), in a note, says that a kaddow is a

jackdaw ; but Halliwell spells the word caddow.

Bailey has "
Caddow, a Jackdaw, or Chough, Norf."
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Nail, '1866, has this word, and gives examples
from LChapman's 'Iliad' and Tusser, with cog-
nate words in various languages. The word is

far from uncommon; but "twoo cadowes
"

as a

legacy looks odd. In the accounts of the parish of

Sprowston, Norfolk, one shilling was paid
"

for

Kyling the Kardows in the church," in 1702.
' N. E. D.' has quotations for the word from 1440
to 1864, and it duly appears in Wright's

' Pro-
vincial Dictionary.' JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

The answer to this query is to the found in

Metivier's
'
Dictionnaire Franco-Norman,' pub-

lished in 1870 by Williams & Norgate, 14,
Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London. The
word is still in use in Guernsey, and is applied to

a thick woollen quilt. E. McC.
Guernsey.

^

HILDA (8
th S. vii. 428; viii. 33). I beg leave to

dissent from the dictum at the latter reference, to

the effect that " Hilda is derived from Hildur, the

war-maiden, or chooser of the dead "; and I en-

tirely decline to submit to Miss Yonge's authority
as to Christian names. No doubt Miss Yonge's
book is the best on this subject ; but only because
there is no better. It was written in the time of

pre- scientific etymology ; and for purposes of

scholarship cannot be depended on for a moment.
The whole matter is obscured by the terrible

inaccuracy of the authorities. Good English names
are turned into Latin, and so disfigured as to be
almost unrecognizable. For example, ^Ethelthryth
is turned into Etheldreda, which is merely bad

English without having the merit of being Latin
at all. Even Audry is better than that. Again,
Swithhun is not only turned into Swithun, with
one h, rendering the word meaningless, but is

ven changed into Swithin. Briefly, no one will

ever understand English names until he grasps the
fact that they are English, and not Latin, nor yet
High German. What is the use of citing foreign
forms when we can get at the native ones ? And
when will it ever even dawn on the English mind
that the forms given in our native manuscripts
are usually older, better, and altogether more
primitive and original than any other " Germanic "

forms, with the sole exception of Mceso-Gothic ?

Possessing manuscripts of priceless authority, we
often prefer modern High German, of all lan-

guages ! What can we expect from such a process
but darkness ?

In what language does such a form as
" Hildur "

occur? In Icelandic we have the masculine form
Hildir and the feminine Hildr.

" Hildur
"

is

probably an ignorant substitution for the latter.

As to Hilda, "there is no room for doubt "
that

it is the Latinized spelling of the English Hild.
Even Beda, though writing in Latin, uses the
form Hild as the name of the Abbess of Whitby.

The ridiculous form Hild-a is a Latinism of later

date. As to the sens?, Hild does not mean
"
darkness," nor does it mean "

mercy." The
word for "mercy" is Ger. Huld, which differs

from hild just as pull differs from pill, i. e., totally.

The symbols u and i are different, and the differ-

ence in the words is in the vowel. Different

vowels make different words a golden sentence,
which I recommend all readers of this article to

learn by heart.

As to the sense, hild means simply
"

battle,"

neither more nor less. It does not mean war-

maiden at all, but could be applied to an abbess,
as every one knows. Neither has it anything
whatever to do with choosing the dead. To call

a girl simply
"
battle

"
seems a strange proceeding,

but this does not alter the fact. It so happens
that the giving of such names to girls was a

favourite habit of the English, as is well known
to all students of Anglo-Saxon.
To sum up. Hilda does not mean "

Hildur,"
but stands for Hild. It is neither Icelandic nor

German, but a bad monkish-Latin form of a native

English name. It is unconnected with "dark-

ness" and with "
mercy." It neither means war-

maiden nor chooser of the slain. That is, there

are at least six mistakes in an article in which we
are told that there is "no room for doubt."

I will merely say, to all whom it may concern,
that the whole subject of English names and Eng-
lish place-names is in a parlous state ; so much so,

that nothing can be taken on trust. Verify your

references, and consult the list at the end of

Bardsley's book on surnames. And do not put
faith in Miss Yonge ;

hers was a good book for its

date, and that is all that can be said.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

MORRIS OF BALLTBIGGAN AND CASTLE MORRIS,
co. KERRY (8"> S. vii. 329). Mrs. Morris, of

Dublin (the widow of the late Kev. Edward Collis

Morris, M.A., the last male representative of the

family), having kindly sent me the impression of

a seal in her possession, I can now answer part of

this inquiry. The inescutcheon is a wing dis-

played between four crosses pate"e, and the motto

should read "L'Honnete al Agreable." The point
is now, When was the inescutcheon changed ; and

what are the tinctures of the whole shield ?

RUVIGSY.

BLUNT'S ' DICTIONARY OF DOCTRINAL AND HIS-

TORICAL THEOLOGY '

(8
tb S. viii. 29). The Rev.

J. H. Blunt, D.D., F.S.A., was editor, not sole

author, of this book. The authors were many:
forty-four articles, e.g., were written by my father,

whose curate Dr. Blunt at one time was. As such

books are almost sure to be, it is somewhat un-

equal, but is on the whole considered as a good
and trustworthy authority. It was succeeded by a

similar book, the
'

Dictionary of Sects, Heresies,
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Parties, and Schools of Thought '; in that my father

wrote sixty-seven articles. Dr. Blunt was not a

really deep scholar, and his learning is more super-
ficial than appears to be the case

;
but for all that

his works are very useful and valuable. The best

of them is the Annotated Book of Common Prayer.
A notice of him will be found in the ' D. N. B.'

C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

SIR THOMAS BOND (8
th S. vii. 268, 319, 414).

At the last reference AYEAHR quotes an inscription
to the memory of Thomas Bonde, as given in a

collection of London epitaphs, Egerton MSS. The

epitaph, as quoted, is terribly corrupt. I venture,

therefore, to append the following version, which I

take from the monument itself :

At Earth in Cornwall was my firste begininge
From Boudes and Corringtons as it may apere
Now to earth in Fvlham, God dyspos'd my endinge,
In March the thovsand & six hvndred yere,
Of Christ in whome my body here doth rest,

Tyll both in body & sovle I shalbe fvlly blest.

Thomas Bonde
Obijt A Wa svae

68.

ATEAHR'S suggestion that this Thomas Bonde

may have been the father of Sir Thomas Bond,
the subject of the query, is not borne out by facts.

According to the pedigree of Bonde, given in

Harl. Soc. iz. 14, 15, Thomas Bonde, of Fulham,
had by his wife Joan one son, William Bonde, of

Holewoode, co. Cornwall. No mention, however,
is made of any children in his will, which is dated
March 20, 1599, and was proved April 12, 1600,
by Richard Hawkes, sole executor.

CHAS. J. FERET.

GREAT BED or WARE (8
th S. vii. 467). In

Litchfield,
'
Illustrated History of Furniture '

(1892), this sixteenth-century bed is illustrated in

a full-page plate. Speaking of furniture of that

time, the author says :

" To this period of English furniture belongs the
celebrated ' Great Bed of Ware,' of which there is an
illustration. This was formerly at the Saracen's Head
at Ware, but has been removed to Rye House, about two
miles away. Shakespeare's allusion to it in the ' Twelfth
Night

'

has identified the approximate date and gives the
bed a character. The following are the lines :

"' Sir Toby Belch. And as many lies as shall lie in thy
sheet of paper, altho' the sheet were big enough for the
Bed of Ware in England, set 'em down, go about it.'

"

HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

If he is not already familiar with it, your corre-

spondent might note what Chambers says in the
' Book of Days,' L 229, 230. CHAS. J. FERET.

ALDERMEN or ALDGATE (8
th S. viu 307, 376

;

viii. 17). Add to the interesting notes of MR.
OLIVER respecting Lord Mayor Perry the follow-

ing burial, from St. Botolph, Bishopsgate :
"
1701/2,

March 1, Ann Perry, 66." This doubtless is the

wife of Micajah Perry, mentioned in his will of

1720 as having been there buried, being the same

lady who as "Ann Owen, spinster," was "about

twenty-four" (i.e., twenty-seven, or nearly so), in

1663. G. E. C.

FLAG TO SUMMON TO CHURCH (8
th S. vii. 446 ;

viii. 12). The hours of service in the pretty little

English church at Kissingen, which is built on

ground granted by the late King Maximilian of

Bavaria, are notified by the hoisting of the Union
Jack on a staff in front of the door.

FRANCIS EGBERT DAVIES.

Hawthorn, Black Rock.

" KED WHIP "
(8

th S. vii. 408, 472). The_exact
meaning of this term was incidentally given in the

Times of June 24, in its special account of the

recent ministerial crisis, as follows :

" The issue of Mr. T. Ellis's red-line whip on Satur-

day morning (as the result of the previous night's con-

sultations) is a further proof that the rehabilitation of

the Secretary for War was for a time deemed possible.
The practice of underlining a whip in red ink, which
was brought into vogue by Lord Tweedmouth while

Patronage Secretary to the Treasury, is resorted to only
when a division of supreme importance is anticipated ;

and the significance of Mr. Ellis's appeal, therefore, lay
as much in the manner of its preparation as In its

phraseology."

It was, indeed, during the session of 1893, when
the Home Eule Bill was under protracted discus-

sion, that Mr. Edward Marjoribanks (now Lord

Tweedmouth, and then the chief ministerial whip)
introduced the system of underlining his circulars in

red ink, instead of black as hitherto ; and, as far

as the House of Commons is concerned, this has

been the extent of the change, for no "whips"
printed all in red have there been issued. The

custom, it may be noted, is spreading in political
circles outside Parliament, for the leading words in

a circular convening a meeting of the Midland
Liberal Federation on June 26 were " underlined
in red as many as five times

"
(Birmingham Daily

Post, June 26).

Regarding the general question of "
whips," the

following extract from the "London Gossip,"
which is weekly published in the journal just

quoted, and which appeared on June 28 in a

description of the Aosta-Orleans wedding, is of

interest :

"
Among the company assembled in the drawing-room

at Claremont after the return of the bridal party from
the church was one of the new ' men of mark,' who
assumes great authority in the Orleans party. He has
been for some weeks domiciled in England, and prides
himself therefore on his thorough acquaintance with the

English language. As was natural enough, the con-

versation turned upon the changes in the English Par-

liament, and, with characteristic readiness to play the

part of professor to the assembly, Count H. under-
took the explanation of the different customs of the
House of Commons, and the terms in which they are
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expressed. From his description of the office of the

'Whip' information maybe gained. In answer to the

inquiries of an old lady present, he described the office

in a most novel and satisfactory manner :

' A certain

number of functionaries attached to the House go round
to the residences of those members who answer not to

their names when summoned by the roll-call. Each
visitor is armed with a heavy whip, which is cracked
with a startling sour,d as warning to the refractory
member who has failed to appear at the House. The
summons is generally answered by an amicable recogni-

tion, and gives rise to much merriment, and the tardy
member is marched down to join his colleagues.' The
roars of laughter to which this extraordinary statement

gave rise culminated in a scene which would have ended
in a fight with swords or pistols cm choix, had not one
of the guests displayed a copy of a provincial French

paper in which the explanation of the terms was given
at full length as we have quoted. It is but fair to say
that the statement was repeated in two of the most

responsible of the Paris journals, and marie subject of

comment concerning the brutal customs of the English
House of Commons."

POLITICIAN.

"DIMPSY" (8
th S. vii. 367). For the last

twenty-five years I have made "
Dumpsey Dearie

"

from a. recipe given me by an Irish lady. Equal
quantities of apples, pears, and either damsons or

plums, the first two to be weighed after being

pared and cut up into small pieces, whole cloves

and whole ginger according to taste, say one

ounce of each, to about four pounds of fruit. The

spices must not be ground, or they will spoil the

colour of the jam, but the ginger must be sliced

very thin, and one pound of sugar to every pound
of fruit. Boil for about twenty minutes.

J. W. T.

LE DESPENCER (8
th S. vii. 428, 513). Sir

Philip Despencer was summoned to Parliament as

a baron from Dec. 17, 11 Rich. II. (1387), to Oct. 3,

2 Hen. IV. (1400). He died 1423 s.p.m. His

only daughter and heiress, Margery, married as

her second husband Roger Wentworth, of Nettel-

lested, co. Suffolk, Esq., and had issue by him

('Visitations of Essex,' 1558 and 1612). Sir

Harris Nicolas presumes this Philip Despencer to

have been of the same family as the Le Despencers,
the favourites of Edward II. I should be glad if

some one would kindly inform me whether more
recent researches have cleared this up. He may
have been a grandson of Hugh LeDespencer, junior,
in which case his descendants through the Went-
wortbs could claim descent from Joan of Acre,
second daughter of Edward I.

ROBERT CHEYNE.
Beaurepaire, Guernsey.

FINGER (8
th S. vii. 408, 492). DOT is decidedly

wrong as regards the pronunciation of finger, nor

is it true that
" another g seems to be required

"

to pronounce the word in the usually accepted

way. This reasoning would equally apply to Eng-
lish, longer, and hundreds of words. The simple
rule is, that n before a guttural (g or /;) in the

middle of a word is invariably pronounced like ng

(e. g., conquer, angle, England) ;
before k it is ng>

wherever k may stand (link, anchor, drink). Words
like singer form no exception, this word being

derived from sing, where ng is final and not medial.

The comparative and superlative forms of strong;

long, and young, however, are pronounced with

K. TEX BRUGGENCATE.

Curiously enough, just as the pronunciation of

this and similar words is being discussed, a very

eminent critic and poet writes these lines in a

leading literary paper :

I felt the paper felt her thumb's device

That stamped the wax ;
I seemed to feel the fingers

Which wrote these misspelt words of rarer price
Than Shelley or Keats, or all the be&uty-bringers,

Brought from those stars where spheral music lingers?

Before she came with notes that could entice

My soul to that diviner Paradiee

Where lovers are the singers.
R. R.

Boston, Lincolnshire.

HICKS FAMILY (8
th S. vii. 347, 417, 471). It

is quite possible that I was mistaken as to the

exact position of the stone to
" Ye Rev. Mr. John

Hicks." My original informant, writing now some

years ago, said she had been told that the grand-

father of Admiral Hicks " was a Canon of Exeter

who was buried under the organ in the cathedral,''

and when my brother, Count Philip de Ruvigny,
wrote to one of the canons there, asking for in-

formation on this point, he received a very courteous

reply, saying a clergyman of this name was buried

in the cathedral, and enclosing a copy of the

inscription, which I have already given. Nothing
was said about the position of the stone, however,

and I therefore concluded it was, as stated,
" under

the organ." I must thank MR. HEMS for his

correction. The dates are probably correct. In

the Gentleman's Magazine for 1762 is a note of

the death of
" Ye Rev. Mr. Hick?, Minor Canon

of Exeter, on August 14." RUVIGNY.

Peter, son of Admiral Thos. Hicks, of Stoke

Gabriel, Devon, married, atBrixham, 1809, Sarah.

daughter of Theophilus Hearsey, of Denmark

Hill, London (vide Gentleman's Magazine). Peter

Hicks was a solicitor, and died at Northampton,

s.p. I shall be glad to trace these Hearseys.
A. C. H.

' THE FLOWERS OF THE FOREST
'

(8
th S. vii.

506). It is difficult to say whether Jean Elliot's

or Mrs. Cockburn's lyric was the earlier com-

position, although there is a tradition that the

former was written about 1755, while the latter

appeared in the Lark (Edin.) in 1765. It is a

pity, however, to cumber these columns with

pipers' news. For an account of the writers and

especially for Sir Walter Scott's reminiscences of

Mrs. Cockburn, and his statement regarding the
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*' calamitous period in Selkirkshire
"

whicl

prompted her song see Johnson's Musica

Museum, iv. 122*, ed. David Laing ;
and compar

Chambers's '
Scottish Songs prior to Burns '

anc

well-edited collections of Scottish song. Visitor

to Edinburgh should spend a few minutes in th

churchyard of Buccleuch parish, where they wil

see the sadly neglected tombstones of Mrs. Cock
burn and David Herd, the first critical collector o

Scottish soogs. THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgb, N.B.

JESSE WINDOW (8
th S. viii. 28). That a

Chartres is finely illustrated in Lassus, Duval
and Durand,

'

Monographic de la Cathedrale,

plates 42-47. Each of these six plates is wrongb
cumbered 58.

The Jesse window at the abbey of St. Denis i

mentioned by Warrington,
'

History of Staineo

Glass," who states (p. 13) that many of the windows
of that church are figured in Montfaucon,

' Monu
mens de la Monarchic FratQiise.' Possibly it ouu
be among them.

I am told that the one at Winchester College
has been figured, but my informant was unable to

remember where, nor have I succeeded in finding it

In 1865 was exhibited at the rooms of the

Arundel Society, London, a collection of drawings

by C. Winston from ancient glass paintings.

these, Nos. 141-143 represented part of a tree o:

Jesse from Westwell, Kent ; Nos. 332 and 333

fragments of one from Neatherseale, Leicester-

shire ; No. 401 from Leverington, Cambs.
; No. 503

from Bristol Cathedral
; No. 586 from Llanrhaiadr,

Denbighshire ;
and No. 588 from Dyserth, Flint-

shire. Inquiry of the secretary of the Arundel

Society might elicit the information whether these

drawings were ever publiahed, or what has become
of them.

Winston,
'

Inquiry into the difference of Style
in Ancient Glass Paintings,' mentions a Jesse
window at York Cathedral (a portion is figured in

Browne,
'

History of St. Peter's, York,' plate 123) ;

one at St. Cunibert's, Cologne (figured in Boisseree,
4 Monuments d'architecture du Rhin infetieur/
plate 72) ; one figured in Lysons,

'
Gloucester-

shire
'

(probably
'A Collection of Gloucestershire

Antiquities
'

is referred to), plates 93 and 94
; and

one figured in Lasteyrie,
'

Histoire de la Peinture
aur Verre,' plate 74.

ALEX. BEAZELEY, Librarian.
Royal Institute of British Architects.

The centre light of the east window at Wim-
borne Minster, Dorset, is a Jesse window of

excellent Flemish glass brought from the Nether-
lands many years ago and given to the church by
Mr. W. J. Bankes, of Kingston Lacy.

J. A. J. HOUSDEN.
For a description of the various windows and

altars bearing this name see
' N. & Q.,' 2nd S. ii.

485
;
4th S. iii. 240, 283, 427; iv. 66

; 7th S. x.

166, 274, 428. An illustration of one at Rouen
will be found in

' A Dictionary of Ttrms in Art,'

by F. W. Fairholt, F.S.A.
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

The finest Jesse window in England is that,

perhaps, at the Cathedral at Winchester. There is

one at Llanrhaiadr yn Kinmerch, in Denbigh-
shire. That at St. George's, Hanover Square,
was placed there a little before 1845. There are

plenty of examples both in France and England.
It is said not to be at all uncommon.

C. A. WARD.
Charlecot, Walthamstow.

There never has been a Jesse window at Salis-

bury. E. L. G.

PATRON SAINTS OF CHURCHES (8
tb S. vii. 328,

389, 512). MR. HENDERSON thinks St. Paul
should be called

" Prince of the Apostles." I

never heard him so styled. In the Breviary he is

addressed as " Doctor Gentium," and St. Peter as

"Princeps Apostolorum." As to my quotation
of "lovely and pleasant," it was suggested by
another antiphon in the Divine Office, com-

memorating Peter and Paul,
"
in vita sua dilexe-

runt se, ita et in morte non sunt separati."
I fear to trench upon forbidden matters, other-

wise I should ask of what rival and contending
Church is St. Paul the apostolic head.

GEORGE ANGUS.
St. Andrew?, N.B.

I do not originate, and have no wish needlessly
to prolong, a controversy, but I should like to

remark upon MR. HENDERSON'S observations

that I do not suppose "many" people think

Christianity would have become extinct but for

St. Paul; that lives may be "lovely and

pleasant
" even though (or even because) they

Eire passed in persecution and crowned with

martyrdom ; that, if we accept the tradition of

their deaths at Rome, either at the same time

or with no long interval, it is no less true that

in their death" St. Peter and St. Paul " were

not divided "; and that Anglicans do not accept
3t. Paul, apart from St. Peter, as the

"
apostolic

lead
"
of their communion, nor regard the position

of their own branch of the Church, as distinct

'rom the Roman branch, as one merely of
'

rivalry and contention."

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

LONDON PATOIS (8" S. vii. 487). Twenty or

o years ago, coming to London, and having much
o do with the East- End, I was much struck by
'

rahnd,"
"
ryne," and other characteristic mis-

pronunciations. It seemed then as though they

were most rife in Aldgate, the hither part of
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Whitechapel, and thereabouts. In fact, the cant

phrase for one who so spoke was that he had been

"dahnHahndsditch." H. H. S.

COPT OF RECIPE (8
th

S. viiu 9). A query

relating to this compound appeared in
' N. & Q.,'

2nd S. x. 386, and was answered in the same

volume, p. 479, where the wine mentioned as
" Bone Carlo

" should be Benicarlo, a locality in

the neighbourhood of Tarragona, where a strong

fruity wine, known in England as
" black strap,"

is produced. Lord Pembroke was Governor in

Chief of the island of Guernsey in 1807, a

sinecure office, which was abolished in 1835. In

1736 a system of bonded stores had not yet been

invented. To avoid paying the duty immediately
on importation into England, wine was imported
into the Channel Islands, where it was kept in

store by merchants until wanted in England, the

equable climate of the islands being very favour-

able to the ripening of the wine, and there being
no Custom-house or Excise officers to interfere with

their proceedings. E. McC.

The Lord Pembroke referred to is probably

Philip Herbert, seventh Earl of Pembroke (" the

drunken earl "), baptized Jan. 5tb, 1652/3, suc-

ceeded to the earldom July 8th, 1674, d.s.p.

Aug. 29th, 1683. Aubrey says of him,
" He was

addicted to field sports and hospitality but

chiefly known for deeds of drunkenness and man-

slaughter." He was tried March 1st, 1678, by his

peers for the murder of Nathanael Cony, but was

discharged, the death having resulted from blows

given in a drunken brawl. See the
'

Complete
Peerage,' by G. E. C., vol. vi. p. 222.

TERRY BANK.

PLOUGHING OXEN (8
th S. vii. 366, 396, 469 ;

viii. 11). I am surprised to find that ploughing
oxen have come to be considered as a thing of

the past. They are still to be seen in many parts
of Wiltshire, but much more rarely met with now
than thirty years ago. Then nearly every large
farm in this locality had one or more teams of

oxen. The steam plough took the place of many,
but the quantity of land gone out of cultivation

during the last decade has decreased the number

required considerably, as a certain staff of horses

is necessary on every farm and cannot be dis-

pensed with. Again, the demand for old beef

has fallen off (the old oxen having been fattened
in bygone days after working eight or ten years,
sometimes more) ; now the public insist on having
young beef, and the steers are generally grazed,
without working at all, at three or four years old.

T. H. BAKER.
Mere Down, Wiltshire.

LATIN MOTTO (8
th S. vii. 448, 512). MR.

HAINES'S suggested correction is, of course, right.

Perhaps he will have no objection to having

corroboration for it. In Arber's 'English Garner,'

L877, in vol. i. p. 618, appears "Pari jugo, dulcis

tractus." This motto is given in 'Love Posies,' of

which Prof. Arber says that the manuscript in

which the collection was found was written about
1596. F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

Palgrave, Diss.

Compare Martial, ii. 43, 1. Holden's edition of

icero,
' De Officiis,' refers to Aristotle,

' Eth. Nic.,'

viii. 9 (11), 1, and 'Politics,' ii. 3.

P. J. F. GANTILLON.
" COIGN OF VANTAGE" (8

th S. vii. 227, 315,

393, 491). The following extracts from Mr.
Robert Forster's

'

History of Corbridge
'

may be

of interest to AYEAHR and others :

'

Another old custom, which still continues, deserves
to be noticed only on account of its origin, and not for

its continuance, which has been in modern times often

a moral nuisance rather than otherwise. We mean the
Coins Foot gathering of men and boys. The orthography
of the coins or coignees point to its position as a place
where nearly all thoroughfares converge. The origin
of this custom will be made the more understandable by
a reference to the turnpike roads, or rather lanes, which
were then in existence, and bad been for agea pre-

viously."

The writer, after giving an account of the con-

struction of the military road between Newcastle
and Carlisle, proceeds thus :

11 On the completion of this branch road, an enter-

prising man of the name of Johnson constructed a wain
,

or waggon, for the conveyance of goods betwixt Hexham
and Newcastle by this road, the first conveyance, it

would appear, of the kind for the purpose used in this

neighbourhood. The owner made two journeys weekly,
passing through Corbridge by the way of Coins. It was
his return journey from Newcastle which gave rise to

this assemblage. It should, however, be borne in mind
that at this period the great powers of commerce, of

knowledge, and of civilization, in its true sense, had
hardly begun to develope themselves; therefore every
opportunity of obtaining information on the great or

smaller affairs of the nation was resorted to
; this was an

opportunity the Corbridge people embraced of assembling
together and waiting for Johnson's return to ' hear the

news.' Although this way of obtaining news has long
since passed away, yet the assemblage still continues

and sometimes for hours together, in rain or fair weather
alike to discuss and settle local and national affairs,

and has been significantly designated 'the Coins Foot
Parliament.'

"

Mr. Richard Oliver Heslop, in his
' North-

umberland Words,' gives the local meaning of

coins or coigns as
" a street corner."

W. E. ADAMS.
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Forster's
'

History of Corbridge,' a small 8vo. of

202 pages, was published in 1881 by J. Beall,

32, High Friar Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Hes-

lop, in his
'

Glossary of Northumberland Words,'

quotes Forster, and defines coins as a "street

corner," from its being a place where several

thoroughfares converge. As to the historical value

of Forster's work I cannot speak ;
but in foot-
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note (p. 62) to a description of a " kern baby, or

harvest queen," we are told that
" the image is

thought to have represented the Roman Ceres, the

god of plenty." G. H. THOMPSON.
Alnwick.

STOLEN RELICS RESTORED (8
th S. vii. 165, 296;

viii. 17). There is not the least need of making

any mystery about the name of the lady who took

away a piece of the Bayeux tapestry. Any one

can refer to the Times of Sept. 24, 1881, p. 10,

and there find a letter signed
"
Charles N. Kempe,

47, Half Moon Street, Sep. 21," vindicating Mrs.

Bray from the charge of taking away a small piece
of the tapestry. The facts, however, seem to be

that while Mrs. Bray's first husband, Charles

Alfred Stothard, F.S.A., was making drawings
from the tapestry, during the years 1816-18, Mrs.

Bray cut off a small hanging fragment, which was

afterwards, aa stated, restored to the Museum at

Bayeux:. GEORGE C. BOASE.

36, James Street, Buckingham Gate.

OLD JOKE ANTICIPATED (8
th S. vii. 427).

Should not compliment be substituted for "joke"
in the above title ? In '

Cupid's Posies,' recently

reprinted by L. Humphreys, Piccadilly, a little

book of the seventeenth century, of which only
three copies are said to be in existence, there is a

similar compliment :

Though these gloves be white and fair,
Yet thy hands more whiter are.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

SIR WILLIAM PETTY (8
th S. iii. 367

; v. 331).
Petty died in 1687. In 1690 his son, Charles,

Baron Shelborne, published his 'Political Arith-
metick ; or, a Discourse concerning the Extent
and Value of Lands,' &c., with a dedication to

King William, in which the following passage
occurs :

" Had not the Doctrins of this Essay offended France,
they had long since seen the light, and had Followers, as
well as improvements before this time, to the advantage
perhaps of Man-Kind. But this has heen reserved to
the felicity of Your Majesty's Reign, and to the expecta-
tion which the Learned have therein."

In accordance with this assertion it is commonly
said (e.g., Fitzmaurice, 'Life of Petty,' 1895,
p. 225 ; Bevan, 'Sir William Petty, a Study,' 1894,
p. 11) that the "Book called Political Arithmetick,
which was long since Writ [circa 1676] by Sir
William Petty Deceased" (licence to print given
Nov. 7, 1690), was not published until 1690. It

is, however, well known that the book, like others
of Pettj's writings, circulated extensively in MS.
before it was printed (' Fourth Rept. Hist. MSS.
Com.,' p. 596b, 'Eighth Rept.,' Third Appendix,
p. 39a; Wood's 'Athena; Oxon.,' 1721, ifc col. 810;
Pett's 'Happy Future State of England,' 1688,
pp. 106, 193), and it now appears that one of these !

MS. copies was used for the printing of an edition

of the 'Political Arithmetick,' probably unautho-

rized, as early as 1683. This edition is appended
to the (spurious)
Fourth Part [by "J. S."] of the Present State of

England [by Chamberlayne], relating to its Trade and
Commerce within it self, and with all Countries traded
to by the English, as it is found at this Day established

[&c.]. To which is likewise added England's Guide to

Industry, or Improvement of Trade, for the Good of all

People in General, written by a Person of Quality.

London, Printed by R. Holt for William Whitwood, near
the George Inn in Little Britain, 1683.

The ' Guide to Industry
' has separate title-page,

pagination, and signatures, thus :

England's ] guide |

to
| Industry :

| or, | Improvement
of Trade, |

for the good of all Peo-
| pie in general.

London, |
Printed by R. Holt for T. Passinger at

|
the

three Bibles on London-Bridge, and
|
B. Took at the

Ship in St. Pauls-Church-
|
Yard. 1683.

Title, verso blank, 1 I, preface 5 11., text,

caption :

"A Discourse of Trade. Being a Com-

parison between England and other parts of

Europe, wherein the Incouragement of Industry is

promoted in these Islands of Great Britain and

Ireland," pp. 1-102, in twelves. The ' Guide to

Industry
'

is, with slight verbal discrepancies, the

same as the '
Political Arithmetick '

of 1690.

CHARLES H. HULL.
Ithaca, New York.

"PLAYING THE WAG "=-=PLAYING THE TRUANT

(8
th S. vii. 7, 153; viii. 32). The citation

Charley wag,
Ate the pudding and left the bag,

reminds me that I was told in Lincolnshire, in the

days of my youth, that Wag was a recognized

synonym for Charlie. Somewhere, too I believe

it was in York I heard a person remark that she

could not think how parents who gave a child the

name of Charles could expect it to turn out well

a prejudice which may have originated in ancestral

experiences of the Stuart line. Miss Austen, as

we may remember, wrote, "Her father was a

clergyman, without being neglected or poor, and a

very respectable man, though his name was

Richard." I am afraid the humour of the latter

part of this passage is too fine for me. Was
Richard under a cloud when '

Northanger Abbey
'

(chap, i.) was written? ST. SWITHIN.

"FINE-AXED" (8
tb S. viii. 27). I think the

light of nature will tell us enough about this

without seeking unto the letter N, whether that

letter be followed by Q or by E D. If
" axed

"
is

shaped or dressed with an axe,
"
fine-axed

" must

be finely or smoothly shaped, or dressed with a

fine or keen axe. Q.E.D. without N.
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.

Longford, Coventry.

"STILL AND ON" (8
th S. vii. 204, 475; viii.

35). I frankly confess that I cannot give examples

of
"

still and on." I venture to doubt if it.be a
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classical phrase worthy of repetition and imitation.

My remark anent Jamieson's '

Dictionary
' was

intended to mean that probably Jamieson omitted
"still" in the sense of "continually" because
this sense is not provincial at all, but frequent in

literary or common English. T. WILSON.
Harpenden.

VALSE (8
tb S. viii. 29). In Gillray's

'
Cari-

catures,' No. 457, Bohn's edition, published 1851,
will be found a sketch, dated Jan. 20, 1800,
" Waltzer au Mouchoir "; and in the accompanying
account is the following remark :

" This was in-

tended for a quiz upon the then foreign dance

waltzing." Again, No. 569 in the same work is

another sketch, dated 1810, "La Walse. Le Bon
Genre," with the note,

" The walae was at this

time new in England, and just coming into

fashion." THOS. H. BAKER.

CLANS OF INNSBRUCK (8
th S. vii. 507). There

must be a misprint in MR. BLEASE'S ' Last
Duchess.

1 The word is properly
"
Glaus." Inns-

bruck was celebrated for its sculptures. I do not
find anywhere the name of Glaus as a worker in

bronze ; but probably research will bring him to

light. EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

THE ROYAL ANNE (8
th S. vii. 447, 511). Your

correspondent's grandfather's clock was probably
manufactured by Obed Cluer, during the reign of

Queen Anne (1702-14), he having been admitted a

member of the Glockmakers' Company, London,
in the year 1709. EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

Obed Cluer was admitted a member of the
Clockmakers' Company in 1709. P. 9 of the

Company's list, by 0. S. Morgan. M.A.Oxon.

CHARLES I. AT LITILE GIDDING (8
th S. vii. 321,

412, 472, 512). Charles I. visited Little Gidding on
March 15, 1641/2, on his way from Huntingdon to

Stamford, where he slept that night ;
and the next

day, before starting for York, he issued a proclama-
tion for putting the laws against Popish recusants
in due execution,

" Given at His Majesties Court
at Stanford the sixteenth day of March in the
seventeenth year of His Reign." Will MR. W. A.
PERRAR give the authority for his statement that
the king was at Little Gidding again in 1646 ?

Jos. PHILLIPS.
Stamford.

OLD LONDON STREET TABLETS (8
th S. v. 1, 41,

174, 316, 449 ; vi. 94, 278, 331
; vii. 212, 455).A very interesting one is to be seen any day, though

not in its original place, by travelling by the
South-Eastern Railway to New Cross and turning
down Amersham Vale. A builder has built into
the front wall of his house the old mural tablet
from St. Olave's School, Southwatk. In an oval

medallion is a figure of the boys in front of the

schoolmaster and the date 1571 a figure in each
iorner and the letters

"
St. 0." The present

jroprietor informed me that he purchased it from
he man who pulled the old school down.

ATEAHR.

Part of Upper Street (formerly High Street),

[slington, N., was, it seems, known as Hedge Row
so recently as 1854, as the following entry, in the
' Post Office London Official Directory

'

for that

year, of my father's residence goes to prove. It

runs,
"
Hems, Henry, furn. ironmonger and cutler,

39, Hedge Row, Islington." HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

"
(8

th S. vii. 449). Can your
querist furnish a genuine spelling of the name, say
ante 1200 ? The supposed connexion with mickle

is, of course, nonsense. It seems not improbable
that the first portion of the word is merely an A.-S.

proper name perhaps that of some local worthy
long since forgotten. CHAS. JAP. FERET.

"
ORISONS," THE USE OF THE WORD (8

tb S. vi.

428, 495 ;
vii. 152, 372, 391). In The Reforma-

tion,' a comedy acted at the Duke's Theatre, 1673,
Act I. sc. iv. :

Lysander. Methinks I loath my former life. Oh,
could we but call it back, Emilia.

Emilia. Then we were blest indeed. But since that

cannot be, I 'le double all my Orisons, and that may
make up my arrears : And never speak, or thii.k of man,
but when I put up prayers for you, O Lysander.

Lysander. I 'le to a cloyster too, for 'tis but just
the residue of life be spent in punishing this too much
pamper'd flesh. There in our several cells we '11 fast,

and watch, and wash away our guilt, and when we 're

fit to dye remove to heaven. Oh, Emilia.

Emilia. Well, dear Lysander (for now I dare call

thee so), since our designs agree, let 's time our Prayers,
that Heaven may hear us both together.

T. BEAUFORT.
Westminster.

In Brachet's French dictionary it is stated

that Tertullian uses oratio for prayer. What
evidence is there that orisons only signify

"
prayers

uttered aloud," as MR. SHERBORN suggests (8
tn S.

'

vii. 372)? Thomas Randolph (16C5-34) sings in

his 'Epithalamium' :

Put out the torch. Love loves no lights :

Those that perform bis mystic rites

Must pay their orisons by nights.

JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

RICHARD REYNOLDS, SHERIFF OF LONDON (8
th

S. vii. 508). I am unable to supply MR. REYNOLDS
with any information as to the descendants of this

sheriff, but would point out that the will of

Richard Reynolds, of the parishes of St Paneras
and St. Christopher, London, was proved in the

P.C.C. in 1543 (20 Spert). Malcolm says that

the sheriff was buried on April 14, 1533, at St.
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Pancras, Soper Lane, but is clearly in error as to

the year. The will of
" John Reynold of St. Pan-

crace, London "
seemingly the sheriff's father

was proved in 1492 (vide 'List of P.C.C. Will?,'

Index Library). W. D. PINK.

Leigh, Lancashire.

CHRISTIAN NAME (8
lh S. yii. 168, 352). The

following passage from ' Marmion '
will illustrate

the practice of arms of conquered foemen being

adopted by their victors :

Ourselves beheld the listed field,

A sight both sad and fair;

We saw Lord Marmion pierce his shield,
And saw his saddle bare;

We saw the victor win the crest

He wears with worthy pride ;

And on the gibbet-tree reversed

His foeman's scutcheon tied.

Canto i. stanza xii.

The speakers are the heralds at Norham Castle, on

the Tweed, and the allusion is to De Wilton,
defeated by Lord Marmion some time before in

the lists at
" Cotswold Fight."

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

WILLIAM HORD, D.D. (8
t!l S. vi. 107, 296,

377). In an interesting article contributed to the

New Church Magazine for July, by Mr. Charles

Higham, entitled
' The Ethics of Quotation,' that

writer inquires into the authorship of an opinion

respecting the writings of Swedenborg, sometimes

given as a quotation from Bishop Hard and some-

times as from William Hurd's '

History of the

Rites and Ceremonies of all Nations.' Mr. Higham
has examined the bishop's works, and all the

editions he could find of William Hurd's book,
but has not been successful in discovering the

original of the "quotation," and comes to the

conclusion that its genuineness is open to more
than doubt. As to the

'

Rites and Ceremonies '

and its author, he says :

"
Judging from the character of the book itself, and

from some distant acquaintance with the seamy side of

book production, one would not be surprised to learn

that it might with confidence be said of ' William Hurd,
D.D.,' as of a memorable character in modern fiction,
under the same initial letter,

' I don't believe there 's

no sich a person.'
"

c. w. s.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

A Reader's Guide to Contemporary Literature. By Wm
Swan Sonnenschein. (Sonnenschein & Co.)

UPWARDS of four years have elapsed since Mr. Sonnen-
schein published the second edition of his marvellous

compilation 'The Best Books,' to which this comes as
the first supplement. Like its predecessor, it is a work
of immense labour and corresponding utility. One
recoils baffled from the task of indicating its nature.
Its modest aim is to keep the student au courant with
the latest literature, conveniently classified under head-

ings euch as "
Theology

"
(subdivided into ten eec-

ions and one hundred and thirty
- four subjects),

'

Mythology and Folk-lore,"
"
Philosophy,'' and innu-

merable other heads. It gives an account of the works,
English and American some fifty thousand in all

lublished during the years under consideration, with
:he date, form, price, and name of publisher. Close on
eight hundred pages are occupied in the task. A com-
plete list of authors and subjects renders the task of
reference as simple as it can be. Take, for instance,
selecting at haphazard, the name Maurice Maeterlinck.
We find that two plays of his

' The Princess Maleine
'

and ' The Intruder
'

were translated (very badly) by-

Harry Gerard, and, with an introduction by Mr. Hall

Caine, published, in octavo, by Heinemann at the price
of five shillings in 1892. A long paragraph which follows

gives an account of Maeterlinck, his introduction to
English readers, the performance of one of his plays at
the Haymarket, and a general estimate of bis position
in letters. How useful a work such as this must be is

at once apparent. Supposing the supplements to be
c -ntiriued every four years, one has an available index
to literature with something approaching almost to a

digest of contents. The only objection we have is that
the series, though invaluable to a public institution, will
soon become burdensome to private shelves when these
are not numerous. We congratulate Mr. Sonnenschein

heartily upon his task, and do not doubt having to own
frequent obligation to his labours.

Legends of Florence. Collected from the People and
Retold by Charles Godfrey Leland. First Series.

(Nutt.)
MR. LELAHD is an assiduous collector of folk-lore and
a most entertaining companion. He works, moreover,
in mines not often explored, and he preserves for us

many strange, useful, and suggestive stories. So con-
firmed a gossip and reshaper is he that he does not
always get full credit for his industry. He scarcely
seems to think how essential is absolute accuracy, and
jogs along in a pleasant, haphazard way that is more
beguiling than convincing. His quotations strike us

sometimes with marvel, as,

Oh for one blast of that dread horn
On Fontarabian echoes borne,
When Roland brave and Olivier,
And every paladin and peer
At Roncesvalles died.

To these he appends the name Walter Scott. Now did
Scott write two poems with almost the same beginning I

With the following we are familiar :

Oh for the voice of that wild horn
On Fontarabian echoes borne,
The dying hero's call.

That told imperial Charlemagne,
How Paynim sons of swarthy Spain
Had wrought his champion's fall.

Shakspeare is better treated a little better, but not
much the second line in his

Jog on, jog on, the foot-path way
And merrily hent the stile-a,

appearing
And cheerily jump the stile.

In a book intended for popular perusal these things, an<J

others in abundance like them, may be held of trivia}

importance. In the case of collected folk-lore one is

compelled to hope that Mr. Leland's memory is better

for oral than for written communications. His book is

in part a supplement to his
' Etruscan Roman Remains,'

with which we recently dealt. It contains many very
strange stories, most of them collected by Mr. Leland.

others to be found in the facezie of Arlotto Mainardo,
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Poggio, and other writers. Many things are very strik-

ing, notably the version of Cain and Abe), which blends

strangely Scripture narrative. The volume, which is

prettily got up, is, indeed, to be commended. We only
wish it inspired more confidence and were provided with

an index. Under "The Mysterious Fig-tree," pp.205
et sfq., some information, which though not all new is

of use to students of comparative folk-lore, is given. As
a clue to Mr. Leland's method and views we commend
to attention what is said, p. 235 of his volume, as to the

"new Renaissance" on which we are entering the

conflict between the stylists and the more liberally en-

lightened.

The -Denham Tracts. Edited by Dr. James Hardy.
Vol. II. (Nutt.)

THE task of editing for the Folk-lore Society the second

volume of the Denham Tracts, begun by Dr. Hardy, was

interrupted by illness and has been continued by Mr. G.

Laurence Gomme. In safer hands it could not be. The
volume consists of tracts and pamphlets issued by
Michael Aislabie Denham between 1846 and 1859 in the

infancy of folk-lore. They deal with subjects with

which from the outset
' N. & Q.' has been concerned :

with charms, witchcraft, apparitions, local proverbs
and saying?, wells, river worship, fire worship, holy
stones everything, indeed, for which the originator of
' N. & Q.' invented the word folk-lore. Denham dealt

principally with the North of England and the Scottish

Borders. Not in the least scientific were his researches.

He was a questioner, a collector, scraping together every-

thing that came in his way, jotting it down and issuing

it in the most haphazard fashion. As materials his col-

lections are of great value. Not very much is there,

perhaps, that in variants may not be found elsewhere.

We share, however, Mr. Gomme's avowed sympathy
with the antiquaries who were content year after year
to record small things for the sake of recording, and we
fancy that Denham would have been flattered to hear

himself likened to Aubrey. The volume constitutes

Part XXXV. of the publications of the Folk-lore

Society. It can be read, as we have proved, from be-

ginning to end, and is a pleasant and valuable contribu-

tion to the folk-lorist.

German Classics. Edited, with English Notes, &c., by
C. A. Buchheim, Phil.Doc., F.C.P. Vol. XIII.

Schiller's Maria Stuart. (Oxford, Clarendon Press.)
ENGLISH students of the noble German language and
literature owe already a deep debt of gratitude to Prof.

Buchheim ;
and he again places them under obligation

to him for an edition of ' Maria Stuart
' which is sup-

plemented by copious notes, by a complete commentary,
and by an historical and critical introduction. We may
not be able always to agree with the professor on ques-
tions of history or of dramatic art, but within his own

special scope and range as a teacher of the German
tongue he is excellent.

' Maria Stuart
'

is by no means
Schiller's best, though it is his most melodramatic work.
A dramatist when writing an historical drama should
take care to use his free fantasy only when that fancy
is finer and truer than the facts of history ;

but in the

case of Schiller's
' Maria Stuart

'

the truth of history is

grander and more moving than his fantasy. A greater
than Schiller Shakspeare has shown that the facts of

history may be adhered to without injury to dramatic

poetry or to the cunning of the scene. An historical

dramatist has no right to alter unless he can improve.
Take as a model of dramatized history Shakspeare's
'Richard III.' Elizabeth and Mary could not meet,
never did meet ; and this inexorable and characteristic

fact is far finer than the "
Zankscene," the scolding match

between the two queen?, which Schiller introduces for

the sake of stage effect. He depicts Elizabeth going
out hunting from Westminster, extending her ride to
Fotheringbay, and returning to London to hold a
Council of State. Now Fotheringhay is about seventy-
six miles from London, and in those days the chief,
if not the only means of locomotion was a horse, so that
her majesty must, indeed, have performed a record ride
in order to do that which Schiller says she did. In this
instance his imagination has not much improved upon fact.
If the action of the play took place in Germany, Schiller
would not have made such a mistake; but it must be
borne in mind that he wrote for a German public, which
would not be startled by such an error.
We cannot, however, afford space for a critical ex-

amination of the play. Whatever we may think of the
professor's historical or art views, we can only congratu-
late him upon his useful notes and his conscientious
labours. He is a master of the science of language, and
is able to give most valuable philological assistance to

English students of German.

A New Story of the Stars. By Prof. Bickerton. (Christ-
church, N.Z., Whitcombe & Tombs.)

SUCH is the title of a pamphlet sent us by the author,
who is Professor of Chemistry and Physics at Canter-
bury College, Christchurch, New Zealand. But examina-
tion shows that it is in fact the first of a series of ten,
the whole of which is to bear that name. The author
claims that the phenomena attending the outburst of
the new star called Nova Cygni (he says in 1877, but it

was really first seen on November 24, 1876) led him to
form the theory that such appearances were produced
by partial impacts, i. e., collisions not of stellar bodies,
but of their outer parts. He thinks that his views have
not met with the attention they deserve, though they
were fully confirmed by the phenomena of Nova Aurigse
in 1892. It would be unfair to judge of his work by the
small portion of it now issued ; but we may remark that
Prof. Bickerton seems inclined to generalize too fast;
and when he speaks of the unwillingness of astronomers
to accept the theory of stellar encounters, or regard it

as new, one is inclined to ask whether he has read Sir
W. Herschel's paper on the 'Construction of the
Heavens '

in the Philosophical Transactions for 1785.

to
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Duplicate,"

C. W. W. (" The Marquis of Lome "). That he is

not a peer is shown by his election to serve in the pre-
sent Parliament.

A. M. HANDT. Will appear soon.

NOTICE.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to "The Publisher" at the Office,
Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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THE NELSON RELICS.

On a recent visit to Madame Tussaud'a ex-

hibition I found myself among a crowd of persons

gazing at that memorable scene in the cockpit of

the Victory, described in the catalogue as
" The

Death of Nelson." It is certainly a realistic group,
sufficient to enlighten the most untutored mind.

While standing there contemplating the tragic

scene before me, 1 heard a woman say to her com-

panion, "Who is Nelson?" The man, startled

for a moment, pulled himself together, and with

creditable promptitude replied,
" Nelson ! Oh !

he was the captain of a man-of-war." No one

laughed. It was a very natural answer, and it

seemed to satisfy the company, which moved on-

wards to inspect the Polish giant, who, ever since

I was a boy, has been poising Tom Thumb on the

palm of his hand. How surprised that well-

dressed mechanic must have been to discover in

his morning paper on July 13 that the Government
of England had paid no less than 2,5002. to Lord

Bridport for the medals and orders worn by that
<(
captain of a man-of-war

"
on the fatal morning

of Trafalgar ! He will probably have thought that

the taxpayer's money was being sadly wasted ; and
when he saw a report in the newspapers, on July 15,

that an unsophisticated Englishman had paid 2,550

guineas for a whole-length portrait (by Hoppner)

of that same "captain of a man-of-war," he will

have thought that "there is a sight of money about
somewhere."

The medals and orders that have thus become
the property of the nation are :

1. The service gold medal of the victory of St.
Vincent.

2. The service gold medal of the victory of the
Nile.

3. The jewel of the Order of the Bath.
4. The jewel of the Sardinian Order of San

Joachim.
5. The Grand Cross of the Order of San Joachim
6. The jewel of the Neapolitan Order of San

Ferdinando.

7. The Grand Cross of the Order of San Ferdi-
nando.

8. The gold star of the Turkish Order of the
Crescent.

9, 10. Two badges of the Turkish Order of the
Crescent.

And, lastly, the gold medal struck to commemo-
rate the victory of Trafalgar, which was presented
to Nelson's family after that hero's death.

Private individuals have acquired for 1,250Z.
the precious stones removed from the sword of
honour presented to Lord Nelson by the King of

Naples. An aigrette of rose diamonds, presented
to Lord Nelson by the Sultan of Turkey after

the Battle of the Nile, was bought for 710Z. The
gold sword hilt, presented by the captains of the

fleet, formed as a terminal figure of a crocodile,
enamelled with an allegorical group of Britannia
and Africa and the arms of Lord Nelson, was

purchased for 1,0802. The inscription upon it

runs thus :

" The Captains of the Squadron under the orders of
Rear Admiral Sir Horatio Kelson, K.B., desirous of

testifying the high sense they entertain of his prompt
decision and intrepid conduct in the attack of the French
Fleet in Bequir Road of the Nile, the 1 st of August,
1798, request his acceptance of a sword, and as a further

proof of their esteem and regard hope that he will permit
his portrait to be taken and hung up in the Egyptian
Club now established in commemoration of that glorious
day. Dated on board Hia Majesty's ship

'
Orion.' on this

3d of August, 1798."

I am glad to note that a valued correspondent
of N. & Q.,' Sir William Fraser, has acquired the
brooch which formed the fastening to the " cloak
of honour

"
presented to Nelson by the Sultan of

Turkey. Believing that the sale of these relics is

interesting to the nation, I venture to draw atten-

tion to that fact, thus enabling the historian of the

future easily to discover when the dispersal actually
took place. These and many other valuable relics,

lately the property of Viscount Bridport, came
under the hammer at Christie's on Friday, July 12,

1895, within three months of ninety years after

Nelson's death. EICHARD EDQCTJMBB.

83, Tedworth Square, Chelsea.
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LADY EATHERINE GREY.

(Concluded from p. 3.)

Lady Katherine spent the last fourteen weeks
of her captivity and her life at Cockfield Hall,
Yozford. What was the precise nature of the

malady that wasted her cannot now be determined ;

the action of mental trouble and "
hope deferred

"

on the bodily structure is subtle and mysterious ;

yet when in her letter (8
th S. vii. 343) the poor lady

expressed the effect as the
" torment and wasting"

of her frame, we readily understood her. Fourteen
weeks of mournful autumn and cheerless winter at

Yozford sufficed to bring her life to its close ; nor

did the beauty of her place of sojourn, veiled during
these sad weeks, bring to her hope or solace. Three
times had Sir Owen Hopton sent to London for

the physician ; but of what avail could be medical

treatment in this case? On Jan. 11, however,
Sir Owen, in the letter now to be given, represent-

ing that Katherine's state had become worse since

the departure of Dr. Symondes, prays that he may
again be sent.

Jan. 11, 1568. Sir Owen Hopton to Sir William
Cecil* :

My duty most humbly remembered, These are to

advertise your honour that the Lady Katerine hath been
much more sick sithena Doctor Symondes going from
here than she was before. And she is now come to such
weakness that she hath kept her bed these three days,

being not able to rise, and taketh little sustenance, and
the worst is she standeth in fear of herself (never to

escape this sickness). Now forasmuch as I am com-
manded by the queen her majesty's letters that as

occasion shall rise wherein needful is to know her grace's

pleasure I should thereof advertise some of her privy
council, which this present giveth me boldness to write,

beseeching you to advertise the queen's majesty that it

may stand with her highness' pleasure to permit Doctor

Symondes to come again, he then shall show his coming,
and God shall do the cure. I think it my duty to

acquaint you with her sickness, and then I remain in

willing readiness to do all that I am commanded by the

prince, as knowetb God, who send you long honourable
life. Written the 11"> of January. A 1567.

Yours whom you may command
OWYR HOPTOK.

To the Right Honourable Sr. Willm. Cecill, Chief

Secretary to the Queen's Highness.

[Endorsed] 11 Januar. 1567. Sr. Owen Hopton to my
mr.

Within a fortnight from the dispatch of this

letter Lady Katherine breathed her last. "The
manner of her departing," a very touching narrative,

apparently written at the time, and probably by a

witness of the scene, I have already partially

quoted (3
th S. vii. 122). It is well worth reading

as printed in full by Sir H. Ellis in his
'

Original
Letters,' for it gives us, better than anything else,

a knowledge of the poor lady, whom, whatever

may have been her sins here repented, we can

appreciate as a woman of noble and gentle nature.

* ' State Paper?, Dom.,' Eliz., vol. xlvi. f. 1.

It now only remains for me to give Sir Owen
Hopton's notification of Lady Eatherine's decease,
and the accounts he rendered of expenses, includ-

ing those of the funeral at Yoxford.

Jan. 27, 1568. Memorandum by Sir Owen
Hopton of having received Lady Katherine into

his custody, and of her death* :

M. that the 20tb day of October in the 9th year of the

reign of our sovereign lady Queen Elizabeth, Sr. Owym
Hopton, Knight, took into his custody the lady Eatheryn.
which dyed the 27th day of January in the tenth year of

our said sovereign lady the queen, so she remained with
him fourteen weeks.

[Endorsed] 8r Owen Hopton for y* diet of y* Lady
Catheryn.

Account rendered by Sir Owen Hopton for ex-

penses of Lady Katherine's journey to Cockfield

Hall, of her board there and that of her servants,
and of her funeralf :

The charges of the receipt of the Lady Eatherine, and
for the board of her and her ordinary servants by the
space of 14 weeks, and for other charges sitbens her

being in the custody of Sr Owen Hopton, Enight, as

followeth, whereof the said Sr Owen asketh allowance.

Imprimis expended at Ipswich upon the receipt of
the Lady Eatherine for one supper and one dinner, fire.

lodging and horsemeat there, 7U 15*.

Itm' for one bait at Snape when the said Lady Eathe-
rine came from Ipswich to Cockfield (" Cokfild "), 20'.

Itm' for the hire of a cart for the carriage of the stuff

and apparel of the same Lady Eatherine from Ipswich
to Cockfield, 20'.

Itm' given in reward for the coach, 10'.

Itm' for the diet of the Lady Eatherine and the be ard of
her ordinary servants, by the time and space of 14 weeks
at 5" the week, 70".

Itm' for the board of the Lady Eatherine's ordinary
servants sithens her departure, by the time of 3 weeks
and 3 days at 33* 4 d the week, 6U.

Itm' for sending to London 3 times while the Lady
Eatherine was sick, 3U .

Itm' [mourners' expenses, in account following],
Itm' paid to one Mr Hannse, s'geon, for cering and

coffering of the Lady Eatherine, 6U [repeated in two
items of account following].

Itm' paid to the singing men at the same funeral, 20'.

Itm' paid for the watchers of the Lady Eatherine, 40*.

Itm' for the charge of Doctor Simondes and his man
& his horse at Cockfield twice [blank].

Itm' for my own charge two times coming to London
[blank], [Sum wanting.]

[Endorsed] The charges of the Lady Catherin and of

her servants until her funeral, at Sir Owen Hopton's.

Funeral expenses :

The charges of the diet and other things at the funeral
of the Lady Katherine. J
Imprimis for 4 meals & 2 nights lodging of all the

mourners being to the number of 77, for their horsemeat

during that time, 40". Besides a great number of comers
to see the solemnity of that burial.

Itm' for one Mr Hannse S'geon for the cering of the

corpse of the Lady Eatherine, 3U.

Itm' for spice, flax, rosin, wax, & the coffin making &
for the serge clothes, 3". Sm. 46".

' State Papers, Dom.,' Eliz., vol. xlvi. f. 12.

Ibid., vol. xlvi. f. 49.

t Ibid., vol. xlvi. f. 48.
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Heralds' charges and additional expenses*:

Received of Sr Owen Hopton as followeth.

For the liveries of one herald, 5 yards at 16' the yard,
4".

For 2 pursuivants at arms for their liveries 9 yards at

13' 4", 6".

For 4 servants to attend upon the herald and pur-

suivants, every one a yard di. 6 yards at 8' the yard,
48'.

For the herald's fee, 3U 6' 8d, & for hia transportation
hither and back again at 6d a mile, 3U 7*.

For the two pursuivants' fees, 4n, and for the trans-

portation of them thither and back at 4d a mile either of

them, 4" 9' 4d. In all, 27" 11'.

For Mr Garter's fee, 10".
To the painter, first for a great banner of arms, 50*.

For 4 bannerolls at 30* the piece, 6U.

For 6 dozen of pencils furnished at 12* the dozen, 3U 12'.

For 6 great scutcheons on paste paper, 3U.

For 2 dozen of scutcheons on buckram, 48'.

For one dozen of small scutcheons for the valence, 20'.

For 2 dozen of scutcheons of paper in metal for gar-

nishing of the house and the church, and 6 dozen of

paper scutcheons in colours, 6" 8'.

For 5 staves & 5 braces of iron for the banner and
bannerolls, 20'. In all, 25" 18'.

Sm received by the officers of arms, [and] the painter
as above particularly appeareth, 63" 9'. f 27

1" 11s and 10"

and 25" 18-=-63" 9'.]

By me, Hugh Cotgrave, By me, John Hart,
,,

als. Richmond Herald, Chester Herald.
Itm' for the frame of the hearse and for the making

of the rails, 6
U 13' 4d.

Itm' paid to the tailors for working of the cloth &
other things upon the hearse, 20".

Itm' given in alms to the poor people, 4" 17* 8d.

gm 12u ni [and 63" 9' above=] Sm Total 76".
Received by me Sr Owen Hopton, Knight, by warrant

out of the exchequer, 76".

[Endorsed] Febr 1567. The fees paid by Sr. Owen
Hopton to y

e heralds at y
e funerals of y

9
Lady Gatheryn.

The Queen to the Treasurer and Chamberlain of

the Exchequer. Warrant dated Feb. 6, 1568, for

payment of 76Z. to Sir Owen Hoptonf :

Elizabeth, etc., to the Treasurer and Chamberlain of
our exchequer greeting.
Whereas we have given order to Sr Owen Hopton,

Knight, to take the care of the interment and burial o.
our cousin the Lady Katheryne lately deceased, daughter
of our entirely beloved cousin the Lady Frances Duchess
of Suffolk, Our will and pleasure is that of our treasure
in the receipt of our said exchequer you shall deliver o^
cause to be delivered to the said Sr Owen Hopton, to be
by him employed and paid for the fees of officers of arms,
banners, scutcheons, hearse, and other things abouts the
said burial, the sum of threescore sixteen pounds, And
these our letters shall be your sufficient warrant and

discharge in that behalf. Given under our privy seal

at our palace of Westmr. the sixth of February in the
tenth year of our reign.

Same to same. Warrant dated March 10, 1568
for payment of 140Z. to Sir Owen Hoptont :

Elizabeth, etc., to the Treasurer and Chamberlain of
our exchequer greeting.
We will and command you out of our treasure within

the receipt of our said exchequer to pay or cause to be

* 'State Papers, Dom.,' Eliz., vol. xlvi. f. 24.

t Rid., vol. xlvi. f. 23.

aid to Sr Owen Hopton, Knight, as well for the board
f our cousin the Lady Katheryne lately deceased and of

ier servants whiles she wan in his keeping by our order,
nd for charges for her coming thither, as also for money
aid out by him for household charges during her sickness
and belonging thereunto, the sum of one hundred and
orty pounds. And these our letters shall be your suffi-

ient warrant and discharge in this behalf. Given under
ur privy seal at our palace of Westmr. the tenth day of
larch in the tenth year of our reign,

[Endorsed] Sr Owen Hopton, Knight, for the funerals

and other charges of the Lady Katheryne one of the

laughters of the Lady Frances late Duchess of Suffolk.

W. L. BUTTON.
27, Elgin Avenue, Westbourne Park, W.

LOCAL ANECDOTES IN GENERAL LITERATURE.

Every one who reads much comes occasionally
across anecdotes dealing with local events or places

which, nevertheless, the local historian may miss,

a he is only likely by accident to light on them. I

would suggest that any one happening on any such

n his reading should label it with its place-name
and send a copy to 'N. & Q.,' where the local

antiquary is sure to see it. I send two, as an
llustration of my meaning.
1. Dover : fromCapt. Venn's* Military Observa-

ions,' 1672, 'A Military discourse Whether it be

letter for England to give an Invader present
Battle or to temporize and defer the same,' (p. 201,
at end of

'

Military Observations for the Exercise of

Foot'):
Where can it be remembered that a strong Enemy

proffering to land, hath been prevented by the Frontier

Forces? I think few or none who be avouched unless

the president of the Priest of St. Margaret's, near Dover,
shall be admitted for one, of whom the old Fletchers

retain a Memorial in honour of their Bowes ; who is said

with his Bow and Sheaf of Arrows to have kept down
the French men* that offered to land in a narrow

passage up the Clift near Dover, where they found a

gate fast barred and lockt to stop the same, And he

standing over them on the top of the Clift, played a tall

Bowman's part, when as in these days the French had
not any shot but some few Cross-bowes, that could not

deliver an Arrow half-way up the Clift to him, and so it

was given out that he kept them down till the Country
was come down to the sea-side to repel them back to

their Boats; or rather I suppose (myself knowing the

place) when they saw the gate was so fast they could not

suddenly break it open, they returned before their coming.
But yet I must confess the Bow bare the Bell, before

the Divel (I suppose) sent themusquet, &c., out of Hell."

2. Warwick : from James Cooke's
' Mellificium

Chirurgise or the Marrow of Chirurgery,' &c., fourth

edition, 1685, pt. i. sec. iv. chap. viii. p. 129 :

"The Scots under Lesly in their March from Hereford

to Newark, past through Warwick; there being Guards

set at several places to prevent disorders. A Scots

Trooper quarrelling with one of the Guards, the said

Captain and hia Manf passing by, the man intreated

him to be quiet, for they did but discharge their duty.

The Scot immediately leaving them, with his Tuck ran

* Who came for fresh water, as was supposed,

t "Moses Lander, servant to Captain Matthew

Bridges."
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him in at the left side, which passed between the ribs into

Mucronata; the Man finding himself wounded set spurs
to his Horse, and rid from St. John's Brook to the

Castle, the best part of half a quarter of a Mile : as he

dame riding up I with others standing at the outmost

Gate of the Castle, seeing him make such haste with a

wan Countenance (that always had been Ruddy) and the

Horse side bloody, scarce my thoughts of his wounding
being perfected, before he came near me by twenty

yards, he fell from his Horse. I with another ran and

carried him within the Gate, laying him on a Form

without, at the Porter's Lodg upon bis Back, by which
time an universal coldness had seized him ; his Pulse

was gone and so to all appearance past recovery. I used

Frictions till a handful of Salt came, which I sent for ;

with which rubbing his lips for a quarter of an hour, his

colour came and he began to look up. Being after

carried into the Castle, I prescribed this : R. Aq. Borag.

Bugloss. Julap. Noriinberg an. J J- <!
Cinnamomi 3 vj.

Confect. Alker. 3 j. syr. Caryophil. % j. M. Having taken

six or eight spoonfuls at several times he seemed to

revive more, and his pulse got up a little. About two
hours after, coming to him with my Wife, speaking some-

thing to him to prepare for Heaven, he understanding
called out for all or most part of that night, Heaven,
Heaven. The next Morning finding him in a Fever,
after I had dressed his wound which was very small, I

opened a Vein. Towards the Afternoon he spoke pretty
plain and knew me. This day I was sent to by the

Commissioners to know the state of the Man : that so

General Leven with a Council of War might try him. I

returned Answer, that I conceived he was wounded into

Mucronata, and that he could not long continue. The
next morning finding the Fever again increased, I

repeated V.S. as also the next morning, after that, yet
in the Afternoon he died. The next day I opened him,
there being present his Captain, Mr. Trap Minister, and
several Officers and Soldiers. I found the Tuck had
passed through the Diaphragm into the point of the

Heart, almost to the right Ventricle, and the Stomach
drawn up above tho Midriff. He was a Congregational
Member, meeting then in Warwick Castle. He made a

very sweet and comfortable end."

W. SYKES, F.S.A.

Gosport.

JOHN FLAMSTEED (1646-1719), FIRST ASTRO-
NOMER ROYAL. His marriage is thus recorded in

the parish register of St. Lawrence Jewry, London :

" John fflamsted of G[r]eenwich and Maraarett Lock
of S' Andrews Holborne were Marryed the 23> of Oct.

[16J92 by D' Mapletoft"
DANIEL HIPWELL.

"ONLY." It seems extremely difficult to give
the adverb "

only
"

the place in a sentence which
accurate syntax would appear to demand. What-
ever its special function should be, the word dis-

plays a strong predilection for the company of the
main verb in a statement, the result on a strict

analysis being curiously different from that mani-

festly aimed at. Both in speech and writing this

particle is prone to disport itself as an interloper
given to mischievous and amusing pranks. There
are probably not many speakers who would adopt
the form used by Lucilius (' Julius Caesar,' V. iv.

12), and say,
"
Only I yield to die"; but suffi-

ciently ready favour would be accorded the arrange-

ment, "I only yield to die." A noted orator, at

an 'ancient Scottish university a quarter of a cen-

tury ago, used to introduce some of his most

telling passages with the inevitable formula,
" I

merely mean to say this," his
"
merely

"
being, of

course, simply a variant on the pushing and per-
sistent

"
only." Literary examples offer them-

selves daily. For the sake of illustration let us
take a number of a specially well-written periodical,
and see whether the peculiarity does not assert

itself in the work of very different writers and in

a great variety of circumstances.

In the Saturday Review of May 25 the writer of

the summaries, p. 682, says in two successive para-

graphs: (1) "The Lower House is apt only to
consider questions of practical expediency," and

(2) "A company of 150 men can only muster forty
fit for service." Two paragraphs later, presumably
the same writer says,

" The magnitude of the sum
can only be fully realized when it is understood,"
&c. The writer of an article on '

Chitral and the

Forward Policy
' a vigorous and enlightened con-

tribution towards the settlement of a difficult ques-
tion writes at one point that

" the desert can only
be crossed on the two or three lines," at another that

"an advance could only be made in small bodies,"
and at another that "the Dura Pass is only
open for 100 days in the year." Mr. Arthur A. Bau-

mann, in a signed paper on Mr. T. H. S. Escott's

biography of Lord Eandolph Churchill, considers

that Lord Randolph's friends "
will hardly thank

Mr. Escott for so often reminding the public of

advantages of birth, which only serve to obscure

the natural force and genius of the man." There are

two examples in an article on '

Architecture at the

Academy ': (1) "a building only remains a build-

ing," and (2)
" a vulgarity and pretentiousness

which is only equalled in English art by," &c>

Writing on 'Richter v. Mottl,' J. F. R. says of

Mottl,
" As he only likes what is Wagnerian in

Beethoven, he converts," &c. There may be other

examples in the number, but these are sufficient to

show how persistently the particle "only" gets a

position to which it is not entitled, and how its

dominating presence is readily descried even in

specimens of the best modern prose.
THOMAS BAYNE.

Helensburgb, N.B.

AN UNPUBLISHED LETTER OP TENNYSON. In
" Les Nouvelles de 1'Intermediaire

"
for June 30

the following finds a conspicuous position, and is

equally (or rather more) deserving of similar

honour in
' N. & Q.' It is not said whether the

letter is a translation or not. I should think,
from internal evidence, that it stands as the late

Laureate penned it, and is undated.

Une Lettre
in^dite

d'Alfred Tennyson.
A Hippolyte Lucas.

CHER MONSIEUR, Ce m'est veritablement une douce
chose que d'avoir trouve une dme poetique qui puisae
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fraterniser avec la mienne de 1'autre cote de la grande
mer. Lea poetes, comme vous le dites fort bien, sont on

plutot devraient etre relics ensemble par une chaine

electrique, car ils ne doivent paa parlor settlement pour
leurs compatriotes. J'a lu vps

vers plusieura fois, et ils

m'ont cause plus de plaisir a chaque nouvelle lecture.

Je suis particulierement flatte de leur ressemblance avec

mon propre poeme.
Si jamais je fais un voyage en Bretagne, j'aurai

1'honneur et le plaisir de vous faire une visite. Votre

province est riche en legendea poetiques de toute espece,
et par cela mSme particulierement chere aux Anglais.

J'espere la voir un jour, et vous en mime temps.
En attendant, croyez-moi, cher monsieur, votre tout

devoue", ALFRED TENNYSON.

(Collection L. Lucas.)

It would be interesting to know to which
"
propre poeme

"
the poet referred. J. B. S.

Manchester.

HENRY MOSSOP. According to the excellent

memoir of this popular actor in the '

Dictionary of

National Biography,' some doubt exists as to the

exact date of his decease. It is there said that
" he died in the Strand, Nov. 18, 1773, or, accord-

ing to the Gentleman's Magazine, on Dec. 27, 1774,
at Chelsea." It is certain that the latter date is

the correct one. Faulkner, in his 'Historical

Description of Chelsea,' ii. 136, informs us that

"lie died in great poverty and distress at bis lodgings in

Chelsea, December, 1774, aged forty-three. His brothers
of the buskin, who during his lifetime had refused him
any assistance, were anxious, after his death, to pay due

respect to his name ;
for Mossop was unquestionably one

of the first actors of his time. His remains were followed

by all the theatrical corps at that time in London ; and
the funeral was conducted to Chelsea Church with great
magnificence and pomp."

.The entry in the register shows that he was
buried on Jan. 1, 1775. If the statement as to

his age be correct, the date of his birth may be

pretty safely assigned to the year 1731.

THOMPSON COOPER, F.S.A.
' LA GRIPPE.' I do not remember having seen

the following mentioned, and have, therefore,
noted it for any future bibliography of the subject :

" La Grippe, Comedie ipisodique en prose et en un
acte ; par M. ***. A Paris, chez J. F. Bastion (Rue
du Petit-Lion, Fauxbourg St. Germain). 1776, in-8vo.
1 livre, 4 sols."

H. H. S.

[See 7th S. xi. 265; xii. 465; 8th S. i. 80, 132. The
comedy II. H. S. mentions has, we find, been variously
attributed to Fr. Nau and Pierre Jean Baptiste Nou-
garet.]

"BATTLETWIG": " LANDLADY ": "BOGGART."
In the review of Notts and Derbyshire Notes

and Queries (8
th S. vii. 500) reference is made to

the folk-name of the earwig, "battletwig." I
heard this for the first time when on a visit to

Cleethorpes in 1884. Until then the" only name
by which I had heard it called, excepting its

proper name was "
twinee." also heard another

folk-name for the ladybird or cowlady, which
I have never heard since, viz. ,

"
landlady." My

landlady, who was the person from whose lips
both these new words fell, was naturally carious

to know why the latter name was, in my opinion,
such a suitable one for the ladybird, and I am
afraid I incurred her lifelong displeasure by reply-

ing "because they live on their lodgers." The
word "boggart" is not an uncommon name in

some parts of the south-west riding of Yorkshire.

At the village of Ardsley, near Barnaley, there ia

a house known to old residents as "the little

boggard house," for that is the way in which they
pronounce "boggart." As to the origin of its

name, however, I have no notes as yet.
E. G. B.

[" Boggart
"

in Yorkshire signifies ghost, goblin. la

it a corruption of "
barghest." for which see ' N. E. D.' 1

See also
"
Boggard

"
in ' N. E. D.'j

" EFFRONTERY." According to the 'New Eng-
lish Dictionary

'

there is some difficulty as to the

original sense of the O.Fr. esfronter. It seems
worth while to suggest that it has been confused
with O.F. afronter. At any rate, I find in the supple-
ment to Godefroy the entry :

"
Afronterie, s.f.

bravado insolente, effronterie"; and it is remark-
able that all the three quotations which Godefroy
cites spell the word affronterie with double/.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

STATUES. I have discovered one of Alfred the

Great theonly one in London, I believe in Trinity

Square, Southwark. It looks utterly woe-begone
in the midst of a wilderness of grass, where used
to be a nice shrubbery in my younger days.

Is it not disgraceful to us as a nation that there

is no memorial to the heroic General Wolfe at

Greenwich Church, where he was buried ? Surely
it is time something was done.

G. A. BROWNE.
Montcalm, Dagmar Road, Camberwell.

WELSH PLACE-NAMES. (See 8th S. vii. 421,

515.) The following, which I have had amongst
my newspaper cuttings for many years, and which
I fancy I cut out of a Carlisle paper, will, I think,
amuse even your Welsh readers :

"The revising barristers for the county of Anglesey
last week announced that they would visit Beaumaris
for the purpose of revising the lists for the parishes of

Llanddanielfab, Llanfairpwllgwyngyll, Llanfairycwmma,
Llanntrangellmsilwy, and Llanfitrangelesaifiog. We hope
they did their duty thoroughly, and made no mistake in

names."

I find the second of these names, spelt exactly
as I have written, it, in the ' Post Office Guide.'

I fancy, but I am not sure, that the tr in the last

two should be h. JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

" DENTING ":
" RINGEK.

" Some coal - mining
terms are curious. Frequently in coal mines it ia
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necessary to take up portions of the floor of the

roads on which the miners and pit-ponies travel,

because, as some of the men have it, "the road

rises with the pressure." This road taking up is

called
"
denting," which means that the

"
hills an'

holes "
of the road are made level with pick and

spade.
When portions of the roof of theroads hang loosely,

to the danger of life and limb, the masses of stone

have to be fetched down before the roads may be

again used. This is done by means of a "
ringer

" =
a long bar of steel a crowbar, in fact and the

work is called "ringering"= getting down the roof.

When the stones have been thus prised down, the

workmen say
"

it 's ringered down." The steel bar
is called a "ringer" because of the ringing which
steel makes with every blow struck.

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Workaop.

MISTAKES IN BOOKS OF REFERENCE. There
are two curious errors in Watt's 'Bibl. Brit.'

respecting two of Madame D'Arblay's novels. The
list of her works contains

' Evalina [sic] ; or, a

Toung Lady's Entrance into the World,' 1777 ;

and ' The Wanderer ; or, Female Difficulties,'
1814. But '

Evelina
'

is also included among the

writings of Caroline Burney, and ' The Wanderer '

among those of Sarah Harriet Burney. The works
of the two latter are unrecorded in Lowndes's
work. Sarah Harriet Burney was a step-sister of

Madame D'Arblay ; but who was Caroline Burney?
She published

'

Seraphina ; or, a Winter in Town,'
in 1809. Her name does not appear in the 'Dic-

tionary of National Biography.'
T. N. BRTJSHFIELD, M.D.

Salterton, Devon.

"FRIGHTENED OF." One does not expect a

slip in English from Mr. Raskin. In the May
number of the Nineteenth Century, p. 743, a letter

of his contains the sentence,
" Photos both quite

safe, but I 'm rather frightened of my Queen."
R. M. SPENCE.

AUDREY AND AWDRT. Are the two names in

the title necessarily identical? The latter we
know, on Prof. Skeat's indisputable authority, is

a corruption of Etheldrida, brought about by the

withering away of the head and tail of the word,
and the passing of el into au in the body of it.*

Lithe" lays it down that au, ou, u, on represent
ail and el. If Audrey name so fancied by Shake-

spere that he uses it not fewer than thirteen times
in one play alone (as if he had Audrey on the
brain when he wrote ' As You Like It ') is the
same name, we can well understand how Etheldrida,
in its slow course of decay and evolution into

* By a further corruption Saint Awdry becomes the

adjective "tawdry," the legitimate deduction of which
from St. Etheldrida fairly beats the record.

Awdry, may have continually gravitated towards,
and ultimately become identical in sound with,
and merged into, Audrey.

This latter may possibly be of Norman origin, as

was suggested to me by reading of the jument
Andr4e running for, and I believe winning if not

she, it was her companion jument who won the

Grand Prix de Paris on the last occasion.*

We have a precedent for the Fr. an becoming
Eng. au in the word braule (now brawl), a limb-

shaking sort of dance, which all agree is derived

from bransle or branle. So dawdle evidently
comes from dandle, which Prof. Skeat says is
" made by the help of the suffix le from an old

Low German base dand or dant, signifying to

trifle, play, delay, loiter."

Again, am nearly the same thing as an passing
into au is seen in the word bauble, derived from

bambola, a doll made by children out of rags and
other loose material. Also Maurice (Mav/H/aos)
is doubtless connected with Manrico, Manrique.t
Finally, the name Chautemps, which has so fre-

quently turned up of late in the newspapers, may
probably be derived from Chantemps or Chante-

temps (
=

Precentor).

If, then, the change of Andre'e into Audrey can

be maintained, the latter will be the feminine, or, so

to say, own sister to Andrew, which name curiously

enough occurs no fewer than fifteen times in

'Twelfth Night,' the next comedy but one pro-
duced by Shakespere after

' As You Like It.'

The interchanges of al and an with au have led

me to notice an interesting cyclic connexion
between the triad of sounds au, al, an, viewed
with regard to their several modes of production

by the organs of speech. To understand this,

begin with placing the tongue (the clapper of the

bell) at the junction of the gum and upper set of

teeth so as to give rise to the sound al; on pushing
it forward to the junction of the two rows of teeth

the sound au, but if it be moved in the opposite
direction until it reaches the outer periphery of the

upper gum, an will result. On moving the tongue
still further to the rear, until its point touches the

vertex of the roof of the mouth, the sound au will

reappear ; and pushing or curling it backwards in

* It was noticed in the Debats on the morning of the

race that seven years before, in 188S, and seven years
before that again, a jument had won the race, so that a

sort of septennial period was thought to have been dis-

covered, and was regarded as of happy augury to the

chances to win of the two juments (against whom enor-

mous odds had been laid) who were to run that after-

noon a prognostication justified by the event. Book-

makers, therefore if any there be who read ' N. & Q.'

may take the hint in placing their money on the Grand
Prix for the year of grace 1902.

f As an becomes au, so, and for similar physical

reasons, it is liable to change into aun, as in the familiar

instances of Roman into Romaunt, Kanbpur into

Caunpur, John of Gand and Mandati dies into John
Gaunt and Maundy Thursday.

1UW
Q Of
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two successive jerks as far as it will go, a higher al

and a higher an (the latter not without some effort)
will be produced. Thus it will be seen that, genet-

ically considered, au, al, an, au, form a cycle
extensible into the second period (or, speaking
more or less figuratively, octave), so that we have
the completed scale au, al, an, au, aJ, an, beyond
which on the verge of the third octave it is not

possible to proceed. J. J. S.

We muat request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their
Barnes and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

"
DISGHIBELLINE." In the 'Rehearsal Trans-

prosed
'

of Andrew Marvel (1672), pt. i. p. 299, it

is written,
" In their conversation they thought fit

to take some more license, the better to dis-Ghibeline

themselves from the Puritans. Does dis-Ghibeline

here mean to separate from Ghibellinism ; or to

separate as a Ghibelline from a Guelf ? Is there

any historical allusion beyond what appears on the

surface to the strong antagonism between Guelfs
and Ghibellines ? J. A. H. MURRAY.

THE " Memoirs and Adventures of the Marquis
de Bretagne and Due d'Harcourt To which is

added The History of the Chevalier de Grieu and
Moll Lescaut, an extravagant Love adventure.
Translated from the original French by Mr.
Erskine. 3 vols. 12mo., Lond., 1743." Is this

translation, of which I have not previously heard,
of L'Abbe

1

Provost's famous tale known ? Who is

Mr. Erskine ? H. T.

"PLANTAIN," IN THE SENSE OF A BANANA.
This is certainly by usage an English word, though
it is not thus employed in Skeat's

'

Etymological
Dictionary.' Could any one enlighten me as to

the history of this word ? I take it to be from the

Spanish platano or plantano (banana), and infer

that it has by assimilation taken the shape of a

very old English plant-name. It would seem that

the
^
Spaniards have obtained platano from the

Carib and Galibi words for banana, viz., "bala-
tanna " and "palatana," by the process followed

by the Australian colonists when they converted a
native word for the casuarina trees into "she-oak";
and that we can thus explain how platano comes
in Spanish to signify both the plane-tree and the

banana. Spanish lexicographers seem as much
irritated at having to employ the ancient name of

the plane-tree to designate the banana as an edu-
cated Englishman must be when he sees a casu-

arina tree and hears it called an oak.

H. B. GUPPY, M.B.

[The
'

Century Dictionary
'

gives it as from the same
source as planta, the sole of the foot and a sucker. J

PORTRAIT OF WARREN HASTINGS. Is it known
in what collection the fine portrait of Hastings by
Sir Joshua Eeynolds is preserved ? There is a

large engraving of it, three-quarters length, in the

possession of a friend of mine, though a copy is

not to be found in the Hope Collection, in the

Bodleian, at Oxford. Underneath the engraving is

inscribed, "Painted by Sir Joshua Reynolds.

Engraved by Thomas Watson. London, March

20th, 1777. Warren Hastings, Governor-General
of Bengal, &c." It represents a handsome man, in

the prime of life, and at that date Warren Hast-

ings was forty-five years of age.
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

GIGANTIC BONES. In the porch of Mallwyd
Church, Montgomeryshire, are hung certain

gigantic bones, which never seem to have been

properly described. Perhaps some of your readers

may be able to inform me what these bones are,

where they were found, and when placed in their

present situation.

ARTHUR W. THOMAS, M.D.

OIL OF EGGS. In an old cookery book that I

have, oil of the yolks of hard eggs is described

as of immense value in allaying pains and for

relieving burns, also as good for many other

things. Is this one of the innumerable lies con-

signed to the mala fides of black printer's ink
;
or

is it one of the facts that our wisdomite world, in

full chase of science, has let slip ? In consequence,
the heap of knowledge lost, compared with that

retained, is as Chimborazo to Snowdon.
C. A. WARD-.

Charlecot, Walthamatow.

GOWER, THE POET. He lies buried, as all

know, in St. Saviour's, Southwark, As Poet

Laureate, his recumbent figure has round the

brow a fillet of roses. The spaces between the

roses seem to be occupied with an inscription,

which no one has yet deciphered. Two of the

quaint carved wooden bosses, now lying on the

floor of the new nave, also bear inscriptions. If

some expert in these matters amongst your readers

would kindly pay a visit to the church, which is

open from 11 to 4 daily, and examine and report

upon these inscriptions, I should be very greatly

obliged. W. THOMPSON, D.D., Rector.

TOURNAMENTS. I should be glad if any of your

correspondents would give me information or

names of books bearing on tournaments in France

during the sixteenth century. R. BOEHM.

[See
' Ceremonie des Gages de Bataille,' Paris, Crapelet,

1830, though it deals with an earlier epoch.]

FREEMASON FEMALE CHARITY. I have an en-

graving by Bartolozzi, after Stothard, dated 1802,

and wish to trace the portraits of those represented
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if any one can help me. It is titled
( The Distin-

guishing Characteristic of Masonry, Charity exerted

on Proper Objects.' The artist has taken an in-

cident after one of the first annual dinners of the

subscribers to the girls' orphan charity of the

Masonic Institution. Those present formed two

lines, through which walked a procession of the

children headed by Chevalier Ruspini, the founder
of the charity, who held the two youngest by either

hand. One of the Eoyal Dukes stands to the

right. The print is dedicated to the Grand Lodge
of England, and there are several items of interest

independent of the matter already described.

Stothard and Bartolozzi, both Eoyal Academicians,
were likewise both Freemasons, as is testified by
the prefix Bro. to their names on the plate.
In the picture the apron is worn under the coat,
not over as at present. One qualification for ad-

mission to the school under the original rules was
that the applicant must have had the small-pox.
A sad fate befell the kind-hearted founder of the

charity. Bell's Weekly Messenger, Jan. 23, 1831,
tells the tale, under the heading

' Reverse of For-

tune,' thus :

"Among the paupers who applied a few days since
at the Board Boom, St. James's, for relief was the well-
known Chevalier Kuspini, dentist to his late Majesty
(George IV.), and who at one time kept a large house
in Pall Mall. The board immediately granted him a
sufficient sum to relieve him and his family for a few
days, who are in great distress. The Chevalier Kuspini
is, we believe, the fonnder of one of our most admired
public charities for children."

HILDA GAMLIN.
CamJen Lawn, Birkenhead.

EXTRAORDINARY BLUNDER. In a recent number
of the Saturday Review, in an article on '

English
Conductors and German Capellmeisters,' the
writer speaks of compassing "the destruction of

the terrible Frankensteins which musically threaten
to destroy us," whereby it is evident that he
mistakes Frankenstein, the student, for Franken-
stein's monster. Can any of your readers mention
a similar slip on this subject ?

MELANCTHON MADVIQ.

[Such are familiar. See 8th S. vii. 485.]

WORCESTER CLOISTERS. There is a peculiar
feature about these. Can any one give me the
correct architectural term, and say if the instance

is, so far as English cathedrals are concerned,
unique? C. E. GILDERSOME-DICKINSON.

' KALEVALA/ I shall feel obliged if any of your
readers can tell me the correct pronunciation of the
name of this poem, which I do not find in any
dictionary. F. E. WALHS.

"A WOMAN WITH A PAST." This phrase has
come much into vogue within the last three years,
and especially since the production, in May, 1893,
of Mr. Pinero's play 'The Second Mrs. Tan-

queray.' But was not its first use as the title of

a three-volume novel, by Mrs. Berens, published
in 1886 ? ALFRED F. BOBBINS.

SPORTING NAMES OF BIRDS. There are several

names or terms applied to groups or companies
of birds, in general use among sportsmen and game-

keepers. Of these I know seven :

A covey of partridges.
A nide of pheasants (? nidus, neat).
A bevy of quails.
A pack of grouse,
A knob of widgeon and various wild ducka.
A flock of geese.
A whiting of swans.

Can these be added to ? I should be much obliged
for any information on this matter. These as-

semblages of birds are at first confined each to a

single family ; but as the season advances they
merge and combine, especially where sportsmen
have been at work. With some of the wild ducks
one often meets with two or three species together.
I have shot the common widgeon, the pochard,
and the pintail out of the same knob.

S. JAMES A. SALTER.
Basingfield, Basingstokc.

[In Yorkshire we have "a cletch"=a brood of
chickens. ]

"CAHBERWELL FRINGE." Some time ago, in

an article on the subject of beards, this was given
as a name for a peculiar style of beard common,
perhaps, in the district implied. Can any one

explain the term ? I have heard of
"
Piccadilly

fringe," as denoting a certain style of dressing the

hair ; but " Camberwell fringe
"

is altogether new
and strange, and induces me to ask the inevitable,

Why? C. P. HALE.

" DRINK TO ME ONLY WITH THINE EYES." In a
second-hand edition of Lempriere's

'
Classical Dic-

tionary,' I recently purchased, there is the follow-

ing marginal note pencilled against the article on
'
Philostratus I.':

" ' Brink to me only with thine eyes,' &c., is an exact
translation by Ben Jonson from the prose letter of

Philostratus; his collection of letters (Greek) is very
elegant, so that the well-known English song is much
more ancient than people fancy."

Is there any reason for doubting this statement?

F. G. SAUNDERS.
Crouch Hill.

LINCOLN INVENTORY. Many years ago I met

with, in a volume of some magazine issued in the

last century, some extracts from an old inventory

relating to the City of Lincoln or some one living

therein, in which occurred entries referring to

ecclesiastical objects. A person named Fulbeck
was mentioned therein. I think he was mayor of

the city; but of this I am not certain. I had
the impression that the document which I am
anxious to see was to be found in the Gentleman's
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Magazine; but^a long-continued search therein,
aided by others, has been fruitless. If any reader
of

' N. & Q.' can help me I shall be grateful.
EDWARD PEACOCK.

Duustan House, Kirton-in-Lindsey.

GOLDFINCHES POISONING. I saw a few days
ago two young goldfinches (in Bearnais cardinal
or hilhou) in a cage in an -inn at Montory. The
mistress informed me that she supposed the

parents would come and fed them for a few days,
and then poison them. The same evening the inn-

keeper at Lanne, a little further on in Beam, told

me he had witnessed a case of such feeding and

poisoning, followed by the suicide of the parent
birds. He said the poison used was a kind of

paste, secreted in the stomachs of the parents.

Buffon, in his "Histoire Naturelle des Oiseaux.
Tome Septieme. A Paris. Suivant la Copie in

4 De 1'Imprimerie Eoyale. MDCCLXXIX, pp.
270 and 271," in the article on Chardonnerets,'
refers to the "dit-on" that these birds make their

offspring in captivity die out of compassion, by
poisoning them with a certain herb. Do the people
of the British islands share the belief of the Bearnais

peasants that this really happens ? Is it a mere
superstition ? PALAMEDES.

Oloron, Basses Pyren6es.

PELHAM OF TILLINGTON, SUSSEX. John Pel-
ham's daughter Elizabeth married William Hersey
(vide King's Bench Roll in 1484). Where did
this John Pelham die ; and where can his will be
seen? A. C. H.

SWIMMING. In 1868 1 printed a bibliographical
list of books on this subject. I have for some time

past been engaged on a new edition, and I shall

feel obliged if you would allow me to mention this,
in case any of your readers, as they did before,
should be able to let me see any books I have not
seen. I particularly want to see any editions of
* The Angler and Swimmer,' also published as the
* Art of Angling with the Art of Swimming/ I be-
lieve by Smeeton, Hodgson, and Dean & Mun-
day, 1820-1832 (see Westwood and Satchell,
'Bibliotheca Piscatoria,' 1883, pp. 17 and xiv).
A number of chap-books were published about

1815, many of which I have not seen.

KALPH THOMAS.
13, Clifford's Inn, E.G.

THE "
COULIN." I take the following paragraph

from the Daily News of July 23 :

"There was a sort of Celtic fringe called the '
Coulin,'

which it was at one time penal to wear, and which is

kept in the world's memwy by a poem of exquisite
pathos, and by music of an almost divine melancholy."

What was the "
conlin," and what was the poem

alluded to ? As a collector of national songs, I ask
for purely literary purposes, without any political
motive whatever. WAITER HAMILTON.

SHAKSPEARB: BILLIARD PORTRAIT.

(8
tt S. vii. 508.)

W. I. R. V. will find the fullest details of

the supposed Hilliard portrait of Shakespeare in

the excellent and exhaustive quarto volume,
' The

Portraits of Shakespeare," by J. Parker Norris,

Philadelphia, 1885. This volume was printed for

subscribers, and is largely illustrated with very
full descriptions of thirty-three supposed portraits

of Shakespeare, from the Stratford bust down to

the American statue by Mr. J. Q. A. Ward. As
the volume is rare (my copy is No. 125), there are

few available in England, but probably the Museum

Library has one. "The Hilliard Miniature" is

described in four pages, and was engraved by
J. W. Harland. Mr. Norris writes :

" This curious little miniature has a history, which is

apparently authentic, and certainly far better than most
of the pictures that claim to represent Shakespeare."

He quotes the letter of Sir J. Bland Burges (to

Boswell), who
"
thought well of it, and concluded to have an engraving

made from it for the edition of Malone's Shakespeare,
that he was about to publish. By the advice of Sir

Thomas Lawrence he employed Mr. Agar to engrave a

plate for him. This was done, and the print appeared
in the second volume of that work in 1821."

Mr. Norris says that Boaden recorded that

" Boswell showed him the miniature, and that it at once

struck him '
to have been unquestionably painted by

Hilliard
'

[who died in 1619]."

Mr. Norris adds :

"
Unfortunately, however, he does not tell us the

reasons which led him to believe this ;
and there is

nothing known concerning the miniature that supports
such a belief, and it will be observed that Sir James does

not say a word as to who the painter was. No doubts,

however, seem to have troubled Boaden ; and he speaks

of Hilliard as if he was unquestionably the painter of

the miniature, which will go down to posterity as the

Hilliard Miniature,' though it would have been far

better to call it after Burges."

Speaking of Sir James's account of the history

of the miniature, Boaden remarks :

" It would be merely rude to ask for more particulars

as to this transmission of this picture, than Sir James has

been pleased to give ; but I hope I may, without offence,

express some astonishment that Somerville the Poet, a

man born almost on the banks of the Avon, glorying in

his countryman, and writing occasionally verses to poets

on the subjects of Poetry, should have [had] in his pos-

session an authentic portrait of Shakespeare and never

allow it to be engraved."

Boaden further states, that
" as Somerville's death did not take place till 1742, he

must have beard of these matters, and yet he never

communicated the fact of his having such a picture in

bis possession."

The pedigree of this miniature picture is more

than doubtful, and the portrait has no resemblance
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to the Stratford bast or the Droeshout print,
which are the only contemporary representations
of Shakespeare

"
in his habit as he lived."

ESTE.

The claim to authenticity of the miniature

referred to by W. I. R. V. is set forth in Sir

James Bland Barges's letter to James Boswell,
the younger, of June 26, 1818, which is printed in

Abraham Wivell's 'Inquiry into the History,

Authenticity, and Characteristics of the Shake-

speare Portraits,' Lond., 1827, p. 150. May not

the miniature be in the possession of Sir James's

great-grandson and successor, Sir Archibald

Lamb, Bart. ? GEO. WILL. CAMPBELL.
6, Clarendon Square, Leamington.

The miniature referred to in the extract from
the Morning Post of Sept. 21, 1818, is now the

property of J. Lumsden Propert, Esq., of London,
the well-known collector and historian of minia-

tures. It was fully described by Sir James Bland

Burges in a letter to the younger Boswell, pub-
lished by J. Boaden in his essay on the

'
Portraits

of Shakspere.' It was first engraved for Malone's
'

Shakspere
'

in 1821, and has since been several

times reproduced. It is, and was, a mistake to

speak of it as accidentally discovered. It was

preserved in the family of the descendants ol

William Somerville, of Edston House, Warwick-

shire, as a precious family heirloom ; and when
Wm. Somerville, the author of

' The Chase,' trans-

ferred that estate, with others, to his kinsman,
Lord Somerville, the miniature was given by the

poet to Miss Somerville, an only child, who after

wards became the mother of Sir James Blanc

Burges. The history of this miniature entitles i

to be considered the only life portrait of Shakspere
of which we have any knowledge.

JNO. MALONE.

' LEGENDS OF FLORENCE '

(8
th S. viii. 79). I am

surprised to find in ' N. & Q.' the following criti

cism :

"His [Mr. Leland's] quotations strike us sometime
with marvel, as,

Oh for one blast of that dread horn
On Fontarabian echoes borne,
When Roland brave and Olivier,
And every paladin and peer
At Roncesvalles died.

To these [c] he appends the name Walter Scott. Nov
did Scott write two poems with almost the same begin
ning ? With the following we are familiar :

Oh for the voice of that wild horn
On Fontarabian echoes borne,
The dying hero's call,

That told imperial Charlemagne,
How Paynim sons of swarthy Spain
Had wrought his champion's fall."

It seems to be insinuated that no one is familL
with the former quotation ! But it is, to me, th
most familiar passage in one of Scott's best-know

oems, viz.,
' Marmion '

! The quotation is a

ttle mutilated, as there is an omission after
; borne "; but it is really not very much amiss.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

Neither Mr. Leland's
"
quotation

" from Scott

or the Editor's is familiar to me. Scott wrote, in

Marmion,' canto vi. 33 :

O for a blast of that dread horn
On Fontarabian echoes borne,
That to King Charles did come,

When Rowland brave, and Olivier,

And every paladin and peer,
On Roncesvalles died !

0. 0. B.

Mr. Leland is more nearly right than his re-

viewer thinks. In '

Marmion,' vi. 33, is this :

O for a blast of that dread horn,
On Fontarabian echoes borne,
That to King Charles did come,

When Rowland brave, and Olivier,
And every paladin and peer,
On Roncesvalles died !

C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

In a short review of 'Legends of Florence/
;he reviewer takes Mr. Leland, the author of the

Dook, to task for having ascribed the authorship of

certain lines to Walter Scott. Now the lines in

question were written by Walter Scott, and are to

be found in
'

Marmion,' canto vi. 33. I append
the lines, with their context :

By this, though deep the evening fell,

Still rose the battle's deadly swell,
For still the Scots, around their king,

Unbroken, fought in desperate ring.
Where's now their victor raward wing,
Where Huntly, and where Home 1

for a blast of that dread horn,
On Fontarabian echoes borne,
That to King Charles did come,

When Rowland brave, and Olivier,
And every paladin and peer,
On Ronceavalles died !

Such blasts might warn them, not in vain.
To quit the plunder of the slain,

And turn the doubtful day again,
While yet on Flodden side,

Afar, the Royal Standard flies,

And round it toils, and bleeds, and dies,

Our Caledonian pride !

Mr. Leland, in his quotation, leaves out the

line,
That to King Charles did come.

He has also substituted the words "At Ronces-

valles
"
for

" On Roncesvalles."

If Mr. Leland reads the review, as I suppose is

likely, he will no doubt defend himself.

C. W. CASS.

Your reviewer, in his notice of Mr. 0. G. Leland's
'

Legends of Florence,' at the above reference, is

rather unjustly
" down " on Mr. Leland. He says,

"His [Mr. Leland's] quotations strike us some-

times with marvel Now did Scott write two
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poems with almost the same beginning 1" T
which I reply, Yes, he did. The five fine line

(should be six, the third is omitted) to which Mr
Leland rightly appends the name " Walter Scott,
are in

'

Marmion,' canto vi. Besides the omission

of the third line there are two very slight verba

errors, "one" for a, and "at" for on.
Thj

six lines with which the reviewer says he i

familiar, and which he quotes perfectly correctly
are supposed to be written by Frank Osbaldistone
' Eob Roy,' chap. ii. Sir Walter, in * Rob Roy,
unconsciously, and, as he afterwards admitted to a

friend when the "
Waverley

"
secret had been

divulged, "very carelessly," quoted himself. Se<

'N. &Q.,'1S. ix. 72.

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
Ropley, Alresford.

The lines Mr. Leland gives in 'Legends o:

Florence,' though not quite accurately quoted, are

Scott's, and occur at the close of the great battle

scene in '

Marmion,' vi. 33. They run thus :

for a blast of that dread horn,
On Fontarabian echoes borne,
That to King Charles did come,

When Rowland brave, and Olivier,
And every paladin and peer,
On Roncesvalles died !

The last line presently finds rhymes in
" Flodden

side
" and "

Caledonian pride." It was this pas-

sage, with its strong and resonant movement, that

caught the youthful fervour of Mr. Francis Os-

baldistone, and gave occasion for his father's

scathing criticism of his poetical achievement, and
his denunciation of verse-making as a "

beggarly
trade

'

(' Rob Roy,' chap. ii.). THOMAS BAYNE.
Helenaburgh, N.B.

LE DESPENCER (8
th S. vii. 428, 513 ; viii. 74).

See ' Three Branches of the Family of Wentworth/
by W. L. Rutton, p. 2. Philip was son to Hugh
the elder, but there were, from father to son, no
fewer than four of these Sir Philips. There is

thus no Wentworth descent from Edward I.

D.

THE VICTORIA CROSS (8
th S. vii. 448, 498;

viii. 31). A reference to Mr. T. E. Toomey's
recently published

' Heroes of the Victoria Cross
'

(Newnes) would have obviated the necessity of

J.^B. S.'s query. No woman ever received the
Victoria Cross. The decoration which Mrs. Grim-
wood personally received from the Queen was the

Royal Red Cross, which was instituted with the

primary object of rewarding ladies who had done
good work in the nursing service. Mrs. Grim-
wood wears this decoration in the portrait which
is prefixed to her book on Manipur.

W. F. PRIDEADX.

Your correspondent J. B. S. was led, probably,
into supposing that the Victoria Cross was given
in 1891 to the lady who was then Mrs. Grimwood

by the fact thatja suggestion to that effect was
made by an M.P. in the.House of Commons.

EDWARD ^H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

LORD MORDATJNT (8
th S. vii. 488 ; viii. 49).

I was mistaken in ascribing the lines on Lord

Peterborough to Pope. I find they were written

by Swift. KATHLEEN WARD. ,

ANCIENT MASONS' MARKS (8
th S. vii. 208, 334,

416 ; viii. 18). In the Reliquary for January,
1871, will be found a plate giving sixty-five
different examples of the masons' marks to be
found in and about Strasburg Cathedral. They
are an interesting collection No. 39 bearing a

strong resemblance to the insignia of the Isle of

Man. RICHARD LAWSON.
Urmston, Manchester.

Your correspondent A. H. A. will find much to

interest him in a paper on masons' marks, con-

tributed by Mr. W. H. Rylands, F.S.A., to the

Transactions of the Historic Society of Lancashire

and Cheshire, vol. vii. N. S. ; also in the Trans-

actions of the Quatuor Coronati Lodge of Free-

masons. TERRY BANK.

Some masons' marks from Persia are given in

King's
'

Gnostics,' first edition, p. 229. A large
number are given in the book referred to by JNO.

H., the title of which is "Facts about Pompeii :

its Masons' Marks, Town Walls, Houses, and Por-

traits. With a complete list of all the Mason's
Marks cut in the Stones." Another collection

from Early Norman in Jedburgh Abbey, and other

places, down to the end of the fifteenth century, is

2[iven in 'History of Freemasonry in Roxburgh
and Selkirk,' London, George Kenning.

F. T. ELWORTHY.

TRANSLATIONS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT (8
tb

S. vii. 467 ; viii. 11). Darling's bibliography is

not within my reach, but at a venture I contribute

.he following. Neither of these seems to have
jeen intended to support any theory :

"A Translation of the New Testament, by Gilbert

iVakcfield, B.A. The second edition, with improvements.
~n two volumes. London, printed by A. Hamilton for

George Kearsley. No. 46, Fleet Street. 1795."
"The New Testament; or, the Book of the Holy

} ospol of our Lord and our God, Jesus the Messiah. A
iteral translation from the Syriac Peshito Version. By
Tames Murdock, D.D. New York, Robert Carter &
Brothers, No. 530, Broadway. 1879."

F. J. P.

Boston, Mass.

LEATHER DRINKING JACKS (8
th S. vii. 249, 312,

95, 437, 475, 518). I am glad to know of the
ne Cromwellian jack described by MR. ARTHUR
ricARS. I have also heard that another, once

>elonging to Cromwell, and apparently very
imilar to the above, is in the possession of the
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Duke of Manchester. A friend also tells me that

he saw at Sudeley Castle, Gloucester, two black

jacks, one foot ten inches high, lipped with silver,

and inscribed
"
Cromwell, L. Protector of England."

I have heard, but have not yet verified the state-

ment, that when the first Duke of Wellington was
Constable at the Tower he turned out a large
number of black jacks and other relics, which
were sold as lumber.
As to the size of leather bottles, they were, I

think, always in set sizes, holding a full measure.
I notice that the letters I have most frequently
seen on them are I. S., stamped three times, which
I take to be the initials of an important maker.

OLIVER BAKER.
Gough Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

NEEDLEWORK SAMPLERS (8
th S. vii. 409,513).

The correct reading of A. W. D.'e quotation is :

Now have skirts, and minds, grown ampler;
Now not all they seek to do

Is create upon a sampler
Beaats which Buffon never knew.

I have a copy of the book, in which the following
note is added on the tight dress which after a time
succeeded crinoline :

1878.
Now if minds be, skirts are not so
Whose fair wearers can't ascend

Hansom cabs, their skirts have got so

Tight about their lower end.

This I happen to know was based on an actual

fact. A young lady was seen to hail a cab in

London streets, and after struggling in vain, right
foot first, and left foot first, to get into it, she gave
the driver a shilling, and said,

" Thank you, I don't

want you." C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

Maid of the village inn
Who workest woe on satin,

(The grass in black, the graves in green,
The epitaph in Latin).

This verse is from 'The Poet's Lot,
1

by 0. W.
Holmes, and may be of interest to L. M.

W. W. DAVIES.
Lisburn, co. Antrim.

There is a delightful poem entitled 'On a

Sampler,' by Reginald Holder, in the English
Illustrated Magazine for August, 1894.

JOHN Li. WARDEN PAGE.
Moorcroft, Totnes.

See Calverley's third Charade, in 'Verses and
Fly-leaves.' Answer, "Outlaw."

W. G. F. P.

"GAVEL" (8
th S. viii. 29, 58). The following

passage is from Bartlett's 'Dictionary of Ame-
ricanisms':
" Gavel. A small mallet used by a chairman or pre-

siding officer to attract attention and preserve order.
It is used by our legislative bodies, but originated, |pro-

bably, with the Free-Masons. Mr. Paton says,
' The

name of gavel is derived from the German gipfd, a peak,
from which also comes the same term applied to the end
of a house, the gavel or gable, running up to a point at

the summit, the form in the one case and in the other

being somewhat similar.'
'

Free-Masonry, its Symbol-
ism/ &c. (London, 1873)."

For derivation cf. Prof, Skeat's 'Etymological

Dictionary.' F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

The 'N. E. D.' would be less serviceable than

usual if referred to for "gavel." Webster-Mann
and the '

Encyclopaedic Dictionary
'

give the word
as meaning a hammer, and the latter book adds,

cautiously,
"
etymology doubtful."

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

Annandale, in his
'

Imperial Dictionary,' de-

scribes it as a small mallet used by the president
of a legislative or public assembly to attract atten-

tion and preserve order. A former correspondent
of

' N. & Q.' (3
rd S. xi. 417), so long ago as May,

1867, required an illustration of
"
gavel

"= mallet,
but no reply followed.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Eoad.

SIBYL (8
th S. v. 425

;
vi. 158, 438 j

vii. 351 ;

viii. 12). It would be interesting to know MR. E.

WALFORD'S grounds for the positive statement

that Sibyl is derived from crtos (i.e., Sios) /3ovA^,
"the counsel of Jove." Dr. Charnock('Prsenomina,'

1882) says, "Sybil, an old name corrupted from

Isabella," and "Sibill, another spelling of Sybil"
he does not give Sibyl. But Dr. Charnock's

derivations often seem to be of the weakest.

JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

See Max Miiller's
'
Lectures on the Science of

Language,' i. 109, ed. 1871.

P. J. F. GANTILLON.

"CANTANKEROUS" (8
th S. viii. 9). Your refer-

ence to the ' N. E. D.' is, for all practical purposes,

probably sufficient to satisfy MR. PICKFORD'S

aspirations as to this word. Nevertheless, the

following, from the '

Slang Dictionary,' may not be

without interest to that gentleman and others :

"
Cantankerous, litigious, bad-tempered. An American

corruption, probably, of contentious. ^ Afreviewer of an

early edition of this book derives it from the Anglo-
Norman contek, litigation or strife. Others have sug-

gested 'cankerous' as the origin. Bailey has conteke,

contention, as a Spenserian word, and there is the O.E.

contekors, quarrelsome persons." P. 108, ed. 1873.

The '

Encyclopaedic Dictionary,' while doubtful

as to the etymology of the word, favours contek,

mentioned in the above, as a possible origin.

C. P. HALE.

ROOM WHERE FAMILY IN CENTRE TAKES IN

LODGERS (8
th S. vii. 309, 439, 519). MR. MAR-

SHALL'S inquiry does not seem to be conclusively
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answered. Therefore, while myself unable to d

this, I may be allowed to say where particular
can be found. Some twelve years ago a Eoya
Commission gathered facts about the housing, &c.
of the London poor. Among the evidence obtainei

was that of the "good" Earl of Shaftesbury, wh
had himself seen the five families in one room

That, at least, is my remembrance. The minute
of the Commission could probably be found anc

searched in the British Museum.
H. J. MOULE.

Dorchester.

MASSINGER (8
th S. vii. 484 ; viii. 3). Messenge:

is a rather common name in these parts. I hav<

thought it possibly a corruption by assimilation o:

Missenden, a surname of local origin. Messer
also occurs as a surname, but imported, I think
from Norfolk. I cannot think that Mass singer
would change to M&singer by passing from mouth
to mouth. T. WILSON.
Harpenden.

Let me cite the following passage from Shak-

spere as parallel to the "puddings in their bellies"

in Massinger's 'City Madam.' Prince Henry,
addressing Falstaff, says :

" That roasted Manningtree ox with the pudding in
his belly, that reverend vice, that grey iniquity, that
father ruffian, that vanity in years."! King Henry IV
II. iv.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Kectory, Woodbridge.

I would like to take this opportunity to say a
few last words on the debated question whether
Massinger was buried in the churchyard or in
the church of St. Saviour's. Notwithstanding the

positive and precise statements of Wood in favour
of the churchyard, I have been furnished by the
rector with evidence which seems to settle beyond
all cavil that Wood was mistaken.

Dr. Thompson has been kind enough to send
me a tracing of the entry taken from the parochial
monthly accounts, which were kept by the sexton,
and periodically examined by the wardens, and are,
he says, generally more complete than the burial

registers. This entry runs: "Burials in March,
1639. Philip Massenger stranger in ye church,
21." meaning that he was not a parishioner, and
that the expenses of the burial amounted to 21.

There is evidence to show that "
in the church "

meant buried in the church, for in other entries
where a similar expression is used, the particular
part of the church is stated where the body is

interred. This is not the only discovery made by
Dr. Thompson connected with the birth and death
of Massinger, and it is much to be desired that he
will give the result of his researches to this journal
in his own words. J. j. g.

PROF. J. S. BLACKIE ON SIR WALTER SCOTT
(8*

h S. viii 26). It does not appear that Prof.

Blackie meant to exalt Scott as a poet above
Milton ; but if he had done so he might have

quoted Matthew Arnold's saying
Not deep the poet sees, but wide,

in justification of his opinion. Whether we regard
Scott or Milton as the greater name in literature

depends upon whether we consider sublimity or

breadth of vision the greater gift, and only as a

test of the relative importance of these has the

question any interest. Milton's greatest achieve-

ment, I take it, and that for which we are most in

his debt, is the picture of his own sublime courage
in daring and suffering which he presents to us in

his Satan and his Christ ; in the former as

The unconquerable will,
And study of revenge, immortal hate,
And courage never to submit or yield,
And what is else not to be overcome ;

in the latter in the attitude he opposes to tempta-
tion

Who best

Can suffer, best can do ; best reign, who first

Well hath obey'd;

and I doubt whether all that Scott has given us

amounts to so much as this. C. C. B.

" CHUM" (8
th S. vii. 304, 474, 514 ; viii. 50).

I cannot reply at length to the objections at the

last reference, for want of space.
CANON TAYLOR mixes up sounds with symbols. I

do not believe that the Latin H, P, and F were "ori-

ginally pronounced
"

like eta, rho, and digamma.
tt is true that the Latin -sound was denoted by a

symbol which in Greek meant the g in go. But
>his is a different question. Similarly, a High-
ander misapprehends the sound of the English
good, and if asked to spell it phonetically would

irobably write down coot. That the Latin c had
ihe /.--sound is proved by its coincidence with the

original Aryan k. See Brugmann, 'Elements of

he Comparative Grammar of the Indo-Germanic

Languages,' sect. 387.

MR. JAMES PLATT talks of a thing to which I

made no allusion. I was speaking of the sound of

h in chum, and he refers me to the Spanish j. But
he Spanish j represents a guttural sound, quite
lifferent from that of soft g. I suppose the argu-
ment is that the Spanish j had, once upon a time,
he sound of soft g. But I do not suppose that

he change from this sound to that of the modern

ipanish j is an instance of ordinary phonetic
ecay. It is much more likely to have been due to

Moorish influence, and to the confusion between
ounds and symbols caused by the concurrent use
f a Semitic and a Romance language within the

'panish peninsula. How did a Moor pronounce
eloj ?

E. L. G. refers me to the fact that
"
at Rouen

hand and chien became kaud and Jcien." It was
ust the other way. The &-sound of the Lat. cali-

um was preserved in the Norman kaud, though it
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became chaud elsewhere. The case otkien presents

quite a crucial point. The old Norman for
"
dog

"

was simply ken, from Lat. can-em, both pronounced
with the fc-sound. This old form is preserved in

Eng. kennet, a little dog, and kennel, a dog-house.
In later French an i was introduced, giving the

form kien. This palatalized the k, giving it a

tendency to turn into the ch in chum. In Nor-

mandy it remained kien still; but elsewhere it

turned into chien (with ch as in chum). Lastly,
the Old French ch, as preserved in Eng. chamber,

change, &c., became the mod. French ch, which
resembles the Eng. ch in French words borrowed
in quite recent times, such as chandelier.

E. L. G. speaks of ch as a " double consonant "
!

It is a simple sound, denoted by two consonantal

symbols ; compare Eng. th, wh, Welsh rh, &c.

As to chommoda in Plautus, surely ch had its

usual Latin meaning, as in character, Charon, &c.

i. e., the sound was guttural.
WALTER W. SKBAT.

CHANGELINGS (8
th S. vii. 428, 494). The

details of the Tipperary witch case may not have

reached MB. HANDY across the Atlantic. The

shocking story may be briefly chronicled in
' N. & Q.' for the benefit of future folk-lorists and
others interested in the survival of superstitious

beliefs and practices. MR. HANDY seeks con-

temporary evidence of a belief in changelings ; he

will be amazed to learn that in this year of grace
1895 an adult was actually believed to have been

possessed with fairies, and the old-time pyromantic
test tragically applied. On March 16 Bridget

Cleary was barbarously roasted to death at Bally-

vadlea, near Clonmel, co. Tipperary, by her

husband, in the presence of several neighbours
and friends, some of whom stood impassively by
while others co-operated in the brutal incantations

and drivings out, presumably under the belief tha

she was possessed with fairies. After her death

her husband stated that the fairies had gone
the chimney, and that on the following Sunda;

night he would go to Eilnagranagh Fort, where he
would see her riding a white horse, and be said h

would bring a knife to cut the straps with, an<

rescue her from the fairies. He afterwards seem
to have repented, for he put the blame on another
" She's burned now, and God knows I would neve
do it but for Jack Dunne. It was he told me m
wife was a fairy." I excerpt portion of Mr. Justic

O'Brien's charge to the jury :

" She lived in a part of this county, it appears, in th
house with her husband and her father, who is a ma
named Patrick Boland. She had been married severe

years, and had no family, and, for some cause or anothe
her husband, a person named Michael Cleary, conceive
the idea that his wife was under some preternatur
influence which led to a transposition of her identit

that, in fact, she was not his wife, but a witch, and fro:

some idea that subsisted in his own mind, or on the ev

instigation of some, or the foolish instigation of other

e appears to have conceived and attained the idea of

dopting means, as I have said, partly by a combination
f medicinal administration of charms and incantations,
nd the use of sacred names, to restore his own wife to

hat he supposed to be her original condition, and
nvited to his house a considerable number of his rela-

ons and immediate neighbours ;
and it appears almost

icredible that there should be such a degree of humaa
elusion, as that so many persons, not incapable of

motions of pity or sympathy with suffering, should

ctually have been present when the extraordinary facts

lat will be related to you happened, and which ended
n this woman's life being taken away."

W. A. HENDERSON.
Dublin.

WRAXALL (8
th S. v. 367, vii. 312). There is yet

nother Wroxall, a station on the railway between
bis town and Shanklin. E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

THE SCRATCH-BACK (8
th S. vi. 67, 156).

)avies's
'

Supplementary Glossary
'

gives as variant

names for this little instrument "back-scraper" and
'back-scratcher." In the description of the

nstrument reference is made to the 'Book of

Days'; but Mr. Davies gives two quotations as

.uthorities ; for the former term one from Wol-

;ot's 'Peter Pindar,' p. 228, and for "back-

icratcher
"
Southey's 'The Doctor,' chap. iv.

C. P. HALE.

COEUR DE LION (8
th S. vii. 167, 313). Many

fears ago, when a little boy, I can remember read-

ng the account of Richard I. plucking out the

ion's heart, to which beast he had been exposed

ay the Duke of Austria for killing his son, in the

'Romance of History,' by Henry Neele, a book

which had at that time an absorbing interest for

me. The work was in three volumes, was illus-

trated, and contained a story, founded either on

legend or historical tradition, on every monarch's

reign from William the Conqueror to Charles I.

The author died, I think, in 1829.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

PRONUNCIATION OF PLACE-NAMES (8
th S. vii.

7, 132, 196, 234, 349, 430; viii. 14). In order to

find out the proper pronunciation of Witham and

Grantham you must find out their meaning and

origin.
1. The river Witham takes its name from a place

calledWitham,about nine miles north-eastof Grant-

ham. ThewordWitham iscompounded of two Saxon

words, wit
, whit, or white, and ham, a settlement.

The place ought to be pronounced Wit-ham, but

as a matter of fact all local people pronounce it

With- am. Of course, to call a river a " white settle-

ment" is absurd, and it is obvious that it must

have had a different name in the time of the Celts.

2. I believe that all archaeologists are now agreed

that the Celtic name of the river Witham was the

Granta, and that Grantham received its name
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from the Saxons through that circumstance

Granta-ham, the settlement on the Granta.

This is so well acknowledged that all educated

people call the place Grant-ham ; though formerly
all local people, to my knowledge, pronounced the

place Gran-tfaam.

Salina, the "
salt way," may be traced all the

way from the salt mines in the West of England
to the east coast near Boston.

Among other places it crosses the Avon at

Warwick at Saltersford
;

it crosses the Leicester-

shire heath at Saltby, where there is a consider-

able Roman encampment ; in many parishes of

Leicestershire and Lincolnshire pieces of it exist

which are always called " the Saltway "; it crosses
the Witham between Grantham and Little Ponton
at the Saltersford, and from there it passes due
east near to Boston along a road which I believe
is never called

" the Saltway," but along which
local tradition says that the Romans used to carry
their salt on pack-horses. GKO. SILLS.
The Temple, B.C.

In Essex the aborigines would resent the pro-
nunciation of Witham as With-am, always pro-
nouncing it Wit-am, and certainly if pronounced
in the former way the point of the joke would be
lost, as stupid people are bidden to go to Wit-am
to get brains. But at Boston the river flowing
through the town is always called the With-am,
and so is the name of the ancient line of Witham,
of Lartington Hall, near Barnard Castle. In York-
shire the name of the little town of Masham is

always pronounced Mas-sam, and many people
persistently call Sir John Johnstone, Sir John
Johnson. People in the neighbourhood of Oxford
always call Charlton-on-Otmore Chorlton ; and in
Suffolk Martlesbam becomes Martlesome, and
Bucklesham, Bucklesome. Pronunciation, like

superstition, dies hard, if it ever will be altered,

'Twas throwing words away ; for still

The little maid would have her will
And said,

"
Nay, we are seven."

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

May I correct, under this heading, an error of
the pen which may have puzzled C. C. B. ? The
words printed on p. 15, col. 1, 1. 20,

" Grantham
and Witham " should be Grantham and Waltham.
It was with regard to these two place-names
that I was unwilling to dispute the fact that
the transformation occasioned by blending the

preceding t with ham was in Lincolnshire shared
in by the natives, while with regard to Witham
I could confidently assert that it was. MR.
PEACOCK'S note is most interesting, as he can
not only answer for the different pronunciation of
Grantham and Waltbam at a not distant date,
but can bear witness to changes that have taken
place under his own ears, including the sad fate

of Elsham, with its ham adjoining s a common
matter elsewhere, but so rare in Lincolnshire that

I thought the place might have escaped. And he
shows us how it came to pass. The new curate

arrives from the South, or the new schoolmaster
from the North, or the new squire from nowhere,
and the unfortunate natives are told that theydo not
know their own names. Finally comes the branch

line, bringing with other blessings the bountiful

language of Bond Street, and the mother-speech
is bullied oat of existence. KILLIGREW.

A fact, though a small one, may be of use. In

Rothamsted, a manor in this parish, the t is

always pronounced apart from the h. The first

syllable is Rot. I believe railways have a con-

servative or restorative effect on place-names.
This parish is still called by some old people

Harding, and there is a Harden Dells on the

map a few miles off. Literary porters from a dis-

tance read and pronounce
Harpenden.
Harpenden.

every syllable in

T. WILSON.

CHTTRCH REGISTERS (8
th S. vii. 382 ; viii. 13,56).

I am thoroughly aware of what parish registers
have been printed in the Register Section of the

Harleian Society and elsewhere, all which is very
creditable and useful, but a Parish Register Society,

which, I take it, would be entirely devoted to

transcribing and printing parish registers, ought to

print more than twenty-two volumes in eighteen

years. Three or four such societies, even, would
not be too many to take the matter in hand when
it is considered that there are upwards of ten

thousand parishes, with registers commencing at

varying dates.

I am in very great hopes that such a society will

shortly be formed, and I should be glad to receive

promises of help in so doing from any one inter-

ested in the matter.

172, Edmund Street, Birmingham.

E. A. FBY.

SIR ANDREW PASCHALL (8
th S. viii. 8). Since

sending the query about him, I have found in the

'Visit, of Essex, 1612,' that the Pascall family

belonged to Much Baddow, and that Sir Andrew

Pascall, of Springfilde, Enight, was son of Andrew
Pascall, of the same place, and that the knight
married Mary, daughter of Wm. Glascocke, of

Dunmow, Esq. His marriage with Mercye Bonest
is omitted, which was solemnized in Albury
Church, Herts. A marriage licence was granted

by the Bishop of London in 1577, to a man named
Bownest or Bonest, of Little Hormead, to Marciam

Cooke, of Great Chishall; and in 1597 Margary
Boneste, of Layston, daughter of John Boneste,

yeoman, and Nicolas Dyer, yeoman, were granted
a general licence. Can it be that Sir Andrew
Pascall's family deemed his match with Mercye
Bonest unsuitable ? There are no registers belong-
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ing to Springfield before 1653. Edward and

M. A. Paschall were buried at Springfield, one in

1679, the latter in 1684. I still wish to ascertain

what position was held by Sir Andrew Paschall,

and why he was knighted. M.A.Oxon.

He was of Springfield, in Essex, and received

knighthood at Whitehall July 23, 1603, having
matriculated from Exeter College, Oxford, Dec. 3,

1575, aged fourteen. His pedigree is given in the

Visitation of Essex, 1612 (Harl. Soc. Vol.). His

marriage in 1615 must have been to a second wife.

His first wife was Mary, daughter of William

Glasscocke, of Danmow, in Essex.

W. D. PINK.

He was only son and heir to Andrew Pascal),

of Springfield, co. Essex, gent., by Jane, his wife,

daughter to John Pinchon, of Writtle, in the same

county, Esq. He succeeded his father at Spring-

field, and married Mary, daughter to William

Glascocke, of Dunmow, Essex, Esq., by whom he

had at least four sons. He was knighted at White-

hall, July 23, 1603, before the coronation of

James I. ('Visitation of Essex, 1612,' Harl. Soc.,

xiii. 260; Morant, ii. 18; Metcalfe's
'

Knights.')
C. E. GlLDERSOME-DlCKINSON.

CLAUD CHAMPION DE CRESPIGNY (8
th S. viii.

27). Philip Champion de Crespigny, buried in

1765, although he lived in Camberwell, in the

family vault at Marylebone, was the refugee's

eldest grandson. His wife Ann, nee Fonnereau,
died in 1782. His daughter Ann died at a date

unknown, the wife or widow of James Vernon,
her second husband. Who, then, was the Anne
stated to have been buried at Marylebone on

January 22, 1837 ? Was she one of the children

of Philip Champion de Crespigny, the member for

Sudbury, by his third wife, Clarissa Brooke,
whom he had married at Marylebone, July 1, 1774?
Let me add that I should be very glad to learn the

dates of marriage and of death of this worthy's
first wife, Sarah Cocksedge, and still more the

names and parentage, as well as life-dates, of the

second wife. H. W.
New Univ. Club.

Entries in Thomas Smith's
'

Topographical and
Historical Account of the Parish of St. Mary-le-

Bone,' 1833, record (p. 81) the existence in

St. Marylebone churchyard of monumental in-

scriptions commemorating Claudius de Crespigny,

Esq. (died 1695), a French refugee ; Maria de

Vierville, his wife, who died in 1708
;
and Betsey

Crespigny (ob. 1772), wife of Philip Champion
Crespigny. DANIEL HIPWELL.

TIP-CAT (8> S. vii. 287, 331, 375). No doubt
this is a very old game for boys, and attended

with some danger when played, as it often used to

be, in the streets. Many years ago, perhaps thirty,
I can remember a drawing in Punch representing

an old gentleman almost covered with tip-cats
3ying about in every direction, and so far as can
be recollected it was called the ' Cat Nuisance.'
John Bunyan has left it on record that he
received a solemn warning when playing at tip- cat
on Sunday at Elstow, near Bedford. Perhaps
the date of this occurrence might be 1650.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

COCK-FIGHTING (8
th S. vii. 288, 338, 473 ; viii.

38.) At the penultimate reference MB. PICK-
FORD states that

' Jack Mordaunt's Cock-fight
' was

painted for Warren Hastings, that it was purchased
at the sale at Daylesford House, near Over Norton,
and that it now forms part of the collection of his

friend Lieut.-Col. Dawkins at Over Norton House.
On October 24, 1885, MR. PICKFORD, in

6th S. xii. 325, favoured us with an extract from
Once a Week (x. 404), published April 2, 1864,
from which it appears that

Zoffany'g picture of Col. Mordaunt's cock-match, which
came off at Lucknow in 1786, was painted in the East,
being a commission for Governor Hastings. It was
shipped for England, but the ship was wrecked and th e

picture lost."

It is further recorded that Zoffany, from sketches

in his possession, painted another picture of the

cock-fight, and " Governor Hastings was never let

into the secret." If, then, this be the picture now
at Over Norton House, it will not be without
interest to inquire whether the cock-fight originally

painted by Zoffany for Warren Hastings, which
was lost at sea, was an original or a replica.

Enjoying a very handsome salary as Court

painter, Zoffany lived for several years at Luck-
now during the reign of Asaf-ood-Dowlah, who in

1775 succeeded his father Shujah-ood-Dowlah
as fourth Nawab of Oudh, and third Vazeer of

the Empire of Delhi, and who died in 1797.

The original of the picture of the fight between
the cocks belonging to Asaf-ood-Dowlah and to

Col. Mordannt was painted by Zoffany for his

royal patron, and until A.D. 1857 was carefully

preserved in one of the palaces at Lncknow of the

Nawab Vazeers (subsequently the kings) of

Oudh ; but during the Mutiny it, with many
others of great value, was ruthlessly destroyed.

It was of large size, and the grouping of the

many figures was masterly. The Nawab Vazeer

Asaf-ood-Dowlah, the Nawab Salar Jung, CoL

Mordaunt, Col. Claud Martin (afterwards General,
the founder of the Martinier Colleges at Lueknow,
Calcutta, and Lyons), Zoffany, the artist, and
several European and native officials occupied the

foreground, whilst nautch girls, musicians, and
attendants completed this very striking scene.

Warren Hastings arrived at Lueknow on his

only visit on March 27, 1784, and remained there

for five months. He left India finally on

February 8, 1785.
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If then, as stated above, the cock-fight came of

in 1786, the Governor-General could not have

seen Zoffany's picture of that event, and assuredly

therefore, the writer in Once a Week should have

antedated it. It is probable that the match took place
some short time previous to the visit of Hastings to

Lucknow, and that on seeing the picture when in

progress, or when completed, he ordered the

replica which was lost on its way to England.
A coloured lithograph of, as well as an engravec

key to, the original picture was published. The

key, bearing the names of Laurie & Whittle, is

dated London, May 12, 1794.

In 1853 reduced copies in water colours ol

Zoffany's
'

Cock-fight,' and of other very interest-

ing historical paintings forming part of the col

lections in the Kaiser Bagh and Chutter Mnnzil

palaces, were made (under the special permission
of H.M. Wajid Ullee Shah, the last King of

Oudh) by Masauwar Khan, Court miniature

painter, for an officer then serving on political

employ at Lucknow, and they have since remained

uninterruptedly in his possession. The originals

having perished, these drawings are believed to be

unique.
It is almost unnecessary to supplement the

interesting note by MR. PICKFORD by reminding
your readers that Warren Hastings, after his im-

peachment, resided for many years at Daylesford,
dying there at a good old age on August 22, 1818.

I am ignorant of the history of Col. Mordaunt,
and should welcome any information regarding
him. W. KILBRIDE.

SAYING ATTRIBUTED TO DR. PRIESTLEY (8
th S.

viii. 48). This was a well - known axiom more
than fifty years ago : "If you want to understand
a subject, write a book about it." My late uncle,
Prof. Bell, of King's College, London, and of Sel-

borne, used frequently to quote it and say he had
found its truth. I can fix the date when I first

heard him use it : it was on the occasion of my
going to college, October, 1844.

S. JAMES A. SALTER.
Basingfield, Baaingstoke.

Almost identical with the drift of this saying
was the answer of Dr. Whately to a friend at

Oxford, who complained to him that he could not
understand logic, and that he must take a tutor
or "coach." "Take a coach?" was Whately's
reply ;

" take a pupil." In both cases the meaning
was the same, namely, docendo disdmus.

E. WALFORD.
CAPTAIN - LIEUTENANT (8

th S. vii. 467
; viii.

56). With regard to the question raised in the
last of the replies at the latter reference, the title

of captain-lieutenant has nothing in common with
that of lieutenant-and-captain formerly in use in
the Guards. The former was the title of a senior
lieutenant in actual command of a company, the

nominal commander of which was precluded from

exercising the command by having other functions

to discharge, those, for instance, of the colonel of

the regiment. The latter was due to a distinction

conferred for special reasons on all lieutenants of

the Guards by William III. in 1691. It was in

accordance with the distinction conferred by
James II. on captains of the Guards in 1687, that

of ranking as lieutenant-colonels, for which addi-

tional reasons existed. In accordance with both,
but by reason only of the gallantry of the Guards
at Waterloo, their ensigns received from the Prince

Regent in 1815 the distinction of ranking as

lieutenants. All these distinctions were abolished

in 1871 for officers thenceforward entering the

service. KILLIGREW.

"GALLETT" (8
th S. viii. 8). Your correspond-

ent's extract from the Birmingham, Daily Mail

concerning this singular term will doubtless arouse

much curiosity as to its origin. The excerpt, on
the whole, is decidedly interesting. My only

regret is that it did not go further, and explain
the origin of the name a regret which, I am sure,

will be shared by many other readers of your

interesting columns. To me the name is wholly

strange ; but there is a word in Wright's
' Pro-

vincial Dictionary
' which appears singularly sug-

gestive to wit, gallier, a fight, romping. This,

Wright declares, has a vogue in the West. I shall

await with eagerness to learn what some of your
correspondents have to say with regard to the

Birmingham term. C. P. HALE.

The "
king of the sloggers," to hold that position,

must be a gallant man, in the sense of being brave,
and therefore gallett

=
gallant, brave and plucky.

Gallett is a pronunciation of "gallant
"

peculiar
to the class whence sloggers spring, and I used

to hear the word in connexion with schoolboys of

daring character, and a shade pluckier than the

rest. It is a question, however, whether the

slogger king and his subjects would be aware that

their gallett stands for our "gallant."
THOS. RATCLIFFE.

JOSEPH OR JOSIAS MILLER (8
th S. viii. 25). A

copy of, I think, the first edition of
' Joe Miller/

ihained to its niche, can be seen at the Reform

Club, Pall MalL The jests are in many instances

grossly indecent. W. J. F.

Garrick Club, W.C.

DRYDEN AND GREEK (8
th S. vii. 386, 451 ; viii.

14). In my reply to MR. W. T. LYNN my main

object was to give readers of ' N. & Q.' who might
not know a clue to the scansion of the line in

Religio Laici.' Unless I much misunderstood

MR. LYNN, he was under the impression that

Dryden could not have written eiprfKa because

he line would thus have been unmetrical. I

>elieve I have given evidence to show that, accord-
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ing to the pronunciation of the word as known to

Dryden, the line is metrical with fvprjKa.
I went too far in affirming positively that the

error was not Dryden's. I forgot that one result

of pronunciation by accent would be an indiffer-

ence, even in some fairly good scholars, to the

distinction between long and short vowels.

D. 0. T.

In D. C. T.'s note on this subject a most amusing
blunder is made in deriving toko from Gr. TOKOS.
The word is really the imperative of the Hindi
word tokna, to hammer ; and to

"
give toko to

"

means to give a sound hammering or drubbing
to. The word was no doubt brought to England
from the East by our soldiers and sailors who had
served there. MELANCTHON MADVIG.

[See
' Toko for Yam,' 6th S. i. 455 ; ii. 56, 277.]

" DICTATE" (8
th S. vii. 247).

Or shall I say, Vain word, false thought,
Since Prudence bath her martyrs too,
And Wisdom dictates not to do,
Till doing shall be not for nought 1

Arthur Hugh Clough,
' Alteram Partem,' 1849.

M. 0. HALLKT.

A DUMB BELL (8
tb S. vii. 507). The dumb

bell has already been described in 'N. & Q.'; see

2nd S. xii. 45
; 7th S. vi. 282, and references given

to the works of Addison and Franklin, both

describing a machine similar to MB. FERGUSON'S,
but for the object of bodily exercise.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

PARISH CHARITIES (8
th S. viii. 27). There are

numberless cases in old churches, and used to be

many more, of such inscriptions as A. 0. W.
speaks of. It is true that they are seldom, if ever,

placed now ; but if A. 0. W. will think, he will

see that where a custom of the kind depends on
the good will and pleasure of many persons quite
unconnected with each other, it could not be

possible to fix a date for its ceasing, unless it had
been forbidden by some authority. All that
could be done would be to state which could

hardly be done with any approach to certainty
that cases are not found after such a date. A
man could only guess with more or less accuracy
according to the number of churches that he
knows. I should guess that there are not many
cases after A. C. W.'s later date. I speak, of

course, as I suppose he does, of records of gifts or

bequests concerning the parish as distinct from
the church. Inscriptions concerning the latter are

still, and will be, common.
0. F. S. WARREN, M.A.

Longford, Coventry.

There is nothing singular in the inscription in
St. Mary's, Paddington, recording its parochia
benefactions. Whatever may be the case now

well recollect that when I was a boy most of the

hurcbes in and round London and in my native

Sssex contained such records, generally painted on

lanels, either in front of the gallery or on the

rails of the nave or aisles. Probably they are

now relegated, for the most part, to the lower walls

f the tower or belfry. E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

These laudatory announcements of benefactions

were quite common in the seventeenth and eight-

eenth centuries. Against them the iconoclastic

eal of the early Tractarian "
restorers

"
of churches

was mercilessly directed. One such was set up in

St. Clement's Church, Hastings, in 1721. A
good many must still be about on the walls of

unrestored" churches.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

Almost every old church has its board, either in

he tower or some other part of the church, giving
. list of "Benefactions to the parish," and from
uch notice lost charities have been recovered to a

parish. ARTHUR HUSSEY.
Wingham, Kent.

CHIFFINCH (8
th S. viii. 28). Is not the allusion

o William Chiffinch, whom Scott, in
' Peveril of

he Peak' (ch. xxvii.), calls "the well-known
minister of Charles's pleasures

"
? He succeeded

iis brother Thomas as one of the Pages of His

Majesty's Bedchamber and Keeper of his Private

"loaet. "Tom Cheffins" is mentioned in Pepys's
'

Diary
'

as having died on April 8, 1666.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

William Chiffinch was a Page in the Court of

Charles II., and was disreputably concerned in

many of that respectable monarch's disreputable

intrigues. He is often mentioned in Pepys's
'

Diary '; also in
'
Peveril of the Peak.'

C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

This, surely, is the name of a courtier much

engaged in backstairs duties for Charles II. and
well known to readers of

'

Peveril of the Peak.'

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

This is the name of an odious character in

Scott's
' Peveril of the Peak.' ST. SWITHIN.

PAGES OF THE BEDCHAMBER PRIOR TO 1804

(8
th S. viii. 27). MR. C. MASON should consult

' The Royal Kalendar ; or, Correct Annual

Register for England, Scotland, and Ireland,'

published at first by J. Almon, afterwards by J.

Debrett. This publication began in 1767, is in

progress, and can be seen at the British Museum.
The volume for 1796 is, or recently was, missing.

For earlier years E. Chamberlayne's
'

Angliae

Notitia,' 1669-1702 ;
'

Angliae Notitia,' continued
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by J. Chamberlayne, 1704-7 ;
J. Chamberlayne'a

1

Magnae Britannia* Notitia,' 1708-55 ; J. Wat-

son's
' Court Kalendar,' 1733-48 ;

and J. Cooper's
' Court and City Register,' 1742-1806, may be

referred to. Particulars of the kind required are

given in these books, which are to be seen at the

British Museum. E. G. CLAYTON.
Richmond.

MR. MASON will find lists of the Pages of the

Bedchamber in Chamberlayne's
'

Magnae Britanniae

Notitia.
1 JOHN RADCLIFFE.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (8
th S. vii.

29).
The world is wide, these things are small, &c.

Refrain of a poem entitled
'
Moments,' in ' Poems of

Sentiment and Reflection,' by Monckton Milne*, first

Lord Houghton. V. S. L.

(8
th S. vii. 469.)

Res misera medicus eat cui nunquam bene eat,

Nisi quum male sit cum caeteris.

This is traceable apparently at last to the lines :

Tie ianv ovroe ; iarpoc. wf KOLKWC ex"
airac iarpof, dv KUKuf pqStif ?%y.

Qaisnam hie est? Medicus. O quam male habet

Quivis medicus, si nemo male habuerit-

Philemon Junior, in Stobseua,
'

Sentt.,'
" Serm." ccxliv.

p. 803, Francof., 1581.

ED. MARSHALL.

What yf a daye, &c.

See the particulars given in 'N. & Q.,' 5th S. viii. 188,

219. 220 ; and Grey's note on '

Hudibras,' part i. canto iii.

1. 10. W. C. B.

(8
th S. viii. 10.)

Laugh, and the world laughs with you ;

Weep, and you weep alone.

These are the first two lines of a poem by Ella Wheeler

Wilcox, entitled
' The Way of the World.' It appears in

a little book,
'
Everybody's Book of Short Poema,' p. 89,

to be had at the railway stations. It is a poor repetition

of a sentiment expressed by Moore in his exquisite

poem "Oh, Thou ! who dryest the mourner's tear ':

The friends who in our sunshine live,

When winter cornea, are flown ;

And he who has but tears to give
Must weep those tears alone.

This was written and published in 1816.

S. JAMES A. SALTER.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

London and the Kingdom. By Reginald R. Sharpe
D.C.L. Vol. III. (Longmans & Co.)

IN successive notices of Dr. Sharpe's two earlier volume

(see S th S. v. 499 and vi. 359) we have dwelt on the

scope of the work and the conditions under which, b;

the direction of the Library Committee of the Corpora
tion of the City, it baa been issued. The third volume

completing the work, now sees the light. Of its pages
not far short of six hundred half are occupied by an

index, exemplary in fulness, and, so far as we have teste

it, hi accuracy, and by two appendices, of which tb

second gives a list of the knights and burgesses of th

City of London from 1284 to 1892, while the earlie

reprints the original documents upon which Dr. Sharpe'

tatements and conclusions are based. These latter,
which are of supreme interest, begin with a reply from
be City, dated September 8, 1418, to a letter from King
lenry V. asking for wine and provisions for the army
it Rouen, and end in 1780 with letters from Edmund
Jurke and Charles Fox. Between these periods are

many letters of highest importance and interest, as " a
jetter from the Duke of Bedford to the City, claiming
he government of the realm at the death of Henry V.,
dated Rouen, 26 Oct. [1422]

"
; "a Letter from the City

o Henry VI. touching the capture of Sandwich by the
Trench ;

" Account of the invasion of the City by the
lentiah rebels"; "Letter from Sir Thomas Greaham
o Thomas Cromwell touching the purchase of cer-

iain houses in Lombard Street for the purpose of a
lite for an exchange

"
;

"
Proclamation against the

Saris of Northumberland and Westmoreland [f]or their

rebellion against the Queen's Majesty"; and others,

eighty-nine in all. The body of the volume continues
;he history of London from the accession of George I.

:o the passage of the Reform Bill, where the history
ends, a mere glimpse being given at subsequent events
such as the enfranchisement of the Jews, the abolition

of the Coal and Wine Dues, &c. During the period now
covered the relations between the City and the Court,
though sometimes strained, were in the main comfort-
able. There were, of course, troublous periods. There
were the scares caused in 1715 and 1745 by the two
Pretenders, the bursting of the bubble of the South Sea

Company, the troubles in connexion with Wilkes (suffi-

ciently enduring these) and with Beckford, the outbreak
of the North American colonies (in whose favour the

City took frequent action), the Lord George Gordon
Riota, and innumerable troublea more. On these things
and other matters of importance a bright light is thrown.
Dr. Sharpe has executed his task in masterly fashion,
and his completed work is an all-important contribution
to our historical knowledge. Our thanks are due and
are paid to the Library Committee, which has done

yeoman's service in rendering accessible our civic re-

cords, and to their
" Records Clerk," who has celebrated

the public spirit, the worthy deeds, and occasionally the
broils of our civic fathers.

The Due de Lauzun and the Court of Louis XV. From
the French of Gaston Maugras. (Osgood, Mcllvaine

&Co.)
AMONG prominent Frenchmen of the latter half of the

eighteenth century Armand Louis Gontaut, Due de

Lauzun, subsequently Due de Biron, enjoys an unen-
viable pre-eminence. The moat libertine member of a
libertine court, he seems to have carried out in practice
the enormities feigned concerning their fictitious heroes

by the licentious novelists of the revolutionary period.
He was, moreover, the most indiscreet as well as the
moat faithless of men, and wrote for the delectation of
one mistress a full record, with names, of the favours
bestowed upon him by others. His memoirs were sup-
pressed by Government, but found their way furtively
to light in 1821. One of the most interesting chapters
or articles in the '

Supercheries Litteraires Devoilees
'

of Querard declares the memoirs to be nothing more
than a pamphlet against Marie Antoinette, and ascribes
the authorship to the Jew and libelliet Lewia Goldsmith
together with Tissot the historian. This display of

erudition, though included in the second edition of Que-
rard's work, vol. ii. pp. 681-3, aeems to have been out
of place, and the latest scholars accept the memoirs as

genuine. So thinks M. Maugras, who in writing a
popular life of the Due de Lauzun up to 1774 practically
an account of his youth supplements from the memoirs
the information he does not derive directly from them
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To some extent the task attempted ia a rehabilitation,

from the French standpoint at least ;
but the effect will

scarcely be held in this country to have been obtained,
even though some of the most vivacious passages of the

original disappear from the translation. The book may
be read with pleasure and amusement. It gives a vivid

picture of life and ceremonial in the most depraved of

eighteenth century courts, and it brings on the stage

many interesting figures : noblemen, wits, priests,

grandes dames, and the rest of a period when illicit

love seems to have been almost the only pursuit and
when conjugal virtue was a mere subject for jest. Re-
ferences to the Duke and Duchess, both of whom visited

England, are numerous in the letters of Walpole. Both
died on the scaffold in the days of the Terror. A con-

tinuation of the work is promised. It is admirably
got up, and contains a well-executed portrait of the

Duke, apparently at the age of about fourteen.

George Norland, Painter, London, 1763-1804. By
Ralph Richardson, F.R.S.E. (Stock.)

Is depicting once more the tempestuous career of George
Morland, Mr. Richardson, the latest biographer, trusts

mainly to the previous biography by George Dawe, R. A.,

the work of a man who, besides being a competent judge
of Morland's work, was his friend and the friend of his

family. Though not wholly or often edifying, the story
of George Morland'a productive and yet in a sense wasted
life will bear retelling. Biographies of men of genius
who are restless and perverse are, whenever particulars
are obtainable, of high interest. Who does not, in the

case of ' Johnson's Lives of the Poets,' turn first to the

life of Savage? Who, again, wearies of hearing con-

cerning Burns or Eean, or would weary, were there any-

thing definite to be told, of hearing of Marlowe ? The

story of Morland's erratic and in a sense culpable life is

told with much animation, and the successive stages of

his career are exhibited to us from the period when, as

Master G. Morland, apprenticed to his father, he exhi-

bited at the Royal Academy two landscapes, "stained

drawings," to that when, drunk and paralyzed, he roused

himself from sleep in a public-house to make a drawing
which his man could sell in order to pay his scot. An
appendix gives a full list of paintings by Morland and of

engravings after him, with accounts of the paintings sold

at Christie's, with their price and much matter not pre-

viously accessible. A portrait of Morland, from a water-

colour sketch by Rowlandson, now in the British

Museum, and reproductions of his 'Juvenile Navigators,'
'The Farmer's Stable,' 'Gipsies,' 'Selling Fish,' and
' Peasant and Pigs

' add to the value and attractions of. a
handsome and readable volume.

Notes on Shippo. By James L. Bowes. (Kegan Paul,
Trench & Go.)

ELEVEN years have elapsed since in a privately printed
form Mr. Bowes issued his '

Japanese Enamels.
'

Nothing
since this time has been publicly done to draw further
attention to the exquisite art of cloisonne enamelling.

Shippo ware the term shippo represents the seven pre-
cious things, gold, silver, emerald, coral, agate, crystal,
and pearl is now extinct, modern imitations being cal-

culated to impose upon none. Mr. Bowes has, however,
acquired much further information upon the subject.
This he arranged and formulated with a view to giving
it before the Japan Society. Material has since accu-

mulated, and he has seen better to bring his work before

the society and a select public in the shape of a volume
which forms a supplement to his '

Japanese Enamels.'
In this shape it commends itself to all interested in the

study of Japanese art, and constitutes an important addi-

tion to Mr. Bowes's contribution to our knowledge of the

subject. Plates of various objects of interest are supplied,
including a picture of the Mikado attended by his Court.
Mr. Bowes's volume appeals only to the initiated; but to
them it has highest interest and significance.

The Legitimist Kalendar for 1895. Edited by the Mar-
quis de Ruvigny and Raineval. (Henry & Co.)

READERS of ' N. & Q.' have not to be told that a legiti-
mist cult still exists in England, that faith in the divine
right of kings still survives, and that there are indi-
viduals for whom the government of the Commonwealth
and Cromwell and the revolution of 1688, followed by
the accession of the Hanoverian dynasty, are mere im-
pertinent interferences with the sequence of Stuart
monarchs. Not to rulers of this country is this fidelity
to lost causes, or at least to causes under a cloud of un-
common thickness, confined. The appearance of the
second issue of the '

Legitimist Kalendar '

the first
issue we have not seen is calculated to make not a few
readers rub their eyes and marvel if they have been in-

dulging in a Rip van Winkle sleep. As a frontispiece
we have portraits of " Their Most Christian and
Catholic Majesties the King and Queen of Spain, France,
and Navarre." The alleged monarch of these wide
domains is, of course, Carlos VII., or, as he is known
outside legitimist circles, Don Carlos. In like manner
the Queen of England, "whom God preserve" we
quote from the book is Mary IV. of the house of Este.
Lists sufficiently perturbing of French, Portuguese, and
Spanish sovereigns are given. The miscellaneous con-
tents are of great variety, and are not a little startling
to those who are not votaries of the White Rose or
similar societies, of which many seem to be in existence.
Our estimate of their importance and influence to" welcome home again discarded faith

" would be more
exact if we knew the names or, if these would swell

unduly the volume, the numbers of their members.
Much information concerning Jacobite proceedings, not
easy of access elsewhere, is supplied, and the volume,
which has, of course, keen interest for the few, may be
read by the many with interest and possible advantage
as well as with amusement.

ia
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OMITTED STANZA IN 'CHILDE HAROLD.'

Byronic students are aware that the following

stanza, which was originally intended to follow

stanza cxxxv. in the fourth canto, was eliminated

when Mr. Murray published that poem in 1818 :

If to forgive be heaping coals of fire

As God hath spoken on the heads of foes,

Mine should be a volcano, and rise higher
Than o'er the Titans crush'd, Olympus rose,

Or Athos soars, or blazing Etna glows :

True, they who stung were creeping things; bat what
Than Serpents' teeth inflicts with deadlier throes ]

The Lion may be goaded by the Gnat
Who sucks the slumberer's blood] The Eagle] No: the

Bat.

There does not at first sight appear to be any

special reason for the suppression of that particular

stanza. It is not more vehement nor more per-
sonal than any of the other stanzas which refer to

his domestic circumstances. From the opening
line in stanza cxxxii. to the pathetic close of stanza

cxxxvii. the poet proclaims his grief, and his con-

tempt for those who were in any degree responsible
for his misfortunes. The stanza might well have

taken its allotted place among the others had there

not been good reason to suppress it. Two facts

that have come to my notice lately go far to solve

the problem, and I offer them for what they are

worth to the readers of
' N. & Q.

'
It must be borne

in mind that on July 12, 1816, Madame de Stael

informed Byron that his whilom friend Lady
Caroline Lamb had written " marvellous and

grievous things" against him. She alluded, of

course, to the novel '

Glenarvon,' and there is no
doubt that its publication was intended to injure
the poet's reputation. There were many who never
had read a line of Byron's poetry many, in fact,
who never read poetry at all but who would with

avidity read so peculiar and so personal a novel.

It was to that class of readers Lady Caroline
Lamb appealed, and, as every one knows, she did
not appeal in vain.

On July 22, 1816, Byron, writing to Murray,
made the following remark :

" The generous moment
selected for the publication is probably its kindest

accompaniment, and truth to say the time was
well chosen." Byron had just completed the third

canto of ' Childe Harold,' in which he laid bare
the depth of his affection for his only child. A
year later, while writing the fourth canto, he was
informed by the censor that an Italian translation

of
' Glenarvon ' was in the press at Venice. Byron,

who must have felt annoyed by that intelligence,
did not feel justified in seconding the censor's pro-

posal to interdict its publication, and the work

appeared. It may be taken for granted that Byron
retorted by introducing his metaphor of

" the Bat "

a sobriquet by which Lady Caroline Lamb was
well known in London society. I am supported
in this opinion by a fact which recently came to

my knowledge. In the Zwickau edition of
' Childe

Harold,' and in a copy that belonged to Byron, the

poet has written these words opposite to stanza

cxxxv. : "One or two entire stanzas are hereomitted,
in which the poet curses all those who were allied to

his wife, and the cause of his separation." That

copy of
' Childe Harold '

is, or was recently, in

the hands of a correspondent of
' N. & Q.'

EICHARD EDGCUMBK.
33, Tedworth Square, Chelsea.

THE BIBLIOGRAPHICAL EXHIBIT AT THE
COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.

When I first undertook to write upon this subject,
it was with the intention of using those notes only
which I had taken while visiting Chicago during
the summer of 1893. No work or articles treating
of the bibliographical exhibit at the World's Fair

had appeared, and the importance of the exhibit

and the insufficiency of my notes induced me to

pursue some further investigations. These made
me realize that a complete catalogue of this exhibit

would be too extended for the pages of
' N. & Q.'

I shall, therefore, only make mention of the more

important, or rather the more rare and curious of

the books exhibited, giving the title-page in full

where I have been able to obtain it, together with

brief notices of some of the MSS. and historic
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documents and papers which came under my
observation, or to which my attention has since

been drawn. Before concluding this short intro-

duction, I wish to acknowledge my obligations to

Mr. George F. Kunz, of New York, for his kind-

ness in aiding me to obtain much valuable infor-

mation, and also to those exhibitors who have

granted me private views of or furnished me with

particulars concerning their collections, and to all

others to whom I may be indebted.

The exhibit of the American publishers, situated

in the north-west corner of the gallery of the Manu-
factures and Liberal Arts Building acomparatively

quiet place, away from the noise and bustle of the

ceaselessly moving throngs, which flowed like a

great river through the main corridors of the hall

was distinctly disappointing both in extent and
matter. Of the numerous publishers in the United

States, a very small proportion exhibited. In fact,

they were far outnumbered by their German con-

freres, who comprised more than one-half of all the

exhibitors engaged in the publishing and allied

trades. The largest exhibit, and one also of the

finest, is generally conceded to have been that of

the Century Company, of New York. Not only
did this company display in attractive form all

its principal publications, but many original MSS.
and artists' sketches of the illustrations which

appeared in its books and magazines were also

shown. Hanging upon the wall, immediately
outside of the doorway to its pavilion, was a

frame containing original MSS. of short poems
by Tennyson ('Minnie and Winnie"), Long-
fellow ('King Trisanku'), W. C. Bryant ('The
Woodman and the Sandal Tree'), and Whittier

(' The Brown Dwarf of Rugan ') four of the

greater poets of the last half of this century, and
now all gone. All along the outer wall or side of

the pavilion were the artists' sketches already

spoken of, which, being somewhat without the

scope of these articles, will not be more particularly
mentioned. To give a list of all the original
MSS. which were displayed inside of the pavilion
would require too much space, so I shall only
mention the more important ones which occur to
me as I write. There was the MS. of Mary Mapes
Dodge's popular book

' Hans Brinker, or the Silver

Skates,' in which I noticed a large number of inter-

lineations and corrections a bad example for an
editor to set. Near it were two manuscripts,

' A
Colorado Woman's Museum,' by H. H. (Helen
Hunt Jackson), and ' Sweet Marjoram Day : a

Fairy Tale,' by Frank R. Stockton. Both of these
authors affect orange-coloured paper. The MS. of
the first chapter of Mrs. Burnett's ever-famous
'Little Lord Fauntleroy," which first appeared
in St. Nicholas, written in a clear, woman-like
hand, and with few errors, seemed to attract con-
siderable attention. There was also part of the

manuscript of Louisa M. Alcott's 'Under the

Lilacs,' the collection thus comprising works of two
of the most celebrated women writers of juvenile
literature of the United States. Besides these may
be mentioned the MSS. of 'The Chevalier de
Resseguier,' by Thomas Bailey Aldricb, with a
memorandum by the author, "Proof to T. B.
Aldrich, Boston, Mass."; of Howells's 'A Flo-

rentine Mosaic'; of George W. Cable's 'Sieur

George,' in fine, pretty handwriting like that of a,

woman ; of '

Nights with Uncle Remus : The
Moon in the Mill-Pond,' by Joel Chandler Harris ;

and of a paper on Keats by Stedman, and of ' An
Episode of Fiddletown,' by Bret Harte, the former
author rioting in blue paper and the latter in

purple ink. There was, moreover, an extensive
collection of autograph letters from Edward Eggle-
ston, Palmer Cox, Mary Virginia Terhune, Celia

Thaxter, Thomas Hughes, Mary E. Wilkins, and
Holmes and Whittier, the last two being compli-
mentary to St. Nicholas.

An important feature of the exhibit was some of
the material used by Messrs. Nicholas and Hay,
sometime private secretaries to President Lincoln,
in the preparation of his biography. This in-

cluded an autograph letter of Lincoln's to General

Grant, dated Washington, April 30, 1864, ex-

pressing pleasure with what he had done up to that
time ; Grant's reply to this letter ; the original
draft of the proclamation accompanying the Pre-
sident's message of Aug. 16, 1863 ; and corrected

copy (proof-sheets) of his first inaugural address,
from which he read at his inauguration on March 4,
1861. There were also many other original letters

and documents, too numerous to mention. I was
told that the whole collection was insured for

75,000 dollars. Beside these was some of the
material used in the preparation of

'
Battles and

Leaders of the Civil War' (New York, 1893),

including original letters, documents, &c.
,
and an

autograph copy of the once-popular song,
" We are

coming, Father Abra'am," signed "A true copy
J. J. Gibbons."

Of less value than the documents just under

notice, but of as great interest as anything
else in the exhibit, were the contents of a
number of cases, illustrating the

"
progress of the

dictionary." First in order came ' An English

Expositor,' by John Balloker, Doctor of Physick,
London, 1641,

"
printed by John Legatt, and are

to be sold by Andrew Crook "
(first edition, 1616),

said to be the earliest English dictionary. Following
thiswas 'TheEnglish Dictionarie : or, An Interpreter
of Hard English Words,' by Henry Cockeram,
gent., seventh edition, London, 1642 (first edition,

1623). Next we had '

Glossographia : or a Dic-

tionary, Interpreting the Hard Words of Whatso-
ever Language, now used in our refined English
Tongue,' edited by Thomas Blount, Barrister, of

Inner Temple, London, 1670 (first edition, 1656).
Here appears the first attempt to give the deriva-
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tion of words. On the inside of the front cover

-was written," Jas. Cross his book 1673." Fourth

in order came ' The Moderne World of Words : or,

A Universall English Dictionary," compiled by
Edward Phillips, gent, (first edition, 1658). This

was the edition of 1706, revised by Kersey. Several

dictionaries were, I believe, published between this

and the next one exhibited, which was * An Uni-

versal Etimological English Dictionary,' &c., edited

by Nathan Bailey. On the card which accom-

panied it, it was said to be a reprint of the edition

of 1728 ;
but on inspecting the title-page, through

the courtesy of the Century Company, I find it to

'be the first edition (London, 1721). Three other

-editions of this dictionary were also exhibited.

There were two second editions, dated, respectively,

London, 1727 and 1731, and also a fifth edition,
" with considerable improvements," of the last-

mentioned date. The second edition was the first

dictionary into which illustrative cuts were intro-

duced ; and although this has been denied, yet I

am told that the earlier dictionaries for which the

claim is made contain merely heraldic devices and
no illustrations proper. I cannot explain why two

books of the same edition (second) should differ in

date and otherwise ; but perhaps some other

reader of
' N. & Q.' will afford the desired informa-

tion, and also correct any errors into which I may
inadvertently have fallen. There now only remain
to be noticed the first (?) American dictionary

{Philadelphia, 1819), which was a copy of the

-eleventh English edition of Dr. Johnson's 'Dic-

tionary' (London, 1816) ; and the 'Imperial' and
*
Century' dictionaries, with contributions, printer's

copy, proof, and plates used in the preparation of

the latter. Little is now left to be mentioned in

the Century exhibit. All the various covers of the

"Century and St. Nicholas, from the respective

beginning of each magazine, were shown, as were
also copies of their principal publications.

A. MONTGOMERY HANDY.
New Brighton, N.Y.

(To be continued.)

"THE THREE ESTATES OP THE REALM."
(Continuedfrom p. 63.)

Before leaving the last century I give one

quotation from Bolingbroke.
In his 'Dissertation upon Parties' (fifth edition,

1739) that brilliant writer says (p. 195) :

" But I propose to make a short Reflection or two on
the Property and Power of the three Estates that com
pose our Parliament, as they stood formerly, and as they
now stand; because although our Parliaments were

composed of King, Lords and Commons in those Days,
as well as these, yet the Difference of the Weight
which each of these Estate; bath cast into the Scale ol

Government, at different Periods, does in Effect make
some Difference in the Constitution of Parliaments; anc

'by considering this Difference, our Thoughts will be lee

the better to judge of the true Poise of our Constitution

>n maintaining which our All depends ; since the nearer
Ye keep to it, the safer our Liberty is, and since every
Variation from it is dangerous to our Liberty, in a
Degree proportionable to such Variation."

Among the twenty-four propositions which the
'onvocation of the University of Oxford (July 21,

1683)
'

declared, judged and decreed to be False, Seditious
and Impious, and most of them to be also Heretical and
Blasphemous, Infamous to Christian Religion and De-
structive of all good Government in Church and State,"

was the following :

" The Fourth. ' The Sovereignty of England is in the
three Estates, viz. King, Lords and Commons. The
King has but a co-ordinate Power, and may be over-
ruled by the other two. Lex Rex. Hunton, Of a limited
and mixed Monarchy. Baxter, H. C. Polit. Catech.' "*

In the course of the debates in the Parliament
held at Oxford, March, 1680/1, Sir Thomas Little-

ton said :

' It may be wondred, why in Portugal, upon deposing
that King, there was a great Debate of the three Estates

(though they hold not the proportion as they do here).
In this great Debate, the Commons were for Don Pedro
to be King, the Nobility to have him Regent, the Ec-
clesiasticks demurr'd ; but at last both came over to the

Nobility."

The extract is from the ' Faithful Register,' but it

will be found also in the '

Parliamentary History.'
Thomas Phillips (i. e. Sir William Drake) in his

'

Long Parliament Revived,' 1661, says :

" The Three Estates, viz. King, Lords and Commons,
legally called have power to do the highest actions

the nation is capable of, though it be to the dismember-

ing of the Parliament itself, and dissolving a considerable

part of it, or altering any other fundamental constitutions

they please, so they see it necessary for the public good,
as particularly in the case of Bishops, called the Spiritual

Lords, and by some affirmed to be the Third Estate in

Parliament.

"R. C.," in his 'Long Parliament not Revived

by Thomas Phillips,
1

says :

"First then, a parliament ia a politic body, com-

pounded (not of three states, as our author would, of

king, lords, and commons, but) of heterogenial or dis-

similar parts, viz. the king, the principium, caput et

finis of it, and of the lords spiritual and temporal, one
distinct house, and the house of commons another
distinct house; both which houses are convened and
created by the king's writ."

I now proceed to transcribe the earlier sections

of the twelfth chapter of Twysden's
' Government

of England' (Camden Society, 1849) :

" For my owne particular, I did never question but
the king, as he was '

principium et finis parliament!
'

('Mod. Ten. Parl.'), the beginner and ender of parlia-

ments, the governor and director of them, so the three

* This judgment and decree was ordered by the Lords

Spiritual and Temporal to be burnt by the common
hangman, along with Dr. Sacheverell's Sermons, as con-

taining in it "several Positions contrary to the Con-

stitution, and destructive of the Protestant Succession as

by Law Established
"

('Tryall of Dr. Henry Sacheverell,'

1710, pp. 236, 456).
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estates were those who were governed by him, vidz

1. The lords spirituall. 2. The lords temporall. 3. Th
commons. But of late I have met with some that hoi
the king himselfe to bee one of three, and both tbe lord

spirituall and temporall but one, not two estate Anc

though it seeme to me, even in the nature of the thing
it selfe. a forced construction to take a single man, a

the king is, for
' ordo hominum,' an estate of men, ye

I have found that have stiffely mainteyned it. What 5

the opinion of these daies I conceive not greatly material
for such as seek the basis or foundation on which tin

commonwealth is built, but how former tymes before
the dispute came did interpret it ; and in their memo
rialls 1 could never observe any passage sounding at al

that way, but that they mentioned ever the prince as a

person distinct from the three estates.
"
2. It will bee heere therefore only necessary to repeal

such places as remember them and him together, am
marke after what manner it is done; and so every reader

may best satisfy himselfe. Richard the 2 (' Rot. Parl.,
20 Ri. II., n. 1) tells the parliament hee had summonec
them to settle the kingdome

' ovek 1'eyde de Dieu et par
bon conseil des estate de son royalme.' The king thai

dead is (vizt. Henry the 5,
' Rot. Parl.,' 6 H. VI., n. 29)

might not alter, change, or abrogue the lawe of the land,
without th' assent of [the] three estates. 1 Hen. (

('Rot. Parl.,' 1 H. VI., n. 40), 'Le roy a observer jura
(scil. Hen. 5) come les troys egtats del dit royalme.
39 Hen. 6 (39 H. VI., n. 29),

' After the agreement of
the said act of record by the king and three estates in
this present parliament.'" In all which the king is clearly distinguished from
the three estates. Indeede the act 9 Hen. 5 ('

Rot. Parl.,'
2 Maii) to which that 1 H. 6 had reference, doth not
onely affirme the three estates to differ from the king,
but declares who they were to whom the peace and
articles of the same betweene England and France were
shewed, videlicet 'prelatos et clerum, nobiles et magnates,
necnon communitates regni sui,' which they, by the com-
mand of the king,

' velud tres status dicti regni sui appro-
barunt,' etc. Certainly in so solemne an action as this
wee cannot think anything past but maturely digested.

"3. The Parliament Roll 1 R. 3 carries a petition
presented unto him 'In the name of the three estates of
the realme of England, to wit, the lords spirituall and
temporall and other nobles and persons of the commons,'
and a while after (I use the wordes of the record)

' There-
fore at the request and by the assent of the three estates
of this realme (that is to say), the lords spirituall and
temporall and commons of this land assembled in this

present parliament, and by auctority of the same, bee
it,' etc.

" So likewise in the printed statutes 1 Eliz. cap. 3 at
the beginning,

' Wee your most humble, faithful!, and
obedient subjects, the lords spirituall and temporal!,' and
a little after, representing the three estates of the realme
of England, 8 Eliz. cap. 1,

' The state of the clergy, one
of the greatest states of this realm.' Agreeing with all

which records is the
opinion of Sir Ed. Cook, Inst. iv.

cap. 1, p. 1. So likewise Inst. ii. 585, 'De Asportatis
Religiosorum.'

"4. These three estates, summoned by the king's writ,
meeting in their severall houses, and both joyned with
the king, make that court wee now call the parliament;
and though some tymes in common epeach wee call the
two houses the parliament, yet properly it cannot bee so

taken, and I doe well remember in these late differences,
in certain articles presented to his majesty for a ces-

sation, the two houses used this expression,
' The armies

raysed by the parliament.' At which his majesty ex-

cepted, as beeing that which did inferr either himselfe
to bee no part of the parliament, or himselfe to have

raysed that army ; which was therefore, the 29 March
1643, allowed to bee thus alterd,

' The army raysed by
both howses of parliament.'

"

On the technical usage, Twysden proves his

point, of course ;
but it is noticeable that he leaves

a great gap between Kichard III. and Elizabeth

a gap, however, that can no doubt be easily filled

up from state documents. The best commentary
at my command on Twyaden's general position I

take from the recently published
'
Const. Hist, of

the House of Lords,' by Mr. L. 0. Pike, who, I

need not say, knows infinitely more about state

documents than I do.

" The mode of legislation began to be altered towards
the end of the reign of Henry VI., when Bills in the
form of Acts (as in the modern system) were introduced
into Parliament as well as petitions. In the meantime
there grew up an idea that the consent of the Lords

Spiritual, as distinguished from other lords, was not in

itself necessary to give validity to an Act of Parliament.

[But] the idea [that an Act could not be considered

duly made law unless the spiritual lords had, in person or

by proxy, consented to it] did not survive beyond the reign
of Henry VIII., for in the seventh year of this reign it

was held by all the Judges that a Parliament in the
modern sense might be held without any Spiritual Lords
at all. The reason assigned was that doctrine which the
Prelates of Richard II. had enunciated, and which the

greatest lawyers have always held that the Spiritual
Lords have a place in the Parliament House not in virtue

of any spiritual office, but solely in virtue of their temporal
possessions (Keilway's

'

Reports,' 1846). Twenty years
later the distinction between Lords Spiritual and Lords

Temporal as constituting two estates appears to have
been disregarded. Parliament, it was then said, 'con-

sists of three part?, the King, as the head, the Lords as
the chief and principal members of the body, and the

Commons ai the inferior members '

(Dyer's
'

Reports,'
36 & 37 H. VIII., p. 60)." Pp. 326-7.

" The clerical view that the Lords Spiritual constitute

an estate apart from the Lords Temporal has prevailed
in more modern views of the constitution, but it can

hardly be said to have been recognized by the earlier .

lawyers." Ibid., p. 395.

J. P. OWEN.
43, Comeragh Road, West Kensington, W.

(.To le continued.)

ROMAN ROADS. (See ante, p. 42.) When MB,
WARD leaves the safe precincts of Lincoln's Inn
Fields to wander along the perilous tracks of

Eloman roads, he naturally stumbles badly. He
quotes authorities of all sorts good, bad, and in-

different as if they were of equal value. Bad is,

lowever, hardly an appropriate adjective to be

pplied to the notorious forgery put forth in 1747

>y Dr. Charles Bertram, under the name of Kichard
f Cirencester, which MR. WARD cites, under a

wrong title, with charming innocence and perfect
aith. It need hardly be said that to quote this

mposture puts a man out of court in the eyes of

cholars. Dr. Stukeley, the most credulous and
anciful of antiquaries, who is another of MR.
WARD'S authorities, warmly welcomed Bertram's

udacious forgery when it first appeared.
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Hardly less amusing is MR. WAKD'S account of

the imperial progresses of Semiramis, who is now
known to have beenno mortal queen, butthe goddess
Istar, whose mythological adventures, described in

the well-known cuneiform tablets, were mistaken

by Ctesias and Diodorus for sober history. After
this we are not surprised to be told that "not an
inch beyond the Eoman roads has Christianity

penetrated." How about Ireland, the Isle of

Saints
; how about Norway, Sweden, Denmark,

North Germany, or Eussia ?

While the absurdities of
"
the learned Stukeley,"

"Richard of Cirencester," Wachter, and Somner
are quoted, not a word is said about Henry of

Huntingdon or Higden, who are practically our
two earliest authorities, nor is any mention made
of Dr. Guest's essay on * The Four Roman Ways,'
which, in spite of some dubious etymologies, is the
latest and best monograph on the subject. Its

perusal might, at all events, have saved MR. WARD
from following the preposterous Celtic derivations
of Watling Street and Akeman Street propounded
by the Exeter bookseller George Dyer. In the
' Saxon Chronicle ' Bath is twice mentioned by the
name of Acemannes-ceaster, or Acemannes-burh,
the "sick man's town," and the later name
Akeman Street is simply what we should call

the Bath road. The Ridgeway was not a Roman
road, but a British trackway which ran along the

ridge of the chalk downs, as the Pilgrim's Way in

Kent, traversed by Chaucer's pilgrims, followed
the ridge of the North Downs. MR. WARD, in his

wisdom, rejects Jacob Grimm's etymology of the

Earminga Street, which is the only one philo-

logically admissible.

The dithyrambics about the "
child in a cattle-

stall that a king strove to obliterate," or about
" the voice baptismal of the Eremite," may as well
be left unnoticed. But to say that

"
the wings on

which practically it
[i. e., the voice baptismal] flew,

was the Roman roads of three-foot concrete "
is to

use a metaphor as curiously mixed as it is un-

grammatical. FENTON.

BISHOP COTTON. In the life of this prelate
given in the twelfth volume of the

'

Dictionary of

National Biography' it is stated that his father
"was killed at the battle of Nivelle a fortnight
before the birth of his son." As a matter of fact,
the future bishop was born on Oct. 29, 1813, and
the battle of the Nivelle (perhaps I may be excused
for mentioning that my father was present at it as

assistant-surgeon) was fought on Nov. 13, a fort-

night afterwards. Capt. Cotton was killed whilst

storming a redoubt on the left of the enemy's en-
trenchments before the village of Ainhoue".

W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

THE HUMBLE BEE. Some years ago I paid a
visit to my nephew's vicarage in Buckinghamshire.

He informed me that a new industry had sprang
up in his parish there was a demand for humble

bees, which could be sold for fourpence a head.

He could not inform me what led to this demand,
nor could the villagers who had sold the bees do
so. On inquiring who took the bees and paid the

money, I was referred to the bee-master of a neigh-
bouring village. I found him out on the next

day, when he informed me that the growing of red
clover in New Zealand had failed for want of a
native insect capable of fertilizing the plant. As
the humble bee fertilized the red clover in England,
it was proposed to send a colony of humble beee

over to New Zealand, which he did ; but the first

lot perished, as was supposed, from excess of heat
in crossing the equator. A second colony was
more fortunate

;
it took kindly to the islands, and

performed the function required of it successfully.
The case is well put by an entomologist :

(i

Many of our English flowers are capable of being
fertilized by only one kind of insect. The common rel
clover is visited by the humble bee, the petals are fused

together, forming a narrow tube, surrounding the honey
glands and the organs that form the pollen ; the long
proboscis of the humble bee can reach the honey, but
the hive bee's tongue is shorter, and cannot do so. Wheo
clover was first grown in Australia, it never seeded^
because the tongues of the native bees were too short to
reach the pollen."

C. TOMLINSOK.
Highgate, X.

FIRST BURNING FOR HERESY IN ENGLAND.
William Sawtre, or Sautre, priest of St. Margaret's

Church, King's Lynn, is repeatedly referred to as

the first martyr burnt for heresy in England, A.D.

1401. But in the "Advertisement" to Bale'z
'

Select Works,' Parker Society, 1849, 1 find :

" Fox expressly says Sautre was the first, and he ia

followed herein by Bishop Burnet and Mr. Collier. But the

latter of these had forgot what himself had told us under

Henry III. of a deacon, that, apostatizing to Judaism,
was first degraded, at a council at Oxford, A.D. 1222, and
afterwards sentenced to the stake by the secular power.
And there is good evidence of a more early example than

even this. A chronicle of London mentions of the Albi-

genses burnt A.D. 1210 (Bale, 'De Script. Brit.,' Cent. iii.

cap. Ixv. in Append.). And Camden probably alludes to

this when he says, 'ex quo reguante Joanne Christian! in

Christianos apud nos flammis ssevire coeperunt."'

The fifty-first and fifty-second of Langton's Con-
stitutions of 1222 are directed against the Jews.

JAMES HOOPKR.
Norwich.

" A TWEEDSIDE KETTLE." The following
account of a Tweedside kettle appeared in the

Newcastle Daily Chronicle of June 29 :

" ' A Tweedside Kettle
'

is after the fashion of an up-
river picnic, but it has its own peculiar characteristics.

The company foregather under a great marquee pitched
on the pleasantly-situated green sward at South Bells

Fishery on the English side of Tweed, about four miles

up the river from old Berwick Town and after doing
full justice to real Tweed salmon ' new drawn frae the
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Tweed '

by the net-fishers who ply their avocation not a

stone's throw away, a short toast-list is honoured, and
then the worshippers at the shrine of St. Kettle adjourn
to the open, and many indulge in two games which go
hand in hand with the Kettle four-holed kit-kat, in

which teams of four a side play, and quoits. As the

shades of evening creep up the river, the company again
muster in the marquee, at this historic and romantic

spot which St. Aidan must have passed in his journey
on foot from lona via Melrose to Lindisfarne

;
and a

short concert winds up the proceedings of the famous
Tweedside Kettle. This local institution is of no modern

origin; it is almost lost in the mists of antiquity. As
far back as 1675 this special form of festivity was known
on the classic Borderland, for the Guild of Berwick-upon-
Tweed in this year

' made a treat of a kettle of salmon
on the river-side.' These salmon feasts go back to an
even more remote era, for as far back as 1286, when
Berwick touched its highest point of prosperity and
rivalled mighty London, salmon formed part of the staple
trade of the ancient Border town, and were a consider-

able source of wealth to the inhabitants. Indeed, salmon
was the first article of trade the ancient Guild of Ber-
wick proceeded to regulate, and there was actually a
time when no fishing-water was, on any condition, let to

any but a Freeman of Berwick, and fish could only be
taken from the river between Horncliffe and Berwick
from ' the sonne aryse vnto the sonne be gon down.' So
much importance was attached to Tweed salmon in by-
gone days that Queen Elizabeth had a royalty of all the
fisheries in this river which divides Scotch from English
territory; and in 1568 one barrel out of every 'last'

(twelve barrels) was set aside for the queen's use, and it

may be added, 720 barrels at least was the produce that

year."
W. E. ADAMS.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

CITY PARISHES. The following clauses from
the will of " Thomas Walthall thelder," citizen and
mercer of London (dated May 14, 1611, proved
May 11, 1613, P.C.C. 47 Capell), seem worthy of

record. After desiring sepulture in the church of

St. Peter's, Cornhill, "and to be laide as neare

unto the place where my brother Alderman Walt-
hall was buried as maie be with as little

ostentacon or shewe as may be with noe Binginge
which I holde to be meare vanitie," testator

directs his executors
" to prouide for fifty poore men mourninge gownes of
blacke or other good sad coulored cloath and six of them
to be bestowed uppon six of the chiefe Porters that

belonge to the Mercers' Company at the Water syde and
they to carry my corpes to the grounde and to have
twelve pence a man those six onelie and such poore men
of the parrish of Sainte Peters as are thought fitt to have
gownes giuen them to be firat respected before straungers,"

and gives
" unto Jeames Buffeilde a poore water

bearer one that laboureth hard for his lyviog a

monrninge gowne andtwentie shillinges,"and "unto
the wandringe and Roagish poore amonge whome
are a nomber of wicked and ungodlie people the
some of ffive markes."

C. E. GlLDERSOME-DlCKINSON.
Eden Bridge.

SHEEP-STEALER HANGED BY A SHEEP. Forty
or more years ago I was told by a Lincolnshire

gentleman that, many years since, when sheep-

stealing was a common offence, a thief of this sort

stole
" a fat hog," and, fastening it on his shoulders

by a cord, made off with it. On his way he had to

get over a high stile in a stone wall. During the

climb, the sheep slipped from off the felon's

shoulders, and fell over the stile ; the consequence

being that the next morning, when the shepherd
went in search ef the lost sheep, he found the man
hanged by his prey and quite dead. I have an

impression that my informant said that this hap-

pened on a farm in one of the parishes between Kir-

ton-in-Lindsey and Lincoln. I am sure he fully

believed what he told me to be true, as I did when
I heard it, for it is not improbable that such

an accident should befall a man overburdened

by the weight of the animal, conscious that the

crime he was perpetrating was a hanging matter,
and going on his way in the darkness of night.
Some time ago my faith was shaken by meeting

with a Northumberland story not unlike it, accom-

panied by references to three others of a similar

character (' Denham Tracts,' vol. i. p. 328). I

shall be grateful to any one who can give further

information, so that I may be able to class this tale

either with fact or folk-lore.

EDWARD PEACOCK.
Dunstan House, Kirton-in-Lindsey.

SIR WALTER SCOTT :

' THE ABBOTSFORD
FAMILY.' (See 8th S. vii. 372, 466.) I have a

copy of Sir Walter Scott's
' Poems '

(A. & 0.

Black, first title-page 1851, second 1852), given
me by a good aunt when I was not quite fourteen,
a few months after I bad fallen in love with Scott's

poetry a "
first love

"
that has lasted down to the

present hour. The frontispiece to this volume is

an engraving of Sir David Wilkie's picture above

mentioned. I have an amusing remembrance con-

nected with this picture. Feeling as proud of my
newly acquired treasure as a peacock with a double

train (not tail, see Gilbert White), I showed the

book to my aunt's footman, a very good fellow ;

and thinking that he might wonder at seeing Sir

Walter Scott and his family dressed like peasants,
with milk-pails, &c., I explained to him that they
were " taken

"
in this way. The good lad, not

understanding my use of the word "
taken," evi-

dently thought I meant that Scott was taken into

custody, and asked me what he was taken for !

"Forsan et hsec olim meminisse juvabit."
JONATHAN BOOCHIER.

'THE EXTRAORDINARY BLACK BOOK.' I have

just seen a copy of this book at Mr. G. A. Sala's

sale (Sotheby's, July 23), and on the title, in his

beautiful handwriting, is written, after the words

by "the original editor," "old William Carpenter."
I think Mr. Sala is mistaken; it was by John

Wade, who died in 1875. It is not in Halkett
and Laing. The first edition, by "the original
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editor," was published in 1831, a "new edition'

1832. At the British Museum this book is

ascribed to John Wade. Mr. Boase, in
' Modern

English Biography,' says nothing about it under

Carpenter. But for the attribution being by so

great an authority as Mr. Sala, I should not take

any notice of it. RALPH THOMAS.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their

names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

GIOVANNI FONTANA, SCULPTOR. About four

months ago an article appeared in an illustrated

weekly or monthly paper with some sketches from

allegorial subjects executed by the late Signer
Fontana. Can any one oblige me with name and
date of the paper ? HILDA GAMLIN.

ENGRAVED PORTRAIT. I have a small engraved
portrait of "

Colonel James Robertson, of the West-
minster Volunteers," engraved by R. Woodman,
after a miniature by L. T. Mitchell, period 1780.
Under it are the arms of Eobertson of Struan.

Any information about it will be most acceptable.
F. S. R.

THOMAS HALEY, CLOCKMAKER, NORWICH.
At what period did he produce ? Is anything
known concerning him ? H. T.

POPE JOAN. In the introduction to Bellinger's
'

Papstfablen des Mittelalters '

(English translation

by A. Plummer, 1871, p. xv) there is mentioned
a " round game which immortalizes the memory of
the papess." Will some reader of N. & Q.

;
tell

me what game is referred to ?

[The name is, we believe, Pope Joan.]

" GRANDMOTHER'S NIGHTCAP." The plant of

which I enclose the Editor a sprig, gathered in a

garden-bed close to where I am writing, is called

in these parts by this quaint name though, after

all, is it really more quaint than the familiar "
fox-

glove
"

? Grandmothers, I suppose, do often wear

nightcaps, but foxes, I fancy, are not in the habit
of wearing gloves, unless, perhaps, when they

"
a-

wooing go." Is the Editor, or any correspondent,
acquainted with this term

; and what is the proper
botanical name of the plant 1

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
Ropley, Hampshire.

[In Britten and Holland's '

Dictionary of Plant Names '

(1886), p. 218, the following plants are stated to be called

by the above name in various counties : (1) Convolvulus
sepium, (2) Aconilum napellus, (3) Lychnis respertina,
(4) Anemone nemorosa. In each case the form of the
flower would suggest the name. The leaf sent was
not in a very satisfactory condition for examination, but
in all probability it is the leaf of No. 2 (Aconi-

turn napellus). If so, the old lady's nightcap would be
of a purplish blue colour, and, bearing in mind the ex-

tremely poisonous character of the plant, we should

earnestly impress upon her the desirability of discard-

ing any portion of the plant as an article of attire. If
our correspondent will kindly enclose a flower (common
in cottage gardens at this season), the matter could be
at once determined. M. T. MO

"LINK." In these days of universal golf we
are all familiar with the word link, or links, as

seems to be the correct way of writing it.

What is its origin ? It was not confined to Scot-

land. A suburb of Malvern is called Malvern

Link, and is an open green or common, now sur-

rounded with houses. Chambers mentions it in

his
'

History of Malvern,' 1817. He says :
" The

Link is a common on which latterly many houses

have been erected." In Sussex, link means a high
bank

; the very reverse of the link used for golfing.
J. DIXON.

[See 8th S. vii. 465; viii. 34.]

THE WELSHMAN AND THE FLEAS. In Mr.
Bulleo's notice of Joshua Barnes (1654-1712) in
' D. N. B.,' it is stated that Barnes wrote, or pro-

posed to write, a work entitled
"

<$>\TJtaSos, or a

supplement to the old ludicrous poem under that

title at Trinity House, in Cambridge, upon the

battle between the fleas and a Welshman." Is

that
"
old ludicrous poem

"
still extant ;

and is it

known who is the author 1 It would be interest-

ing to know more about a poem with so odd a

title. JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

" OAKEN." In the one-volume edition of
' The

Poetical Works of Sir Walter Scott,' issued in

1841 by Robert Cadell, the following lines occur :

With the dullest hermit I 'd rather dine

On an oaken cake and a draught of the Tyne.
' Harold the Dauntless,' canto iv. st. viii.

Is not "oaken" a misprint for oaten ? It is possible
that

" oaken" is the true reading, and that the poet
meant a cake made of the meal of acorns, but this

seems to us very improbable. The great import-
ance that attaches to everything that Sir Walter
Scott wrote, and the necessity there is that the

text of his works should be freed from errors, is a

sufficient apology for this trivial query.
N. M. & A.

[" Oaken
"

is preserved in the Clarendon Press edition

of last year. J

HERALDIC. I own a little plate temp. James II.

(1685) and William III. (1699). All is engraved
with a ducal coronet, two lions rampant and

ducally gorged as supporters, shield four stars ;

the tincture is, I suppose, azure. I am, obviously,
no herald, and shall feel very grateful if any of

your readers will tell me to whom this coat of arms

|motto,
" Produsse quam conspeci ") belongs.

JOAN.
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CUTHBERT SCOT, BlSHOP OF CHESTER (1556-

1559) AND MASTER OF CHRIST'S COLLEGE, CAM-
BRIDGE. Can any of your readers give me infor-

mation as to the birthplace or family connexions

of the above ? F. SANDERS.
Hoylake Vicarage.

THE SPANISH LANGUAGE. I shall be glad if

any of your readers can refer me to such book or

books as may exist giving any information on the

three carious and interesting prefixes re, rete, re-

qutte, in colloquial Spanish. I am pretty familiar

with grammatical literature, but never came across

any mention of them. My own information about
them is derived from intercourse with natives both
here and in Spain. These three prefixes form a

kind of three degrees of comparison, re being some-

thing like our "
very," rete still stronger, and

requete most forcible of all, and as we might say"
quite too too." They are used (1) before per-

sonal names as a kind of joke, as in the well-known

repepe from Pepe ; (2) most frequently before ad-

jectives, as, for example, resalada, retesalada,

requetesalada ; (3) before adverbs, as rebien, rete-

bien, requetebien ; (4) before the negative, reno,

reteno, requeteno ; (5) before expletives, as in the

case of reco&o, relene. JAS. PLATT, Jun.

KENTISH M.P.s IN THE LONG PARLIAMENT.

Any assistance towards identifying more definitely
the following M.P.s will be most acceptable.

Capt. Augustine Skinner, M.P., Kent, 1642-53.
He was a pronounced Rumper, one of the King's
judges, and survived the Restoration. Augustine
Skinner, ironmonger, was elected Alderman oi

Farringdon Within in April, 1621, but discharged
at his own request in the following month. Were
the Alderman and the M.P. identical or related ?

Capt. John Nutt, M.P., Canterbury, 1640-53,
also a strong Parliamentarian, King's judge, anc
survived the Restoration.

William Harrison, M.P., Queenborough, 1640
till disabled in 1643 for Royalism. He died before

September,' 1645.

Capt. Richard Lee, M.P., Rochester, 1640-48
was an active Parliamentary officer, and is de-
scribed in 1642 as "of Rochester, Kent." ? i

.Richard Lee, of Delee Magna, Mayor of Rochester
in 1643 (vide Berry's

' Kent Pedigrees ').

Thomas Webb, M.P., New Romney, 1640 til

expelled January, 1641, as a monopolist. ? i

Thomas Webb, secretary to the Duke of Richmond
who died in 1649.

Richard Browne, M.P., New Romney, 1641 til

secluded in 1 648. He was of Great Chart, Ashford
Kent, and seemingly a barrister of the Middl
Temple. Possibly either "Richard Browne, o

Southants, gent.," admitted to the Middle Tempi
in January, 1601, or "Richard Browne, son ant
fceir of Richard Browne, of Calne, Wilts," admitte(
an November, 1612. Sir Roger Twisden, in hi

Diary,' speaks of him as "my cosen Richard

kowne, a Parliament man, whose memory is ever

eere with me," and elsewhere as
"
my cosen

lichard Browne, one of the Cinque Ports, serving
or New Romney" (Arch. Cant., ii. 175, iii. 174).

W. D. PINK.

Leigh, Lancashire.

PITT CLUB. Where can I find any particulars

especting the Pitt Club, the date of its founda-

ion, list of original members, &c. ? Does the club

till exist ? I fancy I have seen a notice in the

newspapers of an annual dinner having been held

within the last few years. M. A. T.

Temple,
[See 7th S. v. 187, 357 ; vi. 89.]

BIBLIOGRAPHY. In M. Lacroix's
c

Bibliographie

Molie'resque
'

I find the following note (p. 157) :

'Le Etourdi ; or, The Blunderer, Comedy,' Lyon.

1653, in-12. Nous transcrivons ce titre tel que nous

'avons trouve dans ' The Bibliographer's Manual of

English Literature,' de W. Th. Lowndes, et nous avouons

lumblement n'y rien comprendre.
' L'Etourdi

' de Moliere

"ut represente a Lyon en 1653 ; est-il possible qu'une
traduction anglaise de cette comedie ait ete imprlmee a

Lyon (London?) la memo annee, tandis que la piece

originate frangaiee ne fut publiee que dix ans plus tard,

a Paris? II y a certainement une erreur, que nous

signalons, sans pouvoir en deviner 1'origine."

Is this a mistake of Lowndes's or does such an

edition exist ? FRAM.

[We fail to trace in Lowndes's 'Bibliographer's
Manual' any entry such as M. Lacroix mentions. No
such play is mentioned in any theatrical authority. In

the third volume of ' A Select Collection of Moliere's

Plays' a translation appears of 'L'Etourdi' under the

title of ' The Blunderer.' It is dedicated to Philip, Earl

of Chesterfield. A second translation, with the same

title, stands first in vol. i. of '

Moliere, French and

English,' 1732, 1739, and 1755. A third, also with the

same title, is in vol. iv. of Foote's 'Comic Theatre,'

1762.
' L'Etourdi' was translated in or before 1667 by

the Duke of Newcastle, and this version was given to

Dryden, who incorporated much of it in his
' Sir Martin

Marr-all ; or, Feigned Innocence,' played for the second

time Aug. 16, 1667, at Lincoln's inn Fields. This may
safely be assumed to be the first English translation.

Dryden's play was published, without the author's name,
in 1668. JOSEPH KNIGHT.]

BURIAL CUSTOM. Are there any Lincolnshire

instances of one special road leading to a church

being considered the "
corpse-way," along which,

and no other, the dead ought to be carried to the

grave ? There are, I understand, several of these
"
corpse-ways

" in Yorkshire, and I am desirous to

learn whether they also occur south of the Humber,
and whether there are instances of coffins being
borne into church through one door in preference
to another. Gr. W.

CHERKT-STONES. In East Anglia there is a not

uncommon habit among the poor, when eating

cherries, to swallow the stones, likewise of goose-

berries the skins, the eaters giving as a reason
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that they digest the better, la this so in other

counties where cherries grow ; Kant, to wit 1 I

should add that it is not only a child's trick to

escape detection, but practised quite as much by
adults. D. L.

GEORGE ERRINGTON. His only daughter Jane
married Eobert Johnson. She was alive in 1814.

Of what family was he ? I think his son or grand-
son lived near Colchester.

H. ISHAM LONGDEN, M.A.
Shangton Rectory, Leicester.

SPIDER-WORT CALLED "TRINITY." During the

week June 16-22 that is, between the first and
second Sundays after Trinity a flower appeared
in our garden, which is apparently a waif. Im-

mediately it was greeted by the old lady of the

household as the flower called
"

Trinity," and so

called on account of the tradition that it always
flowered on Trinity Sunday. The flower is actually

spider-wort (Tradescantia virginica), but the

origin of the name is obvious, from the three sepals
and three deep-blue petals of which it consists.

The fact of the second name,
"
Trinity," I can find

stated in no botanical work ; but its genuineness
was further attested by another person on the

following day. Is this name generally known ; and
in what districts? The fitness of the name is

obvious, and it is worth putting on record. I may
add that I am no botanist, and a botanist of skill

may be able to supply me with printed references.

The plant is figured in Hibberd and Hulme's
' Familiar Garden Flowers,' pt. xlv.

CHARLES SATLE.
2, Harvey Road, Cambridge.

WILLIAM OF WYKEHAM. Will any of your
readers kindly inform me if William of Wykeham
was ever married ? It is, of course, generally
understood that the marriage of priests was for-

bidden at this period ; but in a pedigree I possess

(otherwise well authenticated) it is stated that

one Thomas Wolriche, of Alconbury, married

Frances, a daughter of William Wykeham, Bishop
of Winchester. The life of Wykeham, by Louth,
Bishop of London, is, unfortunately, not accessible

to me, or possibly that may throw some light

upon the subject. J. LDTTRELL PALMER.

PETER BENSON. Can any of your readers

supply me with information regarding Peter

Benson, whose name appears in the Patent Rolls
of Ireland, Charles I., A.D. 1629, as having been

granted 1,500 acres of land in Donegal under title

of the manor of Shraghmurlar, barony of Rafoe 1

F. W. B.

COLLINS'S ' ODE TO THE PASSIONS.' This once
famous poem was written about 1747, and used to

be a favourite piece for recitation. Is it known
who set it to music ? for it used to be often per-
formed by amateurs. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

PRONUNCIATION OF SEA.

(8
th S. viii. 4.)

PROF. SKEAT has assuredly drawn too precise an
inference from the instances he gives in expressing
the opinion that "we may hence safely conclude

that the change of pronunciation of sea (from say to

see) took place towards the close of the eighteenth

century "; for the transition commenced as early
as the days of Dryden.

It may be taken that the accustomed pronuncia-
tion before the eighteenth century was as George
Herbert indicated it in the proverb

He that will learn to pray, let him go to sea;

but Dryden wrote the lines

Art thoa of Bethlem's noble College free ?

Stark, staring mad, that thou vouldst tempt the Sea ?

and these were quoted by Addison in No. 55 of the

Spectator (Way 3, 1711).

Again, in the Weekly Miscellany of June 23,

1733 (quoted in the Gentleman's Magazine, vol.

iii. p. 312) is to be found 'A Meditation on

Solitude,' with some "beautiful Lines from Mr.
Norm's Poem call'd the

'

Prospect,'
" two of which

are :

When just about to try that unknown Sea,
What a strange Moment will that be !

The transitional state, however, is best repre-
sented in the sixth volume of the Gentleman's

Magazine, that for 1736. On p. 45 is given

Colley Gibber's 'New Year's Ode,' with the con-

cluding chorus :

While truth and virtue guide the helm,
Secure we range the seas ;

While George, with justice, sways the realm,
With pride the land obeys.

But on p. 158 is a prize epigram containing the

lines :

A voyage, my only dear, says she,

Why will you trust the faithless sea ?

On p. 284, however, are some "club verses"

which declare :

Better we all were in our graves,
Than live in slavery to slaves ;

Worse than the anarchy at sea,

Where fishes on each other prey.

And again, on p. 416, are verses "on the Nuptial
of the Prince of Wales," in which sea is rhymed to

survey.

Pope, in the second of two ' Verses to the Right
Hon. the Earl of Oxford,' had the modern pro-
nunciation :

What Patron this, a doubt must be,

Which none but you can clear,

Or father Francis, cross the sea,

Or else Earl Edward here.

Dr. Watts (who died in 1748, or four years

after Pope) also adopted the modern style in his
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'Launching into Eternity,' included among his
'

Lyric Poems.' where he wrote :

It was a brave attempt ! advent'rous he,
Who in the first ship broke the unknown sea.

The same transition of pronunciation is to be

simultaneously noted, of course, in regard to tea.

The earliest English advertisement of that com-

modity (see 'N. & Q.,' 8tft S. i. 511) describes it,

in 1658, as "Tay, alias Tee"; but the former was

long the pronunciation. Prior, in his ballad of
' Down Hall '

(which, I believe, is of the date of

1715) alludes to

A nymph with an urn that divides the highway,
And into a puddle throws mother of tea.

Pope's references are classic :

Soft yielding minds to Water glide away,
And sip, with Nymphs, their elemental Tea,

is from the first canto of
' The Kape of the Lock,'

just as

Here thou, great Anna ! whom three realms obey,
Dost sometimes counsel take and sometimes Tea,

is from the third. But Churchill, in
' The Ghost'

(1762), wrote of

Matrons, who toss the cup, and see

The grounds of fate in grounds of tea.

And Johnson is said to have addressed to Mrs.
Thrale the extempore verse :

And now, I pray thee, Hetty dear,
That thou wilt give to me,

With cream and sugar soften'd well,
Another dish of tea.

An American poet, Timothy Dwight, in his
'
Greenfield Hill,' later, however, had the lines

To inhale from proud Nanking a sip of tea,
And wave a courtesy trim and flirt away.

The transition, moreover, was of an all-round

character, for it applied to flea equally as to sea

and tea. The lines are sufficiently familiar :

So naturalists observe, a flea

Ha? smaller fleas that on him prey;
And these have smaller still to bite 'em,
And so proceed ad infinilum.

But, although the pronunciation is now altered,
one cannot be certain which Cowper used in
'

Charity," when he wrote

Whether he measure earth, compute the sea,

Weigh sunbeams, carve a fly, or split a flea ;

The solemn trifler with his boasted skill

Toils much, and is a solemn trifler still,

for, as PROF. SKEAT has noted, the poet rhymed at

different periods sea as see and say.

It is to be further observed that, although we still

sound ea as ay in great, we have ceased to do so,
save in remote country districts where old pro-
nunciations linger the longest, in beat, meat, pleat,

seat, and treat. ALFRED F. BOBBINS.

PROF. SKEAT is not quite accurate in conclud-

ing that the pronunciation changed
" from tay to

see
"

in the eighteenth century, unless he refers to

literature solely. Here in the West that change
has not been recognized by vernacular speakers.
We still invariably say that we are going to zee

the say. The sharp s in sea is sometimes altered

to z by facetious writers of dialect, but in so doing,

they give themselves away. F. T. ELWORTHY.
Wellington, Somerset.

Surely two pronunciations of sea prevailed

during last century, and it is hardly safe to con-

clude that the change of pronunciation from say to

see took place towards its close. The following

quotations for the pronunciation see have at once

occurred to me :

A place there is, betwixt earth, air, and seas,

Where, from Ambrosia, Jove retires for ease.
' The Dunciad,' bk. ii. 11. 83-4.

Extols the treasures of the stormy seas,

And his Jong nights of revelry and ease.

Goldsmith,
' The Traveller,' 11. 67-8-

Full oft we tempt the land, and oft the sea;
And are we only yet repaid by thee 1

Collins, 'Eclogue II.,' 11. 37-8.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

KEBLB AND 'THE CHRISTIAN YEAR' (8
th S.

viii. 6). If MR. LYNN will please to refer to

Herodotus, he will see that it was especially in the

time of his success, as well as because of it, that

Xerxes wept ; so that it was not out of place for

Keble to speak of him as a conqueror, for such was
a proper description of him at the time. In Hero-

dotus,
'

Polymnia," ch. xlv. it is :

'2s Se (apa Travra {J.V TOV 'EAA^cnrovrov VTTO

TCOV vewv a.TroKKpvfj./Jievov, TToxras Se ras a/era?

KOL TO, A/3i)S^vcuv TreSia 7ri7rAea dvOpdnruv,
fvOavra &epr)<s etovrov ip-aKapure

'

//.era 8e

It was out of this incongruity, as it seemed to

him, that the subsequent conversation of Arta-

banus with him arose the contrast between the

two states of feeling (chap, xlvi.) :

epyatrto vvv re KOU oAiy^) Trporepov ;

yap crewwov Sa/c/avets.

Xerxes especially speaks of himself as a future
"
conqueror" in this colloquy (chap. 1.) :

KaracrpeTJsdfJLfvoi Traq-av TTJV
'

oVuno.

There is more to the same effect.

ED. MARSHALL.

Is it possible in grammar that the line

This were a conqueror's grief

can apply particularly to Xerxes ? The word were,

thus poetically used, has the sense of would be or

might be, but not, so far as I know, the sense of

was, so as to make an actual assertion. The
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thought in question, says the poet, might occur t

a victorious monarch of this world, and an historica

instance is referred to where it did occur to

monarch ; but there is no statement that tha
monarch was a conqueror. The line is general, no

particular.
As to royal coxswains, certainly the only case

remember is the celebrated one of King Edga

Eulled
down the Dee to Chester by a crew of eigh

ings ; but there can be no reason why a kinj
should not steer a ship or a boat, and Keble onl;

says it might be.

The Bon of the Archbishop has written a mos

unacceptable paper about dear John Keble.

C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

AN OLD OIL PAINTING (8"> S. vii. 489 ; viii

12). Eeferring to MR. CHRISTIE'S note, I now sent

you a copy of the inscription and an improvec
translation :

" Magdalena Pfalk, Graf Johann von Zweibriickei

Gemahlin, Eine Tochter Herzogs Wilbelm zu Siilcb,
undt Marien Erzherzoginn von Oesterreich, deren Hen
Vater Keyszer Ferd. j. die Frau Mutter Marien Konig-
liche Erbprincessin von Ungern, gebohren den 2 Novem-
bris, Ao. 1553."

Magdalena Pfalk, wife of Count John of Zweibrucken,
a daughter of Duke William of Sulch and of Maria,
Archduchess of Austria, whose father was Emperor
Ferdinand I., and mother Maria, Princess Koyal of
Hungary. Born November 2, 1553.

WILLIAM, PAYNE.
South sea.

MRS. PITT, ACTRESS (8
th S. viii. 47). The

date of her death may be arrived at by following
up the indications given in the '

Autobiography
'
of

her grandson, Thomas Dibdin. On p. 264, vol. i.

(edition 1834), he records that she was buried two
days prior to the production of his

' The Volcano ;

or, the Rival Harlequins' at Covent Garden
Theatre ; and in a paragraph which he quotes from
"a morning journal" of the following day, the
death is said to have taken place

" on Wednesday
last." The Thespian Dictionary

'

(1802) says she
died February, 1800. It is probable that the

quite indispensable and almost impeccable Genest
gives the exact date, but I am not able to make
the reference. I do not know Mrs. Pitt's baptismal
name. It may interest URBAN to learn that there
is a small engraved portrait of her as Lady Wish-
fort ("Dodd ad viv. del., Walker so., published
by T. Lowndes & Partners, Oct. 26, 1776 "). There
is also a small full-length in oil by Hogarth in the
valuable collection at the Garrick Club. Descrip-
tions of her playing are to be found, e.g., in Hugh
Kelly's 'Thespis' and Pasquin's 'Children of

Thespis.' I am anxious to increase my slender
stock of information regarding Mrs. Pitt, and
should be much obliged to URBAN for any addition,
especially her birth-date (1721 is probably the year)

and her maiden name, which may, however, have

been Pitt, as Thomas Dibdin (i. 21) mentions her

brother, "Cecil Pitt, Esq., of Dalston." I have

been told that she was related to the Pitts who
were noted in politics.

EDW. RIMBAULT DIBDIN.
Orraes View, Liscard, Cheshire.

The obituary notice in the Gentleman's Maga-
zine, January, 1800, vol. Ixx. parti., p. 84, records

that Mrs. Pitt, the grandmother of Charles Dibdin,

jun., was for upwards of forty years an actress at

Ccvent Garden Theatre.

An inscription on the upright stone covering
the family grave of Charles and Mary Dibdin in

the now sadly neglected burial-ground of St.

James's Chapel, Pentonville, furnishes the in-

formation that Mrs. Ann Pitt died Dec. 18>

1799, aged seventy-eight years.

Other inscriptions on the same stone com-
memorate the above - named Charles Dibdin,

Esq., born Oct. 27, 1767, died Jan. 14, 1833 ;

Mary, his wife, died Aug. 20, 1816, in her thirty-

fifth year; and Mrs. Harriet Dibdin, who died

Dec. 10, 1814.

The under-named children of Charles and Mary
Dibdin lie interred in the same grave : John

Bates, born March 23, 1798, died May 10, 1828 -

r

Charles Richard, born Dec. 20, 1800, died Dec. 5,

1820 ; Frances Holmes, born Jan. 27, 1804, died

Feb. 25, 1805 ; Thomas Chatteris, born Aug. 16r

1809, died Nov. 8, 1813 ; and Edward Henry,
a twin, who died Sept. 20, 1813, aged twelve days.

DANIEL HIPWELL.

This famous actress of old women, who, as Tate

Wilkinson says, "nursed many Juliets," died

Dec. 18, 1799, aged seventy-nine. Her Christian

name was Ann. WM. DOUGLAS.
1, Brixton Road.

;

Some Dibden Pitts were actors daring the
^resent half century in London and the country,,
and may survive. H. T.

' THE SHAVING OF SHAGPAT '

(8
th S. viii. 46).

[ suspect that W. B. is unaware of the rule which
>revails in most large libraries. One may "steym"
book which is already lent by leaving a postcard

with the librarian, who will send notice as soon as

t is brought in. I expect the simple explanation
s that 'A Marriage at Sea' was asked for, and 'The

Shaving of Shagpat
'

was not.

PAUL BIERLET.

THE TENTH BEATITUDE : "BEATI POSSIDENTES"-
8th S. vii. 308, 492). Grotius, in his

' De Jure
Jelli ac Pacis

'

(lib. ii. cap. ii. sec. 8), says :

" Non concedendum hoc ei pari necessitate ipse ppg-
essor teneatur : nam in pari causa, possidentis melior
st conditio."

Hoc "
refers to the pristine right, in extreme

ecessity, of using things as if they had remained
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common. Grotius, to illustrate this limitation of

the rights of necessity, quotes Lactantius as saying
that he does not do amiss who abstains from

thrusting a drowning man from a plank, or a

wounded man from his horse, even for the sake of

his own preservation. (See Lack,
'
Div. Inst.,'

lib. v. cap. xvi.) He also quotes Cicero and Curtius
in illustration.

In lib. i. cap. xxiii. sec. 11 Grotius says, when
speaking of the greater obligation to seek for a

compromise before going to war which rests on
the claimant :

"Ut enim in pari causa melior sit possidentia con-

ditio, non civili tantum juri sed et natural! convenit."

EGBERT PIERPOINT.

It may not be possible to point out the first use

of this expression ; but the origin of it from the

legal phrases of the same meaning seems certain.

It appears so in
'

Quelque six mille Proverbes et

Aphorismes usuels, emprunte"s a notre age et aux
eiecles derniers,' par le P. Ch. Cahier, S.J., Paris,

1856, p. 562 :
"
'Possidentis melior est conditio.'

Unde :
'

qui possidet dicitur beatus.'
" The

legal maxims are :

"
Possessor in pari causa potior

haberi debet," 1. in pari. "Possidentis causa

melior est, cum de duorum lucro quseritur," 1.

nemo prredo.
" In pari delicto vel causa potior

(al. melior) est conditio possidentis." (P. Bonif.

VIII., 'Sexti Decretal.,' lib. v. tit. xii., "De
regulis juris," reg. Ixv.)
"In pari delicto potior est conditio possidentis"

appears in Warren's " Table of English Maxims,"
in his 'Legal Studies.' In ' N. & Q.,' 7"> S. iii.

273, MIL. A. K. SBILLETO points out that the

frequent use of it by Prince Bismarck comes
from its use by Frederick the Great (Carlyle's

'Fr.,' bk. iv. ch. xi.). Buchmann, in his
' Ge-

fliigelte Worte,' only refers to it as from Horace,
bat notes the variation. ED. MARSHALL.

SAUNDERS (8
th S. vii. 409, 514). I always under-

stood that Miss Louisa Saunders, sometime mistress

of a school at Cottage Grove, Mile End, E., who
died at Eastbourne, July 30, 1885, aged sixty

eight, was a descendant of the Eev. Laurence
Saunders. This information, although not autho-

ritative, may help MR. W. BULLOCK in discovering
the martyr's present representative.

GEO. F. TUDOR SHERWOOD.

THE DEATH MICROBE (8
tt S. viii. 45). MR.

MARSHALL is mistaken. The discovery is recent.

The microbes which the very high powers o;

modern miscroscopes have revealed were entirely
unknown in the days of Garmannus and Haupt-
mann. That specific microbes constitute the
essence of specific diseases is one of the most im

portant discoveries of modern science. Calling
death an animalcule is clearly a figure of speech.

S. JAMES A. SALTER, F.E.S.
Basingfield, Basingetoke.

CHILD MARRIAGES (8
th S. vii. 447, 519). The

tupid, but well-informed Chalmers tells us that

he child-wife of Symonds d'Ewes was "Anne,
daughter of Sir William Clopton, of Essex, an

'xquisite beauty, not fourteen years old "; and
adds that

"
his passion for her seems to have in-

ireased almost to a degree of extravagance, even

after she was his wife."

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

On p. 37, vol. i., of the 'Autobiography and

Correspondence of Sir Simonds D'Ewes, Bart.,'

1845, I read :

''Sir William Clopton, elder brother to the said

Walter [Clopton, of Kentwell], married Anne, the first

daughter of the said Sir Thomas Barnardiston, by whom
le bad issue Anne, his sole daughter and heir, my
Simonds D'Ewes's] now wife."

This, as to the lady's name, is the information

I. A. W. wants. On p. 52 of the same volume I

read :

"The following Shrove, this very Shrove Sunday
Lafter the marriage of the Elector Palatine and Eliza-

ietb, daughter of James I., i.e., 1613], also was borne

Dame Anne D'Ewes, my dear and faithful wife, at Clare

?riory, in the county of Suffolk ;
Sir Thomas Barnardis-

;on, her grandfather, then dwelling there : so as she

ever observed the account of her age from that Princess

icr nuptial day, as I informed Charles. Prince Elector

Palatine, her son and heir, in the year 1635, when we
joth went to Newmarket to see his Highness."

On p. 134 following Sir Simonds says he was,
in 1626,

" admitted to be a suitor
"

to this young

lady. On p. 322 we read :

"
It pleased God, out of his infinite goodness and

mercy unto me far above my desert, to add a final end

to my cares and suspicions, upon the 24th day of October

[1626] by the blessed solemnization of our espousals in

Blacklriars Church [London]."

The text repeatedly states that the happy pair

constantly lived and travelled together from that

date. Further, see pp. 416, 417, 419, 420, 428, and

431 of the same text. As to one of H. A. W.'s

inquiries, he will especially notice a statement on

the above-named p. 417. D'Ewes's first child was

born April 30, 1630. As to Lady D'Ewes's birth

see p. 258, vol. ii. of the 'Correspondence,' &c.

She died July, 1641. F. G. S.

See '

Early Marriages,' 6 th S. vi. 347 ;
vii. 91,

134
;

viii. 94, 176, 413, 524 ; ix. 236 ; also
' A

Hundred Years between the Marriage of a Father

and his Son,' 6th S. ix. 465 ; x. 138.

CELER ET AUDAX.

" HECATOMB
" RHYMED WITH " GLOOM "

(8
th S.

vii. 166 ; viii. 54). Before MR. EDWARD H.

MARSHALL penned his note, he should have as-

sured himself of the "bard of Twickenham's"

pronunciation of "dome." To judge from the

following passages, the bard pronounced
" dome "

as I do, that is, as rhyming with "home," and cer-

tainly not as "doom."
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Pope rhymes "dome" with "home," "Rome,"
and "

gnome ":

She bids him wait her to her sacred Dome :

Well pleas'd he enter'd, and confess'd his home.
The Dunciad,' bk. i., 11. 265-6.

Thus when we view some well-proportion'd dome,
(The world's just wonder, and ev'n thine, Borne !)
No single parts unequally surprize,
All comes united to tu' admiring eyes.

' An Essay on Criticism,' 11. 247-50.

Swift on his sooty pinions flits the Gnome,
And in a vapour reach'd the dismal dome.

' The Rape of the Lock,' canto iv., 11. 17-18.
" Tomb " he rhymes with " bloom "

(' Epistle to

Dr. Arbuthnot,' 1L 257-8, 'The Dunciad,' iv.

11. 513-14) and also with " come" (< To Mrs. M.
B. on her Birthday,' 11. 19-20).

F. C. BIRKBECK TERET.
Palgrave, Diss.

" SOLOMON-GUNDY "
(8

th S. viii. 29). Halliwell,
in his

'

Dictionary of Archaisms and Provincial-

isms,' describes salmon-gundy to be a mixture of

apples, onions, veal, or chicken, and pickled her-

rings, minced fine, and eaten with oil and vinegar.
Hence a nickname for a cook.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

Halliwell-Phillipps's
'

Dictionary of Archaisms
and Provincialisms' has : "Salmon-gundy. Apples,
onions, veal, or chicken, and pickled herrings,
minced fine, and eaten with oil and vinegar. Hence
a nickname for a cook." Cf. also Grose's 'Classical

Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue.' Bailey's
'
Dic-

tionary
'
has "

salmingondin."
F. C. BIRKBECK TERRT.

Salmagundi, of course ; made of pickled herring
minced up raw with pepper, vinegar, &c. From
' Sea Words and Sea Phrases used along the Suf-
folk Coast,' by Edward Fitzgerald, communicated
by him to the East Anglian News.

H. MANLET.
Stoke Newington.

THE ICONOCLASM OF JOHN SHAKESPEARE (8
th

S. vii. 328 ; viii. 17). A. H. at the last reference
does not answer my question. I have yet to learn
that the rearing of a midden heap is an act of

iconoclasm. Moreover, this violation of sanitary
law is recorded in all the biographies. The de-

facing of an image appears to be a newly discovered

fact, and I am anxious to learn whence it ori-

ginated. W. A. HENDERSON.
Dublin.

INSCRIPTION ON INTAGLIO RING (8
th S. viii. 28).

This appears to be the ring of Galerius Trachalus,
an orator contemporary with Quintilian, who fre-

quently mentions him. In lib. xii. c. v. 5 there
is :

"
Habuit oratores aetas nostra copiosiores, sed cum

diceret, eminere inter aequales Trachalus videbatur."

In vi. iii. 78 there is one of his sayings, a repartee :

"
Repercutiendi multa sunt genera, venustiasimum,

quod etiam similitudine aliqua verbi adjuvatur; ut

Trachalus dicenti suelio,
'
si hoc ita est, is in exilium';

'
si non est ita, redis,' inquit.

"

Tacitus has, in
'

Hist.,' i. xc.,
"
Galerii Trachili

ingenio Othonem nti credebatur"; and in ii. lix.,
" Trachalum adversus criminantes Galeria, uxor

Vitellii, protexit." ED. MARSHALL.

SPINNING-WHEEL (8
th S. vii. 287, 336, 474,

515). Those of your readers who are interested

in this subject may like to see the following little

poem of Leconte de Lisle's, as it may be unknown
to some of them, as it was to myself until quite

recently. It is one of the series entitled
" Chansons

Ecossaises," and it appears to be imitated, but not at

all closely, from Burna's pretty song
'

Bessy and
her Spinning-wheel.' I do not like the idea in the

last stanza, but it is a matter of taste. Bessy does

not mention this amongst the joys conferred, or to

be conferred, upon her by her "rock and reel":

La Chanson du Rouet.

mon cher rouet, ma blanche bobine,
Je vous aime mieux que 1'or et 1'argent !

Vous me donnez tout, lait, beurre et fariue,

Et le gai logis, et le vetement.
Je vous aime mieux que Tor et 1'argent,
mon cher rouet, ma blanche bobine !

mon cher rouet, ma blanche bobine,
Vous chantez des 1'aube avec les oiseaux;
Etc comme hiver, chanvre ou laine fine,

Par vous, jusqu'au soir, charge les fuseaux.

Vous chantez des 1'aube avec les oiseaux,
mon cher rouet, ma blanche bobine !

O mon cher rouet, ma blanche bobine,
Vous me filerez mon suaire etroit

Quand, pres de mourir, et courbant 1'echine,
Je ferai mon lit eternel et froid.

Vous me filerez mon suaire etroit,

mon cher rouet, ma blanche bobine !

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

"JOCKTELEG" (8
th S. vii. 506). If evidence

were wanted to show that a jockteleg is not neces-

sarily a sheath-knife it would be found in Burns's

Hallowe'en.' The young people described in

that poem pull cabbage-stalks, as one of the forma

observed on the occasion :

An' gif the custoc 's sweet or sour

WF joctelegs they taste them.

Chat is, they dig out the pith with their knives,
and test its quality, to enable them to draw in-

"erences regarding the tempers of their coming
>artners. Peasants, in Bnrns's day or the days of

any one else, were not in the habit of carrying

heath-knives, and the poet's annotators therefore

imply explain the word as
" a knife,"

" a clasp-

tnife," "a pocket-knife," "a knife named from

he maker, Jacques de Lie"ge," &c. See editions

f Burns by Chambers, Scott Douglas, Macpherson,

jogie Robertson, and others. In Jamieson's
'
Scottish Dictionary,' s.v., the definition given is
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"folding knife," while there is added a legend of

James VI., to the effect that, after going to London,
he one day puzzled his courtiers by saying to a

stable-boy,
"
Callan, hae, there 's thretty pennies,

gae wa, and buy me a jockteleg," &c. It is further

stated, on the authority of Grose's '
Provincial

Glossary,' that "
Lie"ge formerly supplied Scotland

with cutlery." "Jocktaleg" is Allan Ramsay's
spelling. THOMAS BATNE.

Heleneburgh, N.B.

I think the following extract from '

Handley
Cross ; or, Mr. Jorrocks's Hunt,' first ed., p. 409,
will bear out what MB. N. NEWE says about

"jockteleg" being what we, as boys, called a
"shut knife": "'Sink ar's left mar Jack-a-legs

ahint,' says Pigg, wanting to cut off the fox's

brush.
' Has ony on ye gotten a knife ?

' " The
cart-horsed countryman has one, &c. Here " Jack-

a-legs" is evidently "Newcassel" for the further

Scotland "jockteleg."
WM. GRAHAM F. PIGOTT.

Abington Pigotts.

I have always understood that this word was

supposed to be a corruption not of
" John de

Liege," but of Jacques de Li&ge. In the North
of England the form used is "jackalegs" or
"
jockelegs." The term is used for a large clasped

pocket-knife. Jamieson's '

Dictionary
'

defines the

word as being equivalent to a folding knife.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

CHILD'S POIM (8
th S. viii. 49). I have heard

in Yorkshire the following variants of the pro-
verbial expression about " wishes ":

If wishes were dishes,
And dishes were horses,
All beggars would ride.

Another saying is :

If wishes would bide,

Beggars would ride.

Then there is the Scottish proverb :

If wishes were horses, beggars wad ride,
And a' the warld be drooned in pride.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

This, in the form which is given, occurs in J. 0.

Halliwell's 'Nursery Rhymes of England,' J. R.
Smith publisher, s.a., at "Fourth Class : Pro-

verbs," Ixxxii., p. 69. The first of the two lines,

with the French equivalent, is in Hazlitt's
'

English
Proverbs/ 1882, p. 233. He also refers to Halli-

well. The French is :

Si souhaits furent vrais

Pastoreaux eeroient rois.

ED. MARSHALL.

This will be found in Halliwell's 'Nursery
Rhymes

'

with the variant given by the Editor of
' N. & Q.' Mr. Hazlitt,

'

Proverbs,' 1882, p. 233,
draws attention to the fact that a large silver

watch is called a turnip in popular phraseology.

He also gives the following reading of the first two
lines :

If wishes would bide,

Beggars would ride.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAU.
71, Brecknock Road.

I was taught :
"
If wishes were dishes, and

dishes were horses, every beggar might ride."

PAUL BIERLEY.

REV. GEORQE PIGGOTT (8
tb S. vii. 325, 458).

I omitted to add to my list the following extracts

from 'Liber Hibernse,' vol. i. p. 33 : "Clerks of

the Market and Measures in and throughout the

whole kingdom : (Ireland) George Piggott and
John Walmesley, gent., Thos. Travers, deceased,
and Robt. Cage surrendered patent Sept. 4, 1623.

George Piggott, Esq., Persuvent at Arms, without

fee, patent dated Nov. 9, 1638. George Piggott
and Geo. Harwood, gent., former patent surren-

dered, patent dated Dec. 24, 1666." Who was
this George Piggott 1

WM. JACKSON PIGOTT.

Dundrum, co. Down.

BUCKLAND'S 'RELIQUIAE DILUVIAN.E' (8
th S.

vii. 28, 75, 136, 238). This poem may be found in
'

Fugitive Poems,' p. 22, collected by the late Prof.

C. G. B. Daubeny, M.D., published in 1869, and
is there entitled

' On the Hysenas' Den at Kirk-

dale, near Kirkby Moorside, in Yorkshire, dis-

covered A.D. 1821,' and is signed
" William Cony-

beare [i.e., Dean Conybeare], 1822." Verse 8 runs:

I know how they fared every day,
Can tell Sunday from Saturday's dinner ;

What rats they devoured, can say,*
When the game of the forest grew thinner.

At p. 80 is a ' Latin Epitaph on Professor Buck-

land,' by John Conybeare. At p. 81 a poem
entitled 'Picture of a Professor's Rooms [t. e. r

Buckland's] in C. C. C., Oxford,' signed P. B.

Duncan, 1821. At p. 85, 'Specimen of a Geological

Lecture,' by Prof. Buckland, attributed to Dr.

Shuttleworth, late Bishop of Chichester. At p. 87
is an '

Elegy intended for Professor Buckland,' by
Archbishop Whately, Dec. 1, 1820.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

WHISTER-POOP (8" S. vi. 488 ; vii. 112, 172).
I have frequently heard my uncle, who was a

native of Somerset, used the expression "a whister-

poop under the ear," in the sense of a cuff or box

on the ear. CHAS. JAS. FRET.

BULL-ROARER (8
th S. vii. 7,98, 158, 258,334,

457; viii. 12, 55). Like R. B. S., I am a lauder

of the acted time. The bandilor I do not think

An appended note says :

For rats and mice, and such small deer,
Had been Tom's food for irany a year.
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I much affected, but the whirligig I was very fond

of, and have shown dozens of modern boys how to

make it. My brother and I once made a gigantic
one ; our disc was more than a foot across and

nearly an inch thick ; we fitted a strong cord and

a cross handle at each end, and worked it between

as. It took us some trouble to get up speed, but

at last we did, and the noise made astonished us.

Suddenly smack went our cord, both sides at once

and the thing flew over the garden with really

frightful force. We surveyed its course with

horror : a cucumber-frame it would have smashed
to atoms ; a small child it would have stunned, ii

not killed. Luckily it did no harm
;
but we did

not again apply the ballista principle in such a

style. C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

" THE NEARER THE KlRK, THE FURTHER FROM
GRACE" (8

th S. viii. 28). For early instances ol

the use of this proverb, and its English equivalent,
" The nearer the Church, the further from God,'
see

' N. & Q.,' 4th S. x. 471 ;
xi. 21 ;

5" S. xi. 8,

98. 158. EVERARD HOME COLEJIAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

The 'N. E. D.,' under "Church," meaning
No. 12, has "The nerer the chyrche the fer fro

Crist," with the reference a 1450 MS. Douce 52.

15. The French and the Welsh, as well as the

Scotch, have similar sayings. See ' N. & Q.,' 5th S.

xi. 8, 98, 158. G. L. APPERSON.
Wimbledon.

This proverb is used by Cyril Tourneur in
' The

Atheist's Tragedie,' 1611, I. iv.:

"Bel. Come, set forward to the church.
" Seba. And verifie the Prouerbe The nearer the

Church, thefurther from God."

It occurs also in John Heywood's
'

Proverbes,
1

1546, p. 35, reprint 1874 :

But first declare
Where yours and your wives rich kinsfolkes do dwell.

Envyronned about us (quoth hee), which sheweth well,
The neer to the church, thefurther from God,

The editor, Mr. Julian Sharman, has in a note :

"Qui eg t pres de 1'Egliae est souvent loin de Dieu."
' Les Proverbes Communs,' circa 1500.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

DALRTMPLES, EARLS OF STAIR (8
th S. vii. 301,

330, 394). In his note on this subject, MR. HALL
throws some doubt on the date assigned by me to

the creation of the baronetcy of Sir Hew Dalrymple,
which, according to Solly, he says, was granted in

1697, not 1698 ; and he adds,
" What are the

facts ?
"

I can only say that, to the best of my
knowledge, the date is as I gave it viz., 1698. I
do not know what is the value of Solly's authority
(I presume the reference is to the author of the
'Index of Hereditary Titles of Honour,

1

1880);
but all the ordinary sources give the date as 1698;
and, moreover, the present baronet, Sir Walter

Hamilton-Dairymple, to whom I referred the point,
assures me that the date is 1698, and that that is

the year inscribed on the Nova Scotia badge of

the baronetcy in his possession.
OSWALD HUNTER BLAIR, O.S.B.

Fort Augustus, N.B.

ST. MARIE OVERIE (8
th S. viii. 68). Stow tells

us that this church, long before the Conquest, was
a house of sisters, which had the oversight and

profits of a traverse ferry over the Thames. This
house was afterwards converted into a college of

priests, who in place of the ferry built a bridge of

timber, and afterwards in its place a bridge of

stone. In 1106 the church was again founded as

a priory, which was surrendered to Henry VIII.
in 1539.

I have never seen a satisfactory explanation of

the name Overie. Two etymologies are possible,
both of which involve the hypothesis that the termi-

nation -ie represents O.E. tge (tege), the dative

case of Ig (leg), an island, land by water, which
word is probably also found in the latter part of

the name of Surrey, O.E. Su%r-lge.
The element "over" may represent (1) O.E.

o/er, over, across, in which case the name Overie

would mean " the water-land across the river," or

(2) O.E. o/er, a river-bank, a shore, in which case

Overie would mean "the water-land on the

river bank." A. L. MAYHEW.
Oxford.

" Over
"

is found in many town suburbs sepa-
rated by a river from the parent town

; thus,

Northover, Southover, Eastover, &c.; and I have

always connected it with the shout of
" Over !

" when
a traveller wishes to draw the attention of a ferry-

man across the water. St. Marie Overie is closely

identified with the old ferry from the Southwark
Clink to Dowgate Dock Dowgate meaning
"water gate"; so Overie is "over the rye," or

water, i. e., across the water. A. fl.

MRS. SOPHIA WILLIAMS (8
th S. vi. 3, 93). In

the ' Annual Register,' under date Feb. 18, 1771,
I find the following entry :

' Mrs. Cornelys has been twice fined 501. for having

operas (stiled Harmonic Meetings) at Carlisle House,
3obo Square. Guadagni has been fined 501. for singing
in the operas, and there are two other informations

against him for the same. There is also another in-

formation against Mrs. Cornelys, for having public

masquerades at the same house."

These informations seem to have ended Gua-

dagni's London career, and to have driven him
out of the country. My grandfather thus speaks
of him of his

' Musical Reminiscences ':

" In the spring of 1784, passing through Padua, I went
o a grand mass in the church of St. Antonio, when, it

>eing Whit Sunday, and, of course, a festival, I had the

pood fortune to hear a motelto, or anthem, sung by Gua-

dagni, of whom I had heard very much, as he had for a

ong time been a great favourite in England, which he
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left in the year 1771. When he sang as first man at our

opera he was uncommonly handsome, and a remarkably
good actor ; Garrick himself having taken pains to in-

struct him. His voice was then a soprano of the finest

description, and his performance, particularly of Orfeo,
was described as having been delightful. He was now
advanced in years, and sang as contralto ; his voice was
still full and well toned, and his style appeared to me
excellent. He belonged to the choir of the church in

which I heard him, where alone he ever sang, and that

only on a few particular occasions. As he retained a

great partiality for England, and had been much noticed

by my family, he no sooner heard I was in the town
than he came to call upon me, and insisted on my taking
coffee at hia house, where he entertained me, not with

singing, which I should have liked much better, but
with exhibiting fantoccini on a little stage, in which he
took great delight. I learnt lately that he died one year
after I saw him [in 1785]."

la the
' Annual Register,' under date Dec. 23,

1772, 1 find the following :

" Mrs. Cornelys' house and furniture, in Soho Square,
was sold by auction for 10,2002."

Farther information about the celebrated Mrs.

Cornelys will be found in a book, recently pub-
lished by Dulau & Co., Soho Square, entitled,
' Soho and its Associations,' by George Clinch ;

also in
'

Humphry Clinker,' vol. i. p. 136, edition

1796; in the '

Dictionary of National Biography
'

an article by Henry Tedder, F.S.A. ; and in Bart-

hold's
' Geschichlichen Personlichkeiten in Jacob

Casanova's Memoiren,' vol. ii. pp. 217, 226, 231
;

besides, of course, those works already named by
correspondents to 'N. & Q.' According to the
' Memoirs of Frederica Wilhelmina,' sister of

Frederick II., Mrs. Cornelys played a disastrous

role in the contemplated marriage of that princess
with the Markgraf Frederick of Bayreufch.

RICHARD EDGCUMBE.
33, Tedworth Square, Chelsea.

"MUGGLESWICK" (8
th S. vii. 449; viii. 78).

MR. FERET has not read my query carefully when
he asks for

" a genuine spelling of the name, say
ante 1200." I quoted the spelling from ' Boldon

Buke,' and that
'

Domesday
'
of the north country

was compiled, as appears in its opening paragraph," Anno Incarnationis Doininicse millesimo cen-

tasimo octogesimo tertio, ad festum Sancti Cuth-
berti in Quadragesima," &c. The paragraph in

which the name occurs reads thus :

" Prior de Dunelm. habet Muglyngwyc, sicnt in carta

quam inde habet continetur, tarn de gratia et dono

Episcopi quam in escambium de Herdewic."

RICH. WELFORD.

ARTHUR'S COFFEE-HOUSE (8
th S. viii. 10).

Timbs's '
Curiosities of London '

says :

" Arthur's Club House by St. James's Street is named
from Mr; Arthur, the keeper of White's Chocolate

House, who died 1761." P. 241.

PAUL BIERLET.

GEORGE GERARD JOHNSON (8
to S. viii. 28).

George and Gerard are names in a family of John

son in which I am interested. Thomas Hayter
Longden, my grandfather, married (September 21,

1813, at St. George's, Hanover Square) Lavinia,

youngest daughter of Robert Johnson, by his wife

Jane, only daughter of George Errington. I know
nothing of the earlier history of Robert Johnson's

family. H. ISHAM LONGDEN, M.A.
Shangton Rectory, Leicester.

A " CANTERBURY "
(8

th S. vii. 88). If MR.
HOOPER will refer to Funk & Wagnalls's

' Standard

Diet.,' s.i-., he will find the American recognition
he asks for. CUSTOS.

VALSE (8
th S. viii. 29, 78). Southey, in his

'

Commonplace Book," ii. 327, says Gifford shows
that the waltz of the present day is the La Yolta
of which our ancestors, two centuries ago, became
either tired or ashamed. This dance was first

introduced at the Court of Henry II. at Fontaine-

bleau, in 1555, by the Comte de Sault, and its

history is thus stated by Vincent Carloix in the

memoirs of his master, Mareehal de Yieilleville :

" He (the Comte de Sault) had the principal vogue in
a ball royal, for his fondness for dancing and his good
grace ;

so that he introduced at Court a sort of dance
called 'La volte de Province,' which had never been
danced there, and which has afterwards had a great run

throughout the kingdom. It has also been laid that he
invented it, for many called it

' La volte de Sault '; and
this name is suitable, both because of the etymology of
the word and the character of the dance.

' Car 1'homme
et la femme s'estant ernbrassez tous-jours de trois en

quatre pas, tant que la dance dure, ne font quo tourner,
virer, s'entre-soubslever, et bondir. Et est ceste dance,

quind elle est bien menee par personnes expertes, tres

agreable.'
"

The great popularity of the waltz gave rise to

many disputes whether the dance came from " La
Sauteuse"or "

Volte," or the German national

dance the "
Landler," whence it made its way to

Vienna, and was introduced in the opera
' Una

Casa rara.' By-and-by it found its way to France.

Dr. Burney saw it performed in Paris in 1780,
and remarked :

" How uneasy an English mother would feel to see her

daughter so familiarly treated, and still more to note the

obliging manner in which the freedom is returned by
the females."

Crabb Robinson witnessed one at Frankfort in

1 800, afterwards described in his diary thus :

" The man places the palms of his hands gently
against the sides of his partner, not far from the arm-

pits. His partner does the same, and instantly, with as
much velocity as possible, they turn round, and at the
same time gradually glide round the room."

By the directions given in the '

Complete
Dancing Master

'

it was the custom at Almack's
for only one or two quadrilles (and subsequently
waltzes) to be danced at the same time, and thus

it became a matter of exhibition, the whole com-

pany standing on benches to view the per-
formance.
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Raikes, in bis journal, declares that
" no even

ever produced so great a sensation in Englisl

society as the introduction of the German valtz
'

by Baron Neuman and others in 1813.

How profound was its popularity is proved bj
the existence of Lord Byron's diatribe

What ! the girl I adore by another embraced !

and by the fact that it supplied the title of

comic opera, by Horn and Arnold, in the same yea
as the satire. John Oxenford also wrote a fare

called
' A Waltz by Arditi.'

Waltzing has become now so common that we
of the present day cannot understand the com
motion which it at first created.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

' The Stanford Dictionary of Anglicised Word
and Phrases' has :

All these fair Flamandes gain force
In the Valtz aa they spin in their whirligig course.

1796,
'

Campaigns,' 1793-4, vol. ii. let. 1, p. 6.

Sub "Waltz," this quotation is given with date
1712 : "I am also rejoysed to hear that you are

clever and voltize and waltt a little" (Let. in

Dunbar's 'Social Life,' p. 43, 1865).
F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

"HA-HA" (8
th S. vi. 66, 198, 271; vii. 354

viii. 38), This word has frequently been dis-

cussed in
4 N. & Q.,' but I do not remember

seeing the right explanation given.
It has nothing whatever to do with A.-S. haga,

a hedge, which comes out in modern English as

haw. Cf. haw-thorn.
The derivation from the interjection ha ! ha !

is quite correct, as may easily be seen by consult-

ing Littre" and the new French etymological dic-

tionary by Hatzfeld. But the usual explanation,
viz., that the haha so suddenly surprises you that

you involuntarily cry haha ! (which no one ever
did yet) is quite absurd. It is the haha itself

which, as it were, cries ha ! ha ! that is,
"
Stop !

or you '11 tumble in !
" The very look of it is a

warning, and that is all that is meant.
The English word is merely a loan-word from

French. The Old French hahe was a hunting
term, calling upon the dogs to stop, a fact which
gives the clue at once. The variant haha similarly
denotes a break in the ground, calling upon one
to stop. Scarron actually used haha to denote an
old woman of such surpassing ugliness that she
came upon the gazer as a surprise ! We should
call her " a caution," which is just the sense of
haha. WALTER W. SKEAT.

SIMON DE MONTFORT'S BONES (8
th S. viii. 29).

It is not clear in the query which Simon de
Montfort is the subject of the effigy in the church
of St. Nazaire, in Carcassonne. Simon I. died in

1087; Simon II, his son, died 1103 or 1104;

Simon III., nephew of Simon II., died 1181;
Simon IV., son of Simon III., amongst other ex-

ploits, took Carcassonne, 1210. He became pos-
sessed of large estates in England, was made Earl
of Leicester by King John. In 1215 he was
invested by the Council of the Lateran with the

county of Toulouse. He was killed before the
walls of Toulouse in 1218. Simon de Montfort,
younger son of Simon IV., was born in France,
and retired to England 1231 or 1236. Henry III.

gave him the earldom of Leicester, which had
been held by his father. He was slain at the
battle of Evesham, 1265 (see

'

Dictionnaire des

Dates,' Paris, 1845, and '

Dictionary of Biography,'

by Gates, London, 1885).
The last-named can scarcely have been buried

in France. After the battle of Evesham
" some malicious disposed persones kut of bis bode and
his distnysaaries, and fastened tbeym vpon eyther syd
of his nose, and after made a present therof vnto the

\vyfe of syr Roger Mortymer; his fete also and his

handes were kut from the body, and sent to sondry
place?, and the trunke of his body beryed within the
churche of Euisham." See Fabyan's

'

Chronicles,' re-

printed 1811, p. 357.

There was one more Simon de Montfort, viz.,

a son of the second Earl of Leicester, who, with

his brother Guy, assassinated Henry d'Almaine in

the city of Viterbo in 1271.

Probably the Simon de Montfort whose effigy

is in the church at Carcassonne was Simon IV.,
who was entitled

" Simon Dei gratia Dux Narbonse,
Comes Tolosse et Leicestriae, Vicecomes Bliterarum

(Besiers) et Carcassonne, dynasta Montfortii "
(see

'

Begum Pariumque Magnse Britannise Historia

Genealogica' Jacobi Wilhelmi Im-Hoff, Norim-

gse, 1690, cap. 33, p. 136). The family name
was Montfort-l'Aumaury.

EGBERT PIERPOINT.

'THE FLOWERS OP THE FOREST' (8
th S. yii.

506 ; viii. 74). I must plead ignorance as to the
"
point

" of the last reference. My few lines were

written with the self-evident object to point out

that this song does not refer to the battle of

Flodden. Perhaps I incorrectly assumed that few

readers were acquainted with this ;
still I have

reasons for thinking so yet. Whether MR. BATNB
considers my assumption and note as being matter

calculated to "cumber" the pages of ' N. & Q.' is

reside the question, at least so far as the first

reference is concerned.

ALFRED CHAS. JONAS, F.R.Hist.S.

For a very interesting life of Mrs. Cockburn,

y Jane M. Butler, see the Caledonian Jottings,
lublished by the Caledonian Insurance Company
f Edinburgh, for July. A. G. REID.
Auchterarder.

SIR ROBERT CLARKE (8
th S. viii. 69). Has

VI. A.OXON. consulted all or any of the numerous

uthorities referred to by Mr. Rigg at the conclu-
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sion of his notice of Clarke in the '

Dictionary of

National Biography,' vol. x. p. 440 ?

OSWALD HUNTER BLAIR, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus, N.B.

MIAMI UNIVERSITY (8
th S. viii. 68). There

are two institutions in America with this name.
^The first is the Miami Medical College, Cincin-

nati, Ohio ;
the second, Miami University, Oxford,

Ohio. The Dean of the Miami Medical College is

W. H. Taylor, M.D. The charter was granted
in 1865, and there are twenty professors connected

with the College. In 1891 twenty-two gentlemen
took the degree of M.D., leaving ninety-one
students undergoing training for the same quali-
fication. The annual charge for tuition is from
<50 to 100 dols., the matriculation fee 5 dols., and
the graduation fee 25 dols.

The Dean of Miami University is Dr. Ethelbert

D. Warfield. The charter was granted in 1809,
and the University, which is of a non-sectarian

character, was opened in 1816. There are eleven

professors and instructors, and the number of

etudents in 1891 was fifty-seven, two of whom
were females. In 1891 six honorary degrees were

-conferred, three D.D.s and three LL.D.s. Eight
degrees were conferred on candidates who had

undergone the University requirements, namely,
seven received the B. A. and one the M. A. degree.
For the degree of B.A. four years' tuition is re-

quired. The annual charge for the tuition of each

pupil is 45 dols. The library numbers 10,000
volumes

;
the value of the scientific apparatus is

13,000 dols.
;
the value of the ground and build-

ings 150,000 dols.
; the amount of productive funds

200,000 dols., which produces an annual income
of 1,200 dols. The state grants 3,000 dols.

annually, the receipts from tuition fees is 2,250 dols.

and the total income 18,000 dole. For further

information see
' The Annual lieport of the

Secretary of the Interior,' vol. v. part ii., pp
1118, 1135, 1189, 1198, 1216, 1222, from which
the above has been compiled.

CHAS. F. FORSHAW, LL.D.
Winder House, Bradford.

SIR THOMAS MORE (8'
h S. viii. 29). At the

reference given (ii. 174), Sir Thomas More is no
mentioned in '

European Morals,' fifth edition

1882, although Strutt is there quoted. Referrin^
to the '

Sports and Pastimes,' it will be seen tha

throwing at cocks was a childish amusement of th

future chancellor's, presumably not indulged in

when he came to years of discretion.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

LEWIN FAMILY (8
th S. vii. 409, 477 ; viii. 58)

Administration of the goods of Dame Susann

Lewen, of St. Bride's, London, widow, was grante
March 16, 1737/8, in the C.P.C., to John Tayler
Esq., nephew by brother, and to Elizabeth, wif

f James Kettle, Esq., niece by sister, the next of

in of the deceased. G. E. C.

PRINCE CHARLES EDWARD (8
ll> S. viii. 46).

shall be glad if you will allow me to point out

lat all the lords who suffered for their share in

'45, with the sole exception of Lovat, were
xecuted in 1746, not 1747, and that, therefore, the

apers of the date mentioned by Robert Riddell

annot have been "
filled with an account of the

jxecution of Lovat and the Rebel Lords on Tower
lill." They may have contained an account of

he beheading of Lovat ; but surely the prince
ould not be expected to show much grief over the

ate of this double-dyed traitor. RUVIGNY.

ROSARY (8
th S. viii. 47). I have a book called

The Rosary of our Sauyour Jesu : being Medita-
ions on the Life of our Lord, and Prayers to Him
>nly.' It was printed by Richarde Pynson.

HENRY H. GIBBS.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

A New English Dictionary on Historical Principle!.
Edited by Dr. Jas. A. H. Murray. Deject Deprava-
tion. (Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

A FURTHER quarterly instalment of the ' New English

Dictionary
'

appeals to English scholarship, and proves
,hat this huge and all- important undertaking is making
sensible progress. No long time will elapse before

vol. iii., of which the present livraison is a portion,
will be in the hands of the public. The part cpntaina
1,589 words as against 280 in Johnson, 959 in the

Century Dictionary,' 1,002 in Funk's '
Standard,' and

1,004 in the 'Encyclopaedic.' Of the 1,269 main words
dealt with fewer than ten are of old English origin, the

majority being of Latin origin derived through French.

Many of the words are of high interest, the origin of

the prefix de being not easy in all cases to explain. Such
a case is that of the word demure, which is an extended
ferm of meure, mewre, French mur, mellow, ripe, mature.

We have in 1377 dimuuir applied to the sea. Malory
has "

semely and demure as a douuo." Milton ennobled
the word by his use of it in '

II Penseroso.' As a model of

historical information concerning a word take Demo-

gorgon. The view that makes this word a corruption
of demiurgus finds little favour. The 'Genealogia
Deorum '

of Boccaccio, in which it is described as the

primordial god of ancient mythology, is held to have

given rise to the use of the word by writers such as

Spenser, Milton, and Shelley. Another splendid instance

of the historical treatment is given under Delf. Of that

vile word dependable it is sad to find instances of use by
Pope, Herschel, Sir F. Palgrave, and Boyd Carpenter;
while the still viler word dependableness is used by

Pusey, Carlyle, and Miss Mulpck. It is curious to find

that dentist for tooth-drawer is not found in use earlier

than 1759, and is at that period repudiated. While

democracy appears in England so early as 1531, democrat

is not found until the year 1740. Demi-rep is a curious,

if well-known word, the rep in which is assumed to be

short for reputation. In dealing with demean in the

sense of debase Dr. Murray calls attention to a mono-

graph on the word by Dr. Fitzedward Hall. The interest

and value of the part are not inferior to those of preced-

ing portions.
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THE Quarterly Review for July contains several articles

which will be of interest to our readers. The first paper

relates to the Spanish Armada, a subject of which Eng-

lishmen never tire. It is written with great thought and

care, and embodies much of the new knowledge which

has come to light since the archives of our own nation

and foreign countries have been thrown open to historical

students. We cannot profess to accept every suggestion

which the writer makes, for the subject is still beset

with difficulties, but feel assured that it is a long way in

advance of all that has hitherto been written on the sub-

ject. The Passing of the Monk '

is a thoughtful paper,

written, as is evident, by one who has a wide knowledge

of monastic life. It is rare to find any one who is able

to write on this thorny subject without betraying pre-

judice. Here, as it seems to us, it is entirely absent.

'The Passing of the Monk' will be equally enjoyed by
those of ancient and of modern schools of thought.

Monasticism, as a whole, is only praised within rigorous

limitations; but the writer utterly discards the venerable

fable that the monks were idle drones, of profligate life.

The article on ' Tischendorf's Greek Testament
'

is far

from light reading ; but is perhaps, on the whole, the

most important paper the number contains. There is

much loose thinking and looser talk regarding the text

of the New Testament as a whole, and especially of the

Gospels. For some of this we fear Tischendorf must be

held responsible. We regret that we are compelled to

say this, for he was a very learned and most hard-working

and zealous man, who devoted his life to settling the

text of the New Testament. His labours were vast, and

it is not easy to estimate the amount of good he did ;

but his views changed often, and there are but few who
have followed his literary career so steadily as to be in a

position to weigh his reasons. This the writer has done

for us with elaborate care. Though he is not in agreement
with the illustrious scholar on all the many matters that

divide us, we cannot doubt that the sketch he has given

will increase the great student's fame. The writer has

also done good work in showing that in not a few cases

the textual importance of the uncial manuscripts has

been exaggerated when compared with their cursive

brethren. The article on ' The Evil Eye
'

embodies, so

far as we can see, nearly all the more important facts

that have been collected by modern folk-lore students on

this bewildering subject.

THE July issue of the English Historical Review

(Longmans & Co.), always of high character, contains

more food for meditation than any other we remember
to have seen. The Rev. Nicholas Pocock, the editor o*

the standard edition of Bishop Burnett's '

History of tht

Reformation,' is a high authority on everything relating

to the great religious revolution of the sixteenth century
He has contributed a careful and learned paper on ' Th(

Condition of Moral and Religious Belief in the Reign o

Edward VI.' There is, probably, no one in England a

the present time who has accumulated the minute know

ledge here displayed. The pamphlet literature of tha

disturbed time has, for the most part, perished. Thi

few remains of what must once have been a not incon

siderable literature are scattered about, here and there

in our great libraries, so that it requires no little zea

and patience to gather together the facts they disclose

and to work out from them a coherent picture. Mr
Pocock has done this, and the result is not pleasant to

contemplate. When an old order is giving place to a

new one, we find that exceptional facilities are given
for weak and evil persons to rise to the surface. Sue!

was the case at the time of the French Revolution ; an<

in our own days, when the Northern States of America
had become in earnest regarding the disgrace of slavery
so it was at the period of the Reformation. No com

letently instructed person can, we imagine, be found at
he present day who would deny the honesty and purity
)f motive of many of the reformers; but Mr. Pocock
nakes it evident that their steps were dogged at every
urn by those who allied themselves with the new move-
nent not because their religious feelings were touched,
>ut that they might enjoy more unrestricted licence of
ife. Much that Mr. Pocock tells of the divisions in the
camp of the reformers is new to us, and so, we think, it
will be to the greater part of his readers. The sufferers

*pr
Protestantism in the reign of Mary had, it seems,

ittle sympathy shown them by the strict Lutherans. So
violent were they that, it seems, the English who faced
death in that terrible time were commonly spoken of as
' the devil's martyrs." Mr. David Watson Rannie give*
i very good account of Oliver Cromwell's major-generals.
The appointment of these officers to rule in the shires
with an authority almost as despotic as his own has
usually been regarded as one of the chief blots on the
Protector's reign. Even Carlyle's version of the affair
does not leave on the minds of unprejudiced persons a
favourable impression. The facts of the case and their

surroundings have, however, never been made clear.
Mr. Rannie has studied the matter with much care, and
we are bound to say that he has removed from the
character of the Lord Protector much of the moral culp-
ability which seemed to stain it. While, however, we
admit this, we must say that he does so at a consider-
able sacrifice of that political sagacity which we are-
in the habit of attributing to the Protector. The paper
by Mr. E. Armstrong on the Constable Lesdiguieres
shows an intimate acquaintance with the minute details'
of French history. To criticize his paper justly we
should possess an equal amount of this very rare know-
ledge. To such attainments wo put in no claim. Our
knowledge of the times is, however, sufficient to justify
us in saying that the broad outlines of the portrait are
correct. The last of the Constables of France was a
brave, bad man, who made a high position and accu-
mulated a vast fortune for himself by upwards of sixty
years of continuous fighting. Such a man can command
little sympathy ; but we may, perhaps, say that in those
stormy days of religious warfare it was better that he,
bad as he was, should rule than that the command of
affairs should have fallen into less competent hands.

THERE is little cause for astonishment, considering the
stirring political times through which we have passed,
that the principal articles in the English reviews deal with
the recent election?, and in so doing remain outside our
scope. There are, indeed, this month singularly few papers
that have not some leaven of the controversial. Prof. Hux-
ley is treated in the Fortnightly from four different points-
of view, his personal characteristics being shown by the
Warden of Morton, Prof. Tylor dealing with him as an
anthropologist, Mr. W. L. Courtney as a philosopher,
and "A Student of Science" as a biologist. What is
said is both interesting and valuable ; but who shall say
it does not furnish abundant matter for controversy]
Mr. William Archer expresses his delight in Eleonora
Duse, and strives hard to get at and explain the magic
of her strangely sympathetic individuality. An article
of keenest interest, by Mr. Russell P. Jacobuc, on '

Bour-
get's "Andre Cornell,"

' shows how closely the French
writer, in modernizing the story of '

Hamlet,' and suiting
it to modern French life, has adhered to his original.
His essay is fine critical work. Vernon Lee has a strange
meditation on '

Beauty and Sanity.'
' The Spectroscope

in Recent Chemistry
'

gives glimpses into the fairyland
of science. Colonel Boxall writes on '

Railway Batteries
'

as a means of defence, and Mr. Laslett Browne has some
reflections on ' Common Sense and Crime.' The Nine-
teenth Century is very polemical indeed, and Mr. Frederic
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Harrison, on '

Theological Pessimism,' and the Rev. Dr.

Barry, ou ' A Defence of Prayer,' make vigorous assaults

upon opponent?, as does also Prof. St. George Mivart.

Miss Edith Sellers is on safe ground in depicting for us

'The Old Age Homes in Austria.' To the Emperor
Josef II., who was bent on bettering the condition of

the aged poor, Austria owes these institutions, in which,

apparently, the only thing to regret is the inadequacy of

the accommodation. Mr. H. A. Kenney has a smartly
written

'

Dialogue on the Drama,' which may be read

with interest, but tells us nothing new, and leaves

matters where they were. 'Orgeas and Miradou (a

Dream of Provence),' by Mr. Frederick Wedmore, is

dreamy and tender, but not quite satisfying. Sir Edmund
du Cane deals with ' The Prison Committee Report

'

and Miss Annie M. Earle discusses
'

University Exten-

sion in America.'
' New British Markets,

'

respectively
in Western China and Tibet, are pointed out by Mr.
Hallett and Mr. Black. Mr. G. S. Street's

' In Arcady
'

is the pleasantest article in the New Review. It is, in

fact, a simple eulogy of Mr. Kenneth Grahame's delight-

ful 'Golden Age,' but it contains much genuine and
valuable criticism. Mr. Chalmers Mitchell has something
to say that is worth reading concerning Huxley, and
Miss (?) Evelyn March Phillipps finds redeeming features

in 'The New Journalism.' The Hon. Robert Lyttelton

opines that it will be long before we see again a cricketer

such as Grace, and Capt. Robinson, R.N., shows, in an
article on 'Naval Experts,' that faddists are not confined

to religion and politics. Mr. Millar praises some of the

novels of John Gait.
' The Anterior Time ' and ' The

Wolf's Life
'

may also be read with pleasure. In the

Century a life of Rubens is accompanied by a really
excellent engraving by the author, Timothy Cole, of the

beautiful portrait of Jacqueline de Caestre, with other

pictures of far more Rubens-like beauties. Mr. Sloane's
'
Life of Napoleon

'

gives a striking description of the

great conquest of Marengo and the following Peace of

Luneville. Like previous portions, the present instal-

ment is brilliantly illustrated. A life of Sonya Kova-

levsky is accompanied by a very attractive portrait.
' Reminiscences of Literary Berkshire [U.S.]

'

has high
interest for English readers as well as American. Two
articles on the sea fight between the Chinese and the

Japanese will attract great attention in naval circles.

One is by Commander McGiffen, of the Chen Yuen.
Scrilner's announces itself as a fiction number, and so

scarcely comes under our purview. It has, however,
some admirable papers that cannot be classed as fiction.

Among these are a paper by Mr. F. Hopkinson Smith

upon 'The Pastels of Edwin A. Abbey,' and Paris

a-wheel, by M. Arsene Alexandre. The former repro-

duces, in capital style, some admirable illustrations of

Mr. Abbey to
' The Good Natured Man,

' and declares

that the art of the painter has done " what Wagner has
done in music, Tennyson and the poets in verse." The
second has some delightful sketches by M. Paleologue.
'A Decayed Profession,' in Macmillan 'i, deplores the

disappearance of the pedler with his pack.
' When we

were Boys
'

continues admirable reading. Its descrip-
tions of nature are excellent.

'

Antarctic Explorations
'

is on a subject which seems to stand every chance of

becoming an actuality. The latest instalment, in Temple
Bar, of

'

Fitzgerald's Letters to Fanny Eemble '

are

more indiscreet than ever. Interesting as these are, it

is to be wished that initials had, in some case?, been
substituted for names, by the employment of which
much pain must necessarily be caused to worthy people
atill living. Actors, from the highest downwards, are
not spared by the writer.

' The Passing of Philip II.'

gives a striking picture of the sufferings of that monarch.
More care should have been exercised in revision. Some

reader?, at least, will be puzzled to hear of Philip's
"murders of Mons, Montignyof Egmont and Home,"
which is an exact quotation from the article. The Pall
Mall has a well-written and well-illustrated account of
'The Palace of Fontainebleau.' 'Re-incarnation,' by
Mr. Robert S. Hichens, is queer and fantastic enough for
Poe. Mrs. Parr's ' The Follies of Fashion' is quite anti-

quarian in interest. Its reproductions of old plates are

capital. Mr. Bancroft sends a curious paper on ' Box
and Cox at the Engadine.' Mr. Grant Allen writes on
' Evolution in Early Italian Art : the Madonna and
Child.' Some of the illustrations sent are exquisite,
others are well, of the day. The Gentleman's has a

paper on ' Rural Bank?,
'

a second on '

Curious Acts of

Parliament,
' and a critical paper on '

Poetic Pride,
'

by
which title is designated the belief of the poet in hia
mission. Mr. R. L. Stevenson's 'Fables,' which appear
in Longman's, are characteristically strange and subtle.
Mr. W. H. Pollock writes on '

Marseilles,
' and Mr. Whis-

haw sends
' On a Russian Moor.' To the English Illus-

trated Mr. Pollock contributes an account of the dull
but picturesque city of Aix-en-Provence. An account is

given of
' The Dogs' Home in Battersea.' Mr. Stanley

J. Weyman continues his translations from Sully, and
Mr. Grant Allen has some 'Moorland Idylls.' Chap-
man's Magazine has powerful contributions from Bret
Harte and Eden Phillpotts. The Cornhill, in addition
to Mr. Crockett's vivid

'

Cleg Kelly,' has ' The Place of
the Sacred

Bp-tree
' and an account of Corsica,

' The Land
of the Bandit.' Belgravia gives

' A Visit to Vienna in
1856.'

BREWER'S Dictionary of Phrase and Fable, Part XII.
(Cassell & Co.) carries the alphabet from "Right of

Way" to "Slubber-Degullion," the last a word with
which we are unfamiliar. A correspondent protests
against the meaning assigned to "Ronyon." It agrees,
however, with the definition given in Schmidt's gener-
ally trustworthy

'

Shakespeare Lexicon.' Cassell's

Gazetteer, Part XXIII., extends to Halloughton. It has
good descriptions of Guernsey, Grimsby, Guildford,
Hadley, and other places. The Universal Portrait
Gallery, Part X., gives likenesses of Lord Brassey, Arch-
deacon Sinclair, Mr. Leonard Courtney, M. Halevy, Sir
John Stainer, Lady Dilke, and many other celebrities.
The volume is now complete, and the concluding part
supplies title-page and prefatory matter.

to

We mutt call special attention to the following notices t

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

H. T., Cromer. We have no record of his proceed-
ings.

NOTICE.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The
Editor of ' Notes and Queries

' "
Advertisements and

Business Letters to "The Publisher" at the Office,
Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.

We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-
munications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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ARCHBISHOP WAKE.

Evelyn's 'Diary,' Jan. 1 and March 20, 1686/7.

Attempt at union with the Galilean Church (cor-

respondence with Dupin, printed in Maclaine's
Mosheim. 'The Confessional,' 1770, Ixxxvi-xciii.

E. Michaud, 'Le Mouyement Contemporain des

Eglises,' Paris, Sandoz et Fiachbacher, 1874, am.

8vo., p. 217).
' Nouvelle Dictionnaire Historique,'

Hi. 373, 374. 'Life of Isaac Milles,' 120. William
Nicols dedicates to him his vepl dpvwv, 1717
<'N. & Q.,' 5"1 S. vi. 133 a). Calamy's 'Own
Times,' ii. 352, 353, 381, 382. Letter to him on
Eastern Missions, 1718, by Humph. Prideaux

{'Life of Prideaux,' 183). His charge, 1712

{Brydges's
'

Restituta,' iii. 401).
Four Biblical MSS. in Christ Church Library

(March's
'

Michaelis,' first ed., ii. 825).

Many of his letters to Jo. Clericus are extant ;

extracts printed by Abr. des Amorie van der

Hoeven,
'
Diss. de Joanne Clerico,' Amst., 1843,

pp. 51-55, 246. His '

Enquiry into the Antiquity,
Honour and Estate of the Name and Family of

Wake,' Warminster, 1833, 8vo., 100 copies, pri-

vately printed.
His wife sister-in-law to Martin Folkes (' His-

torical Register,' 1724, Chron., p. 47).
His youngest daughter, Mary, married John

Lynch, Rector of Allhallows, Bread Street, and

Prebendary of Canterbury, April 9, 1728. His

son-in-law Bennet, and his patent for the Register-
ship of the Prerogative (Gent. Mag., 1787, pp. 1032,

1124).
A daughter married William Churchill, a book-

seller in Paternoster Row, Feb. 19, 1719 ('Histor.

Reg.'). Resigned the office of High Almoner about
March 8, 1716 (ibid., p. 117). Opposes (Dec. 18,

1718) an Act which threatens the Test Act (ibid.,

1719, p. 59). His daughter Dorothy married
James Pennyman (Poulson's

' Beverlac/ pedigree
at p. 499). Dorothy Pennyman died Dec. 2, 1754,
at. fifty-five (Steinman's 'Croydon,' p. 179).

In favour of receiving the petition of the London
clergy against the Quakers' Relief Bill (' Histor.

Reg.,' 1722, pp. 91, 94, 95).

Opposes the Quakers' Relief Bill, Jan. 19, 1721

(' Life of A. A. Sykes,' 130). See index to J. M.
Kemble's ' State Papers

'

(under
"
Lincoln, Bishop

of," 1715). Three letters to Dr. Beauvoir (Daw-
son Turner's MS., 38). Other letters, ibid., n. 679,
680. Bentley's

'

Correspondence,' ed. Wordsworth,
pp. 34, 502, 507, 680 seq., 791 (MSS. bequeathed
by him to Christ Church). Supports the Bill

against Blasphemy ('Histor. Reg.,' 1721, p. 187).
On Nov. 20, 1719 (' Histor. Reg.,' p. 389) Wake,
with many bishops, thanks the king for his favour
to the poor Protestants in the Palatinate, Poland,
and Lithuania.

Patron of Father Courayer (Gent. Mag., 1787,
). 900 a). Often mentioned in Lady Cowper's
Diary,' 1864.

Letter to John Disney (March 4, 1717/8) in

Granger, 'Letters,' 197, 198.

Gent. Mag., Oct., 1860, p. 415.

Pedigree in Proceedings of Leicestershire Archaeo-

logical Society for 1861. His son Charles Pre-

bendary of Westminster and granddaughter Mrs.
W. L. Bowles (Gent. Mag., June, 1850, p. 673 b).

His consecration sermon (as Bishop of Lincoln)

preached by White Kennett (Kennett's
'

Life,'27).

Appointed President of the Corporation of the

Sons of the Clergy, Nov. 14, 1723 (' Histor. Re-

jister ').

Left upwards of 100,OOOZ. (Gent. Mag., 1737,
). 61 a). Blackbume, who attacks him in

' The
Confessional,' had not seen his correspondence
with Dupin. See Von Einem's 'Kirchengeschichte.'

Gibbing's 'Roman Forgeries,' p. 62, "Wake
very commonly gets much more credit for corn-

ering the first and second editions of Bossuet's

rork," &c.

Highly praised by Bingham, xv. 5 4.

Works not contained in Watt's *
Bibliotheca ':

An exhortation to mutual charity and union among
}rotestants. In a sermon preached before the King
nd Queen at Hampton Court, May 21, 1689. London,
LicLard Chiswell and William Rogers. 1689, 4to. (On
lorn. xv. 5-7.)
Sermon before the House of Commons, June 5, 1689.

Fast day, on account of the war with the French king,)

ondon, 1689, 4to,
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Of our obligation to put our trust in God, rather than

in men, and of the advantages of it. In a sermon

preached before the Honorable Society of Grayes-Inn :

upon the occasion of the death of Queen Mary.

London, 1695, 4to.

A Sermon preached in St. James 8, Westminster,

April 16, 1696, being the day of the publick Thanks-

giving for the preservation of His Majesty's person from

the late horrid and barbarous conspiracy. London,

1696, 4to.

The case of the exiled Vaudois and French Protestants

stated : and their relief recommended to all good Chris-

tians, especially to those of the reformed religion : in a

sermon preached in St. James's, Westminster, April 5,

1699, being the day of the publick Fast. London, 1699,

4to.

The False-Prophets try'd by their fruits : being a

Sermon preached at St. James's, Westminster, Novem-

ber 5, 1699. In which it is shewn, that the principles,

and practices, of the Church of Rome, with relation to

those, whom they call Hereticke ; are not only destruc-

tive of civil society, but are utterly irreconcileable with

the gospel of Christ. London, Richard Sare, 1700, 4 to.

Sermon preached to the Societies for the Reformation

of Manners at St. Lawrence Jewry, December 31, 1705.

London, Richard Sare, 1706, 4to.

Charge in his primary Visitation begun at Lincoln

May 20, 1706. London, 1707, 4to.

Charge in his triennial Visitation begun at Leicester

June 1, 1709. London, 1710, 4to.

Letter to the Bishops of his Province, June 5, 1716,

4to. (About licensed curates.)

The anonymous pamphlet,
' The Church of Rome no

Guide in Matters of Faith,' London, 1705, 8vo., is acknow-

ledged in Richard Sare's catalogues (pr. 6d.).

A thirteenth edition of his
'

Commentary on the

Catechism' in Bent's Literary Advertiser, 1812.

He printed with his 'Farewell Sermon at St.

James's, Westminster,' a folio sheet,
' An Account

of the Offertory Money in the Parish of St. James's,

Westminster, as it stands upon our books for every

year since I came to the parish' (1694-1706).

Among the Adversaria of Cambridge University

Library Nn. v. is a copy of Wake's ' State of the

Church and Clergy of England,' 1703, fol., with

MS. additions and corrections by the author.

Given by him to Thomas Baker, who bequeathed
it to the library (see

'

Biogr. Brit.,' p. 4096 n.).

Three letters to Strype (July 4 and 24, 1717,
and March 30, 1720) are preserved in the same

library among the Baumgartner papers.
A Latin letter to the Pastors and Professors of

Geneva (Croydon, July 10, 1724) is transcribed in

MS. Baker, xxxii. 549, 550.

In the Oxford libraries, especially Christ Church,
are ample materials for a life of Wake. The
libraries at Paris, Geneva, and Leyden should

also be examined. He founded the Buckden

Library ('N. & Q.,' 7th S. xii. 345).
There is an excellent account of Wake in the

'

Biographia Britannica.' Father Courayer supplied
the author with many of the primate's letters to

him. Few men ever laboured more assiduously
for the reunion of Christendom. His advances to

the English Nonconformists and the Sorbonne have

long been known, His sympathies with the

churches of the Refuge are also known from his

published works and episcopal acts. But his

knowledge of the intrigues which led to the
revocation of the Edict of Nantes a knowledge
acquired when he lived at Paris as chaplain to our
ambassador Lord Preston induced him to favour
also the heroic chief of the churches of the Desert.
Our primate, we record with pride, lives in the

memory of the French Protestant Church, a body
which daring the last half century has raised a
monument to its martyrs and confessors which

may serve as a model and a rebuke to our larger
and wealthy communion. Wake supplied funds
to Antoine Court, when, in 1729, that far-seeing
leader founded at Lausanne a humble school of

candidates for martyrdom, from which 450 students
went forth before 1809, in which year Napoleon
transferred the foundation to Montauban. See
Edm. Hugues,

'
Hist, de la Eestauration du Pro-

testantisme en France,' Par., 1875, vol. i. pp. 220-1,
280.

I send these rough materials in the hope that
others of your correspondents may add fuller

details, so that at last some alumnus of the "house"

(Christ Church) may undertake a worthy memorial
of one of its noblest sons, and one of the best of
our archbishops. JOHN E. B. MAYOR.
Cambridge.

ALMONDBURY.
In the autumn vacation of 1859 I paid a visit

to a village near Huddersfield, where a relative of

mine was vicar. On the morning after my arrival

I set out for a solitary ramble, trusting to chance
to make it interesting. On approaching a village,
the name of which was not pronounced according
to the spelling, I was struck with the brick-red

appearance of the roads, which became more vivid

under the influence of a slight shower. I was
unable to account for this appearance, but on

coming to a by-path the colour became still more-

vivid. Pursuing this path, I found myself in an-

extensive stone quarry, the vertical sides of which
exhibited enormous patches of the tint in question.
At the further end of the quarry a number of men
were engaged in building up a stack of alternate

layers of coal and fragments of rock. The men
informed me that the stone of the neighbourhood
not furnishing a durable road metal in its natural

condition, it had long been the custom to harden
it by the action of fire, for which purpose a stone

stack was constructed two or three times a year,

consisting of the refuse of the quarry after the build-

ing stone had been taken out. The stack occupied
an area of about sixty feet square, and one side

(or, where practicable, two sides) was made to rest

against the vertical wall of the quarry, thus account-

ing for the red patches already referred to. The
stack continued to burn during two or three

months, air-holes being skilfully arranged as in a
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brick- kiln. A coal-pit close to the quarry furnished

an abundant supply of slack coal, and when the

fuel was burnt out the stack was left to cool

during two months. The calcined stone had now
become greatly increased in hardness from being

partially vitrified. Considerable labour had to be

expended in breaking up the mass into fragments
about the size of a hen's egg, and the process was

assisted by the action of water poured upon the

material while hot, or by the action of rain.

I carried away some specimens of the rock, fired

and unfired, and was surprised to find, on returning
to the vicarage, that the details were as new to the

vicar and his parishioners as they had been to me.

They had noticed by night a fire in the direction

of Almondbury, and, supposing it to proceed from

an iron furnace, inquired no further. There was
no mention of the process in Phillips'a geology
of the district or in Mr. Hobkirk's '

History and
Natural History of Huddersfield and the Neigh-
bourhood.' I then consulted the vicar's copy of

Oamden, who gave the following interesting parti-
culars :

"
Six miles from Halifax, not far from the right side

of the river Galder, and near Almondbury, a little

village, there is a very steep hill, only accessible by one

way from the plain, where the marks of an old rampire
and some ruins of a wall and of a castle well guarded
with a triple fortification are plainly visible."

He then goes on to say that these are really the

.remains of the Cambodunum of the Romans
;
that

in early Saxon history there was a royal seat here,
and a cathedral built by Paulinus, the apostle of

.these parts, and dedicated to St. Alban, whence
the village of Albanbury, now called Almondbury.
4 '

But," continues Camden, "in those cruel wars
that Ceadwall the Britain and Penda the Mercian
made upon Edwin, the prince of these territories,
it was burnt down, which in some measure appears
in the colour of the stones to this day."

The event here recorded occurred in the eighth
or ninth century of our era. Eight centuries had

elapsed before Camden wrote his description, and

yet the marks of fire remained unobliterated

during that long period. No cause, so far as I

.knew, had intervened since Camden's time to

obliterate those marks of fire
; why should they not,

therefore, still be visible ?
" For this simple

reason," was the reply ;

"
that the whole of the

ruin has long since been cleared away, to make
room for a public-house and tea-gardens, where
our Yorkshire bands are fond of assembling for

practice, and where parties of pleasure go to listen

to them."
"That is not a sufficient reason," I rejoined." Stone is so plentiful in this district, that no one

would think of carrying it from the top of the hill

to the valley below, still less of carrying it from
below upwards, where the ruin would furnish

abundant material for constructing the musical

hostelry, and I daresay enclosing it in a stone

fence ; and in addition to all this, I have no doubt
there is plenty of stone scattered about bearing
the marks of the Mercian fire to this day."

It was therefore agreed that we should ascend
the Castle Hill next day ; and in order to satisfy

my host as to the action of heat on the sandstone,
I put an unburnt fragment in the fire before re-

tiring for the night, and in the morning it was of a

bright red colour from the oxidation of the iron.

We climbed the hill accordingly, and had no
sooner arrived at the wall which surrounds the

grounds of the public-house than we were struck
with the red appearance of many of the stones of
which it is built. This left no doubt that, although
a thousand years had elapsed since

" Ceadwall the
Britain and Penda the Mercian" in those cruel

wars burnt down the castle and cathedral of St.

Alban, there was still before us evidence of the
fact as narrated by Camden, rendered, if possible,
still more striking on breaking open some of the

stones, where the action of the fire had in some
cases penetrated only a short distance, and in

others completely through, presenting to the eye
the reddish tint as bright and fresh as that on the

piece of stone which I bad passed through the fire

on the preceding night. C. TOMLINSON.

' EIKON BASILIKE.' Will you very kindly help
me by inserting the following rough memoranda,
as I am extremely anxious that my story of

'Eikon BasilSke' shall not be issued until every

inquiry has been made ? The descriptions of forty-

eight 1648 and 1649 editions are all in type, accom-

panied by facsimiles of titles. Some valuable

information from MS. collections has come to

light, and I am tempted to persevere further,

especially with the object of proving the author-

ship. Communications may be sent to me, care

of Messrs. Blades, publishers, Abchurch Lane,
London.

1. Information desired from seventeenth cen-

tury manuscript collections.

2. On receipt of a letter or postcard giving one

or two particulars of any Eikons, I will send a

proof of the description which appears to be the

same. On receiving a reply, I can then judge
whether to ask the favour of seeing the book.

This will save asking for the loan of copies of

editions which I have evidently already described.

Do not send long descriptions of emblematical

frontispieces.

3. I wish to know of manuscript copies of the

Eikon ; also old manuscript notes in Eikon?. The
Eikon was said to have been translated into Greek
and Italian. Was it?

4. Any information (perhaps from seventeenth

century bills and account books) bearing on the

subject of copies with, for instance, a crown, C.R.,

&c. , on binding. As to the tradition about such

copies. Any particulars bearing on the Eikon.
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5. Eikons handed down in a family for man;

generations. Eikons in church libraries.

6. Eikon emblematical portraits of the kin

kneeling, placed in churches. I propose to enu

merate these. Eikons bound up with Book o

Common Prayer.
7. Out-of-the-way writings relating to the sub

ject. Magazine articles and reviews. Societies

transactions.

8. Manuscript documents, &c., of the followinj

persons, as well as many others not named, mos
of them living in the latter half of the seventeenth

century :

Dr. Thomas Gill.

William Dugard, printer, bought Mr. Young's press.

William Dugard's wife.

Brian Duppa, bishop.

Marquis of Hertford.

William Levet.

Seymour Bourman.
Sir Thomas Herbert.

John Holme, apothecary.
Sir James Harrington, author of

'
Oeeaiia.'

Edward Shorte, gentleman pensioner.

George Evan?, gentleman (1660).
Mr. Cotton, gentleman harbinger (1660).

John Armstrong.
Samuel Browne, printer, &c.

William Legge, Lord Dartmouth's ancestor.

Henry, Lord Bishop of Meatb, 1679.

Robert Hearne, schoolmaster and servant to Sir Philip
Warwick.

Mr. Whitaker.
Edward Hooker, corrector to Mr. Dugard's press.
William Marshall, engraver.

George Bates, M.D.
Sir John Brattle.

Sir Jeremy Whichcott, his handwriting.
Francis Boyton, a Norfolk gentleman.
Mrs. Fotherly, of Rickmansworth.
Mr. Norman, a gentleman of Exeter, andJhiB friend Mr.

Long.
Norton, a printer.
Dr. Walker.
M. Testard.
M. Porree, French translator.

Dr. Canaries.

Mr. James Wood, minister of St. Andrews.
Dr. John Earle, bishop.
Rev. Cave Beck, of Ipswich.
Dr. Morley, bishop.
William Juxon, bishop.

Major Huntington.
Dr. Robert Hall.

Dr. Byrom Eaton.
Rev. Walter Getsius, Rector of Brixham.
D. Osborn, Fellow of Exeter College, Oxon.
Dr. J. Barwick, Dean of St. Paul's.

Rev. Gifford, Gauden's curate.

Dr. Nicholson, Bishop of Gloucester.
Dr. Anthony Walker.

Endymion Porter, did he write the '

Princely Pelican '
1

Rev. Henry John Todd.
John Wilson, barrister.
John Jones, secretary to first Earl Gainsborough.
Legatt, printer.
John Playford, printer.

Shears, printer.
Mathew Symons, printer.

>

Christopher Wase.
John Toland.
Sir Philip Warwick.
William Allen, a servant.

Dr. Gauden.
Robert Sanderson, the bishop.
James Clifford, of Magdalen College, belonging to the

church of St. Paul, reader of prayers at Serjeants' Inn
and a compositor.

Dr. Hooker.
Sir E. Nicholas.
Dr. Jeremiah Taylor.
Richard Royston, bookseller and publisher.
John Grisman, printer.
Rev. Edward Symmons and his widow. I wish par

ticularly to know his handwriting.
Nicholas Oudart.
Dr. Richard Hollingworth.
Thomas Milbourn, printer.
Mr. Le Pla, minister of Finchinfield, a letter from, to

Dr. Goodall, dated Nov. 27, 1696.

Luke Beaulieu, Prebendary of Gloucester.
Arthur North, merchant.

Peacock, brother of Dr. Gauden's steward.
J. Young, of Plymouth.
Capt. George Strangewaye, of Weymouth.
Marmaduke Cooke.

EDWARD ALMACK.

'HUMAN HIBERNATION.' About the year 1850
a certain Dr. Braid, of Manchester, published a
little work with the above title, in which are given
instances of Indian fakirs being buried in the

ground for long periods, with what appears to be
very strong evidence of the genuineness of these
feats. Sir Claude Wade, political agent at Lahore,
after detailing cases of the kind, says :

1 1 am bound to declare my belief in the facts which I
have represented, however impossible their existence-

may appear to others I merely state what I saw and
beard, and think that when we consider the incredulity
and ridicule, and actual persecution, with which some of
;he [most wonderful discoveries of modern times have
seen regarded. it is presumptuous in any of us to-

deny to the Hindoos the possible discovery or attainment
of an art which has hitherto escaped the researches of

European science."

Many writers about India have, I believe, given
similar testimony ; but has any scientific explana-
ion of the fakir performance been given? The
ready assertion that it is a mere juggle proves
nothing, notwithstanding tbe pronouncements on
[ndian magic in 8th S. vi. 153, &c.

JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

COINCIDENCES. An article in a weekly paper
in the "

tyranny
"
of these incidents brings to my

mind one of place and name which lately came
under my notice, and is, I think, sufficiently
emarkable to deserve a corner in

' N. & Q.'

Staying for some two months at Hounslow, I

ound myself in the immediate neighbourhood of

be well-known "Bell" Inn, which is situated at

be top of Bell Eoad, and, as I believe, authentic-

ity connected with the adventures of the notorious

)ick Turpin. At the opposite corner of this road
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is a butcher's shop, the owner of which appeared,

by the name on the shop-front, to be Stacey.

Judge, then, of my surprise when, on seeing the

butcher's meat-carts about the town, I discovered

that Stacey had been succeeded by a man who
bore the extraordinary, and yet, for the spot,

appropriate name of Roadnight. A very slight

effort of imagination suggested to me that the

letter & had in times gone by accidentally been

allowed to drop out of the name, and that the

spirit of the bold highwayman who, in his day,
was a veritable "Knight of the Eoad," still hovered

around the scene of his carousals, even though the

fast-trotting nag driven by the bonny butcher of

Hounslow could hardly compare with the cele-

brated Black Bess of the famous ride to York.

In any case, the name itself is extraordinary,
and quite new to me ; nor have I the faintest

notion of its origin or nationality. But the acci-

dent of its being found at this spot struck me as

very remarkable. EDWARD P. WOLFERSTAN.

THUNDERBOLTS USED AS DOOR-PROPS. Some

days ago, when entering a cottage in Devon, not

far from Exeter, I noticed that the door was

propped open by a large celt. The tenant of the

cottage called it a thunderbolt, and I ascertained

that he had found it five feet below the surface,

whilst digging a drain. The celt is a black stone,
twelve and a quarter inches long, three inches

broad at its trenchant end, and weighing exactly
four pounds six ounces. It is somewhat corroded,
but appears to have been once polished throughout.
I have heard of two instances of stone axe-heads

being found, which were also called thunderbolts

and did duty as door-props. Might not more pre-
historic implements be found in the cottages of

Devon, and for a small sum be obtained from their

owners for the enrichment of our museums ?

L. J. W.

HOPS. Among the muniments at Westminster

Abbey I have found the following notice of hops
for brewing in England :

"Hec est firma Monachorum in Septimana. Ad
panem vj Cumbas et Ix et vij soiidatoa ad Coquinam. Et
xx Hopa de braaio et x de Gruto. Et iij Cumbas
Auene."

The date is at least as early as temp. Henry L,

possibly earlier. Surely this must be the earliest

allusion to hops yet discovered.

EDWARD J. L. SCOTT,

Keeper of MSS. and Egerton Librarian.

PRICES IN 1662-3.
" At the Coffee-house in Exchange-Alley, is sold by

retail the right Coffee-powder from 4 to 6*. per pound,
as in goodness ; that pounded in a Morter at 3s. per
pound; also that termed the right Turkic berry well

garbled at 3,'. per pound ; the ungarbled for les : that
termed the East-India-Berry at 20d. per

1

pound, with
directions gratis how to make and use the same. Like-
wise there you may have Tobacco, Verinus and Virginia,

Chocolatta, the ordinary pound boxes at 2s. 6$. per pound,
the perfumed from 4s. to 10s. per pound ; also Sherbets
(made in Turkic) of Lemons, Roses and Violets per-
fumed

;
and Tea according to its goodness, from 6 to

60s. per pound. For all which if any Gentleman shall
write or send, they shall be sure of the best, as they
shall order; and to avoid deceit, warranted under the
House-Seal, viz., Morat the great, &c." Mereuriits

PuMcus, No. 11, March 12-19, 1662.

In the number for April 16-23, 1663, the same
advertisement appears, but with significant altera-

tions :

"
Coffee-powder (without adulteration) from

ten Groats to a Noble per pound ";
" Pounded in

a mortar" has disappeared; "East-India-berry"
is 2s. a pound ; tea is 16s. to 60s. a pound.

H. H. S.

LANCERS IN THE BRITISH ARMY. Casually
picking up a number of the Strand Magazine (for

May) I read a story called 'The Exploits of

Brigadier Gerard,' attributed to A. Conan Doyle ;

but Sherlock Holmes could easily point out a flaw

in that gentleman's claim on the ground of in-

accurate local colouring. At p. 376 he describes

the Duke of Wellington and " some distance

behind, three orderlies were holding as many
horses, and an escort of lancers was waiting in the

rear." It is the sentence I have marked in italics

that enables me to act the detective. The date of

the story is 1810, as is proved by the reference to

the investment of Cindad Rodrigo ; but there were
no lancers in the British army until 1816, as may
be proved by the following :

"The experience acquired during the war, of the
value and importance of troops equipped with Lances,
which weapon had been laid aside by the British horse

about 200 years, and by the foot upwards of one

hundred, led to the resumption of that weapon in 1816.

On Sept. 19, the authority of the Prince Eegent was

granted for the Ninth, Twelfth, Sixteenth, and Twenty-
third Regiments of Light Dragoons to be armed and

equipped as Lancers, and in consequence of that arrange-
ment to discontinue the Carbine." Cannon, 'Historical

Record of the Ninth Lancers,' pp. 50-1.

One instance of the experience alluded to may
be adduced from a contemporary record :

"The Polish lancers with their pennons frightened
our horses at Albuera so that our men could not urge
their horses on." Cambridge Chronicle, Nov. 22, 1811.

AYEAHB.

PRETENDED RHYME TO "CHIMNEY." la
' N. & Q.,' 3rd S. ii. 190, there is a query as to the

rhyme to chimney. A couplet from *

Rejected
Addresses

'

accompanies this, in which it rhymes
with " slim knee." I have seen another instance

of actual occurrence in an earlier book :

A third time she boasts that she cou'd with, her dim eye
Perceive at a very great distance a chimney.

'
JEsop Naturalized,' Lon., 1771, Fab. xlvi. p. 35.

ED. MARSHALL.

ERRORS IN CATALOGUING. Among the curio-

sities of cataloguing the following deserves a place.
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The Bookseller of June, in 'Publications of the

Month,' sets down under the headingof
"
Oriental,"

"Carmina Vedastina, collected and edit, by W.
Sparrow Simpson." Students of the Vedas, of

course, will find the work indispensable.
A. SMYTHS PALMER.

S. Woodford.

In the Chelsea Free Library Catalogue (supposed
to be classified), I recently, while looking; for a

book to consult, alighted on the heading
"
Fungi,"

under which followed about seven works, the last

of them being "Fur Country, The; J. Verne."
There are many egregious curiosities fa polite word
for blunders) in the same catalogue. The catalogue
has been carelessly drawn up. The much maligned
schoolboy could have, put together a more trust-

worthy work ; and as for proof correcting, the

proof cannot, it would seem, have been submitted
to the management of the library. In Chelsea a

rate is levied for the library, and I think we are

entitled to less slipshod and more trustworthy
work for our money. JOHN A. RANDOLPH.

2, Halsey Street, Chelsea.

EPITAPH. This curious epitaph is in the old

churchyard of Duffus, near Elgin, KB.:
Reader would you wish to hear
Who took me and plac'd me here
Well as you seem to be at leisure

I was plac'd here by Sandy Eraser
Burchead 1st May 1838

Tis here John Eraser's ashes ly
as soon as born he began to die

22 May 1840.

R. B.

To CURE A COUGH. A friend of mine who is

troubled with a bad cough has been told to steal

a potato, and to bury it. As the potato decays
the cough will become better. PAUL BIERLEY.

"TAKING A RISE." In ' The Slang Dictionary,'
the quotation given to explain the phrase

"
taking

a rise
"

or "
getting a rise

"
is from the ' Hints to

Freshmen,' published at Oxford in 1843. Both
the phrase and the underlying idea, however,
appear to be much older, for in a debate in the
House of Commons on June 1, 1678, Lord Caven-
dish having moved " That the imputation in the
Chancellor's speech, of this House being the
occasion of making the peace, is injurious to this

House," Sir William Coventry observed :

" I hope it is not your intention to press this thing
personally upon the Chancellor, but to take a rise only
from his speech to vindicate yourselves upon this great
matter of the peace." Grey's

'
Debates of the House of

Commons,' vol. vi. p. 55.

ALFRED F. KOBBINS.

CHURCH OF ST. GILES, CRIPPLEGATE. Being
informed by one of our daily papers that "a monu-
ment" had been erected to Oliver Cromwell in
this church, I paid it a visit. I found the "monu-

ment "
a very modest tribute indeed to the

memory of the great Protector, being confined to

a single line in a brass tablet erected in the wall

of the north aisle. As a matter of record, how-

ever, it may be of interest to readers of
' N. & Q.,'

and it is certainly creditable to the wardens of this

ancient and well-kept church that they thus keep
its interesting memories well before the visitor :

Men . of . mark .

connected . with . this . Church .

John . Fox . author . 1587 .

Bishop . Andrewes . vicar . 1589 .

Sir . Martin . Frobisher . knight .

Navigator . buried . 1594 .

Oliver . Cromwell . married . 1620 .

John . Speed . historian . buried . 1629 .

John . Milton . poet . buried . 1674.

I may add that when pencil and paper were pro-

duced, I was told, very courteously and kindly,
that

' '

nothing must be copied
"

in the church.

Of course, as a law-abiding citizen, I desisted ;

but, as there is no reason to believe that the most
zealous custodian of church edifices would object
to an antiquary using his memory, here it is.

R. CLARK.
Walthamstow.

BARTON BOOTH (1681-1733), ACTOR. His
second marriage is thus recorded in the parish

register of Ongar, co. Essex :

" Mr Barton Booth of y
e Parish of S' Gyles in the

fields Middlesex wid: and M" Hester Santlow of y
e

Parish of Sl Paul Covent Garden Single : but in y
e same

County were Married at Chipping Ongar Church August
y 3d 1719."

DANIEL HIPWELL.

QUOTATION VERIFIED. In the
'
Life of Lord

Sherbrooke
'

(vol. ii. p. 467), by A. Patchett Mar-

tin, the following passage occurs (Lord Sherbrooke

was, like many others, a great admirer of the

writings of Sir Walter Scott) :

" On this occasion Professor and Mrs. Sellar were of

the party. Mrs. Sellar had been searching Scott's poems
in vain for the lines :

Sound, sound the clarion, fill the fife
;

To all the sensual world proclaim,
One crowded hour of glorious life

Is worth an age without a name.

Lord Sherbrooke referred her to the headings of chapters
near the end of ' Old Mortality,' when she at once found
the quotation."

The lines in question are prefixed to chap, xxxiii.

of
' Old Mortality,' in which Habakkuk Muckle-

wrath appears to Claverhouse and Henry Morton,
and are signed

"
Anonymous," so probably they

owed their paternity to Sir Walter's pen. Tenny-
son, in

'

Locksley Hall,' seems to express the same
idea :

Thro' the shadow of the globs we sweep into the younger
day:

Better fifty years of Europe than a cycle of Cathay.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
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^turns.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their

names and addresses to their queries, in order that the

answers may be addressed to them direct.

ADDAMS : ASHLEY : DEHEW : MORTON : SAX-
TON : TALBOTS, or DEPTFORD. I should be

greatly obliged by any information through con-

tributors to your columns respecting the following
families and persona :

James Addams. Married Harriet Curling, of

Deptford (probably about 1819), and emigrated
to the Cape of Good Hope, where he obtained

some Government employment, about 1820. He
is said to have died at the Cape, his widow and

family subsequently returning to England ;
was

"a perfect gentleman and a very handsome man.'
1

The late W. Courthope, Registrar and Somerset

Herald, of the Heralds' College, London (1808-

1866) was a relative. Published information re

the Addams family is very scarce, and genealogical
notes would be very acceptable. The arms of

Addams, of Chetton, Salop, are Ermine, a chevron

vaire, or and az., between three roses barbed and
seeded proper. Another branch bears Azure, three

mullets or, two and one.

Ashley Family, of Ipswich, Suffolk. Ann,
daughter of Mr. Jethro Ashley, of Ipswich,
Suffolk, was married to James Talbot, of Dept-
ford, on September 15, 1791, at St. Nicholas's

Deptford. She had issue by him a daughter,
Ann Ashley Talbot, born 1792 (afterwards married
to Mr. John Ellis), and one son James, born

April 22, 1797.

Dehew Family. Sarah Dehew was married to

James Talbot, of Deptford Dockyard, at St.

Saviour's, Southwark, before the middle of last

century, and by him had issue four daughters
Ann, Uphin, Elizabeth, and another. I cannot
find any published information respecting the

Dehews. Were they identical with De Hoo, of

Luton Hoo, co. Bedford, said by Sir Henry
Chauncy to have been settled there before the

Norman Conquest 1

Morton. Ann Morton, second wife of the last-

named James Talbot, of Deptford, to whom
she was married October 19, 1756, at St.

Nicholas's, Deptford, having by him issue two
sons. Was she of the family of Dr. Richard

Morton, who died 1698, and was probably son of

Dr. Richard Morton, a celebrated physician of

Greenwich temp. William and Mary, and who was

possibly descended from the Mortons of Severn

Stoke, co. Worcester, and related to the Mortons
of Slaugham, co. Essex ? (Vide 'N. & Q.,' 1" S.

T. 227, 474.)
Saxton Family, of Yorkshire, Derbyshire, &c.

I am collecting materials for memorials of this

family. Sir Roger de Saxton founded a chapel at

Saxton, near Towton battlefield, co. Yorks., in

1292, where the family apparently seated them-

selves. They were subsequently of Darley Dale,

Derbyshire, South Yorkshire, Circourt, Berkshire,

and elsewhere. Published information about them

is excessively meagre, for some reason.

Talbots, of Deptford. Who are the descendants

of Robert Talbot, younger son of James Talbot,

of Deptford Dockyard (b. 1713, d. 1794) ? Robert

was born January 25, 1761. Any facts relat-

ing to this family, and bearing on the personal

history of its members, would be very acceptable

in order to supplement the information already in

their possession. JAMES TALBOT.

Adelaide, South Australia.

ROBINSON : BUSBY. I should be glad to hare

any information respecting the paternal grandfather
of Sir Thomas Robinson, Bart., Chief Prothonotary
of the Common Pleas, and of his children. Henry
Robinson, the father of Sir Thomas, appears to

have resided at Westminster, and one of his sisters

became the wife of Richard Busby, of Lutton, and

the mother of Dr. Busby, the famous head master.

G. F. R. B.

RICHARD BUSBY. Where does Thackeray say
"A wonderful fruit - bearing rod was that of

Busby's"? G. F. R. B.

WESSEX. By whom was this territorial designa-

tion first revived in our day ? I see that in the

preface to a new edition of one of his books Mr.

Thomas Hardy practically lays claim to its dis-

covery. But Prof. Freeman and also the author

of
' Tom Brown's School Days

'

used the word as

denoting a certain geographical area many years

ago the latter, I think, in or about 1857. I

should be glad of information on the subject.
H. M. B.

LIEUT. -CoL. FRANCIS Louis DE RUVIGN^, R.A.

Can any of your readers inform me where I

should be likely to find the will of this officer, who

was killed at the capture of Grenada, W.I., June 12,

1 796 1 Major Whitworth, R. A., writing from St.

Vincent a few days later, to the father in Switzer-

land, to inform him of his son's death, says,
" The

will has gone to Mr. Fisher at the Tower, agreeable

to his desire." No one of this name is mentioned

in his correspondence, and the will is not at Somer-

set House. His name has been misspelt, de

Ruvijnes, de Ruvine, Deruvijnes, de Rouvignee,

&c .
RUVIGNY.

DANTE'S GEOGRAPHY. The question I wish to

raise is, whether Dante regarded the earth as a

sphere or as a disc. In his scheme, Jerusalem is

the centre of that side of the world on which the

land lies ;
and directly at its antipodes is the

mountain of purgatory, rising from an island in

the great ocean. The existence of a centre f
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gravity is plainly recognized in 'Inf.,' xxxiv. 110,
111 ; and in 'Purg.,' xxvii. 1-4, the writer says it

was at the same time early morning at Jerusalem
and noon on the Ganges. From such data one
would suppose that, in his idea, the earth was

clearly spherical. The great and perhaps insuper-
able difficulty is that he allows only about eighteen
hours for the ascent from the very centre to the

base of the purgatorial mountain an ascent which
is accomplished by sheer force of climbing, without

any supernatural aid. The awkward deduction
would be that the whole ascent, in vertical alti-

tude, could not exceed five or ten miles, which
would make the earth a disc, with a lesser dia-

meter of not more than twenty miles. Among the

contributors to
' N. & Q.' are several well-known

students of
' The Divine Comedy,' and I venture to

look to them for help, if the problem admits of

solution. RICHARD H. THORNTON.
Portland, Oregon.

"Hoo, HEE, HAVE AT ALL." Bale, in 'The

Image of both Churches' (' Select Works,' Parker

Society, 1849, p. 628), says: "Christ breathed
not upon the bread with hoo, hee, have at all, as

you do. He only took it in his holy hands, and

gave thanks unto God." What did the rough-
tongued reformer mean by the italicized words T

JAMES HOOPBB.
Norwich.

WELLINGTON'S ESTIMATE OF NAPOLEON. The
Athenceum, in a review of Field-Marshal Lord
Koberts's ' Rise of Wellington,' July 13, 1895,
Hays that Wellington

"
considered his great oppo-

nent's presence in the field as equivalent to a body
of forty thousand men." On what occasion did

Wellington state this opinion ? Was it written, or
made viva voce ? This beats Roderick Dhu out of
the field !

One blast upon his bugle-horn
Were worth a thousand men.

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

LAW OF RANSOM. Early in the reign of Henry
VI. John Craven and Simon Irby petitioned the
Lord Chancellor with respect to some prisoners
they had taken at the Battle of Agincourt. The
terms of their petition suggest that the king
claimed a certain percentage of moneys paid for
the ransom of all prisoners. Was this a recognized
rule ? Where can I find any information about it ?

W. PALEY BAILDON.

THE ARMS OF THE SEE OF CANTERBURY. An
interesting point has recently been raised in corre-

spondence which has occurred in Church Bells,
upon which I should be glad if any reader of
' N. & Q.' can furnish some additional information.
It is to the effect that the arms of the See of Canter-
bury have been appropriated by the Roman Catholic

Archbishop of Westminster, the only difference

being the "
field," which in the case of the former

is
"

azure " and in the case of the latter
"
gules."

From a letter in the issue of Church Bells of

Aug. 2, signed "J. R. Crawford," I quote the

following :

" The Earl Marshal, who alone can give authority for

a new grant of arms, is a great Roman layman. Has
he allowed these new arms of Cardinal Vaughan to be
'entered

'

officially; and, if so, ie it not a little curious

that a Government official (for so I take the Earl Mar-
shal to be) gives official recognition to an office which in

no other way ia officially known or registered in Eng-
land)"

As I know that many of the readers of 'N. & Q.'
are expert in matters of heraldry, I have ventured
to bring the question contained in this quotation
before them, in order to ascertain if such an official

permission can be granted as suggested by Mr.
Crawford. I feel sure that many others besides

myself will be interested in the subject.

MEDESWELL.

LIST OF WILLS PROVED. Can any reader say
if there has been issued a list of the wills proved
in the Commissary Court of London (Essex and
Herts division); if so, where can the same be seen?

Would it be of any advantage to the genealogist to

inspect registers at Somerset House in the case of

the administration grant only, a will not having
been proved ? I understand that where a grant of

administration was issued, the fact only was entered

in the Admon. Act Book, but no names excepting
the administrator. HATES.

HISTORY OF ST. PANCRAS. A map, 1755, shows
Tile Kilns, near St. Pancras Road. I shall be

obliged by any reference to a map showing when
" Dear's Place " and the surrounding streets were
laid out, and any clue to the builder or owner,
Charles Dear, 1760-1849, who married, about

1789, Elizabeth, daughter of Matthew Warton, of

Stepney. A. C. H.

PORTRAIT OF THE REV. JOHN RICHMOND, D.D.
Is there any engraved portrait or painting in oils in

existence of this clergyman, who was Head Master
of Rugby School from 1751 to 1755 ? He was of

Queen's College, Oxford, and held the rectory of

Newnham with the chapelry of Mapledurwell,
Hants, in the gift of that college, until his death in

1816, at the advanced age of ninety-eight.
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

A. WHITEBROOK AND THE SIEGE OF VIENNA.
In the British Museum there is a printed copy of a

letter from "A. Whitebrook" to an "English Officer

in Holland, concernicg the Total Rout of the

Turks" in 1683. It is dated from the "
Imperial

Camp, Aug. the 31th" (sic), and was printed by
" E. Mallet." There is no internal evidence to

identify or even lead to the identification of the

writer, and Dr. Garnett, to whom I have written,
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kindly tells me that he has DO information respect-

ing him either. The Museum copy was purchased
from the late Mr. H. Stevens in 1890. Can any
reader of

' N. & Q.' enlighten me upon the parent-
age and career of the author, and as to the existence
of the original letter and of duplicates of the

pamphlet ? WM. WHITEBROOK.
14, Haddon Terrace, New Southgate, N.

[See 8th S. vii. 108.]

" A POT OF INK": "THE INK-POT." Writers
of all kinds to whom a pot of ink and the ink-pot
are a daily necessity ought to feel interested in

anything relating to ink, whether past or present.
An inquiry heard the other day for

" a pot of ink "

brought to mind the time when a buyer invariably
asked for a pot of ink at his stationer's. In fact,
this

" a pot
" was the only term used up to fifty

years or so ago ; and when I was a boy, though ink
was then sold in bottles, nine out of ten persons
asked for "a pot of ink." Can any one say when
ink was sold in pots or jars, and not in bottles, as
at the present day ? The term "

ink-pot
" was

always used
; now everybody asks for the " ink-

stand," or, more shortly,
"
the ink."

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Workaop.

"HOTTERER"(LOTTERER?). In the 'Chronicles
of Twyford,' p. 178, we read: "1618. Gabriel

Barber, a hotterer, gave to the poor inhabitants of
this towne 40 pounds, 10 pounds whereof forth-

with to be distributed, and 30 pounds remaining
to be lent to said poor for ever." I am told that
theword hottereria a misprint for loiterer. Will some
of the readers of 'N. & Q.' enlighten me as to the

meaning of the word ? PAUL BIERLET.

NIGHTMARES. According to German and
Sclavonic folk-tales, the nightmare has a human
shape, and is invariably believed to come from

England ('Northern Mythology,' Thorpe). Can
any folk-lorist explain the reason for the belief?
I find no reference to the nightmare in our own
folk-legends. A. MONTGOMERY HANDY.
New Brighton, N.Y.

EARL OF HALIFAX. In the will of Charles

Montague, first Earl of Halifax, bequests are left

to his nephews, John and Edward Lawton. Who
were these nephews ? R. S.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
Before we leave thia consecrated spot, before this day of

days is wholly dead,
Before the dew obliterates all our steps from this light

earth, let us record a vow. C. MELLOB.

Ama et fac quod vis (? St. Augustine).
To buy the merry madness of an hour
With the long penitence of after time. G.

As dull as ditchwater, or stale small beer.

D. L.

GREAT BED OF WARE.
(8" S. vii. 467 ; viii. 73.)

The early history of this strange relic must give

way to conjecture ; still the common fable of

its origin is ingenious. Although the carving of

the bed does not indicate a period prior to the

Elizabethan, it is said to have been made by a

journeyman carpenter, one Jonas Fosbrooke, who,
after thirty years' labour, presented it to Ed-
ward IV. in 1463, for the use of the royal

family, and for princes and nobles of gentle
blood to lie in on great occasions. From this high
condition it is first traced to the " Crown Inn,"
Ware, a hostel mentioned by W. Vallans, a native

of Hertfordshire, in the 'Tale of Two Swannes,'

printed in 1590 ;
for proof is wanting of the bed

having ever been in the old house of the Fan-

shawes, Ware Park, as alleged by local chroniclers.

The legend that the spirit of Jonas Fosbrooke,
distressed by the base use of his favourite work,
hovered round the bed, and haunted its occupants,
is illustrated in romance in the venture of Harri-

son Saxby, Master of the Horse to Henry VIII.
,

who, for the sake of the miller's fair daughter,
dared the perils of a night in the Great Bed, and,

though found bruised and prostrate in the morning,
won the prize of the maiden's hand. In later days
this tale was transferred to the stage of Covent

Garden, during Madame Vestris's management, in

the guise of the pantomime
'

Harlequin, the Merry
Devil of Edmonton, and the Great Bed of Ware.'

The legend is briefly set out in the playbill,

Christmas, 1839, but the scene of the bed was
transferred to the "

George Inn," Edmonton, for

constructive purposes. When the " Crown " was

pulled down in 1765 (see Cussans's 'Herts') the

bed was placed in the
"
Bull," for many years the

chief inn in Ware, and on the demolition in turn

of that house (circa 1840) was moved to the
"

Saracen's Head," where (vide Murray's
' Hand-

book, Herts,' 1895) it
" was shortened by three

feet" and placed in a room 14jft. square by 9 ft.

high. On Aug. 30, 1864, the bed was put up
for sale, when, on there being no bond fide com-

petition, it was bought in nominally by a Mr. H.

Wilmott, of the
"
Railway Tavern," Hertford, for

100 guineas, but remained in the "Saracen's

Head" till 1869, when it was privately sold to

the late proprietor of the Rye House, where, in a

shabby shed, in a remote corner of the grounds, it

is exhibited at a charge of twopence per head.

There is a good photograph of this mysterious

piece of furniture as it now is by Chester Vaughan.
In addition to the particulars given in 'N. & Q.'

by various contributors, there is a woodcut in the

Illustrated Times, Aug. 27, 1864, a description by
Mr. Timbs in 'Abbeys, Castles, and Antient
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Halls of England,' and a very full account in
' Eecords of Ware,' by the late Mr. C. E. Dawes,
now out of print. ROBERT WALTERS.
Ware Priory.

A very interesting article on ' The Great Bed of
Ware '

appeared in the Literary World of Jan. 4,
1840. A good engraving of the bed accompanies
the letterpress. JOHN T. PAGE.

5, Capel Terrace, Southend-on-Sea.

STOLEN RELICS RESTORED (8
th S. vii. 165, 296 ;

viii.17,77). Your correspondent MR. G. C.BoASE
refers your readers to a letter of mine, dated

Sept. 21, 1882, to the Times newspaper, and
repeats the exploded fiction that my late aunt
Mrs. Bray, the well-known authoress, early in
the present century pilfered a piece of the

Bayeux tapestry. That he should have ventured
to do so in face of the facts stated in that letter,
and in the Times leader written upon it, is to me
incomprehensible. I beg that you will give the
same publicity to this my reiterated denial of the
truth of the calumnious statement as you have
given to MB. BOASE'S revival of it.

CHARLES N. KEMPE.
A much more important restoration of relics

than any yet recorded in these pages may be
mentioned from Tenerife, in the Canary Isles. It
will be remembered it was at Santa Cruz, the chief

seaport of that island (La Laguna, five miles or so

inland, is the ancient capital) that Nelson was
beaten in fair fight by the Spaniards, and ifc was
there he lost his arm. This was in A.D. 1797.
Two of our flags were taken on that occasion by
the enemy, and piously deposited by him in the
church there, dedicated "de la Concepcion."
Some years afterwards two young midshipmen,
ashore from an English man-of-war, purloined
them and carried the trophies in triumph to their

ship. This action found no sympathy from our
Government, who afterwards returned them to

Spain, accompanied by many apologies for the
indiscreet action of the youngsters. They now
hang, one on each side the altar, in the dark
central chapel on the north side of the church.
They are in long glazed cases, very much like

eight-day clock cases. I saw them there on
Monday, July 22, 1895, and then realized to
the full that the midshipmen's adventure was
no great feat, for, alone as I was, there was
practically nothing as regards precaution on the
part of the authorities to prevent a chance
visitor taking them away again.

HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

LE DESPENCER (8
th S. vii. 428, 513; viii. 74

91). It is quite clear that Philip le Despencer'
the ancestor of Margery Wentworth, was son of

Hugh (senior) and not of Hugh (junior), who

married the granddaughter of Edward I. The
mistake of confusing the two is common even
Mr. Foster has fallen into the mistake in his
'

Royal Descents'; and I may perhaps remark that

it is the family of Landon whose claim to royal
blood is thus mistaken.

If it is of any interest to your correspondent,
the descent of the issue of Margery's daughter-in-

law, Mary de Clifford, can be traced to Edward I.

in more ways than one. PERCEVAL LANDON.
1, Cloisters, Temple.

GOWER,THE PoET(8
th S. viii.87). In Chalmers's

' Life of John Gower '

it is said,
" On his head a

coronet of roses, resting on three volumes intitled
' Vox Clamantis,'

'

Speculum Meditantis,' and
' Confessio Amantis." " COKSTANCE RCSSELL.

Swallowfield, Beading.

CROMWELL IN WALES (8
th S. vii. 1, 191, 215).

However this ordinance or directory may have

arisen, I should ascribe it to statecraft rather than

bigotry ;
it is directed against the Established"

Church. A. H.

DERIVATION OF THEODOLITE OR THEODOLITH

(8
th S. viii. 64). I think I have quite a new light

upon this curious word. I do not believe that it has

any connexion whatever with Bea, or with 0805,
or with Ai$os. It is perfectly certain that it can-

not be connected with Ai'0os, as is proved by the

early usages of the word. The statement by Dr.

Hunaus is not merely a guess, bub a very bad ones

unsupported by a tittle of evidence.

My own guess at the word is quite a new one,
unlike any that has ever yet been suggested. My
belief is that it is derived from the personal name
Theodulus, which, as every schoolboy know?,
means " servant of God."

Contrary to the usual method of guessers, I have-

founded my guess on evidence, of a sort. In

Godefroy's
' Old French Dictionary

'

will be found
an entry under "

Theodulet," a substantive which*

he does not seem to be able to explain ; and my
notion is that theodelitus is merely an (ignorant)
Latinized form of the same word.

Though Godefroy cannot explain theodultt, I

think I can. It is well known that in mediaeval

times a grammar was called a donet, from its-

author, a certain Donatus. Again, a certain col-

lection of fables was called an ysopet, from the

writer whose name we spell JEsop. And it appears
from the quotation in Godefroy (at this moment
inaccessible to me) that theodulet was the name for

some sort of book or treatise a treatise, namely.,,

by a man called Theodnlus.

This lands us in a track that is extremely diffi-

cult to follow up. Who was the Theodulus who,

presumably, first marked the rim of a circle (used
in measuring) with considerable exactitude 1 Re-
member that a theodolite meant at first

"
a marked'
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circular rim," and was originally quite indepen-
dent of a telescope, or any "way of seeing" a

fact which entirely upsets the guesses hitherto

current.

All that I have found out as yet is that Theo-

dulus was rather a common name, as there was a

saint of that name. The last fact is familiar to all

who have ever been to Zermatt.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

Whatever may be the origin of the term, the last

syllable, if from At'#os, a stone, might still be -lite,

as in aerolite, chrysolite, oolite, J. T. F.

Winterton, Doncaster.

BARRAS (8
th S. viii. 5). In this city we have

Barras Lane and Barras Heath, and also Barr's

Hill, each place being outside the ancient walls

and situated on old roads. May we not conclude

that here were bars at which toll was paid on the

country produce taken into the city, and also that

Barras is a mutation of Bars, Barres, Barras ?

J. ASTI,EY.

Moseley Terrace, Coventry.

ITURBIDE, THE MEXICAN EMPEROR (8
th S. vii.

308, 356, 412 ; viii. 11, 53). It is with diffidence

that I again enter into this matter, as I have to

differ from MR. WALLER when he doubts that

any Spaniard would pronounce the name under
discussion with the lisped d. It is safe to say that

thousands would
;
but it may be permitted to

examine what is Spanish. What is so called is

the language of one province i.e., Castile but

there are other provinces the natives of which can

no more understand each other's dialects than a

Cornishman could a Kaffir. There is the Gallego,
who softens the gutturals into sibilants ; the

Andalusian, who renders all the lisped sounds
into sibilants ; the Catalan and the Basque, about
whom I can give no information, but doubtless the

natives of these provinces pronounce the Castilian

differently from academic usage. My knowledge of

Spanish was derived from a five years' residence

in the north-west provinces, and I would put
forward the following rough rule as to the pro-
nunciation of d. As an initial it is always d, also

when followed by e, except in a few words, such as

dormide.ro, orden, and when it is the first letter of

the ultimate syllable, as despide, ide, sede, pirdmide,
amade, tarde, Iturbide, one exception to the excep-
tion being Matilde ; it is d before o, except when it

is the first letter of the ultimate syllable, and
before u. Is there no Spaniard who can put the
"
Ingleses

"
right 1 ATEAHR.

HlGHGATE IN THE LAST CENTURY (8
th S. viii.

27). Mr. J. H. Lloyd, the latest historian of

Higbgate, writes :

" I have no record of the school in question. Up to
the time of railways, Highgate was full of schools. In
1830 there were nineteen boarding schools in Highgate

ten for girls, nine for boys, practically'absorbing all the

larger houses and twenty-three taverns, so that High^
gate was said to be '

all echoole and public houses.'
"

C. TOMLINSON..

Highgate, N.

KEY. JOHN MARRIOTT^ (7
th S. viii. 208, 277,.

332
; ix. 112). In the memoir of Charles Marriott,

Dean Burgon (' Lives of Twelve Good Men,' 1888,

i. 298) attributes the hymn commencing
God that madest earth and heaven,

to the Rev. John Marriott (father of Charles);

whereas in the '

Hymnal Companion
'

(1880) it is

assigned to "Heber and Whateley." Are there-

any satisfactory data for deciding as to the author-

ship ? In the latter work, one with the first line

Thou, whose almighty word

has Marriott's name attached to it. Did he write

any other hymns 1 T. N. BRUSHFIELD, M.D.
Salterton, Devon.

EPITAPH ON DR. JOHNSON (8
th S. viii. 68).

The writer of the epitaph was Soame Jenyns. It

appeared in the Gentleman's Magazine, 1786,

Boswell quotes it in a foot-note to chap. xii. of

'Life of Johnson.' After commenting on it with

deserved severity, he adds :

"This unjust and sarcastic epitaph was met by ao

answer, in terms by no means soft, and such as wanton-

provocation alone could justify :

Epitaph
Prepared for a creature not quite dead yet.

Here lies a little ugly nauseous elf,

Who, judging only from its wretched self,

Feebly attempted, petulant and vain,
The Origin of Evil' to explain.
A mighty Genius, at this elf displeased,
With a strong critic grasp the urchin squeezed*
For thirty years its coward spleen it kept,
Till in the dust the mighty Genius slept,

Then stunk and fretted in expiring snuff,

And blinked at Johnson with its last poor puff."

Croker adds,
" The answer was no doubt by Bos-

well himself, and does more credit to his zeal than

bis poetical talents."

la the epitaph on Johnson as given by Boswell,.

and as now given by G. T., there is a slight differ-

ence in two lines. Where the former has

111 bred and overbearing in dispute,
A scholar and a Christian but a brute,

the latter has

Haughty and overbearing in dispute,
A Christian and a scholar, but a brute.

R. M. SPENCE, M.A.
Manso of Arbuthnott, N.B.

This malicious epitaph was by Soame Jenyns_,
the author of an '

Inquiry into the Origin of Evil,'

which book had been severely and wittily exposed

by Dr. Johnson. Jenyns kept his retort un-

courteous till the Doctor was dead, and then in

1786 it appeared in several newspapers and

magazines. An anonymous author, who is sup-
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posed to have been Boswell, gave Jenyns a quid
pro quo in an "Epitaph prepared for a creature

not quite dead yet." Both epitaphs display a

coarseness now rather at a discount
;
but Horace

Walpole in this respect
" went one better

" in a

MS. epigram in his copy of the first edition of

Boswell's ' Tour to the Hebrides,' which sold last

June at Sotheby's for 41 Z. It runs as follows :

When Boozy Bozzy belched put Johnson's Sayings,
And half the volume filled with his own Brayings,
Scotland beheld again before her pass
A Brutal Bulldog coupled with an Ass.

NE QUID NIMIS.
East Hyde.

Soame Jenyns was the author of this epi-

taph. It appeared in the Gentleman's Magazine
for May, 1786, part i. p. 428. It also "

appeared
in the newspapers and magazines." I refer G. T.

to Birkbeck Hill's 'Johnson,' vol. i. p. 316 n. 2.

WM. CRAWFORD.
Edinburgh.

SHAKSPEARE'S INDEBTEDNESS TO BEN JONSON
(8

tn S. viii. 27). MR. HENDERSON gives Nov. 25,

1596,* as the date of the first production of
'

Every
Man in his Humour,' 1597 as that of the first pub-
lication of 'Romeo and Juliet.' He appears to

have overlooked the fact that the revised version

of the latter play was acted at the theatre in July,

1596, if not earlier, and that, although not pub-
lished until the following year, it was probably
printed for publication (Fleay says "must have
been ") in 1596. Moreover this play was but an
altered version of another ' Romeo and Juliet,' of

which Shakespeare was at least joint author, and
which was acted in 1591. In the revised version

of 1596 the work of Shakespeare's former coadjutor
in the play was cut out and replaced by Shake-

speare's own writing. The edition of 1597 was
" an imperfect and abridged copy

"
of this revised

play,
" with lacunce filled up by portions of the

original version of 1591." A correct edition

appeared in 1599. I take these facts and quota-
tions from Mr. Fleay's

*
Chronicle History.' They

certainly seem to knock the bottom out of MR.
HENDERSON'S theory, so far as it relates to the two

plays he mentions. C. C. B.

Some common and lamentable errors are repeated
by MR. HENDERSON in his note on the similarity
of certain expressions used by Shakspere in ' Romeo
and Juliet

'

to those of some of the characters in

Jonson's '

Every Man in his Humour.'
Greene's "Crow beautified with our feathers"

was meant to describe the player, and the phrase
must be replaced in the mind with the word
"actor." It has no reference whatever to

plagiarism.
Ben Jonson was not an idolater of Shakspere.

Upon the authority I suppose, of Henslowe.

He tells us so himself, but his words are wrongly
referred to as meaning the contrary. "I do

lonor his memory, on this side idolatry, as much
as any." This sentence

" rare Ben " intended as

a stinging rebuke to the imputation that he had
n envious of Shakspere's popularity. Shak-

spere is not mentioned as impersonating old

Knowell, except by those who misread the printer's

record. That merely tells us Shakspere was one

of the "
principal performers."

It is a loose fashion with some Shaksperian
readers and writers to speak of

' Romeo and Juliet
'

as having been first played in 1597. It was first

published in that year, and the title-page of the

book informs us that this excellent conceited

tragedy had been often with great applause played
"
publiquely." It must not be supposed that men

in Shakspere's London gave away their property

any more precipitately than do those of to-day.

Plays were not printed until some time after their

novelty and attractiveness had waned ;
and it is

certain, from the extraordinary references to its

popularity printed upon the title-page of the 1597

quarto, that ' Romeo and Juliet
' had been a long

time before the "
publique

" at the theatre, that

being the house of the Lord Chamberlain's (Lord

Hunsdon's) players. I make these notes to indi-

cate the danger of relying upon second - hand
authorities. The errors here mentioned have been

so often repeated by careless writers that from

them the Shakspere garden is greatly in need of a

thorough weeding. JNO. MALONE.

PHILANTHROPY (8
th S. viii. 67). The word

(f)iXavOp(DTria occurs twice in the New Testament

(1) in Acts xxviii. 2,
"
the barbarous people [of

Melita] showed us no little kindness
"

($>i\o.v9p(i>-

iriav) ; (2) in Titus iii. 4, "[the] love of God our

Saviour toward man" ((juXavOpwiria). In both

places the Vulgate renders the word by humanitas.

Bishop Ellicott, in his note on the passage in

Titus, refers to the use of the word by Philo

('Leg. ad Cai.,' 10, vol. ii. p. 556).

Johnson (s.v. "Philanthropy") only quotes
Addison's Spectator, No. 177, for the use of the

word. In Richardson's dictionary the following

passage is cited from Dryden :

" This philanthropy (which we have not a proper word ,

in English to express) is everywhere manifest in our

author [Polybiusj, and from hence proceeded that divine

rule which he gave to Scipio, that whensoever he went

abroad he should take care not to return to his own
house before he had acquired a friend by some new

obligement."
A. L. .MATHEW.

Oxford.

The word "
philanthropic

''
is used, according to

Skeat, by Minsheu in 1627, presumably in his
' Guide into the Tongues,' of which the second

edition was published in that year. And Jeremy

Taylor (1613-67) speaks of
" a philanthropy and
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love to all mankind." As to the Greek word

<iAav#/>W7ros, it occurs in the writings of the

Dorian comic poet Epicharmus, born B.C. 540, and

frequently in later classic authors, such as Plato,

Xenophon, and Demosthenes. By these and other

writers it is applied as an epithet indifferently to

gods, men, horses, and dogs.
OSWALD HUNTER BLAIR, O.S.B.

Fort Augustus, N.B.

FINGER PILLORY (8
ta S. viii. 66). A description

of the finger pillory at Ashby-de-la-Zouch appeared
in 'N. &Q.' 1 st S. iv. 315. This communication
elicited the information that another of these

machines was preserved at Littlecote Hall, the

seat of the Pophams in Wiltshire (p. 395). Illus-

trations of both are given in
' Old Time Punish-

ments,' by William Andrews, 1890, also a sketch

of another, described by Plot in his
'

History of

Staffordshire,' published in 1686. A further ex-

ample may be seen in the hall of the Eight Hon.

William, Lord Paget, at Beaudesart. In an account

of the customs of the manor of Ashton-under-

Lyne in the fifteenth century it is stated that at the

manorial festivals,
"
in order to preserve as much

as possible the degree of decorum that was neces-

sary, there were frequently introduced a diminu-
tive pair of stone stocks, of about eighteen inches in

length, for confining within them the fingers of the

unruly." EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

JESSE WINDOWS (8
th S. viii. 28, 75). There

are very few complete examples of Jesse windows
now remaining in this country. Over the altar

at St. George's, Hanover Square, there is one, but
this is Flemish, of sixteenth century date, and
was brought from Malines and erected in its

present position, with additions, in 1841. A view
of part of it, showing the King Roboam, was pub-
lished in the Magazine of Art in 1885, p. 345.
In Bristol Cathedral, at the east end of the choir

there is, or was, an example of Decorated date, of

which there is a general view in Lysons's
'
Col-

lection of Gloucestershire Antiquities,' plate 92,
and a detail of one of the figures to a larger scale

on plate 93 ; and Carter, in his
' Ancient Architec-

ture of England,' plate 79, figure Q, gives a portion
of one at Salisbury, which, however, Winston, in

the Transactions of the Archseological Institute at

Salisbury in 1849, p. 137, says now no longer
exists. In 'An Enquiry into the Difference of

Style observable in Ancient Glass Painting,

especially in England,' by an Amateur (i.e.,
Charles Winston), mention is made of a very early
Jesse at York, said to be figured in Browne's
'

History of the Metropolitan Church of St. Peter,
York'; and Bloxam, in bis 'Principles of Gothic
Ecclesiastical Architecture,' vol. ii. p. 220 (1882
edition), says there is a fine example at Lowick
Church, Northampton, and that portions of one

removed from Merevale Abbey, Warwickshire,
are now preserved in the chapel of the gateway to

that abbey and in the neighbouring church of

Mancetter. At Llanrhaiadr, Denbighshire, there

is said to be a Jesse which was found buried in an
old chest in the churchyard ; and in the central

lancet at the east end of Westwell Church, Kent,
are the remains of another, consisting of two ovals,
in one of which is a figure of the Virgin ; a full-

size detail of one of the heads from this window
is given in Winston's '

Enquiry,' plate 34.

In France Viollet-le-Duc, in the ' Dictionnaire

de 1'Architecture franchise,' article
"
Jesse," men-

tions a window of the twelfth century at Chartres

Cathedral, which, if I remember correctly, is

engraved in the monograph of that cathedral by
Lassus, Duval, and Durand ; and another of the

same date is in the chapel to the Virgin in the

Abbey of St. Denis. Examples of the thirteenth

century are to be found in the cathedrals of

Reims, Amiens, and Bourges, and the Sainte

Chapelle du Palais, and of the sixteenth century
in one of the apsidal chapels of the church of

St. Etienne at Beauvais, and in the cathedrals of

Autun and Sens. BEN. WALKER.
Langstone, Erdington.

The elaborate Jesse at Christchurch, Hants, is

a carved altar screen, not a window. There is no
Jesse at Salisbury now, and I never heard of any
there. At Dorchester on Thames the stone

tracery of window as well as glass painting con-

tribute to the Jesse. At Winchester College,
and other windows, it is the painting only.

E. L. G.

One of the finest of these is at Selby. See a

very complete account of this and of some others

by the late James Fowler, F.S.A., with an illus-

tration, published by Mr. Bellerby, of Selby.
J. T. F.

Winterton, Doncaster.

EVANCE (8
tb S. iii. 469 ;

iv. 191 ; vii. 433
; viii.

35). Richard Evance and Thomas Evance married

respectively the daughters of two brothers, viz.,

Richard Evance married to Catherine, daughter
of John Lloyd, of Llanforda ; Thomas Evance,
Eleanor, daughter of Edward Lloyd, of Swyn y
maen. They were the sons of Robert Lloyd, of

Llanforda and Swyn y maen, obt. 1496, his wife

being Elizabeth, daughter and heir of Richard

Stanney, of Oswestry. The elder brother John
succeeded to the Llanforda estate, which ha?

passed to the Wynnes of Wynstay by purchase.
Edward Lloyd, of Swyn y maen, was the second

son, he was Constable of Oswestry Castle. His
will was proved 1544. The following occurs,

fo. 119, Arch. Cambrenm, 1888 :

" Richard

Lloyd, of the Dryle, Oswestry [pronounced Drilth],
Richard Lloyd had two daughters, coheiresses : one
married Richard Evanse, Oswestry, and she was
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the mother of Edward Evanse, of Dryle ; she had
the land." This relates to the second wife of
Kichard Evance, of Treveleth, obt. 1613, viz.,

Dorothy Lloyd, A. V. E.

"FILLIWILLY" (8
th S. vii. 507). Perhaps a

kind of plaid. Of. Q*t>l fiUeadk, a plait, a plaid,
as in filibeg or filibeg. It looks like a word of the

reduplicated class. CHAS. JAS. FERET.

GRAHAM OF GARTER (6
th S. viii. 288). There

never appears to have been a pedigree published
of this family. I have one, however, compiled in

1795, which is incorrect at the commencement, as

it makes out Walter Graham, brother of the second
Earl of Menteith, to have been their ancestor. This
Walter had no charter from his grandfather (first

earl) or brother, and must have died young and
unmarried. But it has been said in the past that

he had a charter of the lands of Gartur in 1553
from the Commendator or Abbot (David Erskine)
of Inchmahome. No record exists of any such

charter, and to disprove it the commendator, in

1553, granted a charter of Gartur and other lands
to Alexander Erskine of Cangnoir, and confirmed
in 1562 a charter, dated October 5, 1560, of the

said Alexander Erskine, to his brother John, Lord

Erskine, of the lands of Gartur and others in ex-

change for the half of Cambusbarron. This Walter

Graham, therefore, could not have been of Gartur,
the lands of which remained for generations in the

Erskine family. For the same reason, if he had had
a family, they could not have been of Gartur. In
the pedigree Walter's grandson, Jasper of Gartur,
is said to have married Agnes Graham of Gurt-

more. The only Jasper Graham on record was

Jasper Graham of Blaircessnock, who married an

Agnes Graham. This Jasper of Blaircessnock was
either uncle or brother-in-law to David Graham
in Bednock (of Grahatnstown, in Bednock) and
Patrick Graham of Blairquhoill (afterwards Leitch-

town) ; he was certainly one or the other, but
if brother-in-law, who his father was is not
known for certain. He was murdered in 1618

by John Graham of Polder and his brothers

Andrew, Walter, and Thomas, sons of William
Graham of Duchray, and in 1622 the king
granted letters of remission, with the consent of

Jasper's sons, John of Blaircessnock and Walter,
their mother Agnes Graham, and David and
Patrick Graham, above mentioned. The pedigree
states that John had a son Walter of Gartnr

(1681), but it is doubtful whether this was not
his brother's son, for in 1724, while there was
a John Graham of Blaircessnock, there was a
James Graham of Gartur, showing that the Blair-

cessnock, or chief line from Jasper, went on,
although it is not said so in the pedigree before
me. In my opinion the Gartur family here
branched off Biaircessnock, the Walter (1681)
being the first of Gartur, who married Marion,

daughter of Sir James Graham, Governor of

Drogheda. Before him no Graham of Gartur can
be traced, and that there was only one subsequent
generation of the family of Gartur in Menteith is

an absolute certainty. He had three sons, James,
John, and William, the last of whom bought
Gartur from his brother James, and in turn sold

it, about the middle of last century, to James
Erskine of Cardross, great-grandfather of the pre-
sent representative. James had a son of the same
name, whose line failed with his grandson, another
James. John died without issue ; and the youngest,
William (who sold Gartur), had three sons, Walter

(d.s.p.), John of Gartur (another Gartur, however),
and James (who died s.p. ). John married
Matilda Erskine, daughter of the gentleman to
whom his father had sold Gartur. In regard to-

him Mr. Erskine of Cardross informed me some
time since that, after he had married his (Mr.
Erskine's) grandaunt, he bought a small place
near Stirling and called it Gartur, now the pro-
perty of Col. Murray of Polmaise. He" died in

1818, and the inscription on his gravestone in the
island of Inchmahome records that he was the last

of his line. This brief account of the Gartur

family demonstrates two facts not before known :

that their ancestor was Jasper Graham of Blair-

cessnock, and not Walter, brother of the second earl,
as has been reputed ; and that there were only
two generations of Grahams of Gartur in Menteith.
Of Walter, brother of the second earl, nothing is

known, except that he died childless and charter-

less. WALTER M. GRAHAM EASTON.
Carron Hall, Stirling.

THE FIRST SEAMAN WHO NAVIGATED A STEAM-
SHIP ACROSS THE ATLANTIC (8

tb S. vii. 486). At
this late day the pages of ' N. & Q.' should not
be the vehicle for perpetuating so gross an error aa

is implied by the language of the above heading
as applied at the reference. The Sirius, the Great

Western, the President, and the British Queen were

among the early steamers that crossed the Atlantic,
but the Savannah preceded them all by at least nine-

teen years. Her captain was Moses Bogers, of

New London, Connecticut, and she made the trip
from Savannah to Liverpool in twenty-five days,

having sailed from Savannah May 26, and arrived

at Liverpool June 20, 1819.

GASTON DE BERNEVAL.
Philadelphia.

THE ARMS OF THE BOOTHBT FAMILY (8
th S. vii.

267). If LION'S PAW had given his authority for

the statement that the arms of the Boothby family
had been altered it would have been more satis*

factory. The writers on the subject I possess are

silent as to any alteration. Wotton, in his
'

Baronetage,' states that "
the coat of arms as

now borne by the Boothbys is now, or lately was,

painted on glass in the church windows and house
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there," referring to Boothby, in Lincolnshire. The
' Visitations

'

give the same. The arms on the

monument to William (1622) and Henry Boothby
(1648) at Boddington Church, co. Northampton,
are, In a canton, a lion's paw (Boothby), impaling
Ermine, three lions' heads erased (Hayes). The

right to bear the latter coat I am unable to ascer-

tain. JOHN RADCLIFFE.

" STILL AND ON" (8
th S. vii. 204, 475 ;

viii. 35,

77). To prevent confusion it may be well briefly

to recapitulate the points at issue here. First, in

a set of verses by the late Mr. R. L. Stevenson
these lines occur :

Still art thou dear, and dear to me,
Auld Reekie, still and on.

Can any one give another example of
"

still and
on" in this sense of

"
continuously

"
? Secondly,

Jamieson, in his 'Scottish Dictionary,' gives "with-
out intermission

"
as a definition of "

still and on,"
but furnishes no illustration. Thirdly, Jamieson
Likewise gives

"
nevertheless

"
as an equivalent of

the phrase, and thereby recognizes a usage still

prevalent in Lowland Scotch. Lastly, Jamieson's
latest editor arbitrarily omits this second defini-

tion, and to that extent weakens the authoritative

character of the work. I have heard
' '

still and
on "in the sense of "nevertheless" hundreds of

times, but never once with the other signification.
THOMAS BAYNE.

Helensburgh, N.B.

"EDUCATIONALIST" (8
th S. viii. 67). The fol-

lowing philological reasons for the ending of words
like the above are from Latham's '

Dictionary,'
t.v. "Naturalist":

" This is the word which pre-eminently serves as the

precedent in favour of certain derivatives in -ist, being
attached to the affix -at, rather than to the base to which
the -al itself

is_ affixed; i.e, it favours such forms as

agricultur-al-ist', rather than agricultur-ist. No man
eays nalurist; indeed, the word means something else.

That agriculturalist is over-long is not denied. It is

held, however, that naturalist is the standard for words
of four syllables at least."

In the same work, "Agriculturalist" is defined
" One whose pursuits are agricultural," and

"
Agri-

culturist," "One employed in agriculture" a differ-

ence of definitions much about the same as between
six and half a dozen. Webster (new edition) and
Annandale give both words as synonymous, the

former adding that "agriculturist" is the pre-
ferred form. "

Scripturalist
" Latham omits,

giving only
"

Scripturist," "One who thoroughly
understands the sacred writings." This is en-

dorsed by Webster and by Annandale, who define
"
Scripturalist,"

" One who adheres literally to the

Scriptures
" a real difference in definitions this

time. "
Constitutionalist " and " Constitutionist

"

are both in Latham, as well as in Webster and in

Annandale, with a slight definitional difference.
"
Educationist " and ''Educationalist" are con-

spicuous by their absence in Latham ;
the former

alone is in Webster, and Annandale has both as

synonymous.
" Grammatici certant et adhuc sub

judice Us est." F. E. A. GASC.

Brighton.

Philologically, "educationalist" is a perfectly

good form. It has the analogy of "nationalist,"
"
denominationalist,"

"
intuitionalist," and such

words to recommend it, though there is the in-

stance of
"
coercionist

" on the other side. It is

found interchangeably with "educationist" from

the beginning of the present century, but recent

usage appears to prefer it. It is the form adopted

bv so noteworthy an authority as Mr. A. J. Ellis.

W. B.

Edinburgh.

CORNISH CCJSTOM (8
tb S. viii. 28). This is the

remains of the old Dedication Feast of St. la, the

patron saint of St. Ives, and of the old game of

"hurling," played as part of the feast. The ball is,

of course, only silver-plated ;
I believe the body is

cork. For a full description, see J. H. Matthews's

History of St. Ives,' p. 393.

C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

' FRANKENSTEIN
'

(8
th S. vii. 485). The identi-

fication of Frankenstein's soulless monster with

Frankenstein himself has become so common, that

I fear it will be a long time before the error is

finally eradicated. Here is another instance of the
" unfortunate derangement," from the English

Illustrated Magazine for July. In a short article

on Prince von Bismarck the writer says (p. 295) :

"Bismarck had, of course, not the faintest idea

that he was creating a Frankenstein for himself

and for the German monarchy." I have not Mrs.

Shelley's novel at hand ; but was not its alternative

title 'The Modern Prometheus'? The remem-

brance of this would stop the error.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

" FINE-AXED
"
(8

th S. viii. 27, 77). A term used

in masons' work. It is defined, not explained, in

glossaries, &c., as " a more careful description of

single-axed work." Through the kindness of Mr.

C. A. Mitchell, head master of the Regent Street

Polytechnic School, I am enabled to give a more

intelligible account of it.

The tool used resembles two wedges set butt to

butt, forming a double-edged head about 9 in. long

from edge to edge, 2 in. thick where the handle

passes through it, and 3 in. to 4 in. broad along

the cutting edges, parallel to the axis of the

handle, the handle itself about 2ft. 6 in. long.

The stone is brought to a plane face with a pick,

and the surface is then chopped over with the axe,

which leaves a number of parallel incisions, each

of a length answering to the length of the cutting

edge. When one row of these cuts has been made
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from side to Bide of the face to be dressed another

row is worked, until the whole surface is covered.

There are about sixteen cuts to the inch.
" Axed "

work is dressed in the same manner,
but with a heavier axe, its cutting edges bevelled

to a less acute angle, and about four cuts go to an

inch.
" Axed" and " fine-axed

"
work is employed on

hard stone
;
freestone and soft stone are usually

either "tooled" or "chiselled," as being more

expeditious work.

ALEX. BEAZELEY, M.Inst.C.E.
Thornton Heath.

This term is used to describe the finest face,

short of rubbing or polishing, given to granites
and other hard stones, and is obtained by the use

of the patent axe.

The block is first taken out of winding, that is,

all the surfaces are brought up as true and level

as possible, and it is then gone over by the axe,
which consists of an iron head into which six or

eight steel blades are bolted with their cutting

edges equidistant and level, and a true, slightly

rough surface is the result. BEN. WALKER.
Langstone, Erdington.

VESTMENT BRASSES (8
th S. viii. 28). Is H. F.,

as he proposes the publication of a work on brasses,
aware of

"A Manual of Monumental Brasses, comprising an
Introduction to the Study of these Memorials, and a List

of those remaining in the British Isles. With two
hundred illustrations. By the Kev, Herbert Haines,
M.A., Ex. Coll., Oxford. The Parkers, 61

"
1

There is a review in
' N. & Q.,' 2nd S. xi. 40,

from which it appears that this is the second publi-
cation of the author on the subject ; and that in the

second part of the book there is an accurate and

comprehensive account of the present state of the

monumental brasses in England ; that the list con-
tains notices of more than 3,200 brasses in England
with figures, and 1,200 inscriptions and fragments,
The volume contains between 500 and 600 pages.

ED. MARSHALL.

SO-HO (7
th S. xii. 144, 198, 253, 296 ;

8"> S. vi.

365, 455; vii. 195). In Shakespeare's 'King
Henry V.,' III. vii., "c.aha" is addressed to a
horse. W. C. B.

LEONARDO DA VINCI :

{ THE LAST SUPPER '

(8
th S. vii. 488). Eight years have passed since

Miss BUSK declined to give us the benefit of the
vast store of knowledge accumlated by that talented
contributor on the subject of the Cenacolo (7

tfi

S. v. 410, 471), and here we are, wading among the

myths relating to that sublime creation as gaily as
ever. MR. W. E. LATTON asks where he "can
find a verification of the story that, in the Milan
fresco, Leonardo painted a porcelain vase " so

exquisitely
"
that people who came to see the fresco

were more struck with, and commented more on, the

painting of the vase than on the face and aspect of

our Lord
; and when this came to Leonardo's ears

he immediately painted out tbe vase,
"
remarking

that it was on our Lord, and not on any accessories,
that he wanted attention fixed."

MR. LAYTON'S difficulty in finding a satisfactory
authority for that statement is not surprising, for

I do not believe this story has ever appeared in print.
Leonardo began his fresco in 1497, and, according
to his friend Fra Luca Pacialo, he finished it in the

following year. There is no evidence to show that
Leonardo ever entered the Refectory after he com-

pleted the Cenacolo. He had quarrelled with the

prior of the convent about the head and features
of Judas, and it is not to be supposed that the

prior would easily have forgiven the insult implied
by the words which Leonardo addressed to Lodovico
II Moro :

"
se forse nol trover6 io, vi pono

quello di questo padre Priore che ora me si molesta,
cbe maravigliosamente gli si confani." We have
this anecdote on the authority of Vasari. I do
not remember to have seen that vase in Marco
d'Oggiono's copy, executed circa 1500, during
Leonardo's absence at Florence. In reply to MR.
LAYTON'S question, "Where did Mrs. Jameson
get her authority for the identification of tbe

Apostles ?
"

I can only suppose that she was well

acquainted with Stendhal's (Henry Beyle)
' His-

toire de la Peinture en Italie,' where a descriptive
list is given, on the authority of

" Pierre Luini,
fils du celebre Bernardino," who is supposed to

have painted the fresco at Ponte Capriaso, a place
which, according to Miss BUSK, is "situated
among the mountains." RICHARD EDGCUMBE.

33, Tedworth Square, Chelsea.

FISH-HEAD SHAPED WINDOWS (8
th S. vii. 28,

77, 337, 415).- Tbe windows enclosed by three

equal curves in the triforium of Westminster

Abbey, and the clearstory of Lichfield nave,
might be called "fish-head shaped." Small copies
of such are now very common, but they were rare
in mediaeval England, and I never heard of any in
other countries. E. L. G.

SEDAN-CHAIR (8th S. vii. 305, 396). The hypo-
thesis put forward by MR. R. B. DOUGLASS seems

scarcely tenable, but it is not improbable that he
may, perhaps unwittingly, have thrown light on the

subject. Is it not very likely that the name of the
inventor or first celebrated maker of the chair was

Sedan, and that the vehicle was called after him ?

We have a precisely analogous instance in hansom
cab. MELANCTHON MADVIQ.

SIR GORE, or SACOMBK (8
th S. viii. 68). Sir

John Gore, eldest son of Sir Ralph Gore (who was
seventh son of Gerard Gore, of London, alderman,
by Ellen Davenant), knighted at York 1646 ;

High Sheriff for Herts 6 Charles II. ; M.P. for
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Hertford 23 Charles II. (1671). Purchased the

manors of Temple Chelsin and Sacombe from Lord

Bellasis, and sold them, 4 James II., to Sir Thomas
Bolt. Ob. Sept. 14, 1697, cet. 77; buried at

Wotton. He married Catherine, eldest daughter
of Sir John Boteler, of Woodhall, Herts, KB.
From this Sir John Gore the Gores of Kilkenny
are descended. FANNY BULKELEY-OWEN.

Sir John Gore purchased the manors of Sacombe,
Temple Chelsing, and Box from Lord Belasis in

the reign of Charles I. ; was knighted at York
1640 ; married Catherine, daughter of Sir John

Boteler, of Woodhall, Herts. He was Sheriff

1654, and Burgess for Hertford in the twenty-
third year of Charles II. MATILDA POLLAED.

CURIOUS NAUTICAL PUNCH-BOWL (8
th S. vii.

369). In reply to W. I. R. V., I send particulars
of some Sunderland ware in my possession. A
bowl, twelve inches in diameter. In the inner

centre,
" The Arms of the Ancient and Honour-

able Fraternity of Free and Accepted Masons,"
which are the arms of the so-called Modern Masons,
with supporters. At the bottom of the shield are

depicted the square, compasses, and plumb, and
the usual motto,

" Audi Vide Tace," which is sur-

rounded by the pink lustre decorations. On one
side is depicted a view of the "

Bridge over the

Wear," with sailing vessels and a steam-packet
underneath. On the opposite, "The Mariner's

Compass." Between these are the second and
fourth verses quoted by W. I. E. V. On the one
side is a view of the " New Bridge over the Wear
at Sunderland," with ships and a steam-packet
underneath, the other being

" The Agamemnon in
a Storm," between which are the following verses,
within two sprays of flowers, as on the inside :

The Sailor lost in stormy seas,

Though far his bark may roam,
Still hears a voice in every breeze
That wakens thoughts of home.

He thinks upon his distant friends,
His wife, his humble cot,

And from his inmost heart ascends
The prayer,

"
Forget-me-not."

Ensigns of state that feed our pride,
Distinctions troublesome and vain,

By Masons true are laid aside ;

Art's freeborn sons such toys disdain,
Ennobled by the name they bear,

Distinguished by the badge they wear.

On the bottom is impressed
" Moore & Co."

A gallon jug, on which is depicted, on the out-

side, "A South-East View of the Iron Bridge
over the Wear near Sunderland, founded on Stone
laid by P. Burdon, Esq., Sept. 24th, 1793, opened
Aug. 9tb, 1796 "; and on oval on either side is

given weight of iron in the structure. Below is,"
J. Phillips Hylton Pottery." On the opposite

side, within a wreath, Justice with the scales,
Truth with a mirror, between which are the two

pillars, in the centre of which is a building, the

foreground of which is a tesselated pavement,
below which is the following :

The world is in pain
Our secrets to gain,

But still let them wonder and gaze on ;

They ne'er can divine

The word nor the sign
Of a Free and Accepted Mason.

Above, in the centre, is the All-seeing Eye, and
on either side of the two figures are depicted
several well-known Masonic emblems. Beneath
all is "Dixon and Austin Sunderland Pottery.'*
In the centre, under the spout, within a wreath,
are the following lines, above which are the square
and compasses, the pentalpha, with G in the

centre, and the triple tau :

Let Masonry from Pole to Pole
Her sacred laws expand

Far as the mighty waters roll,

To wash remotest land.

That virtue has not left mankind
Her social maxims prove,

For stamped upon the Mason's mind
Are unity and love.

The above are depicted in various colours, with a
band of pink lustres above and below. No name
or mark on bottom.

A mug, five and a quarter inches in diameter

and five and a quarter high inside, on the outside

of which is depicted
" New Bridge over the Wear

at Sunderland." On the opposite side is depicted,
in the distance, a ship at sea, with a boat near the

shore with sailors in it. In the foreground is a

sailor, with his wife in tears, and two children,
behind which is their cottage, with the following
lines underneath :

Sailor's Farewell,

Sweet ! oh ! sweet is that sensation

Where two hearts in union meet ;

But the pain of separation

Mingles bitter with the sweet.

The above is also depicted in colours, with the

usual pink lustres dispersed about.

All the above ware is white. T. F.

Your correspondent's date (August 9, 1796) for

the opening of the Wear Bridge is correct ;
but I

question the accuracy of the date (1803) assigned
for the manufacture of the punch-bowl.

Although the Comet was plying in the Clyde
in 1812, the Tyne was the first of the rivers in

England to begin passenger traffic by steam. The

Tyne Packet Company's boat Perseverance ran

for the first time between Newcastle and Shields

on May 19, 1814, and it is probable that a few

years elapsed before a steamboat appeared on the

Wear. The Safety was the first steam vessel

registered at Sunderland, and that in 1825.

EVERAED HOME COLEMAN.

KUM (8
th S. vi. 363 ; vii. 38). Dr. Holmes, in

bis charming
'

Autocrat," alludes to the compre-
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tensive meaning of the word " rum "
in modern

American speech.
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

Hastings.

K REFORMADES "
(8

th S. viii. 68). This means
those who, having been in the service, return to it

as volunteer?. The term has frequent treatment

in
' N. & Q.' In 3rd S. vii. 282 there is, after a

query, a note with references to Burder and Offor

as commentators, as also to Phillips's
' New World

of Words.' A longer explanation is given by
E. VENABLES, ED. MARSHALL, W. E. BUCKLEY,
and E. H. MARSHALL, in reply to a repetition of

the query, at 6th S. ix. 432, as also by E. PEACOCK
at p. 511 and by R. R. at x. 50. At p. 97 there

is a reply by me to the supposition of R. R. that

I wish to substitute
"
volunteers," because I quote

from the edition of the R.T.S., which has the

substitution. H. H. 8. reopens the question at

7th S. xi. 507, by a reference to the use of the

term by the House of Commons in 1642, to which
E. H. MARSHALL replies by a reference to De
Quincey's 'Works,' as containing an account of

the use of the term in vol. xvi. 490, at xii. 74,
while F. 0. BIRKBECK TERRY supplies a list of

the notices in 6th S. ix. x. at 7th S. xii. 213.

Curiously, Johnson omits the term, although it

occurs in some earlier dictionaries or glossaries, as

in those of Bulloker, Blount, Cole, and Bailey.
ED. MARSHALL.

AN OLD FRENCH MAP OF NORTH AMERICA
(8

tn S. vii. 421, 515
;

viii. 70). CANON TAYLOR'S

ingenious hypothesis as to the identity of Norway
and Norumbega will not do at all. In the Spanish
State Papers of Elizabeth, now being calendared

by me for the Record Office, Norumbega is several

times mentioned as in America, although, appa-
rently erroneously, it is described as being in

Florida. The reason for this error is, I believe, the

following. By virtue of a patent granted June 11.

1578, Sir Humphrey Gilbert was authorized to

discover and take possession of unappropriated
territory in any part of the world ; and on June 6

1582, he granted a sub-licence to two Catholic

gentlemen, Sir George Peckham and Sir Thomas
<jrerrard, to discover and colonize any place between

Cape Breton and Cape Florida, the whole eastern
seaboard of the present United States, the idea, in

which Sir Philip Sidney was a prime mover, being
to found a refuge where English Catholics migh
live according to their conscience while retaining
their English nationality ;

and a large sum o

money was subscribed by the Catholics for thi

.purpose. Apparently, after the land had been

reconnoitred, a place was fixed upon for th

experiment to be made, and in February, 1583
a specific grant was made by Gilbert to Peckham
(Colonial State Papers) of "all that river ant

bay called by Master John Dee, Dee river, whic

.ver, by the description of John Verazamus, Flo-

entine, lies in latitude N. 42." It is described as

aving its entrance open to the south, about half a

eague broad at the mouth, and extending inside,

orth and east, for twelve leagues, when it forms

gulf twenty leagues in circumference. The gulf

s said to contain five islands, and these, together

with 1,500,000 acres of land on the "supposed
ontinent adjacent," are granted in soccage to

'eckharn ;

" but the 1,500,000 acres might not

xtend more than sixty miles along the sea coast

vest towards the river Norumbeage." The river

STorumbeage or Norumbega, as it is called by the

Spaniards was, therefore, probably the Hudson,
nd the territory called after it no doubt extended

ndefinitely round the site of the present city of

tfew York. As Spanish attention at the time

was mainly directed on the eastern shores of North

America to preventing a French or English settle-

ment in Florida, it was natural for them to fix

upon the words "
Cape Florida

"
in Gilbert's first

;rant to Peckham, and to jump at the conclusion

'hat "the banks of the Norumbeage (Norum-

>ega)," where the Catholic colony was to be

stablished, were in Florida. It is needless to say
hat the Spanish diplomatists bitterly opposed the

cheme, and moved the Church to warn the English
atholics against joining in it.

MARTIN A. S. HUME.

Will CANON TAYLOR accept my best thanks for

lis long and kind reply, at the last reference, to

my personal appeal to him at the last reference

t one 1 JONATHAN BOUCHIKR.

A DUMB BELL (8
th S. vii. 507 ; viii. 98). Mr.

E. Edwards, in '

Words, Facts, and Phrases,' says :

" The original dumb-bell was an apparatus contrived

like that for ringing church bells ; that ia, a heavy fly-

wheel with a weight attached, which was set in motion

[ike a church bell, until it acquired sufficient impetus
to carry the gymnast up and down, and BO bring the

muscles into active play. There is one at New College,

Oxford, to the present day."

F. 0. BIRKBECK TERRY.

SEVEN WONDERS OF THE -WORLD (8
th S. iv.

407 ;
v. 50). When I sent my quotation from

Tb^ophile Gautier's
'

Voyage en Espagne,' Apropos
of this subject, I had not read Victor Hugo's tine

poem, or, rather, series of poems, entitled 'Lea

Sept MerveiJles du Monde 'in 'La Legende des

Siecles.' Victor Hugo's list of the seven wonders

is the usual one at least, what I have been accus-

tomed to regard as the usual one, namely, the

Temple of Ephesus, the Hanging Gardens of Baby-

lon, the Mausoleum of King Mausolus, the statue

of Jupiter Olympius, the Pharos of Alexandria,

the Colossus of Rhodes, the Pyramids, or strictly,

perhaps, the Great Pyramid of Cheops. Perhaps
I may be allowed to quote the following lines from

the seventh division of the poem, as they maj
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interest those of your readers to whom they may be

new :

Et, comme dans un chceur les strophes s'accelerent,

Toutes ces voix dans 1'ombre obscure se melerent.

Les jardins de Belus repeterent : Lee jjurs

Nous versent les rayons, les parfums, les amours ;

Le printemps immortel, c'est nous, nous seuls; nous

somraes
La joie epanouie en roses sur les hommes.
Le mausolee altier dit: Je suis la douleur ;

J e suis le marbre, auguste en sa sainte paleur ;

Cieux ! je suis le grand trdne et le grand mauBolee ;

Contemplez-moi. Je pleure une larme etoilee.

La sagesse, c'est moi, dit le phare marin
;

Je suis la force, dit le colosse d'airain ;

Et 1'olympien dit : Moi, je suis la puissance.

Et le temple d'Ephese, autel que 1'ame encense,

Fronton qu'adore 1'art, dit: Je suis la beaute.

Et moi, cria Cheops, je suis l'6ternite.

Et je vis, a travers le crepuscule humide,

Apparaitre la haute et sombre pyramide.

The words which I have italicized are one of

those golden phrases which one constantly meets

with in Victor Hugo, and which gladden the heart of

true lover of poetry. JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

Ropley, Alresford.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

The Arthurian Epic. By S. Humphreys Gurteen,
M.A.Camb. (Putnam's Sons.)

THIS painstaking, elaborate, and erudite study of the

versions, Cambrian, Breton, and Anglo-Norman, of the

epic and of Tennyson's
'

Idylls of the King,' aims at, or

at least succeeds in, promoting over two well-known and
brilliant reputations a reputation not hitherto either

very brilliant or very well known. Mr. Gurteen's book

is, in fact, to a great extent a glorification of Walter
31 ap. the supposed originator of the 'Quest of the Holy
Graal.' We say advisedly supposed, since, though the

authorship of the Latin version of the ' Roman du
Saint Graal

' and that of the ' Roman de Merlin '

are

ascribed to him by the best authorities, some doubt as

to the authorship is yet possible. Mr. Gurteen is, in

fact, an enthusiast, accepting Arthur as a genuine
monarch who reigned in the sixth century, and being,

indeed, jealous of his position, rank, and influence. Now
the existence of Arthur is a little more open to doubt
than is Map's authorship of the romances before men-
tioned. That Arthur actually lived no one who has

read the literature of Wales, Cornwall, and Brittany,

says our author, can reasonably doubt. The Welsh

poems to which Mr. Gurteen trusts are of very ques-
tionable authority as regards date, and there are at least

as many scholars who believe Arthur a fabulous person
as who believe him to have lived. Mr. Gurteen's en-

thusiasm is so sincere it carries away his readers; and

though his exaltation of the 'Roman du Saint Graal'
and his opinions generally on the Arthurian epic fail

to carry conviction, his criticism is often valuable, and
his work is an important as well as a pleasing contribu-

tion to the subject on which he writes. Not at all the

first man is he to arraign Tennyson's treatment of
certain portions of the legend?, and his admiration of

other portions is sincere and eloquently expressed. We
dissent entirely from him when he speaks of La Mort
Daithur' as "a stately folio, though of no artistic

merit," and his subsequently expressed regret that "the-
execution of the work was not performed by more skil-

ful hands." Neither to Tennyson nor Malory is he in-

tentionally unjust, and he concedes even that "the
'Mort Darthur,' with all its imperfection?, has a subtle

magnetic charm which is irresistible." We are glad to
commend this new volume of comparative criticism. It
strikes us as written throughout in a vein of needless

exaltation, and some of its opinions seem more than a
little fantastic. It is, however, a learned and readable

book, and an important contribution to a popular and
heroical theme.

The Model Republic. By F. Grenfell Baker. (Nichols.)
A STAUNCH admirer, friend, and disciple of Sir Richard'
Burton, to whose memory his book is dedicated, Mr.
Baker has bestowed upon a history of Switzerland, under-
taken at Burton's suggestion, the title of ' The Model
Republic.' The task of writing a comprehensive history
of Switzerland demands a special and wide range of gifts
and acquirements, with the possession of some, but not

all, of which Mr. Baker may be credited. His highest
qualification seems to be impartiality ;

his gravest short-

coming is in his style, which is cumbrous and overladen
with epithets. On the whole, his difficult task is capably
discharged, and bis work is a distinct contribution to

historical knowledge. How arduous is his self-imposed
labour may be judged from the fact that he begins with
the lacustrine dwellers, remains of whose constructions
are found in the waters of Geneva, Constance, Zurich,.
Neuchatel, and Bienne, and ends with the Switzerland
of to-day, to which alone the title he has chosen can be
applied. The materials to his hand are abundant rather
than trustworthy. During the period of Roman invasion
and conquest historical data are forthcoming. After this

comes a period almost wholly mythic before we arrive
once more at an historical record of deeds heroic in the
highest degree at the outset, but saddening and base
before the end. Apart from the fact that they were the
mercenaries of Europe, the Swiss peasants lived in a
state of constant warfare among themselves, and the
record of internecine combats becomes depressing. A
tendency on the part of thoee whose life is spent in

mountainous districts, where a hard living is laboriously
wrung from an ungrateful soil, to descend upon and

pillage the inhabitants of the plains, is known and is

admirably satirized by Peacock in the lines beginning
The mountain sheep were sweeter,
But the valley sheep were fatter,

We therefore thought it meeter
To feed upon the latter.

This fruitful source of rapine does not seem to have
influenced the Swiss so much as local jealousies and reli-

gious feuds. It is, of course, a disastrous thing for a

country when it is practically divided between two anta-

gonistic and implacably hostile religions such as were for
two centuries Catholicism and Protestantism. The
most interesting portion of the volume is necessarily that

describing the emancipation of the Swiss from Austrian
and Burgundian dominion and the establishment of what
was a bourgeois and almost a peasant government, the-

most picturesque chapter being that descriptive of the
death of Peter von Hagenbach and the battles of Heri-
court, Grandson, Morat, and Nancy, between the Con-
federate Swiss and the Burgundian troops of Charles the
Rash, in the last of which Charles lost his life. The use
made of these actions by Scott in his ' Anne of Geieratein

'

is well known. The progress of the Reformation in
Switzerland is mainly told through the lives of the
reformers. Materials as regards this portion are, as the
writer says, abundant, but are necessarily strongly
coloured by partisanship. Mr. Baker holds the scales
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equitably. Like impartiality is shown in dealing with

the French conquest. Mr. Baker quotes freely from

Winwood Reade, of whom he is obviously a great

admirer, Freeman, Carlyle, and other writers of authority.

He is careful, accurate in the main, and trustworthy.

We find a few slips, the responsibility for which may
possibly rest with the printer" incognito

"
for incog-

nita,
" noend

"
for nceud,

"
gaige

"
for gorge, and so

forth. The book is handsomely printed and has two

good maps, showing respectively the Switzerland of

Roman times and that of to-day.

Caesar in Surrey : Walling Street in Surrey and Mid-
dlesex. By H. F. Napper. (Privately printed.)

ME. NAPPER has given attention to Caesar's statements

regarding his British campaign, but we do not think

that he has fully mastered the modern literature on the

subject. He rejects the old opinion that Caesar crossed

the Thames at Coway Stakes, believing that Hungerford
was the point where he and his soldiers forded the

river. To ua this seems improbable, if for no other

reason, because we do not think the Thames was fordable

at that point. In this, however, we may be wrong. If

the river was not confined by banks, as it seems to

have been during the historic time, it may have spread

ita waters far and wide, and thus the channel may have

been shallower. This is an unlikely hypothesis.

Mr. Napper thinks the original
" Londinium must

have been on the south side of the Thames, and pro-

bably about the locality of Southwark and Bermondsey."

This, if we understand him rightly, was the old town,

but after a time a new London arose, the Londinium

Augusta of the Romans. We imagine that London anti-

quaries will be slow in accepting these modifications of

preconceived notions.

Eliot Papers. By E. Howard. (E. Hicka, jun.)

THE Eliots whose doings are chronicled here were a

family of some consideration in the last century, pro-

minent in that circle of well-known Quakers which had

ita centre at Plaistow, and embraced the Frys, the

Gurneys, the Barclays, and the Fowlers. Like moat of

that excellent body, the Eliots seem to have possessed

a full share of the serpentine shrewdness and columbine

simplicity which manages to make the best of both

worlds. These family papers, which Mr. Howard

printed privately two years ago, he now presents to a

larger public ;
and though their interest must primarily

be for kinsmen, there is much to interest others in the

incidental light thrown on the history of the old Society

of Friends and on the social life of the period. The
second part of the papers consists chiefly of extracts

from the deciphered diary of one Peter Briggins, a

London merchant of the time of Queen Anne, which

are sufficiently quaint. The peep into other people's

lives which a diary affords seldom fails to gratify and

stimulate inquiry. We would fain know, amongst other

things, what was "
ye sword blade office

" which the

peaceful Briggins much frequented about the year 1712.

Bibliographica. Part VI. (Kegan Paul & Co.)

THE sixth part of this attractive and valuable periodical
is an advance upon most, if not all, of its predecessors.
It contains five articles, all of supreme interest to biblio-

graphers. Of these two are continuations. Mr. W. H.
Allnutt gives further development to his history of

English provincial presses, furnishing an account of the

origin or resumption of printing in Norwich, Lambeth,
Wandsworth and Hampstead, Greenstreet and Stonor,
Cambridge, Oxford, and elsewhere, and dealing at some

length with the productions of the Marprelate press ; and
Mr. Paul Kristeller resumes his description of Florentine

book illustration?, supplying numerous designs, many of

them of unsurpassable interest. Mr. Cyril Daven-
port's

' Little Gidding Bindings
'

gives a full Hat of the

Harmonies, and reproduces many bindings of remark-
able beauty. The contrasts of colour and gold in these
are truly remarkable. Mr. George Somes Layard gives
an ample account of the illustrations to

' Robinson

Crusoe,' from the first issue, the frontispiece to which is

supplied, to editions published but a year or two ago.
Mr. Henry R. Plomer sends notices of printers and
printing in the State Papers, and supplies many facts

concerning the history of printing now first brought to

light.

MANY subjects of great interest to archaeologists,

literary men, and folk-lorists receive attention in the

pages of the latest numbers of the Intermediate which
have reached us. Among the questions discussed may
be mentioned that of whether kissing is an instinctive

caress, common to all branches of the human race, or a

purely artificial usage. The celebrated legend of the
devil and the Cathedral of Cologne is also noticed, and
the number for July 10 contains curious data for a

description of the French custom of burning cats on the
Eve of St. John. As late as June, 1859, or I860, it

appears that " un malheureux matou " was thus sacrificed

at Saint-Prix (Seine-et-Oise), although the barbarous
rite had dropped into desuetude at Paris before the end
of the sixteenth century. The honour of firing the
" backer de la Saint-Jean "

belonged to the king in the

capital. Louis XI. lighted the pile set up in the Place
de Greve in 1471, and Henry IV. in 1596. Little by
little, however, the fete lost its importance, and Louis

XIV., in his minority, was the last king who presided at
the solemnity. In 1787 the whole thing was abolished.
A reply given to a correspondent of the Intermediaire

concerning the orientation of churches mentions the
curious fact that a parish in the diocese of Bayeux bears
the official name of Ouville la Bien-Tournee, in ironical

reference to the church, which is not properly orientated,
the slope on which it stands necessitating a displace-
ment of ita axis. Another reply, relative to ' Saint

Charlemagne,' records that, though the canonization of
the great emperor has never been officially admitted by
any legitimate Pope, the University of Paris proclaimed
him ita patron in 1661, without, however, giving him the
title of saint expressly.

|totijtts ia

We mutt call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "Duplicate."

G. G. SOMERVILLE ('"Twixt Tweedledum and Tweedle-

dee"). Claimed by John Byrom, and most probably
his ; but has been assigned to Swift and Pope.

NOTICE.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The
Editor of ' Notes and Queries

' "
Advertisements and

Business Letters to " The Publisher
"

at the Office,
Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to tate that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no* exception.
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THE EARLY LIFE OF ANNE BOLEYN.
It is somewhat remarkable that of the early days

of a person so familiar ia English history as Anne

Boleyn so little should be accurately known. We
are not, at this moment, certain whether Anne was
the elder or the second daughter of Sir Thomas

Boleyn, nor can we definitely fix the date of her

birth. The researches of Friedmann tend to prove
that, as has been usually assumed, she was the

eldest, but that she was born in 1502, or in the

first half of 1503, and not in 1507, the date

generally assigned on the authority of Camden.
It has been contended by Brewer that Mary was
the eldest daughter ; but his argument is vigorously
combated by Friedmann. The conclusions of the

latter writer are emphatic in opposition to Brewer's

suggestion that it was Mary, and not Anne, who
went to France in the suite of Mary Tudor in 1514.

There are reasons for assuming that it was the

elder sister, in any case, who made this journey

(Mile, de Boleyn) ; and a metrical French tract,

printed in 1545, and composed a fortnight after

Anne's death, is responsible for the statement, as

is more fully set forth hereafter, that it was Anne
who accompanied Mary Tudor to France. It may,
therefore, be conceded that the probabilities are in

favour of Anne's having been born before Mary.
A little bit of fresh information on this point

has just come to light, in the shape of an original

holograph letter, recently sold at Sotheby's, from

Sir Thos. Boleyn to Margaret of Austria, Governor
of the Netherlands. It runs as follows :

" Ma treschiere et tres redoubtee dame dans sy hu'ble
cuer quil mest possible a v're bonne grace me Re-
com'ande. II voua playra a sauoir com'ent la seur du
Hoy mon maistre madame marie Reyne fyancee de france
ma Requyse dauoir auecques elle ma fille la petitte bouluiu

laquelle ma tres redoubtee dame eat a present auesques
vous en v're court a laquelle Requeste Je may peult
ne sceut Refuzer nullement, sy est ma tres redoubtee
dame que Je vous supplie tres humblement quil vous

plaise de don'er et octroyer congiet a ma fille de pouuoir
Retourner p'deuent moy auecquea mes gens lesquels Jay
envoyet deuers voua a ceste cause ma tree redoubte dame
Je me tiena fort obligiet envers vre bonne grace a cause
de la gra't hon'eur que fait aues a ma fille et que ne mest

possible a desaeruir deuers \ re bonne grace non obstant

que Je ne dezire aultre chose synon que Je vos puisse
faire aulcun seruice agreable ce que Jeapere de faire

encores cy en apres un plaisir de dieu auquel Je prie ma
trea redoubtee dame quil voua doinst lentier accom-

plissement de vos nobles et bong desirs Escript deaoubz
mon signe manuel a la court Royalle de grynewiche en

engleterre/ le xiiij" Jour daoust m xve et xiiij.

v" trea hu'ble S'uiteur

Sr Thoma
s Boleyn.

By this document a considerable addition

accrues to our stock of information. We find, in

the first place, that a daughter of Sir Thos. Boleyn
was, in August, 1514, at the Court of Margaret of

Austria, Governor of the Netherlands, and was
summoned thence to England by her father at the

request of Mary Tudor, a fact quite unknown to

the biographers of Anne Boleyn, who assume that

she (or her sister Mary) was at Hever when sum-
moned to attend Mary Tudor. In the second place
we learn that the arrival of

"
la petitte boulain

"
in

England could not have taken place much earlier

than the end of August, 1514, whilst the espousal
of Mary Tudor to Louis XII. took place at Green-
wich on Aug. 13 of that year. Hence it appears
that the resolution of Mary to have the little

Boleyn in her train must have been a somewhat
hurried one, as the girl could not have arrived till

after the ceremonial (in which Miss Strickland

assumes that she took part). Thirdly, What are we
to infer from the words "

la petitte boulain "
? Can

this expression be construed to refer to the younger
daughter, in view of the fact that the girl who was
in Mary Tudor's suite was called Mademoiselle de
Boulain (Cotton MSS.) ; or may it refer to her age ?

According to Camden, Anne was only seven years
old in 1514, whilst Friedmann, perhaps with soae

reason, would make her twelve years of age.
The main arguments for the statement that it

was Anne, and not Mary, who went into France
with Mary Tudor, are derived from a tract, en-

titled "Epistre contenant le Proc&s Criminel fait

a 1'encontre de la Eoyne Boullant d'Angleterre,"

Lyons, 1545, in which occur these lines :

Or monseigneur je croia que bien scavcz

Et de longtemps la connoissance avez

Que Anne Boulant premierement aortit

De ce pays quand Marie en partit, i
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and from a work by Charles de Bourgville, who
mentions "Une demoiselle nomme Anne Boullene

laquelle avoit ete nourrie en France et y estoit

venue lorsqae le Koy Louis douzieme epousa la

Eoyne Marie sceur du Roy d'Angleterre."
These authorities cited by Friedmann seem to

be sufficient for the demonstration that it was

Anne,and not Mary, who accompanied MaryTudor ;

and in the light of our letter the whole question
as to which sister was the elder would appear to

hinge on the construction of the words "
la petitte

boulain." If this expression indicates that it was
the younger sister who was in the train of Mary
Tudor, Brewer's contention is correct, and Mary
Boleyn was older than Anne, whilst if it should

appear that the words merely indicate that she was
of very tender age, an additional argument may be

found herein for the view that Anne was born in

1507, and not in 1502-3. I invite suggestions
from readers of

' N. & Q.' as to the legitimate
conclusions to drawn from the new facts.

J. ELIOT HODOKIN.

THE BIBLIOGRAPHICAL EXHIBIT AT THE
COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.

(Continuedfrom p. 103.)

Next to the Century Company was the Harper's

(New York) exhibit. This firm showed the first

iook printed by them, 'Seneca's Morals,'L'Estrange,
New York, 1817. They did not become publishers
until the following year. Their exhibit also in-

cluded the MS. of ' Ben Hur,' by Lew Wallace,
written in a small compact hand, and also a manu-

script of Mark Twain's, whose chirography is in

strong contrast to that of Wallace, being large and

scrawly, with many erasures. Other MSS. are

those of ' Wessex Folk,
1

Hardy ;

' A Simpleton,'
Charles Reade ;

' In a Strange People's Country,'
Miss Mnrfee ;

' Twelfth Night,' an essay, by
Andrew Lang ; and a page of Arnelie Rives's

magnificent failure
'
./Ethelwold.' Of course, there

were many others, besides numerous original draw-

ings and a large number of their publications ; but
the most interesting features of their exhibit have
been already mentioned.

Continuing on through the aisle, the Scribner's

'New York) pavilion was next reached. There,
eide by side, they displayed a time-stained copy of

the American Magazine of December, 1787, and
the "

Exposition Number
"

of Scribner's Magazine
(May, 1893). In connexion with the latter was
shown the original MSS. of the articles and the

drawings for the illustrations which appeared in it.

The manuscripts included, among others,
' The

Information of James Reilly,' by Bret Harte
;

' The
Upward Pressure,' by Walter Besant ; 'The Middle

Years,' by James ;
and ' The One I Knew Best of

All,' by Mrs. Burnett. One thing noticeable in all

these exhibits, except that of the Century, was the

number of MSS. which were type-written, possibly
only half having- been written with pen and ink ;

I confess that I lament the decadence of the pen.
Imagine the MS. of

' Poems by Two Brothers
'

having been ground off on the type- writer ; the very
thought seems to take the poetry all out of it.

But I digress. To return to the Scribner exhibit.

The only thing which yet remains to be mentioned
is an autograph letter from Henry M. Stanley to

the firm, dated "Cairo, Egypt, March 6/90,"
announcing the mailing of half the MS. of 'In
Darkest Africa.'

Most of the other publishers who exhibited dis-

played little worthy of extended notice. Lathrop
& Co., of Boston, had the MS. of

'

America,' re-

written by Smith himself in 1892. Houghton,.
Mifflin & Co. bad the space assigned them fitted

up as a "
gentleman's model library "; and Duprat

and E. F. Bonaventnre, both of New York, dis-

played some beautiful press-work and bindings, in
the exhibit of the latter being a complete set of the
Grolier Club publications.

Scattered here and there throughout the various
state buildings were to be found some historic-

papers and documents, and a few old books, which
were never, by any chance, open at the title-page,
while the attendant in charge of the building could

rarely furnish any information concerning them,
or even the names and addresses of the owners.
This explanation is rendered necessary because of
the absence of place of publication, date, pagina-
tion, or any other particulars in the following
account. Old family Bibles were numerous. In
the South Dakotah building was one in Bohemian,
dated 1557, and bound in much-worn leather,
while the Iowa building contained one in Dutch,
brass bound, of 1686. New Hampshire was more
fortunate in its exhibits, which included an early

copy of the New Hampshire Gazette and Hittorie

Chronicle, a small four-page paper, of Jan. 27,
1764 ;

' The Poor Man's Family Book,' by Richard-

Baxter ("Poor Richard"), 1762
; and the Bible,

London, 1698. Besides these there was the ori-

ginal proclamation of peace, dated 1783, and signed'

M. Weare, President." The Wisconsin building
held the original MS. of

' The Sweet By and By/
written in lead pencil, and bearing the signature-
3. F. Bennett, and some correspondence con-

cerning the poem. California had on exhibition

copy of the Californian, vol. i. No. 20, dated

Monteray, Dec. 6, 1846. This was the first paper
published west of the Rocky Mountains. The-

exhibit of Minnesota in this department was of

more than ordinary interest. Worthy of mention
were a volume of the 'Plays of Beaumont and

Fletcher,' London, 1647, once owned by Randolph
of Roanoke ;

and an old illustrated Testament
which also contained the Psalms set to music and
a catechism. The title-page is gone, but it was

printed in Amsterdam, and is fully four hundred
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years of age. There were also a vellum MS. of the

early part of the fifteenth century, containing the
"

Offices of the Dead," and bound in human skin ;

three ancient Bibles, one of which was the

-"Breeches Bible" (1588), and another a publica-
tion of Elzevir of 1584 ;

the 'Nuremburg Chronicle'

(illustrated), dated 1496
;
the

' London Charter,'

original (I have much doubt concerning the truth

of this latter statement), of 1867, with "heraldic

seal intact"; a copy of the
'

Ephemerides Astro-

nomica,' the same edition used by Columbus and

Amerigo ; the Commission of Queen Isabel to

Columbus, and his log-book (authenticity doubt-

ful) ; and, finally, the book-plates and autographs
of a number of well-known men. The Virginia

building, a reproduction of Mount Vernon, the

eld Washington homestead, was lacking in those

valuable historic documents with which that state

abounds
; nothing worthy of mention in the pre-

sent article was to be found there beyond a few

title-deeds to the Washington property, and a

single noteworthy book :

" Avli Persi
|
Flacci Satirarvm

|
Liber

|
Issacvs Casav-

'bonvs
|
recrvit & Commentario

|
Libro Illvstravit

|

Advirym ampliesimvm |
Dachillern Harlaevm

|
Senatvs

Principetn |
Parisiis

| Apvd Hieronymvm Drovart
|
fvt

acvto Solari, via lacobaea.
|
MDCXV."

Among the exhibits of Maine was the reputed
original MS. of Longfellow's poem,

'

Chaucer,'
dated Nov. 16, 1873. Pennsylvania's exhibit was
rich in papers of historic interest, among which I

may mention the old charter from Charles II. to

William Penn, dated 1682, together with its

elaborate wax seal, which is dried and cracked ; a

quit claim deed from James, Duke of York, to

Penn,only a portion of the seal ofwhich is preserved ;

the returns of the Pennsylvania state elections for

governor, of December, 1793, signed by the

members of the Senate and the House of Kepre-
sentatives, an ancient, and to me unintelligible,
document relating to the settlement of the Swedes
in Pennsylvania before the time of Penn ; the

certificate of incorporation of the Pennsylvania
Prison Society, founded in 1731, the first of its

kind ever organized ; also the certificate of incor-

poration of the first Society for the Abolition of

Slavery ; the manuscript of the first prayer in Con-

gress, in the handwriting of John Hancock ; and

finally, an old woodcut of 1767 which represented
the house of Hancock. Above the main stairway
of the Massachusetts building was the original
ooat of arms of the Howe family, which for 160

years hung over the fireplace in the parlour of the

wayside inn at Sudbury, Mass., best described in

the poet's words :

But first the Landlord will I trace;
Proud was he of his name and race,

Of old Sir William and Sir Hugh,
And in the parlour, full in view,

Hig coat of arms, well framed and glazed,
Upon the wall in colours blazed;

He beareth gules upon his shield,
A chevron argent in the field,

With three wolf's heads, and for the creat

A Wyvern part-per-pale addressed

Upon a helmet barred ; below
The scroll reads,

"
By the name of Howe."

Longfellow,
' Tales of a Wayside Inn, Prelude,

' The Wayside Inn.'

There was also a copy of Dunlap's Pennsylvania
Packet of July 8, 1876, containing the notification

of the reading of the Declaration of Independence,
besides many other valuable papers and documents ;

but my notes on this building, as well as those on
New York and Louisiana, both of which held in-

teresting collections, are, I find, at fault. Nothing
else in the state buildingsremains to be mentioned,
I believe. A. MONTGOMERY HANDY.
New Brighton, N.Y.

(To le continued.)

"THE THREE ESTATES OP THE REALM."
{Continuedfrom p. 1C4.)

There is a fallacy in Twysden's argument (re-

peated by Freeman) that the king is not an estate

because he is not an ordo hominum. 'Promp-
torium Parvulorum

'

gives status as the Latin

equivalent of "estate." A quotation from Cicero

is, therefore, to the point :
"
Kegum status de-

cemviris donabantur "
(Cic.,

'

Agr.,' i. 1, 2). Com-

pare
"
Quos fortuna in amplissimo statu [i. e.,

regum] collocarat" (Auct. Her., iv. 16, 23).
The other day Mr. Balfour, in his speeck on Lord
Selborne's

"
bitter cry

"
to be allowed a choice

between a seat in the Lords and one in the Com-
mons, said that it was an attempt to create a

perfectly novel status, the status of one who claimed

a right of choosing either the status of a peer or

the status of a commoner. Two hundred years

ago the term that the right honourable gentleman
would have probably employed would have been
"
estate."

Compare the following :

"Sir W. Jones If the Bill pass, and the Duke be
banished 500 miles off, it must be out of England if the
name will please him, in Civility beyond the Sea he shall

be King, and it will be as much to his purpose beyond the

Sea to be called King only, as here But for the Security
of his Estate being here : He that would venture the
loss of a Kingdom for Religion, will his Estate too,
that 'a but a weak tie. It is less injustice to take away
the Crown and Power from him, than to have of both
but the Name." Oxford Parliament, March 26, 1681.

It is clear from the quotations already given
that practical statesmen, representing the educated

opinions of their times, have, for the past two cen-

turies at least, ignored the "correct" technical

phraseology a phraseology that, as Freeman says,
has no meaning in England. In ' N. & Q.,' 8"1 S.

v. 9, C. E. M. has given a quotation from Hallam's
' Middle Ages,' eighth edition, ii. 237, in which

that eminent authority characterizes the calling

the kin an estate as an error, "the source of
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which is an inattention to the primary sense of the

word estate [status], which means an order or con

dition into which men are classed by the institutions

of society." At the same reference ME. LEATON
BLENKINSOPP calls attention to the well-known

5th of November service in the Prayer Book, where
the three estates are "correctly" enumerated.

In the 'Basilikon Doron," if I remember aright

King James regrets that the Scottish estates hac

become obsolete, and expresses a wish for their

revival. That sapient professor of king-craft

would, no doubt, on the divide et impera principle
after he came to England have been glad to see the

English "estates" also revived, and a clear line 01

demarcation drawn between them. So persistently

ignorant, however, were Englishmen of King
James's time that they could speak of the sovereign
himself as an "

estate." Thus Sir Walter Raleigh,
in his

' Cabinet Council '

(' Works,' viii. p. 140),

speaks of "the prince or any other state." Raleigh,

indeed, frequently uses the expression "three
estates" in the "correct" mode (see his 'Pre-

rogative of Parliaments,' passim). How difficult

of definition, however, he felt the term to be may
be seen from the following passage :

"The estates, right, interest, or free-hold of the sub-
. jects in England, which they have in their land, how it

agreeth or disagreeth with the inheritance, propriety, or
dominion which the subjects of other Christian princes
at this day have, or formerly had, will best appear by
the description (I may not Bay definition, for they are
as much impossible as dangerous in law matters) of

usus, usufructus, emphyleuta, fe.uda, libellum, hereditas,

allodium, majoratus, dominium, locatio, conducti'o ; and
by a comparative instancing in some particulars of the
common law, which in some parts nearest resembleth
the foreign estates and interests to be described."
'

Works,' viii. p. 607.

But this takes me a little out of my path. In
'Troubles connected with the Prayer Book of 1549'

(p. 96, Camden Soc.) I find the following :

"How he [Somerset] hath subverted all Lawes,
Justice, and good ordre of the Eealme, whereby he hath
fearfully shaken the Chayre of his Maiestes Estate."

J. P. OWEN.
48, Comeragh Road, West Kensington, W.

(To le continued.)

WITHAM. (See ante, p. 94.) MR. SILLS informs
us that "

all archaeologists are now agreed that the
Celtic name of the river Witham was the Granta."
This statement has often been made, but I should
be glad to know on what evidence it is based.

' So
many similar assertions, when run to earth, prove
to be only figments of archaeological ingenuity,
that, till evidence which will bear examination has
been produced, I should be inclined to believe that
the river Granta has been invented by so-called
"
antiquarians

"
in order to account for the name

of Grantham, just as the names of the non-existent
rivers Penk, Eden, Cam, Rum, and Arun are

archaeological figments devised to explain the

names of Penkridge, Edenbridge, Cambridge,.
Romford, and Arundel. Scores of geographical
names found on our maps are mere ghost-names,
as I have shown in various articles on the subject.

MR. SILLS also asserts that the river Witham
takes its name from a place about nine miles north-

east of Grantham. There are three Lincolnshire

villages called Witham, but none of them is north-

east of Grantham. He goes on to say that Witham
means the " white settlement," from the Saxon

wit, whit, or white, and ham, a settlement. MR.
SILLS evidently does not possess a very profound

knowledge of Anglo-Saxon, since ham does not

mean a settlement, and the word for white is not

either wit, whit, or white. If the first element of

the name meant "white" its normal form in

modern English would be Whitbam, as in the case

of the twelve places called Whitchurch, the seven-

teen called Whitley, eleven called Whitwell, nine

called Whitfield, and eight called Whitton. No-

doubt Witham is a possible corruption of Hwit-

ham, but the first element in the name Witham
does not necessarily mean white. For example,,

Witcombe, in Gloucestershire, appears in an A.-S.

charter as Widancombe, the "wide combe," another

nut to be cracked by Prof. Skeat, who asserts that

phonetic change always softens sounds, and never

hardens them. Also not far from Witham there are

places called Withern and Withcall, appearing in

Domesday as Widerne and Widcall or Wichale, in

which the first element certainly does not mean
"
white," while one of the Withams is supposed to

be a place called Widme in Domesday. We have
also to take into account numerous names like

Withcote, Withiel, Withyham, and Withernsea.

Neither is the second element in Witham neces-

sarily the A.-S. ham, as the suffix -liam or -am

may be from other sources, such as the sign of the

dative plural, as in the cases of Welham, Wellam,.
and Howsham. Hence, without further evidence

than we possess as to early forms, it would be rash-

to dogmatize as to the etymology of Witham.

If the river Witham, as MR. SILLS affirms, takes

ts name from a village, it would be a unique instance

of so large a stream obtaining its name from an ob-

cure place on its banks, whereas villages constantly
bear the names of the rivers on which they stand

;.

witness the eight villages called Tarrant on the

Tarrant, the two Perrots on the Parrot, the five-

places called Piddle or Puddle on the Piddle, the

seven Clists on the Clist, besides Culm, Tavy,.

Dttery, Thame, Neath, Frome, Hull, and Leith, all

>earing the names of the rivers on which they
tand. Without affirming that MR. SILLS is

wrong, I can say that analogy is against all his

ontentions. ISAAC TAYLOR.

LONDON STREET SIGNS. I was sorry to see the

ther day that the well-known sign,
" I am the only

unning footman," in Charles Street, Berkeley
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Square, has disappeared ;
a modern stag in a

modern landscape has been substituted. I hope
MR. PHILIP NORMAN, to whom we all look for

help in these matters, may be able to rescue the

picturesque old signboard. D. L.

SPURGEON. The following, from Doncaster Act

Book, 23b, preserved at York, seems a little out

of the Spurgeon locality : "Aug. 31, 1681, Admon.
of Thomas Spurgeon, of Thome, co. York, to John
and Thomas Spurgeon, the sons of the deceased."

C. E. GlLDERSOME-DlCKINSON.
Eden Bridge.

PHILIP II. OF SPAIN. In a paper on ' The

Passing of Philip II.,' in Temple Bar for August,
there are some curious mistakes, which would have

amused his Most Catholic Majesty had he been

able to read the description of his last hours.

Thus, when certain relics were brought into the

death chamber, we read " each monk repeated the

antiphone and ovation of the saint whose relic he
carried.

" Ovation "=I suppose, Oratio, prayer or

collect. When a saint is commemorated in Divine

Office his antiphon and prayer, or collect, are

recited. When in Mass, the collect only. Again,
the dying monarch insisted that "supreme [sic]

unction should be given while he was far from

being in extremis." Why not ? Catholics may
receive the last sacrament when they are danger-

ously, or seriously, ill. They do not wait until

the last moment draws nigh. Then he died," while the dawn was just breaking and while the

choir-boys of the seminary were chanting the Mass
of Matins." The Office of Matins is, I fancy, meant.
Mass and Matins, Mass and Office, are distinct and
different things. GEORGE ANGUS.

St. Andrews, N.B.

THE BURIAL OF SIR JOHN MOORE. Some
months ago (see N. & Q.,' 8th S. vi. 97) the

accuracy of Wolfe's famous ballad was impugned.
The REV. JOHN PICKFORD states he was buried in

a coffin, AYEAHR that the burial took place in the

citadel, and not in the field. In 1841 the author-

ship of the poem was claimed by a Scotch school-

master, named Macintosh, but the evidence in

favour of Wolfe was at once so conclusive, that he

publicly avowed his shameless imposture. In the

Patrician, September, 1848, there is an interesting
account of the man and his works ; his claim to the

authorship is definitively settled, the source of the

poem is given, and the conditions under which it

was produced. I transcribe a contemporary accounl
of the burial, and also a portion of a letter from
Wolfe's fellow collegian, theEev. Samuel O'Sullivan,
to Arcbdeacon Russell on the subject of the poem

"Sir John Moore bad often Baid, that if he were
killed in battle, he wished to be buried where he fell

The body was removed at midnight to the citadel o:

Corunna. A grave was dug for him, on the rampari
there, by a party of the 9th Regiment, the aides-de-camp

attending by turns. No coffin could be procured, and
;he officers of his staff wrapped the body, dressed as it

was, in a military cloak and blankets. The interment
vas hastened

; for, about eight in the morning, some
iring was heard, and the officers feared that if a serious
attack was made, they should be ordered away, and not
suffered to pay him their last duty. The officers of hi
r

amily bore him to the grave ;
the funeral service waa

read by the chaplain, and the corpse was covered witk
earth."' Edinburgh Annual Register,' 1808, p. 458.

" Phcenix Park, 22nd April, 1841.
"I think it was about the summer of 1814 or 1815 (I

cannot at the moment say for a certainty which) I was
sitting in my college rooms. I then occupied the ground
loor of No. 26, and was reading the 'Edinburgh Annual
Register,' in which a very striking and beautiful account
is given of the burial of Sir John Moore. Wolfe came
in, and (as you know my custom was) I made him listea

bo me as I read the passage, which he heard with deep
and sensible emotion. We were both loud and ardent in

our commendations of it ; and after some little time, I

proposed to our friend to take a walk into the country.
He consented, and we bent our way to Simpson's Nur-

sery, a place about half way between Dublin and the
Rock. During our stroll, Wolfe was unusually medita-
tive and silent ;

and I remember having been provoked
a little by meeting with no response or sympathy to my
frequent bursts of admiration about the country and the

scenery, on which, on other occasions, he used so cordially
to join. Bat he atoned for his apparent dulness and in-

sensibility on hia return, when he repeated for me the
first and last verses of his beautiful ode, in the coot-

position of which he had been absorbed during our littla

perambulation. I expressed a rapturous approbation witk
which he seemed greatly pleased. My brother (Rev.
Mortimer O'Sullivan) was present when this took place,
and was also greatly delighted. These were the only
verses which our dear friend at first contemplated; but

moved, as he said, by my approbation, his mind worked
on the subject after he left me, and in the morning he
came over to me with the other verse, by which it was

completed." Patrician, pp. 286, 287.

If Sir John was killed on Jan. 16, 1809, how-

did the account appear in the ' Annual Register*
for 1808 ? It will be noticed that it is only in the

second verse that Wolfe departs from the narra-

tive, in giving the impression that the burial took

place at midnight, though possibly he may refer

only to the preparations for burial ;
nowhere does

he state that the interment was on the field of

battle. Before the authorship was known, the ode

waa ascribed to Byron, Moore, Wilson, Barry

Cornwall, and Campbell. Was it Byron who said

he would sooner be the author of 'The Burial*

than the victor of Abraham ?

W. A. HENDERSON.
Dublin.

WELDON FAMILY, IRELAND. Mr. Fox Davies,
in 'Armorial Families,' states that Sir Anthony
Weldon, Bart., of Kilmorony, Queen's Co., claims

a descent, "that he cannot establish, from the

family of Weldon of Swanscomb, co. Kent," and

that he uses arms "
for which no authority has

been established at the College of Arms." Mr.

Davies questions, therefore, Sir Anthony Weldon'*

right to assume as a crest the bust of Queen Eliza-
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betb, granted by that queen to SirAnthony Weldon,
Clerk of the Spicery,

" with whom no connexion is

shown in the pedigree published in Burke's 'Peer

age.'
"

It is probable, however, that the pedigree re

ferred to is not exhaustive. "The direct ancestor o

the Irish branch" is mentioned in it, but not named
and in

' The History of the Queen's Co.,' the fol

lowing positive statements are made concerning
the Weldon family in that county :

" The Weldons
are a very antient and highly descended family,

being a noble branch of the Weldons of Swanscomb
in Kent." So positive a statement as this woulc

hardly have been permitted by the family if there

were not satisfactory documentary or other evidence

to sustain it. ATHY.

THE EVIL EYE. Mr. F. T. Elworthy, in his

*The Evil Eye,' 1895, traces a marked connexion
between this superstition and the legend of the
Medusa's head. As the Gorgon's head was placed

by Pallas on her aegis, and as it is represented on

breastplate and shield, so the people believe in the

power of something which is repulsive-looking to

keep off the dreaded influence of the evil eye, thus

accounting for the hideousness of many amulets.

Apropos, Dorman, in his
' Primitive Superstitions,'

1881, says among the fables of Brazilian tribes is

one of

" a bird of evil eye which kills with a look. The ground
under its nest is white with human bones. There is a

myth that a hunter once killed one of these [birds] and
cut off its head without the eye being turned upon him. He
killed his game thereafter by turning the evil eye upon
it. His wife, not dreaming of its destructive power,
however, once turned it toward her husband and killed

him, and then accidentally turned it toward herself and
died." P. 284.

WILLIAM GEORGE BLACK.

LANGUAGE. It is sometimes asserted in print
that a student of philology has given it as his

opinion that the conversational vocabulary of many
raral working people is limited to about a hundred
words. What is the number of nouns and verbs

relating to the home, domestic utensils, and out-
door employment of a farm-labourer with which he
must of necessity be familiar ? The nouns connected
with the family dwelling-room alone must often
mount far above fifty in a comfortable north-

country cottage, while those relating to natural

objects and to agriculture are still more numerous.
All the men on a farm are acquainted with the
terms applied to various parts of a waggon, plough,
harrow, drill, threshing-machine, &c., and they
have a sufficiently useful vocabulary in discussing
matters appertaining to the stable, byre, and sheep-
fold. There are also special words to describe the
condition and quality of the land and its crops, to

designate the crops themselves in their various

stages, and to express the state of the weather.
In words relating to abstract thought the country-
man is poor, no doubt. He has scarcely reached

the self-conscious condition in which a man not

only thinks, but is constantly aware that he thinks
and takes cognizance of his surroundings. He
has, however, a name for each of the many objects
which affect his existence, and he can use the

appropriate verbs in connexion with all the ordi-

nary activities of life, though he is sometimes
hard set when trying to give utterance to opinions
and sentiments which have little to do with ordi-

nary routine. Talking to a savant on unfamiliar

questions, or on familiar questions from an un-

accustomed point of view, a day-labourer may
have difficulty in finding words ;

but is it so when
he is master of his subject, and is unconscious of

any social bar between him and his interlocutor ?

B. 0.

MART MAGDALENE. Surely it is a pity that

Dr. Brewer, in his new edition of ' Phrase and

Fable,' should under the word "Magdalene"
positively state that Mary Magdalene was a great

profligate until she met the Saviour, thus identi-

fying her with the
" woman which was a sinner

"

in Luke vii. 37-39.
True it is that, in the Roman Church, Mary

Magdalen, Penitent, is commemorated on July 22,
and is shown on rood-screens, &c., with a box of

ointment in her hand, thus assuming as a matter
of course that Mary called Magdalene, from whom
the seven devils were cast (Luke viii. 2), was the

sinful woman of the previous chapter, an assump-
tion most unfortunately supported by the chapter

heading in the A.V.
We know, too, that Mary Magdalen described

as
"
the Penitent "

is said to have spent the last

thirty years of her life at St. Baume, near Mar-

seilles, where her holy place, strictly guarded by
Dominican monks, is visited by some 15,000

pilgrims every year. (A most interesting account

of this by M. Albalat appeared in the Nouvelle

Revue of Sept. 15, 1893.)
Dr. Husenbeth says that in one place St. Mary

Magdalen is represented preaching to King Rene'

at Marseilles.

It is also the fact that in Kitto's
'

Cyclopaedia
of Biblical Literature' (vol. Hi., 1866) reference

is made to
"
the independent life of sin which has

been traditionally, we may almost say authori-

tatively, ascribed to Mary Magdalene."
But what warrant is there for the tradition,

lowever authoritative ?

I have seen it stated that the error was initiated

}y Gregory the Great in a homily, and perpetuated
out of reverence for his name and authority.
3ow far this may be correct I cannot say, but it

s rather late in the day for a popular manual to

perpetuate an obiter dictum of St. Gregory as if it

were undoubted fact. Is it not rather the fact that

he best authorities affirm that the word "
Mag-

lalen," as commonly used, has no reference what-
ver to

"
Mary called Magdalene

"
?
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It is most desirable that literature should b

purged as far as possible of false assumptions anc

misleading analogies, and it is no belated chivalry
to wish to redeem a Scripture name from being
soiled with ignoble use. JAMES HOOPER.

Norwich.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their

names and addresses to their queries, in order that the

answers may be addressed to them direct.

SHAKSPEARB. I have a volume consisting 01

" Some Account of the Life, &c., of Mr. William

Shakespear," and six of his plays. They appear
to have been separately published, and to have
been bound after, each having its own title-page
and a wood engraving of some scene in its re

spective play. One of these I have never seen

elsewhere. The title-page to it is as follows :

" The
|
Life and Death

|
of

|
Thomas

|
Lord

Cromwell.
| By Mr. William Shakespear. |

Lon-
don :

|
Printed for J. Tonson, and the rest of the

|

Proprietors ; and sold by the Booksellers
|

of Lon-
don and Westminster. MDCCXXXIV." Can any
one conversant with Shakespearian literature give
me information respecting this play ?

THOMAS HENRY BAKER.
Were Down, Mere, Wiltshire.

['The Chronicle History of Thomas, Lord Cromwell'
was published in 4to., for William Jones and other book-

seller?, 1602. "The true Chronicle Historic of the
whole life and death of Thomas Lord Cromwell. As it

hath heene sundry times publikely Acted by the Kings
Maiesties Seruants. Written by W. S. Lond., printed
by Thomas Snodham, 1613," followed. Both these plays
are scarce, and bring high prices. On the strength of
the initials W. S. the play was attributed to Sbakspeare.
It was one of the seven plays added to the third and
fourth folios, was reprinted by Tonson in 1734, and is

included among the doubtful plays in several editions of

Shakspeare's works. It is,
" more or less conjecturally,"

assigned by Mr. Fleay to Michael Drayton. Consult
also Halliwell-Phillipps's

'
Outlines of the Life of Shake-

speare,' sixth edition, vol. ii. p. 193. What Mr. Fleay's
reasons are for assigning it to Drayton we know not. It

is, at least, not by Shakspeare.j

STAMPACT, 1783. This imposed a duty of three-

pence upon every entry in a parish register (seeR. E.
Chester Waters's 'Parish Registers'). Did this

Act also require the registers to be sent to London ?

For in 1783-4 the churchwardens of Wingham, in

their accounts, enter, "Licence to enable Mr. Loftie

[the perpetual curate] to keep the Register Books
without their being sent to London to be Stanapt
according to Act of Parliament." Licence cost

six shillings. What is the connexion between these
two ? ARTHUR HUSSET.
Wingham, near Dover.

'THE KING'S QUHAIR.' The author of the

poem with this title, James I. of Scotland, was

married in S\ Marie Overie, Sauthwark. A modem
writer on Southwark says quhair signifies choir.

Can this be so I Does it not mean little book ?

S. M. 0. S.

BARON METGE. Will any one kindly give me
information as to who was the mother of Baron

Metge, of Athlumney, Meath ;
and whether he

left after him any family ?

H. G. TOLER HOPE.

DUNCALF. Is not this rather a peculiar sur-

name 1 The bearer resides as hind on a farm at

Crosscliff, in the parish of Allerston, and came, I

believe, from Robin Hood's Bay, where it may be

a common name. WILLIAM BETHELL.

'THE BONNIE BANKS o' LOCH LOMON' AND
THE PRETENDER. Thirty or more years ago this

song was commonly sung in Scotland ; of recent

years it has nearly fallen into desuetude. I have

never seen or heard any account of the author of

the words ; the music is an old Jacobite air, I

believe. There is nothing about the words calling

for special remark as regards their beauty or con-

ception; but the rather extraordinary tale they
seem to convey has forced me to refer to the song,
with the hope that some reader may be able to

throw light on the matter. The singer, it would

appear, is in England, that he is separated from

his companion, that the last time they were to-

gether was "in yon shad-dy glen, on the steep,

steep side o' Ben Lornon." The singer tells his

companion,
" Ye '11 tak' the high road, an' I '11 tak'

the low road," and that he (the singer) will
" be in

Scotland before ye." The special reference to
"
Culloden," together with the arranging that the

two should not be seen together on their way to

the place of meeting, appear to me to point to

the singer being the Pretender, and his companion
a lover he had met on the banks of Loch Lomond.
It is generally admitted that after the Pretender's

defeat at Culloden he was chased from hill to

dale, from cave to cottage, without attendant 01

support, except what the poorest peasant afforded.

He went about disguised, in fishing boats, among
the Hebrides even dressed as a woman. It is

c

;herefore, not improbable he may have got into

Northumberland or Cumberland, and may have

even revisited
" the banks o' Loch Lomon'," as the

song indicates.

ALFRED CHAS. JONAS, F.R.Hist.S.
Fairfield. Poundfald, near Swansea.

"MADAM." Frequently meeting in parish

registers and other manuscripts of about the time

of Queen Anne with the names of English ladies

of quality to which the French title of
"
Madam,"

n place of "Mrs.," was prefixed, I have endeavoured

;o ascertain the origin and duration of its use here

n such respect, but until recently without success,

when a friend, to whom I had applied on the sub-
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ject, informed me that in the Misc. Gen. et Her.
for May, 1890, a learned antiquary had given the

following interesting explanation :

" The prefix of ' Madam '

[i.e., to the surname] as a
title of respect, and which was applied to gentlewomen
itnd to untitled ladies of wealth and good social position

during a portion of the reign of Charles II., and the
whole of that of his five successors, was doubtless of
French origin, and probably owed its introduction into
this country to Louise de Querouelle, who, as Maid of

Honour, came over with the king's sister, the Princess

Henrietta, Duchess of Orleans, in 1670, and was after-

wards one of that monarch's mistresses, and by him
created Duchess of Portsmouth. But although the
writer has met with its use in MSS. of the above date,
he remembers no instance of its occurrence prior to 1690
in the large number of parish registers examined by him
in various parts of England. With the accession of

ecrge III. (if not in some measure as early as 1745) the
old English title of ' Mistris

'

(MrU
) formerly applied

indiscriminately to both married and unmarried ladies
of quality, but, as regards the latter, then first used in
its abbreviated form of ' Miss

'

(M
is
) appears to have

again come into fashion : that of ' Madam '

being still,

however, retained during their lifetime by many of its

old possessors, so that we meet with its use here even so
late as the early part of the present century, when our
relations with the French under the first Napoleon pro-
bably tended to bury it in oblivion."

Can, however, any reader furnish contemporary
references, either in print or MS., to the origin of

the custom, and give the earliest and latest in-

stances of the use of the title as above ? C.

[See 4th S. xi. 413 ; xii. 192, under the heading,
" I

mad the carles lairds," &c.]

" MYKIAD-MINDED." No epithet of the myriads
applied to Shakespeare is more singularly befitting
than myriad-minded. Coleridge is said to have so

applied it, and to have translated it from the Greek
pvpiovovs, a term used by Photjus regarding a
certain bishop, whom it could not have suited so

well as the dramatist. Where in the
'
Bibliotheca '

of Photius can the word be found 1

JAMES D. BUTLER.
Madison, Wis., U.S.

PORTRAIT. I have a portrait of a gentleman,
admirably painted, signed in the left-hand corner
"K. P., 1766." I can find no corresponding
initials in any dictionary of painters, and shall be
glad if any of your readers can enlighten me upon
the subject. It is of the English school.

G. H. SHEPHERD.

POPULATION OF ROMAN BRITAIN. A writer
named Gibbins, in his

4
Industrial History of Eng-

land,' has ventured to place the population of
Roman Britain at ten millions. He has, however,
informed me privately that he withdraws this

computation, and will modify it in the next edition
of his popular book. I have thus been led to con-
aider the subject from an independent standpoint,
it having been pointed out to me by an acquaint-
ance that the Roman Government maintained an

army of 60,000 troops (legionaries and allies) in

Britain ; that such a force would probably be

pitted against a multiple of ten, so that the native

fighting population mounts up to 600,000. This

number I take to be the entire male adult popula-

tion, reckoning all from fourteen up to extreme

old age, effective or non-effective. Then, allowing
each male a family of five, females and children a

fair average as I consider we arrive at a total

population of three millions a reasonable estimate,

judging from the capacity of the land. I shall be

glad to learn of any rival estimates that may be

afloat. A. HALL.
13, Paternoster Row, E.C.

SOCIETY FOR THE DIFFUSION OF USEFUL KNOW-
LEDGE. The name of this society can hardly perish
while the names of Charles Knight and Lord

Brougham live. But I would ask whether it was
not most probably suggested by a passage in Sir

Walter Scott's
'

Antiquary,' in which Oldbuck

says to Lovell that his ancestor, the German

printer,
" had his own device and impress, and boasted of it as

much as if it had been displayed on a field of battle,

though it betokened the diffusion of knowledge, not the

effusion of blood."

E. WALFOKD.
Ventnor.

DOES THE SUN PUT OUT THE FlRE ? Most

servants, and probably all their mistresses, say that

it does, and carefully screen the fire from the solar

ray. Can any of your scientific readers throw the

light of reason on the subject ? P. U. R.

GRACE CHURCH. There are in the United
States about three hundred "

Episcopal
" churches

rejoicing in this appellation, the one best known

being a costly building on Broadway, New York.
The only names outranking this in number are

those of St. John, Christ, St. Paul, and Trinity.
The earliest church thus named appears to be that

of Jamaica, Long Island, which was opened on

April 5, 1734. The origin of the name is a matter

of doubt. Some contend that it was an Evangelical

protest against the use of saints' names. The date

would seem to be too early for this theory. It is

possible that some eighteenth century colonist,

remembering the name of Gracechurch Street in

London, may have supposed that the street was
named after a church. Any light on the topic
would be welcome. EICHARD H. THORNTON.

Portland, Oregon.

FOUR LIVING GREAT-GRANDMOTHERS. I have

just had staying at my house an infant who has

four living great-grandmothers. Their ages are as

follows : Father's father's mother, seventy-six ;

father's mother's mother, eighty ;
mother's father's

mother, eighty-eight ; mother's mother's mother,

seventy-four. Can any of the readers of
' N. & Q.'
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mention similar cases ? I may add that no great-

grandfather is alive. V. 0. V.

" BANANA." Could any of your readers give
me information of the history of this word ? If, as

it is suggested by Prof. Skeat, we have obtained

it from the West Indies through the Spanish, then

we arrive at the curious result that all our

European banana names, with the exception of the

Malay pisang, adopted by the Dutch, hail, appa-

rently, from the New World. The pacoba of

Portuguese, the pacova of Spanish (see Pineda's
'

Diet.'), and the bacove of French Guiana are Tupi
words for this fruit

;
whilst the Spanish platano,

as indicated in a previous query, is probably
derived from the Carib and Galibi names for the

same. Botanists, as a rule, do not support the

opinion of Humboldt that the banana existed and
was cultivated in America before its discovery.
Yet if we derived our banana names from that

continent, we could scarcely have introduced the

plants. I have only gone far enough into this sub-

ject to add interest to my query.
H. B. GUPPY, M.B.

CLOSAMONT. Was there a champion of romance
so called ; and, if so, what poet or romancier men-
tions him ? In a very full list of the names of the

swords of famous champions in Dr. Brewer's

'Dictionary of Phrase and Fable,' twenty-third

edition, Closamont's sword is stated to have been
called

" Haute-Claire." Further down " Haute-
Olaire" is said to have been the name of Oliver's

sword. In Victor Hugo's fine poem
' Le Mariage

de Roland,' in
' La Le"gende des Siecles,'

"
Closa-

mont "
is not a person, but is Oliver's sword :

L'epee est cette illustre et fiere Cloaamont

Que d'autres quelquefois appellant Haute-Claire.

JONATHAN BODCHIEE.

JOHN ROGERS, VICAR OF BRADFORD, WILTS.
Who was he ? His son John matriculated at Oriel

College, Oxford, March 13, 1734/5, aged eighteen,
B.A. 1738, M.A. 1741. I imagine his wife to have
been Elizabeth, elder surviving daughter of Thomas

Longden, Mayor of Gloucester. Mary Longden,
in her will (P.C.C. Ill Bedford), dated May 13,

1729, proved April 29, 1732, speaks of her brother-

in-law John Rogers, and her nephews John and
Thomas Rogers. And this will was proved by the

Rev. John Rogers, Vicar of Bradford, Wilts.

H. ISHAM LONGDEN, M.A.
Shangton Rectory, Leicester.

BARCLAY'S ' EUPHORMIO.' Gorton (' Biographi-
cal Dictionary') says, "A singular story of romantic

chivalry has been quoted from the
'

Euphormio
'

by Sir Walter Scott, in the notes to his 'Marmion.'"
I have searched in vain. Will some one oblige
me with the correct references both to

'

Euphor-
mio ' and to Scotc 1 G. L. FEN TON.

Clevedon.

"OAKEN."
(8

th S. viii. 107.)

N. M. & A. will know that hermits lived prin-

cipally upon roots and fruits, and will see from the

following extracts that Sir Walter Scott was correct

in his representation. John Parkinson, in his
'

Herbal,' dated London, 1640, p. 1389, says :

" Yet it is extant by the testimony of Historians and

Poets, that the Elder age before it knew the use of corne

and bread thereof lived upon AckoTnes and were sustained

thereby, yea they had the Oke in that honour that they
dedicated it to Jupiter, especially that kind called

Eaculus, because Jupiter himselfe fed thereon and was
nourished by them, and the use of them is not every
where yet utterly extinguished for that as I said before,
the poor people in Spain in some places make the

Akornes part of their feeding, and the rich have them
served to their Tables for an after course, as with us is

used with Apples, Nuts and such like fruites as the

season requires."
' Adam and Eve,' by William Coles, London,

1657, p. 376, states :

"
Though the Acprnes were

formerly used for food, yet our Age being able to

subsist without them I shall leave them for the

Hoggs to feed upon." JOHN RADCLIFFE.

I have examined four copies of
' Harold the

Dauntless,' viz., in Scott's 'Poems,' complete in

one volume, 1857 ;
a pocket copy, containing

' The Bridal of Triermain,'
' Harold the Dauntless,'

and ' The Field of Waterloo,' 1859 ;
in Scott's

'

Poems,' 12 vols., 1868 ; and in the Oxford edition

(University Press), one volume, 1894. It is "an
oaken cake

"
in all these except the second, the

little pocket copy, in which it is
" an oaten cake."

Although there are here three to one in favour of

"oaken," I think "oaten" must really be the

correct reading. Had Scott meant a cake made
of acorn meal, would he not have said

" an acorn

cake," which would scan just as well as
" oaken "?

"An oaken cake" would appear to require the

dura messorum ilia to enable the eater to digest
it ! In yet another edition of Scott's

'

Poems,' in

6 vols., I see it is
" oaken."

JONATHAN BOUCHIEB.

The 1817 edition of
' Harold the Dauntless

'

(the only one published during the author's life-

time) gives the far more probable reading
"
oaten,"

which is also that of the Aldine edition (1892).

"Oaken" occurs in the first collected edition of

Scott's 'Poems' published during the two years

following bis death (1833, 1834). Both the
" Globe "

(1866 and 1869) and the Clarendon Press

editions (1894) follow this reading. G. W. W.

ERRORS IN CATALOGUING (8
th S. viii. 125). In

the absence of the chief librarian, Mr. Quinn, I

have to reply to MR. JOHN A. RANDOLPH. Under

the above heading he makes several totally un-
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founded charges against the arrangement of the

Chelsea Free Library Catalogue, thereby showing
his utter ignorance of the subject he criticize?. In
the first place he states that the catalogue is

"
sup-

posed to be classified." This is not the case, the

compilation being a list of authors, subjects, and
titles under one alphabet, on what is known as

the "
dictionary principle." This simplicity of

arrangement is evidently what has addled the brain

of your correspondent.
The example he quotes does not appear in the

catalogue in any way to indicate that ' The Fur

Country,' by Jules Verne, is classified under
"
Fungi," but as follows :

FUNGI :

Badham, C. D. Esculent Funguses of England.
Cooke, M. C. Fungi.

. Rust, Smut, Mildew, and Mould.

Farlow, W. G. : &c. List of Works on North Ame-
rican F.

Holmes, E. M., &c. British F., &c.

Phillips, W. Manual of British Discomycetes.
Fur Country, The. Verne, J.

The titles indented alone belong to the subject-

heading above ; an arrangement which any school-

boy might be expected to understand.
If the other "

egregious blunders "
hinted at by

your critic are of a like nature, the Chelsea Free

Library Catalogue need fear no comparison with
that of any free library in the kingdom.

DAVID H. GEDDIE, Sub- Librarian.

[Other communications to the same effect, including
one from the chief librarian, are acknowledged.]

GRAHAM or GARTUR (6"
1 S. viii. 288 ; 8th S. viii.

134). By an unfortunate slip of the pen I men-
tioned Walter Graham,second son of the second Earl
of Menteith, as brother of that earl. I should have
said he was younger brother of the third earl.

WALTER M. GRAHAM EASTON.

LETRESTOWE (8
th S. viii. 65). This was once

the ordinary English name for a burial-place or

cemetery. Matzner and Stratmann cite the word
leirstowe as occurring in Layamon's 'Brut,'ii. 538.
In Bosworth-Toller there will be found abundanl
proof of the commonness of leger-stow as an Old

English word for a cemetery. O.E. leger means
literally

" a lying," and is used in three senses

(1) a lying, (2) a lying sick, (3) a grave, a burial

place. It is met with also in other compounds
besides leger-stow, such as leger-bedd, a sick-bed
the grave; leger-team, sexual intercourse; leger
wlte, a fine for lying with a bond-woman.

A. L. MATHEW.
Oxford.

A lairstow is a burial-place ; we have the former
element of the word in lairstall, a grave within
a church, and lairstone, a stone to cover such a
grave. The latter two words frequently occur in
'

Vestry Books,' Surtees Soc., vol. Ixxxiv. Lai

s literally a Ij ing- place, whether for a living beast

r for a dead man. Stov: is a place, and enters

nto many place-names. J. T. F.

Winterton, Doncaster.

This word has nothing to do with either leyr
=

lesh in Chaucer, or lere= learn ing. It is identical

with the A.-S. leger-stow, a lying-place, a burial-

jlace, a cemetery. Leger, whence we have lair, is-

ilso used for a place where the dead lie, a grave.
3ad the word not gone out of use, we could have-

done without the Greek cemetery.
F. C. BiREBECK TERRY.

"
(8

th S. viii. 66). Your corre-

spondent raises an interesting question. The-

Greek -paos or Trpavs, or its noun Trpctdr^s or

TrpaijT-njs, occurs sixteen times in the New Testa-

ment : (1) Matt. v. 5
; (2) ibid., xi. 29 ; (3) ibid.,

xxi. 5; (4) 1 Cor. iv. 21
; (5) 2 Cor. x. 1

; (6.)

Gal. v. 23 ; (7) ibid., vi. 1 ; (8) Epb. iv. 2 ; (9)

Col. iii. 12
; (10) 1 Tim. vi. 11 ; (11) 2 Tim. ii. 25 ;

(12) Tit. iii. 2 ; (13) James i. 21 ; (14) t&td.,iii. 13^

[15) 1 Peter iii. 4; (16) ibid., iii. 15.

Of these Ostervald gives
" de"bonnaire

"
in (1)

and (3) only, and "
benignite"

"
in (6), having used

" douceur
"

for x/nycrroT^s just before ;
in all the

the rest he gives
" doux "

or
" douceur."

An old Lyons Testament (from the Greek) of

1555, has " dSbonnaire
"

in (1), (2). (3),
" d^bon-

nairete"" in (6), "beninite" in (11), (16),
" mo-

destie" in (9), and "doux" or "douceur" in all

the rest. Segond, one of the latest and best

translators, has in all
" doux "

or
" douceur." So

also Lasserre and Crampon (Tournai, 1887), in

their version of the Gospels only. De Sacy, trans-

lating from the Vulgate, has " doux " or
" douceur

"

in all but (9), "modestie," and (13),
"

dociliteV'

The Vulgate itself has five different renderings :

(1) and (2), "mitis"; (7), "lenitas"; (9), (11),

(16), "modestia"; (15),
"
quies"; and " man-

suetus
"
or its noun in all the rest.

Diodati, in Italian, gives "mansueto" or its

noun in all but (15), where he has "
benigno."

In English, Wyclif has "meek" or "meek-
ness" in (3) and (9), "softness" in (7), "tem-

perance" in (11), "mild" or "mildness" in the

rest. Cranmer "softness" in (4), "at rest" in

(15), and " meek "
or " meekness

"
in the rest.

The Rheims New Testament " mildness
"
in (4),

(5), (6), (8), (10), (12), (14), "lenity" in (7),

"modesty" in (9), (11), (16), "quiet" in (15),
" meek "

or " meekness" in the rest. The Autho-
rized and Eevised Versions have " meek " or
" meekness "

throughout.
Luther and De Wette have " sanft".or "sanft-

miithig," or their nouns, throughout.
" D^bonnaire "

is defined by Littre" as
"
qui joint

douceur et bonte," and would seem, therefore,

especially appropriate in these passages. He quotes
from Bossuet,

"
Je'sus, le debonnaire J^sns, il plain
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nos miteres." But he also quotes, for a degraded
sense of the word, Balzac, who says (in another

connexion, of course),
" Us ont nomnoe le debon-

naire celui qu'ils n'ont ose nommer sot." Has not
the word come generally to have something of this

contemptuousness ?

Guizot (' Synonymes Franchises ') takes no note
of

"
debonnaire," but says of "doux" (comparing

it with " benin
" and " bumain "),

" doux indique
un caractere d'hurneur qui rend tres sociable et ne
rebute personne."
On the whole it would seem that

"
debonnaire,"

if it could still be sure of its nobler meaning,
would best correspond to the Greek word. But
this nobler meaning it seems to have lost.

"
Doux,"

on the other hand, having a much wider range, is

less definite either in appreciation or disparage-
ment, and modem translators seem by common
consent to approve it.

Has not " meek "
also taken a lower place than

TT/acfos ; and would not "
gentle

"
better express the

original in most of the passages cited ?

B. W. S.

The rendering of the Greek Trpaets at Matt. v. 5
by the French " debonnaire" commended itself to
Dean Stanley, who, if I remember right, thought
the inheritance of the earth, promised in the beati-

tude, to be rightly assigned to the courteous and
cheerful of manner. Its rendering by

" meek "

seems more in accordance with the meaning
attached to the word both in ancient and modern
Greek.

Littre's definition of "debonnaire": "Qui joint
douceur et bonte," if not falling to the point of

meekness, does not reach the level of cheerfulness.

Among the examples of the word's use are "
vain-

queur debonnaire "from Maurel,and "le debonnaire
Jesus "

from Bossuet, a conjunction which brings
to mind o (3ao-i\fv<; o-ov ep^fTai crot, Trpais. The
word's history begins with a quotation from the
'Chanson de Koland': "Eh! gentilzhom, chevalier
de bon aire." Under its etymology we read :

"
Quand J. Bruyant dit qu'un homme debonnaire est

un homme iseu de bonne aire, il donne 1'etymologie et le
sens du mot, qui, signifiant d'abord de bonne race, s'eet

particularise dans celui de doux, bienveillant."

In fact, the epithet might well be applied to any
one worthily bearing the English name of gentle-
man, who possesses gentleness with other qualities,
not necessarily including meekness on the one
hand or cheerfulness on the other.
But the English word " debonair "

is shown by
the 'N. E. D.' to have passed by degrees from
gentleness to gaiety, one of the definitions in the
first sense being "meek," while in its latter sense
it is mentioned as connoting gaiety of heart. In
1430 a "

debonayre
"
wife is one who does not con-

tradict her husband. This is meekness. In 1590
Spenser writes of a prince

" meeke and debonaire,"
so that the two are not precisely equivalent. In

1707 a man is said to have too
" debonair " and

free a deportment with women. This is not meek-
ness. After this time it came to be applied to

pleasant and cheerful manners, as in the most
modern examples. The use of the word by Milton,

Poe, Tennyson, and Jean Ingelow, is not instanced

by the ' N. E. D.'

English
" meek "

may have at some time ap-

proximated more closely to French " debonnaire."

Dr. Brewer records that Louis le Debonnaire was
called in English, The Meek. But it would be

hard to find another instance if, indeed, this is

one in which meekness does not imply humility or

humiliation.
" He that higheth himself," trans-

lates Wiclif, "shall be mekid." KILLIGREW;

TOURNAMENTS (8
tb S. viii. 87). MR. BOEH

should consult Ste. Palaye's
' Me"moires sur 1'An-

cienne Chevalerie' (1826), which contains informa-

tion drawn from every conceivable source as to

tournaments in France and elsewhere. I may
mention also the magnificent MS. of King Rene of

Anjou in the National Library at Paris, edited by
Champollion Figeac (' Les Tournois du Roi Rene',,'

Paris, 1828), and Vulson's famous work, 'Le Vray
Theatre d'Honneuret de Chevalerie

'

(Paris, 1648),
which describes the chief tournaments held in

France, with full instructions for the conduct ef

jousts, &c. OSWALD HUNTER BLAIR, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus, N.B.

'THE SHAVING OF SHAGPAT" (8
tb S. viii. 46r

111). An experience of mine, recalled by the

narrative of W. B. at the first reference, may here

be set on record. About a dozen years ago, at a

clearing sale of books from a subscription library, I

examined a row advertised as three- volume novels

at threepence a volume. Near the middle of the

shelf I came apon Charles Knight's
'

Passages of a

Working Life' (3 vols., 1864-5), and suggested to-

the attendant that a mistake had been made in

including that work among novels. The reply
was that the work was there to be sold, not dis-

cussed, and that it would certainly go to the first

customer willing to tender ninepence for possession
of it. As the typical question in casuistry that

as between seller and buyer had been duly raised

and contemned (raised, moreover, from the side

not usually considered to have the advantage in a

transaction), the narrator, in now admitting that

the purchase per force straightway took place,
trusts that he carries with him the good voices of

his readers. THOMAS BAYNE.
Helenaburgb, N.B.

PRONUNCIATION OF SEA (8
th S. viii. 4, 109).

The replies at the latter reference are quite beside

the question ; and I think it would have been

charitable to suppose that I know something of

the works of Dryden and Pope and others, and
that I have heard of such a thing as dialectal
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variation. I believe my note is of more value
than seems to be supposed. The pronunciation of
sea fluctuated for a long time ; and my conclusion

was, that the question as to its sound was ulti-

mately settled towards the close of the eighteenth
century. I never said that it was not pronounced
as see at a much earlier period ; but I say that I think
it ceased, in standard literary English, to be pro-
nounced as say shortly before 1800. I throw this
out rather as a suggestion to be verified than as an
explicit result. And I therefore ask, for the sake
of the information of us all, what quotations, later
than 1780, can be found in which some standard
author, using a pronunciation that is neither pro-
vincial, nor Irish, nor intentionally comic, clearly
shows that he meant the word sea to be pronounced
as say. I may add, that the spelling ea is an in-

dication that, in Tudor English, the pronunciation
resembled that of ay in say. Such a pronunciation
is still preserved in great. The references to Pope
and Dryden really tell us nothing that is new.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

P.S. The rhyme of seas with ease proves nothing
at all.

Here are some earlier instances of our present
pronunciation, and to these others might easily be
added :

Four rivers branching forth like seas,
And Paradise dividing these.

Ben Jonson,
'

Eupheme,' iii. 6.

Are rent, spoil'd, scatter'd, tost with all disease,
And for their thirst of Britain drink the seas.

Jonson,
' Prince Henry's Barriers.'

In safe conduct of these,
Did thirty hollow-bottomed barks divide the seas.

Chapman,
' Translation of the Iliad,' bk. ii.

Her love a Ward, not he that awed the seas,

Fighting the fearful Hamadryades.
Randolph,

' An Epithalamium to Mr. F. H.'

C. C. B.

"DOG'S-EARED AND TURNED DOWN "
(8

th S. vii.

469). The reprehensible practice of producing"
dog's ears" in a book is not of yesterday. Guy

Miege, in his
' French Dictionary,' 1688, has :

"
Dogs ear, oreille de Livre, petite partie du haut

ou du bas du feuillet d'un Livre qu'on a plieV'

Miege's explanation shows that in his day the
*'

dog's ear" was not confined to the bottom corner.

Surely the top corner also can be "dog's-eared."
At all events, I have heard the expression used
with reference to either corner.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERKT.

LEATHER DRINKING JACKS (8
th S. vii. 249, 312,

395, 437, 475, 518
; viii. 91). Since last writing,

a beautifully made and somewhat elaborately
decorated double-sewn leather bottle, in admirable

preservation, the like of which I have never seen,
has turned up. The capacity is a full quart, and
the shape is somewhat like a stout ordinary wine

bottle. On one side of the neck is a handle of

elegant shape, and on the other is a circular pro-

jecting piece, with a large hole in the centre. Both
sides of the neck are ornamentally incised, and on

one side of the body of the bottle is a device of

crossed keys, with the initials J. K. On the other

side are the initials J. J. K., and underneath N. W. 0.

The inside of the neck is of pewter, and the metal

appears to extend throughout the interior. The

stopper is a leather metal-lined whistle, made in

such a way as not to interfere with the sealing of the

contents. ANDREW W. TUER.
The Leadenhall Press, E.G.

THE " COULIN "
(8

th S. viii. 89). Coulin is an

English version of the Gaelic coulfhion (pronounced

coolyeen), a fair, long-haired person. It is a com-

mon term of endearment, meaning
" dear little

fair head," with the implication of long-haired. In
the reign of Henry VIII., amongst various Acts

passed for the purpose of forcing the English habits

and language on the ancient Irish, was one whereby
the latterwere forbidden towear the long locks called

coulins or glibbes, or moustaches .(crommeal). In

allusion to these oppressive measures, as well as to

others directed more especially against his own
order, one of the ancient bards composed a song
called

'

Coulfhion,' of which only the air has been

perserved. It is to this air that Moore, in his
'
Irish Melodies,' adapted the lines beginning

"
Though the last glimpse of Erin," first published

in 1807. The character both of the music and the

words is such as to fully deserve the praise be-

stowed in the passage referred to in the query.
MR. HAMILTON might refer to Walker's 'Historical

Memoirs of the Irish Bards'; Irish Statutes,
28 Henry VIII., c. 15-28; Spenser's 'State of Ire-

land'; Hallam's 'Constitutional Hist, of England';

Prendergast's 'Cromwellian Settlement'; or, in

fact, any work dealing with the origins of the ever-

present Irish question. BREASAIL.

SHAKSPEARE : HILLIARD PORTRAIT (8
th S. vii.

508 ; viii. 89). MR. MALONE'S information as to

the ownership of this miniature is most interesting.
It is a mistake, however, to say that Ann Wich-
nour Somerville, Sir James Bland Burges's mother,
was an only child. She was the elder daughter of

James, thirteenth Lord Somerville, and, besides a

half sister Eliza, who died young, she had two full

brothers, James, fourteenth Lord Somerville, and
Col. Hugh Somerville, father of John Southey,
fifteenth lord. She was, however, the god-

daughter of Somervile the poet, as mentioned in

his will, proved Sept. 3, 1742, which may have

been the reason why she, in preference to her

brothers, received this heirloom of the Somerviles

of Edstone.

It is very likely that there may have been an

acquaintance between the Somerviles and the

Shakespeares ; for Edstone, which is not more
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than six miles from Stratford-on-Avon, is onl

three from Snitterfield, the early home of Shake

speare's father, and a like distance from Wilmcote
where his mother resided before her marriage. Th<

great-grandfather of Somervile the poet, who

according to Sir James Bland Barges, was th<

intimate friend of Shakespeare, must have been

younger than Shakespeare by some twenty years
at least. It seems, therefore, more likely that

Shakespeare's friend was Somervile the poet's

great-great-grandfather, William Somervile, who
was about the same age as Shakespeare, and died

in the sameyear. (Seethe Somervile pedigrees in the
4
Visitation of Warwickshire' of 1619 and Dngdale's
Warwickshire.') This William, or Sir William.

Somervile was the younger brother of John Somer-
vile of Edstone, who, with Edward Arden, his

father-in-law, was condemned for treason in 1583.

It has often been pointed out that the attainder

and execution of Arden, the head of Shakespeare's
mother's family, appears to have completed the

ruin ofJohn Shakespeare's fortunes ; so that, besides

neighbourhood, there was the bond of a common
misfortune and some relationship by marriage,
however distant, between the Somerviles and the

Shakespeares. The Athenceum of July 13 con-

tains an article on Sir Thomas Lucy, in which it is

argued with some force that Shakespeare's hatred

of Sir Thomas may have arisen from the knight's
forward part in obtaining the conviction of Arden
and Somervile. GEO. WILL. CAMPBELL.

6, Clarendon Square, Leamington.

"DOES YOUR MOTHER KNOW YOU *RE OUT?''

(8
th S. viii. 4, 35.) Ingoldsby was acquainted with

this saying ; see
' The Old Woman clothed in Grey,'

written probably about 1840, eighteenth edition,
vol. ii. p. 297 :

She expired, with her last breath expressing a doubt
If "his mother were fully aware he was out."

I have heard this line :

M<3i>
rj

TfKovara or' oiSev 019 Ovpaios ei,

but cannot remember whether it is from any of the
Greek poets or the casual concoction of an old
schoolfellow. WM. GRAHAM F. PIGOTT.
Abington Pigotts.

This saying is of older origin than that ascribed
to it at the former reference. It was one of the
first questions addressed to me on joining a private
school in the neighbourhood of London in the

early forties. MR. THORNBURY gave it the date
of 1840 in a list of London street sayings which
he contributed to ' N. & Q.' ; and as it appears in

'Misadventure at Margate,' with the other 'In-

goldsby Legends
'
collected in 1840, it must have

been current before that date. MR. THORNBURY
asked for assistance to complete his list, but sub-

sequent numbers of ' N. & Q.' do not show him to
have received any. Such a list of London street

sayings, dated and annotated, would be worth com-

pleting. Occasionally they have risen to such
rank as to be recorded under the ' N. & Q.' head-

ing of * Proverbs and Phrases '

; generally they are

vagabond words, moved on from Whitechapel to

Kensington or vice versa ; now and then they have
a more picturesque history than wiser sayings.
Sometimes they come on the streets from the

police court, the stage, the music cellar, or hole, or

hall ; sometimes the process is reversed. A song
of the middle of the century had the most prevalent

saying for its burden, and referred to others (the

meaning of which I have never guessed), then

going out of fashion :

Strange sayings about the town have magnified a fame,
"Is your rhubarb up?" and "Ducky, what's your gameV
But now
The all-prevailing cry on town is

"
All serene."

On the other hand, two ladies who met me
lately in the alley that cuts off a corner of Totten-

ham Court Road, and observed to one another,
" 'E

dunno where 'e are," must have derived their

inspiration, directly or indirectly, from the music
hall. Once set going, these cries pass from mouth
to month without thought of their origin or even
their applicability, and frequently in the natural

sense of the words the metaphorical use of which
made the joke which started them.

" Ofae Lam-
bert

" soon becomes as difficult to trace as fiouaria
fe.

MR. THORNBURY'S list ended with "Just like

Roger." Many sayings have "magnified a fame"
since the days of the Claimant. Who will under-

take the work of completion? Perhaps, when
that excellent series which is telling us the stories

of the stars, and the plants, and other things, is

approaching the end of its career and looking out

for one more story, the story of the sayings may
attract its attention ; but the sayings must be con-

fined to those of the London streets, or the story
would be without an end. KILLIQKEW.

I have been acquainted with this expression for

upwards of fifty years, and for almost as long a

time with ap' oiSev
17

re/covo-a or' u>s OVK evSov e?;

and " An bona te mater novit abesse domo ?" as

versions of it. P. J. F. GANTILLON.

MR. PIERPOINT may well say that this question
was current a good many years ago, since it appears
;o have been, in effect, current in the days of

Horace
;
see Sat. I. ix. 26 :

Est tibi mater,
Cognati, quis te salvo est opus ?

PATRICK MAXWELL.
Bath.

HICKS OR HICKES FAMILY (8
th S. vii. 347, 417,

17 1
; viii. 74). My query at the first reference has,

.pparently, been passed over or obscured by another

question (relating to an altogether distinct family)
aised at the second reference. If MR. DANIEL Hip-
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WELL, MR. W. D. PINK, or any other genealogical
reader could afford me any information, I should

be greatly obliged. Mrs. Aurelia was, I find, the

widow of Robt. Hicks. CHAS. JAS. FERET.

It is quite possible that I was mistaken as to

the exact position of the stone to
" Ye Rev. Mr.

John Hicks." My original informant, writing
some years ago, said she had been told that the

grandfather of Admiral Hicks " was a Canon of

Exeter, who was buried under the organ in the

Cathedral "; and when my brother, Count Philip
de Ruvigny, wrote to one of the canons there, asking
for information on this point, he received a very
courteous reply, saying a clergyman of this name
was buried in the cathedral, and enclosing a copy
of the inscription, which I have already given.

Nothing was said about the position of the stone,

however, and I therefore concluded it was, as

stated, "under the organ." I must thank MR.
HEMS for his correction. The dates are probably
correct. In the Gentleman's Magazine for 1762
is a note of the death of "Ye Rev. Mr. Hicks,
Minor Canon of Exeter, on August 14."

ROVIGNY.

CHURCHING OF WOMEN (8
th S. v. 385 ; vi. 11,

276, 512
; vii. 113, 409, 436). Reference should

be made to Brand's '

Antiquities,' ii. 76. Another

peculiarity was the "
churching pew," set apart in

fashionable churches (in days when rubrics did not

go for much) for ladies who were to be "churched,"
when the office was addressed to them from the

reading-desk, just before the "General Thanks-

giving," much to the astonishment of those

members of the congregation whom it did not con-

cern. I can remember this thirty-five years ago.
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

Hasting?.

"FRIGHTENED OF" (8
th S. viii. 86). "Frightened

of
" and "

frightened for" are common Scotticisms.
I think instances may be found in Mrs. Oliphant's
novels. Not long ago I heard a speaker at a

meeting say
"
they are frightened for us," meaning

It A l_ f t r 11 *~

"they are afraid of us."
St. Andrews, N.B.

GEORGE ANGUS.

THE LUMINOUS CARBUNCLE (8
tb S. vii. 445).

The following passage and note from the
'
Pirate '

a novel which grew out of a voyage made by Sir
Walter Scott round the north coast of Scotland in

1814 may prove an illustrative instance of this

superstition. The legend is narrated with many
others by Norna of the Fitful Head, in the bed-
chamber of Minna and Brenda Troil at Burgh
Westra, in the dead of the night :

"
By that lamp it must be told, which is framed out

of the gibbet-irons of the cruel Lord of Wodensvoe, who
miirdered his brother

;
and has for its nourishment bu

be that nameless enough that its food never came either
from the fish or from the fruit ! Often when watch
ing by the Dwarfie Stone, with mine eyes fixed on the

Ward Hill, which rises above that gloomy valley, I have

listinguished, among the dark rocka, that wonderful

carbuncle, which gleams ruddy as a furnace to them who
view it from beneath, but has ever become invisible to

him whose daring foot has scaled the precipices from
ivhich it darts its splendour." Chap. xix.

The probable date of the ' Pirate
'

is about 1702,
and there is the following note M on the carbuncle

on the Ward Hill :

'At the west end of this stone [i.e., the Dwarfie

Stone] stands an exceeding high mountain of a steep
ascent called the Ward Hill of Hoy, near the top of

which, in the months of May, June, and July, about

midnight, is seen something that shines and sparkles

admirably, and which is often seen a great way off. It

aath ehined more brightly before than it does now, and
though many have climbed up the hill and attempted to

search for it, yet they could find nothing. The vulgar
talk of it as some enchanted carbuncle, but I take it

rather to be some water sliding down the face of some
smooth rock, which when the sun, at such a time, shines

upon, the reflection causeth that admirable splendour."'
Dr. Wallace's '

Description of the Islands of Orkney/
8vo., London, 1700, p. 52.

There is an account of the Dwarfie Stone, accom-

panied by a whole-page engraving from a drawing

by James Skene, the friend of Sir Walter Scott^
in Barry's

'

History of Orkney,' published in 1805,
but nothing mentioned about the " wonderful

carbuncle
"
said to be seen from it.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

GOLDFINCHES POISONING (8
th S. viii. 89). It

is a common belief in Lincolnshire that redcaps,

i.e., goldfinches, frequently poison their captive

young. I remember, as a child, hearing great
lamentation made in a cottage-garden, when it was
discovered that the nestlings confined in a cage

hanging in an apple-tree had all been "
poisoned

by the old birds," who visited them with food. It

was suggested by some person present that the

little prisoners had died of sunstroke, but the

general opinion was that their parents had ad-

minstered poison, finding it impossible to free them.

M. P.

WILLIAM OF WYKEHAM (8
th S. viii. 109).

William of Wykeham was certainly never married,
nor does the name either of Frances or of Thomas
Wolriche occur in Lowth. The fullest account of

Wykeham's kin will be found in chap. vi. of Kirby's
' Annals of Winchester College.' B. W. S.

MR. PALMER has, I think, confused William

Wickham with William of Wykeham. The same
mistake has been made before, but dates would

make the matter clear. The great prelate William

of Wykeham was Bishop of Winchester from 1363
to 1404. The later prelate was only Bishop of

Winchester for nine month?, having been trans-

lated from Lincoln. He died in 1595.

He was one of the five bishops who married the

five daughters of Bishop Barlow of Bath and
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Wells, the first married bishop after the Reforms
tion.

Bishop William Wickham waa one of the fou

Bishops of Winchester buried in St. Mar

Overie's, now St. Saviour's, Southwark ;
a ston

is pointed out in the churchyard near the doo

leading into the choir, where it is supposed he wa
buried

; there are marks of a brass having bee

removed from it. The other three were Bisho

Sandall (died 1319), Bishop Home (died 1580;

and last, but not least, Lancelot Andrews (1618-

1626). They probably all died at the Bishop o

Winchester's palace, on Bankside, and were buriec

in the adjoining church or churchyard of St. Marj
Overie. CHARLOTTE G. BOGER.

Chart, Sutton.

This must refer to the second, or Protestant

William Wickham or Wykeham (not
" of Wyke

bam ") who was bishop only one year, 1595.

E. L. G.
" GRANDMOTHER'S NIGHTCAP" (8

th S. viii. 107]
I am very much obliged to the Editor for hi

reply, per se or per alium, to my inquiry. I can

not enclose a flower as the Editor requests, at leas

not from the plant from which the other sprig was

gathered, as it has ceased flowering for the present
The Editor, however, is quite correct. I showec

a sprig to a lady here, who at once pronounced it to

be "
monkshood," which I see is also called

"
wolfsbane "

(aconite). The flower is dark blue

as the Editor say?. Is not "
respertina

"
a mis-

print for vespertina ? JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
Ropley, Hampshire.

In Shropshire this is the country name of the

handsome tall - growing flowers of Aconitum

napellus ; the children know it by no other. In
ancient times it had the more heroic name ol
<(

Thpr's hat." It is also called
" helmet flower,"

and is generally known as "monkshood." An
old writer tells me it has its name of aconite from
a Greek word signifying without a struggle, for,

says Turner,
"

it is of all poysones the most hastie

poyson"; a more modern one, that the term
<Konite is from the Greek alcone, a whetstone,
because this plant was anciently supposed to

sharpen sight when taken, as that stone does

catting instruments. Further it is called "
wolf's-

bane," the juice having been used by hunters to

poison their arrows when in pursuit of this

generally detested animal. In America it bas the

prettier appellations of "Venus's shell
" and

"Cupid's car."

Mythologists tell us it sprang up from the

poisonous foam of Cerberus. In the language of
flowers the " monkshood " means deceit. Though
not indigenous, it is found growing wild beside
the Teme in Hertfordshire and other riverside

places. The poisonous qualities of the plant are
well known, but not sufficiently guarded against ;

the root to ignorant persons bears a resemblance
to that of horse-radish, for which it has been

frequently taken and used with fatal effects.

Botanically the plant belongs to the natural
order Ranunculacese.

Foxglove is a corruption of
"

folk's-glove," or

"fairy-glove." In Ireland it is not safe to

meddle with it after sunset, on account of the

"good people," especially if its tall spike of

drooping bell-shaped flowers nod above the ditch
of an old ancient fort which the leprochaun haunts.

C. A. WHITE.

OIL OP EGGS (8
th S.viii. 87). The information

given in the old cookery book mentioned by MB.
WARD is no doubt correct, so far as the efficacy
of the oil of eggs in curing certain disorders being
believed in at the time when the book was printed.
The '

Pharmacopeia Londinensis
; or, the London

Dispensatory,' by Nich. Culpeper, London, 1669,

p. 211, gives the mode of making the above, and

says,
" It is profitable in Fistulaes, Ulcers, Causes

the hair to grow, Clears the skin and take away
Deformities, viz., Tetters, Ringworms, Morphew,
&c." JOHN RADCLIITFE.

I am not sure that the world has Jet slip what-
ever wisdom there may be in the use of oil of eggs
as a medicine. At any rate, Oleum e vitellis had a

place in the Paris ' Codex ' when Rennie published
his supplement to the pharmacopoeias in 1837. It

was prepared by heating the yolks in a silver

vessel, evaporating in a water-bath, and pressing
between two iron plates heated in boiling water.

It was used to anoint chapped nipples and to

drop into the ear for deafness from deficiency of

wax. The London College ordered the oil to be

prepared by boiling the eggs hard, pounding them,
sprinkling them with wine, and pressing them
secundum artem. Culpeper (from whom I quote)
recommends the oil for fistula, ulcers, ringworm,
scabs, &c., and adds, "I suppose none is so

simple to make* it inwardly to clear their skin,
nor to anoint their feet to take away the deformity
of their face." The oil was omitted from sub-

sequent editions of our pharmacopeia, though, as

we have seen, it retained a place in the Paris

Codex," and may, for aught I know, still be

bund there. 0. C. B.

"THE EVER LOYAL CITY" (8
th S. viii. 68).

We cannot, as citizens of Exeter, lay claim to any
uch distinction as Miss FLORENCE PEACOCK is

pparently anxious to foist upon us. Jenkins, in

is 'City of Exeter' (1806), under date of A.D.

588, records :

" The long projected invasion of this kingdom by the

paniards (for which they had, many years, been making
nmense preparations) was now about to take place ; and
;ueen Elizabeth having notice of their intention of soon

Qy., take.
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sailing, she sent orders to all maritime counties to

embody their militia, and to make every necessary pre-

paration, to defeat the designs of their enemies. These

orders being received by the mayor of this city, he

acquainted the citizens and represented to them the

danger they were in, if they did not unanimously oppose
the invasion of so cruel and implacable a foe ; the

citizens immediately put themselves in arms, and joined
in an address to the queen, declaring themselves ever

ready to oppose her enemies, and to support the pro-
testant religion at the hazard of their lives and fortunes;

assuring her they were in readiness to march, and join
her army whenever wanted. By a voluntary contri-

bution, they also fitted out three ships, which were

manned, armed and maintained at their own expense,
and sent to reinforce the queen's fleet. The queen, in a

letter, returned them her most grateful thanks, and

granted them the honour of bearing the motto,
'

Semper
1'idelis,' for ever under their city arms."

HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

Mr. Worth, in his short 'History of Devonshire'

(1886), says of Exeter :

"Elizabeth conferred the proud title of 'Semper
fidelie,' which candour compels the admission has been

chiefly shown in a staunch adherence to the ruling

powers." P. 14.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

Does not this refer to Hereford ? King Charles I.

giving it the following motto, for its able defence

against the Cromwellians,
"
Invictse Fidelitatis

prsemium," the reward of unconquerable fidelity.

KICHARD HEMMING.
Ardwick.

FIRST BURNING FOR HERESY IN ENGLAND (8
th

S. viii. 105). It is quite certain that there were

several cases of burning for heresy in England
before 1401. This question is discussed in the

preface to Arnold's edition of Wyclif's
'

Works,'
and (if I remember rightly, for I have no present
means of reference) in the preface to my edition of

the third text (C-text) of 'Piers the Plowman.'
William Sautre was the first person burnt for

heresy under the new Act passed in the beginning
of the reign of Henry IV. All that this Act did

was to facilitate the process. Before it was passed,
the ecclesiastics who condemned the heretics were

powerless to carry out the sentence themselves ;

they had to hand over the criminal to the secular

arm. The new Act did away with this necessity,
and so rendered the criminal's fate the more swift

and certain. And that was all the difference.

Hence the popular notion, that no one was burnt
before 1401, is a mere delusion.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

The writer of the "Advertisement" to Bale's
' Works' (Park. Soc.) is not exact in his statement.
William Sautree was burnt because of the statute
" de hseretico comburendo," 2 Hen. IV., c. 15, oi

which he was the first to experience the severity.
A more famous example was that of Sir John Old-

castle (Lord Cobham). In the early part of the

reign of Henry V. another statute was passed to

xtend the powers of the former one, the statute
2 Hen. V., c. 7, which became the operative
statute for the future. The proper statement is

;hat William Sautree was the first to suffer under
the Act " de hseretico comburendo," 2 Hen. IV.,
c. 15. ED. MARSHALL.

1 KALEVAIA '

(8
th S. viii. 88). English men of

letters generally pronounce this name as if it were
Italian, with the accent on the first and third

syllables ;
but I have reason to know that this ia

really incorrect. A friend of mine who is a native
of Finland, and who therefore ought to know how
to pronounce this Finnish word, always accents it

on the first and last syllables, and it appears justi-
fied by the derivation of the word. Kalevala ia

derived from Tcaleva (accent on first and third) and
la (monosyllable).

It will be perceived, therefore, that the accent as

given by my native friend, on the first and last

syllables, is the only one compatible with this

etymology. JAS. PLATT, Jun.

PARISH CHARITIES (8
th S. viii. 27, 98).

" Bene-
faction tablets," as they were usually termed, were
not uncommon in our country churches. I pre-
sume that the object in placing these inscriptions
around the front of galleries and in other pro-
minent places in the church, was that wor-

shippers might have before them a constant re-

minder of the charitable deeds of their ancestors,
a suggestive hint to purchase perpetual remem-
brance by the exercise of similar deeds of charity.
In Fulhain Church, until its demolition in 1880-1,
were numerous benefaction tablets ranged round
the gallery. As the new church has no gallery, the
tablets now find an abiding place against a wall in

the north porch. CHAS. JAS. F&RET.

49, Edith Eoad, West Kensington, W.

BISHOP COTTON (8
tb S. viii. 105). Will MR.

LYNN forgive me for pointing out two slight in-

accuracies in his note at the above reference? The
battle of the Nivelle to which he refers was fought
on November 10 (not 13), 1813. Brigade-Major
Capt. Cotton was not killed in the battle. He
was severely wounded, and died on the 13th at

the village of Ainhon^, near Bayonne. See London
Gazette, 1813, p. 2367, and Gent. Mag., 1813,

part ii. p. 624. G. F. R. B.

" PARSON (8
th S. viii. 65). On the south wall

of the south transept of Orsett Church, Essex, is

a brass to the memory of the Rev. Robert King,
who died in 1584. The inscription is very strangely

spelt throughout, and near the end the word
"
person

"
is used instead of "parson."

JOHN T. PAGE.
5, Capel Terrace, Southend-on-Sea.

IE,
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'THE BEGGAR'S OPERA' (8
th S. vii. 501). Th<

painstaking Chalmers, in his
'

Dictionary,' statei

that Marshal Saxe "wrote a book on the art o

war, called
' Mes Reveries,' of which a ver

splendid edition, with his life, was published in 1757
2 Tols., 4to. There is also an English translation

of it." EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

"CHUM" (8"
1 S. vii. 304, 474, 514; viii. 50

93). May this not have come, after all, from

chummy, a chimney-sweeper's boy 1 Its earliest

recorded application is to one who shared the bed-

room of another
;
and if the chummy did not

actually share the bedroom of his master, it was

probably necessary, considering the importance o:

his being called early, that he should be within

easy range of his master's well-aimed boot. The
c, ch men may possibly be pleased to use this

cammino up which to climb out of their difficulty,
the foot ledges being cam, chem, chim, chum. In
return for the suggestion, will they kindly answer
for me the following question? Had Norman
influence anything to do with the change of Anglo-
Saxon c to English ch in such words as church,

child, much, &c.
;
or were these forms mere dia-

lectical variations which existed before the advent
of the Normans ? H. BATMEN T.

Sidcup, Kent.

No one who knows anything of philology can
doubt that PROF. SKEAT is correct in what he

says about the Norman kaud and Jcien. In case

any further correspondence should appear under
this head, it may be interesting for me to mention
that in the Norman dialect of the Channel Islands
the former of these two words is pronounced almost

exactly like the English cow, whereas the latter is

sounded with the English ch, and is, therefore,

already half way towards the regular French form
chien. JAS. PLATT, Jun.

The word was in use, but not in its present
meaning, some three hundred years ago. Bacon,
in his eighty- eighth Apophthegm, chronicles the
behaviour of

" a young maid who had married an
old man" as being "somewhat moody, as if she
had eaten a dish of chums." Can any one throw

any light on the nature of this mood-making
article of diet ? E. S. A.

PROF. SKEAT would make this ch (or Italian name
of c) a "

simple sound, denoted by two consonant

symbols," and parallels it with "
Eng. th, ivh, and

Welsh rh." Two of these, th and Welsh rh, are
doubtless simple ; but wh is two sounds merely
transposed, and should be written hw. The Eng-
lish and Spanish ch (as in chum) is not simple, but

composed of t and sh, or t and the French ch. It
was an old Italian blunder to express compounds by
single letters, as c and g, and by adding an h to

make both into simple sounds ; but all old ortho-

graphies have such blunders. The French rightly

express the Italian name of c by tchi, and the

Italian and English names of g by dji. The Italian

blundering use of h may be as old as Catullus, and
the Italians may have been always as destitute of a

guttural ch as they still are. In all historic times

they have expressed K by c and ^ by ch. The c

could begin a word before n, as Cneius ; but the

ch could precede no consonant but I or r. If the

c was always our It, what need had they of q?
Why did not Cicero write his name Qiqero? I

am for keeping to the names of letters as Romans
now name them. E. L. G.

MRS. SOPHIA WILLIAMS (8
th S. vi. 3, 93 ; viiL

115). Under this heading, the references to Mrs.

Cornelys may be supplemented by a note to the

effect that in the Town and Country Magazine,
ii. 1770, facing p. 137, is an engraving representing
a room in Mrs. Cornelys's house in Soho Square

during a masquerade held there Feb. 26, 1770,
which then and afterwards attracted a great deal

of attention. The text comprises a dialogue con-

cerning this entertainment. See likewise the

Gentleman's Magazine, 1770, p. 118 ;
the former

magazine, same volume, p. 256 this concerns a

second masquerade which was held in this place
on May 14, 1770. See 'The New Foundling

Hospital for Wit,' 1784, v. p. 8
;

the Oxford

Magazine, iv., 1770, p. 174 (an error for 192) ;

4 The Catalogue of Satirical Prints in the British

Museum,' vol. iv. p. 608, Satirical Print No. 4375,

'The Soho Masquerade Conference'; 'Remark-

able Characters at Mrs. Cornellys Masquerade (A.),'

Sat. Print No. 4376 ;
and ' A Gentleman's Toi-

lette,' Sat. Print No. 4789. In addition, see the

Oxford Magazine, iv., 1770, p. 88 ; the Gentle-

man's Magazine, 1770, p. 234; and, under Sat.

Print,
'

Cupid's soft Dart,' 1772 ;

'

Correspondence
of John Wilkes,' by Almon, 1805, iv. p. 45 ; and

the Gentleman's Magazine, 1771, pp. 90 and 121.

The London Magazine, 1771, p. 93, gives an

account of Mrs. Cornelys's entertainments. Sat.

Print 'Remarkable Characters,' &c. (B.), under

Feb. 9, 1771, and '

Lady Fashion's Secretary's

Office,' under the date 1772, should be examined.

Again, likewise,
' Letters of the First Earl of

Malmsbury,' 1870, i. p. 216. Having been "a

great speculator," Mrs. Cornelys died, miserably

soor, in the Fleet Prison, Aug. 19, 1797, after a

long incarceration for debt. F. G. S.

THE DATE OF THE EQUINOX (8
th S. vii. 265,

336, 378, 431, 514). In writing of an "exact

science" I meant to convey that mathematical

astronomy cannot be such ;
I do not dispute that

,he figures look very well upon paper, but we
;annot bring these results to the physical test of

m exact measurement. An ideal unit is postulated,

ind then "Pelion is piled upon Ossa" in blind

onfidence, just as if the foundation were sound ;
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but, if the first proposition remains unproven,
then all deductions based thereon are necessarily

cpen to doubt.

My great objection is to the use of the names of

the zodiacal constellations in an ambiguous or

non-natural sense, which does, when repeated in

popular almanacs, produce an actual deception ;

this is founded on the doctrine of precession,
as yet only an unconfirmed though convenient

theory, which may be defined thus. The so-called
"

first point of Aries" represents the hour hand of

tin enormous dial, round which it makes one revo-

lution in the course of something more than 24,000
years. Now it is always moving, but so slowly that

it has only marked off one-twelfth of the entire

circle in 2,000 years ; yet, with the full knowledge
of this movement, astronomers wilfully represent it

as stationary, for it comes back every year to zero,
at the vernal equinox. This is nonsense, but it has

its uses in nautical astronomy ; or, rather, the com-

putations of the
' Nautical Almanac '

are fabri-

cated to suit this anomaly. This grand circle, called

the ecliptic, contains the twelve signs of the zodiac

divided into twenty-four hours
; and its time-

record realizes our ideal of the grand unit of nature,
to whom "a thousand years are as one day."
Lenormant, a deceased archaeologist, says that it

was known to the Chaldseans, now called Accadians,

long before the time of Hipparchus ;
and the great

uncertainty caused by the non-recognition of actual

movement to which I have referred prevents us
from testing this movement with exactitude by
mundane chronology. The constant, but imper-
ceptible shifting of the celestial panorama, which
we are able to prove by the recorded changes
of position in the polar star, shows that our con-

stellations are not now in the positions they
occupied when first measured out, so that the real

identification of name and season is lost to us
;

it

is supposed, however, that they were first defined

about 3000 B.C. Among these signs in Capricornus,
which appears to represent the fabulous Cannes ol

the Persian Gulf, again identified with Proteus and
the "Dag-On" of Philistia, so it is the fish-Oannes
or sea goat, the goat being an aegis or divine pro-
tector (ai', afyt's). The Ea quoted by MR. LYNN
is Eridu-ga, called a god of wisdom, for these

Mesopotamians received their enlightenment from

abroad, as the Aztecs of America also are fabled to

kave done
; so Ea is Cannes, as above. Perhaps

the best defined of all is the glorious Orion,
identified as Isdubhar or Ghisdubhar, a form o
Hercules or Nimrod. A. HALL.

13, Paternoster Row, E.G.

ARIOSTO (8
th S. vii. 507). Hallam partly sharei

Tindal's opinion, and writes :

"
It has been sometimes hinted as an objection t<

Ariosto that he is not sufficiently in earnest, and leave
a little suspicion of laughing at his subject. I do no
perceive that he does this in a greater degree than gooi

ense and taste permit It was not easy in Italy,

specially after the Morgante Maggiore had roused the

ense of ridicule, to keep up at every moment the solemn
one which Spain endured in the romances of the six-

eenth century ; nor was this consonant to the gaiety of

Ariosto. It is the light carelessness of his manner which
constitutes a great part of its charm." '

Literary His-

ory,' i. 310.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

VISITING CARDS (8
th S. vi. 67, 116, 196, 272,

332).
" Can you complain of my not visiting you, who have

owed me a viait almost these three weeks] Nay, did I

not even then send you a card, which sure was doing more
;han all the friendship arid good breeding in the world

required]
"

Fielding's 'Amelia' (1751), book v. ch. iv.

RICHARD H. THORNTON.
Portland, Oregon.

"LINKS" (8
th S. vii. 465 ;

viii. 34). In Hill

Burton's
' Lives of Lovat and Culloden

'

there is,

in the life of Culloden, an extract from a MS. at

Culloden House (according to a foot-note), which
*ives an account of the outdoor avocations of the

time, where the word links is used. As an early
instance the date is Nov. 1, 1728 it may be
worth noting :

" This day, after a very hard pull, I got the better of

my son at the gouf in Musselburgh links. If he was
is good at any other thing as he is at that, there might
be some hopes of him." P. 330.

C. P. HALE.

The following extract may be worthy of a note :

"This 'rustic pastime' [i.e., golf], we are further

informed, was called
'

Paganica, because it was used by
the common people.' In that case the tools required
must have been fewer, simpler, and less costly than
those employed in our more scientific game a sup-

position which amounts to a certainty when we reflect

that the competitors were independent of a broad ex-

panse like our links (Anglice
' downs '

or ' commons '),

confining themselves, as they did, within comparatively
circumscribed limits."

' The Popular Recreatcr,' vol. ii.

p. 199.

I have a note concerning a place-name Linces,
in co. Bucks, which is given as one of the chariot

courses of the Britons
(' Lipscombe's

*
Hist, of

Bucks,' vol. iii. p. 332); but local etymology is

not the strong point of that work. AYEAIIK.

'THE FLOWERS OF THE FOREST' (8"
1 S. vii.

506
; viii. 74, 117). What I deemed it pertinent

to indicate was that it is undesirable to block
these columns with the intimation of stale news.

If, as MR. JONAS assumes, few people are aware
that Mrs. Cockburn's song has no reference to

Flodden, that may be matter for regret, while not

in the least implicating the character of
' N. & Q.'

as "a medium of intercommunication." There

are, unquestionably, a great many things that few
readers are acquainted with points, e.g., in the

career of Chaucer, the fate of the blatant beast,
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the authorship of " Ca' the yowes to the knowes,"

the inner meaning of 'Bordello' but surely no

one will say that specialists should expatiate on

such matters in the columns of a literary journal.

They will all be found duly discussed in the

spheres to which they respectively belong. And
the same holds true of Mrs. Cockburn's song.

MB. JONAS wrote as if he had found a new thing

had, in fact,
" trodden the winepress alone

"

and I showed that he was in the excellent company
of Sir Walter Scott, Dr. David Laing, and Dr.

Chambers and other editors of Scottish song. In

a word, I pointed out, for the benefit of such

readers as MR. JONAS mentions, where they should

apply if they wished full information on the sub-

ject. He will, I trust, admit that he neglected to

do so. THOMAS BAYNE.

Helensburgb, N.B.

THE CHURCH OF KING CHARLES THE MAKTYR,
TUNBRIDGK WELLS (8

tt S. viii. 69). By the

Editor's remarks, on the authority of
' The Calendar

of the Anglican Church Illustrated,' 1851, in reply

to a similar inquiry in
' N. & Q.,' 3rd S. ix. 37,

there had been six churches named to the honour

of King Charles I. one at Falmouth, one at

Tunbridge Wells, two at Plymouth, and the

churches at Peak Forest, Derbyshire, and New-

town, in Wem, Salop.
A correspondent (p. 165) replied that the church

at Tunbridge Wells was a chapel of ease, also the

one at Tavistock Place, Plymouth, was so desig-

nated from its having been built in the parish ol

Charles, and that the church at Falmouth was

built soon after the Restoration, when the dedica-

tion to "Charles, King and Martyr," was in full

accordance with the just reaction against regicidal

horrors. EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

Introduzione allo Studio del Fonti Italiani de 6. Chaucer

Da P. Bellezza. (Milano, Prtsso 1' Autore.)
SIGNOK BELLEZZA, on the merit of whose translations

from the English we have often dwelt, and whose know-

ledge of our literature is exceptional in the case of a

foreigner, has issued a brief, interesting, and valuable

treatise on the Italian sources in Chaucer. These, as

every student of Chaucer knows, are numerous. Signoi

Bellezza' s task is discharged with remarkable zeal am
erudition, and he displays great knowledge of most tba

has been written concerning Chaucer in this country anc

in the United States. Much that he writes should be reac

in a chastened spirit, since he shows what insular igno
ranee and bumptiousness is displayed by modern English

critics, who, in their blind zeal for an idol worthy enough
of worship and needing no adventitious support, depre
ciate the great Italian writers, whose merits Chaucer
himself would gladly and enthusiastically have acknow

ledged. We have, in the case of a book printed abroad

to b lenient to errors of the press
" Chaxton "

fo:

Caxton,
"
Sysmonds

"
for Symonds,&c. Such instance

are few, and no other indulgence is claimed.

Vlliplical Orbits, their Distinctive Mechanical Character-
istics and their Possible Origin. By Henry Larkin*
(Fisher Unwin.)

PEE author of this little pamphlet has studied his sub>

ect, but he should, we think, have studied it more before
10 availed himself of the suggestion in the Rambler that
' the presses of England are open." He points out the

duplicity of motion produced in any two bodies com-
losing a system ; but it is a little too much to assuma
.bat the orbits of binary stars are in all cases the mult*
of explosions. It is difficult to see what be means by
' such a risky experiment fas a circular orbit] seems-
never to have been tried." The only consequence which
would ensue in the case of a strictly circular orbit from
the various forces acting is that it would cease to be
circular. Some orbits for instance, those of Venus and
Neptune in the solar system differ very slightly in form
from circles.

WE have received the Edinburgh Review for July.
The oldest of our quarterlies still keeps up its repute
for articles of sterling merit. There may not be in the

part before us any paper of extraordinary attraction, but
there is no padding ; everything is well worthy of atten-

tion. The review of
' The Life of Sir William Petty,'

by Lord Edmond Fitzmaurice, shows considerable in-

sight into Petty's character. The writer, to use the

ugly slang of the day, is perfectly at home in Potty's" environment." This is even now an uncommon quali-
fication. Notwithstanding the number of books, good and
bad, which have been produced during the last twenty
years relating to the history of the seventeenth century,
the picture as it exists in the minds of many is still the
outcome of a blend of

' The Fortunes of Nigel,'
' Wood-

stock,' and
' Peveril of the Peak.' No ignorance of this

sort is displayed either by Lord Edmond Fitzmaurice or
his reviewer. Sir William Petty was born late in the

reign of James I. His family was what we should now
describe as middle class. Whether in the technical sense

they counted among the gentry, as being men of coat-

armour, we do not know. Trade never entailed those

disqualifications which have been the bane of some other
countries. The family from which he sprang had been
for several generations manufacturers of woollens at

Romsey, in Hampshire. Sir William, however, soon
became connected with Ireland. In the days of the
Protectorate he was a most useful public servant there.

The confiscations which had taken place in that un-

happy country rendered some one who understood map-
making and surveying a prime necessity. Petty was
well instructed in these subjects. Though in these days
we should denounce his views as extremely narrow,
he was regarded as wide minded by all those with
whom he had personally to deal. That he anticipated
many of the opinions of Adam Smith seems certain,
and there is no mistake about the fact that he advo-
cated wider views as to religious toleration than were
then current, though he dreaded putting power of

any kind into the hands of the Roman Catholics. At
the same time he seems to have realized that all the
blame was not on the side of the vanquished, for he

says :
" As for the blood shed in these contests, God best

knows who did occasion it : but upon the playing of the

game or match the English won and had, amongst
other pretences, a gamester's right at least to their

estates." This is not the language of one who thought
that all the wrong was on the side of the native popula-
tion. There is an interesting paper on the ' Variation
of Organic Life.' It is written by one who is master
of the subject. Whether his conclusions be right or

wrong it would not be well for us to discuss. The writer
is one of strongly anti-Darwinian tendenciep, though he
seems to be willing to admit a form of evolution. The
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review of Mr. John Martineau's
' Life and Correspond-

ence of Sir Bartle Frere
'

is written by one who has a

good knowledge of Indian affairs, not only as they are

now but as they were in those remote days before the

Mutiny. Frere was a public servant of the highest

class. Such men are seldom appreciated as they deserve.

We trust that the life and the review before us will

impress on many that it is simply shameful that a noble

career such as his should be permiited to lapse into

oblivion or be remembered only by Indian specialists.

The paper on '

Archery
'

is good, though we long for

more details than the writer has thought fit to give us.

The review of
' The Works of Robert Louis Stevenson

'

has been carefully executed. His death is far too recent

for us to be able to fix his place among the men of

letters of the nineteenth century. We think that the

verdict of posterity will give him a higher place than is

awarded by the writer of the article before us.

THE fiftieth part reaches us of the Journal of the

Yorkshire Arc/i(sological Society (Bradbury, Agnew
& Co.). We are glad to find there is no falling off in

the sterling merit of the articles which it contains.

Every one of them is well worth attentive study. Mr.

Richard Holmes's paper on the manors of the wapen-
take of Osgoldcrc as which are mentioned in the Domes-

day Survey, is a work of great merit; the labour which

it must have taken to produce this synopsis will be

appreciated by few by no one, we fear, who has not

undertaken and carried through drudgery of a like kind.

It is illustrated by an excellent coloured map of the

district. Mr. Fairbank's account of the house of the

Carmelites at Doncaster contains many facts which have

not hitherto been brought together. There was here

in unreformed days an image called "Our Lady of

Doncaster," which Bishop Latimer desired, with other

objects of a like kind, to see burnt in Smithfield. So

far as we can call to mind, his wish was not gratified.

Mr. William Brown communicates an elaborate account,

profusely illustrated by engravings, of the Bruce monu-

ment which once adorned the great monastic church of

Guisborough. It is now in a terribly mutilated condi-

tion, but when perfect must have been one of the most

magnificent works of the kind in existence. Mr. Brown
thinks that it may have been erected by order of the

Lady Mary Tudor, daughter of Henry VII. and wife of

the ill-fated James IV. of Scotland, who fell at Flodden.

The various fragments of this once splendid work of art

are now separated from each other. No such thing as

restoration is to be desired ;
the very idea is, indeed, in-

tolerable, but the pieces might be brought together
and set up again, the blank places being filled up by
blocks of plain stone.

WE have received the July issue of the Berks,

and Oxon Archaeological Journal. The paper by Mr.
J. Kirby Hedges on Wallingford Castle is of consider-

able interest, although it is, we think, composed from
information which has already seen the light in a printed
form more thau once. Lady Russell contributes a por-
tion of a paper on the life of Thomas Scot the regicide.

We cannot pass an opinion upon it until we have seen

the whole. The part before us is certainly very credit-

able to its autbor. Scot well deserves an extended bio-

graphy. The fires of the great seventeenth century
conflagration still smoulder. It is not safe even now to

express strong opinions regarding the characters of those

who took a part in that great conflict. Whatever may
be said, however, as to the rights or wrongs of those

who fought for King or Commons, it is safe to affirm

that Thomas Scot had the virtue of honesty, and that

when the time of trial came, after the Restoration, he
did not hide those opinions which he had uttered when

his party was triumphant. The early Berkshire wills

here given are of local interest. We wish the religious

preambles had not been omitted.

THE Reliquary and Illustrated Archceologist, July.
(Bemrose.) The present issue of this handsomely illus-

trated publication contains three important papers. The
first in order, by Mr. Leader Scott, supplies an interest-

ing account of the Roman thermae which have been

recently discovered at Fiesole. Fiesole was an Etruscan

city, which in after days was inhabited by Roman
colonists. There had long been a tradition that the old

city had possessed a batli, but proof of this has only
recently come to light. The site is being excavated with

great care by the authorities. Mr. Scott has given a

sketch-plan, which, though not made from measurements,
is, we doubt not, fairly accurate. We imagine there has
not been as yet brought to light a more interesting speci-
men of the kind in Europe. Mr. Elias Owen's paper on
'

Churchyard Games in Wales '

proves beyond question
that football was played in some of the Welsh church-

yards (on the north side) till quite modern times. The
windows on the north side of the church were in some
instances provided with shutters, to save them from the
balls. It is believed that the shutters are now all gone,
but there are, we gather, instances where the crooks
remain. In England, at least as early as the fifteenth

century, and we imagine much earlier, the ecclesiastical

authorities forbade games in churchyards. Did this

very sensible regulation extend into Wales? At
Easterton, in the county of Elgin, a remarkable dis-

covery of prehistoric remains has recently been made,
which has been well described and illustrated by Mr.
Hugh W. Young. A farmer ploughing turned up many
human bones. When the place came to be examined
many graves were found, as also arrow or spear heads,
hammers, flint flakes, and other worked stones, of which
illustrations are given. The most interesting discovery,

however, was a stone, forming a portion of a cist, on one
side of which was carved a comb, a mirror, and two
crescent-like objects. On the other is a bird and a fish,
most probably a goose and a salmon. If we may trust

the engraving, and of that we see no reason for doubt,
the sculpture is well executed. We shall wait with im-

patience to know whether Scottish antiquaries regard
these stones as being of as early an age as the flint and
stone implements.

itotijtts to mm$0nbmts.
We must call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address cf the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

M. ('
Eikon Basilike '). The address is supplied in the

first paragraph of the article. We have forwarded your
letter.

NOTICE.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The
Editor of ' Notes and Queries

' "
Advertisements and

Business Letters to " The Publisher
"

at the Office,
Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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Notices to Correspondents.

THE MYRES MACERSHIP.

An ancient privilege has lately been exercised

by the proprietor of the barony of Myres, parish

of Auchtermuchty, in Fife, viz., that of appointing
one of the four macers before the Scottish Lords of

Council and Session. The history of this little bit

of patronage, which originates from the first holder

of the barony having been appointed macer and

serjeant-at-arms to the kings of Scotland at Falk-

land, is curious, and worth putting on record,

especially now that, under the present disposition

of the ancient barony, the connexion of the macer-

ship with Myres may not improbably be lost sight

of.

James I. of Scotland, when a prisoner in Eng-

land, had in attendance on him a young Englishman
called Robert Coxwell, towhom he became attached,

brought him back with him on his return to Scot-

land, and, among other benefits, bestowed on him

an estate in Fife, including what was afterwards

known as the barony of Myres. Coxwell died in

1453, and his widow, in the following year, married

John Scrymgeour, who was some years later

appointed macer (clavigerus) and serjeant-at-arms
to James III., the charter of appointment specially

alluding to the "
faithful services done to the king's

progenitor," and to the "lands of Auchtermuchty
which he had for his fee." Scrymgeour's son John,

master of works to James V., was confirmed in the

possession of Myres, in acknowledgment of his
"labours in the erection and reparation of the

palaces and castles of Holyrood and Falkland," and
also in his office of macer, to which he was granted
leave to nominate any "able and convenient

person
"

to act in his place, with the king's con-
sent. James Scrymgeour of Myres (mentioned in

the
*

Reg. of the Great Seal
'

for 1608) was the
last of the family ; and Myres afterwards passed
successively into the hands of the Pattersons,
Leslies, and Moncreiffs. Mr. Moncreiff Skene
(died 1861) sold Myres to the late Mr. Bruce of
Falkland. During these several changes in the

occupancy of the barony the right of appointing
the macer continued to be exercised, the last

having been nominated by Mr. Bruce in 1883. In
1887 the castle of Myres, including the

"
tower,

fortalice, and mannor-house," which in the original
deeds erecting Myres into a barony are described
as the

"
principal messuage thereof," together with

the adjoining policies, passed into the possession
of Jamas Ogilvy Fairlie, the remainder of the lands
of Myres being purchased by the Marquis of Bute.
A vacancy having occurred in May, 1895, in the

macership filled by the nominee of Mr. Bruce, one
would have been inclined to expect that the

privilege of patronage would have been exercised

by the actual holder of the castle and manor,
which continue, of course, to be known as Myres.
The right, however, appears to have been claimed

by Lord Bute, as the proprietor of the greater

part of the barony lands
; and the appointment

has consequently been made by him.
OSWALD HUNTER BLAIR, O.S.B.

Fort Augustus, N.8.

JOHN FORSTER.

Perhaps some of your readers may be able to

give me information on a rather puzzling matter.
I am anxious to ascertain precisely at what date

John Forster became dramatic critic of the Ex-
aminer. He was born in Newcastle, on April 2,

1812, and spent his boyhood there. His bio-

graphers state that he became dramatic critic of

the True Sun in 1832, and that he began to write

for the Examiner in 1833, but what class of articles

he wrote is not specified. On June 8, 1834, there

appears a mildly laudatory criticism of Macready's
Lear, in which the writer observes: "We remem-
ber well the majesty of John Kemble." On Sept. 7
of the same year there appears a criticism con-

taining the following sentence :
" Mr. Kemble is

represented (for we cannot speak with sufficient

certainty from our own recollections) to have been
a great ideal actor." A very severe criticism of

Vandenhoff'a Brutus (in Howard Payne's play)

appears on Nov. 16, and in this there occur several

allusions to Kemble which clearly imply that the

writer has seen him. Finally, on Dec. 14 of the
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same year we find an attack on Vandenhoff's

Othello and Denvil's lago, professedly written

by the same critic who had formerly dealt with

Vandenhoff, and containing a description of one

of the fine touches in Kean's Othello, which is

repeated almost word for word, a few months later,

in a criticism indubitably written by Forster. I

should conclude, then, that all these articles were

by Forster, were it not that John Kemble made

his last appearance on the stage when Forster was

only five years and two months old (Covent Garden,

June 23, 1817).

This fact seems at first sight to prove that the

articles alluding to Kemble cannot have been

written by Forster ; yet they are quite in his style,

and it is impossible to distinguish any break be-

tween these doubtful articles and those which are

certainly his. Then, again, the writer confesses

that he cannot "
speak with certainty

" from his

recollections of Kemble in other words, they

dated from his boyhood. Was it possible, I asked

myself, that Forster actually saw Kemble, and

made the most, as a critic of twenty-two would

be apt to do, of his juvenile impressions ? But

Forstei's boyhood was passed in Newcastle ; could

he possibly have seen him? Yes, he could. I

found (as this train of reasoning had led me almost

to expect) that Newcastle was probably the last

provincial town which John Kemble visited. He
played Coriolanus there on April 9 and 14, 1817,

Penruddock on April 10, Brutus on April 11,

and Lear on April 15,
"
being positively the last

time of his ever performing on this stage." For-

ster was five years old on the 2nd of this very

April ;
he was a precocious child, and it is certain

that his attention was early directed to the theatre,

for he was only fifteen when he wrote ' A Few

Thoughts in Vindication of the Stage/ and he had

a play produced in the following year. Does it

not seem probable that his father, or the uncle who
afterwards undertook the charge of his education,

may have taken the child to one or more of these

farewell performances of the great tragedian ?

What the critic of 1834 professes to
" remember

well "
is

" the majesty of John Kemble," precisely
what would impress itself on the memory of a

child. And it is perhaps worth notice that this

phrase occurs in an article on '

King Lear,' the

part in which Kemble made his very last appear-
ance on the Newcastle stage.

Can any of your readers favour me with positive
evidence in confirmation or refutation of my con-

jecture? I hoped that Forster's own set of the

Examiner (at South Kensington) might contain

marks which should enable me to identify bis

articles
;
but nothing of the sort is to be found. Is

there any marked set of the paper extant ? Or
can any surviving friend of Forster's remember to

have heard him speak of having, in his childhood,
seen John Kemble ? WILLIAM ARCHER.

GRAHAM OF GARTMORE'S PEDIGREE.

Most genealogical works and books of reference

mention Graham of Gartmore as heir male of the

dormant earldom of Menteitb, which, however, he

cannot in reality claim to be. The published

pedigree of the family in no way bears out euch

claim, and, apart from this deficiency, is manifestly

false and misleading. It commences with "William

Graham of Gartmore," claiming descent from "Sir

John Graham of Kilbride, 'Sir John with the

Bright Sword,' second son of Malise, Earl of

Menteitb." To at once come to the poinf, the

above-quoted William Graham was not " of Gart-

more," and never had any connexion with Gartmore.

The person meant was in reality of Duchray, and it

here falls to be said that the Grahams of Duchray
were not of the Mentieth Graham line, but a branch

of the Grahams of Inchbrakie, cadet of Montrose.

Montrose and Menteitb, the two noble divisions of

the Graham name, are absolutely distinct. The

Duchray family carried the coat of arms of Inch-

brakie, introducing a crescent for difference,

registering them so in the Lyon Office. The next

person mentioned in the pedigree is William's son

and heir,
" John Graham of Gartmere," who, it is

stated, had a sister married to the Hon. John

Alexander, fourth son of William, first Earl of

Stirling. This is a flagrant fiction, because it was
from this very family of Alexander (who had in-

herited it by marriage with a real Menteith Graham

heiress), that John's son bought Gartmore in 1644.

John, however, was truly John Graham of Polder,

one of several sons (the others were Andrew,
Walter, Thomas, and George) of the aforesaid

William Graham of Duchray, erroneously desig-

nated of Gartmore, none of whom excepting John-

is mentioned in the pedigree. The brothers were

outlawed in 1618 for murdering a Menteith

Graham, to wit Jasper Graham of Blairceisnock,

uncle of Patrick Graham of Blairquhoill, after-

wards called Leitchtown. Bad blood was the pre-

vailing feature between Duchray and the Menteith

Grahams, a notable instance of which was when
the former headed those who fought the Earl of

Menteith on the bridge of Aberfoyle in 1671.

One proof, and sufficient in itself, of the connexion

between Duchray and Polder is found in the

original renunciation by John Grahatn of Polder

of any rights he or his father William Graham of

Duchray had in the glebe lands of Aberfoyle.

This document, bearing date March 21, 1625, is

in the possession of the Duke of Montrose. John

Graham of Polder, erroneously styled of Gartmore,
had two sons, the elder of whom, William Graham
of Polder, purchased Gartmore, as already stated,

in 1644, from Charles Alexander, into whose hands

the estate had come through the daughter and

heiress of a great-grandson of the third Earl of

Menteitb. On this slender connexion the trans-

fer of a property the Grahams of Polder, descended
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of Duchray, descended of Inchbrakie, descended
of Montrose, set up a descent from the more
ancient house of Meuteith with "Sir John with
the Bright Sword" for a figure-head, ignoring
the interval of 166 years which lay between the

death of the actual John of Kilbride who it is

proved left no son and the date of their pur-
chase of Gartmore, excepting, of course, the period
of the two names mentioned, these persons, it

is shown, having been of Duchray and Polder

respectively. William Graham of Polder, the

purchaser of Gartmore, was created a baronet in

K3G8, and married a sister of the last Earl of

Menteith. Here was a connexion with Menteith ;

but their only son, Sir John, second baronet, died
unmarried in 1708, when that connexion was extin-

guished. Sir William's nephew, Robert Graham
of Gallangad, county Dumbarton (also, of course,
d-escended from William Graham of Duchray),
succeeded his cousin at Gartmore, and from him is

descended the present representative, who for a con-

nexion with the Menteith family falls back on
John Graham of Kilbride, once supposed to have
been "

Sir John with the Bright Sword." It can
be easily shown, however, how absurd it is to sup-

pose any connexion between John of Eilbride and
the euphemistically designated knight, presuming
the latter to have existed in the flesh ; it is beyond
dispute John of Kilbride could have left no legiti-

mate male issue
; and it is proved that the first

two persona named in the Gartmore pedigree were
not "

of Gartmore," but of Duchray and Polder

respectively. There is, therefore, no need to com-
ment on the discrepancies, the facts speak for

themselves, enhanced in part by a study of the

pedigree of the genuine Menteith Grahams of

Gartmore, which is as follows : Robert Graham,
third son of the third Earl of Menteith, acquired
Gartmore from Walter Macaulay, 1554 ; William
succeeded his uncle Robert, 1577; Robert suc-

ceeded his father, William, 1606 ; Agnes suc-

eeeded her father, the above Robert, 1634. She
married John Alexander, a younger son of Wil-

<liam, Earl of Stirling, and in 1636 disponed the

lands of Gartmore to that earl. They afterwards

passed into the hands of Charles Alexander, her

brother-in-law, who sold them, in 1644, to William
Graham of Polder, of the family of Duchray, who
were not of the Menteith line. The price paid was

13,300 merks Scots, and these lands never formed

part of the territorial earldom.

It is somewhat surprising that Mr. Cuningbame-
Graham of Gartmore should publish, or allow
himself to be published, as claiming to be heir-

male to the dignity in question on the manifestly
absurd pedigree just discussed. There is no con-
nexion between the present family of Gartmore
and the Grahams of Menteitb, although it has been

sought for, the undoubted heir male being Mr.
George Marshall Graham, titular of Leitchtown

(now Blairhoyle), Port of Menteitb, whose ancestors

since 1694 have been de jure Earls of Menteith.
Some time ago, in advertising his estate for sale,

Mr. Cuninghame-Graham described the farm of

Arnbeg, in the pariah of Kippen and county of

Stirling, "as anciently part of the territorial

earldom of Menteith." This is a curious blunder.

In the first place, the lands which were erected

into the territorial earldom by charter of King
James I., Sept. 6, 1427, were all in what at

present forms Perthshire ; secondly, it is well

known that on the death of the eighth and last

Earl of Menteith, in 1694, the territorial lands

of the earldom passed to the then Marquis of

Montrose (whose descendant owns them now),
as the result of a strange transaction in which

King Charles II., the marquis, and the earl each

played a remarkable part. These lands, of

course, are specified in the original charter.

WALTER M. GRAHAM EASTON.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OP SIR WILLIAM
PETTY (1623-1687).

The following essay towards a bibliography of

the printed writings of Sir William Petty is pub-
lished now, partly because Lord Edmond Fitz-

maurice's
'
Life of Petty,' 1895, contains no such

list, and Bevan's '

Petty : a Study,' 1894, contains

a list so inaccurate that it is worse than none,

partly because the compiler hopes, by publishing
the titles already found, to secure for incorporation
in a fuller bibliography of Petty those titles that

have hitherto escaped. Limited space renders

necessary the use of short titles. It is hoped,

however, that title and imprint are in all cases full

enough to render possible the identification of any
edition. Editions no copy of which has been
seen by the compiler are in the following list

marked with an asterisk. Information as to the

whereabouts of such editions, or any additions to

this list or corrections of it, will be thankfully
received.

1. Double Writing. Broadside, folio. A prospectus
beginning :

" There ia invented an Instrument of small

bulk and price," &c. Reprinted in part in III.

II. A Declaration concerning the newly invented Art
of Double Writing, wherein are expressed the Reasons
of the Authors Proceedings in procuring a Priviledge for

the same : as also the Time, Manner and Place of the

Discovery of the said Art London, printed by R. L.
for R.W., 1648. 1 1. , pp. 1-10, 4to.

III. 1. The Advice of W. P. to Mr. Samuel Hartlib

for the Advancement of some particular Parts of Learn-

ing. London, printed Anno Dom. 1648. 3 11., pp. 1-26,
4 to.

2. Same. Reprinted in vol. vi., pp. 1-13, of ' Harleian

Miscellany,' London, 1745, 4to.

3. Same. Reprinted in vol. vi., pp. 1-14, of same,
with notes by Park, London, 1810, 4to.

IV. A Brief of Proceedings between Sr. Uierom

Sankey and Dr. William Petty, with the State of the

Controveraie between them, tendered to all indifferent
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Persons. London, Printed in the Year M.DC.L.IX. 2 11.,

pp. 1-8, folio.

V. 1. Reflections upon some Persons and Things in

Ireland by Letters to and from Dr. Petty : with Sir

Hierome "Sankey's Speech in Parliament. London,
Printed for John Martin, James Allestreye and Thomas

Dicas, 1660. 1 1., pp. 1-142, 147-162, 159-185, 6 11., 8vo.

2 Same. Dublin, printed by Zachariah Jackson for

Grueber and M'Allister. 1790. Pp. i-xxiv, 1-187, 8vo.

VI. 1. A Treatise of Taxes and Contributions, shewing
the Nature and Measures of Crown-Lands, Assessment?,

Customs, Coins, Housing, Liberty of Conscience, &c.

The same being frequently applied to the present State

and Affairs of Ireland. London, printed for N. Brooke

at the Angel in Cornhill, 1662. 8 11., pp. 1-75, 1 1., 4to.

2. Same. London, printed for Nath. Brooke at the

Angel formerly in Cornhill, now in Gresham-College,
1667. 8 11., pp. 1-72. 4to.

3. Same to "Liberty of Conscience, &c." The same

being frequently applied to the State and Affairs of

Ireland, and is now thought seasonable for tbe present
Affairs of England. London, Printed for Obadiah Bla-

grave at the Sign of the Bear in St. Paul's Church-Yard,
1679. 8 11., pp. 1-72, 4to.

4. Same sheets issued with new (double-lined) title-

page as : The Third [tie'] Edition. London, Blagrave,
1685. 8 11., pp. 1-72, 4to.

5. Same edition in "A Collection of three State Tracts :

I. The Privileges and Practice of Parliaments. II.

The Politician discovered III. A Treatise of Taxes
and Contributions Written by Sir William Petty.

London, Sold by 0. Blagrave at the Bear and Star in St.

Paul's Church-Yard, 1690." Each tract has separate

title-page, pagination, and signatures. Only the third,

which is the 1685 ed. [VI. 4], was written by Petty.
6. Same sheets again as : A Discourse of Taxes

thought seasonable for tbe present Affairs of England ;

humbly recommended to the present Parliament. Lon-

don, Printed for Edward Poole, at the Ship, over against
the Royal Exchange in Cornhill, 1689. 8 11., pp. 1-72,
4to.

7. Also in XXVII.
VII. 1. An Apparatus to the History of the common

Practices of Dying. By Sir William Petty. At pp. 284-
306 of " The History of the Royal Society of London.

By Thomas Sprat. London, printed for J. Martyn and
J. Allestry, MDCLXVII.," 4to.

2. Also in same, second edition, London, printed for

R. Scot, 1702, 4to.

3. Also in same, third edition, London, printed for
S. Chapman, MDCCXXII. 4to.

4. Also in same, fourth edition, London, printed for

J. Knapton, MDCCXXXIV , 4to.

5. Also, in French, at pp. 346-374 of "L'histoire de la

Societe [sic] Royale de Londres, escrite en Anglois par
Thomas Sprat et trnduite en FranoU. A Geneve, pour
I. H. Widerhold, M. DC. LXIX.," 4to.

VIII. The Discourse made before the Royal Society
the 26 November, 1674 concerning the Use of Duplicate
Proportion By Sir William Petty London, printed
for J. Martin, 1674. 16 11., pp. 1-135, 12mo.
IX. Colloquium Davidis cum anima sua de magnalibus

dei. 25 Martii 1678 fecit Cassid. Aureus Minvtive.

Londini, impensis Thomse Burrell, M DC LXX ix. 1 1.,

pp. 1-6, folio.

X. 1.
*" Sir William Petty's Quantulurncunque con-

cerning Money. 1682. 2 Sheets in 8vo." Title taken
from " A complete Catalogue of all the Books lately

printed concerning the Coin " which is appended to
"
Proposals for a National Bank. London, R. Cumberland.

1697." McCulloch (' Lit. of Pol. Econ.,' p. 155) gives :

"
Quantulumcunque ;

or a Tract concerning Money

addressed to tbe Marquis of Halifax by Sir William

Petty. 4to. (London) 1682."
2. Same. Begins : Sir William Petty's Quantulum-

cunque concerning Money, 1682. To tbe Lord Marquess
ofHalyfax. Ends: London, printed in the Year 1695.
No title-page, pp. 1-8, 4to.

3. Same. Reprinted in vol. iv., pp. 73-7^, of Lord
Somers's Tracts, London, 1748, 4to.

4. Same. Reprinted in vol. viii., pp. 472-477, ofSomer?,
second edition, London, 1812, 4to.

5. Same. Reprinted at p. 32 seq. of " Observations

relating to the Coin of Great Britain by J. Massie.

London, Printed for T. Payne. MDCCLX." 4to.

6. Same. Reprinted at p. 155 seq. of "A select Collec-

tion of scarce and valuable Tracts on Money [edited by
J. R. McCulloch] London : printed for the Political

Economy Club. MDCCCLVI." 8vo. The title is there

given as :

77. *Sir William Petty his Quantulumcunque concern-

ing Money. To the Lord Marquess of Halyfax, Anno
1682. London : printed for A. and J. Churchill at th&
Black Swan in Paternoster Row, 1695. Qy. Reprinted
from a complete copy of X. 23 All I have seen (five

copies) of X. 2 are without title-page.

XI. England's Guide to Industry; or, Improvement
of Trade for the Good of all People in general. Londoo,
printed by R. Holt for T. Passinger at the three Bible*
on London-Bridge, and B. Took at the Ship in St. Paul's-

Church-Yard. 1683. 6 11., pp. 1-112, 12mo. This i

the first issue undoubtedly made without Petty's con-
sentof the 'Political Arithmetick' (No. XXI1L), the

publication of which, according to Petty's son, Lord

Shelburne, and to
"

all the bibliographers," as the
second-hand catalogues put it, first occurred in 1690.

The copies I have eeen are bound with the (spurious)
fourth part of Chamberlayne's

' State of England': The
fourth Part of the Present State of England, relating to
its trade and commerce To which is likewise added

England's Guide to Industry written by a Person of

Quality. London, printed by R. Holt for William Whit-

wood, 1683, 12mo. The address to the reader is signed :

J. S.

XII. 1. Observations upon the Dublin-Bills of Mor-
tality, MDOLXXXI. and the State of that City. By the
Observator on the London Bills of Mortality [who was
John Graunt. But these Observations are by Petty].
London, printed for Mark Pardoe, 1683, 8vo. 1 1., pp. 1-8,
2 11., 3 folded tables.

2. Also in all editions of XX.
XIII. Another Essay in Political Arithmetick con-

cerning the Growth of the City of London, with tbe

Measures, Periods, Causes, and Consequences thereof.

1682. By Sir William Petty London, printed by
H. H. for Mark Pardoe, 1683. Pp. 1-47, 8vo. Reprinted
under the title given at XVI J.

XIV. Experiments to be made relating to Land-

Carriage, proposed by the learned Sir William Petty.
In Philosophical Transaction?, vol. xiv. No. 161, pp. 666-

667, 20 July, 1684.

XV. Sme Queries whereby to examine mineral

Waters, by the learned Sir William Petty. In same,
vol. xv., No. 166, pp. 802-803, 20 Dec., 1684.

XVI. A miscellaneous Catalogue of mean, vulgar,
cheap, and simple Experiments, drawn up by Sir
William Petty. In same, vol. xv., No. 167, pp. 849-853,
28 Jan., 1685.

XVII. 1. An Essay concerning the Multiplication of

Mankind, together with another Essay [&o. as XIII.].
The second Edition. By Sir William Petty London,
printed for Mark Pardoe, 1686. 1 1., pp. 1-50, 8vo. A
reprint of XIII. with additional introductory matter
and verbal alterations.
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2. Same. Reprinted in " A Collection of the yearly
Bills of Mortality from 1657 to 1758. London, printed
for A. Millar, MDCCLIX," 4to. The editorship of this vol.

is variously assigned to Dr. Birch and to the elder

Heberden, cf. 'Encyclop. Brit.,' 7th ed., vol. xv. p. 515,

and Dr. Ogle in 55 Jour, of the Statistical Society,

p. 442, Sept. 1892.

3-8. Also in XXVI. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and in XXVII.

CHARLES H. HULL.

Ithaca, New York.

( To le continued.)

" NEITHER BE YE OF DOUBTFUL MIND" (Lake xii.

29). This is the reading of the A.V., with the

alternative marginal rendering
"

live not in careful

suspense." The K. V. has retained the text as it

stands. But the Vulgate translates
"
et nolite in

sublime tolli," and most of the earlier English
versions give a similar rendering. Tyndale has
" nether clyme ye vp an hye," and the Great

Bible the same, whilst the Kheims rendering is

quite similar,
" and be not lifted up on high."

The Greek word used by St. Luke is /TCt;pi'ecr0e.
It occurs nowhere else in the New Testament, but

repeatedly in the Septuagint, where it invariably
means to be proud, lifted up, or exalted. But the

interpretation is thought to be not acceptable,
because the context is considered to require some
word equivalent to being doubtful or distrustful.

The Genevan version seems to be the first to act

upon this view, and it renders the passage
" nether

let your myndes wander about these speculations,"
of which that in the Authorized and Revised

Versions is evidently a modification.

The chief reason for thinking that it was ad-

missible to translate thus appears to have been
because a sense of this kind was supposed to be

found for the word in Polybius ; but this hardly
bears out any such rendering. That author (xxiv.

3, 6, and xxvi. 5, 4) uses the word to signify
excite or lift up with hope ; and it seems to me
that the fundamental meaning in v. 70, 10, to

which reference has been made in the dictionaries,
is not really very different. The passages in the

Septuagint are quite clear. Thus in Mi cab iv. 1,
" the mountain of the Lord's house shall be exalted

(fieTewpivQ-rjcreTai} above the hills." In Obadiah,
ver. 4,

"
Though thou mount on high (/wTewpto-flr/s)

as the eagle." In Ezekiel x. 16, "when the cherubim
lifted up their wings to mount up (/zercwpt'^ecrflai)
from the earth." In Psalm cxxxi. [cxxx.] 1," My heart is not haughty [better, lifted up,

tytoOr)], nor mine eyes lofty" (better, exalted,

e[ji:(T(opicr6-i](rav). Also 2 Maccabees vii. 34,
" Be not lifted up without a cause

"
(pr) /X<XT?V

Loesner (' Observations ad Novum Testa-
mentum e Philone Alexandrine') cites in loco

several passages from Philo, in some of which this

word seems to have a meaning similar to that
which it often does in Polybius, i. e., to be excited,

lifted up, or carried away by hopes or desires.

But I cannot find that in any place it has the mean-

ing attributed to it in the Genevan or in the A.V.

(still less in the margin of this) and E.V. of

Luke xii. 29. Nor do I see why the context

requires this signification. May not the clause be
a caution against pride or stoical contempt ? The
next verse states that the nations generally seek

greedily and anxiously after these things ;
let youc

desires be moderate, trusting for such a supply as

your Father sees to be best for you.
W. T. LTNK.

Blackheath.

DICKENS, ZOLA, AND "SPONTANEOUS COM-
BUSTION." When, in

' Bleak House,' Dickenc

described the death of Krook from "spontaneous
combustion," much discussion, initiated by George
Henry Lewes, arose concerning the possibility of

such an event. The novelist held to his guns, and
when the work was repnbliahed in volume forna

he said in the preface :

" I have no need to observe that I do not wilfully or

negligently mislead my readers, and that before I wrote
that description I took pains to investigate the subject
There are about thirty cases on record, of which the

most famous, that of the Countess Cornelia de Bandi

Cesenate, was minutely investigated and described by
Giuseppe Bianchini, a prebendary of Verona, otherwise

distinguished in letters, who published an account of it

at Verona, in 1731, which he afterwards republished at

Rome. The appearances beyond all rational doubt

observed in that case, are the appearances observed ia

Mr. Krook's case."

Dickens, however, did not mention that, long
before he wrote, a description of this Italian in-

cident had been given in English, in an " Extract

of a Letter from Verona, on a Surprizing Accident

which befel aWoman atCesena, a City of Romagna,"
which was published in the Gentleman's Magazine
for November, 1736 (vol. vi. pp. 647-8). The

date of death is therein put at March 14, 1731 ;

and, though no names are furnished, there are

similar loathsome details to those given by Dickens,

though the explanation of the
"
spontaneous com-

bustion
"

is not a thorough soaking of the system

by intoxicating liquors, as in the case of Krook,
but because the victim

" had been used to wask

and rub herself every Day with Spirit of Camphire,
to prevent Colds and Coughs."
M. Zola, however, in

* Dr. Pascal,' has used th

details of the incident of 1731 with even more

completeness than Dickens, while following the

example of the English author in attributing the

cause to over-indulgence in drink. As is his

custom, M. Zola does not spare a single nauseating

touch ; and those who care to study the nintfa

chapter of 'Dr. Pascal,' in which the death of

Macquart is described, will find with what marked

closeness he has adopted the details of a loathsome

narrative, first read by English folk in 1736.

ALFRED F. BOBBINS.
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SAYE'S COURT, DEPTFORD. For the benefit ol

future writers it may be worth recording the latest

phase of this historic site. When Mr. Leslie

Stephen was writing his life of John Evelyn, he
wrote to an esteemed friend of mine (since deceased]

asking for particulars as to the then actual state ol

the grounds, which have undergone two alterations

since then. The first garden was done away with
about ten years ago, and a running track made
round a field for cricket and football, with a small

reserved garden under the management of the

Kyrle Society. For reasons unnecessary to specify,
the paddock, racing-track, and cricket-field were
abolished in December, 1894, and the whole of the

grounds laid out as a recreation ground, and the

old manor house renovated, the gates being thrown

open to the public on Monday the 12th inst.

Visitors must be warned against looking on the
" manor house

"
with veneration, so far as anti-

quity is concerned, the present building dating
only from 1820, and having undergone various

repairs, till possibly not a brick or a stone of the

original structure remains. In the hall in the

grounds are a few choice pictures. ATEAHR.

ROADNIGHT. Under the heading
'
Coinci-

dences '(ante, p. 124), the question is raised as

to the etymology of the surname Koadnight. The
answer is simple enough ; it certainly stands for

"Koad-knight"; A.-S. radcniht. It does not,

however, answer, in sense, to the Modern English
"knight of the road." The A.-S. rdd was used
with reference to riding, and cniht meant servant.

So that radcniht was a riding retainer, a servant
on horseback. The Mod. E. road was originally" a path for riding," as distinguished from a foot-

path. WALTER W. SKEAT.

" KNOWLEDGE is POWER." (See
c
Lincoln's Inn

Fields,' ante, p. 44.) It is to me a matter of

astonishment that an intellectual man can be
found to denounce the above aphorism as mere
claptrap. The difference between the flint-imple-
ment primitive man and MR. WARD is due
entirely to the beneficent growth of knowledge,
which is a power that has enabled man to under-
stand the operations, and partly to predict and
control the forces, of nature. Unless MR. WARD
includes Bacon's works in his contempt for all

science, he might have known that the illustrious
author does not put forth the above truism as a
detached aphorism, for it comes in naturally in a
sentence together with other words, in one of his
minor works. MR. WARD'S illustration about the
man in prison is a descent from his usual intellec-
tual style.

" A man in prison knows it is better to
be free, but that knowledge alone will never get him
out of it. Then, my lord, where is the power?"
Surely MR. WARD will not defend such nonsense
as this. C. TOMLINSON.

Higbgate.

PETER AND PAUL. (See 8th S. viii. 75.) It is

not my intention to meddle with this controversy
on 'Patron Saints of Churches' further than to

quote writers so far apart as Spurgeon and the

author of the
' Golden Legend':

" Ordained to be the apoatle of the uncircumsision,
he proclaimed in the utmost ends of the earth the name
of Jesus Christ. The apostle, moreover, as a writer

takes the highest place in the Christian canon. It

pleased God to select this most remarkable man to be

the medium of inspiration by whose writings we should

receive the most thorough and complete exhibition of

the gospel of the grace of God. Turn to the New Testa-

ment, and see with astonishment how large a space is

occupied by his letters He not only directed the

energy of the Christian Church of his own day, but

shaped its mode of action, and in addition so toned the

thought of the Christian world, that to this moment I

suppose he exercise?, under God, a greater influence over

the theology of Christendom than any other man
heading a line of teachers among whom Auguatine and
Calvin stand conspicuous." Spurgeon's

'

Serm-jns,' 1870,

p. 433.
" Taken as a man, and a minister of Christ, he [Paul]

was greater than any of the twelve ; taken as an apostle
he was lesa than any of the twelve, because not originally
in that body." Dr. A. Clarke's '

Com.,' 1 Cor. xv. 9.

"The Epistles of Peter, John, James, and Jude are

great and excellent ; but, when compared with those of

Paul, they have no glory comparatively, by reason of the

glory which excelleth. Next to Jesus Christ, St. Paul

is the elory of the Christian Church: Jesus is the founda-

tion ; Paul, the master-builder." Ibid., Acts xxii. 21.

"St. Paul, who was the only learned amongst the

Apostles, had hii pen most used in the Scriptures of the

New Testament." Bacon's ' Advancement of Learning
'

(1861), p. 61.
" Paul breathed the atmosphere of heaven above all

men on earth." Robertson's '

Sermons,' vol. iii. p. 211.
" In some place it is sayd that poule is lasse than peter.

Other whyle more : & Bomtyme egall & lyke, for in

dignitie he is lesse. In prechynge greter and in hclynes

they ben egal."
' Golden Legend,' 1512, f. 166 v.

Will any one deny that the writings of St. Paul
have had a greater influence over the theology of

Christendom than those of St. Peter? MR.
HENDERSON has expressed himself rather un-

guardedly ;
he should remember that we are,

Anglicans and Romanists, all members of the
" Catholic "

Church, which is supposed not to be in

rivalry and contention with any but heretics and
schismatics. But I nearly agree with MR. HEN-
DKRSON, for all that. 11. B.

Boston, Lincolnshire.

JOHN BUCKLER, F.S.A. (1770-1851), TOPO-
GRAPHICAL ARTIST. John Buckler, son of Edward
Buckler (born 1741, died 1792), and Hannah, his

wife (born 1746, died 1804), daughter of Wm.
Jacob, was born at Calbourne, Isle of Wight,
Nov. 30, 1770. He married, Aug. 21, 1791, in

;he parish church of Bermondsey, co. Surrey,

Anne, eldest daughter and coheir of John and

Mary Chessell. She was born Oct. 13, 1769, and
died Sept. 21, 1847. Mr. Buckler, who died

Dec. 6, 1851, aged eighty-one, lies buried with his
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wife in Newington Churchyard. (' Monumeuta
Inscriptions in the Old Churchyard of St. Mary
Newington, Surrey,' ed. Robert Hovenden, pt. i.

1880, p. 38.) DANIEL HIPWELL.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix the!
names and addresses to their queries, in order that th

answers may be addressed to them direct.

THE DUCHESS OF RICHMOND. In reading
Madame d'Aulnoy's

' Memoires de la Cour
d'Angleterre

'

(edit. La Haye, 1695) the other day,
I came across the following passage (vol. ii. p. 68)" Monsieur Porter ayant trouv6 le Portrait en

rnignature de la Duchesse de Richemont ; ou elle

e"tait peinte, toute de sa grandeur et vetue en

homme, cornme elle est en plusieurs endroits a
Withal [Whitehall]." The duchess here referred to

was Lady Mary Villiers, daughter of the celebrated
"
Steenie," first Duke of Buckingham, and married

first to Charles, Lord Herbert, secondly to the
Duke of Richmond and Lennox, and thirdly to

Mr. T. Howard, brother of Charles, Earl of Carlisle.

I should be greatly indebted to any of your corre-

spondents who could inform me if any of the

portraits so described by Madame d'Aulnoy still

exist, and, if so, where. Also if anything is known
of her portrait as a little girl by Balthasar Gerbier,
which he mentions in a letter to her father (to
whom he was painter in ordinary and a species of

artistic comptroller) in the following words :

" The
little lady has been painted in great haste ; the

hands, which crave a blessing from your Excellency,
are merely outlined."

WINIFRED BURGHCLERE.
48, Charles Street, Berkeley Square.

"LANE? MAN." What is known as "the
Lanky Man," a figure said to be 240 feet high, cut
in the turf on Wilmington, attracts a good deal of

attention from travellers. A similar figure is at

Cerne Abbas. A good deal has been said and
written about the White Horses. Are any trust-

worthy particulars obtainable as to these figures,
which appear to be no less curious 1 H. T.

SDNDAT MARKETS. By a grant from Henry I,
a market was held at Battle on every Lord's Day.
This market was continued until early in the
seventeenth century, when, through the interven-
tion of Antony, Viscount Montague, the market-

day was changed to Thursday. This market has

long fallen into disuse. Assuming this informa-

tion, which I gather from the ' Sussex Directory,'
to be trustworthy, I would ask whether Sunday
markets were a frequent institution in pre-Refor-
mation times

; and, if 30, whether they were all

abolished at about the same date. I am unable

to ascertain the year in which Viscount Montague
is said to have caused Sunday marketing to be

suppressed at Battle. HENRY ATTWELL.
Barnes.

SASH WINDOW. Can any one give me the date
of the invention of the sash window ? W.

[Sash windows are mentioned by Swift.]

MARY ELIZABETH ROBINSON, daughter of Mary
Robinson ("Perdita"), wrote 'The Shrine of

Bertha,' a novel, 1794, 2 vols. ;

' The Wild Wreath,'
8vo. 1805. Is the date of her death known?
Are biographical particulars to be obtained ?

URBAN.

BAPTIST PAMPHLET. About the year 1674
there was a controversy carried on between the

Baptist "apostle" Matthew Caffyn and Richard

Haines, both of whom belonged to the Baptist

congregation of Southwater, near Horsham, Sussex.

Richard Haines had been excommunicated for

taking out a patent. He appeals against this in a

pamphlet called
' New Lords, New Laws

; or, a

Discovery of a Grand Usurpation.' Matthew

CafFyn answered this by a pamphlet entitled
'

Envy's Bitterness corrected with the Rod of

Shame.' These two pamphlets I have been unable
to discover elsewhere than in the Bodleian, which

possesses a single copy of each. That library also

contains a second answer by Matthew Caffyn,
called

' A Raging Wave foaming out its own
Shame,' which refers to, and is an answer to, a

second pamphlet of Richard Haines's, entitled
' A

Protestation against Usurpation.' This work I

have been unable to discover either at the British

Museum or the Bodleian. I should feel very
grateful to any one who could direct me to a

library where the missing tract is likely to be

mind. Is there any central Baptist hall or organ-
zation possessing ancient records relating to their

persuasion ? There is in the British Museum a

:opy of Richard Haines's final appeal to the

jeueral Assembly of Baptists in London, which

ippeal was successful in getting his excommunica-
ion reversed. C. R. HAINES.

Uppingham.

O'BRIEN : DE BRYAN. Were the O'Briens

lescended from the Counts of Brionne, or Brienne,
of Normandy, and nicknamed Brien Borhoilm
Brown Bear) by the Keltic population ? Sir Guy de

Sryan bore Or, three piles in point azure
;
O'Brien

he same, with tinctures altered, viz., Arg., three

)iles in point gules. The Counts of Brionne

escended from Richard I., Duke of Normandy.
ts ancestor was Robert de Tonbridge, fifth son of

lichard Fitz-Gilbert, son of Gilbert, Count of

Jrion, in Normandy (vide Gilbert de Clare, of

~embroke?). His son, Walter Fitz-Robert, was

he progenitor of the house of Fitz-Walter (vide

arony of Baynards, co. Essex). Robert Fitz-
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Gilbert married Margaret de Bohun. Branches

ef the Brions of Normandy bore the arms of Beau-

mont, viz., Seme"e of billets, a lion rampant, being
viscounts of that town. T. WALTER CARET.

LINCOLN'S INN. In the obituary notice of Lord
Cranworth which appeared in the Law Times for

Aug. 1, 1868, is the following passage :
"
Among

legal circles his memory will be associated most

intimately, perhaps, in future years with the

removal of the sittings of the Equity Courts from

Westminster to Lincoln's Inn." I should be glad
to know the exact date of this removal.

G. F. E. B.

THE CHANNEL ISLANDS. Can any reader in-

form me if there exists printed matter referring
to the patois of the Channel Islands? I have

lately acquired a certain amount of knowledge of

their peculiar nomenclature, and have been much
struck by the fact that surnames have generally

two, and often three, different pronunciations, as

they are sounded (1) a la Parisienne, as in the

same Mauger ; (2) Anglicized, in which case the

name just quoted would appear as Major ; (3)

According to the rules of the patois itself, when
the name I have used for an illustration would
have its diphthong sounded as in Italian. I notice

many letters are silent, as, for example, the final

I in names like Tourtel, Touzel, Brusnel, and the

s in Crespigny, Tostevin, Duchesne, Dumaresq,
and others. The last mentioned is, however, still

more aristocratic when pronounced as if it were

spelt like the French Du Marais. Names like

Le Fevre and Le Lievre are pronounced as if their

second parts were the English Fever, Lever.

JAS. PLATT, Jun.

MAcDotroALL OP LoRNE. Gregory, in his
'

History of the Western Highlands and Islands/

p. 63, states :

" Among those Scots, who during the fifteenth century
married daughters of the family (of the clan Ian Vohr,

'. ., Macdonnell of Isla and the Glynnes) we find Roderick
MacAlan of Moydert, MacDougall of Lome, and Banna-
tyne of Kaimes."

Could any of your readers give me, or tell me
where I could find, the marriage of the Mac-
Boagall above mentioned, or of his immediate
ancestors or descendants, with the Christian names
of the parties referred to 1 J. G.

BEARS WOOD GREEN. In the days before

railways there was a place called Bears Wood
Green, a few miles to the east of Hatfield, in
South Yorkshire. There was an inn there where
folk from the western parts of Lincolnshire were
wont to bait their horses when they went to the
markets or fairs at Doncaster. I have been asked
more than once how this place came by the name
k bears, and have been driven to the humiliating
confession that I did not know. Will some one

wiser than I am explain the matter ? It is said,

[ know not on what authority, that there have

been no bears in England since the eleventh cen-

tury. K. P. D. E.

SCOTT'S 'ANTIQUARY.' Is it not probable that

by the alchemist whom Mr. Dousterswivel (in his

Last interview with Sir Arthur Wardour) calls

Pelaso de Taranto he intends Valescus de Taranta,

a list of whose works is catalogued in the British

Museum Library, and who is mentioned in Pierre

Borel's 'Bibliotheca Chimica,' vol. iii., Paris,

1654? M. C. HALLEY.

LADY EALEOH. She survived her husband,
Sir Walter Ealegh, several years. Is it known
where her remains were interred ?

T. N. BRUSHFIELD, M.D.
Salterton, Devon.

LEEDS FAMILY. I shall be obliged by any
clue to the English location of Thos. Leeds, 1619

sons Daniel and William who emigrated about

1670 to Maryland or Virginia. Daniel published
an almanac, 1686 (copy in British Museum). He
was a Friend, but turned Episcopal later on, and

was surveyor to West New Jersey. Supposed
arms : Argent, a fesae gules, three eagles displayed
sable. A. C. H.

" CARRION HEATH." I have lately acquired a

small historical work, entitled "England's Chro-

nicle ; or, the Lives and Eeigns of the Kings and

Queens from the time of Julius Ceesar to the

present Eeign of K. William and Q. Mary, &c.,

by J[ames] Heath ; London, 1689." Inside the

cover of the volume is a small printed slip, presum-

ably from a bookseller's catalogue, bearing the

inscription :

" ' Carrion Heath.' Carlyle." When
and where did Carlyle refer to the author by this

name ;
and why "Carrion "? I should be glad to

have an opinion as to the value of the work. My
copy, from the title-page, purports to contain
"
copper cuts and whatever else is conduceable to

the illustration of history"; but, as a previous

possessor of the volume has inscribed in pencil
within the covers of the book, there are "no
'

copper cuts' or
' whatever else.'

"

C. P. HALE.

GRACE CURRAN. Perhaps some reader of
' N. & Q.' will be able to tell me what became of

this lady the daughter of John Phillpott Curran,
the fiancee of Eobert Emmett, and the heroine of

Moore's poem, "She is far from the land."

W. SHANLY.
Montreal.

BALL-PLAYING IN CHURCHYARDS. In a notice

of 'Somerset: Highways, Byway?, and Waterways,'

by C. E. B. Barrett, which appeared in the Edin-

lurgh Review, April, the custom of playing
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fives in churchyards receives mention. Was thi

practice formerly known in Northern and Eastern

England ? And are sports specially connected with
a sacred building or a burial-ground supposed to be

of any great antiquity ? Has it not been assertec

that ball games were connected with sun-worship
in pre-Christian France 1 A. C.

" REVOLT." Can revolt be properly a verb
transitive 1 I frequently have noticed that it is

so used of late
; the last time I saw it was in a

leading article in the Times the other day, which
revolted my sense of propriety.

E. LEATON-BLENKINSOPP.

DICKINSON. Can any of your readers give
me information concerning Edward Dickinson, a
""
servant

"
of James I., and father of the wife of

Richard Sterne, Archbishop of York ?

A. E. K.

ODD VOLUME. Can any one tell me where to

seek for vol. xiii. of the '

Imperial Dictionary of

Universal Biography,' Glasgow, W. Mackenzie ?

T. WILSON.
Harpenden.

PROPOSED NEW HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT IN

1733. I take the following from the Gentleman's

Magazine of 1733 :

" The Earl of Burlington has projected a Plan for

building two new Houses of Parliament, and a Public

Library between them, to be finish'd against next
Session, and to cost the Public about 30.000Z." Gentle-
man's Magazine, vol. iii. p. 156.

Is there any detailed description of this plan in

existence ; or is aught known concerning it ?

POLITICIAN.

CALLOWHILL. Can any of your correspondents
help me to trace the arms and pedigree of this

family 1 Hannah Callowhil), of Bristol, was the
second wife of William Penn, of Pennsylvania.

ELLEN GOFF.

THE ENGLISH CARDINALS. Can any reader of
* N. & Q.' give me a complete list (with the dates)
of Englishmen who have been created cardinals,
from Nicholas Brakespeare the English Pope
<iown to the present time ?

FREDERICK T. HIBOAME.
105, Guilford Street, W.G.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
Consider, Man, how great thou art;
Thy will is thy Redeemer.

Wein, Wein, und Geaang.

Stood amazed,
In doubt to deem himself a god or beast.

RICHARD FREE.

Dropping buckets into empty well?,
And growing old in drawing nothing up.

JAMES HOOPER.

[Cowper,
' The Ta?k,' bk. iii.]

ARMS OF THE SEE OF CANTERBURY.

(8
th S. viii. 128.)

MEDESWELL will find that the arms are not

peculiar to Canterbury, but are borne alike by the

archbishops of Armagh and Dublin, and being
merely charged with the insignia of an archbishop,

may surely be appropriately borne by Cardinal

Vaughan or any archbishop in Christendom. I

have an impression of the cardinal's ex-libris plate,

which, saving certain tinctures not represented
thereon, may be blazoned thus : Gules, a staff in

pale and thereon a cross botone"e, surmounted of a

pall charged by four crosses patee sable, conjoined
with the arms of his family, viz., Vaughan of

Courtfield. The shield surmounts a patriarchal
cross and over all a cardinal's hat. The motto

(not that of his family) is
" Amare et servire." It

will be noticed that the arms differ considerably
from those of Canterbury, Armagh, &c., in that the

field is gules (emblematical, I am informed, of the

blood of the martyrs), and not azure
;
the cross is

botonee, not patee ;
and the crosses on the pall are

patee, and not pate'e fitchee as in the arms of

Canterbury. W. BANCROFT RANDALL.

According to Fox Davies,
' Armorial Families,'

p. 994, the arms described by your correspondent
as those "

of the See of Canterbury
"

have been

recently "assigned by a warrant from His Holi-

ness the Pope to the Roman Catholic archbishopric
of Westminster." Without touching on the ques-
tion as to whether this grant has been confirmed

by the Duke of Norfolk in his official capacity as

Earl Marshal, I should like to point out that there

s no reason for styling these the " arms of Canter-

jury," any more than those of any other of the

archiepiscopal sees of the United Kingdom,
Dublin, Armagh, or (pre-Reformation) York. All

,hese bear the crozier surmounted by a pall on a

ield azure. The newly assumed arms of West-

minster are, therefore, simply those of a British

archbishopric, with the marked difference of a

ield gules instead of azure. A much greater

anomaly, and one which I have never seen ex-

gained, is the assumption by the present Arch-

)ishop of Canterbury on his private seal, as figured

jy Burke, &c., of the mitre of Durham encircled

>y a ducal coronet. It would be interesting to

Enow whether, and why, his grace claims the

)alatinate jurisdiction of which the Durham mitre

s the symbol.
OSWALD HUNTER BLAIR, O.S.B.

Fort Augustus, N.B.

The Earl Marshal has not issued, and could not

ssue, his warrant for arms to be granted to the

Roman Catholic See of Westminster. The arms as

nowused by CardinalVaughan weregranted recently
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by the Pope. Of course any statement as to arms
of a see of the Church of England having been

granted to a Roman Catholic see is absurd on the
face of it. A.

There has been no appropriation of the arms of

the See of Canterbury by Cardinal Vaughan, as

may be seen at a glance by comparing the two
coats. Not only is the colour of the field different,
but the pall of Canterbury is blazoned argent,
edged and fringed or with crosses formee-fitchee,
whereas that of Cardinal Vaughan is a pall proper
with crosses patee only. On the other hand, it

would appear that in the present seal of Arch-

bishop Benson he has deliberately appropriated
the peculiar mitre with the ducal coronet ex-

clusively appertaining to the Bishop of Durham,
and shows an unauthenticated coat for Benson,
which seems strange, as pointed out by Mr. Fox-
Davies in his 'Armorial Families.' In the 'Ar-
morial de Gelre,' 1334-69, the Durham mitre is

represented as issuing out of a ducal coronet;
and Mr. St. John Hope, assistant secretary S.A.,
in his valuable paper on the 'Seals of English
Bishops,' Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries,
London, 1887, xi. p. 271, points out that through-
out the whole series of seals and monuments, from
the Norman Conquest to the Reformation, the

archiepiscopal mitre differs in no way from that of
an ordinary bishop.

HARTWELL D. GRISSELL, F.S.A.
Oxford.

SHEEP-STEALER HANGED BY A SHEEP (8
th S.

viii. 106). See Whitney's 'Emblems,' 1586 :

When silent nighte, did scepter take in hande,
And dim'de the daie, with shade of mantle blacke,
What time the theeues in priuie corners stande,
And haue noe dowte, to robbe for what they lacke :

A greedie theefe, in shambles broke a shoppe,
And Hide a sacke, with fleshe vp to the toppe.

Which done, with speede he lifted vp the sacke,
And both the endes, aboute his necke he knittes,
And ranne awaie, with burden on his backe
Till afterwardes, as bee at alehowse sittes :

The heauie loade, did weye so harde behinde,
That whiles he slept, the weighte did stoppe his winde.

Which truelie showes, to them that doe offende,
Althowghe a while, they scape theire iust desertes,Yet punishment, dothe at theire backes attende,And plagues them hoame, when they haue meriest hartes-
And thoughe longe time, they doe escape the pikes,
Yet soone, or late, the Lorde in iustice strikes. P. 41.

These verses have a woodcut at top, wherein is

represented the man with his head held back over
the top of the seat, and being throttled by the
weight of the burden which hangs down the other
side. But this is not a '

sacke," as stated in the
verses, but the hinder quarters of a sheep, with the
tail, quite distinct. The legs are over his shoulders
and round his throat. The woodcut thus differing
from the text shows that the artist was acquainted
with a version_something like that which yet sur-

vives. Whitney's 'Emblems' are full of old

saying?, proverbs, fables, and folk-lore, and in this

instance he was doubtless referring to a well-known

legend or apologue. R. R.

Boston, Lincolnshire.

If MR. PEACOCK will refer to ' The Autocrat at

the Breakfast Table,' he will find, amongst other

items for breakfast xii. :

"You remember the monument in Devizes market to

the woman struck dead with a lie in her mouth. I never
saw that, but it is in the books. Here is one I never
heard mentioned. If any of the '

Note-and-Query
'

tribe

can tell the story, I hope they will. Where is thia

monument 1 I was riding on an English stage coach
when we passed a handsome marble column (so I remem-
ber it) of considerable size and pretensions. 'What is

that?' 1 said.
'

That,' answered the coachman, 'is the

hangman's pillar.' Then he told me how a man went out
one night many years ago to steal eheep. He caught one,
tied its legs together, passed the rope over his head, and
started for home. In climbing a fence the rope slipped,

caught him by the neck, and strangled him. Nexc
morning he was found hanging dead on one side of the

fence and the sheep on the other ; in memory whereof
the lord of the manor caused this monument to be

erected as a warning to all who love mutton better than
virtue. I will send a copy of this record to him or her
who shall first set me right about this column and its

locality."

Not far from Birdwell, on the high road from

Barnsley to Sheffield, is a pillar answering to this

story. At any rate, when Thomas Lister, of Barns-

ley (died March 25, 1888), the poet and naturalist,,

went to Canada in 1884, to attend the meeting of

the British Association amongst other things, he

paid Oliver Wendell Holmes a visit, related to him
this story, and was presented with the volume by
the author as promised in the above extract.

E. G. B.

A somewhat similar story is told of a sheep-
stealer who sat down to rest against a large upright
stone on Lambro Moor (then unenclosed), near

Haverfordwest. The man fell asleep, and the sheep,

wandering round the stone to the length of its cord,

strangled him. The stone is there to this day to

testify, and is called Hang Stone Davy. H. 0.

In July, 1849, 1 was sent into Devonshire unde?
the care of a holiday tutor. After staying a week
at Lynmonth, it was settled that we should go on
to Ilfracombe. Accordingly my tutor hired a small

donkey cart to take the luggage, and we set off for

Ilfracombe by the then almost unfrequented coast

road through the Valley of Rocks and past Hed-
don's Mouth. By-and-by we came to a very steep

hill, and, on asking the boy who drove the cart,

were told that it was known by the name of Hang-
man's Hill. He added that the name was due
to a sheep-stealer, who stole a sheep, and, having
fastened the two forelegs together, put his head
into the loop so formed, and proceeded to climb

the hill. He just managed to reach the top ; but

on preparing to descend his foot tripped, and, as
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the boy put it, be went one way and tbe sbeep the

other. The latter then swung round with such a

momentum that " the sheep chucked [i. e., choked]
the man." Hence the name Hangman's Hill.

0. W. PENNY.
Wokingham.

A somewhat similar story is related of an event

which occurred in bygone days at Charlton Hore-

thorne, in Somersetshire. On the borders of that

parish stands a stone, apparently placed there to

mark the boundary between Charlton Horethorne
and Milborne Port, before the surrounding lands

were enclosed. It is called the "Wether Stone,"
and gives its name to the fields adjoining. Tra-

dition says it was so named from the following
circumstance. A man having stolen a wether

sheep, and fastened it on his shoulders by a rope,
sat on this stone to rest ; the animal, either by its

weight, or if alive by its struggles, pulled him

backwards, and being unable to extricate himself,
he was strangled, and when found was dead.

THOS. H. BAKER.
Mere Down, Wiltshire.

A legend like that related by MR. PEACOCK is

attached to a gate known as
"
Gollowsgate," near

the village of Marldon, about three miles from

Torquay. The age of the story is unknown, but
it is certainly much older than the memory of any
person now living. A. J. DAVY.

Torquay.

BUCKLAND'S '

EELIQUIJE DILCVIAN^:' (8
th S.

vii. 28, 75, 136, 238
;

viii. 114). Neither of your
correspondents who have quoted the two lines

given as a foot-note in Daubeny's
'

Fugitive Poems
'

appears to have noticed that as they stand in that

work they are totally pointless and without mean-

ing. They have doubtless been put there by the
editor of that work, for I cannot believe that

Daubeny himself would have so misquoted them.
The true reading will be found in

' The Pursuits
of Literature,' p. 98 (thirteenth edition, 1805) :

Archdeacons, rats, and such small deer
Have been Dick's food for many a year.

The allusions are so well known as scarcely to need

explanation, viz., to Archdeacon Travis and
Richard Person. FRED. NOROATE.

[See King Lear,' III. iv. 144.]

ST. MARY OVERIB (8
th S. viii. 68, 115). A very

interesting reference to this church is to be found
in that unique volume entitled ' Chronicles of

London Bridge by an Antiquary
'

(Richard Thom-
son), London, 1827, pp. 33-45. The author says :

" Let me remark now, before I quit the history of St.

Mary Overies that there is yet extant there, a monu-
mental effigy conveying the strongest lesson of a man's
mortality ; it being the resemblance of a body in that
state when corruption is beginning its great triumph.
Prating Vergers and Sextons commonly tell you, that the

persons whom these figures represent, endeavoured to

fast the whole of Lent, in imitation of the great Christian

pattern, and that, dying in the act, they were reduced to

such a cadaverous appearance at their decease. There-

has, however, been a new legend invented for this sculp-
ture, as it is commonly reported to be that of Auderyr
the Ferryman, father of the founder of St. Mary Overies.

It was formerly placed on the ground, under the north'

window of the Bishop's Court, which, before the present
repairs, stood at the north-east corner of the chapel of

the Virgin Mary. Where it will be removed to here-

after, time only can unfold, for, as yet, even the church-

wardens themselves know not.
" In speaking of this person's tomb, I must not, how-

ever, omit to notice, that there ia a singularly curious

although, probably, fabulous tract of thirty pages, of his

life, tbe title of which I shall give you at length :

' The
True History of the Life and sudden Death of old John
Overs, the rich Ferry-Man of London, shewing, how he
lost his life by his own covetousness. And of his daughter
Mary, who caused the Church of St. Mary Overs in

Southwark to be built
;
and of the building of London

Bridge.' There are two editions of this book, the first

of which was published in 12mo., in 1637, and a reprint
of it in 8vo., which, though it be shorn of the wood-
cuts that decorated the edilio princeps, is perhaps the

most interesting to us, inasmuch as it bears this curious

imprint :
' London : Printed for T. Harris at the Look-

ing-Glaes, on London Bridge; and gold by C. Corbet at

Addison's Head, in Fleet-street. 1744. Price Sixpence/
You may see this work in Sir W. Musgrave's

' Bio-

graphical Tracts
'

in the British Museum."

Then follows an excerpt of the book. I should

add that an engraving of the Audery sculpture

accompanies the letterpress. Does this curious

monumental effigy still exist 1 I cannot call to

mind ever seeing it on the occasion of any of my
visits to St. Saviour's, Southwark.

JOHN T. PAGET.

5, Capel Terrace, Southend-on-Sea.

If MR. MAYHEW is right in saying that ofer is

"a river-bank," then most assuredly I believe

that his explanation of overie to mean the
" water-

land on the river - bank "
is correct it would

really have exactly the same meaning as Bank-

side. I heartily wish I had known of this derivation

a year ago ;
for the more I study the matter, the more

it seems certain to me that Ptolemy the geographer
was right, and that Southwark was the ancient

Londinium. And St. Mary Overie would then

be St. Mary on Bankside, instead of the usual

modern interpretation of St. Mary over the Water.
CHARLOTTE G. BOGER.

Chart Sutton.

VALSE (8
th S. viii. 29, 78, 116). Under the

heading of
' A Novel Dance,

1

Richard Twining,

dating from Frankfort in 1781, writes, in an
account of a ball which he attended there :

" I was engaged in looking at these fine people, when
a gentleman and lady came whirling by, and bad almost
overwhelmed me. I could not imagine what they were
about. I had scarcely extricated myself from the danger
with which they threatened me, when another and
another couple came twisting by in like manner. I

found, on inquiry, thiit this was a favourite German
dance called a waltz, and is performed in the following
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manner. The lady and gentleman stand face to face.
The gentleman puts his arm round the lady's waist, and
with the other hand he gets firm hold of her arm. You
would at first think they are going to wrestle. Thus
prepared, and the gentleman haying got so good a pur-
chase upon the lady, they begin to spin round and
round with a velocity which would have made me giddy
in half a minute," &c.

'

Selections from Papers of the

Twining Family/ 1887, p. 74.

F. H.
Marlesford.

There is an article which touches on this subject

in the August number of the Pall Matt Magazine,
vol. vi. No. 28, entitled

' The Follies of Fashion :

Dancing,' by Mrs. Parr, "Illustrated by Fac-

similes of Originals in Dr. Parr's Collection of Old

Prints." CELER ET AXJDAX.

The sensation produced in English and Irish

society by the introduction of the German valtz

in 1813, as Eaikes states, is shown by different

poetic protests which I find among my newspaper

cuttings of that time. Here is one :

Impromptu.
How arts improve in this inspiring age,
Peers mount the box, and horses tread the stage;
While waltzing females with unblushing face,

Disdain to dance but in a man's embrace.
How arts improve when modesty is dead,
And sense and taste are, like our bullion, fled.

A separate piece, embracing a long series of verses,

begins :

Shall the woman I love on another recline ?

W. J. F.
Dublin.

The line quoted by MR. COLEMAN,
What ! the girl I adore by another embraced 1

is not by Lord Byron. It appears to be by
"
Sir

H. E. Bart. ," whoever that may be. See ' N. & C
'

2nd S. vii. 466. See a description of a dance called

"Mol Patley" (sic), evidently a kind of waltz,

spoken of with strong disapproval in the Spectator,
No. 67 (Budgell's). Prof. Henry Morley, in a

note, says :

" Moll Peatley was a popular and

vigorous dance, dating at least from 1622."

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

EARL OF HALIFAX (8
th S. viii. 129). John and

Edward Lawton were sons of Lord Halifax's sister

Anne, who married John Lawton, of Lawton Hall,
Cheshire. Edward, the elder of the two, married

Charlotte, daughter of William Trafford, Esq., and
died 1730. John, M.P. for Newcastle-under-

Lyme, died 1740. CONSTANCE KUSSELL.
Swallow field, Beading.

*" Edward and John Lawton were the second and
third sons of John Lawton, of Lawton, in Cheshire,
who married Anne Montagu, granddaughter of the

first Earl of Manchester, and sister of Charles,
Earl of Halifax. Edward Lawton married Char-

lotte, daughter of William Trafford, of Swithamley
and died in 1730. John was some time M.P. for

i

riott

Newcastle-under-Lyme, and died in 1740. John

Lawton, the father of these two brothers, was

lineal ancestor, by his second wife, of the present

John Edward Lawton, Esq., of Lawton.

OSWALD HUNTER BLAIR, O.S.B.

Fort Augustus, N.B.

KEV. JOHN MARRIOTT (8
th S. viii. 131).

Burgon was wrong. It is quite certain that
" Heber and Whateley

" wrote the two ordinary

verses of

God who madest earth and heaven.

Mercer added two more, but these are not in com-

mon use.
Thou whose almighty world

is Marriott's, and is the only hymn of his which has

taken its position. He wrote others, but they are

not collected, nor all printed.
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.

Longford, Coventry.

DR. BRUSHFIELD, if he will refer to Julian's
'

Dictionary of Hymnology,' will find an ample
answer to his question. The Kev. John Marriott

wrote the hymns
A saint ! Oh would that I could claim,

Thou whose almighty word,

When Christ our human form did bear,

and as the information from which the article on

Marriott was written was compiled in great part

from manuscript notes supplied by Mr. Marriott's

son, it may be held to exclude him from the author-

ship of the hymn about which DR. BRUSHFIELD

inquires. This is negative evidence.

On the positive side, Mr. Julian's article on the

hymn
God that madeat earth and heaven

supplies full information. It originally consisted

of one stanza :

God that madest earth and heaven,

and this is by Bishop Heber. A second stanza,

Guard us waking, guard us sleeping,

was added by Archbishop Whately. To this the

Rev, Thomas Darling in his
'

Hymnal
' added a

doxology. In Mercer's 'Church Psalter and

Hymn Book' the hymn appears with four stanzas,

of which the second and fourth are by Mr. Mercer,

the first being Heber's, and the third Whately's :

2. And when morn again shall call us.

4. Holy Father throned in heaven.

In Mr. Brown Borthwick's
'

Select Hymns for

Church and Home '

the four verses appear, but

arranged thus : (1) Heber, (2) Whately, (3 and 4)

Mercer.
The whole of this matter is taken from Mr.

Julian's excellent article.

W. SPARROW SIMPSON.

QUARTERSTAFF (8
th S. vii. 347, 413 ; viii. 33).

The quarterstaff of Lancashire was a more
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powerful weapon for attack than the quarterstaff
of the rest of England ;

but the smaller staff was
handier for defence. The Lancashire rod, or pole,
is seven yards long, and its quarterstaff five feet

three inches
; whereas, the pole elsewhere being

but fire and a half yards, the quarterstaff was no
more than four feet two and a half inches in length.

JOHN PAKENHAM STILWELL.
Hilfield, Yateley, Hants.

BREEDING STONES (a* S. vii. 485). CANON
TAYLOR will find a reference to the ^Etites, or

Eagle Stone, at vol. iii. p. 155 of Brand's

'Antiquities' (1841), by Sir Henry Ellis, which

may be called a "
breeding stone." From this we

may ascend to Pliny bk. xxix. ch. xii. A. H.

CHURCH REGISTERS (8
th S. vii. 382 ; viii. 13,

56, 95). There is much to be said for MR. FRY'S

suggestion for founding a society for printing

parish registers. Two facts, however, must be
borne in mind, which perhaps MR. FRY has not
laid sufficient stress upon : one is the present

practical existence of such a society, in the shape of

the Harleian Society's "Register Section," and
the other that the bulk of registers in England
is so vast that any project for printing them in

their entirety is necessarily an almost Utopian
idea. As regards the first point, it seems to me
that the preferable course would be to suggest to

the Harleian Society the desirability of reorganizing
their "Register Section," so that it should become
a distinct book-publishing society, open to all, and
not merely to members of the Harleian Society.
As to the second point, we must bear in mind the
fact that the vast majority of entries in a register
will interest no one, not even the most ardent

genealogist ; and in fact many of them are of

persons who cannot even be identified. While
there is so much more matter which is of the high-
est value to the genealogist still in MS., it seems a

pity to dissipate our energies by printing all the

baptisms and burials of our parish registers. It

may well be that MR. HALLEN'S scheme of print-

ing London City registers has broken down, being
overburdened by the appalling number of the

baptisms and burials. But we must not run into
the mistake of printing

"
selections

" from registers.
Such a course would be almost worse than leaving
matters as they now stand; for "selections," unless

they include all the entries of a name, are obviously
very misleading. Moreover the genealogist does
not exist who possesses adequate knowledge for

acting as editor of such selections.

But there is an alternative open to us, and one
which I believe will render feasible the publication
of parish registers upon a systematic plan. Mar-
riages form but a thirteenth or fourteenth of any
parish register. They, of course, form the key to the

position in a pedigree ; and though, as with other
entries in a register, many of them will interest no

one, obviously that is less the case than with

baptisms and burials. Then, too, we can print
thirteen or fourteen registers where we could only

print one if we include all entries ; and in that way
we shall interest a far larger circle of subscribers

than would otherwise be the case. In other words,
if a parish register section or society is to be a

sufficient success in the way of attracting an ade-

quate number of subscribers, we should in the first

instance, at any rate, print only the marriages.
Such considerations have lately led me to com-
mence dealing with the parish registers of Glou-

cestershire on these lines, by issuing a few pages of

marriage registers with each number of Gloucester-

shire Notes and Queries. Some notes on this

project may be of service to MR. FRY and others

interested in the question. There are about 323

parishes in Gloucestershire. Assuming that the

marriages of a parish on an average will fill about

fifteen small octavo pages, those of the whole county
will fill about 4,355 pages. At my present rate of

progress it will take nearly seventy years to print
them all down to the year 1812. But with a guinea

subscription the whole of the parishes in the county
could be printed in about ten to twelve years.
That is a sufficient reason for saying that a proposal
for printing parish registers so far as marriages are

concerned is quite practicable ;
to include the

baptisms and burials also means that it would take

130 or 140 years to complete the work. But with

the marriages printed we should have a fairly suffi-

cient and handy guide in searching for the other

entries. It would be sufficient, probably, to come
down to the year 1812 only. Fifteen pages for

each parish, representing about 600 marriages, may
be considered an ample estimate ; many of the

smaller parishes will occupy only three or four

pages. It would not be difficult to organize a

sufficient number of voluntary transcribers amongst
the parish clergy and others, as the work thus

divided would be comparatively light, very differ-

ent from that of undertaking the transcription

of a whole register. Obviously ^it
would be

impracticable to issue the parishes in any alpha-
betical or topographical order ;

we must be con-

tent to take transcripts and print them as we

get them. And though it may seen heretical to

say so, the question of indexing the marriages
would not be urgent, and could very well be

allowed to stand over. It would be a sufficient

boon to the genealogist to have them in print.

W. P. W. PHILLIMORE.
124, Chancery Lane.

TRAY, NAME OF A DOG (8
th S. viii. 6).

About the time of the Crimean war, so far as I

can remember, there was a song very popular con-

cerning 'Old Dog Tray,' and to that I have

attributed all references to Tray as a name of a

dog, till a few months ago I came across a poem
' Lubin and hia Dog Tray,' by a Mrs. Charlton,
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published in 1815, which demolished my belief,

and now MR. PEACOCK'S note shows that, for

some reason, Tray is a stock name for a dog in

fiction. AYEAHR.

I have always understood that Tray is put for

draw, Latin traho, owing to the former uee of the

dog for vehicular traction. A. H.

Shakespeare must not be forgotten :

The little dogs and all,

Tray, Blanch, and Sweet-heart, see, they bark at me.
'

King Lear,' 111. vi. 62, 63.

URBAN.
" COLD PIG "

(8
th S. viii. 9). I know nothing

of cold pig as returned merchandise, but in my
boyhood often heard lie-a-beds threatened with
cold pig and the lazy ones well knew that it

meant a douche of cold water. I see the ' N. E. D.'

gives this meaning. JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

[Cold pig for returned merchandise was familiar in the
West Hiding in the middle of the century.]

A SAYING OF VOLTAIRE (8
th S. vii. 409, 438,

516). Though I have lost the reference, it is but
fair to add that Voltaire did not confine himself
to the line "Si Dieu n'existait pas, il faudrait

1'inventer," but followed it up with, "Mais toute
la nature nous crie, qu'il existe."

K. TEN BRDGGENCATE.

The church, but not the inscription, was there
in 1879 (Murray's

' Switzerland '). Cowper alludes
to it :

Nor his, who for the bane of thousands born,
Built God a church, and laughed his word to scorn.

'

Retirement/ and note.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

FINGER (8
th P. vii. 408, 492

; viii. 74). ME.
K. TEN BKUGGKNCATE'S rule will not apply to

angel, danger, ranger, stranger, or manger. They
might be better spelt with a j. Again, if hanger-on,
anchor, ringer, bringer, and singer are sufficiently

spelt, surely finger, linger, and anger require
another g or a u, as well as longer, stronger, and
hunger. They might be made anguer, jinguer,
longuer, hunguer. E. L. G.

Allow me deferentially to differ from MR. K.
TEN BEUGGENCATE. Is not danger a dangerous
word for foreigners ? It might, according to analogy,
be pronounced dang-er, dang-gher, or dange-r; n
is, of course, not= ngr in angel. I have heard
singer rhymed nearly with finger in Cheshire.

T. WILSON.
Harpenden.

LILAC (8
th S. vii. 489; viii. 38). In my

younger days, say thirty-five or forty years ago,
though I have not heard it lately, this was very

generally called by the country people hereabout
'

lily oak," and I have a distinct recollection of

being told by a friend, in reply to a question, that

lilac was simply a corruption from the name lily

oak, (then) still retained by the country people.
ALEX. THOMS.

St. Andrews, N.B.

The common lilac (Syringa vulgaris) is a native-

of the north of Persia, though now acclimatized

over Europe and North America. It was brought
from the East to Vienna by Dusbecq, ambassador
of Ferdinand I. The name comes from the Ar.

tilak, Per. lllaj, whence, of course, Sp. lilac, Ger-

lilak, Fr. lilas, &c. CHAS. JAS. FERET.

KING'S EVIL (8
th S. viii. 49). For "thy" cor.

the, of which the explanation is in the proclama-
tion of Charles IL, Jan. 9, 1683 :

"And all such as shall hereafter come or repair to the
Court for this purpose shall bring with them Certificates

under the hands and seals of the Parson, Vicar or

Minister, and of both or one of the Churchwardens,,
testifying according to the truth, that they have not at

any time before been touched by His Majesty, to the
intent to be healed of their disease. And all Ministers
and Churchwardens are hereby required to be very care-
ful to examine into the truth before they give eucb

certificates, and also to keep a Register of all certificates

they shall from time to time give."

This was to prevent people coming more than

once for the money which was given. So in the

register of Hambledon, Bucks, there is :

"1685, May 17. Mary Wellington had a certificate tfr

goe before the King for a disease called the King's Evil."

In the London Gazette of Sept. 22, 1687, the

king's serjeant-surgeon expresses his sense of the

neglect ot the ministers in not keeping the registers,
and of the abuses consequent thereupon.

ED. MARSHALL.

May I be allowed to suggest that the words
"
thy gift," which your correspondent says are

indistinct, should be touching ? Every minister

was required, by a proclamation of Charles II.,

dated Jan. 9, 1683, to keep a register of the certifi-

cates which he granted. Without a certificate no
one was admitted to the king's presence for the

purpose of being "touched." As 92,107 persons
came to be " touched " between the years 1661 and

1682, and each person received a gold coin with a

hole in it, the necessity for the regulation is

obvious. See 'Parish Registers in England,' by
Mr. E. E. Chester Waters, 1883, p. 82.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

Between the years 1661 and 1682 as many as

92,107 persons were touched for the king's evil.

Each of them received a gold coin, with a hole in

it, which the coin, not the hole
" was suspended

from the neck by a ribbon." It became necessary
to limit the number of patients to be touched, and
at last no person was allowed in the king's presence
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for that purpose who had not previously obtained

a certificate from the minister of the parish in

which he or she lived, that he was suffering from

the disease.

"Hambledon, Buck?, 1685, May 17. Mary Walling-
ton had a certificate to goe before the King for a disease

called th* King's EviJ." 'Parish Registers,' p. 81, R. E.

Chester Waters.

PAUL BIERLEY.

This certificate has already appeared in 'N. & Q.'

(see 3rd S. vii. 93). By a proclamation issued by
Charles II., dated Jan. 9, 1683, appointing the

times at which the touch should be administed,
" And all such as shall hereafter come or repair to the

Court for this purpose shall bring with them Certificates

under the hands and seals of the Parson, Vicar, or

Minister, and of both or one of the Churchwarden?,
testifying according to the truth, that they have not at

any time before been touched by Hia Majesty, to the
intent to be healed of their disease. And all Ministers
and Churchwardens are hereby required to be very care-

ful to examine into the truth before they give such

certificates, and also to keep a Register of all certificates

they shall from time to time give."

This regulation was found necessary to keep
down the numbers, for no fewer than 92,107 persons
came to be touched between 1661 and 1682, and

every one of them had a gold coin with a hole in

it given to him, which was suspended from the

neck by a ribbon. See ' The History of Parish

Registers in England,' by John 8. Burn, 1862, and
'Parish Registers in England,' by Robert E. 0.

Waters, B. A., 1883.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

"TAKING A RISE" (8
th S. viii. 126). I can add

an earlier reference for this expression. It may
be found in Thomas Powell's ' Tom of all Trades ;

or, the Plaine Path-way to Preferment," printed in

1631, but written much earlier in the century, at
least according to the editor of this booklet, Dr.
Furnivall (1876, for the New Shakspere Society,
vi. No. 2). Speaking of a young fellow's chances
for preferment in the Church, Powell says :

" Next he muat clime up to the maine top of Specula-
tion, and there looke about him to discover what
Benefices are emptie abroad, where the Incumbent lives

only upon the Almes of Confectio Alchermis ;* or where
one is ready to take his rise out of Sierge into Sattin, out
of Parsonage and a Prebendarie into a Deanerie and a
Donative let him not be slow of footmanship in that case

by any meanes."

This quotation, along with the 1678 one of MR.
ROBBINS, will make us sceptical about the ex-

planation gives in the
'

Slang Diet.' and copied by
the '

Encyclopaedic,' that it is a "
metaphor from

fly-fishing." However, we must not attempt con-
structive criticism until more instances shall have
been found. H. LOGEMAN.

University of Ghent, Belgium.

* An interesting addition to the quotations given by
Dr. Murray in voce

" Alkermes."

BARTHELEMON'S ' MORNING HYMN '

(8
th S.

viii. 68). In the *

Dictionary of Musical Bio-

graphy,' under "
Barthelemon," MR. WARRINGTON

will find it stated that the tune was composed" about 1780." I have before me ' Psalms and
Hymns for the Use of the Chapel of the Asylum
for Female Orphans,' a new and enlarged edition,
1794. The music is not given, but the names of

the composers are. When it is remembered that
the Rev. Jacob Duche" was chaplain of this institu-

tion (which chaplaincy he resigned in 1790, on his

return to America), and note that the 1794 book
is "a new and enlarged edition," we cannot feel

surprised at finding Duche's name and Barthele-

mon's in connexion, Duche* being given as the

composer of Psalm Ixviii., T. S. Duche" of hymn 14,
and Barthelemon of hymns 8, 16 (the

'

Morning
Hymn '), 26, and 37. The last number,

Come, Faith Divine, thy powers impart,

was published about 1790 as
" a duet, the words

by Mr. Duche*," a copy being in the British

Museum. The connexion of the Rev. Jacob
Duche with Barthelemon was religious as well as

musical, for although the fact is not mentioned in

the
'

Dictionary of American Biography
' under

"Duche*," nor under "Barthelemon" in the
'

Dictionary of National Biography
' or the '

Dic-

tionary of Musical Biography,' both were among
the earliest followers of Emannel Swedenborg in

this country. In Hindmarsh's '

History of the

Rise and Progress of the New Jerusalem Church
in England, America, and other Parts,' p. 23, I

find, among other names of early adherents,

"Mr. F. H. Barthelemon, Musical Preceptor to their

late Royal Highnesses, the Dukes of York, Gloucester,
and Cumberland, and of his Serene Highness the Duke
of Brunswick, and for several years Leader of the Band
at the Ancient Concerts and the King's Theatre."

In the same volume it is stated on p. 40 that
" the Rev. Jacob Duche", Chaplain to the Asylum
for Female Orphans, had embraced the doctrines of

the New Church," and that "
many of our friends

[of whom Barthelemon must have been one]
attended his ministry on the Sundays." A
further account of Duche" will be found in the

Monthly Observer for 1857, p. 79, and of

Barthelemon (not Barthelomon) in the memoir

prefixed by his daughter in 1827 to selections

from his unpublished oratorio
' Jefta in Massa.

'

Not only so, but on his return to America,
Duchu became connected with Glenn, the leader

of the New Church in America, and his daughter
Esther Duche" married the Rev. W. Hill, the

translator of Swedenborg's
'

Apocalypsis Explicata.'
It only remains to add that Barthelemon con-

tributed to the New Jerusalem Magazine, 1790

(of which six numbers appeared, followed in 1791

by a supplement), seven compositions, four of

which are part of a never-completed setting of the

Bible version of the Psalms, and the remainder
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are anthems. In the design or prospectus of the

magazine this is mentioned :

" We have the pleasure to add that Mr. Barthelemon,
whose great abilities in sacred composition are well

known, has engaged to set to music on purpose for this

work the Psalms of David in regular order from the

Bible Version, so that the lovers of sacred melody will

most probably be amply gratified in receiving such a

selection of the Songs of Zion as have never hitherto

appeared in any similar publication."

Of the 'Hymns for Trinity Church, Boston,'

1808, 1 can tell MR. WARRINGTON nothing, but

the preface shows there was an earlier edition, and
the fact that two of the hymns are by Joseph
Proud, the earliest New Church hymn-writer, will

serve, like Barthelemon's tune, to show Duchess

influence here again. At present the first point
will be to find the earlier edition of the 1794

book, and then whether any musical edition of

the same was issued in any form containing the
'

Morning Hymn.' WILL. T. BROOKE.

In answer to the query on this subject in
' N. & Q.,' ante, p. 68, I send a copy of a few

lines taken from a brief sketch of the 'Life of

Barthe'le'mon,' written by his daughter* (my
paternal grandmother) :

"About the year 1780 an acquaintance commenced
between Mr. Bartbe'lemon and the Rev. Jacob Ducbe,
then chaplain to the Asylum (or House of Refuge for

Female Orphans), a man of talent and exemplary piety.
One immediate consequence of this acquaintance was
an application to Mr. Barthelemon to compose a hymn
tune to

Awake, my soul, and with the sun,

a composition which has been heard with delight ever
since. He also composed many hymns and anthems for

the benefit of the same charity, and was complimented
with a governorship for life."

I have the book of
'

Hymns and Psalms '

used at the Asylum, printed for W. Gawler

(organist) ;
it has not that tune in it, though it

has several others by Barthe'le'mon.

EAT COLLICOTT.
East Acton.

WELLINGTON'S ESTIMATE OF NAPOLEON (8
th

S. viii. 128). Earl Stanhope, in his 'Notes of

Conversations with the Duke of Wellington,'gives
at p. 81 a memorandum written by the Duke,
dated Sept. 18, 1836, beginning thus :

" It is very true that I have often said that I con-
sidered Napoleon's presence in the field to be equal to
40.000 men in the balance. This is a very loose way of

talking ;
but the idea is a very different one from that

of bis presence at a battle being equal to a reinforce-
ment of 40,000 men. I '11 explain my meaning ";

which he then proceeds to do. Napoleon, on the
other hand, was not so magnanimous in his
estimate of his great opponent, speaking dis-

paragingly of him as a Sepoy general, and saying,

* Cecilia Maria, married Capt. Edward Prectis Hens-
lowe.

with an air of self-satisfaction, at Elba,
" His

Lordship and I have not yet met.
"

In the follow-

ing year they did meet at Waterloo, and we know
with what result. Wellington's own Peninsular

troops had a truer opinion of the value of their

general.
" We would rather see the Duke's big

nose in the fight than a reinforcement of 10,000
men any day," wrote an old Peninsular officer,

Capt. Kincaid of the 95th. At Waterloo he was
worth more than 10,000.

" Twice have I saved
this day by perseverance," said the Duke before

the last great struggle (when Napoleon's Imperial
Guard attacked Maitland's brigade of English
Foot Guards), "and said so most justly," adds Sir

Augustus S. Frazer, who was present and com-
manded the horse artillery. WATERLOOENSIS.

In conversation with Earl Stanhope at Sud-

bourn, on Nov. 2, 1831, the Duke is said to have
used these words, viz., "Ah, yes there was

nothing like him "
(i. e., Napoleon),

" He suited a French army so exactly ! Depend upon
it, at the head of a French army there never was any-
thing like him. In short, I used to say of him that his

presence on the field made the difference of forty
thousand men." Earl Stanhope's

' Notes of Conversa-
tions with the Duke of Wellington,' p. 9.

FRANCIS W. JACKSON, M.A.
Ebberston Vicarage, York.

DALRTMPLES, EARLS or STAIR (8
th S. vii. 301,

330, 394 ;
viii. 115). Not long ago allusion was

made to the singular fatality attending the family
of the first Lord Stair, who was a prime mover in

what is known as the Glencoe massacre. It

might also be noted that the original of Lucy
Ashton, the ill-starred bride in the ' Bride of

Lammermoor,' was drawn by Sir Walter Scott

from the somewhat similar story told of Lord
Stair's daughter's marriage with David Dnnbar
of Baldoon. RICHARD FREWEN DARTNELL.

Abbotsfield, Salisbury.

KEBLE AND 'THE CHRISTIAN YEAR' (8
tn S.

viii. 6, 110). I do not often wish to criticize

criticism of myself, but should like space for a few
words on the present occasion. I was admittedly
a little hyper-critical, because poetical similes

cannot be expected always to run on all fours or

be applied literally. But I would submit that my
critics are still more hyper-critical. MR. WARREN
says that the line

This were a conqueror's grief,

cannot grammatically apply to Xerxes, because the

word " were
"
shows that it is intended to apply to

a general, and not a particular case. Undoubtedly ;

but the note shows (and the story is so well known
that this would occur to any one without the note)
that the remark attributed to Xerxes was what was
in the writer's mind. Why MR. MARSHALL should

think I had not read the passages which he quotes
from Herodotus (and a few more) I cannot tell.
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Not only Lord Macaulay's famous schoolboy, but

every reader of Grecian history, knows that Xerxes,
when about to pass from Asia into Europe, looked

upon himself as a " future conqueror." May we
not say, indeed, that every invader of a country
does so ? Certainly Crassus did when he told the

Parthian ambassadors that he would give his

answer at Seleucia. But Ahab's advice to Ben-
hadad (1 Kings xx. 11) should be laid to heart by
these would-be conquerors. What does MK. MAR-
SHALL mean by

" such [i.e., that of a conqueror]
was a proper description of him at the time "

i

Had the time been when he "
sat on the rocky

brow "
and was in temporary possession of Athens,

we could have understood it. But at the period
under consideration the expedition had not left

Asia, and the "success" (if it may be called so)
was only in having gathered the mighty host to-

gether. One cannot help thinking of the estimate

Wellington is said to have expressed of Soult," There is no general so capable of bringing a cer-

tain force to a certain place at a certain time ; but
when he has got it there, he does not know what

to do with it."

As I remarked before, I yield to none in appre-
ciation of the

'

Christian Year,' but surely that

feeling need not exclude any criticism.

W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

There is another royal coxwain to be noted, viz.,

Canute, who is said to have steered the barge in

which the remains of Archbishop Alphege, saint
and martyr, were carried over the river from St.

Paul's to Bankside. Alphege was martyred by
the Danes at Greenwich in the year 1011, and
buried at St. Paul's. But Canterbury obtained

permission, twenty-one years afterwards, to remove
his body from London

; and it may have been not

only with the purpose of doing honour to the saint,
but also to prevent opposition at St. Paul's to the
removal of the sacred relic?, that Canute steered the
vessel across the Thames.

CHARLOTTE G. BOGER.
Chart Sutton.

CHARLES T. AT LITTLE GIDDING (8"
1 S. vii-

321, 412, 472, 512; viii. 78). If MR. Jos.
PHILLIPS will refer to Dr. Peckard's 'Life .of

Mr. Nicholas Ferrar,' folio 227, he will see that
Charles I. was at Little Gidding on May 2,
1846. This visit of Charles I. is also mentioned in
'

Nicholas Ferrar, his Household and his Friends,'
edited by Rev. T. T. Carter (Longmans, 1892),
folios 310, 311. W. A. FERRAR.

SPIDER-WORT CALLED " TRINITY "
(8"

1 S. viii.

109). I have never heard this plant so called, nor
do I find the name applied to it in any of my
books. Gerard figures the plant under the name
of Phalangium virginianum, Tradesc. , but gives the
name " Herb Trinity

"
to the pansy (Viola tricolor)

and noble liverwort (Anemone hepatica), following
in this Dodoens and Lyte. In most modern books,
and generally, I think, in popular speech, the
name is now given only to the pansy. The pious

Culpeper, by the way, was much offended by this

"blasphemy." C. C. B.

The name " Herb Trinity
"

is given to the trefoil

(Geum urbanum), called also
" herba benedicta "

and " herb bennet "
(R. J. King's

' Sketches and

Studies,' p. 86). But this name comes from the

shape only, not the date of the plant also.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

BURIAL CUSTOM (8
tt S. viii. 108). In the

parish of High Halstow, near Rochester, in Kent,
are about half a dozen cottages on the north side

of the church, to which there is a footpath through
the churchyard, west of the church, which has the

porch on the south side, and also a door on the

north, not often used. A person died in one of

these cottages, and on my suggesting to the rector

it would be nearer and more convenient for the

body to be brought in through the north door,
the reply was, the friends would be offended, and
think the body was not properly buried, unless

brought through the south porch. This was in

1890 ; but I believe the rector was a Yorkshire-

man. ARTHUR HUSSEY.
Wingham, Kent.

PORTRAIT OF DR. RICHMOND (8
th S. viii. 128).

Though unable to answer this query, I may
point out that the head master of Rugby School

from 1751 to 1755 was Joseph Richmond, not

John. As supplementing the note under his name
in Foster's

' Alumni Oxon.,' it may be noted that

he entered Queen's College, Oxford, March 30,

1737, was usher at Rugby under Dr. Knail, was

elected Fellow of Queen's Dec. 20, 1753, lived in

college 1755-1762, was presented to the rectory
of Newnham, Hants, with the chapelry of Maple-
durwell, Feb. 19, 1762, and survived his resignation
of the head mastership sixty-one years.

A. T. M.

CoiNciDENCEs(8
th S. viii. 124). The most curious

coincidence that ever happened to me was some

years ago, when I sat in the garden of Kensington

Square reading over Myers's poem 'The Trans-

lation of Faith.' I came to the end of the. first

section, which concludes thus :

How faint, how fair that immaterial wraith :

But looking long I saw that she was Faith.

[ then looked up, and saw standing in front, look-

ng quietly at me, a pretty little girl, seemingly
about six years old.

"
Well, little lady," I said,

"and what is your name?" "Faith," she an-

swered. Just then some one called her from the

other end of the garden ;
she ran away, and I did

not see her again. The lady at whose house in the
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square I was staying was so much interested that

she tried to find out who the child was, but did

not succeed. C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry,

HERALDIC (8
th S. viii. 107). The arms described

by JOAN much resemble those of the present E rl

Somers, i.e., the supporters and motto are the

same, although the lions, by the way, are gorged
with a collar, not a ducal crown. Lord Somers's

collateral ancestor, the famous Lord Chancellor

Somers under William and Mary, himself chose

the motto (" Prodesse quam conspici ") when
elevated to the peerage in 1697. Possibly the

plate referred to is that of his arms.

OSWALD HUNTER BLAIR, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus, N.B.

" LINK "
(8

th S. viii. 107). MR. DIXOK will

find a note that may be of interest to him anent

the origin of this word in the Anglia for 1889,

f>. 527. H. LOGEMAN.
University of Ghent, Belgium.

'THE FLOWERS OF THE FOREST' (8
th S. vii.

506 ; viii. 74, 117, 158). I think many readers

will agree that MR. BAYNE has done what he

attempted to see and deplore in others. "The
medium of intercommunication" served its purpose
when MR. BAYNE gave information, elicited by the

note at the first reference, but not when he indirectly
became personal in his observations. During my
quarter of a century's intimate acquaintance with
our valued publication there have been many
notes which I personally considered hardly suited

for its pages, and doubtless I have not been alone
in this. If the question was left to the decision oi

ach reader or contributor, the use of ' N. & Q.
would be very much narrowed and its circulation

curtailed. Luckily for our old friend and its

readers generally, we have not the opportunity o:

arrogating to ourselves the position and duty o:

editor, and so I fear, from MR. BAYNE'S view, he
will be "

forced to deplore where impotent to save.'

If, kowever, I have in
"
aught offended," I apolo

gize. ALFRED CHAS. JONAS, F.R.Hist.S.
Fairfield, Poundfuld, near Swansea.

BURIAL OF SIR JOHN MOORE (8
tb S. viii. 145)

In Medwin's '
Conversations of Byron' I find th

following :

*' The conversation turned after dinner on the lyrica
poetry of the day : and a question arose as to which wa
the most perfect ode that had been produced. Shello
contended for Coleridge's on Switzerland, beginning,

' Y
clouds,' &c. ; others named some of Moore's '

Iris

Melodies'; and had Lord Byron not been present his ow
invocation in 'Manfred,' or the 'Ode to Napoleon,' o
on 'Prometheus,' might have been cited. 'Like Gray
said he,

'

Campbell smells too much of the oil ; he :

never satisfied with what he does. His finest thing
have been spoilt by over polish I will shew you a
ode you have never seen, that I consider little inferio
to the best which the present prolific age has brougl

orth.' With this he left the table, and returned with a

mgazine, from which lie read the following lines on Sir

ohn Moore's burial. The feeling with which he recited

iese admirable stanzas I shall never forget. After he
ad come to an end, he repeated the third, and said it

was perfect, particularly the lines

But he lay like a warrior taking his rest,
With his martial cloak around him.

I should have taken the whole,' said Shelley, 'for a

ough sketch of Campbell's.'
'

No,' replied Lord Byron ;

Campbell would have claimed it if it had been his.'
"

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield, Beading.

ERRORS IN CATALOGUING (8
th S. viii. 125, 149).

I was greatly surprised in reading the strictures

of MR. JOHN A. RANDOLPH on the catalogue of

he Chelsea Public Library. Knowing something
of the general abilities of the librarian of that

ibrary, particularly in cataloguing, I hastened to

verify, from the copy of the catalogue in my pos-

session, your correspondent's unfavourable remarks.

The result was only to inspire doubt whether

le knows anything about the construction of a

catalogue. For him to say that
' The Fur Country,'

>y Jules Verne, appears under the head of
"
Fungi,"

and by his opening remark to lead your readers to

relieve the catalogue is classed, when it is one of

author and subject, shows bow unfit your corre-

spondent is to criticize. Few catalogues have

been compiled with greater care and knowledge.
PETER COWELL, Chief Librarian.

Free Public Library, Liverpool.

JESSE WINDOWS (8
th S. viii. 28, 75, 133). In

the vestry of So. George's, Hanover Square, is a

coloured drawing of the beautiful Jesse window
now to be seen in a mutilated condition in the

east window of St. George's Church, as it appeared
before it was taken from its original position in a

church at Mechlin. It will be seen, on comparing
the drawing with the present window, that some

portions of the old window containing, if I

remember rightly, a figure of theVirgin and Child

were not reproduced in the present window. Unless

I am mistaken, there is a Jesse window at Fair-

ford, in Gloucestershire.

ARTHUR F. G. LEVBSON GOWER.
Belgrade.

WITHAM (8
th S. viii. 94, 144). At the last

reference CANON TAYLOR attributes to me the

assertion "that phonetic change always softens

sounds, and never hardens them." I wish it to be

understood that I never use the terms "hard"
and "

soft," except under protest for I am not a

seller of apples ; and, further, that I was not

speaking of "sounds" in general, but of certain

consonants in particular. A k, followed by e or i,

easily becomes ch; which is properly called
"
palatalization." No one, even yet, has produced

a clear example of the change of ch into k ; and I

suspect that, when produced, it will be found to
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illustrate the principle of imperfect imitation
;

quite a different principle from that of phonetic

decay.
How a form like Widcombe can become Wit-

combe I have explained oh ! so many times !

When voiceless and voiced consonants come in

contact, the former of the pair gives way, and

becomes imperfectly (or sometimes perfectly)
assimilated. The nut is easy to crack ;

for it is

difficult to see what else can happen. Voiced d,

before c, becomes voiceless t as a matter of course ;

the next step i?, that the assimilation will be

perfect, when we shall get Wiccombe.
WALTER W. SKEAT.

" RUNNING THE GANTLOPE "
(7
W S. xii. 364 ;

8th S. vi. 398 ; viii. 33). The following extracts

give further information concerning this punish-
ment :

" In running the gantelope, the regiment was formed
six deep, and the ranks opened and faced inwards : each
man being furnished with a switch, the offender, naked
to the waist, was led through the ranks preceded by a

sergeant, the point of whose reversed halbert was pre-
sented to his breast, to prevent his running too fast ; as
he thus passed through the ranks every soklier gave him
a stroke." Grose's ;

Military Antiquitie?,' vol. ii. p. 108.

But the oldest notice I have seen is given in
" Monro His Expedition with the Worthy Scots

Regiment [called Mackeyes Regiment] levied in

August, 1626, &c. London : Printed by William
Jones in Red-Crosse-Streete, 1637 ":

" Other slight punishments we enjoyne for slight faults,

put in execution by their Camarades
;
as the loupegarthe

[running the gauntlet; Swedish ganlutopp, to run through
a hedge made by soldiers], when a souldier is stripped
naked above the waste, and is made to runne a furlong
betwixt two hundred souldiers, ranged alike opposite to

others, leaving a space in the midst for the souldier to

runne through, where his camnrades whip him with
email rods ordained and cut for the purpose by the

Qavilliger [provost-marshal], and all to keepe good order
and discipline."

JOHN MACKAY.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

Stonehenge and itt Earthwork. By Edgar Barclay, R.P.E.

(Nutt.)
FOR some years past Mr. Barclay has contemplated pub-
lishing the materials he had accumulated for a work on
Stonehenge, but recoiled from the finuncial risk of the

undertaking. Fortunately for the public interested in

the subject, a subscription has got over his difficulties,
and the result is the appearance of the superbly handsome
and very scholarly work before us. That Mr. Barclay
has definitely settled the origin and purpose of Stone-

henge he himself would be the last to say. Ha has at
least thrown a brilliant light upon the subject, and his

conclusions, which are obviously the result of continuous
and intelligent observation, will command respect. He
shows that Stonehenge, consisting as it does of stones

foreign to the neighbourhood ana of very diverse geo-
logical formation, is a work of far greater labour than
has been ordinarily believed. The blue stones especially

are, in the opinion of petrologists, of foreign origin, and
were derived, probably, from boulders from some sea-
waehed shore. Probability and history alike favour the
view that they came originally from Brittany. The fact
that these rocks, collected with huge labour, were set up>
on a bare and desolate down, forbids the notion that

they were intended for any residential or utilitarian

purpose, and shows, it is held, that the stones constituted
a temple dedicated to sun worship, the stones being so

disposed as to form religious symbols, a key to the mean-
ing of which, drawn from folk-mythology, is supplied.
In the Avenues and the Cursus, or, as Mr. Barclay
prefers to call it, the Fairfield, he finds proof that the-

spot was studded with barrows when Stonehenge was
erected, and that the multitude were not allowed to-

profane the grave mounds. From the study of the pro-
portions and arrangement of Stonehenge, and of the
remains discovered beneath the surface, he has arrived
at the conclusion that Stonehenge belongs

"
to a brief

transitional period, and was raised by British chieftains

subject to Roman influence." For the curious and very
interesting measurements upon which these conclusions
are based we must refer readers to the volume, as we
must also for the refutation of the various theories that
have found favour, especially of the theory of prehistoric
antiquity. The curious fact that the trilithous of Stone-

henge are graduated in height in the same manner as
the fingers of the right hand points to the nature of the

worship at Stonehenge, and will be read with pleasure by
the students of comparative mythology. The volume is,

indeed, fro the folk-lorist, the antiquary, and the anthro-

pologist a mine of delight. Its artistic attractions are,

moreover, of a high order. The numerous and, in many
cases, beautiful illustrations are collotype reproductions
of photographs selected from an exhibition of cabinet

pictures given three years ago in the gallery of the
Nineteenth Century Art Society. Special attention is

merited by the head and tail pieces, which are exquisite,
being derived in part from cameos and intaglios in the-

Naples Museum. The Amesbury views are also of great
beauty. At the close of the volume is a long list of
authors on Stonehenge. Our limits prohibit us from
doing justice to a work of monumental industry and
ability, evsry page of which contains matter of interest
or advantage to our readers. Antiquaries are, of course,,
bound to possess and study the volume. We are rot

sure, however, that these even will find more to admire
than will the students of primitive religion.

Old Q: a Memoir of William Douglas, Fourth Duke of
Queensberry, K. T. By John Robert Robinson. (Samp-
son bow & Co.)

EMBOLDENED by the success of his ' Last Earls of Barry-
more,' Mr. Robinson has written the life of William
Douglas, the fourth and last Duke of Queensberryr

popularly known as " Old Q." Materials for a task such
as he has accomplished are fairly abundant, the most
satisfactory portion consisting of his letters to George
Selwyn, for whom he preserved a warm and honourable
affection. "Old Q" a title bestowed upon the noble-
man, Mr, Robinson opines, on account of his using a

simple letter Q, in place of an escutcheon, surmounted
by a ducal coronet had other and more appropriate
nicknames bestowed upon him, after mature reflection,
by men capable of forming a judicious estimate of cha-
racter. Wordsworth refers to him in a familiar sonnet,,

beginning

Degenerate Douglas ! ob r the unworthy lord 1

and Burns hails him as the

Discarded remnant of a race
Once great in martial story.

Hie latest biographer is not his apologist, and credits
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him with having lived
" for close on ninety years in the

enjoyment of rank and wealth without accomplishing

anything worthy of a country's praise or gratitude." To
form an accurate estimate of his character, however, it

is necessary to compare him with the men of the epoch in

which, during the period of his active career, he lived ; and

judged by thia standard, though he claims few honours,
he escapes infamy. Horee-racing and other forms of

gambling have been for generations the pursuits of most

men of bis class; his relations with women were lax,

but no such charge is brought against him a? that with

which, in a letter to Selwyn, he brands Lord Boling-

broke, who himself, beside some men of rank of the

period, may almost be regarded with admiration. " Old

Q "
was, indeed, a man of pleasure, and his wealth and

his career on the turf are the two things that justify
Mr. Robinson in selecting him as the subject of a bio-

graphy. With the idle gossip which besmirched the

reputation of Lord March and Ruglen, which was " Old

Q's
"

style before he succeeded to the dukedom which

with him expired, Mr. Robinson has scarcely concerned

himself. He has written a book containing some bright
sketches of character, and one which, while it will hit

exactly the tastes of the lovers of sport, may be read

with amusement by others of more scholarly tastes. Re-

ferring to the publication, not further to be indicated,

that brought infamy on the name of John Wilkes, Mr.
Robinson hopes that all the copies, about thirteen in

number, were destroyed. If that wish has been granted,
it has not been before the work had been reprinted.
Mr. Robinson's book contributes to our knowledge of

the latter half of the last century and the opening years
of this.

The Wardour Press Series of Armorial Book-plates.
Baronets. From the Collections of Joseph Jackson

Howard, LL.D. (Mitchell & Hughes.)
NEXT to the collection of book-plates of Sir Augustus
Wollaston Franks, that formed by Dr. Howard, F.S.A.,
Maltravers Herald Extraordinary, is presumably the

most extensive and valuable ; it is certainly the most
renowned. This collection has been placed at the dis-

posal of the editor and publishers of the present work,
which is the first of a contemplated series. A work
better calculated to appeal to the tastes and desires of

book-plate collectors cannot easily be imagined, and the

completed series will be a precious possession to all

interested in heraldic studies. A handsomer volume or

one commending itself more warmly to those addicted

to the latest, and in some respects most fascinating, of

collecting manias has not yet been published, and the

two hundred copies to which the issue is limited will

be speedily appropriated. To show how thorough has

been the \\orkmanship the compiler of the genealogical
notes has secured the aid of our correspondents G. E.

Cokayne, Esq., F.S.A., Clarenceux King of Arms, and
Daniel Hip well, Esq. To give an idea of the wealth of

plates, dated and undated, many of them of the utmost

rarity and most of them calculated to make the epicure's
mouth water, is a task not easily accomplished. Two
Abdy plates one, later in date, quartering with the
arms of Abdy those of Stothard and Milward, and
on escocheon of pretence Hamilton are followed by
the interesting plate of Sir John Anstruther of that

ilk, a good sample of the armorial style of Queen Anne,
dating probably from 1712 or 1713. Then come the

plates of Sir Henry Ashurst, of Water Stoke, with the

signed date 1703, and Sir John Aubrey, of Lantretbyd,
signed 1698, the latter dated 1798 in the ' Guide '

of the
Hon. Leicester Warren. The book-plate of the third

baronet, also Sir John Aubrey, is dated 1717, and omits
the escocheon of pretence, which from the second wife

Dears the arms of Lewis of the Van. Specimens of

Chippendale plates must be passed over before our
attention is arrested by the Bewickian landscape
design of Sir Montague Cbolmeley, with the shield hung,
as at that time was not uncommon, from the arm of a
tree. The plate of Sir William Dawes, dated 1704, is

described by Lord de Tabley. The two shields of Sir
John Hussey Delaval are set in some marvellous Chip-
pendale ornamentation. For the arms of Sir William
Dudley, of Clapton, dated 1704, the reader is referred

by Mr. Warren to 'N. & Q.,' 5th S. viii. 397. One of
two plates of Sir William Fleming is dated 1716, and
has the name of Van der Gucht as designer. The other

plate
is undated and destitute of the numerous quarter-

ings. Neither of the plates of Sir Francis Fust corre-

sponds to the misdated plate described by Mr. Warren on
the strength of N. & Q.,' 5th S. v. 65. We cannot go
seriatim through the plates, which amount to oue
hundred. We may draw the special attention to the
plates of Sir Thomas Gage, Lady Elizabeth Germain,
the Bewick plate of Henniker, Noel of Kirkby Mallory,
Shaw of Greenoak, and the very curious plates of Sir

Philip Sydenham. These present most known styles
of armorial plates, and many of them are of the utmost
rarity. We wish the editor and publishers God speed ia

their design, which will bring many prized plates to the

knowledge of collectors, and cannot faU to encourage
the study.

MR. ELLIOT STOCK announces for early publication a
new volume of local poetry, entitled

' West Country Poets,
their Lives and Works,' edited by Mr. W. H. K. Wright,
of Plymouth. The work, which will be in 4to. size, will
furnish biographies of the chief English poets who were
born or resided in the West Country. It will also give
illustrations from their writings, and, in some cases, por-
traits of the writers.

ME. JAMES HILTON, who has already issued two large
books on chronograms, is engaged on a third volume on
the same subject. It will treat of many forms of chrono-
grams met with in books, maps, plans, and in metal and
stone inscriptions, and will be fully illustrated with fac-

similes, views, &c. The work will be published shortly
by Mr. Elliot Stock.

10

We must call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

CHARLES P. PLANT ("Should he upbraid "). The
words are slightly altered from a passage in Shakspeare'a
'

Taming of the Shrew,' II. i.

ROBT. BLAIR ("Letters of Lord kelson "). Please
send.

NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The

Editor of 'Notes and Queries
'

"Advertisements and
Business Letters to "The Publisher"at the Office,
Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

i munications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
1
to this rule we can make no exception.
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A LETTER FROM ELIAS LEVITA TO
SEBASTIAN MUNSTER.

I have been reading a tract which was printed
at Breslau in 1894, and I think its contents may
have interest for some of the readers of 'N. & Q.'
The title-page reads :

" Ein hebraischer Brief

Elijah Levita's an Sebastian Munster nach der

von letzterem im Jahre 1531 besorgten Ausgabe
aufs neue herausgegeben und mit einer deutschen

Uebersetzung und Anmerkungen versehen von
Dr. Moritz Peritz, Rabbiner der Synagogen-
gemeinde zu Liegnitz" (Breslau, S. Schottlaender,

1894). It is an interesting document, illustrating
as it does the friendly relations of Christian and
Jewish scholarship at the period of the Eenascence.
When the age was feeling within itself the deep
pulsations of the spirit of the new learning, it was

impossible that Hebrew erudition should escape
the influence. Christian and Jew alike regarded
the Old Testament as the book divine, and the

Hebrew as the sacred tongue. The Christian

scholars had necessarily to be the pupils of the

learned Jews, and might well at times prefer the

"unconverted" to the baptized descendant of Abra-
ham. Thus Elijahu ben Ascher ha-Levi ha-

Aschkenasi, whom the Jews call Elijah Bacbur,
and the Christians Elias Levita, was the teacher
of Cardinal Aegidio de Viterbo, Paulus Fagius, and

Sebastian Munster. The last-named remarkable
scholar was Professor of Hebrew at Heidelberg,
and then at Basel, and received many letters from
Levita and other learned Jews which he intended
at one time to publish, but this intention he did
not execute. One such epistle, however, he gives
in his translation of Kimchi's commentary on
Amos which appeared in 1531. Although it

has sometimes been referred to by others, it has
been reserved for Dr. Peritz to republish it in its

entirety, and he has accomplished the task with
admirable thoroughness, giving not only the
Hebrew text, but a German translation and various
annotations on the matters to which it refers.

Such a letter brings us more into contact with
these learned men than their more formal pro-
ductions. After a customary pious exordium Elias

expresses his surprise that his previous letter had
not reached Munster, and then goes on to answer
the questions of his correspondent. A book on
accents written by Levita had been lost in the sack
of Rome in 1527, and never recovered, to his great
sorrow. In reply to a question about the " Men of
Tiberias

" mentioned in one of Levita's books, he
states that the Jews of that place, "which was
built by a Roman emperor," were remarkable for

the purity and correctness of their speech. Tiberias
was founded in honour of, but not by, an emperor.
Then Levita answers questions about the Maschqet,
Mu'alaq, and Kethibah methods of writing Hebrew.
Then follows perhaps the most interesting passage
of all, in Levita's remarks on Minister's announce-
ment that be had translated the commentary
upon the grammar of Kimchi as well as the text.

This was unwelcome news, for Levita now
recognized that it contained not a few errors, of

which some he attributes to the printer, whilst of

others he candidly takes the blame himself ; and
n the thirty years that had elapsed since its

publication he has been increasing his know-
edge. "I know," he says, "that I have said

many things in it that are mistaken
; indeed, I am

surprised that the book has three or four times
>een reprinted in Italy and in Turkey, without

any one correcting its errata." He therefore begs
Vlunster not to print the translation until he has
ent him the MS. for correction. He will go over
t and make all needful alterations. This he will

lo without charge or expectation of gift, only asking
hat Munster will indemnify him for the actual

ime spent on the task. As he was a poor man,
who had to work for his living, this was a generous
ffer, in which the labour would be that of Levita

whilst the honour would accrue to Munster.
The independent spirit of the Jewish scholar is

hown in his criticism of Munstei's '

Dictionarium

Trilicguce.
'

In this the author had gone on the
iilitarian idea that any words given in a Hebrew
ook would be found useful in a Hebrew diction-

ry. Levita, on the other hand, objected to the
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inclusion of words not purely Hebraic. He ha:

finished the book on the roots of the Targum, anc

asks if there is a printer in Basel who would be

willing to undertake the printing.
" There is

nothing new in books here
"

that is in Venice.

Munster and Levita, great personages once in

the world of learning, are now but names even to

the majority of educated people. But this short

document clothes them anew with human sympathy
WILLIAM E. A. AXON.

Moss Side, Manchester.

THE BISHOPS' TRANSCRIPTS OF PARISH
REGISTERS.

The value of our parish registers and the im

portance of their preservation are so generally

acknowledged, that it is needless to say anything
on that point, and the same may be said of the

transcripts of them, supposed to be preserved in

the Bishop's Registry of each diocese ; but as no
account of the latter, based on a long and careful

examination of the condition of those in any one

registry, has appeared in print, some account ol

those in the registry of the Bishop of Bath and
Wells may be of interest and worth recording.

Nearly two years since, by the special permission
of the late Lord Arthur 0. Hervey, Bishop of Bath
and Wells, who took great interest in the pre-
servation of the diocesan record?, and by the
continued kindness of the Bishop's Registrar, Tt.

Harris, Esq., in giving me the greatest facility for

my work, I have spent much time in going care-

fully over these transcripts, chiefly with the object
of making copies of those relating to certain

parishes, while at the same time making general
notes, and it is from these notes that the following
account is put together ; therefore it must not for

a moment be supposed that an exhaustive ex-
amination has been made, or that this account is

intended to do more than show the need there is

for these records being taken in hand by experts
under properly qualified supervision. Before going
into particulars, it may be well to observe that I

believe these transcripts at Wells are probably
neither better nor worse on the average, so far as
I have had opportunities of observing, than those
in other registries, and are much more accessible
than at some places, they being kept in a chamber
over a fifteenth-century archway, to which there
is access by a staircase direct from the registry ;

while at Exeter they are kept in the tower of the

cathedral, some minutes' walk from the registrar's
office, and when asked for a clerk fetches a few
bundles, but can only go for them between service
times. At Bodmin the transcripts are in a room
on the ground floor of the registry, wrapped in
bundles placed on iron racks, thus being very
accessible, but appear to be hardly sufficiently
removed from risk of fire. At Winchester they

profess that none exists. But to proceed with the

transcripts at Wells. First, as to their condition.
For the most part they are written on parchment,
varying from two or three inches to as many feet

square ; some as clear and perfect almost as when
originally sent in, others in the last stages of decay
and obliteration ; sometimes a third or more of a
slip has perished entirely, while others can only be
read with the greatest difficulty ; again, many have
no name of parish or year.
The transcripts are tied up in yearly bundle?,,

without any wrapper, the various parishes mixed
together. If the sheets are large they are folded,
and all are endorsed with the supposed date and
name of the parish ; but there is some confusion in
the years. Thus the returns themselves frequently
state that they are from Easter Day, or the Feast
of the Annunciation of Our Lady, in one year to
the same day in the following year. This seems to
have puzzled the person employed (a few years
since) to arrange and endorse them, for the endorse-
ment sometimes gives both years, sometimes the
last year, whereas it ought, of course, to be the first

year named. Again, the transcript is for two or three
years in some instances, while the endorsement
only mentions one year, as in the case of Charleton
Musgroye for 1678 and 1679, which is endorsed
1678 only ; Batcombe has the years 1587, 1605
1607, 1616, and 1662 all together in one year's
bundle

; Rodney Stoke 1745 is in the bundle for
1679

; while in 1669 bundle are to be found tran-

scripts for the parish of Nettlecombe for 1762 and
1763; and Stockland for 1602 is to be found in the
1639 bundle. Many more cases might be cited.

Another, and perhaps more serious error is that
many of the returns are endorsed with a wrong
name an error resulting from the person employed
on the work not being sufficiently acquainted with
the handwriting of the period. Of this the follow-

ing are instances that have been noted so far :

Right Name.
Huish Charapflower.

Wrong Endorsement.
Wick Champflower. 1635

Chelvey, 1634
East Pennard, 1630 ...

Bridgewater, 1630

Walton, 1630 ...

Rowborough, 1630

Kingston, 1598 ..

Clandon, 1615 ..

Cheddar, 1607 ..

Enmore, 1607 ..

Milton, 1605 ..

North Barrow . .

Charlton, 1670 ..

Clapton, 1621

Comb Flory.
East Harptry.
Broadway.
Holton.

Emborou;jb.
Loxton.
Claverton.
Cheddon.
Trent.

Wilton.
North Curry.
Claverton.

Glaetonbury 8. John.
Button Button.
North Cadbury, 1679 ... South Cadbury
Wookey, 1666 Woolly.
Easton, 1621 North Wootton.
Norton, 1622 North Wootton.

Shepton Mallet for 1636 was written on two
ong slips of parchment, sewn end to end ; the
hread having broken, the two pieces became
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separated, and were tied up in separate bundles,
one portion being endorsed " Nameles?."

Many of the slips marked nameless might with
a little trouble be identified, either from the signa-
ture of the rector or vicar ; or in those cases where
the name of the rector or vicar has perished, or the

return is signed by the curate, a reference to the

wills of persons whose burial is entered would gener-

-ally supply the name of the parish. This I have
done in several case?, and have had all the above
errors corrected by pointing them out to the clerk.

The slip endorsed Milton Glevedon, 1629, con-

tains also Halton and Weston ampfylde, adjacent

parishes, but are in other cases returned separately.
The return endorsed Clapton, 1661, is not a

register transcript at all, but part of a return of a
free gift from the clergy, but for what purpose there

is nothing to show. There are seven entries in all

on the slip, bat it will be sufficient here to give
the first :

" 26 Sept. 1661. I, Richard Hippisley, Master of Arts,
Vicar of Somerton, doa voluntarily offer as afore the
aume of flower pounds to the same intent wh I promise
to pay the tenth of January next. (Signed) Richard

Hippisley, 4."

Brian Congall, M. A., Eector of Brimpton, gives
two pounds, while Thomas Brickenden, B.A.,
Rector of Gorton Dinham, gave four pounds.
Samuel Norrington, B. A., Vicar of Hazelbury, only
gave one pound ; but as Weaver's ' Somerset In-

cumbents ' shows a gap at this date for Hazelbury,
the insertion of his name is interesting. Nothing
is known in the office of any other like return or of

the remaining portion of this one.

These notes will show that much needs to be
done to make these transcripts available for re-

search with facility and certainty, to say nothing
of the state of decay into which they have fallen

from past neglect, which renders them liable to

more or less damage each time they are used.

ARTHUR J. JEWERS.

(To be continued.)

PEINCE CHARLES EDWARD.
The following are from the MS. collections of

Scottish antiquities of Robert Hiddell, Esq., of

Friar's Carse and Glenriddell :

Anecdotes of the Late Pretender who died at Rome on
March 3d 1788.

Copy of a Letter from the late David Hume Eaq
r to

the late Sir John Pringle M.D.
St Andrews Square Edinburgh

Febr 10'h 1773.
DEAR SIR, That the present pretender was in London

In the Year 1753 I know with the greatest certainty,
'because I had it from Lord Marechal who said it con-
sisted with his certain knowledge. Two or three Days
after his Lordship gave me this information he told me
that the Evening before he had learned several curious

particulars from a Lady (who I imagined to be Lady
Primrose) though my Lord refused to name her. The
Pretender came to her house in the Evening, without

giving her any preparatory information and entered the

room, when She had a pretty large company with her
and was herself playing at cards. He was announced by
the servant under another name. She thought the cards
would have dropped from her hands on seeing him ; but
she had presence enough of mind to call him by the
name he assumed, to ask him when he came to England,
and how long he intended to stay there. After he and
all the Company went away, the Servants remarked how
wonderfully like the strange Gentleman was to the
Prince's picture which hung on the chimney-piece in

the very room in which be entered. My Lord added (I
think from the authority of the same Lady) that he used
so little precaution, that he went abroad openly in Day-
light in his own dress only laying aside his Blue Ribbon
and star, walked once through St. James and took a turn
in the Mall. About five years ago, I told this story to
Lord Holderness who was Secretary of State in the Year

and I added that I supposed this piece of intelligence
had at that time escaped his Lordship ; by no means
said he, and who do you think first told it me 1 It was
the King himself, who subjoined, and what do you think

my Lord I should with him! Lord Holderness owned
that he was puzzled how to reply, for if he declared his

real sentiments, they might savor of indifference to the

royal family. The King perceiving his embarrassment
and extricated him from it by adding, My Lord, I shall

just do nothing at all ; and when he is tired of England
he will go abroad again. I think this Story for the
honour of the late King ought to be more generally
known. But what will surprise you more, Lord Mare-

chal, a few days after the coronation of the present King
told me he believed the Young Pretender was at that

time in London, or at least had been so very lately and
had come over to see the shew of the coronation and had

actually seen it. I asked my Lord the reason for this

strange fact, Why says he a Gentleman told me so that

saw him there, and that even spoke to him and whispered
in his ears these words, your royal highness is the last of

all mortals whom I should expect to see here ; it was

curiosity that led me said the other, but I assure you,
added he, that the person who is the object of all this

pomp and magnificence is the man I envy the least. You
see this story is so near traced from the fountain head,
as to wear a great face of probability, Query ] what if

the Pretender had taken up Dymock's gauntlet, I find

that the Pretender's visit in England in the year 1753,

was known to all the Jacobites and some of them assured

me that he took the opportunity of formally renouncing
the Roman Catholic Religion under his own name of

Charles Stewart in the new Church in the Strand and
that this is the reason of the bad treatment he met witk
at the court of Rome. I own that.I am a sceptic with

regard to the last particulars. Lord Marechal had a

very bad opinion of this unfortunate Prince and thought
there was no Vice so mean or atrocious of which he was
not capable of which he gave me several instances. My
Lord though a Man of great Honour may be thought a
discontented courtier; but what quite confirmed me in

that Idea of that Prince was a conversation I had with
Helvitius at Paris which I believe I have told you. In
case I have not, I shall mention a few particulars. That
Gentleman told me that he bad no acquaintance with

the Pretender : but some time after that Prince was
chased out of France, a letter said he was brought me
from him in which he told me that the necessity of his

Affairs obliged him to be at Paris and as he knew me by
character to be a man of the greatest probity and Honour
in France he would trust himself to me, if I would

promise to conceal and protect Lim. I own added

Helvitius to me. although I knew the Danger to be

greater of harboring him at Paris than in London ;
and

although I thought the family of Hanover not only the
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lawful sovereigns in England, but the only lawfu

sovereigns in Europe, as having the full and free c onsen

of the people, yet was I such a dupe to hie fl ttc > > , tha

I invited him to my house, concealed him there poin^

and coming near two years, had all his corresp( nc'enc

pass through my hand?, met with his part'zans upon
Pont Neuf and found at last that I had all this danger
and trouble for the most unworthy of all mortals, inso-

much that I have been assured when he went down to

JNantz to embark on his expedition to Scotland, he took

fright and refused to go on board : and his attendants

thinking the matter gone too far and that they would be

affronted for his cowardice carried him in the night time

into the ehip. I asked him if he meant literally, Yes said

he, literally : they tied him and carried him by main
force ; what think you now of this hero and conquerer ]

both Lord Marechal and Helvitius agree that with al

this strange character he was no bigot but rather had
learned from the philosophers at Paris to effect a con-

tempt of all religion. You must know that both those

persons thought they were ascribing to him an excellent

quality, indeed both of them used to laugh at me for my
narrow way of thinking in these particulars, however

my dear Sir John, I hope you will do me the Justice to

acquit me; I doubt not but these circumstances will

appear curious to Lord Hardwick to whom you will

please to present my respects I suppose his Lordship will

think this unaccountable mixture of temerityand timidity
in the same character not a little singular.

I am yours,

very sincerely,
DAVID Husre.

Anecdote of the Pretender, wrote with a Black lead

pencill on the Rev d Mr Mentieth of Cloesburn His Copy
of Mr Eoswells Tour to the Hebrides.

Mr M cLeod of Muiraveneide whom (D r S Johnson
and Mr

Boswell) saw at Raeay assured them that Prince
Charles was in London in 1759. Now followsMr Mentieths
note. 1749 it should be'and true it is, as strange that D 1

Johnson should not have known of his being there which
was well known, And I know more than one person
who saw and conversed with him at that time. He fre-

quently visited D r King of Oxford at his chambers in the

Temple, and was known even by my friend D r Stewart.
T S M.

A. G. REID.
Auchterarder,

" WOFUL." There seems to be no fixed rule

about the spelling of this word, every writer, and

especially every editor, using
" woful " or " woeful "

according to his own predilection. Take, for in-

stance, the passage in ' Richard II.,' IT. ii. 99.

According to the reduced facsimile edition pub-
lished by Messrs. Chatto & Windus, the first

folio thus gives the opening of the Duke of York's

stirring address :

Heau'n for his mercy, what a tide of woes
Come rushing on this wofull Land at OLCC?

The closing double consonant of the word as

given here is, of course, nothing to the purpose.
The point is that the e of the noun is not used in
the adjective. It is curious to note the divergences
due to editorial supervision. A comparison
may be made of two or three modern versions
within easy reach. The "

Royal Shakspere," giving
the text of Delius, has "

woful," as also have the

"Chandos" and the "Universal" editions, pub-
lished by Messrs. Warne & Co. On the other

hand, Steevens and Malone print
"

woeful," and
in this reading receive the support of Howard
Staunton and the "Globe" and the ''Oxford Shake-

speare." Bartlett,in bis 'Shakespeare Phrase Book,'

quotes the line and uses the spelling of Steevens and
Malone. Again, the famous exclamation of the

Nurse in 'Romeo and Juliet,' IV. v. 49, thus

opens in the first folio :

wo, wofull, wofull, wofull day,
Most lamentable day, most wofull day.

In this passage "woful" is given by all the

authorities cited above, with the exception of the

Oxford edition, in which " woeful
"

is substituted

with careful consistency.
The 'Encyclopaedic Dictionary' enters both

spellings of adjective and adverb, but illustrates

by quotation
" woful

" and "
wofully

"
only.

The examples are taken from Gower, Shakespeare
(the second of the 'Romeo and Juliet' lines just

given), Pope, and the Field of Sept. 4, 1886. Dr.

Johnson, in his 'Dictionary
'

(at least in the abridged
edition of 1786), gives only the spellings "woful

"

and "wofully," taking as authorities Sidney,

Dryden, Southwell, and Pope. Is, then, the inter-

mediate e a modern accretion
;
and is the spelling

at present a matter of choice? There seems at

the moment a tendency to include the e. In the

Athenceum, e.g., July 27, p. 128, col. 2, there

occurs the remark,
" The unwary will, we fear, be

woefully deceived." THOMAS BAYNE.

LADY DAT IN HARVEST. In the 'Life of

Edward A. Freeman
'

(vol. ii. p. 438) we read :

"At Vire good Church, but so full of people

keeping Lady Day in August that we could see

hardly anything." This Lady Day was, of course,

Aug. 15, the Assumption B.V.M. But is it pos-
sible that Prof. Freeman wrote "

Lady Day in

Harvest," a popular title for this feast ? In his

translation of the Roman Breviary the Marquess
of Bute, under Aug. 15, gives as alternative titles"
Marymas or Lady Day in Harvest," and in a

foot-note adds :

" This is the only regular popular title fcr this festival

with which I ever met, and that only as the name of
some horse-races which take place annually at Irvine, in

Ayrshire. They are of ancient institution, and there
can be no doubt what they are meant to celebrate,

although those who take part in them are now uncon-
scious of it."

GEORGE ANGUS.
St. Andrews, N.B.

MAYPOLES. On a recent visit to the neighbour-
lood of Gainsborough, I went to Hemswell, a

village at the foot of what is termed "The Cliff,"
n the northern division of the county of Lincoln.
'n the centre of the village I was surprised to see

a maypole. On looking round for some one who
might give information, the first person met with
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happened to be the carpenter of the place, an

elderly man, who, in 1859, had been employed to

"restore" it (as we have been in the habit of call-

ing the making of old things entirely new). He
said this was exactly like the old one, but was
somewhat taller.

I had often wondered how the garlands and

ornaments were placed on the higher parts of may-

poles, but a glance at this made the matter clear.

The pole proper stands between two stout posts
about fifteen feet high. Near the top of them a

strong iron bolt is passed through the whole. The

posts are fixed firmly in the ground, while the

pole between is loose at the bottom, but kept in

its place by a second transverse bolt near the

ground, which is drawn out when the pole is

wanted to be lowered ;
which is done by getting a

ladder and fixing a rope high up on the pole, by
which it is pulled down, swinging on the top trans-

verse bolt, as on a pivot. It is steadied by another

rope at the bottom. When decorated it is raised

to its place again by pulling the bottom rope, and
it is fixed by reinserting the lower transverse bolt.

I hope this explanation will make the mode of

dressing maypoles quite clear to any who may
have been puzzled like myself. B. B.

Boston, Lincolnshire.

MILTON'S *!L PENSEROSO.'

And the mute Silence hist along
'Lees Philomel will deign a song, &c. L. 55.

Prof. Skeat, in his 'Etymological Dictionary,'

says,
" The word hist appears to be a past parti-

ciple= hushed, silenced ; so that ' with thee bring
the mute silence hist along

' = bring along
with thee the mute hushed silence." Surely this is a

mistake. The context seems to require that hist

should be an imperative. Does it not mean "bring

along silently"? I shall be curious to see how
the editors of the new Oxford dictionary explain
the word.

Is not ivhist in Shakspere's,
Courtsied when you have and kiss'd,

The wild waves whist (' Tempest,' I. ii.),

also an imperative, meaning
"

listen to in silence,"
and is not the above the proper punctuation ?

And let some strange mysterious Dream
Wave at his wings in aery stream
Of lively portraiture displayed, &c.

'
II Penseroso,' 1. 147.

The word at has always puzzled the commentators.
Is it not possible that Milton wrote out ? This

would make good sense, and the idea of the Dream
waving out his wings

" in aery stream of lively

portraiture
" seems to me a happy one.

G. G. GREENWOOD.
Temple.

RAILWAY BETCTRN TICKETS. The following,

relating to railway return tickets, is taken from the
Pall Mall Gazette of Aug. 3 :

" It has been left for one of our newest and tiniest

railway companies to initiate a reform- for which we
have long sighed. Henceforth, on the South Londoa
Electric Railway, return tickets will be available regard-
less of date."

ANDBEW OLIVER.

BICHARD WILSON, LANDSCAPE PAINTER.
" The distinguished painter Wilson is buried at MoM,

in Flintshire, with thia inscription: 'The remains of
Richard Wilson, Esq., Member of the Royal Academy
of Artists. Interred May 15th, 1782, aged 69.'

"

Month'y Magazine, July 1, 1814, vol. xxxvii. p. 579.

DANIEL HIPWELL.
" OOTSIDEK." It seems from the subjoined

extract that in this word we have another in-

stance of an American incursion into our English
vocabulary ; for it is said to be a word of American

origin. This may surprise some of your readers as

much as it did the writer, although it must be
admitted there is just a suspicion of Yankeeism
about the word :

'"Until the nomination of Franklin Pierce for the

Presidency of the United States,' says the Boston Post,
' the word outsider was unknown. The Committee on
Credentials came to make its report, and could not get
into the hall because of the crowd of people who were
not members of the Convention. The chairman of the
Convention asked if the committee was ready to repri,
and the chairman of the committee answered: "

Yee,
Mr. Chairman, but the committee is unable to get inside

on account of the crowd and pressure of the outsiders"

The newspaper reporters took up the word and used

it.'
"

Morning, July 9.

This paragraph may interest your readers. Oa
looking up the word in such volumes as I have

at hand, I find it in Hyde Clarke's
'

English Dic-

tionary
'

(1865), where it is limited in signifying

"one who deals outside the Stock Exchange."

Ogilvie's
'

Comprehensive Dictionary
'

(1871) does

not contain the word ; but in its peculiarly sporting

signification, e.g., as a term used in horse-racing,

it will be found in the
'

Slang Dictionary
'

(1873).

It would be interesting to know whether the

American claim can bear confirmation.

C. P. HALE.

A PARALLEL : Two GREAT MEN. We hav

heard a good deal of late years about Mr. Glad-

stone's skill as a feller of trees. The readers of
' N. & Q.' may be amused at being reminded that

another great man of this century distinguished

himself in the same way. Lockhart writes in hie
' Life of Sir Walter Scott

'
thus :

" His woods at Abbotsford were now in such a state

of progress that his most usual exercise out of doors wag

thinning them. He was an expert as well as a powerful
wielder of the axe, and competed with his ablest sub-

alterns as to the paucity of blows with which a tree

could be brought down One of Sir Walter's trans-

atlantic admirers sent him a complete assortment of

the tools employed in clearing the back woods."

Several photographs of Mr. Gladstone as a feller

of trees have been published, b'ut Lockhart
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laments the absence of any portrait representing
" the Belted Knight of Abbotsford, accoutred with

this appurtenance of his forest craft."

E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

FOXGLOVE. The A.-S. name of this plant is

foxes glofa,
"
glove of the fox." I make this note

because the assertion is constantly being repeated
that it is

" a corruption of folk's glove." See, for

example,
' N. & Q.,' 8tb S. viii. 155. Whenever

a writer uses the word "
corruption," we may safely

suppose him to be guessing. It is the one word

that is prized above all others by those who prefer
assertion to fact. When any quotation can be

found, either in Anglo-Saxon or Early English, for

the phrase folces glofa or folkes glove, the "
cor-

ruption
"
theory may be seriously considered, but

not till then. Always bear in mind that during
the last century and the former half of the present
baseless guesses of this character were invented

by the hundred. Only old quotations can save us

from the nuisance of their tyranny.
WALTER W. SKEAT.

NORRIS FAMILY, M.P.S. It is somewhat diffi-

cult to distinguish between the various persons of

this name who held seats in Parliament. The

following, from my catalogue of sixteenth and
seventeenth century M.P.s, contain all of the

name known within that period, and may possibly
be of service as slightly corrective of, or additional

to, the various notices of this family in the
'

Diet.

Nat. Biog.'

Sir Edward Norris, M.P., Abingdon, 1584-5
and 1588-9 ; knighted 1586

;
third son of Henry,

Baron Norris
;
died October, 1603, s.p.

Sir Edward Norris, M.P., co. Oxford, 1675 to

1679 (two Parliaments), Oxford City, 1689 to 1700

(four Parliaments), co. Oxford, 1701 to 1703 (four

Parliaments) ; knighted 1662 ; of Weston on the

Green, Oxford ; second son of Sir Francis (next
named); died October, 1713.

Sir Francis Norris, M.P., co. Oxford, 1656-58
and 1659, till void, Feb. 5, 1659 ; knighted 1633

;

illegitimate son of Francis, Earl of Berks
; died

July 5, 1669.

Francis Norris, Esq., M.P., Oxford City, 1701
to 1705 (three Parliaments), youngest son of Sir

Edward, who died 1713 ; he died v.p., June,
1706.

Sir Henry Norri?, M.P., Berks, 1547-52, CD.

Oxford 1571 ; knighted 1566 ; Baron Norris 1572 ;

died 1600.

Sir Henry Norris, M.P., Berks, 1588-9 and
1597-8 ; knighted 1586

; fourth son of the last

named
; killed 1599.

John Norris, Esq., M.P., Downton, 1553 and
1554

; Taunton, 1554-5
; and Bodmin, 1558 ; of

Splate, Somerset, son of John Norris.
Sir John Norris, M.P., co. Oxford, 1588-9;

knighted 1586 ; second son of Henry, Lord Norria ;

died July 3, 1597.

Sir John Norris, M.P., Windsor, 1597-8 and
1601 ; knighted 1601 ; of Fyfield, Berks ; eldest

son of Sir William, M.P.
Thomas Norris, Esq., M.P., Castle Rising,

1586-87
; knighted 1588 ; fifth son of Henry, Baron

Norris
; died Aug. 20, 1599.

Thomas Norris, Esq., M.P., Liverpool, 1689 to

1695 (two Parliaments) ;
of Speke, Lancashire; son

of Thomas Norris
; died June, 1700.

Sir William Norris, M.P., Liverpool, 1554 ;

1 date of knighthood ; of Speke, son of Thomas
Norris, living 1567.

William Norris, Esq., M.P., Windsor, 1554,
1555, and 1558 ; Berks, 1575-83 ; afterwards

knighted, 1 date ; of Fyfield, Berks
; son of John

Norris ; died August, 1591.
Sir William Norris, M.P., Liverpool, 1695 to

1701 (three Parliaments) ;
created baronet 1698 ;

died Oct. 10, 1702. W. D. PINK.

BUN. In a charming little
'

History of a

Village Community in the Eastern Counties'

(Norwich, 1893), the Rev. J. D. Gedye, describ-

ing the old feast of the sun god in April, duly
succeeded by the festival of St. George, writes :

" At tbat feast you might have seen the women baking
on their cooking-stoves great store of flat cakes, marked
with the sun's rays we eat them still under the name of
hot cross buns ;

and buns I suspect they called them, bone
cakes or boon cakes that is, for bone is still sounded bun
hereabouts. Perhaps boon companions shared one such
cake between them."

The village referred to is Meth wold, or Muel,
in the Norfolk Fen Country. The etymology of

bun is left undecided in the ' N. E. D.'

JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their

names and addressee to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

HOGARTH. Some time in the fifties, I had
occasion to make some inquiries respecting this

great artist, and I visited his house at Chiswick.

The proprietor did not seem to know much about
his illustrious predecessor, but told me there were
some things in the garden which might interest

me. Here I found two narrow slabs let into the

wall. One was inscribed to Hogarth's favourite

bullfinch :

A lass

Poor
Dick
1760

Aged 11.

Under this were carved a bird's skull, beak, and
cross bone?.
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On the other slab was the following inscription
Life

To the last

Enjoyed.
Here

Pompey
Lies

1791,

followed by the representation of a dog's head anc

cross bones.

Hogarth died in 1764, at the age of sixty-seven
His sister died in 1771, but his wife survived him
twenty-five years, and died in 1789. This only
brings us within two years of the latter inscription
the dog might have belonged to some member o:

the Hogarth family, but I have no information as
to the pious hand that buried him and erected the

inscription.
Of course it could not have been the celebrated

pug connected with Wilkes and Churchill, whose
name was Trump. In Hogarth's caricature, Wilkes
is represented as a bear, and the dog is treating
Churchill's works with contumely. The question
is. Who was Pompey, and what connexion had he
with Churchill? seeing that the inscription on his

tomb is borrowed from 'The Candidate.' Re-
ferring to his grave, he says :

And when, on travel bound, some rhyming guest
Roams through the churchyard whilst his dinner's drest,
Let it hold up this comment to his eyes,
Life to the last enjoy'd. Here Churchill lies.

Gary, the translator of Dante, inhabited the
house ; but in 1791 he was an undergraduate at

Oxford.
Can any of your readers give me information

about Pompey ? C. TOMLINSON.
Highgate, N.

FREDERICK JOHN KOBINSON, FIRST EARL OP
RIPON. I wish to obtain the exact references to

the books or speeches in which the above named
was first called "Prosperity Robinson "and "Goody
Goderich." Can any reader of

' N. & Q.' help me ?

G. F. R. B.

RENTING. What is this? The word appears
among some old accounts for 1689 : "Nine ells of
Holland for a surplice, I/. 14s. 9d. ; 16 ells of sheet-

ing, 16s.; a yard and a half of Kenting, Is. 6d.;
a remnant more, Is." G. F. R. B.

CLEMENTINA RADCLYFFE. Who was this lady?
She was married by licence at St. George's, Han-
over Square, Oct. 22, 1771, to the Hon. James
Clement Radclyffe, and described as "heretofore

Parry." The whole entry has something mysteri-
ous about it, and perhaps some reader of N. & Q.'

may be able to throw light on it.

J. H. PARRY.
Harewood.

JOHN BEAUMONT. I have an oval miniature on

inches, enclosed within a silver-gilt case with glass ;

and loop, formed in the shape of a true lover's knot,
for suspension. The miniature is probably by
Richardson, a portrait painter of some repute early
in the eighteenth century, and the portrait is that

of a middle-aged man with flowing wig, dressed in

a grey open coat, coloured waistcoat and frill, or

lace neckcloth. Who was the John Beaumont
above referred to ] J. HENRY.

REV. WILLIAM HUTCHINS, OF BATH. There
were two of this name, of about the same age, one
of Oxford son of Rev. George Hutchins, of

Collingboarne, matric. St. Alban's Hall, Dec. 1,

1817, cet. twenty-two, B.A. 1821, M.A. 1825,
ord. deacon 1819, pr. 1820, who is described in

Crockford, 1860, as "late ruin, of Marg. Chap.,
Bath

; formerly chapl. to Lady Vernon " and one
of Cambridge, B.A. Pembr., 1818, M.A. 1821.

No doubt the former was the schoolmaster, of 33,
Grosvenor Street, Bath, from whose school Prof.

C. C. Babington and Canon Heaviside went up to

Cambridge in 1826 ; but which was the Rev.
William Hutchins, who died March 9, 1875, at his

residence, Highfield, Lymington, at. seventy-nine

(Times, March 11) ? I shall be glad to receive any
information about the Bath schoolmaster, who
seems to have been an excellent teacher.

JOHN E. B. MAYOR.
Cambridge.

SIR THOMAS BROWNE'S 'GARDEN OF CYRUS.'
Can any one kindly point out to me the where-

abouts of the authorities for the following passages?
"Vulcan gave arrows unto Apollo and Diana the

'our tli day after their nativities, according to Gentile

theology." Cb. i.

"The rural charm against dodder, &c." Cb. ii.

"In a common one [plant] among us we seem to read
A caia, Viviu, Lilil." Ch. iii.

"The magical spit, made of no rare plants, which
winds before the fire, and roasts the bird without turn-

ng." Ch. iii.

" The bed of Cleopatra strewed with roses." Ch. v.

These have eluded diligent search. I should be

jlad of help in elucidating them. May I add bis

lat qui cito dat ?

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
The Brassey Institute, Hastings.

THE RELIGIOUS ORDER OF THE STAR OF

JETHLEHEM. Can any of your readers give me
reformation as to the religious order of the Star

f Bethlehem ? This order owned a house in Scot-

and, the prior being mentioned in records as early

s 1222, which existed until the Reformation, when
he then chaplain or preceptor dispersed the pro-

>erty to laymen. J. G. WALLACE-JAMES.
Haddington.

ZODIAC RINGS. These, when made of gold, are*' *> * MM T V UU \f T t*t LLliJLli L* L UA O \J LA U\JJLa.\S ii i *> \JO* ^~ J. llCSCj VT UvU UJMIAV *T ^ '

vellum, about three and a half inches by three usually said to be the work of native goldsmiths
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on the African coast. They occasionally turn up in

seaports, having been brought home by sailors.

Are they made in other places ? I have lately

picked up a silver one, the first I have seen. Can
I be informed where these are made possibly
India or China? Are any zodiac rings made in

England or on the Continent ?

W. H. PATTERSON.
Belfast.

MILITARY Music. The following appears in

an old regimental order book, dated 1793 : "In
jainy weather, when the Regiment is not to

parade, a Drum and Fife is to beat the tune of the
'Glorious 1st of August' as a warning that there
will be no parade." What is known of such a

tune, and its origin ? R. S. C.

HENRY RICHARD VASSALL, LORD HOLLAND.
I have a three-quarter-length portrait of Henry

Richard Vassal!, Lord Holland, as a young man,
painted for my grandfather, who was his guardian
along with the Right Hon. C. J. Fox, M.P. It is

a fine painting, and executed in Florence in 1796.
Can any one tell me the name of the painter, or
what artist of note was painting portraits in Flo-
icnce at that period ? C. T. J. MOORE.
Frampton Hall, near Boston.

PRICKLY PEAR. The late E. A. Freeman,
writing from Siracusa, on February 24, 1887, says
that

" The prickly pear is said to have come from
America, yet the mosaics at Monreale show Abra-
ham's ram caught in a thicket of it" (Dean
Stephens's

'
Life and Letters of E. A. Freeman,'

ii. 361). Can any one explain how this has come
to be 1 Indian corn is said to be an importation
from the New World ; yet I have read where I
know not that heads of this plant are represented
in Italian pictures earlier than the days of Colum-
bus- ASTARTE.

ENGRAVINGS BY FAITHORXE. My question
with regard to an undescribed print of Lord
Littleton (8

th S. vii. 68) remains unanswered. No
doubt it failed to attract Mr. Pagan's notice. I
kave since purchased another print, ascribed by
successive owners (vide pencil scribblings at the
back) to Faithorne. Though of far less merit than
the print of Littleton, it certainly looks like
Faithorne's work. It is a small portrait of Arch-
bishop Laud, nearly to the waist, in an oval,
slightly to the left. Below,

"
William Arch-B: of

Canterbury. Prymat of all England, etc. Sold by
Tho: Johnson at the New Exchang." In Mr.
Fagan's Catalogue there is only one print of Laud
described, and it does not agree with the above in
several points. CHARLES L. LINDSAY.

THOMAS WALKER & Co., OXFORD. There
was a firm carrying on business under this style at
Oxford, 1800-1819. Most likely they were

bankers. I am anxious to know more about

them. Was there a partner of the name of Brooks,
whose widow was living at Bath in 1819 ?

W. C. B.

ST. PETER'S FINGER. There is, I think I have

read, a dedication in this peculiar formula some-

where (? Exeter). Information would oblige.
A. S. P.

WHITE'S 'HISTORY OF NEWCASTLE.' In the

Public Reference Library at Newcastle-on-Tyne
there is a volume, whereof the library number is

1149, lettered upon the back " White's History,

&c.," but lacking its title-page. It is a crown 8vo.

volume, printed in bourgeois type, containing,
exclusive of the preface (which is dated 1827),
156 pages. It is illustrated by John Sykes, and
contains a map dated 1808. Can any reader

favour me with a full transcript of the title-page,
or with the loan of a copy of the book for a few

days? CHARLES HIGHAM.
169, Grove Lane, Camberwell, S.B.

REV. BERNARD WARD. Is there anything
known of the parentage of the Rev. Bernard

Ward, incumbent of Loughinisland, diocese of

Down, from 1755 to 1784. Whom did he marry;
and what were the names of his children ? Was
the Rev. John Ward, incumbent of Rathmullen,
co. Down, who died 1815, a son ?

WM. JACKSON PIGOTT.

THE SELDEN MONUMENT. Is there any special
reason why the Selden memorial tablet in the

Temple Church should continue to occupy its pre-
sent position ? It is located in a dark corner, near

the ground, behind the choir stalls, at the east end
of the north wall. No one would dream of finding
a memorial of any kind in such an out-of-the-way

place, and when we come to think that it in no

way marks the actual place of sepulture the

selection of such a position seems quite incompre-
hensible. Selden was buried in the south-west

corner of the choir, probably near the Hooker

memorial, and as there is plenty of blank space on
the contiguous wall, it is hard to understand why
it should ever have been removed thence to its

present hiding-place. It would almost have been
better to have placed it in the triforium of the

round, where it would, at any rate, have formed an

important addition to the unique collection of

sepulchral memorials which at one time graced the

walls of the Temple Church. I trust, however, the

benchers will see their way clear to again placing
it in its original position over Selden's grave. A
very good engraving of the memorial in question

appeared in the Mirror of Jan. 6, 1 838.

EDDONE.
'

FRINGILLA.' Referring to Mr. Blackmore's

new volume of verse, the St. James's Gazette

remarks, "The title 'Fringilla' (a finch) is takeni
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from a modest] Latin quotation, to the effect thai

the finch permits himself to twitter, well knowing
he was not born a nightingale." May I, an
amateur verse spinner, whose Latinity is now los

in the mists of adolescence, ask for the exact words
and reference.? PEBCIVAL.

STACK-STAVES. Can any one versed in the sig-

nification of old farmstead customs tell me whether
the ornamental wooden staff sometimes seen

projecting from the apex of a corn-stack has

any traditional superstition connected with it i

Thirty or forty years ago these staves were more

frequently seen than at present, and were more
often carved and painted into the semblance oi

a soldier, sailor, or some other fanciful shape.
I should also be glad to learn the name given to

such stack-staves, both in polite English and in the

local dialects of the United Kingdom, and whether

they are used abroad. A. 0.

THE EARLY LIFE OF ANNE BOLEYN.

(8
tt S. viii. 141.)

MR. ELIOT HODGKIN has done an important
service to historical literature by producing the

text of a holograph letter of Sir Thomas Boleyn
to Margaret of Austria, lately sold by Messrs.

Sotheby. He is certainly justified in saying that

this document makes "
a considerable addition to

our stock of information." But I think he would
not have attached so much importance to Mr.
Friedmann's conclusions if he had read my article

on Mary and Anne Boleyn in the English His-
torical Bevieiv, vol. viii. p. 53 (compare also p. 299,
and vol. x. p. 104). Mr. Friedmann is quite mis-

taken in the evidences on which he relies in dis-

puting the date of 1507 given by Camden for Anne
Boleyn's birth. There is not only no valid evi-

dence against that date, but there is even a con-

firmatory statement (by a contemporary of Camden)
that Anne was beheaded before she was quite

twenty-nine years of age, which implies that she
was not born before May 19, 1507.

Brewer, it is quite true, made an error in saying
that it was not Anne Boleyn, but her sister Mary,
who went to France in 1514. On the other hand,
his critics have made an equal error in maintaining
that it was Anne, and not Mary. Both the sisters,
it is certain, spent some years in France, and Anne
undoubtedly went over in 1514 why not under
her sister's care? It must have been the elder

sister that was enumerated among Mary, the

French queen's "gentlewomen." But I must
refer your readers for the full discussion of the

subject to my articles cited above. Those who
read them carefully will, I think, agree with me
that there is a strong probability that both sisters

went over at the same time, and that Mary was
some years older than Anne.

This being so, the question occurs, Was it Mary
or Anne that was placed with Margaret of Austria

in 1514, just before she went over to France? Le

Glay has printed (' Lettres de Maximilien et de

Marguerite d'Autriche,' ii. 461), but unfortunately
without the date, an extract from a letter of Mar-

garet to Sir Thomas Boleyn on the arrival of his

daughter at her Court ;
and now MR. HODGKIN

prints a letter from Sir Thomas Boleyn to Margaret
recalling her. In the former letter, Margaret tells

Sir Thomas that she finds his daughter highly

accomplished for her young age, and hopes that

when he comes to her again (he had been in the

Low Countries in 1512 and the spring of

1513) she will be the only interpreter they will

require between them. This certainly implies that

the young lady had already a smattering of French,
and no doubt it might be said even of a girl of

seven whose father was a diplomatist, if the words

were intended to apply (as they doubtless were)

only to social intercourse at some not very distant

period.
But would a girl of seven a younger daughter,

too have been sent in this way to a foreign court ?

And would the father of such a mere child have

written to Margaret, in the letter printed by MB.

HODGKIN, "that you will please to give my
daughter leave to return to me ?

" A more
natural request, one would think, would be " that

you will please send her back." Interesting as it

would be to connect this letter with the early life

of Anne Boleyn, I am inclined to think it more

likely to refer to that of her sister Mary.
JAMES GAIRDNER.

West View, Pinner.

Regarding the respective ages of the two sisters,

Anne and Mary Boleyn, that careful and trust-

worthy antiquary John Smyth, of Nibley, in his

MS. ' Lives of the Berkeleys,' makes the two fol-

lowing statements : ( 1 ) Under the head of
"
Thomas,

Lord Berkeley, fourth of that name,"
" William

Darey maryed Mary, second daughter and coheire

of Thomas Bullen, Earle of Wiltshire and Ormond"
Tol. 482) ; (2) again, in folio 866, in the life of

Senry, Lord Berkeley,
" William Carey and the

ady Mary his wife, second sister and coheire to

Anne Bullen, second wife to King Henry the 8th."

Donsidering that John Smyth was Steward of the

hundred and Liberty of Berkeley, and was per-

(onal attendant, in 1584, upon Thomas Berkeley,
jon and heir of Henry, eleventh Lord Berkeley,
which Thomas Berkeley married Elizabeth, only
child and heir of George Carey, second Lord

lunsdon, cousin of Queen Elizabeth, these de-

inite assertions are almost decisive upon the point

is to Anne Boleyn's being the elder of the two

isters. B. W. GREENFIELD.

Southampton.
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JOHN FORSTER (8
t!l S. viii. 161). In the

Monthly Chronicle of North Country Lore and

Legend for February, 1888, is a biography of John
Forster, written by the friend and companion of

his boyhood, the late Alderman Wm. Lockey
Harle, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. The following
extract from that paper may help MR. ARCHER (in
the absence of more direct evidence) to the date
when Forster became dramatic critic of the Ex-
aminer :

"At the end of 1832 Forster had ceased all connexion
with the University, and had become the theatrical and
literary critic both of the Examiner and of the daily
True Sun. The latter, an evening paper, may be said to
have been the offspring of the great Reform Bill, and of
the intense political excitement around [sic] that great
measure. It was a sevenpenny journal, overflowing with
talent. In the drama and literature of the True Sun
Forster reigned supreme. Mr. John Bell, a man of great
force of character, told me, some years after the True
Sun had ceased to exist, that Forster dealt with the
theatres and books in a great measure as he pleased. Air.
Bell was the political economist of the paper, and wrote
leaders. Mr. J. C. Symons was the editor, and both Mr.
Daniel Whittle Harvey and the Unitarian minister, Mr.
W. J. Fox, were connected with this journal. Mr.
Albany Fonblanque was editor of the Examiner. Political

writing wholly occupied his attention, and Forster thus
became possessor of the literary and dramatic authority
of the great weekly Examiner, the reputation of which
had been created by the brothers John and Leigh Hunt.
Certain men of genuis authors and actors were then
gradually rising into fame. Forster, with the True Sun
in one hand and the Examiner in the other, was equal to
the occasion. He became a 'ruler in Israel,' and held
the power of aiding or retarding these men by the vigour
of his criticism. Edmund Kean died, utterly exhausted,
in 1833. Forster attended his funeral. Macready was
ambitious of holding the sceptre that had been wielded by
Kean. Forster on all occasions, in the True Sun and
Examiner, vigorously supported Macready."
MB. ARCHER is correct in stating that John

Kemble made his farewell bow to a Newcastle
audience on April 15, 1817; but I do not find in
the advertisement of his last appearance the

phrase quoted by MR. ARCHER, i.e., "being
positively the last time of his ever performing on
this stage." The advertisement in the Newcastle
Chronicle of April 12, 1817, is thus worded :

MR. KEMBLE'S BENEFIT,
And positively the fast Night of his performing here.

On Tuesday Evening, April 15th, will be presented the
historical Tragedy of'KingLearandHis Three Daughters'
King Lear, Mr. Kemble. With a Farce and other Enter-
tainments.

RICH. WELFORD.
OLD FRENCH MAP OF NORTH AMERICA (8

m S.
vii. 421, 515 ; viii. 70, 138). In his valuable note
at the last reference, MR. HUME has shown how
the name Norumbega might have been transferred
from New England to Florida, but he does not
show how it got to New England, or indeed that
it ever got there except on paper, or what it meant.
Apparently, like other ghost-namep, it was an un-
houseled wanderer, roaming from place to place.

He cites Sir Humphrey Gilbert's grant to Peck-
ham of lands at Norumbega ;

but this means less

than nothing, for the grant was dated in February,

1583, at which time, as now, the situation of

Nornmbega was still unknown, since four months

later, on June 11, 1583,Sir Humphreyset sail on his

memorable expedition for the discovery of Norum-

bega, in the Golden Hinde, the Swallow, and the

Squirrel, that last fatal voyage BO graphically
described in the third volume of Hakluyt. He
steered straight for Newfoundland, where, it seems,
he thought Norumbega must be sought for. Oartier,

in 1555, seems to have thought that it was the

island of Cape Breton ; and Champlain vainly
looked for it in Maine, on the river Penobscot,

which, rather than the Hudson, would appear to

be the river of Norumbega described in the grant
to Peckham. Before Sir Humphrey sailed to dis-

cover Norumbega, Dr. Dee, the magician, had

compiled a treatise, now in the Cottonian Library,
to prove Queen Elizabeth's title to Norumbega
and to the unknown parts adjacent, and he had
doubtless called the spirits from the vasty deep to

show him in his crystal globe the place where he

might give a local habitation to this ghost-name,
which had obtained recent currency owing to its

appearance, in 1570, in the great atlas of Orteliu?,
whence it was copied by succeeding chartographera.
Forster'a absurd notion, that the name comme-
morates the looking-glasses, bells, and other toys of

Nuremberg manufacture given by Frobisher to the

natives, may be dismissed without discussion ; as

well as Biddle's contention, in his
'
Life of Cabot/

that it was a native name. No such Indian name
is known, nor does it seem to be a possible forma-
tion. The suffix, it is true, might be from beki,

an Abenaki word, meaning
" water-place," which

we have in Eennebec and other names ; but nor is

not an Indian prefix, Norwalk, supposed to be a

native name, being a corruption of Nayaug,Noyackf

or Nyack, a "
point of land."

Till MR. HUME produces more conclusive evi-

dence, Iam inclined to believe, from some experience*
in the futile chase of ghost-names, that Norumbega-
got into the atlas of Ortelius from some earlier

Spanish map, on which Norway, spelt Norbega in,

Spanish fashion, was joined on to Greenland and
Labrador.

The misconceptions of early mapmakers are

almost incredible, and prepare one for anything.
Thus Somaliland got detached from the mainland
of Africa, and wandered for fifty years about the
Indian Ocean as a great island, finally, after a

journey of more than 1,000 miles, finding refuge
in Madagascar. Florida is also represented as an
island near Japan, off the coast of China. The
Atlantic is full of fancy islands, such as Brazil, St.

Brendan, Estotiland, Drogeo, and the imaginary
land of Buss probably an iceberg or icefloe sighted

by the Emma, a buss of Bridgewater, whose captain
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gave a glowing description of its charms. It

appears on various successive maps, and was vainly

sought for by navigators, just as Frobisher and
Davis sailed to Labrador and Greenland to discover

Estotiland, which was really Scotland. It is, there-

fore, no matter for surprise to find Cartier, Cham-

plain, Gilbert, and others searching the coasts from

Nova Scotia to Florida in quest of Norway, which
on the maps of Ortelius and other geographers was

masquerading in America as Norumbega. Of
course they did not find it, any more than Columbus
found Japan in Cuba, as he affirmed he had in

his log, or than Cortez found the golden California

described in a Spanish romance by Montalvo, or

than Raleigh found his El Dorado in Guiana, or

than Juan Ponce de Leon found in Florida the

Fountain of Perpetual Youth of which Sir John
Mandeville says he drank in Central Asia. In

investigating the statements of early travellers and

geographers a prudent scepticism is above all

things needful. ISAAC TAYLOR.

SPORTING NAMES OF BIRDS (8
th S. viii. 88).

Birds how termed when many are together :

A herd of swans, curlews, and cranes.

A broud (brood) of cocks and hens, and a peep or fock
of chickens.
A ny (nye) of pheasants.
An exalting of larks.

A watching of nightingales.
A sore or safe of ducks and mallard?, or a team of

ducks.
A chern of goldfinches.
A mustet of peacocks.
A clattering of choughes (jackdaws).
A beavy (bevy) of quails.
A flight of doves and stares (starlings).
A Sock of small birds, or a dissimulation of birds.

A shegh of herons.
A seigh of bitters (bitterns).
A flock or gaggle of geese.
A covye (covey) of partridges is three or more, two is

a brace.

A spring of teals.

A desart of lapwings and plover.
A fall of woodcocks.
An eirey (aerie) of hawks, or a cist of hawks

; two a
lease of hawks, and three a staff of hawks.
A pack of grous(e) or heathcocks.

From Handle Holme's 'Academy of Armory,'
bk. ii. chap. ziii. p. 311.

" A '
sore

'

is a term used for a hawk of the first

year, also for a buck of the fourth year
"
(Ogilvie's

'

Imperial Dictionary '),

The above may be some of the terms that MR.
SALTER requires. JOHN RADCLIFFE.

Furlane, Greenfield.

To my friend MR. SALTER'S list let me add :

A sege of herons or bitterns.

An herd of swans, of cranes, of curlews.
A depping of sheldrakes.
A spring of teals.

A covert of coots.

A gaggle of geese.

A badelynge of ducks.
A sord or sute of mallards.
A muster of peacocks.
A nye of pheasants.
A congregation of plovers.
A walk of snipes.
A fall of woodcocks.
A brood of hens.
A building of rooks,

A murmuration of starlings.
An exaltation of larks.

A flight of swallows.
A host of sparrows.
A watch of nightingales.
A charm of goldfinches.

I learned these many years ago from a book on

sport by Robert Blakey. The Rev. Charles Kings-

ley wrote of "a charm of birds," meaning the-

chorus of bird song that greets the spring.
JOHN P. STILWELL.

Hilfield, Yateley.

MR. SALTER will find a long list" in
' N. & Q./

6th S. xii. 525, to which I can add a few\:

A wisp or walk of snipe.
A covert or rasp of coots.

A suit, sore, or sord of mallards.
A flight or rush of dunbirds.
A dopping of sheldrake.
A gaggle of geese on the water.
A skein or string of geese on the wing.
A sedge of herons.
A wing or congregation of plover or rooks.

A cloud or fling of oxbirds.

A hill of raffs.

A trip of widgeon.
A paddling of ducks on the water.
A team of ducks on the wing.
A shoal of rooks.

A school of any wild fowl.

W. D. PARISH.
Selmeston.

Your correspondent gives seven instances, and

asks,
" Can these be added to ?

"
Perhaps I may

escape censure if I suggest that on p. 901, col. 2,

of the new edition of
' Phrase and Fable,' nearly

ten times seven are mentioned ; and if
"
knob,'"

"nide,"
"
whiting," and "cletch" are added, the

number would exceed seventy.
E. COBHAM BREWER.

Allow me to add " a plump of wild duck " and
" a splendour of peacocks

"
to MR. SALTER'S list.

E. A. BURTON.

Old books on sporting give the following :

A nide, or nest, of pheasants.
A brood of grouse and black game.
A covey of partridges.
A bevy of quail.
A flock of geese.
A whiting of swans.
A flight of wild duck.
A fall of woodcocks.
A walk of snipe.

There are also peculiar terms for carving the-

same : a swan is lifted, a crane is dismembered, a
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heron is ^displayed, a wild duck is unbraced.

There are. .other terms, which I cannot recall to

memory.
"

E. LEATON BLENKINSOPP.

To the seven names of groups of birds men-
tioned might be added that of a "gang" of wild

turkeys, as used by old hunters in our Western
States. The expression of " a whiting of swans "

is new to me. We have in our Park lake some
seveenteen black swans, exceedingly tame and

confiding. How ought we to designate them ?

0.
San Francisco, California.

A "pack" of grouse does not correspond to a

"covey" of partridges. We say a "brood" of

grouse ; but towards the end of the season the

broods (or what remain of them) begin to pack,
and one may see, but not easily come within shot

of, large packs on the hill. HENRY H. GIBBS.

[Many other replies are acknowledged.]

FOLK-LORE : PERFORATED STONES (8
th S. v.

308, 397; vi. 55, 153 ; vii. 413 ; viii. 52). Sir

Thomas Browne was of opinion that Satan sug-

gested to us poor mortals belief in the efficacy of

amulets and charms, and certainly the Prince of

Deceivers could not have served his purpose better

than by creating a reverence for such very common
objects as dolmens, tolmens, or perforated stones.

Glancing over the numerous notes in the last few
volumes of

' N. & Q.' I see that holed stones, pro-

perly applied, would seem to cure all sorts of

diseases. They counteract the machinations of

witches and fairies and the spell of the "evil

eye "; they confer safety on seafaring vessels, pro-
tect the horses in the stable and the farmer in hia

bed, prevent evil influences from crossing the

threshold, favour the happiness of married life il

used at betrothal, prevent rheumatism, and cure

of rickets children who are drawn through the

holes, favour astrological predictions, prevent
nightmare if suspended over the bed's head ; but
in all cases the hole must be naturally or super-

naturally, but not artifically formed.

Of course this enormous mass of superstition
must depend upon the belief in the action of some

mysterious power which formed the hole ; but sup-
posing it can be proved that the hole is the resul

of a perfectly natural process, what becomes of th<

supernatural properties assigned to the stone? And
the mind of man so readily adopts the marvellous
and the superstitious, that the inculcation of a littl

sound science is often a difficult undertaking ; bu
the experience of the past shows that science

eventually gives the death-blow to the marvellous

by inducing people no longer to believe in it.

In the constitution of matter, a single specimen
is often found to consist of a hard portion and a sof

portion, or, as they are technically called, crystal
line and amorphous. If, for example, we take

lock of Wenham Lake ice, and examine it by the

id of the electric light in the same position that it

ccupied during its formation, it will be found to

onsist of alternate layers of two different kinds of

ce. When water freezes it excludes salts and
11 foreign matters, so that the layer of ice is a

olid compound of oxygen and hydrogen and

nothing else. But in the case of a freshwater lake,

he salts and other foreign matters excluded by
he first layer pass into the second layer, which is

till liquid. When the freezing temperature
caches this layer, the dose of foreign matter in

addition to its own is too great to be expelled, so

hat in solidifying it becomes entangled therewith,
and forms porous non-crystalline or amorphous ice.

Jut the layer next to this can, like the first layer,

discharge its foreign matter to the layer below,
nd so form crystalline ice like the first layer,

while the fourth layer will be amorphous like the

iccond.

Among the pebbles often found on the sea-shore,

and in pebbles where once the sea had been, or in

)laces to which the pebbles had drifted, we find

mmerous specimens of banded quartz, that is,

ayers projecting and layers receding ;
in other

words, alternate layers of crystalline and amorphous

quartz, thus pointing to a period in the geological

listory of our globe when the silica was passing
torn a liquid into a solid state, when the first

ayer rejected its impurities and entangled them
with the second layer, which, becoming solid,

'ormed a softer or amorphous layer, while the third

layer became crystalline, the fourth amorphous,
and so on. These pebbles are fragments of a

much larger mass, similarly constituted ; they have

been rolled through ages on some sea-beach by the

action of the tides, and they become slowly re-

duced to sand. Some of the siliceous fragments
consist of crystalline silica, surrounding an amorph-
ous cylinder, which by the same rolling action

wears away the amorphous portion more quickly
than the rest, until we have a holed stone, the

object of so much superstition.

At Oberstein, in the Lower Rhine province, the

lapidary takes advantage of the looser structure of

the amorphous bands to fix in them some kind of

colouring matter. He makes use, among other

stones, of Brazilian pebbles, in which the bands are

each about the eighth of an inch wide, and eight or

ten in number. He colours the amorphous bands

with Prussian blue or chrome yellow, but his

most successful tint is a jet black, in producing
which he takes advantage of the composition of

sugar or of honey, which consists of carbon and

the elements of water. Each pebble is cut into

two, in the direction of its longer axis, and a number
of these sections are heated below boiling during
some weeks in syrup of sugar or honey and water,

which is absorbed by the amorphous bands. The

segments are then transferred to strong sulphuric
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acid, which [decomposes the sugar, drives off the

oxygen and hydrogen, and leaves a very black

deposit of carbon permanently entangled in the

looser bands, while the crystalline bands are un-

affected. The specimens are then put into oil, and
afterwards polished, and made into brooches and
other ornaments. C. TOMLINSON.

Highgate, N.

WORCESTER CLOISTERS (8
111 S. viii. 88). The

peculiar feature referred to is probably the series

of square-headed opening?, about three feet from
the ground, which pierce the piers on the north,

east, and south aides of the cloister. As the uae

of them is quite conjectural, different writers have
used different terms to describe them. Thus Prof.

Willis, in the Archaeological Journal, vol. xx.

p. 261, says,
"
Perhaps wooden ambreys were fitted

into them for the use of the students in the carrels

next to then>," and he therefore describes them
as " small archways, or rather ambreys without

backs." Noake, in his
'

Monastery and Cathedral
of Worcester,' also calls them ambreys; while a

writer in the Builder of Aug. 6, 1892, says, "These

piers have square openings in them somewhat of

the character of a continuous hagioscope," and this

is doubtless the term which most clearly describes

their appearance at the present time. A good
view of the cloisters, showing these openings, is

given in Britton's
'

History and Antiquities of

Worcester Cathedral,' plate 12.

BEN. WALKER.
Langstone, Erdington.

GIGANTIC BONES (8
th S. viii. 87). I have just

returned from the neighbourhood of Mallwy d ;
but

I did not visit the church there. Locally the

bones are said to be those of a whale, and to have
been dug up in or near the valley of the Dyfi.

Remembering the bones found in the Cefn Caves,
near St. Asaph, I should rather suppose the

Mallwyd relics to have belonged to some extinct

monster. C. C. B.

THE PITT CLUB (8
th S. viii. 108). This is a

club which exists inside the Carlton, and into

which nobody except a member of the Carlton

can be elected. It was founded at or soon after

the death of William Pitt, and it celebrates his

memory by an annual dinner. I had given to me
a list of its members some seven years ago, when
I was writing my

'
Life of Pitt '; but I should not

think of printing that list without the permission
of its president and secretary, who gave it to me.

E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

PRIESTS' ORDERS (8
th S. viii. 67). In 1884

W. Gordon Gorman published through W. Swan
Sonnenschein & Co. a list of over three thousand
Protestants who have become Roman Catholics

since the commencement of the nineteenth century ;

but whether the work has been brought down to a

later date I do not know. This book will answer

one of the four queries of MR. GEEENSTED.
RICHARD LAWSON.

Urmston.

The only way would be to apply to the secretaries

to the bishops of the various dioceses. Lists pub-
lished in the newspapers are incomplete and in-

accurate. EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

THORNTON (8
th S. vii. 389; viii. 15). In Lewis's

'

Topographical Dictionary
'

many instances of

Thornton as a place-name may be found, pointing

perhaps to a northern origin of the name.

In the church of Middleham, in Wensleydale,
co. York, formerly collegiate, is a fine sepulchral

slab, now placed in an upright position on the

inside of the tower, on which is inscribed in Old

English characters :

Orate . pro . a'i'a . dompni . Roberti Thorneton . abbat'.

Hui' . domi . Jorevaulis . vicesaimi So'di*.

Between the words are thorn leaves, the diaper-

ing of the centre is also composed of them, which

with a tun forms a rebus on the name. Out of

the tun rises a pastoral staff, behind which is a

mitre, and at the aides the initials R.T. On two

shields at the top are devices, on the one the sacred

monogram I.H.S., and on the other the letter M.,

over a spear and sponge in saltire.

Robert Thorneton was the twenty- second abbot

of Jervaulx, about three miles from Middleham,
and probably was born at Thornton Steward near

it. He died in 1510, and the slab mentioned is

usually supposed to have been brought from Jer-

vaulx Abbey. His successor, Adam Sedbar or

Sedbury, the last of the abbots of Jervaulx, sur-

rendered the abbey in 1536, and was executed at

Tyburn for his participation in the Pilgrimage of

Grace. Though little more than a ground plan

remains of Jervaulx, yet its many sepulchral slabs

render it one of the moat interesting ruins in the

kingdom. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

LATIN MOTTO (8
th S. vii. 448, 512 ; viii. 76).

The reference to "pari jugo" as a motto of

friendship is at least as early as Theocritus. In

the
'

Aites,' v. 16, there is aAA^Aovs 3' e^i'Arjcrav

io-fa) vya>, which in the Latin version is
" Amarunt

autem se' invicem pari jugo
"
(Winterton's

'
Poet.

Min. Grace.,' Cambr., 1677, pp. 176-7)v
More

exactly the line eyo> Se /cat o-v ravTov eA/co/uv

vyov occurs in the lists of Greek proverbs, in

Gaisford's
'

Parcernographi Grseci,' Oxon., 1836,

pp. 43, 291.

In these instances it is taken to refer to those

who suffer like calamities, as in Horace,
'
Od.' i. 35 :

Ferre jugum pariter dolosi.

Pliny, in 'Ep.' iii. 9, has: "nobis tamen nullutn
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certamen, nulla contentio
; quum uterque pari

jugo, non pro se, sed pro causa niteretur." Seneca
lias, 'Ep.' cix. 15 : "Egregium opus pari jugo
ducet." From such frequent use "pari jugo"
became a proverb ; it is in the list of Erasmus.

ED. MARSHALL.

AUDREY AND AWDRT (8
th S. viii. 86). J. J. S.

speaks of the liability of an to become aun for

physical reasons ; but are not the reasons purely
orthographical ? Is not aun an English, or rather

Anglo-Norman, attempt to spell phonetically the
French nasal an? In the extract from English
laws given on pp. 239-41 of Toynbee's

'

Specimens
of Early French' I find Hyrelaunde (Ireland),

desirauntz, svffraunce, sauntz (sans), taunt, co-

maunde, sanglaunte, fraunche, &c. This spelling
is still represented in English by such words as

aunty daunt, haunt, paunch, staunch, taunt, &e.

If, therefore, Audrey is derived from Andre"e, I

would suggest that the stages are Andre"e, Anndrey,
Audrey ; orthographical reasons giving us Aun-
drey, and physical reasons Audrey, the nasal n
not being changed to u, but dropped.

H. KAYMENT.
Sidcup, Kent.

I subjoin further examples of the change of an
into au. Tanny has become tawny, "Tanny
colowre or tawny," 'Prompt. Parv.' Baudrier,
according to Lithe", is from bande. Thus Baudrier
d'0rion= Orion's belt. Again lawn, "a grassy
space of ground,'" according to Prof. Skeat (after

Diez) is from lannon, plural of lann, Bret, for a

bushy ahub.

Prof. Skeat also accepts Diez's suggestion that
debaucher is "to entice away from a workshop,"
and so makes debaucher mean to

"
disbalk, to take

away the frame or supports of a building before it

is finished," which seems to me rather far fetched.
Would it not be simpler (I venture to suggest) to
make debaucher= debancher, i.e., to "disbencb,"
reminding one of what was done to Dr. Kenealy
in the Orton case, sc. to take away a joiner, lock-

smith, or other mechanic from his work-bench,
thus affording another example of the passage of
an into au.

Again Littre" says that the Lat. farnix may be
the radical of fange, and accordingly under the

operation of Grimm's law fange would be liable to

change its first letter into b, which, combined with
the passage of an into au leads to bauge, a kind of
soil or mortar or modeller's clay.

Eeturning for a moment to the complete series

au, al, an, au it will be remarked that the

change of al into au is so frequent that it would
require many of these columns to collect all the
instances of it and we have seen that there are
numerous instances (the number of them given in
this article might be easily extended) of the inter-

change of an with au. I presume that Gautier (our

Walter) must have been originally Gantier (glover).

Possibly also Baudelaire and our Vandeleur are

the same name (like Audrey and Andr^e).
There are not wanting examples also in which

by a reverse movement au changes into al, as in

caldron from chaudron and Walter from Gautier.

But I am not able to quote any incontrovertible

instances in which al and an are directly exchanged
with one another.* Strange to say, this break or

fault in the current of interchange is precisely

parallel to what happens under the Grimm-Fick law
to the labial cycle (ph, b, p, ph), of which Prof.

Skeat remarks that "
whilst the change of ph into

b and from p to ph is very general it is doubtful

whether there is any real example of the particular

change of 6 into p." J. J. S.

"PoETA NASCITUR NON FIT 1'

(8
tB S. Vli. 429;

viii. 14). Cicero has the following :

"At qui sic a summis hominibus eruditissimisque

accepimuB, ceterarum rerum etudia, et doctrina, et

praeceptis, et arte constare; poetam natura ipsa valere,
et mentis viribua excitari, et quasi divino quodam epiritu
inflari. Quare suo jure noster ille Eunius saDctoa

appellat poetas, quod quasi deorum aliquo dono atque
munere commendati nobis esse videantur."

' Pro Archia

Poeta,' cap. 8, sec. 18.

Also,

"Saepe enim audivi, poetam bonutn neminem (id

quod a Democrito et Platone in scriptia relictum esee

dicunt) sine inflammatione animprum existere posse, et

sine quodam afflatu quasi furoris." 'De Oratore,' ii.

cap. 46, sec. 194.

See 'Phsedrus' (49), where Plato says that

no one can be a real poet who is not possessed by
madness proceeding from the Muses ;

and ' Ion
'

(5), where he says that poets compose not by art

but by divine inspiration of the Muse.
EGBERT PIERPOINT.

Warrington.

SIMON DE MONTFORT'S BONES (8
th S. viii. 29,

117). The tombstone, or rather sculptured slab,

in St. Nazaire, referred to by PALAMEDES, is

usually stated to be that of Simon de Montfort IV.,
that is, it is supposed to commemorate the leader

of the Albigensian Crusade, who was killed at the

siege of Toulouse, on July 25, 1218, by a stone

from a mangonel. I shall presently venture to

offer my doubt as to the personage represented

upon it.

All authorities practically agree that the remains

of Simon were finally conveyed to the Priory of

Hautes-Bruyeres, near Montfort 1'Amauri. At the

period of the great Revolution the family resting-

place suffered. Amauri, Simon's eldest son, was
likewise interred there. I believe nothing remains

of their monuments.
Petrus Sarnensis, a Cistercian monk, who was

an eyewitness of the siege of Toulouse, has given

* Doldrums into tantrums (if the words are really

connected) comes very near the change in question.
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us a graphic (and probably trustworthy) account o

the death of Simon, which I will here subjoin. I

will be remarked that he states how Simon's bod

was taken to Carcassone :

"Ecce lapis mangonello adveraariorum projectu?

percuaait in capite militem Jeau Cbristi, qui ictu letha

recepto pectus suum bis percutiena, Deoque, et Beat

Virgin!, se commendans, mortem imitatus Beat : Ste

phani, et ipsius lapidatus in urbe, cum ipso in Domin
obdorKi?it." P. 321.

Fancy comparing this ruthless Machabee to th

mildest of martyrs ! Fortunately, other source

inform us that his foes, the wretched Albigenses

compared him more felicitously to Abimelech

seeing that the fatal stone, in both instances, wa
thrown by a woman " and all to brake his skull

'

(Judges ix. 53). To proceed :

" Post paucos autem dies, videns novas comes [Amaury_
quod non posset diutius in Tolosa obsidionem tenere, turn

quia audita niorte Comitis, multi de indigenis Apostata;
pesaimi recedebant ab eo et eccleaia, immo Chritti hos
tibua se jungebant; turn quia exhauatus erat sumptibu
et victualia exercitui deficiebant, ac peregrini in terran
euam redire volebant ; ab obsidione receasit castrum

resignans, quod tenere non poterat Narbonenae, et corpus
primum apud Carcaasonem curatum more Gallico ex
portavit."

As those of the head of a powerful family, the

champion of the Church, and the lamented leader

of the Crusade, the remains of Simon de Montfort

demanded, and probably obtained, solemn obsequies
at Carcassone. They may hare been comme-
morated there by a sculptured sepulchral slab after

their removal to Hautes-Brujeres, and this parti-
cular slab may be that possible memorial. That it

belongs to the early part of the thirteenth century
if) unquestionable. On the surcoat are several

crosses of Toulouse and a few lions rampant, the
tails of which may have been forked. These bear-

ings are, I believe, those of the De Montfort family.
The belt has a very beautiful clasp, consisting of a

large heart. The length of the figure is great, the

entire slab measuring over eight feet. The legs
are not crossed. Bat there is no inscription

whatever, nor is there sign of having been any.
This circumstance, though not, perhap?, inex-

plicable, is, to say the least, extraordinary, on the

supposition that the slab commemorates such a

magnate of Church and State as Simon IV.

Granted, then, that it represents a De Montfort,
to whom else might the slab relate 1 I venture
to suggest it may, with more likelihood, relate to

Guy de Montfort, Count of Bigorre, who married

(1216) Perronelle de Comminges, and was killed

at the siege of neighbouring Castelnandary, by
Raymond le Jeune, son of the Count of Toulouse,
in 1218 (?) ; or it may still more probably belong
to Guy de Montfort, brother of Simon IV.,* who

* Cf. ' La Vie de Simon. C. de M.,' par L'Hermite de

Vauzelle; Alex, du Mege, in Mem. Sot. Areheol. Midi,
1834, i. 269-84 ; Vaissette, iii. 300, 308, 314 ; Chronicon
Turonena.,' ann. 1225.

fell to an arrow Jan. 31, 1229, before the castle of

Vareilles, by Pamiers. ST. GLAIR BADDELBT.

THE TERMINATION "-ARGH," "-ERGH" IN PLACE-
NAMES (8

th S. viii. 48). We plebeians of proud
Preston who might prove more than a match for

a cettain class of Londoners in our determination
to slur the r upon every possible occasion are

quite content to talk about Goosnaw and Grimsaw.
But on getting promoted to the magisterial bench,
the town council, or even one of the new district

councils, it is then considered the correct thing to

lay special emphasis upon the r, and utterly despise
the final <jh. The r might then be best represented

by doubling, or perhaps by writing rh, or an

aspirated Greek r (p). Scotsmen, however,

naturally ignore these local expedients, and never

hesitate to give the gh its proper guttural sound,
as heard in such words as loch and saugh. In the

northern counties Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmorland (why, by the way, do London

printers always persist in misspelling the name
of this last county 1) a sort of eemi -

guttural is

generally heard for the gh sound. Of course it is

hopeless to attempt to convey on paper an idea of

the guttural sound to those unfamiliar with it.

If, however, Mr. Platt happens to be a Pitmanite,
he can have it by writing an r and a g finished off

with a funny little twirl through the centre.

A. INGRAM.

It may be of some service to your correspondent
to know that in the name of Goosnargh the letters

gh are silent, according to Alexander J. Ellis in one

of his books on English pronunciation.
GEO. H. HOOTON.

Mansergh and Sizergh in Westmorland are

pronounced Manser and Sizer.

E. CONDER, Jun.

Terry Bank, Mansergb, Westmorland.

The name Sizergh in Westmorland is pronounced
,o rhyme with adviser or advertiser.

HERBERT MAXWELL.

SIBYL (8
th S. v. 425 ;

vi. 158, 438 ; vii. 351 ;

iii. 12, 92). The following derivation of Sibyl ia

given in Prof. Skeat's 'Supplement to the First

dition of an Etymological Dictionary ':

" Prof. Poatgate takes 2i/3uXXa to be from a stem <n/J-

Ao-, witb a gen. suffix -ya. He remarks that the root

rould appear to be ffi(3-; cf. persibus in Festus, who
as:

' callidus sive acutus, persibus '; from the root sap,
o be wise, aeen in Lat. sap-ere, Grk. o-o0-of. Thus
VJyl would mean ' the wiae woman,' or perhaps

' the

ttle wiae woman'; so named because she knows the

ecreta of destiny. I may a>!d that this etymology
grees with the fact that P. sage can only be derived

rom salius, not from $apiv."
F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

Having regard to MR. HOOPER'S interesting

eply, it seems to me possible that Sibill and Sibell

may be, in some cases, local corruptions of
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Isabella. Isabell, by the way, is the surname of

an English clergyman. Sybil, a name commonly
given to girls nowadays, is, however, clearly a

mere mistake for Sibyl (Lat. sibylla, Gr. (ri/3v\\a,
Fr. and Germ, sibylle}. "Which, my lord and

gentlemen of the jury, is my case" as MR.
MARSHALL has proved with his usual lucidity in

his second reply. HERBERT STURMER.
Primrose Club.

CLAUD CHAMPION DE CRESPIGNY- (8
th S. viii.

27, 96). The marriage of Philip Champion de

Crespigny (ob. 1765), of St. Benet's, Paul's Wharf,

London, with Anne Fonnereau, spinster, of the

parish of St. Antholin, London, is recorded in the

register of St. Paul's Cathedral under date Feb. 5,

1730/1. Their second son, Philip Champion
Crespigny, King's Proctor and M.P. for Aid-

borough and Sudbury in Suffolk, who died Jan. 1,

1803, was four times married, and left several

children by his different marriages. He married

July 1, 1774, Clarissa Brooke (died May 15, 1782),

youngest daughter of James Brooke, Esq. (ob. 1807),
and on Feb. 20, 1783, Miss Scott, only daughter
of Eichard Scott, of Betton, co. Salop, Esq.,
deceased. DANIEL HIPWELL.

"CAMBERWELL FRINGE" (8
th S. viii. 88). A

"Newgate fringe" was, I think, well known a

generation or more ago, as denoting a particular

style of beard. I remember the term "Piccadilly

weepers," descriptive of a long sort of whiskers, I

think in the "sixties." To these I may add, in

the case of those of " the female persuasion,"
"Follow me, lads," or in French, "Suivez-moi,

jeune homme," curls, also in or about the sixties.

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

PHILIP II. OF SPAIN (8
th S. viii. 145). The

mistakes pointed out by MR. ANGUS in the article

called
' The Passing of Philip II.' in Temple Bar

for August are of course absurd.
" Mass of Matins"

is evidently a mistranslation for
" Misa de Alba,"

which is the expression used in Porrena's ' Vida y
Hechos de Felipe II.,' and in Cervera's 'Testimonio
autentico y verdadero de las cosas notables que
pasaron en la dichosa muerte del Key N. S.

Felipe II.' The passage in which the mistransla-

tion occurs in Temple Bar, and indeed the whole
article so far as the facts in it are concerned,
appears to have been lifted entire from Father
Fernandez Montana's ' Mas luz y verdad histories

sobre Felipe II.' (Madrid, 1892), and his
' Nueva

Luz,' &c. (Madrid, 1882), and to have been

sufficiently disfigured in the process. It may
charitably be supposed that

"
ovation "

may be a

misprint for oracion= prayer, which is the word
used by Father Fernandez Montana

; but Diego
Tepes can hardly be a typographical error for

Diego Yepes, whose name every student of Philip's

reign well knows. The competence of the writer

of the article may be gathered from the fact that

le is apparently under the impression that the

name of Philip's son and successor was Charles,

and that Mons is the name of a person !

All this is bad enough, but the general tone of

the article is much worse still. Every fact in the

article is taken from Fernandez Montan*, and

From his quotations from Cervera, Porreiio, and

Siguenza, all of whom bear fervent testimony to

Philip's resigned, devout, and tranquil end ;
whereas

the writer in Temple Bar, without one shred of evi-

dence or authority, from end to end interlards his

copied facts with entirely gratuitous suppositions
of the mental agony and remorse of

"
this great

criminal
"

in his last sad hour.

For the sake of historical accuracy and Christian

charity I had hoped that this view of Philip's

character was at last obsolete. I hold no brief

for Philip, and, as a Protestant, strongly condemn
his methods and his objects ; but it has been my
duty to study impartially his mind and actions

almost day by day, not by perusing ill-informed

or biassed historians, but by the careful and

minute dissection of his own writings and those

of men who were his closest associates for many
years ; and I know well that he was no fiend, but

a slow, laborious, timid, narrow-minded, con-

scientious man, who probably in his life never

realized that he was doing other than right in the

eyes of God. We think now that he was

grievously mistaken, and we know he failed ; but

the old blind, foolish hatred and misconception of

him, born of religious animus, was, I thought, a

thing of the past ; and so ignorant and envenomed
a piece of work as this article about him in Temple
Bar does no honour to English letters in these

days of scientific historical research and enlightened

religious toleration. MARTIN A. S. HUME.

SIR GORE, OF SACOMBE (8
th S. viii. 68, 136).

Might I ask upon what authority Sir John Gore
of Sacombe is said variously by your two corre-

spondents to have been knighted at York in

1646 or 1640? Metcalfe's 'Book of Knights'
names but two Sir John Gores, neither of whom
is the knight of Sacombe. Townsend's catalogue

gives 1660 as the year of knighthood for Sir John
of Sacombe. Le Neve (Harl. vol., p. 107), who

erroneously describes him as the ''brother of Sir

Humphrey Gore of Geldeston," is obviously un-

certain as to the time when he received the acco-

lade. The dates of knighthood of some of the

numerous members of the Gore family are

somewhat obscure ; it would, I think, be useful

could they be made clear. W. D. PINK.

LANGUAGE (8
th S. viii. 146). B. 0. combats

vigorously the opinion, which he attributes to a

student of philology, "that the conversational

vocabulary of many rural working people is limited

to about a hundred words." This is a good example
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of the way in which statements are distorted.

About forty years ago, when country schools were

not BO universal as now, the Rev. A. J. D'Orsey
stated in a book on the study of English that in

his parish some (not many) of the labourers had in

their vocabulary fewer than three hundred words,
which your correspondent changes to a hundred.

In 1861 this statement was quoted by Prof. Max
Miiller in his lecture, and has since been repeated
in other works and abundantly discussed, but to

little purpose, as in the same parish labourers

differ greatly in the extent of their vocabulary,
and recognize and understand hundreds of words
which they do not habitually employ. I know
two brothers : one is a gentleman's gardener, a

great reader, who has mastered many botanical

terms, and has a vocabulary at least ten times as

copious as that of his elder brother, who never

reads, and is a labourer in a limekiln. To take

another instance, a motherless boy of eleven came
into this parish from a lonely shepherd's hut on
the moors, where no school was accessible, and
where there were no playfellows within reach.

When he was admitted into our schools he could

barely make himself intelligible to the other

children. I asked the mistress to ascertain the

extent of his vocabulary, and she doubted whether
he knew foity words. I mention these facts to

show how fruitless are discussions on such matters
;

no exactitude is possible. To be precise it would
be necessary to determine what is meant by "a
labourer," what is meant by

"
word," and what is

meant by
"
knowing

"
it.

More to the point is the fact that only 5,642
words are used in the Authorized Version of the

Old Testament, and that Milton, with his great
command of language, does not employ more than

8,000. Prof. Paul holds, with good reason, that no
two men possess the same vocabulary, and that

every man's vocabulary varies from week to week
or even from day to day. ISAAC TAYLOR.

ARCHBISHOP WAKE (8
th S. viii. 121). The

efforts of Archbishop Wake to effect a union of

the Churches were followed up in 1824 by Dr.

Doyle, R.C. Bishop of Kildare and Leigblin, who
writes :

"
It is not difficult : for in the discussions and corre-

spondence which occurred on this subject early in the
last century, as well as that in which Archbishop Wake
was engaged, and others which were carried on between
Bossuet and Leibnitz, it appeared that the points of

agreement between the Churches were numerous, those
on which the parties hesitated few, and apparently not
the most important. The effort then made was not
attended with success, but its failure was owing more to

princes tha-n to priests, more to state policy than to a
difference of belief. But the same reasons which at that

period disappointed the hopes of every good Christian
in Europe would at present operate favourably. For
what interest can England now have which is opposed
to such a union, and what nation or Church in the uni-
verse can have stronger motives for desiring it than

Great Britain, if by it she could preserve her Church
Establishment, perfect her internal policy, and secure
her external dominion ?

" ' Life and Times of Dr.

Dcyle,' 2 vole., Dublin, Duffy, cheap edition, vol. i.

pp. 330-1.

Dr. Doyle was condemned by his brother bishops
for making these and other advances ; but the

present Pope Leo XIII. has gone much further, as

appears from his recent Encyclical, which certain

overtures from the Church of England led him to

write. SACERDOS.

Wake's speech on Dr. Sacheverell's trial is printed
at the end of the '

Trial,' 1710. W. Lowth dedi-

cated to him his editions of Jeremiah, Ezekiel,

Daniel, and the Minor Prophets. Pomfret, in his

poem
'

Keason,' asks :

What sure, what certain marks have we to know
The right or wrong, 'twixt Burgess, Wake, and Howe?

His friendliness to Dissenters and his
'

Epistles of

the Apostolical Fathers' are often mentioned in

Church's 'Miraculous Powers,' 1750, pp. v, 31,

92, 165, &c. His schemes of Christian union, see

H. B. Wilson in
' Oxford Essays,' 1857, pp. 96-7.

He was consecrated Bishop of Lincoln, in Lambeth

Chapel, on Sunday, Oct. 21, 1705, and the sermon

preached on the occasion by White Kennett, D.D.,
Archdeacon of Huntingdon, from 1 Tim. iii. 1,

the
"
Epistle for the Office of the Day," was after-

wards printed
"
at the desire of the Arch-Bishop

and Bishops.," sm. 4to., Lond., 1706. It contains

many historical notes.

Other single sermons by Wake are :

Before the House of Lords, in Westminster Abbey, on
November 5, 1705, printed London, 1706.

Before the King, in St. James's Chapel, on January 30,

1715 [1715/6], on St. Matthew xii. 25 [K. Charles].

8?o., 14 leaves, London, 1715 [1715/6].
W. C. B.

LOCAL ANECDOTES IN GENERAL LITERATURE

(8
tb S. viii. 83). The suggestion of MR. SYKES is

excellent, and I venture to give the following.

Combe, Surrey :

" Mr. Wilcox, the Messenger, by five of the Clock in

the Morning, went to Mr. Barnes the Bookseller's House
in the Pail-Mall, wherein Mr. Harvey lodg'd during the

session of the Parliament, and there took possession of

and sealed up, all his Papers, and this being done, went

immediately to Coombe in Surrey, where he found

Mr Harvey himself, just riding out a Hawking. Yet,

tho' the Message could not but be very disagreeable to

him, he that it was brought to, put a good countenance

upon it, and without any Token of Concern, caused the

Bearer to be made welcome, and (without any Hesita-

tion, or Desires to prolong the Time of his Departure)
when that was done, instantly set out for London. Nor
was he observed to be otherwise than undawnted, when
he appear'd before the Council, where his Behaviour

was free and easy, like that of an innocent Person, 'till

he was ehewn a certain Paper, under his own Hand;

upon sight of which he was surprizingly struck with

Horror and Affright, and desir'd Leave to withdraw

which was granted. After his Confinement, either

through a true Sense of his Guilt, or a sort of a Frenzy
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which he was said to have [been] posaeas'd with some
Time before, he faaten'd his Door on the Inside (that no
One might prevent his Design against his own Life) and
atabb'd himself twice in the Breast with a little Pruning-
Knife, which he ua'd in his Garden?, and was wont to

carry in his Pocket. But the Servant, who was suffered

to attend him, suspecting something more than ordinary,

upon his lying much longer than usual in Bed, would
need force into his Chamber without being call'd ; and
finding the Door bolted, contrary to his Custom, broke
it open, where he found the poor unfortunate and mis-
led Gentleman weltering in his own Blood There-

upon, Mr
Bussiere, for that was the Surgeon's name,

made a small Abscess, or Incision, to drain his wounds,
which he found not to be mortal, tho' very dangerous,
and gave him Hypnotics, whereby he might have some
Repose, and be recover'd from that Anguish of Soul,
without which he seem'd wholly to be poasess'd."

This quotation is from a tract entitled ' A Fall

and Authentic Narrative of the intended Horrid

Conspiracy and Rebellion,' &c., alluding to the

rising in Scotland of the Earl of Mar in 1715.
It is curious, also, for a quotation for the word
"
hypnotic?," in the sense of an opiate. The word

is given in the '

Encyclopaedic Dictionary/ but
without any illustrative quotation.

This Edward Harvey was a candidate for par-

liamentary honours for Surrey in 1705, and had
been steward to "Sylva" Evelyn, who, in his
*
Diary,' under date May 20, 1705, says,

" Most
extravagant expence to debauch and corrupt votes
for Parliament members. I sent my grandson
with his party of my freeholders to vote for Mr.
Harvey of Combe." According to 'Luttrel's

Diary,' he was an unsuccessful candidate for

Surrey in 1695. According to the same authority,
he contested Clitheroe in 1702, because a com-
mittee of elections sat and ordered that the petition
of Mr. Harvey, of Combe, against Mr. Pudsey
and Colonel Stringer be heard "

Friday come
month." He afterwards sat for Clitheroe in 1714
He was elected High Steward of Kingston, Sep-
tember 27, 1 707. He died 1736. ATEAHR.

THE NELSON RELICS (8
tb S. viii. 81). To wha

your correspondent has written may be added th

following paragraph, which I have taken from th
Diss Express, Aug. 16 :

"
By the munificence of Mr. J. A. Mullens, of Wey

bridge, Greenwich Hospital has become possessed of th
gold sword-hilt presented to Lord Nelson by the captainwho served under him at the battle of the Nile, and o
the gold hex in which the freedom of the City of Lon
don was presented to him. These interesting objects wl
be exhibited at Greenwich at an early date. Mr. Mullen
has been thanked for his gift by the Lords of the Ad
miralty."

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

"GRASS-WIDOW" (8
th S. vi. 188, 258, 354,495

vii. 76). The following is a cutting from th

Stamford Post of July 6 :

" The term '

grass widow
'

is said to be a corruptio
of '

grace widow,' which is a term of one who become
.a widow by grace or favour not of necessity aa by deatl

; had its origin in the earlier days of European civiliza-

on, when divorces were but seldom granted, and then

nly by authority of the Church. When such a decree
as granted to a woman the reaciipt stated 'Vidua de

ratia,' which interpreted is
' widow of grace.' A

Oman receiving such a divorce was commonly called a

grace widow,' and the transition to 'grass widow ' was

asy. This latter term is now applied to a woman whose
usband has been away from her a considerable length
f time or deserted her."

See also 8th S. iii. 426 ; iv. 37, 75, 259.

CELER ET AUDAX.

"CLYST" (8
th S. viii. 28). My dear and life-

ong friend, the late Rev. H. T. Ellacombe, rector

f Clyst St. George, in his paper on that parish,
ead by him at the College Hall, Exeter, Sept. 22,

862, says :

" The river which originates at Clyst William, in the

larish of Plymtree, being dull and sluggish in its current,
nd in some places almost stagnant, is considered by
tymologists to derive its name (Clyat) from an old

Jritish word, which not only aignifies water, but also

he quality, or some circumstances connected with it,

and hence the name of Clyst."

. J. L. Warden Page, in his
' Rivers of Devon '

1893), leaves the Clyst out altogether.
HARRY HEMS.

Fair Park, Exeter.

Might not this name take its derivation from

,he Greek word K\VW, to wash out, from which
some also KXycrp-a, K\vcrTr)p1 Has Clyst any
analogy with the river Clyde I

A. F. G. L. G.

ANCIENT MASONS' MARKS (8
th S. vii. 208, 334,

416
;

viii. 18, 91). Your correspondent A. H. A.

will find a large plate, including eighty-six illus-

trations, in ' Les Rituels Magonniques avec Com-
mentaires,' which I published in the Chaine
d' Union, Paris, a Masonic monthly, in October and

November, 1873.

Some few years ago I presented my collection

of rare English and foreign Masonic books to the

library of the Royal Institution of London. I

also gave a copy of my
' Rituels Ma9onniques

'

to

the British Museum. If A. H. A. will kindly

privately give me his name and address, I shall

be happy to send him, post free, a presentation copy
of my 1873 French work on Freemasonry.

I have also in my house a remarkable and, I am
informed, exceedingly scarce print, which seems to

have been published about 1757, called
' Assemble'e

de Nouveaux Francs-Masons.' It shows a Masonic

lodge, where all the characters are animals. It

represents the presentation or initiation of an

apprentice a goose into the mysteries of Free-

masonry. The Grand Master is a fox, the Trea-

surer a hedgehog, &c. Perhaps some of your
readers will be good enough to tell me if this

caricature is in any public collection at home or

abroad.

Permit me to remark that towards the end of
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1873, being an Englishman conversant with Ger-
man and French, I was asked by the French
Freemasons to endeavour to restore harmony
between them and their German brethren. As a

Freemason, 1 regret to state that my quasi-diplo-
matic negotiations were not favourably entertained

in Berlin, as the Teutons then declined to re-enter

into brotherly relationship with the Gauls. I trust,

however, that this is now a matter of past history.
J. LAWRENCE-HAMILTON, M.R.C.S.

30, Sussex Square, Brighton.

BAPTIST PAMPHLET (8
th S. viii. 167). The

person most likely to possess a copy of the missing
tract which MR. HAINES wishes to see is the

Kev. Dr. Angus, late of Regent's Park College,
who for many years has been collecting works
written by Baptists. Unfortunately I cannot give
the present address of Dr. Angus ; but it could be
obtained at the College, and, from my experience
of the venerable doctor's kindness of heart, I feel

sure he will render any help in his power.
J. B. DORE.

DERIVATION OF THEODOLITE (8
tb S. viii. 64,

130). PROF. SKEAT'S conjecture that the word ia

derived from Theodulns, its presumed inventor, ia

supported by ysopet and donet. May it not also

receive some support from pamphlet, and at the

same time help to support a conjectured derivation

of this last word ? Pamphlet is said to be pampkilet,
and to be derived from Pamphila, a learned

princess of Bjzintium, who poured forth her
wisdom in many short treatises.

HENRY H. GIBBS.
Aldenham.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

The Diary of Samuel Pepyi, M.A., F.JR.S. Edited by
Henry B. Wheatley, F.S.A. Vol. VI. (Bell & Sons.)

LESS stirring are the times with which Pepya is concerned
in what, according to the present arrangement of his

diary, is the sixth volume, than in the volume imme-
diately preceding. No such event as the Fire of London
has to be chronicled. Dealing, however, with the period
of greatest national abasement, immediately antecedent
to the signature of the peace of Breda, when the Dutch
seized Sheemess and Chatham, and burnt English ships
in the Thames and the Medway, the noiee of their cannon
disturbing the quaking residents in the Trinity House,
without, however, interrupting the revels of a licentious

and frivolous Court, the diary, from the historical stand-

point, retains undiminished interest. As a personal
revelation, meanwhile, and in regard to the light it casts

upon Restoration life and proceedings, the sixth volume
may be held the most interesting and, in a sense, im-

portant that has yet seen the light. We know of no
work among the justly vaunted French memoirs and
autobiographies that casts upon personal proceedings
and upon political and domestic life so brilliant a light
of illumination. Pepya himself, we are sorry to say,
thanks to the revelations now first given to the world, is

seen in an eminently unfavourable aspect. Barely,
indeed, has a moral digringolade been more rapid or

complete. His once famous " oaths
"

are forgotten or
remembered only to be violated, and his lapses from
rectitude seem to have been limited only by the absence
of opportunities. In spite of his occasional aspirations
after amendment, and his incidental qualms concerning
his treatment of his wife, he stands confessed a shameless
libertine. Especially numerous, in the present volume
are the cases in which a short line of dots shows that
something has been omitted as too crude or licentious-
for repetition. Conjecture what can possibly have been
omitted when the frankness of what is set down is taken
into account will arise; but curiosity is indiscreet, and

lu MM &mg lu ciupiujr iu nig anairs a certain "
good

honest, able man" called Charles Stewart are we fairly
puzzled to account for a display of what seems squeamish-
ness on the part of the editor. See Dec. 10, 1666. So
curiously polyglot are the most intimate of Pepys's con-
fessions, and so quaintly macaronic is his mixture of
English, French, Spanish, and other languages, that the-

attempt to supply a meaning to some of his foreign
phraseology is almost preposterous. The couple of
pigeons

" a la esterve
" which he ate with his wife on

May 12, 1667, in an "
ugly street in Covent Garden," may,

however, pretty safely be said to have been d Vestuve,
that is, stewed. A phrase used on April 22 of the same
year seems susceptible of an interpretation which is not
supplied. Under this date Pepys writes,

" Thence home,
and find the boy out of the house and office, and by-and-
by comes in and hath been to Mercer's. I did pay
his coat for him." This last phrase does not meanr
as might be supposed, that Pepys was moved to discharge
a domestic debt, but rather that he gave the boy a
drubbing for his absence, or, in other words, dusted his
jacket.

"
I '11 pay thee," in the North, still means " I

will beat thee." A terrible lack of gallantry and courage
is owned, in characteristic style, under the date April 12,
1667, when Pepys tells how, coming home, he finds the
door left open by Luce, the cook-maid,

" which so vexed
me that I did give her a kick in our entry, and offerred
a blow at her, and was seen doing so by Sir W. Pen's
footboy, which did vex me to the heart, because I know
he will be telling their family of it; though I did put on
presently a very pleasant face to the boy, and spoke
kindly to him, as one without passion, so as it may be he
might not think I was angry, but yet I was troubled at
it." It is easily conceivable that Lord Braybrooke
thought passages such as this below the dignity of his-

tory when he omitted them from the early editions. It
is these things precisely that assign the volumes their
keenest interest and value to the student of human
nature, and make their peruial continuous delight. It
is edifying, no doubt, to hear of Charles II. among his
mistresses, chasing with wild outcries a butterfly, while-
the Dutch cannon are thundering in the Medway.
Other historians and satirists tell us, however, things
such as this. It is Pepya alone who, under the protection
of his cipher, furnishes us with revelations from which
Rousseau would have shrunk and at which RStif would
have blushed. Mr. Wheatley's notes remain invaluable.
His life has been, in part, a preparation for the task he
now accomplishes. The illustrations to the volume
include a portrait of Pepyg, from a medallion; an en-
graving of Lely's portrait of Lady Castlemaine, now in
the possession of Lord Dillon ; and Evelyn's plan of the
Dutch fleet in the Medway.

THOMAS HCXLET AND KARL VOGT,' by Prof. Ernst
Haeckel, which appears in the Fortnightly, is in some
respects a novelty, being a translation, by Dr. Alexander
Tille, of an article which appears simultaneously in the
German review Die Zukunft. It is, in fact, a vindication of
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the English writer as a monistic philosopher and founder of

the ape theory, in which respect he is held to rank higher

than his German rival, whose fame in Germany has to

some extent eclipsed his own. Mr. Nowell C. Smith,

writing on '

Coleridge and his Critics,' aims at supplying

prolegomena to the life of the poet, and to illustrate ihe

literary gossip of a byegone (sic) generation.
' The Case

of Wagner,
1

by Friedrich Nietzsche is a very elaborate

and amusing work, partly rhapsody, partly extravaganza.

St. George Mivart writes very controversially upon
'Denominational Science,' and Prof. Raleigh strongly

eulogizes the ' Tudor Translations
'

of Mr. Henley, pub-
lished by Mr. Nutt, to which we have ourselves frequently
draws attention. High praise is bestowed upon the

prose .style of North, with its "picturesque, loose Saxon

syntax, and wealth of homely diction." By these

things Milton, in his prose invective, was wont to profit.

In th'e Nineteenth Century Mr. Swinburne returns to

the consideration of Thomas Heywood, with whose

romantic and contemporary plays he deals, the historical

and classical plays having been dealt with in a previous

paper.^ Mr. Swinburne's opinions always command

respect, but their justice cannot always, in the present

case, be tested without a reperusal of Heywood, a

formidable, albeit not an unattractive, task. Of these

plays Mr. Swinburne holds that " the very hastiest and

slightest of them does credit to the author," and that
" the best of them are to be counted among the genuine
and imperishable treasures of English literature." The
Count' de "Calonne describes ' The Romance of Leonardo

da Vinci.' This deals, of course, with the fair Mona
Lisa Gherardini, the original of the famous Joconde of

the Louvre, and of numerous other Jocondes, whose face

can be traced in much of the painter's best work. In
' The Picture Sales of 1895,' Mr. W. Roberts dwells upon
the Romney cult of recent growth, saying that the prices

commanded by Romney are enough to make his great

rival and enemy, Sir Joshua, turn in his grave. Writing

on 'Americans and the Pan- Britannic Movement,' Mr.

J. Astley Cooper blows the trumpet loudly in behalf of

athleticism. A bold task is undertaken in the New
Review by the Rev. T. E. Brown, who supplies what is

practically an arraignment of Robert Burton, the ana-

tomist of melancholy. With a portion of the article we

agree, that in which it is said that Burton is best read

in the original folios, and that hot press editions of him
are not wanted. We boast no such familiarity with the

book as enables us to appreciate the general condemna-

tion. "In his 'A Tropical Colony,
1 Mr. F. Boyle declares

that the idea that Europeans degenerate in tropical heat

is mistaken, and points to the tenacity of life among
things tropical as a proof that man will attain his highest

development in the tropics. Under the head ' American

Traits,' Mr. Martin Morris gives the first portion of

an animated account of American life and methods.
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unkempt individuality.
'

Country Clubs and Hunt Clubs

in America
'

presents a series of the most home-like

scenes with which American life supplies us. Mr.
Robert Grant, in

' The Case of Man,' shows what are

the views of the modern woman upon masculine pur-
suits.

' At Large,' by Mr. Henry van Dyke, is descriptive
of existence in Canada on Lake St. John.

' A History of

the last Quarter Century
'

is continued. A paper in

Temple Bar on Montaigne deals in pleasantly gossiping
fashion with the biographical revelations of this

"
prince

of egotists," as he is styled.
' Mademoiselle de Maupin

'

is the title somewhat viciously bestowed upon a Persian

kitten.
' With Thomas Ingoldsby in Kent '

shows the

connexion of Barham with the island of Sheppey. The

Pall Mall gives as frontispiece a delightful reproduction
of Greuze's enchanting picture

'
Celeste.' Judge O'Con-

nor Morris continues his vigorous and most readable
account of ' The Campaign of Trafalgar.' Mr. Mallock's
strange contribution,

' Between Flesh and Spirit,' has
some beautiful illustrations. It is pleasant to linger with
B. K. in the land ' Of Coot and Heron," and with Mr. Story
' In the Duke Country,' with its fine pictures of Barden
Towers and the picturesque windings of the Wharfe. In
Mr. Grant Allen's ' Evolution of Early Italian Art' many
fine pictures of Mantegna and others are given. This
magazine maintains its high position. Mr. James Platt

gives, in the Gentleman's, a striking description of
' Chinese London and its Opium Dens.' Chapman's
Magazine maintains its pre-eminence in prose fiction,
with which we cannot deal. In the English Illustrated
Mr. Grant Allen supplies some ' Moorland Idylls,' the
illustrations to which are very beautiful. 'A Supersti-
tion of the Month of September

'

will interest folk-
lorists. The extracts from Sully's

' Memoirs '

are con-
tinued.

' The Sentinel of the St. Lawrence '

has descrip-
tions and illustrations of Newfoundland. An excellent
number of Macmillan't has articles on ' The Nicaragua
and Panama Canals,' 'John Zizka,' and 'A Night on the
Heather.' 'Fables,' by R. L. Stevenson, are concluded
in Longman's. They constitute a rich mine of suggestion.
'A Correspondent of White of Selborne,' by Mrs. A. Lang,
depicts a worthy, little known to fame, called Jack
Mulso. There is in the Cornhill an interesting anti-

quarian article entitled ' Our Stone Crusaders."

PART XXIV. of Cassell's Gazetteer comprises Hallough-
ton to Haughton, and has capital pictures of Hastings,
Hatfield, Ham House, and Harlech. Brewer's Dic-

tionary of Phrase and Fable, Part XIII., "Slugabed"
to "

Troubadours," brings the new and greatly amended
and enlarged work within measureable distance of com-
pletion.

MESSES. W. & A. K. JOHNSTON promise for November
a new edition, in two volume?, of '

Heraldry, British
and Foreign,' by our contributor the Rev. John Wood-
ward, of Montrose. The work, which is in a very limited

edition, cannot but be of highest interest to all con-
cerned in genealogical and heraldic pursuits. To the
merits of the first edition we drew attention.

We mutt call tpecial attention to the following nalicei:

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

C. D. (' Popular Tales of the Germans '). Assigned
to Beckford in Halkett and Lung's 'Dictionary of

Anonymous Literature' and in the Dyce Catalogue,
i. 78.

KOTICS.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The

Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to "The Publisher "at the Office,
Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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COL. JOHN HILL, GOVERNOR OF FORT
WILLIAM, 1690-1698.

(See 2nd S. viii. 193 )

The above officer, whose services both in Scot-

land and Ireland during revolutionary crises were

conspicuous, has more than once been confounded
with Col. "Jack" Hill, brother to Mrs. Masham,
who came into undeserved notice in Queen Anne's

reign and was an indifferent soldier on horse or

foot. Then, again, the Governor of Fort William
is classified in Luttrell's

' Short Relation '

as

Governor of Montserrat, who died in the West
Indies in 1697. But as the latter's Christian name
was Thomas, and as Col. John Hill did not

leave Fort William until the summer of 1698,
before which year he had been knighted, we can

safely call this another error. There is a short

very short memoir of Governor Hill of Fort

William in the 'Diet, of Nat. Biog.,
1

written by
a hand now vanished. Were it not for the honour
of being noticed in one of the most splendid works
of its kind that this century has produced, it

might have been better if the memoir in question
had never been written. Without father, without

descent, birthplace unknown, early years untraced,

military services prior to 1690 entirely omitted,
said to be lieutenant-colonel of the Earl of Argyle's

Regiment of Foot at the very time he (Col. Hill)

had a newly raised regiment of hia own at Fort
William, which he commanded until it was dis-

banded by royal warrant dated Feb. 18, 1698,
knighthood ignored together, and the reader of
said memoir left in vague uncertainty as to whether
the Governor of Montserrat who died in 1697 was
Col. John Hill of Fort William or not.

The first pieces of evidence the writer of this

paper has to put in relative to Col. Hill's military
career are as follows. On p. 4 of ' The Life of
Lieut. -General Hugh Mackay,' by John Mackay,
of Rockfield, it is stated that there
" was a certain Colonel Hill who had commanded at Inver-

lochy, under Cromwell, and who, from hia superior
sagacity and long residence among the Highlanders, was
supposed a fit person to treat with them. Having been
accordingly sent for to Edinburgh from Ireland, where
he had for sometime been employed lie was privately
despatched to the Highlands."

Now let us turn to the ' Leven and Melville

Papers' (Bannatyne Club, 1843), and on p. 415
we find a copy of the identical certificate of his

services to the Protestant cause in Ireland, pre-
sented to Col. Hill, when he left Belfast, the end
of February, 1690 :

Certificate of Recommendation from the Burrough of
Belfast to Col. Hill, 28 Feb. 1690.

Burrougb of Belfast.

We, the Soveraigne, Burgesses, and other Inhabitants
of the said Burrough do hereby Certify, to all persons to

whom these presents shall come, that Col. John Hill hath,
for several years last past, resided in this place in the
station of Constable of the Castle, in which station he
acted to the great satisfaction of all concerned, and to

the advantage and benefit of this Corporation ; and more
especially in March last when the Irish came down into
the North and possest themselves of this country and
town, he did appear zealous for the interest of their now
Majesties King William and Queen Mary, in giving advice
and direction to the Inhabitants how to behave them-
selves with the Enemy ; and by his great expence upon
their officers, and prudent converse with them untill the
arrival of their Majesties' Army from England, did

(under God) prevent the fireing and ruine of this place
and county adjacent, the danger whereof was all last

summer very imminent ; which we having bin eye-wit-
nesses to, and partaking of the comfort of this his

service, thought ourselves obliged to give under our hands
and the publique seall of the Burrough, Feb. 28th, Anno
Domini (Styl. Angl.) 1689/90.

ROBERT LEATHES, Soveraigne,
THO. CRAFORD, Cl. VillEe.

&c. &c.

The eminent success which attended the governor-
ship of Col. Hill, the Cromwellian veteran, at Fort

William, which was built under his directions, are

fully shown in the ' Leven and Melville Papers
'

and other contemporary letters. He was knighted
by William III. before April, 1695 ; but he was not

knighted, as an able writer suggests in Blackwood's

Magazine for July, 1859, on account of the part
he played in the Glencoe massacre, but on account
of his long and valuable services to the Crown.
He was certainly a humane man, and the guilt lay
with him who first transmitted the fatal order, and
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not to the officers who only obeyed instructions

from their superiors. In 1698 Sir John Hill was

put on the
" establishment for half-pay to the dis-

banded field officers in Scotland" (El. Wt. of

June 27, 1698). From the fact of Capt. Scipio Hill,

of the Earl of Leven's regiment, being appointed

adjutant-general in Scotland early in 1690, and

being subsequently sent on a mission to King
William at Chester, to unfold General Mackay's

plans regarding the proposed new fort at Inver-

lochy, it IB highly probable that Scipio and John

Hill were brothers. The former was created a

baronet in 1707, but died soon afterwards, when

the title is believed to have become extinct.

CHARLES DALTOX.

32, West Cromwell Road, S.W.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SIR WILLIAM
PETTY (1623-1687).

(Concluded from p. 165.)

XVIII. 1 . Deux essays d'aritbmetique pplitique toucliant

lea villes de Londrca et Paris. Dedies au roy par le

Chevalier Petty A Londres, cbez B. G., 1686. 2 II.,

pp. 1-6, 4to. Is there also an English edition of 1686 ?

2. Same, English. Two Essays in Political Arith-

metick concerning the People, Housing, Hospitals, &c,,

of London and Paris. By Sir William Petty London,

printed for J. Lloyd, 1687. 3 11., pp. 1-21, 1 1., 8vo.

An " Extract
"
of these two essays in Philosophical Trans-

actions, No. 183, July-Sept., 1686. Were they pub-
lished in English in 1686 ?

3-8. Also in XXVI. 1, 2, *3, 4, 5, and in XXVI. (in

English).
XIX. A further Assertion of the Propositions con-

cerning the Magnitude, &c., of London, contained in two

Essays mentioned in Philos. Transact., No. 183, together
with a Vindication of the said Essays from the Objections
of some learned Persons of the French Nation. By Sir

W. Petty. Pp. 1-4, 4to., no title-page. Reprinted
(and repaged) from Philosophical Transactions, No. 185,
Nov. and Dec., 1686.

XX. Further Observations on the Dublin Bills of Mor-

tality, or Accompts of the House?, Hearths, Baptism?,
and Burials of that City. The second [sic] edition. By
Sir William Petty Lonon [sic], printed for M. Par-

doe, 1686. 1 1., pp. 1-6, 1-8, 2 11., 3 folded tables. The
Further Observations occupy the first six pages ; the rest

is a reissue (" second edition ") of XII.
2-7. Also in XXVI. 1, 2, *3, 4, 5, and in XXVII.
XXI. 1. Observations on the Cities of London and

Rome. By Sir William Petty London, printed for

Henry Mortlocke, 1687. 1 1., pp. 1-4. 8vo.
2-7. Also in XXVI. 1, 2, *3, 4, 5, and in XXVII.
XXII. 1. Five Essays in Political Arithmetic);, viz. :

I. Objections against two former Essays answered.
II. A Comparison between London and Paris. III.

Proofs that at London there live about 966 thousand

People. IV. An Estimate of the People in London,
Paris, Amsterdam, Venice, Rome, Dublin, Bristol!, and
Rouen. V. Concerning Holland By Sir William

Petty London, printed for Henry Mortlock, 1687.
French and Engliah on opposite pages, English on recto,
of which 4 11., pp. 1-51, 8vo.

2-7. Also in XXVI. 1, 2, *3, and in XXVII. in French
and English, and in XXVI. 4, 5 in English only.
XXIII. 1. Political Aritbmetick, or a Discourse con-

cerning the Extent and Value of Land?, People,

Shipping, Power at Sea, &c., as the same relates to every

Country in general, but more particularly to the Ter-

ritories of His Majesty of Great Britain, and his Neigh-
bours of Holland, Zealand and France. By Sir William

Petty London, printed for Robert Clavel and Hen.

Mortlock, 1690. 12 11., pp. 1-117, 8vo. Commonly called

the first edition ; compare XI.
2. Same, dated 1691, no other cliange.

3. Same. Glasgow, printed by Robert and Andrew
Foulis, MDCCLI. Pp. i-x, 11-97, 8vo.

4. *Same, in vol. ii. of 'Scarce Tracts on Trade and

Commerce,' serving as a Supplement to Davenant's

Works, By Charles Whitwortb. London, printed for

Hooper and Davis, No. 25, Ludgate-Hill, and G. Robin-

son, Pater-Noster Row, M DCC LXXVJII. The above title

of Whitworth's Tracts is from the first vol., which says-

that the second vol. is to contain Petty's Political

Arithmetick. Was vol. ii. ever published ?

5. Same, reprinted in vol. vi., p. 323-388 of ' Arber's

English Garner.' Birmingham, 1883, 4to.

6-10. Also in XXVI. 1, 2, *3, 4, and in XXVII.
XXIV. l.The Political Anatomy of Ireland Added,

Verbum sapienti or an Account of the Wealth and)

Expences of England and the Method of raising Taxes
in the most equal Manner By William Petty
London, printed for D. Brown and W. Rogers at tke
Bible without Temple-Bar, 1691. 8 11., pp. 1-205, 1 1.,

pp. 1-24 (signatures continuous), Svo.

2. Same. Sir William Petty's Political Survey of Ire-

land The second edition, carefully corrected, with
additions by a Fellow of the Royal Society. London,
printed for D. Browne at the Black Swan, W. Hears
F. Clay and J. Hooke, 1719. 7 11., pp. 1-223, 1-26-

(signatures continuous), Svo.

3. Same, reprinted in vol. ii., pp. 1-144 of A Col-

lection of Tracts and Treatises illustrative of the Natural

History, Antiquities, and the Political and Social State
of Ireland at various Periods. Dublin, reprinted by
Alex. Thorn & Sons, Abbey Street, 1861, Svo.

4. Also in XXVI.
XXV. A Treatise of Naval Philosophy. At p. 117 of

An Account of several new Inventions and Improvements
now necessary for England also the Proceedings
relating to mill'd Lead-sheathing [byT. Hale] Lon-
don, printed for James Astwood, 1691, 12mo.
XXVI. 1. Several Essays in Political Arithmetick:

the Titles of which follow in the Ensuing Page?. By Sir
William Petty London, printed for R. Clavel and H.
Mortlock, 1699. 2 11., pp. 1-276, of which pp. 104-139
occur twice, one of each number on the right (English)
and one on the left (French) page. Contains

2. Same sheets reissued with title : Essays in Political

Arithmetick, or a Discourse, &c. London, printed for

Henry and George Mortlock. 1711. 1 1., pp. 1-276.
? 3. *Same. Edinburgh [?], 1751.
4. Same. Eesajs in Political Arithmetick. By Sir

William Petty The fourth edition Prefixed,
Memoirs of the Author's Life. London, printed for D.
Browne, M.DCO.LV. Pp. i-vi, 1-184, Svo. Gives XXII.
in. English only.

5. Essays on Mankind and Political Arithmetic. By
Sir William Petty. London, Cassell. n.d. 12mo. Gives
XXII. in English only and omits XXIII. Also issued
with New York imprint,

"
Cassell's National Library

edited by H. Morley."
XXVII. Tracts chiefly relating to Ireland. By Sir

William Petty Prefixed, his last Will. Dublin,
printed by Boulter Grierson, MDCCIXIX. Pp. i-xxiv,
1-488, Svo.

XXVIII. Of making Cloth with Sheep's Wool, in
vol. i. pp. 55-65, of Birch's History of the Royal Society,
London, ] 756, 4to.
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XXIX. The History of the Survey of Ireland com-

monly called the Down Survey. By Doctor William

Petty, A.D. 1655-6 Edited by T. A. Larcom Dub-
lin, for the Irish Archaeological Society, MDCCCLI.
XXX. The Elements of Ireland and of its Religion

and Policy. Printed, in part, in W. H. Hardinge's
' On

en unpublished Essay on Ireland by Petty,' Transactions
of the Royal Irish Academy, vol. xxiv., pt. ill. p. 372 HO.

Dublin, 1373, 4to.

Appendix.
A. 1. Handgreiffliche Demonstiation, dtss die Stadt

Londo i volckreicher sey nicht nur ala Parise
und Rouan oderals Parise und Rome sondern
als a'le diese drey Stiidte so da?s London die

grbsseste Stadt dergantzen Weltsev. Ausdesberiihm-
ten Rittern S r Wilhelm Petty und anderer Authoren
Schriffcen ausgezogen. Dantzig, gedruckt durch Rheten,
Im Jahr 1693. Pp. 1-24, 4to.

2. Same, reissued with new title-page. Dantzig, zu
finden bey M. Werthen, anno 1724. Pp. 1-24, 4:o.

B. Upon surveys by Petty are avowedly based the

following collections of maps :

1. Hiberniae deline&tio quoa I hactenua licuit per-
fectissima studio Gulielrui Petty eq

ti! auiMti. Con-
tinens tabulas fequen'es 36 folio maps, s. I. et a.

Assigned by Brit. Mus. Catalogue of Printed Maps to

1685. The general map of Ireland,
"
by Ph. Lea at the

Atlas and Hercules in Cheapside London S.

Nicholls sculp.," bears an engraved advertisement of
Richard Cox's History of Ireland, of which vol. i. was
published in 1689.

2. A Geographicall Description of y' Kingdom of Ire-
land. Collected from >

e actual Survey made by Sir
William Petty Published by Fra: Lamb Lon-
don. N.d , 38 maps, mostly 6x4^ inches. Also issued

<on large paper?) with coloured maps by John Seller.
3. Various County Maps of Ireland. See Brit. Mus.

Catalogue of Printed Map?, s.v. Petty.
C. Petty collaborated with Vincent Gookin the

younger in writing
" The Great Case of Transplantation

Discussed, Louder, 1665." Cf. Fitzmaurice, 'Life of

Petty,' p. 32.

D. Letters by Petty are printed in Boyle's Works
(1744 ed., vol. v.; 1772 ed., vol. vi.) ; in Letters written

"by Arthur Capel, Earl of Essex, in 1675 (London, 1770) ;

in Halliwell's Letters illustrative of the Progress of
Science in England (1841) ; in Fitznaaurice's Life of

Petty (this also prints other papers by Petty) ; and in
Sevan's '

Petty : a Study
'

(1894).

E. I assume that Petty was not the author of

the ' Natural and Political Observations upon the
Bills of Mortality of London,' by John Graunt,
1662. Anthony a Wood assigns him ' Advice Con-

cerning the Education of Youth,' London, 1647,
4to., written to Hartlib, under the initials W. P.,
and adds that it

"
may be, for I have not seen it, the

same with the Advice aforementioned
"
(supra, I.).

Wood mentions also ' An Essay in Political Arith-
metick concerning the People, Housing, Hospitals
of London and Paris.' Is this a title or a descrip-
tion of XVIII. 1 In Petty's own (incomplete) list

of his writings, not all of which were printed, be

enters, under the year 1650,
" Hester Ann Green."

Did he write " News from the Dead
; or, a True

and Exact Narration of the Deliverance of Anne
Greene, who, being executed at Oxford, Dec. 14,
3 650, afterwards revived, and by the care of cer-

tain physicians there is now perfectly recovered
"

i

Petty helped revive her, but Derham was informed
'

Psycho- and Astro- Theology,' new edition, 1786,
vol. i. p. 218) that this pamphlet was written by
Dr. Ralph Bathurst, who wielded a pen as sprightly
as Petty's. CHARLES H. HULL.

Ithaca, New York.

'DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY':
NOTES AND CORRECTIONS.

See 6th s. xi. 105, 443 ; xii. 321 ; 7"> S. i. 25, 82, 342

376; ii. 102, 324, 355; iii. 101, 382; iv. 123, 325, 422;
v. 3, 43, 130, 362. 463, 506; vii. 22, 122. 202, 402 ; viii.

123, 382; ix. 182,402; x. 102; xi. 162, 242, 342 ; xii.

102 ; 8" S. i. 162, 348, 509 ; ii. 82, 136, 222, 346, 522 ;

iii. 183 ; iv. 384; v.82, 284, 504; vi. 142, 383; vii. 102;
viii. 63 )

Vol. XLiir.
P. 3. Owtram. The first ed. of his 'Twenty

Sermons
' was 1682.

P. 7. John Oxenbridge. See '

Reg. Visit. Univ.

Dxon.,' Canid. Soc., p. 427;
' Autob. of Jos.

Lister,' 1842, p. 7 ;

' N. & Q ,'
2nd S. viii. 48 ; his

daughter Katharine was buried at St. Mary's, Hull,
5 June, 1646.

P. 7 a. For"Hasley," "Loughton/'readHawfy,
Coughton (cp. 284 b).

Pp. 17-18. Oxlee. See Sheahan and Whellan'a

North Riding '; Smales,
'

Whitby Authors,' 1867,

pp. 105 stq. ; Burgon, 'Twelve Good Men,' 1888,
i. 97 ;

Leeds Mercury, July 8, Sept. 9, 1882,

Sept. 19, 1885 ;
Church Times, Dec. 22, 1882 ;

he

married a daughter of R. A. Worsop, Esq., of

Howden Hall, Yorks ; there is a list of his writings
in the catalogue of Jos. Masters, Aldersgate Street,

June, 1855.

P. 19 a. For " Whitfield
"
read Whitefield.

Pp. 19 a, 111 b, 140 a. For " the church
"
read

holy orders.

Pp. 22-3. Richard Pace. Books by Erasmus
" olim Romae Richardo Paceo surreptos," Aschami

'Epistt,,' 1602, p. 315.

P. 28. Richardson Pack. See Curll's
' Miscel-

lanea,' 1727.

P. 37. Paganel. See the York volume of the

Archseol. Instit., 1848.

Pp. 46 b, 57 b. Which Paget was intended by

Byron,
'

Eng. B. and Sc. Rev.,' 661 1

P. 51 a. Francis E. Paget.
' Sermons on Duties

of Daily Life,' 1844, third ed. 1849.

P. 51 b. For "York" read Yorke.

P. 52 a, line 33. For "
published

"
re&d. printed.

P. 66. W. Pagula. See Bale, 'Illust. Maj.
Brit. Scriptor.,' 1548, fo. 113; Cowie,

' MSS. S.

Job. Camb.,' 1842, pp. 38, 54; Smith, 'MSS.
Gonv. and Caius, C<*mb.,' 1849, pp. 39, 211 ;

'N. & Q ,'
3rd S. vii. 367. Pagula is the Latin form

of Paull in Holderness.

P. 78. T. Paine. See Mathias,
' P. of L.,' 77.

P. 79 b. For " Stratford
" read Stretford ?

P. 86 b, line 30. For "Warwickshire" read

Worcestershire.
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P. 87. Pakin&ton. Atterbury speaks of the

author of the
l Whole Duty

' as a man,
'

Sermons,'

1737, iv. 45.

P. 88 b. Ljttleton. On pp. 90 b and 93 0,

Lyttelton.
P. 104. Paley. See Mathias,

' P. of L.,' 329 ;

'Ethics of School of Paley, by W. Smith, 1839 ;

' Moral Philos. of Paley/ by Prof. Bain ;
his

'Natural Theology,' "revised to harmonize with

modern science" by F. Le Gros Clark, 1875 ; Morell,
' Modern Philos.,' 1846, i. 341 ; Wilson and Fowler,
*
Principles of Morals,' 1886, p. 98; Sidgwick,

'Hist, of Ethics,' 1886, p. 227.

P. 117 a. Palliser. See Wrangham's
'

Zoucb,'

ii. ;
for

" Wilk" read WitJee.

P. 121 b. For "
Crompton Scorfen

" read Comp-
ton Scorpion.

Pp. 130-1. Herbert Palmer.
'

Explanation of

the Shorter Catechisme, In Imitation of a Cate-

chisme formerly published by Mr. Herbert Palmer."

By 3. W., 1648 : "That godly, learned and re-

verend Divine, now with God, was fully resolved to

have done it himself that intimate acquaintance
I had with him."

P. 132 b, line 30. Why "only
"

?

P. 150 b. Nazing. In other articles
" Naze-

ing."
P. 166. W. Palmer. Add Illnst. Lond. News,

May 24, 1856.

P. 172. Paltock. See 'N. & Q.,' 3rd S. xii. 445.
' Peter Wilkins ' was also issued by Wm. Smith in

bis "Standard Library."
P. 174 a. Dr. Paman recommended Stillingfleet

to his first tutorship ; 'Life/ 1710, p. 11
; Patrick's

'Autob.,' 1839, p. 140 (misprinted "Painan").
P. 234. Geo. Scott dedicated to Lord Maccles-

field his
'
Select Remains of John Ray,' 1760.

P. 239 b. Monuments at Pavia. See Addison's

'Italy,' second edition, 1718, pp. 17-18.

P. 262. Abp. Parker. His ' De Antiquitate,'
see H. Wharton, 'Sermons,' 1700, i. (' Life' pre-

fixed) ; his benefactions to Cambridge, Willet,

Synopsis Papismi,' 1600, pp. 960-1.

P. 264. A list of the books on the Nag's Head
story might have been added.

Pp. 274 a, 275 a. Bp. S. Parker. For " Trans-

pos'd
"
read Transpros'd. [The joke of Marvell's

title is invariably lost
;
see ' N. & Q.,' 8"> S. ii.

523.] On Parker and Marvell, see Rochester's
'

Poems,' 1707, p. 39; Patrick's 'Autob.,' 1839,
pp. 63, 68.

Pp. 277-8. Tho. Parker. See Baxter,
' Re-

form'd Pastor,' 1656, pp. 153, 157.

P. 282 a. Parker, Earl of Macclesfield. Tho.
Hutchinson dedicated his 'Xenophon' to him,
1727 ; Garth,

'

Dispensary,' canto ii.

P. 306. J. Parkes reported on the Beverley and
Barmston drainage, 1859.

P. 317 a. R. Parkinson. Second ed. of his

'Sermons,' 1830.

P. 319 b. For "Knype" read Knipe (xxxi. 272).
P. 320. Parkyns. See Cresswell, 'Printing in

Nottinghamshire,' 1863.

P. 322 a, line 4 from foot. For "
the town of "

read Holy Trinity Church.

P. 347 a. For "Abbey Ripon" read Abbot's

Ripton.
P. 351. Parnell's 'Poems' were also published

by Cooke, 1796.

P. 363. Dr. Parr. See E. H. Barker's '

Literary
Anecdotes,' 1852 ;

a note in Gifford's
'

Meeviad.'

Pp. 379-80. Parry. See ' German Reeds and

Corney Grain,' 1895, p. 29.

P. 386 b. Gambier Parry. See Nicholls,
' Forest

of Dean,' 1863, p. 66.

Pp. 396-7. Bartb. Parsons. 'Three Sermons*

by him, preached in Salisbury Cathedral, on ' The
First Fruits of the Gentiles,' were printed by H.
Hills, Blackfryars, "for the benefit of the poor,"
n.d.

P. 401. Daniel Parsons was a well-known con-

tributor to
' N. & Q.'

Pp. 418-9. Rob. Parsons. His friendship with
Lord Arundell and Bp. Bull, Nelson's 'Bull,' 1714,

pp. 495-8.

P. 424. Wm. Parsons. Mathias, 'P. of L.,'

p. 122. W. C. B.

DISCOVERY OF OXYGEN. The date of this is

given by Prof. Skeat, in his
'

Etymological Dic-

tionary,' as 1744, which is thirty years too early.

Haydn is mentioned as the authority, but an error

must have been made in the transcription, for the
'

Dictionary of Dates' rightly states that "
it was-

first separated from red oxide of mercury by
Priestley, Aug. 1, 1774, and by Scheele, who was

ignorant of Priestley's discovery,in 1 775." Priestley,
as is well known, called it

"
dephlogisticated air";

the name oxygen was first given by Lavoisier, in

1778, from a belief that it was the universal acidi-

fying principle. It is interesting to note that

Priestley, being in Paris in October, 1774, men-
tioned the experiments made by him about ten

months before, amongst others to Lavoisier. The
discoveries of the latter a few years afterwards with

regard to the nature of combustion totally destroyed
the phlogistic theory, which had been elaborated by
Stahl about the end of the seventeenth century.
As it is stated in Hunter's '

Encyclopaedic Dic-

tionary,' under "
Phlogisticated," that nitrogen

was called by old chemists "
dephlogisticated air,'

?

it may be of interest to quote Priestley's reason

(Phil Trans., 1775, vol. Ixv. p. 387) for applying
that term to the new "species of air" discovered

by him, and now known as oxygen.
" As I think,"

he say?,
"

I have sufficiently proved that the fit-

ness of air for respiration depends upon its capa-

city to receive the phlogiston exhaled from the

lungs, this species may not improperly be called

(iephlcgisticated air." W. T. LYNN.
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ROBERT SEMPLB, ALLAN RAMSAY, AND BURNS.
Robert Semple, ofBeltrees, sprang from a poetical

race, and was himself a poet of no mean order. One
of his productions lives in the west of Scotland,
and so long as Kilbarchan* exists, Semple's elegy
and epitaph (written about the year 1600) on

Habby Simpson will never die. There is, how-

ever, another, and if possible more cogent, reason

for Semple's poetic immortality, and it is to this I

venture to call attention, because it is clear that he
was the originator of a peculiar rhythmical verse.

That Ramsay himself believed this to be the case

and acknowledged it, and that Burns followed the

style, is equally certain.

For my purpose it will be sufficient to quote a
verse of the elegy referred to :

Kilbarchan now may say alace !

For Schof best lost hir game and"grace,||

Bayth Trixie^ and the maiden-trace,
* *

Bot quhat remeid,
For na man can supply his place

Hab Simpson 's deid.

In Allan Ramsay's
' Familiar Epistles,' found in

his ' Poems '

(London, 1761), vol. i. p. 118, is the

following :

May I be licket wi' a bittle,

Gin of jour numbers I think little :

Ye 're never rugget, slian, nor kittle,
But blyth and gabby,

And bit the spirit to a tittle

Of Standart Habby.

And again, in Hamilton's ' Second Epistle to

Ramsay
'

(p. 122) :

And on condition I wera as gabby
As either thee or honest Habby,
That I lin'd a' thy claes wi' tabby

Or velvet plush,
And then thou 'd be sae far frae shabby

Thou 'd look right sprush.

Robert Burns' s earliest efforts were made in the

lines now pointed to. Take, for instance,
' Scotch

Drink,' 'The Author's Earnest Cry and Prayer,'
&c. A verse from ' Death and Doctor Hornbook '

will suffice for our purpose :

Some bocks are lies frae end to end,
And some great lies were never penn'dj

* Near Johnstone, Renfrewshire.

t Semple represents Kilbarchan as a female.

1 Formerly used in place of has or hath.

It was customary, in this county at least, for an equal
number of men from neighbouring parishes to try their

strength and skill at football.

l| Habby was present at all such gatherings, being
piper of Kilbarchan.

^| A song was then known, the stanzas concluding
with "

Hay Trix, Tryme go trix, under the grene wod
tree "; this song will be found in ' The Ever Green '

(Edinburgh, 1761), vol. ii. pp. 236, 237, 238, and 239.
** In the lifetime of Habby, and long after, it was the

custom for a bride and her maidens to march round the

places of worship headed by the piper ; they followed the
course of the sun, which was considered lucky and was
called Deas Soil. The piper played a peculiar tune on
these occasions, wlvch was called "Maiden-trace."

Ev'n ministers they hae been kann'd,
In holy rapture,

Great lies and nonsense baith to vend,
Aud nail 't wi' Scripture.

It must not be overlooked that Fergusson also

followed the rhythm under consideration. In his

elegy on the death of David Gregory there is a

very strong flavour of Semple's Habby, but the
whole of Fergusson's poem?, &c., in this strain

would not exceed twenty.
ALFRED CHAS. JONAS, F.R.Hist.S.

Fairfield, Poundfaldj near Swansea.

SIR WILLIAM LEIOHTON. Alderman 1799 till

resigned in 1821 ; sheriff 1803-4
; mayor 1806-7;

died April 22, 1826. W. D. PINK.
Leigh, Lancashire.

"POOR'S." This anomalous expression may be
familiar to many of your readers in the following
forms, which are either obsolete or obsolescent,"
poor's house,"

"
poor's roll,"

"
poor's box,"

"
poor's

rate." The expression
"
poor's box "

may still be
seen in some old churches inscribed upon the box
intended for donations for the relief of the poor.
"Poor's rate" has become "poor rate," though
I remember seeing, many years ago, the former ex-

pression on a printed form. The use of the ad-

jective
"
poor" as a collective noun dates back, I

believe, some centuries. I am conscious of having
seen "

poor's
" used by some Elizabethan author.

Another adjective similarly used is
"
elect." Of.

St. Matthew xxiv. 22,
" But for the elect's sake

those days shall be shortened." Probably other

adjectives may be used in this peculiar way. We
use, of course, "the good," "the bad," "the

wicked," &c., but we never say "the good's," &c.,

which, on the analogy of
"
the poor's," we might

have done.

Goldsmith, in
' The Deserted Village,' 11. 265-6,

has :

Ye friends to truth, ye statesmen who survey
The rich man's power increase, the poor's decay.

Here " the poor's
"

is probably used in a collective

sense and "
decay

" as a noun.

Mrs. Browning, in
' The Poet's Vow/ pt. ii. 22,

has :

The castle and its lands are thine

The poor's tby wish be done !

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

HISTORY AND ROMANCE. Victor Hugo, in his

noble and interesting poem
' Le Petit Roi de

Galice,' in
' La Le'gende des Sieves,' says, in the

concluding lines :

Et, pas & pas, Roland [the paladin], sanglant, terrible

la?,

Les chassait devant lui parmi les fondrieres ;

Et, n'ayant plus d'epee, il leur jetait des pierree.

The great paladin had broken his sword Durandal,
as he well might in fighting single-handed with a

hundred scoundrels ! With regard to his "jetant
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des pierres," did not the English Guards do this at

Inkermann ? I feel almost certain that they beat

down the Russians with their muskets "
clubbed,"

but I have an impression that they threw stones as

well. Perhaps some one well acquainted with the

history of the Crimean War can tell me. Long,

long may old England
Keep, untamed,

The strong heart of her sons !

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

* SHIPS THAT PASS IN THE NIGHT.' In the

Glasgow Herald lately an interesting correspond-
ence has been going on, which has brought out

some passages closely akin to the above, which

hope you may think worthy of adding to what has

appeared in the columns of
' N. & Q.

' The query
was, Who was the author of the lines quoted
opposite the title-page of

"
Ships that pass in the

Night, by Beatrice Harraden, London, Lawrence
& Bullen, 1894 "

?

Ships that pass in the night, and speak each other in

passing.

Only a signal shown, and a distant voice in the darkness;
So, on the ocean of life we pass and speak one another,

Only a look and a voice, then darkness again and a
silence.

The reply has already been given that these lines are

from Longfellow's
' Tales of a Wayside Inn '

(pt. iii.,

The Theologian's Tale,
'

Elizabeth,' canto iv.).

Other correspondents have brought out the fol-

lowing parallel passages : 1. From Matthew
Arnold's '

Lyric and Elegiac Poems,' Switzerland

(' The Terrace at Berne '):

Like driftwood spars, which meet and pass,

Upon the boundless ocean-plain,
So on the sea of life, a'aa !

Man meets man, meets, and quits again.

2. From Alexander Smith's 'Life Drama,'
1853 :

We twain have met like ships upon the sea
Who hold an hour's converse, so short, so sweet :

One little hour ! and then away they speed
On lonely paths, through mist and cloud and foam,
To meet no more.

3. From David Wingate's 'Annie Weir, and
t>ther Poems,' 1862 :

Many a time
I 've wondered to find myself thinking in rhyme,
And wondered still more when a thought, ere I wist,
Would start into view like a ship in the mist,
And startle me strangely, and then, ere I knew,
Like a ship in the mist it would fade from my view.

4. From S. W. Foss, the Amerian verse-writer :

W'en big vessels meet, they say,

They saloot an' sail away ;

Jest the same are you an' me,
Lonesome ships upon the sea ;

Each one sailing his own jog
For a port beyond the fog.
Let your speakin-trumpet blow,
Lift yer horn an' cry hullo.

J. B. FLEMING.
Glasgow.

SIR WALTER MILDMAY AND LORD BURGHLEY.
Sir Walter Mildmay bequeathed by will (Leicester,

at Somerset House) to Lord Burghley "a guilte

potte with cover which the late Earl of Essex gave
me." This seems to have disappeared. I am
allowed by the Marquess of Exeter to state that

nothing is known of it at Burghley House, and
I am informed on the best authority it is not to

be found at HatGeld House.
S. ARNOTT, Emman. Coll.

THE DUKEDOM OF QUEENSBERRY. (See ante,

p. 179.) The Dukedom of Queensberry did not

expire with " Old Q," but passed to his kinsman
the Duke of Buccleucb, whose grandson, the pre-
sent duke, is Duke of Buccleuch and Queensberry.

E. W.

HAY IN CHORCH AISLES. Peter Lombard, in

his "Varia" notes in the Church Times for Aug. 16,

writes :

" G. A. L. wonders whether the custom of spreading
hay in the aisles of a church prevails in other places
besides Kirtlington, Oxon. It has long been the custom
to strew the aisles of the parish church of Langham,
Rutlandshire, with hay on ' Feast Sunday,' viz., the

Sunday following the festival of the patron saint (St.

Peter) ; but we are in ignorance as to the origin of the
custom."

Of course, in olden times our churche?, as well

as the floors of mansion?, were generally strewn

with rushes. Andrews, in his
'
Curiosities of the

Church' (1890), mentions grass also, and that

William the Conqueror granted land at Aylesbury
on the conditions of

"finding straw for the bed of our lord the king and tj

straw his chamber when he should come to Ayles-

bury in winter. And also finding for the king, when he
should come to Aylesbury in summer, straw for his bed;
and moreover, grass or rushes to strew his chamber," &c.

That rushes, at least, did not necessitate a large

outlay per annum seems clear from an old church-

wardens' entry at Kirkhatn, Lancashire, which
reads as follows :

"A.I). 1604. Rushes to strew the Church cost this

year 9*. 6rf."

Andrews tells us that down to 1820 the floor of

Castleton Church (Derbyshire) was unpaved, and
covered with rushes. I see no allusion to hay,

grass, or rushes in
' Curious Church Customs,'

which the same author edited in 1895.

HARRY HEMS.

"DIGGINGS "= ABODE. The managers of the
' New English Dictionary

' seek an example of

"diggings," in the popular meaning of " quarters,"
earlier than 1882. The expression was common
when I was at Oxford a quarter of a century ago ;

but it is much older than that. Dickens has :

" She won't be taken with a cold chill, when she

realizes what is being done in these diggings," said

the stranger.
" No "

(' Martin Chuzzlewit,' vol. i.

chap. xxi.). EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
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We must request correspondents desiring informatio
on family matters of only private interest to affix the!

names and addresses to their queries, in order that th

answers may be addressed to them direct.

HUGUENOT RECORDS. After the revocation o

the Edict of Nantes, in 1685, a colony of refugees

chiefly silk-weavers, settled on a site near Edin

burgh, since known as Picardy Place. On findinj
that the mulberry trees which they planted on th

hill sides there did not thrive, they adapted them
selves to linen weaving and manufacture, for whicl

purpose works were built. A French church wa
erected there, of which M. Dupont was pastor
and it was in existence for fully half a century
Can any of your readers inform me where the

congregational records of this church are to be

seen, or found, for purposes of reference ?

W. B. P.

ADDAMS FAMILY. Who was "Rob. Addams,
pastuer," whose name occurs on a "

Mapp or Ploi

of the Lordship of Eburie, being situated in the

parish of St. Martin's-in-the-Fields, Mrs. Mary
Dammison [? Davies] being proprietress. By
Henry Morgan, 1667

"
? This map has been

copied into the supplement to the first edition oi

'A History of London,' by W. J. Loftie, B.A.,
F.S.A., &c., London, E. Stanford, 1884. The
story of Mary Davies and her romantic connexion
with the Grosvenors and the Ebury estate having,
I note, turned up again in

' N. & Q.' (8
111 S. v. 385,

435
; vi. 177, 455

; vii. 55, 271), readers will find

that it is told in a most interesting manner by
Mr. Loftie in the above volume.

JAMES TALBOT.
Adelaide, South Australia.

MANOR OF STOKE GIFFORD. I am preparing
a paper on the descent and history of this manor
and advowson, and on reference to an old history
of Gloucestershire I find it stated that in 1292
John Giffard was seised of the advowson of Stoke
Giffard in trust for the Priory of Malverr. Can
you inform me of any reference to this advowson,
or the re-erection or restoration of the church, or

when the advowson was created or the church was
erected ? Being resident here, I have little oppor-
tunity of consulting any books but local ones.

If you will assist me I shall be much obliged.
HENRY GAY.

Stoi;e Gifford, near Bristol.

CTJPPLES. The late Mr. D. Gurteen, of Haver-

hill, Suffolk, when in this country, a few years

ago, as a delegate to the two hundred and fiftieth

anniversary of the settlement of Haverhill, Massa-

chusetts, incidentally informed me that his family
owned a summer place, called the Coupals manor,
at Coupals, a hamlet of some two or three miles in

length, partly in Suffolk and partly in

bordering upon his Haverhill, belonging to Stur-

mer, a parish in the hundred of Hinckford. On
his return he sent me the varied spellings, taken
from deeds in his strong box, that the name of the

manor had undergone through the centuries. They
were Caples, Curples, Cupples, and, lastly, Coupals.
As this is the first instance that has come to me
of a possible English origin of my name, my own

family being Scotch, with a pedigree going back
two hundred years, I am moved to ask where any
facts concerning the history of this manor and
hamlet would be likely to be found ; and whether

Cupples as a surname has ever existed in England ;.

and whether it exists there to-day.
J. G. CUPPLES.

Longwood, Boston, Mass.

RICHARD OF CIRCENCESTER. Is it certain that

the well-known work introduced to English anti-

quaries by the too credulous Dr. Stukeley in 1756
is a forgery, in the sense of being fabricated by
Bertram without any ancient authority whatever ?'

The Rev. Bryan Walker, in a paper communicated
to the Cambridge Antiquarian Society in April,

1883, said, "Though Bertram, as Prof. Mayor con-

clusively shows, forged Richard's '

Diaphragmata,'
he evidently based his forgeries on some records

which in parts were authentic." Has any attempt

recently been made to find a basis for Bertram's

statements? I. C. GOULD.
Loughton.

BELGIAN NAME. Can any of your corre-

spondents oblige in the following matter ? I have

>een several times to Belgium, but my acquaint-
ance with the French and Flemish languages is

imited. I wish to know the history of the name
>f a street in Verviers called Rue Xhavee. Can any
one tell me whether this is a French or Flemish

word ; its meaning ;
and its pronunciation ?

H. G. DOLMAN.

JOHN BENNETT, PORTRAIT PAINTER. Mygreat-
reat-grandfather had a nephew who was the vicar

f a parish in Worcestershire. His family possesses
is portrait, painted on a mahogany panel, abont

ourteen inches by twelve inches, which bears an

nscription in the vicar's own hand to the effect

hat "Hsec Imago a Johanne Bennett delineata

uit, A.D. 1818." I should be glad to know who
he painter was ? W. C. B.

DR. RICHARD MEAD, 1675-1754. I shall be

lad to know in what part of the Temple Church
iris eminent physician was buried.

JOHN T. PAGE.

5, Capel Terrace, Suuthend-on-Sea.

MARY HERBERT, COUNTESS OF PEMBROKE.
Will you kindly allow me to inquire where I can

nd the date and the place of birth of Mary Her-
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bert, Countess of Pembroke, sister of Sir Philip
Sidney ? Can it be proved that she was born in

1553 ? Also, has she any living descendants
;

and where may they be addressed ? Where may
the material possibly be found for a full account of

her life ? A. H. L.

THE LLANDAFF PEERAGE. The following para-
graph appeared in the Times recently:

"The title of Lord Llandaff, which has lately been
conferred upon the Right Hon. Henry Matthews, though
a new creation, is not altogether new to the compilers of
'

Peerages
'

or the Heralds' College. It was bestowed as
a barony in 1783, as a viscountcy in 1793, and as an earl-
dem in 1797, on Mr. Francis Mathew, of Annefield,
Thurles, and Thomastown, many years M.P. for county
Tipperary in the Irish Parliament ; but in all three cases
it was in the peerage of Ireland only. The first earl,
who died in 1806, was one of the first twenty-eight Irish

representative peers chosen at the Union ; but the title
became extinct on the death of his son and successor,
Francis James, second earl, in 1833. It may be interest-

ing to record here the fact that the celebrated Father
Mathew, the apostle of temperance in Ireland, was col-

laterally a relative of this family, who always spelt their
names as 'Mathew,' not as 'Matthews,' the title of
'

Llandaff' also being tpelt by them as '
Landaff.'

"

In Gillray's 'Caricatures' there is a picture of
three young gentlemen, walking arm-in-arm, with
the title

' The Three Mr. Wiggins,' which we are
told is intended to portray Lord Llandaff and his
two brothers. Which Lord Llandaff is intended j

and why are they termed " the three Mr. Wig-
gins"? E. LEATON-BLENKINSOPP.

CARDINAL OF ST. PAUL'S. In the obituary
notice which appeared in Bentley's Miscellany
(xviii. p. 198) in 1845 of the author of ' The In-

goldsby Legends,' the Rev. Richard Harris Barhani
is twice referred to under the above designation :

"
Being the Elder Cardinal, the Rev. Mr. Packe being

the other, a preferment the very name of which is little
known beyond the precincts of that noble Protestant
fane. It is, we believe, a form or relic of the elder
church, with no duties attached to it and but slight
emolument." P. 199.
"He was a Minor Canon and Cardinal of St. Paul's

and Priest of the Chapel Royal." P. 200.

Does this title still exist in connexion with St.
Paul's ; and who are the present cardinals ?

F. E. W.
[See 6* S. x. xi. ; 8th S. vi. 325, 452.]

' ANECDOTES ANGLOISES.
'

I have a small 8vo
volume (pp. xiv-720), of which the full title is

"Anecdotes Angloises, depuis I'e'tabliasement de
la monarchic jusqu' au regne de George III. A
Paris, 1769." It is a consecutive publication to
the

'

Anecdotes Franchises,' which met with a very
favourable reception. It was the intention of the
writer to compile an anecdotal history of various
nations, "anecdotes" being taken in a higher
sense than is commonly meant by the term. Can
any one inform me of the name of the compiler, or

of the extent to which his intention was carried

out, or of the value, not monetary, of the work ?

Er. MARSHALL.

ARCHER FAMILY. In Hale Church, Hant?, on
a monument to Henry Archer, it is stated that

his wife was Lady Elizabeth, daughter of Lord
Halifax. Can any of your readers tell me which
Lord Halifax's daughter she was, as I cannot
trace her in that family 1 The second lord would,

presumably, be her father
;
but he is stated in

Burke's ' Extinct Peerages
'

to have had only one

daughter, Anne. G. L. G.

BOOKSELLER AND PUBLISHER. When did the

former of these two names give place to the latter ?

I ask because Lockhart, in his
'
Life of Scott,'

writes:

"The success of the poem ['Lay of the Last Min-
strel '] had already been decisive, and fresh negotiations
of more kinds than one were at this time in progress
between Scott and various booksellers' houses, both of

Edinburgh and London."

Lockhart's 'Life' was published, I should add, in

1836-38. E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

WATERLOO BANQUET. What has become of the

Waterloo Banquet picture, painted by W. Suiter

at 59, Pall Mall? He began it in 1833, and was

engaged upon it for nearly five years. The por-
traits are said to be excellent likenesses. There
are of them no fewer than seventy. Ag they were
all distinguished men, the picture is historical and
national. It was engraved for Alderman Moon,
and made a great stir at the time. Wellington
had refused permission at first

; but Lady Burghersh
got him to relent. What has become of it ? When
Redgrave wrote, it was in the possession of a Mr.
G. Mackenzie. As a record, it ought to be in the

national collection. I suppose it could be procured
for a small sum. LOSTWITHIEL.

THE BURIALPLACES OF SIR THOMAS MORE AND
BISHOP FISHER. Are the present burialplaces of

Sir Thomas More and Bishop Fisher known ? After

Fisher's execution his body was buried in the

church of All Hallows Barking, but wae, I think,
afterwards removed, just as Archbishop Laud's

body was at a later date. As these have both been
beatified by the Roman Church, and will one day
be canonized, it would be interesting to know
where their mortal remains now are.

FREDK. T. HIBGAME.
" SCOURED " AND " KINCOB "

GOWKS. What
are the meanings of these terms, applied to female

dress in the early part of the eighteenth century ?

The former occurs in Defoe's
' True Relation of

the Apparition of one Mrs.Veal' to Mrs.Bargrave
in which the perusal of Drelincourt's

'

Consolations

against the Fear of Death '
is recommended which

is always supposed to have been written in order to
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get a sale for the book, to which the story 13 usuall;

prefixed. Many years ago this book used often t

be found on the shelf of the farmhouse, ranging
with the '

Pilgrim's Progress,
1

Hervey's
' Medita

tion?,' Wesley's 'Hymns,' &c., and it would hav
been regarded as almost sceptical to have doubtec
it. The other expression,

"
kincob," occurs in

Ainsworth's 'Jack Sheppard,' where Mrs. Wood
is said to have worn a gown of that material over

a hooped petticoat. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

[Kincob is an Indian material, composed of silk em
broidered with gold thread, &c.]

GEORGE RALEIGH. In 1624 was published a

poem entitled 'Christ on His Crosse,
1 and in 1641

an allegory called '

Albania.' Both have the name
of George Raleigh as their author. Who waa he

;

and what was his relationship to Sir Walter

Kalegh? T. N. BRUSHFIELD, M.D.
Salterton, Dovon.

FLORIO. Is it possible to fix the date when
John Florio came to live at Fulham ? According
to Anthony a Wood he retired hither, shortly before

his death, on account of the plague. The date was

probably about 1619. In the earliest (1625) exist-

ing assessment I find him rated under the head
"
ffulham streete." Here he died about August,

1625. In 1626 the assessment reads,
"

fflorio M" 3

vid.," but without any amount against the name.
In 1627 her name does not appear, so she probably
left the parish soon after her husband's death. Is

there any evidence to show that Florio was buried

at Fulham ? His will says at the discretion of his

wife i but no place is assigned. Any information

calculated to throw light on (1) the date of Florio's

coming to Fulham, (2) the place of his interment,

(3) the fate of his widow Rose Florio, or his

daughter Aurelia Molins, would be most accept-
able. Was his house in Shoe Lane sold at his

death? OHAS. J. F^RET.
49, Edith Road, West Kensington, W.

SAMUEL BRISCOE. Can any of yonr readers

give me information concerning Samuel Briscoc,

presumably a publisher, for whom was printed
* A Legacy for Ladies,' by Thomas Brown, 1705,
as well as

' Familiar Letters
'

of John, late Earl
of Rochester, 1697 ? His name is not in Tim-

perley. E. S.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
They swore strange oaths, and worshipped at strange

shrines,

They scoffed at what the vulgar hold for holy;
They mocked at teachers, preachers, and divines,
And taught despair and tender melancholy.

S. JAMES A. SALTKR.

Teach me to hate the author of my wrongs,
For as yet I know not what it is to hate ;

My soul, engrossed by softer passions,
Has not room to entertain BO rough a thought.

W.

PRONUNCIATION OF SEA.

(8
th S. viii. 4, 109, 151.)

PROF. SKEAT appears to have shifted his ground.
His original statement was that, from the fact that

Cowper, having twice rhymed sea as say, rhymed
it once, and in 1799, as see,

" we may safely con-

clude that the change of pronunciation of sea (from

say to see) took place towards the close of the

eighteenth century." That assumption having
been demolished by the instances already given,
which showed that this change had been in process

long anterior to 1799, the matter is not disposed of

by the remark that the replies already given
"

are

quite beside the question," or by the raising
of an issue as to whether the pronunciation say
has been used in standard literary English since

1780. The fact is that it is a common assumption
that ea was almost invariably pronounced ay until

towards the close of the last century ; and, now
that the discussion has been raised, it is as well

to dispose of this belief once and for all.

The instances given by C. C. B. from Jonson
and Chapman (with whom Randolph may, in this

instance, be associated) show that PROF. SKEAT
is too emphatic in asserting, without reserve, that
"
the spelling ea is an indication that in Tudor

English the pronunciation resembled that of ay in

say "; and it surely is incorrect to assert that
' the

rhyme of seas with ease proves nothing at all,"

seeing that Fletcher, for instance, has the lines:

To secure yourselves from these,

Be not too secure in ease.

In face of such a rhyme it is allowable to hold

one's own opinion as to what was the probable

pronunciation employed in the following lines from
' A Salt Tear ; or, the Weeping Onion,' a satirical

royalist ballad, bearing date June 18, 1649 :

Pharaoh must drown, so it doth Providence please,

We have a Moses, too, is heir o' th' seas ;

and in another,
'

Upon the General Pardon Pass'd

jy the Rump/ of three years later :

We '11 look it o'er, then, if you please,
And see wherein it brings us ease ;

while Andrew Marvel, in
' The King's Vows/ to

which no date later than 1679 has been attributed,

las the lines :

! '11 have a fine navy to conquer the seas,

And the Dutch shall give caution for their Provinces,

And, if they should beat me I '11 do what they please,

wherein there is not much difficulty as to guessing
hat the pronunciation of sea was that plainly

.dopted by Dorset, in the famous '

Song Written

.,t Sea, in the First Dutch War, 1665, the Night
)efore an Engagement,' and always remembered

>y the opening invocation,

To all you Laclies now at Land,
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wherein the second verse concluded with,

Our Paper, Pen, and Ink, and we,
Boll up and down our Ships at Sea,

and the song thus ended,
Let 's hear of no Inconstancy,
We have too much of that at Sea.

That many instances can be given of the sub-

sequent use of the alternative pronunciation say is

well known ;
but the point is that, for well over a

century before Cowper wrote his last poem, see

was employed by poets as well as ballad-mongers,
and in so plain a fashion as to be beyond dispute.

Take, for instance, a South Sea ballad of 1720, in

which the rhyme of the last two lines in each of

the nine verses may be judged from that of the

concluding lines of the first :

No more of the Hubbies nor Bubbles we see,
But all the whole nation attends the South Sea.

The other rhyming words with sea being agree, be,

pedigree, degree, he, free, we, and once more tee.

No one who knows PROF. SKEAT'S services to

English literature would impute to him ignorance
of these points, any more than of the works of

Dryden and Pope ; but I submit that, as his original
note conveyed an impression different from that
of his rejoinder and not only to myself but evi-

dently to at least two other of your correspondents
it was fitting that an interesting question as to

a varying pronunciation should be thoroughly dis-

cussed. ALFRED F. BOBBINS.

Pace PROF. SKEAT, may I be allowed to remark
that Cowper's usual pronunciation of sea appears
to have been see, and not say, if the evidence of

rhymes in hia poems is in any way conclusive ;

and that the former pronunciation was not adopted
by him only towards the end of his life ? PROF.
SKEAT has given (ante, p. 4) two references for the

pronunciation of sea as say, to which I am able
to add another, from 'Early Poems,' ed. 1825,
p. 34,

' The Certainty of Death ':

But then to famine doomed a pre^,
Finds, the mistaken wretch !

He but escaped the troubled sea,
To perish on the beach.

Against thsse passages may be set the following,
in which s:a 13 pronounced as see:

Fierce passions discompose the mind,
As tempests vex the sea :

But calm content and peace we find,
When, Lord, we turn to thee.

'

Hymns,' ed. 1779,
'

Contentment.'

Amidst the roaring of the sea

My soul still hangs her hope on thee.

Ibid.,
'

Temptation.'
With juster claims she builds at length
Her empire on the sea,

And well may boast the waves her strength
Which strength restored to thee.

1 On the Benefit Received by His Majesty from Sea-

bathing in the Year 1789.'

Neptune was he call'd, not he
Who controls the boisterous sea.

An Epitaph, '1792.

The mother-bird is gone to sea,

As she had changed her kind
;

But goes the male 1 Far wiser, he

Is doubtless left behind.
' The Bird's Nest,' 1793.

The world a more disturb'd and boisterous sea,

When Jesus shows a smile, affrights not me.
' The Nativity

'

(Translation from Guion).

Where'er they dwell, they dwell in thee,
In heaven, in earth, or on the sea.

'Aspirations of the Soul after God '

(Translation
from Guioii).

For such a cause to place the roaring sea,

Rock?, mountains, woods, between my friend and me..

'On the Death of Damon' (Translation from Afilton).

Of Brutup, Dardan chief, my song shall be

How with his bark he plough'd the British sea.

Ibid.

PROF. SKEAT says (ante, p. 152) that "the

rhyme of seas with ease proves nothing at all.
1 '

Now Cowper rhymes seas with please:

Mistress at least where Providence shall please,
And trident-bearing queen of the wide seas.

'

Expostulation,' published 1782.

Till the French and the Dutch
Have quitted the seas,

And then send us as much
And as oft as you please.

' On the High Price of Fish,' 1781.

If Cowper rhymes sees, trees, Tenets, &c., with ease,

and ease with please and seas, is it not natural to

infer that he pronounced seas as sees in the last

two quotations ? No doubt the Professor is right
in thinking that the say pronunciation ceased

towards the end of last century so fur as literary

English was concerned. This circumstance pro-

bably accounts for Cowper's preference for the see

pronunciation. F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

WELDON FAMILY, IRELAND (8
th S. viii. 145),

Mr. Fox-Davies is quite correct in what he states

as to the arms of this family in his 'Armorial
Families.' I believe that the arms of the present
baronet's ancestor, Walter Weldon of Athy, are-

duly recorded in the funeral entries in Ulster's

Office, and they somewhat vary from those of the
Weldons of Swanscombe, Kent. The arms as used

by the family at present are those of Swanscourtr

from whom the family cannot show their descent.

Under these circumstances they have no more

right to the crest of Queen Elizabeth's bust than I

have; and I am inclined to regard the bust crest

as a myth altogether.
Your correspondent ATHY says,

"
It is probable,

however, that the pedigree referred to is not
exhaustive." Now it happens to be very ex-

haustive, and much research has failed to trace

back the pedigree further than Walter in the

seventeenth centurr. ATHY quotes O'Byrne's-
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History of the Queen's County,' which no serious

student of history would dream of regarding as of

the slightest value in a matter of this kind. The

very statement which the author makes on no
tittle of evidence that the Irish Weldons are a
noble branch of the Weldons of Swanscombe, shows
how little reliance can be placed on the work.

Mr. Fox-Davies's remark that the arms are not

registered at the College of Arms does not affect

the matter much ; for, in any case, I imagine that

they would have been recorded in Ulster's Office, it

being an Irish baronetcy and an Irish family. In
the preface of his work (p. xvii) he clearly points
out that the present baronet is entitled to arms,
but not to the coat he uses. A.

I am not the first to have drawn attention to

the improper usage of the arms and crest of

augmentation of Weldon of Swanscombe by Sir

Anthony Weldon, Bart. The present Sir Anthony
Weldon has established no right himself to these
or any other arms in the Heralds' College or in

Ulster's Office. But if the Irish pedigree of Sir

Anthony which, save officially, seems generally
accepted be correct, he descends from an Irish

family who in long bygone days recorded arms
in Ulster's Office. These arms are not identical

with the Swansoombe coat, and no claim whatsoever
was then put forward by the Irish branch to the
crest of augmentation ;

an omission which, were
the present claim justified, would seem in-

credible. I made careful inquiries in Ulster's

Office before committing the remarks I have made
to print.

Is it necessary to point out to ATHT that, even

supposing the Irish family and the Swanscombe
family may descend from a common ancestor, the
former can have no claim to the augmentation
crest granted to the " Clerk of the Spicery

" unless

they are actually descendants of the body of that

Sir Anthony ? And must I also point out of how
little value as evidence is any printed genealogical
statement, particularly when it is

"
permitted by

the family." A. C. Fox-DAVIES.

PORTRAIT OF WARREN HASTINGS (8
th S. viii.

87). Can this be the portrait of Hastings which is

placed in the Council Chamber at Calcutta, and to

which Macaulay in his celebrated essay
' Warren

Hastings' has the following allusion in the account
of the trial in Westminster Hall in 1788 ?

"A person small and emaciated, yet deriving dignity
from a carriage, while it indicated deference to the

court, indicated also habitual self-possession and self-

respect, a high and intellectual forehead, a brow
pensive, but not gloomy, a mouth of inflexible decision,
a face pale and worn, but serene, on which was written
as bgibly as under the picture in the Council Chamber
at Calcutta, 'Mens sequa in arduis': such was the

aspect with which the great proconsul presented himself
to bis judges."

An engraved portrait, half length, prefixed to

vol. i. of the '
Life of Warren Hastings

'

by the
Rev. G. E. Grleig, taken from a miniature by Ozias

Humphry, R.A., would seem perhaps to have

supplied the idea. Prefixed to vol. ii. is an engrav-

ing of Mrs. Hastings, from an original sketch by
the same painter, representing a fashionably
attired lady, though certainly not of very pleasing

aspect. Ozias Humphry was in India from 1785
to 1788, working as an artist. He died in 1810.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

HER MAJESTY'S OPPOSITION (8
th S. vii. 69,

151). When Canning announced, on April 10,

1826, that the Ministers consented to the union of

the office of the Treasurer of the Navy with that

of the President of the Board of Trade, Tierney
"rose with heartfelt pleasure to assure His

Majesty's Government that they had, by this act,

justly earned the approbation of
' His Majesty's

Opposition
' "

(' Parliamentary Debates,' Second

Seriep, xv. 149). Lord Redesdale, writing to Lord
Colchester on Sept. 12, 1827, says,

"
I fear Herries

will meet with annoyance in the House of Commons
from those who called themselves His Majesty's

Opposition" (' Diary and Correspondence of Lord

Colchester,' 1861, vol. iii. p. 525). G. F. R. B.

" DILLIGROUT" (8
th S. vii. 327, 351, 427). DR.

MURRAY, at the first of the above references, did

not say whence he obtained the instance of the use

of the word "
diligrout," about which he was

seeking further information. I have lately had

given me a curious and valuable work, with the

following title :

"
AntiquitateeCulinariae |

or
|
Curious Tracts

| relating*
to the Culinary affairs

|
of the

|
Old English, j

With a

preliminary discourse, Notes, and Illustrations, | By |

The Reverend Richard Warner, |
of Sway, |

near Ly-
mingtor, Hants.

| | London, |
Printed for R. Bla-

mire, Strand, |
1791."

In the "Additional Notes and Observations"

(p. 132) is the following mention of the mess of

pottage, or "diligrout," by which the lord of the
manor held the estate of Addington, Surrey :

"I have had occasion to remark that a considerable-

degree of consequence and importance was annexed to
the office of Cook among the Normans. A proof of this

arises from the donations which were made by the
monarchs of the Norman race to these highly favoured
domestics. The Conqueror himself bestowed several

portions of land on his Cooks, and among the rest a
manor on Robert Argyllon, to be held by the following
service. The Redditus may perhaps have been one of-

those dishes, in which the palate of the regal epicure
delighted.
"
Addington, co. Surrey. Robert Argyllon held one

carucate of land in Addington, in the county of Surrey,
by the service of making one mes?, in an earthen pot, in

the kitchen of our lord the King, on the day of hi&

coronation, called Diligrout ; and if there be fat (or lard)
in the mess, it is called Maupigyrnun.

"
Afterward?, in King Edward I.'s time, William.

Walcot held the manor of Addington by the same service.
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In Mr. Blount's time this manor was in the possession
of Thomas Leigh, Esquire, who at the coronation of his

then majesty, King Charles II., in the year 1661, brought
up to the King's table a mess of pottage called Diligrout,
this service being adjudged to him by the court of

claims, in right of this his manor ; whereupon the lord

high chamberlain presented him to the King, who
accepted the service, but did not eat of the pottage.
And at the coronation of King James II. the lorde of
the manor of Bardolfe in Addington, Surrey, claimed to

find a man to make a mess of Grout in the King's
kitchen; and therefore prayed that the King's master
cook might perform that service. Which claim was
allowed, and the said lord of the manor brought it up to

the King's table. Blount's Ten., edit. 1785, p. 34. The
dish called De la Groute, which is a kind of plumb
porridge, or water gruel with plumbs in it, is still served

up at the Royal table, at coronations, by the lord of the
said Manor of Addintone, or some other person in his

Stead."

If the concluding sentence of the above extract

be taken as an authority, the word "diligrout"
would appear to be simply a corruption of de la

groute. I may add that the present vicar of

Addington had already suggested this to me as a

possible derivation
;
but I shall await DR. MUR-

RAY'S solution before adopting it. Another deri-

vation which has been suggested is that the mess
was flivoured with dill. Water gruel with plums
in it would need, one would suppose, some flavour-

ing. I am not surprised that Charles II. did not

partake of it. C. W. PENNY.
Wokingham.

DUNCALF (8
th

S. viii. 147). This was an East
Yorkshire surname in the seventeenth century.

Humphrey Duncalfe, woollen draper, was Mayor
of Kingston-upon-Hull, 1668, and died October 22,

1683, in his sixty-fourth year. Hia wife was Ann,
daughter of Alderman William Popple. They
were buried in Holy Trinity Church, Hull. Ed-
mund Duncalfe, woollen draper, Hull, had a son

Humphrey, who was apprenticed to Elias Pawson,
alderman and wine merchant of York, 1701,
married his master's daughter at York Minster,
1716, and had an uncle Samuel Duncalfe, Town
Clerk of Hull, owner of property at Hollym, in

Holderness (see Tories. Arch. Jour.,ii. 329). Mr.
John Dancalfe had a son Thomas, baptized
May 6, 1647, and a daughter Anne, baptized
Jan. 2, 1648/9, both at Hedon. There is a brass
to the memory of a seventeenth-century Duncalfe
in Patrington Church, for which see Poulson's
'
Holderness

'

(where, however, there is an error
about the connexion with Shawe, for which see
Surt. Soo., vol. Ixv. p. 423 n.). W. C. B.

This is a very common surname in Cheshire, a!

Metcalfe is in Yorkshire. There are some inter-

esting notes on a branch, or perhaps the main
stem, of this ancient family to be found at p. 38 ol

'The Ancient Parish of Prestbury,' by Frank
Kenaud, M.D., one of the Chetbam Society pub-
lications. Ann Duccalf, the last of this family

once resident at Foxwist Hall, in the parish of

Prestbury, died in 1842, aged eighty-two years,

and is buried in Prestbury Church. Their

armorial bearings were Arg., between a chevron

gules three calves' heads sa. Ormerod, in his

History of Cheshire,' says that the names of the

Duncalfa frequently occur to deeds in the reigns of

Edward II. and III. The name has sometimes

got corrupted into Duncuff and Duncauf. In

Cheshire a calf is often provincially denominated a

"cauf," and Calveley, a village in that county,
is called

"
Cauveley."

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

During my residence in Shropshire, 1837-1847,
I was acquainted with two brothers of this name,
one a highly respectable tenant of the Duke of

Sutherland at Lilleshall, the other a surgeon in

Newport. G. L. FESTON.
Clevedon.

The name is rare, but not unknown. In the

'Post Office London Directory
'
for 1894 I find it

borne by two persons. It i.=, however, there spelt

with a finale. CHAS. JAS. FERET.

" The landlord of the
' Dun Cow '

at Duncharch,
near Coventry, was named Duncalf" in 1827.

(Hone's
' Table Book,' p. 723.) AYEAHR.

MR. BETHELL will find a pedigree of ths Dun-
calfe family in Foster's

'
Visitation of Yorkshire

'

(p. 141). The family resided at Foxwest (or Fox-

herst), Cheshire; a son Urian migrated to Ottring-

ham, in Holderness, co. York, about 15S4. The

person named may be a descendant of Urian ;
and

from the information I have I should say the name
is uncommon. JOHN RADCLIFFE.

"DRINK TO ME ONLY WITH THINE EYES" (8
th

S. viii. 88). May I refer MR. SAUNDERS to a

paper by "Basil" in the Cornhill Magazine for

May, 1886? There are in the anthology (' Antb.

Pal.,' v. 261, 171) two epigrams something like

Ben Jonson's lines, but Philostratus is undoubtedly
the source. I will gladly write more on the subject
to MR. SAUNDERS, if he will favour me with a line.

P. J. F. GANTILLON.
Hawthornden, Cheltenham.

This is well known, and all the learning about

it can be seen in Gifford's 'Ben Jonson,' viii. 267.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hasting?.

"GALLETT" (8"> S. viii. 8, 97). It ia possible
this word is misspelt. Galette in French means

ordinarily a round cake used on special occasion?,

principally on July 6, the King's Day, when this

cake is made in thin layers of paste, eggs, and

butter, and contains a bean
;

if a lady <ts the

bean she drops it in the glass of a gentlerr.au and
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makes him the king, and vice vena. There is also

a slang use of the word in Paris amongst a certain

class, when galette means money, i.e., cake, like

our slang
"
to take the cake." 0. MELLOK.

,
THE MEXICAN EMPEROR (8

th S. vii.

308, 356, 412; viii. 11, 53, 131). This con-

troversy seems to be running on parallel lines

which show no signs of converging ; and as

ATEAHR asks some Spaniard to put the "
Ingleses

"

right, perhaps you will allow one who from his

earliest childhood has used both languages equally
to say a word which I trust may settle the very
simple question at issue. First, however, let me
say that the arbitrary rules and exceptions for the

pronunciation of the letter d given by AYEAHR
have no existence in the Spanish language. In

pure Castilian all d's are hard but those at the

end of words, which are lisped ; but (acd herein

lies the crux of the whole controversy) the Spanish
hard d is produced and pronounced entirely differ-

ently from the same letter in English. In the

latter language the hard d is produced by placing
the point of the tongue obtusely against the roof

of the mouth, slightly above the upper teeth, and

quickly separating it from that point whilst expel-

ling the breath, and keeping the mouth nearly
shut. This gives a dull, muffled sourd sound to

the English d which few, if any, foreigners of

Latin race acquire. la Spanish the hard d is pro-
duced by bringing the end of the tongue, pointed,
against the upper teeth themselves (vide the

'Dictionary' of the Spanish Academy) and then

suddenly separating it whilst expelling the breath.
It will be found that a mere hair's breadth differ-

entiates this from a lisp, where the point of the

tongue is placed for a moment actually between
the teeth

;
and an ear not thoroughly accustomed

may easily mistake one sound for another. They
are, however, quite distinct, and a well-educated

Castilian, or a person accustomed to speak care-

fully, never confounds them.
The pronunciation of the d and the t has always

been regarded by me as the ultimate test of ex-

cellence in the speaking of Spanish and English
by Englishmen and Spaniards respectively, and I

have been much surprised never to have seen any
attention given to the point by teachers or hand-
books of either language.

MARTIN A. S. HOME.
" SPIT" (8

th S. vii. 487; viii. 53). Just as we
say

" He is a chip of the old block," as expressing
in his offspring a moral likeness to a progenitor, so

I fancy that a strong physical resemblance could

scarcely be conveyed by the spit, but that the true

expression would be spat the production of a

resemblance that would grow to be the counterpart
or facsimile, just as the spat or spawn of the oyster
will grow to be a precise repetition of the producer.
All the writers who are cited seem to me by confused

spelling to have lost sight of the original idea,

which spat, had it survived, would have preserved.

Spat out of the body shows some reason, whilst

spit out of the mouth seems to have lost all

account. "
O'est lui tout orache"

"
is not in Lithe",

and is all I see to militate against what I have said

above, which it does, if it be really French. Ex-

pectoration, however, yields no sense in French or

English ; spat comes as an analogy carrying reason

pick-a-back with it. 0. A. WARD.
Charlecot, Walthamstew.

MONOTER (8
th S. vii. 448). According to

Knight's 'English Cyclopaedia,' "Biography,"
vol. iii. 1856, s. v. "Mo?moyer" (sic), Jean Bap-
tiste Monoyer

" was buried in St. James's."

EGBERT PIERPOINT.

HAMPSHIRE VISITATIONS (8
tu S. viii. 68). In

1885 the Rev. F. W. Weaver, M.A., of Milton

Clevedon, Evercreech, Bath, was appointed by the

Council of the Harleian Society to edit the Visita-

tions of Hampshire (see 'N. & Q.,' 6 tb S. xi. 247,

406). Possibly MR. EVERITT may obtain from

him the information he requires.
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

CAPTAIN-LIEUTENANT (8
tb S. vii. 467 ; viii. 56,

97). This was formerly only another name for the
"
Colonel's Captain," who appears to have ranked

next below the colonel of his regiment and above

the lieutenant-colonel. Each of the regiments of

the London Trained Bands in 1643 had the fol-

lowing officers : Colonel, colonel's captain (or

captain
-
lieutenant), lieutenant -colonel, sergeant-

major, and first, second, and third (and in some
also fourth, fifth, and sixth) captains.

W. I. R. V.

"CHUM" (8
tb S. vii. 304, 474, 514; viii. 50,

93, 157). I should like to be allowed a word of

reply to E. L. G., though I fear I can only con-

vince others. It is perfectly well known (see

Sweet's ' Primer of Phonetics ') that wh, written

hio in Anglo-Saxon, is a simple sound, for it is

merely a "
whispered w." Perhaps hw better

represents it ; but this is not the question. Simi-

larly, rh was written hr in Anglo-Saxon.
The proper explanation of ch is rather long. I

merely say here that I do not admit of its equi-
valence to tsh, though this equivalence is often

asserted. I do not pronounce catchin' as cat-shin,

nor the ch in Cochin like the tsh in pot-sherd. The
\ in catch is modern

;
the old spelling was cacche.

I suppose the insertion of t in catch led to the

false analysis which made out that ch was all one

with tsh. I find no very distinct t in Dutch, any
more than in duchy; but I think the t in G.

Deutsch should be audible.

It is well known to Romance phtlologers that

the modern names of Italian letters do not always
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exactly express the sounds of classical letters.

Further, k and q are quite distinct. Tbe latter,

usually written qu, really meant lev ; that is why,
in Anglo-Saxon and early Anglo-Frencb, it was
written cw.

MR. EATMENT asks a fair and useful question.
I reply that Norman influence did not affect the

change of A.-S. c to ch in any way whatever. The
A.-S. c remained k before a, o, u, and y (

= Ger-
man ii) ; but before e and i was palatalized, and
became ch, by phonetic law. That is to say, the

very same phenomenon took place in Anglo-Saxon
as in French and Italian

; this is why it is so easy
to understand the transition from the Latin c (V)

to the Italian c (ch) before e and i. Only the

palatal vowels, e and i, cause this change.
Church is exceptional ; it should have been

cyrice in A.-S., giving Eng. kurch; but, being a

foreign word, really became cirice, whence church*
followed as a matter of course. The difference

between A.-S. i and y in affecting the preceding
consonant is easily shown by contrasting chin

(A.-S. cinn) with kin (A.-S. cynn, Gothic kuni).
But MR. RAYMENT should not give his

"
foot-

ledges." There is no authority for cam, none for

chem, none for chim. We cannot assume steps
after this fashion. WALTER W. SKEAT.

"HECATOMB" RHYMED WITH " GLOOM "
(6

th S.

vii. 166; viii. 54, 112). It is dangerous judging
pronunciation from poets' rhymes, for these are

often uncertain, and meet the eye sometimes rather

than the ear. As for "dome" and "Rome,"
there is the previous question, Did not Pope pro-

bably say
" Roome" ? and thus the rhyme might be

the same as Scott's, who has " tomb " and "Rome."
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

Hastings.

REV. EDMUND MARTEN (8
th S. vii. 506 ; viii.

64). It may be added that Mrs. Marten, relict of

the Rev. Edmund Marten, D.C.L. (ob. 1751),
installed Dean of Worcester, April 24, 1747, was
buried behind the choir in Worcester Cathedral on
Jan. 29, 1770 (Cathedral Register).

DANIEL HIPWELL.

'SPANISH CHANT' (8
th S. vii. 246, 515). The

statement in 'Scottish Church Music,' that this

tune is in Burgoyne's collection, 1827, is correct.

It will be found on p. 33, set to Psalm Ixviii,
Merrick's version, and named 'Spanish Chant,'
so MR. WARRINGTON will see that he has been
somewhat hasty in his conclusion.

JAMES LOVE.
Arnothill Gardens, Falkirk, N.B.

THOMAS HARLEY, LORD MAYOR (8
tb S. vii. 448,

518). "My tower in honour of Mr. Harley," wrote
Lord Holland, "is built, I believe, more for my

* Mid. Eng. chirche, chtrche, rarely churehe.

private amusement than from public spirit ; but
he is really the only man that has not been a

coward." Harley, the Anti-Wilkite Lord Mayor
of London, had probably earned his monument by
throwing cold water on the demand for an inquiry
into the Paymaster's accounts. See ' The Early

History of Charles James Fox,' by Sir G. Trevelyar>.
V. L. OLIVER.

Sunninghill.

THE FIRST SEAMAN WHO NAVIGATED A STEAM-
SHIP ACROSS THE ATLANTIC (8"> S. vii. 486 ; viii.

134). The Savannah was not a steamship, but a

full-rigged sailing vessel, fitted with an engine and
removable paddles, a temporary arrangement for

using steam power when required. She sailed

from Savannah, Georgia, on May 26, 1819, and
arrived at Liverpool on July 20 (not June), as per
account in Marwood's Commercial Report of the

following day, from which I learn that she worked
her engine for eighteen days only. She advertised

her sailing and for passengers, but no one was
brave enough to ship aboard of her. When she

entered the Channel, off the coast of Ireland, the

smoke from her funnel attracted the notice of &

gnu brig detached from the Channel squadron,
under the impression that she was a ship on fire.

Tbe Savannah afterwards sailed for St. Petersburg
and returned to New York.
The Royal William, 363, was built at Quebec in

1831, and registered there the same year ;
was

fitted at Sfc. Mary's Foundry, Montreal, with

engines made in England. She sailed from

Quebec on Aug. 18, 1833, and arrived at Graves-

end on Sept. 11, as per following entry in Lloyd's
List of the following day :-

" Gravesend. Steam-

ship Royal William, McDougal), Quebec." To
this vessel must be accorded the honour of being
the pioneer of our present large Atlantic steam

fleet. On her arrival in London she became the

property of Mr. Joseph Some?, of Broad Street,

Ratcliff, and was ultimately sold to the Portuguese
Government. EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

CHURCHING OF WOMEN (8
th S. v. 385; vi. 11,

276, 512 ; vii. 113, 436 ; viii. 154). In the

churches around here it is still the custom, when a
woman is "churched," for the service to be suddenly
interpolated into the midst of the proper service for

a Sunday evening much to the astonishment of

those not accustomed to this
"

use." But there is

no "
churching pew," the woman remaining in her

seat among the congregation, who thus as a body
seem to return thanks. ARTHUR HUSSEY.
Wingham, Kent.

TOOTH-BRUSHES (7
th S. vi. 247, 292, 354 ; vii.

29,291,414; ix. 37 ; xii. 96). In 1888 (7
th S.

vi. 247) I asked about the first invention of tooth-

brushes. Many replies were sent, but, strange to
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aay, except two, all related to tooth-powder, which

I had not inquired about. The only real answers

to my question were from MR. HARTSHORNS and

PROF. NEWTON (7
tb S. xii. 96). In the

' Memoirs
of the Verney Family,' 1892, vol. ii. p. 235, the

editor says : "As late as 1649 an English friend

asks Sir Ralph Verney to inquire for him at Paris

for
'
the little brushes for making cleane of tbe

teeth.'" Again, in vol. iii. p. 39, 1894, Sir Ralph

Verney thanks Dr. Kirton for a gift of teeth

brushes-. J. DIXON.

ARMS (8
th S. viii. 28). The arms borne by the

family of Prescott, co. Herts, are Sable, a chevron

between three owls affronted argent. Lilies are

so rare in English heraldry (indeed, I know ol

none in family arms except in the canting coat oi

Lillie in Scotland), that I am almost inclined to

connect those in the Eton service-book with the

well-known coat granted to the college by Henry VI.
in 1440. MR. CORNISH will doubtless know
whether there were any Prescotts connected with

Eton, either as benefactors or members of the

foundation, at the time he mentions.

OSWALD HUNTER BLAIR, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus, N.B.

"CARRION" HEATH (8
th S. viii. 168). The

required reference to Carlyle is
' Cromwell's Letters

and Speeches,' vol. i. chap. ii.

H. W. NEWLAND.

Your correspondent will find the passage which
he inquires for in Carlyle's

* Oliver Cromwell's
Letters and Speeches' (ed. 1857, vol. i. p. 11).

Writing of Oliver's biographers, Carlyle says :

' The vituperative are many : but the origin of them
all, the chief fountain indeed of all the foolish lies

that have circulated about Oliver since, is the mournful
brown little book called '

Flagellum, or the Life and
Death of 0. Cromwell, the lata Usurper,' by James
Heath, which was got ready as soon as possible on the
back of the Annus Miralilit, or Glorious Restoration,
and is written in such spirit as we may fancy Heath's

p.ior little brown lying
'

Flagellum
'

ia described by one
of the moderns aa a '

Flagitium '; and Heath himself is

called ' Carrion
' Heath as being

' an unfortunate

blasphemous dullard, and scandal to Humanity ; blas-

phemous, I say; who when the image of God is shining

through a man, reckons it in his sordid soul to be the image
of the Devil, and acts accordingly ; who, in fact, haa no
soul, except what saves him the expense of ealt ; who
intrinsically is Carrion and not Humanity.'

"

The " one of the moderns" whom Carlyle seems
to quote has always been understood to be the

writer himself. EDWARD PEACOCK.

Carlyle's joke (if such a stupid and coarse ex-

pression is to be called a joke) may be seen in bis
'

Miscellanies,' vii. 56 : and so funny did he
think it, that it is repeated in the general index
to his writings.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

' THE BONNIE BANKS o' LOCH LOMON ' AND THB
PRETENDER (8

tb S. viii. 147). It is not the case that
this song has gone out of fashion in Scotland. I

have heard it sung quite recently, both in drawing-
room and cottage parlour. Further, singers evi-

dently want the song, and editors and publishers
continue to give it. Messrs. Bayley & Ferguson,
14, Paternoster Eow, include it in their com-

paratively recent collection,
' One Hundred Gems

of Scottish Song,' arranged with pianoforte accom-

paniment by James T. Smith and W. H. Maxfield,
Mus.Bac., F.C.O. This gives the lyric a position

along with the songs of Burns and Lady Nairne.
THOMAS BATNE.

Helensburgh, N.B.

I do not think this song, which is to this day a

great favourite in Scotland, bad anything at all to

do with Prince Charlie ;
but it may be noted that

it is the " clan song
"

of the Robertsons (Clan
Donachie), and I think it is the " march past

"
of

one of our Highland regiments. Perhaps some of

our readers can say if it is so, and, if so, of what

regiment. J. B. FLEMING.

SIR JAMES MARRIOTT, M.P. (8
th S. viii. 8).

Sir James Marriott was the only son of Benjamin
Marriott, Esq. (second son of Thomas Marriott,

Esq., Master of the Office of Pleas of the Ex-

chequer in the year 1720), by E-ther, his wife,

great-niece of James Chambers, Esq., who pur-
chased in 1700 the manor and estate of Twin-
stead Hall, Essex, and second daughter of Abra-

ham Chambers, Esq., and Mary, his wife, one of

the daughters of John Toke, Esq., of Linton, co.

Kent, descended from Sir Nicholas Toke, of

Godlingtor, in the same county. The said Esther

Marriott was afterwards (April 10, 1740) married

to Everard Sayer, Esq., of Doctors' Commons,
Procurator-General of the Office of Lord High
Admiral of Great Britain, who died without issue

by her Feb. 3, 1745. Sir James's burial is thus

recorded in the parish register of Twinstead, co.

Essex :

"
1803, March 29. Sir James Marriott,

Knight." Monumental inscriptions in the parish
church of Twinstead aforesaid commemorate Sir

James Marriott and his mother, Mrs. Esther Sayer,

widow, who died September 16, 1771.

DANIEL HIPWELL.

SHAKSPEARE (8
th S. viii. 147). Mr. Fleay

appears to mention Drayton in connexion with

the play of
'

Thoma?, Lord Cromwell,' because of

its resemblance to
'

Sir John Oldcastle,' which he

assigns to that writer. As I read him, however,
Mr. Fleay rather inclines to the supposition that

William Sly was the author of
' Cromwell.' See

his
' Chronicle History

'
of Shakespeare, pp. 42 and

299. 0. C. B.

DANTE'S GEOGRAPHY (8
th S. viii. 127). MR.

THORNTON will find abundant evidence, in the
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literature of the subject, that in the time of Danta

the globular form of the earth and the attraction

of falling bodies to its centre were well known.

Thus Dante's tutor Brunetto Latini, in his

'Tesoro,' remarks that among other reasons for

the rotundity of ihe earth, one of the most im-

portant is the stability of the universe, also that

no part of the surface might be nearer to the

heavens than another, and that the latter might
also freely revolve about it. He adds that if

it were possible to dig a well that should piss
from one side of the earth to the other, and if a

large stone were thrown into this well, it would

stop half-way and there remain fixed. The fores

acquired in the fall might, indeed, at first carry
it a little beyond the centre, but it would soon be

drawn back again and there remain stationary.
The references to the earth's centre are unmis-

takable in
'

Inferno,' as in c. xxxii. 73, 74 :

E mentre che andavarno in ver lo mezzo,
Al quale ogni gravezza ei raduna.

And while we walked towards the middle point,
Whereunto every weight doth concentrate.

Also in c. xxxiv. 110, 111 :

Quando mi volai, tu passasti il punto
Al qual si traggon d' ogni parte i pesi.

Whenas I turned me, them didst pass the point
Whereunto weights from every part are drawn.

Scartazzini, commenting on the former passage,

says :

" Ver lo mezzo : towards the centre of the earth,
which, according to the Ptolemaic system, is also the
centre of the universe, to which all heavy things tend by
their nature."

Referring to the latter couplet, he says :

" Si Iraggon : are drawn. All heavy bodies tend from
every part to the centre of the earth, that being the
centre of gravitation. Dante follows here the doctrines
of the master of those who know [" maestro di color che
sanno "], i. e., Arhtotle."

Gary in a note quotes an observation of Monti,
that if this passage had chanced to meet the eye
of Newton, it might better have awakened his

thought to conceive the system of attraction than
the accidental falling of an apple.

In the theory of the ' Divine Comedy,' when
Satan fell from heaven upon the earth, the earth
felt such extreme abhorrence that it shrank from
him to its very centre, thus forming the immense
cone of hell. The matter thus displaced rose in

the Southern Ocean to form the Mount of Pur-

gatory, referred to by Ulysses in '

Inferno,' xxvi.
133:-

Quando n' apparve un% montagna bruna
Per la distanza, e parvemi alta tanto
Quanto veduta non n' aveva alcuna.

When there appeared to us a mountain, dim
From distance, and it seemed to me so high
As I hud never any one beheld.

In this connexion also the Garden of Eden and
the Tree of Knowledge were eaid to be transported

after the Fall to the summit of the Mountain of

Purgatory.
In Dante's time Jerusalem was believed to be

the exact centre of the habitable hemisphere, the
other hemisphere being conceived to be covered
with water. Out of this ocean the Mountain of

Purgatory was supposed to rise, exactly opposite
to Mount Zion, so that the two became the anti-

podes of each other. In the
' Convito '

(Tratt. iv.

c. 8) the earth's semi-diameter is stated to be

3,250 Tuscan miles, or 6,500 miles for the

diameter. The short time employed by Dante
and his guide in passing from the gate of hell to

the centre, and from the centre to the foot of the

purgatorial mountain, must be conceded to him by
the rules of poetical licence.

Much more might be written on the subject,
but the above details may be enough to satisfy

your correspondent. 0. TOMLINSON.
Higbgate, N.

His earth was certainly neither a sphere nor a

disc. My notion is that he made it resemble a

huge melon, the two pits of hell and purgatory
meeting at the centre, where Satan is placed, and
where he found the direction of gravity reversed.

The journey up thence to the bottom of either pit
need not exceed a few hours' climb. E. L. G.

MART MAGDALENE (8
th S. viii. 146). This is

a subject hardly fitted for the pages of 'N. & Q.'
As a matter of mere criticism, perhaps no absolute
decision is possible. Much will depend upon per-
sonal feeling. Those who accept the early Church
as their guide will find how strong is the tradition

which asserts the identity of Mary Magdalene
with the sinner, an identity maintained by the
Book of Common Prayer, 1549. Pere Didon,
whose ' Jesus Christ

'

is as popular in England
as in France, gives a useful summary of the matter
and an account of the literature bearing upon it in

Appendix T (French edition, in one volume, 1891,
pp. 861-5). He emphatically identifies Mary
Magdalene, Mary of Bethany, and the sinner.

See also 'The Acts of Saint Mary Magdalene,' by
the Rev. Henry Stretton, 1848, pp. 1-18, 327-44,

412-4, where the three are also identified and
much of the ancient evidence is stated.

W. C. B.

MR. HOOPER perhaps is not aware that the

Church of England, by removing from our Prayer
Book the Collect, Epistle (Prov. xxxi. 10-31),
and Gospel (St. Luke vii. 36-50) the latter

adopted from the Sarum Missal which were pro-
vided for St. Mary Magdalene's day in Ed-
ward VI.'s first book, has protested against the
traditional Western opinion as to this saint. It

is a matter for regret that our almost authorized

hymnal (' Ancient and Modern ') still gives sup-

port to the view, which the Eastern Church does
not accept. For a beautiful expression of a dif-
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ferent estimate of St. Mary Magdalen see the late

Dean Plumptre's poem
' Miriam of Magdala' in

his volume ' Master and Scholar,' &c.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Eastings.

The question as to the identity of St. Mary
Magdalen is still an open one. If MR. HOOPER
has not already consulted it, he may like to refer

to the learned note on this subject to be found in

Alban Butler's
' Lives of the Saints

' under the

date of July 22. Many patristic and more modern
authorities on both sides are given.

EDWARD PEACOCK.

TOADSTONES (8
th S. viii. 65). Whilst on this

subject it may be interesting to record that upon
the main road from Sheffield to Hathersage, just

past a popular hostel called Fox House, at a turn

of the moorland road, there is a huge rock known
far and wide for generations as Toad's Mouth.
The profile of this lump of Derbyshire grit stone

assumes the shape of a frog with head raised as if

in the act of leaping, hence its name.
HARRY HEMS.

Fair Park, Exeter.

Some long and interesting communications on
this subject will be found in

' N. & Q.,' 4th
S. vii.

324, 399, 484, 540. See also 'History and

Mystery of Precious Stone?,' by William Jones ;

and '

Finger-Ring Lore,
1

by the same author.

EVERARD HOME CoLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

Superstition apart, PROF.TGMLINSON'S researches

do not seem final. Thus I find (1) German Tode-

stein, dead stones, a non-metallic rock ; (2) an

amygdaloid with calcareous spar. These seem to

be true minerals, apart from the shark's tooth.

A. H.

SIR THOMAS BOND (8
th S. vii. 268, 319,414;

viii. 73). MR. F&RET has done me a service in

giving the spelling of the epitaph. I did not copy
it for genealogical purposes, but for a certain pecu-
liarity of spelling which in the original does not

appear. This will make the collection of less

value, if this be taken as a sample, for doubtless

many of the epitaphs recorded there have dis-

appeared. AYEAHR.

CHURCHYARD CDRIOSITIES (8
th S. vii. 468).

It occurred to me when reading PALAMEDES'S

query that the reference might be enlarged so as

to include mention of any unusual memorials of

the dead to be found in English churchyards. May
I suggest that those contributors who know of such

supply them 1 The following is within my own
knowledge. In 1874 a young lady died suddenly a

few days before that fixed for her marriage, and was
buried in the churchyard of St. Mary's, Willesden.
Her relatives caused a glass shade to be placed on !

the flat stone covering her gravp, containing a por-

tion of the silk composing her wedding dress and
the wreath of orange blossom intended for her
bridal. The sad memorials remained in situ for

many years, and, indeed, have only lately been
removed, the reason being, as I understand, that
the ravages of time have rendered that course

necessary. F. A. RUSSELL.
34, Craven Paik, Willesden, N.W.

BREEDING STONES (8
th S. vii. 485

; viii. 173).
It is perhaps worth noting that the large stone

on the western cliffs at Dover, on which the
Warden of the Cinque Ports is formally in-

augurated, is called "The Bredanstone."

E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

BALL-PLAYING IN CHURCHYARDS (8
ltl S. viii,

168). Ball-playing in churchyards has no con-

ceivable connexion with sun-worship, or any other
kind of worship; but took place there because the
wall of a church tower afforded an excellent wall for

this purpose. It was practised on the north wall,
because there were no graves on the north side of

the church. I remember being told by an old

man, many yeais ago, that as a boy he used to play
ball in a churchyard in some town in Staffordshire,
where there was a very broad church tower. The
vicar tried to put this down, but was baffled by
the perseverance of the boys. He gave orders that

when he died he should be buried in the place
where the boys played, and that an altar tomb-
stone be placed over his grave; saying, that though
he had failed to stop the ball-playing in his life-

time, he would stop it after his death
; and he did

so. E. LEATON-BLENKINSOPP.

There is a reference to the custom of playing
at bail at Easter in The Book of Days,' i. 425.

C. C. B.

THE DATE OF THE EQUINOX (8
th S. vii. 265,

336, 378, 431, 514; viii. 157). It is quite im-

possible to argue astronomically with a writer who
can speak of precession as

"
only an unconfirmed

though convenient theory." It waa discovered

by observation, and its cause afterwards explained

by Newton in the
'

Principia.' Astronomers (as I

pointed out before) do not "
wilfully represent it

[the first point of Aries] as stationary.'' But as

it is often necessary to convert celestial longitudes
and latitudes into right ascensions and declina-

tions, it is very convenient to take the same
initial point (which theoretically may be taken

anywhere, as in the case of terrestrial longitudes)
for both right ascensions and longitude?. This

can only be done by taking as zero one of the

places in the heavens where the planes of the

equator and ecliptic intersect each other. This

they do at the two points occupied by the *,un at

the vernal and autumnal equinoxes respectively ;

and the former is taken as the initial point of
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celestial longitudes along the ecliptic and right
ascensions along the equator. In consequence
principally of the attraction of the sun on the pro-
tuberant matter about the earth's equator, the

points of intersection of those circles are subject
to a alow gradual change with respect to each

other. But as they must be frequently used, and
therefore called by name, in calculations and

tables, it was felt to be more convenient to retain

the names originally given than to change those

from time to time. All astronomical books ex-

plain this, and state that the so-called first points
of the signs Aries and Libra are now in the con-

stellations Pisces and Virgo respectively. (See,
for instance, my little treatise on '

Celestial

Motions,' eighth edition, pp. 93, 94.)
The subject is now closed, so far as I am con-

cerned. W. T. LYNN.
Blackbeatli.

ODD VOLUME (8
th

S. viii. 169). I strongly
recommend MR. WILSON to apply to Messrs.

George & Son, 231, Whitechapel Road, who have
a very large collection of odd volumes in stock,
and possess facilities for obtaining any that may
be required. EVERARJJ HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

POPE JOAN (8
th S. viii. 107). Pope Joan is a

round game of cards, played with a round board

containing various compartments for the reception
of counters marked "

Matrimony,"
"
Intrigue,"

"Pope," "Game," &c. It was much in favour
in the time of our grandmothers, but is feldom
eeen now. The nine of diamonds was "

Pope
Joan," king and queen

"
Matrimony," and knave

and queen "Intrigue." MATILDA POLLARD.
Belle Vue, Bengeo.

BAPTIST PAMPHLET (8
th S. viii. 167, 199).

I am sorry I cannot help MR. C. R. HAINES to
a sight of the pamphlets of Mr. Caffyn of which h

speak?. I have two of Caffyn's pamphlets and tbv.

Museum has three
; but they are none of them

what MR. HAINES wants. The only copies
'

know of are in the Bodleian three, I think, in all

The record of the reversal of Mr. R. Haines's ex
elusion from the Church for taking out a patent
which the Museum preserves, is an ample vindica
tion of the character of his namesake.

JOSEPH ANGUS.

^CHURCH OF ST. GILES, CRIPPLEGATE (8
th S

viii. 126). Is it really the case that our clergy
cot content with their wholesale destruction of th

inscriptions on the floors of our churches am
partial destruction of those on their walls, to ea.,

nothing of the desecration of the remains to them
belonging, are now beginning to forbid the copyin
of those memorials that are left? Will no on
arrest the course of these fin de siecle Vandals
But it is of no use asking that, for the mischief i

[ready done, there hardly remaining a church now
n England, I should eay, that has not had its walls

:raped and its floor newly laid with shiny encaustic

les. I did see one recently still untouched
n those respects, only an hour's drive from
london ;

and this state was owing, the clergyman

egretfully told me, to apathy and want of funds on

ae part of the parishioners. On one of its well-worn

tabs was still visible a name distinguished in the

aval annals of our country. What he lamented I

acitly rejoiced in, for in most cases, however poor a

arish may be, there is money enough forthcoming
o spoil the church this in other countries as well

s our own. When the bloom of antiquity is taken

ft',
where is the interest of an old building any

onger ? It is like the peach or the plum without

ts bloom to the painter. This question of the

hurch memorials of our dead is one not interesting
o the subscribers to

' N. & Q.' only.
A GENEALOGIST.

'THE KING'S QUHAIR' (8
tb S. viii. 147). Henry

Vlorley, in ' A First Sketch of English Literature,'

says, at p. 177 :

" Nature assisted Henry's policy, for a true affection

sprang up between King Jamea and tbe Lady Jane
Beaulort, daughter of the Earl of Somerset, niece to

King Henry IV., and first cousin to Henry V. The love

was celebrated in a poem known aa
' The King's Quair,'

that is,
'

King's Little Book,' from the old French quayer
or cayer, modern French cahier."

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

The difficulty here lies in the confusion of two

words, quhair and quair, the latter of which is that

which appears in the title of the royal poem. If

readers would remember the modern qnire of paper
and its significance, the recollection would fortify

them against a very common mistake.

THOMAS BAYNE.
Heltnsburgh, N.B.

Quhair, more correctly quair, means a book (not

necessarily a little one). Chaucer has :

Oo little quaire, unto my livis quene.
'

Complaint of Black Knight.'

Cf. Isl. kwer, with the same meaning ;
and old

French quayer, now cahier, a few leaves stitched

together. For information and abundant references

see Jamieson's
' Scottish Dictionary,' s.v.

OSWALD HUNTER BLAIR, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus, N.B.

Quhair, of course, means "little book."

Henry Morley, in his 'First Sketch of English
Literature,' states that quhair or quair is from the

old French quayer or cayer, modern French cahier.

CHAS. JAS. F^RET.

CUTBBERT SCOT, BlSHOP OF CHESTER (8
tb S.

viii. 108). It may not unreasonably be assumed
that this person sprang from the neighbourhood of

Wigan. There still exists an old farmhouse near

Marsh Green, Pemberton, a few miles from Wigan,
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vhich bears the name of
" Cathbert Scot's Farm,"

the main road, some two miles long, leading to it

being known as "Scot Lane." It is stated in

Eridgman's
'

History of the Church and Manor of

Wigan
' that one Raufe Scot was curate of Wigan

Church about the year 1540. In Cosin's names
of Non-jurors and Catholics who registered their

estates upon refusal to take the oath in the year

1715, the following appear :
" Barbara Green,

estate at Pemberton in possession of Cuthbert Scot,

36 J. 2s. 6d. ; Thomas Scot, of Wigan, 591. 2s. 6d."

I have it upon the authority of one who some

thirty years ago had charge of the mission, that

the land upon which the first Catholic chapel was

built in Wigan, about the year 1770, was acquired
from a member of the Scot family. W. A.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (8
01 S. yiii.

129).
Ama et fac quod vis (St. Augustine).

The exact form is
"
Dilige et fac quod TIB," which

occurs near the beginning of the treatise ' De Laudibus

Cbaritatis," in St. Augustine's 'Works,' Basil., 1569,
t. ix. col. 1048 c. But there is before it,

" Non est

Augustine." 1 have not the '

Opp. Ben.' for the proper
verification. ED. MARSHALL.

(8
th S. viii. 169.)

Wein, Wein, und Gesang.
MR. FREE probably means '

Wein, Weib, und Gesang,'
the author of which is Goethe, his couplet being

Wer nicht liebt Wein, Weib, und Gesang,
Per bleibt ein Narr tein Lebe lang.

These lines may be translated thus :

Who loves not wine, woman, and Bong,
Remains a fool his whole life long.

WALTER M. GRAHAM EASTON.

The form in the following lines is not quite the same :

Wer nicht liebt Wein, Weiber, und Gesang,
Der bleibt ein Narr sein Lebenlang.
Sagt Doktor Martin Luther.

There is a long notice of the saying in Bticbrnann's
'

Gefliigelte Worte,' Berl, 1892, pp. 78, 79, where there

are several other quotations of it, with variations.

ED. MARSHALL.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

New Sludiet in Literature. By Edward Dowden, D.C.L.

(Kegan Paul & Co.)
THE articles reprinted by Prof. Dowden in the volume
before us are selected from his contributions to the

Fortnightly Review. Many of them had, before their

appearance in that periodical, been delivered in the

shape of lectures one as one of the Taylorian lectures

at Oxford, and others before the English Goethe Society

(of which the professor is president) or the Manchester
Goethe Society and the volume they constitute is

intended as a companion to the author's ' Studies in

Literature' and 'Transcripts and Studies.' Nearly a

third of the volume is occupied with criticism anc

comment upon Goethe, five separate articles being
devoted to

' Wilhelm Meister,' the friendship wit!

Schiller, Goethe in Italy, Goethe's last dayc, and Goethe
and the French Revolution. That these constitute

the most readable and valuable portion of an admirabl

volume we are not prepared to say ; they are the

>ortions, at least, in which we find ourselves most in

iccord with the teaching. That Prof. Dowden is one
of the acutest, most appreciative, and most scholarly of

Cnglisb critics needs not to be said. His style is luminous
and his perceptions are keen. He if, indeed, one of the
most trusted, authoritative, appreciative, and discri-

minating leaders of literary opinion. From not a few of
lie verdicts we r.one the less dissent. Before all tbingp,
?rof. Dowden is a master in poetry. Does he not stand
bremost among Shakspearian critics ; and is he not the
nost trusted and accomplished of editors of the poets?
ilia reading, however, of what are the essentials in poetry
s different from ours, and his estimates concerning the

>oetry of Mr. Meredith, Mr. Robert Bridges, and John
Donne fail to convince. The passages he quotes as fine

do not, as a rule, commend themselves to u=, lacking, for

the most part, that divine
"

I know not what "
that in

loetiy overmasters and compels UP, thrills us to new
ife, passions us with new hopes. Very far are we from
litting ourselves against one so admirably equipped as

ie. What he seems most to admire is, however, a

noble idea, of which poetry is not the indispensable

expression, and what may, perhapp, be called a "
gilded

rhetoric." That there is a wide difference between his

views and ours is shown when he traces the dayrise
of English poetry, after its long night, in Cowper and

Crabbe, and not in Blake. When he discourses on Cole-

ridge we are more of a mind. There is, indeed, scarcely
:t word in this essay which we do not accept. In deal-

ing with literary criticism in France he is disposed to

put Scherer above Lemaitre, which again somewhat

surprises us.
' The Teaching of English Literature

'

is a

fine paper, though things in this, even, concerning Milton

give us an occasional shock. We may not all be of a

mind, and those of us whose intellectual adolescence was
within a different environment from that of the professor
are bound to feel different influences. The main thing
is, while cultivating and cherishing our old delights, to

abstain from resisting fresh appeals. Whatever Prof.

Dowden saye, moreover, is well ta :d ; and in the path-

ways of literature it is difficult to select a more delightful

companion and guide.

William the Silent, Prince of Orange. By Ruth Putnam.
2 vols. (Putnam's Sons.)

THE heroes of the Dutch republic have an easily con-
ceivable attraction for the denizens of the great Trans-
atlantic republic, and Miss (or Mrs

) Putnam, writing
of their deeds, is following in the steps of their great

historian, Motley. Materials for a task such as she
has undertaken are abundant, and have been used by
her with judgment and discretion, the result being a
work that can be read with interest and studied with

advantage. Time ameliorates everything, even that

th'ng least tractable and amenable to change of all, the
odium theologicum. Thus, though opinions concerning
the first great leader in the long wars which shook the

supremacy of Spain and established a Protestant republic
in Holland still differ, the Protestant view concerning
him prevails, even in reputedly Catholic countries, and
the arch-heretic for whose murder Philip and Parma so

abjectly plotted has won his place among the world's
heroes and commanders. Miss Putnam writes, naturally,
from the Protestant point of view, her estimate of the
character of William being fully explained in the

qualification given in the second portion of her title,
" The Moderate Man of the Sixteenth Century." He
was, indeed, this and more. Most appellations assigned
him fail properly to describe him. As Mies Putnam
herself sayp, the Dutch hero known as the Prince of

Orange, the silent one,
" was not a native of Holland,
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never saw Orange, and was not silent." As it is

hinted, and, indeed, affirmed, in the book, and is every-

where apparent, his method was Machiavellian. So far

did he merit the title of the Silent, that he kept ever le

ortcchie aperte e la locca chiusae&r* open and mouth

shut. What seems most remarkable .about him in a

period of profound personal ambitions and assertion was

his devotion to the interests of his country, his modesty,

felf- abnegation, and constancy under continuous morti-

fication, hardship, and defeat. The duel between him,
with his divided counsellors, uncertain support, and dis-

loyal friends, and Philip, with all fcbepower and influence

of Spain and all the support of the Church, is one of

the most interesting, stupendous, and dramatic ever seen,

and as such it appears in Miss Putnam's delightful

pages. In every encounter William was worsted ; his

brothers perished obscurely, supporting his cause; he

himself again and again recoiled, defeated and crippled,

from the combat; and he died by the hand of an assassin,

with his task, apparently, unaccomplished, and leaving

his great antagonist to survive him for a decade. In

fact, however, he conquered throughout, in the sense

that he shook cff the yoke of Philip, contributed largely

to the destruction of the supremacy of Spain, and left

behind him the reputation of one of the bravest, astutest,

and most capable captains 6f an exceptionally warlike

epoch. It is impossible to dwell further upon the career

of William, now told afresh from his correspondence
and from State Papers and official documents. It is

difficult to see how the task could have been discharged
more capably and conscientiously than it has been dis-

charged by Miss Putnam. It comes with a douche upon
the English reader to find that the illustrations and

comparisons employed are all drawn from American

history, and we gasp a little on finding the conduct of

William compared with that of Washington or Lincoln.

A moment's reflection shows, however, that this is but

natural; and the comparison between Washington and
William of Orange IB, at least, conceivable and justifiable.

Miss Putnam has received exceptional consideration from
her publishers, who, besides supplying her with all typo
graphical accessories, have enriched her volumes with

maps and illustrations of great interest. The portraits
are principally from ancient, if not contemporary sources,

many very curious allegorical pictures are reproduced,
and there are abundant facsimiles and the like. A some-
what superfluous conscientiousness is, perhaps, exhibited

in giving a view (very happily taken) of tha famous
Roman theatre at Orange ; but the fault, if fault it be,
is on the right side. The two volumes are thus not less

attractive to the book-lover than remunerative to the

etudent.

2%o Handbook to the Roman Wall. By the late J
Collingwood Bruce, LL.D. Edited by Robert Blair

F.S.A. (Longmans & Co.)

DR. COLLINQWOOD BRUCE did not live to see through tin

press the fourth edition of his invaluable handbook to th

Roman Wall, the preparations for which had been madi

during his lifetime, and at his request, by the presen
editor. Among portable works upon the subject this i

the best and the most trustworthy. It is profusely illus

trated, has a most serviceable map, reduced from the
Ordnance Survey, and is an indispensable companion to

the antiquary who purposes visiting the greatest Roman
monument which the British dominions can boast, i

marvellous amount of erudition more almost than is t

be anticipated in a work of this character is crowdei
into its pages, and the results of the latest discoverie
are given with surprising fulness and corresponding
accuracy. The work now needs no praise of ours, an<

we can but be thankful that the task of editing and re

ising the latest and best edition of an invaluable book
as fallen into so admirably competent hands. In a
ase in which a view of Mr. George Nelson is opposed
e are disposed to believe that there is an error in the

ame, which should, we fancy, be that of Mr. George
S
T

eilson, an assiduous and learned antiquary, and our

ery good friend and contributor.

foulton Church and its Bells. By Sidney Madge.
(Stock.)

'REATISFS on campanology border on the category of

ooks that are no books. It is only to the initiated (and
bey are the minority) that they speak intelligibly. Mr.
ladge has, therefore, wisely interspersed his bell record

with historical and traditional particulars of Moulton
>arish church, a history of which he has already written.
t must be confessed that the matters chronicled are

requently very small beer indeed such historical items,
or instance, as who played the organ at a certain
estival of the church, and how much, according to a
hurchwarden's entry, was expended on oil for the bells,
he sum being on October 9, 1800, exactly twopence. It
s right to say, however, th-it these trivialities are sup-
jlemented by a complete eummary of the bells existing
n the several parishes of Northamptonshire, and by a

omprehensive bibliography of works bearing on cam-
lanology generally, which is probably the most valuable
lart of the book.

THE September number of the Ex-Librii Journal
reproduces the highly interesting book-plate of Henry
Blackwell, some quaint and original designs by Mr.
vouis J. Rhead, two droll inventions and two fantastic
and poetical plates of R. Anning Bell. Many designs for
'dentification are given. Mr. Dexter Allen supplies
American Notes '; and some observations of M. Henri
Pene du Bois, which appeared in ' The Book-Lover's
Almanac for 1894,' an American publication, are given,
with severe editorial comment.

to

We mutt call special attention, to the following nolicet:

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "Duplicate."

Contributors will oblige by addressing proofs to Mr.
Slate, Athenaeum Press, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.

JAMES HOOPER ("Dance the Hay"). This is fully
explained in ' N. & Q.,' 6' S. vi. 288, 451, 523; vii. 478;
viii. 299.

C. P. HATE ("Sauce for the goose is sauce for the

gander "). See 6th S. vi. 408 ; vii. 98 ; ix. 329, 395, 478.

CORRIGENDUM. P. 132, col. 2, 1. 25, for " the theatre
"

read The Theatre.
NOTICE.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The
Editor of ' Notes and Queries

' "
Advertisements and

Business Letters to "The Publisher" at the Office,
Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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DEFOE'S 'REMARKABLE PASSAGE OF AN
APPARITION.'

The publication by Messrs. J. M. Dent & Co.

of a new edition of Defoe's works, and the devotion
of one volume to

' The History of the Life and
Adventures of Mr. Duncan Campbell,' serves as a

convenient opportunity to examine the evidence

connecting Defoe with the authorship of
' A Re-

markable Passage of an Apparition,' which was the

concluding portion of
' Mr. Campbell's Pacquet.'

Mr. George A. Aitken, in his introduction to this

volume, terms the relation
" an excellent specimen of Defoe's art of telling a narra-
tive in a convincing manner. But Defoe did not invent
the story, as be has been credited with doing ; be simply
retold very well a popular legend wbich had reached
him either orally or in writing. The version published
by [C. S.] Gilbert suggests, indeed, that Defoe followed

very closely the language of the account in his posses-
sion."

After investigating such evidence as is available

upon the question, I am strongly inclined to think

that Mr. Aitken's theory in the last sentence quoted
is not merely correct so far as it goes, but that it

may be carried even further ; and I hope to show
that it is not only possible, but highly probable,
that Defoe for once told the truth about a story

passing through his hand?, and that " An Account
of a most surprising Apparition ;

sent from Laun-

ceston, in Cornwall. Attested by the Eev. Mr.
Ruddle, minister there," which formed the third
section of ' Mr. Campbell's Pacquet,' published in

1720, was not his own, but, as it internally pro-
fessed to be, was the work of John Ruddle, the
incumbent of St. Mary Magdalene's, Launceston,
and master of the local Grammar School.

It will serve to clear the ground if some of the
rubbish with which previous investigators have
cumbered it is swept away. Having found a place
in C. S. Gilbert's 'History of Cornwall,' published
in 1817 (it having been supplied by the Rev. P.

Jago-Arundell, a native of Launceston, and then
vicar of Landulph, who vouched for the fact that
this particular account was in the handwriting of
Ruddle himself, and was discovered by him in the
course of his antiquarian researches, which were
especially directed towards a history of Laun-
ceston), and being therein located near Trebursye
(not" Treherse "), in the parish of South Petherwin,
part of the now disfranchised borough of Laun-
ceston, it was repeated in Drew's '

History of

Cornwall,' issued seven years later. But there
was the important and inexplicable variant that
the scene of the story was now laid "

in a field

about half a mile from Botaden or Botathen," in
the parish of Little Petherick, between St. Columb
and Padstow, many miles from Launceston

; and
the Rev. R. S. Hawker, of Morwenstow (whose
"well-known eccentricitiep," as Mr. Aitken mildly
calls them, deprive his statement of all authority),

adopted the same scene in his version,
' The

Botathen Ghost,' which appeared in his
' Foot-

prints of Former Men in Far Cornwall.' A fatal

tendency to error appears, however, to have smitten
those who attempted to improve upon the original
Ruddle-Defoe account of the tale. Mrs. Bray, for

instance, who used it in her '

Trelawny of Tre-

lawne,
1

gravely suggested, in the general preface
to her collected works, that the name of the ghost,"
Dorothy Dingley," was fictitious, designed to

spare the feelings of relatives, because she had
"never beard of it in Launceston or the neigh-
bourhood." In point of fact, a James Dingley
was instituted in 1682 to the vicarage of the very
parish of South Petherwin in which the sprite

appeared ;
and there is no difficulty in identifying

him with the " Mr. Dyngley
"
who, according to

the local municipal archives, assisted John Ruddle
in his ministrations at Launceston in 1685, and

who, ten years later, was succeeded at South Pether-
win by William Ruddle, John's son. The name,
indeed, is of such permanence in the locality that

the late Mr. John Dingley, one of the partners in

the Launceston Bank, was a candidate for the

parliamentary representation of the borough in

July, 1874, and his son is at this moment a mem-
ber of the Launceston Town Council. But Mrs.

Bray's ignorance on the point was transcended by
that of Cyrus Redding, who, in his 'Illustrated
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Itinerary of the County of Cornwall' (London,

1842), wrote in a note, as proof that the story

was the sheer invention of Defoe, that he had

inquired "whether a clergyman named 'Ruddle'

had ever officiated in Launceston. No one of the

name had been an incumbent there for 200 years

past, at least in St. Mary's Church "the worth

of which positive assertion will speedily be shown.

John Kuddle, of Caius College, Cambridge, was

instituted to the vicarage of Altarnun, Cornwall,
on May 24, 1662, the year in which he became

Master of Arts ; and the incumbency of St. Mary
Magdalene's, Launceston, having been rendered

vacant by the ejection of William Oliver under

the Act of Uniformity, he was presented to that

living also, and, according to the parish register,
"
began his ministry at Lanceston at j

e Feast of

Our saviour's Nativity, 1663" (and not 1668, as

is given even by Mr. Aitken, the later date, indeed,

being three years after his exorcism of the ghost).

As Oliver, with his ecclesiastical preferment, lost

also his mastership of the Launceston Grammar
School because of his Nonconformity, Buddie was

given the second post as well as the first ; and in

"The Bishop of Exeter's Certificate of the Hospitals
and Almshouses, Pluralists, Lecturers, School-

masters, Physicians, and Non-Conformists in his

Diocese. 1665" (now in the Lambeth Palace

Library in MS.),
" Mr. John Rudle, A.M.," is

named as the schoolmaster, and is noted as being
"
well affected to 5* Governm'."
These dates are of all importance as bearing

upon the truth of the narrative, for Ruddle sets

out by stating that it was because of the death of

one of his scholars at Launceston, in the summer
of 1665, that his powers as an exerciser were

sought ; and he ends with the sentence :

"
I being

a clergyman and young, and a stranger in these

parts, do apprehend silence and secrecy to be my
best security." This is a touch of verisimilitude

which is worth noting, but more striking is another :

"
I went for Launceston that evening, but promised to

see them again next week. Yet I was prevented by an
occasion which pleaded a sufficient excuse ; for my wife
was that week brought home from a neighbour's house

very ill."

Now, it happens that Ruddle's first wife, who was
not a strong woman, was enceinte at the date

given (July, 1665), and, when she died just two

years later, the sorrowing husband placed a tablet

to her memory in Launceston Church, which bears
to this day the family arms and the following
epitaph, entitled 'The Husband's Valediction ':

Blest soul, since thou art fled into the slumbers of the
dead,

Why should mine eyes
Let fall unfruitfull tears, the offspring of despair and

fears,
To interrupt thine obsequies '(

No, no, I won't lament to see thy day of trouble spent ;

But since thou art gone,

Farewell ! sleep, take thy rest, upon a better Husband's
breast,

Until the resurrection.

I have quoted this verse to indicate that Euddfe
was not an impossible person to indulge in literary
exercises ; but the grief therein expressed did not

prevent remarriage, for an entry in the Launceston

parish register for 1671 shows that on "July y
e

15th Mr. John Ruddle Minr. of this town and
Mrs. Mary Bolythoe

" were wed. And this union
is of significance, in that the lady was the widow
of Thomas Bolitho the younger, whose father, a rigid

Parliamentarian, had been Treasurer for Sequestra-
tions in Cornwall in Civil War times. There is,

therefore, no difficulty in tracing the source of the

acknowledgment which the Rev. John Walker,
in his 'Sufferings of the Clergy,' made of the
"
Original Account of Treasurer to the Sequestra-

tors in Cornwall, for the Years 1646, 1647, 1648,
and Part of the Year 1649, communicated to me
by the Reverend Mr. Ruddle of that County."
This very fact proves that Ruddle was willing to

give to others any information in his power con-

cerning interesting local occurrences ; and as

Defoe, in the course of his many and somewhat

mysterious journeying^, visited Launceston (of
which place he has given an interesting and

obviously eye-witnessed description in his 'Tour
thro' the Whole Island of Great Britain '), there

should not be much doubt as to whence the

Trebursye ghost-story was obtained.

In the bishop's registry at Exeter is preserved a
letter of Ruddle, bearing date Jan. 5, 1677/8,

which, though throwing no light upon his literary

abilities, is quaintly pleasant in its anticipation of

the virtues of massage, for in it he tells his
" Cosea

Cooke":
"I am sorry to hear of your Father's gowt, and wouM

recommend to him for inward medicine his neglected
friend Rheubarbe, and for outward application y" incom-

parable engine called a Flesh Bruehe the gentle use
whereof doth infallibly open j

e
pores and free y

e
part

afflicted from y
e venomous matter of y

e
gowt and that

without weakening y
e
joynt which all playstires, ointmty>

and poultices are guilty of. It is a very soft hand
brush made purposely for ye

gowt and scurvey, and by y*

gentle use of it before y
e fire evening and morning in

chafeing y
e hands knees ankles &c. causes an easy sweat

or at least a warmth whereby y
e
transpiracon is much

forwarded and by consequence y
e
joint relieved."

Ruddle, it is to be added, became Prebendary of

Exeter in 1680, and died at Launceston on Jan. 20,

1698/9 ; and the memorial in his old church thus

describes him :

H.S.I. Johanes Ruddle, A.M.
Natu Severianus

Cantabrigae Alumnus,
Sti Petri Exon Prebendarius,

Et hujus Ecc'rc triginta quinq ad minus annos Pastor,
Tandem calculi doloribus

Et Podagra continua lacessitus

Mortalitem exuit
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It is for this forgotten worthy that I put in a

plea that to him shall be given the credit of his

own tale. Defoe has sufficient literary glory
without taking any from a pedantic but bard-

working Cornish clergyman.
ALFRED F. BOBBINS.

ENGLISH AND SCOTCH STUDENTS AT PADUA.

As is well known to all who have visited that

ancient seat of learning, the walls of the cloisters

and Aula Magna of the University at Padua are

extensively covered with painted armorial and

other tablets commemorating the names of many ol

its former distinguished alumni. Owing to sugges-
tions made by me to the University of Cambridge,

through Dr. Peile, the then Vice-Chancellor, and
acted upon by Prof. Darwin, their representative
at the tercentenary Galileo celebration in Decem-

ber, 1892, there have since been discovered in the

cloisters as above two such inscribed (symbolical)
tablets to one of the most illustrious members of

both universities, the immortal Harvey, discoverer

of the circulation of the blood ; the same being at

the time partly obscured by a thin coat of dis-

temper, now successfully removed. Respecting
some of these Paduan monuments to Cambridge
men, Prof. Darwin, in March last, made to the

Cambridge Antiquarian Society an interesting

communication, wherein he gives a complete list,

as below furnished by the Rector Magnificus of

all the English and Scotch students (amounting in

number to exactly one hundred) whose armorial

tablets have at one time existed, or still exist, at

Padua. He, however, fails to identify nearly all

the persons commemorated, and I have, therefore,
added within parentheses what I conceive to be
their correct names in English, together with some
brief notes of identification, and shall be glad if

any readers can assist in identifying the remainder,
as briefly as possible. Nearly the whole of the

tablets to the following would appear to have been

placed in the course of the seventeenth century :

Angli (Englishmen), 68.

Roberta; Poyntz (Robert Poyntz).
Hannibal Cornaceus, Capelanus (II mmbal Cornish,

Chaplain).
Antonius Hammondus (Anthony Hammond).
Johannes Paytonus (John Peyton, or Paton).
Guillelmus Harvaeus (William Harvey, M.D., 1578-

1657, discoverer of the circulation of the blood).
Johannes Fingiamus (John Fincham).
Thomas Winsidnus (Thomaa Winston, M.D.. 1575-

1055).

Georgius Rocke (George Rock).
Johannes Haurius (John Hoare).
Richardus Lumleyo (Richard Lumley).
Franciscus Willobaeus (Francis Willoughby).
Thomas Turnerus (Thomas Turner).
Thomas Cormuel (Thomas Cromwell).
Carolus Rich (Charles Rich).
Rubertus Floide (Robert Fludd, M.D., 1574-1637).
Thomas Cerdeman (Sir Thomas Cademan, or Cadymar,

*LD.,1586M651).

Guillielmus Leet (William Leet).
Tonnelius ( Townley).

Henricus Peyton (Henry Peyton, or Paton).
Eduardus Cholmel Eyres (Edward Cholmley Eyre).
Thomas Peyton (Thomas Payton, or Paton).
Jsaak Wak, Eques et Magnas Britanniae Legatus (Sir

Isaac Wake, Kt., British Ambassador).
Riccardus Willobaeus (Richard Willoughby, son of Geo.

of Wigenhall S. Mary Magdalen, Norf., B.A. Camb.
1567/8, M.A. 1571, fell. C.C.C.C.).
Thomas Westby (Thomas Westby).
Franciecus Houst (Francis Hoste).
Henricus Stamley (Henry Stanley, M.D., 16081-71).
Robertus Kild (Robert Kidd).

'

Levinus Fludd (Lewin Fludd, M.D. Adm. Leyden as
" Levinus Fluviu?, Anulus, med. stud., set. 21,"25 July,
1634 his diploma of M.D. from Univ. Oxon. was many
years since offered for sale at 3s. 6d. by Thos. Rodd, the
bookseller, of London).

Richardus London (Richard London, son of Robt. of
Wheatacre All Saints', Norf.; adm. Cai. Coll., Camb.,
2 March, 1621/2, cet. 18 ; f.c. 27 March, 1630 ; fell.).

Thomas Brandon (Thomas Brandon, son of Thop. of

Wycombe, Bucks ; adm. Cai. Coll., Camb., 2 May, 1616,
cet. 16).
Johannes Brahamus, Bercheriensis a Windesora (John

Braham, from Windsor, Berks).
Guillielmus Pound (William Pound).
Riccardus Gibbon (Richard Gibbons, M.D., liv. 1645-

1652 adm. Leyden as " Richardus Gibbon, Anglus, mod.
stud., cet. 22," May, 1646; graduated at Padua in previous
year).
Thomas Buckenham (Thomas Buckenham, son of Dr.

John, of Cai. Coll., Camb.; born at Rishangles, Suff.
adm. Leyden as M.A. and fell, of Cai. C., cet. 27, 22 May,
1642; no faculty mentioned).

Georgius Rogers (George Rogers, M.D., 1618-97. Two
Englishmen of these names were adm. Leyden for the

study of medicine, the one 27 Oct., 1809, cet. 25, the
other 7 Aug., 1702, eel. 20. The latter appears to have
been also adm. Utrecht as "

Anglo-Hibernus," 1705).
Riccardus Harris (Richard Harris, M.D., liv. 1648-64).
Johannes Abdy (John Abdy).
Gualterus Wilsford (Walter Wilford, or Wehford).
Johannes Frewen (John Frewin. or Frewen : an Eng-

ishman of these names was adm. Utrecht, 1645).
Guillelmus Langhan (Sir William Langham, M.D.,

j. 1625, liv. 1664, adm. Leyden as of London, student of

medicine, 13 Nov., 1647, cet. 22).

Georgius Waksmanus (George Wakeman).
Franciscus Pavi (Francis Pavey, or Povey).
Alexander Bolani (Alexander Boleyn).
Petrus Vavasour (Peter Vavasour).
Robertus Henckman (Robert Henchman).
Thomas Browne (Thomas Browne, M.D. ; probably

ic who so graduated at Padua, 15 Sept., 1651. An English-
nan of these names was adm. Leyden, as student of

philosophy, 22 Aug., 1644, cet. 20).

Henricus Tichborn (Henry Tichburne, M.D. Padua,
28 July, 1656).
Thomas Baines (Sir Thomas Baines, M.D., 1621-80).
Johannes Finckius (Sir John Finch, M.D., 1626-82, of

Chr. Coll., Camb.; B.A. Oxon., 1647, M.A. Camb., 1649).
Thomas Lawrence (Thomas Laurence, M.D., liv. 1649-

1664).
Thomas Harpour (Thomas Harper).
Jacobus Paravicinus (James Paravicin, or Paravicini,

adm. Leyden, as of London, May, 1646, cet. 14, no faculty

mentioned).
G uillielmua Stokeham (William Stokeham, M.D., 1635-

698).
Thomas Morus (Thomas Mere, M.D., 1628-97).
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Petrus Balle (Peter Balle, or Ball, M.D. Padua.

30 Dec., 1660, adm. Leyden, as an Englishman, student

of medicine, 13 Jan., 1658/9, cei. 20).

Gabriel Onifeil (Gabriel Erifield).

Carolus Willougby (Charles Willoughby).
Robertas Swale (Robert Swale, M.D., liv. 1674; another

of these names was also M.D. of Padua, July, 1665).
Thomas Short (Thomas Short, M.D., 1632 ?-85).

Johannes Constable (John Constable).
Ezechiel Tanner (Ezechiel Tannor, or Tanner).

Georgius Summachius (George Shoemack).
Alexander Cranston (Alexander Cranston, or Crans-

toun, probably a Scotchman).
Thomas Palmer (Thomas Palmer, M.D., liv. 1652-87,

adm. Leyden, as an Englishman, for the study of medi-

cine, 16 April, 1676, at. 24).
Daniel Kearny (Daniel Kearney).
Odoardus Rooper (Edward Rooper, or Roper).
Johannes Touneley (John Townley, adm. Leyden, as an

Englishman, student of medicine, 20 May, 1681, at. 21).

Robertus Napeirus (Robert Napier, M.D. Padua,
29 Aug., 1662, ob. 1670).

Scoti (Scotchmen), 32.

Blaxius Torchmarius (Blase 1 Alexander Throk-

marton, or Throgmorton).
Zaccarias Brandis (Zachary Brand).
Thomas Segetus (Thomas Seget, Suggett, or Seggie.

Two Scotchmen of these names were adm. Leyden, the
one as M.A. 30 June, 1589, the other, eel. 35, for the

study of law, 20 Sept., 1625).
Johannes Cragius (John Craig, or Craige, M.D., liv.

1604-17, but possibly his son, J. C., jun., M.D., liv. 1616-
1655. A Scotchman of these names was adm. Leyden, for
the study of medicine, 29 Nov., 1687, nt. 20).

Nicolaus Harus (Nicholas Hare).
Robertus Cansfelde (Robert Canfield, ? Cranfield).
Antonius Introrshe (Anthony Mclntosh).
Guillielmus Lesiaeus (William Leslie).

Arrigus Erksen (Henry Erskine. A Scotchman of
these names was adm. Leyden, student in literature,
14 Sept., 1688, aet. 28).

Bernardus Brun (Bernard Brown).
Robertus Bodim (Robert Boddie, ?Brodie).
Thomas Somervellius (Thomas Somerville).
Henricus Humberstonus (Henry Humberston, Umpher-

ston, or Urmstone).
Johannes Ersckin (John Erskine. Two Scotchmen of

these names were adm. Leyden for the study of law, the
one 17 April, 1685, at. 23, the other 18 Sept., 1732,
(St. 20).
Henricus Sventonus (Henry Swinton).
Henricus Lyndesagus (Henry Lindsay).
Robertua Daulinus (Robert Darling, Dawling, or Dor-

ling).
Alexander Falconarius (Alexander Falconer. Two

Scotchmen of these names were adm. Leyden for the
study of law, the one 23 Oct., 1698, cet. 20, the other
17 Dec., 1701, same age).
Johannes Synsertius (John Sydserf, or Saint Serfe,

adm. Leyden as "Johannes Sinserff," s. of Thomas S.,

Bp. of Galloway, for the study of philosophy, 30 Sept.,
1644, at. 22. His father adm. there, "honoris causa
inscriptup," the same day, at. 60).

Guillielmus Cranstonus (William Cranston, or Crans-
toun. A Scotchman of these names was adm. Leyden,
student of medicine, 8 Sept., 1718, cet. 22, and at Utrecht
in the following year).
Thomas Forbes (Thomas Forbes, adm. Leyden for the

study of law, July, 1649, at. 20).
Johannes Meneus (John Maney, or Mennie).
Jacobus Murray (James Murray).
Pavid Dickson (David Dickson, or Dixor. Three

Scotchmen of these names were adtn. Leyden for the
study of medicine, the one 8 Aug., 1667, at. 26, the
second 17 Aug., 1684, at. 22, and the third 6 April, 1686,
eame age).
Jacobus Borthwo (James Borthwick, adm. Leyden

student of law, 7 Oct., 1670, at. 23).
Guillielmus Stahle (William Steel, 1610-80, Lord

Chancellor of Ireland under Cromwell. Adm. Leyden
as an Englishman, 28 March, 1664, at. 50, no faculty
mentioned).

Robertus Bannerman (Robert Bannerman. A Scotch-
man of these names adm. Leyden, for the study of law,
6 June, 1724, at. 23).

Josephus Bannerman (Joseph Bannerman, possibly a
brother of the above Robert B.).

Patricius Chalmer (Patrick Chalmers, adm. Leyden,,
student of medicine, 18 Sept., 1679, at. 25).

Guillielmus Neighbour (William Neighbour, ? Napier),
Johannes Wantsonus (John Watson. Two Scotchmen

of these names were adm. Leyden for the study of medi-
cine, the one 15 June, 1677, at. 26, the other 25 April,
1678, at. 20).

Henricus Leith (Henry Leith, or Leath).

W. I. E. V.

A FAMOUS EXPRESSION OF GEORGE III. In
King George III.'s speech on opening the first

Parliament of his reign, on Nov. 18, 1760, there
occurs a passage which both excited some sensa-
tion at the time, and has given rise subsequently
to a good deal of comment.
As stated in the fifteenth volume of the '

Parlia-

mentary History
'

(p. 982) it is as follows :

" Born and educated in this country, I glory in the
name of Briton; and the peculiar happiness of my life

will ever consist in promoting the welfare of a people,
whose loyalty and warm affection to me I consider as
the greatest and most permanent security of my throne."

An editorial note to the above informs us that
it has been ascertained from the Hardwicke papers
that the passage in question was written out by
the king's own band, and inserted in the Royal
Speech after the draft of that document had been
settled by the Cabinet. By the Houses of Parlia-

ment, as will be afterwards seen, it was received
with every mark of favour

; but with the nation
at large the approbation was not so unanimous.
Some zealous Whigs discovered an ominous
resemblance in it to some phrases in the opening
address of Queen Anne to her first Parliament ;

but the chief objection among the ultra-English
patriots was to the employment of the word
"
Briton," which they maintained ought to have

been "Englishman"; and Lord Stanhope men-
tions in his

'

History
'

as a circumstance which
was currently reported at the time, but which he
bimself is unable to verify, that the king had ori-

ginally written the latter word, but had been in-

duced to substitute for it the former through the

overweening influence of the all-powerful Scottish

Favourite Lord Bute. Both Wilkes and Junius
used well the opportunity of hereby intensifying
the popular outcry against the king in the earlier

part of his reign.
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Now it happens that the ipsissima verba as

committed to paper by the royal fist are still in

existence, and may be read by any person in one of

the glass cases of autographs in the King's Library
of the British Museum, immediately adjoining the

Great Hall. The document was presented in 1886
to the Museum Trustees by the Earl of Chichester.

And what do we find there ? Why, instead of the

king saying
"
I glory in the name of Briton," he

has written, as clearly and unmistakably as possible," I glory in the name of Britain," meaning, ap-

parently, to say that he gloried in the country of

which he was a native, and over which he was now
called on to rule. There is nothing in the phrase
as thus written to give rise to the idea that

George was contrasting his own origin with that

of his grandfather and great-grandfather, or

warrant the suspicion of Lord Bute's interference

to give due honour to the Scot as well as the

Englishman under the common designation of

"Briton."
And yet, though so plainly written by the mon-

arch's own hand, and printed, too, on the slip of

paper attached by the Museum authorities to the
document as exhibited to the public, no notice, so

far as I know, has ever yet been taken of a dis-

crepancy which thus puts a very different com-

plexion on the phrase used by George III. as

commonly understood. It is very likely, indeed,
that as delivered to the House of Commons the
sound conveyed to the ears of the members was
"
Briton." And so we find it in all the histories of

the period in the journals, in the ' Annual
Register,' in Lord Stanhope's 'History,' in Hughes's
continuation of the '

History
'
of Hume and Smol-

lett. In the address of thanks by the Lords for

the king's speech, moved by the Earl of Egremont,
the following paragraph occurs :

" We are penetrated with the condescending and
endearing manner in which your Majesty has expressed
your satisfaction in having received your birth and educa-
tion amongst us. What a lustre does it cast upon the
name of Briton, when you, sir, are pleased to esteem it

amongst your glories !

"

In the Commons' address, moved by Lord
Royston, and agreed to nem. con.

,
the passage in

the Royal Speech is thus acknowledged :

" We return your Majesty our humble thanks for your
most gracious speech from the throne, and acknowledge
with the liveliest sentiments of duty, gratitude, and
exaltation of mind, those most affecting and animating
words of our most gracious sovereign, that, born and
educated in this country, he glories in the name of Briton ;

and we offer to your Majesty the full tribute of our hearts
for the warm expressions of your truly royal and tender
affection towards your people."

In conclusion, it seems probable enough that the

king and his councillors, finding the meaning given
by the nation to the expression in question to be
different from what had been originally intended, did
not nevertheless deem it expedient to disturb that

interpretation, which has thus descended to pos-

terity. Yet the fact remains as above indicated.

D. B.
Islington.

" WHOSE " AS THE POSSESSIVE OF " WHICH."
In a lively, and, from a Positivist's point of view,
able critique by Mr. Frederic Harrison, in the

August number of the Nineteenth Century, I was

surprised (p. 225) to find what follows :

" How came a practised penman, whoae essaya were
so often praised by the Master at Balliol, to print, even
to reprint,

' the four first,' instead of ' the first four,' or
to talk of a novel ' which on ordinary grounds would be

unreadable, and whose sole interest consisted in its treat-

ment of Christianity
'

1
"

In writing "the four first" instead of "the first

four," Mr. Mallock, of course, was wrong, though
it was scarcely worth Mr. Harrison's while to notice

so trifling a slip ; but, in objecting to Mr. Mallock's

use of
" whose "

as the possessive of "
which," Mr.

Harrison has himself blundered, unless we are to

believe that some of the highest authorities in the

English language err along with Mr. Mallock,

Need I do more than quote the first two lines of
' Paradise Lost '

?

Of Man's first disobedience, and the fruit

Of that forbidden tree, whose mortal taste, &c.

In every dictionary with which I am acquainted
whose is given as the possessive both of who and of

ivhich. I know of no English grammar which does

not take the same view. Mr. Mallock, Mr. Harri-

son notwithstanding, could with equal propriety
"talk [sic] of a novel 'whose sole interest

consisted,'" or "the sole interest of which con-

sisted," &c. R. M. SPENCE, M.A.
Manse of Arbuthnott, N.B.

Two ARCHDEACONS OF TAUNTON. The jubilee
of Archdeacon Denison's vicariate at East Brent (I

am old enough to remember well his appointment)

brings to my recollection, and I think it may
interest others to be reminded of the only other arch-

deacon of Taunton who, so far as I know, was ever

famous. William of Wrotham (a native, therefore,

of Kent) passed almost the whole of his useful and
laborious life in Somerset some seven hundred

(or nearly that) years ago. Of his ecclesiastical

work I fear I know nothing ;
but he was an excel-

lent man of business, and acted as
" Commissioner

for Woods and Forests " in Somerset and Devon,
and probably for thatvery reason becameKingJohn's
"
First Lord of the Admiralty." It is curious that

Collinson, in his
'

History of Somerset,' speaks of

him in the first capacity, but says he resigned that

and the office of Warden of the Stannaries to his

brother Richard of Wrotham on account of his

being in holy orders ; but I fancy Collinson is

wrong, and that his reason for resigning was because

he found his office of "Keeper of the Sea Ports" and
"
Keeper of the King's Ships

" was as much as he
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could manage. He was, in fact, Warden of the

Cinque Port?, which was then no honorary office,

as well as "First Lord of the Admiralty." Sir

Harris Nicolas speaks most highly of his work
in reconstructing the English navy ; probably
there had not been so fine a British navy since

the time of Carausius. But he ignores in his

account William of Wrotham's offices as Warden
of the Stannaries and Keeper of the Forests in

the West. King John depended much upon
his navy to balance the power of the barons, for,

there being no standing army, the king was entirely

dependent on the good-will of the barons, whom he
had alienated by his vices and his fiendish cruelty.
No word of blame is ever spoken of William of

Wrptham he appears to have been a thoroughly

upright, conscientious man
;
and he probably took

care that such work as he had not time for as

Archdeacon of Taunton was done efficiently by
deputy. In the Middle Ages there were few men
not of the clergy who had sufficient education to

undertake good administrative work, and to be

absolutely free from blame in the reign of John
is in itself no light praise. In several of his offices

he seems to have succeeded his father. John's
character was so infamous that historians appear to

have agreed in passing over his good work with

regard to the navy, and consequently William of

Wrotham's name has been forgotten. But his

administrative work was as great a defence of the

kingdom in the thirteenth century as that of the

present venerable archdeacon has been of the
Church in the nineteenth. C. G. BOGER.
Chart Button.

THE MOON AND THE WEATHER.
" ' Rural folk,' writes a correspondent,

'
still religiously

believe that the moon controls the weather." 1 came
across a hind mowing, and he volunteered the informa-
tion that it was a dull day. I agreed with him that it

was.
'

Aye,' said he,
'
it* slaw hay weather, and we '11

get ne bettor as lang as this meun lasts. She cam in wi'
a bad tail, and she '11 be at full on Setterday. We may
get a change then, but far liker we '11 not until we get
a new meun." North British Agriculturist, July 10.

JOSEPH COLLINSON.
Hendon, N.W.

MOVABLE TYPES. I cut the accompanying
paragraph from the Tablet of Aug. 3. Such news
is very strange, if it be true. I trust some one will

give us further information :

" The Foia Diecesana, the official paper of the bishop-
ric of Caransebes, in Southern Hungary, declares that an
architect and archaeologist, M. Adrian Diaconu, has dis-
covered in the ruins of Bersovia traces of the use of
movable types by the fourth, legion Flavia Felix quar-
tered there."

ASTARTE.

NOB HILL. This phrase is much used in the
United States to designate the fashionable re-

sidence portion of a town or city. Occasionally

those who desire to suggest that Job doth not serve

God for nought call the same part of town Piety
Hill. KICHARD H. THOKNTON.

Portland, Oregon.

BREAKING A WAT THROUGH A WALL FOE THE
PASSAGE OF A CORPSE. Some time ago an inquiry

appeared in
' N. & Q.' relative to the custom of

making a hole through the wall of a house as a

passage for a dead body carried to burial. It

appears from Re" ville's 'Religions des Peuples Non-

civilise's,' 1883, i. 252, 253, that the practice is

followed in America and also in Africa. Speaking
of that fear and suspicion of the ghosts of the

departed which the American Indian shares with
all uncultivated races, and of his consequent
anxiety to neglect none of the rites ensuring repose
to the disembodied soul, the author says that the

Floridians dare not go out for three months after

the death of a relation, who might meet them and
want to take them away, and that the custom of

taking the corpse out by an opening expressly
made in the hut is widely spread among the red-

skins as well as among the negroes, because if it

passed out by the ordinary door people would always
have to follow the same way as it had done, which

might bring about misfortune. At p. 300 of the

same volume he sayp, further, in speaking of the

Esquimaux, that the fear of dead spirits is not less

general with them than among other non- civilized

races. They have the corpse taken out by a special

opening, not by the door, and they wave a flaming
firebrand behind

if-, ctying to it that it has no more
to do with the dwelling.
The idea embodied in this usage seems almost

contrary to that which inspires a Yorkshireman
with traditional respect for the "church-way"
along which the dead should be borne if they are to

rest quietly in the grave. It would be interesting,

however, to discover whether any of the still

remaining roads known by this name are tabooed
for purposes of ordinary traffic. P. W. G. M.

MISPRINT IN BROWNING. As readers of Brown-

ing have little need to have their difficulties in-

creased by misprints, allow me, for their benefit,
to point out one which I have found in

' The Ring
and the Book,

1

x. 1. 229. In the Uniform Edition,
vol. x. p. 73, 1 find the line given thus :

Truth, nowhere, lies yet everywhere in these.

The "nowhere" should be now here.

R. M. SPENCE.

FLORAL STREET, LATE HART STREET. Passing

through Covent Garden several times lately, I saw
a name-tablet denoting that a certain street was
"Floral Street, late Hart Street." I am aware
that the postal authorities desire that there shall

only be one street bearing one name in the metro-

politan district. This is a wise regulation so far as

Chapel Street, Sarah's Place, Cross Street, and
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such like are concerned ; bat many of the changes
introduced under this system are, to say the least

grotesque and indefensible. Not that Floral Streel

is not applicable to the district it was once called

Elm Street but surely, in a neighbourhood so

redolent of histrionic memories, the name of Hart,
the actor, might have been retained at the expense
of some other Hart Street. AYEAHU.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

ARRANGEMENT OF MEDIEVAL CHURCHES
ALTAR ON ROODLOFT. During the recent restora

tion of St. Mary's, Frampton, Lincolnshire, upon
stripping the plaster off the stone walls of the aisles,

it was found that when the present Decorated
fabric was first built the south and north entrances

were where the second window in either aisle now
exists, and that these windows originally were

placed where the entrance porches now stand
;
the

interior stonework clearly shows the former posi-
tion of both doors and window?. Such an arrange-
ment would place the doors about the centre of the

church, and consequently leave about half of it as

ante-church, without any apparent utility. There
was a step or rise in the floor of about five inches,

corresponding to the former entrance, the eastern

portion being highest ; the capitals of the pillars,

however, range throughout, but the bases of the

two pillars on either side eastward were built

minus their lower member, so that their propor-
tions were deficient and gave them the appearance
of having been buried under the floor level ; but as

they were found to stand on the walls of the former
Norman fabric, it is clear they never had their

lower members, the same as the western pillars

possessed. The body of the church, for the use of

the parishoners, would thus be confined to twenty-
four feet eastward of the doors, for the remainder
of the nave and aisles was screened off level with
the transepts, and a large choir space left before

the entrance to the chancel. The transepts have

niches, apparently for altars
;

in the remaining
transept a broken stone altar and piscina, there

found, have been placed in, situ, but there appear
to have been three in each transept, judging
by the arcades in the walls. Above the roodloft

was found plastered up a beautiful small square
window, and beneath it a square hole in the wall.

Upon clearing out the latter a portion of a piscina
was found amongst the debris, which probably
was the projecting lip hewn off to make a fair face

for the plaster. I think, therefore, we may assume
that an altar existed on the roodloft, as such are

known to have done in some rare instance?, and

the little window must have been inserted to

throw light upon some office performed beneath it.

Can any reader of 'N. & Q.' explain the above

peculiar arrangements ] C. T. J. MOORE.
Frampton Hall, near Boston.

ARMADA TABLES. Very handsome carved com-
munion tables are common in England, and are

said to have been taken from ships of the Spanish
Armada. I recently saw a fine one of the sort in

the vestry of a church in Northampton. The
wood was, I think, walnut. Are the statements

as to whence they came well founded ?

THORNFIELD.

HAMILTON'S AND LIQONIER'S DRAGOONS. In

accounts of the Rebellion of 1745 mention is made
of Hamilton's and Ligonier's Dragoons, and that

they were the only two regiments of dragoons
which were stationed in Scotland in September of

that year. They fled at Colt Bridge, at Preston-

pans, and at Falkirk. Ligonier was General the

Earl Ligonier, who died in 1770, in the ninety-

second year of his age. But who was Hamilton 1

WILLM. STARKE, M.G.

MOTTO OF THE ORDER OF THE THISTLE.

Every one is well acquainted with the motto of the

Order of the Thistle,
" Nemo me impune lacessit."

This is, I believe, the generally accepted reading,
and it is so spelt in

' Whitaker's Almanack.' On
a recent visit, however, to Edinburgh, I noticed

that over the principal entrance to Holjrood
Palace the last word is spelt lacesset. I am also

told that it is occasionally spelt lacessat. The
difference between the present, the future, and the

subjunctive is, of course, quite intelligible ;
but

perhaps some of your numerous correspondents
will be able to tell me which is the authoritative

spelling, and thus set the matter at rest. Even in

small matters it is best to be as correct as possible.
K. T.

'' TATTOO." In (he Leisure Hour for September
Mr. Tighe Hopkins has a very interesting article

on ' The Art and Mystery of Tattooing,
1

in which

lie casually says,
" The word ' tattoo

'
is from the

Tahitian verb tatau, and contains the idea of the

sound tat, tat, tat given out by one of the

;attooer's implements." Is this so 1 Does not the

Tahitian word ta signify a mark or design 1 Has not

the word a European origin ;
and does it bear any

relation to
"

tattoo," the tat, tat, tat of the drum
which warns our soldiers to repair to their quar-
ters? R. CLARK.
Walthamstow.

HALE CHURCH. Can any of your correspond-
snts decipher the following arms on a brass in this

shurcb, dated 1600, to the Psnruddocke family?

[. Ragged staff bend (Penruddocke) ;
2. Party per

jhevron argent and vair, in chief two boars' beads ;

3. Six annulets in chief; 4. A bar between three
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martlets ; 5. In chief cross fleury ;
6. Saltaire en-

grailed. ELLEN GOFF.

" POPLEMANS." Is anything known about this

word 1 It appears in E. Coles's
'

English Dic-

tionary,' 1701, with this explanation: "Hob-
goblins, from Poplemain (or Popielus, a Polonian

tyrant)." Halliwell-Phillipps and Wright do not

seem to have noticed the word.
F. C. BiREBECK TERRY.

MYFANWY. What is the legend of the Princess

Myfanwy, of Dinas Bran ? There is, I believe, a

poem on the subject ; but I have never been able

to meet with it. And what is the meaning of the

name? 0. 0. B.

JANUARY 1 : MARCH 25. From cases that have
come before me I am led to think that the clergy

began the year on March 25 for some years after

1753. I shall be glad to see further evidence on
the point. W. 0. B.

ROBIN OF EIDSDALE. This worthy was a

Northern counterpart of Robin Hood, and figures
as a " bold outlaw "

of Redesdale, Northumberland.
Where can one meet with a full account of his

supposed career ? Some say his patronymic was
Umfraville. A. HALL.

SPANISH GRANDEES. I should like to know
what are the special privileges of a grandee of

Spain, and where a full list of the Spanish grandees,
both past and present, may be found. Mono.

" RINDLE." What is the derivation of
"
rindle"?

"
a garrulous stream fed by numberless clear-

eyed rindles from the gaunt, leviathan hills, which
overlook the Clougb, speeds along under roughly
paven streets" (from Mr. E. R. Osborn's article
4 Funera Infunera,' in a recent New Review). I

imagine it is a West Riding word.

WILLIAM BETHELL.
" ABIF." Coverdale, following Luther's trans-

lation, in 2 Chron. ii. 13, gives "Hiram Abif."
Where did he get the word "Abif" from? Cer-

tainly not from the original Hebrew.
J. R. DORE.

Huddersfield.

ROVIGNY AND MoooiE FAMILIES. In a letter
to Mrs. (Moodie) Heddle, of Melsetter, written
June 26, 1867, my maternal grandmother, Mrs.
Moodie, mentions having seen in the British
Museum " a MS. account of the marriage of Mar-
garet de Ruvigne"es and one of the Mudies (or
Moodies), strangely spelt, in 1366, with the Mudie
coat of arms slightly raised," &c. Will one of your
readers who has a better acquaintance with the
MS. Department of the British Museum than I
have kindly inform me in which collection I should
be most likely to find the above ? RCVIGNY.

THE TRANSFIGURATION. Spenser speaks of this

as occurring on Mount Tabor (' Cantos of Muta-

bility,' vii. stanza 7). Tennyson, on the other

hand, supposes it to have taken place on Hermon

('Happy : The Leper's Bride,' stanza x.). As I

suppose the actual "high mountain" is a matter

of conjecture, what reason had Spenser for sup-

posing it to have been Tabor and Tennyson for

supposing it to have been Hermon 1 Who were

these two great poets' authorities respectively ]

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

" RETIRAL." Is this a legitimate substitute for
" retirement

"
? I have seen it, for the first time,

in Black and White, p. 871 (June 29).

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

[See Annandale's Ogilvie.j

"LIVABLENESS." Is this a literary word; or,

indeed, is it a word at all 1 I do not find it in

any available dictionary, although
" liveable

"
is

entered in the 'Encyclopaedic,' with an illustrative

citation from Mortimer Collins.
" Livableness

"
I

have just seen for the first time in the Athenceum
of July 27, p. 129. There a writer on ' French

Literature
'

says of M. Gille's
' Les Mercredis d'un

Critique
' that

"
they have absolutely no inde-

pendent livableneas." May I ask for enlighten-
ment ? THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgh, N.B.

EARLY ITALIAN BIBLE. Antonio Brucioli's

Italian version of the Bible (first printed at Venice

1532) was adapted to the use of the Protestant

refugees at Geneva, as stated by Brunei, and

printed by Francesco Durone in 1562, a copy of

which I have before me. Its title-page (beneath
the title,

' La Bibia che si chiama il Vecchio [ed
il Nuovo] Testamento') is adorned by the central

figure of a winged angel, leaning with the right

arm on a cross, and holding the open Bible with

the left arm raised up to heaven, while standing
with both feet upon the skeleton of Satan, whose

skull touches the foot of the cros?. The open
Bible bears an inscription, the words of which are

hardly legible. Have they ever been read by
students who used this Bible ? H. KREBS.

Oxford.

REV. DR. GrLASSE. I am very anxious to find

out if there are any descendants living of Dr.

Glasse, who was rector of Hanwell, and the

intimate friend of the celebrated Mr. Jonas Han-

way, founder of the Marine Society in London.

Dr. Glasse buried Mr. Hanway in Hanwell Church,
and Mr. Hanway left him by will all his letters

and papers. All information I can get will be

most gratefully received. M. S.

CLIVE AND WOLFE. Col. Malleson, in his

memoir of dive, "Rulers of India" series, p. 141,
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says, with reference to Olive's return to England
in 1760, "Pitt, shortly before his arrival (1758),
had spoken of him in the House of Commons as a

'Heaven-born general,' as the only officer, by land

or sea, who had sustained the reputation of the

country and added to its glory." But it was in

1758 that Wolfe, who had long been known as a

promising officer, made his great reputation at the

siege of Louisbourg, which resulted in bis being

specially selected by Pitt for the command of the

glorious enterprise which ended in the capture of

Quebec and his own heroic death. Considering,

therefore, the estimation in which Wolfe was held

by Pitt, it is surprising to find that that statesman
held the opinion that Clive was the only officer

who had sustained the reputation of his country
during the sixth decade of the century. I should

be glad to have chapter and verse in support of Col.

Malleson's statement. No one who is acquainted
with the military history of the time can assert that

in moral force, in energy, in personal gallantry, or in

fertility of resource, Wolfe was inferior to Olive ;

whilst as a tactician and a student of the art of war
he was probably his superior. Nothing could exceed
the coolness and daring by means of which Clive

extricated himself from the traps into which he
fell at Kaveripak and Samiaveram

;
but Wolfe

would probably not have fallen into the traps at

all. Nothing is more remarkable in Wolfe's
career than the wariness with which, in face of an

enemy possessing a considerable numerical supe-

riority, he husbanded his forces before making his

final dash through the Anse de Foulon upon the

Heights of Abraham. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

"HANG OUT THE BROOM." Can any one

explain the origin of this well-known cant phrase,
when used to express the husband's unwonted

enjoyment and hospitality to his friends during
his wife's absence ? We often see a broom tied to

the masthead of a coaster
;
but this is, I believe,

the survival of a well-known historical fact, and
has but an incidental connexion with the domestic

arrangement. F. T. ELWORTHT.

[Nothing very definite is to be learnt concerning thie.

See 1st S. i. 384; ii. 22, 226 ; iv. 76; ix. 518.]

" RDMFORD SOUPS." In the Linguist (London,
1825), vol. i. p. 244, "Rumford soups" is given as

a translation of
"
soupe ^conomique," which occurs

on the preceding page in an extract from ' Les
Deux Gendres,' written by C. G. Etienne. Some
previous owner of my copy of the Linguist has

written on a fly-leaf "By Dan. Boileau." The

speaker (Comtois) is describing the niggardli-
ness of Derviere, one of the sons-in-law, in feed-

ing hia servants. What is the meaning of "Rum-
ford soups"? ROBERT PIERPOINT.

CARLYLE RELIC. I have just obtained a

medallion portrait of Thomas Carlyle, in silver, by

G. Morgan, two and three-sixteenths inches in

diameter, with this inscription on the reverse :
" In

Comemmoration, Dec. 4, 1875." Can any of your
readers inform me why it was struck, and what it

commemorates? J. E. T.

PHILIP II. OP SPAIN.

(8
tt S. viii. 145, 196.)

All that MR. HUME had to say in the way of

criticism on my article
* The Passing of Philip II.,'

in Temple Bar for August, might have been said

just as well had he written with some regard to

courtesy. He charges me with using authorities

of 1882 and 1892, and asserts that "
every fact in

the article is taken from Fernandez Montana," and
that I,

" without one shred of evidence or autho-

rity, from end to end interlard" my
"
copied facts

with entirely gratuitous suppositions of the mental

agony and remorse ' of this great criminal '
in his

last sad hours." As MR. HOME is absolutely
incorrect in his assumption, his writing as he does

is well, not pertinent. I quoted from Motley
partly, but principally from Siguenza, whose ac-

count was penned just after Philip II.'s death in

1598. I failed to secure the book in the British

Museum, and a Spanish friend at Malaga very

kindly got the volumes from Madrid and trans-

lated for me the full account. Possibly there may
have been errors in my correspondent's copy, and

for these I must accept the responsibility, as I

must for the slip of the pen in calling the heir to

the throne Charles. MR. HUME dwells on the

incompetence of a writer who could make such a

glaring blunder, but others would, perhaps, see at

once that one who could treat so fully as I had of

the career of Philip II. must surely have known
that he had killed his eldest son Don Carlos, and

that the prince indicated was Philip. I used
"
Mons," as I think does Motley, the person indi-

cated being the Marquis of Mons.

ME. HUME states that my suppositions of

Philip's mental agony on his death-bed are without

one shred of evidence or authority. What are the

facts 1 Philip lay dying for forty-three days.
_

He
was in great torment. He repeatedly received

the Sacrament ;
he made a confession that lasted

;hree days ; he was so urgent about extreme unc-

;ion that he was anointed with the holy oil about

a fortnight before he died ;
and he was miserable

and unhappy unless his bed and his room were

strewn with relics and crucifixes, while one priest

after the other was ever cheering or encouraging
him. That he dreaded the future is not to be

denied, for his passionate appeals to the clergy as

;o the safety of his soul showed this. Had he

Deen satisfied with his past life would he not have

given utterance to some exclamation of rejoicing at
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the 6,500 individuals in Spain alone that had been
burnt alive during his reign ; at the 18,000 whom
the infamous Alva, acting on his orders, destroyed

by the gibbet, the stake, and by burying alive ;

for the terrible destruction of the natives of Ame-
rica who were swept into the jaws of the Inquisi-
tion ? But no ; those who watched by his bed-
side and waited eagerly for every word he said

never heard him drop one syllable that showed he
believed he had acted aright in these dreadful per-
secutions.

MR. HUME says he holds no brief for Philip,
but it has been his "

duty to study impartially his

mind and actions, not by perusing ill-informed or

biassed historians, but by the careful and minute
dissection of his own writings ; and," continues
MR. HUME,

" I know well that he was no fiend,
but a slow, laborious, timid, narrow-minded, con-

scientious man." Who are the biassed historians

that MR. HUME so airily brushes aside ? Motley
certainly had as good opportunity as has MR.
HUME for studying Philip's character, and at

p. 534, vol. ii. in his
' United Netherlands ' he

writes :
" If Philip possessed a single virtue it has

eluded the conscientious research of the writer of

these pages." The Inquisition was but a part of
"

his regular working machinery." P. 539 :
" For

indeed it seems like mere railing to specify his

crimes." P. 540 : "Falsehood was the great basis

of his character."

Davies, in his 'History of Holland,' vol. iii.

p. 333, thus describes Philip :

"Dark, haughty, and morose human joys never
wrung from him a smile, nor human woes a tear ; sus-

picious and implacable, his friend could hope for no
confidence, his enemy for no forgiveness."

Watson says of him (vol. iii. p. 335) :
" He ex-

ercised for many years the most unrelenting
cruelty without reluctance or remorse."

Prescott and Dunham speak of him much in
the same way, and Sismondi declares that

Philip's
"conscience recoiled from no cruelty, no perfidy; he
went straight towards his object, through more blood
and more crimes than were ever lavished by any other
monarch his pestilential breath dispeopled the king-
doms that were subject to him."

I assert that if what the great historians of the
past wrote of Philip II. is true, and it does un-
questionably seem to be true, it was but natural
that when he lay lingering in his death agony the
host of crimes he had committed should marshal
themselves before his mental vision.
MR. HUME'S love of historical accuracy and the

Christian charity on which he says his hopes have
been hitherto buoyed have evidently been rudely
shocked by my daring to speak of Philip II. as I
have. But I may venture to observe that I also
have a regard for historical accuracy. My beliefs
are also founded on good evidence and the writings
of eminently trustworthy authors

; but MK. HUME

says of my contribution : "So ignorant and
envenomed a piece of work as this article about
him [Philip II.] in Temple Bar does no honour to

English letters." Is this criticism just ?

Well, MR. HUME may stand on his own little

hillock. For myself I prefer the safer heights
whereon are to be found Motley, Prescott, Dun-

bam, Watson, Davies, and Sismondi, to say
nothing of Llorente and Philip a Limborcb, who
conclusively show how the Inquisition was simply
the tool of the most infamous sovereign that ever

sat on a European throne.

ALFRED HARCOURT, Col.,
Author of

' The Passing of Philip II.
>

STATUE OF ALFRED THE GREAT (8
th 8. viif.

85). MR. BROWNE'S claim at this reference to

have discovered a statue of Alfred the Great in

Trinity Square, Newington, is not so original as

he anticipates, the statement having been made
years ago in

' Old and New London.' I have
known the effigy ever since early childhood, and
MR. BROWNE'S note vividly recalled to my recol-

lection childish associations. One question imme-
diately occurred to me, viz., What authority is

there for associating the statue with Alfred the
Great ? As a boy I sometimes heard it spoken of
as "David," more frequently as "Father Trinity,"
but never, so far as I can recollect, as "

King
Alfred." 'Old and New London '

affords no in-

formation. My curiosity being aroused, I instituted

a few inquiries', and elicited most kindly and
courteous replies, which, though leaving the matter
still unsettled, I venture to think may interest

not only MR. BROWNE, but other readers concerned
with London topography. The Eev. J. G. Curry,
Vicar of Holy Trinity, was unable to give any
information respecting the statue beyond referring
me to the statement in

' Old and New London/
He added that the ground upon which the statue
stands is not church property, but belongs to

Trinity House ; and further, that the boys of the

neighbourhood refer to the statue as
" David " and

" Father Trinity," thus confirming my childish

recollections. Finally, he suggested my applying
for information to the Trinity Corporation. This
I did, and received most courteous replies both
from the secretary and from Mr. H. S. Liesching.
To the latter gentleman I am under obligation for

several letters upon the subject and for the great
pains he has been at to obtain precise information.
In his last letter he says :

" I am sorry to say I have been unable to obtain any
definite information about the statue in Trinity Square.
The nearest approach to any has been obtained from
Mr. Alfred Chadwick, of 22, Tavistock Square. The
ground on which Trinity Square has been built was
leased to Mr. W. Cbadwick in 1825, and the houses were
all, I believe, built and the square laid out by him. I
therefore thought his son, the Mr. A. Chadwick re-
ferred to above, would be able to give me information.
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He states,
'
I Lave no proof in writing or otherwise that

the statue in Trinity Square is intended to represent
King Alfred the Great ; still, as children it was always
thought by us to be his effigy, and I have no doubt that
we derive the idea from my father.' Some further con-

firmation may be found in the fact that when Mr. Alfred
Cbadwick was christened in 1836 the statue was in situ,

and that, in allusion to his Christian name, he was fre-

quently as a child playfully rallied upon having a statue

for a godfather."

Mr. Liesching, in conclusion, kindly informs me
that he is continuing his inquiries, and promises
to acquaint me with any information he may ob-

tain. If he is successful, I will not fail to forward
the particulars to ' N. & Q.' F. A. KUSSELL.

34, Craven Park, Willesden, N.W.

BEAR'S WOOD GREEN (8
th S. viii. 168). I

very much doubt whether this place in any way
owes its name to the quadruped bear, though it

is, of course, impossible, in the absence of evidence,
to do more than guess at the origin. It is not

impossible that Bears Wood, or Bearswood =
Bury's Wood, that is, the wood near the bury
(A.-S. burh) of Hatfield. I have a well-authenti-

cated case where bury became here (at first dis-

syllabic and subsequently monosyllabic), and then,

by some fanciful or popular etymology, bear. See

"Bury
" in the ' N. E. D.' Can K. P. D. E. give

us any details as to the history of the name ?

CHAS. JAS.

In a little work entitled
' The Isle of Axholme,

its Place-Names and River-Names,' written by
the late Mr. J. K. Johnstone, of Epworth, this

name is thus explained :
" Bearswood Green (near

Hatfield)= the verdant spot in Bern's wood; Bera

being a personal name among Engles and Saxons."

I do not know what authority Mr. Johnstone had
for this derivation. C. 0. B.

DOES THE SUN POT OUT THE FIRE 1 (8
th S. viii.

148.) In order to answer this question we
must have some means of measuring the rate of

combustion and weighing the result.

The son of Sirach stated, several thousand years

ago, that the Creator made everything by measure
and by weight. We were slow to imitate this

supreme example. The wise daughter of a foolish

mother was not born until alchemy passed into

chemistry ; that is, when Lavoisier introduced the

balance and the metre.

In attempting to answer the above question, the

inquiry resolves itself into this : Does the direct

action of the sun retard the rate of combustion ?

In other words, Does it diminish the quantity of

oxygen that combines with combustible matter,
such as the carbon and hydrogen of fuel ?

We cannot estimate by measure and weight the

rate of combustion in an ordinary fire contained in

an ordinary grate ;
but we can do so if the fuel be

in the form of a candle, or rather a pair of candles,
one burning in a room from which daylight is

excluded, the other burning while exposed to the

direct rays of the sun. In comparing candles of

the same make, the light is affected both in

quantity and economy by a number of small cir-

cumstances, such as the warmth of the room, the

existence of slight currents of air, the extent to

which the wick curls over when burning, and so on.

In testing the quality of gas, the standard candle

defined by Act of Parliament is a sperm candle of

six to the pound, burning at the rate of 120 grains

per hour. From such a standard we get the

terms " 12-candle gas,"
" 14-candle gas," &c. But

it is not easy to produce a uniform standard candle.

The wick does not always contain the same number
of strands ; they are not all twisted to the same

degree of hardness
;
the so-called sperm may vary

in composition, one candle containing a little more
wax than another, or variable quantities of

stearine or of paraffin ; the candle may have
been kept in store a long or a short time ;

the

temperature of the store-room may have varied

considerably, and the temperature of the room in

which it was burnt may have been high or low.

All these circumstances affect the rate of com-
bustion and the illuminating power of candles,

irrespective of the action of light, if such action

really exist.

The following experiments were made, at my
request, at Price's Candle Company, under the

direction of my late friend and colleague Mr.
W. H. Hatcher, chemist to the company. In
the first observation, three bard and three soft

candles were burned each for four hours in a dark
closet. A similar set of candles, taken from one
and the same filling, were burned during the same
time in open daylight, partly in sunlight. The

average consumption per hour of each candle was
as follows: Sperm in the dark, 134 grains ; sperm
in the light, 141 grains ; No. 2 composites in the

dark, 133 grains ; No. 2 composites in the light,

140 grains.

In the above trial, the temperature in the light
was 72, and in the dark 71. Moreover in the

light there was a greater motion of air than in the

dark closet. Both these circumstances would

operate in producing a larger consumption of

candle.

In a second trial with No. 2 composites the

results were : In the dark, 140 grains each candle ;

in the light, 134 grains each candle.

In a third, also with No. 2 composites, the

results were : In the dark, 131 grains ; in the

light, 129 grains.
In these two trials the flames were protected as

far as possible from currents of air, and in the

third trial the temperature both in the light and
in the dark was nearly equal.
The fourth trial was made on a bright sun-

shiny day with hard sperm candles, which are

less affected by variations of temperature than the
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composites. The results were : In the dark

(temp. 81), 544 grains, or 136 grains per hour ;

in the light (temp. 84), 567 grains, or 142 grains

per hour nearly. It is evident that in this case the

increase of temperature caused by the bright sun-
shine led to an increased consumption of material.

It will be seen that in the first and fourth

trials there is a greater consumption of material
in the light than in the dark, and in the second
and third trials the consumption is greater in the

dark than in the light ;
but in any case the dif-

ference is so small, amounting only to from two
to seven grains per hour, that it may fairly be
referred to accidental circumstances, such as dif-

ferences in temperature, in currents of air, and in

the composition and make of the candles, the
final conclusion being that the direct light of the
sun or the diffused light of day has no action on
the rate of burning, or in retarding the combustion
of an ordinary candle. Of course, the direct rays
of the sun falling upon a candle or upon an open
fire will cause the Same of the one and the glow
of the other to appear dim, and hence the notion
that the sun puts out the fire ; but if the action
of the sun be cut off by drawing down a blind, or

removing the candle into the shade, the brightness
is in either case restored. C. TOMLINSON.

Supposing that bright direct sunlight puts out
the fire is a very general popular mistake. It has
no such effect. It masks it by contrast. The
firelight is feeble and dull red ; the sunlight is

white and bright.
The question is easily settled and proved. By

closing the shutters in a sun-direct-lit room on a

bright winter day the fire, which has appeared
feeble and dull, is immediately seen bright and

lively. Possibly the expansion of the pupil and
the greater sensitiveness of the retina in the
darker room may have something to do with the
visual impression.

Another source of error on a fine sunny day a
fire is apt to be neglected and let go out.

S. JAMES A. SALTBR, F.R.S.
Basingfield, Basingetoke.

This has been a question in ' N. & Q.' three
times before the present insertion. In 1 s ' S. vii.

439, A. W. W. asserts that it has power in this

matter, in reply to a question at p. 285, with a
further notice at p. 345, from Dr. Brewer's
' Guide to Science,' in the affirmative. In 4th S.
iv. 467, R. B. P. refers to these, with an apology
for the length of the interval, to point out
" that J\Jr. C. Tomlinson has published a paper on the
subject in the Philosophical Magazine for September last

[September, 1869] in which he arrives at the con-
clusion that light has no influence upon combustion, and
therefore that the sun does not put the fire out."

ED. MARSHALL.
[Innumerable replies, almost all in the negative, are

acknowledged. Domestic experience seems in this case

in conflict with science, and it is impossible to convince
cook or housemaid that for the sun to put out the fire is

not a common experience.]

NIGHTMARES (8
th S. viii. 129). The nightmare

has not always a human shape in German folk-lore,

but is sometimes supposed to be a mouse, weasel,

cat, toad, or other animal. In Lancashire, accord-

ing to Dyer's
' Domestic Folk-lore,' it has the form

of a dog, and its influence is counteracted by shoes

placed with the toe upwards under the bed. It is

also attributed to fairy influence a fact to which

Drayton refers in 'Nymphidia.' In Conway's
'

Demonology,' 5. 236, the nightmare of Teutonic

legend is said to be a pretty woman
"
floated from

England in a sieve paddled with cow- ribs"; but no

explanation of this demon's habitat is given. But
was not England anciently supposed to be peculiarly
the isle of demons? 0. 0. B.

ARMS OF THE SEE OF CANTERBURY (8
th S. viii.

128, 169). Several correspondents have mentioned
that the arms in question were granted to Cardinal

Vaughan by the Pope. How does this affect the

Heralds' College 1 I always understood that no
one could by right bear arms in England unless

under the direct sanction of the Heralds' College.
Cardinal Vaugban, I presume, pays the usual tax

to the Inland Revenue for the privilege of bearing
these particular arms, and, if so, it would almost

seem that the Pope's authority in the matter was

recognized by the English College of Arms. Is

this so ; or may any one who likes now play fast

and loose with the rules of heraldry '?

JOHN T. PAGE.
5, Capel Terrace, Southend-on-Sea.

1. I see that one correspondent uses the term
"

crozier
"

to denote an archbishop's cross. May
I refer to Archaologia, Hi. 709, or to the ' N. E. D.,'

s.v. "Crozier"?
2. I should be rather surprised if an example of

an archiepiscopal mitre differing from that of an

ordinary bishop could be found earlier than A.D.

1800.

3. I am much surprised to learn that the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury is using
" an unauthenticated

coat for Benson." I knew about the
" coronetted

mitre
"

before. J. T. F.

Winterton, Doncaster.

THOMAS CHAPMAN, F.R.S., F.S.A. (8
th S. viii.

49). Perhaps the above gentleman was Mr.
Thomas Chapman, a well-known insurance broker

in the City of London, a Director of the London
and Westminster Bank, and Chairman of Lloyd's

Register. He died in 1885. F. S.

PRETENDED RHYME TO "CHIMNEY" (3
rd S. ii.

190 ;
8th S. viii. 125). It has not, I think, been

noticed that the author of a popular music-hall

song,
"
If it wasn't for the 'ouses in between," has
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endeavoured to find a rhyme to chimney ; but the

measure of his success in this direction must be a

matter of opinion. A cheerful optimist, who is the

proprietor of a "
pretty little backyard," which he

adorns on Sunday with the vegetables he has been
unable to sell the previous day, describing the
view from his premises, remarks :

And 'Endon to the westward could be seen;
And by clinging to the chimbley
You could see across to Wembley,

If it wasn't for the 'ouses in between.

It is, however, to be observed that the assonance
is produced by the barbarous cockney pronuncia-
tion of Wembley, which becomes Wimbley in the
costers' dialect. JOHN HEBB.

Willesden Green, N.W.

"WHITE HORSES" (8
th S. vii. 46, 117, 173, 398).

But for hours upon hours
Asa thrall she [i. e., the ocean] remains

Spell-bound as with flowers
And content in their chains,

And her loud steeds fret not, and lift not a lock of their

deep white manes;
Then only, far under
In the depths of her hold,

Some gleam of its wonder
Man's eye may behold,

Its wild-weed forests of crimson and russet and olive anc

gol J. A. C. Swinburne,
'

Off Shore.

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
" THE EVER LOYAL CITY "

(8
th S. viii. 68, 155).

I have always understood that Oxford was ad-
mitted to this title. Considering the zeal with
which the city supported the cause of King Charles
in his desperate struggle with the Parliamentarians,
the epithet of the "

Loyal City
" has not been un-

justly applied to it. CHAS. JAS. FERET.

LADY KATHERINE GREY (8
th S. vii. 121, 161,

283, 342, 422; viii. 2, 82). The Rev. C. W.
Penny has pointed out to me privately that pro-
bably for

"
coming

"
(at the last reference) should

be read cunning. Referring to the MS., I find he
is correct, and certainly the sentence, as follows, is

greatly benefited by the amendment :

"
beseching you to advertise the Quenes matie that if

it may stoude with hir highnes plesure to p'mytt
Doctor Symondes to come againe, he then shall shewe
his connyng and god shall do the cuer."

W. L. RUTTON.
27, Elgin Avenue, Westbourne Park, W.

'BALERMA' (8
th S. vii 266, 372, 498). The evi-

dence that I have adduced in Barthelemon's favour
is much stronger than anything MR. JAMES WAR-
RINGTON has shown against the violinist's claim.
If MR. WARRINGTON will read my article care-

fully he will see that I do not positively assert that
the melody from which " Balerma "

is adapted was
composed by Barthelemon, but simply that he

Mr. William Chappell was of the opinion that the

melody in question was written by a violinist or

singer who had a feeling for melody, and the late

learned George F^rquhar Graham assigned the

melody to Barthelemon. MB. WAREINGTON seems
inclined to making sweeping assertions ;

but if he
cannot back them up by facts it would be better

to keep silent. JAMES LOVE.
Arnothill Gardens, Falkirk.

"KNOWLEDGE is POWER" (8
th S. viii. 166).

PROF. TOMLINSON amuses me
;

but as he has
not lost sight of all sense of bienseance I do not
mind answering him, which I will not do to some
other opponents. Now, as to "Knowledge is

power," I say that it is scientific claptrap, even in

the mouth of so grand a stylist and so colossal a

thinker as St. Albans. Knowledge is not power,
except when it can be carried out, shown, and acted

on. Wren would have had the same genius to build

St. Paul's
;
but if no fire in 1666 had opened up the

ground, he never could have built it. It was only
a part of the power, therefore a power to do it if

he could get a chance. Man has no power except
the chance of circumstance promote him to the

possibility of exercising it. God has endowed

many men with gifts quite equal to the perform-
ance of stupendous things, but shuts them from

attempt by such inexplicable control of circum-
stances that, though they see the way, tied hand
and foot, they stir not one inch forward towards
their object. If PROF. TOMLINSON had a spark or

two more of imagination, and a cartload less of faith

in the semi-nonsense he calls science, he would have

seen, without my explanation as above, that my
prisoner, caged and tied, was an argument well

shadowed in a figure. It is only "nonsense" to

his predetermined view, because it prostrates an

overweening claim of science that cannot be sup-

ported when examined wisely. Does the kindly
professor suppose, for instance, that David, who

gathered the material for the Temple, could not
ilso have gloriously uplifted it in Sion ? He brought
together the material?, he had a will worth two of

the wills of Solomon that sleek and blacksliding

voluptuary of early science. He had the know-

edge, too, for who can doubt the Psalmic pen was
moved by a brain of power in the Pindar of Hebrew-
and 1 Yet, endowed as he was with all the poten-

iialities, material and mental, Nathan, who at first

avoured the idea, was told to warn him off, and
.hat hands encarnadine must never lift a stone in

Salem. David had the things and the knowledge
necessary ; but, if you please, where was the power ?

It was under ban. He stuck fast in the potentiality.

Knowledge is not power.
Bacon's braggadocio I have a contempt for, as

for all braggadocio. I have pity, too, for his

inductive method, as for a mistake by an enthu-
siast ; but that does not prevent my seeing and

appears to be the first who published it. The late honouring the splendour of his glorious intellect,
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greater than even that of the author of Shak-

speare's plays, and far more purposeful. I invitee

'N. & Q.' months ago to open an occasional

column for Baconiana, and sent three or four speci-
mens to open with, but it met no response.

PROF. TOMLINSON, in administering his not very
well founded rebuke, says that "the difference

between the flint-implement [ed ?] primitive man
and MR. WARD is due entirely to the beneficial

growth of knowledge." I beg, so far as I am
concerned, to repudiate the compliment utterly.
We are all what our Maker has made us to be. I

do not believe that there ever was this flint man
primitive. Adam is my primitive man, and I only
wish I had half his excellencies and knowledge.
The Buft'on theory of a primitive man pawing his

way out of the earth, like a lion in the ' Meta-

morphoses,' is a madness that helped the craze of
blood a little afterwards, in '89, in France. It is

stuff and nonsense, that practically denies the Crea-

tion, as do nearly all the nursery-room theories of

present science, if you strip them to their uncomely
ekin and nasty nakedness. I would rather know
what Adam knew and learned in the charity
school of God than any beneficent knowledge we
have attained to now, in the nineteenth century of
drivel and agnosticism. Could Adam have been
pitted against Newton for celestial knowledges,
Newton would have felt as Pope makes the angels
show him in heaven they

Show a Newton as we show an ape.

The flint man was not a primitive, but a degraded
specimen. For form and beauty and Herculean
strength Adam would put the Apollo Belvedere to
shame. With science, political economy, and
machinery, we are trampling all beauty from the
face of the earth, and defiling every suburb of our

filthy centralized metropolis. Are bricked - up
counties a blessing, prythee ? I watch this vile

'Tempest' of misdirected power without know-
ledge, that pretends to control nature whilst only
misdirecting human nature, and I find it ridiculous.
So far as I am concerned, I eay, Away with all

your braggart blessings that destroy the soul
; and

I cry with Shakspeare's miscreate,
" The red plague

rid you for learning me" civilities. If ours be
civilization, men are better mightily without it.

C. A. WARD.
Charlecot, Walthamstow.

[We admit MR. WARD'S reply, but hold, in common
with many contributors, that this is not the class of dis-
cussion suited to our columns.]

HOGARTH (8
th S. viii. 186). Though I have

heard the late Mr. F. S. Gary speak of Hogarth's
house at Chiswick as having belonged to his father,
and mention some relics of the artist that were in

it, I do not recollect his saying anything about
those PROF. TOMLINSON describes. He once told
me a very curious circumstance about it. There

used to be over a mantelpiece in one of the
rooms three drawings of heads by Hogarth, with
the words written under, "Three jolly fellows," or

something of that kind. Mr. Gary went one year
with his family for a summer holiday to France,
and let the house during their absence. When
they came back the heads had entirely disappeared,
not a vestige of them was to be seen. The maid-
servant of the tenant, thinking to do a meritorious

action, and make the panel perfectly clean, had
scrubbed them entirely away.
Mr. Gary's father had talked of putting a glass

over them to preserve them
;
but somehow that

had never been done. What made the fact the
more remarkable was that the tenant to whom the

house was let was the representative by descent of

Cotton, the collector of the Gottonian Manuscripts,
and, in virtue of that, a Trustee of the British

Museum. Another tradition connected with Ho-
garth about the house was that a certain mark on
one of the window seats was said to be the print
of Miss Thornhill's foot when she eloped with him,

departing through this window. Before the Carys
sold the house it had become much deteriorated in

situation by the erection of a row of cottages on
the other side the road, on land, I think, belong-

ing to the Duke of Devonshire. LABLACE.

Mr. R. J. King, in his
'

Dogs of Folk-Lore,' &c.

(Quarterly, Jan., 1861), says the inscription was
"
placed by Hogarth on the tomb of his wife's

dog," &c., which seems improbable, unless PROF.
TOMLINSON has copied the date wrongly.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

WITHAM (8
th S. viii. 94, 144, 178).-! am glad

to see CANON TAYLOR'S remarks on the invention
of names for rivers or streams by so-called

"
anti-

quarians." Rom or Rum, the invented name of

the stream which runs, or rather ran, through Rom-
ford, was brought into use, I believe, about the

year 1850. I remember walking through that

town and conversing on the origin of the name
with your former correspondent E. G. R. (Edward
Gillett), Vicar of Runham. Mr. Gillett traced the

origin of the name, referring to Ihre, to the forest

of Hainault, which formerly extended to the ground
on which the town now stands. He gave the

same derivation to the village in Norfolk where
lie was vicar. Runham he considered to be
derived not from the river there, but from the
Forest tract in that part of the country, and ham
he considered to be holm in that instance. Refer-

ring to invented names, I may observe that

Rochester (the first syllable of which is satis-

"actorily accounted for by the syllable rob in

Durobrivis, the swift water of the Medway flowing
under the walls), has been said to be derived from

Brof, a chieftain who never existed.

It is not long since the last century derivation
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of Chiswick (where lately I lived) from a supposed
cheese fair passed current with Americans resid-

ing in the States, who happened to be connected

with Chiswick and made inquiries about it, and
with others who passed muster as local antiquaries ;

nor could this supposed origin of the name be

easily dislodged from their minds, notwithstanding
that in this case, as in that of Chelsea, the origin of

the name is certainly to be found in the chesil,

or gravel, which was once spread over that bank
of the river.

I may here add that there is no stream called

the Ches, though one of your correspondents was
led by what was thought good local information to

suppose that such a stream existed. But I must

pause, for there is no end to the inventions which
have been intruded into discussions on the origin
of place-names. S. ARNOTT,

Vicar of Cb. Cb., Turnham Green.

Would CANON TAYLOR condescendingly explain
to the lower forms what he means by calling the

universal name of the river Cam an archaeological

figment and a ghost-name ? Ought we to say that

the Lent races were rowed on the Cambridge
river, or on the Cambridge sewer, or on the

Grauta, or on a ghost river whose current name is

only an archaeological figment ? Also, if -ham
does not mean home, house, group of buildings,

town, settlement, what does it mean ?

T. WILSON.
Harpenden.

Under this heading we find an attack upon
certain traditional river names, the Arun, Cam,
Pink, and Rom. For Arun see the Earne and
Arno (Aruns= Mars) ; Cam means crooked or

angular (see Cambus, N.B., Camborne, and Camel-

ford, we know how very crooked is the camel's

back); for Pink cf. the patronymic Pinnock, i.e.,

headwater (see Bannockburn and Pangbourne);
for Bom see the Rumney in Monmouthshire and

Glamorganshire. A. HALL.
13, Paternoster Row, B.C.

BURIAL OP SIR JOHN MOORE (8
th S. viii. 145,

178). Admirers of the ' Ode on the Burial of Sir

John Moore' are reminded by MB. W. A. HEN-
DERSON that the authorship was ascribed to

"
Byron,

Moore, Wilson, Barry Cornwal), and Campbell."
He adds that " some months ago the accuracy of

Wolfe's ballad or description was impugned."
So far back as the year 1856 prominence was given
to the following, by Cole, in his

' Memoirs of

British Generals distinguished in the Peninsular
War':
" It has been sung in poetry, and repeated in chronicle

that Sir John Moore was buried without a coffin. A
living officer of high rank who was present has been
heard frequently to declare that the remains of the
lamented General were certainly enclosed in a coffin.

There does not seem to be any sound reason to suppose
the contrary. He died in a fortified town, occupied by his

own troops; artificers and materials could undoubtedly
have been found if required ;

and the funeral did not
take place until several hours after his decease."

I directed the attention of the late Col. Edward
James White to Mr. Cole's statement, and he

replied in a letter, dated June 20, 1856. White,
as appears from the Army List, had been wounded
at Corunna.

" It is just possible that something to answer the pur-
pose of a coffin might, if thought necessary, have been

procured ; but it was more in character to have buried
Sir John Moore as the poet has so beautifully described.

It would, however, have been next to impossible to have
obtained a regular coffin at Corunna, as the Spaniards
convey their dead to the burial place in a shell, which
is not deposited with the corpse. Coffins are very rarely
used in Spain."

No one doubt?, at this time of day, that Wolfe
was the author of the ode. In ' N. & Q.,' 2nd S. i.

158, 1 gave a copy of Wolfe's contemporary letter,

in which he transcribed the poem. It was addressed

to a college friend, and bore the original postmarks.
W. J. FlTZPATRICK.

The victor of Abraham himself, General Wolfe,

said, as he went to the attack, that he would
rather have written Gray's

'

Elegy
' than taken

Quebec. Is this what MR. HENDERSON means in

asking whether Byron said he would rather have
written the Rev. 0. Wolfe's poem than been the

victor of Abraham ? See Wright's
' Life of General

Wolfe,' also a little-known but good story,
' Some

Account of Captain Amyot Brough,' ii. 345.

C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

I merely recorded what an officer told me who
had been present at the burial of Sir John Moore
in the retreat at Corunna in 1809. His name was,
I remember, Booth ;

but I cannot remember his

regiment, as my being in his company was on

Jan. 6, 1840, more than fifty-five years since. He
must long ago have passed away.

In the '

Ingoldsby Legends,' First Series, tenth

edition, on p. Ill, is the following note :

' In the autumn of 18 J4, Captain Medwin having hinted

that certain beautiful lines on the burial of this gallant

officer might have been the production of Lord Byron's

muse, the late Mr. Sidney Taylor, somewhat indignantly,
claimed them for their rightful owner, the late Rev.
Charles Wolfe. During the controversy a third claimant

started up, in the person of a soi-disant
' Doctor Mar-

shall,' who turned out to be a Durham blacksmith, and
his pretensions a hoax. It waa then that a certain
' Doctor Peppercorn

'

put forth his pretensions to what
he averred was the only

' true and original version,' viz."

Here follows the well-known parody ;
and it has

always seemed to be a great shame to travesty

such a beautiful poem on such a solemn subject.

The name of one of the claimants is embalmed
in it :

With his Marshall cloak around him.

The parody was, no doubt, written by R. H. Barbara

(Thomas Ingoldsby), and appeared originally, I
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believe, in one of the earlier numbers of Black-

wood's Magazine.
In the ' Arundines Garni

'

is a beautiful transla-

tion into Latin elegiacs by James Hildyard, M.A.,
formerly fellow of Christ College, Cambridge. It

is said to have been written by him when at

Shrewsbury School, and to have obtained a holiday
for the boys. JOHN PICKFOED, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory. Woodbridge.

ALMONDBUKY (8
th S. viii. 122). Somewhere

about half a century ago I was driving with my
father in the neighbourhood of Pontefract, and he
directed my attention to the brick-red colour of

the roads, explaining to me the manner in which
the material for their construction was prepared.

Shortly afterwards he took me to a quarry where
the stone was hardened. The fires were then

alight. The slack coal was, if I remember aright,

procured from the Nostel coal-pits.
EDWARD PEACOCK.

Dunstan House, Kirton-in-Lindeey.

Any definite information as to the true site of

Cambodunum, in Yorkshire, would be welcome.
At present we only know of the discovery in 1865
of Roman remains at Slack, in the parish of Long-
wood, near Huddersfield

;
and I should be glad

of some more definite information as to the exact

site here pointed to. There is no certainty that

the Saxon castle at Almondbury really occupied
the Roman site. A. HALL,

ENGRAVED PORTRAIT (8
th S. viii. 107). Col.

James Robertson, a cadet of the house of Struan,
served in the French wars towards the end of

last century, and was twice wounded in action.

When a young lieutenant in the 83rd (Glasgow)
Regiment he gained great distinction at the battle

of Jersey (Jan. 6, 1781), and contributed largely
to the success of the day. In 1797 he raised and
commanded the Royal Westminster Volunteers,
which was, I believe, the only volunteer regiment
entitled to the prefix

"
Royal," and of which the

colours were presented by his son to the Queen's
Westminsters in 1861. A tablet was erected by
the regiment to his memory at St. Anne's Church,
Soho. He was married three times, and by bis
second wife, a daughter of Capt. Blackett, was
grandfather of the famous preacher Frederick
William Robertson. The miniature by Mitchell,
a very fine one, is in the possession of a member
of the family. 0. B. R.

GRACE CORRAN (8
th S. viii. 168). Possibly the

best reply to this query will be found in the fol-

lowing extract taken from the 'Life of Robert
Emmet,' by (Countess of Hausaonville), pub-
lished at Paris in 1858 :

" It was at the house of Mr. Penrose that Miss Curran
became acquainted, some years after, with an officer of
the English army, Capt. Sturgeon, nephew of Lord Pitz-

william, who was greatly struck by her charms, her
misfortune, and the entire state of loneliness in which
she was placed. High minded, endowed with delicacy
of sentiment and feeling, he was affected at the idea of

giving solace to one so unhappy and friendless, whose
relatives repulsed her, and who was depending on the

pity of strangers. He offered her his hand and his

fortune, which she refused ; he persevered ; she then
had a full explanation with him, and told him that he
ought to know her heart was another's. He proposed to

be her protector in a world in which she was so much
abandoned, and decided her by offering her the prospect
of leaving Ireland, where she had suffered so much.
When she started for Italy her health was already
seriously undermined by sorrow. Admiral Napier, who
knew this noble and interesting person at Naples, could

only speak of her as
' the walking statue.' Change of

climate, the tender care her husband took of her, all

were in vain ; she died a few months after her arrival

in Sicily.
' She sleeps far from the land where her

young hero died,' says Thomas Moore,
' but her heart ia

in his grave ':

She is far from the land where her young hero sleeps,
And lovers around her are sighing;

But coldly she turns from their gaze, and weeps,
For her heart in his grave is lying.

Misa Curran incurred her father's displeasure by her
unfortunate attachment to Robert Emmet, and was an
exile from the paternal roof."

Washington Irving'a 'Broken Heart' was devoted
to the souvenir of this tragic love.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

There is an exhaustive account of Sarah, not

Grace, Curran, in Madden's ' Lives and Times of

the United Irishmen,' vol. iii. She is the heroine

of
' The Story of the Broken Heart,' in Washing-

ton Irving's
' Sketch Book,' and notices of her

occur in the lives of her father, by her brother,
C. Phillips and Thomas Davies. An account of

her will be found also in
' The Literary Souvenir,'

1832, written by a personal friend. If MR. W.
SHANLY would like to see this book, I will lend it

with pleasure. FRANCESCA.

Sir Charles Napier writes to his mother, in May,
1808, from Hythe, in Kent :

" I rode here, dear mother, this morning to see poor
Sturgeon, who has lost his little wife at last, the betrothed
of Emmet. Young Curran is here ; his sister was gone
before he arrived. They are going to take the body to

Ireland." 'Life of General Sir Charles J. Napier,
G.C.B.,' vol. i. p. 85.

R. J. FYNMORB,
Sandgate, Kent.

SHEEP-STEALER HANGED BY A SHEEP (8
th S.

viii. 106, 170). OQ the river Coquet, below Barra

Burn (names dear to north-country anglers), the

stream passes through a narrow defile locally known
as "the Wedder Loup," the rock on each side

being as steep and as perpendicular, and nearly as

smooth as a wall. In this strait the Coquet is

confined to a space so narrow that an active man
may easily leap over ; and the legend is that the
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failure of a thief, who made the attempt with a
stolen wedder on his back, and who was drowned,
and found dead with the legs of the sheep tied

over his neck, gave its title to this singular spot.
So wrote Thomas Doubleday, in the preface to
' The Coquetdale Fishing Songs,' Blackwood, 1852.

KICH. WELFORD.

There is a Hangman's Hill in this parish, with-
out any story. Dr. Guest told me that he thought
it was from the owner's name. But the notices

which appear now, confirm my opinion that it arose

from some forgotten circumstance, perhaps the
execution of a criminal. ED. MARSHALL.
Sandford St. Martin, Oxon.

As Dr. Holmea's version of this legend has been

quoted by a correspondent, it may be worth while
to mention that in the "Author's Edition" of the
"Breakfast Table" series the following note has
been added by Dr. Holmes :

" It would have been well if I had consulted ' N. & Q.'
before telling this story. A year or two before the time
that I was writing, a number of communications relating
to the subject were sent to that periodical. A corre-

spondent called ray attention to them, and other corre-
spondentsMiss H. P., of London, the librarian of a
public institution at Dublin, a young gentleman writing
from Cornwall, and others, whose evidences I do not now
remember wrote to me, mentioning stories like that
which the coachman told me. The self-reproduction of
the legend wherever there was a stone to hang it on
seems to me so interesting, as bearing on the philosophy
of tradition, that I subjoin a number of instances from

The following instances, with the references
where they may be found, are given by Dr.
Holmes : (1) In Potter's '

Charnwood,' p. 179, a
'

Legend of Hangman's Stone,' and a case occur-

ring in Foremark, Derbyshire (Jan. 5, 1856);
(2) Lamber Moor, between Haverford West and
Little Haven (April 5, 1856); (3) about five

miles from Sidmoutb, on the road to Colyton
(May 17, 1856) ; (4) Littlebury, in Essex, and (5)
between Brighton and Newhaven (May 31, 1856);
(6) between Sheffield and Barnsley (June 21,
1856). At all these places a similar tradition con-
nected with a "

Hangman's Stone
"

exists, and it

is just possible it may have grown out of a name
which is due to some totally different origin. Dr.
Holmes concludes by saying :

" The country boys used to insist upon it in my young
days that stones grew. It seems to me probable that a
very moderate monolith may have grown in my recollec-
tion to a ' handsome marble column ' and that ' the lord
of the manor '

was my own phrase rather than our
coachman's."

The tradition may have grown in the same manner
as the stone. With "Hangman's Stone" com-
pare "Stonehenge." W. F. PRIDEADX.

"TAKING A RISE" (8
th S. viii. 126, 175). In

the two passages which have been produced for
the expression

"
take a rise," rise signifies

"
favour-

able occasion,"
"
opportunity,"

"
chance,"

"
handle,"

and "elevation," "promotion," respectively.
The first sense is illustrated by the following

quotations :

"
Surely, in the world there might be a man so dis-

posed as (having a good rUe, and with a convenient
career) to leap at once from England to Rome."
Lord George Digby (1639),

'

Letters,' &c. (1651), p. 85.
" Surena found himself as much surprised at my infer-

ence as I was at what gave me the rise to make it The
gods, therefore, have chose sooner to deny your courage
its ordinary eft'ects, than to deny your merit so extra-

ordinary a rise to manifest its greatness." Lord Orrery,
' Parthenissa

'

(1654-66), pp. 530, 736 (ed. 1676). See
also pp. 70, 73, 108, 129, 156, 616.

" Therein you have given me a rise to shew you how
much I delight to serve you." Ibid. (1661), 'State
Letters

'

(1743), vol. i. p. 61. See also vol. i. pp. 89, 90 ;

vol. ii. pp. 70, 369, 399 (bis), 444.

In 'Parthenissa,' rise denote "reason," "ground,"
also :

" His own faults and the crimes of his subjects are too

visible and great to allow me any rise to ascribe our pre-
sent confusions to any other cause To begin a dis-

course which might give me the opportunity to say
something, if by a miracle I should find a rise for my so

doing, I told her," &c. Pp. 686, 704.

Take, in "is ready to take his rise out of Sierge
into Sattin," is convertible with get, as it is in " to

take a severe cold," and in the old " to take a

wound."
De Quincey, in his article on Sir William

Hamilton (1852), stoops to write :

" I must ' take a rise
'

out of something or other."

Work?,' vol. xvi. p. 147 (1871).
F. H.

BULL-ROARER (8
th S. vii. 7, 98, 158, 258, 334,

457; viii. 12, 55, 114). At the last reference

your correspondent says that he is "a lauder of

the acted time." Is not this a very bald and inac-

curate translation of Horace's " laudator temporis
acti

"
? The expression, of course, means

" a praiser
of bygone days." What {; acted time

" means I know
not. Several correspondents seem to have lost

sight of the fact that the subject under discussion

is
"
bull-roarer," and not boyhood's toys in general

which are able to produce a diabolical noise. We
shall next be having a description of a "devilio."

At 8th S. vii. 334 MR. A. PERTWEE thinks it

essential that the "bull-roarer" should be "notched
all along both edges." This is unnecessary. At

p. 35 of Andrew Lang's
' Custom and Myth

' there

is an engraving of one without any knotches. Cf.

also ibid., p. 30. F. 0. BIRKBECK TERRY.

" GRANDMOTHER'S NIGHTCAP "
(8

th S. viii. 107,

155). Ovid says the aconite was so called because

it grows among sharp rocks, and this explanation
of the name is also given by Skeat. There is an

older and, according to Phillips, a more likely

one. Theophrastus attributes the name to the

fact that the plant grew plentifully near Acone in

Bithynia. The old English name "wolfs bane"
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has also been explained in various ways. Some
refer it to Thor's fight with the wolf ; others, with

Gerard, and more reasonably, to the fact of the

plant having been used as a poison for wolves.

The name "Thor's hat" was never, I imagine,
current in England.

There is one curious statement which Gerard
makes concerning the plant. Though every part
of it is so deadly, yet in tbe " mountaines of

Rhetia," where it is indigenous, an antidote to its

poison is made from flies that feed with great

delight on every part of it. Avicen had before

spoken of a mouse that feeds upon its root and
afterwards yields an antidote to its poison ;

but
this Gerard, following several authoritie?, dis-

misses as an idle tale. Are his own Rhetian flies

to be believed in 1 I do not remember to have
met with any mention of them in later writers.

C. C. B.

FRANKOM'S NIGHT (8
th S. vii. 427 ;

viii. 18).
See 'St. Frankum: Playing the Bear,' 7W S.

x. 285 ; xi. 354. CELER ET AUDAX.

CARDINAL OF ST. PAUL'S (8
th S. viii. 208).

The senior cardinal is the Rev. W. H. Milman,
the junior cardinal is the Rev. W. J. Hall.

W. SPARROW SIMPSON.

ST. MART OVERIE (8
th S. viii. 68, 115, 171).

It may, perhaps, be worth while to supplement
MR. J. T. PAGE'S quotation from the ' Chronicles
of London Bridge,' at the last reference, by the

following, from Timbs's 'Curiosities of London':
"A romantic tradition is associated with this church.

Stow, in the account which he received from Linsted,
the last Prior, describes it as ' Saint Mary over the Rie,
or Overy, this is, over the water. The church, or some
other in place thereof, was (of old time long before the

Conquest) an House of Sisters, founded by a mayden
named Mary, unto the which House and Sisters she left (as
was left to her by her parents) the oversight and profits
of a CroEse Ferrie, or traverse ferrie over the Thames,
there kept before any bridge was builded.' This story
baa, however, been much discredited. The shrouded
figure now in the north aisle has been gossipingly as-

signed to Audery the Ferryman, father of the foundress
of St. Mary Overiee."

MR. MATHEW'S suggestion of o/er= a river-

lank being the explanation of the name, is the best

yet to hand. The story of old John Overs looks
like a myth ignorantly invented to give meaning
to a name. None of your correspondents has yet
noted the fact that Overy is a Christian name.
Mr. Overy Taylor, the well-known stamp collector,
may perhaps be known to some of your readers.
What connexion there may be between it and the
"Overie "

attached to the name of the old South-
wark church I am not in a position to say.

CHAS. JAS. F&RET.

The monumental effigy of the skeleton, a not
uncommon memento mori, still exists, or at leasl

it did a year ago, at St. Saviour's
; it used to be on

the east side of the north transept. I fancy these

ancient memorials were generally one part of a

;omb. On the top lay the figure as in life
; below,

;he resemblance of what we must all come to.

There is, I believe, not the faintest idea of whom
.t is supposed to represent ; but Linstead, the

last Prior of St. Mary Overie, tells the story of

Mary Overy, or Audry, and the supposed miser
John Overy's name became linked with the

skeleton memorial. It is a stupid story, which
does not even rise to the dignity of a legend or

myth.
This ancient priory dates back to forgotten times.

The church was St. Mary over the Water, or better

St. Mary on the Bank
;
but in the cruel blow that

the dissolution of the monasteries gave to rever-

ence for sacred things, foolish tales, which made
their foundation ridiculous or worse, became cur-

rent, and a century ago the supposed foundress

used to be toasted at the parish dinner as "Old
Moll "

!

It is likely enough that in the rebuilding and
restoration still in progress the skeleton tomb has

been removed somewhere for safety. The care-

taker would almost certainly know where it is.

CHARLOTTE G. BOGER.
Chart Sutton.

"REVOLT" (8
th S. viii. 169). For this as a

transitive verb, in becoming which it has followed

the French rtvolter, the dictionaries vouch the

authority of Bp. Warburton, Burke, W. Mitford,
Charles Reade, and others. But for at least a

century tbe usage has been far from uncommon :

"What there is of a religious cast in the volume I

have thrown towards the end of it, for two reasons ;

first, that I might not revolt tbe reader at his entrance,"
&c. W. Cowper (1784), in 'Works' (ed. Southey,
1835-7), vol. v. p. 87.
" The blunt assurance of this from a stranger, a propos

to nothing, must revolt him, if he is not too far gone to

be moved by anything." Lord Thurlow (1797), ibid.,

vol. iii. p. 212.
" The mere degradation of the punishment is enough

to revolt every feeling of an untried person." Sydney
Smith (1824),

' Works '

(ed. 1869), p. 460.

Like quotations are afforded by Horace Wai pole,

Miss Elizabeth Carter, Dugald Stewart, William

Godwin, Sir Walter Scott, Southey. Lord Jeffrey,

Sir A. Alison, the first Lord Lytton, the Saturday
Review, &c. Is "revolting cruelty" at all an-

usnal 1 F. H.
Marlesford.

Revolt is a doublet of reveler, and can be used as

a transitive verb, though it is more generally used

as an intransitive. Spenser uses the word with

the meaning of to
"
roll back."

So to her yold the flamea, and did their force revolt.
' The Faerie Queene,' bk. iii. canto xi. 25.

Richardson's 'Dictionary' has: "In the simplicity
of my heart [I] would needs try if I could make
the deists believe too. I found it was this that
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most revolted him." Warburton,
' On several

Occas. Reflections,' pt. i. Annandale, in the
'

Imperial Dictionary,' quotes from Burke and

Mitford. F. 0. BIRKBECK TERRY.

I see no reason why "revolt" may not with

propriety be used as a transitive verb, in the sense

of
" to shock." It is so used by some of our most

accurate writers. Burke has "To revolt young
and ingenuous minds." CHAS. JAS. FERET.

PHILANTHROPY (8
th S. viii. 67, 132). So much

more has been written upon <iAav6fy>o)7ria than

appears in Apb. Trench or Bp. Ellicott, that I ask

leave to supplement the note of MR. A. L. MAY-
HEW. As reference is made in the Grimm-Thayer,
the best Lexicon of N.T. to the notes upon
Acts xxviii. 2 and Titus iii. 4, in the c Otium

Norvicence,' part iii., by Frederick Field, Ox.

Univ. Pr. 1881, 1 presume that there is here the

best account of the word. So far from Philo being
an early authority for its use, it occurs in Demos-

thenes (107, 15) and Plato (' Diog. Laert.,' iii. 98).

There is a parallel passage to that in the Acts in

Stob., 'Flor.,' xxxvii. 38, where there is in reference

to shipwrecked mariners :
"
Qvvoi, a barbarous

people settled in the N.W. of Bithynia, TOV-S

vavdyovs <iAav0pco7rojs 8ex6fj,evoi, <i'Aovs TTOL-

OUVTCU. In the note on Titus iii. 4 he shows,

further, the use of the word at some considerable

length. But he checks himself with the familiar

proverb, "Sed manum de tabula."

In this work, at St. Mark vii. 19, is Field's own
statement of the earliest notice, in recent times, ol

the correct interpretation by him of xaOapifov TO.

(3p(i)fJ,a.Ta,
in his edition of St. Chrysostom's

' Homilies on St. Matthew,' t. iii. pp. 112 sg. Il

was subsequently noticed by Dean Burgon,
' Last

Twelve Verses of St. Mark,' p. 179, and was

adopted in the R.V. ED. MARSHALL.

KEV. BERNARD WARD (8
th S. viii. 188).

Bernard Ward was the only son, by his wife

Deborah Annesley, of Charles Ward, third son o

Nicholas Ward, of Castle Ward, co. Down, anc

Sarah Buckwortb, his wife. The Rev. Bernard

Ward married Miss Barbara Knox, of Rathmullen

co. Down. They had three sons, Arthur, Charles

and Ralph, and a daughter, Anne, who married, in

1759, Richard Chapel Whaley, of Whaley Abbey
I am unable to trace this branch further, but thin!

that, in all probability, the "Rev. John Ward
incumbent of Rathmullen," was the grandson o

the Rev. Bernard Ward above named.
KATHLEEN WARD.

Castle Ward, Downpatrick.

GEORGE ERRINGTON (8
th S. viii. 109). Burke

in his
' Landed Gentry,' under Errington, of Chac

well Hall and Ashbourne, co. Derby, mention

that George Errington, of the above, who died i

769, had a daughter Jane, but he does not tuen-

her marriages. In the latter part of last

entury and in the early part of this, the Erring-
ons were living at Lexden Park, near Colchester.

E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

ife and Times of Ralph Allen. By R. E. M. Peach.
(Nutt.)

T is not every one tbat remembers whose unobtrusive

enerosity it was that drew forth Pope's famous line

Do good by stealth and blush to find it fame.
Ir. Peach, who has constituted himself historiographer
;eneral of Bath and things Bathonic, has now produced
a careful biography of the excellent worthy whom Pope
o highly esteemed. After the manner of the old chro-

niclers, who never could write a history of their own
ime without harking back to "Leda'a egg" and the

mythical invasion by Brut, Mr. Peach devotes a long
ntroduction to Bath in the Roman period, in the Saxon
>eriod, in the Norman period, in the Reformation period,
o that Ralph Allen does not come on the scene till p. 45.

Beginning from a humble origin, by native ability and
brce of character, by enormous industry and untiring
energy, combined with moral worth and unswerving
ntegrity, Allen amassed a considerable fortune, and rose

:o be the bosom friend of the Prime Minister and many
of the foremost men of his day. His services to his

country in developing and extending the postal system,
nto which he introduced notable improvements, have
jeen amply recognized by Mr. Joyce in his

'

History of
;he Post Office.' When a bey he had been placed under
;he care of a grandmother, who had charge of a post-
office in Cornwall, and there, no doubt, he early became
acquainted with the abuses and defects of the system
which he afterwards set himself to remedy. In later

life he enjoyed the intimacy of Pope, Warburton, and

Fielding, who were his frequent guests at his beautiful

seat, Prior Park, near Bath, and some of his correspond-
ence with them is here preserved. The great novelist,
as is well known, immortalized his host in the Squire
Allworthy of

' Tom Jones.' His liberality as a philan-
thropist was great in developing the resources of hia

adopted city, founding the Bath Hospital, and befriend-

ing struggling merit wherever he found it. Altogether,
Allen's was a very lovable and well-balanced character.
Even Warburton, who could be censorious enough about

others, confessed he could detect no flaw in the admirable
character of his friend. Mr. Peach tells his story

pleasantly, if rather discursively, and has taken evident

pains to get together all the available information which
would make his book authentic. He also gives an

adequate supply of illustrations.

Richard Rolle, of Hampole. Edited by C. Horstmann.
(Sonnenschein & Co.)

No nation in the world can boast of a literature so extensive
as that which belongs to our own country, yet English-
men, incurious as to their own, have too long been con-
tent to let its ancient treasures lie practically buried in

the manuscript rooms of our libraries. The Early
English Text Society have done much to get rid of this

reproach, and now we note with satisfaction that Messrs.
Sonnenschein are projecting a "

Library of Early English
Writers," which will serve to bring this forgotten in-

heritance within the reach of a larger public. Curiously
enough, the venture is launched without a word of
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preliminary explanation as to the proposed scope and

extent of the series, and it is only from the words quoted
above on the half-title of the volume before us that we
come to know it is one of a series. The publishers

plunge at once into the middle of matters with a closely

printed edition of one of the most prolific writers of

the fourteenth century, Richard Rolle, the hermit

of Hampole, who has hitherto been chiefly known to

etudents as the author of that curious poem
' The

Pricke of Conscience,' published by the Philological

Society, and of certain short pieces edited by Canon

Perry for the E.E.T.S. The full title of the present
volume is 'Yorkshire Writers, Richard Rolle of Ham-
pole, an English Father of the Church, and his Followers.'

No better editor could be found than Prof. Horstmann,
of Berlin, who has already done much good work iu

editing Early English legends of the saints. His name
is a sufficient warrant for the carefulness and accuracy
with which the texts will be issued. The only apparatus

provided is textual with reference to the MSS. sources

and their various readings. We cannot but think that

some critical and exegetical notes from the hand of the

learned editor would contribute much to the popularity
of the series; and certainly an index and table of con-

tents are things to be desired. In an introduction, to be

continued in the next issue, Prof. Horstmann traces the

origin and growth of the mystic school of theology in

England from Richard of St. Victor, St. Bernard, and

Bonaventura, through John Hoveden and Rolle down
to Wicliffe. For the sake of completeness, he prints
here many of the mystical writings of Walter Hilton,

William Nassington, and John Gaytryge, who were

disciples and imitators of the hermit of Hampole. These

outcomes of the contemplative life are often very

beautiful, and with all their quaint simplicity breathe a

spirit of fervent devotion and practical godliness. No
one, indeed, can read these treatises without having
an enhanced opinion of the value of mediaeval theology.
If these are fair specimens of monastic religion, they go
far to prove that the monasteries were true homes of

piety and learning, as a writer in the current number
of the Quarterly Itevieto ably maintains, and not by any
means the effete and iniquitous institutions that Mr.
Froude would have us believe they were. We wish

Messrs. Sonnenschein's enterprise all success, and, if we

may offer a suggestion, would recommend that Caedmon
and the Be6wulf may find a place in their library.

Prince Henry the Navigator, 1394-1460. By C. Ray-
mond Beazley, M.A. ( Putnam's Sons.)

To the " Heroes of the Nations
"

series has been added
a well-written and trustworthy account of the Portu-

guese Prince Henri, or Henrique, known as the Navi-

gator. Like most princes of bis time, a man of proved
valour, whose share in the conquest of Ceuta may count

as a display of extreme heroism and endurance, he
differed from most of theee in leading a life of un-

blemished purity and fervent piety. The interest he

took in the exploration of the western sea-board of

Africa was the cause why during half a century the

Portuguese took the lead in maritime discovery. Pro-

foundly interesting is the story of the tentative experi-
ments at first made in seas which were credited with

concealing unheard-of monstrosities and horrors. Out
of the greed of the captains of Henri sprang the slave

trade in Portugal. With this, however, it is not fair to

burden the memory of the prince. It was as discoverers

that he sent out the men of his court, his friends, and
his servants, and it was their greed that caused them to

return with prisoners rather than information. If Henri
himself was anxious for the capture of natives, it was
that they might be taught the blessings of Christianity

and be the means of winning over the African races to
the Church. A special feature in the volume is the
series of maps showing the gradual progress of discovery.
Many of these are more curious than intelligible, a fault
from which the portolani, with their simpler and less

ambitious, if more practical aims, are free. A sense of
comfort is felt, in perusing the work, in the thought
that the Portuguese, and not the English, named the
countries then discovered. The Azores is at least a more
musical name than its English equivalent the Hawks,
and Rio Grande is decidedly more comforting than Great
River. Mr. Beazley, it may be said, is a believer in a
Scandinavian discovery of America, and favours an early
visitation of Australia. His chapters upon Viking con-

queat are not tbe least interesting in his volume.

A Garden of Pleasure. By E. V. B. (Stock.)
WE have here another pleasant volume, from the author
of '

Days and Hours in a Garden,'
' Ros Roearum,' and

other books, to those whose " ambition "
or " content "

"lies in simple things." The new volume is well fitted

to be slipped into the pocket of a lover of nature. Be-
sides being well written it is agreeably illustrated. We
only wish that in all cases the names of the flowers

depicted had been given.

Thoughtsfrom the Writings of Richard Jf/eries. Selected

by H. S. H. Waylen. (Longmans & Co.)
HERE is a daintily printed volume, the interest in which
will extend beyond the admirers of Jefferies, and will

embrace most lovers of eloquent description and preg-
nant thoughts. These stray thoughts, extracted by leave
of the publishers, were first collected for his private
delectation by Mr. Wayleu, who arrived at the just con-
clusion that what had pleased him might be widely
acceptable. The volume thus obtained will be welcome
to thousands of readers.

to
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THE BURIAL OP ISABELLA, QUEEN OF
EDWARD II.

In the important
' Calendar of Papal Registers :

Letters, Vol. ii.,' just issued (it is a mine of in-

formation), are two brief entries of considerable

importance. The Pope, John XXII., grants to

Queen Isabella two indults :

1. "That her confessor may give her plenary
remission at the hour of death."

2.
" That her body may be divided and buried

in three churches of her choice."

The indults are dated from Avignon, 6 Kal.

December, 1323.

The queen is, of course, Isabella, wife of Ed-
ward II., "daughter of Philip IV. of the Name,
surnamed Le Bell, King of France (sister to the

Lewis Hutih, Philip le Long, and Charles le Bell,

also Kings of France)." Edward's marriage with

Isabella, then
" a Lady of 12 years old, was solemniz'd in the Church
of our Lady [Boloigne] upon the V. of the Kalends of

February (viz. the 28th day of January), 1307, and
graced with the presence of 4 Kings and 3 Queens,
besides the Bride : who, having been his Wife twenty
years, and hia Widow thirty, deceased in her great
Climacterical year (viz. 63) at Risings near London,
the 22th day of August (an Inquisition records it, upon
Wednesday before the Feast of Sl

Bartholomew) in the
31 year of the Reiga of her Son King Edward III., an.

1357, and was buried in the midst of the Choire of the

Gray Fryara Church in London the 27th of September
following."

So Sandford (in bis
'

Genealogical History of

the Kings of England,' pp. 145, 146) sums up her

strange eventful story. The disastrous reign, with
its horrible conclusion, its rebellions, the con-

spiracy of the queen against her husband, the

deposition and the foul murder of the king, are

well-worn subjects and need not repetition here.

The "
Risings near London "

is, of course, Castle

Rising, to which the Queen Isabella was sent in

November, 1330, as a prisoner
"

for the rest of her

life
"
(Green,

'

History of the English People,' i.

397).

Turning to Stow's '

Survey
'

(sixth edition, 1754,
i. 630), a notice is found, in the account of the

church of the Grey Friars, of the monuments with

which it was adorned. " In the midst of a Tomb
of Alabaster, Queen Isabel, wife to Edward the

Second, Daughter of Philip le Bell, King of France,
1358. [And, under her Breast, lieth the Heart
of her Husband.]" The words included within

brackets are authenticated by the initials J. S.

that is, John Strype in the margin. It was a

curious irony of fortune which placed the heart of

the ill-used husband on the breast of the rebellious

wif<.

This church seems to have been very rich in

separated hearts. A cursory glance at the account

in Stow is sufficient to show that here were de-

posited the hearts of Peter Mountford, of the Lady
Jane de Serre, wife of Guy de Salines, of the Lady
Isabel de Averne, and of "

Eleanor, Dutchess of

Buckingham, 1530. This Lady bequeathed her

Heart to be buried in the Grey-Friars Church in

London, and her Body in the White-Friars Church
in Bristol."

I am not quite certain what object was proposed
to be attained by this strange dismemberment.

Probably it was thought that the prayers of several

religious houses might the more surely be obtained

if some portion of the body rested within the con-

secrated precincts.
It may be supposed that under the circumstances

of Queen Isabella's death the intention indicated

in the Papal indult may not have been carried out,

and that the entire body of the hapless queen may
have been laid to rest at the Grey Friars, New-

gate Street. It is difficult to ascertain the exact

truth.

Miss Strickland gives the following account of

the last days of the widowed Isabella, the
"

she-

wolf of France":
'
Isabella died at Castle Rising, Aug. 22, 1358, aged

s'xty-three. She chose the Church of the Grey Friara

where the mangled remains of her paramour Mortimer
had been buried eight and twenty yeara previously, for

the place of her interment : and, carrying her character-

istic hypocrisy even to the grave, she was buried with

the heart of her murdered husband on her breast.,..
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" Isabella was interred in the Choir of the Grey Friars

within Newgate, where a fine alabaster tomb was erected

to her memory. She bad given 621. towards the building

of this Church. It was usual for persons buried in the

Grey Friars to be wrapped in the garment of the order,

as a security against the attacks of the foul fiend.

Queen Isabella was buried in that garment, and few

stood more in need of such protection. Perhaps, in the

decline of life, she had been admitted into the third

order of S. Francis, instituted about twenty years before

her death for lay penitents who were not bound by con-

ventual vows." 'Lives of the Queens of England,'
edition 1857.J. 539-541.

And here arises the question suggested by what

has gone before :

"
According to Blomefield, local tradition asserts that

Queen Isabella lies buried in Castle Rising Church, and

that all the procession to the Grey Friars in London was
but an empty pageant. In confirmation of this assertion

they point out a simple grey stone, with this 'inscription

deeply cut, ISABELLA KEOINA.

Antiquaries, however, are of opinion that this stone

covers the grave of one of the officers or ladies who
died in her service at Castle Rising, but it is also possible
that she might have bequeathed her heart to her parish

Church, and that this inscription may denote the spot
where it was interred."

Certainly the existence of the Papal indult

renders this suggestion probable. If it be accurate,
it would be still more curious that the heart of

the miserable husband should have been placed

Upon the heartless body of the wretched queen.
It may be worth while to mention that an effigy

of Isabella is to be seen amongst the statuettes

which grace the tomb of her son John of Eltham,
in Westminster Abbey. "She wears the con-

ventual veil which she assumed, as a sign of her

penitence, during her seclusion at Castle Rising"
a long and weary captivity.

'N. & Q." supplies, as usual, a good deal of

scattered information upon the subject of heart-

burial ; and as I have the good fortune to possess
a complete set, having been a subscriber from the

first number, I have thought that it might be worth
while to gather together in substance such notices

as have already appeared in these pages. Many
of [the short notices now referred to well merit

reprinting ; but space is precious, and I contenl

myself with the briefest summary :

| The " herte inuyncyble
"
of Richard I. still preserved

-in the Musee at Rouen. I 8' S. vi. 433 ; 2nd S. xi. 240.
The heart of James II. St. Mary Chaillot, near Paris

His brain in an urn of bronze gilt, Chapel of the Scotch
. College. The heart of his queen, Mary of Modena
Intestines of Louisa Maria, his second daughter. Hear

-of Mary Gordon of Huntly, Duchess of Perth. Since
the death of Sixtus V. in 1590, the intestines of the
Popes have been interred in the Church of SS. Vincenzo
ed Anastasio, the parish church of the Quirinal. l et S
vi. 588.

In the Bolton vault at Hensley, in Yorkshire, a hear
enclosed in lead rests upon a leaden coffin. 2nd S. xi. 70
The heart of Richard, son of Richard, King of the

Romans, found a resting place in Westminster Abbey
1271 j

his body at Hajlee. Isabel, wife of Richard, Kin"

f the Romans ; her body at Beaulieu, her heart at

Tewkesbury. 2nd S. xi. 134.

The valiant Douglas
On his dauntless bosom bore

Good King Robert's heart the priceless
To our dear Redeemer's shore.

The heart of Henry II. or Henry III., Fontevrault,
was in 1828 in the museum at Orleans', and was after-

wards presented to Bishop Gillis of Edinburgh, to be by
him handed over to the English Government. 2nd S. xK
166.

Christ Church, Cork : a human heart embalmed.

The volume which formed the starting point of

;his note contains another entry which may well

oe quoted in this connexion. The same Pope,
John XXII., in the first year of his Pontificals

granted absolution and dispensation "to John
called Brabanzon, of the Diocese of Lincoln, who
bas incurred excommunication for having divided
his father's corpse and buried it in divers places,
after which he has been ordained and obtained a
benefice."

I suppose that John Brabanzon's offence lay, not
in dividing his father's corpse, for this seems to

have been far from unusual, but in his dividing
the corpse without lawful authority. This leads,

naturally enough, to the question. What was law-

ful authority for such dismemberment? Was a

Papal indult required in every case? Or could the

bishop of the diocese or the archbishop of the

province issue the necessary authorization ?

And what was the usual division of the dismem-
bered parts ?

In some lines, which have already done duty in

'N. & Q.,' 2nd S. xi. 134, Hardyng says of

Richard I. :

His herte inuyncyble to Roan he sent full mete,
For their greate truth and stedfast greate constaunce,
His bowelles lose to Poyton for deceyuaence.

His body was to be buried at Fontevrault.

That the head sometimes found a resting-place

apart from the body is well known from such
familiar cases as the head of Archbishop Simon
of Sudbury in St. Gregory's Church, Sudbury ;

the head of Sir Thomas More at St. Dunstan's,

Canterbury ; and the head, said to be that of an
Earl of Suffolk, still preserved at Holy Trinity,
Minories. These are all cases of decapitated

persons. Did the rightful owner ever desire that

his head should be buried apart from Lis body ?

That the heart and (strange to say) the in-

testines were in some cases buried separately, bas

been abundantly shown in the cases cited ;
and

there are many others. How perilously near the

penal sentence of
"
quartering

" the repulsive

process seems. W. SPARROW SIMPSON.

LETTERS OF LORD NELSON.
Herewith I send you copies of three unpublished

letters of Lord Nelson which I had the pleasure to

read while on a short visit to Ecclefechan a short

time ago. They now belong to Mr. Thomas
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Graham of that place, to whom they have de-

scended from the relative Mr. Graham whose
address they bear, who was a surgeon of the fleet

and a friend of Nelson's. The writing of the earliest

is entirely different from that of the two others, it

having been written when the writer had the use

of both hands. The second was written before he
was ennobled, and the third after this event. They
may interest your readers :

Burnham, Norfolk, June 8th 1790.
DEAR SIR, I was very glad to hear you have had ao

pleasant a Voyage in all respects. Your own good con-
duct I am well asaur'd will always make you be re-

spected. I am much oblig'd by your remembrance. M"
Nelson will with thanks accept a pair or two of birda
if you can spare them. I think the only way of getting
them safe to London is by the waggon directed for my
brother at the Navy office who will desire to forward
them here. As you will see I am amongst the disappointed
ones in not getting one of the first ships but I understand
I am soon to be employ'd. Since you sail'd I have been
plagu'd by the seizures made whilst in the West Indies
a prosecution being now ag* me for five thousand pounds
sterling for one Vessel it is very true Government are

defending me but the unpleasantness still falls on me
such as being served with Notices and things of that kind,
and maybe arrested perhn pa in the end if it should be

given against me I see a person may do their duty too
well however a good War will sett all to rights remember
me to Mr Brown & believe me

Your most faithful Humble servant
HORATIO NKLSOJT.

[Endorsed] Mr
Graham, Surgeon of H.M. ship Ad-

venture, Portsmouth.

Bath, Feby 3r* 1798.
Mv DEAR SIR, I am just favor'd with your letter of

29th Jan? and am sorry if your health will permit your
serveing that you had not applied long ago for Mr Jeffer-

son was appointed to the Vanguard in Dec' last. My arm
is perfectly healed and my general health is better than
it usually has been. I shall be in Town ab' the end of
this Month but I should be sorry you took the trouble of
such a very long journey merely to se me Believe me

Dear Sir

Your Obliged Humble Serv'
HORATIO NELSON.

[Endorsed] Bath, Feb^ fourth, 1798, Inchiquin.
To Mr Graham at Mr David Smith's Warehouse,

Liverpool.
December 17th 1800.

Mr DEAR SIR, You must as my other friends have
the goodness to forgive my not writing so much or so

often as those who have two hands, and not attribute to

neglect or inattention what is truly the effect of my loss.

I can assure you no one rejoices more to hear of you than

nryself and feel grateful for all your congratulations and
good wiajbea and only rest assured that I am as ever your
sincere friend NELSON.

Mr Th s Graham, Liverpool.
(Endorsed] London, December seventeenth, 1800.
M r Thos

Graham, Surgeon R.N., Liverpool.
Nelson.

South Shields.

KOBT. BLAIR.

THOMAS PALMER.
The '

Dictionary of National Biography/ in

noticing Sir Thomas Palmer, "the Travailer,"
adds a brief note on his namesake, an Oxford

scholar, who graduated from Brasenose in 1553.
Two works, which I believe to be his, are pre-
served in manuscript in the British Museum, one
of them containing unprinted verse of Drayton
and Ben Jonson, a transcript of which may be

acceptable.
Additional MS. 18,040 is a book of emblems,
The Sprite of Trees and Herbes,' by Thomas

Palmer, with coloured drawings. It was purchased
at Rudd's sale in February, 1850, and bears on the

fly
- leaf the name of Margaret Nevill, and, in

similar handwriting, "Wrote in the year 1663."
This is merely an entry of the owner, not the date
of the MS., which is 1598-1599, as the dedications

show. The first of these is in English to Sir

Robert Cecil, afterwards Earl of Salisbury, acknow-

ledging the "manifolde favours" received from
"
your moste honourable father"; "my pamphletts

(how vnworthy so ever) were continually respected
and my selfe so protected by his lordshippe as all

the lyttle happines of my olde and decrepite age I

did rightly (next god) attribute vnto hym." So he

gave Lord Burleigh for a New Year's gift
"
last

yere" a hundred emblems, and had a hundred
more ready

"
this new yeres tyde : and being

prevented by his vnwelcome deathe, have presumed
to dedicate them to your honor the verie image
both of his virtue and wisedome, and also, as I hope,
of his favour and good fortune. The worke I have
intituled the sprite of trees, and herbes." He signs

himself,
" Yor hono" moste humble and dayly

orator Thomas Palmer." Next comes a latin

address to Lord Burghley, ending with acknow-

ledgments, evidently the original dedication

written before Burghley's death ;
and then" Verses

written in the commendac'on of this little booke."

The writers are :

1. "Thomas ffryer, doctor of Phisicke." See

Munk, 'Royal College of Physicians,' i. pp. 72-3.

He was a Romanist, and compounded for not

attending church.

2.
" Richardus Foster, medicinae doctor." Se"e

Munk, ibid., p. 74.

3. Nicholas Hill,
"
philpsophus,"

who "lived

most of his time in the Romish persuasion
"
(Wood,

' Athen. Oxon.,' ii. p. 86, ed. Bliss).

4.
" Nicholas Rosecarror, gentleman," of whom

I can discover nothing. Wood, however,
* Athen.

Oxon.,' i. p. 478, notices the arrest of the Romanist

Ralph Sherwyn, a Fellow of Exeter College, in

1 568,
"
in the house of one Roscarriot or Roscarrock

"
;

the name seems uncommon, and this may furnish

a clue. Rosecarrot's verses begin :

Blushe not my Palmer, bashfull thoughe thou be.

ffor some, whiche knowe thee, knewe it to thy blame

yea in thy prime when none excelled thee

withe Tullius penne a filed phrase to frame.

Calena be my iudge, our nurse renownde
where bothe thy praise and blame so shryll dyd sounde.

Where was Calena
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5. "Jo. Keeper, gentleman," or rather Keper
a Somersetshire man, who graduated a', Oxfor

in 1568-9. On July 8, 1580, he petitionfd, a

M.A. of Louvain, to be incorporated at Oxford

but the grace was refused, from a belief that h

was a Komanist ('Oxf. Univ. Keg.,' Oxf. Hist

Soc., i. 268).

6. Drayton, who wrote :

Nature, and Arte are ouermatcht by thee

in secreat vertews both of Plants and flowers

ihou doest excell both Pbisick and the Bee

though in their functons, and their seuerall powers
the best but honny that the Bee caune gett
and Med'cene is all Phieicke doeth extracte

by thee againe they both to echoole are eett

for thou hast seene what Arte, and Nature lackte

Their vse is whilst, the Plant or flower doth growe
drawne from the leafe, the winde, the barck, y

e roota
but thou in these doest greater cunninge shewe
to serue thy vse though lyinge vnder foote

Both foode, and Medcene thou from these doest tey
both these confinde in thy Moralitye

Mic: Draiton.
Gloria cuiq. sua egt.

7. Lastly, Ben Jonson :

When late (graue Palmer) these thy graffs and flowers

(so well dispos'd by thy auspicious hand)
weare made the obiects to my weaker powers ;

I could not but in admirac'on stand.

ffirst : thy successe did strike my sence w th wonder ;

that mongst so manie plants transplanted hetber,
not one but thriues; in spite of stonnes and thunder
Vnseason'd ffrosts, or the most enuyous weather.
Then I admir'd, the rare and p'scious vse

Thy skill hath made of ranck dispised weedes ;

Whilst other soules conuert to base abuse
the sweetest simples, and most soueraigne seed??.

Next, that wch rapt mee, was : I might behold
how Jyke the carbuncle in Aaron's brest

The seauen-fold flower of Arte (more rich then gold)
did sparcle foorth in center of the rest :

Thus, as a ponderous thinge in water cast

extendeth circles into infinite,
still making that the greatest y

' is last

till th' one hath drownd the other in or sights
So in my brayne ; the stronge impression
of thy rich labors worlds of thoughts create!
w ch

thoughts being circumTol[v]d in gyerlyk moc'on
wear spent wth wonder as they weare delated
till giddie wth amazement I fell downe
in a deepe trannce;*****

' * * * When loe to crowne thy worth
I struggled w>h this pass'on that did drowne
my abler faculties

; and thus brake foorth
Palmer thy trauayles well becum thy name
And thou in them ehalt liue as longe as Fame.

Ben: Jhonson gent.
Dignum laude virum Musa vetat mor.

Jonson was a Catholic from 1593 to 1610. It is

unnecessary to cite instances of his connexion with
Palmer's patron, Sir Kobert Cecil.*

* The handwriting of Drayton's and Jonson's verees
differs from that of the MS. elsewhere ; that of Jon-
son'g lines resembles the MS. of his ' Twelfth Night
Revels' (Royal MS., 17 B, xxxi.), p.

:

nted for the Shake-
speare Society in 184'.

Two points which Wood (' Fasti OXOD.,' L
p. 150) relates about Thomas Palmer, of Brase-
nose College, identify him with the writer of

' The
Sprite of Trees and Herbes.' (1) "He was an
excellent orator, and the best of his time for a
Ciceronian style. He collected several matters
from Cicero, which coming to the view of the
learned Cambden, he judged them very fit to be

printed." Compare Rosecarrot's allusion to Pal-

mer's feats
" with Tullius' pen," in which none

excelled him in his prime. He had taken his

degree over forty years before his emblem book
was written. (2) Palmer,

"
being a zealous Roman

Catholic, suffered much in his person and estate for

religion's sake, and therefore numbered among
the confessors for their cause in the time of Queen
Elizabeth." Note that four, if not five, of the
writers of complimentary verse can be shown to be
Catholics ; it is easy to imagine how closely mem-
bers of the Roman Church would cling to one
another at a time when their sympathies were

sharpened by persecution.
The emblems, 223 in number, are confined to

plants
and flowers. Toe work closes with an

index, a letter "lectori latice docto," and extracts

'rom the fathers.

An emblem book of earlier date, but in a
similar handwriting and by the same author, is

contained in Sloane MS. 3794. It is entitled,
' Two hundred poosees Devysed by Thomas Pal-
mer. Psal. 77. I will open my rnthe in a parable

'. will declare harde sentences of olde." There is

nly one copy of 'Verses written in the com-
mendac'on of thys little Worke,' by R. M. a
ustained quibble about palms. There is a verse
"edication to Robert Dudley, E.irl of Leicester,
he catalogue of whose titles includes that of Chan-
ellor of Oxford University. The date of the
nished work is, therefore, after Dec. 31, 1564,
rhen Dudley entered on that office. A verse

ddress follows to the University of Oxford,
with a drawing of the University arms, signed'

I. B." A few of the emblems are pen-and-ink
rawing?, but the majority are woodcuts taken
rom books. I have traced these to Aneau's 'Picta

'oesis,' 1552, and Alciat's 'Emblems,' Paris, 1534.

PEROT SIMPSON.

THE BATTLE OF KILLIECRANKIE AND THE
DEATH OF CLAVERHOXJSE. A general miscon-

ception prevails as to the exact site of this famous
battle. The hundreds of tourists who every year
visit the Pass of Killiecrankie, following the
direction of their guide-books and local tradition,
turn off from the high road to gaze upon a cornfield

where they are assured the battle took place. In
the centre of this field stands a rough, grey, up-
right stone, which is pointed out as the spot where
Claverhouse fell. How the grey stone, which is

evidently a Druidical remain, came to be connected
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with Claverhouae it is difficult to say, but cer-

tainly it does not mark the scene of the battle.

Higher up, on the brow of the hill, is a kind of

plateau on which stands Urrard House, the grounds
of which wind down to the high road overlooking
the pas?. It was on this plateau that the battle

was fought. The beautiful walled-in garden lies

sheltering under the escarpments thrown up by the

Highlanders. In the midst of this garden, in a

grass plot, is a spring, now surrounded with ferns

and foliage. Claverhouse reining in his horse at

this spring was shot. He rode on a few yards and
then fell, fatally wounded. A mound covered with
trees covers the spot where the victory of the

Jacobites was turned into a practical defeat by the

loss of their leader. The story goes that Claver-

house was deemed invincible and bullet proof, and
that it was a silver button that gave him his death
wound. The tradition shows the superstitious
terror which he inspired.
The calm beauty of the scene of the terrible

battle, the sunny, well-tended garden stretching

upwards to the silent hills, and downwards to the

rustling woods, are a welcome contrast to the

memories of bloodshed which the spot invokes.

The autumn fruit hangs drooping over the ground,
now a greensward, where, two hundred years ago,
men were falling in the agonies of the death

struggle. Everywhere the eye rests on verdure
and luxuriance.

Through the courtesy of the occupants of Urrard

House, who with true Scotch hospitality invited

three strangers from the south to pass through the

grounds and view the real site of the battle, a

widely spread error has been discovered.

GEORGIANA HILL.
Wandsworth.

KECORDS BY RAIL AND SEA. The following note

may perhaps be welcome to some future hunter of

records. On or about Aug. 22, a train belonging
to the London and East Coast Company left King's
Cross for Aberdeen. It accomplished the distance,

viz., 528 miles, in 520 minutes the scheduled

time, under ordinary circumstances, being 625
minutes. On or about the same day, the West
Coast Company despatched a train from London to

Aberdeen, a distance of 540 miles, in 535 minutes.
The rate of speed in each case is practically

equal. On Saturday, Aug. 17, the American
mails left London late in the afternoon. They
were transferred to the Cunard Line steamer

Campania at QueenslWn on the following day,
Sunday, Aug. 18, and by noon on Friday, Aug. 23,

they had passed Sandy Hook. Thus the transit

from London occupied less than five days and
fifteen hoars

; a feat never before accomplished.
RICHARD EDGCUMBE.

Hotel Belle Vue, Saas Fee, Valab.
' RULE BRITANNIA.' It is curious to note how

frequently mistakes are made regarding the author-

ship of 'Rale Britannia." Charles Kingsley, with
all his wide and minute knowledge, has to bo

placed with .the defaulters on the subject. In his

article on ' Alexander Smith and Alexander Pope
'

(' Literary and General Essays,' p. 97, ed. 1890),
he attributes the lyric to Campbell, along with
'

Hohenlinden ' and ' Ye Mariners of England.'
As the paper was contributed to Fraser in October,

1853, the mistake has in its course passed a num-
ber of critical eyes, and now at length assumes a

somewhat historical interest. THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgb, N.B.

CARDINAL MAURT. In 'French Men and
French Manners' the author makes a curious

mistake regarding a saying of the Abbe (after-

wards Cardinal) Maury in 1789. A ruffian yelled
after him, "Where is that Abbe

1

Maury? I'll

send him to say mass in hell." The Abbe rejoins,
"
That's all right, but you'll help me to perform it,"

and, taking out his pistols, adds,
" Here are the cups

for the wine and oil." Evidently for "oil" read

water. The cups are, I suppose, the small cruets

used to contain the wine and water not wine and
oil for the chalice. Oil is not used in mass.

Wine and water are. GEORGE ANGUS.
St. Andrews, N.B.

CHESTNUT TREE AT ALBURT. In a recent

visit to Alburj, near Guildford, I took the oppor-
tunity of passing round the enormous chestnut

tree in the garden of Weston House, which is, I

believe, the dower-house of the Duke of North-

umberland's Albury property. The present stem
is practically recumbent on the ground, but alive

and healthy, and from it young trees have sprung,

forming a clump which is really one tree, the

branches touching the ground on all sides. The
whole is one hundred and seventy long paces
round. The tree is a notable one, even among the

fine timber of the neighbourhood.
W. H. QUARRELL.

SIGNBOARD. The following cutting is taken

from the South Wales Daily News, Aug. 31 :

"In the village of Llangennith, at the extreme end or

peninsula of Gower, there is a thatched public-house
with the following signboard :

' Welcome to town, gentlemen Ruth Pauned.
I hare trusted many to my sorrow,

Pay to-day and trust to-morrow
;

Call softly, drink soberly,

Pay freely, depart quietly.'
"

In Larwood and Hotten's 'History of Sign-
boards ' various lines are given as the intimations

of landlords that no credit is allowed, but the

above are somewhat different.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

DISCOVERY OF JOHN EVELYN'S 'MEMOIRS.'
When looking over a large collection of franks and

autographs, bearing dates from 1820 to 1825, I

came upon a franked address "To Miss Gregson.
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Liverpool. From William Upcott." Attached
to the sheet was a printed slip, with the following

story of the discovery of John Evelyn's
' Memoirs':

" A short time before the publication of the ' Memoirs
f John Evelyn' Mr. Upcott, of the London Institution,

was at Wooton in Surrey, the residence of the Evelyn
family; and sitting after supper with Lady Evelyn and
Mrs. Molyneux, his attention was attracted to a tippet
made of feathers, on which the latter was employed.
'Ah ! Mrs. Molyneux, we have all our hobbies,' said Mr.

Upcott.
'

Very true, Mr. Upcott,' rejoined Lady Evelyn.
'And may I take the liberty of asking what yours is?'
' Why mine, madam, from a very early age, has been
the collecting of the hand-writing of men of eminence.'
'What ! I suppose,' Mrs. Molyneux said,

'

you would
oare for things like tbese,' unfolding one of her thread

cases, which was formed of a letter written by Sarah,
Duchess of Marlbrough.

' Indeed I should, very much,'
exclaimed Mr. Upcott.

'

Oh, if that be your taste,' said

Lady Evelyn,
' we can easily satisfy you. This house is

full of such matters
;
there is a whole washing-basket

full of letters and other papers of old Mr. Evelyn, in the

garret, which I was BO tired of seeing, that I ordered the
house-maid the other day to light the fires with them

;

but probably she may not yet have done it.' The bell

was rung, and the maid questioned about the basket of
waste paper?. The basket of letters and papers was pro-
duced untouched, and the result was the publication of
the 'Memoirs of John Evelyn.'

"

There is such a romance in the above curious

story that I shall be glad if any of the readers of

*N. & Q.' can give information bearing upon the

history of the '

Evelyn Memoirs.'
JOHN ROBINSON.

Choppington Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

"INFORMATORY." It is perhaps worth noting
in ' N. & Q.' the birth of a new word. In the

Weekly Dispatch for Aug. 22, 1891, a writer speaks
of a new book as

" not only interesting but in-

formatory." I wonder how English scholars will

regard this addition to our dictionaries.

E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

[See
'

Encyclopaedic Dictionary.']

A HIGHLAND LEGEND. Among a series of

sketches of Strathardle, contributed by Mr. Charles

Ferguson to the recently issued Transactions of

the Gaelic Society of Inverness for 1893-4, the

following strange legend is published :

"
Lady Janet Gordon, by marriage Lindsay, was con-

demned for the murder of her husband to perpetual
imprisonment on the top of the Raven's Rock, a stu-

pendous cliff that rises above the river Ericht. Here,
says the legend, every day before touching food, 'she
had to spin a thread long enough to reach from her
prison till it reached the river.' Her life was protracted
till she was over a hundred

; but even when she died
the murderess could not rest, and her ghost was seen to
sit and spin, and often the keen angler, as he fished the
Ericht below the Raven's Rock, was startled by seeing
a shadowy thread coming slowly down till it touched
the water, when it disappeared, and the scared fisherman
knew that the lady's task was over for the day. Year
after year went on, and the lady, who had in her veins
a drop of the Stuart blood-royal, continued to spin until
the black day of Culloden, when the Stuart cause was

lost for ever, and many of the brave Strathardle lads,
who had escaped, returned to hide in their na'ive glen.

Among others came big Neil of the Trouts, so called
from being a very expert angler. He chose as his hiding-
place a hole under some lar^e boulders on the bank of the

river, a little above the Raven's Rock, where he kept
himself and his comrades, who were also hiding close by,
well supplied with trout. But a severe thunderstorm

passed over Upper Strathardle, followed by such a deluge
of rain that it brought down the river in one breast of

water. Neil of the Trouts lay in his den, no doubt

thinking it would put the river in good fishing ply, when
the water poured in. When he got out, the. rushing
torrent was eo strong that it swept him under the Raven's

Rnck, and he saw a thin thread hanging down from the

cliff, and, as a drowning man will clutch at a straw, he

grasped it, and, to his astonishment, it held, ai d be
found it strong enough to bear his weight and check his

onward course, and by its help he slowly drew himself to

the bank. As he stepped ashore, he heard a wild scream
of joy overhead, and looking up, he caw the Lady of the
Rock standing on the top of the cliff, with her distaff in

her hand, from which hung the thread that had saved
his life. Her task was done, her punishment over. She
bad saved the life of a gallant follower of the Stuarts,
her own royal race."

JOSEPH COLLINSON.
Hendor, N.W.

DEAN ALFORD AND DR. TREGELLES. An
acknowledgment of obligation to Dr. Tregelles
will be found on p. 81 of the Prolegomena to the

first volume of Dean Alford's ' Greek Testament
'

(sixth edition). To this is added an expression of

hope that the doctor might "have health and eye-

sight spared him to complete the important work
which he has so faithfully and worthily begun."

Writing to a friend, in 1892, who I knew had been

acquainted with Tregelles, I asked to what affection

of the eyes the dean's words allude, and was in-

formed that Tregelles had suffered inconvenience

from a malady caused by his minute inspection of

MSS. and the use of chemicals for rendering the

writings more legible. My friend's affecting

account of Dr. Tregelles's last days affords ground
for the conclusion that Dean Alford's hope was
not wholly fulfilled. F. JAKRATT.

LITERARY PARALLELS IN BROWNING. 1. 'Fra

Lippo Lippi':

For, don't you mark, we're made so that we love

First when we see them painted, things we have passed
Perhaps a hundred times, nor cared to see.

" For like as when we heare the grunting of a swine,
the creaking of a cart wheele. we take no pleasure
therein, but are troubled and discontented ; but con-

trariwise, if a merie fellow or jester can pretily counter-

feit the same, as one Parmeno could grunt like a swine,
and Theodorus creake like the said wheelee, we are

delighted therewith." Holland's Plutarch, '.Morale,'

P. 23.

2.
'

Bishop Blougram's Apology ':

Just when we are safest, there's a sunset touch,
A fancy from a flower-bell, some one's death,
A chorus- ending from Euripides,
And that's enough for fifty hopes and fear?, &c
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The sound of distant music or a plaintive note, a

passing woid, or the momentary scent of a flower, or the
sound of a bell, or the retiring of the day, or the Tailing
leaf of autumn all these will touch a chord," &c.
leaac Williams,

' The Passion/ p. 434.

3. 'A Grammarian's Funeral':

Image the whole, then execute the parts,

Fancy the fabric

Quite, ere you build, ere steel strike fire from quartz,
Ere mortar dab brick.

"
Every man should form such a plan of living as he

can execute completely. Let him not draw an outline
wider than he can fill up." Boswell, in Life of John-

son,' March 26, 1776.

RICHARD H. THORNTOX.
Portland, Oregon.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their

names and addresses to their queries, in order that the

answers may be addressed to them direct.

MALTA. A Maltese of the name of Barbara,
after having been a privateer, entered the Nea-

politan navy in the time of the French king (1806-

1815). He became a frigate captain, and was
created by Murat a baron of the realm. In 1815

Barbara, who had left Naples after the fall of

Murat, and who had retired to Elba, having heard
of the arrival of the ex-king in Corsica and of his

scheme of recovering his lost kingdom, tendered

his service?, which were accepted. Murat gave
him the command of the flotilla on which he

sailed from Ajaccio on Sept. 28, 1815. It is

supposed that Barbara had been bought by the

Neapolitan Government to betray Murat. The
fact is that he acted very badly. After having
landed Murat and his followers on the morning of

Oct. 8, 1815, instead of remaining near the shore,
as he had been ordered to do, he got away from it,

and in so doing caused Murat to be taken prisoner.
The same day Barbara sailed off to Ajaccio, taking

away with him the valuables which the ex-king
had lefc on board. Some authors say that they
amounted to six millions of franc?, others to three

millions only. A Calabrese author says that

Barbara returned to Malta, where he spent the rest

of his life. If he really robbed to so large a tune,
he must have lived in such a way as to attract the

attention of the people in the island.

I should like to know if, in Malta, among the

people who occupy themselves with the history of

their country, anybody knows anything about the

said Barbara, and if anything has been written

about him. DE SASSENAY.
38, Rue de Berri, Paris.

'AURORA VON KOSIGSMARK,' by Prof. Palm-
blad. I am anxious to discover a book on Aurora
von Koaigsmark, the mistress of Augustus the

Strong, and the mother of Marshal Saxe, which

was written and published in or about 1835-6,

by Palmbiad, a Swedish professor, who wrote

largely on biography and, I believe, philology
also. I find this work referred to by various

French authors, one of whom describes it as

voluminous. None, however, gives the correct

title, date, or place of publication, or even men-
tions in what language the work was written, on

which point I am also in doubt, as I gather that

Palmbiad wrote sometimes in Swedish and some-

times in German. There is a work of his in the

British Museum Library, but not the one I desire

to find. Indeed, I have vainly tried several public

libraries, besides consulting various bibliographies,

and also the catalogues of numerous French, Ger-

man, and English second-hand booksellers for more

than a year past. Perhaps some reader of
' N. & Q.,'

well informed with regard to Swedish or German

literature, may be able to supply me with informa-

tion respecting this book, which I should much like

to discover. ERNEST A. VIZBTELLY,,

Buehey Mead, Raynes Park, Surrey.

" FLOSS." Some recent English dictionaries give

a word "Floss, a stream.'' What evidence is there

that the word is genuine 1 Carlyle uses it once :

"There is one dirty stream or floss (Hunerfliess,

Hen-Floss) which wanders dismally through these

recesses" ('Frederick the Great,' vol. v. p. 472,

ed. 1865). But unless earlier examples are dis-

covered, it is a conceivable supposition that some

recollection of the title of
' The Mill on the Floss

'

may have misled Carlyle into thinking that he had

met with an English word floss synonymous with

the German word of the same spelling. If a

genuine English floss in this sense exists, it cannot

be the etymological equivalent of the German floss

(or flow), though it may, like the synonym fleet, be

derived from the same ultimate root. The quota-

tion from Carlyle is the only passage known to

me in which the word occurs. I should be glad

to be furnished with any other references.

HENRY BRADLEY.

96, Bolingbroke Gr,ve, Wandsworth Common.

BERRIMAN AND HEARN FAMILIES. Would any
of your readers oblige by telling me where to

look for pedigrees of the two above-mentioned

families 1 There seem to have been two branches

of the Berrimans in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries one in Gloucestershire and one in Corn-

wall. The Hearns, so far as I know, are of Irish

descent, and had property in the county of Water-

ford, spoken of in notes in my possession as being

near Carrick on Suir, the estates being called

Shanakill and Bally Thomas. I am specially

interested in two brothers, John and James Hearn,

who are said to have come to England from

Waterford in 1746. James Hearn settled at Pad-

stow, in Cornwall, where he married a Miss

Arthur. LAC-
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COLNE PRIORY. Sir Bernard Burke ('Vicis-
situdes of Families,' Second Series, p. 425) says
that Alberic de Vere, the founder of the Da Veres,
Earls of Oxford, and "lord of vast estates and many
manors at the time of the Doomsday survey,"
assumed the cowl and died a monk in Colne

Priory. Where was this priory? There are

about a dozen Colnes in England. From a
residence in Colne, Lancashire, and an acquaint-
ance with Mr. James Carr's

' Annals of Colne,' I

know it cannot have existed there. The nearest
monastic building was at Barnoldswick, founded

by Henry de Lacy in 1147. Colne Church was
severed from Whalley Abbey ;

but there was never
a monastery there. J. B. S.

M.P.s FOR NEWCASTLE-UNDER-LYME. Can
any of your readers oblige with the names of the
Members for Newcastle-under-Lyme before 1355
and for the following years : 1368, 1375-6, 1377,
1379, 1380, 1390, 1393-4, 1397-8, 1400-1, 1403-4,
1409-10, 1411, 1412-13, 1414 to 1417, 1420,
1439, 1444-5, 1455 to 1462-3, 1545, 1553, 1554,
and between the years 1734 and 1774? Any in-

formation will be esteemed. R. SIMMS.
Newcastle, Staff.

'A SPARKE OF FRIENDSHIP,' &c. The follow-

ing work is recorded in Tim parley's
'

History of

Printing,' p. 400 :

" A sparke of friendship, and warm good will; with a
poem concerning tbe commodity of sundry sciences;
especially concerning paper, and a mill, lately set up
r.eer Dartfort by a high German, called Mr. Spilman,
jeweller to the queen majesty. 1588, 4to. Dedicated to
Sir W. Raleigh. Begins, enforced by affection that, &c.,
where friendship finds good grownd to grow upon."

Any information respecting it, or where a copy
could be consulted, would be acceptable. It is

not recorded in the ordinary bibliographical dic-

tionaries, and is unknown at the British Museum.
T. N. BRUSHFIELD, M.D.

THE EDELWEISS. Can any of your readers
tell me the charm of this Alpine flower ? Lately
in quest of it in Switzerland, our courteous guide,
in pointing out a flower, insisted on the person
who desired it plucking it for himself

; herein lay
its special efficacy. He had, however, hazy ideas of
its virtues. W. A. HENDERSON.

BISHOPRIC OF ACHADEN. The Lichfield Epis-
copal Act Books show that Eobert Wellyn,
Bishop of Achaden, was rector of Upton Parva

ojtas
Waters Upton, Salop, from 1477 to 1483.

What bishopric was this ? The name occurs at
least twice, and appears to be quite distinct.

GILBERT H. F. VANE.
SPANISH SLANG. I should be glad to know of

any dictionary or other work giving information
about the numerous slang words and phrases
which are constantly met with by all readers of
modern Spanish literature. I may say that I have

had to make my own investigations, and I have

no doubt that, for want of authority, other students

of the language of Cervantes are in a like predica-
ment. Spanish slang is very abundant, chiefly

derived from the gipsy, and often presents interest-

ing points of analogy with English; for instance, the

two words chalado and guillado, both haying the

same meaning, are identical with the English word

gone, not only in the ordinary sense, but also in

that of being crazy for a girl. Some other words

relating to the tender passion are also worthy of

note. Thus the ordinary word for love, camelo,
also means deception, and this second meaning
appears to extend to the other derivatives from

the same root, such as camama. Another word,

timar, not only means to steal, with the derivatives

timo, theft, and timador, a thief, but also, at any
rate in the reflective form, timarse means to flirt.

It would be interesting to know the connexion

between these two significations. The increased

attention which is being given in England to the

study of this noble language must be my excuse

for dwelling thus at length upon what seems to

me rather an important side of it.

JAS. PLATT, Jun.

THE WATERLOO BALL. Is it known whether

any officers of the 10th, or Prince of Wales's,
Hussars were present at the ball given at Brussels

on June 15, 1815, by the Duchess of Richmond?

Major-General Sir Hussey Vivian, K.C.B., who
commanded the 6th (Light) Cavalry Brigade, was

present. W. C. L. FLOYD.

A PITCH OF CHEESES. Apparently this ex-

pression is used in Cheshire in the sense of collec-

tion or assortment of cheeses. A correspondent,

writing from Market Drayton to the Times of

Sept. 6, has this sentence :

"A large and responsible Cheshire farmer told me
this week that, hearing he could obtain Is. Zd. a pound
for Cheshire cheese in London, and having a good 'ritch'
of some forty very fine cheeses, he took samples up to

London."

Among the many and varied uses of
"
pitch,"

given in good available dictionaries, I do not find

this one. Is it common ? THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgb, N.B.

SUPERSTITIONS. A friend has recently been

having some alterations made in an old house

(probably two hundred to two hundred and fifty

years old) in Wharfedale, and beneath the wood
floor of one of tbe basement rooms were found,

arranged in a row, the skeleton heads of seven

horses and one cow. Is there any superstition
known to be attached to such a singular occurrence?

T. W. SKEVINGTON.
Wood Rhydding, Ilkley.

PUNCH AS AN ENGLISH BEVERAGE. When was

punch as a beverage introduced into England ?

Mr. John Ashton, in his
'
Social Life in the Reign
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of Queen Anne,' says :

" Punch had begun to make
its appearance ; but it was a simple liquor to what
afterwards became known by that name." It

seems, however, to have been a sufficiently familiar

drink in that queen's reign, for, among the evi-

dence reported to the House of Commons on
Jan. 13, 1709/10, upon a petition against a return
from New Shoreham, is the record that "at Mr.
Collins' own House, the Morning of the Election

Day, several Voters were entertained with Brandy
and Punch "; and it was added by another witness
that
"
there was 51. ordered to be paid to every publick House

in the Town, for the Entertainment of such as would
vote for Colonel Lloyd which was ordered to be
made into Punch on the Sunday before the Election."
' Commons' Journal!,

1

vol. XT!, p. 263.

ALFRED F. BOBBINS.

EPITAPHS : THE HUNTRODES EPITAPH. Can
any reader give me a copy of the original inscrip-

tion, and state authority ? There have been several

alterations made in the wording and punctuation
of the epitaph. GEORGE AUSTEN.

Rectory, Whitby.

SONG WANTED. I should be glad if any of

your readers could help me to discover an old

song on the death of General Wolfe, which I heard
more than sixty years ago, and the memories of

which are now revived by Bradley's life of the
hero. The only lines of it I remember took the
form of an address by Wolfe to his brother officers

at mess on the eve of the battle of the Plains of

Abraham, couched in such solemn words as befitted

the occasion. The only other songs I have met
with on the death of General Wolfe are a ballad

on a broad sheet preserved in the British Museum,
and Robert Burns's well-known cantata of

' The
Jolly Beggars.' HENRY TAYLOR.

Guildford.

SAINT TRUNION. It has been assumed, some-
what rashly, perhaps, that by Saint Trunion, or

Trinion, Saint Ninian is meant. It is possible
that the difficulty may be solved by following up a
clue given by Mr. J. H. Round in a recent issue

of the Transactions of the Essex Archaeological
Society. It appears that in or about 1532

Humfrey Boorell, of the parish of "Stopfort,"
requested to be buried "in the churchyard of

'Sent Troneone of Styffortht,' which, it is sug-
gested, was Stifford, Essex" (N.S., vol. v. part iii.

p. 182). Can any reader of 'N. & Q.' throw
further light on the matter ? There may be some
means of proving that Stifford is, or is not, the

place which the testator meant. The identifica-

tion of Saint Trunion is a matter of no little

interest to certain Lincolnshire folk.

EDWARD PEACOCK.
Dunstan House, Kirton-ia-Lindsey.

Cox FAMILY. Can any correspondent of

*N. & Q.' give me information regarding the

family of Sir George Cox when knighted or

help me to any way in which I could obtain infor-

mation ? A grandson, Henry Flowerdy Flint Cox,
took'a farm near B:llericay, in Essex, in 1826.

A. E. D.

THE WORD " HYPERION." Is there any autho-

rity for the form "Yirrjptwv, as given in Lloyd's

(or Cassell's)
'

Encyclopaedic Dictionary,' thus :

"
Hy-per-i-on, s. [Lat.,=Gr. ''Yirvjpitav (Huperion),

see def. 1]." Since Shakspere and Keats have

made the i short, this may be deemed the correct

English pronunciation, and only pedants or pre-
cisians would stickle for Hyper-Ion. But where

did the editor find a Greek form of the name to

to justify the long e? R. BRUCE BOSWELL.
Chingford.

KNIGHTS MADE IN IRELAND, 1648. In White-

locke's
'

Memorials, under date of Nov. 28, 1648,
we read, "The Lord of Ormond knighted divers

in Ireland." Are the names of these knights
known? W. D. PINK.

WAKEFIELD RAILWAY. In the
'

Diary
'
of Wm.

Wilberforce there is repeated mention of this rail-

way in 1811. Was it actually carried out, or only

projected ? In the April of that year Wilberforce

speaks of it as being
"
sharply contested," appa-

rently before a Parliamentary Committee.
E. WALFORD.

Yentnor.

SUNDAY MARKETS.

(8"> S. viii. 167.)

Sunday markets in pre-Reformation, and even

post
- Reformation, times were far from, un-

common in different parts of the country. At

Bradford, Sedgefield (co. Durham), Worcester,

and many other towns, such markets once existed.

PROF. ATTWELL will find a most interesting

article on * The Old English Sunday
' and Sunday

market customs in 'Old Church Lore,' by Mr.

Wm. Andrews, F.R.H.S. The following narrative

is particularly curious :

" It is stated on reliable authority, that a meat market

was held at Wigton, Cumberland, on a Sunday, and that

the butchera suspended carcases of meat at the church

door, to attract the attention of persons attending
divine service.

'
It was,' fays the writer from whom we

glean these particulars,
' even no uncommon thing for

people who had made their bargains before the service,

to hang their joints of meat over the backs of their seats

until the ceremony was concluded.' The practice was

so distasteful to the priest, that, being unable to pre-

vent it, he made a journey to London on foot, with a

petition to the king to alter the market day to Tuesday,
a request which was readily granted."

The whole chapter is of great interest ;
but un-

fortunately Mr. Andrews, in his anxiety to make

his book pleasant reading for the general public,
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has omitted to quote chapter and verse for his

authorities. CHAS. JAS. F^RET.

49, Edith Road, West Kensington, W.

It may safely be asserted that from the time of

the Conqueror (1066-1087) Sunday trading re-

ceived much attention. In early ages markets and

fairs were held on Sundays, and frequently in the

churchyards.
In 1305 the inhabitants of Cockermouth pre-

sented a petition to Parliament, as their market was

fast declining through the inhabitants of Cros-

thwaite dealing in corn, flour, beans, flesh, fish, at

their church on Sundays, and that thereby they
were unable to pay their tolls to the king (Edw. I.),

An order was issued for closing the church market
at Crosthwaite.

At Bradford, Yorkshire, during the same reign,
the market was held on a Sunday, doubtless in

the churchyard. The toll yielded 31. per annum.
In 1285 a statute was passed enacting that

henceforth neither fairs nor markets be held in

churchyards, for the honour of the Church.

In 1312 a market was granted to the town of

Sedgefield, Durham, to be held on a Friday, but

was soon changed to Sunday.
In 1367 the Archbishops of Canterbury and

York delivered charges directing, among other

thing?, that
" we firmly forbid any one to keep a

market in the churches, the porches and cemeteries

thereunto belonging, or other holy places on the

Lord s day, or other holy festivals."

I conclude with an extract from ' The Lord of

Misrule peculiar to England
'

(iv.), given in Strutt's

'Sports and Pastimes of the English People ':

" Thus all things set in order, then have they their

hobby horses, their dragons, and other antiques, to-

gether with their bandie pipers, and thundring drum-
mers to strike up the devil's daunce with all. Then
march this heathen company towards the church, their

pypers pyping, their drummers thundring, their stumpes
dauncing, their belles jyngling, the handkerchiefs flut-

tering aboute their heades like madde men, their hobble
horses and other monsters skirmishing amongst the

throng : and in this sorte they go to the church, though
the minister be at prayer or preaching, dauncing and

singing like devils incarnate, with such a confused noise

that no man can heare his owne voyce. Then the foolish

people they looke, they stare, they laugh, they fleere, and
mount upon the formes and pewes to see these goodly
pageants solemnized. Then after this, aboute the church

they go againe and againe, and so fourthe into the

.churche yard, where they have commonly their eommer-
"halls, their bowers, arbours, and banquetting-houses set

up, wherein they feast, banquet and dance, all that day,
and peradventure all that night too ; and thus these
terrestrial furies spend the Sabbath day."

See also Brand's '

Populur Antiquities,'
' Old

Church Lore,' by William Andrews, 1891.
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

An Act of the Scottish Privy Council was pissed
in December, 1564, narrating that by an Act of Par-

liament passed during the reign of King James IV.

forbidding
" Marcattis and fairis being haldin en

Sondais," or
" wuhin Kirkis or Kirkzardis," under

'

pane of escheating of the gudis."
"
Quhilk Act

thir mony zeris bygane hes bene contravenit be ye

leigis of this realme," therefore ordering all pro-

vosts, baillies, sheriffs, stewards, lords of regalities,

and other officers in authority to put the said Act to

execution, and directing
"

gif ony ordinar fairis sail

fall on the Sonday, that the samyn be delayit

quhill the nixt day yairefter."
J. G. WALLACE-JAMES.

Haddington

Some Lincolnshire feasts, fairs, and annual market

were held on Sunday in 1800 (see
( N. <fc Q.,'

6th S. iii. 287). They were forbidden by an Act of

1448, which was disregarded. A weekly market
was held on Sunday at Bradford until quite

recently (see Mr. C. Walford's 'Fairs,' and the

notice of it in
' N. & Q.,' 6 th S. viii. 59).

W. C. B.

Such wore abolished generally, by the Act
27 Hen. VI., in 1449 in prt -Reformation dayp,
be it noted. But the Battle market was trans-

ferred to Thursday by a local Act, 9 & 10 Eliz.,

in 1566 (' Suss. Arch. Colls.,' xvii. 39).

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

EICHARD OF CIRENCESTER (8
th S. viii. 207).

Bertram's forgery of Richard of Cirencester's sup-

posed tractate
' De Situ Britannise,' with his

'

Diaphragmata,' or Itinerary, was fully exposed

by the late Mr. B. B. Woodward, Librarian at

Windsor Castle, in the Gent. Mag. for 1866, i.

301, 617; ii. 458; and 1867, ii. 443. The Rev.

J. E. B. Mayor, in his edition of Richard's

genuine work, 'Speculum Historiale' (Rolls Series),

ii. pp. xvii-cxliv, has also completely proved the

case. See also
' N. & Q.,' 4'* S. ii. 106 ;

vi. 358 ;

and 6 tb S. ix. 118, 270. Bertram's transcript of

the supposed original MS., which misled Dr. Stuke-

ley and other?, was composed in a style and with

Latinity that would not have been employed by a

writer in the time of the real Richard of Ciren-

cester, and would not deceive a modern anti-

quarian scholar. If he appears to have "based

his forgeries on some records which in parts were

authentic," it was only on well-known chronicles

and itineraries, with additions and variations of

his own invention, the more plausibly to deceive a

Dryasdust. C. R. MANNING.

Bertram was very ingenious, or he would net

have been a successful forger ;
and I have a strong

conviction that if he had been content to be

truthful and write in his own name, he might
have ranked high as an antiquary; perhaps ^he
commenced with the innocent idea of hoaxing

Stukeley as a joke, and only carried it too far.
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Bertram was born in 1723 ; John Horsley, the
immortal author of 'Britannia Komana,' died in

1731. Bertram may have known the book before
his migration, and studied it afterwards in the

Eoyal Library at Copenhagen. I satisfied myself
years ago that Bertram's ingenious assumptions
are founded on Horsley's suggestions, which con-

stitutes the difference between right and wrong,
viewed morally. A. HALL.

13, Paternoster Row, E.G.

ROMAN ROADS (8
th S. viii. 104). I am told by

friends that I ought not to pass over FENTON'S
remarks on this head in silence. I thought
myself distinctly the reverse, and so begged our
Editor to send me back the .reply I had on the
instant forwarded. He kindly did so, for silence

is really the right way to treat people who assume
airs of superiority and a tone that is little short
of insult. Therefore, but for what others tell me,
I still consider FENTON out of court. However,
guided by what others say, I will now reply.

I suppose FENTON will not pretend to know
much about the Roman roads however many
books he may have read or misread about them
that he can fix as perfectly established and cer-

tain. If he does, he will confer a favour on me,
and a great many others besides, by simply
recording the absolute destination and route of all

the four roads. If, after all, his knowledge only
amounts to accepting the opinion generally enter-

tained now by those who have tried to read up the

subject, I shall say that that is not established, and
so far from it that it will half of it be reversed
the moment an able man comes to deal with it

after the discovery of some fact that arises to cast

new light upon things. By what FENTON says
about Grimm he seems to me one of those, very
commonly to be met with everywhere, who is in-

clined by nature to swear in the words of his

master for the nonce, and to sneer at anybody
else who elects to put forward his own view, with-
out troubling himself to contest or remove other
statements that occupy the ground for the moment.
An abject submission to the general opinion re-

ceived gives little hope to the dispassionate world
of an investigator likely to discover much of him-
self.

FENTON sneers at the imperial progress of my
Semiramis, because she is known by the conjurors
and funambuloes of our adventurously impudent
century to be no mortal queen, but the goddess
Istar. Other learned people of the eighteenth
century know that Bacchus was Moses. But sup-
posing them all to be as I do not entirely right,
it would not affect my use of Semiramis as a mere
illustration of Oriental progresses debasing hills

and raising valleys. All the use to FENTON of

this machine of the goddess is to sport his

knowledge of Istar in the eyes of a handful of

readers. The subject it has nothing to do with.

I used it as a pretty story to illustrate the point I

was upon ;
this it is exactly calculated to do, and

does it well. It enables FENTON, he thinks, to

disparage me. It is a most happy dispensation
that enables us thus mutually to amuse each other.

My hyperbole of "not an inch beyond" he
finds not surprising and it is not, after his own
great discovery about Istar. He then hastens to

talk about all that lies north of the Roman Em-
pire. He might as well have instanced Australia,

Canada, America. The effect the Roman concrete

had is the curious fact I wished to insist on, and
so I put it in a way that would strike a sane
mind best. FENTON has chosen to stick to the

letter. Let him do so, it only calls the more
attention to the strange fact. Had the Roman
roads not run where they did (that is, covering
more than half Europe), Europe would never have
been Christian at all, unless another miracle, of

equivalent force, had brought it about. This was

my point, and it stands untouched ; inches are his

point. Let him take them, and he will try ta

take ells soon after.

Now for FENTON'S learning. As to Richard of

Cirencester I was not wrong. He may be quoted
as Richard of Chichester (for that is given by
Allibone), of Cirencester, Richardus Corinensis,
or as the monk of Westminster. His name
appears in the Abbey records as "

Circestre."

After this is it Corinensis he must be called ?

Would it not be pedantic rather than useful,
obstructive more than helpful ? But further I am
charged by FENTON "with charming innocence and

perfect faith" in making use of "the notorious

forgery put forth in 1747 by Dr. Chas. Bertram."'
Here FENTON again swallows in bolus the assertion

of some saucy pundit as to the inauthenticity of

Richard Chi-, Cir-, Conn-, West-. FENTON
confers a degree honorary upon Bertram, who
was a professor at Copenhagen, but simple
" Bertram Car." in Lowndes and elsewhere. His
book was on three writers. The authenticity of

all three has been questioned as what is not

questioned ? by the learned in blundering, most
of whom, like FENTON, regard Bertram as the actual

forger. Some think, and have written down their

thought, that the monks wrote Virgil. Well, there

is something in that. I only wish they had forged
more poems of the same quality, or as good even
as 'Silius Italicus.' Perhaps, after all, they did

Homer, for Wolf kneiv that Homer did not, and1

proved his negative in his own way. Free sanctuary
should be accorded beforehand to the commuter of

crimes so heinous, such monkey monks partake of

the divine, and should be canonized out of hand.

Pope shows Newton for an ape in heaven, and Dar-
win might thus raise angels to gorillas. Sir Richard
Colt Hoare, who ought to have known a little, called

this
" notorious forgery

" " an original work," and
Gibbon commends " the genuine knowledge of
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antiquity
"
displayed therein, appending the usual

Putney sneer to the suggestion that it was from a

Roman general's MS. A good forger would have
omitted that suggestion. I think he must have
been infantile. But if a forgery display genuine
knowledge, why not use it rather than embarrassed

learning that does not I This is another mare's nest

found by FJENTON. I only cite the man for one word,
Guethelinga, and I think his general knowledge is

good for that, whether he or Bertram or anybody
else wrote it. FENTON talks of " the absurdities

"

of Stukeley. Will anybody believe it, that I only
cite Stukeley to object to what he says in one case,
and in the other for the road from Dover to Chester,
which I think nobody disputes? Again, as to Dyer,
I do not take " the preposterous Celtic derivations

"

from Dyer, the Exeter bookseller. I say, on the

contrary, "I do not find it so," i.e., as Dyer puts
it. Now, if this inaccuracy of statement is to be
called criticism, I say the less we have of it the

better. FENTON may be an excellent individual ;

but I do not wonder he should like to withhold
his name on this occasion.

He says that I reject Grimm'a etymology,
" the

only one philologically admissible." Here again
we are abjectly submitted to the verba magisiri.
I do not reject Grimm at all ; I do not trouble
about him in the least. I was only busy with a

probable suggestion of my own, and if it is good,
eo much the worse for Grimm

;
if it is wrong,

there is an end of it. It is no good to repeat
Grimm to those who know what he has said.

What can FENTON mean by sneering at Celtic

derivations in matters purely British? Men of

judgment should take them before all others.

It is a thoroughly good joke to see FENTON,
our philomath, explaining in all seriousness
Akeman Street out of the 'Saxon Chronicle,'
when there is nothing to show that it is Saxon
at all Ikenild Street is not Saxon, and Akeman
need not be Saxon. If not, what can the ' Saxon
Chronicle

'

have to do with it, a thing not penned
for four hundred years after Rome had withdrawn
ber last legion from our shores.

FENTON says the Ridgeway was in Kent. Yes,
the one he is thinking of

; but every Roman road
was a ridgeway, and is often so called now in other

parts of England. It is quite common in the

country. FENTON blunders so sadly himself, as I

have shown above, that he should really relinquish
as soon as possible his swashbuckler epithets at

the supposed and only supposed errors of others.

C. A. WARD.
Charlecot, WaHham3tow.

Freeman, in his ' Old English History,' says
(p. 175, ed. 1873) that the first syllable of

" Ace-

mannes-ceaster, which by another name men call

Bath," is the Latin Aqua, from the old name
AqiHE Solis. Canon Taylor ('Words and Places')
remarks, p. 319, ed. 1873:

" The misunderstood name Aquae Solip, or Aquae, pro-

bably suggested to the Anglo-Saxons the name of Ake
mannes ceaster, the invalid's city."

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

LANGUAGE (8
th S. viii. 146, 196). Every one

knows the anecdote in which the rustic thought

"felicity" was something inside of a pig, meaning

probably the part that furnishes lard, which is

known in some rural districts as flair, in others

as flick; the latter word is well known in Dorset-

shire. But this story is surpassed in sim-

plicity by the following. A woman in a village

in Kent lost three children in diphtheria, and

when the clergyman's wife went to condole with

her, she railed against the doctors, and said she

couldn't think how they could go to church, and

say that prayer, and then go and practice on the

people as they did. In answer to the question
what prayer she meant, she said :

"
Why, they

pray to be delivered from false doctoring, heresy,

and schism, and then they go about and do false

doctoring, and kill the children !

"

When on a visit to a rural rectory, I was

informed that no words were allowed in the

sermon that the rustic congregation did not under-

stand. After the service was over I inquired what

they could have understood by
" the culminating

point." The rector honestly replied,
"
Nothing at

all."

A clerical acquaintance told me that he once

remonstrated with a friend for using difficult ex-

pressions when preaching to a rustic congregation,
and gave as an example "drawing an inference."

The preacher was sure that every one present
understood it ; and on returning to the rectory

they overtook a villager, to whom they put the

question. The old man replied,
"
Well, sir, I don't

rightly know what an inference is ;
but if there's a

horse in the parish as can draw it, it's our Smiler."

I have attempted to lecture to a rustic audience

on some branch of experimental science, but their

stolid indifference was too much for me. A ragged-
school audience once told me that "they didn|t
mind looking at the fireworks (meaning my experi-

ments), but they didn't want the gab !

"

Unless words without meaning are used, a

person's vocabulary must be bounded by his

knowledge. Many years ago I was teaching a

class of poor children in the school connected with

the church of St. Paul's, Covent Garden. One

day I exhibited a picture of a hay-field with men

carting hay. I asked the children what the men
were throwing up into the cart. They answered,
without a moment's hesitation,

" Mud !

"
It then

occurred to me for the first time that these children

had never seen a hay-field, or the carting of hay,
but the scavenger's cart, carting mud, they were

quite familiar with, and hence they spoke within

their knowledge.
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It was a mediaeval saying that a fool is never

complete fool unless he knows Latin. This raaj
also be said of the pedant, the man who is educate

beyond his capacity; and hence the knowledge
that he cannot assimilate is an encumbrance, in

attempting to use which he only makes himsel

ridiculous. C. TOMLINSON.
Higbgate, N.

SAMUEL BRISCOE (8
th S. viii. 209). If Samue

Briscoe was a publisher he was probably a provin
cial.

' A Legacy for the Ladies,' by Thomai

Brown, of Shiffnal, Shropshire, was published bj
J. Nutt, London, who issued several of Brown's
books. There are two copies of the '

Legacy
'

in

the British Museum Library (12315. e. 16, and
G. 16570). The dedicatory epistle was written by
Samuel Briscoe. J. POTTER BRISCOE.

Public Library, Nottingham.

THE BURIAL OF SIR JOHN MOORE (8
th S. viii

145, 178, 235). The parody written by Mr. Bar-
ham (and appended to 'The Cynotaph' in the

'Ingoldsby Legends') originally appeared in the
Globe newspaper :

Hos ego versiculos feci, tulit alter honores.

Virgil.

I wrote the lines [Smith] owned them he told stories.

Thomas Ingoldsby.

This parody, says Dr. Bond, in one of his notes
to the last edition of the '

Legends,' was attributed
to Horace Smith, one of the authors of 'Rejected
Addresses,' who was said not to have contradicted
the report ; at all events, the lines were claimed in

his behalf by his brother James, in the hearing of

Mr. Barham. "Well," asked the latter, "pray
when did he write them 1

" A date was then men-
tioned. "Oh, then," was the reply, "I don't so

much care, as I wrote them several days before.
I was afraid, from what you said, he might have
written them first."

A French version, by Father Prout, of Wolfe's

poem appeared in Bentley's Miscellany (vol. i.

p. 97), and a German one followed in its wake
(Miscellany, vol. ii. p. 632), each claiming of

course not seriously to be the original of the

poem on Sir John Moore. B. B.

Upton.

CAPTAIN-LIEUTENANT (8
th S. vii. 467 ; viii. 56,

97, 213). W. I. R. V., writing at the last refer-

ence, is wrong. Until 1802 field officers in the

army and militia commanded companies, like the

captains. The senior subaltern of the colonel's

company, as a distinction, had the rank of captain-
lieutenant; but he was only a subaltern, and
did not, as W. I. R, V. states, rank above the
lieutenant-colonel. He ranked as junior captain.
The rank was abolished by 42 George III. cap. 90,
when field officers ceased to hold companies.

R. HOLDEN, Major.
R.U.S. Institution.

HISTORY AND ROMANCE (8
tb S. viii. 205).

The Illustrated London News, Nov. 11, 1854,

p. 487, has a paragraph entitled 'A Stoning
Match,' in which it is stated that :

" Towards dark, a party of ten rhen, belonging to the

33rd, found themselves without a single cartridge left.

Returning home, they encountered a dozen Russian
skirmisher?, who had likewise expended all their ammu-
nition. The two parties looked at one another with

great astonishment, both expecting a volley. At length
an impatient 33rd man took up a large stone and flung
it into the midst of the Russians. The example was
followed on both sides, and the original spectacle of a
stone match now offered itself. The English at length
became tired of the exercise, and charged the Russians
with the bayonet, with which the latter, with very good
judgment, refused to be tickled, and consequently retired."

This took place among skirmishers at the siege
of Sebastopol. At Inkermann "there was a

moment when English and Russians were hand to

hand in the two-gun battery, and, both parties

having no ammunition, were hurling stones at

each other" (Ibid., Dec. 9, 1854, p. 582).
W. C. B.

Referring to MR. BOUCHIER'S query, the state-

ment that the Guards, their ammunition being
exhausted, hurled pieces of rock as well as used
their muskets clubbed against the Russians at

Inkermann, is made by Kinglake, vol. v. p. 268.

W. READ.

'HUMAN HIBERNATION' (8
th S. viii. 124).

MR. HOOPER may refer to Carpenter's
' Human

Physiology,' fourth ed., p. 1103, where can be seen

all that Dr. Carpenter was able to state in reference

to such cases as those to which MR. HOOPER refers.

This was forty years since, and later editions may
state more. This, with various other references,
can also be seen in a reply by DR. R. W. FAL-

ONER, of Bath, at 'N. & Q.,' 2nd S. ii. 376.

["here appears to be a reference by all the writers

o Mr. Braid's 'Observations on Trance; or,

luman Hibernation,' 1850, as the chief authority.

)r. Carpenter accepts provisionally Mr. Braid'a

heory of self-induced hypnotism. I remember,
also, to have seen a notice of this practice of the

akeers in an issue of Sharon Turner's 'Sacred

History of the World
'

later than that in 1839.

ED. MARSHALL.

Before any scientific explanation of the fakir's

mrial for long periods and his resurrection can be

^iven, it would be desirable to verify the state-

lent ;
for which purpose a committee of investiga-

ion should be formed, consisting of intelligent
ersons who witnessed the burial, and then kept
ratch over the grave night and day for a long

eriod, to prevent its being tampered with. But

uay not the various authorities quoted by MR.
[OOPER have omitted one essential point, which

thus stated by James Mill, in his
'

History of

ritish India': "Other penitents bury themselves
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up to the neck in the ground, or even wholly below

it, leaving only a little hole, through which they
may breathe." C. TOMLINSON.

Highgate, N.

PRONUNCIATION OF PLACE-NAMES (8
th S. vii.

7, 132, 196, 234, 349, 430
;

viii. 14, 94). What
is very much wanted at the present time is a

treatise on the pronunciation of British and

foreign personal and place names. No such work

exists, and the pronouncing dictionaries are full of

errors. Their compilers can hardly have possessed
either the philological training needed or the

equally necessary practical acquaintance with a

large number of languages through intercourse

with natives. I have myself made collections in

many quarters, and some few remarks upon the

names of the Isle of Man will illustrate the kind

of thing required, and at the same time be of

interest to readers of ' N. & Q.' Like the other

Gaelic tongues, Manx is remarkable for the number
of consonants which are mouillees, as the French
would say, or palatalized. Thus in the three sur-

names Kewin, Kewley, Kewish, the first syllable in

Kewin and Kewley is pronounced like the English
co, and the first syllable of Kewish like the English

cow, but in each case the consonant is palatalized,
as it used to be in the old-fashioned pronunciation
of English car as kyar. In Kewley the I is also

palatalized, as also in the place-name Slieuwhellin

and others, and the n is similarly affected in such

cases as Qainney, Kennaugh. The sound I mean

is, of course, that in the English million, minion,
and familiar to every student of the Romance

languages, as French II, gn, Italian tjl, gn, &c.
The effect of palatalization is also evident in

names like Bridson, Hudson, which are sounded
as if the first elements were Bridge, Hudge. The

only other feature it is worth while adverting to

here is the guttural ch, as in Onchan, but more

generally spelt gh, and pronounced as in Scotch
and Irish names, although it occasionally shows
an English tendency to become /, as in the sur-

name Curghey, and place-name Ballaugh. Ex-

amples of the genuine sound are Claddagh,
Curragb, Caugherty, Laughton, Maughcld, Glen-

traugb, Kentraugb, Farragher, Dougherty, Joughin,
Qualtrougb. JAS. PLATT, Jun.

A sentence in MR. PICKFORD'S note at the

last reference might be taken to approve as I

hope it is not intended to do the sham pro-
nunciation of hams preceded by s, and to attribute

difference from such pronunciation to local error.

I do not know of any place-name in which the

sham sound can be justified. Local pronunciation

separates the s from the ham, but naturally

enough preserves neither the d nor the a, sound,
substituting a blurred sound, and ceases to trouble

much about the h. Thus Lewis-ham tends orally
towards Lewsome. In words of different com-

position, local tradition, as MR. PLATT observes,

preserves the accent, though it may be at the

expense of one of the unaccented syllables, as in

such cases as Huns'ton and Quer'doc. It is the

"outlandish " man who makes such illegitimate
combinations from the written word as change
Lewis-ham into Lewi- sham, though he may read

the unfamiliar Hunstanton with the complement
of letters which the natives omit.

KILLIGKEW.

The parish of Lowisham is a residential suburb

of London now, and is generally pronounced
LeTi-sham, which is little short of a shame ;

but

plenty of the "lower orders" correctly call it

Lewis-ham. The same remark applies to the

adjoining village of Elthaoi, it being generally
calhd El-tham, but the old people call it Elt-ham.

There is a curious anomaly here, a railway station

rejoices in the name of New Eltham.
ATEAHR.

THE BtiRiALFLACES OF SIR THOMAS MORE AJI>

BISHOP FISHER (8
tt S. viii. 208). I believe that

this question has already been dealt with in

'N. & Q.' In the Appendix (No. xiv.) of the
' Life of Sir Thos. More,' by his son-in-law,
William Roper, we find the following :

"After his execution [Sir Thos. More's]. his headless

body being buried by order in St. Peter's Chapel within

the Tower, Mrs. Roper got leave, not long after, to

remove her father's corps to Chelsey to be laid where he
himself had designed it should rest."

COiVSTASCE ROSSELL.
Swallow-field Park, Reading.

See ' N. & Q ,' 5tb S. iv. 238, 435 ; 6th S. xir.

110, 195. EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

Old Chelsea Parish Church.
HERBERT MAXWELL.

PRICKLY PEAR (8
th S. viii. 188). This plant

(Opuntia vulgaris), like m
is*-,

if not all, of the

Cactacese, is a' native of America. Is it certain

that the plant depicted in the Monreale mosaics is

the prickly pear ? Gerard quotes from Theophrastus
a description of a so-called cactus which is peculiar
to Sicily: "Theophrastus writeth thus: KO.KTOS

(cactus) groweth onely in Sicilia : it bringeth forth

presently from the root stalkes lying along vpon
the ground, with a broad and prickly leafe." One
of its stalks, however, Gerard says, stands

"
straight

up." I do not know whether this plant could pos-

sibly be mistaken for the prickly pear in the mosaics.

The habitat of Indian corn is discussed at 8 tb S.

111. 348 ; iv. 53. C. C. B.

The prickly pear (Opuntia Jlcus-Indica) is a
native of Mexico, and was first cultivated in this

country in 1713. Opuntia is a large cactaceous-

genus of nearly fifty species, all American, and,
with few exceptions, South. It is quite certain

that the thicket which caught Abraham's ram was
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not a prickly pear. The mosaic is not a trustwortb

figure. Indian corn (Zea miys) was imported int

Europe from America in 1562. There are man
of the large Arundines so like the Indian corn tha

on superficial observation, they are mistaken for i

I have a fine group of Amudo donax on my lawn

and visitors frequently congratulate nie on growin
such beautiful Indian corn. It is doubtless thi

plant that appears in the early Italian pictures,
is a native of the south of Europe.

S. JAMES A. SALTER.
Basingfield, Basingstoke.

PRIESTS' ORDERS (8
th S. viii. 67, 193). It wa

pointed out at the time that Mr. Gorman's lis

was untrustworthy ;
and for MR. GREENSTED'

purpose it certainly is so, for it is a list of a

converts to Rome, not merely of Anglicans. 1

folks would simply see the ambiguity of the wor

Protestant, I think they would give it up, quit

apart from any doctrinal idea. A Baptist or :

Wesleyan or a Congregationalist is a Protestant (

speak for those who love the word) quite as mucl
as an Anglican. C. F. S. WARREN, M. A.

Longford, Coventry.

DISPENSATIONS FOR POLYGAMY (8
th S. vii. 489

viii. 10). Akin to the subject of the marriage:
of Frederick William II. is the advice given bj
Burnet and others to Charles II., that he should

take another wife vice Catherine, retired, or in

addition to her advice which the king was too

much of a gentleman to accept. Where ia the
best account of the affair to be found ?

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

ARCHER FAMILY (8
th S. viii. 208). Elizabeth,

the second daughter of George, first Earl of Halifax,

by his second wife, Mary, daughter of Richard

Lumley, Earl of Scarborough, married Henry
Archer, of Hale, co. Wilts, M.P. for Warwick,
and brother to Thomas, Baron Archer, of Umbers-

lade, co. Warwick. JOHN RADCLIFFE.

THE HUMBLE BEE (8
h S. viii. 105). There is

a note on the introduction of bees into New Zea-
land in Douglas Jerrold's 'Man Made of Money,'
chap, xxiii. W. C. B.

FLAG TO SUMMON TO CHURCH (8
th S. vii. 446

;

viii. 12, 73). When I was examining the church
bells of the East Riding of Yorkshire, about 1870,
I came to a little place called Fordon, on the

wolds, between Malton and Bridlington. It was
a very primitive place, quite cut off from the

world, the few inhabitants hardly knowing the
road over the hill-top to the next place northwards.
The diminutive building which serves as a church
is built near the brow of the hill

;
it has no tower,

bell-turret, or bell-cot. On inquiry I found that
it had no bell. The parson came over on horse-
back now and then from a neighbouring parish,

tied up his horse outside the church, opened the

door, put on his surplice, and then walked to the

top of the hill and cracked his whip several times," and then we knaws as it 's time ti gang ti

chotch," said my informant on the spot.
W. C. B.

A deceased friend of mine, a much beloved lady
of Tunbridge Wells, used this means to assemble
her class of boys. T. WILSON.
Harpenden.

"BATTLETWIG": "LANDLADY": "BOGGART"
(8"> S. viii. 85). A North Lincolnshire man
once said to me, with a shade of conscious

superiority in his tone, when describing a person
whose " come-fra " was Pickering: "She duz 'ev
sum queer speaks why, sh' calls a battle-twig a
twitch-bell !

" This latter word is given in Atkin-
son's

' Cleveland Glossary,' with a long note on
its derivation and on the cognate names in

Danish. A collection of the quaint synonyms for

earwig and tadpole, with an explanation of their

relationship with other words, would be of great
interest. M. P.

In Kent the lady-bird is called "lady-bug,"
and is highly esteemed in hop-gardens for destroy-
ing the insects on the hop-vine (another Kentish

word). It is considered unlucky to kill a lady-
bird. Another name is "marygold," with
reference to the Virgin Mary, and the "

gold
"
to

its orange or orange-red colour. A third name is

"golding," from its golden hue. See 'Diet.

Kentish Dialect.' ARTHUR HUSSEY.
Wingbam, Kent.

In the neighbourhood of Stamford "
battletwig

"

= earwig. My housemaid found in a door-mat
what she described as

" a battletwig and the little

jigs," i. e.
, an earwig and woodlice.

CELER ET AUDAX.

CLEMENTINA RADCLYFFK (8
tb S. viii. 187).

Phe Hon. James Clement Radclyffe was the second
on of the Countess of Newburgb, by her second

msband, the Hon. Charles Radcliffe, son of

^rancis, Lord Radcliffe, and brother of James,
Sari of Derwentwater. On the death of his

ephew, John, Lord Radcliffe, Charles Radcliffe

ssumed the title of Earl of Derwentwater, so that

is son would then call himself the Hon. James,
'he latter was a general officer in the French

ervice, and died May 11, 1788. No doubt he as

ell as his bride got their names of Clement and
Clementina from Clementina Sobieski, wife of the

Chevalier St. George. CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield, Reading.

It is a pity MR. PARRY does not give the entry
erbatim. But if the mystery is merely the use
'

the surname Radclyffe along with the descrip-
on "heretofore Parry," the meaning is clear

nougb. Either the couple had been formerly
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married in some irregular way, on which doubt had
been cast, or else they had lived together for some
time unmarried. 0. F. S. WARREN, M.A.

Longford, Coventry.

Burke's 'Peerage' (s.v.
"
Newburgh ") states

that the Hon. James Clement Radcliffe (not Rad-
clyflfe), next brother of James Bartholomew, Earl
of Newburgh, was born at Rome in 1727, and
married, but died without iesue in 1788. He
fails, however, to give the lady's maiden name.

E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

Clementina, wife of James Clement Radclyffe,
was the youngest daughter of John Parry, of

Twysog, co. Denbigh. JOHN RADCLIFFE.
" GAVEL "

(8
ta S. viii. 29, 58, 92). The word is

probably more familiar among Freemasons than with

any other body of persons in this country, though
common enough in the United States. That

being so, Mr. Bryce, when writing the chapter in

his book on ' The American Commonwealth '

which describes a presidential nominating con-
vention at work, thought it necessary, upon men-
tioning that, at the opening of the serious business,
"the chairman raps loudly with his gavel," to

explain in a note :

" The gavel is a sort of auctioneer's hammer used by
a chairman to call the attention of the meeting to what
he is saying or to restore order. That used at a national
convention is often made of pieces of wood from every
State."

ALFRED F. BOBBINS.

A gavel is a stone-cutter's hammer, with a sharp
edge, wherewith superfluous parts of stones are

chipped off and they are brought into a shape
befitting the building of which they are to form a

part. The tool is, therefore, a good symbol of

discipline and restraint. ST. SWIIHIN.

WATERLOO BANQUET (8" S. viii. 208). I have
but little to add to LOSTWITHIEL'S query, but the
readers of your paper like to know everything
about any subject when once floated. The engraver
of this picture was Mr. William Greatback, and
at the time it was considered a fine work of art. It
contains eighty-four portraits, including four ladies,
Alderman Moon, and the painter Mr. Salter. All
are said to be excellent likenesses. On the right
hand of the Duke of Wellington is His Majesty
William IV. Alderman Moon paid Greatback
a small sum for the engraving, but made a

very large profit with the plate; it was pub-
lished on June 18, 1846. Greatback presented
me with his framed copy on India paper before

letters, for kindness I had rendered to him. I may
mention that five special frames were designed, the

following receiving them : Her Majesty the Queen,
the Duke of Wellington, the painter Mr. Salter, the

engraver Mr. Greatback, and Alderman Moon.

The only person who can give any information who
now holds the picture, I think, would be our friend

Mr. Graves, of Pall Mall. WILLIAM TEGG.

13, Doughty Street, W.C.

THE ANDREW WILLAW BEQUEST (8
th S. vii. 389).

Andrew Willaw died on June 10, 1700, and was
buried in the church of St. Botolph, Bishopsgate,
in the same vault as his two wives, Elizabeth and

Ann, and his two children, all of whom predeceased
him.

By his will, dated Feb. 13, 1689, he bequeathed
to the churchwardens and overseers of St. Botolph
for ever all his messuages, tenements, and ground
in Garland Alley (known in 1677 as Garden Alley
and in 1790 as Two Swan Yard), to clothe twelve

poor men and twelve poor women on Jan. 1

"F TV
yearly. The clothing was to be marked

j'
.

'

The surplus (if any) was to be distributed among
them. Failing these conditions being carried into

effect, the property was to pass to the deacons of the

French Church and congregation in Threadneedle

Street, and if dissolved, to go to James Lescalliott

and his heirs for ever.

Oa Dec. 1, 1791, a piece of ground in Garland

Alley, otherwise Two Swan Yard, measuring about
93 feet by 11 feet, containing six messuages, stable,
and buildings, was leased for sixty-one years at 12Z.

per annum, on condition that the lessee laid out 3002.

on the erection of another building. On Sept. 1,

1826, another portion of the property was demised
to Henry Sandford for thirty-one years, at a rent

of 60J. per annum. The rents, thus amounting to

72J., are duly received by the churchwardens, and

applied as directed. I may here add that these

lettings were effected by public tender, according
to the custom in the parish.
The recipients are generally aged widows and

widowers, selected by the churchwardens from the

better class of poor of the parish, and enjoy the

charity for their respective lives.

The value of the coat, waistcoat, breeches, shirt,

stockings, and shoes given to the men is 2Z. 5s. 6d.,
and the gown (2s. allowed for making), shift, shoes,

stockings, presented to the women are estimated

to cost 19s. 3d. The totals are, therefore, 27Z. 6&
and III. 11s. respectively, thus leaving a residue

of 337. 35. which is divided among the twenty-four
in equal shares.

The prescribed letters have not been put on the

coats and gowns within memory. See '

Report of

the Commissioners concerning Charities',' vol. xxii.

1829. EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

O'BRIEN : DE BRYAN (8
th S. viii. 167). If MR.

CARET will consult the Peerages compiled by Burke
and Archdall he will find that the O'Brien family,

represented by the Earl of Inchiquin, were not
descended from the same ancestor as the Count of

Brionne or Brienne, whose descendants in former
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times took the name of Clare, and enjoyed the

titles of Earls of Hertford, Gloucester, and Pern

broke. The first-named family are descendec

from Brien Boromh, whose pedigree is traced from
Heber Fionn, son of Milesius, King of Spain
the arms of the Earls of Thomond (extinct) anc

Inchiquin being Gule?, three lions passant guard-
ant in pale, party per pale, or and argent. The
first Count of Brienne was the son of Geoffry
natural son of Richard I., Duke of Normandy.
The arms of the Clare family were Or, three

chevrons gules. Glover's f Roll of Arms '

(1245-
1250) gives the arms of Guy de Brian, d'Azur, atrois

piles d'or, and in Versailles Salle de Croisades,
Andre de Brienne, Seigneur de Rameru (1191), whc
followed the French king in the third Crusade, and
his arms are d'Azur, au lion d'or, seme" de billettes

de cceme. JOHN RADGLIFFE.

" OUTSIDER" (8
th 8. viii. 185). Mr. A. W.

Fonblanque wrote, in 1833 :

" Those he cannot

entertain, the outsiders
"

(' England under Seven

Administrations,' 1837, vol. ii. p. 354). As early
as 1856 the Saturday Review admitted the word
to its columns, and again in 1862. No proof has

yet been produced that "outsider" is of American

origin ; and why may it not as well have sprung
up on this side of the Atlantic as on the other 1

F. H.
Marlesford.

DANTE'S GEOGRAPHY (8
th S. viii. 127, 215).

Apropos of this interesting question, will you
permit me to call attention to the following lines,
to be found in Shakespeare's play of 'Troilus and

Cressida,' IV. ill

The strong base and building of my love
Is as the very centre of the earth

Drawing all things to 't.

T. F. F.
Thatched House Club.

KENTISH M.P.s (8
th S. viii. 108). Those inter-

ested in this subject may like to know that in

Arch. Cantiana, vol. xxi. (just issued), is a paper
by the Rev. J. Cave-Browne, giving particulars of
the 'Knights of the Shire for Kent from 1275 to

1831,' containing a lot of useful information.

ARTHUR HUSSET.
Wingham, Kent.

COLLINS'S ' ODE TO THE PASSIONS '

(8
tl1 S. viii.

109). In the summer of 1847, at the Royal Poly-
technic Institution, Collins's 'Ode to the Passions'
was recited five times a week by Mr. J. Russel),
illustrated by drawings magnified by the opaque
microscope, and accompanied by music by Dr.
Wallis. W. C. B.

In the Aldine edition of ' The Poetical Works
of William Collins

'

there is a note that the ode
was performed at Oxford, with Hayes's music, in

1750. F. C. BIRKBECK TEKRY.

SIR ROBERT CLARKE (8
tb S. viii. 69, 117).

Foss, in his 'Biographies of the Judges of Eng-
land,' wrote thus :

" Of the progenitors of Robert
Clarke or Clerke no account has been discovered."

Good Easter Church was burnt a few years

ago ; no information can be obtained from that

source. Some of your readers may be able to visit

the British Museum and consult the authorities

Leslie Stephen gives in his
'
Diet, of Nat. Blog.'

In Good Easter register there is this entry :

"Wm
Clarke and Joane Poole were married together in

the Church of Good Easter, Sept
r 1539." It has

occurred to me that, as this entry conies after

entries of later dates respecting Baron Clarke's

family, Wm. and Joane Clarke may have been his

parents. M.A.OxoN.

DICKINSON (8
th S. viii. 169) He is often men-

tioned in the letters of John Chamberlain and in

those of the Rev. Joseph Mead, 1615-1623. He
appears to have been constantly employed abroad
on diplomatic affairs, and went with Sir Edward

Conway and Sir Richard Weston to Spain and to

Brussels during the negotiations for the Spanish
marriage. In one letter he is described as "the
late Lord Cheif Justice's, and now the Lord
Treasurer's man." His name is sometimes spelt

Dickenson, and sometimes Dick SOD.

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield.

LEYRESTOWE (8
th S. viii. 65, 150). MR. TERRY,

in explaining the meaning of this word, says that

had it not gone out of use we could have done
without the Greek cemetery. I have never been
able to comprehend why it was deemed necessary
to introduce cemetery into English. How came it

that a foreign word was preferred to burial-ground
and graveyard 1 G. W.

Lair is used in Scotland to designate the piece
of ground taken in a churchyard for a grave. It

is also used in Galloway as a verb signifying to

stick in a bog. STAIR.

There are uses of the word at present, as to the

Irst component part, in ledger stone, the stone

which lies flit over a grave, and leger line in

music. ED. MARSHALL.

PORTRAIT OF WARREN HASTINGS (8
th S. viii.

37, 211). This portrait was painted by Sir Joshua

Reynolds in 1766, and was sold at G. Watson

Taylor's sale in 1832 for fifty-five guineas. It

belonged to Lord Northwick, at Northwick Park,

Sloucestershire, in 1862, and I have no record of

ts having been sold since. There is a full-length,

by A. W. Devie, at the India Office, which has

recently been engraved. ALGERNON GRAVES.
6, Pall Mall, S.W.

DICKENS, ZOLA, AND "SPONTANEOUS COM-
BUSTION" (8

tlJ S. viii. 165). There is a much
earlier instance of spontaneous combustion than
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that recordei bj Dickens in
' Bleak House,' pub-

lished in 1852-53; namely, in
' Jacob Faithful,' by

Capt. Marryat, issued in 1834. Jacob's mother,
the victim of intemperance, is reduced to a cinder,
whilst his father is so much alarmed at the sight
that he jumps overboard from the lighter on the

Thames and is drowned. Jacob, according to the

story, disposes of his mother's body for a consider-

able sum to a medical man. Be it, however, remem-
bered that both these accounts come from works of

fiction illustrative, but not much as evidence. A
doctor once told me that " he would believe in

spontaneous combustion when he saw it."

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

I have no desire of detracting from the merits

of either Zola or Dickens, both of whom, so far as

I have read them, I greatly admire ;
but to Mar-

ryat, surely, in his
' Jacob Faithful," belongs the

priority, by some ten or fifteen years at least, of

having introduced spontaneous combustion as a

stock incident. THOMAS J. JEAKES.
4, Bloombury Place, Brighton.

It is perhaps worth noting, in connexion with
MR. A. F. ROBBINS'S interesting communication
on spontaneous combustion, that Marryat preceded
Dickens. ' Jacob Faithful' appeared in 1834, and
' Bleak House '

in 1852-53. Faithful's mother is

a drunkard, who dies in this horrible fashion.

W. E. A. AXOK.

MAcDouoALL OF LoBNE (8
ih S. viii. 168). It

is a hopeless task to endeavour to verify Highland
marriages of the fifteenth century, although stray
references may occur in ecclesiastical MSS.
Gregory probably relied on tradition, and, as we
know, Highland traditions are much more worthy
of credence than those of any other portions of these
islands. WALTER M. GRAHAM EASTON.

CHANNEL ISLANDS (8
th S. viii. 168). Probably

Mr. D. Nutc, bookseller, Strand, could refer your
correspondent to books on the patois of the Channel
Islands. It is a coincidence that I have just seen
that B. Q uaritcb, 15, Piccadilly, has in his last

"
rough

list" of second-hand books the following : "Me'tivier

CG), Dictionnaire Franco-Normand particuliers au
dialecte de Guernsey, 8vo., portrait, cloth, 1870
4s. 6d." A. COLLINGWOOD LEE.

A very fair exposition of the French patoL
spoken in the Channel Islands will be found in
the work by D. T. Ansted, second edition, 1865.

A. H.

CHARLES TURNER, ENGRAVER (8
th S. vii. 347

391). In the Print Room of the British Museum
is a very complete set of the engravings by C
Tamer, A.R.A., given or bequeathed to it a few

years back by his daughter.
ALGERNON GRAVES.

6, Pall Mall, S.W.

'WoFUL" (8
th S. viii. 184). Another word,

nd one more frequently used, is in the same case.

Awful is now ordinarily written as I have set ic

own, and in that form it is sufficiently impressive
when, with the careless or the slangy, it is a mere

ynonym for "very," "excessively," or the like
;
but

when a divine introduces it into his sermons, and
e find it, as in Keble's, in such a passage as,

Every year, when Advent comes, the warning is

epeated more awefully than in the last Adven t ;

more awefully, by how much the time is nearer,"
here seems to me to be a significance and a dignity
about aweful which the hackneyed awful has long
ince parted with. ST. SWITHIN.

" UNCUT" BOOKS (8
th S. viii. 66). I remember

'ending an anecdote concerning Mr. Lenox, the

tfew York bibliophile, who complained that a

certain book he had purchased did not agree with
;he description, insomuch that it was described as
'

uncut," but that all the leaves were separate he

jeing ignorant of the technical term. AYEAHR.

RENTING (8
th S. viii. 187). Writing of the

domestic life of the Saxons in ' Nooks and Corners
of English Life,' Mr. Timbs has the following re-

marks :

" The art of making woollen clotb, which was known
to the Briton?, was by this time brought to perfection in

England, especially in the South. This seat of manu-
facture must have been handy to the fuller's earth pits
of Nutfield, where fuller's earth has been for centuries

dug."

He then quotes as follows from the Saturday
Review of April 23, 1859 :

' While Bradford was still the little local centre of a
wild hill-tract in pastoral Yorkshire, the erey cloths of
Kent kept many a loom at work in the homesteads of

Tenterden, Biddenden, and Cranbrook, and all the other

little mediaeval towns that dot the Weald."

RICHARD LAWSON.
Urmston, Manchester.

CHURCHYARD CURIOSITIES (8
th S. vii. 468 ;

viii. 217). I remember to have seen in the ceme-

tery at Montreal, Canada, twenty-eight years ago,
the photograph of a child let into the headstone

over its grave. The photograph was protected by
glass. It is, or wa?, the custom for a pane of

glass to be let into the lids of coffins, so that the

face of the deceased might be seen.

CKLER ET AUDAX.

GILBERT (8
th S. viii. 47). See, under names,

Sir H. Ellis's 'Introduction to the Domesday
Book.' CHAS. JAS. FERET.

"RETiRAL"(8th S. viii. 228). This is no new
word. I find in Elisha Coles's English-Latin

Dictionary, 1749 : "A retiring, Rdiral, Recessu?."

W. R, TATE.

Whlpolo Vicarage, Haleswortb.
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HUGUENOT RECORDS (8
th S. viii. 207). The

library attached to the
"
Hospital for poor French

Protestants residing in Great Britain," in Victoria

Park, South Hackney, founded in 1708 by M. de

Gastigny, a French gentleman, Master of the

Hounds to King William III. when Prince of

Orange, contains a large collection of works relating

to Huguenot history. Possibly your correspondent

may find there the information he requires.
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

LONDON STREET SIGNS (8
th S. viii. 144). It

may interest some of the readers of
' N. & Q.' to

learn that there is an engraving of the sign of the
"
Running Footman," lately removed from Charles

Street, Berkeley Square, in
' Old and New London,'

vol. iv. p. 334. Mus URBANUS.

MOVABLE TYPES (8
th S. viii. 226). Movable

types have repeatedly been invented. Long before

the Christian era they were used at Thasos, as is

proved by the occasional inversion of letters in

the potters' marks found on pottery of Thasos

which may probably be assigned to the fifth cen-

tury B.C. ISAAC TAYLOR.

BARON METGE (8
th S. viii. 147). The mother

of this Baron of the Exchequer was Janet Lyon,
of the Strathmore family. The baron had issue a

daughter only, who died unmarried.
LEO CULLETON.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

The Origin of Plant Structures by Self-Adaptation to

the Environment. By the Hev. George Henslow,

M.A., F.L.S., F.G.S., &c. (Kegan Paul & Co.)

THIS book (which is one of the " International Scientific

Series ") is to be read in connexion with the author's

previous work,
' The Origin of Floral Structures through

Insect and other Agencies,' and it is believed that

the two taken together furnish a tolerably complete

proof of the truth that the origin of all plant structures

issues from self-adaptation to the environment (directly

indirectly) without the aid of natural selection.

Darwin recognized action of this kind as an origin of

tpecies in plants (varieties are simply incipient species),

but thought it exceptional, whereas Mr. Henslow con-

tends that it is the rule in nature, and that Darwin's

mistake arose from his not having studied plants in a

state of nature to the same extent as those under culti-

vation. Every student of vegetable physiology and of

the natural history of plants will find the work of high
interest.

The Life and Times of James I., the Conqueror King
of Aragon. By F. Darwin Swift. (Oxford, Clarendon

Press.)
ME. SWIFT was one of the competitors of the Marquis
of Lothian's prize essay for the younger members of the

University of Oxford in the year 1889. The subject was
'James 1. of Aragon.' He was not so fortunate u to

attain the distinction for which he competed. The essay
which he sent in received honourable mention only. Mr.
Swift was not discouraged. The studies which he was

induced to make have been fruitful. He has visited

Spain, studied the geography of the country, read many
unprinted record*, and now we have the result before us
in a most useful historical biography. If we spoke of
the outcome of his studies as a great contribution to
historical literature we should be unfair. Great works
of such a nature are very rare, and when produced can

only be the result of very wide reading ;
but if we ex-

clude, as we must do, Mr. Swift's book from the highest
class, it will, we are quite sure, take a permanent rank
in the second. This, when we think of the loose way
in which biographies are commonly written, is high
praise.

James I. was a little infant when he came to the
throne. He never seems to have been a boy. From
early youth he possessed the qualities of manhood.
Born rulers of men are rare in the world's history, and
those who have an undoubted claim to be so regarded
were but few of them born in the purple. Those per-
sons who believe that genius follows blood (in the
hera'dic sense) will find some confirmation for their

opinion in the character of James I. of Aragon.
" On

his father's side he came of the royal line of Aragon
and the Counts of Barcelona. His mother's ancestry
was still more illustrious : she was the daughter of
William VIII., Lord of Montpellier, by Eudoxa Com-
nena, a child of Manuel Comnenu?, Emperor of Con-

stantinople." It has been suggested that James's cha-
racter was in some ways a reproduction of that of his

great-grandfather. It may be so ; but, so far as we are
able to estimate their respective characters, James was
the nobler far of the two.

Mr. Swift's book has one great advantage over most
biographies. He tells what his hero did, but does not
confuse and irritate by pausing to explain the moral
causes of his actions This is an unmixed gain to the

reader, who, if he be blessed with common sense, can do

guess-work of this sort for himself. A few pages at the
end of the chapter which deals with the death of the

king contains, it is true, a kind of moral summing up.
We suppose that in the present state of English taste

such surplusage is called for. It is, however, well nigh
useless, for this reason. The Christian moral teaching-
was in those days identical with what it is to-day, but
men's ideals were so different that it is impossible to

compare any one, and especially a king, with his equals
at the present day without perpetrating manifest in-

justice. Then, too, the moral feeling of the various

parts of the Christian commonwealth of the West dif-

fered far more than it does to-day. We think Mr. Swift
does not allow sufficiently for the perverted state of
mind which had arisen on account of the long- continued
warfare with the .Mos'.em, and which had been increased
tenfold by the action and reaction of the Albigenses
and the Catholics upon each other. The author claims
to have permitted the facts of the life of James "

to

speak for themselves, without being rendered inaudible

by a buzz of needless comments." This he has done
with a painstaking accuracy which cannot but meet
with its reward in the estimation of every one of the

very few who know how history ought to be written
We should, however, be unjust if we did not draw atten-

tion to the latter chapters, which deal with the feudal

system as James came in] contact with it and his rela-

tions to the Church, the State, and the Saracens. The
whole of this part of the book is excellent. While tell-

ing plain truths there is no tendency to exaggerate the

evil lives of the clergy or to throw an ideal covering over
the Mohammedan invaders, whom it has been the custom .

since we have left off calling them "
infidels," to deck

in fancy garments of a perfection such as has never OB

yet been reached by any branch of the human family.
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Chronicles of Finchamstead, in the County of Berkshire.

By William Lyon. (Longmans & Co.)

THIS is a handsome book, abounding in illustrations.

The author is given to be somewhat too discursive, but
we may well forgive him for this when we find that, in

the spirit of a true antiquary, he has left no stone un-
turned to discover all he can relating to the history of

the place whose chronicles he has undertaken to com-

pile. Not only are the inscriptions inside the church

recorded, but those in the churchyard also, where the

poor sleep, are given in abstract. We are very glad of

this, for, though it is contrary to law, the older stones in

our parish graveyards are constantly made away with
for the sake of making room for new ones, on which fees

have to be paid. We know a parish in an eastern county
where some sixty years ago one of the churchwardens
removed many stones from the churchyard and paved
the court adjoining his kitchen with the same. The
volume contains many tabular pedigrees, some of them

as, for instance, De la Hay, Mompesson, Tattershall,
and De la Hoese will be of interest to many who live

far away from Berkshire. So far as we have been able

to test them, all are accurately compiled. There is an

interesting catalogue of names of fields and houses within
the parish. None of these seems very striking, but they
are many of them useful for comparison with places far

away. There is here a well called DozeH's or Dodswell'a

well, which the author thinks may have taken its name
from St. Oswald. Has he any documentary or oral evidence
for this ? If he has, we withdraw our objection. If he has

nothing beyond guesswork to go on, we think it a specu-
lation unworthy of an antiquary who usually shows him-
eelf so careful. Mr. Lyon has furnished his readers

with many records ;
we are glad to say that nearly all

are given in the original Latin as well as in the verna-

cular. The recan be no objection to supplying translations

of charters, Court Boll?, and the dozens of other old

documents which illustrate the life of former days ; but
the habit of letting them appear in standard books in an

English form only is a growing evil, and it is one that

cannot be too severely reprobated. The index ie copious,

and, we believe, accurate.

Tragico-Comcedia de San&o Vedasto. Edited from

Manuscripts at Arras by W. Sparrow Simpson, D.D.,
F.S.A. (Stock.)

THE learned librarian of St. Paul's Cathedral is an
enthusiast regarding all that relates to St. Vedast. His
' Carmina Vedastina,' a collection of early poetry relating
to the saint, was issued but a few months ago. Now we
have what may be loosely called a mystery play in the

saint's honour. The word "
mystery," or "

mystery-
play," is very loosely used by most of us. We shall not

pause to endeavour to define what is its exact meaning.
As commonly used in this country, it is made to include
all those dramatic works either in the language of the
Church or the various European vernaculars which were
written with a religious object. They commonly relate

to persons and scenes mentioned in Holy Scriptur.6 or

to the lives of the saints. Many of these plays have

already been printed, and we trust that a time will

shortly arrive when all of them will be put beyond the
reach of danger through the agency of the printing-press.
The mystery plays of Chester Coventry, and York, and
the collections known as the Digby and Townley mys-
steries, are, we do not doubt, familiar to many of our
readers. The Reformation struck a death-blow to mys-
tery plays in this country, though we have evidence that

they continued to be performed in the reign of Elizabeth .

and probably at a somewhat later date.

The Reformation, coupled with what is loosely spoken
of as the revival of letters, stamped out the old mystery

plays, and their place was taken eithsr by genuine Lat ;n
and Greek dramas, or by cold imitations thereof, written
for the most part, by men who regarded classical litera-
ture as the only model to be studied by men of their
own time. The early Jesuits went with the times, though
they avoided many of the extremes into which the
Renaissance led s:>me of its wilder followers. The play
before us is believed to have been written with a view
to its being performed by the students at the Jesuit
College at Arras. If this be so and we see no reason
for calling the opinion in question it is surprising that
the life of a mediaeval saint should have been chosen as
the subject.
So far as is known, this curious play exists but in two

manuscript copies, both of which are preserved in the
town library of Arras. Its author is unknown. Who-
ever he was, he was a scholarlike person, who had been
trained to write the Latin of the revival with facility
though we can hardly say with elegance. As a memorial
of the reverence paid to St. Vedast it is of interest. We
are also grateful to Dr. Simpson for printing it as it ia
a valuable relic of a time when literature, as 'well as
politics and theology, was in a state of transition As a
work of art we can say little in its praise. The dramatis
persona are very far too numerous. In the words of the
editor,

" The author seems never tired of introducing
fresh persons." Dr. Simpson thinks that the motive
of the writer may have been "

to give an opportunity to
as many students of the college as could possibly be em-
ployed to play their little part upon the stage." This
may have been the case; but it is a great trial to the
reader. Though the editor gives what used to be called
the argument of the play, we confess that the confusion
produced in our mind has been such that we have but a
hazy memory of all that happened.

Dr. Simpson is a careful and accurate editor. We are
grateful to him for his work. We trust in future he may
be called upon to edit works of more independent value.

DURING the coming autumn Mr. Elliot Stock will
publish The Book-Hunter in London,' by Mr. William
Roberts, uniform with M. Uzanne's 'Book-Hunter in
Paris.'

MR. ELLIOT STOCK will issue immediately
' A History

of Suffolk,' by Canon Raven, in his "
Popular County

History
"

series.
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We must call special attention to the foltewing notices:
ON all communications must be written the came and

address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "Duplicate,"
NABOB ("Garcia"). He won enormous sums at

various games, but in the long run, we believe, he died
ruined.

NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The

Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to "The Publisher "at the Office,
Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print : and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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Notices to Correspondents.

Stoles,

CASANOVIANA.
Two years ago I started from Teplitz on a pil-

grimage. An hour's drive along an uninteresting
road brought me to the small town of Dux. Since

Casanova's time this place and its environs have
assumed the prosaic aspect affected by coaling dis-

tricts all the world over, and "
heaven-directing

"

chimneys emitted black rolling clouds over the

smiling land. I requested my driver to stop at

the best inn and a poor one it is. But the good-
natured landlord of that hostelry, with an eye to

business, smilingly provided me with a substantial

meal. I asked him what steps should be taken
in order to view the chateau, whose lofty iron

gates almost adjoin the inn.
" Mine host

" shook
his head gravely and held up his hands. " Das
ist ganz unmoglicb," he replied. I told him that

I had come all the way from England to visit that

chateau. All in vain. "Ganz unmoglicb," he

repeated.
" But surely some one has the power

to grant me an order," said I, in despair.
" The

only man who could do that," replied mine host,
after a pause, "is Herr Tinkler, who resides at

Teplitz. The law officers have placed seals upon
all the doors, and no one has been admitted since

Count Waldstein's death. His will is in dispute,"
he added, "and until matters are settled no one

may enter."

Although this intelligence was a serious blow to

me, I determined to put a good face upon the

matter, and as there was nothing to be done in

Dux, I resolved to return at once to Teplitz and
seek an interview with the gentleman aforesaid.

Meanwhile I questioned the landlord about Casa-

novato little purpose. He had never even heard

his name ! Suddenly a light burst in upon hia

brain, and his face became radiant.
" Ach !

"

said he, "I understand! Cussanoice Cussanoice

it is Cussanoice you refer to ?
" " Take it that

way if you prefer it," said I; "Cussanoice or

Casanova, it is all the same. Can you tell me
where he was buried?" "I know not," he

replied. "Does any one know?" "Perhaps
the Canonicus ; but I doubt it. You see," he

added, "it is so long ago several centuries, I

should think." "No; not several centuries," I

replied, "only about ninety-four years."

Although mine host looked somewhat surprised,
he only said,

"
Perhaps perhaps ;

but that was

before my time, and, of course, I can only speak
from personal knowledge of men and things in

Dux. You had better consult Herr Tinkler he

knows everything." So I ordered my carriage,

and returned, crestfallen, to Teplitz. Finding Herr

Tinkler at his office immersed in legal affairs, I

humbly apologized for my intrusion. "Do not

mention it, sir," said that gentleman ;

"
tell me how

I can serve you." la a few words I told him my
story, and asked his assistance. To my surprise,

he was willing to help me if I could make it con-

venient to wait a couple of days. He told me
that it was his duty to visit every room in the

chateau periodically, and that his next inspection

would be made in my company.

When, two days later, I drove up to the

chateau the fine iron gates were open, and my
carriage drew up at the front entrance. Before

entering the house I looked with interest at the

fountain made out of the guns captured by the

great Wallenstein during the Thirty Years' War.
Herr Tinkler awaited me in the hall, and we
ascended the principal stairs together. As we
moved from room to room of this sumptuous

palace my companion examined and broke the

official seals upon the doors. At last we came to

the library where for thirteen years Casanova

passed most of his time, and here he probably
wrote his celebrated memoirs. It is a compara-

tively low room, about 60 ft. long by 30 ft. broad.

Its windows overlook umbrageous grounds which

are well kept after the English fashion. Not far

from the house stands a lofty avenue, ending

suddenly at a sunken fence which commands an

extensive view over the surrounding hills. Under
those trees, in the soft summer evenings long gone

by, Casanova must have thought out and arranged
the details of those adventures which have since

astonished the world. Presently my companion
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unlocked a drawer and drew forth all that remains

of Casanova's papers. Documents in French and

Italian, with copies, in Casanova's good clear hand,
of letters written by him at various stages in his

career, were laid on the table for my inspection. I

had not time to take more than a cursory glance
at these interesting things, but I satisfied my
curiosity by asking Herr Tinkler whether he had
himself inspected them. "

I spent several hours

over them one day," he said.
"
They would

form an interesting volume, and probably they
will some day be given to the world. At pre-
sent they are impounded by the law officers, and,

pending the decision of the courts of justice, they
can only be viewed en bloc. No portions of the

uncompleted memoirs have been found. I pre-
sume that they were destroyed after Casanova's

death."

It mast be borne in mind that I am writing
these lines two years after my visit. The im-

pounded documents may possibly have since been

copied, or may perhaps even have been sold with

a view to publication ; but of that I know nothing.
I am, of course, aware that M. Octave Uzanne
and an Italian gentleman had access to these

papers ; but I was positively assured by Herr
Tinkler that only a portion of the Casanova

papers was shown to those gentlemen, and that

some of those documents have not been copied.
Casanova seems to have been an excellent biblio-

iMcaire, and evidence of his assiduity may be
seen on most of the books in that library. His

portrait hangs in one of the windows. It is the

engraving executed by J. Berka, of Prague, in

1788, when Casanova (in his sixty-fourth year)

published his
' Icosameron ' in that city. It will

be remembered that one of Casanova's complaints
against his enemy Monsieur de Falkinber was
that the latter had pasted, or caused to be pasted,
on the walls of Dux a semblance of the author
of 'Icosameron,' and had encouraged the street

urchins to pelt that portrait with mud. This

schoolboy malice appears to have incensed that

most tetchy of mortals, who, in his later days,
stood firmly upon his dignity as "Docteur &s

lois, Bibliothi'caire de Monsieur le Comte de

Waldstein, Seigneur de Dux, Chambellan de
S. M. J. R. A."

When Herr Tinkler had replaced the papers
in their drawer he asked permission to continue
his inspection of some of the other rooms. Thus,
left for awhile in the silence and solitude of that

library, my fancy depicted the features and form
of the celebrated adventurer as he bent over his

papers at yonder table by the window, and with

flashing pen recorded the incidents of his marvel-
lous career. When Herr Tinkler returned, we
visited the apartment which, according to tradition,
was occupied by Casanova during his residence at

the chateau the room where, on April 30, 1798,

he wrote a letter to Elisa, Giafin von der Recke,
signed

" Casanova Mourant," and where, a month
later, he died.

From the windows of that room I looked upon
a range of low -lying hills, culminating in a

tolerably high peak. At the extremity of the

grounds stands a church, whose bell was uttering
a monotonous dirge, in perfect harmony with the

deadly dulness of the place. The scene before
me and the tolling of that bell enabled me to
realize the last impressions of the dying man
whose stirring life had closed amid those same
surroundings. lu nine decades new generations
have been born and died, but the sights and"
sounds that greeted me as I stood by Casanova's
window had suffered no material change. The
bed on which he died stood in a corner of the
room ; and from its pillow his fading sight moat
have marked the darkness gathering around, while
his ears caught faintly the dirge of that doleful bell.

In that room hangs the portrait of Count
Joseph Earl Waldstein, bom 1755. At first I
though! that Count Joseph, whose portrait I in-

spected with interest, was Casanova's host an
impression which subsequent research has in a
measure dispelled.

I find in Richardson's '
Life of Korner '

(vol. i.

pp. 117 et seq.) a letter from Frau Korner the
soldier poet's mother in which she says that
Schiller (who was on a visit to them in 1787)
met at a masked ball at Dresden Madame von
Arnim (a lady at the Court of Saxony) and her
three daughters. It appears that the second

daughter, disguised as a gipsy fortune-teller,
attracted the attention of Schiller, who fell

headlong in love with her.
" From that moment*"

writes Frau Korner,
" Schiller became a constant visitor at the house of the
Arnims. I warned him against so hopeless an attach-

ment, but always in vain. I assured him that the
Arnims were deceiving him and trifling with him, but
Schiller would not listen to reason. At last he found
out, in an unpleasant sort of way, that the rich and
libertine Count Waldstein of Dux (Casanova was hia

librarian) was the favoured person, and he left Dresden
a sadder man than he had entered it."

The person referred to by Frau Korner was
probably Franz Adam Waldstein und Wartenberg,
who died six years after Casanova, in 1804, and
whose sketches, framed and glazed, are scattered

over the walls and passages at Dux.
RICHARD EDGCCMBE.

Hotel Victoria, Montreuz.

(To le continued.)

"THE THREE ESTATES OP THE REALM."
(/Concludedfrom, p. 144.)

As these notes have been allowed to run to the

length of a small treatise, I venture to add a few
more last words by way of postscript.
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I have shown that Freeman, Hallam, and Twys-
den are mistaken as to the early English use of
"
estate

"
in reference to the sovereign. I have

also shown that that term was applied early in the

fifteenth century to individual noblemen. From
Mr. James Gairdner's ' Letters and Papers of the

Time of Richard III. and Henry VII.' I give one
or two further illustrations of that usage :

"
Accompany'd with lordys and estates." I. p. 2.

"At which masse Sir Thomas Bouraer offred the
masse peny because their was no greater eatat present."

'Funeral of Edw. IV.,' ibid., p. 8.

From the " Remembrance for the Induction of

the Princesse Katherine, Daughter to the King
and Queen of Spaine

"
(' Somers Tracts,' vol. i.) :

"After that the Earle of Surrey, with divers other
Lords Temporall of the Land, ensued unto the

Meetinge and Attendance of this worthie Estate [i.e.,
the Lord Brooke, Steward of the King's House]."" In this book is contained doctrine for all estates

ven for kinga."
' Latimer's Second Sera, before K.

Edw. VI.'

The well-known anonymous tract,
' Modus Ten-

endi Parliamentum,' a fourteenth-century pro-
duction probably, was considered so authoritative

a description of the constitution of parliament that

a copy of it "was authorised 1405, under the

Great Seal, for application to Ireland" (Mr. Wylie's
'

Henry IV.,' voL i. p. 46). In 1572 an English
translation of it was published

"
by John Vo well,

alias Hooker, a Member of Parliament for the

Citie of Exeter, in the thirteenth year of Elizabeth,
1571." From this I extract the passage on the

"
Degrees of Parliament. The king is head and chief

at the beginning and at the end of the parliament, and
to him no comparison is to be made, and so the king is

one degree by himself. The second is, of archbishops,
bishops, abbots, and priors, holding by baronies. The
third is, of carles, barons, and other estates and gentles,
as is before written. The fifth, of the knights of the
shire. The sixth, of citizens and burgesses. And so the

parliament is of six degrees." Of. original in Bp.
.Stubbs's'Sel. Charters.'

On Saturday, Jan. 22, 1401, the Commons pre-
sented to King Henry IV. Sir Arnold Savage, a

gentleman of Kent, as their Speaker. Savage
declares to the king that " the Three Estates of the
Parliament are the King, the Lords Spiritual and

Temporal, and the Commons." This, one of the
earliest places where the numeral three qualifies"
estates," is noteworthy, for it is the utterance of

the lay mind in contradistinction to the cut-and-
dried formulas of parliamentary scribes.

In Elizabeth's time the emphasizing of the
''estate" of the clergy as "one of the greatest
states of this realm " must have sounded like grim
irony in the ears of many who had witnessed, or

suffered from, the transformation of church lands
Into lay "estates." While the "Protestant"

Parker, and the "
Anglican

" Andrewes used the
<<

correct" formula, the "Romanist" Gardiner
was a rank heretic, for he compared

"
Faith, Hope,

and Charity, concurring to Justification, to the con-
currence of the Three Estates in Parliament, i. e.,

the King, and two Houses, to the making of Laws."
But some who are quite willing to admit that the
Church was an estate, made the number of the
estates four, as witness the following, from Gas-

coigne's Steel Glass
'

(1576) :

Again I see, within my Glass of Steel,
But four estates, to serve each country soil,
The King, the Knight, the Peasant, and the Priest.

Vv. 288-290.

If this be compared with the Lord Oobham'a

'Beleve,' that comparison will be a significant

commentary on the change from feudal kingship to

Tudor monarchy. When King James I. was

waddling about on the political stage, dressed up
in the robes of Tudor Absolutism, the "correct

phrase was, of course, de rigeur among courtiers.

Even then, however, there was a great lawyer, Sir

H. Finch, who haa been claimed as an exponent of

the popular view. Nay, the words of King Jamea
himself have been adduced in support of that view

(' Speech at the Prorogation of the Parliament of

1605 ').

Above all, hia unhappy son Charles I. tells the

two Houses, in his answer to the Nineteen Pro-

positions, that " neither one estate should transact

what is proper for two, nor two what is proper for

three."

At the time of the Exclusion Bill, and the trial

of the Catholic lords, the octogenarian Lord Holies

(the famous Denzil Holies of an earlier generation),

"Postscript" Hunt, and a whole crowd of pam-
phleteers, discussed this question ; but I shall con-

tent myself with a quotation from Dryden.
In hia 'Vindication of the Duke of Guise' (1683),

Dryden says :

"I am accused of ignorance, for speaking of the
Third Estate as not sitting in the same House with the
other two : Let not those Gentlemen mistake them-

selves, there are many things in Plays to be accom-
modated to the Country in which we live ; I spoke to

the understanding of an English Audience. Our Three
Estates now sitt, and have long done so, in Two Houses ;

but our Records bear witness that they according to the

French Custom have sat in one; that is, the Lorda

Spiritual and Temporal within the Barr, and the Com-
mons without it. If that custom bad been still con-

tinued here, it should have been so represented ; but being

otherwise, I was forc'd to write so as to be understood

by our own Countrymen. If these be Erroura, a Bigger
Poet than either of us two baa fallen into greater, and
the Proofs are ready whenever the Suit shall be recoiu-

menc'd." P. 13.

The passage for which Dryden was attacked was

the following :

Enter Deputies of the Three Statet, Cardinal of Quite,
and Archlisho of Lyons, at the Head of 'em.

King. Well, my good Lords, what matters of import-
ance

Employ'd the States this Morning !

Archl. One high Point
Was warmly canvass'd in the Commons House
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And will b3 soon Resolv'd.

Card. To cut things shorf,
The Commons will decree to exclude Navarr

From the'Succesaion of the Realm of Prance

King. Decree, my Lord ! What 1 one Estate decree 1

Where then are the otber two, and what am 11

The Government is cast up somewhat short

The Clergy and Nobility casheer'd,

Five hundred popular Figures on a Bow
And I myself that am, or should be, Ring
An o'regrown Cypher set before the Sum. Act V.

I need quote no more, I hope, to prove con-

clusively that ever since the word "estate" or

"state" was introduced into our political voca

Bulary, the sovereign has been called an "estate";
that he has been called an "

estate in Parliament ";

that English usage has differed entirely all along
from the Scottish and continental usage ; that

statesmen from A.D. 1400 downwards have under-

stood the three estates of the realm to mean King,

Lords, and Commons ; and that it is mere

pedantry to employ the phrase otherwise in refer-

ence to England.
In the very first book I chanced to open after

writing the above, I find the following :

"This exception, in the end, proved of formidable
dimensions ; for, by recognizing a joint action between
the sovereign and the other estates of Parliament, it

necessarily gave riee to a discussion by the latter of sub-

jects hitherto little attended to by them." Sanford's
'
Studies and Illustrations of the Great Rebellion,' p. 28

(1858).

J. P. OWEN.
48, Comeragh Road, West Kensington, W.

THE BISHOPS' TRANSCRIPTS OF PARISH
REGISTERS.

(Concludedfrom p. 183.)

Among these records are some other papers which
are not transcripts of parish register?, such as the

following note of marriage licences granted. It is

in Latin and very brief, the following being all the
information given, and it is without date.

For Jane Clarke, widow, of Wembdon, and
four others,

Henry Byam.
James Huishe, with Jane, and five others.

George Speke, of Whitelackington, Esq., with
Joane.

William Lacie, Esq., of Stogumber, and twenty-
one others.

Thomas Colmer, of Woollavington, gent., with
Margaret, and two others.

Henry St. Barbe, of Aishington, Esq.
George Speke, mentioned above, was High

Sheriff of Somerset in 1592, and married Joan,
daughter of Sir John Portman, created a baronet
in 1612 ; while Henry St. Barbe was the son of
Edward St. Barbe, High Sheriff of Somerset in

1589, and married Amy, daughter of Edward

Rogers, Esq., of Cannington, by Catherine, daughter
of Chief Justice Sir John Popham.
The two following are not correctly parish

register transcripts, and their existence is probably

quite unknown, for they bear no endorsement :

An account of persons buried by y
e late Mr. Henwood

and by Mr. Sedgefield at the Meeting-house, and in the

new yard to June 22, 1753.

James Kearley.
Mrs. Button.

1753, Jan. 10. The Rev. Mr. Henwood.
Feb. 1. Mr. Waymouth.
Feb. 18. Sarah Sheppard.

Mr. Cliseld's child.

Mr. William Sheppard's child.

April 10. Mrs. Tulkstone.

June 11. Mr. Sedgefield's child.

The account of interments at the Baptist 'burying

place in Frome, commencing March 14, 1752.

1752, March 14. Mr. Larwill's son.

April 1. Elizabeth Withy's daughter.

May 5. Ann Dart.

May 12. William Pope's wife.

July 28. Rebecca West.

July 28. Josiah Penny's child.

Aug. 19. John Cole's child.

Aug. 23. Robert Henton's wife.

Dec. 3. James Dalimore's son.

1753, Jan. 12. John Cook.

Jan. 13. John Whitchurch's grandson.
Jan. 19. Mr. Wayland's child.

Jan. 25. Samuel Whitchurch's child.

Jan. 31. John Grant's child.

Feb. 8. Samuel Whitchurch's child.

Feb. 18. Sarah Sheppard.
March 11. William Whitchurch.
March 14. Joseph Gibbons.
March 18. Mrs. Morice'a child.

April 1. Peter Brown's child.

April 8 John Pilton's child.

May 3. Ann Joyce.

May 9. Mrs. Loudlow.

May 12. John Cook's wife.

May 12. James Clement's child.

May 31. John Whitchurch's grandchild.
June 15. Mary Simes,

Although, unfortunately, there was no legal

penalty imposed for neglecting to make these

returns to the Bishop's Registrar (and it is equally

regretable that there was not a heavy penalty for

neglecting their proper arrangement and pre-
servation when brought into the Bishop's Registry),

yet the attempt to levy a small fine for delay in

presenting them was not unknown, as the following

aote, appended to the return from Whitelacking-
on for 1609, testifies :

"May 12, 1610. This was offered to Mr. Edward
Huishe, Register, &c. But he refused y* except he
myght have 18d for the wardens absolucion for that they
staled so long before they sent y l in."

It would be very interesting to be able to trace

the history of this return. The fact of the note on
t is evidence that the payment of eighteenpence
was objected to, while the presence of the slip IP,

of course, proof that it was eventually deposited
n the registry. Who gave in ; and how, or why ?
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These notes will show that these records require
much to be done to make them available for

research with facility and certainty, to say nothing
of their state of dilapidation, some returns being
illegible, or with parts crumbled entirely away or

cut off
; thus, making even a correct list of the

parishes with the years for each would be mis-

leading, as three-fourths of a given year might be
found wanting.
On the other hand, much can be recovered from

these transcripts, when the register of a given
parish has itself been lost or destroyed by some
means. Thus, to cite a few examples : Oatcott

register does not exist earlier than 1733 (Kelly's
'Somerset Directory' says that it commences in

1500). So far I have copied transcripts for 1597,
1600, 1621, 1622, 1635, 1636, 1639, 1640. Rodney
Stoke, formerly Stoke Gifford, earliest register
1655 (Kelly says 1624) ; transcripts copied 1607,
1617, 1621, 1622, 1623, 1636, 1637, 1639, 1640,
1663, 1744. Cheddar, earliest remaining register,

baptisms and burials 1678, marriages 1690 (Kelly
says 1687 for all three), transcripts copied 1616,
1621, 1623, 1635, 1637, 1662, 1663, 1664, 1675.

Chelvey, commence, according to Kelly, 1735 ;

transcripts copied 1599, 1613, 1615, 1629, 1635,
1636, 1639, 1640, 1662, 1663. Binder, registers
commence 1696 ; transcripts copied 1598, 1605, 1606,
1607, 1608, 1613, 1621, 1635. Hinton St. George
commence, says Kelly's 'Directory,' 1632; tran-

scripts copied 1597, 1599, 1602, 1605, 1607, 1615,
1622, 1623, 1635, 1639, 1667, 1669. Wellington
registers commence 1623, says Kelly, but accord-

ing to Humphreys's
'

History of Wellington
'

they
do not exist before 1683. Transcripts for 1616
very imperfect, no marriages; 1637, 1682, the
burials for this year are quite gone.

These statement?, while they show how very in-

complete the transcripts are, caused both by the
omission to bring in the returns and also by neg-
lect in the past, show also that a great deal may
be recovered from them when the actual register is

missing ; it also indicates that the dates given for

the commencement of the registers of each parish
in Kelly's

'

Directory
'

cannot be relied on ; in fact,
when we read that the registers of South Barrow
commence in 1500, Beercrocombe in 1512, Cros-
combe in 1472, and Puriton in 1504, it becomes
quite certain that the figures have been mistaken,
or that the date of the churchwardens' accounts
has been given, for in some instances Croscombe
among them these go back to a much earlier date
than the actual parish register.

AKTHUR J. JEWEES.

For the history or present state of these, there

may be reference to
' N. & Q.,' 1" S. i. 329, 442 ;

2* S. ii. 66, 118, 151, 217, 318, 378 ;
4* S. v.

464, 504, 606 ; 7 th S. xi. 94, 155. The import-
ance of them may be seen in a notice of

" The
Bishops' Transcripts

"
in pp. 29, 30 of T. P. Tas-

well-Langmead's
' Parish Eegisters, a Plea for

their Preservation,' Lond., 1872. In this there ia

mention of certain cases which show their use,
as well as Sir W. Betham's evidence relating to

them in 1832, before the Committee. In 1831
there was a Parliamentary Keturn (No. 298).
Mr. Grimaldi, in

'

Originea Genealogicse,' has a
notice of their state from Returns in 1800. This
with much further information appears in Bum's
'Parish Eegisters,' 1862, ch. ix. pp. 199-211,"
Bishops' Transcripts." ED. MARSHALL.

CAMBRIDGE. (See 8th S. viii. 235.) The

question as to the etymology of Cambridge is

raised under the heading of
' Witham.' It de-

serves a new heading ; and I heartily wish our
Editor would invent a system whereby a wholly
new subject can be discussed under a wholly new
heading. Who would look under "Witham'' in

an index for information about Cambridge ?

Every one who attempts to make any research

as to the origin of Cambridge will soon find out
for himself that the name of the Cam is quite
modern. When any one can produce any example
of the form Cam, either with the bridge or without,
before A.D. 1350, we may consider the matter
further ; but certainly not till then.

The old name was, practically, Grantabridge,
turned by the Normans into Cauntebridge, after-

wards shortened to Caambridge and Cambridge ;

out of which the modern river-name Cam was

wrongly evolved. I say wrongly, because it was
done by help of the written word ; the spoken
word would have made it Came* This shows how

diligent our old writers were in evolving etymo-
logical falsities.

It is simply a question of historical research, as

I have already hinted.

The A.S. name for the river was Granta, and it

is called Granta still by the people who have not

been taught better. Even educated people admit

that the name is Granta at Trumpington. The
A.-S. name for the place was Grantanbrycg.
We still speak of Grantchester for which the

A.-S. name is Granta-ceaster. For references, see

the dictionary and the
' A.-S. Chronicle.' The fact

that the forms Cam and Cambrycg never occur ia

any MS., from the year 700 downwards to 1350, is

significant enough to such as are accustomed to

work at etymology instead of merely guessing at it.

In an 'Old English Miscellany,' ed. Morris

(E.E.T.S.), p. 145, is a list of the shires and
hundreds of England in the thirteenth century.
Here we find Grauntebrugge-schire (I. 48), t. e.,

Grantabridge-shire, as the name for the county.

Truly this is evidence.

The first line of Chaucer's ' Reves Tale
' shows

the next stage ; the MSS. have Gaunter-bruge,

* The local pronunciation is Kyme-lridge, whereKyw
rimes with time.
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Canta-bregge, Cante-brigge ; the very late Lans-

downe MS. has Cam-brugge, the oldest instance

of the spelling Cam which I can call to mind. Of
course the form Cam-brugge destroys the metre of

the line, for a trisyllable is imperatively required.
Hence the blunder was not the author's.

This Cam- really stands for Caum or Caam ;

and the in is due to the following b ; nb turns into

rnb as a matter of course. This is why the a in

Came (so pronounced) is long ; cf. E. chamber,
M.E. chdmbre, chaumbre.

Spenser ('F. Q.,' iv. 11, 34) calls the river the

Grant. Drayton's 'Polyolbion' makes a special

study of river-names ; and we there learn that the

river that flows by Cambridge was called the

Grant; Song 21, 1. 51. It was my fellow-collegian

who, in his 'Lycidas' (1. 103) spoke of Camus;
observe that, for him, the a was long.

If it could once be understood that for the study
of etymology we require exact references, how
many a blunder would at once cease to exist !

For example, the absurd and impossible notion

that Audry can be derived from Andres could not

have arisen if an attempt had first been made to

find an early example of the use of Andree in

England as a female name.
WALTER W. SKEAT.

LICHFIELD. The following extract is from the

Staffordshire Advertiser, Aug. 24 :

"Lady Jane Levett, writing from Wychnor Park,
says :

' When Dean Bickerstetb was staying here he
remarked that he felt sure that Lichfield must at some
time have been a swamp, as Bird Street (a corruption
of Bridge Street),Dam Street, and Frog Lane all pointed
to that. He was then shown the following extract from
an old Saxon dictionary here, printed in 1659 :

"
Liced-

feld : TJrbs Licbfeldensis in agro Staffordiensis. Lich-
field City, cadaverum campus. Ropus interpretatur.
Malim campus irriguus ;

a palude Ecil. vel aqua qua in
duas partes urbs divisa a leccian. (Leccian is Saxon for

water.)"
' '

B. D. MOSELBY.
" CANE "IN < N. E. D.' Under cane, sb. 1

(
= Lat. canna), the ' N. E. D.' gives cane-apple,

the strawberry-tree, as one of the special combina-
tions. This is a mistake, as the tree-name has

nothing to do with the cane in question. The
word, as Parkinson long ago noted,

" hath come to
us from Ireland "; and there the arbutus is still

called by the Irish peasantry caithne, which is

pronounced cahtna. This word is not to be found
in O'Reilly's

'
Irish Dictionary

'

(ed. O'Donovan),
but it is expressly registered by an excellent Irish

scholar, Dr. Joyce ('Irish Names of Places,' second
aeries, p. 338), who observes that even the English-
speaking people about Killarney called the berries
of the arbutus cain- apples. The origin of the
name, he says, was noted by Threlkeld, in his
'

Synopsis Stirpium Hibernicarum,' 1727. I called
attention to this in my

' Folk Etymology
'

(1882),
pp. 49 and 616. An early instance of the word,

1641, is the following :
" You writ to me about

strawberry treese I believe you mein the cane

apple tree
"

(' Memoirs of the Verney Family,'
vol. i. p. 211).

Curiously enough, cane, sb. 3, a dialect word for

the weasel, used by G. White, in his
'

Selborne,'
xv. (1789), has also been a puzzle to the

' N. E. D.';
at least it has no suggestion to offer as to the

origin of the name. It is evidently the same word
as the Prov. Eng. kine (Wright) or kime (a less

correct form) used in Sussex. A Sunday-school
urchin once thought that all

" Pharaoh's lean kine

were weazels "
(Parrish,

' Sussex Glossary '). The

Hampshire form of the word is cane (Cope), and it

occurs, I think, in Hamilton's
'

Riverside Natu-
ralist.' Mr. G. E. Dartnell, in a communication to

me upon the subject, suggested a possible connexion
of the word with the gipsy cane or caen, to smell

strong, to stink, the gipsies much frequenting the

neighbourhood of the New Forest. (Of. Romany
khann, stink, Pott.) Or is it an Aryan word, and

distantly related to Russ. kuna, Litb. kiaune, the

marten, Dan. kanin, the rabbit,
"
coney," and a

host of others (Pictet, i. 448) ?

A. SMYTHE PALMER.
South Woodford.

BAT= BATTER. As the name of Dr. Grace,
the prince of bats, has been in the mouth of thou-

sands during the past months, it may be interesting
to point out that the above use of bat is older than
this century. The only quotation for its use given
in the

' New English Dictionary
'

is dated 1859.
The following passage is from the Connoisseur,
No. 132, Aug. 5, 1756 :

"He is frequently engaged in the Artillery-Ground
with Faulkner and Dingate at cricket, and is himself
esteemed as good a bat as either of the Bennets."

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

"JUMPING PEERAGES." The term "jumping
peerages" seems too good to be hidden under a
different reference, so I take the liberty of replying
to the notices at 8th S. vii. 394 ; viii. 8, to say
that I have become acquainted with the special
remainder in the Cromartie peerage, also in the

Barony of Buckhurst, both of which titles were

granted on the condition that they are to be
vacated if the holder should succeed to a higher
title ; the exceptions being the Dukedom of Suther-

land and the Earldom of Delawarr. It is a sort of

fight against fate, for birth and death are beyond
human control. In the 'Dalrymple Baronetcy'
we seem to require the month, for the alternative

dates 1697 or 1698 may be a question of style,
old or new. A. HALL.

MRS. = MESSRS. It is not common, I sup-
pose, to find Mrs. used as the plural of Mr.,
yet this peculiarity is, apparently, illustrated in
' The Literary History of Glasgow,' p. 120. In an
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"
Agreement between the Colledge of Glasgow and

Donald Govane
yp'r,

1715" (in which the office of

Printer to the University is conferred on Govane),
it appears that two of those concerned in the co-

venant are
" Mrs. Gershom Curmichael and John

Loudoun, professors of philosophic." One's first

impulse, on reading this, is to conclude that the

philosophical woman must have bad premature
opportunities in Glasgow, and that Prof. Loudoun
must have held a trying position. A little

reflection, however, shows the true state of the

case. THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgh, N.B.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

WILLIAM BECKFORD. (See ante, p. 200.)"
Popular Tales of the Germans. Translated from

the German. In two volumes. London : Printed

for J. Murray, No. 32, Fleet Street. M.DCC.XCI."
In a note at p. 227 of his

'

Lays and Legends of

Germany,' 1834, the late Mr. W. J. Thorns says
that the above work " has been attributed to the

author of
' Vathek '"; and it is still attributed to

him. But on what authority 1 The '

Diet, of

Nat. Biog.,' the British Museum Catalogue, and

Redding's
' Memoirs of Beckford

'

are silent on the

subject. C. D.

WILLIAM BYRNE, ENGRAVER, DIED 1805. Did
he leave any sons or daughters who were engravers ;

and what were their names 1 I have noted Eliza-

beth Byrne, who etched some landscapes with
considerable skill. GEO. G.

ALEXANDER NICOL. Can any reader give me
information as to Alexander Nicol, the author of
' The Rural Muse

; or, a Collection of Miscellany
Poems, both Comical and Serious,' Edinburgh,
printed for the author, 1753 ? W. L. WEBB.

PIGTAILS IN THE NAVY. The Daily Chronicle

of Friday, the 27th ult, states that in 1854, when
the Queen went through our Baltic fleet, the men
had pigtails. I was on board the flagship, and
remember none. When did the naval pigtail

finally disappear ? It still figures in one of Hood's

annuals. D.

BAIN AT CHERRA POONGEE. Have any of

your readers ever been at Cherra Poongee, in the

Khasia Mountains
; and, if so, would they have any

objection to describe "how the water comes
down "

there ? that is, if they happen to have been
there during

"
the rains," as I think Anglo-Indians

call the Indian rainy season. In Mr. W. Lawson's

excellent
' Manual of Modern Geography,' London

and Glasgow, no date, it is stated that

"at Mahableshwar the annual fall exceeds 300 inches:
and at Cherra Poougee, in the Khasia Mountains, it is

double that quantity The enormous quantity of rain
at Cherra Poongee all falls in about four months. Some-
times thirty inches an amount equal to the total

average quantity which falls in England during the
course of a year has fallen in four hours."

An inch of rain, or thereabouts, falling in seven

or eight minutes must be a sight worth seeing, if

one were protected by a doubly large and trebly
thick gig umbrella ! They may well say at Cherra

Poongee,
"

It never rains but it pours
"

! Where,
exactly, are the Khasia Mountains 1

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

GRAHAM M.P.s. I shall be glad of information

as to who the following Members of Parliament

were, and to which families they belonged. So
far as I have been able to ascertain, they do not

appear to have been members of local landed

families of the name. Mungo Graham, M.P.,

1707, for Falkirk, Lanark, &c.; Mungo Graham,
1710, for Clackmannan and Kinross shires ; George
Graham, 1780 and 1790, for the same ; Thomas

Graham, 1811, and again in 1818, for the same ;

George Edward Graham, 1819 and 1826, for the

same ; David Graham, 1724, for Perthshire, vice

Lord James Murray, succeeded to the peerage as

Duke of Athol ; David Graeme, 1764, for same,
vice John Murray, succeeded to Dukedom of Athol ;

Thomas Graham, 1794 to 1806, for same ; John

Graham, Jan., 1722, for Stirlingshire. County
and burgh officials in these neighbourhoods, in

particular, may be able to throw light on the

identity of the above-named person?.
WALTER M. GRAHAM EASTON.

Carron Hall, Stirlingshire.

AN ESSEX PAMPHLET. I have in my possession
a 4to. pamphlet of some thirty-eight pages, entitled

" Essex
|
A Viewe of the State of the Clargie |

Within
the Countie of Essex :

|
The substaunce whereof is readie

to be proved at the Einges | Majesties pleasure wherein

though many thinges be sett
|
doune to be uppon report,

yet the same are to be proved | by wytnesses of good
credit."

It gives the value of livings, names of the preachers,
and cites a number of cases, distinguished by
numerals only, of "Ministers wb be scandalous,
whereof many double beneficed, manie noe

preachers, and some Non-Residentes." I shall be

glad of any particulars that are known of this

curious and somewhat extraordinary work, appa-

rently the report of a commission, self-constituted

or otherwise. W. B. GERISH.

Wormley, Jlert?.

J. J. HALLS. Was "J. J. Halle, Esq.," the

author of
' The Life and Correspondence of Henry

Salt, Esq., F.R.S.,' 1834, identical with John

James Halls, whose 'Two Months in Arrah in
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1857 ' was published in 1860 ? I have been unable
to lefer to the latter work ; but it seems probable
that from internal evidence its writer might be
traced. There is an Arrah in India and another
in Persia, and it would be not unnatural to find

the narrator of Salt's antiquarian researches spend-
ing some time in the latter country.

JAMES DALLAS.

[The work named is not ascribed to Halls in the ' Dic-

tionary of National Biography.']

ACCENT ON " RESPONSE." In Lord Tennyson's
'Two Voices' occurs the line

.Then did my response clearer fall,

where the accent of "
response

"
is undoubtedly on

the first syllable. Is this a common pronunciation
in modern English? The 'Encyclopaedic Dic-

tionary' quotes from Kobert of Brunne a line

exhibiting the same accentuation

What waa his respons I ne saugh ne herd.

THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgh, N.B.

JOHN TOUNEYS, GRAMMARIAN. Among the
rarest works printed by Pynson was a volume
entitled "John Touneys, an Augustine Fryar in

Norwich, His Rules of Grammar." Dibdin had
never met with the book. Is anything further
known of this Norwich grammarian ? Dibdin
gives a confused reference to Baker's 'Chronicle.'

JAMES HOOFER.
Norwich.

WARREN. Could any reader favour me with
information concerning Sir Ralph Warren, temp.
Henry VIII., and a Thomas Warren and Alice
his wife? The last two were dead in 1567.
Was Thomas the son of Ralph ? Lady Joan, the
wife of Sir Ralph, married, on her husband's
death, Sir Thomas Whyte, about whom, also, any
particulars will be acceptable. Two of Sir Ralph's
children were Joan, who married Sir Henry
Cromwell, and Richard Warren. Lady Joan
Whyte died in 1572. I am anxious to trace out
the descent of a messuage called Passors. at

Fulham, possessed by this family.
CHAS. JAS. FERET.

HERALDIC. Can any of your readers help me
to identify the following coat of arms on an old
binding in my possession ? Three bars wavy, in
dexter chief a star of six points, in sinister chief a
crescent, and in base a fleur-de-lis. Crest, Issuing
out of a ducal coronet, a mermaid between two
wings. The tinctures are not shown. I have
consulted Papworth, Guigard, and other works in
Tain - H. J. B. CLEMENTS.

"RHINE." In what English counties is the
word rhine, or rine, used for a small watercourse ;
and what is its derivation? In the 'Life and
Letters of Edward A. Freeman,' 1895, i. 255, the

following passage occurs in a letter written to the

Rev. Henry Thompson :

" I find from William of Malmesbury that Brent knoll

was anciently known as Mons Eanarum I used to

call it by the more respectful name of Mount St.

Anthony, but I shall certainly stick to Frogsdoun,

Mynydd Batrach, or whatever may be Welsh for the

singer of the rhines."

There are rhines in Gloucestershire, in the

neighbourhood of Berkeley. Do they occur

beyond that county and Somerset 1

T. R. E. N. T.

LUCAS OP MOUNT LUCAS FAMILY (IRELAND).
Are there any representatives, male or female,

of the junior branch of the above family, descended
from Samuel Lucas, of Springmount, Queen's

County, Esq.? Is Burke correct as to pedigree of

elder branch ? BELL.

SAXTON FAMILY. Who was Capt. Saxton, of

H.M.S. Pearl, 1766 ?(' Calend.Home Office Papers,'

1766-1769.) JAMES TALBOT.
Adelaide, South Australia.

AUTHOR WANTED. A friend of mine, having
set the following lines to music, has asked me to

trace the authorship of them through the medium
of ' N. & Q.' The lines are an English version of

'Mary, Queen of Scots', Farewell':

Adieu plaisant pays de France.

I give you the first of three stanzas :

Farewell to thee, thou pleasant shore,
The loved the cherished home to me
Of infant joy a dream that's o'er

Farewell dear France, farewell to thee.

They were copied from a book in the library of

the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich in 1860

perhaps one of Miss Strickland's. H. H.

QUADRILLE, THE DANCE. When was the

quadrille introduced into England ?

TERPSICHOKF.

RICHARD LUCK. A certain Richard Luck

purchased the manor of Newhall, in the parish of

Minster, lale of Sheppey, from Lord Cheney of

Tuddington, anno 20 Elizabeth. Richard Luck,
son of the above, sold the same. Can any of your
readers tell me anything about these men ? Also, is

the son the game Richard Luck, of Mayfield,

Sussex, whose name appears in the herald's visita-

tion to Sussex in 1634 ? He was the founder of a

family of consideration in Mayfield and Rotherfield

during the sixteenth and seventeenth centime?.

E. J. L.

"PooRKS HOUSE." What should I understand

by this term ? I find it used several times in the

parish books long antecedent to the days of the
first workhouse. In 1652 we read of "a howse

commonly called the poores house, belonging to

the p'ish, as also one other howse called ye Cole
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bowse." It was certainly not used by the paris
officers for the reception of paupers as inmates.

CHAS. JAS. FERET.

Two OLD JUGS. I have in my possession tw
old jugs of Liverpool ware. They each have th

following lines on them and the date 1793 :

Success to the Rope Makers
And the glorious 10th of March
May it never be forgotten.

In one the lines are headed by the monogram
of the letters J. S. K. in the other W. K
They each have on one side a shield with a coat o
arms of three coils of rope, and a representation o

ropemakers at work, and sea and ships, &c., in

the distance. On the reverse side of one is a shij
under plain sail, less royals, mainsail, and flyinj

jib, flying a red ensign without the Irish cross anc
a red pennant at the main. Underneath the ship
is written "Success to the Golden Lyon," on the

reverse side of the other jug is a quaint copy of i

picture of Col. Tarleton, by Sir Joshua Reynolds,
now in my possession. Under the handle of this

jug are the lines :

May Trade and Commerce
On our Nation smile

And Peace and Plenty
Bless the British Isle.

Can any of your readers tell me to what evenl

the " Glorious 10th of March" refers ?

ALFRED H. TARLETON.
Breakspears, Uxbridge,

VISTO. Sir Visto is the name of Lord Rose-

bery's horse which won the St. Leger this year.
The name occurs in Pope's

' Moral Essays '; but to

whom does he refer? Donovan, of course, is

borrowed from Edna Lyall's novel.

E. COBHAM BREWER.

SASH WINDOW.
(8

th S. viii. 167.)

Edwards, in
'

Words, Facts, and Phrases," states

that sash windows came into use after the Great
Fire of London, though he does not say how soon

after that event. He quotes the following passage
from Lister's 'Journey to Paris,' 1699, to show
that these windows apparently were of English
invention :

" At De Lorge we had the good fortune to find the
marshal! himself. He showed us his great sash windows ;

how easily they might be lifted up and down and stood
at any height, which contrivance, he said, he had out of

England by a small model brought on purpose from
thence, there being nothing of this poise in France
before."

In the Tatter, May 27, 1710, there is an adver-

tisement of a house to be let in Devonshire Square,

Bishopsgate, with the recommendation that it is
" sashed with thirty sash lights."

Prof. Skeat, in his 'Etymological Dictionary,
1

quotes from the Spectator, No. 175 (A.D. 1711) :

"A Jezebel appears constantly dressed at her

sash."

G. Miege, in his 'French Dictionary,
1

1688,
has :

"
Sash-ioindow, Fenetre a Chassis. Sash is

here corruptly said from the French Chassis."

Chassis he defines as any frame, but especially a

frame of wood for a window.
0. Cotton, in his

' The Wonders of the Peake,'

1681, uses the word sashes :

The primitive Casements modeU'd were no doubt,

By that thro' which the Pigeon was thrust out,

Where now whole Sashes were but one great Eye,
T' examine and admire thy Beauties by.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

The term occurs in Sir Walter Scott's
'

Abbot,'

chap, xviii., but it is probably an error on the part
of the great novelist. A writer (A. A.) in

' N. &
Q.,' 2nd S. vi. 147, says that "

they seem to have

come into use after the Great Fire." He quotes
an advertisement of the year 1710, in which a

house is described as
"
well wainscotted, and sash'd

with 30 Sash Lights." This seems to imply that

the word had then become a familiar one.
_

I have

a reference to sash windows as being mentioned in

Hobson's '

Diary
'

(Surtees Society), p. 257, but I

have not the book at hand to refer to.

EDWARD PEACOCK.

This must refer to what the French term our
'

guillotine windows," which distinguish the Eng-
ish now from every continental race, and are the

sole feature of our modern building invented here,

[ believe. Every other part of our modern archi-

ecture has come from Venice. We can prove that

ihe invention was during the Commonwealth, be-

cause Charles I. seems never to have built any, nor

Charles II. anything except churches without them.

At the Whitehall Banqueting House the end facing

north has six large windows, and two small in the

>asement. The larger ones, with eight panes in

leight and five in width, are all now guillotined,

xcept one, which I take to represent what all the

windows were originally. In Charles II. 's time

ne of Wren's first buildings was the barracks,

ately burnt, at Winchester, and these had complete
uillotine sashes, like Hampton Court and all

Vren's later habitable buildings. E. L. G.

Readers of 'Tristram Shandy' will remember

he accident which happened to him from the fall

f a sash window, in consequence of Corporal Trim

aving carried away the lead weights to make

annon for Uncle Toby's fortification of Denda-

mond. E. LEATON-BLENKINSOPP.

She ventures now to lift the sash. Swift.

CHAS. JAS. FERET.
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S*
COINCIDEKCBS (8

th S. viii. 124, 177). No doubt

most of your correspondents could recall coin-

cidences, more or less remarkable, in connexion

with themselves or their families. Perhaps, how-

ever, the following singular occurrence deserves a

niche in
' N. & Q.

1 For the truth of the narrative

I give my word.

Christmas, 1892, 1 spent at Southsea. One day
I wanted to get some envelopes of a somewhat
unusual size. I tried some dozen stationers' shops
in the town, but not one could supply me. I gave

up my quest in despair, and was returning home
to dinner. I had nearly reached the top of Pal-

merston Road when I saw a small parcel lying on

the pavement. I picked it up, and, as it bore no

printed address of a shop, I took it back with me
to my apartments. You may judge my astonish-

ment when, on opening it, I found it to contain a

packet of twenty-five envelopes of the precise size

for which I had fruitlessly inquired ! My sister,

who was with me at the time, can vouch for the

truth of this incident. CB.AS. JAS. FERET.

49, Edith Bead, West Kensington, W.

Under this heading may I include the two

following coincidences, which occurred in my own
experience ?

1. I was one day, in the course of business,

engaged in opening a packet of letters, and when I

was about half way through I suddenly broke off

to draw the attention of a friend to a review of a
book in a current periodical which had very much
interested me. After a few minutes' conversation

on the subject of the book and the review I re-

turned to my task. What was my astonishment
when I found that the next letter I opened was
from the author of the book which had been
reviewed ! I had no idea this gentleman would
be represented in my batch of correspondence, and
even had I opened a letter from him at all that

morning it would have been a strange coincidence.
It was, therefore, most remarkable that I should
break off at the point I did without any apparent
reason.

2. A friend gave me a fine autograph letter of

the late Harrison Ainsworth, in which the novelist

referred very minutely to two engravings which
were then being executed for 'Boscobel.' The
next day I stopped to examine the contents of a
second-hand bookstall. To my great astonish-
ment nearly the first things that greeted my eye
were good impressions of the two very engravings
referred to in my letter. I need hardly add that

they were speedily purchased, and now find a place
amongst the illustrations in my collection of auto-

graphs. JOHN T. PAGE.
5, Capel Terrace, Southend-on-Sea.

Tour contributor expresses some surprise about
the surname Roadnight, and says he has not
the faintest notion of its origin or nationality. It

so happens that this name has a singularly ancient

and interesting origin. It is derived from the

Anglo-Saxon "Rad-cniht," a horseman, the

"Radchenist" of Domesday Book. The fol-

lowing extracts (translated) from the 'Register
of the Guild of Knowle '

(co. War.), lately pub-

lished, will serve to illustrate some curious features

in the development of the name :

1460. Richard Rodeknyghtz and Agnes his wife of

Longehychyngtone.
1476. John Ratonett of Hychyngtone and Isabell his

wife.

1504. Rychard Rotenet and Enabnll, his wife.

1504. For the soul of Edward Radnett.
1504. John Katknyzte and Joan his wife, for the soule

of William and Agnes (his ?) parents.
1514. Agnes Rotnet of Oxhyll.

W. B. BlCKLEY.
Trafalgar Road, Birmingham.

MART MAGDALENE (8
th S. viii. 146, 216).

According to Dr. Husenbetb, in his
' Emblems of

Saints' (third edition, 1882), this saint in mediaeval

times was represented as follows : with a box of

ointment in her hand, a vase in left hand and book
in right, with a covered cup, holding a vase, holding
a boat and an open book, preaching to King Ren
at Marseilles, holding a crucifix, an open book
before her with a skull upon it, a skull in her hand
or at her feet, angels taking her up to heaven,,

standing covered with her flowing hair, at the

entrance to a cave, ointment box on a book at her

feet, and receiving the holy communion from St.

Maximin. Of course paintings representing her

in one or other of these conditions sometimes

occur en the lower panels, beneath the transoms of

rood screens ;
but when MR. J. HOOPER remarks,

" in the Roman Church Mary Magdalen, Penitent,,
is shown on rood screens, &c., with a box of oint-

ment in her hand," he, unwittingly, becomes a trifle

misleading. Of course the three figures on a rood

are, in nearly every instance, that of the crucified

Christ, with the Blessed Virgin on the north side.

and St. John the Divine on the south. Staveley,
in his

'

History of Churches in England,' written

about 1670, gives the following description of a.

rood loft and screen :

" The Holy Rood and the Rood Loft were also set up in

churches. The Rood was en image of Christ upon the

Cross, made generally of wood, and placed on a loft

made for that purpose, just over the passage out of the
Church in the Chancel. Out of this mystery they say
that the Church represents the Church militant, and the

chancel the Church triumphant; and those which will

pass out of the former into the latter must go under
the cross and suffer affliction. This Rood was not com-

plete without the images of the Virgin Mary and St.

John, one of them standing on the one side and the
other on the other side of the image of Christ, in

allusion to that of St. John in the Gospel, Jesus (on the

cross) saw his mother and the disciple standing by,
whom be loved. These images were also sometimes

placed without over the entrance into the church ; but
the places now wherever they stood before, are possess'd'
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and fill'd up generally with the King's Arms. These
Holy Roods were of great esteem, and many miracles

pretended to have been done at and by them. The
Festival of the Exaltation of the Gross was, and till this

time is, known by the name of Holy Rood Day ; in the
Saxon language the word Rode or Rood signifying a cross;
and as it was an usual oath to swear by the Mass, so also

by the Rood, as a very sacred thing,"

Although I do not, personally, remember in-

stances of other figures occurring upon a rood

screen, Mr. Clapton C. Eolfe, of Oxford, in a

paper read before the Berkshire Archaeological

Society (April, 1876), entitled 'Chancel Screens
and Roods,' says there occasionally were. He
writes :

"Other figures than the Blessed Virgin and St. John
are sometimes also to be met with beside the Rood.
But the two figures mentioned are the most ancient,
the most orthodox, and the normal arrangement. The
Blessed Virgin was invariably placed on the Gospel side,
i. e., the right hand side of the Rood, the place of honour.
Whenever these two figures were used this rule was, I

believe, most reverently observed and never deviated from
in any age of the Church ; and hence it was that the
north side of the Nave, the side on which the Blessed

Virgin stood beside the Rood cross, was set apart in olden
times for women ; and the south side of the Nave, on
which St. John stood, for the men."

HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

Magdala was on the Lake of Tiberias, Bethany
about fifteen furlongs from Jerusalem ; how
could Mary of Magdala and Mary of Bethany be
the same ? The identification of either with the

penitent mentioned by St. Luke (vii. 36-50) is

wholly devoid of proof. That the unnamed
penitent was not Mary of Magdala is evident from
the fact that the latter is first mentioned in the

very next chapter (St. Luke viii. 2), where her
association with "Joanna, the wife of Chusa,
Herod's steward," and with others who " minis-

tered
"
to the Lord "

of their substance," indicates

that she was a person of good social position.
The confusion between " the woman who was a

sinner " and Mary of Bethany seems to have arisen

solely from the fact that both showed their regard
for the Lord by the same expression of reverential

love ; but the anointment by the former took place
at an early period in the ministry of Jesus, while
John the Baptist was still alive (St. Luke vii. 19) ;

the anointment by the latter only six days before
the Crucifixion (St. John xii. 1-8 ; St. Matthew
xxvi. 6-13; St. Mark xiv. 3-9). The super-
stitious host in the first instance was Simon, a
Pharisee ; the grateful host in the second instance

"Simon the leper," doubtless one whom the Lord
had cleansed. E. M. SPENCE, M.A.
Manee of Arbutbnott, N.B.

GALLETT (8
tb S. viii. 8, 97, 212). Giglets'

Market is held at Okehampton, in Devonshire,
about Christmas. This matket is regarded as a

merry-making for sweethearts, and is not without

a certain amount of "
romping." Whether] the

word is akin to gallett I do not pretend to say, but

the following remarks (if not too late for the

querist) may, perhaps, be of service. Brewer, in

his 'Diet, of Phrase and Fable,' under "Giglet,"
writes that the question
" ' Have you found a giggle's nest 1

'
is asked in Nor-

folk when any one laughs immoderately and sense-

lessly. The meaning is,
' Have you found a nest of

romping girls that you laugh so ?
'

Giglet is still in

common use in the West of England for a giddy romping
Tom-boy girl, and in Salop a flighty person is called a.

giggle (Saxon, geagle; Dutch, gichgden; Italian, ghig-
nare ; Irish, giglim, &c.)."

It will be noticed that the word seems connected

with romping rather than with laughter (giggling}.

Halliwell (' Diet, of Archaic and Provincial Words')
defines gig let as a giddy, romping girl, and says that

in early writers the word generally implies wanton-

ness or fickleness. See gybelot in '

Promptorium
Parvulorum,' pp. 193, 194, and gybloi in the Bowea
MS. of Robert de Brunne, p. 56. That the word
has no connexion with giggle, which word, accord-

ing to Chambers's 'Etymological Dictionary,' is

derived simply from the sound, seems evident.

JOHN LL. WARDEN PAGE.
Moorcroft, Totnes.

BARCLAY'S 'EUPHORMIO' (8
th S. viii. 149).

This weird story will be found in the
'

Euphormio,'
Elzevir edition, pars i. p. 36, and Sir W. Scott's

notice in the notes to the third canto of 'Marmion';
some modern editions of Scott have not the notes

in full. Sir Walter seems to be well acquainted
with Barclay's writings ;

he has elsewhere spoken
of his

'

Argenis' as
"
a fine old romance."

G. T. SHERBORN.
Twickenham.

The note in
' Marmion '

is marked 2U, and is.

on the lines in canto iii. stanza 25 :

Yet still the knightly spear and shield

The Elfin warrior doth wield

Upon the brown hill's breast.

The reference to
'

Euphormio
'
I cannot give.

C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

The singular story quoted from Barclay's

'Euphormio' is in note viii. canto iii. of.

'Marmion,' fifth edition, 1810; also in edition

published 1809. CONSTANCE RUSSELL.

Swallowfield, Reading.

ZODIAC KINGS (8
th S. viii. 187). These rings,

supposed to be made by the natives on the neigh-

bouring coast of Africa, but, I believe, really the

work of the islanders, are offered for sale in the

harbour of Funchal on the deck of every outward

or homeward bound liner. Inferior gold ones may
be picked up for about fifteen shillings, and I have
seen one exceedingly fine ring that was bought for

two pounds ; but these are hard to procure. The
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originally demanded price is, of course, fifty per
cent, more than the vendor is willing to accept.

PERCEVAL LANDON.

I hare a gold zodiac ring marked with the

leopard's head, small Koman b, crown, 18, WP.,
and one other mark indistinct. I know nothing
of its history. C. E.

DILLIGROUT (8
th S. vii. 327, 351, 427 ; viii. 211).

In the ' Testa de Nevill,' p. 228, is the follow-

ing entry, not, I think, cited in this correspondence
heretofore :

" Willelmus Aguillon tenet quandam terram in villa de
Adinton per serjantiam faciendi hastias in Coquina
domini Regis die coronacionis sue vel aliquis pro eo
debet facere ferculum quoddam quod vocatur Girunt et
ei apponatur sagina tune vocatur Malpigernoun."

This introduces hastias to notice, a word not
known to the dictionaries, but suggestive of hasty
pudding, which, peradventure, helps towards the

understanding of dilligrout. Gto. NEILSON.

DICK TDRPIN'S BLACK BESS (8
th S. viii. 4).

The origin of this has already been given in

'N. & Q.'; see 2nd S. ix. 433. ATEAHR.

CHURCH CHOIRS (8
th S. vii. 127, 152, 311).

In the Church Times for Aug. 9 is an account
of Archdeacon Denison's jubilee on Sunday,
Aug. 4. He had been vicar of East Brent,
Somerset, on that day fifty years. la a descrip-
tion of the service we read :

" The celebration was choral, brass and wood instru-
ments accompanying the organ: This little village band
has been organized by the Rev. Henry Denison."

The Bristol Times and Mirror, referring to the
same event, says :

" Mr. Denison, who is an accomplished organist, has
trained a capital little band of orchestral performers;
and trumpets and horns, flutes and wood, all contribute
their quota of melody from the west gallery."

HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

DEPUTY PHILAZER: CLERK OF THE OUT-
LAWRIES (8

th S. vii. 467; viii. 51). As at the
second reference a variant spelling of philazer is

given, I may mention that Minsheu, in his
' Guide

into the Tongues,' 1617, has philiser and phyliser.
Sub filazer an explanation of the word is given.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

THE ENGLISH CARDINALS (8
th S. viii. 169).

The names of the English cardinals since the Con-
quest are given by F. 0. H. (Dr. Husenbeth), in
' N. & Q.,' 3rd S. xii. 2, with correction at pp. 71,
235. The question of the "English and Irish
cardinals "

arose on the elevation of Dr. MacCabe,
(6

th S. v. 406), on a query of 0. W. S., to which
Miss BUSK contributed " a list of all the cardinals,
whether English or Irish, created since the Re-
formation, as recorded in the English College,

Rome," vol. vi. 435-6 ; with a reference to Car-

dinal Wiseman's ' Recollections of the Four Last

Popes,
1 'Life of Leo XII.,' chap, vii., "to make

the list at the last reference complete," vol. vii.

278. ED. MARSHALL.

There is a book by Folkestone Williams, in

two volumes,
' Lives of English Cardinals.' Names

of Italian cardinals often appear as holders of

English benefices. These, however, are not Eng-
lish cardinals, but Italians, whom the Popes granted
these benefices. They never lived in England ;

they only sucked the benefices from afar, and grew
rich on English gold.

E. LEATON-BLENKINSOPP.

See 'The Lives of English Cardinals from

Breakspeare to Wolsey,' 2 vols., 8vo., W. H.
Allen & Co., 1868. WM. H. PEET.

SIR GORE, OF SACOMBE (8
th S. viii. 68, 136,

196). My authorities for stating that Sir John
Gore was knighted at York in 1640 are Salmon's

'History of Hertfordshire,' 1728, p. 225, and
'

Chauncy/ vol. ii. p. 63, 1826 edition.

MATILDA POLLARD.
Belle Vue, Bengeo.

SHAKSPEARE'S INDEBTEDNESS TO BEN JONSON

(8
th S. viii. 27, 132). C. C. B. states I overlooked

"
the fact

" that ' Romeo and Juliet ' was acted in

1596. I did overlook it as a "fact," for I have

always regarded it as pure supposition. The other
"
facts

" noted from Fleay's
' Chronicle History

'

are to me so many conjectures and unsupported
asseverations. The dates of this play were care-

fully scrutinized before I dared to send my note to

'N. & Q.,
1 and I was careful to state that my

hypothesis depended on the correctness of chrono-

logy. However, not till C. C. B. can prove that

'Romeo and Juliet' was published in 1596, till

he can show that the words and expressions noted

by me were in that quarto, can he say that I

am the propounder of a bottomless theory. He
will then have won my esteem, for he will have

proved Ben Jonson's indebtedness to Shakespeare.
MR. JNO. MALONE is good enough to class me
among

"
careless writers." So far as his note goes

I have been unable to discover any of the egregious
"
errors " which have occasioned his grief and cen-

sure. Difference of opinion there may be, but no

perfunctoriness so far as I am concerned. MR.
MALONE'S first "lamentable error" was that

Greene's reference was meant to describe the

player, not the playwright. I differ from him.

Greene addresses his epistle
" To those gentlemen,

his Quondam acquaintance, that spend their wits

in making Plaies." If Shakespeare is referred to

he is classed with these writers, for Greene "
sup-

poses he is as well able to bumbast out a blanke

verse as the best of you." He writes of an "
up-

start crow, beautified with our feathers," and warns
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his friends "to let those apes imitate your past

excellence, and never more acquaint them with

your admired inventions." This has no relation

to acting whatsoever. Greene refers to him as an
" absolute Johannes Factotum," proving he did not

address him solely as an actor, but as player,

manager, dramatist. Take, again, the words "
in

his owne conceit." Now it has got to be proved
that Shakespeare took any

"
conceit " in his acting.

In those memorable lines in Sonnets ex. and cxi.

it is his shame that he has been forced to "make
himself a motley to the view," while again and

again he glories in the immortality of his powerful
verse. MR. MALONE states, "Ben Jonson was
not an idolater of Sbakspere. He tells us so him-

self, but his words are wrongly referred to as mean-

ing the contrary." I do not understand MR.
MALONE. If there was a hero-worshipper in the

world it was Ben Jonson. Unless he was an arch-

hypocrite, he was a devoted admirer of the " Swan
of Avon," and I am prepared to accept his own
words,

" For I lov'd the man, and doe honour his

memory, on this side idolatry." I decidedly stated

that " ' Romeo and Juliet
' was first published in

1597." This is the subject of a quibble. It seems
to me idle to speculate on the run of a play in

Elizabethan days.
' Romeo and Juliet

' was un-

doubtedly a popular play ; but it could be played
'" often

"
in three months by the players of George,

Lord Hunsdon. The fact that the latter became
Lord Chamberlain in March or April, 1597, does
not prove that the quarto was printed before that

date. An urgent demand for the printed play
seems the likeliest explanation of the pirated
edition of 1597. Prof. Dowden notes : "We may
perhaps accept the opinion that

' Romeo and Juliet
'

was begun, and in part written, as early as 1591,
and that it assumed its final form about 1597."

W. A. HENDERSON.
Dublin.

" DIGGINGS "= ABODE (8
th S. viii. 206). "Dig-

gings
"= place of abode, lodgings, quarters, and

place of work, was in use forty years ago. I

always understood that it came into use at the

time of the first rush to the gold-diggings.
THOS. RATCLIFFE,

Worksop.

It may be well to note that "diggings" has

been reduced to
"
digs." A young friend wrote to

me the other day of his fortune in hunting for
"
digs

"
at Whitby. ST. SWITHIN.

" ONLY "
(8

th S. viii. 84). I do not follow MR.
BAYNE'S objection to the position of only. It is

an adverb ;
where should it be better than by its

verb ? I would point out a very serious and often

misleading ambiguity of the word or. Sometimes
it connects two synonyms, is equivalent to

"
or in

other words," introduces a second word to explain
the preceding. Sometimes it is used quite other-

wise, and the two uses are sometimes apt to be
confounded. I believe the two uses are differentiated

in Latin, vel or -ve standing for the former, aut for

the latter. On this Dr. Donaldson,
'

Lat. Gr.,'

p. 194, wrote :

" Of the disjunctives, aut, which is another form of

hand, expresses total separation, vel suggests a choice,
and -ve conveys an unimportant distinction; thus,
'

Quidquid dicam aut erit aut non.' Whatever I shall say
will either be, or, which is quite a different thing, it will

not : Hor. 2 Serm., v. 59. 'Hanc mihi vel vi vel clam vel

precario fac tradas.' Ter. Eun., ii. 3, 28,
' Take care to

procure her for me [either by force] or by stealth, or,

if you please, by entreaty.'"

If the great Augustine failed to introduce a new
word into Latin, what can an Englishman who
wishes to write clearly hope for 1 T. WILSON.
Harpenden.

MB. BATNE has spotted a very common error in

writing and speaking ;
it is not, however, the only

one of that sort. A more common and more serious

error will be found in the misplacing of the negative
"
not," e. g. t

" I do not think you are right
"

generally means " I think yon are not right." It

may in some cases express a doubt, an unwilling-
ness to give a positive opinion. In most cases the

negative is misplaced, because it denies that the

speaker exercises any thought at all.
"

I_
don't

wish him to come" generally means "I wish he

may not come." Parallel to this is a very common
mode of expression, equally incorrect, "I found

him in a great state of excitement
" instead of

" a

state of great excitement." This incorrect way of

speaking arises from a wish on the part of the

speaker to introduce in his speech the negative or

qualifying adjective as soon as possible.
E. LEATON-BLENKINSOPP.

QOARTERSTAFF (8
th S. vii. 347, 413 ; viii. 33,

172). Surely MR. STILWELL'S measurements for

quarterstaves upset all received ideas on the subject.

I have always heard the staves used, or formerly

used, by Serjeants at mace, &c., for barring door-

ways called quarterstaves. The "
bull-dogs

" used

to do this at the
" Senate House," Cambridge, on

certain occasions, crossing the staves across the

inner entrance. Nay, more by token, I myself
have hardened my heart, bundled up my gown,
and " cleared

"
them. Now such staves are much

longer than the Lancashire ones. I have thia

moment measured the handsome old staves (1785)
of this borough. They are 6 ft. 11 in. long.

Further, the 'Encyclopaedic Dictionary' gives

6 ft. 6 in. as about the length. It says, too (what
I have always understood), that the name comes

not from the staff being a quarter of a pole in

measurement, but from one hand of the user grasp-

ing it at a quarter of its length. H. J. MOULE.
Dorchester.

STAMP ACT, 1783 (8
th S. viii. 147). This Act

was suggested by Mr. George Box, of Abingdon
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Street, Westminster, for carrying into execution a

General Register of Births, Marriages, Deaths,

&c., to be established in London or Westminster.
The 23 George III. enacted that after Oct. 1,

1783, a stamp duty of threepence, under a penalty
of 51. in default, should be paid upon the entry of

every burial, marriage, birth, or christening in

every parish in Great Britain, for which the vicar,

curate, or other person receiving the duty was to

be allowed two shillings in the pound for their

trouble. The collectors of the duty frequently
granted printed licences to ministers to make
entries in their books without stamps, but subject
to the payment of the duty and the inspection of

the register book by the collector whenever desired.

The Act was repealed by 34 George III. cap. 11

(1794), as it placed the clergyman in the disagree-
able situation of a tax-gatherer, and was also the

means in many parishes of the omission of regis-
tration altogether.
No mention is made of the necessity of sending

the registers to London to be stamped. See Burn's
'

History of Parish Registers,' 1862.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

By this Act, 23 George III. c. 68, all entries in

registers were to be made upon stamped paper.
But by sect. 11 provision was made that in certain

cases entry might be made without any stamp. To
secure against penalties, "a licence under the
hands of three of the commissioners

"
was required

for this to be done.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

"SLUBBER-DEGULLION" (8
th S. viii. 120). This

word, which denotes a paltry, worthless fellow, is

used by Butler in 'Hudibras,' pt. i., Hi. 11. 885-90:

Quoth she,
"
Although thou bast deserved,

Base Slubberdegullion, to be served
As thou didst vow to deal with me,
If thou hadst got the victory;
Tet I shall rather act a part
That suits my fame than thy desert"

I have recently met with the word in Beaumont and
Fletcher's 'The Custom of the Country,' Act I.

BC. ii. sub init. Cf. also the dictionaries of Nares
and Halliwell-Phillippa.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

It is editorially observed that the word "Slubber-
Degullion" is unfamiliar. Dr. Brewer, in his
*

Dictionary of Phrase and Fable,' gives a quota-
tion from ' Hudibras '

including it, and he derives
"
Degullion

" from a compound of the word gull,
or the Cornish gullan, a simpleton. The gullion
is to be found in another form in the Royalist" Execration to all chat Hate King Charles," which
is dated 1647 :

May the strangullion be your best friend,
And ne'er forsake you till the end.

ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

1 THE KINO'S QUAIR
'

(8
tt S. viii. 147, 218). I

had not intended to write a note on this subject ;

but I now find it necessary to do so. One of the

replies at the latter reference attributes the * Com-

plaint of the Black Knight
'
to Chaucer, whereas

we know, on MS. authority, that it was written by
Lydgate. See my note in my larger edition of

Chaucer's 'Works,' i. 56, or that in my edition

of the 'Minor Poems,' p. xlv. I may add that

this poem will appear in its due place in my sup-

plemental volume, which will contain the chief

poems that have been at any time wrongly attri-

buted to Chaucer.

The citation of the "Icel. kver" (not "kwer")
is also misleading. It is not a true Icelandic word
at all, but merely the Old French quaier done into

modern Icelandic spelling.

But now that I am about it, I may mention that
' The Kingis Quair

'

(formerly ill spelt
"
Quhair ")

is one of the "curiosities of literature." My edi-

tion of it, for the Scottish Text Society, was the

eleventh in point of time ; but it was, nevertheless,
the first that was really edited from the MS. itself,

and is the only one that is decently correct. I

know of no parallel to this. The first edition, in

1785, was printed from an incorrect transcript
made by "an ingenious young gentleman," who
could not read the MS. correctly ; and the suc-

ceeding editions (except my own) were reprints
from that first edition. One editor, in 1815, dis-

covered that this original text was incorrect ; but
he did not discover it till too late. None of the

other editors ever consulted the MS. at all ; such
a proceeding was, in those days, considered super-
fluous.

My first essay in editing Middle English was in

1865, thirty years ago, when I edited 'Lancelot
of the Laik '

for the English Text Society. My
announcement that the previous edition (printed
from the same MS.) had never been properly re-

read with the MS., and swarmed with errors,

created quite a sensation at the time. I cited

nineteen bad mistakes, and mentioned that four

whole lines at a time had been omitted in two

places ; but I might have added that the varia-

tions from the MS. really amounted to several

hundred !

Even now some ignorance remains. A gentle-
man who was so good as to reproduce

' The Kingis
Quair

'

after me, and to speak of my labours with
some patronage, took occasion to show his know-

ledge of the subject by explaining the word conyng
as

"
skilful." If he had but condescended to con-

sult my glossary he would have found out that it

meant "a rabbit." It occurs in a list of animals

at stanza 167. WALTER W. SKEAT.

"HANG OUT THE BROOM" (8
th S. viii. 229).

In my ' Household Tales and Traditional Remains *

(David Nutt, 1895) I have recorded (p. 102) a
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curious superstition with regard to brooms which

has prevailed in the neighbourhood of Sheffield

It is said that if a girl strides over a broom-handle

locally a " besom
"
handle she will be a mother

before she is a wife. Mischievous boys have been

known to leave brooms on door-steps, and such-

like places, so that girls might accidentally stride

over them. Now, it is evident that we have here

an instance of sympathetic magic, the broom repre-

senting the phallus. This being the case, the

object of the husband in hanging out a broom

during his wife's absence was to give notice thai

he could be happy with another whilst his lawfu

charmer was away. 8. 0. ADDT.
.3, Westbourne Road, Sheffield.

" A POT OF INK ":
" THE INK-POT

"
(8

th S. viii.

129). MB. RATCLIFFE says that the term "ink-

pot
" was always used, while now we speak ol

inkstand. Adoniram Byfield, vicar and rector oi

Fulham in the time of the Commonwealth, gave,
towards the furnishing of the church vestry-room,
a "

standish," or inkstand. The word is given by
Johnson and others. Perhaps "standish" was
earlier than the days of ink-pot.

CHAS. JAS. FERET.

THE HOCK IN THE MOSQUE OF OMAR (8
th S.

riii. 7). My feet have trodden the courts of

the Haram-esh-Sherif, and mine eyes have seen

the sacred rock itself beneath the dome of the

Kubbet-es-Sakhra, commonly called the Mosque
of Omar. Nevertheless I do not feel particularly
well qualified to answer the queries put by MR.
RICHARD H. THORNTON ; yet, as nobody else has,
so far, made the attempt, he will perhaps gladly

accept my response as a token of goodwill, though
it be devoid of intrinsic value. Against the Hon.
David P. Thompson's paces, which made the dimen-
sions of the rock to be about sixty-five feet by nine-

teen feet, we may place the statement of another

American, Mr. Catherwood
,
who " visited theMosque

daily for six weeks in 1833, and was assisted in

his survey by two other architects then at Jeru-

salem, Messrs. Bonomi and Arundel." The citation

from Dean Stanley is, word for word, the record

of Catherwood, in a letter contributed to Bartlett's
* Walks about Jerusalem,' pp. 161-178, if we may
believe, as I have no doubt we may, the Rev.

George Williams's '

Holy City
'

(note, p. 316, and

p. 317), which is now before me.
I consider it highly improbable that any change

has been made "
in the sculpturing or enclosing

of the rock during the present century." It is

believed by some that this was the unhewn stone
which furnished the most fitting site of the Altar
of Sacrifice. There is nothing in its appearance to

disfigure the Temple area in the eyes of those

aware of its sacred character. The Mohammedans
fancy that it is suspended between heaven and
earth ; that it bears the impress of their prophet's

head (Tristram eajs
" foot ") and traces of the

gigantic fingers of the Archangel Gabriel. As
Lady Burton remarks,

" There is something sub-

lime in this great bare stone guarded by all its

riches and treasures. Would that the Holy
Sepulchre and other holy sites had been preserved
with the same good taste, surrounded by riches

the offerings of devotion, but left to nature "
(' The

Inner Life of Syria,' vol. ii. p. 86). MR. RICHARD
H. THORNTON would find much to interest him in

Lady Burton's work. ST. SWITHIN.

A TWEEDSIDE KETTLE (8
th S. viii. 105). The

custom of eating a salmon freshly taken from the

river, plunged in a kettle of boiling salt water, in

an al fresco or picnic fashion, seems to be very
old. Sir Walter Scott, in St. Ronan's Well,'
the probable date of which is 1805, and the scene

Innerleithen-upon-Tweed, in Dumfriesshire, has

the following allusion to it. A duel is arranged
between Francis Tyrrel and Sir Bingo Binks, and
the place of meeting is thus alluded to by Capt.
Mac Turk :

" ' At one afternoon,' replied the Captain deliberately,
'
Sir Bingo will attend you the place may be the Buck-

stane; for aa the whole company go to the waterside

to-day to eat a kettle of fish, there will no risk of inter-

ruption. And whom shall I epeak to, my good friend, on

your side of the quarrel?
' "

Chap. xii.

Note D observes upon this :

" A kettle of nab is a fete champetre of a particular
kind, which ia to otker./d(e champelres what the piscatory
eclogues of Brown or Sannajario are to pastoral poetry.
A large caldron ia boiled by the side of a salmon river,

containing a quantity of water, thickened with salt, to

the consistency of brine. In this the fish is plunged when
taken, and eaten by the company fronde super viindi. This
ia accounted the best way of eating salmon by those who
desire to taste the fish in a state of extreme freshness.

Others prefer it after being kept a day or two, when the
curd melts into oil, and the fish becomes richer and more
[uscious. The more judicious gastronomea eat no other
sauce than a spoonful of the water in which the aalmon
is boiled, together with a little pepper and.vinagar."

Many years ago, when salmon was served at

dinners in Scotland, the only sauce was a little of

:he water in which it bad been boiled, and, me
'udice, it did not add much to its flavour. Perch
when taken out of a wooden box or trunk sunk in

he river, placed on a cold stone, and served a few
lours afterwards with parsley and butter, are firm

and fresh. Let any one make trial at Maiden-
lead or Pangbourne, and, like Oliver Twist, he will

ask for more.

My late friend T. Adolphns Trollope, in his

What I Remember,' does not, however, give a

very tempting or appetizing description of the way
n which trout are fattened at

. Heidelberg, and

mmediately served up :

" A drive to the famous Wolfsbrunnen, near Heidel-

erg, to see the trout in the great reaervoir there, fed and

aught, had the effect of preventing us from partaking
or the future of the trout so liberally served at the
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Heidelberg ta&tes d'hote. We saw a quantity of dead fish

in the water, which we were told were thrown there to

feed these artifically fattened trout. Half a pound is the
'

portion
'

served at table at the restaurants for fifty-four

kreutzers. Pish of a certain size are therefore wanted.

They are caught, taken out, handled, and if not big

enough turned back again for further fattening. The
whole thing did not look at all nice or inviting. And I

was subsequently told that the fish were not in a natural

or healthy state, and by no means calculated when
brought to table to satisfy the demands of palates
accustomed to the trout of streams where no such fatten-

ing processes are known." Vol. iii. p. 147.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

THE " CHANTICLEER " OF THE GOSPELS (8
th S.

vi. 485 ; vii. 38, 297, 394). MR. FERRAR FENTON
says,

" We know that cocks do not crow thrice in

a night." I am not so sure of that, having myself
heard a cock perhaps with a disordered stomach

crow, like Hamlet's Christmas one, all nightlong !

It is, however, perfectly certain that in the Middle

Ages, at any rate, the conception was distinct that

the cocks did crow thrice. As Tusser has it :

At midnight at three and an hour ere the day
They utter their language as well as they may.

Hence we may conclude that the Porter in
' Mac-

beth,' who kept up his carousals
"

till the second

cock," had plenty of time for deep potation. On
this head, Shakespeare, in 'Romeo and Juliet/

gloased his own phrase :

The second cock hath crowed
The curfew bell hath rung, 'tis three o'clock.

The date of origin of this notion I cannot tell,

but it is at least early. St. John, preaching at

Ephesus, started, according to the ' Golden

Legend,' at the first crowing of the cocks (aprimo
pullorum cantu), a phrase which John Barbout*

assuming him to have been the versifying trans-

lator rendered,
Fra {>at be cok had cravyne thrise.

Probably Barbour was right enough. It was not
the first cock nor the second which made cock-
crow proper, but the third.

I cannot enter into the discussion of the exact
Bense of the aAcKrwp of the Evangelists, beyond
noting that the allectory was a precious stone

found, according to the skilled scientific faith of our

forefathers, in ventribus gallorum.^ As regards
MR. FENTON'S statement, however, that the cock
does not crow thrice, it is plain that he has a very
large body of mediaeval opinion against him. There
is material for quite a literature^ on the subject.
Neckam, in a delightful chapter of his gossipy book,
discussed a question which Cicero has touched

* Harbour's '
Legenden Sammlung,' ed. Horstmann,

1881, i. p. 60, where the original Latin text is given also.

t Neckam, 'De Rerum Naturis' (R.S.), 179.

j See Brand's '

Popular Antiquities.' A short paper
with numerous citations appeared in the Young Men's
Christian Magazine in 1893, p. 65.

upon before him, when he inquired* how the cock

by his crowing distinguished the hours ; and he

opined that
" nature by the movement of the

humours appointed fixed time?, whence it came that

the cock crew at definite hours." Perhaps Chaucer

was as near the mark about him in declaring that,

He knew by kynde and by noon other lore.

The lore of cock-crow opens up a wide field of

investigation into early beliefs.

GEO. NEILSON.

PARISH CHARITIES (8
th S. viii. 27, 98, 156).

In one of the vestibules of the parish church of St.

Marylebone, under a set of painted shelves, made
to hold loaves of bread, is the following inscrip-
tion :

Thos. Varley late of this Parish gave
Fifty Pounds, the Interest to be given

in Twelve Penny Loaves, to the

Poor, every Sabbath day for Ever 1692.

I believe that there is an inscription relating to

charities in the tower of Old Chelsea Church, and
I am sure I have seen such inscriptions in many
country churches, amongst others at Buxted, in

Sussex. A. F. G. LEVSSON GOWER.
Belgrade.

"D^BONNAIRE" (8
th S. viii. 66, 150). In the

' Dictionnaire Universel des Synonymes,' founded

upon the works of Girard, Beauzee, Dalembert,
Diderot, and others (Paris, 1829), this word is

treated at length in conjunction with bonte and

Hnignite. Thus :

" La bonte est 1'inclination faire du bien : elle se

divise en differentes sortes, ou regoit differentes modi-
fications sous divers noms Douce, facile, indulgente.

propice, ge'nereuse, elle est benignite. Avec un grande
facilite, la plus tcndre clemence, la patience, la longa-

nimit6, la mansuetude qui part du coaur et donne & la

douceur un nouveau cliarme, c'est la debonnairete. Nous
avons acquis le mot bienfaisance, mais nous avons neglige
celui de benignite, et preeque entierement perdu celui de

debonnairet6, au-si familier du temps de Montaigne
qui celui de bienfaisance 1'est aujourd'hui. Le titre de
debonnaire est certes un grand eloge; mais comrne la

tres-grar.de bonte, la tres-grande facilite, touchent a
I'exces a la foiblesse, on poussa jusque-la son idee, et on
en fit uu defaut. Un auteur contemporain observe quo,

quand on appelle quelqu'un debonnaire, on ne sait si

c'est pour le louer ou le blamer. Que faire done d'un-

mot equivoque en matiere grave ] on evite de 1'employer,
il se perd. Cependant debonnairete est tres-bon, de
meme que benignite ; s'il y a un moyen de les rehabiliter

1'un et 1'autre, c'est d'en faire sentir toute 1'energie
Debonnairete repond au latin pietas : un historien dit

que les Italians put surnommc le Pieux, a cause de sa

devotion, ce Louis que* nous surnommons le Debonnaire

par des raisons differentes. Mais les sens primitif de

plus est celui de bon et debonnaire, comme 1'epios des

Grecs, doux, bienfaisant. Debonnairete indique 1'effusion

d'un cocur humain, doux, bienfai^ant . innocent, mais releve

par I'ide'e d'une patience, d'une Constance, d'une per-
severance heroique. La debonnairete est uri bonte

magnanime et inepuisable, qui, affermie, rehaussee par

*
Neckam,

' De Rer. Nat.,' p. 121.
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de penible epreuves, so remand avec une admirabl
facilite dans toute 1'abondance du cocur. Ainsi done 1

bonte porte a faire du bien
;
la benignite a le faire noble

merit ; la debonnairete a le faire genereusement, en
pendant metne le bien pour le mal. La maxime propr
de la bonto eat de ne faire que du bien; celle de 1;

benignite de le faire comme on aime a le recevoir; cell

de la debonnairete de ne sc rebuter jamais de le faire

quelque degout qu'on en essuie. Le bon Tibia croi

perdre le jour qu'il passe sans faire quelque bien. Le
benin Marc-Aurele veut toujours trailer le peuple avec
la plus douce indulgence, pourvu qu'il parvienne a le

rendre meilleur. Le debonnaire Louis XII
,
tounnente

par 1'humeur difficile de sa femme, compte pour rien de
Bouffrir d'une femme qui aime son bonneur et son mari
II faut savoir allier la justice avec la bonte, la fermete
ftvec la benignit6, la dignite avec la debonnairete."

RICHARD WELFORD.

That most commonsense and pleasanteet of al

commentators, Dr. Adam Clarke, remarks on
Matt. v. 5 :

"
Blessed are the meek']. Happy, ot irpat ic, from p

easy, those who are of a quiet, gentle spirit, in oppositioi
to the proud and supercilious Scribes and Pharisees, anc
their disciples. We have a compound word in English,
which once fully expressed the meaning of the original
viz., gentleman; but it has now almost wholly lost it!

original signification. Our word meek comes from the
old Anglo-Saxon meca, or meccea, a companion or (quaV

R. K.
Boston, Lincolnshire.

BISHOPRIC OP ACHADEN (8
th S. viii. 248).

There was never any such bishopric, any more than
of Cantuar or Ebor. It is strange how difficult it

is to remember that these forms are Latin ad-

jectives shortened. The "
Episcopus Achadensis,"

in English
"
the Achadian Bishop," was Bishop of

Aghadoe, in Ireland, now united to Limerick and
Ardfert. 0. F. S. WARREN, M.A.

Longford, Coventry.

Robert Wellys was Bishop of Achonry, in Ire-

land, for some years after 1473. W. C. B.

THOMAS PALMER (8
th S. viii. 243). MR. PERCY

SIMPSON will find many particulars concerning
Nicholas Roscarrock in the Addenda to 'Lord
William Howard's Housebook '

(pp. 505-9) and in
1 N. & Q.,' 5th S. iv. 402. H. W.

The life of Mr. Nicholas Roscarrock is fully set

out in the ' Naworth Household Books,' Surtees

Society, vol. Ixviii., especially at pp. 505-9, much
of it being copied from ' N. & Q.,' 5th S. iv. 402.
I can add a reference to the Assoc. Archit. Soc.

Papers, ix. 74. W. C. B.

CCPPLES (8
th S. viii. 207). This name is quoted

under the category of rare English surnames in a
list of rare and obsolete surnames published several

years since. In the course of a lengthened search

through old directories, rate books, juror lists, &c.,
I only met with it three or four times. It does
not occur in this year's

' London Directory,' nor in

the directories of six other large cities. It occurs,

however, once in this year's Birmingham direc-

tory (court section), and once in that of Liverpool
(trades section). Names commencing Cup are

very rare, and out of two thousand names selected

indiscriminately the name Cuppleditch is the only
one commencing with these letters. I met with

the name Kupples once in Virginia, but the owner

was wholly illiterate, and knew nothing as to the

spelling of his name, except that he had always
heard it was spelt with a K. He was, however,
an Englishman, or, at least, came from England.
Of course, in searching for any particular name, it

must be borne in mind that many names never

appear in any directory or rate book, and can only
be discovered merely by haphazard.

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

The name is not of Scotch origin. It is pro-

bably a corruption of Cobbold or Cuboid, the latter

form being an Anglo-Saxon personal name men-

tioned in the Domesday Book. De Cupeldik

appears in the Hundred Rolls, and Burke blazons

arms for the names Copildyke, Copildike, or Oople-

dyke (co. Kent), and for Copildyke, Copuldike,
or Copledyke (co. Lincoln); also for Copale, or

Cople. There was a family called Copleston in the

West of England in the sixteenth century. As I

have never come across the name in connexion

with Scotland, I would like to know from what

locality the Scotch progenitor of the American

Cuppleses hailed, and how he spelt his name.

WALTER M. GRAHAM EASTON.

MRS. SOPHIA WILLIAMS (8
th S. vi. 3, 93 ; viii.

115, 157). The references to Mrs. Cornelys may
be supplemented also by the following extract

from the index volume to
' Old and New London ':

"
Cornelys, Mrs., Her Masqued Balls in Soho, iii. 189.;

. 244, 436 ; her subsequent speculations and her death

in the Fleet Prison, v. 21."

E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

CURIOUS NAUTICAL PUNCH-BOWL (8
th S. vii.

369 ; viii. 137). The gallon jug described by

pour correspondent T. F. was apparently localized

n its ornamentation for a special occasion. A
similar jug was presented to me a short time since,

>ecause of my interest in Masonry ;
but it wears

ts decorations with a difference. On the side

upon which the Sunderland view would appear to

lave been displayed is the verse commencing
Let Masonry from Pole to Pole,

which in T. F.'s jug occupies the central position

under the spout, and it is decorated precisely as

iis. On the opposite side is the emblematic

>uilding, with the lines opening
The world is in pain ;

ut in this case, in the endeavour to get the words

nto a limited Space, some letters are dropped,
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"ne'er" being spelt "n'er," and the last letter

being omitted in the case of "word" and "and,"
as well as the a in "

Mason," though this last has

a line all to itself. The main difference, however,
is that in the centre, under the spout, are the lines,

within a wreath :

Swiftly see each moment flies,

See and learn be timely wise,

Every moment shortens day,

Every Pulse beata Life away,
Thus thy every heaving breath,
Waft [.s'i'c] tliee on to certain Death,
Seize the moments as they fly,

Enow to live and learn to Die.

Like the jug of T. F., this has no name or mark
on the bottom, and I should be interested to learn

its period and place of manufacture.
GALLERY LODGE, No. 1928.

"POOR'S" (8
tb S. viii. 205). Why does MR.

TERRY call this an anomalous expression ? It ia

quite good grammar, being the ordinary genitive
case. The "

poor's house "
is the house of the poor,

the "elect's sake" the sake of the elect
; and we

might say, with perfect correctness,
" the good's

portion is life, the bad's death." Goldsmith's line

MR. TERRY quite misconstrues ; expanded as

Dryden might expand it, it would run

Who survey
The rich man's power increase, the poor man's power

decay,

though in the Globe edition the reading is "joys,"
not "power." "Decay" is a verb corresponding
to "increase." 0. F. S. WARREN, M.A.

Longford, Coventry.

In the lines quoted by MR. TERRY "poor's"
may be elliptical for

"
poor man's "; but Goldsmith

supplies another example : "and be that read

loudest, distinctest, and best, was to have an
halfpenny on Sunday to put into the poor's box "

{' Vicar of Wakefield,' ch. iv.). Is not the expres-
sion

"
poor's allotment" still in use ] On the other

hand, it has always been "
poor house," as the

more usual form, at least.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hasting?.

Here the majority say and write "poor house,'*
poor box,"

"
poor rate "; some, however, contend

ing for
"
poor's," as indicative of possessing. These

have it that it is the house, the box, and the rate
which are "poor "when the former expression is

used. Most people are too much in a hurry nowa-
days to pay much attention to matters of this
kind. THOS. BATCLIFFE.

Worksop.

" CHUM "
(8

th S. vii. 304, 474, 514
; viii. 50, 93

157, 213). I am much obliged to PROF. SKEA-;
for his kindness in troubling to answer my ques
tion. May I further ask whether the change of
<io ch in England preceded or followed the coming

of the Norman ? PROF. SKEAT mentions the

>alatalization of c before e and i only ; but did it

tot also occur, in French, at least, before a ? Or
was there in French an intermediate stage, as

nstanced, in our case, by L. cole, A.-S. cealc,

E. chalk ?

With regard to cam, chem, chim, my only

assumption was that the context would make it

clear that I referred to them as syllables. They
occur in the words caminata, cheminee, chimney.
With this explanation I hope PROF. SKEAT will

allow the foot-ledges in my cammino to stand.

H. RAYMENT.
Sidcup, Kent.

KING'S EVIL (8
th S. viii. 49, 174). A curious

story connected with touching for the king's evil

.3 told of the quasi-royal progress of the Duke of

Montnouth in the West in 1680 :

"The Duke was passing through Hinton Park, the
seat of Earl Poulett, when one Elizabeth Parcot made a
rush at the Duke and touched his hand. She suffered

from the king's evil, had received no benefit from

physician?, nor even from a seventh eon, to reach whom
she had travelled ten miles. After touching the Duke
all the wounds were healed in two days ! A handbill in

folio was circulated setting forth this marvellous cure,
and a document signed by Henry Clarke, minister of

Crewkerne, two captain?, a clergyman, and four others

lay for some time at the Amsterdam Coffee-house, Bar-
tholomew's Lane, London. The few that doubted Mon-
mouth'a legitimacy doubted no more. It is a curious

episode, as the power was always supposed to lie with an
anointed sovereign since the days of the Confessor.

Charles II. in twenty-two years touched 92,107 persons.
Wiseman, the Serjeant-Surgeon, says Cromwell tried,
but it failed in his hand." '

Myths, Scenes, and Worthies
of Somerset.'

CHARLOTTE G. BOGER.
Chart Sutton.

'SHIPS THAT PASS IN THE NlGHT '

(8
th S.

viii. 206). To the passages cited may be added

Clough's well-known and pathetic poem "Qua
cursum ventus." The figure employed in it is not

quite the same as Longfellow's, but is very similar

to it. Longfellow himself, in another of his poems
(' The Fire of Driftwood '), speaks of :

Ships dismasted, that were bailed

And sent no answer back again,

evidently intending a metaphor. C. C. B.

HAMILTON'S AND LIGONIER'S DRAGOONS (8*
S. viii. 227). Archibald Hamilton and Francis

Ligonier, brother of John, Lord Ligonier, were
colonels of 14th and 13th Dragoons respectively,
the former being appointed in 1732, the latter in

1745. Their position did not entail the personal
command of their regiments in the '45.

KlLLIGREW.

HICKS OR HICKES FAMILY (8
th S. vii. 347,

417, 471 ; viii. 74, 153). I thank MR. PINK
for his courtesy in replying to me privately. It

turns out that Robert Hicks was Alderman of
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Bridge Ward for a few months in 1662, when he

was discharged on paying his fine. He is described

in the Court Rolls of Falham Manor as "
citizen

and tallow chandler." His will is dated 1 Jane,
1669. His father, John Hicks, woollen draper,

married Anne Needier. Chester's
( Lon. Marr.

licenses
'

gives a wrong alternative
" Medler."

CHAS. JAS. F&RET.

Robert Hickes was elected Alderman of Bridge
Without Ward 24 April, 1662, and discharged
13 Nov. in the same year.

ALFRED B. BEATEN.
Preston.

TRAY, NAMB OF A Doo (8"
1 S. viii. 6, 173).

Some of your correspondents seem not to be aware

of the original point raised by me in reference to

the dog's name Tray. The point is this. It has

been shown by a German scholar that the ancient

British word for a dog was probably Trag. Follow-

ing upon this idea, I have suggested that our name

Tray, which seems only to be used poetically, is a

survival of the ancient British word for a dog, the

final g being suppressed, as usual in English.
ROBERT FERGUSON.

Readers of
* N. & Q.' must not forget the lines

of Thomas Ingoldsby entitled
' The Cynotaph ':

Oh ! where shall I bury my poor day, Tray,
Now his fleeting breath baa passed away 1

E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

This is, no doubt, the same as Trogen, which

Grimm gives as an old German dog- name, meaning
"
trusty," like Fido, Ger. Fidel (' Teutonic Mytho-

logy,' vol. iv. p. 1283). A. SMYTHE PALMER.
South Woodford.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

The History of Northumberland. By Cadwallader J.

Bates. (Stock.)
THIS is the latest issue of the well-known series of
"
Popular County Histories." These works vary much

in importance : some of them, as we have on former

occasions pointed out, leave much to be desired ; others

are nearly all that can be wished for in books where

rigorous compression is one of the first duties of the

author.
Mr. Bates's task has been no easy one. Northumber-

land, perhaps more than any county in England with

the exception of Yorkshire, has been a chief factor in

our national history, so that it is quite impossible to tell

its story in a single volume of fewer than three hundred

pages. To do the work effectively far greater space
than has been allotted to the whole should be occupied

by prehistoric and Roman times alone. We have, how-

ever, no right to blame Mr. Bates for limitations not of

his own creation. There can be no doubt that at every
turn in the narrative he has craved for a liberty which
could not be granted. Much as we desire that one who
knows Northern history eo well should have had a wider

field, we are constrained to say that a book of this kind
was called for. We know from personal experience that
the working men of the North Country have a desire for
knowledge regarding the past in which their forefathers
took go brilliant a part, which we fear is often wanting
among those who have had every advantage that educa-
tion can give. Pew things have caused us to wonder
more than the great amount of accurate information on
historical subjects possessed by men of very limited,

education, except the dense ignorance of many of those
who belong to families which for generations led their
retainers against the Scotch, and who have at hand
every means of knowing the details of the lives of their
forefathers. It was not a miner, factory hand, or farm
labourer who betrayed to us the fact that in his mind
Cromwell, Henry VIII.'s Vicar-General, and Cromwell,
the Lord Protector, were one person. A German writer
has said that " few educated men know more of history
than is taught in school-books." He was speaking of
the men of his own country ; had he been thinking of
ourselves he would have been compelled to admit that
he had fixed the level of ordinary attainment far too
high.
The history of the Roman Wall has been so well

worked during the last three centuries that there is very
little new left for Mr. Bates to tell. New discoveries
are, however, being made every year, and in all of these
he seems to be well posted up. As a sketch and it

claims to be little more we know nothing EO good as
that which the author has given us. The last sarcastic

paragraph is worth quoting, as evidence of the devasta-
tion which is still going on :

" While the past history of
the Roman Wall presents so many difficult problems,
it is unfortunately easy to predict that unless the island
is conquered by some civilized nation there will soon be
no traces of the Wall left. Nay, even the splendid
whinstone crags on which it stands will be all quarried
away to mend the roads of our urban and rural authori-
ties." The owners of the properties on which the Wall
stands are, we assume, for the most part what is

grotesquely called persons of education. We have no-

leanings to Communism, Socialism, or any one of the
other economic heresies of which mention is from time
to time made in the newspapers, but we do not hesitate
to say that, if these persons are so very ignorant as not
to appreciate the treasure which is in their keeping, the
State ought to intervene to preserve from destruction
that which is probably the most important of our national

antiquities.

Every one who has studied the history of the North,
knows the extreme difficulty of making a coherent pic-
ture of its history from the time when the Romans left
our island until the arrival of the Normans. Beda, the
' Saxon Chronicle,' and here and there a notice in lives
of saints are all we have. This is, of course, in some
degree supplemented by philology and the results of
excavation, but when all facts from these various sources
are grouped we only see "

through a glass darkly." The
author has evidently given much thought to this period,
and the results are of great interest. His chapters re-

lating to the kingdoms of Bamburgh and Corbridge are
of great interest. The chapter headed " The Great
Wars "

is remarkable for its fairness. English people
have had their ideas relating to the struggle with Scot-
land perverted in the first instance by Hume's '

History,!
which for more than a hundred years held almost undis-

puted sway over the British intellect, and secondly, by
the splendid romances of Sir Walter Scott. That Ed-
ward I. believed himself to be the overlord of Scotland
no unprejudiced student will now deny. That his wars
therein were carried on in a savage manner cannot be.

questioned ; but when his Scottish campaigns are com-
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pared with mediaeval warfare generally there is little

cause for complaint. Mr. Bates has the faculty of being
able to see both sides of the question. What he saya

will be of service to those who still hold that the English

king was wholly in the wrong, and who forget that

the national cause was stained by atrocities as revolting
as any of those committed by those who served " the

English leopard." The account which Mr. Bates has

given of the house of Percy is excellent; though highly

condensed, it is in some ways the best we have ever read.

The Percies were a great race, and, as was natural,

many fables gathered around them. One of the silliest

which is to be found in most of the old books relates

to the origin of the name, which some simpleton turned

into pierce-eye, and then invented a legend to account

for it. Mr. Bates says this great race took its name
from a village in the west of Normandy, and suggests
that the place had its name from being

" built in a

percie or forest glade." This does not seem improbable,
but the derivation of the names of places and of

persons is very difficult, so we dare not give a dogmatic
opinion.
The last paper in the volume relates to Newcastle-

upon-Tyne. Cramped as the author has been for room,
we cannot pardon him for having told his readers so

very little of this great historic and commercial centre.

Speaking of railways, he says : "As if for the express

purpose of vaunting modern progress at the expense of

the historic past, the East Coast route was carried re-

lentlessly through the castles of Newcastle and Berwick.

Quite recently the Norman keep of the former has had
a narrow escape of being practically turned into a signal
cabin." We trust things are better now, but we are

quite certain that the times are not very remote when
certain fanatics derived great pleasure from the destruc-

tion of any ancient object which gave pleasure to cul-

tivated people. There are yet alive persons who can
remember the controversy aroused by the desire of

certain business men to bring a railway through the

walls of York. The evil deed was done. How useless

the work of destruction has proved is evidenced by the

fact that a new station has had to be built outside the

walls.

Furnets and Carttnel Notes. By Henry Barber, M.D'
(Ulverston, Atkinson; London, Stock.)

DR. BARBER has produced a desultory book, but one of
considerable interest. We cannot but wish that he had

gone more fully into many of those subjects on which
he discourses so well, and had left out quotations from
well-known books Lord Macaulay's

'

History
'

for

example. We must assure him, too, that the engravings
of a Kaffir kraal and the abbeys of Citeaux and Maul-
bronn might well have been dispensed with. There is

a growing habit of illustrating books by engravings
which have little to do with the text, against which it

ia our duty to protest. Such a thing may be pardonable
in a cheap magazine, but is quite out of place in works
which are intended to hold a permanent place in the

library. That Dr. Barber's ' Notes '
will do this we have

no doubt. They relate to many subjects, but all of
them are interesting, and, with one or two exceptions,
they all, we believe, contain new knowledge.
The chapters on local etymology, as to both the names

of places and persons, contain much that is new to us.

We by no means accept all the learned doctor's deriva-

tions, but on such questions there is still much room
for doubt, and it is evident that he has very carefully
studied the subject. We are in entire agreement with
him when he says that "

if one could obtain a collection
of the names of fields and enclosures in High Furness
a vast mine of wealth to the student of history would

be provided." What he Bays regarding the district in
which he is especially interested applies to almost every
parish in the kingdom. Our own pages have from time
to time contained some interesting lists of field-names,
but by far the greater number are at present unrecorded,
and, as the author points out, are rapidly being for-

gotten.
Dr. Barber has printed the proclamation which is still

made on the opening of Dalton Pair. He does not know
its date, nor dare we make a guess. To us it seems
that it took its present form soon after the Reforma-
tion, but its substance is, we believe, far older.

There is, it seems, a curious collection of books in
the vestry of Cartmel Church. We wonder if they have
ever been examined by any one learned in bibliography.
In such places it is not uncommon to find literary
treasures.

The Diary and Consultation Book of the Agent,
Governor, and Council of Fort St. George, 1682.
Edited by Arthur T. Pringle. First Series. (Madras,
Government Press.)

MR. PRINGLE has edited this diary with great care. To
all who take interest in the history of our vast Eastern

empire it must prove of great interest. We fear, how-
ever, that these are at present very few, though their
number is steadily on the increase. The ignorance of
our countrymen concerning our Indian possessions is a
great surprise to educated Dutchmen, whose knowledge
of their Oriental possessions is in many cases little short
of exhaustive. Our own ignorance may be in part ex-

plained, though not excused, by the extreme dulnesa
of the greater part of the literature which we have
relating to India. There are a few exceptions, but they
are so very few as to count for but very little.

We are not in a position to criticize the text of the
'

Diary.' None but an Indian expert could do this, but
we are sure that it is edited with care, and is accom-
panied by a body of scholarlike notes which will be of
no little service to genealogists at home. In the reign
of Charles II., as in our own time, younger sons of our
great houses were wont to go to India, hoping for, and
in many cases gaining, fortunes thereby. The names of

Cholmley, Manwaring, Moliun, and others of the same
character are frequent. The editor knows the value of
a copious index, and has, therefore, appended one to the
work before us.

$totij8 Itt &tttm$tttibtttl*.

We mu$t call special attention to the following notices:

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

W. T. KNIGHT ("Richard Blome"). All that is

known concerning him appears under his name in the
'
Diet. Nat. Biog.'

NOTICE.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The
Editor of ' Notes and Queries

' "
Advertisements and

Business Letters to " The Publisher "
at the Office,

Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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Notices to Correspondents.

DIVISION IN MUSIC.
An account of this old and forgotten English

phrase may be of some interest. I will begin by
giving the definition of it supplied in Grove's
*Dict. of Music':
" Divisions in the musical nomenclature of seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries were rapid passages, slow notes
divided into quick ones, as naturally takes place in varia-

tions on a theme or ground. Hence the word can be

applied to quick consecutive passages, like the long semi-

quaver runs in Handel's bravura songs."

The phrase is of interest, first, because it seems
to be exclusively English. The Italian language
might be thought the likeliest source from which
it could have been adopted ; but I have searched
for it vainly in the one or two Italian musical
treatises of the sixteenth century obtainable in the

Bodleian ; neither can I find evidence of it in any
Italian (or French) dictionary.

Secondly, it is remarkable, as appearing in Eng-
lish literature suddenly, and, as it were, full grown.
The very first example that I possess applies it

figuratively. Richard Harvey, who intervened
with a pamphlet called 'Plain Perceval,' in the

word-war between his brother Gabriel and Tom
Nashe (1590), there says, "all divisions framde
with such long discords, and not so much as a con-

cord to end withall, argues a bad eare, and a

bungling artiat." Next we find it in Shakspeare :

It is the Lark, that sings so out of tune,

Straining harsh discords and unpleasing Sharps,
Some say the Lark makes sweet division, &c.

' Rom. and Jul.,' III. v.

And after this it is common in the dramatists,
Ben Jonson, Marston, and others. The following,
from Waller, may repay quotation, as describing an

annoyance which many have felt :

So others with division hide
The light of senae, the Poet's pride ;

But you alone may truly boast
That not a syllable is lost :

The writer's and the setter's skill

At once the ravish'd ears do fill.

Addressed to Lawes, the musical composer.

Coming down to the eighteenth century, we find

Sheridan, in the Critic, speaking of
"
Signers and

Signoras, gargling glib divisions in their outlandish

throats." Burney also, in his '

History of Music,
1

prints specimens of the " divisions
"
performed by

some of the great singers of his time ; their

"bravuras" or "roulades," as we should say.

But by this time the word was dropping out of

use.

Something more may be said as to the meaning.
The division or breaking up of a series of notes

may be done in either of two ways : by voice or

instrument making florid variation on its own

simpler theme ;
or by one instrument against

another, the one giving the "ground," the other

"dividing," the two producing harmony. This

latter sort of division would be the same as " des-

cant." We find the distinction exactly made by

Christopher Simpson, in his treatise called 'The

Division Violist,' 1659 :

" There are two kinds of division, viz., a breaking the

ground, and a descanting upon it. Breaking the ground
is the dividing its notes into more diminute notes. Des-

cant-division is that which maketh another distinct and

concording part unto the ground."

It is this latter kind of division which Shak-

speare may seem to mean when he speaks of :

Ditties highly penn'd,

Sung by a fair queen in a summer's bower,
With ravishing division to her lute.

'1 Henry IV.,' III. ii.

It may be added that a few authors use the verb

to divide with the same intent. I may quote :

Most heavenly melody
About the bed sweet musicke did divide.

Spenser,
'

Fairy Queen,' I. v. xvii.

And all the while sweete musicke did divide

Her looser notes with Lydian harmony.

The commentators on Spenser cite for illus-

tration Horace's words :

Grataque feminis

Imbelli cithara carmina divides.

Od.,' I. xv.

Of dubious meaning and variously explained.
But howsoever we take them, it is scarcely con-

ceivable that this casual phrase should have been
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suddenly seized and adopted by English musicians

with no trace of any intermediate use.

In conclusion, I have only to say that I should

gladly see any notice of musical division from

earlier sources than those which I have supplied.
C. B. MOUNT.

14, Norham Road, Oxford.

THE RIVER EPPRA.

In the City Press of 11 Sept. occurs the follow-

ing paragraph, which naturally suggests one or

two questions. No clue is given as to the pub-
lication in which the article originally appeared :

" ' B. G. J.,' writing to a contemporary on the ' Lost

Rivera of London,
1

speaks of the Effra as one of theee.

It was, he says,
' in one respect perhaps the most inter-

esting, historically, of all the tributaries of the Thames.
It took its origin in the high ground of Streatham, near
Crown Hill, Norwood And there frequently on a
summer's afternoon, some 300 years ago, might have
been seen Queen Elizabeth stepping into her royal barge
for a trip up the Effra, winding its way through the

groves of Vauxhall and Brixton, to visit her "
trusty and

well-beloved
"
at Raleigh Hall, which stood till recently

not far from Water Lane. Tradition has it that he
would join the queen there and the voyage be continued,
through the delightful scenery of Dulwich and the

Leigham Valley, round to Streatham Hill.'
"

" The world knows little of its greatest men,"
and I am afraid that society at large would be

sorely puzzled if it were cross-examined as to the

course of the stream which once rejoiced in the

proud name of "the Eiver "
Effra. I knew it,

however, fifty years ago, when it ran visibly (it

now runs underground) along the eastern side of

the Brixton Road. A little stream, save only
when enriched by sudden floods ; and then, if its

waters met the flood tide of the Thames, it would
overflow its banks, and for some distance the Brix-

ton Road would be impassable for foot passengers.
I have thought it worth while to devote a few

lines to the "
lost river." Some better informed

correspondent may be able to state the exact spot
from which it springs. Probably B. G. J. is

correct in saying that it took its beginning near
Crown Hill, Norwood.
A good map of the * Parish of Lambeth, divided

into Ecclesiastical Districts,' issued in 1824, renders
it possible to trace the course of the Effra with
tolerable accuracy. Unfortunately, however, the

map does not extend beyond the limits of the

parish, and the stream enters the Lambeth district

from the parish of Streatham. Commencing then
at the Lambeth House of Industry, the stream
tuns down Croxted Lane

; at the " Half Moon "

inn, at Dulwich, it receives an affluent from the
east (or may this be the main stream ?) ;

from th<
" Half Moon," skirting the park of Brockwell Hall
it runs along Water Lane, past the police statioi

in the Brixton Road. Here it takes a sharp turn
to northward, runs parallel to the Brixton Roa(

(access to the houses on the eastern side of the roa

s gained by a series of little bridges) ; it continues

ts course along the Brixton Road till it reaches

St. Mark's Church, where it takes a sharp turn to

.he west, skirting the churchyard. It now crosses

ihe Clapham Road, and runs along the south side

of the Oval, sending off in a north-westerly
direction a branch which falls into a circular

)asin, probably on the spot on which stand the

teat gasholders so familiar to the eye of Surrey
cricketers. It now runs northward, is crossed by
a bridge at Vauxhall turnpike, and falls into the

Thames a little above Vauxhall Bridge. The last

section of the stream is marked in the map as
' Vauxhall Creek," a name which appears to apply
to the river from the Thames to the Oval.

This map has been compared with the '

Survey
of the Poor Law Commissioners 'in 1841

,
and with

;he plans given in Blanch's ' Camberwell.' The
river is not indicated in Bacon's ' New Ordnance

Survey At! a?,' on the scale of nine inches to the

mile, issued in 1879 ; so that by this time the

stream had passed away from public view, to fulfil

the useful if not ornamental function of flushing
bhe main sewer.

Allen says that the bridge over the Effra, at the

east of St. Mark's Church, "is called Merton Bridge.
from its formerly having been repaired by the

Canons of Merton Abbey, who had lands for that

purposes
"

(' Lambeth,' p. 391).
To what has already been said may be added

some observations of Mr. W. H. Blanch, the

historian of Camberwell :

" One of the most noted maisons grandes of Dulwich
is Belair, with its delightful expanse of meadow, adorned
here and there with grand old forest trees. The grounds
contain some very curious specimens of the pollard oak,
and tradition says that these trees were so cut by Cromwell's
soldiery. Much additional charm is given to the grounds
by the silver streak of water which intersects them, said

to be one of the arms of the river Effra, up which Queen
Elizabeth made a royal progress ! That the queen did
make this royal progress is a local belief which it would
perhaps be unadvisable to doubt ; but this much may be

said, that Her Majesty could not have selected a more-

charming neighbourhood to feast her royal eyes withal."

W. H. Blanch,
'

Camberwell,' p. 409.

Here the Elizabethan legend flourishes, and I

should like to inquire whether it rests upon any
other authority than popular tradition. Was the

Effra ever of sufficient importance to allow a royal

barge to traverse its devious windings from the

Thames to Dulwich 1 And if it was, did Eliza-

beth ever traverse it 1

Dr. Montgomery, Bishop of Tasmania, in his
'

History of Kennington,' published in 1889 (he
was for some time Vicar of St. Mark's), observes
that in 1753, "the whole space now occupied by
the Oval and other streets was then open meadow,
through which the Effra meandered at will." And
again he says :

"The river Effra, on its way from the high grounds
of Brixton to the Thames, intersected Kennington. It
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was a sparkling river, running over a bright gravelly

bottom, and supplied fresh water to the neighbourhood.
Occasionally tbe water was muddied at ita source, by
the rain floods washing down the banks, and occasionally
at its outlet by the Thames' fl)oda sending up mud.
This river is now a sewer." 'Kennington,' pp. 63, 81.

Certainly to-day the weary Londoner would
not seek for rural delights and bodily repose at

Lambeth Marsh. It is not very lovely ;
nor do its

sparkling streams tempt forth the jaded citizen
;

though it is not so very long ago since Vauxhall
Gardens drew great crowds of people to see the

illuminations and the fireworks. Bat it was other-

wise at the beginning of the present century.

Twenty years ago, says Allen, writing in 1826,
" Lambeth Marsh was considered a rural retreat ; lead-

ing from it were numberless pretty walks with pollard
willows on each side. Hither the citizen would repair
for an evening stroll. A windmill or two made up the
rustic scene, in many places worthy the pencil of eome
of the best Dutch masters." 'Lambeth,' p. 296.

He adds, whilst writing about Lambeth Walk,
that "

in the beginning of the last century, there

was a place of public entertainment here called

Lambeth Well?. It was at first opened on account

of its mineral water, which was sold at a penny
per quart" ('Lambeth,' p. 346). The two wells

were used as early as 1697.

W. SPARROW SIMPSON.

SOUTH BENFLEET CHURCH, CO. ESSEX.

I lately paid a visit to the church of South Bemfleet

(or Benfleet as it is now called), and there came
across an idea which I think so good that I ven-

ture to submit it to
' N. & Q.' as a specimen for

adoption in other churches. Hanging on a pillar

facing the south, or main entrance was a succint

description of the architecture of the church. It

was placed in a strong frame and protected with

a coat of varnish. I copied it into my note-book
as follows :

ST. MARY'S CHURCH, SOUTH BEMFLEET.
The church consists of a nave with north and south

aisles, chancel, south porch, and west tower. The ori-

ginal Norman church probably consisted merely of a

nave and chancel with a semi-circular apse at the east

end, like that which still stands at Hadleigh.

West Doorway, A.D. 1140 about.

The oldest part of the church, then, as it now stands

is the old west doorway which opens from the nave into

the tower. The ornamental side of this doorway faces

the tower, which shows that it was originally an outside

doorway, a?, had there been a tower from the first the

more ornamental side of the arch would have faced the

church.
Chancel Arch Pillars, about A.D. 1240.

The chancel of the old Norman church appears to

have been rebuilt in the thirteenth century, and the walls

may be of this date, but all the windows and other archi-

tectural features are later, with the exception of the

pillar carrying the chancel arch, the moulding and

general form of which show them to belong to the time
of Henry III. A south aisle the east end of which
formed a chapel, probably the Lady Chapel, was added

to the Norman nave in the reign of Edward II. The
octagonal columns and arches of this aisle remain, with
the exception of the column opposite tbe entrance, which
differs somewhat from the rest, and was rebuilt, owing to

some failure in the foundations, in the sixteenth cen-

tury. The lower of the two credences at the east end
of this aisle is the original credence of the Lady Chapel.
Its mouldings correspond with those of the capitals to the

octagonal columns. The floor of the south aisle appears
to have been at a higher level than that of the nave. It

has since, however, been lowered, and the rough founda-

tions of the columns are now visible above the floor.

The floor of the Lady Chapel was raised above its old

level in the fifteenth century ; the old credence was dis-

used and a new one formed higher up in the wall. The
bracket on the east wall of the chancel probably sup-

ported an image. The corbel on the south wall took the

end of one of the main timbers of the original aisle roof,

which was a lean-to. The roof as it now stands is flat,

and appears to have been altered from its old shape
when the clerestory was added in the fifteenth century
to the nave.

Tower, about A.D. 1390.

The next work of importance that was done in the

church was the building of the western tower, late in the

fourteenth century. Its eastern side is placed on the old

west wall of the nave, as the builders seem to have been
afraid to have risked carrying it on an open arch between
the nave and lower stage of the tower, as was usually

done. Most likely this was owing to the treacherous

character of the ground on which the church stands.

At the angles of the tower are great buttresses, each

marked with a " consecration cross
" worked in red

brick in the nibble masonry of which the walls are built.

The tower once had battlements, which have been

destroyed, and the present wooden spire, some 150 years

old, most likely replaced a leaded one such as we see in

some of the old Norfolk and Hertfordshire and Essex

churches. The belfry contains five bells, about 200 years

old.

North Aisle, Clere Story, South Aisle Windows,
South Porch, about A.D. 1430.

In or about the year 1430 considerable changes were

made in the church. The north aisle was built, of which

the handsome clustered columns remain with the arches

they carry and the outer walls. A clere story and new
roof were put on the nave, the south aisle was raised

and aflat roof put on to correspond with the other side,

and new windows were inserted in the south aisle walls,

a new south doorway was made and the magnificent oak

porch was built. The east end of the new north aisle

formed a chapel the credence of which remains. The
north-east corner of this chapel is curiously built, as if

to provide for the hanging of some picture across the

angle. The north aisle floor was, of course, on the same

level as that of the nave. In this aisle was a doorway
which has now been built up, and in one of the but-

tresses is a staircase which led to a gallery crossing the

aisle and thence probably returning round and so gaining

access to the rood-loft built across the chancel arch.

The eight stone corbels of the clere story are carved

with the emblems of the four evangelists and with four

grotesque faces. They must have carried the ends of

the curved braces to the tie-beams of the roof of the

nave, which most likely was lower than the present one.

But of this nothing certain can be said, as the nave was

re-roofed about a couple of centuries back, and the corbels

now carry nothing.

Chancel Arch and Side Windows, about A.D, 1450.

Nothing very definite can be said about the chancel

arch, but from certain points about the form of the
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chamfering, which corresponds with that of the inner

arches of the side windows of the chancel, and also from

the fact that it does not seem exactly to fit en the

capitals of the columns, it appears most likely that it was

built when the side windows and the present credence

were inserted in the walla of the chancel. This wa-

about the middle of the fifteenth century. The chance

roof is a good example of the same period, though the

lesser roof-trees are hidden by a modern plaiater ceiling.

North Aisle Windows, about A.D. 1480 or later.

Late in the fifteenth or early in the sixteenth century
three flatly arched windows were inserted in the north

aisle. At the same time was built an east window to the

chancel of similar character to these, but this has in its

turn been replaced by the present modern window.
There are some fine fragments of old stained glass in the

windows of the north aisle. On the chancel floor oppo-
site the organ lies an old grave slab of the thirteenth

century ; on the panelling above this is fixed a portion oi

an old fifteenth or sixteenth century brass. On the
floor of the sanctuary is a slab in memory of the Clerk

family, one of whom placed the present beautiful black
and white pavement in the chancel A.D. 1734. A brass

on the wall near the font is a record of the devoted
labours of the Rev. T. A. Cook, a former vicar of the

parish.

JOHN T. PAGE.
5, Capel Terrace, Southend-on-Sea.

A FIDDLER AT KEVELS AND CHURCH ALES
IN 1594. In a volume of depositions in trials in

the Bishop's Court at Wells, 1594-5, Anne Eagles-
feild, the wife of John Eaglesfeild, deposes that
" John Hewishe is comonly taken to be a

very poore man, and not worth xk," and that

he is

"reported and taken for a fidler, and such a one as

goeth from parishe to parishe, to playe on his fiddle

vppon revill daies and churchale?. And this, the rather
she is induced to belive, for that she bathe seene the
Baid Huishe soe to playe one a fiddle at Chewton
churchouse, where this iurat dwelleth." Leaf 90, back.

On leaf 97 John Ridler deposes :

"That he hath diverse and sundry times knowne,
hard, and seene the arft'cwlat John Huishe to play vppon
a rebecke or gitteren or fiddell at his neighbours and
frendes houses in Litton, to be mery and make pastime,
but in good and honest sort, for ought this deponent ever
hard or sawe."

I have not seen any trace of a child marriage in
these Wells depositions. The usual libel cases
occur. One volume of 1628 is taken up with a
trial about two seats in a church.

F. J. FURNIVALL.

DAT OF THE MONTH : How EXPRESSED. The
printer of 'N. & Q.' insists upon placing the
number of the day after the name of the month.
I respectfully submit that this is the less reason-
able method. Take an illustration : 6 John means
the sixth year of that king's reign ; John 6 would
mean the sixth king of that name. So 14 Sep-
tember means the fourteenth day of that
month ; September 14 ought to mean the fourteenth
month of that name. When the date has to be

written out at full, it is invariably
"
the fourteenth

day of September," and hence all lawyers and
official persons always write 14 Sept. Besides,
those who have much to do with written dates

(e.g., genealogists) know that 14 Sept., 1895, is

much more helpful to the eye than Sept. 14, 1895.

W. C. B.

"PoisoN." The earliest instance I can find of the
use of this word in its later sense (

= venenum) is

in 'D'Aubigne"
'

(1550-1630), as quoted by Gode-

froy. Littie* and all other dictionaries in which
the original meaning is mentioned at all simply
announce the change, without giving any date. In
the

' Roman de la Rose,' written (i. e.
,
that portion

in which the word occurs), some time in the first

half of the thirteenth century, we have (2042-3,
ed. M6on) :

Car ge sais par quel poison
Tu seras tret a garison.

Which the English translator has thus rendered :

I wot mysilf what may thee save
What medicyne thou woldist have,

which seems to show that in his time, at all

events, the word was no longer used, if it ever was

(which I am inclined to doubt) in English other-

wise than it is at present. Chaucer, moreover,
writing about the same date, never uses it other-

wise (see 'Pardoners Tale'). Some of your
correspondents possibly can give us an earlier

authority than D'Aubigne for the change of mean-

ing in French, or a later instance than I have

quoted of the other, viz. =potio, which is found
also in the ' Roman de Renart,' nearly contem-

porary with Lorris, the author of 'R. Rose':

Seront ce dpncques les merites

Que je aurai de mon servise

Que je vous ai la poison quise
Qui bone est centre vostre mal.

Vv. 19360-63.

F. NORGATE.

"CAWBOGUE"= CLOWN. From the Northern

Whig of 18 Sept. the following is extracted :

"
During the recent Kerry election one of the speakers

referred to Mr. Kilbride as a '

cawbogue,' and many
people were sorely puzzled to known the meaning of the

term. Light is thrown on the matter by a letter, signed
'Kerry Celt,' in to-day's Daily Express, which states
' the word catalogue (spelled in Irish cabog) is eaid by
Dr. Joyce to be obsolete, but found in the composition
of local names e.g., Ard Nagabogue, at the mouth of
the Fergus, in Clare.' This is translated by the Four
Masters ' the height (or hill) of the clowns.' The word
means a 'clown' or 'unmannerly fellow.' Apparently
it is not wholly obsolete in South Kerry."

W. W. DAVIES.
Lisburn, co. Antrim.

" LEGER-LINE." I observe in 'N. & Q.,' 801

3. viii. 257, a reference to leger-Une, under the

leading
'

Leyrestow '; I do not know why. In my
'

Dictionary
' I give the etymology from F. Uger,

light ; but further
"
light

"
is desirable. What is
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the French for leger-line ? And what is the

Italian for it ? The German is Nebenlinie. And
can any one produce a quotation for the English
word older than the following ? 1775, Ash's

'Dictionary':
"
Legerline (term in music), a line

above or below the five, to receive an ascending or

descending note.
"

I hope all correspondents will

continue my practice of giving a new title to an
article whenever a contributor starts a new hare.

I am not positive that this word has no connexion
with A.-S. lecgan ; but there is much that requires
to be cleared up. WALTER W. SKEAT.

" SUN-DOG." I have cut the following para-

graph from the Isle of Wight Mercury of Aug. 31 :

"A correspondent writes to ask what a 'Sun-dog
'

is,

I am sure I can't tell him. I nrght enlighten him upon
the subject of a ' sad dog,' but then that is not a ' Sun-

dog.' The animal or whatever it is made its appear-
ance near Yarmouth and Freshwater during the late

thunderstorm. But allow me to quote the corre-

spondent's own words :

' The sun shining brightly on
our right hand, and lighting up a range of downs on
our left; behind these downs a large mass of black
clouds illumined by frequent flashes of vivid lightning,
when what appeared like a fire balloon only, of course,
with a much more powerful light, as there was strong
sunlight was seen travelling slowly in front of the black
clouds against the wind and apparently going out to sea
in front of us. We for the others in the coach saw it

also however, unfortunately lost sight of it at a turn
of the road, and did not see it again. I spoke of it next
morning to the boatman at the bay, and he then called
it a sun-hound or sun-dog, and said that it was a light
effect only, but was unable to tell me anything else."

JOSEPH COLLINSON.
Hendon, N.W.

DORSET DIALECT. In the inquiry concerning
Hayford Bridge (' Chancery Petty Bag, Com-
missioners' Inquisitions concerning Charitable

Uses,' 43 Eliz., pt. i., No. 11), occurs :

"And also Comon of pasture for two kyne to be goinge
and depastureinge in the Comons of Beare m'she as other
of the Comoners there doe And also Comon of pasture
for two hallyers or draught horses to goe feede and
depasture in the Comons of Beere m'she aforesaid dure-

inge all such tymes as they shalbe in or about theire
worke in theire harnes for the amendinge and repayringe
of the said bridge and highe waye And also comon of

pasture for a sowe (wth her vare untill the vare be wayn-
able) to goe feede and depasture in and uppon, &c
And the said Robte of Childe Ockeford gave on the east
side of the said bridge two hames or quillitts of lande,
&c."

The italics are my own. It would be interesting
to know whether the terms hallyer, vare, and

hames, as here used, still survive in the land of (?)

blue cheese.
Eden Bridge.

C. E. GlLDERSOME-DlCKINSON.

" CHILDREN AND CHICKEN MUST EVER BE PICK-

ING." This proverbial expression is given in the
4 N. E. D.,' but the only reference is to Hazlitt's

'English Proverbs,' 1882. Bay, however, has

"Children and chickens must be always picking."

In Camden's 'Remains concerning Britain,' 1674,
the expression appears as "Children and chickens

are always feeding." Tusser, in his ' Fiue Hundred
Pointes of Good Husbandrie,' 1580, has (p. 178,

ed. 1878, E.D.S.):
"
Young children and chickens

would euer be eating."
F. 0. BIRKBECK TERRY.

M.P.-SHIPS IN 'DiCT. NAT. BIOG.' The follow-

ing small additions may be made, sub the various

names in vol. xliii. of
' D. N. B.':

William, first Baron Paget, was M.P. for co.

Stafford from at least as early as 1547 until created

a peer.
Sir James Palmer, of Dorney (died 1657), was

almost certainly the M.P. for Queenborough
1621-22, and for Canterbury 1626. The date of

his knighthood is not recorded, but it must have

been after 1626.

Sir Heiiry Palmer, of Wingham (died 1559), was

M.P. for Bramber April-May, 1554.

Sir Thomas Palmer, beheaded in 1553, was M.P.

for Guildford 1529-36.

Sir Henry Parker, son to eighth Lord Morley,

who died v.p. 1553, was M.P. co. Hertford 1549

till decease.

Sir Calthrop Parker,' of Arwarton, was M.P.

for Suffolk 1601.

Sir Philip Parker, of Arwarton, was M.P. for

Suffolk in both Short and Long Parliaments of

1640 until secluded in 1648.

Sir Nicholas Parker, of Eatton (died 1619), was

M.P. for Sussex 1597-98.

Sir William Parr, afterwards Marquis of North-

ampton, was M.P. for co. Northampton 1529-36.

Sir Thomas Parry (died 1560) was M.P. for

Wallingford 1547-52, 1553, and 1555, also for

co. Hertford 1559.

Sir Thomas Parry, his son (died 1616), repre-

sented Bridport 1571 and St. Albans 1610-11,

in addition to the honours enumerated.

Sir Lawrence Parsons (died 1698) was almost

certainly M.P. for Boroughbridge in 1659.

W. D. PINK.

ENGLISH JUDGMENT OF ART. In the late Dr.

Hake's ' Memoirs of Eighty Years
'

(1892, p. 60),

we read :

" Had Government allowed such a man as Mantell a

thousand a year for the purposes of science, he would

have brought the geology of his day to perfection ! How
creditably they might have amended the sacrifice by

withholding the70,OOOZ. from the British Gallery for the

purchase of a sham Raphael, and a preposterous Rem-

brandt, which the pencils of those artists never touched

an invalid housemaid on a throne as Virgin, arid a

Charles the King on a cart-horse ! Raphael Pamt
.

e

only beauty, Rembrandt only grace. But the English

are the meanest judges of art in Europe. An Italian

picture-dealer would have set them right in a few

minutes."

This is a portentous indictment indeed, and

must give qualms to the unskilled visitors to our
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great National Picture Gallery ;
but surely the

experts of that institution must be gifted with

more discrimination than is credited to them by

Dr. Hake ! By the way, the list of errata pre6xed

to *Dr. Hake's volume should be very largely

increased. JAMES HOOPER.

Norwich.

" SERVERY " = SERVICE-BOOM. On the glass

door of the service-room of a recently built hotel at

Herne Bay there is painted the word "Servery."

This appears to be a new word, for I do not find it

in the '

Imperial,' the
'

Century,' or Prof. Skeat's
'

Etymological Dictionary.'
ALFRED F. BOBBINS.

A SECOND MOTTO FOR 'N. & Q.' It strikes

me that, without superseding Capt. Cuttle's

dictum which figures on the first page of our

pleasant medium of inquiry, not a bad second or

alternative motto may be found in a line from the

first book of Virgil's
' ^Eaeid ':

Quserere constituit sociisque exacta referre.

E. WALFORD, M.A.
Ventnor.

DR. SIMON HEYNES. Your correspondent
MR. C. R. HAINES may be interested to know
that Sir William Butts, physician to Henry VIII.,
immortalized by Shakespeare, appointed MR.
HAINES's ancestor one of his executors. A clause

in Dr. Butts's will reads :
" To Doctor Haynes a

ring and he one of my executors."

CHAS. JAS. FERET.

" COMFORTABLE"= COMFORTING, KIND. This

word comfortable I have many times heard used

in the sense it conveys in
'

King Lear,' I. iv. :

Yet have I left a daughter,

Who, I am sure, is kind and comfortable.

And in the Communion Service of the Book of

Common Prayer: "The most comfortable sacra-

ment."
Such a sentence as :

" Ah ! bad off as she was,
she was that comfortable she 'd never deny a cup
o' tea to a neighbour," left no doubt as to the

meaning of the word. Possibly it is more com-

monly employed in an active sense than I suppose.
HENRY ATTWELL.

Barnes.

HENRY GREY, DUKE OF SUFFOLK. In the
course of a very interesting note in the number
of N. & Q.' for 28 Sept. (8

th S. viii. 242), DR.
SPARROW SIMPSON speaks of a decapitated head,
supposed to be that of an Earl of Suffolk, which is

preserved in the church of the Holy Trinity,
Minories. I presume the word " Earl "

is a slip
for Duke, the head being probably that of

Henry Grey, who succeeded his father as Marquis
of Dorset in 1530; was created Duke of Suffolk by
Edward VI. in 1551, after the deaths of Henry

and Charles Brandon (both considered to be Dukes
of Suffolk, because, though they died on the same

day of the sweating sickness, the younger sur-

vived the elder by about half an hour) ;
and was

executed for taking part in the rebellion against

Queen Mary in 1554. He was the father of Lady
Jane Grey (executed a few days before him) by
Frances, daughter of Charles Brandon, Duke of

Suffolk, and of Mary Tudor, younger daughter of

Henry VII., and widow of Louis XII. of France.

Mary died in 1533, and the duke married in the

same year Katharine Willoughby, by whom he had
two sons, who died as aforesaid in 1551, their

death giving occasion to the title being conferred

upon Henry Grey, Marquis of Dorset, whose head

is believed to be the one in the church of the Holy
Trinity, Minories. W. T. LYNN.

Blackheath.

LITERATURE VERSUS SCIENCE. It is not easy
to understand why literature should in some cases

be the enemy of science. Goethe complained that

it cost him eighteen years of labour to overturn

Newton's theory of colours, and although he

received the applause of poets and metaphysicians,
artists and architects, he could not get a smile of

approval from a single physicist.
The readers of ' N. & Q.' will have noticed some

vigorous assaults on science from a vigorous pen,
but I cannot find a more glaring instance of the

incapacity of a literary man to understand a scien-

tific argument than in a letter printed in the

biography of Dr. Ingleby, and addressed to a lady
in Higbgate. He says, in reference to my paper
on the question as to whether the sun puts out the

fire :

"Have you seen Mr. Tomlinson lately ? He has been

exposing a lighted candle to the sun, and because the

sun did not put it out, he argues that the sun has no
action in putting out the fire."

One of the worst enemies of science is Mr.
Ruskin. When Agassiz published his book on
'
Fossil Fishes," which was deemed of such im-

portance in determining the relative ages of the

strata in which they were found that the United
States Government contributed to the expenses of

publication, Mr. Ruskin, in '

Prseterita,' vol. ii.

p. 112, says that
"
Agassiz was a mere blockhead

to have paid for all that good drawing of the nasty

ugly things, and that it didn't matter a stale her-

ring whether they had any names or not," a piece
of criticism written with the pen of ignorance.
But what shall we say when we see the same

writer speaking of
"

little Mr. Faraday
"
rinding a

hydrocarbon oil in heaven which makes it stink !

(I quote from memory.) Surely, if ever a man
was great both as a man and an explorer of Nature's

mysteries, it was the blacksmith's son who made
his way from the position of a little newsboy to

that of the greatest experimentalist that ever

lived.
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Carljle bad his flings against science, but they
were not very virulent ; nevertheless, in regarc
to literature he placed himself in the position o

the ill bird that fouled its own nest, as witness
the following amenities : Keats is

" a curriec

dead dog" (whatever that may mean) ; Shelley
is "a ghastly object"; Coleridge, "a puffy,

obstructed-looking old man, talking in a maudlin

sleep an infinite deal of nothing "; Lamb,
puir cratur, with a thin streak of Cockney
wit, nothing humorous but his dress"; Walter

Scott,
" a toothless retailer of old wives' fables

"

Brougham,
" an eternal grinder of commonplace

"

Wordsworth, "stooping to extract a spiritual

catsup from mushrooms that were little better than

toadstools"; Sir Robert Peel, "a plausible fox

J. W. Croker, "an unhanged hound"; Lord John

Kussell,
" a turnspit of good pedigree "; Lord Mel-

bourne,
" a monkey."

Science does not trouble herself about the

vagaries of her literary sister, but uiiuks she
would be improved if she were better acquainted
with her as the younger sister.

0. TOMLINSON.
Highgate, N.

ferns.
We must request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

WAGELL. On 30 June, 1662, Kay and Wil-

loughby, being at St. Ives, in Cornwall, "passed
over to Godreve Island," where they were told of

a bird "
called wagell, which pursues and strikes

at the small gull so long, till out of fear it mutes,
and what it voids the wagell follows and greedily

devours, catching it sometimes before it is fallen

down to the water. This several seamen affirmed

themselves to have oftentimes seen
"
(Memorials of

John Kay,' &c., ed. by Lankester, London, 1846,
p. 188). Every well-informed ornithologist in these

days knows what bird was here intended, though
neither of the illustrious pair did, and consequently
the name has ever since been misapplied. But I

would ask whether "
wagell

"
or "

wagel," for Kay
has both spellings, is still in use in Cornwall, and
what its etymology may be. It may be as well to

add that I am acquainted with most of the works
on Cornish natural history, and among them the
* Additions to Borlase,' reprinted from the Journal
of the Royal Institution of Cornwall (Truro, 1865,

p. 46) ; but I have got no help on this point from

any one of them. ALFRED NEWTON.
Magdalene College, Cambridge.

WARWINCKLE is "a pyed bird," mentioned in

Simon Latham's ' New and Second Booke of Faul-

conry
'

(London, 1633, p. 144). I should be much
obliged to any one who would inform me whether

this name is in use at the present day ; and, if so,

to what kind of bird it is applied.
ALFRED NEWTON.

Magdalene College, Cambridge.

WASKITE, OF VIRGINIA, is named by
"
Auceps

"

among the hawks suitable for falconry ; but, so

far as I am aware, no one has been able to suggest
what kind of bird it was, or whence Izaak Walton
obtained the name, which he certainly could not

have invented. It seems to me possible that he

may have found it in one of the many works on
the English plantations in America published in

his day ; but none that I have examined has con-

tained it or given any clue to its meaning. I
should be very grateful for one, since I cannot

accept as such the
"

waspkite," included in the
'

Century Dictionary
' without reference to any

authority for its existence. ALFRED NEWTON.
Magdalene College, Cambridge.

MARY RUSSELL, CROMWELL'S GREAT GRAND-
DAUGHTER. (See 7th S. viii. 88.) I have had no
answer to my inquiry made at the above reference.

Can any of your readers now supply the date or

place of this lady's (Mrs. Mills) birth or baptism 1

She was my great-great-grandmother. The numerous

parish registers which have been searched give no

help. Her father would probably be with the

Guards at the time of her birth ; and as her

mother's parents were both dead at the time of the

mother's marriage, it is difficult to trace where the

father (Richard Russell) and the mother (Mabel
Russell) may have been living at the time of the

child's birth. F. W. M.

ORIGIN OF MOTTO. Can any one tell me the

origin of the motto,
"

Strike, Dakin [or DakeyneJ,
the devil's in the hemp"? I heard the story

many years ago, and cannot recall it.

W. T. KNIGHT.

HUMAN SACRIFICE. What is the authority for

the assertion that human sacrifices were offered

after the battle of Cannee ? M. P.

" WINCHESTER WATCH." In the recently re-

covered Portemote records of the royal borough of

Salford (A.D. 1597 to 1669) the following two

presentments occur :

15 October, 1628. "Item the Jurie aforesaid doe

Fynde upon the informac'on of the Constable of Salford

;hat James Gooden and Kichard Parcyvall denyed to

send sufficient watchmen to kepe Winchester Watch,
t'o uterq" eor' in m'ia E.c. xiid."

9 October, 1633.
" Item the Jury aforesaid do p'sent

John Hey of Ouldfeild Lane and Adam Travis, milner.

for neclectinge Winchester watch the xviith daye of

September 1633. Ideo uterq' eor' in m'ia, &c., vid."

In the Manchester Courte Leete records I have

)een unable to find any reference to a
" Winchester

watch "
being kept in that town. My desire is,

however, to know whether such watch, or town-
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guard, was general throughout England from the

Middle Ages until modern times ; and also its

origin. J. G. MANDLEY.
Elm Villa, Higher Broughton.

MADAME VESTRIS. Who was her father ; where
was she born

; and where was she educated ? As
to my first query, authorities seem to be much
divided. It is generally stated that she was born
in 1797, and was the daughter of Francisco Bar-

tolozzi, the engraver, who at the time was living
at Cambridge Lodge, North End. Was she not,

however, the elder of the two daughters of Gaetano

Bartolozzi, the engraver's SOD.

CHAS. JAS. FERET.

[She was the daughter of Gaetano Stefano Bartolozzi
and Theresa Jansen, daughter of a dancing-master at
Aix la Chapelle. She was born, it is believed, in 1797,
at 72, Dean Street, Soho.]

THOMAS BARDWELL, PAINTER. All the bio-

graphical dictionaries which mention this artist

give the same date foe his death, viz., 1780. I
have a strong suspicion that this date is too late

by thirteen years, although I cannot yet find

positive evidence. Perhaps some of your Norwich
correspondents may be able to settle the question.
I have a reference but am, unfortunately, unable
to verify it to a Norwich newspaper, either the
Norwich Mercury or. Norfolk Chronicle of 1767,
in which his death is announced as having occurred
in September, and his pictures are said to have
been Bold in the following month of the same year.

F. N.
P.S. He painted a portrait of Thomas Martin,

of Palgrave. Where is this 1 It was engraved by
Lamborne.

GLAMIS CASTLE. Is there any light to be had
on the so-called "Mystery of Glamis Castle"?
Murray, quoting Sir Walter Scott, mentions a
secret chamber in the castle, which,

"
by the law or

custom of the family," must only be known to three

persons, the earl, the heir, and a third. The popular
version is that there is some horrible appearance
connected with this secret, which has been visible
for two or three hundred years. I was told the
other day, however, that it had recently ceased.
The question was raised, but not settled, in
' N. & Q.,' 5"> S. iii. As that was twenty years
ago, it may be permissible to raise it again.

B. W. S.

"A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION." Can any of
your correspondents give me the origin of the
phrase,

" A counsel of perfection
"

? It was adopted
as the title of a novel by Lucas Malet (I think),
and is frequently used by leader-writers, essayists,
&o. F. J. DE S.

NIELLO C0p. Can any of your readers giveme information regarding the niello cup (date end

of the fifteenth century) ? I have an engraving of

this cup, and should be greatly obliged if any of

your correspondents would favour me with an

answer. 0. H. C.

CHARTERHOUSE IN EDINBURGH. I find from
the Burgh Records for 1590 that there had been a

Charterhouse (convent of Carthusian monks, I

presume) in the High Street of Edinburgh. There
is no reference to it in local histories. Is anything
to be found about it anywhere ? JOHN REID.

"OYSTER OF VEAL." This name is given to the

bladebone with the meat on it. Why is it so

called ? Can any one give me a quotation for the

word "
oyster

" in that sense ? JATDEE.

SIN-EATERS. Recently this old custom has been
referred to in a local paper ;

but the rather con-

tradictory illustrations given call for an explana-

tion, which doubtless some reader will be able to

give. It is said that in Upper Bavaria, when a

dead person is laid out, a cake of ordinary flour is

put on his breast, which is supposed to absorb the

virtues of the deceased, the cake afterwards being
eaten by the nearest relatives. In Wales, we are

told, there was, within the recollection of persons

living, the sin-eater. The relatives, in this case,

put bread, cheese, and beer on the breast of the

dead, and the sin-eater disposed of the lot, and

pronounced the everlasting rest of the dead. Here
the sin-eater was supposed to take upon himself

the sins of the departed. This practice is said to

have existed in this neighbourhood in 1851. It

will be interesting to learn if these customs still

exist ; if so, where. The old custom referred to

in Leland's 'Collections' was sin- eating pure and

simple. ALFRED CHAS. JONAS, F.R.Hist.S.

Fail-field, Poundfald, near Swansea.

NAPOLEON'S IMPERIAL GUARD. What was the

numerical strength of this famous body of troops ?

Did it, like the Queen's Household Troops, consist

of cavalry as well as infantry ? I am accustomed
to think of the Guard in the last despairing charge
at Waterloo, when, as Victor Hugo says,

'
L'his-

toire n'a rien de plus emouvant que cette agonie
eclatant en acclamations," as infantry.

" Les hauts

bonnets des grenadiers de la garde," seem like a

description of infantry soldiers. Besides, both

Victor Hugo and Scott speak of the Guard in

"squares" "Quelques cane's de la garde":
" These threw themselves into squares, and stood

firm." Cavalry, I think, do not "form square."

Still, part of the Guard may have consisted of

cavalry. Was not the Imperial Guard a later

development of the corps of Guides ? Had Napo-
leon III. an Imperial Guard ?

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

ELECTRIC LIGHT IN THE THEATRE. Lately I

have read
' El Fruto de la Deshonra,' by Miguel
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Ulloa, a drama which was first produced on

September 23, 1880, in the Teatro Payret, Habana
In the author's directions concerning the staging
of a certain scene is the following :

" Al abrir la:

vidrieras penetra un rayo de luz ele"ctrica qu
atraviesa la escena, d. imitacion del sol," which ma]
be translated : "On opening the windows then
streams forth a ray of electric light that crosses the

scene, in imitation of sunlight." Assuming tha*

the electric light was used on the date mentioned
are any earlier instances known of its being
utilized for stage effects ? W. W. DAVIES.

BASEL UNIVERSITY. Freeman mentions, in a
letter written November 11, 1871, that at Base'
he was shown a list of the students in that univer-

sity during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,
and that "

It was curious to see," he said,
"
many

English names during the persecution under

Philip and Mary but after Elizabeth comes to
to the Crown, the English names stop" (Dean
Stephens's

'

Life and Lett, of Edw. A. Freeman,'
ii. 19). Among these names he mentions Sir

Francis Walsingham, Sir Francis Knollis, Bishop
Bale, and Bishop Pilkington. Has this list ever
been printed ? If it has not, some wanderer in

Helvetia might spend his time well in making a

complete catalogue of these English exiles, with
dates if they are given, and sending it for publica-
tion in ' N. & Q.' K. P. D. E.

BIRD NAMES. Can you tell me if any one has
collected the modern and ancient names for the
various species of birds in Europe and N. Asia ?

This is, of course, a branch of a wider subject
the specific names of all animals and plants.

T. WILSON.

MARY PONTIFEX. I have a sampler,
"
Mary

Pontifex, her work, aged 15, 1760." I shall be

glad of any clue to her baptism. She married,
1763, at Iver, Bucks, Edward Goldwin, and was
buried at Burnham, 1782, "aged 42 [sic]."

A. C. H.

_

" HEART or HEARTS." Can any of your readers

give the history and meaning of the phrase
" heart

of hearts"? It occurs in most of the best writers
;

but at the moment I can refer to only two good
instances, viz., Wordsworth's 'Ode to Immortality'
and Browning's 'Bifurcation.

1

Is it not a mis-

quotation of Hamlet's "heart of heart"?

Give me tbat man
That is not passion's slave, and I will wear him

r In my heart's core, ay, in my heart of heart.

This is sense; but "heart of hearts" seems

nonsense, implying that a man possesses a number
of hearts. K. C. POULTER.

[The Latin phrase is "Cor cordium."]

LEITCHTOWN AND GARTDK ARMS. What are

the arms of these families of Grahams ? Do they

resemble those of the Earls of Menteith ; and, if so,

how are they differenced ? Graham of Esk carries

Menteith without difference. Is he entitled to do
so? He claims from Sir John with the Bright

Sword,who, MR. EASTON says, left no issue.

SANS CHANGER.

[See 6* S. viii. 288; 8th S. viii. 134, 150, 162.]

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
The owl is abroad, and the bat and the toad,
And 80 is the cat-a-rnountain,

The mouse and the mole are both in their hole,
And the frog peeps out of the fountain.

They have somewhat the ring of " Hare Ben Jonson."

The cat-a-mountain is, I suppose, the wild cat, now
supposed to be extinct in Great Britain, but common
enough in the sixteenth century.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

[The lines are in Jonson's '

Masque of Queens,' The
third line should be

The ant and the mole sit both in a hole.]

Consider, Man, how great thou art,

Thy Will is thy Redeemer.
RICHARD FREE.

CHURCH REGISTERS.

(8
th S. vii. 382 ; viii. 13, 56, 95, 173.)

MR. PHILLIMORE comes to the conclusion, as

no doubt most of us have done, that any general

printing of parish registers in England is hardly
to be hoped for, and counsels the direction of

effort in regard to such registers within smaller

and more practicable limits. May I have space to

describe very shortly what I have done with the

registers of this parish? They commence with

1561, and are complete from that time to this.

The parish is purely agricultural, and during the

greater part of the time has been probably as

nearly stationary as a parish could be. The fol-

lowing table shows the baptisms, marriages, and

burials in the parish in four successive periods of

,wenty years, each period a century apart :

Twenty years
ended
1580
1680
1780
1880

Baptisms.
. 176 .

. 254 .

245 .

381

Marriage?
37
31
65
61

Burials.

92
228
217
231

The population in 1891 was 617 ; in 1831 it was

556. The figure has probably varied little for the

ast two centuries at least. It would be BO great

undertaking to print our registers in full, but the

'unds for such a printing are not likely to be

orthcoming, and our case would be especially one

if those to which MR. PHILLIMORE points, where
( the vast majority of entries would interest no

>ne, and be names of persons who could never be

dentified." I have, however, done in regard to

hese registers what I think should not be without
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use or interest, though, so far as I know, it has

never been done elsewhere. I have gone through
them and made a list, in alphabetical order, of

every surname that occurs in them, distinguishing
the more important variations of spelling, and

showing by a very simple tabular arrangement in

which successive decade for 300 years each name
occurs or does not occur. No attempt has been

made to distinguish between baptism?, burials,

and marriages. But this index does show at a

glance whether any family of a given name was
here and left its trace in our registers in any given
decade. It shows, also, what the fully printed

register itself would not show without much
labour, namely, by running the eye from left to

right across the columns, how long the several

families continued ; and this is of very curious in-

terest. Some names, and those very distinctive

and characteristic, run with hardly a break through

every decade of the three centuries ; these are

names mostly of the labouring classes. Some that

had been common names here before the Reforma-
tion flourish into the beginning of the seventeenth

century and then quite disappear. Some rise in

the middle period, are here for a hundred years
or more, and then are found no more. Some after

a break of several decades reappear, as if descend-

ants had come back to the home of their fathers.*

Or if we run our eye vertically down one of the

columns we see what families were here at the same

time, who was neighbour to whom, and what the

possibilities of intermarriage.
The preparation and production of such an

index is, of course, a very small work compared
with that of printing a register, t and I cannot

help thinking that any parish that possessed one
would have the thanks of any searcher who without
other clue could have the use of it.

I hope to produce the one which I have described
in a volume of memorials of this parish which I

have in an advanced stage of preparation.
EGBERT HUDSON.

Lapworth.

MR. PHILLIMORE thinks it would be useless to

print
"

selections
"

from registers, and as an
alternative scheme he proposes that the marriages
should be done fully, leaving the baptisms and
the burials to look after themselves. It may be,
as he thinks, quite possible that the genealogist
does not exist who possesses adequate knowledge
for editing "selections"; but surely if a scheme
of "

selections
"

were carried out, no one would
propose to burden the editor with the responsibility
of deciding what "

sslections
" were essential and

what were non-essential. In the compilation of a

* Many names appear once or twice only; these were
probably the strangers within our gates.

f The total number of surnames that occur in the
period is 967.

huge dictionary we proceed on the co-operative

plan, different men being responsible for different

classes of words. If the registers throughout the

country were systematically taken in hand by
antiquaries thoroughly conversant with the his-

tories of their districts, there can be no doubt

that "
selections

" could be made which would be
neither misleading nor incomplete. Take the case

of Fulham. During the past ten years I have

made the history of this parish a careful study,
and I am naturally familiar with every name of

interest in any wise connected with it. I have

systematically searched the registers for baptisms,

marriages, and burials from 1675 (when they

begin) to the present date, with the result that I

have filled five thick note-books, the whole con-

tents of which I have indexed, so that a certain

name can be turned to in an instant. Where, of

course, I have selected a name for inclusion, I

have made a point of noting every occurrence of

that name. I doubt if I have omitted a single
name of any real interest or importance. Why
might not a similar course be adopted with regard
to other parishes whose registers are still un-

printed? The contents of my "selections" are

certainly less in bulk than the marriages from

1675 to 1895 taken en bloc, and, for all conceivable

purposes, vastly more useful. If such a society
as MR. FRY proposes takes practical form, my own-

labours in connexion with Fulham should be at

its disposal. I quite agree with MR. PHILLIMORE
that it is perfectly hopeless to ever think of print-

ing our registers in their entirety, but, on the

other hand, I hold that a system of selection, in

competent hands, would be vastly to be preferred
to one for printing the marriages alone.

CHAS. JAS. FERET.

By Canons Ecclesiastical .of 1603 (Ixx.) it is-

directed that

" in every parish church and chappel Within this Realm,,
there shall be provided one parchment book at the charge
of the parish, wherein shall be written the day and year
of every Christening, Wedding and Burial which has
taken place in the parish. For the safe keeping of the
said book, the Churchwarden;), at the charge of the

parish shall provide a sure coffer, with three locks and

keys, one to remain with the Minister, and the other with
the two Churchwardens severally, eo that neither shall

at any time take the book out of the said coffer; also

upon every Sabbath-day the Minister shall enter the
names of all persons christened, married or buried, with
the necessary dates. The Churchwardens are required
once in every year, within a month of Lady-day, to

transmit to the Bishop of the Diocees, or his Chancellor,
a true copy of the names of all persons recorded in the
Church book, during the previous year, with the dates of

every such christening, marriage and burial, to the end
that the same may faithfully be preserved in the Registry
of the said Bishop, and in default certain legal proceed-
ing may be instituted."

Has this canon ever been repealed ] I think

not ; and if not, why do not the bishops insist on
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the transmission of the yearly returns ? What an

opportunity has been lost of collecting in every
cathedral city a valuable body of information !

Such collections would act as a preventive against

fraud, and could be consulted in case of loss by
fire, damp, or other accidents, to which the original
documents are, more or less, at all times exposed.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

ROMAN ROADS (8
th S. viii. 104, 251). As a

contributor to
' N. & Q.' I remonstrate, or protest,

against the form of communication which this

contentious case appears to be bringing in. At
1" S. i. 2 the nature of the new work, of which

there was a prospectus, which I have not by me,
but of which at this interval there may well be a

reprint, has this statement of itself. It is for the

insertion of "Notes relating to all subjects but

such as are, in popular discourse, termed either

political or polemical." If the subject of
' Roman

Roads,' of which it is sought to trace the history,
has become a "

polemical subject," it is not more
than one may venture upon to ask the Editor to

insert a notice to the effect that
" communications

upon this subject must now cease." I will not

cite the language of the last communication, but I

think that it is much in excess of the permissible
element in a paper which is for the benefit of those

who take interest in the literature or the history of

things new or old. However earnest in our own
views, we may not forget to be courteous to those

who take an opposite line. ED. MARSHALL.

I really think it a pity that you should fill the

columns of
' N. & Q.' with the long epistle of MR.

WARD. What does it all mean? Richard of

Cirencester (or whatever people have a mind to

name him), or rather his description of Britain, is

an undoubted forgery, and " there 's an end on't."

Unfortunately the peculiar views of some people
are "justified" by Richard, hence the desire to

blind the eyes to the fact that the book is a forgery.
ROBT. BLAIR.

[We agree with the REV. E. MARSHALL ;
the discussion

must now cease. Encouraged by these and other similar

complaints, the Editor will rigorously suppress communi-
cations of the kind of which complaint is made. ]

MART HERBERT, COUNTESS OF PEMBROKE

(8
th S. viii. 207). Mary Herbert, who according

to the '

Dictionary of National Biography
'

was

"probably born about 1555," was the third and

only surviving daughter of Sir Henry Sydney, K.G.,
Lord President of the Council of Wales and Lord

Deputy of Ireland, and of Lady Mary Dudley,
daughter of the famous Duke of Northumberland.
In 1576 she married Henry, second Earl of Pem-
broke, and in A. Collins's

'

Sydney State Papers,' in

which A. H. L. would find much relating to this

excellent lady, there is a letter written by her

father, then Lord Deputy of Ireland, to his brother-

in-law, Lord Leicester, who was the promoter of the

intended match. The Viceroy writes :

"I would ly a Year in close Pryson rather than yt

[the marriage] should breake. But alas ! my derest

Lord, myne Abylyte answereth not my barty Desyer. I

am ppore ; myne Estate, as well in Lyvelod and Move-

able, is not unknown to your Lordshyp, which wantyth
mutch to make me able to equail that, whych I knowe

my Lord of Pembrook may have. Twoo Thousand I.

I confes I have bequethed her, whych your Lordshyp
knowyth I myght better spare her whan I wear dsad,
than one Thousand lyvyng ; and in Troth my Lord, I

have yt not, but borro yt I must, and so I wyll : and if

your Lordshypp wyll get me Leave that I may feede my
Eyes wyth that joyfull Syght of thear Couplyng, I wyll

gyve her a Cup worth fyve hundryth fc Collins's
'

Sydney Papers,' vol. i. p. 88.

It is Robert Dudley's one recorded good deed

that he assisted in providing his niece's meagre

dowry, and he seems after the marriage to have

been almost as constant a visitor at Wilton as Sir

Philip Sydney, who, as is well known, wrote his

'Arcadia,' dedicated to his sister, whilst staying
there.

There is a curious notice of "
Sydney's sister,

Pembroke's mother," in Ballard's 'Memoirs of

Learned Ladies,' which may repay the attention

of A. H. L., and the contemporary letters, so many
of which have now been published, contain refer-

ences to her.

Mary Sydney long outlived her husband, dying
in 1621 at her house in Aldersgate Street. She
had three children, a daughter and two sons.

Lady Ann, the daughter, died young; William,
the eldest, reproduced in his generation many of

the noble qualities of his uncle, Sir Philip Sydney,
and has generally been supposed to be the "W. H.,"
"the sole and onlie begetter" of Shakespeare's
sonnets. He married Lady Mary Talbot, but left

no children, and was succeeded in the earldom of

Pembroke by his brother Philip, Lady Pembroke's

second son, created Earl of Montgomery by
James I., who greatly favoured him, and through
whom the present Earl of Pembroke and the

Herberts of the Carnarvon branch are lineally

descended from Mary Sydney.
In conclusion, I cannot refrain from quoting a

letter of that indefatigable letter-writer and gossip
Sir Dudley Carleton, to his correspondent J.

Chamberlain :

" I do call to mind a pretty secret that the Lady of

Pembroke, hath written to her son Philip and hath

charged him upon all her blessings to employ his own
credit and his friends and all he can do for Raleighs

pardon and tho* she does little good, yet she is to be

commended for doing her best, in shewing veteria

vestigia Flammae. Winchester, Nov., 1603."

WINIFRED BURGHCLERE.

" MADAM "
(8* S. viii. 147). Certainly in the

Northern Counties "Madam" was used as a step

higher than "
Mrs.," and more respectful. I had
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a great aunt, a widow, much respected in her

county, who died in the forties ; she was always
designated as " Madam R."

In Cheshire " Master
"

is used instead of
" Mr."

in the same way. A very wealthy and charitable

relation of mine, much beloved in the place for his

many kind deeds, was always called
" Master

David C.," never "
Mr."; and within the last few

weeks, when I was in Cheshire, I was talking to an
old labourer, who called him by the old name. I

should have been much surprised had he called

him "Mr."
In Surrey the form of address is dying out, as

well as the class, but the yeoman and upper class

of working people, bailiffs, stewards, &c., were

always called " Master." It was used as a term
of respect. B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

In this village the latest use of this title was

just at the end of the last century. Old people
over seventy speak of a certain Madam M ,

about whom their parents told them. Any inquiries
about this family generally produces the answer,
"Ob, you mean Madam M ," as she was
called. So far as the result of my inquiries, this

family over one hundred years ago was of good
circumstances, probably substantial yeomen, as

there seems no record of any family coat of arms.

ARTHUR HUSSEY.
Wingham, Kent.

The following is an instance of the use of this

word in a parish register before 1690. The parish
is that of Colwich, Staffordshire, and the lady was
eldest daughter of Sir Charles Wolseley, Bart.,
Lord of the Manor of Wolseley and Bishton, in

that parish :

"
September 3, 1675. Willm the son of Robert Somer-

vill Esquire by Madam Eiizbth his wife was borne on the
second day of this September, and was baptised the third

day."

This entry is of further interest as relating to the

poet Somervile, and correcting a mistake of two
years or more made by his biographers in the date
of his birth. GEO. WILL. CAMPBELL.

6, Clarendon Square, Leamington.

The following entry appears in the Portsea

parish register of burials for the year 1678 :

"
Sept. 24. Mr. Richard Mason, Madam's eldest son."

ALF. T. EVERITT,
High Street, Portsmouth.

4 ' OAKEN" (8
th S. viii. 107, 149). Long before

cheap bread was known in Derbyshire, oaten cakes
were baked in many cottages at the week end in

sufficient quantity to last through the week, though
eome housewives baked twice a week. This was
the "bread" in very many cases for the meals of each

day. Oat-cakes were called "oak-cakes" or " wut-

cakes," "wuts" being the pronunciation of oats

by the broadest tongued Derbyshire folk. I have

heard tell of acorns made into meal and baked as

cakes for food in the hard times at the end of the

last century and the beginning of the present, and
have drunk "

coffee
" made from roasted acorns.

THOS. RATCLIFFE.

Worksop.

This is unquestionably a printer's error. In the

beautiful edition of 'Miscellaneous Poems by
Walter Scott, Esq.,' printed byBallantyne, for Arch.

Constable & Co. and Hurst, Robinson & Co., in

1820, the word is printed oaten. In the eight-

volume edition, printed for the same publishers
and Longman & Co. and John Murray, in 1822,
the word is similarly printed. In Cadell's edition,

with Tamer's designs, the error seems first to have

occurred, and been perpetuated since, possibly by
printing from this edition. The acorn referred

to by Paulinson is that of a species of evergreen

oak, the Quercus ballota, or sweet acorn oak, which

is found very nourishing, and not bitter. The

ordinary acorn is hard of digestion, and has been

found to occasion headaches and colics, and even

for hogs it is wise to use them sparingly. It is

quite certain that, at a time referred to in the

same stanza, when the cellarer had fed
" on ven'son

and maluisiethat morning," and
" the vine of Bor-

deaux "
is mentioned, even the

"
dullest hermit "

would not be content to champ acorns or to grind
them for meal in his quern. JOHN W. FORD.

Under this heading MR. JOHN RADCLIFFE gives
a quotation from a book which he calls

' Adam
and Eve,' the correct title of which is, however,
' Adam in Eden ; or, the Paradise of Plants.

'

Lowndes gives the author's name as Cole, not

Coles. J. H. J.

" RUNNING THE GANTLOPE "
(7

th S. xii. 364 ;

8th S. vi. 398 ;
viii. 33, 179). Perhaps the follow-

ing, from Brady's
'

Varieties of Literature,' may be

worth noting in
' N. & Q.' The author of

' Clavis

Calendaria' seems, in turn, to have derived his

knowledge of the practice from Kendal's ' Pocket

Encyclopaedia
'

(1802). Under the heading
" To

run the Gantlope," he writes :

" A proverbial phrase, commonly expressed to run the

gantlet, and signifying primarily, a certain military

punishment, and figuratively, the passing through diffi-

culties. According to the erroneous pronunciation, the

hearer who compares this phrase with that which is

the subject of the preceding article ["To throw the

ganlet "^challenging or defying], is much at a loss to

understand the word gantlet. The real words are these,
' to run the Ghent-race.' Ghent, Gaunt, or Gant, is a

well-known town in Flanders; and loop, in the Belgic,

signifies a race. The gantlope or Ghent-race, so called

because invented at that place, is this : In the land

service, when a soldier is to be punished in this manner,
the regiment is drawn out in two ranks, facing each

other, and each soldier, having a switch in his hand,
lashes the criminal as he runs along, naked from the

waist upwards. In the navy the whole ship's crew is

disposed in two rows, standing face to face, on both sides
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of the deck, so as to form a line, whereby the delinquen
may go forward on one side, and return aft on the other
and each seaman, being furnished with a email twistec

cord, strikes him as he passes."

0. P. HALE.

ARMS OF THE SEE OF CANTERBURY (8
th S. viii

128, 169, 232). The College of Arms is still, as

it always has been, the sole authority in England
with regard to armorial bearings ; consequently the

grant of arms by the Pope to Cardinal Vaughan
is a usurpation of the prerogative of the Earl

Marshal, and is altogether illegal. A. Z.

There is no reason to suppose that the College
of Arms recognizes any "jurisdiction" of "the
Bishop of Home "

in this
"
realm," Any one is at

liberty in these days to assume, by leave of the

Pope or of any other authority, any arms he likes,
whether in good taste or bad. But having assumed

them, he must be ready with his guinea for the

tax-gatherer, who does not trouble himself about
the correctness or incorrectness of the heraldry.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

"K0MFORD SOUPS" (8
th S. viii. 229). Named

after Benjamin Thompson, Count Rumford, some
of whose versatile energies were employed upon
economic cookery. The Linguist, by Daniel

Boileau, originally a weekly paper, was often

reprinted ; the latest edition seems to be 1854. I

have some notes of him and his books.

W. C. B.

The useful but unsympathetic Chalmers prefers
calling him Thompson in the 'Dictionary,' and
there mentions that Count Rumford wrote an essay" On food, and particularly of feeding the poor."
This perhaps will give the information wanted.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

So called, no doubt, after Count Rumford, the

great apostle of domestic economy. See an
account of him and his house in the Brompton
Road, in

' Old and New London,' vol. v. p. 26.

Mus IN URBE.

FREEMASON FEMALE CHARITY (8
th S. viii. 87).

I am not acquainted with MRS. GAMLIN'S print
of 1802 ; but she may possibly obtain some assist-

ance in tracing the portraits by consulting
'
Pietas

Londinensis : The History of the Various Public
Charities in or near London,' by Anthony High-
more. Esq., solicitor, published in 1810. Vol. i.

p. 828 will furnish her with the names of the

patrons, trustees, and officers at that date.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Eoad.

GOLDFINCHES POISONING (8
tb S. viii. 89, 154).

The same belief prevails in Derbyshire, where

formerly whole broods of young song-birds were
taken just as they were fledging, put in cages, and

hung near the places where the nests had been.

Very often the young birds died, and this was
attributed to the parents bringing them food of a

poisonous nature, when, after many flutterings and

attempts to get them out, the old birds found that

it could not be done. The more probable cause of

death is that the old birds
" saked "

(forsaked) the

young ones when thus confined. I have, however,
known old birds continue to feed their young when
thus confined, and I have known whole broods

droop and die poisoned, as the believers said, by
the old ones because they could not liberate them.

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

THATCHED CHURCHES (8
th S. iv. 89, 178, 253,

455). A correspondent in the Church Times

(13 Sept.) mentions Acle Church, in Norfolk, as

having a thatched roof. Burgh St. Margaret
Church, situated on the main road midway be-

tween Norwich and Yarmouth, is also thatched.

HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

" DOES YOUR MOTHER KNOW YOU *RE OUT ?
"

th S. viii. 4, 35, 153.) The saying occurs in a

parody on ' Alonzo the Brave ':

My friend, who are you 1 What 's your business, I pray 1

Is your mother aware you are out ]

The parody is a political squib, commencing :

A noble so bold, and a Premier so bright,
Conversed as they dined with the Queen.
They bowed to each other in manner polite :

Earl Durham the Brave was the name of the knight,
The Premier was Melbourne, I ween.

It dates somewhere about 1838-41. Can any of

your readers indicate the author ?

ALEX. BEAZELEY.
Thornton Heath.

This saying is of older date even than "the

early forties," to which MR. THORNBURY ascribes

t. I remember it well as a boy at the Charter-

house (which I left in 1840). It formed part of

a slang song, of which, after fifty-five years, I can

recollect only one stanza :

I keeps my 'oss, I dresses well,

But, vene'er I drives about,
The cry is,

'' Ho ! my precious svell !

Does your mother know you 're out ?
"

E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

Boiom'a 6s, Lat. Boeoiica sus. Compare 8th S.

viii. 153. Will the contributor who takes this pro-

erb as the representative of those which are diffi-

cult to trace make these references ?
TYs Boiom'a

occurs in Pindar,
'

01.,' vi. 152, yvdvai T' TTT',

a/o^atov 6'vciSos aXaOecriv Adyots el <evyo/*V,
Boiamai/ iTv. See Bockh's note, comparing
YEeineke's Menander, 'Incert.,' 249. Schottus,

n 'Adagia sive Proverbia Graecorum,^ Antv.,

1612, p. 387, has this note on Boiom'a vs, "Ori-
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ginem narrat copiose Pindari interpres, in '

Olymp.'
et ex eo Erasmus, chi). i. cent, x." Suidas notices

it, from whom Schott takes it.

ED. MARSHALL.

' FRANKENSTEIN '

(8
th S. vii. 485 ; viii. 135).

The alternative title of this work is, as your corre-

spondent suggests, 'The Modern Prometheus,' the

very key-note, without which the meaning of the

dreadful story would he lost. The edition in

which my first acquaintance with it was made was
one of the

" Standard Novels "
published by

Bentley, and I can remember, even at this distant

period, the horror and alarm experienced by me on

its perusal, and particularly at the frontispiece,

which depicted the monster coming into life, when
the author of his being says :

" I saw the dull

yellow eye of the creature open, and rushed from

the room." He, immediately after his creation,

like the ghost of Hector, who drew Priam's curtains

in the dead of the night, pays a visit to the bedside

of Frankenstein, called Victor. The monster

murders the father, mother, brother, friend,

and wife of Frankenstein, who persistently resists

his importunity to make for him a helpmeet. The
idea seems to have been borrowed from Horace :

Pertur Prometheus, addere principi
Limo coactus particulam undique

Desectaii), et ineani leonia

Vim stomacho apposuisse nostro.

'Carm.,' lib. i. xvi.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

It would be interesting to compile a list of the

well-known writers who have made the mistake

your correspondents note. Among them would
be Mr. Gladstone, who, in an account of his visit

to Sicily in 1838, published in Murray's
' Hand-

book for Travellers in Sicily' (edition of 1864,

p. xlvi), writes of the mules that "
they really

seem like Frankeusteins of the animal creation."

ALFRED F. BOBBINS.

FREDERICK JOHN ROBINSON, FIRST EARL OF
KIPON (8

th S. viii. 187). It is, perhaps, scarcely

necessary to say the invention of the nicknames
mentioned by your correspondent is due to William
Cobbett. The forerunner of the sobriquet

" Pro-

sperity Kobinson" appears to have been "Pro-

sperity Fred"; for although the former name is

generally referred to, the latter, if we are to

accept the authority of one of Cobbett's biographers,
was the original. In the '

Biography of William

Cobbett,' by the Eev. John Selby Watson, we learn

that the name was first used by Cobbett in a paper
which appeared, among the many other satirical

issues from his pen, in the '

Register '; and in this
" the Earl of Bipon, then Mr. Robinson, was satir-

ized for his financial proposals and promises, under
the name of

'

Prosperity Fred.'" Unfortunately
for the purpose of the query, Mr. Selby does not

give a reference to the date of publication of the

paper to which he refers the inception of this, one
of the most pithy of Cobbett's epithets ; but from
the periodic headings of the pages of the work it

would appear to have been some time between the

years 1822 and 1826. The circumstances which
led to the coinage of the name by Cobbett are

probably known to most readers ;
but it may be

interesting to quote the following, from Wheeler's

'Noted Names of Fiction,' where, under "Pro-

sperity Robinson," we read :

" Just before the commercial crisis which occurred in

1825, he boasted of the great prosperity of the country,
derived, he said, from the vast number of joint-stock

companies, which, he argued, showed a superabundance
of wealth. The general financial distress and ruin which
occurred shortly after, and which amounted to almost
national bankruptcy, proved the fallacy of the chan-
cellor's opinion ; whereupon Cobbett gave him the

solriquet of
'

Prosperity Kobinson.'
"

It would seem, then, that some time during the

year 1825, or thereabouts, must have been the
time when the nickname was bestowed by Cobbett
on the then Chancellor of the Exchequer. But a
little research in the pages of the

'

Register
'
for that

or the following year would probably settle the

matter.

As to the second of the nicknames, Mr. Selby,
I regret to say, gives no information ; but there is

a reference thereto in Wheeler's ' Noted Names of

Fiction,' where it is given
"
Goosey Godericb."

Here we are informed the sobriquet
" was given

by Cobbett to Frederick Robinson (created Vis-

count Goderich in 1827, and Earl of Ripon in 1833),
on account of his incapacity as a statesman."

Wheeler gives no particulars as to when and where
the epithet was first made use of ; but it will be

interesting to observe the slight difference between
the name as given by him and that which is quoted
by your correspondent. C. P. HALE.

Doubtless not the earliest, but a good example
for quotation, is Sydney Smith's mention of

" dear

Goody, and dearer Gladdy," in his '

Fragment on
the Irish Roman Catholic Church '

(1845).
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

Hastings.

WELSH PLACE-NAMES (8
th S. vii. 421, 515

viii. 85). The following etymology of the second
name mentioned by MR. BOUCHIER may be

amusing, if not edifying :

"
Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgerchwyrnbvvllgogerchwyrnb -

wllllandisiliogogogoch. It is tbe first station in Anglesea
past the Menai Bridge. Like all old place-names, it is of
a descriptive character. The first part, Llanfairpwll-

gwingyll, is probably the correct name of the place, and
means ' Saint Mary's white hazel pool '; the church

being dedicated to St. Mary, and doubtless stood by a

pool shaded with white hazels. The latter portion seems
to have been the addition of some Cambrian humourist.
The Times commissioner, in 1843, was making inquiries
during the ' Rebecca's daughters

'

riots, and on asking
the name of this place received the entire length for
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ocky
Annual, yol.ii. p. 535.

In the summer of 1875 I was travelling with a

party in South Wale?, and our "boss" never dared

trust himself to ask for a ticket at the railway

stations, but used to write the name in " uncial
'

letters and show it to the booking clerk.

ATEAHR.

The names MR. BOUCHIER gives are amusing

enough (some of them, at least) as they appear in

his newspaper cutting. Properly spelt they are no

stranger than many English place-names woulc

appear to one ignorant of their meaning.
" Llan-

fairycumma
" I take to be meant for Llanfair-yn-

y-cwinmwd ;

"
Llanfitrangellmsilwy

"
for Llanfi-

hangel Tynsylwy ;

"
Llanfitrangelessifiog

"
for

Llanfihangel Eaceifiog. Thus corrected these

names are no more appalling than (say) Bourton-

on-the-water, Steeple Bumpstead, or Sutton-under-

the-white-stone-cliff, to which they are, in cha-

racter, akin. C. 0. B.

THE MOON AND THE WEATHER (8
th S. viii.

226). The following "jingle" was recalled to

the memory of ELLCEE, a contributor to
' N. & Q.,'

by some remarks made by Sir W. Thomson at a

meeting of the British Association :

The moon and the weather

May change together ;

But change of the moon
Does not change the weather.
If we 'd no moon at all,

And that may seem strange,
We still should have weather
That 's subject to change.

See 'Sir W. Thomson: The Moon and the

Weather' (6
th S. vi. 246). CELER ET AUDAX.

PHILIP IF. OF SPAIN (8
th S. viii. 145, 196, 229).

COL. HARCOURT says that Philip II. was "
so

urgent about extreme unction that he was anointed
with the holy oil about a fortnight before he died."
For that matter, he might have been anointed a

month, or two months, or longer, before he died.

Last year I anointed two Catholics, one of whom
lived eight, and the other six weeks after receiving
the Last Sacraments. GEORGE ANGUS.

St. Andrews, N.B.

GRACE CCTRRAN (8
th S. viii. 168, 236). About

twenty years ago I was told that Mrs. Sturgeon's
remains were brought home and interred near New-
market, co. Cork. My informant stated that on
the tomb was a quotation from " She is far from
the land." Could any reader of

' N. & Q.' verify
this 1 ALFRED MOLONY.

HOPS (8
th S. viii. 125). With reference to the

interesting extract given by MR. EDWARD J. L.
SCOTT from the muniments at Westminster Abbey,

I should feel particularly obliged if he would be kind

enough to supplement it with a translation. Several

words in it to me, at least present difficulties, or

leave me more or less uncertain as to their English

equivalents, e.g., cumba, solidatus, grutum; and
the word transcribed as "hops" would almost

appear to be (equally with cumba), the name of

some measure. Is it entirely wrong to understand

"xx hops [sic] de brasio et x de gruto, et iij cumbas

avene," as meaning "20 measures of malt, and 10

of the same measures of oatmeal, and 3 coombs of

oats
"

I

As to the date of the earliest mention of hops
in England ; on the one hand, Chambers's '

Cyclo-

paedia
'

(1779) states that hops (meaning probably
the cultivation of them) "were first brought into

England from the Netherlands in the year 1524
;

they are first mentioned in the English statute book

in the year 1 552, viz., in the 5 & 6 Edw. VI. cap. 5 ";

and the modern '

Encyclopaedia
'

of the Brothers

Chambers (1890) adds that "for some time after

hops began to be used in brewing, a strong pre-

judice existed against the innovation ;
and Parlia-

ment was petitioned against hops, as
' a wicked

weed that would spoil the taste of the drink and

endanger the people.'
" On the other hand, I have

a note that
"
in the ' Herbarium '

of Apuleius (A.D.

1050), the hop (hymele) is said to have been put in

the usual drinks of England on account of its good

qualities." I should be glad if some reader, better-

off for books of reference than I am, would kindly
tell us who this eleventh-century Apuleius was ;

and also, if possible, verify the statement and give

us his exact words. My own note is only at

second hand. JOHN W. BONE, F.S.A.
Sherburne Lodge, Birkdale.

P.S. From Phillips's 'Dictionary of Bio-

graphical Reference
'

there appears to be some

account of this Apuleius in the ' Nouvelle Biog.

Ge'ne'rale
'

(Didot Freres, 1852-66) ; but the nearest

copy to me is unfortunately twenty miles away.

"DICTATE" (8
th S. vii. 247; viii. 98).

Hear from their lips the vilest nonsense fall,

Yet think some heav'nly spirit dictates all.

J. Wolcot,
' The Lousiad,' canto i. subfinem.

F. 0. BIRKBECK TERRY.

'KALEVALA' (8
th S. viii. 88, 156). Does not

MR. PLATT make rather bold in declaring that the

usual pronunciation (accentuation, should it not

36 1) by English men of letters of this name is in-

correct 1 I can assure him that Italians and French-

men pronounce it precisely as do the English. It

s true we are too often fated to bungle over

breign words of even fewer than four syllables.

!n this instance our information about the word

las come direct from a smart dynasty of scholars,

and I believe our pronunciation to be as nearly as

possible correct.

According to MR. PLATT, his Finnish friend
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"
always accents it on the first and last syllables,"

thus, Kalevala; and his Finnish friend must

know. If this is so, I dare to think the gentle-

man in question is attempting to establish a

monopoly in the word. It would be interesting to

hear his versions of certain other fine polysyllable

words whose trochaic tendency so beautifully em-

phasizes the natural metre of the Finnish language

throughout this so-called, and miscalled, epic of

the Finns, such as Joukahainen, Luotola, Matka-

teppo! How, indeed, could the word KaUcald
fit into any part of these trochaic poems ?

I will leave thee now for ever,
Leave thee and thy magic singing,
Will return to Kalevala,
To Wainolu's hearths and meadows.

The manner of accentuation of Kaleva, hero, should

be Ku-Uva ; that of Kalevala, Kale- va la.

ST. CLAIR BADDELET.

"MUGGLESWICK" (8
th S. vii. 449 ; viii. 78, 116)

As I suggested in my former note, the pro-

bability is that the first part of this word is a

proper name. In such cases it is, of course,

impossible to go further. Is such a form as

Muglan-wic or Muglen-wic traceable 1 It may be
a genitive. The -wic, of course, needs no ex-

planation. CHAS. JAS. FERET.

MOTTO OF THE ORDER OF THE THISTLE (8
th S'

viii. 227). "Lacesset" is said to be the oldest

form j see
' N. & Q.,' 6th S. vi. 320, 493.

W. C. B.

To settle this
"
by authority

"
may be difficult ;

but Sir George Mackenzie, of JRosehaugh, Knight,
in his 'Science of Herauldrie,' 1680, in the plate
of "Scotland's Herauldrie," the motto on the arms
of Scotland and also round the jewel of the Order
of the Thistle is "Nemo me impune laccesset."

GEO. CLULOW.

Laccssit is given in the '

Encyclopaedia
Heraldica,' by William Berry, fifteen years register-

ing clerk to the College of Arms, London, in the

letterpress of vol. i,, and again in the illustration

plate cxi. vol. iii. ; also in Kearsley's
'

Complete
Peerage,' 1794. EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

The motto " Nemo me impune lacesset
"

(attri-
buted to Buchanan) is found on the Scottish coins

struek in the years 1579 to 1594 ; after the latter

date lacesset is altered to lacessit. Sir William

Segar, in his MS. work on '

Collars,' circa 1600

(pub. 1823), under "Collar and Device of the
Thistle or Burr," gives lacesset; and Nisbett, in
his 'System of Heraldry,' uses the same word
As to the authoritative spelling, I must leave that

to others, but will give the opinion of Sir N. H.
Nicolas, who says that "'Nemo me impune
lacesset' is certainly a most appropriate epigraph
in reference to the Thistle," evidently agreeing

with Sir George Mackenzie (' Science of Heraldry,'

L680), who makes the following quaint remark :

''Nemo me impune lacesset' is the ancientest

Devise now upon record and all praise it as very regular
and pretty. But some think it ought to to Lacessit,

>ecause the present time shows best the nature of the

thing, yet Lacesset has more of the daring and Gallantry.'

JOHN RADCLIFFE.

COLNE PRIORY (8
th S. viii. 248). Colne Priory

was in Essex, and first founded by Aubrey de Vere
soon after the Conquest. It was a monastery of

Benedictines, dedicated to St. Andrew, and was

subject to Abingdon. In Steven's addition to

Dugdale's
' Monasticon

'

it is stated that

"a little before his death, Aubrey, the founder, took

upon him the Habit of Religion in this his own House,
wherein he dy'd and was here buried."

Camden's ' Britannia' says,
" Of the thirteen Earls of Oxford buried at Earls Coin

there remained in Weever's time eiszht monuments;
there are at present only three, removed from the Priory
at the Dissolution into the Parish Church The Priory
Church stood at the bottom of the hill : its site ia

occupied by the offices of the Priory house, which was
inhabited and modernized in this century."

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield Park, Reading.

The parish inquired for is one of four contiguous

Colnes, lying along the upper part of the river of

that name in North Essex. They are distinguished

respectively by the prefixes Wakes, Earls, and

White, and the suffix Engaine, from their different

manorial lords. In Earls Colne the De Veres had
one of their chief mansions, and Aubrey de Vere,
first Earl of Guisnes, and grandfather of Aubrey de

Vere, first Earl of Oxford, founded a Priory of Bene-

dictines there circa 1100, in the church attached

to which thirteen out of the twenty earls of that

line are buried. Of the priory very slight traces

remain. Three of the tombs are preserved in

the mansion erected on its site, but the founder's

tomb has disappeared. The tomb of the fifteenth

earl is still existing in the church of Castle Hed-

ingham, six miles distant, where the fine keep of

the principal castle of the De Veres stands intact,

GEO. RICKWORD.
Colchester.

The place referred to is Earls Colne, in Essex.

Though the priory church has long since dis-

appeared, four tombs of the De Veres remain in a

cloister built for their reception by the late Mr.

Carwardine, of the Priory House. Earls Colne is

a picturesque village on the river Colne, about

eight miles from Castle Hedingham, which was
the principal seat of the great Earls of Oxford,
where one of the finest Norman keeps in England
may be seen. I. C. GOULD.

Colne Priory is at Earls Colne, near Halstead,

Essex, a place called after the De Veres, Earls of
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Oxford, who were lords of the manor here from
the Norman Conquest till 1583. Alberic, or

Aubrey, de Vere founded the priory (Benedictine
before 1100, and afterwards himself took the vows
He and his wife (sister of William the Conqueror)
and many succeeding De Veres, including thirteen

Earls of Oxford, are buried here, and some beauti-

ful effigies in alabaster and in wood remain in

the present priory. Little, if any, trace of the

actual edifice can be found, the present house

being mostly modern. L. B.

POPE JOAN (8
th S. viii. 107, 218). This round

time
on the cards and a mirthful one it was

seel to be common enough some fifty years ago,
and was played on a circular board with com-

partments, haying coloured figures at the sides.

It was said to have originated when the divorce of

Henry VIII. and Catharine of Aragon was pend-
ing, about 1526. Miss Strickland, in her '

Life of

Anne Boleyn,' in the 'Queens of England,' has

the following interesting note upon its origin :

"Pope Julius's game, which was at this time so greatly
in vogue in the court of Henry VIII., was probably the

origin of the vulgar [c] round game called in modern
times Pope Joan. The various points in that game,
such as matrimony, intrigue, pope, and the stops, appear
to have borne significant allusion to tho relative situa-

tions in the royal drama of the divorce, and the inter-

ference of the Pope and his agents in preventing the

king's marriage with his beautiful favourite Ann Boleyn.
In the '

Privy Purse Expenses of Henry VIII.' it is

called Pope July's Game, in evident mockery of Julius II.,
the copy of whose Ireve of dispensation had been lately
procured by Catharine of Aragon as an important docu-
ment in favour of the legality of her marriage with
Henry VIII." Vol. iv. p. 228, 8vo., 1842.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

ROBIN OF RIDSDALE (8
th S. viii. 228). Robin

of Redesdale has been identified with Sir Robert

Hildyard, concerning whom see Poulson's 'Holder-

ness,' ii. 469. The '

Dictionary of National Bio-

graphy,' xxvii. 258, says he was SirWilliam Conyers.
There is an article on Robin of Redesdale, by
Maria Norris, in the Ladies' Companion, October,
1851. W. C. B.

Robin of Redesdale was Robert Hilyard, who
headed a rising of Northern farmers against an

unpopular rent-charge in kind, payable from the
time of King Athelstan, at first to the royal
hounds, I think, and after King Stephen's time
to the hospital of St. Leonards a thrave of corn
from every ploughland. Robin headed fifteen

thousand insurgents, who talked of marching south
and setting the kingdom right. He was defeated

by the Earl of Northumberland, taken prisoner,
and beheaded on the field. The whole matter
seems to have taken up a few months of 1468.
There seems no particular resemblance to Robin
Hood. T. W.

"ABIF" (8
lb S. viii. 228). In spite of MR.

DORE'S certainty, the word does come from the

Hebrew. It is that which is translated in the

A.V. "my father's," though most modern com-
mentators think that the case is accusative, not

genitive, that Hiram or Huram is the workman,
and not the king's father, and accordingly give the
word some such meaning as

" master-workman."
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.

Longford, Coventry.

This is the word rendered "
his father

"
in both

the Authorized and the Revised Version of

2 Chronicles iv. 16, and
"
my father's" in 2 Chron-

icles ii. 13. Luther left it untranslated, regarding
it probably as a title of honour, which it most

likely was. ST. SWITHIN.

MAYPOLES (8
th S. viii. 184). R. R.'s interest-

ing note offers an answer to a question which, so

far as I was aware, had never been asked, for I
should have thought it would be almost as easy
to raise a garland on a pole as it is to hoist a flag.

The maypole at Ovington, Yorkshire, which I

had frequent opportunities of observing earlier in

the century, was not constructed in the manner
R. R. describes, neither is the " restored "

example,
which I saw a few months ago at Naburn, enriched

with grease all over, and by a coveted leg of

mutton near the top. At p. 100 of Edmund F.

King's 'Ten Thousand Wonderful Things' is a

cut representing a maypole at St. Briavel Castle,
Forest of Dean, concerning which it is stated

that it "is about sixty feet high ; about half-way

up is the rod to which it was usual to fasten the

garlands and ribbons." But when May games
were in their vigour, it is probable that the pole
was annually renewed ;

if not, what does Stubbes

mean i quote him via Strutt when he says :

;

Against Maie-day, Whitsunday, or some other time

of the year, every parish, towne, or village, assemble

;hemaelves, both men, women, and children ; and either

all together, or dividing themselves into companies, they

;oe some to the woods and groves, some to the hills and

nountaines, some to one place, some to another, where

;hey spend all the night in pleaaant pastimes, and in

;he morning they return, bringing with them birche

>oughes and branches of trees to deck their assemblies

withal. But their chiefest jewel they bring from thence

s the Maie-pole, which they bring home with great

veneration, as thus they have twentie or fourtie yoake
of oxen, every oxe having a sweete nosegaie of flowers

ied to the tip of his homes, and these oxen drawe
lome the May-poale, their stinking idol rather, which

;hey covered all over, with flowers and hearbes, bound

round with strings from the top to the bottome, and
ometimes it was painted with variable colours, having
wo or three hundred men, women, and children follow-

ng it with great devotion. And thus equipped it was
eared with handkerchiefes and flagges streaming on the

op."' Sports and Pastimes,' p. 352.

The decoration of the exterior of houses by
means of

" birche boughes
" has a very charming

iffect. It may be studied in North Germany at
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Whitsuntide, and on the festival of Corpus Christi

elsewhere, when " birks " and the Catholic faith

flourish side by side. ST. SWITHIN.

GRETNA GREEN (8
th S. vi. 248). May I bring

to the notice of MR. BOUCHIER, if he has not

already read it, an article on ' Gretna Green '

in

the Pall Mall Magazine of September, vol. vii.

p. 144 ? in which it is stated that the name of a

Bourbon Prince of Naples appears in the Gretna

registers. The following is an extract from the

article in question :

" As the Gretna parsons had not enjoyed a liberal

education, and were not well versed in modern languages,
there was a considerable difficulty when foreigners

applied for their services. Once, when the daughter of

a neighbouring country gentleman was riding through
the toll-bar, Murray came out in much agitation and

implored her to assist in marrying two Germans, whose

speech he was totally unable to understand; but the

young lady refused to put her finger in the matrimonial

pie."

CELER ET AUDAX.

BULL-ROARER (8
th S. vii. 7, 98, 158, 258, 334,

457; viii. 12,55, 114, 237). Of course if the phrase
" a lauder of the acted time," which I was foolish

enough to write, were a translation at all of
*' laudator temporis acti," it would be most bald
and inaccurate. But I never meant it for a trans-

lation ; it is not translating to reproduce the

identical Latin words in their English form.
"Balboa was edifying a wall" would be no
translation of

" Balbus muram aedificabat," though
Longfellow did write in the

' Golden Legend
'

the names of all who had died
In the convent since it was edified.

I remember reading somewhere perhaps MR.
TERRY has too about "

expelling nature with a

fork," which is an exact parallel to what I wrote
;

and if MR. TERRY ever looks into the Douay
Bible he will find plenty of such phrases ; it was
a fancy, too, of Neale's in his hymn versions
Also I suppose MR. TERKY, like most peopl^
uses the expression

" that goes without saying,'
which is no translation, though a literal repro-
duction, of " cela va sans dire."

0. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

HAY IN CHURCH AISLES (8
th S. viii. 206).

The following is a cutting from " Ptter Lorn
bard's "

notes in the Church Times of 13 Sept. :

"In reply to 'C. A. L.V query (Aug. 16) the Vica
of Oakham with Langham sends some very interesting
particulars, 'On thp Sunday after the Feast of SI
Peter in each year the floor of this [Langham] churcl
is strewed with grass ; but, unlike the custom at Barrow
den Church, where grass remains six weeks, commencin
with the feast, it remains here only on the feast Sunday
There is a small piece of land in the parish which wa
left for the purpose of supplying the grass for the churc
floor. The origin of the bequest is not known, but i

was faithfully performed, probably for several hundre

ears, until a few years ago, when, owing to the non-
sidence of the minister and the supineness of the

hurchwardens, it was allowed to be retained by those

who had no right to it whatever; the land had always
een held by the sexton for the time being until the
resent official entered on his duties, when the de-
fendant of his predecessor refused to give up possession,

ecauee, as he alleged, it had been in his family for

many years. Its wrongful detention was brought before

be notice of the magistrates sitting in petty sessions at

mpingham, but in consequence of the question of title

>eing raised, they had no jurisdiction. The vicar is

till bent on getting to the bottom of this business.

Similar bequests are attached to other parishes. At
Clee the church is strewn with grass on Trinity Sunday,
when the feast is held, the grass used being mown from
he churchyard. There is a tradition in the parish that

an old lady left a little field from which rushes should
e mown (not grass) for the purpose of strewing on the
loor of the church. The land there has been misap-
ropriated at some remote period, as at Langham. At
)ld Weston, Hunt?, there is about a rood of land, which
s enjoyed by the parish clerk on condition of his strew-

ng the hay from it over the church floor on feast Sun-

lay, and letting it remain until service is ended. At
St. Mary Redcliffe, Bristol, it was the custom to strew
;he church with rushes at the Feast of Pentecost, and to

>ay the clergyman 30s. for preaching three sermons. At

iVrigram, Bucks, there is a small piece of land which
was left for the purpose of supplying rushes wherewith
,o strew the church every year on a feast Sunday. The
loor in Deptford Church was formerly strewed with

;reen rushes and new grass straw at Christmas. At
jlenfield, Leicestershire, there is a piece of land called

Church Acre, the profits of which have from time
mmemorial been enjoyed by the pariah clerk on the con-

dition of strewing the church with new hay on the first

Sunday after July 5. At Middleton Church is a custom

[says Bridges) to strew the church in summer with hay
fathered from six or seven swaths in Ash meadow,
which have been given for this purpose. The rector

found straw in winter. The custom of strewing floors

with rushes, hay, or straw was not confined to churchee.

Peter de Spelman held Brobechurst by serjeantry to

Bnd straw for Edward II.'s bed, and Wm. de Aylesbury
held a serjeantry in Aylesbury to find straw for Edward
I. 's bed, and rushes to strew his chamber and to find a

green gorse when he went to that town.'

"PETER LOMBARD."

See also
'

Rush-bearing Sunday at Ainbleside,'

8th S. ii. 141, 237. CELER ET AUDAX.

It is the custom in Eome, and I have seen it

done in some churches in England, to strew the

floors of churches on great feasts with bay leaves,

which, being trodden upon, emit a sweet odour.

GEORGE ANGUS.
St. Andrews, N.B.

RAIN AT CHERRA POONJEE (8
th S. viii. 267).

Cherra Poonjee, or Cherapunji, is on the southern

verge of the Khasi Hills of Assam, about 250

miles north-east of Calcutta, Ion. 91 40' E., lat.

25 14' N., altitude 4,100 ft. The rainfall varies

greatly in different parts of the station, the average
fall per year is over 500 inches, and for June and
for July about 116 and 131 inches respectively ;

20 inches in one day is not unusual, and on 14 and
15 June, 1876, the reported fall was 63*64 inches,
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i.e., 40'80 and 22'84 inches. Full particulars
will be found in the Quar. Jour. Roy. Meteor.

Soc., viii. (1882), p. 41, and xvii. (1891), p. 146.

G. J. STMONS.

The rainfall of Cherrapoonji is not fabulous, as

a question in 'N. & Q.' would seem to imply.
For the cause of the downpour your correspondent
should consult any handbook of Indian meteoro-

logy. Any ordinary map will show him the

situation. W.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &0.

Bygone Southward. By Mrs. E. Boger. (Simpkin, Mar-
shall & Co.)

THOUGH the close connexion that during many years
bound her to Southwark has been to a certain extent

severed, Mrs. Boger retains the keenest interest in the

district with which her life was so honourably bound up,
and maintains her close study of its history and anti-

quities. Continuing her labours in connexion with

Southward, she has added to what is known as the
' '

Bygone Series
"
a popular and interesting volume upon

'

Bygone Southwark.' Six chapters dealing respectively
with historical Southwark and London Bridge, with

ecclesiastical Southwark, with its literary and dramatic

association, with the local and antiquarian aspects, with

its industries, and with its amusements are followed

by a seventh of " Odds and Ends, Shreds and Patches."

The history of Southwark has, as Mrs. Boger says, to

be written. Many important works dealing with its

antiquities and associations have been published, and
' N. & Q.' from the outset up to the present time is a

mine of information concerning them. Under the

heads of St. Saviour's, Southwark, and St. Mary Overie's

a mass of information will be found in the indexes. In
the case of ecclesiastical Southwark only is the informa-

tion in Mrs. Bogers's volume carried up to date, the

recently
" restored glory of St. Saviour's Church "

tempting the author to carry her investigations and

descriptions beyond the limitations imposed in other

cases. The keen theatrical interest that attends the

Bankside has been dealt with by most writers on the

drama and the stage, and recently and admirably bj
Mr. Fairman Ordish in his

'

Early London Theatres.'

A perusal of Mrs. Boger's volume conveys a feeling
of regret that the remaining indications of this splen-
did and picturesque past are so few and difficult to

trace as to discourage a pilgrimage. The landmarks in

general have, indeed, disappeared before the needs ol

crowding millions, and the last of the old-fashionec

taverns which carried us back to the days of the ' Canter-

bury Tales
' has now vanished and is entirely

"
bygone.'

We have little hope that a statue to Shakspeare shall,

as Mrs. Boger suggests, be put up on the scene of his

triumphs, nor should we experience any great jubilancy
in the notion that such was to be erected. Inside th<

great chu-rch which Mrs. Boger would fain see

cathedral are the few genuine remains of the Southwark
of Shakspeare's times : the name Edmund Shakspeare
cut on the pavement of the choir, and the touching
record in the register of burials, under the date 17 March
1640 :

"
Philip Massinger, a stranger." Concerning the

various aspects of the Southwark of past times Mrs
Boger writes with zeal, knowledge, and affection, am
her book will convey to numbers who were ignoran
before an idea of the great processions which South
wark witnessed and the historical pageants of which

t was the scene. As all travellers from the southern,
oad who came to London were "bound to cross over

londpn Bridge, Southwark is naturally charged with
associations. Upon their marriage at Winchester Philip
nd Mary, though they came by Richmond, disembarked
it the Bishop of Winchester's Stairs, near St. Mary
)verie's Church, and next day passed over the bridge
rom Southwark into London. These and similar pro-
eedings Mrs. Boger accurately describes. Her book

will be prized by the local historian and antiquary, andt
will be read with delight by all interested in London
annals. Its illustrations include views of St. Saviour's
Church and reproductions of the Frost Fair, the Globe
Theatre, the interior of the Swan Theatre by De Witt,.
he old Tabard Inn, old London Bridge, and other spots
if high interest.

AN interesting number of the Fortnightly is again
mainly political or controversial. The lesson of the late
eaction still furnishes matter for reflection.

'
English

[ndustry and Eastern Competition* remains a burning
subject, and ' National Defence ' and '

Foreign Policy
'

are matters that are ever with us. The Dean of Canter-

>ury writes on ' The Asserted Growth of Roman Catho-
icism in England,' yet one more matter with which we
:annot deal further than in saying it is one ef the mani-
festations of reaction with which Mr. Frederic Harrison
ioncerns himself. The most emphatically literary article

in the number, that by Mile. Blaze de Bury on 'Fer-
dinand Brunetiere,' which is exegetical and critical as
well as analytic, may be read with great interest, and i

not wholly convincing. In 'The Expressiveness of

Speech,' Prof. Wallace opens out a wide subject. It

might, indeed, almost be called 'Mouth Gestures and their
Results.

1 Some of the correspondences which the pro-
fessor detects Beem to us, to use his own words,

"
fantastic

imaginings." We are, however, in no position to contest,
and must leave, as does the writer, the matter to anthro-

pologists and philologists.
' A Reverie in Rome,' by

Mr. Alfred Austin, begins with what strikes one as

artificiality, but in the end carries one with it. The
Rome depicted, we may say, is that of the winter of

1862, when French Zouaves were marching along tho-

Via San Gregorio. A much larger space in the Nine-
teenth Century is devoted to literature. Mr. Frederic
Harrison himself though there is a reply from Mr. Mai-
lock to a previous article of his which he will probably
regard as also a challenge, and which will leave no fear
of his being gravelled for lack of matter is, in thia

instance, content with critical functions, and writes

warmly in praise of ' Ruskin as a Master of Prose.' Mr.
Harrison holds what, indeed, few will deny that "

irt

certain qualities, in given ways, and in some rarer passages'
of his, Ruekin not only surpasses every contemporary
writer of prose but he calls out of our glorious Eng-
lish tongue notes more strangely beautiful and inspiring
than any ever yet issued from that instrument." Witb>
this view we, in common with most cultivated English-
men, agree, and we accept, though our own absolutely
favourite passages are not quoted, the instances given of
Mr. Ruskin at his best. By the explanation of Ruskin's-
assonance or consonance we are not wholly convinced.
Mr. W. S. Lilly writes on what he calls the ' New Spirit
in History,' and is very severe, as was to be expected,
upon Froude, who is held to have been congenitally
incapable of critically investigating facts. With much
that is said by Mr. Coulson Kernahan concerning-
Frederick Locker-Lampson we are in accord. We doubt,
however, whether he did indeed elect " to don the cap
and the bells when he might have worn the singing robes'

of the poet." Some of his verse is excellent, and the
' Lines to a Skull,' some of which are given, have mar-
vellous tenderness and humour. We venture to think,
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however, that the man was just the poet he showed

himself, and that poetry, when it i8 there, must come

out. The Duchess of Sutherland gives a picturesque

and thoughtful account of
' In Germany.' Signer Gen-

nadius writes on ' The Proper Pronunciation of Greek.

Lord Playfair advocates a great University for London,

and Mr. Clements R. Markham ' The Need of an Ant-

arctic Expedition,' while Mr. Bent depicts some rough

travelling in
' The Land of Frankincense and Myrrh.'

The Ethics of Translation
'

opens out Macmillan's, and

delivers some sound common sense on the impossibility

of adequately translating certain works. It is held,

"The man who could discover an equivalent in any

tongue for Milton's 'liquid lapse of murmuring streams'

would certainly be a poet; but even then his poetry

would not be Milton's."
' Moll Cutpurse

'
is a vigorous

picture of a virago well known in Shakspearian times.

A touching account of Andrew Hamilton is also supplied.

The Pali Matt gives an account of ' The Friends of

Bobert Lowe, Viscount Sherbrooke,' with portraits of

Lady Sherbrooke, Sir A. Stephen, the Earl of Selborne,

Jowett, and others among the number. The frontispiece

consists of Auguste Flameng's
' Homewards.' ' The West-

minster Bell' has some fine illustrations of London

scenes. Mr. Grant Allen takes ' The Adoration of the

Magi
'
as No. VI. of ' Evolution in Early Italian Art,'

and reproduces admirably some fine pictures.
' The

Follies of Fashion
' has a distinct antiquarian turn, and

may be studied with pleasure and advantage.
' On Bell

Tones
'

is also a subject in which many of our readers

will be interested.
' A History of the last Quarter Cen-

tury in the United States,' by the President of Brown

University, is continued in Scribner's, and is largely

occupied with matters concerning Chinese immigration.

Among the illustrations are several depicting life in

the Chinese quarter of San Francisco. A long and

amply illustrated account of the University of Chicago is

by a gentleman boasting (it is to be hoped) the cherished

name of Robert Herrick. There is nothing lyrical in

his contribution, but it is readable. ' American Posters
'

reproduce many quaint and striking specimens of early

theatrical posters, depicting
" Joe

"
Jefferson, "Billy"

Florence, and others. Mr. G. W. Smalley gives an

account, the result of great personal intimacy, of Thomas
Huxley, and Mr. Lloyd Osbourne describes, with much
interesting detail, the home life of Stevenson at Vailima.

Temple Bar gives an account of ' The Sources of Don

Quixote,' which will aid greatly the student of that

immortal romance. '
Caught Napping

'

deals with poets,

heroes, and others in their hours of repose. A good
account of Ferdinand Hiller includes an account also of

his friends. A parallel between Wordsworth and Carlyle
is not without interest. Mr. Schiitz Wilson sends to the

Gentleman's an account of Sudermann, the dramatist, of

whom he is a great admirer. 'Bonfires in London
Streets' is an antiquarian article of high interest, by
Mr. George L. Apperson, in which the exact origin of

the word is once more popularized. An interesting
*
Chapter in the History of Astronomy

' and an essay
on Pope are also given. Under the title of 'Exit

Roscius,' Mr. Austin Dobson gives, in Longman's, an
accurate and delightfully written account of the last

performances of Garrick. Mrs. Hunt's story of 'Un-

spoken Water,' which is very sad, embodies a curious

and unfamiliar piece of folk-lore. Mr. Walter Herries
Pollock sends some supplementary notes on Marseilles.

Mr. Lang has not a monopoly of ' At the Sign of the

Ship,' in which, explanatorily, Mr. Courthope also has a

hand. Among the many stories in Chapman's Magazine
' The Miracle of the Black Canon

'

is the wierdest. The

English Illustrated supplies a very interesting account of

'Caran d'Ache at Passy,' reproducing many of his

designs. Mr. Grant Allen supplies a customary con-
tribution on ancient pictorial art, entitled ' After Francia.'

Romney's beautiful Lady Hamilton as Spinstress is among
the most striking of the pictures. There is also a
curious account of 'The Steeple Jack." Two papers on
Indian subjects appear in the Cornhill, one entitled
' From Chitral to Gilgit,' a second,

'

Kashmir.' Both are

good.
' Accidents to Birds

'

opens out a new subject in
natural history. Belgmvia has a paper on ' The First
Three Princesses of Wales,' and a description of ' La
Bourboule.'

BREWER'S Dictionary of Phrase and Fable (Cassell
& Co.) is completed, so far as regards what has hitherto
constituted the book. With Part XIV. begins a compre-
hensive "

Bibliographical Appendix," which is likely to
add greatly to the utility of the work. This seems likely
to spread out over two more numbers, and is a dis-

tinguishing feature of the edition. Cassell's Gazetteer,
Part XXV. extends from Haughton to Heytesbury,
and is enriched with a map of portions of Kent and
Sussex. A full account of Hereford and its cathedral
forms a conspicuous part of the contents. There are
numerous illustrations.

'GLIMPSES OF PEEBLES; or, Forgotten Chapters in
its History,' by_

the Rev. Alexander Williamson, F.S.A.
Edinburgh, is just ready, and will be published imme-
diately by Messrs. George Lewis & Co., Selkirk, and
by Mr. H. R. Aliens on in London.

SOME interesting papers, by Mr. J. T. Page, on Step-
ney Church, are being published in the East End News.

to

We must call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith,

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

Contributors will oblige by addressing proofs to Mr.
Slate, Athenaeum Press, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.

J. A. J., Calcutta (' A Dream of Fair Women ').

The allusion is to Margaret Roper, the daughter of Sir
Thomas More, who is said to have removed the head of
her father from a pole on which it was placed as a
traitor's.

BOOKWORM, Paris ("Rice thrown at Weddings").
Rice i?, in this case, supposed to be an emblem of fer-

tility. It is impossible to go further into the question;
but see 4th S. ii. and xii. passim.

CORRIGENDA. P. 237, col. 1, 1. 27, for "evidences"
read residences ; p. 271, col. 1, 1. 10 from bottom, for

"superstitious" read supercilious.

NOTICE.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The
Editor of ' Notes and Queries

' "
Advertisements and

Business Letters to "The Publisher" at the Oflice,
Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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Notices to Correspondents.

FIELD AND BEN JONSON.

The British Muaeum baa a copy of Ben Jonson's
'

Volpone ; or, the Fox,' the 1607 quarto, with an

inscription in the poet's handwriting, presenting

it to John Florio. In one interesting point, not

noticed in the catalogue, it differs from the ordinary

issue. The quarto of
'

Volpone
' was printed in

fours, A to N, with one leaf of ;
but in the gift

copy signature A has an inserted leaf at the end of

the complimentary verses. It contains the follow-

ing, which appears to be unknown :

To the worthiest Maister lonson.

For mee, your Worke or you, most worthy Friend,

('Mongst these vn-aequall'd Men) to dare commend,
Were damnable presumption ;

whose weake flame

Can neither dimme, or light your full grow'n fame :

How can my common knowledge set you forth,

When it wants art, and Art it selfe wants worth ]

Therefore, how vaine (although by you, made one)

Am I, to put such saucy boldnesse on

To send you Verses 1 vainer, to conceiue

You do in my \veake time so much beleeue,

As, that without the forfeit of your owne

Judgement, you 'Id let my pen, with theirs, be showne :

Vnlesse, to haue me touch what they do write,

To giue my lame-blind Muse sound strength, cleare sight.

There' are, whose Playes (nere lik'd) do alwaies passe j

That baus read more, then euer written was;
Will ignorant be of nothing ; euery place

Th' haue scene, or knowe ; who, had they but the grace,

That you do me (me thinkes) would say, your streine

Exceeded Plavtvs, Horace, Virgil's vaine :

Two points they would hit, here ; giue you your due,
And tell the world how many names they knew
Of Poets, and nought else. For, as the poore,
To make one dinner, scrape at euery doore,
Get here a bone, there tainted meate, here bread,
To saue 'hem from the number of the dead ;

Euen so, their Beggar-Muse hence steales a Scene,
Thence begges a speach, & from most Plaies doth gleane,
Till they haue made one : which is like, being showne,
The Prisoners-basket, into which is throwne
All mammock?, fish, and flesh, which but to eye
Or sent, would make all (but the neare-steru'd) die
These I can now dispraise, But, how Muse,
Canst thou prahe him, who hath more worth t' excuse

Tby not-praysing, then thpu faculty to praise 1

His name (long since at highest) none can raise.

Yet he, that couets worthy deedes. doth doe 'hem ;

If nought, but meanes, withstand thee to pursue 'hem;
But, thou that wouldst ore his true praises looke,

First, pray to vnderstand, then read his booke. N. F.

The verses which precede this copy include con-

tributions by Chapman, Beaumont, and Fletcher ;

all contributors sign with initials only. N. F.,
there is little doubt, is Nathaniel Field. He had
acted in two plays of Jonson's before this, 'Cyn-
thia's Revels

'
in 1600, and ' Poetaster ' in 1601.

"Nid Field," Jonson told Drummond, "was his

scholler, and he had read to him the Satyres of

Horace, and some Epigrames of Martial)." Verses

by Field are prefixed to 'The Faithful Shep-
herdess,' initial-signed in the first edition, which

appeared before 1610, and to Jonson's '

Catiline,'

4to., 1611. The lines before 'Volpone 'are thus

the earliest verses yet traced to him ; their modest

tone, not unfitting a young writer who appeared
in the company of famous contemporaries, has

something of the youthful, almost boyish, note

which charms us in his writings. It adds a new
and kindly glimpse to what we know of his re-

lations with Ben Jonson, that the great poet,
amid the homage paid to a brilliant and successful

play, sought the tribute of the young actor who
loved him. PERCY SIMPSON.

"SIR JOHN WITH THE BRIGHT SWORD."
Most heroes of romance have some particular

action of renown credited them, or their names in

some way have become connected with an event

for which there is more or less authentic record ;

but the distinction belongs to the hero of the

Bright Sword of being connected with no event

whatever, and, in fact, of having performed nothing.

Still, he has been handed down for over four

hundred years at least we yet hear of him,

although when and how he first came into notoriety
is part of the mystery. Where or from whom did

Dugdale glean information about him ? When
did the Grahams of Esk, Netherby, and Norton-.

Conyers first take him as the root of their family
trees? Because the sole excuse for his being

brought to our notice is that these families of

Graham of Gartmore, county Perth, aver him to
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have been John Graham of Kilbride, second son

of Malise, first Earl of Menteitb.

The tradition recited is that, for some offence

at court, John of Kilbride betook himself to the

Border, where he became known as
"
Sir John with

the Bright Sword," and was progenitor of the

Grahams on the Border. It is easier to discover

what ground existed for transforming John Gra-

ham of Kilbride into
"
Sir John with the Bright

Sword " than to guess the origin of the hero so

called. It would be interesting to know what
were the feats achieved to dower him with the

romantic and knightly appellation. It is, of course,

possible there existed a person rejoicing in the

sobriqiiet ; but what did he do, who did he defend

and who offend with his blade "
mystic, wonder-

ful
"

? If such a person existed there is nothing

improbable in his having been a Graham, perhaps
of Kirkbride, in Cumberland, in or near the

Graham country ;
it is quite likely, but he was not

the second son of Earl Malise. From the manner
in which the hero is presented to us one is led to

imagine he was the first Graham to make his

appearance on the Border ; in addition to a well-

kept sword he was the founder of the families of

the name dwelling on the Border, or the portion
once called the "Debatable Land." That is the

tradition ; but, as a matter of fact, there were

Grahams of high repute seated on the Border and
district at least two centuries before his time : the

real John of Kilbride, in Perthshire, died 1478.

It is related that Sir Roger Avenel died in 1243,
and was buried next his father in Melrose Abbey.
He left an only child, who married Henry cle

Graham, into whose hands the estates of the Avenels

passed (Armstrong's
'

History of Liddesdale,'

p. 149). The eldest son of Henry, Sir Nicholas

Graham, succeeded to the lands, and to him suc-

ceeded Sir John, his son, who granted the right of

the patronage of the church of Wasterker to the

monks ('Liber de Melros,' vol. i. p. 348). On
14 Dec., 1320, King Robert I. confirmed the gift

('Registrum de Morton,' vol. ii. p. 17, No. 23).

Here we have an undoubted Sir John Graham

dwelling near the Border 150 years before John of

Kilbride is alleged to have appeared as
"
Sir John

with the Bright Sword." From this same family,
no doubt, the Grahams of Gartmore borrowed the

Christian name Nicol, with as little family right
as they and the ducal family of Montrose have to

the name Malise, a distinctly Menteith Graham
name, inherited with their original title, Strathern,
the old earls of which were nearly all called Malise,
one or two Gilbert. Earlier still, in 1219, a
Master Ciprian claimed, versus Robert de Graham,
a carncate of land in Sudichenton, Northumber-

land, as his right whereto Robert had no ingress

except by Robert FitzRoger, to whom the claimant
had demised the land for a term which he said had

expired. Robert came and sought "a view."

They had it. And a day was given them at West-
minster in the quinzaine of Easter (' Coram Rege,'
4 Henry III., No. 4, m. 3, dorso). In 1269
Nicholas de Graham and Maria, his wife, were
summoned in regard to a freehold in Middleton

(Assize Roll, Northumberland, 53 Henry III.),

while ten years later Henry de Graham granted to

the Abbot of Blanchland 5s. yearly, &c.,
"
as in

the charter of Henry, son of Henry de Graham, his

grandfather, which they held "
(Pleas and Assizes

at Werke in Tynedale). His grandfather was

clearly a much earlier Henry than the one who
married the heiress of Avenel. He himself may
have been the person. Among those who swore

fealty to King Edward I. in 1296, the followicg
are some of the Grahams who did so at Berwick-

en-Tweed : Sir Nicol, Sir Henry, John and Pieres.

In the same year a John de Graham is a citizen of

York. The Grahams occupied almost the whole
of the "Debatable Land," and also a portion of

the northern or Scottish side at Prior's Linn and
Cannonbie. They were exceedingly numerous on
the English side of the Border, and by 1592 num-
bered about 500 men ; and the name at that time
was considered the greatest surname on the west

border of England (Archwologia, vol. xxii. p. 168).
A very creditable progeny for John of Kilbride

alias
"
Sir John with the Bright Sword "

in little

over a hundred years !

The first Menteith Graham was Malise, Earl of

Menteith, who died in 1490, son of Sir Patrick

Graham of Illiestoun (Linlitbgowshire) and Kil-

bride (Perthshire), by Princess Euphemia, Countess
Palatine of Strathern, in whose right, or by crea-

tion, he bore the title, which was usurped from
his son Malise. From him down to the present

time, when only one family of them exist, the whole

stock, line and branches, would number nothing
like 500, let alone 500 men, as reputed to be on the

west border of England under the name Graham in

1592. In 1605 a list was sent in to the Council by
the Commissioners for the suppression of offenders

on the Border of 149 men named Graham who were
to be transported to the Low Countries. Among
those mentioned are such considerable personages
as William Graham of Mote and his brother

Arthur ; Richard, son to Walter Graham of

Netherby (this Walter does not figure in the

Netherby pedigree), and Thomas Graham of

Easton. The Commissioners added, "Many of the

said Grahams appear to be poor labourers and
undertenants of the rest

"
(Muncaster Manu-

scripts). But in the midst of these we are liable

to lose sight of John of Kilbride, who is nowhere
called Sir John out of the pedigrees of Esk and
Gartmore. There is no authority for his knight-
hood. The Esk pedigree commences : "Sir John
Graham of Kilbride, younger son of Malise Gra-

ham, Earl of Strathern (see Montrose, Duke of), is

claimed as the ancestor of this and other families
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of Graham belonging to the 'Debatable Land.'"
Then follows Fergus Graham of Plomp, father

of Kichard Graham, Esq., afterwards created a

baronet, &c. On referring to the Montrose

lineage, as requested, the duke disowns any such

descent, placing
"
d.s.p." after John's name. He

left a daughter, however. It is obvious Esk com-
mits a considerable blunder in making this refer-

ence, as it cuts the ground from under their feet,

or, in other words, deprives them of their ancestor.

A pedigree, compiled last century, of the various
claimed descents from John of Kilbride. in the
writer's possession, makes out Fergus to have been
third son of Richard Graham, father of the first

Sir Richard Graham, Bart., of Netherby and
Norton-Conyers, the second son being Col. John
Graham of Westmoreland, the fourth Thomas,
Dean of Durham, and the fifth Sir Richard of

Norton-Conyers. It does not mention Esk. The
Norton- Conyers pedigree is given by that family
as follows : "The Grahams of Norton-Conyers, the
Grahams of Esk, and the Grahams of Netherby,
descend from the same common ancestor

; namely,
Sir Richard Graham of Esk," &e. This is a safe

origin, although old historians, like Dugdale, Nis-

bet, &c
,
do them and Netherby the injustice of

fathering them with the visionary
"
Sir John with

the Bright Sword."

The way the various Border Grahams at the

present day present their pedigrees is neither

edifying nor instructive. The family of Esk go the

length of carrying the Menteith shield as their

arm?, while the motto of Esk, Netherby, and

Norton-Conyers is
" Reason contents me," a devia-

tion from that of Menteith "Right and Reason,"
which, along with the Menteith arms, belongs solely
to Graham of LeitchtowD, in the Stewartry of Men-
teith, heir-male of the earl?, and who have ever
borne them. Sir Richard, first baronet of Nether-

by, was the first Border Graham to assume the
Menteith coat-armour within a blue border and

introducing a crescent ; but at the present day
they do not appear to pretend to them, Esk, how-

ever, using them. The arms granted by William

Harvey, Norroy, in 1553 to Fergus Graham of

the Mote, or Moat, Cumberland, of the same family
as Netherby, have no single figure in common with
those of Menteith, so that the tradition of descent
from John of Kilbride does not appear to have
been " hatched

"
in his day. The Moat arms

were, Barry of six argent and gules, over all an
oak branch proper twigged vert in bend dexter

;
a

boar's head erased argent in sinister point of

chief bar gules, all within a bordure engrailed sable.

I may here add other Graham bearings showing the
boar's head. Patrick Graham in 1292 had the

simple bearing, a chief charged with three escallop

shells, and on either side of the shield a boar's head,
while on the seal of Sir Nicolas, circa 1250, are

several boars' heads. A seal of William Graham

(date unknown) has a boar's head alone, and in 1320
Sir John of Abercorn had a boars head in the

shield, along with the chief and escallops, and
three boars' beads as exterior ornaments or

devices.

To return to John Graham of Kilbride : the
known facts about him are these. He was second
son of Malise, first Graham Earl of Mentieth

; he
became heir of his father on the death of his elder

brother Alexander in England in 1469, while a

hostage in place of his father ; in that year he
received the lands of Kilbride, Perthshire, from

King James III. by a charter under the Great

Seal, dated Stirling, 7 April, upon the resignation
of them by his father

; he married Margaret
Muschett, and died before 1478 without male

issue, but left a daughter who was contracted in

marriage to Malcolm of Drummond (Acta Domi-
norum Concilii). Margaret Muschett had the

terce of the lands of Kilbride after the death of her

husband (original instrument of sasine in charter

chest of the Duke of Montrose). In 1478 Earl
Mails e's third son, Patrick, was infest as his father's

heir, who also predeceased his father, and whose
son Alexander succeeded as second Earl of Men-
teith. Had John of Kilbride been alive in 1478,
or had a son, it would not have been in Earl

Malise's power to have infest his third son Patrick

as heir to the earldom. It is not likely either that

a man made famous by his sword would allow a

younger brother's son undisputed possession of a

rich earldom. Where, too, was any son of bis that

he never claimed his own 1 Then there is the

absolute proof of John of Kilbride's widow entitled

to and enjoying her third of his patrimony, which

patrimony we find later conferred on his youngest

brother, Walter Graham of Lochtoun (Registrum

Magni Sigilli Regnum Scotorum).
There is no room for the slightest belief, from

any conclusion to be arrived at from such evidence,
that John of Kilbride left a son, or that he himself

was "
Sir John with the Bright Sword." Presum-

ing for a moment he had been, in what Mr.

Stodart, author of 'Scottish Arms,' calls a valuable

paper on ' The Debatable Land,' by T. J. Carlyle,
of Templehill, Esq., 1868, it is shown by incon-

testable evidence that he died without legitimate
male issue. There is a point in regard to the

various apocryphal descents from John of Kilbride

which has never before been raised, which is the

right of Graham of Gartmore to deduce himself his

heir-male. As already stated, the tradition is that

John of Kilbride betook himself to the Border,
where he became progenitor of the families of

Netherby, Norton-Conyers, and other Border

Grahams. Now Gartmore is in Perthshire, and

by no stretch of imagination can the centre
_of

a

country be allowed to be its own border ; or, if so,

why Gartmore should take precedence of Netherby
and the others has never been demonstrated.
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Although a fixed ancestor cannot so far be assignee

the Border families, evidence has been abundantly

forthcoming which absolutely denies G.irtmore the

luxury of a descent not alone from John of Kil

bride, but from "Sir John with the Bright Sword/
were he a Graham or a survivor of the Knights o

the Round Table.

WALTER MALISE GKAHAM EASTON.
Carron Hill, Stirlingshire.

KNECHT KUPRECHT AND ROBIN GOODFELLOW,

Hecker, in his account of the
'

Dancing Mania

('Epidemics of the Middle Ages,' Sydenham

Society, 1844, p. 98), quotes a case of the year

1027, which occurred near the convent church o'

Kolbig, not far from Bernburg :

"According to an oft repeated tradition, eighteen

peasants, gome of whose names are still preserved, are

said to have disturbed divine service on Christmas Eve,

by dancing and brawling in the churchyard, whereupor
the priest, Ruprecht, inflicted a curse upon them, that

they should dance and scream for a whole year without

ceasing. This curse is stated to have been completely

fulfilled, so that the unfortunate sufferers at length sank

knee deep into the earth, and remained the whole time
without nourishment, until they were finally released

by the intercession of two pious bishops. It is said that

upon this they fell into a deep sleep, which lasted three

days, and that four of them died ; the rest continuing to

suffer all their lives from a trembling of the limbs."

In a note Hecker says that the priest named is

the same who is still known in the nursery tales of

children as the Knecht Ruprecht. But did the

good priest Ruprecht ever live at all ?

Prof. Ten Brink, dealing with the twelfth cen-

tury ('Early English Literature,' vol. i., 1891,

p. 148), says :

" It may have been in this period, or a little later,

that Woden received the name Robin, which is the
French popular form for the German Ruprecht; the
latter reminds us more vividly of the ancient title of the

god Hruodperaht (i.e., splendid in fame). Robin Good-
fellow corresponds to the German Knecht Ruprecht."

So here we have have a saintly priest trans-

formed into Robin Goodfellow, and Robin, in his

turn, absorbed in the divinity of Woden. Verily
the science of the mythologists is dissolving all our
old beliefs, and leaving us mere shreds and patches
of the "

trailing glories
"
which once clothed a thou-

sand ancient histories. JAMES HOOFER.

THE "FLANDERS CHEST" IN GUESTLINO
CHURCH, SUSSEX. The literary history of this

relic is an example of wonderful vitality. In
1845 we are told by the ' Handbook to Hastings

'

that "
in the vestry is an ancient oak chest

finely carved." In that same year Parker's
'

Glossary of Architecture
'

fully describes the
chest as a "fine example of Flanders chests," and

gives a picture of it. The article at once leaped
into guide-book celebrity, and is admired wherever

Guestling is mentioned in these manuals. The

ubiquitous and discriminating "Murray" says in

1877 that it is "very richly panelled." A sad

catastrophe occurred in 1890, and Guestling Church
was destroyed by fire. The loss of the Flanders

chest in the flames is deplored in Parsons s
' Hast-

ings Guide,' published in 1890. But the Flanders

chest was not so easily killed. The revised
' Handbook to Hastings,' in 1893, carefully states

"in the vestry of the church was formerly an
ancient carved oak chest"; but even the fire was
not fatal to its life, for Mr. G. F. Chambers, in

his
' Tourist's Guide to Sussex,

1

1891, again
assures his readers that "the Church chest, a
'Flanders chest,' is interesting." And so, no

doubt, it will be for many years to come, as a

topographical myth. And what has been its real

history during these fifty years of literary notoriety ?

The present learned rector of Guestling wrote to

me thus in 1893 :

" This has long since disap-

peared ; a much worm-eaten portion of a panel
was all that remained thirty years ago, and this is

not now in existence."

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

POETIC PARALLEL : SPENSER, SHELLEY.

After long storms and tempests over-blown
The sun at length his joyous face doth clear :

So whenas fortune all her spite hath shown,
Some blissful hours at last must needs appear ;

Else should afflicted wights ofttimes despair.

Spenser,
'

Faerie Queene,' V. iii. 1.

Many a green isle needs must be
In the deep wide sea of Misery,
Or the Mariner, worn and wan,
Never thus could voyage on

Day and night, and night and day,

Drifting on his dreary way,
With the solid darkness black

Closing round his vessel's track,

Whilst, above, the sunless sky,

Big with clouds, hangs heavily,

And, behind, the tempest fleet

Hurries on with lightning feet.

Ay, many flowering islands lie

In the waters of wide Agony.
Shelley,

' Lines written among the Euganean Hills.'

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

Ropley, Alresford.

JOHN BUNYAN. Much has appeared in early
volumes of

' N. & Q.' concerning the descendants

of John Bunyan. The following note may perhaps

prove to be of interest. A certain John Bunyan,
jorn about 1748, became an officer of Excise in

or about 1771. In 1776 he was stationed at

Bridport, Dorset, where, on 6 March, 1776, he
eized a horse bearing two casks of 5j gallons

acb, one containing foreign spirits, the other

um, both illegally imported, the owner unknown.
From the official record, in private hands.) (N.B.
?he Excise authorities have preserved no records

"ated before 1789.) W. C. B.
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TEA GARDENS. I was much amused the other

day in looking over an old London guide-book
with this quaint title,

' A New Picture of London
for 1803-4 ; or, a Guide through the Immense

Metropolis.' To see the number of tea gardens in

and around London, our fathers, by the following

list, must have been fond of their Bohea :

"
White-conduit-house is at no great distance from

Sadler's Wells ; this is one of the most agreeable tea

gardens near the metropolis. It is very well frequented,
and the gardens are elegantly laid out. Near Cold-

bath-fields is another tea garden, called Bagnigge Wells,
noted for chalybeate and purging waters. Close to Sad-
ler's Wells is an extremely neat tea garden, celebrated
for its mineral waters. It is called Islington Spa, or

New Tunbridge Wells. Kensington Tea Gardens ; Marl-

borough Tea Gardens, near Sloane Square ;
Union Tea

Gardens, near Ranelagh Gardens; Yorkshire Stingo, Lis-

son Green, New Road
; Jew's-harp Tea Gardens, New

Road
,
Kilburn Wells, Edgware Road ;

Adam and Eve, at

the top of Tottenham Court Road
;
Adam and Eve, St.

Pancras ; Belvidere Tea Gardens, Pentonviile ; Chalk

Farm, Hampstead Road ; Canonbury House, Islington ;

Willoughby's Tea Garden, or Highbury Barn, Islington ;

Horneey Wood House and Tea Garden; Shepherd and
Shepherdess, City Road; Hoxton Tea Gardens"; [Ber-
mondsey Spa, Southwark; Montpellier Tea Gardens,
Walworth ; Sluice House, near Hornsey Wood ; Mer-
maid Tea Gardens, Hackney ; St. Helena Tea Gardens,
Rotherhithe ; Cumberland Gardens, near VauxhallJ.

I have added, in brackets, a few myself, not
found in the guide-book. When I come to cast

my eye over the list, I find not one standing.
The names of some of the public-houses still are

retained, but no longer tea gardens. To quote a
line from one of Shakspeare's sonnets

I summon up remembrance of things past.

They are landmarks, and I trust, with your kind-

ness, will find a resting-place in
' N. & Q.'
WILLIAM TEGG.

13, Doughty Street, W.C.

ROMAN ROADS IN HERTS. I believe that no

archaeological society exists in the county of Herts,
though we have many antiquities in the county,

pre-Eoman and otherwise, which would afford

ample subjects for interesting antiquarian research

to those who could spare the time and trouble for

an annual week's outing. The famous Watling
Street of the Romans, which leaves London by
the Edgware Eoad, and pursues its course through
St. Albans, Towcester, and Shrewsbury, runs
across the western part of the county ;

and the

Ermine Street, which leaves London by Stamford
Hill and Tottenham, passing through Ware, Roy-
ston, and Lincoln, to the river Humber, passes

along the eastern edge of the county. In the

absence of a local archaeological society, I am
obliged to trouble the learned readers of

' N. & Q.'
with an inquiry with regard to this ancient high-
way known as the Ermine Street. From the

large, straggling village of Cheshunt the present

highway winds through the hamlets and villages

of Turner's Hill, Turnford, Wormley, Broxbourne,
and Hoddesdon, to Ware ; but on the Ordnance
Map there is an ancient lane, known as

" a Roman
Road," leading from Ware direct to Cheshunt,
through the village of Hertford Heath, by Elbow
Lane, over Paradise Hill, past the Cheshunt Con-
gregational College. In some parts this way con-
sists of a straight grassy lane of considerable width,
but disused for traffic, and comparatively unknown,
except to gipsies and picnickers. I should like to
ask the local antiquaries whether there might not
be in some of the ancient municipal archives or
libraries of such county towns as Hertford, Ware,
or St. Albans, old maps or records showing the

original line of the Ermine Street from London
to Ware as passing along the now disused lane
referred to. There are many other ancient roads
in this part of the county, also tumuli, earthworks,
and moated burys, or manor houses, the sites of

which date back to very early times, regarding
which antiquarian and historical notes would, I

believe, be of great interest to many of your readers.

E. 0. U.

BLACK FRIAKS' COMMON HALL, LONDON. By
the kindness of Mr. Falconer Madan, of the Bod-
leian Library, the FAMA of former contributions,
I have been permitted to copy, at his suggestion,
the following notice in an old service book (press-
mark Douce M.M. 102), as it may be of interest

to those who investigate the situations of houses

in London :

" Memor. that I William Alman misyr [qu. for Mon-
sieur ?] builded my house in the blake friers' wall, y' is

now callyd the comon hall, in yere of Chrystes incar-

nacyon 1536."

In the upper portion of the page from which
this is taken there are some family notices Cicely
married to William Alman, 1532, with the births

of two daughters and a son, 1533-5. The above

may receive illustration from those to whom the

locality is known, as it is not so to myself.
ED. MARSHALL.

MARISH. It is difficult to see why the Revisers

have retained the antiquated spelling of this word

in Ezek. xlvii. 11, the only place in which it

occurs in the canonical books. Prof. Skeat calls

it a doublet of marsh : but the latter word, though
not modern, has quite superseded the other in

ordinary speech. Marish is adjectival in form,

and was formerly often used as an adjective;

marsh, I believe, has never been used but as a

substantive, the adjective marshy having been

formed from it. In Smith's 'Dictionary of the

Bible' we are told that the spelling is changed
from marish to marsh in the current editions. It

does not appear, however, that this is the case in

the passage in Ezekiel, though we do find marsh

in one of the apocryphal books. This is 1 Macca-

bees ix., where, in our version, that word appears
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to translate the Greek e'A.os in verses 42 and 45,

though the Douay has bank in the former place,
because one of the codices gives a different Greek
word. The Hebrew word translated marish in Ezek.
xlvii. 11 is K33. But Smith's 'Dictionary' is

wrong in asserting that it occurs elsewhere only in

Is. xxx. 14, where it is translated "pit" in the

A.V. and "cistern" in the R.V.; for it is found
also (in the plural) in Jer. xiv. 3, and there it is

translated "pits" in both version?. Perhaps
"cisterns" would have been better in the passage
in Ezekiel. The Douay Version has "fenny
places." W. T. LYNN.

Blackheatb.

SHAKSPEARE: THE 1623 FOLIO. On com-

paring the pagination with the signatures, eight
pages appear to be missing, between ' Timon of

Athens ' and ' Julius Ceesar.' The proof of it is

this. Beginning with '

Coriolanus,' and ending
with '

Timon,' the paging is regular, 1 to 98. Then
we have an unnumbered leaf, with " The Actors'

Names," and a blank page. One hundred pages
are thus accounted for, with corresponding sig-
natures from aa to hh 3 inclusive. Next comes
'Julius Caesar,' beginning with p. 109 and sig.
kk. The omitted part comprises pp. 101-108,
with signatures ii to ii 4. The omitting of eight
pages in a volume so badly numbered would
amount to nothing ; but when eight pages, toge-
ther with the appropriate signatures, are missing,
the conclusion is that something was cut out before

publication. What could that something have
been? RICHARD H. THORNTON.

Portland, Oregon.

SIR JOHN GILBERT. I should like to suggest
that a catalogue of his illustrations in books and
periodicals, mostly without his name, would be
most desirable. Your correspondent MR. WALTER
SANDFORD would be able to help or give informa-

tion, though probably the artist himself would
render help unnecessary. The British Museum
Catalogue only gives those books which bear the
renowned artist's name. RALPH THOMAS.

NICHOLAS ROSCARROCK OR ROSECARROT. (See
8tt S. viii. 243.) MR. PERCY SIMPSON, in an
article on Thomas Palmer, the Catholic emblem
writer, notes, among the authors of commendatory
verses on Palmer's book,

"
4. Nicholas Rosecarrot,

gentleman, of whom I can discover nothing." A
biographical notice of this Roman Catholic anti-

quary and poet, with a description of his sufferings
for his faith in the Tower, by MR. W. PRIDEAUX
COURTNEY, appeared in ' N. & Q.,' 5th S. iv. 402.

CHAS. W. VINCENT.
[See also ante, p. 277.]

"DEVELOP." Whether this word should or
should not be spelt with a final e seems to be a
puzzle of modern orthographers. "Develope"

was undoubtedly used at one time Burke and
others are quoted in illustrative works and yet
certain modern dictionaries omit it altogether. A
good instance of strict impartiality appears in the

Saturday Review of 24 Aug., p. 227. The chroni-

cler of the week, describing Mr. Chamberlain's

first speech as Colonial Secretary, closes with a

seeming quotation, thus :

"
If we are not willing

to develope countries ourselves, we should hand
them over to those who will develop them."

THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgb, N.B.

HIGH RATES OF POSTAGE. The following,
which I take from the ' Life of Wm. Wilberforce,'
vol. iv. pp. 226-7, is worth immortalizing in
' N. & Q.':
" I have had a Haytian correspondent. Two days

ago I received from Hatcbard a note telling me that a
letter of 85 ounces had come for me, and was chirged
371. 10s . and that be had refused to take it in. It was
explained by a letter from the General Post Office,
which very handsomely under the peculiar circumstances
of tbe case let me off for a peppercorn of 7s., whicb I

shall gladly pay."

The "peculiar circumstances" seem to have
been that tbe letter related to a public question,
the abolition of slavery. The letter appears to

have reached England about 4 or 5 Jan., 1815.

E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

EPITAPHS. The following are two quaint
epitaphs in the churchyard of Hoddam, Dumfries-
shire :

1. On the tombstone of the Rev. Mw. Reed, who
died in 1680:

His name be from St. Matthew took
His skill in physic from St. Luke,
A reed of John the Baptist kind
Not wavering with every wind
Ever a true Nathaniel
He lived preached and died well.

2. On the tombstone of Mrs. Clow, who died
about the end of last century :

" And to be short to her praise : she was the wife that
Solomon speaks of in the 31st chapter of the book of
Proverbs from tbe 10th verse to the end."

R. B.

ANTANANARIVO. Though we cannot all be ex-

pected to learn Malagasy because the French have
taken possession of Madagascar, the name of the

Hova capital is in such frequent use now that it is

as well to make a note that the last part of it is

arivo, which means a thousand. An is the usual

prefix to the name of a place, and the whole word

signifies "the town of a thousand." Similarly
Ankova means the Hova country, h becoming k
after n. (See Appendix, by Rev. J. J. Freeman,
to Ellis's

'

History of Madagascar.')
W. T. LYNN.

Blackheath.
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We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

"THE DISMAL SCIENCE." This appellation
was, I understand, applied to political economy by
Carlyle. I should be glad of a reference to the

original passage. J. A. H. MURRAY.
Oxford.

c( WISP." Can any of your correspondents give
me the probable derivation of the word "

Wisp
"
as

a field-name ? M. A. B.

"SIGHT": "SooM." I shall be thankful to

any one who can tell me the origin of these two

words, which are not in any of my dictionaries.

They occur in a medical book printed in 1559 :

" Put the decoction prest out through a wullen

sight." And again, "sighed and strained through
a streiner."

Soom. "
Hang them into a vessell of a soom,

as they call it, which is about the bignes of a hogs-
head." JATDEE.

Vow OF POVERTT. A person who became a

religious took the vow of poverty, and could not

legally hold property. But Herbert Losinga,

Bishop of Norwich, who died 1119, established at

Thetford a house of Cluniac monks out of his

private income. Archbishop Simon Langham,
who became a monk ot Westminster Abbey about

1335, and afterwards Prior and Abbot of that

house, paid off its debts out of his private funds,
and when he died left the residue of his property,
some ten thousand pounds, to that abbey for the

repair of the buildings, besides a small legacy to

each monk of Canterbury and Westminster. Were
these two wealthy monks an exception to the

custom of this vow ; or did the younger SOBS of

the landed gentry, who frequently became monk?,
retain their share of the family possessions 1

ARTHUR HUSSEY.
Wingham, near Dover.

REGISTER OF SHERBURKE HOSPITAL AND
SCHOOL, co. YORK. Wanted the address of the

present possessor of the Register of Admissions to

the Free Grammar School and Hospital (founded
by Robert Hungate, Esq.) in the town of Sher-

burne, co. York, 1655-1815. In 1871 it was in

the hands of J. Coleman, Esq., 22, High Street,

Bloomsbury, London, W.C. (vide Reliquary,
vol. xil, 1871, p. 62). Information is desired for

genealogical purpose?. JAMES TALBOT.
Adelaide, South Australia.

HOMER : OMAR. Homer is, or was in recent

days, a surname to be found in the southern parts
of Lincolnshire. The late E. A. Freeman, in a

letter written in 1857, tells of a certain Thomas

Omar, a joiner, who seems to have lived at Llan-

daff. Has any interpretation of the name or

names, beyond mere guessings, ever been given?
N. M. & A.

SEA STREAKS. What is the cause of the long,,

silvery-looking streaks observable on a calm sea in

the daytime and after sunset ? At Port Erin the

sailors call them "oily- streaks." JAMES HALL.
Lindum House, Nantwich.

HENRY BLACKETT. Can any reader of 'N. & Q.'

tell me where I can gather information concerning
a certain Henry Blackett, who is said to have

been saved by his nurse from the massacre during
the Irish rebellion ? His daughter married into

the Angus family of Durham.
A. S. BLACKETT.

SIR ROBERT PEAKE, born 1592, died 1667,

said to have been knighted by Charles I. at Oxford

in 1645. Was there any connexion between this

Robert and Prince Rupert 1 Reference in 'Painters

and their Works,' Exchange and Mart, 18 Feb-

ruary, 1895, has been noted.

H. M. WHITE PEAKE.

42, Edinburgh Road, Walthamstow, Essex.

B. GALES. I came across an etching recently,,

representing a very old and dilapidated cottage.

Just at the bottom of the picture was written "B.
Gales first etching." Can anybody tell who he

was, and give some date 1

J. FINDLAY SWEETING.

RUINED CHURCHES. I shall be glad of the

assistance of readers of 'N. & Q.' in compiling a

list of the ruined churches of England. At present

[ have descriptions of three Overstrand, Norfolk ;

Chingford, Essex ;
and Boughton Green, North-

amptonshire ;
but I believe there are a great many

more. JOHN T. PAGE.

5, Capel Terrace, Southend-on-Sea.

ENGRAVINGS. Being unable to find any account

of the prints undernoted in any of the works of

reference to which I have access, I should be

obliged if any reader would kindly reply to my
queries concerning the same. Both are line

engravings.
1. An oblong print, size 9i in. by 3 in., repre-

senting the interior of an apartment, on the walls

of which are depicted the labours of Hercules in

wnels, probably imitating tapestry. A man,

rearing a crown, is seated at an easel painting ;

by his side a chair, on which are brushes, a palette,

&c. Strolling about the chamber are a gentleman

and a lady ; the former has beard and moustache,

and wears a hat. Near them another lady and

gentleman, similarly occupied. The gentleman in

this case is evidently intended for Charles I. ;
he

is handling the Garter, or some other decoration,
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which crosses his chest. In front of them another

couple, the gentleman holding his hat in his left

hand, and pointing with the right, in which he

holds a staff, to one of the panels, representing a

man carrying the globe on his shoulders. In the

left-hand corner of the print is an inscription, in

old German characters, which I read thus :
" Be

sprach spiele v Theil 1645." The print is signed
" P. Troschel seal." Although the work is, neces-

sarily, on a small scale, it is most carefully

executed, and each of the persons is a portrait of

some one of rank. I wish to know if the print is

described anywhere, and what is its purport.
2. An upright print, size 3| in. by 5f in. The

print has been produced from two plates, the first

used for the border or frame, the second for the

subject, a portrait of a man, half-length, in a

Genevan (?) gown and large white collar, holding in

his right hand a book, to which he points with his

left forefinger. Above is the inscription,
" Wahre

contrfaotur weyllandt des ehrwurdigen Herrn
lohan Satory gewesten prediger zu Herrnals";
and below an inscription, "Ps. 119. Ich habe den

weg der warhaitter wehlett Deme Rechte hab ich

fur mich gestelt. Ich hange an deinem zeugnussen.
Herr Lass mich nicht zu schandt werdten." The
border surrounding the portrait is exquisitely
engraved in the style of, I think, De Bry. Above
is the eagle, typical of the name Johan. Insects,

flowers, and fruits compose the rest of the design,

amongst which are conspicuous the thistle, rose,

bluebell, and a large grasshopper. I wish to know
who the individual represented was, and, if possible,
the name of the engraver. F. P.

" POT-BOILER." Reviewers of books often speak
of

" the genus pot-boiler." Who first coined this

culinary term, and so made it of literary value ?

JAMES 0. PARKER.
Rookley, Bournemouth.

[The earliest instance advanced in the 'Century
Dictionary

'

is from Grove's '

History of Music.']

ROYAL HOUSE OF STUART. Are there in exist-
ence any portraits of the Princess Elizabeth,
daughter of Charles I.

,
of Louisa Maria, daughter

of James II., and of the Duke of Gloucester, son
of Queen Anne ? ALFRED MOLONT.

"THRASTER": "
GRILDLER. " On examination

of the register of baptisms of St. Botolph, Bishops-
gate, for the years 1628-9, 1 observe that the occu-
pation of the father is given in several cases as

"thraster," and in others as "grildler," words I
cannot trace in any dictionary to which I have
referred. Can any of your readers explain ?

EVERAED HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

SIZE OF HEADS. I understand that it is almost
impossible to dispose of gentlemen's hats at rum-
mage salep, in consequence of their being too large.

Is it a known fact that the poorer classes have

smaller heads than men in the higher grades of

society? 0. S. T.

CURIOUS NAMES. In the Times recently was
recorded the death of Col. Bythesea. In the

Guardian the name Chataway occurred. I have
seen also Bytheway, Treadaway, Gotobed, Toogood,
Doolittle. Are these names originally nicknames,
or are they corruptions of other names 1 The list

of such names might be much prolonged.
E. LEATON-BLENKINSOPP.

CARRINGTON, THE DEVONSHIRE "POET."
Some time ago a question was raised as to the

Christian names of this person, and it was asserted

with confidence that these were " Noel Thomas.
"

I then pointed out that in a biographical notice of

Carrington, printed and presumably approved by
H. E. Carrington, the names are given as

"Nicholas Toms." This is evidence at least in

favour of Nicholas Toms. What is the evidence

in favour of the confident assertion that the poet's
name was Noel Thomas ? JAMES DALLAS.

[See 8th S. vi. 428, 491; vii. 72.]

' HULL ' OR ' GANGES.' The supposed facts

regarding this tune, as stated by various writers,
are so conflicting that I shall be glad if any
readers of 'N. & Q.' can throw light upon its

origin. Parr and Crawford have nothing to say
about it, which is unfortunate, as their care in

citation make any statement they record very
valuable. Major says of it,

" Said to have been
the battle song of the Reformation"; but as he

gives no authority or any other information regard-

ing the tune, one does not know how much weight
to give the statement. Love says that several

American collections assign it to one Chandler ;

but as he does not note the collections which so

assign it, no verification of his statement can be
made. I am inclined to think he is wrong. So

far, I have not seen one American collection which

gives it to Chandler. In American collections

there are a few tunes assigned to Chandler, and

among them is one called
'

Enfield,' which bears

some resemblance to
'

Ganges '; but it is a common
metre tune, while 'Ganges' is 8.8.6.8.8.6, and it

is not uncommon to find both tunes in one collec-

tion. For instance, Wyeth's
'

Repository,' which
Love quotes, gives

'

Ganges
'

without name, but

Chandler's name is put to
'
Enfield.' I think

Love has been misled by the fact that
'

Ganges
'

is in some collections called
'

Enfield.' In Peck's

'Valuable Selection of Sacred Music,' Phila-

delphia, 1810, it is distinctly marked as a Euro-

pean composition, and said to be taken from the

Bridgwater Collection. Of this latter collection I

have not yet been able to secure a very early
edition

;
but both my copies give the tune without

composer's name, and call it 'Bendish.' The
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Bridgwater Collection was supposed to contai

nothing but European tunes, and is usually date

1812 ; but as at present I have not seen a firs

edition, I cannot say why Peck, in 1810, refers t

a book not published until two years later. Th
only explanation I can offer is that writers on th

subject of psalmody make so many mistake
because what one says another takes without th

least attempt at verification.

JAS. WARRINQTON.
Philadelphia.

THE THAMES: "PONTIFEXMAXIMUS": DICKER
I have engravings of his Walton and Hampton

bridges, also descriptions of them in the ordinar;
London and Thames books after 1750. Can an;
one give me details of his life ? It is not in the

*Dict. Nat. Biog.,' whose editors have cruellj

neglected old Thames men. M. Grosley. in his

interesting account of his visit to London in 1765

Englished by T. Nugent in 1772, mentions Dickei

as one of the patriotic Englishmen who foundec

public institutions. Among these are

"several bridges built between London and Oxford, by
Mr. Dicker, who, having made a fortune in America
came twenty years after, to spend it in the service of the

country where he was born, and in which he, by that

means, became Pontifex Maximui. Amongst these

bridges, that which he caused to be thrown over the
Thames at Walton makes a conspicuous figure : the

building cost ten thousand pound?. The lands divided

by the Thames, and which this bridge may be said to

unite, have thereby greatly increased their value."

F. J. FURNIVALL.

TWO ARCHDEACONS OF TAUNTON.

(8
tft S. viii. 225.)

This duplication of archdeacons may be paralleled

by another duplication in somewhat the same con-

nexion. William of Wrotham was King's Forester

at Petherton, with jurisdiction over all woodland
manors in the four adjoining counties ; he was
Lord of the Manor of Newton Forester (hence his

official status), and a layman. Much later, when
the local properties became subdivided, the manorial

rights vested in Emma de Placey and her husband
John Hairun, or Heroun ; one of this name was

coparcener in the manor of Beer Coombe, near

Taunton, about 1170. To shift the scene
;
we find

this property and forestry vested in the family of

Mortimer, Earls of March ; and in 1397-8 the

office of sole Forester of Petherton was held by the

poet Geoffrey Chaucer, by appointment of the

Countess Eleanor, nee Holland, he having held it

since 1390-1, as deputy. Geoffrey died in 1400,
and his reputed son Thomas succeeded to the

appointment in 1416-17, he having very probably
held it as deputy in the interim. This Thomas
Chaucer is also described, among many other

appointment?, as Constable of Taunton. Now
Robert le Chaucer, who died in 1310, the poet's

grandfather, married Mary (Stace), widow of

Heroun, and it is no idle assumption that these

Herouns may have been connected in blood, else

why burden the London poet with personal duties

at such a distance ? I remark above that the very
famous William de Wrotham was a layman ; his

elder son, William of Rodenhall, in Wrotham, it

was who, being a cleric, was Rector of Mailing, in

Kent, and also Archdeacon of Taunton. The rise

of this family probably sprang from the marriage
of William de Wrotham with Maud de Cornhill,

deriving from Gervase de Cornhill, Sheriff of

London, 1160-1, and Justice Itinerant ; of whose

grandsons one, named Reginald, became Yiscomes
of Kent, another, named William, became Bishop
of Lichfield and Coventry in 1215. A. HALL.

13, Paternoster Row, E.G.

The mention of a former Archdeacon of Taunton

(in connexion with Archdeacon Denison's jubilee),

viz., William de Wrotham, temp. King John, by
your correspondent MRS. BOGER, was especially

interesting to me, as my father, the late Rev.

"anon Lane who became Rector of Wrotham, in

Kent, in 1846 was lineally descended from the

archdeacon's brother Richard de Wrotham, the

jrobable founder of the parish church, whose tomb
le discovered and restored. My father quartered
;he arms of De Wrotham, as his descent from

Xichard de Wrotham was through five heiresses,

he last of whom, Mary, daughter and coheir

of Humphrey Wyrley, Esq., of Hamstead, co.

Staff., married his great-great-grandfather, John
~

ane, of Bentley, grandson of Col. John Lane, of

ientley, who, with his sister Jane (afterwards

jady Fisher), was instrumental in saving the

ife of King Charles II. after the Battle of Wor-
ester. The arms of De Wrotham (Gules, a chev.

etween three lions' gambs ermine) were placed by

my father in a shield in the centre of the church

)orch at Wrotham.
H. MURRAY LANE, Chester Herald.

THE BURIAL OF ISABELLA, QUEEN OF ED-
ARD II. (8

tb S. viii. 241). Whilst preparing the

hort memoir on the burial of Queen Isabella, I

orgot to refer to an important paper in the Archceo-

ogia of the Society of Antiquaries, vol. xxxv.

p. 453-469. It is entitled
" Notices of the last

ays of Isabella, Queen of Edward the Second,
rawn from an Account of the ExpenEes of the

lousehold. By Edw. A. Bond, Esq., Egerton
ibrarian in the Department of MSS., British

luseum," read before the Society 16 March,
854.

The document upon which the writer, so well

nown in later days, founds his paper is the Cot-

jnian Manuscript, Galba E. xiv., containing an

ccount of the expenses of the household of Queen
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Isabella, from the beginning of October, 1357, to

4 Dec., 1358, "a few days after her burial, and
more than three months after her death, which it

fixes at the twenty-second of August." Very
interesting particulars are stated in this manu-

script, proving clearly that although, as Froissart

says, "the King by the advice of his council,
ordered his mother to be confined in a goodly
castle," Castle Kising, yet that the strictness of her

seclusion was greatly relaxed. She was permitted
to receive very numerous visitors, and the amounts

expended on entertainments were large and liberal
;

the household expenses and other charges from
1 Oct. to 5 Dec., 1358, amounting to no less than

9,000?. This period, indeed, belongs to the time

shortly after the queen's death ; but there seems no
reason to suppose that her allowance was other

than adequate during her lifetime.

In the beginning of October, 1357, the queen's

period of seclusion appears to have come to an end,
for she is no longer at Castle Rising, but at her
castle at Hertford. A little later she sets out from
Hertford on a pilgrimage to Canterbury, resting
at Tottenham, London, Eltham, Dartford, and
Eochester ; and returning to Hertford at the begin-

ning of November. On 20 March, 1358, the king
sups with her. On St. George's Day the queen
appears to have been present at the grand festi-

vities held at Windsor, "in honour of the many
crowned heads and noble foreigners then in Eng-
land." During part of May, Isabella was in

London, receiving as guests the king and even

Queen Philippa. Her death took place at Hert-
ford Castle, and payments were made "to fourteen

poor persons for watching the Queen's corpse there,

day and night, from Saturday the 25th of August
until the 23rd of November."

Sandford's statement that she breathed her last

at Castle Rising is, therefore, clearly erroneous ; the

authority of the book of household expenses is

indisputable.
The body, which had doubtless been embalmed,

appears to have been removed from Hertford
Castle on 24 Nov., and the funeral, at the Grey
Friars, in Newgate Street, took place on 27 Nov.,
"the Archbishop of Canterbury officiating, and
the King himself being present at the ceremony."

In the summary of expenses with which Dr.
Bond's paper concludes, "the total amount ex-

pended on jewels [by the queen] was no less than
1,399Z., equivalent to about 16,000/. of our present
currency." Isabella certainly cannot be said to
have had a meagre allowance, if she was able to
incur such extravagant expenditure.

In Dean Stanley's
'

Historical Memorials of
Westminster Abbey' (third edition, p. 198), an
account is given of the latest instance of a sepa-
rately buried heart which has fallen under my
notice. The funeral of George II. took place in

the Abbey on 11 Nov., 1760; but in a note it is

tated that "the heart had been previously de-

)osited in the vault (on Sunday, 9 Oct.) by the

Lord Chamberlain." W. SPARHOVT SIMPSON.

NAPOLEON'S IMPERIAL GUARD (8
lb S. viii. 288).

The strength of the Guard varied greatly atldif-
?

erent periods. It always formed an army corps ;

Dut army corps had not the uniformity of numbers
under the Empire which they have now. It con-

sisted of infantry, cavalry, artillery, and engineers.
The corps of Guides, instead of being, as your
correspondent supposes, the nucleus of the Guard,
was but a regiment in it. The Imperial Guard of

Napoleon III. was a very close imitation of that of

the First Empire. It also consisted of all the arms ;

it also formed an army corps, and served as such

in the Metz campaign of 1870. Its uniforms were
a pretty close imitation of those of the Guard of the

First Empire, but less eccentric. For example, the

Grenadiers, the Voltigeurs, the Guides, the Dra-

goons, the Hussars, the Artillery, and the Engineers
of the Guard wore from 1852 to 1870 uniforms

which followed those of the similar regiments of the

Guard of the First Empire. The real household

troops of the First Consul and First Emperor and
of Napoleon III. were not the Guard so much as a

small body-guard contained within it, but not

meant for fighting : in the first case the Mame-
lukes, and in the second case the Cent Gardes.

There were no Mamelukes in the Guard of Napo-
leon III., but there was a regiment of Zouaves
of the Guard, which formed the only new feature

in the latter as compared with the earlier Guard.
D.

MALTA (8
th S. viii. 247). Doubtless the desired

information about Barbara will be forthcoming
from Malta. Von Helfert, in his account of the

last events in the life of Murat, remarks that

Domenico Franchisetti, who was adjutant to the

ill-fated King of Naples, does not make further

mention of Barbara after the landing. "Fran-
chisetti* erwahnt ihn nicht mehr, und anderswo
habe ich nichts liber ihn gefunden

"
(p. 122).

Possibly the MARQUIS DE SASSENAY may find what
he desires in the various contributions to the subject
made by Signer B. Maresca, a well-known writer in

the ' Archivio Storico per le Province Napoletane/

published by F. Furcheim (51, Piazzi dei Martiri)
at Naples.

In a work published at Milan (2 vols. , 12mo.,

1839), entitled
' Gioacchino Murat,' the following

account is given of the landing :

"
Ingrossando le nemiche torme, ingombrato d' ease il

terreno, chiusa la strada, non offre scampo che il mare,
ma baize alpestre si frappongono : eppure Gioacchino vi

si precipita, ed arrivando al lido vede la sua barca

veleggiare da lunge. Ad alta voce chiama Barbara (era

* ' Memoires sur les 6venements de Joachim,' Paris,
1826. Cf. also 'Sur le Catastrophe de 1'ex-Roi d

Naples,' Colletta-Galloi", Paris, 1823.
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il nome del condottiero) ;
ma quegli 1' ode e piu fugg

per far guadagno delle riche sue spoglie ;
ladro edingrato

Gioacchino. regnando, lo aveva tratto dalla infamia d

corsaro, e bencbe Maltese, ammesso nella sua marina e

sollevato in breve spazio a capitano di fregata, cavaliere
e barone." Vol. ii. pp. 248-9.

ST. CLAIR BADDELET.

SAXTON FAMILY (8
tb S. viii. 268). I am able

to state that the Capt. Saxton of fl.M.S. Pear
afterwards became Sir Charles Saxton, Bart,,
who was Resident Commissioner of the Navy
at Portsmouth, where he had the honour 01

receiving Queen Caroline, and was presented by
King George III. with full-length portraits of

himself and of the queen by Gainsborough. The
pictures now are in the Council Chamber of the

borough of Abingdon. Sir Charles died in that

town in 1808, and was buried at Gloucester

Cathedral, inside of which is a brass tablet. His
house in Abingdon still stands as when he died.

Another member of the same family was Chris-

topher Saxton, who made the first complete map
of England, in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, who
honoured him and his work by giving her portrait
as frontispiece to his atlas. This atlas is now very
rare, and formed an exhibit in one of the recent
national exhibitions, as did also the portrait of Sir

Charles in the Naval Exhibition. The under-

signed's grandfather was cousin of the above-
named baronet. The title is now extinct.

G. H. SAXTON, Maj.-Gen.
Emsleigh, Exeter.

TOOTH-BRUSHES (7
th S. vi. 247, 292, 354

; vii.

29, 291, 414; ix. 37; xii. 96; 8> S. Hi. 117; viii.

214). MR. J. DIXON omitted to turn to the last

but one of the references I have given, or he
would have seen that I there quoted in full the

passage from ' Memoirs of
%
the Verney Family,'

vol. ii. pp. 234, 235, which he now reintroduces to
our notice. The mention of

"
teeth-brushes "

in

vol. iii. p. 39 I did not see in 1893, "because it

was not yet in sight," that instalment of the
memoirs not having been published till the year
following. I imagined that I had done something
towards proving the seventeenth century existence
of the tooth-brush by my contribution 7tb S. vii.

291 respecting a lady's toilette in 1640. It is

highly probable that Prof. Newton's Turkish im-

plement of 1656 would be a stick of dragon-root,
or some other fibrous wood, such as is still used in
Eastern lands. Hogs' bristles would hardly cleanse
the teeth of a True Believer. ST. SWITHIN.

ENGRAVINGS by FAITHORNE (8
th S. viii. 188).

'N. & Q.,' 5th S. xii. 287, 475, contains a list

of portraits said to be engraved by Faithorne, and
among them I find

"
Archbishop Laud and Lord

Strafford, small ovals in one plate." Faithorne
also engraved a map of "London in 1658" in

five sheets, republished by Evans, 403, Strand, in

1857. 'The Art of Graveing and Etching,\&c.,

London, 1662, and
' Seven Heads of Early English

Printers, including those of Caxton, Wynkyn de

Worde,' &c., drawn in Indian ink by William

Faithorne, are in the British Museum,
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

CARLYLE RKLIC (8
th S. viii. 229).; Carlyle,

having been born 4 December, 1795, completed
his eightieth year on 4 December, 1875. In com-
memoration of this event, a party of his admiring
friends presented him with an address and a gold
medal designed by Mr. Boehm of which the

silver medal described must be a copy. (See-

'Annual Register,' 1875, p. 116.)
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

Hastings.

HERALDIC : MARSHALLING BY QUARTERING (8*
b

S. vii. 308, 375, 518). With all deference to MR,
PARTRIDGE, I do not think he is correct when he
states (p. 375) that, under the conditions given by
MR. CHEYNE at p. 308, the arms should be mar-
shalled as "

Quarterly of four, 1 and 4, A ; 2, B ;

3, 0." I would rather say that the other alterna-

tive suggested by MR. CHEYNE is the correct one,

namely, that the arms of B and C should be

quarterly quartered in 2 and 3. As I understand

it, each primary or grand quarter denotes a separate
and distinct marriage with an heiress, and when
that heiress happens to ba the descendant of

another heiress, and entitled accordingly to bear

quartered arms, those arms must be borne quar-

terly quartered on her husband's shield. In other

words, you are not entitled to place all your allied

coats upon separate primary quarters in your
shield, but must restrict them to that particular

quarter which denotes the marriage with the

heiress that has brought them in ;
and there they

must be quarterly quartered. The fact of such an>

heiress being a widow makes no difference, for, as

MR. PARTRIDGE says, all the descendants of an

heiress are entitled to quarter her arms.

J. S. UDAL.
Fiji.

LICHFJELD (8
th S. viii. 266). The etymology

which connects Lichfield with the Saxon Leccian

a duly noticed in Harwood's ' Lichfield
'

(where
other authorities are cited), and accepted in Shaw's
'
Staffordshire.' The corroborative evidence which

the late Dean Bickersteth noted in the street names-

s interesting. Frog Lane is even more convincing
n its original form Frogmere Street,

" Vinella

vocata Frogmaristreet," according to an old record

cited by Harwood and Shaw. "
Bridge Street

"

dates from the causeway made by Bishop LangtOD,.
n 1310, over the pool between the city and the

;athedral close. By what freak of the inhabitants

:ould a simple word like "Bridge" have been

corrupted to the pointless
" Bird Street

"
1 Dam
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Street was named from a milldam at the east end
of the pool ; a mill is mentioned by Erdeswick,
and living inhabitants can still remember one at

that point. Two more names may be added to the

dean's three : Wade Street, which runs parallel
with Frog Lane, and, according to local tra-

dition, used to have a stream running by it, and
Sandford Street, "anciently Sandeforde-street ";

the bridge over which ford, in 1535, is described as
" Novum pontem

"
(Harwood, ed. 1806, p. 501).

PEROT SIMPSON.

Till Mr. Bradley pointed out that Lichfield

must be the Cair Luitcoit of Nennius, all attempts
to discover the meaning of the name were futile.

This discovery gave the needed clue, Luitcoit

explaining the Licit-feld of Baeda. as well as

Llwydgoet, where St. Chad was born. The Eto-

cetum of the Eavenna geographer and the

Etocetum of the Antonine Itinerary were then

seen to be corruptions of the older name from
which Luitcoit was obtained. Lichfield is there-

fore a hybrid name, meaning the plain by the city
of the grey wood. ISAAC TAYLOR.

JOHN ROGERS, VICAR OF BRADFORD, WILTS
(8

th S. viii. 149). An entry in Sir Thomas

Phillipps's
' Monumental Inscriptions in the

County of Wilton," pt. ii., 1822, furnishes the

information (p. 278) that John Rogers, M.A.,
forty-three years vicar, who died 20 April, 1754,

aged seventy-five, his wife Elizabeth, and several

of his family were respectively interred in the

parish church of Bradford-on-Avon. Susannah

Rogers (ob. I May, 1775, &t. twenty-two) lies

buried in the same place. Arms : Az., a mullet

argent on a chief or, a fleur-de-lis gules.
DANIEL HIPWELL.

TOADSTONES (8
th S. viii. 65, 217). Visitors to

Tunbridge Wells will not forget the curious
" Toad" Rock on Rusthall Common.

E. WALFORD.

TURKPIKE-GATE TICKETS (7
th S. ix. 228, 296).

The following extract from the Local Govern-
ment Journal will, I think, be a fitting conclusion

to my former communication :

"It is an interesting fact, that of all the turnpike
trusts with which this country abounded in the last

generation, there remains only one in existence. Pos-

sibly it will be a surprise to some people to hear that
there is even one survivor of such an unpopular system
of road government, but it would not be possible to
make the assertion a few weeks hence. The Shrewsbury
and Holyhead turnpike has for the most part been
already thrown open, but the portion of the road which
traverses the Island of Anglesey was continued in exist-
ence by a special Act of 1890 until November 1 of the

present year. Thirty years ago there were EO fewer
than 1,047 turnpike trusts in England and Wale?, with
20jl89 miles of road supported by tolls."

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

THE TRANSFIGURATION (8
th S. viii. 228). There

has always been some doubt as to the scene of this

miracle. According to Bishop Christopher Words-

worth, in a note on St. Matthew's Gospel, in his
' Greek Testament,' it is wisely left in doubt :

" The Holy Spirit has left all these matters in Christ's

history uncertain ; probably with the same design that

he had in not mentioning the burial-place of Moses,

viz., to guard against superstition." St. Matthew iv, 1.

Archbishop Thomson, in his excellent
' Life of

Jesus Christ,' in Smith's
'

Dictionary of the Bible,'

observes, in reference to the same subject :

" Thero are no means of determining the position of

the mountain; although Caesarea Philippi was the scene

of former conversations, it does not follow that this

occurred on the eastern side of the lake, for the inter-

vening week would have given time enough for a long

journey thence. There is no authority for the tradition

which identifies this mountain with Mount Tabor,

although it may be true." Vol. i. p. 1059.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

Spenser followed the ancient traditional view,

universally held in his time, but now discarded

by all competent authorities. In favour of " one

of the peaks which rise above the southern slopes
of Hermon "

the compiler of Haydn's
' Bible

Dictionary' cites Stanley, Porter, and Robinson.

The reason for the choice of each site is that each

is
" a mountain apart," but this description is more

literally true of Hermon than of Tabor, which is

said, indeed, to have been in our Lord's time a

fortified post. C. C. B.

Spenser naturally took the universal belief of his

time, that this event happened on Tabor
;
but it

is now known that there was a military fort on
Tabor. Tennyson as naturally takes not indeed

the universal, but a very common modern belief

that Hermon was the spot (see Stanley and Farrar

and many others). Hermon answers the description
best as the highest summit near Caesarea.

0. F. S. WAKREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

The tradition that Mount Tabor was the scene

of the Transfiguration had become so general that

it was inevitable that Spenser should accept it.

Robinson shows that this was not of earlier date

than the second half of the fourth century after

Christ; for "Eusebius, who died about A.D. 340,
makes no allusion whatever to the opinion in

question, although nothing would have been more

natural, had it then existed, inasmuch as he

describes the mountain in reference to the Old
Testament." Not to mention the fact that the

summit of Mount Tabor was, in all probability,
fortified in the time of our Lord, the course of the

narrative (particularly as related in St. Mark)
shows that Christ and his apostles were at the time

of the Transfiguration still in the neighbourhood
of Csesarea Philippi, so that the high mountain was
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in all probability one of the peaks of Mount
Hermon or in the region about there. A note in

the Rheiffls version mentions this as the view of

some, though it seems to prefer the traditional

site of Mount Tabor. But it was natural that

Tennyson should adopt the opinion of most Eng-
lish commentators since the time of Robinson.

W. T. LYNN.
Blackbeath.

Spenser would, in all probability, be acquainted
with the ancient traditional opinion ; and may not
the hymn of St. Cosmas (A.D. 760) have been
known to him, in which Tabor is mentioned three

times as the scene of the Transfiguration, a hymn
familiar to us through the late Dr. Neale's trans-

lation, a part of which is given in
'

Hymns
Ancient and Modern,' No. 460 ? Tennyson may
have been led to fix upon Hermon in consequence
of what is said in the late Dean Stanley's

'

Sinai

and Palestine,' p. 399. It can hardly be said that
"
the actual

'

high mountain
'

is a matter of con-

jecture," for, as Canon Cook remarks in the
'

Speaker's Commentary
'

(St. Mark ix. 2),
" we

can scarcely resist the conclusion to which late

travellers and critics have been led, that the super-
natural transaction took place on one of its [Her-
mon] loftiest peaks"; a view supported by Dr.
Maclear in the Cambridge Bible for Schools.

W. H. BURNS.
Dacre Vicarage.

FLORIO (8
th S. viii. 209). His daughter and

sole heir Aurelia was executrix to her husband
James Molins, barber-surgeon, who died at Stoke

Newington 2 Dec., 1638, and was buried at St.

Andrews, Holborn. She left issue six sons and
three daughters, James, Edward, Charles, John,
William, and Mathias, Lucy, Vera Aurora, and
Aurelia

;
of whom Lucy married Thomas Knowles,

of London, dyer. See ' Funeral Certificate, Coll.

of Arms,' i. 24, p. 120. I do not know the date
cf death of Aurelia Florio. Arms of Molins :

Ermine, a fer de moline azure. Arms of Florio :

Azure, a heliotrope or, in chief the sun in its

splendour. HENRY H. GIBBS.
Aldenham.

" LANKY MAN "
(8

th S. viii. 167). There seems
no question that the height of the figure is 240 feet.

There is also in either hand, parallel with the body,
a long staff, which has been described as

" a rake
and a hoe," or, as "

possibly a club and a bow,"
or, more safely, as "

the somewhat unmeaning
sticks." Dr. Phen<$, F.S.A., first called attention

to the figure in 1873, with the supposition that it

may have formed an enclosure, such as that in

Cseaar,
' De Bello Gall.,' vi. 16 :

" Simulacra habent,
quorum contexta viminibus vivis membra homini-
bus complent," in which the space thus marked out
would have been surrounded by a paling to con-
fine the victims within the enclosure. But as a

renovation took place in 1873, the whole has been
marked out afresh, so as not to be in its original
state. See ' A Handbook to Eastbourne Wil-

mington (with other places near),' by G. F.

Chambers, Lond., 1875, pp. 81-2 ; W. 0. Plender-

leatb,
' The White Horses of the West of England,

with notices of some other Turf Monuments,'
Lond., s.a., pp. 37-9; both of which have prints.

Dr. Phene"s notice in 1873 is from Plenderleatb,
w.s. p. 38, published in 1885 (Crockford).

ED. MARSHALL.

This is better known as the
" Lone Man," or

"Long Man," of Wilmington. The figure is fully
written about in the 'Sussex Arch. Colls.,' xxvi.

97-111, and there is a shorter notice in iv. 63.

Another theory was put forth by Dr. Phen6 ; see

Sumfield's
' Guide to Eastbourne.'

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

BEAR'S WOOD GREEN (8
tb S. viii. 168, 231).

It is a bad plan to guess at the meaning of place-
names. If K. P. D. E. could give some old

variants of the name, in the absence of definite

information, it would greatly assist
;
because as it

stands it may mean the Bearward's Green, a piece
of ground in the occupation of the person who
looked after the bears which were baited by our

sporting ancestors. This is only a conjecture on

my part. AYEAHR.

THE EARLY LIFE OF ANNE BOLEYN (8
th S. viii.

141, 189). On reading again the letter of Sir

Thomas Boleyn to Margaret of Austria, it seems

that we can draw from the phrase "la petitte
boulain " no inference as to the girl's identity or

age. The phrase is what would naturally be used

at Margaret's own court of a child among the other

ladies and older maids, and is adopted by Sir

Thomas from them. However, Anne the girl

certainly was, for we have her own letter to her

father (printed in Ellis, second series, ii. 10) on
the French appointment ;

the letter is dated from

Hever, and must have been written directly on her

return there with Sir Thomas's "
gens." It is in

French, which suits well her arrival from a French-

speaking court ; probably having been there some
few years, and being so young, she was not very

capable of writing in English. But is not the next

step to take to ascertain the date of Margaret's
letter to Sir Thomas on Anne's arrival 1 Surely
this can be done ;

Le Glay must have stated where

the letter is preserved. This date would
go_far

to

settle the question of Anne's age ; as it is, the

evidence we already have, the letter printed by
MR, HODGKIN and Anne's own in Ellis, seems to

me greatly in favour of Friedmann's date of 1502

for her birth. Anne's letter does not read like that

of a child of seven.

I have just been trying another way to get near

the date, by way of Mary Boleyn. We appear now
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to conclude that she was younger than Anne
;
but

Blunt states ('Hist. Reform.,' i. 124) that she was

certainly married to William Carey in 1520.

Whether this is correct I know not ; but if it is, if

Mary was younger than Anne, and Anne born in

1507, then Mary must have been married at twelve.

Is this likely ? Burke corroborates to some degree,

stating (s.v. Carey, Lord Hunsdon) that Mary's
eldest son died in 1596, aged seventy-two. If this

again is correct, then Mary cannot have been
married later than 1523, at fifteen.

But will not MR. GAIRDNER make some attempt
to find the date of Margaret of Austria's letter to

Sir Thomas Boleyn ? I still think this of great

importance. C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

ARMADA TABLES (8
th S. viii. 227). There is

what is locally believed to be a Spanish Armada
pulpit in St. James's Church, in this city ;

but I

have grave doubts as to its authenticity. I have a

large engraving (" Pierce delin1
Page sculp

1
") of

the interior of the nave of Exeter Cathedral, which
shows this identical pulpit in the midst of some

very ugly stalls, and in the centre of the fourth

bay of the north arcade west of the transepts. This

print is not dated, but evidently belongs to the

early part of last century. New stalls were erected
in the cathedral's nave in 1684, and it is possible
the pulpit was put there then. Anyhow, it was
removed in 1834, and two years later presented
by the Dean and Chapttrto St. James's, a then
new district church, which latter has since dis-

appeared and made way for a rather fine edifice on
the self-same site. The legend is that the chaire
is of Spanish origin, and was brought over in Don
Petro de Valdez's great galleon, known as the

Capitana, which was taken, or wrecked, in Tor-

bay. My own practical opinion is that it is made
of English oak, and dates from Sir Christopher
Wren's dayp, i. e., something like one hundred

years later than the Spanish Armada's time.

HAKRT HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

The altar at Eye Church was supposed, for a

long time, to have been a table from a ship captured
from the Armada. It was made of mahogany.
Recent research has proved that the real date is

temp. William III.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastingp.

WITHAM (8
th S. viii. 94, 144, 178, 234). ME.

ARNOTT'S useful note as to the time when the name
of the river Rum was first invented accords with

my own recollections. He is undoubtedly righ
in regarding Hrof, the legendary eponymus o

Rochester, as a fabulous personage, in spite of the
fact that his existence is assumed or affirmed by
the ' Saxon Chronicle,' by charters dated in 67

and 789, and by the venerable authority of Bede.

But the name Hrofes-ceaster may be better ex-

jlained by Rotibi?, the name in the Peutinger

Tables, than by Durobrivse, the duplicate name in

;he Antonine Itinerary.
The young gentleman who sajs he is still in one

of the lower forms propounds the conundrum,
When is the Cam not the Cam ? When he gets his

remove he may find that before the reign of

Henry II. the Cam was called the Granta, as part

of it still is. In the
' Chronicle

'

Cambridge is

called Grantanbrycg, which can only mean the

bridge of Granta. Kemble has printed some late

charters in which Cambridgeshire is called Grante-

brigise Comitatus and also Grantebrigescir, a name
which was corrupted to Cantebruggescr', a form

first found in a document of 1142. This ultimately

became Cambridge, just as Pontefract became

Pomfret. The name Cambridge, as a matter of

course, gave rise to the belief that Cam, and not

Grants, was the correct name of the river crossed

by the bridge. As to the meanings of ham and

ham, I have neither time nor inclination to copy
articles from Toller-Boswortb, which he can look

up as well as I can, or he can read what I have

written on this subject in former volumes of
1 N. & Q.'
MR. HALL, who so liberally supplies the readers

of * N. & Q.' with comic philology of the Macedon
and Monmouth type, has at the last reference

beaten his own record. He contends that the

Cam, a remarkably straight river, means crooked,

since there is a place called Camelford, and "we
know," he adds,

" how very crooked is the camel's

back." Q. E.D. There are, however, some other

things that "we know." "We know." for instance,

that camel is a Semitic word, meaning the "carrier,"

or beast of burden, and not the crooked back.

"We know" also that Cornwall was never in-

habited by camels or Semites. And " we know,"

lastly, that Camelford was formerly Gavelford,

signifying a ford where toll or tribute of some kind

was paid. MR. HALL'S other little syllogisms are

no less lucid. The reason why no "attack" should

be made on the Arun, is "see the Arno (Aruns=
Mars)." Here our comic philologist seems to have

confused Aruns and Ares. For the river Penk,
which he calls Pink, we are to "cf. the patronymic

Pinnock, i. e.
,
headwater." It is useless to

"
cf.

Pinnock," as it was a nickname, meaning the

hedge-sparrow. ISAAC TAYLOR.

The names of European rivers seem always to

be of only one or two syllables, unless, perhaps, in

Spain. This gives us an immense advantage over

the New World in naming places like Cambridge,

Moulsford, Yeovil, Luton (on the Lea), Wilton (on
the Wiley), Wandsworth (on the Wan die), Wey-
bridge, Arundel, Aberdeen, &c. What could

Americans do with Niagara-ford, Susquehanna-

bridge, Aber - rappahanock, Mississippi- mouth,
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Missouri-worth ? Our short river -names ente
into perhaps half our town and city name?.

E. L. G.

ARCHER FAMILY (8
th S. viii. 208, 255). B.

Burke's 'Extinct Peerage,
1 new edition, 1883

p. 373, George, the second Baron and first Earl o

Halifax, married twice; by the second marring
he had, with other issue, Elizabeth, who marrie

Henry Archer, brother of Lord Archer. Thi

Henry was M.P. for Warwick. He died 1768
and was buried at Hale. LEO CULLETON.

ODD VOLUME (8
th S. viii. 169, 218). Mis

Clara Millard, Teddington, Middlesex, would pro

bably soon find for MR. T. WILSON the volume
which he requires. F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

MIAMI UNIVERSITY (8
th S. viii. 68, 118). In

Wootton's 'Guide to Degrees,' under "List of Chie:

American Universities," p. 572, your correspondent
will find Miami Valley College, Springborough,
Ohio. CHAS. JAS. F&RET.

PRAOELL FAMILY (8
th S. ii. 308). Since send-

ing you a short notice of John and Clement

Pragell, Mayors of Folkestone about 1670, I have
discovered in the '

Cal. of State Papers Domestic,'
1570, mention of the name in the North of Eng-
land, in a letter from Lord Hunsdon to the Earl

of Sussex :

" It were fitter for Knap's and Pragel'8 bands to be

placed in the East March, for they do no service where
they lie, nor has any gai risen lately been left within
the Middle March; when the Prince has laid 2,500 upon
the Border, they have always been in the East March,
as that is the place either for defence or for annoyance
of the Scots."

la anything known of Pragel in the north as a com-
mander ? R. J. FYNMORE.

Sandgate.

* A SPARKE OF FRIENDSHIP '

(8
th S. viii. 248).

This is one of the productions of Thomas Church-

yard, and is reprinted in the third volume of Park's
edition of the 'Harleian Miscellany.'

WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Mosa Side, Manchester.

BELGIAN NAME (8"
1 S. viii. 207). I have never

stopped at Verviers ; but I think I may say that

the name Xhaveecan be neither Flemish nor French,
but must be Walloon, if only for its commencing
with a combination of consonants which is peculiar,
I believe, to that dialect, and occurs in no other

country. I remember some years ago, when passing

through Fexhe, I tried to elicit the local pro-
nunciation of this digraph from a peasant woman.
To my amusement, she would insist upon giving
the name its French sound (rhyming with English
sex), doubtless because she thought it more aristo-

cratic. I subsequently ascertained that the real

sound of the xh was that of the guttural German

ch. As other examples of this truly formidable

double initial I find in the gazetteers (after Xhaee
and Xhavee) Xhawirs, Xnendelesse, Xhenemont,
Xhiersomont, Xhignesse, Xhos.

JAS. PLATT, Jun.

PORTRAIT OF WARREN HASTINGS (8
th S. viii.

87, 211, 257). When I was a lad of fifteen or

sixteen, I was an occasional visitor at Daylesford
House, which then belonged to a cousin of mine.
I remember a fine portrait of Warren Hastings,
which was hung, I think, in the dining-room, and
which was understood to always go with the pro-

perty. At that time the only previous owners
had been Warren Hastings and his widow and Sir

Charles and Lady Imhoff. Whether the picture
still remains at Daylesford I cannot say, as since

my cousin's death there has been more than one

change of proprietorship. Whether it was a Rey-
nolds I cannot state with certainty, but I have an

impression that it was. It was, at all events,

Hastings's own presentment of himself.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.
Eingsland, Shrewsbury.

THE "COULIN" (8
tb S. viii. 89, 152). Coulin

was a British giant, pursued by Debon till he came
:o a chasm, across which he leaped, but, falling

oackwards, was killed. The poem referred to is

Spenser's 'Faerie Queene':
And eke that ample pitt, yet far renownd
For the large leape which Debon did compell
Coulin to make, being eight lugs of ground,
Into the which retourning backe he fell.

Bk. ii. c. x. v. vii.

[ may add that a "
lug

"
is a measure of sixteen

and a half feet. EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

THE WATERLOO BALL (8
th S. viii. 248). A

ery interesting, though perhaps not absolutely

complete, list of names of persons invited to the

)uchess of Richmond's famous ball is to be found

n Murray's Magazine, January, 1889. The same
ist is also to be found in the ' Sketch of the Life

if Georgiana, Lady de Ros '

(Murray, 1893). In

addition to Major-General Sir Hussey Vivian,
who commanded the 6th Cavalry Brigade at

Waterloo, the following officers of the 10th Hussars

were invited : Col. Lord Robert Manners, Capt.
jrurwood and Capt. Arthur Shakespear. Gur-

wood afterwards compiled the 'Wellington Dis-

latches.' Shakespear is put down in Lady de

los's list as being in the 18th Hussars. But this

i a mistake : see Dalton's
' Waterloo Roll Call,'

. 65, and Siborne's
' Waterloo Letters,' p. 172.

Lccording to a curious, but unfinished poem by
amuel Hardman, who was a lieutenant and ad-

utant of the 10th Hussars at Waterloo, a captain
_ that regiment (whom I take to have been Shake-

>ear) arrived on a foaming horse, and in his ball-

>om dress, about four o'clock in the morning,
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just in time to join his troop, who were about to

proceed to Nivelles and Quatre Bra?. He had

stayed late at the ball, and ridden some sixteen

miles or more in a little over an hour. It is well

known that some British officers fought at Quatre
Bras in their ball dress. Out of a hundred officers

invited to the Duchess of Richmond's, forty were

killed or wounded either next day at Quatre Bras,
or two days after at Waterloo. Some officers,

I think, who were not invited to the Duchess of

Richmond's were present at another dress ball

that night, which took place in the magnificent

ball-room, the Concert Noble, in the Rue Ducale.

See United Service Journal, 1829, part i. p. 85.

This, perhaps, was the room rendered famous by
Byron in

' Childe Harold '

Within a windowed niche of that high hall

though some say that Byron and other travellers

were shown the Salle de Reception in the Hotel
de Ville. WATERLOOENSIS.

A PITCH OF CHEESES (8
th S. viii. 248). This

term is not confined to the Cheshire cheese

makers or factors, but is common to nearly all the

open cheese markets or fairs. It is used to define

either the farmer's or the factor's separate con-

signment, be the same great or small, on the market
for delivery to purchasers on day of sale.

The same term was used formerly in the open
corn markets, when the farmer conveyed weekly
to the market his quantity of wheat or other grain
he had to sell. This was "

pitched" either in bulk,
in the market house, or represented there by one

bag, but the bulk, whatever the quantity might
be, was at hand for delivery the same day. Owing
to railways, steam threshing machines, and other
factors of this advanced age, this primitive mode
of transacting sales of corn has been almost entirely

superseded.
The Cheshire farmer, who proceeded to London

full of hope in making fourteen pence a pound of
his cheese, defined the quantity he had as his

"pitch," knowing, no doubt, no other term by
which to describe it. AGRICOLA.
Twickenham.

This expression is probably common in
Cheshire ; but I have not often heard it in
Somerset or Devon. The meaning is obviously
such a quantity of cheese as would be taken to
a fair or market to be sold from the bulk. In
this sense the word pitch as a verb and adjective
is very common (see

' West Somerset Word Book '

E.D.S.).
"Pitch-market" is still the usual name for

the part of a fair or market where produce is

actually on sale from the bulk
; and commodities

such as corn, wool, hides, cheese, brought in
wholesale quantities to market, are still said to
be "pitched for sale." The practice is now
becoming rare, but the word describing it is

quite well known. Bailey has "
Pitching -pence,

a Duty for setting down every Sack of Corn or

Merchandizes in a Fair or Market."

However correct cheeses may be in literature,

that form of plural is not heard in practice. In
the West we should as soon expect to hear
"

peases
"
as

" cheeses "
applied to farm produce.

Cheeses are the seed-pods of the marsh mallow,
and no countryman would confound cheese with

cheeses even without context.

F. T. ELWOKTHT.
Foxdown, AYellington.

Is not this phrase of kindred with a "
pitched

market
"

t Corn markets are, or were a quarter
of a century ago, called "

pitched markets," when
the farmers produced for the inspection of the

buyer?, not a small sample of the grain in a bag
which they carried in the pocket, but a sack which
was pitched in the market. Thus Doncaster was,
and I believe still is, a pitched market, while at

Gainsborough and Brigg the corn is sold by sample.
A "

pitch of cheese
"

is, I apprehend, the cheese

pitched in the market, which the buyers can in-

spect in bulk. I remember seeing many cheeses

exhibited for sale in this manner in Gainsborough
market-place somewhere about the year 1850.

EDWARD PEACOCK.

Thia generally means the whole quantity
actually exposed for sale at a market. See
more in 'N. & Q.,' 5th S. ix. 407; x. 54.

W. C. B.

CARTMEL CHUKCH (8
th S. viii. 280). In your

notice of Barber's ' Furness and Cartmel Notes,'

you say that you wonder if the books in the vestry
of Cartmel Church have ever been examined by
any one learned in bibliography. In reply, I may
refer you to a full and admirable account of the

collection in Mr. R. C. Christie's work on ' The
Old Church and School Libraries of Lancashire,'

printed for the Chetham Society in 1885.

CHARLES W. SUTTON.
Manchester.

DOES THE SUN PUT OUT THE FlRE 1 (8
th S.

viii. 148, 231.) The candle experiments referred

to at the last reference appear to me wholly un-

satisfactory, although supported by men of un-

questionable scientific knowledge and talent. I

will, with the utmost brevity I can command,
show the most prominent defects :

1. The light of a candle in a dark closet is, by
contrast, much greater than that of the same
candle burning in strong sunlight. No doubt a

man's foot has some force of gravity, but com-

pared with that of the earth it is quite inapprecia-
ble ;

eo the light of a candle burning in strong

sunlight has some luminous power, but compared
with sunlight it is scarcely to be perceived, so

that, by contrast, the light seems dimmed
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2. A hot sunlight must of necessity soften th

stearine or tallow of a candle in some measure
and being softened it must burn quicker ; so tha

the amount of consumption between candles in

cold dark closet and a hot burning sun are not in

the same condition, and cannot be compared.
All that is proved by such an experiment

this : What effect has the hot sun in softening
stearine or tallow ? and that will vary with cir

cumstances.
As the Editor very properly intimates, experience

seems to be in absolute contradiction to the verdic
of those gentlemen who support the negative.
The fact is this : In a frost air is condensed

but is rarefied by a hot sun. If the air which

supplies a fire has been rarefied by a hot sun its

fire nourishment is diminished and the fire is

more or less starved. By shutting off the sun
the air is more or less condensed, and the fire is

supported by a Liebig's essence of air instead o:

being starved on skilly. In one case the fire is a
John Browdie, in the other an Oliver Twist under
the charge of Mr. Bumble.

E. COBHAM BREWER.

WILLIAM BYRNE, ENGRAVER (8
th S. viii. 267)'

Miss Anna Frances Byrne was the eldest

daughter ; she was born 1775 ; was a member oi

the Old Water Colour Society ; she painted fruit

and flowers
; she died in 1837, having sent to

various exhibitions from 1796 to 1833. Miss
Elizabeth Byrne was the youngest daughter ; she

exhibited, from 1838 to 1849, landscapes ; she is

chiefly known as an engraver. Miss Letitia

Byrne was the third daughter, born 1779 and died
in 1849; she exhibited, from 1799 to 1848, land-

scapes, but also etched plates. John Byrne, the

only son, was born 1786 and died 1847 ; he was
a member of the Old Water Colour Society, and
exhibited landscapes from 1822 to 1847. There
was a Miss Mary Byrne, probably the second

daughter, who exhibited from 1798 to 1804 under
her maiden name, and as Mrs. James Green from
1805 to 1845; she was a miniature painter.

ALGERNON GRAVES.
6, Pall Mall.

SHAKSPEARE'S INDEBTEDNESS TO BEN JONSON
(8

th S. viii. 27, 132, 272). MR. HENDERSON must
allow me to say that there appears to be at least
as much supposition on his side as on mine. Con-
fessedly his whole case rests upon supposition

if
(

the chronology is correct" a very parlous
"if," considering how little we know on the sub-

ject. He supposes, moreover, that Shakespeare
caught these phrases from Jonson in or before

1597, through being associated with him in the

production of 'Every Man in his Humour.' But
according to the tradition (which Gifford accepts),
Shakespeare had nothing to do with this play, and
did not make Jonson's acquaintance until 1598.

In that year he is said to have procured for his

own theatre an improved version of the play,
which bad previously been acted at a rival house.

How could this affect his own play, which had
been published the year before ?

And why should we suppose any indebtedness
at all on either side ? Most, or all, of the phrases
cited by MR. HENDERSON were common property
when either play appeared. The duelling terms

certainly were, as appears from Nares. Oarranza's

book on the duello was well known to the dra-

matists of the time
; Saviolo's was translated in

1594; and we are not to suppose that Shakespeare,
who knew everything, was ignorant of it. The
other words are very slender pegs on which to

hang a theory of "appropriation."
"
Coz," "a

plague," "slip," in the sense of slip away what
is there peculiar in these ? As to

"
counterfeit," I

do not see that Brainworin and Mercutio use it in

the same sense. 0. C. B.

DISCOVERT OF JOHN EVELYN'S 'MEMOIRS'
(8

th S. viii. 245). Mr. Upcott's account of the

finding of John Evelyn's diary is quite correct.

I have recently, in inspecting autograph collections,
found a similar statement, written by Mr. Upcott,
but of more length. I have introduced it in a
book I am about to publish. HILDA GAMLIN.
Camden Lawn, Birkenhead.

SPANISH GRANDEES (8
lb S. viii. 228). Your

correspondent will find a long and interesting
article of five columns in 'N. &Q.,' 3rd S. iv. 465,
and a further question in vii. 94, which met with

no response. EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

GOWER, THE POET (8> S. viii. 87, 130). There
s a very good description of Gower's monument
n 'Ecclesiastical Antiquities of London and its

uburbs,' by Alexander Wood, M.A. (Burns &
Dates, 1874). From this I quote the following

entence, which I think may throw some light on
)R. THOMPSON'S question: "On the band of

urple and gold, with fillets of roses, that encircles

he head we read ' Merci lesu.'
"

"*~Ui

JOHN T. PAGE.
, Capel Terrace, Southend-oii-Sea.

' YOUNG LOCHINVAR' (8
th S. viii. 18, 54). If

Scott wrote that young Lochinvar "sprung" into

the saddle, no doubt he did. But it is satisfactory
to have it proved possible by F. E. D. May I be

allowed to quote a few words from the Times'on

the death of Severn in 1879. "Poets in those

days sang, now they criticize." Is not this the

case both of readers and writers in the present

day ? our best poets, Scott, Tennyson, Keble, all

shown up for their inaccuracies, rather than loved

and honoured for their great gifts. The old-

fashioned
"
poet's licence" is not granted now.

A. B.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

A Dictionary of Arlitts who have exhibited Works in

the Principal London Exhibitions from 1760 to 1893.

By Algernon Graves. (Graves & Co.)

UJON the appearance in 1884 of the first edition of Mr.
Graves's '

Dictionary of Artiats
' we commended the aim

and exhibited the method of the work. Since that time
it has been immediately under our hands as a book of

reference, and there have been few weeks, and com-

paratively few days, when we have not had occasion to

turn to its valuable pages. Few can know how many
applications to

' N. & Q.' would be Sived by a reference
to this volume. Concerning the caricaturist H. B. some

particulars are asked in the present number and are

replied to in our " Answers to Correspondents." Appli-
cation to Mr. Graves's book shows that six caricatures

by John Doyle (H. B.) were exhibited at the Royal
Academy betwixt 1825 and 1835. In its new and much
enlarged shape the work will be of greatly augmented
value. It is, in the first place, continued from 1880 to

1893, is greatly increased in eize, and has very many
more pages. The number of exhibitions dealt with is

doubled. The earlier volume dealt only with works
exhibited at the Society of Artists, the Free Society of

Artists, the Royal Academy, the British Institution, and
the Suffolk Street Exhibition. To these are now added
the Royal Water-Colour Society, the Royal Institute,
the Grosvenor Gallery, and the New Gallery, together
with " Various Exhibitions," under which head are com-
prised seven different exhibitions. By attention to the

explanations afforded by the author it will be possible to
ascertain to which of these separate institutions an
artist has contributed. Not here even rests the obliga-
tion of the student, the dealer, or the connoisseur to Mr.
Graves. By application to the firm of Henry Graves
& Co. the possessor of a work by any of the artists

mentioned may learn whether it has been exhibited.
Owners of the '

Dictionary
'

may also obtain information
as to the titles of the works, names of the sitters for

portraits, and other matter contained in Mr. Graves's

manuscript volumes, the publication of which, besides

rendering the printed volume too cumbersome, woulc
render the cost prohibitive. Wholly exceptional privileges
are these to accord subscribers.

One more piece of information extracted from the
preface to the second edition is worthy of being made
generally known. The slips from which the work is

printed are being preserved in case any future compiler
may seek to carry the information to a subsequent date
The inclusion in the list of the two great water-colou
societies brings with it very remarkable gain to the in

quirer. Turning thus to a few well-known names, we
find in the first edition no mention whatever of Dante
Gabriel Roseetti, whose name is found in the second, a
ie that of his sister-in-law Mrs. William Michael Rossett
(Miss Lucy Madox Brown). Madox Brown's own nam
appears to 16 exhibits as against 10, and Holman
Hunt's to 83 instead of 27. Sir E. Burne-Jones, whos
name did not previously appear, is in the late
volume responsible for 340 contributions. The works o
J. A, M. Whistler are increased from 85 to 155, thank
to the inclusion of the black-and-white exhibitions a
the Dudley. Ano her artist the list of whose contribu
tions is greatly augmented is the Princess Louise, whos
name is opposite 31 works instead of 3. For this acces
sion, however, time is principally, though not wholl
responsible. Time is also chargeable with the first ap
pearance in the volume of Mr. Edwin A. Abbey, Mr
John S. Sargent, Mr. Alfred Gilbert, R.A., and man

ther artists of highest mark. It may be news to some
F our readers that the name of J, Forbes-Robertson
mt stands opposite 32 works is that of the Romeo of
ae Lyceum. Many other instances of men following
ther branches of art whose names are found in the
ook might be advanced. Upon the claims of the
revious volume we have insisted, see 6th S. x. 199. The
alue of this book is enormously augmented. It wipes
ut in part the reproach that Englishmen incur of

egligence in dealing bibliographically with art, and

lough altogether different, less popular, and more
cholarly in aim than the 'Guide de 1'Amateur' of

/ohen, dear to all lovers of last-century art, is a work
e feel disposed to place with that. The only suggestion
f improvement that we have to make is that when an
rtist has, like Frederick Sandys, dwelt thirty-five years
n London, the name of the capital might appear rather
han that of his birthplace.

Chinese Games with Dice and Dominoes. By Stewart
Culin. (Washington, Government Printing Office.)

JR. CULIN, the Director of the Museum of Archasology
nd Palaeontology in the University of Pennsylvania, has

eprinted from the Report of the U.S. National Museum
or 1893, in a pamphlet of some fifty pages, a full account
>f the games with dice and dominoes popular among the
Jhinese in America. The work, which is brimful of

nformation, is deeply interesting to students of games,
and is not without value to students of folk-lore. There
ire few who could do justice to the subject. Our occa-
ional contributor Mr. Julian Marshall is one among
-he number. For ourselves, we claim no acquaintance
with the subjects. Many new games, besides such
amiliar amusements as backgammon, will repay the

explorer. Mr. George Redway is the agent fcr England.

WE have received from the Oxford University Press,
printed on india paper, and encased in various handsome
>r sumptuous bindings, the ' Thumb " A Kempis and
;he

" Thumb "
Christian Year. Veritable marvels of

production are these. The text is handsome, and per-
fectly legible even to elderly sight, yet the size is so

small that either book, in its case, may be carried in the

waistcoat watch-pocket. The Oxford editions are, in

both cases, reprinted in their entirety, and in the case

of the ' A Kempis
'

the indexes to subjects, Scriptural

quotations, &c., are included. Prettier and more delight-
ful little gift-books cannot easily be conceived.

PARTS VI. and VII. of Mr. Quaritch's Dictionary of
English Book Collectors include accounts, among others,
of J. R. McCulloch, Sir William Tite, J. M. Gutch,
E. Vernon Utteraton, and William Roacoe. Some auto-

graph letters of McCulloch are reproduced in facsimile.

The book is, at time?, saddening reading to the biblio-

phile, but its interest and value are indisputable.

PART X. for the year 1895 of the Journal of the Ex-
Libris Society begins with a plea by Mr. William Bolton

for the old-fashioned book-plate, and includes a defence

of our old English plates. The editor, Mr. W. H. K.

Wright, gives an account of the designs of our contri-

butor Mr. John Henry Metcalfe, with some striking
illustrations. As a frontispiece, the fine Croustern book-

plate is reprinted from part ii. of Mr. Hamilton's
' Dated Book-Plates.' Much other matter of interest is

supplied.

AMONG the many noteworthy communications to the

lately published numbers of the Intermediate may be
mentioned a reply furnishing a list of several localities

in France which take their name from the osier, such

as, for instance, Ozieres (Haute-Marne) and Ozillac

(Charente Inferieure). Several other articles treat of

the popular surnames of towns, in one of which after
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Milan the Great, Genoa the Superb, Rome the Holy
stands London the Envious, a title scarcely flattering to

our insular vanity. The number for August 30 contains

a note on folk-beliefs connected with a rope which has

been used for executing a criminal, while further de-

tails are given on two subjects sufficiently remote from

gallows superstitions, namely, on fortified churches and

churches which are incorrectly orientated. A com-
munication headed '

Superstitions des Acteurs Frarcais
'

gives information on the amusing credulities of the Eng-
lish stage-player, who, it appears, cherishes, among
other prejudices, a dislike to peacocks' feathers, even

when merely represented in the pattern of a woven
tissue.

ANOTHER French publication, Melusine, also offers a

collection of interesting facts to the archaeologist and

folk-lorist. The number for July-August issues one

part of a carefully written paper on the dance music of

the Morbihan ;
and an article on the ever-attractive sub-

ject of fascination, while discussing the use of several

counter-charms, shows how popular a thing is salt for

warding off the evil eye and sorcery, particularly when

employed to protect milch-kine and the dairy.

THE current number of Folk-lore contains, among
other contributions, 'The Sacred Marriage,' by Gertrude

M. Godden, and the ' Protest of a Psycho- Folklorist,'

by Andrew Lang, which is followed by a reply from
the pen of the President of the Folk-lore Society. Mr.

Lang's
' Protest

'

urges the necessity of psychical research

in connexion with the study of popular belief, and Mr.
Clodd in answer points out that not such research itself,

but the manner in which it is at present conducted, is

pseudo-scientific. Investigation is to be desired, but

investigation by imperfectly guarded methods is worth-

less. Mr. Crombie's article on '

Shoe-Throwing at Wed-
dings

'

affords fresh instances of the near relationship

existing between apparently diverse customs, and shows
how tenacious of existence is ancient usage.

' Customs
like timea change ; the most surprising thing is that they

change so little."
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THE KEEP OF CARLISLE.

A recent visit to the castle of Carlisle, under the

courteous and scholarly guidance of the Chancellor

of the Diocese, has led me to examine the authorities

for the currently accepted view,* that the keep
was the work of William Eufus in 1092. That

opinion has so firmly established itself that the

connexion of any one else with the building is

ignored in the twof most recent and best-known
books concerning bonnie Carlisle. The matter

admits, however, of more than the most serious

question : it is a demonstrable error.

Negative Criticism.

The sole passage on which dependence for the

accepted view is placed occurs in the 'English
Chronicle '::
"
1092. On bisum geare se cyng W. mid mycelre fyrde

ferde nor'S to Cardeol and ba burh gete'Ssta^elede and
bone castel arerde and Dolfin lit adraf be aeror baer bes
landes weold and bone castel mid his mannan geeette."

A literal translation, which leaves open some

* Clark's
' Mediaeval Military Architecture,' i. 49,

''Carlisle, wasted by the Danes in 877, received from
Rufus a castle and a keep, now standing."

f Bishop Creighton's
'

Carlisle/ and Ferguson's
' His-

tory of Cumberland.'

t In most of my citations I give no references to pages,
as the works referred to being chronological the dates
are ample clue.

points raised by the ambiguity of certain words,
may be ventured :

"
1092. In this year the King William with a meiklo

army fared north to Carlisle and the burh* builtf and
the castel J set up and outdrove Dolfin who formerly
that land ruled :' and the castel with his men ha
occupied."||

Florence of Worcester, who closed his annals in

1117, transferred and incorporated the statement
in the following terms :

"Rex in Northimbriam profectus civitatem qua
Brytannice Cairleu Latine Lugubalia vocatur restauravit
et in ea caatellum aedificavit."

The evidence is thus explicit enough that in 1092
a castel or castellum was set up. It may be asked,
What need to go further 1 Was not the cattellum
the keep ? That it was so has been the inference
of the moderns. It remains to determine how far

they are justified. Apart from the suggestion
thrown out in my foot-notes, that the premier
passage from the

' Chronicle ' means no more than
Rufus upreared the old down-fallen caer a view
on which for present purposes it is unnecessary to

insist, all depends upon the meaning of castellum

when used by writers of the end of the eleventh

century and the beginning of the twelfth.

Mr. Round, in an acute and masterly paper, If

has demonstrated that even in the twelfth century
a castellum was not only not synonymouswith turris,

but did not so much as imply the existence of a

tower or keep at all. A castellum, was a fortified

enclosure,** to which in many cases a keep was

* Burh, One of the great difficulties of the ' Chronicle
'

is to determine when burh or burg means fortress and
when it means town. I think it is the latter here.

f Built. I hesitate over this word. GeaeSstaJjelede,

usually rendered refortified or restored, I cannot find in

Bosworth-Toller. But in the '

English Chronicle,' under
the year 962, it is said that St. Paul's minster having
been burnt was eft gesta]>elad,

"
again built up." If I am

in error in supposing the two words to be the same, I

solicit correction.

J Castel. My reason for this spelling appears suffi-

ciently in the sequel. To spell it castle is to beg the

question.
Set up. One of the meanings of arteran is resuscilare,

and this I take to be its real sense here. The references
to the burh and the cattel in conjunction seem to me to

imply that both were previously existent ; in other words,
that Rufus found the castel already there, and restored

it, as he did the town. Otherwise, why should the
definite pronoun have been used in both cases 1 Contrast
the ' Chronicle

'

in 1095,
" ba bet he makian aenne caatel

to foran Bebbaburh," where the expression is to make a
castel ; and similarly in 1048,

"
gewroht aenne castel."

||
There are several very fine points of construction

involved in determining the full and exact sense of the

passage cited, and as a person with no pretensions what-
ever to Anglo-Saxon scholarship I would esteem it a
favour to have the criticisms of the savant* of ' N. &Q.'
1 Appx. 0,

' Tower and Castle,' pp. 328-346 of ' Geof-

frey de Mandeville.'
** In my

' Peel
'

I independently showed that similarly

peel, now a common word for a Border tower, was at first

a palisaded enceinte. I believe the German schloa had
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subsequently added, although the frequency of the

phrase "turns et castellum
" shows that the

distinction between the two long continued to be

recognized. Naturally it was a distinction which
tended to fade

;
when the thirteenth century came

it had practically become obsolete ; a castellum was
a castle.

In considering what Florence meant by the

castellum at Carlisle it. will be worth while to

ascertain what he meant by that word when used

by him with reference to other places. In 1068,
he says, William the Conqueror, at York, fortified

two castella "duobis castellis firmatis" the fosses

of which he expressly mentions. One of these

castella, however, we are informed by the best

authority was a mere stockade, completed in eight

days. The other was only a little better.* Neither
of them was a tower.t

There are other coseval cases in the North of

England equally deserving attention. In 1072,
the Conqueror (according to Symeon of Durham,
that eminently trustworthy historian) built a
castellum at Durham,

"
in Dunelmo castellum

condidit." And in 1080 the same author records
that the Conqueror's son Robert built a new
castellum, that of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, "castel-

lum novum super flumen Tyne condidit." The
interest of these two instances gains from the fact

that Symeon, in 1092, quotes word for word
Florence's passage concerning Carlisle, so that, in

his pages, we have three north-English castella

within twenty years of each other, one at Durham
in 1072, one at Newcastle in 1080, and that of

Carlisle in 1092. What do we know of the two
former? That the castellum at Durham was a

system of "
defences, probably of timber," and a

mound
;J and that at Newcastle, whatever Robert

Curthose may have done there, the keep was not
erected until 1172-74, as Mr. Clark, who bad at

first assigned it to 1080, himself
|| acknowledged.

The castellum of Robert is regarded as having been

only a "
temporary erection.' IF

a quite parallel evolution first an enclosure, afterwards
a castle.

* Clark's' Med. Milit. Arch.,' ii. 544-5. These forts
are referred to as "

J>a castelas
"
in the '

English Chro-
nicle,' under 1069. The eame term castel is applied in
the ' Chronicle '

to the fort which the Normans threw up
(worliton castel) near Hastings, in 1066. "Castellum
firmaverunt "

is Florence's equivalent.
t The same remark is true of the eattellum made

before Bamburgh in 1095.

J Boyle's
'

Comprehensive Guide to the County of
Durham,' p. 141.

Clark's
'

Mediaeval Military Architecture,' i. 40,
49, 94, 128.

(I
In the Archaeological Journal for 1884. The pas-

sages containing Mr. Clark's original and revised opinion
are quoted in Round's '

Geoffrey de Mandeville.'
p. 339-40.

f Tomlinson's '

Comprehensive Guide to the County of

Northumberland,' p. 2.

All this leaves Carlisle in perilous case. If not
one of these other castella was a keep or castle in

the modern sense, can Carlisle stand ? The ques-
tion becomes all the more awkward when it is

remembered that in 1092 the Tower of London

itself, an almost unique structure in the land, was
still an unfinished building.*

There is nothing to show that the original
castellum of Carlisle had a tower. The inferences
from the evidence are all to the contrary. But
Symeon of Durham, who is supposed to have died
in 1129, says that, in 1122, Henry I. crossed over
from York to the ancient city of Carlisle, which he
commanded to be fortified with a castellum and

towers, "civitatem antiquam quse lingua Brittonum
Cairleil dicitur quse nunc Carleol Anglice latine

vero Lugubalia appellatnr, quam data pecunia
castello et turribns pnecepit muniri."

These significant words, forming part of Symeon's
own contribution to the annals of his own time,
when contrasted with the earlier passage which he
borrowed from Florence appear to imply expressly
that the castellum of 1092 had been towerless, an
inference fully corroborative of the foregoing cri-

ticism of the sense of Florence himself. The first

mention of towers is from Symeon's pen in 1122,
and then they are still to be erected. I do not

forget that Hemingburgh and Bromton, conveying
with variations the oft-quoted sentence of Florence,
state that the work of Rufus was a "

castrum cum
turri fortissima," but in a matter of the eleventh

century, historians of the fourteenth, handing down,
with their own gloss, an oft-repeated passage, do
not count. Even were there no contrary evidence,
it is certainly not proved that Carlisle Keep was
erected by the Red King. It would be clearly

preferable to believe that its foundations were not
laid before 1122, and that it might have owed its

being to Henry I. whose reign we knowf was
"

prolific in castles." But there is contrary evi-

dence too clear to make even the latter view
tenable.

Direct Evidence.
It has been shown that in 1122 the evidence

remains quite indefinite. There was an intention
to build, there was a payment of money, but

Symeon when he laid down his pen in 1129 did
so without any assurance that the purpose was
executed. It is to be observed that Symeon's use
of the plural, towers, in the phrase "castello et

turribus " makes his statement very indistinct.

Had he used the singular, that would have been
absolute ; one could then without hesitation have

equated the turris with the keep, but turres were

probably only mural turrets. It is more than

probable that the walls of Carlisle had such tower?.
We therefore part company with the trusty

* Clark's 'Med. Milit. Arch.,' ii. 252; also Mr.
Loftie's authorized ' Guide to the Tower.' 1894. p. 30.

t Clark's 'Milit. Antiq.,' p. 50.
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Symeon, still without a clear word to denote the

existence of a keep.
But, although strangely neglected by the recent

Carlisle historians, there is explicit chronicle for

the keep. Its value must be determined by several

critical considerations, amongst which are to be
reckoned the whole surroundings of the fact, and
above all the circumstance that it does not con-

tradict, but rather fills out and explains the vaguer
statements of the 'English Chronicle' and Symeon
of Durham.

_

A word on the course of history after 1129. Car-
lisle remained English during the lifetime of

Henry I. In 1130-31 he built a wall round the

city. But soon after Henry's death in 1135 the
Scottish claim to the southern capital of Cumbria
was successfully revived, and in 1136 David I. took

possession of Carlisle, which remained Scottish

until 1157, when it was finally ceded to Henry II.

by David's grandson Malcolm IV. It was a chief

residence of King David, who died there in

1153.

Under these circumstances and in view of the

absence of specific allegation amounting to a

negation of the existence of a keep before 1136,
it is not surprising to find precise assertion that

during David'a occupancy, after the peace of 1139,
he constructed a tower, which his reputation as a

princely builder prepares one to believe would be
on a becoming scale of strength :

" Rex* vero
David fecit fortissimam arcem fKarlioli et

muros urbis plurimum exaltavit."

Here, at last, specifically is the powerful keep,
the arx, erected by David, who also heightened
the walls of the city the walls, viz., which the

Pipe Eolls show to have been put up in 1130 and
1131.

The passage I have cited was one of the items
of international chronicle sent to Edward I. in

1290-91 from various monastic houses to which he
had applied for what evidence they could furnish

to him regarding the English claim of overlordship.
It occurs as an extract from their

' Cronica '

in the

return sent to him by the Canons of Huntingdon
a place, be it remembered, specially associated with

King David and his family as lords of that honour.
It has all the weight which attaches to its character

as actually the earliest specific reference to the

building of the keep. A Huntingdon chronicle

was no unlikely place for authentic information on
such a point.

In what other quarters, if any, the passage is to

be found I know not. I have found only one
other chronicle containing it, and there the parti-
culars supply the hiatus in the last citation :

**
Eeversoque rege David de Novo Castro venit

*
Palgrare's 'Documents and Records,' i. p. 103;

Bain's '

Calendar,' ii. p. 117.

f So in Palgrave a hiatus evidently due to a flaw in
the MS.

Karleolum in cujus oppido* arcem fortissimam
construi fecit et urbis muros plurimum exaltavit."

This is from Bower's '

Scotichronicon,' bk. v.

chap, xlii., and completes the statement of a case
which will be difficult to meet.
In 1174 the Scots were fain, according to a

poet-chronicler, to admire the beauty of the sun-
shine on wall and turret when Sir Robert de Yaus
proudly held Carlisle, its castle and its tower

("de Carduille chastel e la tur"f), against the

mingled threats and blandishments of William
the Lion. What wonder that William strove to

take again the keep which bis grandfather had
built and dwelt in, and which his brother supinely
gave away ? GEO. NEILSON.

SHAKSPEARIANA.
'
MACBETH,' T. vi

:
. 25-28.

I have no spur
To prick the Bides of my intent, but only
Vaulting ambition, which o'erleaps it-elf

And falls on the other.

If I mistake not, this fine passage has been muddled
from "

itself" having been mistaken as the object
of the verb

"
o'erleaps." Macbeth confessed to

himself that he had no spur to prick the sides of

his intent, no sting of wrong to prompt and justify

revenge, no excuse whatever for the meditated
deed. The vaulting ambition itself, i. e. , without

a spur (" itself," as I think, referring to
"

I have
no spur "), might overleap the barrier of crime, but
it would be like an unspurred steed which takes

bhe hedge only to fall on the other side. His crime,
if committed, would be of such "

deep damnation"

that the "even-handed justice" of God, through
bhe ministry of man, was sure to visit it with the

vengeance which crimes of such enormity never

failed to evoke, If we were to regard
"

itself
" aa

:he object of the verb "o'erleaps," we should have

;o give to overleap the sense of overstrain, or some

such word ;
but this the usus loquendi forbids us

to do. Cf. the only two other passages in which

the word occurs in Shakespeare :

The Prince of Cumberland ! that is a step
On which I must fall down, or else o'erleap,

For in my way it lies.
'

Macbeth,' I, iv. 4&-50.

I do beseech you,
Let me o'erleap that custom.

'
CoriolanuB,' II. ii. 140.

And falls on the other.

In the free and easy days of purely conjectural

emendation, now so intolerable, there would have

jeen no hesitation in adding "side" as necessary
;o complete both the sense and the verse. In fact,

* Oppidum is here used as the strict equivalent of

jasteUum,
" in whose castel he caused build a keep." A

precisely similar distinction will be found relative to

jarlisle also, between a'vitas oppidum and arx, in Pal-

grave's
' Documents and Records,' i. p. 74.

f 'Jordan Fantosme,' 11. 1352 and 1424.
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I have an edition of Shakespeare, in 8 vols.,

published at Glasgow in 1795, and calling itself

a reprint "from the famous edition of 17&3, by
Dr. Hugh Blair," in which the additioa is made,
and made without note to indicate that it is an

addition. May not Shakespeare have purposely
omitted the word for stage effect, to mark the

interruption of Macbeth's soliloquy by the entrance

of his wife 1 If I am right in this conjecture, then

the only change in the passage as printed in the

Folio would be the omission of the period after

"other"; thus:

And falls on th' other \Enier Lady.
How now ? What news

),

I cannot but think this explanation more reasonable

than that which has been given by others e. g., by
Mr. and Mrs. Cowden Clarke who say: "'Sides'

in the penultimate line allow 'side' to be ellip-

tically understood after
'

other.'
"

R. M. SPENCE, M.A.
Manse of Arbuthnott, N.B.

*
HAMLET,' I. ii. (8

th S. iv. 443). Mr. SPIN-

GARN'S interpretation of
"

distill'd
"
in this passage

is hardly an improvement on the old sense. "Jelly"
is derived from the Latin yelu, and conveys the

sense of something congealed rather than

"squeezed." "Distill'd" probably refers to the

cold sweat sometimes produced by fear, the "
geli-

dus tremor,"
"
gelidus sudor

"
of Virgil see

iii. 259 :

At sociis subita gelidus formidine eanguis
Deriguit,

Thus translated by Stanyhurst :

Stood etill alastonied with cold blud, lyke gelu, quivering.

E. S. A.

'KING HENRY V.,' I. ii. 59

Until four hundred one and twenty years
After defunction of King Pharamond, \\sia

Idly supposed the founder of this law ;

Who died within the year of our redemption
Four hundred, twenty six

;
and Charles the Great

Subdued the Saxon?, and did seat the French
Beyond the river Sala, in the vear

Eight hundred five. Besides, &c.

I find this to be the reading given in all editions that
I have examined from the First Folio of 1623 down-
wards to the present day. That an error has here

crept in is, however, obvious, for it is capable of

simple arithmetical demonstration, 421 plus 426=
847, not 805. Now 400 less 21 plus 426= 805.
From this I conclude that the true reading, and the
one given in the manuscript, must have been,

"
Till

less four hundred, one and twenty years "; and how
this error occurred is easily accounted for. Writ-
ing the word "

till
" we see that it contains the

same number of strokes as the prefix un, and might
easily be confounded with it. The first printer
probably read "till less" as " unless," and, being
a person of some intelligence, said it cannot be

"
unless," it must be "

until," and printed it as

such a conclusion very obvious at first sight, but
which is not borne out by the context. The same

person also probably dropped the comma after the

"four hundred," though that comma may have been
absent in the manuscript. In the First Quarto of

1600 it is printed
"

untill," and similarly in the

quarto of 1 608, which is obviously taken from that

of 1600
;
but the error might remain undetected

here, for these quartos omit all the lines between

Godly* supposed the founder of this law,

and
Hugh Capet also that usurped the crown.

It is not often that one finds an error in the text

which demonstrates its presence so ably as this ;

but there are other cases in which I believe an
alteration is almost as obviously necessary, though
I will presume no further on your valuable space
at present. KENNETH MACKENZIE.
Hammersmith.

'
1 HENRY VI.,' IV. v. 29.

You fled for vantage, every one will swear
But if I low, they '11 say it was for fear.

If bow here is an error, it may be a misreading of

the MS. leave. Hall's account of Talbot's death
has:
" But when the sonne had answered that it was

neither honest nor natural for him to leue his father in
the extreme ieopardye of his life/' &c.

G. JoiCET.

MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR,' I. iii. 111.

I will possess him with yellowness, for the revolt of mine
is dangerous.

As Nym's name in the Folio is sometimes spelt
Nim (II. i. 139), may not this be a misreading of
" the revolt of Nim is dangerous

"
?

G. JOICEY.

PORTRAITS OF JOHN KEATS. Mr. J. G. Speed,
in his most readable article on Keats in McClure's

Magazine for October, gives an illustration of a

portrait by Severn identical with that which forms
the frontispiece to Lord Houghton's

'
Life

'

in two
volumes. Three exactly similar portraits by
Severn are in my possession, those painted for

my grandfather and Mrs. Lindon respectively

being two of them. It was the former of these
which was reproduced by Lord Houghton, and it

is the latter which has always been supposed to be
the original done from life. Severn had it fre-

quently to copy, and has always written of it that

it was the original and only one from life. I have

always believed that there were eight copies, or
nine in all, and imagine that Mr. Speed's, done
for George Keats, is one of the eight, and not the

original
" from life." CHARLES W. DILKE.

Pyrford, by Maybury, Wokin?.

*4.MiBprint for "
idly."
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" MARBLE." In a recent article in the Daily
News it is stated that this word is very common in

Norfolk among the common people as equivalent
to

"
gossip

" A contributor to that paper, the

Rev. R. 0. Nightingale, writes :

" The word when spoken with the soft music of the

Norfolk accent is an expressive one, particularly if we
recollect its derivation from the A.-S. magdh, a young
girl."

Perhaps the word may be worth embalming in

'N. &Q.' E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

ELEVEN TIMES MARRIED.
"Mrs. Dr. Spencer, of Bourbon, U.S.A., has imported

a matrimonial sensation into the Welsh town of Neatb,
which may be fairly, and without any shadow of ex-

aggeration, described as unique. This lady medico,
according to a local contemporary, has just been united
in wedlock at that place to her eleventh husband. She
is now only forty-four years of age, and was a bride
when a girl of fifteen." Morning, Sept. 28, 1894.

Is not this worthy of record in ' N. & Q.' ?

C. P. HALE.

SIR THOMAS BROWNE'S COFFIN-PLATE. Ad-
mirers of Sir Thomas Browne and who that knows
him is not an admirer ? will be glad to know that

his long-lost coffin-plate has been recovered and
restored to the church of St. Peter Mancroft,
Norwich. It is preserved in a glass case in the

sacristy. This fact should be noted in connexion
with the notes on the skull of Sir Thomas Browne
(8

th S. vi. 64, 233, 269). JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

' ASHLEY.' No satisfactory account of this tune
has yet appeared, so far as I am aware. Dobson
credits it to Madan a credit to which Parr

objects, without giving any definite information as

to its first appearance. I find it in the Gospel

Magazine for April, 1774, without name or initial.

JAS. WARRINGTON.

BURIAL-PLACE OF ANNE BOLETN. This sub-

ject has several times been referred to in the pages
of 'N. & Q.,' and the tradition of her burial in

the fine old church of Sail, in Norfolk, where

many of her ancestors are buried. Her uncle
Simon Boleyn was priest of Sail. The large stone
in front of the pulpit is said to cover her remains

;

but Miss Strickland had it raised, and no trace of

any interment or remains could be discovered.
No doubt the unfortunate queen is buried, with

many other State offenders, in the chapel of St.

Peter ad Vincula, in the Tower of London, where,
according to Macaulay,

" death is associated with
all the miseries of fallen greatness and of blighted
fame Here and there lie more delicate sufferers,
those two fair queens who perished by the jealous
rage of Henry." Once, on a visit to this noble

church, majestic even in its melancholy appearance,
I felt convinced that it must have a history, and

perhaps one has been already written. This little

note is penned, however, in order to inquire
whether any one can help me to find some lines

which appeared in an early volume of the New
Monthly Magazine, on the supposed burial of

Queen Anne Boleyn at Sail in 1536.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

JINRIKSHAS. A writer on Japan in the Times
of Monday, 21 Oct., says that "the native jin-
riksha "

still holds its own with the electric tram-

way at Tokio. This "native" jinriksha was
invented in our time by an Englishman" Public-

spirited
"
Smith, whose father-in-law (still living)

is the proprietor and editor of one of the English
newspapers at Yokohama. The jinriksha, under
various names, has spread to the British, French,
and Dutch Indies, and to the Gape and Natal.

D
IRON-WORKS IN KBNT. Your correspondent

MR. RICHARD LAWSON quotes the Saturday
Review respecting the early manufacture of grey
cloths in the homesteads of Tenterden, Biddenden,
and Cranbrook, an industry which has now quite
died out. In Archceologia Cantiana, vol. xxi.,

just issued to members of the Kent Archaeological

Society, Mr. George Payne gives an excellent

account of the exhaustion of the iron industry in

the Weald of Kent, as narrated by Pliny, Strabo,

and Diodorus Siculus ;
and Julius Cseaar informs

us that the ancient Britons possessed chariots, the

fittings of which were of iron, and that pieces of

that metal were used in place of money. There were

foundries at Cowden, Hawkhurst, and Lamber-

hurst, besides furnaces and forges at Cranbrook,

Goudhurst, Dorndale, Hormonden, Tonbridge, and

Biddenden. The principal ironmasters were the

Knights and the Tichbornes, whose descendants

became baronets. Leonard Gale, of Sevenoaks, a

blacksmith, removed into Sussex, and became

a wealthy man ;
his son was educated at Oxford,

was called to the Bar, and in 1710 was M.P. for

Grinstead. His advice to his family was
" to get one of the Cowden furnaces, for I do assure you
that if I were forty years old I would by God's help get

a good estate by this employment, for I have within

these twenty years cleared nearly 300J. per annum out

of one of those forges."

Ordnance was also cast as heavy as 6,000 pounds

each, and chimney and fire-backs were also made
with the owner's arms, or those of France and

England ; fire-dogs were also cast with family arms

and initials on them, and iron tomb-slabs are now
met with in the churches of Kent and Sussex. In

1592 Sir William Rowe, a native of Hawkhurst,
and a member of the Ironmongers' Company,
filled the office of Lord Mayor of London, and

there is no doubt that the iron trade in the Weald

had about this time materially declined.
^

So rapid

was it that not one furnace was at work in Kent m
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1796. Thus ended, as Mr. George Payne justly

says, a great industry which existed in Kent for a

period of nearly 2,000 year?. Members attending
the Kent Archaeological Society's meeting at Cran-

brook this year had many opportunities of seeing

the iron backs of stoves and fire-places which were

on sale or view at Hawkhurst, through which they
drove from Bodiham Castle. NORMAN.

LETTER ANNOUNCING THE PEACE or 1801. I

have just found among my papers a letter of some
historical interest. I suppose that it came into my
father's possession from one of the family of the

Lord Mayor to whom it was addressed :

Downing Street, Octr 1 st 1801, Night.
MY LORD, I have the great satisfaction of inform^

you the Preliminaries of Peace between Great Britain

and France have been signed this Evening by myself on
the part of His Majesty and by Mr. Otto on the part
of the French Governm'.

I request your Lordship will have the goodness to

make this Intelligence immediately Public in the City.
I have the honour to be with great repect My Lord,

your Lordship's
most obed 1 humble serv1

HAWKSBUBY.
To the Right Honble The Lord Mayor.

W. W. SKEAT.

OSBORNE M.P.s. Peregrine Osborne, Viscount

Dnmblaine, afterwards second Duke of Leeds, was
M.P. for Berwick-upon-Tweed, 1677 to 1678, was
elected for Bridport in March, 1678/9, but un-
seated upon petition, and eat for York City,
1689-90.

Peter Osborne (died 1592), in addition to the

M.P.-ships named, sat for Guildford in 1571.

Sir John Osborne (died 1628), represented
Westminster circa 1575-83, Newport 1586-87,
Bramber 1588-89, Penryn 1593, St. Germains
1601.

Sir Edward Osborne, of Kiveton, Bart, (died

1647), was M.P. for East Retford, 1628-29, York
April-May, 1640, and Berwick-upon-Tweed Nov-
ember, 1640, till void 7 Dec. following.
The foregoing are slightly supplementive to the

articles in the '
Diet. Nat. Biog.'

W. D. PINK.
Leigh, Lancashire.

" BLAZER." May I add to the notes in ' N. & Q.'
(passim) that the term "blazer" was afterwards
used when it blazed no more ; that is, when the
flannel jacket was merely black or white ? I believe
the blazer has almost died out already (?), and the
Norfolk jacket has taken its place.

RALPH THOMAS.

"DECAPITATED HEAD." (See 8th S. viii. 286.)
This phrase, which excited a good deal of cri-

ticism when it was used in the advertisement of a
famous show in London some thirty years since,
reappears in a note on 'Henry Grey, Duke of

Suffolk,' at the above reference. C. 0. B.

We must request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest to affix their

names and addresses to their queries, in order that the

answers may be addressed to them direct.

DUCHESS OF ALVA. In the pathetic will of

Jane, Duchess of Northumberland (widow of John

Dudley, Duke of Northumberland, and mother-in-

law of Lady Jane Grey), there is a clause in which

she bequeaths "to the Dutchess of Alva her

Green Parot, having nothing worthy of her else,

praying her Grace to continue a Good Lady to all

her children as she has begun
"

(Collins,
'

Sydney
Papers,' introd., vol. i. p. 35). Who is this

Duchess of Alva, who had evidently used her

influence with Philip and Mary for the restoration

in name and blood of the attainted Dudley family ?

It is difficult to associate mercy with the name of

Alva, and I should be glad to know if the lady
mentioned was his wife.

WINIFRED BURGHCLERE.

H. H. I should be glad to know who was the

H. H. who drew the political sketches published

by W. Loffe, 380, Strand, in 1830, and if they
were published separately or with some journal.

J. FINDLAT SWEETING.

OLD BRETON INSCRIPTION.

Quic qu'en grogne, uinsi sera,

C'est mon plaisir.

Can any of your readers tell me if this is the cor-

rect quotation of the lines written upon the walls

of St. Malo by the Duchess Anne of Brittany ? It

has always puzzled me why Quiconque should have

been corrupted into Quic qu'en, when the rest of

the dictum was in such accurate French. The
hotel on the sea-shore at the adjacent village of

Parame" is called "
Quic-en-groigne." But I

imagine this to be only a playful annexation.

CECIL CLARKE.
Authors' Club, S.W.

SURNAME OF JANUA VEL GENUA. In the index

to the
' Rotuli Litterarum Clausarum

'

the above

remarkable surname occurs, and its equivalents
are given a little further on as

" de Jaunay ande

de Joiny." Will some correspondent versed in

early English nomenclature kindly afford an ex-

planation of the name of Janua or Genua, and also

say whether there is any authority for the other

forms as equivalents ? S. G.

" FANTIGUE." What is the origin of this word ?

I have not heard it outaide Kent, where it is used
in the sense of

"
fidgety "; for example,

" She was
in such a fantigue." GEO. C.

SIR JOHN TREFELIAN CELIA WEEKS. Can any
of your numerous readers or correspondents kindly

give me information respecting a Sir John Tre-
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felian Celia Weeks, who it is surmised died about

sixty years ago at Bristol ? I want to know where
he was born most particularly ; but any informa-
tion respecting him would be very welcome. I

should also like to ask if there is any work exist-

ing which gives a complete list of persons who
have been honoured by knighthood for some con-

siderable period. WM. H. COPE, Librarian.
Mason College, Birmingham.

JACOBITE STANDARD. What were the standards
or colours of the Stuarts in the '15 and '45 ? Is

anything known of what became of the one raised

at Glenfinnan ? W. E.

GRIVILL. Who was Sir Edward Grivill, GriulJ,
or Griuil), who died circa 1634 1 Is it known
where he died and where he was buried ? I am
also desirous of tracing his will. His wife,

" The
ladie GrivilJ," died of the plague at Fulham in

1636. CHAS. JAS. F&RET.

RUNIC INSCRIPTIONS. Will some one be kind

enough to inform me of a work on Runic inscrip-
tions? These characters are now read by aid

of old German text, and I shall be thankful for

any information. STDDEKT.

REV. J. ARROWSMITH. In the vestibule or

ante-chapel of the parish chapel (formerly parish
church) of St. Marylebone is a ledger stone with
the following inscription very much obliterated :

Here lyeth the body of
M" Frances Arrowsmith

Relict of the late

Revd John [?] Arrovvsmith
Rector of the Pariah of Oxfordshire

She died in this Parish
The 18th of May 1786 aged 75

Can any of your readers tell me the name of the

parish of which Mr. Arrowsmith was rector? I

shall be very glad to obtain this information.
ARTHUR F. G. LEVESON GOWER.

Belgrade.

"To DEATH." Many of your readers will

recollect the impression produced by Mrs. May-
brick's expression in her intercepted letter, that her
husband was "sick unto death." I met with a

very similar expression in the journal of a lady
compatriot in a book entitled 'Remarkable Ad-
ventures and Prison Escapes of the Civil War,
published some time ago by Fisher Unwin, though
the very same entry describes her husband as then
convalescent. The phrase, "he maligned him to

death," occurs in Bunyan's 'Holy War.' Can any
of your readers give me other examples of the use
of "to death" or "unto death" in the sense of

extremely ? This meaning of
"
deadly

"
is recog-

nized by Webster, but he describes it as "low";
but probably if Mrs. Maybrick had written that

her_ husband was "deadly sick" it would have
excited less comment. Perhaps, also, some of

your readers can tell me what is the literal render-

ing of the Hebrew expression which is translated
"
sick unto to death

"
in the Authorized Version of

the Bible. It is used of King Hezekiah, who
recovered. Many Americanisms and Irishisms

seem to me to be survivals of the old English.

QUERIST,

VICTOR HUGO: 'ZiM-Zizmi.' Victor Hugo,
in his terrible death-march, as I may call it,

' Zim-

Zizimi,' in ' La Ldgende des Siecles,' has the fol-

lowing lines :

Le temp?, spectre debout eur tout ce qui s'ecroule,,
Tient et par moments tourne un eablier oil coule

Une poudre qu'il a prise dans les tombeaux
Et ramaesee aux pi is des linceuls en lambeaux,
Et la cendre des morts mesure aux vivants 1'heure.

The idea of Time's hour-glass being filled with

dust that he has collected in the tombs and wind-

ing-sheets of the dead, although a little gruesome,
seems to me very striking and original. Do any
of your readers remember a similar idea in any
other writer ?

Who are the " kassburdars " in line 61 ?

Son nom fait palir parmi les Kassburdars
Le sophi devant qui flottent sept etendards.

Does the following refer to an Assyrian funeral

custom ? Perhaps the line is metaphorical, and I

have not caught the poet'a meaning. The
"flambeau d'or sculpt e" a Sumatra," says to Zim-
Z ztmi that if the lock of the living could penetrate
to the dreary bed where Ninus is lying, it would

see, at the aide of what was his head :

Un vase de gres rouge, un doigt de marbre blanc.

Is Sumatra here the great island so called
;
and

is it still a "pays des orfevres c&ebres"? The

following line is like an echo from Gray's
'

Bard,'

although it is very improbable that Victor Hugo
was thinking of Gray when he wrote it :

L'aigle en 1'apercevant crie et fuit dans les roches.

The famished eagle screams and passes by.

Mr. Swinburne, in his
'

Study of Victor Hugo,'
ed. 1886, says of 'Zim-Zizimi':

' The walls of the Campo Santo are fainter preachers
and feebler pursuivants of the triumph of death than the

pages of the poem which yet again renews its note of

menace after menace and prophecy upon prophecy till

the end."
JONATHAN BOUCHIEK.

Ropley, Alresford.

OIL OF SAINTS. In an article entitled 'A
Russian Holy City,' by Isabel F. Hapgood, in the

Atlantic Monthly, Ixxiv. pp. 480 93, there is men-
tion of the miraculous skulls still exhibited among
the holy relics of Kieff. After speaking of^'a
group of chrism-exuding skulls of unknown saints

under glass bells," the writer says, further,
" There

were several sets of chrism-dripping saintly skulls

in these catacombs, also, fifteen of the ghastly

things in one group," and she goes on to relate
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that when a skull had been deprived of its glass

bell,
" the first Russian approached, knelt, crossed

himself devoutly, and received from the priest the

sign of the cross on his brow, adminstered with a

soft small brush dipped in the oil from the skull."

How does it come about that these skulls drip oil ;

and why is this faculty of theirs particularly vene-

rated ? Are similar oil- exuding skulls still made
use of in the Latin Church ? G. W.

HARRINGTON. I am desirous of a little more
information than given in the '

Shropshire Visita-

tion, 1613,' of the Harrington family of Bishton,
near Allbrighton, co. Salop, and shall be glad if

any readers of
' N. & Q.' can give it me.

J. ASTLBT.
Coundon Road, Coventry.

CROUCH FAMILY. Could any of your corre-

spondents inform me where I could obtain infor-

mation regarding the Crouch family of Hertford-

shire prior to the seventeenth century ; or has

anything appeared in your paper in connexion
with the same ? If so, date would oblige.

C. H. C.
8. Hackney.

SUSSEX ROADS. De Quincey, in an article on

'Travelling' (vol. xiv. p. 295, ed. 1862), speaking
of the badness of Sussex roads, mentions a journey
undertaken by an " Italian of rank "

to Petworth
in 1685, of which he left a record. Can any one
tell me where I can find this account ? It is not,
I take it, a reference to the journey taken by
Prince George of Denmark from Godalming to

Petworth to meet Charles VI. of Spain in 1708

(see
' Handbook for Travellers in Kent and Sussex,'

1858, p. xxxiii). C. K. HAINES.
Uppingham.

PRESCOTT'S ' MEXICO.' Those who read Prescott
and other books relating to the history of South
America would, I am sure, be thankful for any
hints as to the pronunciation and accentuation of

Mexican (Aztec) names of persons and places. I

venture to ask if any of your readers can favour
me with a few lines on this subject, or refer me to
a work of reference where information can be
obtained. CHARLES J. PEARCE.

1, Piince Albert Villas, Harrow.

THE ENGLISH ACTRESS'S TRAIN-BOY IN 1756.
M. Grosley, in his

' London in 1756,' Englished
by T. Nugent in 1772, says, at i. 178 :

" The English stage has certain custom?, which greatly
hurt a Frenchman who is not used to them. The last
scene of every act is constantly interrupted, and some-
times in the most interesting part, by the tinkling of a
little bell, which apprizes the music to be ready to play
in the interval between the acts. The actresses who
perform the principal characters drag long trains after
them, which hare but four corners, like a carpet, the
breadth proportioned to the importance of the character;
and they are followed by a little boy, in quality of a

train-bearer, who is as inseparable from them as the

shadow from the body. This page, who is sprucely

dressed, and muffled up in a livery made to suit his

stature within two or three inches, keeps his eye con-

stantly fixed upon the train of the princess ; sets it to

right?, when it is ever so little ruffled or disordered ;
and

is seen to run after it with all his might, when a violent

emotion makes the princess hurry from one side of the

stage to the other : this he does with all the phlegm and

seriousness natural to the English. In the above-men-

tioned scene between the king and the queen ["in the

moment which is to separate them for ever, the king
flies into the arms of the queen, who embraces her royal

consort, and they continue clasping each other in trans-

port, which excites in the whole audience the strongest

emotions "], who can be affected to so high a degree as

not to take notice of the attention of the little page, to

repair the disorder which the queen's train constantly

receives, as she stirs and moves with impassioned atti-

tudes in the arms of the afflicted monarch ]
"

When were these absurdly big trains and their

little bearers done away with on our stage ?

F. J. F.

BOLEYN. Was Geffrey or Geoffrey Boleyn,
Lord Mayor of London in 1457, related to Anne

Boleyn ? In the will of John Lok (Sheriff in

1461), dated 19 July, 1459, 1 find Geoffrey Boleyn,
"
citizen and alderman of London " was appointed

a supervisor. For what ward was John Lok
alderman? CHAS. JAS. FERET.

"A COUNSEL OP PERFECTION."

(8
th S. viii. 288.)

The term "counsels of perfection" belongs to

the domain of theology, and, as such, can hardly
be discussed at any length in the pages of ' N. & Q.'

Probably it will be sufficient to refer the querist to

such a book as Bishop Harold Browne's '

Exposi-
tion of the Thirty-nine Articles.' At p. 334, fifth

edition, he will find a distinction drawn between

precepts of the Gospel, and counsels of the Gospel :

"Precepts, which are binding upon all men; and

counsels, which it is desirable to follow, but which are

not obligatory on the conscience St. Jerome dis-

tinguishes between a precept and a counsel, as that the

one involves necessity of obedience, the other leaves a

liberty of accepting or refusing."

As the very next sentence in the bishop's 'Ex-

position' touches upon the thorny question of

works of supererogation, it is wise to proceed no
further. Perhaps a few words from Bishop Forbes'a
'

Explanation of the Thirty-nine Articles,' pp. 210,

211, may make the definition a little clearer. He
points out that all men are subject to the general

obligations of the Christian life. But beyond
these duties there is a still higher range. Certain

injunctions are laid on men
;
not on all, but on

such as can bear it. "All this higher law is

gathered under the heads of Counsels of Perfection,
of which the main branches are Poverty, Chastity,
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and Obedience." The whole of
fc
the context is

instructive.

I apologize for introducing into 'N. & Q.' so

much theology. With good judgment this useful

paper has always steered clear of theological dis-

quisitions, and it would be most undesirable to

break the existing rule ;
but the question could

not be answered without some approach to the

forbidden subject. W. SPARROW SIMPSON.

A theological term, arising out of a distinction

made between "praecepta" and "
consilia evan-

gelica." The latest notice of which I am aware is

in the article on "
Supererogation, Works of," in

* Chambers's Encyclopaedia.' When there is a refer-

ence to the statement of Bishop Burnet, at the

beginning of his
'

Exposition of Article XIV.,'
"There are two points out of this article to

be considered, first,
' Whether there are in the

New Testament counsels of perfection given,'"
it will be apparent that there will be found in the
writers on the Thirty-nine Articles many examina-
tions of the question in a theological sense.

In agreement with my statement as to the origin
of the term, I may refer to St. Thomas Aquinas,
who has, in

' The Summa,' 12ae
,
cviii. iv. concl. :

"
Respondeo dicendum quod baec eat differentia inter

consilium et praeceptum, quod praeceptum importat
neceseitatem, coiisilium autem in opinione ponitur ejus,
cui datur."

He answers the question, which Bishop Burnet
answers negatively, in the affirmative that in the

new law, as distinguished from the old, there are

such counsels.

Hooker has a passage in reference to
" counsels

of perfection," in which he shows their nature,
and that "they do not imply supererogation"
(running title in the edition of Deans Church
and Paget), <E. P.,' bk. ii. ch. viii. 4.

ED. MARSHALL.

This phrase owes its origin to the ecclesiastical

"counsels of perfection," a term used by the

schoolmen of the Middle Ages to express certain

voluntary habits of life which opened the way to a

perfection of holiness not attainable by all. They
consisted of three vows the vow of voluntary

poverty, the vow of perpetual chastity, and the

vow of obedience. These vows were only to be
taken by those who were able and willing to fulfil

them. They were never more than "counsels,"
and hence their name, "counsels of perfection."

G. 0. APTHORP.

'KALEVALA' (8
th S. viii. 88, 156, 295). I have

just read the letter of MR. ST. CLAIR BADDELET,
and am really sorry that I must continue to dis-

agree with an opponent so courteous, and evidently
as great an enthusiast on the subject of Finnish

literature as myself. Unfortunately, my Finnish

friend has returned to Finland, and therefore

cannot be approached on the subject. He was a

Lutheran clergyman ;
and some years ago, when I

made his acquaintance, used to preach every

Sunday at an East-End church to a congregation
of sailors of his own nationality. The first time I

met him was at one of these services ;
but I sub-

sequently visited him at his private house, and,
what is more to the point, I went every week with

him during a long series of weeks to a Finnish

reading-room off Ratcliffe Highway. I thus had

an opportunity of hearing Finnish pronounced by
a vast number of speakers of varying degrees of

culture, and more than one dialect. Not only

that, but I procured the two-volume English trans-

lation of the poem under discussion, and went over

it with my friend until I was satisfied that I knew
how to pronounce all its proper names in Finnish

fashion. I found that Crawford undoubtedly con-

tained false quantities. In the four lines quoted

by your correspondent I think the word Wainola

should be a dactyl. The same applies to Luotola.

The translator errs in treating this latter word as

four syllables. On the other hand, it is some satis-

faction to say that with regard to the other two

names quoted (Joukahainen and Matkateppo) I

am in thorough agreement with MR. BADDELET.
I must now leave the matter in the hands of your

readers, or, better still, I hope the correspondence
under this head may fall into the hands of some

Finn, as no one will be better pleased than myself
to be set right, if wrong, by any one whose birth

and education qualify him to do so.

JAS. PLATT, Jun.

HOPS (8
th S. viii. 125, 295). Certainly further

authority is required before it can be affirmed that

the passage quoted at the first reference alludes to

"hops and brewing," i.e., to the hop, Humulus

lupulus. Dr. Smiles ('Huguenots in England,'

1880, p. 98), quotes a distich, of about A.D. 1524:

Hops, Reformation, Bays and Beer

Came into England all in one year.

A writer in the Edinburgh Review (1879, p. 49)

quotes Fuller as saying that "Ale, raw, small, and

windy, was the beverage of all the colleges,*sbefore

the innovation of beer, the child of hops, waa

brought into England." In 'N. E. D.' we are

informed that "beer was formerly distinguished

from ale by being hopped." JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

MR. BONE'S note probably refers to the transla-

tion of the ' Herbarium ' of Apuleius given by Mr.

Cockayne from an early English MS. (date about

1050) in his 'Saxon Leechdoms, Starcraft, and

Wort Cunning.' Apuleius Barbarus, the reputed
author of the 'Herbarium Apuleii,' "may have

flourished," says Mr. Lang ('Custom and Myth,'

p. 151), "about four centuries after our era."

Mr. Lang adds that not only is his date vague,

but of his life nothing is known. He can hardly,
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however, have had any knowledge of English
beverages ; and if the MS. of 1050 has any such
statement as MR. BONE'S note attributes to it,

this must be due to the Saxon scribe. I have

myself a note from Mr. Cockayne's version to the

effect that infusion of hops (hymele), drunk, is

good for "sore of the spleen," but I cannot give
the exact words, not having a copy of the work by
me. 0. 0. B.

"LEGER-LINE" (8
th S. viii. 284). This is a

common phrase for fishing on the ground with no
float on the line, especially for barbel. An oblong
stone in churches, rather broader at the head than
at the foot, is usually called a "leger- stone."
There is one in this church, which, I suppose,
originally covered the remains of an ecclesiastic in

pre-Eeformation days. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

The Italian for this musical term of an added
line is riga aggiunta, and the French ligne postiche
(i.e., linea appositd). The English term, in its

origin, appears to denote a light, slight, or small
line of minor, secondary importance. Though
derived from the French leger, it seems to be an

indigenous English term of musical notation.

H. KREBS.
Oxford.

BAT= BATTER (8
h S. viii. 266). In good

editions of the Connoisseur the passage quoted
has "

at bat," not " a bat." To my knowledge, Dr.

Murray was aware of this. F. H.
Marlesford.

KNIGHTS MADE IN IRELAND, 1648 (8
th S. viii.

249). MR. W. D. PINK will find a collection of
all the knights made in Ireland from 1566 to 1698
in Mr. Walter G. Metcalfe's 'Book of Knights
Bannaret, Knights of the Bath, and Knights
Bachelor,' &c., published by Mitchell & Hughes,
140, Wardour Street a work now getting scarce.

They were commenced by Sir Henry Sidney, Knt.,
Lord Deputy, in 1566, and continued on by several

knights to 1599, when Eobert, Earl of Oxford and
Ewe, Lord Lieutenant and Governor-General, con-
ferred the honour on "The Lord Cromwell" at
Dublin along with nineteen others. He also

knighted thirteen more at the camp before and after
the fight at Ophaley, and again at Dublin thirty-
two more. In 1662 James, Duke of Ormonde,
knighted eleven gentlemen, and again in 1677 four-
teen more. The last made were Sir William Bil-

lington and Sir John Mason, by the Marquis of

Winchester, the Earl of Galway, and the Lord
Villiers, in 1698. I trust that this information
will be of general interest. ESSINGTON.

MARY MAGDALENE (8
th S. viii. 146 216

270). I should not have supposed that MR. j'.

HOOPER meant that the figure of St. Mary Mag-

dalene ever appeared on rood screens otherwise

than on the lower panels, which were usually

occupied by figures of various saints. Mr. C. C.

Eolfe is quoted as saying that
" other figures than

the Blessed Virgin and St. John are sometimes also

to be met with beside the rood." I suppose he

means, in addition to the "
Mary and John " on

the same rood screen. Instances would be inter-

esting. J. T. F.

Winterton, Doncaster.

"CHUM" (8
th S. vii. 304, 474, 514; viii.^50,

93, 157, 213, 278). So far as I am concerned,
this is my last letter upon the present subject ; and
I am sure this announcement will be thankfully
received.

Whether the change of c (/;) to ch in English
words went through all its stages or not before

1066 I cannot say. It was quite a gradual pro-
cess. But the preliminary stages, such as the

breaking of a into ea in Southern words, are found

quite early. I have nothing to add to Dr. Sweet's

explanation in his
'

History of English Sounds,'

p. 143 ; and I do not know why I need explain
all over again what he has there explained so well.

The change from c to ch only occurs in words of

native origin when the c is followed by.e-or i, or

by sounds which naturally cause palatizatiori, such

as a, ea for a, eo for Teutonic i, and the like. If

a dialect resists the change of a to ea, then there

is no ch. This is remarkably shown in Englislr,

where we have the Midland forms calf, care, cold

(A.-S. ceald, Mercian cald), by the side of chalk,

chary (adj. of care), and other Southern forms.

I have no doubt that whenever ca became cha in

Old French, as in chambre from camera, there was
an intermediate stage, which we may roughly

represent by Jc(i)amera* This never happened in

the Picard dialect ; and I may claim to be the

very person who first discovered (in 1882) the

etymology of the curious word carle. It is simply
the Picard kark or Jcarke, a word which in Pari-

sian and in English is spelt charge.
But why not consult authorities ? See Sweet,

'

History of English Sounds '; Mayhew,
' Old

English Phonology'; Schwan, 'Grammatik des

Altfranzosischen '; Horning, Introduction to
' La

Langue et Litterature Franchises,' and the rest.

One parting shot at those who think that the

Latin c was never a k. In the English Authorized
Version we find the spellings Kish and Cis for the

same person, the latter spelling being taken from
Latin. Are we to say that Saul was the son of Sis ?

Or perhaps, in Italian ideas, he was the son of

Chis. WALTER W. SKEAT.

" HANG OUT THE BROOM "
(8

th S. viii. 229r

274). At the last reference MR. ADDY explains

* How else the change could haTe happened we have-

not yet been informed.
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this by means of sympathetic magic and the

phallus, The broom gave notice
" that he could

be happy with another while the lawful charmer
was away." It is perhaps worth recording, in

these days, when folk-lore is interesting to so many,
that h beau sexe has also its method of hanging
out signals on similar occasions. In their case it

is not a broom, but a night-shirt. I well remember,
when a boy, in Norfolk, one morning, about the

year 1860, how I heard that the wife of a well-

known tradesman of our town had the evening
before displayed her husband's chemise de nuit on
a pole from the bedroom window. This was a

choice morsel for the local gossips, and they rolled

it sweetly under their tongues. It was supposed
to point to the fact that the husband did not
"
always come home to tea," nor, in this case, even

to supper ; but whether it also meant that the

garment so displayed was ready for any chance

caller, who would naturally be without one, must
be left to the ingenious conclusions of MR. ADDT
and other folk-lorists. NB QUID NIMIS.

East Hyde.

Surely the explanation of this phrase lies in the

old custom (still observed at many places on the

Continent) of hanging a broom over the door of a

wine-shop. The husband left to his own devices

would probably welcome any friend glad of a

social glass. Thus the phrase, descending from an
earlier day, of

"
Hang out the brooiu." A broom

at the masthead of a coaster means that she is for

sale that is, swept, as it were, from the possession
of her owner ; and this custom may or may not be
a survival of Van Tromp's broom, hoisted at his

masthead as a boast that he would sweep the

English fleet from the sea.

JOHN LL. WARDEN PAGE.
Moorcroft, Totnes.

The appearance of a broom at the masthead of a

coaster, or any other description of marine craft,
means simply that the vessel is for sale.

C. A. WHITE.

JOHN BOURCHIEB (8
th S. vii. 387), Provost of

Wingham College 1463, and Master of Eastbridge

Hospital, Canterbury 1467, was buried in the

Lady Chapel, Canterbury Cathedral. MR. HUSSEY
is incorrect in the year of his death, as is shown by
the following inscription to his memory :

" Hie jacet sub hoc marmore expectans misericordiam

Dei, venerabilisvir, Magieter Johannes Bourchier. Archi-
diaconus Cantuariensis, qui quidem Johannes migravit
ad Dominum 6 die meris. Novemb. 1495. Cujus anime
de sua magna pietate propitietur altissimus."

I have been unable to discover in what way he
was connected with the feudal Bourchiers, though
he seems to have used their arms and family knot.

Archbishop Bourchier appointed him Archdeacon
of Canterbury in 1479. Two years after this he
was a Prebendary of Wells, and seems to have been

styled LL.D. He was also Prothonotary to the

Pope. R. BOUCHER. ,

Kempsey, Worcester.

ARKWRIGHT (8
th S. v. 308, 375, 497 ; vi. 138),

" To my three doughters all my sheetes and my
lynen Clothes that is in the longe Yalowe Arke in

the chamber" (Will of Agnes Need, of Arnold, co.

Nottingham, widow, dated 19 May, 1588, proved
at York 14 Oct., 1588, xxiii. 876.

C. E. GlLDERSOME-DlCKlNEOy.
EJen Bridge.

'THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA' (8
tt S. vi. 389, 469 ;

vii. 149, 197). The British Museum and Bodleian

Libraries have the list of contributors to vol. xxvii.,

1843, but neither has the wrappers referred to (vi.

470) by MR. ROB. GUY. RALPH THOMAS.

BURIAL OF SIR JOHN MOORE (8
th S. viii. 145,

178, 235, 253). The version into Latin elegiacs by
Rev. J. Hildyard, to which MR. PICKFORD refers,

may, of course, have been written when the author

was at Shrewsbury ; but the
'

Elegy
' was proposed

for translation into elegiacs in the examination for

Chancellor's Classical Medals at Cambridge in

March, 1833, by the Rev. J. Scholefield, then Regius
Professor of Greek. Hildyard's copy of the paper
is before me ;

the time allowed was five hours, and

the paper contains, besides thirty-two lines for

elegiacs, three pieces of Greek. The version,

though as a whole admirable, has some rather

harsh elisions in the pentameters : as v. 10, "pectora
amicta toga"; v. 22, "per gelida ossa virum";
v. 28,

"
fert temere aura minas." I have always

considered Hildyard's version of Swift's
' The City

Shower' (' Arundines,' p. 128, third edition), as

good as good can be, and I have been acquainted
with it for something like half a century.

P. J. F. GANTILLON.

I had some slight acquaintance, when I was a

boy, with the late Dr. Simons (or perhaps Symons).
I well remember, about 1851 or 1852, going to

see him at Chelsea Hospital, where he was offi-

ciating as chaplain, but whether permanently or

not I do not know. He had been an army chap-

lain, and he told my father that he had himself

officiated at the burial of Sir John Moore, and that

he was buried in a coffin. I often heard my father

tell the story, but I cannot be certain that I heard

it from Dr. Simons. W. D. SWEETING.

Maxey, Market Deeping.

I had hoped that one of your correspondents,

might, under this heading, have referred to the

poem by the Canadian backwoodsman, which I

believe I am correct in stating bears so strong a

resemblance to Wolfe's famous poem as to be

credited with being the original on which it was,

founded. I dare say it has already been set out in

' N. & Q.'; possibly my vague recollection may be

at fault. But, whether or no, I should like to be
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informed of the real facts and to be referred to the

poem in question, if it is possible to obtain a

sight of it in any publication.
HOLCOMBE INGLEBY.

LANGUAGE (8
th

(

S. viii. 146, 196, 252). It is

really quite impossible, in any kind of teaching, to

be certain how your questions are understood, or

how much is known beforehand. Every one of the

least experience knows it. Of these cases, one hap-
pened to my father, one to myself. A boy was
told to construe " orationem fecit," or some such

phrase, by
" made a harangue." He did as he was

told, but stared so that his teacher said,
"
Why,

you know what a harangue is, don't you 1
" The

boy said he thought it was a kind of monkey ;
on

which the teacher stared too, till
"
ourang-outang

"

came into his head. I once asked a class why
Adam and Eve were not ashamed when they were
naked in Paradise. I wanted, of course, some form
of the theological answer that shame comes from
sin

; but all I got was,
"
Please, sir, there wasn't

nobody to look at 'em !

"
in a tone as if the child

who answered was thinking,
" How can you ask

such a silly question ?
"

0. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

STAMP ACT, 1783 (8
th S.

yiii. 147, 273). This
Act is noticed in most parish registers ; but the

mode of carrying out its provisions varied. Thus,
to take a small group of parishes in Essex. In
Little Waltham, from November, 1783, the register
is begun afresh on a new system. Each right-hand
page is stamped with thirteen embossed stamps,
"Threepence," and the entries are spaced to fit

the stamps ; while the opposite page contains
"
the

names of those for whom no duty is paid," the
entries on one page numbering thirty-four. In the

register of the next parish, Broornfield, no em-
bossed stamps are found

;
a note occurs,

"
Inspected

December tenth, 1784, by Charles Frost, collector,"
and two notes of payment: "Received Aug. 15,

1792, fifteen shillings and 3d. for the duty on

Baptisms from Oct. 1st, 1784, to Oct. 1st, 1791 ";
and on "

April 8, 1795,"
" from Oct. 1st, 1791, to

Oct. 1st, 1794." In the register of burials of

Mashbury, near by, the words " Tax p
d 3d." occur

eight times in the years 1784-1789, but no further

entry of tax paid is there after that date, no entry
of "

inspection
"

occurs or of payment. In the

register of baptisms a few entries have "
pauper

"

against them, but there is no entry of tax paid or
of "inspection." Again, in the Little Leighs
register after 12 Sept., 1783, an entry was made :" Here commences the Register of Burials sub-

sequent to the Act's taking place imposing a Duty
of Threepence thereon. W. B. Curate," and along
the margin of this entry, but probably belonging
to a date 22 March, 1787, is written "

Inspected
by I. Smitheman," but no notice of payment

occurs. In this, as in most other things, parish

registers vary so much that each offers some new
and interesting peculiarity. 0. W. TANCOCK.

Little Waltham.

SIN-EATERS (8
th S. viii. 288). See ' N. & Q.,'

1 st S. iv. 211; vi. 390, 541, and the references

there given. W. C. B.

LONDON STREET SIGNS (8
th S. viii. 144, 259).

Walking recently through Charles Street, Berke-

ley Square, I noticed that the sign of the
"
Running

Footman " has returned to town, and is to be seen

against the wall of the house ; and I think in a

fresh suit (paint) of clothes.

ROBERT BURNINGHAM.

LITERATURE VERSUS SCIENCE (8
th S. viii. 286).

Under the above heading PROF. TOMLINSON
holds up the late Dr. Ingleby as

" a glaring in-

stance of the incapacity of a literary man to under-
stand a scientific argument," and be then proceeds
to misquote from a letter of his which was pub-
lished in a private memoir, and which appears
to be the cause of the professor's generalization.
Allow me to throw a side-light on the question by
quoting correctly from another letter : "I love

science almost above everything." The italics were
his own. Those who bad an intimate acquaintance
with the late Dr. Ingleby are aware that his logical
mind was capable of understanding any scientific

argument, that he followed enthusiastically through-
out his life the various discoveries that have marked
the Victorian era, and that he himself wrote

treatises on some special subjects which are em-
braced in that wide field. PROF. TOMLINSON'S

quotation, or misquotation, is the more regret-
table as, being but the fragment of an argument,
it would lead the reader to suppose that Dr. Ingleby
did really believe that the sun puts out a fire. What
he does is to give the reason for the supposition,
and to expose the fallacy. The fact of differing
from PROF. TOMLINSON or any other savant in a

particular line of reasoning is not sufficient to

brand a man with scientific incapacity. Let PROF.
TOMLINSON quote the whole letter, and quote it

correctly. HOLCOMBB INGLEBT.
Heacham Hall, Norfolk.

I trust that I am not taking an unpardonable
liberty in thanking PROF. TOMLINSON for his paper
under the above heading. It is important in itself,

and very necessary for these times. Things are

better than they were, but there is still a childish

dislike betrayed by some men of letters for natural

science. The fact that Carlyle and Mr. Ruskin
have written in this imbecile manner has been an

injury to themselves, but cannot in any way detract

from the merit of those who have devoted them-
selves to physical researches

;
but it is cruel never-

theless, and should therefore be abstained from by
all those who desire to avoid throwing stumbling-
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blocks in the way of their fellow creatures. How
many.of us are there who when young have been
tortured by the gibes of stupid people, who have
informed us, in diverse forms of speech, that we
were little better than idiots because we took an

intelligent interest in plants, fossils, and insects.

A time arrives for some of us when we become

mentally strong enough to endure such gabble
without evincing pain, and then, if we be not very

amiable, we are wont to pay back our persecutors
in their own coin

; but it is worth considering how
many men and women there are among us now
who would have been useful as scientific observers,
but who on account of this cruelty have been driven
into idleness or evil occupations. As I have

said, an improvement has taken place of late ;
but

it may still not be out of place to quote what
Edward Newman, the editor of the Zoologist, wrote

fifty-four years ago. He says :

"Peter Finder, in his tale of Sir Joseph Banks and
the Emperor of Morocco, not only gives the opinion of

the unlettered rustic on the subject of insect hunting,
but bis own opinion, and the opinion of ninety-nine
persons out of a hundred, ereu in the present day ;

namely, that a person who could take an interest in

pursuing a butterfly must be a madman. The collector

of insects must therefore make up his mind to sink in

the opinion of his friends to be the object of the un-

disguised pity and ridicule of the mass of mankind from
the moment in which he commences so insignificant a

pursuit ;
and

precisely
in proportion as he enters on the

subject scientifically, will this pity and ridicule increase.

Argument with others in these cases is wholly useless."
'

History of Insects,' p. 85.

The men of letters should call to mind that it is

not only the men of science who suffer from the

taunts of those who do not care for their pursuits.
There is hardly a man or woman who has made a

distinguished name in literature or art during the

last two centuries who has not in his or her earlier

days suffered persecution from the unsympathetic
herd around ; and when the foes are those near in

kindred or affinity, we have abundant evidence
that the torture does not end with youth.

ASTARTE.

LILAC (8
th S. vii. 489; viii. 38, 174). This

name of "lily oak" for lilac is quite new to me.
In no county of England have I heard it so called,

though "li-lock" is quite a common variation of

the name in town and country. I should consider

"lily oak" a strictly local sobriquet perhaps a

corruption of "li-lock." In Devonshire I have
heard the lilac called "Whitsuntide-flower," and
in France it has the curious name of Queue de

Benard des jardins. C. A. WHITE.

ENGLISH AND SCOTCH STUDENTS AT PADUA
(8

111 S. viii. 223). As showing the latest possible
date of the inscriptions with which W. I. R. V.'s

note deals, it may be of interest to recall the fact

that Phillip Skippon, in the diary of his 'Journey
through Part of the Low Countries, Germany,

Italy, and France,' records, under date of Christmas

Day, 1663, that in the cloisters of Padua there

were inscribed, under[the head of '

Anglica Natio,'

seventy-four names beneath coats of arms. These

names he sets out at length, as also several other

inscriptions relating to Englishmen which he found

in other parts of the university buildings. Phillip

Skippon's
"
Journey

"
may be found (I do not

know whether it has been printed elsewhere or

not) in the sixth volume of a 'Collection of Travels,'

printed for Messrs. Churchill in 1732 (date of the

sixth volume). The references to Padua are on

pages 525 and 526. K. J. WALKER.
St. Paul's School.

It may be of interest to W. I. E. V. to learn that

an admirable book about English and Scots

students at Padua was published in 1892. The
title is as follows: " De natione Anglica et Scota

juristarum universitatis Patavinae, 1222-1738, by
And rich and Brugi, Padua, Gallina Brothers, 1892,
183 pp." I should think there are a couple of

thousand names mentioned, many of them having

personal descriptions of the students. B.

Thomas Westby, probably identical with the

doctor of medicine of that name, a member of the

well-known Catholic family settled at Kirkham,
in Lancashire. Fishwick says (Cheth. Soc. xcii.

174*) Thomas Westby, M.D.,
" was slain in civil

wars [sic]. Died 1642 s.p. Buried at Preston."

A William Westby, M.D., was buried at Pres-

ton, in medico doctor, 10 Feb., 1642[-3]" (parish

registers). SIGMA.

"TATTOO" (8
th S. viii. 227). According to

Webster, and also by old army records, the military
word was spelt

"
Taptoe," from "

tap," a tap, and
"

toe," to shut ;
the beat of the drum at close of

day indicating that the drinking
- houses were

closed to the troops, it being the time for their

return to quarters.
' '

Tattoo," the puncturing of

the skin with use of pigments, is said "by Webster

to be a reduplication of the Polynesian word to,

to strike. The Asiatic method of tattooing is by
a needle - pointed tool being struck by a small

mallet, so creating the puncture.
K. A. COLBECK.

This military term is a corruption of "
Tap to,"

which was a signal for the sutlers to draw no more

liquor to turn the "
tap to

" and for the soldiers

to withdraw to their quarters. Grose's
'

Military

Antiquities.' AYEAHR.

M.P.s FOB, NEWCASTLE-UNDER-LYME (8
th S.

viii. 248). 1355 seems to have been the first year
when this borough sent representatives to Parlia-

ment. The returns for the years prior to 1553

named by MR. SIMMS are all lacking in the Par-

liamentary Blue-book. I know of no way of

recovering them save the possibility of meeting
with some of them in local records. It must be
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remembered that in the Middle Ages the boroughs
did not respond regularly to the writs. The mem-
bers in 1553 were Roger Fowke and James

Rolleston, as in previous Parliaments. Those in

1554 I have not been able to recover. The list

between 1734 and 1774 can be easily extracted from
the Blue-book returns and other authorities. If

not convenient to search, I shall be happy to send
same to MR. SIMMS. W. D. PINK.

Leigh, Lancashire.

The following were the members from 1734 to

1774, inclusive : 1734, Baptist Leveson Gower
and John Lawton

; 1740, vice Lawton, deceased,
Handle Wilbraham ; 1741, B. L. Gower and R.
Wilbraham

; 1747, B. L. Gower and Lord Parker
;

1754, Hon. B. L. Gower and Hon. John Walde-
grave ; 1761, Hon. John Waldegrave and Henry
Vernon ; 1762, vice Vernon, appointed a Com-
missioner of Excise, Sir Lawrence Dnndas of Kerse,
Bart. ; 1763, vice Waldegrave, succeeded to the

peerage, Thomas Gilbert ; 1768, Alexander For-
rester and Capt. John Wrottesley ; 1768, vice

Wrottesley resigned, George Hay ; 1774, vice Hay,
appointed Judge of the Admiralty Court, George
Hay ; 1774, Viscount Chewton and Sir George
Hay. WALTER M. GRAHAM EASTON.

MR. SIMMS will surely find the information that
he requires in a large Parliamentary Blue - book

published about eight or ten years ago, which
shows the representative of every English con-

stituency from the earliest date. E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

SHEEP-STB:ALER HANGED BY A SHEEP (8
th S.

viii. 106, 170, 236). That such an occurrence never

happened I should be loth to assert
; but the evidence

of two contributors, H. 0. and MR. C. W. PENNY,
points very suspiciously to legends invented to

explain a place-name. A sheep-stealer might
have been hung at Hang Stone Davy, or Hang-
man's Hill not by a sheep but by the common
hangman, as the places seem to have been the old

places of jurisdiction and punishment. In Aber-
deenshire, near the village of Gallowhill, is Hangie's
Well. The name of Hanging Shaws occurs in

Hollington and Chollerton. Near Ruthven the

Hangman's Acres adjoin the Gallows Hill. I
am indebted for these instances to Gomme's '

Pri-
mitive Folk- Moots,' pp. 233, 273, 274, where the
various topographical references are given.

AYEAHR.

'HUMAN HIBERNATION' (8
tb S. viii. 124,253).

Allow me to refer your correspondents to a
remarkable case of this kind recorded in the '

Nighi
Side of Nature,' by Catherine Crowe, third edition

1852, chap, vi., 'Double Dreaming and Trance.
It is an account of a dervish, or fakir, submitting
to be buried alive, and ten months after his in-
humation being disinterred and resuscitated. There

3 a remarkable air of probability about the story,
and the fakir is said to have been buried by General

Ventura in presence of the Maharajah (i.e., Run-
"eet Sing) and many of his principal Surdars.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

" STILL AND ON "
(8

th S. vii. 204, 475 ; viir.

35, 77, 135). This phrase may perhaps be a

variant of "
still and anon," used by Shakspeare

in the sense of continuoutly. See, e.g., 'King
John,' IV. i. 47, where Arthur pleads with Hubert :

When your head did but ache,
I knit my handkercher about your brows,
The best I had, a princess wrought it me,
And I did never ask it you again ;

And with my hand at midnight held your head,
And, like the watchful minutes to the hour,
Still and anon cheered up the heavy time.

THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgh, N.B.

MYFANWY (8
th S. viii. 228). C. C. B. should

refer to his
' N. & Q.' ! His query was put in

1872, and answered, several meanings being given,
of course, to Myfanwy. One contributor trans-

lated it "My rare one"; another, calling this

"absurd," said it was "My wave of the sea."

There is an account of Myfanwy in Williams's
' Eminent Welshmen,' and in Pennant's ' Tour '

(4to. edition, vol. i. p. 281). Myfanwy was a

celebrated beauty of Castell Dinas Bran (at Llan-

gollen). Of her Howel ap Einion Lygliw was

enamoured, and he addressed to her an ode, of

which Pennant gives an English version.

E. W.

CLEMENTINA RADCLYFFE (8
tb S. viii. 187, 255),

The entry in the parish register of St. George,
Hanover Square, oo. Middlesex, furnishes the

information that the marriage of the Hon. James
Clement Radclyffe with Clementina Radclyffe,
heretofore Parry, was solemnized by licence on
22 Oct., 1771. The marriage is thus recorded in

the Gentleman's Magazine, Oct., 1771, vol. xli.

p. 474 :-
" Oct. 22. James Clement Kadclifle, Esq. ; to Miss

Clementine Parry."

Has your correspondent examined, at the Bishop's

Registry, the original affidavit made by the parties

previous to obtaining the licence for marriage ?

DANIEL HIPWELL.

COINCIDENCES (8
th S. viii. 124, 177, 270).

The following, which happened to myself, is a strange
coincidence. Before finally settling in England
I spent over twenty years on the other side of the

globe. During that time I paid four short visits

to England, and on each occasion I visited the

grave of my father and mother, which is in a small

village churchyard, remote from the railway, and
some hundreds of miles from what were my head-

quarters when in this country. This village has
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no clergyman, but is served by one residing fou

miles away. At one of these visits, when at horn

for six weeks, some few years ago, I at the momen
of my arrival in the churchyard found a clergyman
(whom I afterwards found to be the young curate

standing by the tomb of my father and mother, anc

asking the old sexton who their heirs were. I

appeared that that very morning the vicar had
received a letter, asking this question. The lette

was from a speculating London lawyer, of whom
I had never before heard, who had seen my father's

name in a list of unclaimed legal deposits, and hac

written on the chance of a client. My father hac

then been dead thirty years. That the amouir

in question was a small one does not affect the

strangeness of the coincidence. W.

Daring the throes of changing my residence, a

few months ago, I wrote to a friend asking him to

consult a certain broadside in the British Museum
for me. He assured me he could not find the name
in the catalogue. All my Museum tickets I keep
in a drawer in my writing-table ; and with the idea

of giving him the ticket I had had, I took hold of as

many as I could grasp with one hand, and gave
them to my wife, who offered to find it, while I took

a similar handful and placed it on the table. On
glancing at them I found I had cut the pile at the

very place where the desired ticket was.

ATEAHR.

BREAKING A WAT THROUGH A WALL FOR THE
PASSAGE OF A OOKPSE (8

tb S. viii. 226). Some-

thing analogous to this strange practice existed

perhaps still exists in one of the provinces of Hol-
land ; where the bride entered her future home

through a door never again opened till she was
carried through it a corpse. I remember also, at

Amiens, being shown a door in (I think) the north

side of the beautiful cathedral through which the

bishop passed to his installation, and which was
thenceforth closed till his death, when it was again

opened to admit his corpse for burial.

0. A. WHITE.

HENCHMAN (7
th S. ii. 246, 298, 336, 469 ; iii.

31, 150, 211, 310, 482
;

iv. 116, 318 ; 8" S. iii.

194, 389, 478; vi. 245
; vii. 110). This word has

been so frequently discussed that I should not

have written again about it, were it not that I

have obtained quite a flood of new light upon it.

I have always contended that henchmen were

horsemen, few in number, personally attendant on

the king, and sometimes men of rank. All this

is entirely verified by the account given in the

Antiquarian Repository, ii. 241-277, of the

coronation of Kichard III. in 1483. The word
is there spelt

" henxemen." The king's hench-

men were the Master of the Horse (who counted
as one) and seven others, one of them being Lord

Morley. Moreover, the queen had her henchmen,
viz., five ladies, riding upon

" women's saddles."

In the account of the expenses we first have
mention of the king, and then of his henchmen

;

next of the queen, and then of her lady-henchmen
(to coin a queer word). Next to them in import-
ance comes the Archbishop of Canterbury. It is,

therefore, quite idle to pretend that a henchman
was a mere page of inferior rank.

Unless it be remembered that the Master of the

Horse was one of them, it will not be understood
how it was that the seven henchmen required

eight doublets, eight black bonnets, and so on

(pp. 255-256). Note, for instance, p. 245 :
" And

to the Maister and to eache of the same henxe-
men a paire of blac spurres, and for ledyng-rayns

xxij yerds of bioode riban silk."

WALTER W. SKEAT.

'THE KING'S QUAIR* (8
th S. viii. 147, 218,

274). I do not for one moment consider myself
a worthy foeman for the Professor's steel, and the

following few lines are only to show how very
many questions, which may be apparently clear to

one reader of 'N. & Q.,' are yet intricate puzzles
to another, at the same time proving how a diligent
reader is easily thrown off the scent by the very
authorities which should keep him on the trail.

I refer to books purporting to be authorities. I

thought, for instance, that the first copy of the

MS. referred to was made by W. Tytler, and

appeared in his
' Poetical Remains of King

James I.' in 1783.* The word conyng in my
reading I understood meant "cunning '^know-

ledge, or akin thereto ;
in this I was confirmed

by the sense of the reading and by Cleishbotham'a

handbook of the Scottish language. t Further,

although the word conyng appears among the

names of animals, as the Professor points out,

yet it also occurs in canto ii., and here it cannot

possibly mean "rabbit," but "cunning '^know-

ledge, la the most humble way I venture the

opinion that
"
cony "or "

coney
" would probably

be the correct transcription of the word in the

passage to which PROF. SKEAT refers.

ALFRED CHAS. JONAS.

"OAKEN "
(8

th S.viii. 107, 149, 292). Thanks

to J. H. J. for his correction. How the error

o'ot into print I am unable to say, as the MS. I

retained is right. Allow me to correct J. H. J.

and Lowndes. The name of the author of 'Adam
n Eden ; or, Nature's Paradise,' is William Coles,

lerbarist. JOHN RADCLIFFE.

PHILIP II. OF SPAIN (8
th S. viii. 145, 196,

229, 295). COL. HAKCOURT says that the
" Mons "

of whose murder he accuses Philip II. was the

Marquis of Mons, and refers to Motley as
^his

authority. I can find no mention of such a crime

n Motley or elsewhere. Will COL. HARCOURT, or

* Printed by J. & E. Balfour, Edinburgh, 1783.

f Edinburgh, J. L. Smith, 1858.
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some one else, kindly say where and when such a

murder was committed, and who the Marquis of

Mons was ? ESPANOL.

OMITTED STANZA. IN 'CHILDE HAROLD' (8
th

S. viii. 101). The suppression of this stanza has

already been referred to in
' N. & Q.' (see 7* S.

iv. 389, 512). In addition to the various editions

of Lord Byron's works in which it has appeared I

may add that published by Murray in 1851, in ten

volumes. EVBRARD HOME COLEMAN.
71 1

Brecknock Road.

"FLOSS" (8 S. viii. 247). At York a little

tributary stream called the River Foss runs into

the Ouse. When I was at school in that city,

1860-3, two of my schoolfellows, having a dispute,
settled it by a fight, which took place on the bank
of the Foss. The affair was known among us as

"the mill on the Foss." W. C. B.

' A Dictionary of the Sussex Dialect,' com-

piled by the Rev. W. D. Parish, gives
" Floush-

hole [Fluissen, Dutch, to flow fast], a hole which
receives the waste-water from a mill pond ";

also
ft
Flushy=svr&rapy ;

as ground after a con-

tinuance of wet weather." ARTHCK HUSSET.
Wingham, Kent.

FOXGLOVE (8
th S. viii. 186). Are we to be

shamed into speaking of
"
phonetic decay

" because
it pleases PROF. SKEAT to say that

" whenever a

writer uses the word '

corruption
' we may safely

assume him to be guessing. It is the one word
that is prized above all others by those who prefer
assertion to fact "? Or are such of us as are suf-

ficiently intelligent to care about the sources of

our vocabulary and the shaping of its con-

stituent parts to maintain a speechless interest in

the matter, and never by tongue or pen com-
municate to others what we have learned of it in
the course of our reading ? This latter mode of

procedure were probably the safer, as though a
humble student of botany or astronomy may
safely retell in popular language the scientific

messages he has received from the experts in
whose works he has delighted, the lover of words
runs risk of ridicule if he essay to follow the

example. In the strength of Max Miiller and
Skeat he may teach the lieges that the genesis of
a vocable was this or that, only to find that he is

an object of ridicule to the followers of somebody
who flatters himself that he has refuted the one
and out-asseverated the other. Words are certainly
capable of suffering a change which has been com-
monly called "corruption"; and though PROF.
SKEAT may prefer another term to denote what he
regards as healthy natural development, it is not
just to assume the ignorance of those who stick to
the old nomenclature. Suppose, for instance, a
man tells me that the English piepoivder is a mere
corruption of Old French pied pouldr'e (i.e., dusty

foot), and I do not remember the source of the

dictum, am I not ignorant and uncharitable if I

"assume him to be guessing "? ST. SWITHIN.

FLORAL STREET, LATE HART STREET (8
th S.

viii. 226). ATEAHR has done good service in

drawing attention to the reckless manner in which

historic street names are being sacrificed to the

caprice of irresponsible local authorities. A few

months ago it was gravely feared that Gerrard Street,

Soho, with its interesting memories of Dryden,
would be compelled to yield its identity in favour

of an obscure homonym in Islington. A timely

protest has probably saved London from this dis-

grace, but as a general rule these changes seem to be

worked silently, and in such a manner that public
attention is not attracted to the mischief that is

being done. Floral Street may, as your corre-

spondent observes, be possibly an applicable

designation for a thoroughfare in the Covent Gar-

den district, but a better one might have been

forthcoming, if a multiplicity of Hart Streets was
too much for the energies of St. Martin's-le-Grand.

An apter title might have been found in Violet

Street, which would have been equally of a floral

character, and would have served to commemorate
the wife of the great actor who stood sponsor to

the adjacent street and clubhouse. The other day,
while walking down Great Russell Street, Blooms-

bury, after an absence of some months, I noticed

a street label with the name of
"
Coptic Street,

late Duke Street." In old days street names had
a meaning, but this seems purely a fancy title.

If this sort of thing continues, and Covent Garden
and Bloomsbury blossom forth into Vegetable
Streets and ^Ethiopic Squares, the old-fashioned

student of London topography may throw aside hia

Stow and his Cunningham as so much waste paper,
for all historic interest in street nomenclature will

have been lost. W. F. PRIDEAUX.
Kingsland, Shrewsbury.

BLACK FRIARS' COMMON HALL, LONDON (8
th S.

viii. 305). MR. MARSHALL has, by a curious train

of circumstances, forestalled my note to you on the

above subject. I am quite sure that both he and
Mr. Madan will give credit where credit is due.

My note, which you received last week, was taken
from the old primer at Oxford some three months

ago, and on my return to London I prepared to

send it to your pages, but found I had omitted to

take the title or date of printing of the book. I

accordingly sent Mr. Madan the press-mark, and
asked him to send me the title, and meanwhile kept
the note back till I received his reply. He did not,
of course, know for what purpose I wanted it, but
his keen eyes and antiquarian tendencies detected
this valuable note about Blackfriars' Hall.

I am somewhat surprised to find MR. MARSHALL
reading that little word following Allman's name
as

"
misyr." You have my original note, and I
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cannot remember the abbreviation used for the

moment, but there is no doubt that the word in-

tended was "mercer," not "Monsieur," as sug-

gested by MB. MARSHALL.
HENRY K. PLOMER.

DAT OF THE MONTH : How EXPRESSED (8
tb S.

viii. 284). The custom of writing the number of

the day after that of the month presents the

"natural" order in which the thoughts arise. To
be consistent the year should precede the month.
But to the writer, except at the end-time of the

year, the record of the year is a superfluity, and
added for formal completeness. It is interesting
to note that consistency is present when there is

correspondence in form. With numerals only, the

number of the day is always given before the

number of the month. Consistency in order is

lost with consistency in form. The month com-

monly comes first in thought, and its written name

precedes the mere number of the day. These mental

habits rest on mental methods which make useless

an attempt to change. N. R. GOWERS.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &0.

English Minstrelsie. By S. Baring-Gould, M.A. Vol. II.

(Edinburgh, Jack.)
BUT a few months ago (see 8th S. vii. 479) we announced
the appearance of the first volume of Mr. Baring-Gould's
"National Monument of English Song," explaining and
eulogizing the scheme. A second volume, maintaining
in all respects the promise of the first, is now before us.

Its contents are no less pleasantly varied, its illustra-

tions are of equal interest, and the editorial comments
are no less fresh, interesting, and instructive. As the
first volume was ushered in by

' God Save the Queen,'
the second begins with ' Rule Britannia.' Something
over fifty songs follow. Some of them such as 'Phil-
lida Flouts Me,' 'Cupid's Courtesy,' 'The Leather
Bottel,' and ' The Fine Old Englishe Gentleman '

are
known to every musical antiquary, and, indeed, to every
educated Englishman. Others such as the 'Death of

Nelson,'
" I 'd be a butterfly,"

' The Woodpecker,' and
"Then farewell, my trimbuilt wherry," are veritable

folk-songs. One or two comic songs, such as " Last
night the dogs did bark," have faded from general
knowledge, but will still find a welcome in certain

quarters. It is difficult to overpraise the illustrative
notes of the editor, which convey in the pleasantest
conceivable form erudition gleaned from all quarters and
garnered with huge labour and zeal. See, for instance,
what an amount of curious information is supplied con-
cerning Planche's pretty

' Love's Ritornella,' which
half a century ago or more was in every mouth. Who
without Mr. Baring-Gould's aid would understand the
pious commemoration involved in Linley's plaintive
"Thou art gone from my gaze"? and which of us
could, without similar assistance, tell how many variants
exist of 'The Fine Old English Gentleman'? An en-

graying from Opie's portrait of William Shield accom-
panies

'My Friend and Pitcher,' and a quaint portrait
of Braham "When a trembling lover dies." Pictures
of black-jacks and leather bottles are also given. Some
excellent stories are told concerning lucledon, whose
portrait also is supplied. If the editor cares to aek for

an unpublished story concerning him gleefully told by
the late Clarkson Stanfield, R.A., we will send it him.
Other illustrations are ' The Maid of Bath,' after Sir
Joshua Reynolds, and a village dance from a broadside.
A curious slip, due to an easily conceivable confusion of
names, occurs on p. vii, where, d propos of ' The Bonny
Grey-Eyed Morn,' the name of Jeremiah Collier is in
one sentence substituted for that of Jeremiah Clarke.

Dictionary of National Biography. Edited by Sidney
Lee. Vol. XLIV. Paslon Percy. (Smith, Elder
& Co.)

THE life of greatest interest in the forty-fourth volume
of the '

Dictionary of National Biography
'

is that, pro-
bably, of Samuel Pepys, which the new editor of the
'

Dictionary
'

has left in the hands of his predecessor.
We have learnt so much of late concerning the distrac-
tions (!) of Pepys that the judgment passed upon the
shameless old libertine seems lenient.

' He probably
made money," says Mr. Leslie Stephen, "by means
which would now be considered as corrupt, but which
were then part of the recognized perquisites of officials."

This is true, but he also insisted upon a class of per-
quisites more consistent with the status of a feudal lord
in France than with that of a Secretary to the Ad-
miralty. Concerning what is most outspoken in Pepys's
revelations his latest biographer sayp, speaking of the
'

Diary
'

:

" Its piquancy is not due to its expression of
uncommon emotions, but precisely to the frankness which
reveals emotions, all but universal, which most people
conceal from themselves, and nearly all men from others."
Mr. Lee takes no life of primary importance. He
furnishes a grim picture of Sir Amyas Paulet, the
Puritan guardian of Mary, Queen of Scots, telling of the

indignities he put upon her, and how, after her con-
demnation to death, he urged,

" with a pertinacity that
became at times almost grotesque," the need of executing
her without delay. Connected with this life is that of
Edmond Peacham, instituted to the rectory of Hintoa
St. George, Somerset, by Sir Amyas Paulet. In behalf
of this reputed traitor Mr. Lee finds little to say, declar-

ing that his persecution
" would not have given him

posthumous fame had not James I. and Bacon by their

zealous efforts to obtain his conviction raised legal con-

troversies of high constitutional importance." Keen
literary interest attends the life of John Penry, Mr.
Lee making out a strong case in favour of his being the

leading spirit in the famous Martin Mar-nrelate attacks,

Penry's hard fate begets some sympathy" for him. He
is, however, as Mr. Lee asserts, an honest fanatic. The
great family of Percy employs the pen of many bio-

graphers. Mr. Lee takes charge of Henry Percy, eighth
Earl of Northumberland, and of Henry, ninth earl.

Concerning the first, Mr. Lee disputes the idea that he
was murdered in the Tower, holding that there is no-

authentic ground for disputing his suicide. The interest-

ing story of the wizard earl, his long imprisonment and

heavy fines, is admirably told. Among other Percies,

Algernon, the tenth earl, as coming into the period of the

civil wars, falls into the hands of Mr. C. H. Firth. The
estimate accepted concerning him is that of Clarendon,
that he was " the proudest man alive," and that "though
liia notions were not large or deep, yet his temper and
reservedness in discourse and his unrashness in speaking;

?ot him the reputation of an able and a wise man."
The more recent Dukes of Northumberland are in the

iands of Mr. Stanley Lane-Poole and Mr. G. Le Grys
Norgate. Hotspur is in those of Prof. Tout ; and Henry,
irst Earl of Northumberland, in those of the Rev. W.
Elunt. The curiously turbulent career of the last named
s vividly depicted. The man himself is declared to

have been crafty, his temper violent, and his policy
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devoid of wisdom. Other lives of early saints and
potentates are safe in Mr. Hunt's hands. Very sym-
pathetic treatment is accorded Mark Pattiaon by Mr.
Richard Copley Christie, who obviously speaks from per-
sonal intimacy. The same may be said concerning Mr.
Gosse's notice of W. H. Pater. Thomas Love Peacock
is thoroughly well depicted by Dr. Garnett. Mr. Thomas
Seccombe sends some excellent lives of Patmore, Paulet,
Pate, and other characters of interest. Mr. W. P.

Courtney and Mr. Russell Barker supply important
biographies, the latter gentleman being responsible for

a capital life of Henry Pelham. Most stimulating among
Prof. Laughton'a numerous contributions is the life of
the famous Pellew, Viscount Exmouth. Another bio-

graphy of much interest is that of Sir William Penn, the
unloved of Pepys. The William Penn, of Pennsylvania,
is commendably treated by Mr. J. M. Rigg. Peele, the

dramatist, has been assigned to Prof. Ward. A very
readable biography of Roger Payne comes from Mr.
Graves. Mr. Cosmo Monkhouse, Mr. Thomas Bayne, Mr.
Aitken, Mr. Tedder, Mr. Gordon Duff, and Mr. Warwick
Wroth send noteworthy work ; and we distinguish a
belated contribution of our valued old friend the late
Precentor Venablee.

The Sedbergh School Register, 1546-1895. (Leeds, Jack-

son.)
THE Northern grammar schools have for upwards of
three centuries held their place as great centres of
education. They for the most part became a noteworthy
factor in the life of the people at the time of the Re-
formation, but in many cases their origin was far older.
There were what were called "singing schools "attached
to many of the churches long before the religious
change?, and some of the richer guilds had schools of
their own.

Roger Lupcn, Fellow and Provost of Eton, who was
also a Canon of Windsor, founded Sedbergh School in or
about 1527. The lands given to it were for the double
purpose of a chantry and school. The religious changes
brought many troubles on the school. We gather that
when the chantries fell its endowments were for a time
lost. If this were not so they were in extreme peril ;

better times, however, came. The reformers the eccle-
siastics we mean, not the high political persons who
assumed the costume of Protestantism from selfish
motives were most zealously anxious for the spread of
learning. Sedbergh benefited from this, for in 1552
a royal charter was procured securing the school in its

property, or rather giving it other endowments in the
room of what had been rapaciously filched away. This
charter " secured the school in the possession of its

scholarship and fellowship endowment, and further
assigned to it lands out of destroyed chantries to
the value of 20Z. 13s. lOd. yearly, and a special royal
grant not exceeding 201. per annum. Twelve men
of the most discreet and honest inhabitants of the
parish of Sedbergh were to be appointed governors,
and the appointment of the Head Master was to
rest with St. John's College." Here we have what may
be considered the foundation of an institution which for
nearly three centuries and a half has been a fountain
of light in the north of England. Its fortunes have
been very varied. As every one knows, much depends
in every school on the character of the head master. A
man may have every quality for endearing himself to
iiis personal friends and yet be absolutely unfitted for
rule over a number of uncouth boys. The Sedbergh
head masters have been, on tin whole, highly creditable
men, but there have been exceptions, and the number
of scholars has fluctuated in consequence.
As the school registers are lost down to quite recent

day s_or, as ve have a faint hope, only mislaid the

ndustrious compiler of this valuable record has been
unable to make out anything but a very meagre list of

Bedbergh boys down to the time within human memory.
He has done what he could, we are sure, and we trust

any of our readers who find omissions will report the

names and details to him, so that they may find a place
in the new and more perfect edition which we gather to

je in contemplation.
We have no room to comment on the list of names,

which, confessedly imperfect as it is, contains several

persons of importance. In some of the longer paragraphs
we are sorry to find that authorities are omitted. We
gee no reason for questioning the statements made, but
no trustworthy historian can use them without means of

verification.

Public Speaking and Debate. By George Jacob Holy-
oake. (Fisher Unwin.)

MB. HOLYOAKE'S new volume, which is dedicated to Dr.

Joseph Parker, is to some extent an expansion of an
earlier work which forty odd years ago obtained warm
approval from competent judges. In this larger volume
is much common sense, shrewd observation, just

judgment, and interesting information. It covers large
fields of knowledge logic, rhetoric, grammar, elocu-

tion, what not and on each has much to say that is

important. There are few speakers or, as Mr. Holy-
oake elects to call them, agitators who may not learn

much from its pages. Its concluding chapter, with its

account of the orators the writer has known, is very
interesting. For a lecturer on grammar Mr. Holyoake
makes occasional slips. On the first page is a speci-
men of an error to which he is prone. We there read
of the testimony to the earlier volume of Wendell

Phillips, whom (sic) Mr. Bright said had the most

eloquent voice, &c. Again, p. 249, we have Napoleon
the Corsican " whom " Madame de Stae'l said, &c. As
a rule, however, the book is well and lucidly written. It

is always interesting, and often convincing.

The Ariel Shakespeare. Illustrated. (Routledge &
Sons.)

THREE volumes of a diminutive and most handy pocket
edition of Shakepeare, on which has been bestowed the

appellation pretty, fantastic, and yet appropriate of
" The Ariel Shakespeare," have been issued by Messrs.

Routledge. They consist of Hamlet,'
'

Othello,' and
' Romeo and Juliet,' each play occupying a single
volume. They are beautifully printed, elegantly got up,
and prettily illustrated by outline plates by Mr. Frank
Howard. The edition will commend itself to a large

public.

Kajlr Stories. By Wm. Charles Scully. (Fisher

Unwin.)
THESE Kafir stories hardly possess the character of

folk-tales. They contain, however, much explanation
of African proceedings and superstitions, by which the
folk-lorist and the anthropologist may benefit. For the

rest, they are very stirring and dramatic, and may be
read with much interest.

Miss GEORGINA F. JACKSON. We regret to learn that

this accomplished lady has passed away. She died at

Chester, where she had lived for years, on the 16th inst.,

at the age of seventy-one. Miss Jackson is known to

literature as the authoress of ' The Shropshire Word
Book,' a work which high authorities have pronounced
to be, with perhaps one or two exceptions, the best

book of its kind in the language. It contains not only

every word of a peculiarly interesting dialect, each woid
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illustrated by phrases and quotations, but also an ela-

borate grammar of the dialect and its variants, and
coloured maps, showing those districts of the county in

which differing forms of the dialect occur. To Mias

Jackson, the daughter of a Shropshire squire, it was a

labour of love to treasure up in this way her native

speech, and even to express it in Glossic, which she

learnt for the purpose. And she did the work under

great disadvantages. Loss of income compelled her to

support herself and her mother by her skill as an artist

and a teacher ; and after she had done so for a long time

successfully, ill-health reduced her to the condition of a

bedridden invalid. Yet none of these things impaired
her faith and resignation, nor weakened the energy of her

mind, nor narrowed the wide sympathies of her character.

As she lay, half paralyzed, but full of intellectual and

spiritual life, she would in the intervals of pain talk on
with a brightness and vivacity that would be admired
in any salon. But it was not the life of salons, it was
the life of suffering, that gave to her her silver hair and
the beauty of holiness that yearly increased upon her
countenance. And thus it is that those who loved her
will not lightly let her memory die.

MESSRS. W. E. HENLEY AND T. F. HESDBKSON, editors

of " The Centenary Burns," shortly to be published by
Messrs. Jack, of Edinburgh, have in the course of their

researches discovered some unique collections of Burns
MSS. collections not open to earlier editors. Access
to these MSS. has already led to the discovery of some
new poems and of many new readings, and by means of

them some long-disputed points are settled, and many
nevT facts of unquestionable interest will be presented
for the first time. The editors are, therefore, encouraged
to appeal still further to owners of such collections, and
to those with information as to their whereabouts, to

communicate with them, in the interest of the present
text, with a view to examination and collation.

THE Antiquary for November will contain a paper by
the Eev. W. J. Loftie on St. Katherine Cree and an
article on 'Ancient Watermarks in Paper,' by Miss

Thoyts.

ItoiijttS tO C*M|f0lttttt.
We must call special attention to the following notices:

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

H. M. WHITE PEAKE (" Sir Robert Peake, 1592 ?-

1657"). You are confounding two Robert Peakep,
father and son. For all the information obtainable con-

cerning both consult '
Diet. Nat. Biog.,' voL xliv. p. 148.

ARTHUR T. HADEN (" Periodicals inserting Short

Plays "). There are many such ; e. g., Slack and White.

NOTICE.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The
Editor of ' Notes and Queries

' "
Advertisements and

Business Letters to " The Publisher "
at the Office,

Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com

munications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule we can make no exception.

BOOK-PLATES (Ex -
Libris) DESIGNED and

ENGRAVED, in Mediaeval or Modern Styles, on Wood, Copper,
or Steel. A Book containing Illustrations of Medieval Designs on
Woed, post tree, Twenty-fire Stamps. THOMAS MOK1NO, 52, High.
Holboro, London, W.C. Established 1791.

MR. GILDERSOME - DICKINSON, of Eden
Bridge. UNDERTAKES GENEALOGICAL and ANTIQUARIAN

INVESTIGATIONS Professionally. For Terms address to 12, Grea:
Turnstile, London, W.C.

1'YPE-WRITING.
MSS., Scientific, and of all

Descriptions, Copied. Special attention to work requiring care.
Dictation Rooms (Shorthand or Type-writing). Usual Terms. Misses
E. B. & I. FARRAN, Hastings House, Norfolk-street, Strand, London
for seven years of 34, Southampton-street, Strand).

PRINTING and PUBLISHING. To AUTHORS.
JL Special attention given to the above. Estimates free. Accounts
verified bv Chartered Accountant. Address MANAGER, Roxburghe
Press, 3, Victoria-street, Westminster.

THE AUTHORS' BUREAU, Limited. A Literary
Syndicate and Press Agency. "A Medium of Communication

between Authars, Editors, and Publishers." MSS. negotiated. Inter-
views by appointment only.- Address the SECRETARY, 3, Victoria-

street, Westminster.

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

GP. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS and
BOOKSELLERS,

ol 27 and 29, Wet 23rd-street, New York, and 24, BEDFORD-STREET,
LONDON, W.C., desire to call the attention of the READING
PUBLIC to the excellent facilities presented by their Branch House ID
London for filling, on the most favourable terms, orders for their

own STANDARD PUBLICATIONS, and lor ALL AMERICAN
BOOKS and PERIODICALS.

Catalogues lent on application.

GLADSTONE'S
GOD (of Modern Bishops) and

WESLEY'S (of Elizabethan Bishops), their Contrariety (and
endless Wars, as foretold in Biblical Prophecies). 3d.

W. REEVES, 185, Fleet-street.

New and Cheaper Edition, price Two Shillings,

PELESTIAL MOTIONS: a Handy Book of
\J Astronomy. Eighth Edition. With 3 Plates. By W. T. LYNN,
B.A. F.R.A.S.

"Has, we are glad to see, reached an eighth edition, which enables
this excellent introduction to the facts of astronomy to be brought up
to date." Ouardian.

BDWARD STANFORD, 28 and 27, Cockspur-street, Charing Cross, 8.W.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

FOREIGN DEPARTMENT.
This Branch of the Library, which has been

considerably increased, now contains upwards of

80,000 BOOKS in FKBNCH, GERMAN, SPANISH,
and ITALIAN for CIRCULATION and SALE.

A Complete List of the New Publications added

to the Library is issued every month, and will_be
sent to any address postage free on application.

CATALOGUE of FOREIGN BOOKS for 1895,
Is. 6d. each.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY
(LIMITED)

30-34, New Oxford-street ;

241 , Brompton-road, S.W.
; 48, Queen Victoria-

street, B.C., London
;

and Barton Arcade, Manchester.
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ELKIN MATHEWS'S SELECTED LIST OF
NEW AND FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS.

IN the KEY of BLUB, and other Prose Essays. By J. Addington Symonds.
Cover Design by C. Kicketts. Crown8vo.fe.6rf.net. [.Third Editionjust ready.

A B C : an Alphabet Written and Pictured by Mrs. Arthur Gaskin. 60 Designs.
Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6rf. net. [Just published.

EGCE PUELLA, and other Prose Imaginings. By William Sharp. Crown 8vo.
3s. 6rf. net. I7* published.

SONNETS and SONGS. By May Bateman. Title Design by John D.
Mackenzie. Fcap.8vo.3s.6rf.net. {Just published.

A ROMANCE of WASTDALE. By A. E. W. Mason. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.
[Just published.

ATTILA, MY ATTILA ! a Drama. By Michael Field. Pot 4to. 5s. net.
[Next month.

The C MAJOR of LIFE : a Novel. By Havering Bowcher. Crown 8vo.
3s. 6rf. net. [Next month.

The HAPPY WANDERER. By Percy Hemingway. Title Design by Charles
Ffoulkes. Printed at the Chiswick Press. Eoyal 16mo. 5s. net. [Next month.

AN EVIL MOTHERHOOD : a Novel. By Walter Ruding. With a Frontis-
piece by Aubrey Beardsley. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6rf. net. [Next month.

POEMS. By Emily Hickey. With a Frontispiece in Photogravure by Mary
E. Swan. Crown 8vo. 5s. net. [Next month.

MY SEA, and other Posthumous Poems. By the Hon. Roden Noel. With an
Introduction by STANLEY ADDLESHAW. Vignette and Cover Design. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6rf. net. [Next month.

GOOD KING WENCESLAS. A Carol. Written by Dr. Mason Neale and
Pictured by Arthur J. Gaskin. With an Introduction by WILLIAM MORRIS. 4to. 3s. 6rf. net. [Now ready.

ISHAM REPRINTS, Vols. III. and IV. [Just ready.

BRETON (NICHOLAS). - NO WHIPPINGE, nor TRIPPINGE, but a
KINDS FRIENDLY SNIPPINGE. London. 1601. A Facsimile Reprint, with the Original Borders to every page,
with a Bibliographical Note by CHARLES EDMONDS. 200 copies, printed on Hand-made Paper at the Chiswick
Press, 12mo. 3s. 6rf. net. Also 50 copies, Large Paper, 5s. net.

Facsimile reprint from the semi-unique copy discovered in the autumn of 1867 by Mr. Charles Edmonds in a disused
lumber room at Lamport Hall, Northants (Sir Charles E. Isham's), and purchased lately by the British Museum authorities.
When Dr. A. B. Grosart collected Breton's Works a few years ago for his "

Chertsey Worthies Library," he was forced to
confess that certain of Breton's most coveted books were missing and absolutely unavailable. The semi-unique example
under notice was one of these.

S[OUTHWELL] (R[OBERT]) A FOVREFOVLD MEDITATION of the
FOURS LAST THINGS. Composed in a Diuine Poeme. By R. S., the Author of '

S. Peter's Complaint,' London,
1606. A Facsimile Reprint, with a Bibliographical Note by CHARLES EDMONDS. 150 copies, printed on Hand-
made Paper at the Chiswick Press, royal Itimo. 5s. net.

Also 50 copies, Large Paper, 7s. 6rf. net.

Facsimile reprint from the unique fragment discovered in the autumn of 1867 by Mr. Charles Edmonds in a disused
lumber room at Lamport Hall, Northants, and lately purchased by the British Museum authorities. This fragment supplies
the first sheet of a previously unknown poem by Robert Southwell, the Roman Catholic poet, whose religious fervour lends
a pathetic beauty to everything that he wrote, and future editors of Southwell's works will find it necessary to give it close

study. The whole of the Poem has been completed from two MS. copies, which differ in the number of Stanzas.

SHILLING SERIES OF ORIGINAL POEMS. Fcap. 8vo.

LONDON VISIONS. By Laurence Binyon. With a Cover Design by Selwyn
Image- [In November.V To be followed by a Volume by Mr. ROBERT BRIDGES.

London: ELKIN MATHEWS, Vigo-street, W,
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Notices to Correspondents.

ST. TERESA OE ST. IGNATIUS.
An interesting and characteristic little volume of

Roman Catholic religious verse has recently come
into my hands. ' The Harp of Jesus : a Prayer
Book in Verse,' by the Rev. Matthew Russell, S.J.,
which was published in 1890, by M. H. Gill & Son,
of Dublin, consists partly of original and partly of

translated matter. Among the versions is one
entitled :

The Sonnet of St. Ignatius.

No, not the heaven which Thou of bounty free,

My God, has promised, moves me to Thy love ;

Nor doth the hell, so feared, so fearful move
To shrink from ever more offending Thee.
Thou movest me, O Lord ! Thee, Thee to see

Nailed to that cross all mangled and forlorn
To see Thy body wounded, racked, and torn

Thy shame and anguish, and Thy death for me.

Thou, Jeaus, movest me to love Thee so,

That if there were no heaven, I still should love,
And if there were no hell I still should fear,

No need of gifts to make me love Thee no !

Had I no hope of what I hope above,
I 'd love Thee as I love Thee, Saviour dear.

This reminded me at once of the sonnet,
' A

Cristo Crucificado,
1

by St. Teresa de Jsus :

No me mueve, mi Dios, para quererte,
El cielo que me tienea prometido,
Ni me mueve el infierno tan temido

Para dej*r por eso de ofenderte.

Tu me mueves, mi Dios ; mueveme el verte
Clavado en eea cruz y escarneciJo ;

Mueveme ver tu cuerpo tan herido;
Mueveme las angustias de tu muerte ;

Mu&reme, en fin, tu amor de tal manera
Que aunque no hubiera cielo, yo te amiira,
Y aunque no hubiera infierno te temiera.

No me tienes que dar porque te quiera,

Porque, si cuanto espero no espera>a,
Lo mismo que te quiero te quisiera.

Of this I have an unpublished (and unsatis

factory) version of my own :

The promised heaven has not the power to move
My soul, oh holy Jesus, Thee to seek,
Nor does the fear of hell, though I am weak,

Move me to not offend against Thy love.

But I am moved when, looking up above,

High on the cross I see Thy face so meek,
Thy wounded hands and feet, the bloody streak

Where the stern soldier his sharp weapon drove.

Yea I am moved by Thy great love to me,
And I should love Thee though no heaven had bloomed,
And I should fear Thee if there were no hell.

No need of gifts that I should love Thee well ;

For though my certain hopes of heaven were doomed,
As now I love so would I then love Thee.

Neither of these versions is literally exact ; but
for freedom, not to say licence, commend me to a

version by Sir John Bowring, which I find in

Mr. Samuel Waddington's 'Sonnets of Europe'

(p. 183) :-
'Tis not Thy terrors, Lord, Thy dreadful frown,
That keep my step in duty's narrow path ;

'Tis not the awful threatenings of Thy wrath,
But that in virtue's eacred smile alone

I find or peace or happiness. Thy light
In all its prodigality is shed

Upon the worthy and the unworthy head ;

And thou dost wrap in misery's stormy night
The holy as the thankless. All is well

;

Thy wisdom has to each his portion given;

Why should our hearts by selfishness be riven ?

'Tis vain to murmur, daring to rebel :

Lord I would fear Thee, though I feared not hell ;

And love Thee though I had no hope of heaven.

On what authority does Father Russell attribute

the sonnet to St. Ignatius (I presume St. Ignatius

Loyola) ? It is included in the
' Obras Escogidas

'

of St. Teresa in Ochoa's
' Tesoro de Escritores Mis-

ticos Espanoles
'

(p. 536), the only edition of her

writings which is accessible at the moment. Nor
is Mr. Russell unfamiliar with her verses, for he

gives a translation of her famous ' Bookmark '

(p. 62) :

Let nothing disturb thee,
Let nothing affright thee.

All thing are passing ;

God only is changeless.
Patience gains all things.
Who hath God wanteth nothing-
Alone God sufficeth.

This is somewhat contracted from the original,

which I transcribe :

" Letrilla que llevaba por registro en su Breviario la

serafica madre Santa Teresa :
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Nada te turbe,
Nada te espante,
Toda se paea ;

Dies no se muda,
La pacieiicia
Todo lo alcanzi :

Quien a Dies tien

Nada le falta :

Sola Dioa basta."

Longfellow's version is :

Let nothing disturb tliee,

Nothing affright tbee;
All things are passing ;

God never changeth ;

Patent endurance
Attaineth to all thi< g;
Who God po88e8seth
In nothing is wanting;
Alone God sufficeth.

It is always interesting to compare different

versions, but in doing so I am perhaps going

beyond my immediate purpose of claiming for Santa

Teresa the sonnet on '

Christ Crucified.'

WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Moss Side, Manchester.

CASANOVIANA.
(Continuedfrom p. 262.)

Before returning to Teplitz I visited the old

cemetery of Santa Barbara, hoping to find the

grave of Casanova. I walked all round the old

burial-place, and searched in vain for his name

upon the tombstones. This portion of the cemetery
is now disused, and its graves are for the most part

untended. On my arrival at Teplitz I wrote, by
Comtesse Waldstein's advice, to the good old

Canonicus of Dux, who kindly sent me the follow-

ing reply :

Dux, 29 Mai, 1893.
" Jakob Cassaneus, ein Venezianer id est Casea-

nova. Er starb am 4 Juni 1798 in Dux im 84 Lebens-

jahre." Mehr ist in der Matrik nicht verzeichnet. Ich

babe coir sehr viele Muhe gegeben um am alien Fried-

liofe bei Santa Barbara die Grabstelle des Cassanova zu

eruiren leider aber umsonsr, obwohl ich die altesten

Bewohner in Dux zu Hilfe gerufen babe.
ANTON PICHLEK, Canonicu?.

Thus was I enabled, by an extract from the

official register, to fix the exact date of Casanova's

death. I may at once say that the words " im 84

Lebensjahre
"

are obviously a slip of the pen,

possibly made by the person who wrote the entry
in the register ; or, more probably, by the good old

Canonicuswho gavehimselfsomuch trouble to satisfy

my curiosity. The fact that the oldest inhabitants

of Dux had searched in vain for Casanova's grave
struck me as pathetic. It seems strange that the

proud and wealthy family of Wald stein should have
taken no steps to preserve the last resting-place of

their protigk from such swift oblivion. Although
a modest headstone would have answered that

purpose, apparently nothing was done. This man,
whom the Prince de Ligne considered worthy of

his friendship ; the honoured guest of the Wald-
steins ;

one of the best raconteurs of his time ;

a wit, an author, and a savant this man died

without so much as one friendly record, and his-

body was hidden in a nameless grave. Two causes

for this
" cold and dark neglect

"
suggest them-

selves to my mind. First, towards the close of

Casanova's life his host was often absent from Dux,
His absences were frequent and continuous, and

possibly he was away from home in June, 1798,
in which case he could not personally interest him-
self in the matter. He probably deputed some one
to act for him, and took it for granted that the

usual course would be adopted. Secondly, Casa-

nova, towards the close of life, became morose and

quarrelsome. He possessed no real friends except
Count Waldstein and the Prince de Ligne. At
the same time he was surrounded by vehement
and merciless enemies, who must have regarded his

death with unfeigned satisfaction.

May I be permitted one moment's digression ?

I have always held the graves of celebrated men
and women in deep reverence. I have searched in

vain for the graves of three persons, totally dis-

similar from every point of view viz., the graves
of Alexander Pope, Chatterton, and Casanova.

Every one knows that Pope lies buried somewhere
in the church at Twickenham, but the exact spot
cannot be traced. Chatterton is supposed to have
been buried in the graveyard which adjoined the

workhouse in Shoe Lane, and yet no one has ever

seen his humble resting-place ;
while Casanova,

although dying in a small German town where he
was well known nay, under the protection of the

most powerful family in that district sleeps in his

narrow bed, its identity untraceable among the

countless headstones of an obscure community.
Opposite to the Marcolini Palace at Dresden,
where Napoleon resided in 1813, 1 found, in the

cemetery attached to the Alte Eotbkirche, the

grave of one of Casanova's brothers, who sleeps-

there beside his two daughters. The following

inscriptions may interest the reader :

John Baptist Casanova

geboren 2 Nov. 1723

ge.-torben 8 Dec. 1795.
" In seinen Werken Unsterblich."

Maria Johanna Theresia
Freifrau von Wessenig
(geboren Casanova)
geboren 9 Dec. 1769

geetorben 26 Dec. 1842.

Maria Augusta Casanova

geboren 14 Oct. 1774

geetoiben20Feb. 1848.

That the Casanovas were a remarkable family
admits of no doubt. Of the eldest son, Jean

Jacques, I shall speak later. The second son,

Frac)is, was born in London in 1727. At the

age of fifteen he met at Paris the celebrated

Parousel, under whom he, for a time, studied there.
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Afterwards he went to Dresden, fell under the

notice of Dietrich, and commenced his studies as

a painter of battles. He soon became celebrated

as a painter, and eventually held a responsible post
at the Dresden Academy of Arts. As a painter of

battle scenes he surpassed all his contemporaries
and won the patronage of most of the sovereigns
of Europe.

Mrs. Jameson* writes :

" In the room in which the Empress Catherine habitu-

ally dined, in the Palace of the Hermitage, hung two

pictures which Casanova had painted by her order, in

honour of Potemkin and Suvarroz. One represented the

siege of Otchakoff, the other the assault of Ismail. In
both the carnage and the physical horrors of those scenes
were represented with such hideous truth, that few,

except Catherine herself, could look on them without

shuddering. To her they were merely trophies of her

conquests, and grateful memorials of her power."

This remarkable man died at Bruhl, near Vienna,
in 1805.

The third son, Jean Baptiste, was born in 1728.
He married Teresa Rolando, of Rome, was the

author of several works on art, and died at Dres-
den in 1795. He and his two daughters were
buried in the cemetery in the Friedrich Strasse.

His eldest daughter, Maria Johanna Theresia,
married Baron von Wessenig, a chamberlain at

the Court of Saxony, whom she survived. The
second daughter, Maria Augusta, died unmarried
at the age of seventy-three year?, and is simply
described in the church register as

"
the daughter

of a professor."

The youngest of the four brothers, Jean Casa-

nova, was born in 1730. At a very early age,

probably in his eighth year, he went to Dres-
den with Jean Jacques, his eldest brother,

during the reign of Auguste III. Until he at-

tained the age of fifteen he was under the dominion
and the teaching of a Jesuit college, an education
which had a marked effect upon his character and

disposition. In his fifteenth year this boy fell

under the notice of II Senatore Malipieri, who took
iiim into his house and introduced him to the cele-

brated Teresa liner (better known in England as

Madame Cornelys) and to Giuletta Cavamaccbie,
who gave some finishing touches to his education.
But his natural genius burst through at last, and
the boy evinced a strong passion for art. At Dres-
den he worked for a time under the supervision of

Louis Silvester, and subsequently passed on to

Vienna, where he devoted himself to study, and
worked diligently for three years. In 1762 he

accompanied Raphael Mengs to Rome ; and in

1770 he published at Leipzig his
'

Discorso sopra
gl' antichi e vari monument! loro per uso degl'
alunni dell' Elett' Academia delle Bell' Arti di

Dresda.' In due course he became director of the
Dresden Art Galleries, and it was probably through

* ' Memoirs of Female Sovereign*,' vol. ii. p. 328.

his influence that Raphael Mengs painted the altar-

piece in Dresden Cathedral. On 10 Dec., 1798,
this able man, then in his sixty-ninth year, died
in that city, having survived his eldest brother by
only six months.

In thus briefly sketching the career of Casa-
nova's brothers I throw myself upon the mercy
of Mr. Christie, or some other well-informed corre-

spondent of ' N. & Q.,' in the event of my having
inadvertently erred. I am writing from notes
taken while at Dresden two years ago, when I found
the similarity in the Christian names of three out
of four brothers somewhat confusing. In my next
contribution I propose to deal exclusively with the
works of Jean Jacques Casanova, and will en-

deavour to interest the reader with more relevant
matter. RICHARD EDGCUMBE.
Hotel Victoria, Montreux.

(To le continued.)

Has this autobiography or memoir, alluded to,
of Jacopo Casanova de Seingalt, priest, soldier,

statesman, ever been translated into English ?

RICHARD HEMMING.

[It has been this year translated, we believe, for the
first time, and privately printed in twelve volumes. A
bookseller will give you further particulars.]

SHAKSPEAKE'S ANCESTRY. The following is

a cutting from the Times of 14 Oct. :

SIR, Whilst collecting material for the pedigree of

the Griffin or Griffith family for my History of Derby-
shire, I accidentally discovered a fact which, followed

up, has led to the discovery of the ancestry of William

Shakespeare.
But very little hitherto has been known, although

many eminent genealogists have endeavoured to dis-

cover the origin, of his family, and several possible, but
as it turns out erroneous, pedigrees have been foisted

upon him. All that was really known was that hia

father, John Shakespeare, who in his day filled the

highest civic offices in Stratford-on-Avon, was the son

of one Richard Shakespeare, of Snitterfield, an adjoin-

ing village, to whose personalty John Shakespeare
administered about the year 1560.

William Shakespeare himself must be held, at least,

to be morally responsible for the statements contained

in the petition by John, his father, to Heralds' College
for a confirmation of arms in 1601, from which it

appears that he bad but little accurate information to

give to the Heralds, the record merely reciting that for

good services in his wars King Henry VII. had re-

warded his great-grandfather with a grant of land in

Warwickshire, but no particulars of place ; and even

the name of the soldier is not given. Still there is in

the fact that for four generations the family were located

in Warwickshire some certain ground to go upon. The

only place in which it would appear that this family
had land was at Wroxall, and in 16 Henry VIII. one

Richard Shakespeare was assessed for land there. In

the following subsidy, 36 Henry VIII., there were no

landowners, but no less than three William Shake-

speares in that place were taxed for goods. Richard of

twenty years previously was then dead, or more probablyhe

had removed to Snitterfield, for five years earlier Robert

Arden, of Wilmecote, had leased land to Richard Shake-
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speare at that place, and subsequently John (the poet's

father) married Robert Arden's daughter. The ques-
tion then arises, Can Richard Shakespeare of irnitter-

field be proved to be descended from the Shakespeares
of Wroxall ? Now I found at Northampton, from the

will of Francis Griffin, of Braybrook, dated 37 Henry
VIII., that he had a sister, one Alys Shakespeare, and
she can be identified negatively by a process of ex-

haustion as the wife of Richard Shakespeare, who with
her joined the Guild of Knowle, 16 Henry VIII. That

guild also contains the names of many other members
of the families of Shakespeare and Griffin, with their

wives, from about the year 1460, when the register

begins, to the dissolution. The Shakespeares were
located in various places in the Forest of Arden, the

later members being at Rowenton and Wroxall, and the

Griffins were located in the same places, and some at

Fenny Compton and Hardwick Priors. No other Shake-

speare had a wife named Elizabeth at this period. Like
William Shakespeare's ancestor, many of the Wroxall
and Rowenton Shakespeares were archers, and in a
muster roll of 28 Henry VIII. there are four mentioned,
amongst them William and Richard of Wroxall. About
the same date Richard Shakespeare was bailiff of the

Priory of Wroxall, whilst several members of the family
were high in office there. The Lady Isabella Shake-

speare is recorded as prioress in the 4th of Edward IV.,
and the Lady Johanna Shakespeare was sub prioress in

1525, evidently a long-established and respectable family
who might be expected to bear coat armour.
Now the connexion between Wroxall Priory and the

Griffin family is quite clear and direct. The Griffins
were patrons or advocates of the priory in succession
to the Latimers and their ancestors, and had granted
lands and rents to it out of their manor of Cheping
Warden, on the borders of the county, which adjoins
both Fenny Compton and Hardwick Priors. Thomas
Griffin, of Fenny Compton, brother of the before-
mentioned Francis, is found associated with the Shake-
speares at Knowle, and his son-in-law, Thomas A'Wood,
of Hasely (where also Richard Shakespeare, the poet's
grandfather, held land), left to that Richard Shake-
speare a legacy of a yoke of four oxen then in his

possession at that place. The Heralds in the Visitation
of Herts in 1634 confirmed the right of the Fenny
Compton Griffins to bear the arms of Griffin of "Ding-
ley," the ancestors of the Lord Griffin of that family,
and they were identical with the Braybrook family'
Sir Edward Griffin, of Braybrook, who had been At-
torney-General of Queen Mary, obtaining that manor,
as well as land at Hardwick Priors and Fenny Compton,
at the dissolution of monasteries. The connexion be-
tween William Shakespeare the poet and the Griffins
can be shown from the wills and charters of their com
xnon relations, the Coombs, Reynolds, Blounts, Throck-
morions, and Lucys yes, William Shakespeare was a
humble cousin of Justice Shallow, and therefore doubt-
less felt his conduct more intolerable in making what
the hot-headed young man had doubtless regarded as
lawful sport namely, the hunting of deer in the Outlaw's
park at Oxbrook a crime; and what is there more
natural and more likely than that the descendant of
the foresters and archers of Wroxall should love veneryand be skilful in the art ? Do not his plays evince a
thorough knowledge and the keenest appreciation of it ?

But if the poet derived his love of hunting from his
forefathers, it is very probable that he gained his refine-
ment and great intellectual gifts from his grandmother's
race; they were a great and noble family, descended
directly from the ancient Kings of North Wales.
Shakespeare himself, in

'

Macbeth,' records their con-
nexion with the Stuarts ; Banquo's eon Fleance, accord-

ing to the tradition (as Shakespeare gives it), becoming
the ancestor of the first Stuart of Scotland, by the

daughter (Gwenta) of Griffin, Prince of Wales. Shake-

speare has been charged with disgraceful flattery of

King James in writing this play ;
rather was he un-

ostentatiously recording traditions of his own family,
which he may have heard from their lips, and which at

that period, probably, were little known.

A very interesting fact, which again may have had
a deep influence upon the young poet's mind, was that

Bartholomew Griffiu the poet (a first cousin of Alys

Shakespeare), who had an annuity from Sir Edward
Griffin, resided at Coventry, and must have been well

known to him; indeed, they were so closely associated

that their poems were intermixed, several of Griffin's

sonnets having been printed as the work of " W. Shake-

speare
"
by the pirate publishers of the period.

The will of Edmund Griffin, of Long Itchington, near

Coventry (a nephew of Alice Shakespeare), mentions a
William Shakespeare, doubtless of the Wroxall family.

It would take too much space to enumerate all the-

facts in proof of this connexion. This outline is, I

think, sufficient to indicate that the history of the
Griffin family supplies that of the ancestry of our greatest

poet. I am your obedient servant,
JOHN PYM YEATMAN.

Lightwoods Cottage, Beech Lanes, Birmingham.

P.S. It would seem very probable that the uncertain

legend given to Heralds' College in 1601 was post-

dated, and that the grant of land at Wroxall was earlier

than it was then supposed ; possibly it was made and
the services were rendered during the Wars of the Roses j

and this would account for the family being located at

Wroxall so much earlier, and also for the failure to

find the royal grant, which I understand has been
searched for in vain. Most of the public records of
this troublous period have been lost, so that a search is

useless. The grant may, indeed, have been made out of
the King's ancient demesne, and it is to be feared that
all the King's demesne records have also perished;
possibly, however, the grant was made in the name of
Shakestafle, Richard Shakespeare of Snitterfield having
been so named in one of the Court Rolls of the College
of the Blessed Mary the Virgin of Warwick, 20-22

Henry VIII., during which period he n&s fined for
non-suit of service, probably whilst he still resided at
Wroxall.

E. LEATON-BLENKINSOPP.

PYTHEAS IN BRITAIN. In Mr. Elton's
'

Origins
of English History,' 1882, p. 32, it is said, on the

authority
of Pytheas of Marseilles, that the natives

of Britain collected their sheaves in great barns,
and threshed out the corn there, because they had
so little sunshine that open threshing-places would
have been of little use in that land of clouds and
rain. Mr. Elton does not, however, give the
reference for this statement. He gives (p. 418,
et seq.) a number of short passages from Greek
authors "relating to the voyage of Pytheas," but I

do not find in them anything about the great barns
of the ancient Britons. Prof. Rhys, in

'

Celtic

Britain,' 1882, p. 6, also refers to the fact that

Pytheas saw plenty of corn in the fields of the

south-east of Britain, and that the farmers gathered
their sheaves into large barns, &c. Here there

seems to be a reference to Strabo, but I cannot
find the authority. I have a reference to Pliny,
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'
Hist. Nat.,' xxxvii. 2, who gives Pytheas as his

authority for the statement that the Gothones
threshed their corn in large buildings. Great

barns or buildings, then, appear to hare been
common both to the ancient Britons and the

ancient Germans. Civilization is older than once

we thought it was, and these statements of a Greek
traveller who lived in the time of Aristotle have

lately received confirmation in the discoveries made
in the pre-Roman marsh village near Glastonbury,

where, amongst many interesting relics, a perfect
wooden ladder, a wooden door, and beautiful

wood-carving have been found. Many huge barns

of the rudest workmanship still exist in this country,
and in them the inner wood-work is often far older

than the outer stone-work, or, as is sometimes the

case, lath and plaster. I am not, of course, sug-

gesting that these buildings are of a great antiquity.

They are, however, repetitions of older buildings,
and they tend to bear out the statement of Tacitus',
'

Germ.,' xvi., that the buildings of the ancient

Germans were made of undressed wood (informis

materia). I have seen, quite lately, English barns

whose ancient timbers are undressed, and still

retain the bark. It would be interesting to have
the very words of the authors in whose writings
these statements of Pytheas are embedded.

S. 0. ADDT.
3, Westbourne Road, Sheffield,

WILLIAM SERES. As the 'Dictionary of Na-
tional Biography

'
is concerning itself now with

the letter S, I may record a strange entry I

found in the ' Declared Accounts '

of 6 Elizabeth

at the Public Recard Office :

"William Sere?, Sccttisbman. by waye of the Queen's
Rewarde bestowed upon his wife, the Lord Semple's
daughter of Scotelande."

Among Maitland's '

Early Printed Books of Lam-
beth

'

there is
' An Answere to the Proclamation

of the Rebels in the North, 1569,' which con-

cludes "Finis quod William Seres. God save the

Queen." There were two William Seres printers,
father and sen, and as the name is not common, it

occurred to me to note the "Scottishman," the
"
writer," as well as the printers. Are they con-

nected 1 C. 0. STOPES.

"THERE'S MANY A SLIP 'TWIXT THE COP AND
THE lip." I suppose that very many people will

consult the new edition of Dr. Brewer's
'

Dictionary
of Phrase and Fable,' and " swear by

"
it. This

being so, inaccuracies are to be deprecated. Under

"Slip" Dr. Brewer gives the paternity of the

following line to Horace :

Multa cadunt inter calicem supremaque labra.

It is not stated in what poem of Horace it occurs.

Is this a mere guess? In 'Latin Proverbs and

Quotations,' by Alfred Henderson, 1869, the same
line is given with " Laber." after it, by which, I

suppose, Laberius is meant. I shall be glad to

know if he is the author of the Latin line. Living
in a country village, I have no books but my own
to help me in the matter.
The line occurs in the 'Adagia' of Erasmus,

p. 339. My copy is dated 1629. There it is stated :

"Sulpitius Apollinaris grammaticus apud Aulum
Gellium in ' Noctibu-i Atticis,' lib. xiii. cap. xvii., duo
quaedam adagia notat, alterum Graecum, alterum *Lati-
num : quorum amborum eadem sit sententia. Graecus
eat veraiculus, inquit, hexameter

Trapoi/aoifljje : HoXAA
/urav iri\ti KV\IKOQ Kal x'X0 aepow. Id est :

Multa cadunt inter calicem supremaque labra."

No authority for the Latin line is adduced.
With regard to

" alterum Latinum," Aulus Gellius
has from M. Cato Censorius :

"
Ssepe audivi, inter

os atque cffam multa intervenire posse.
" Yet in

Mr. W. F. H. King's 'Classical and Foreign
Quotations,' 1887, the Latin line is given with a

query as to whether it is by Aulus Gellius. The
Greek proverb is given in Gaisford's

' Paroamio-

graphi Green',' with the usual ascription of it to the

story about Ancfeus. I mention thia, as it is not
about the Greek proverb that I seek for information.
The Greek, however, suggests a curious reflection.

In both editions of Hazlitt's
'

English Proverbs'

axpov is written a, pov, in which word the letter

K is omitted, and the breathing and the accent are

wrong. In Bohn's ' Handbook of Proverbs,' in

which Ray's 'Collection of English Proverbs' ia

included, at p. 83, ed. 1879, there is the same
blunder. Alas, Bohn and H./litt have servilely

copied Ray's edition even to the omission of the

second letter of the word ! I have not a copy of the

first edition of Ray's
'

Proverbs,' but my copy,

1817, which professes to be a verbatim of the edition

of 1768, has the same mistake.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

PERAMBULATOR. la Richard Lovell Edge-
worth's ' Memoirs '

of his own life is the following

early use of this now well-known word :

"I should [vol. i. p. 170] have mentioned in its proper
place that, in the year 1768, the Society for the Encourage-
ment of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce, gave me
their silver medal for a perambulator, which upon trial

in Coldbath-fielda, answered with such precision, as

would, from proving too much, have led to a suspicion
of error, and might have discredited belief in its perform-
ance altogether, had not the experiment been witnessed

by a large committee of the society. It was entered

immediately upon their journals. A mile was first

cautiously measured by a common chain, afterwards by
the perambulator, and again by the same machine return-

ing. The distance measured, going and returning, did not

differ so much as one inch."

It is clear, therefore, that the original perambu-
lator was a machine for measuring distances.

C. W. PENNY.
Wokingham.

"BE" IN PRES. INDIC. PLURAL. It is always

difficult, and it is sometimes perilous, to name a

year or a stretch of years as the close of a transition
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period of language or fashion of speech. Take,

e.g., the following remarks on the verb to b& in

Prof. Earle'a '

Philology of the English Tongue,'

p. 535, third edition :

"Uewas originally indicative, as it still is in Devon-

shire, and in our Bible :

'

They be blind leaders of the

blind,' Matt. xv. 14. But inasmuch as the present had
a duplicate form is, are, a division of labour took

place, whereby be was reserved for the subjunctive and
conditional present :

" If I be bereaved of my children, I am bereaved."
Genesis xliii. 14.

What though the field be lost 1 All is not lost.

'Par. Lost,' i. 105.

In the revision of the Common Prayer Book in 1661,
are was substituted for be in forty-three places, and the
indicative be was left standing in one place only."

In regard to the " division of labour" which he
thus describes and illustrates, Prof. Earle no
doubt without meaning it is probably too definite

and final. His readers will almost certainly con-

clude from the drift of his remarks that by the

beginning of the seventeenth century the dis-

tinctive uses of the forms were recognized and
observed ; that the translators of the Bible and
Milton illustrate the regular practice of the first

half of the century ; and that the revisers of the
Common Prayer Book of 1661 brought that treatise

on this point into conformity with an established
lule of syntax. Yet, near the beginning of Bax-
ter's

'
Call to the Unconverted '

(1657), we find the

following promiscuous employment of the words :

"They strive not because they be not awakened
and they be not awakened because they are loth to hear
or think of it," &c.

There is no conditional force in be as it appears
in this passage ; and, for that matter, is not Prof.
Earle's quotation from Milton an example of the
concessive rather than of the conditional clause ?

THOMAS BATNE.
Helensburgh, N.B.

ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING AND COXHOE
HALL. The following may be of interest to the
readers of ' N. & Q.':

"There was a controversy some time ago as to the
connexion of Elizabeth Barrett Browning, the poetesp,
and her family, with Newcastle, Coxhoe Hall, and Kelloe
Church. The Rev. W. R. Burnet, the Vicar of Kelloe,
discovered in the parish register a record of the birth
and baptism of Eliz ibeth Barrett, and Mr. John Robin-
son, of Newcastle, found in the register at Gosforth
Church a record of the marriage of her mother, Miss
Clarke, to Mr. Barrett, and stated that the married pair
subsequently made their home at Coxhoe Hall. An old
man had stated that he remembered an inscription on
a window pane in Kelloe Church relating to the poetess,
but this inscription could not be found at the time the
matter was in controversy. The inscription has now
been found, however, as the reader will see from the
following letter, addressed by the Vicar of Kelloe to Mr.
Blair, of the Newcastle Society of Antiquaries :

'"Mr. Burdon, the builder of Coxhoe Hall, had a
gallery constructed in Kelloe Church for the accom-
modation of his family. The gallery was lighted by a

window inserted in the upper part of the south wall,
near the porch. Tradition informed me that upon the

glass of that window the words "
Pretty Bessie Barrett

"

had been scratched, apparently by the use of a diamond.
When the gallery was taken down, the window, of course,

vanished, and the inscription with it. You will be
interested to know that I have recovered the relic. A
portion of the old vicarage house was retained about

twenty years wgo, and fitted up as a school-room. I now
find that the old gallery window, with its inscription,
was made use of to light this apartment. The inscrip-

tion, however, altogether escaped notice until last Sun-

day, wl en the attention of Mr. Hamlyn, the curate,
was drawn to it. He observed that one pane was broken,
and on examining the glass closely discovered on it the

inscription of which we had heard. I have had the sash
removed to my house. The writing is good and bold,
and the words read as follows :

Charming Mrs. Barrett,
Coxhce beauty ! ! !

Pead Ned.
Were not unmarried ladies in former times called

" Mis-
tress

"
1 The word " Ned" suggests that the inscription

was the work of the brother of Mrs. Browning. His name,
as you may recollect, was Edwar J. But I am unable to

interpret the word "Pead." The glass, in consequence
of the breakage, is in asomewhat frail condition. Although
I am pleased to have recovered the relic, I scarcely know
what to do with it; possibly Mre. Browning's son w.>uld
be glad to have it. The inscription may, after all, refer
to the mother, but tradition assigns it to the daughter.'
"As the vicar suggests", the inscription may apply not

to the poetess, but to her mother, who was born in what
is now known as the Bible House, Pilgrim Street, New-
castle. She was the daughter of Mr. John Graham
Clarke, a wealthy West India merchant, and married
Mr. Barrett, who had returned from the West Indies,
with considerable wealth, to settle in England. As
already stated, Coxhoe Hall became their home, and
there the famous poetess was born."

The cutting is from the Newcastle Weekly
Chronicle, 28 Sept. ATEAHR.

tews,
We must request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest to affix their

names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

FAMILIES OF MULTON, CLAYMOND, AND GRA.
Can any correspondent of 'N. & Q.' show me

the connexion between these families 1 The Mul-
tons were seated at Moulton till their heiress,

Maude, married Sir Wru. Welby, of Frampton
(circa 1300), and carried Moulton Castle and
estate into the Welby family ;

but another branch
of the Multons resided at Frampton as "lords of

the manor of Multon in Frampton," and regularly

presented chantry priests to the chapel of St.

James within the said manor down to 1349, when
Sir John de Multon appears the last of the name
to present. In 1356 John Claymond, of Framp-
ton, presents

" Thomas Clements to the chantry
chapel of St. James in manerio quondam Domini
Johannis de Multon in Frampton." In 1382 the

presentation is made by
" Thomas Gra, of York,
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and Matilda his wife." We may, therefore, assume
the right belonged to this lady. The information
I seek is on the following subjects : 1. What was
the connexion between the Multon families o:

Moulton and Fratnpton ? 2. What connexion was
there between the Muttons and Claymonds, both
of Frampton ? 3. Who was Matilda, wife o;

Thomas Gra, of York 1 4. Who was the aforesaid

Thomas Gra? 5. How did Magdalen College,

Oxford, become possessed of the manor of Multon-
hall in Frampton ? 6. When did the chapel oi

St. James cease to exist? The last recorded pre-
sentation is in 1382. It was never annexed, but

always in separate patronage to the parish church.
The latter was acquired by the Prior and Convent
of Durham circa 1386, and retained till the Disso-

lution, they making their last presentment in 1523.
In 1386 the Pope grants leave to Thomas, Bishop
of Durham, to endow "our college at Oxford"
with (inter alia) the advowson of Frampton ; but
unless it comprised more than the advowson, it

would not be very valuable. On the other hand,
if by some means the prior and convent or Bishop
of Durham had acquired the manor of Multonhall,
then it would be a valuable endowment. Is "our

college at Oxford
"

synonymous with Magdalen
College ; and if it is, how did the bishop or prior
and convent obtain the estate they endowed it

with? Any informat : on upon the above subjects
I shall be thankful for. C. T. J. MOORE.
Frampton Hall, Boston.

" CHARTER OF FREE WARREN." In several old

histories I have come across the phrase
"

charter

of free warren "
or "

right of free warren," concern-

ing the settlement of manors during the Norman
period. Would some one kindly refer me to a

work in which the distinctive privileges under this

title are described ? H. E. J. I.

CAPT. FRANCIS WATSON. Lord Alington, in

a letter dated " From the Campe before Mastricke
June 26, [16]73," in which he gives a graphic

description of a sortie by the Dutch to recover a

counterscarp, and of their repulse by the gallantry
of the Duke of Monmouth, followed by twelve

gentlemen of the Life Guards and a few English
volunteers mentions amongst the latter

"
the two

sons of Lord Rockingham and their kinsman

Captain Watson."* The Duke of Monmouth,
writing to his father from the same camp six days
earlier, says,

" I do a sur you Sr Mr watson has

had great care of My family and has put it in

mutch beater order then euer it wos."t Amongst
the English Army Lists, Commission Registers,
at the Record Office, are commissions to

"
ffrancis

Watson EsqV Tbe first, dated 18 Feb., 1660/1,

appoints him quartermaster in George Duke of

* Public Record Office, State Papers. Foreign. France.
Bundle 2S7.

f Kid.

Albernarle'a troop of Life Guards, the captain

being Sir Philip Howard. The second, dated

3 July, 1667, makes him " Cor
"(ppral ?) in tha

same troop. By the third commission, dated

11 May, 1673, he is made " Under Lieutenant and

Major in the Queen's Troop of Our Guards," under
Col. Jamee, Duke of Monmoutb, and Capt. Sir P.

Howard. There can be no doubt this Francis

Watson is the
"
Captain Watson " referred to by

Lord Alington and the "Mr. Watson" of whom
the Duke of Monmouth writes so favourably. I

shall be greatly obliged to any reader of ' N. & Q.'

who can assist me to identify this Capt. Francis

Watson. I am desirous to find the name of his

father, and any particulars respecting his family
which will enable me to establish his connexion

with the Rockingham Watsons. Cannon, in his
'

History of the Life Guards,' says :

"
Corporals of the Life Guards were, at this period,

commissioned officers : their rank in the Army was, in

1679, that of eldest lieutenant of Horse, at which period
the practice of calling them Brigadiers had becoms

general, although they continued to be styled Corporate
in their Commissions. In warrants and orders, when
their names are mentioned, they are sometimes styled

Captains." See p. 13.

This may explain the title given to Mr. Watson

by Lord Alington. CHAS. WISE.

Weekley, Kettering.

CLIBURN. The achievement on a memorial

window in the little church of Cliburn, co. West-

moreland, bears the motto " Clibbor ne sceame,"
and I seek information regarding its signification

and derivation. AQUILA.

VATICAN EMERALD. Is this gem, said to be in

the Vatican, a myth or a reality ? Perhaps some

correspondent can throw some light on this ques-

tion. E. GALE.

POLPIT ANECDOTE. Can any of your readers

refer me to a pulpit anecdote, the purport of which

[ very imperfectly recall ? A minister, one Sunday

morning, usurped another pastor's pulpit by forcible

entry, for, finding the doors locked, he clambered

over the rail of the enclosure and delivered his

discourse from our blessed Lord's illustration of &

iheepfold. In the evening the rightful occupant,

jntering the pulpit in the usual manner, replied to

iis trespasser by a sermon from the same parable,

jomparing the preceding preacher to the wrongful

ihepherd.
NEMO.

ROGER MONTGOMERY HAMILTON M'NEILL, of

Taynish and Gigha, married, in 1775, Catharine

Chambers, his cousin, my great-great-grandfather's
niece. What relation was this Mr. M'Neill to the

>resent Duchess of Argyle 1 0. N. R.

NANTGARW WARE. Reading the short story,

A Chemist in the Suburbs,' in Mr. Frederick

Wedmore's '

Renunciations,' I find mention made
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of white plates from Nantgarw ware. Can any

particulars be given about such ware, and where
manufactured? A. W.

F" PROVERBIAL SAYING :

" HERB JOHN." Francis

Osborne, in his * Historical Memoirs of James I.
,'

published about 1658, says that in the early part
of James's reign the King of France, to the sur-

prise of some of his contemporaries, favoured

England rather than Spain, "lest he should ex-

change Herb John for Coloquintida." I do not
find this proverbial expression, as it appears to be,
in any collection of proverbs which I have at hand,
nor in any Index of

C N. & Q.,' and it may be
worth noting. The comparison is evidently parallel
to that between King Log and King Stork, colo-

quintida (colocynth) being a drug of very drastic

properties, and " Herb John "
presumably a mild

one. But what is
" Herb John "? The question was

discussed in 2nd S. vii., ix., and 5 tb S. vi., vii., but
went off on a side issue. Various plants were

guessed at, among them Jack-by-the-hedge (Sisym-
brium alliaria), mugwort (Artemisia vulgaris),
and gout-weed (^Egopodium podagraria), but no
good reason was given for any. Has any fresh

light come in the eighteen years since 5th S. vii. ?

B. W. S.

P.S. An interesting list might be made of

questions that have been asked in
' N. & Q.' and

never answered. It would illustrate another pro-
verb about "

children "
(or

"
fools

"
in one form of

the saying) and "philosophers."

SHELTA. I heard recently that there is a lan-

guage or dialect so called, spoken by tramp?, at

least by tramps of a certain class, and that it is,
or is believed to be, a rhyming slang of the ancient
Irish language of circa the tenth century. My
informant says that this "lingo" has been in use

amongst "the vagrant train" for many centuries ;

but he is not aware of the etymology or origin oi

the word Shelta, which he tells me is the correcl

way to epell it. Shelta, I understand, is not argot
but much more of an actual language. Do any o.

your philological readers know anything aboul
Shelta 1 I never heard of it before. Is it reducible
to grammar 1 My informant is much interested
in Komany, with which he seems to be wel

acquainted ; but he does not know any Shelta,

Any information on the subject will be acceptable
Truly the world is a big place ! How many edu
cated English people know that there is a tongu<
spoken in our highways and byways I may almosl

say at our very doors called Shelta 1

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

DE BRUS. Will any one kindly give me infor-
mation on the following? My grandmother, a

Scotchwoman, named Elizabeth Bruce, when she
came to England, brought with her some pictures,
presumably family portrait?, very old, scarcely

anything to be seen in one case but the eyes and a

necklace of large pearls that garnished a lady's

>or trait ; but upon the back of the canvas, in the

>est of preservation, and evidently done with the

winter's brush, was the name "de brus." Can

my one tell me when this form of the Bruce name
was in vogue, and when it became obsolete 1

E.

ALNWICK PRINTING. Will any of your readers

kindly favour me with the particulars of any work

printed in Alnwick previous to 1806? I am
particularly anxious to know (1) the first Alnwick

printed book ; (2) the names of the earliest Alnwick

printers. C. CLARK BURMAN.

[Alnwick possessed a press in 1800, says Dr. Cotton,
in the '

Typographical Gazetteer,' a new and revised

edition of which is much needed. " John Scarfe, Eeq.,

printed here private impressions of several small pieces
for his own. amusement and the use of his friends." No
book earlier than 1815 is, however, mentioned.]

SARAH MARTIN. Can any reader give me
information about Sarah Martin, the prison

reformer, who flourished at the beginning of the

century? EDWARD V. MARTIN.
Kirkham, Lance.

GREAT BEDS. Much has been said about the

great bed of Ware (as at p. 73 ante, and 8tb S. vii.

467); but there seem to have been other huge
beds, e.g., the celebrated "White Hart," at Scole,

Norfolk, had a round bed, big enough to hold

thirty or forty soldiers
; but this, with the wonder-

ful sign, is said to have been destroyed over a

hundred years ago. Were there other big beds of

this kind
;
and were these beds built merely for

fun, or for economy in accommodating travellers ?

JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

HALL AND ORR FAMILIES. Can any of your
readers tell me anything of the families of Hall
and Orr previous to the year 1670 ? My ancestor,
Albert Hal), who was High Sheriff of London-

derry in 1697, married, some years previously,

Mary Orr, who resided with her aunt at Bearde-

ville, in the county of Antrim. Mr. Hall was
buried in the cathedral graveyard, Londonderry,
in 1703, and the arms on his tomb are three dogs'
heads. C. N. E.

BRADSHAWE : HEARSEY. Any clue to the place
of marriage, about 1804, of Lieut. -Col. George
Paris Bradshawe, H.E.I.C., with Charlotte Hear-

sey, and his exact relationship to Bradshawe, of

Coolrea House, Ireland, will oblige. A. C. H.

" LUCK MONEY." Is the custom of giving
"luck money" in private purchase between the
farmer and the butcher common ? The question
is just at present arousing a keen interest in

Devon and Cornwall, where the butchers com-
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plain that while, up to a few years ago, the buyers
always received "luck money," the auctioneers
had now crept in and taken it out of their hands.
One shilling per head on bullocks, and two shilling
on each score of sheep, appears to be the accus-
tomed tariff; and within the past few weeks
organized attempts have been made in South
Devon and East Cornwall to obtain it from the

auctioneers, with varying success. DUNHEVED.

DUCKING STOOLS. There is one in the town
hall at Fordwicb, Kent, and another, I believe, in

the museum at Scarborough. How many others
now exist ? 0. E. GILDERSOME-DICKINSON.
Eden Bridge.

DEFOE'S ' REMARKABLE PASSAGE OF AN
APPARITION.'

(1
st S. i. 241; 3rd S. x. 417; 8th S. viii. 221.)

I now find that the point I raised regarding
the true authorship of the 'Remarkable Passage
of an Apparition

' was originally put in the very
first volume of 'N. & Q.' in 1850 ; but, although
the query secured an answer after a lapse of six-

teen years, nearly another thirty have passed
without a solution being reached. The time has
now come for a definitive reply to be given.

By a slip of the pen I attributed to Mrs. Bray,
the novelist, an opinion which was simply supplied
to her by the Eev. F. V. Jago-Arundell, the
Launceston clergyman who, at the beginning of

this century, furnished 0. S. Gilbert, the Cornish

historian, with the manuscript of the tale, evidently
without knowing that any version of the story had

previously appeared in print. Mrs. Bray says :

"Soon after the publication of 'Trelawny,' my much
esteemed friend, the Rev. F. V. J. Arundell, informed
me that, -whilst engaged in his antiquarian researches in

Cornwall, he found among some old and original papers
the manuscript account, in Dr. Ruddell's own hand-
writing, of his encounter with the ghost in question.
This he lent Gilbert, who inserted it in his

'

History of

Cornwall'; and there I first saw it He assured me
that there could be no mistake as to the genuineness of
the ghost document he had found, as he had compared
the manuscript with Ruddell's handwriting in other

papers, and saw it was one and the same."

It was Arundell who further wrote to Mrs. Bray :

"
Looking into Gilbert's 'History of Cornwall,' in the

pariah of South Petherwir, there is said to be in the old

mansion of Botathen five portraits of theBligh family;
one of them is the likeness of the boy, whose intimacy
with the ghost of Dorothy Durant has been spoken of

in his first volume, where she ia erroneously called

Dingley. If this be a fact, it is very interesting; for it

is strange that both Mr. Ruddell, the narrator (whose
manuscript I lent to Gilbert), and De Foe, should have
called her Dingley. I have no doubt it was a fictitious

name, for I never heard of it in Launceston or the

neighbourhood ; whereas Durant is the name of an
ancient Cornish family [but] was probably too re-

spectable a name to be published, and hence the fic-

titious one."

Arundell's idea that the name of Dingley was
unknown in Launceston or the neighbourhood,
which was based upon memory, has been shown
to be erroneous; but what reason is there for

doubting his explicit statements of fact? These
are : (1) that he found the MS. among some old

papers while engaged in antiquarian researches;
and (2) that he had compared it with the hand-

writing of Euddle (which appears to be the correct

spelling of the name) in other papers, and saw it

was one and the same.

Now, if Arundell can be shown to be a credible

witness, why should there be further doubt ? In

dealing with him we are touching no unknown man.
In ' N. & Q.' itself an editorial foot-note to the

original query of 1850 refers to him as "the
author of '

Discoveries in Asia Minor,' and the

well-known 'Visit to the Seven Churches of Asia'";
while a more detailed account of his titles to fame
is given in the notice of him to be found in

the 'Dictionary of National Biography' (vol. ii.

pp. 143-4). He was an ardent antiquary, an in-

trepid traveller, a zealous collector, and one well

accustomed to weigh his words ; but, apart from
his general characteristics, the particular fact is to

be noted that in his earlier years he was actively

engaged in making collections for a history of

Launceston, his native town. It was in the course

of this pursuit that he discovered, as he stated, the

Euddle manuscript; and that he succeeded in

gathering much original material (which, but for

his exertions, might have been irretrievably lost)

is proved by a statement in Messrs. E. and 0. B.

Peter's
'
Histories of Launceston and Dunheved '

(p. 75, n.), while his indefatigability in endeavour-

ing to procure further matter is attested by a queryof
his in the Gentleman's Magazine for August, 1810,

an account of which has been given in
' N. & Q.'

(7
th S. x. 248). Arundell, moreover, said not

only that he found the ghost manuscript in the

course of his local researches, but that he recognized

it as being in Ruddle's handwriting ; and, if it be

asked how he could be certain upon this latter

point, the reply is that he had before him, even if

aothing else, the two earliest volumes of the Laun-

ceston parish register, in which many specimens of

;hat calligraphy are to be seen to this day.

Mr. William Lee, one of the biographers of

Defoe, who held the opinion that there can be no

more doubt that the ghost story under notice was

written by his hero than that he wrote the
*

Appa-
rition of Mrs. Veal' (' N. & Q.,

1

3rd S. x. 418),

hus sought to explain the Arundell connexion :

"It must have been near the time when the 'Ap-

parition' was published that some worthy, who was

collecting literary matter relating to Launceston, tran-

cribed the whole account into his commonplace book

r notes; and the papers of such collector coming, many
ears afterward, into the hands of a reverend gentleman,
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were thought to be in Mr. Buddie's (as Defoe called him,
or Dr. Ruddell's as the transcriber called him) own hand-

writing. Aa such, the manuscript was lent to Mr. C. 8.

Gilbert, and by him inserted in his
'

History of Corn-

wall,' as an original and inedited document."

Bat this attempt at explanation does not square
with the facts. Paul die died twenty years before
' Mr. Campbell's Pacquet

' was published ; and
if the document found by Arundell was in his

handwriting the Lee theory of its having been

copied from the printed page falls to the earth.

More than this ; as a fruit of the question I put in
' N. & Q.

'

not many weeks since, investigation has
been made at Launceston which has yielded the

most striking result. Mr. 0. B. Peter, A.R.I.B.A.,
has published in the Launceston Weekly News a

copy of the story which is in the possession of a

lady of the town. This is identical, almost in

every word, with the tale as printed by Defoe, and
it contains the postscript given by Defoe but omitted

by Gilbert, A ppended to that postscript are the

following notes :

" This is a copy of wt I found written by my father
and signed John Ruddle. Taken by me William Ruddle.
"The readers may observe y' 1 borrowed > remark-

able passage of y
c
grandson of John Ruddle who had it

from his Uncle William Ruddle. I think I
rm exact in

is transcription. I well knew the sd John Ruddle to
have had (and I daresay deserved) the character of a
Learned and eminent Divine, and I also well knew his
son ye sayd William Ruddle, a Divine whose character
was so bright y' I have no room to add to its Lustre, and
I hereby certify yt I copyed this from y

e
very hand-

writing of the sayd William Ruddle. Quinto die Ftlru-
arii AnnoDni: 1730. JAMES WAKEHAM."

Of the MS. thus now for the first time pub-
lished Mr. Peter says :

" It has a brown paper cover, and measures six inches
by four inches. The age of the paper and the characters
of the script establish its genuineness."

I have previously shown that William Ruddle,
son of John, was vicar of South Petherwin as late
as 1720 ; and the James Wakeham referred to
was a local politician, whose name, in connexion
with a controverted election for Launceston in

1724, was brought before the House of Commons.
On grounds of external as well as internal evi-

dence, therefore, I hold the case for the Ruddle
authorship to be now put beyond doubt

; and there
is only one further fact to add, and that is that the
very starting-point of the story can now be con-
firmed from the parish register of South Petherwin,
wherein can be seen the entry :

"John, the son of Edward Elliot, Esq., & of Anne his
Wife, was buried the 20th day of June, 1665."

ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

THE EARLY LIFE OF ANNE BOLEYN (8
th S

viii. 141, 189, 313). I did not intend to have
written again on this subject until my arguments
in the English Historical Review bad been read

and some attempt had been made to answer them.
But as a book like that of Mr. Friedroann is

apparently more accessible than an article in a

periodical devoted to historical subjects, some of

your correspondents seem to think that I have let

judgment go against my view in your columns by
default. Permit me, therefore, to state, in the

briefest possible fashion, that all probable argu-
ments to show that Anne was older than her sister

Mary seem to me simply waste of time and paper
until my arguments to the contrary have been
met and proved unsound. Of course, I cannot

repeat them again at full length in your columns ;

but, for the benefit of those who have not read

them, I will just state some leading points.

First, the only positive date given for Anne
Boleyn's birth is that of Camden, who says she

was born in 1507 ; and not only is there no
evidence against it, but there is positive testi-

mony in its favour, apparently independent of

Camden.

Second, her sister Mary was already married in

the beginning of 1520 (seven years before the

world was aware that Henry VIII. wished to

marry Anne herself) ; and we cannot suppose, in

any case, that Mary was married when she was
under thirteen.

Third, Mary's grandson, George, Lord Hunsdon,
wrote to Lord Burleigh in 1597 to ask his advice

about setting up a claim to the earldom of

Ormond, on the ground that, although Queen Eliza-

beth might have been coheir with him in the lands

of the earldom, which had been sold long before,
the title ought properly to be his, as being
descended from the eldest daughter of Sir Thomas

Boleyn, the last earl, while the queen was
descended from bis younger daughter Anne.

Although this claim of Lord Huusdon's was not

prosecuted, or, at least, was not allowed, there

is no appearance that it was objected to on genea-

logical grounds. In fact, it is inconceivable that

the truth should not have been well known both
to his lordship and to Queen Elizabeth.

I see nothing as yet to invalidate the force of
these and other considerations, for which I must
refer your readers to the fuller discussion of the-

subject in the English Historical Review.
JAMES GAIRDNEK.

Pinner.

P.S. I have said above that Mary Boleyn was
married seven years before it was even known that

Henry VIII. intended to marry her sister Anne.
I might have said thirteen years before he actually
married her. Is it likely that Henry VIIL'a

burning passion for an elder sister could have
waited till thirteen years after the younger had
been actually married, that it could have remained
all that time, I will not say ungratified, but with-
out leading him on to the final step on which he-

was so resolved ?
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OLD BRETON INSCRIPTION (8
th S. viii. 326)."

Quic qu'en grogne" has nothing to do with

quiconque. Omit the c, and you have lf

Qui qu'en
grogne," which is clear.

"
Quiconque grogne," as

suggested by MR. CLARKE, would omit the -neces-

sary en, i.e., "at it."
" Old Breton Inscription"

is an extraordinary description of an inscription
which is not in Breton at all but in French.

D.

DISCOVERY OF OXYGEN (8
h S. viii. 204). Of

course, MR. LYNN is, as usual, quite right. The
date 1744 in my 'Dictionary,' is a misprint for

1774. That is why I give my references, viz., in

order that my statements may be verified. And
there are many who take good care to give no
references.

I rather wonder that so good a mathematician
as MR. LYNN did not discover the "law" of the
error. It is well stated at p. viii of Hole's
'Brief Biographical Dictionary,' published by
Macmillan in 1865, and probably now in a later

edition. No, I am not going to quote the passage ;

let MR. LYNN buy a copy for himself (the price is

not prohibitive), and he will long remember me
with gratitude.
The best bargain I ever made was when I

bought a second-hand copy of Sir H. Nicolas's
'

Chronology of History," one of the volumes of

Lardner's " Cabinet Cyclopaedia," for two shillings.
That is how I know that Easter Day fell on
31 March in 1583 ; that St. Gaucher's Day is

9 April; that Urban II. was Pope from 1088 to
1099

;
that the Council of Sleswic was held in

1061, and what was its object ; and that the four-

teenth year of King George III. began on
26 October, 1773. WALTER W. SKEAT.

COLLINS'S ' ODE TO THE PASSIONS '

(8
th S. viii.

109, 257). I can remember about the time of dis-

solving views being invented, i. e., 1844, seeing
this represented at the Royal Polytechnic In-
stitution. A recitative accompanied it, and on a

transparency was painted the verses of the ode as

the Passions appeared. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

I cannot resist reminding your readers how Mr.
Wopsle astonished his audience by

"
throwing his

bloodstained sword in thunder down, and taking
the war-denouncing trumpet with a withering
look

"
(' Great Expectations ').

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

ITURBIDE, THE MEXICAN EMPEROR (8
th S. vii.

308, 356, 412
; viii. 11, 53, 131, 213). Allow me

to bring my line to a point. I was once interested
in a case on appeal from some provincial magis-
trates to the Court of Queen's Bench. After the
counsel for appellants had stated his case, Mr.
Justice Day, without calling upon the other side,

gave the decision that, without] saying the magis-
trates were right, he could not say they were

wrong. Mr. Justice Lawrance concurred, and there

was an end of it. May I adopt a similar position
with regard to MAJOR HUME'S judgment ? But,
in justice to myself, let me add that I went to

school in the principal school in Ferrol indeed,
it was dignified by the title of

"
Colegio de estudios

especiales "; the head master was editor of El Eco

Ferrolano, and the author of several historical

novels ; if he and the other masters were guilty
of a solecism in lisping the (1 in the words I in-

stanced, I do not presume to judge, I simply
chronicle the fact. Schoolboys are merciless critics,

and I can remember the unreasonable laughs at the

different pronunciation of boys sons of officers,

in the garrison from distant parts of the Penin-

sula, so that had I differed in my pronunciation of

d from the school and town usage I should have
been keenly reminded of the fact.

As a wind up allow me to quote a newspaper
paragraph relating to the original :

' :A Mexican gentleman has presented Leo XIII. with
a rare gold coin of the Emperor Iturbide." Universe,.

28 Sept.
AYEAHR.

SUPERSTITIONS (8
th S. viii. 248). The following,

from ' Church-Lore Gleanings,' by the Rev. T. F.

Thiselton-Dyer, has a bearing on the point :

"
Occasionally the skulls of horses have been found in-

sacred buildings j the popular idea being that, like

earthenware jars, they were built in for acoustic purposes ;

although it has been suggested that tbe remains of sheep
and horses found under the floors of churches indicate

the traces of heathen sacrifices on the spot in earlier

times. Some years ago 'a horse's head was placed
under the organ in a parish church in Munster, to give
increased effect to the music ';

' a superstition,' writes a

correspondent of 'N. & Q.' (4
th S. iii. 564), 'very pre-

valent in the county Clare. Near the old mansion of
R , where I spent some of the years of my childhood,
was a field in which was a very fine echo. This wa

invariably attributed to the eknll of a horse which had
lived on the estate for thirty year?, and which was buried

in that field. I remember well hading the skull, and

carrying it away from the field, with no injury to the

powers of the echo.' In thebell turret of Elsdon Church,

Northumberland, there were found built into the masonry
three skulls of horses. Horses' skulls, too, have fre-

quently been put into the sounding boards over the heads

of Presbyterian ministers in Scotland; and when an old

meeting-house in Bristo Street, Edinburgh, was taken

down, in the early part of the present century, to make
room for the church, the old sounding board above the

pulpit was found filled with horses' ekulls."
' N. & Q. v

'

S. iv. 66 ;
6th g. j. 424.

J. M. MACKINLAY, F.S.A.Scot.

Glasgow.

With reference to MR. SKEVINGTON'S query
anent horses' skulls being found under the flooring"

of an old building, I may state that when Bristo

Street U. P. Church, Edinburgh, was altered,

in 1872, three or four skeletons of horses' heads

were found in the pulpit sounding board, and
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about twenty more under the pulpit platform.
These were supposed to have been placed there

with the view of improving the acoustics. The
church was built in 1802. JOHN REID.

"BLAZER" (8
th S. viii. 326). "The blazer has

almost died out already
"

? Not so. The blazer

cannot die so long as it is part of the full-dress

uniform of clubs, and must be worn on race days.
This it is with the O.U.B.O., the O.U.B.O., the
Eton Eight, and the colleges which set the fashions.

D.

'BALERMA '

(8
th S. vii. 266,372, 498

;
viii. 233).

The position of MR. LOVE and myself with

regard to this tune will, I think, be more readily
appreciated if the evidence which both have
advanced be concisely stated. MR. LOVE states

(1) that Mr. Chappell was of opinion the melody
was composed by a singer or violin player of the

present century ; (2) that Mr. Graham attributed
it to Barthe'lemon

; (3) that the melody was pub-
lished with a harp accompaniment by Barthe'lemon,
after 1796. To these arguments I must reply that
Mr. Chappell's opinion is entitled to great respect
provided there is no direct evidence to the con-

trary, and as to Mr. Graham the same may be
said ; but it would have been more to the point
had MR. LOVE given data with regard to the latter

statement, so that one might refer to Graham's
actual words. No. 3 is capable of two con-
structions. MR. LOVE may mean either that Bar-
the'lemon composed the melody, or that he only
arranged the accompaniment for the harp. He
does not give the wording of the title as published,
or any clue by which one can verify his statement,
and one is led to suppose that the date 1796 is

arrived at
simply by the fact that the words did

not appear until 1795, when 'The Monk' was pub-
lished. MR. LOVE did not actually claim that
Barth&emon wrote the tune ; nor did I, as will be
seen if my note is read with any degree of atten-
tion to its statement that I had purchased a volume
of music in which I find the tune definitely stated
to be the composition of Von Esch ; and it appears
from another correspondent that a copy of the
work I quoted is in the British Museum. It would
be very interesting if the date of both pieces could
be ascertained. MR. LOVE'S date,

"
after 1796," is

so indefinite that no argument can be built upon
it, and I am not in possession of the reasons for
which the British Museum dates Von Esch 1810.
Can any of your readers throw any light on the
question? JAS . WARRINGTON.

_THE TENTH BEATITUDE (8
th S. vii. 308, 492;

viii. 111). I designedly numbered Pope's mock
beatitude the tenth, because in Matthew chap. v.
blessed is used nine times, and addressed to nine
distinct classes. The two beatitudes which ME.
COLEMAN states should be bracketed, in their

relation to classes seems to me strongly differen-

tiated.
" Blessed are they which are persecuted

for righteousness' sake," may refer to Socrates, Zeno,

Epictetus, and all who have fought the good fight
for justice and truth in every age and country. In
verse 11 we find the Christian beatitude. Christ

addresses his immediate followers ;
he turns from the

abstract virtues, and reward is given for personal
service and devotion :

" Blessed are ye, when men
shall revile you for my sake." This qualifying
restriction bars beatification to any pagan philo-

sopher, and broadly marks distinction. The writer

of the leader in the Daily Telegraph, 13 July,

jocosely coins a new tenth :

"If any considerable number of them resemble tbe

Marjlebone election agent in regarding that virtue as

the foundation of a sort of tenth beatitude,
' Blessed are

the pure in electioneering, for they shall be able to evade
their debts.'

"

W. A. HENDERSON.
Dublin.

"Tore CJELO" (8
th S. vii. 346, 494). At the

second reference MR. GANTILLON has given a

quotation from Virgil's
'

Georgia,' L, for the mere
words ioto ccelo, which I dare say occur together in

numerous passages in Latin authors. To have a
list of such passages was not the object of my note.

Dr. Brewer, in the last edition of his
'

Dictionary
of Phrase and Fable,' which is now appearing in

serial form, explains the use of the expression thus :

" The allusion is to augurs who divided the heavens
into four parts. Among the Greeks the left hand
was unlucky, and the right lucky. When all

four parts concurred a prediction was certified toto

ccelo." I do not see how this explains our expression
to

"
differ toto ccelo

" and the Latin "
errare toto

cselo." Whence does Dr. Brewer get the above
information ? I refer to the toto ccelo certification.

F. 0. BIRKBECK TERRY.

BLACK FRIARS' COMMON HALL (8
th S. viii.

305, 336). I communicated the entries in the
book to which my friend MR. MARSHALL refers

(which is numbered B B 102, not M M) to Dr.
Howard in 1868, who printed them in that year
in vol. ii. of his '

Miscellanea Genealogica
'

(p. 114).
The word "

mesyr
"
stands for mercer.

W. D. MACRAT.

ROMAN ROADS IN HERTS (8
th S. viii. 305).

I will not imitate the example of some of your
contributors (who I am happy to see have received
a long-needed check) and indulge in violent dia-

tribes against all who have not heard of the St.

Alban's Archaeological Society, but simply content

myself by saying, Is it possible that its fame has
not extended beyond its own county ? Under the
able direction of its secretaries, the Rev. Canon
Davys and the Rev. H. Fowler, many instructive
and enjoyable excursions have been arranged to

different parts of the county. The society pub-
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lisbes an account of its transactions every year
If E. 0. U. would like one I will send it.

MATILDE POLLARD.
Belle Vue, Bengeo.

The map of the county of Herts in which the
above are indicated will be found in Archceologia,
vol. lii. opposite p. 262. K. B.

Upton.

" SLUBBER - DEOULLION "
:

" STR ANQULLION "

(8
th S.

yiii. 120, 274). The etymology of this

word is simple when once pointed out. The M.E.
gulion, occurring in Gower (conf. 'Amant.,' ii. 359),
a word of French origin, meant "a kind of gown

"

(Halliwell). Hence slubber-de-gullion, one who
slubbers or slobbers his gown or robe a dirty
fellow, a paltry fellow. I do not quite understand
the de. Perhaps (it is a guess) it should be

slubber'd-y gullion, i.e., the pp. in -ed, with the

adjectival suffix ~y.

Strangullion is a totally different word, and
the resemblance is accidental, the suffix being
-ullion, whilst strang- is the base. The following
extract from Cotgrave sufficiently explains it :

"
Estranguillons, m., the strangles, a disease (in

horses, &c.)." It is allied apparently to strangle,
O.F. estrangler. Of.

" Poir [sic] d'est-ranguillon,
a choake-peare

"
(Cotgrave).

WALTER W. SKEAT.

SHAKSPEARE : THE 1623 FOLIO (8
th S. viii.

306). One of your correspondents at the above
reference draws attention to the omission of

pp. 101-108 in the tragedy section of the 1623
edition of Shakspeare's works, and asks for the
reason thereof. Knight long ago pointed out
that '

Troilus and Cressida
'

had originally been
inserted after 'Borneo and Juliet.' The second
and third pages of '

Troilus and Cressida
'

are still

numbered 79 and 80, which would be their correct

pagination if they had retained the place to which
they were at first assigned. The length of the

play nearly corresponds to the gap between p. 77
and p. 109. ' Timon of Athens,' which was made
to take its place, was much shorter ; hence the
omission to which your correspondent refers.

In seeking a reason for the omission, it has
been suggested that there was perhaps some delay
in obtaining the copyright of the play, and it will
be remembered that the entries in the Stationers'

Register and the title-pages of the Quarto, as
well as the remarkable preface to that edition,
point to copyright difficulties. But it is more
probable that the alteration is duo to the per-
plexity the editors felt in classifying

'
Troilus and

Cressida.' The Quarto preface speaks of it as a

comedy, while the two title-pages style it a history.
In the Folio edition of 1623 the heading and the
two numbered pages already mentioned call it a

tragedy. This difficulty of classification, perhaps,
not only led the editors to remove it from among

the tragedies to its peculiar position (with almost
all its pages unnumbered) between the histories

and the tragedies, but also accounts for the omission
of its title from the "

Catalogue
"
at the beginning

of the Folio.

There are many curious mistakes in the pagina-
tion, and some in the signatures, of that cele-

brated edition. Some are merely printer's errors,
such as the strange mistake in the Tragedy section,
which makes pp. 257, &c., follow p. 156, or that

which gives us three pages each numbered 163 in

the Comedy portion. Other mistakes are, perhaps,
due, as in the suggestion mentioned above, to diffi-

culties in obtaining copies of the plays ; for in-

stance, in the extraordinary error of pagination
which makes pp. 69, &c., follow p. 102 in the

Histories, there may have been a delay in settling
with the owners of the quarto editions of
'

Henry IV.' But in my edition of
'

Henry V.,'
in the New York " Bankside Series," I have

suggested a reason which seems to me to be more

probable. Those difficulties and mistakes are not

merely curiosities of printing, but sometimes, as in

the case of the Epilogue of
' 2 Henry IV.' and the

Prologue of
' Troilus and Cressida,

1

each inserted

on blank pages necessitated by those errors, they
help us to solve the question of the authorship of

these verses. H. P. STOKES.

The coincidence of the omission of numbers in

the pagination and signatures is not sufficiently
close to warrant the suggestion that something has
been omitted. While eight of the former are

omitted twelve of the latter have dropped out, i. e.,

ii to ii 6, not i i 4 as stated in MR. THORNTON'S note,
so that the two do not correspond. Moreover,
though the pagination happens to be correct from
1 to 98, the signatures are not quite so, as g g and

g g 2 are repeated. Further, it is difficult to suggest
what could have dropped out, for a prologue or

other introductory matter would not have covered

eight pages, and I doubt if there is any play
shorter than sixteen. On the whole, it is prefer-
able to assign the coincidental omission to the

vagaries of the compositor and the manifest

absence of a proof-reader.
HOLCOMBE INGLEBY.

BARTHE'LE'MON'S 'MORNING HYMN' (8
th S. viii.

38, 175). In the brightly written memoir of

Barthelemon, prefixed by his daughter to selec-

tions from his oratorio
* Jefte in Masfa,' it is stated

that his acquaintance with the Rev. Jacob Duche
commenced "about 1780," through the intro-

duction of the composer's talented first wife, Maria
[jimhelemon

; and that one immediate consequence
was the setting of the '

Morning Hymn.' Of the

main truth of this statement there can be no doubt ;

)ut the consequence was probably not so imme-
diate as the daughter, writing nearly fifty years later,

bought. In 1773 appeared
' Psalms and Hymns
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for the use of the Chapel of the Asylum for Female

Orphan?.' This does not contain the 'Morning
Hymn.' In 1785 the Rev. Jacob Duche", having
in the interval been appointed chaplain to the

Asylum, issued a fresh edition, under the same

title, containing the
'

Morning Hymn,' but without

any reference to Barthelernon as the composer. As,
however, the seventh and eighth hymns have his

name prefixed, it seems unlikely that the tune had
then been written. In 1789 another edition, also

under Duche's editorship, appeared, with still

further enlargement?, and on turning to the

'Morning Hymn' we find the words "The
Musick by Mr. Barthe'le'mon." The date of com-

position to the tune for
'

Morning Hymn,' there-

fore, seems to lie within the years 1785 and 1789.
As to the date of publication, I have never seen

any musical edition of the Asylum collection, but
Barthelemon contributed the tune to the New
Magazine of Knowledge concerning Heaven and
Hell, and the Universal Work of Nature; or,

Grand Museum of Intellectual, Rational, and
Scientific Truths, for June, 1791. There it is

headed ' The New Jerusalem,' and set to the first

verse of the Kev. Joseph Proud's hymn, "Great
God, thy kingdom is begun." In this form and with
this title it was reproduced in America in October,
1813, in the Halcyon Luminary and Theological
Repository, conducted by a Society of Gentlemen,
vol. ii., New York, p. 480. Maria Barthe'le'mon,
who, like her husband, took a warm interest in the

Asylum, issued, about 1793,
" Three Hymns and

Three Anthems composed for the Asylum and
Magdalen Chapels." In the 1785 edition the
words of nineteen anthems were given, twelve of

which were set by Barthe'le'mon, and one by his

wife. I gave 1794 as the date of the next edition
of the Asylum collection in a previous note. I

have a copy, I find, dated 1793, but identical in
contents. WILL. T. BROOKE.

Although I cannot add to the interesting note
of MR. BROOKE concerning the authorship, I

may add a few particulars concerning Barthelemon.
There was a chapel in York Street, St. James's
Square, where the Swendenborgians worshipped
till 1813, and on the expiration of the lease the

congregation removed to a room in Lisle S-.reet,
Leicester Square, which was opened 2 Feb., 1814.
The minister was Mr. Proud, who wrote many of
the hymns in the book used formerly by the whole
body of the Swedenborgians : "To many of these

hymns the celebrated Barthelomon [sic], at that
time conductor of the Orchestra at the Royal
Opera, had composed tunes." Many of these tunes
were written out in books by a Mr. Gregory. I
am indebted to a curious book, 'The Autobio-
graphy of a Phrenologist,' for these notices, pp. 88-9,
where a setting of the hymn,

" But O, how peace-
ful is the soul," by Barthelemon is given. The

autobiography is of the Rev. David Goyder, who
was a Swedenborgian minister. AYEAHR.

I have this tune in a MS. music-book probably
in use about 1810. It is entitled "The child's

song in the New Jerusalem," by F. H. Barthe-

lemon, and the first verse of the "song" is given
with the music :

To Thee, Lord, my voice I '11 raise,
In songs of love and songs of praise :

Oh may my heart be ever free

From pride and guile, but full of thee.

Was the 'New Jerusalem' a cantata or oratorio j

or merely a fancy name for the hymn 1

T. H. PARRY.
Harewood.

[New Jerusalem Church is one of the names of the
S wedenborgians.]

" OYSTER OF VHAL "
(8

th S. viii. 288). -This
name is generally applied to a shoulder of veal

with the knuckle removed, when it very closely
resembles an oyster in shape. The analogy is

even greater when the meat at the broad end is

opened like an oyster mouth to receive the well-

known veal stuffing. A favourite luncheon amongst
City men is what is known as "an oyster cut,"

i.e., the outside undercut from the broad end of a
shoulder of mutton. G. YARROW BALDOCK.

In this phrase the word oyster is probably a

corruption of oxter= shoulder, armpit, &c., now
disused in English, but in full use in Scotland,.
and especially, I believe, among Scotch butchers.

P. MAXWELL.
Bath.

See 'N. & Q.,' 3rd S. viii. 178, 239.

W. C. B.

THOMAS PALMER (8
th S. viii. 243, 277). As to

Nicholas Roscarrock, it may interest inquirers to

know that about a mile west of Port Isaac, Corn-

wall, there is a large barton (or estate within a

ring fence) of about 800 acres, with its manor

house, now a farm, the name of which is Roscar-

rock. It is manifest that this is an ancient name,
because a short distance out at sea a little detached

rock, or islet, bears the same name. Similar islets

occur all along the North Cornwall coast, and very

many of them bear the names of the nearest house
or estate of note. Accordingly it may be inferred

that Roscarrock Barton gave its name to the islet,

not the islet to the barton. F. G. S.

Galena= Wallingford, in Berkshire. See Leland's
'

Itinerary,' ir. 50. E. S. A.

BALL-PLAYING IN CHURCHYARDS (8
th S. viii.

168, 217). It appears that formerly not only ball,

but other games were played in churchyards. The

very first entry in that most interesting repertory
of mediaeval manners and customs, Riley's 'Memo-
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rials of London Life in the Thirteenth, Fourteenth
and Fifteenth Centuries,' is from the "Coroner"
Roll of our Lord the King, in the time of Ralph
le Blound and John Horn, Sheriffs of the City o

London, in the fourth year of the reign of King
Edward [I.] son of. King Henry [A.D. 1275-6], Sir

Gregory de Rokesle being then Chamberlain in

that City." Letter-Book B, fol. iii:

"Ward of Thomas de Basinge. On Thursday, the
morrow of St. Edward the King and Martyr, in March
in the fourth year of the reign of King Edward, Gregory
de Rokeele, the Chamberlain, and the Sheriffs of the

City of London were given to understand that one John
Fuatard was lying dead, by another death than his right-
ful death, in the house of John de Bleckingele. in the
Parish of St. Michael Candelwykestrete, in the Ward of

Thomas de Basinge. Upon hearing which, the said

Chamberlain and Sheriffs went there, and calling to-

gether the good men of that Ward, and of the Ward of
John Horn, made diligent inquisition how this happened." Who say on the fealty in which they are bound to
our Lord the King, that on the Sunday next before the
Feast of St. Gregory [12 March] in this year, while the
said John Fuatard and one John le Clerk were playing
together with their tiles [probably something like quoits]
in the Churchyard of St. Mary in Suthwerk,* the afore-
said John, who was Clerk of St. Mary Magdalenf in

Suthwerk, when throwing the tile in his turn, and quite
against his own will, struck the said John Fuatard with
his tile on the right side of the head, making a wound
two inches in length, and penetrating to the brain :

languishing from the effects whereof, he lived from the

Sunday aforesaid until St. Edward's day [18 March]
when, by reason of the fatd wound, he died. And the

body was viewed, upon which no other wound, hurt, or
bruise appeared. Being asked what became of the said
John after so doing, they say, that he went forthwith to
the Church of St. Mary Magdalen in Suthwerk, but has
never since been seen in the City. Being asked as to his

chattels, they say that goods or chattels he had none.
"And John de Blechingele was attached,! by two

sureties, and Sarria, his wife by two sureties ; and John
de Langmende, who dwelt in the same hou-e, by two
sureties. And the first neighbour, Henry de Syre, fish-

monger, the second Eobert le Long, fishmonger, the
third Robert de Bedewelle, pelterer [skinner], and the
fourth Alan de Enefeud Welle, were attached, each by
two sureties."

CHARLOTTE G. BOGER.
Chart Button.

protected by shutters from being broken. On the

authority of 'Three Days of Wensleydale,' by
W. G. M. Jones Barker (p. 197), the following
lines were written on the east window of this

church, very many years since, in reference to its

humble condition :

Let the proud fane on lofty columns rise,

Spread wide its base, and pierce superior skies;
Let Rome or Mecca costly incense bring,
'Tis from the heart oblations grateful spring;
Be mine the task, nor fear I flaunting scorn,
To guide the rustic and the lowly born.
Then start not, reader, at my bumble state,
If at this altar zeal and truth await.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

Fives used to be played between the buttresses
on the north wall of Eton College Chapel, and the

pepper box peculiar to the Eton fives court took
its origin from a natural angle in one of these

buttresses. At least I believe I am right in say-

ing thi?. A. F. G. L. G.

There is a litttle church or chapel dedicated to

St. Oswald, under the ruins of Bolton Castle in

Wensleydale, unenvironed by any enclosure or

churchyard. In former years the villagers used
to play at ball against its walls, the windows being

*
St. Mary Overie, now St. Saviour'?,

t St. Mary Magdalen was a chapelry attached to St.

Mary Overie, but was used as the parish church.

J Required to find sureties for his appearance.

'DOES THE SUN PUT O0T THE FIRE ?" (8
th S.

viii. 148, 231, 316). The belief that the sun does

put out the fire is regarded by all scientific men as

popular error. For the latest authority P. U. B.

may be referred to the recent address of Mr. In-

wards, President of the Royal Meteorological

Society, on ' Weather Fallacies,' delivered during
.he present year ; in one of the concluding para-

graphs of which he says :

" I must be forgiven for having only made a selection
rom the vast catalogue of fallacies which have accurau-
ated about the subject, and I must continue to regret
hat there are still people who are ready to believe that

the sun puts out the fire," &c.

Some years ago, not feeling quite satisfied with
>revious experiments on the subject, made mostly
with burning candles, I tested it in the following

ough but conclusive way. Long deal rods with a

quare section of respectively three-quarters of an
nch and an inch in diameter were sawn into uni-

orm lengths of two or three inches, six or eight
f which were piled upon a small iron frame, and
o arranged that they could be ignited by a Bunsen
urner underneath. The whole was placed in front

f a window through which the sun was shining

rightly, but which was furnished with shutters

that when closed excluded all light. The blocks

of wood were carefully weighed before each experi-

ment, then piled up in regular order on the frame,
and the Bunsen burner turned on and allowed to

burn for a definite number of minutes (the same in

each case), until the whole pile was thoroughly

alight. The gas was then turned off, and the wood
allowed to burn itself out. The ashes were then

weighed and the weight deducted from that of the

wood before ignition, so giving the amount of

wood consumed. This was done alternately in

sunshine and in darkness sufficiently often (some

thirty times I think) to yield a fair average ; with

the result, as might be expected, that there was no

appreciable difference in the combustion in one

case and in the other.

The popular belief may be helped by two simple
facts : (1) That the time when the sun shines

brightly into a room is just the time when the fire
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is likely to be neglected and to go out
;
and (2) that

when sunlight falls on the grate the glow of any

burning coal becomes more or less invisible, while

the grey or white ash is made more conspicuous,
BO that the fire may be believed to be out when it

is really still alight. B. WOODD SMITH.

The determination of data is the life-blood of

modern science. No labour is deemed too onerous

that tends to make our means of determining

weight and measure more and more precise. If

DR. BREWER will reconsider the details of my ex-

periment, his love of fair play must lead him to

admit that criticism which omits the numerical

data cannot have any value. Candles are selected

of different materials, but in all cases from the

same make
;

each candle is carefully weighed ;

one set is burned in a darkened room, and an

equal set in the light ;
the times of burning are

noted
;
the temperature of the two rooms is prac-

tically the same
;
the candles are again carefully

weighed ; and the results prove that, so far as the

present trials are concerned, light has no influence

in impeding combustion.
With respect to Dr. Ingleby's letter (see

1 Literature versus Science,' ante, pp. 286, 332),
I have to state that the lady who showed it to me
quitted Highgate some time ago, and I had to

quote it from memory. I did so with the lees

reluctance, as I considered the gist of the letter

was in the expression
"
as the sun did not put out

the candle." I supposed that no man who had

any respect for science could have treated the sub-

ject in so jeering a manner, and hence I think I

was justified in placing the writer among those

literary men who fail to appreciate a scientific

argument. The question considered in my article

was whether the action of the eun diminished the

amount of atmospheric oxygen supplied to the

carbon and hydrogen of the burning material, and
as my weighings showed that there was no such
action in the case of the candle, it seemed logical
to apply the same conclusion to the fire.

C. TOMLINSON.
Highgate, N.

" DOES YOUR MOTHER KNOW YOU *RE OUT ?
'

(8* S. viii. 4, 35, 153, 293.) While thanking
MR. MARSHALL for his invitation to trace certair

references, I must add that it was in view of the

leading one which he gives that the incidenta
reference to /?oi&ma i"s which has attracted his
attention was written. It was written under the

impression that the passage contained the earlies

known mention of the saying (does MR. MARSHALL
know an earlier ?), and that the description there

applied to it, ap^cuov oveiSos, stamped it as an
old saying at the date of that mention, the earlie

part of the fifth century B.C. I caimot see th

impropriety of contrasting the difficulty of tracinj
so old a saying with that of tracing a saying of th

ineteenth century. The difficulty arising from

apse of time was the difficulty to which the note

eferred, and an old saying was quoted accordingly.

Slderly men may remember the starting of the

)he" Lambert cry, but we cannot hope to know the

ear in which the Athenian street-boys began to

cry ySoioma us to their visitors from over the

jorder.

The difficulty arising from unintelligibility is

not the one represented by the Attic saying ;
its

xplanation, if unjustifiable, is obviou?. It would
lave been easy, had it been the object, to have

bought of an ancient proverb which has baffled

explanation. But I must confess that I did not

anticipate that my incidental allusion would lead

o a remark on my
"
taking this proverb as the

representative of those which are difficult to trace."

I trust that the Editor will be spared the trouble

of starting a new heading for /3oiom'a vs. The

subject, indeed, is interesting. I had often thought
that something ought to be done to free Beeotia

from the reproach that has persistently and, from

all that we now know, undeservedly stuck to her.

But this has now been done by Prof. Rhys Koberts
in a way to make his readers grateful while leaving
little cause for further writing.
And I hope that there may not be another critic

to object to Obe
1

Lambert as not easy to trace, and
lead the way to yet another heading.

KILLIGREW.

"JUMPING PEERAGES" (8
th S. viii. 266). I

venture to doubt the propriety of MR. A. HALL'S

epithet. A peerage of the kind to which he refers

is usually said to be granted with " a shifting
remainder." Such peerages were common in old

days in Scotland, and may have been in England
too ;

but I think MR. HALL will find, in the case

of the Buckhurst Barony, that the House of Lords,
while allowing a "

shifting remainder "
in respect

of the Knole estate, refused to recognize the

principle in respect of the title. I doubt, also, if

the Cromartie title would be correctly described as

either "jumping" or "shifting." The remainder,
as originally granted and gazetted, was ambiguous ;

and Her Majesty, as the fountain of honour, inter-

vened to declare its correct interpretation.
E. WALFORD,

Late Editor of the ' Windsor Peerage.'
Ventnor.

To VAMP (7
th S. ix. 300). There is a casual

allusion in
' N. & Q." as above (not in 7 th S. ii.

180 as quoted in the '

Century Diet.') to the use

of vamp in the sense of an extemporized or strum-

ming accompaniment to a song, but no attempt
appears to have been made to explain its origin.
In Brayebrooke Church, near Market Harborougb,
is preserved an instrument called a "

vamp horn,"
said to be one of only three left in England, which
it is conjectured was used in the Middle Ages ,.
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reinforce the voice of the celebrant. I should like

to know whether there is any authority for this con-

jecture. The word vamp, applied to the upper-
leather of a shoe or a spatterdash, is well known
as a contraction of a M.E. word, and its derivative

verb, to cobble, to botch, is also well known. It

would appear that in the Middle Ages it was the

upper-leather of a shoe which was renewed by the

vamper, and not the sole, as in the present day.
What is the explanation of this ? Were the soles

made of more durable material than they are at

present? JNO. HEBB.
Willesden Green.

A TWEEDSIDE KETTLE (8
th S. viii. 105, 275).

The scene of
'
St. Ronan's Well '

is Innerleithen

not necessarily Innerleithen-upon-Tweed, as MR.
PICKFORD says, for it is really near the river only,
and not quite on it and it is in the county of Peebles,
and not in Dumfriesshire. American tourists of

these days drink copiously of the saline springs of

the place, the water being kept on tap at a penny
per glass. THOMAS BAYNE.

Helensburgh, N.B.

Innerleithen is not in Dumfriesshire, and I have

always understood that Moffat, which is in that

county, supplied the scene for
'
St. Ronan's Well.'

HERBERT MAXWELL.

WAGELL (8
th S. viii. 287). In Commander Will-

cox's
'

Handy Dictionary of Reference for Curious
Local Names of our British Birds,' 1894, this is

given as the local name of the glaucous gull

(Larus glaucus), but it is spelt with only one I,

WageJ. G. YARROW BALDOCK.

WASKITE (8
th S. viii. 287). Bailey's

' Diction-

ary
'

(1733) gives :

" Waskite [q.d. a vast kite],
a kind of Virginian hawk."

G. YARROW BALDOCK.

DAILY ORATOR (8
th S. vi. 469 ; vii. 18, 118).

Five years previously to the dedication of Cover-
dale's Bible he uses the term "

orator
"

in this

sense. Writing to Cromwell " from the Augustins
this May-day" (1531), he says :

" If it like your favour to revocate to your memory
the godly communication which your mastership had
with me your orator in Master Moore't house upon Easter
ETC."

C. E. GlLDERSOME-DlCKINSON.

LICHFIELD (8
th S. Viii. 266, 311). CANON

TAYLOR himself states, in his
' Words and Places,'

that Lichfield is derived from the German word
leich, a corpse ;

and he also says that the city
arms of Lichfield are a field surcharged with dead

bodies, and that tradition refers the name to the

martyrdoms of a thousand Christian converts. How
does he reconcile this with his assurance that
Lichfield is a hybrid name, meaning the plain by
the city of the grey wood ? ERNEST BRAND.

Stonebridge Park, N.W.

QUADRILLE, THE DANCE (8
th S. viii. 268).

The quadrille, which for many years has enjoyed
a full and vigorous life, was introduced into France

by an English professor in 1710, being borrowed
from the English country dance. It did not gain
the favour of the Parisians until 1745, when
Rameau inserted it in his ballet

' Les Fetes de

Polymine.' The first quadrille danced at Almack's
was in 1815.

The origin of the names of the figures, from ' A
History of Dancing

'

(' Geschichte de Tanzkunst/
von Albert Czerwinski), Weber, Leipzig, 1861,
deserves quotation.
Pantalon was so called because danced to the

tune of a favourite song, beginning :

Le Pantalon
De Toinon
N'a pasde fond.

A contre-danse very fashionable in the year 1800.

Pas d'Eie was, however, soon given up, through
its difficulty, though the name of "L'Ete" was
retained. In 1802, a contre-danse was produced

by Jullien, the second part of which began with

the imitation of a cock-crow.

La, Poule was retained, although the original

melody has long been forgotten.

Trenise was a celebrated dancing master, who
in 1800 invented the figure that bears his name.
Whenever he danced everybody flocked up to see

and admire.

La Pastourelle was so named on account of the

melody and the accompaniment, which resembled

the Vilanelles or peasant dances.

Finale requires no explanation.
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

If the date (probably 1810-20) of one of the

poems of James Smith (joint author of the well-

known '

Rejected Addresses ') can be ascertained,

that would show the time of the introduction into

England of this dance. It begins (I quote from

memory) :

Run, neighbours, run, all London is Quadrille'ing it,

Order and Sobriety are dos-a-dos.

There is another verse, ending :

Should you wish advice to get, you Ml nothing gain by
asking it,

Your Lawyer's not at Westminster, he's busy pas-de-

la$mte-ivg it.

G. E. C.

The quadrille was introduced to London society

by the then Lady Jersey in 1815. She figured in

the first quadrille ever danced at Almack's, with

Lady Harriett Butler, Lady Susan Hyde, and Miss-

Montgomery. Their partners were Comte de Ste.

Aldegonde, Mr. Montgomery, Mr. Montague,
and Mr. Charles Standish. W. F. WALLER.

According to Haydn the walfz and quadrille

were introduced into England about 1813.

S. J. A. S.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

English Pastorals. Selected, with an Introduction, by
Edmund K. Chambers. (Blackie & Son.)

THIS volume is, or might be, a selection of

ditties highly penn'd,
Sung by a fair queen in a summer bower
With ravishing division to her lute.

It is the first of a series to be edited by Dr. C. H. Her-

ford, and entitled
' The Warwick Library of English

Literature." Familiar enough are necessarily many of

the contents. What collection of English lyrics of any
kind can dispense with '

Lycidas
' Dekker's ' O Sweet

Content,' "Come live with me and be my love,"
" Who

Is Sylvia ?
" and a score or two more that we could name 1

Almost all the poems are, indeed, familiar to those who
have found in English lyrics those especially of Shak-

speare, Beaumont and Fletcher, and other Elizabethan
and Jacobean writers the supreme delight to be

iveaped from English letters. To thousands of reader?,

however, the lyrics of Green, Peele, Lily, and their

successors are unknown, and those best acquainted with
them are always delighted to meet them in new collec-

tions. Having thus vindicated on general grounds, and
in so doing welcomed, the new volume, we proceed to

say that it has a differentiating quality, and is in its way
separate and apart. We know of no previous collection

of English pastorals. Compared with the Italians we
are not rich in pastorals, yet we are rich. In spite of
coarseness and wantonness ' The Faithful Shepherdess

'

is

a mine of delight, almost the whole of which properly
belongs to the volume. Something similar may be said

of ' The Sad Shepherd.' We acknowledge the limita-

tions of space, unless Mr. Chambers was permitted to

exhaust the subject in three or four volumes. We can-

not, however, understand how from a volume of pas-

book of Frazer, in the wake of which it moves, and the

processes of which to some extent it adopts, 'The

Legend of Perseus' links itself with all that is most

widespread or significant in savage custom and belief.

Not less closely connected is it with the symbolism of

the most advanced and intellectual faiths of civilization.

A subject so wide as this cannot be compressed. <

those who begin in earnest the study of the work more

will, we fancy, be disposed to complain that in certain

chapters if not, indeed, throughout the book Mr.

artland has felt himself bound to credit them with an

rudition they do not posses*, and to pass over hurriedly

matter on which further information is desirable, than

10 condemn him for over amplification. We are, in fact,

nly at the outset of the studies which Englishmen such

s Tylor, Frazer, Burton, and Hartland are beginning to

ulgarize, using the word in its French and not in its

English meaning. During many years materials for

works such as this have been accumulated, not always in

sie most trustworthy fashion. Large stores of facts are

t the disposition of the scientific folk-lorist or anthro-

)ologist, and tfee scientific use of these bids fair to

evolutionize history and enlarge almost beyond imagina-

,ion our knowledge. In his present volume Mr. Hart-

and covers very wide ground. Sympathetic magic,

philtres, sacred wells and trees, totemism, funeral and

marriage rites, the couvade, sponsorship, and the blood

bond constitute a portion only of the subjects with which

10 deals. It is difficult to impose limits upon the sug-

gestion that his book supplies. The most common rites

and customs of our days find strange and stimulating

llustiation in the barbarous proceedings out of which

they sprang or with which they are allied. The memory
of every man of middle age brings back to him scores

of folk superstitions which in bis early days, wholly

unsuspicious of their origin, he was led, or compelled,

;o observe. Numbers of these he can now see sprang

out of witchcraft, the dread of the Evil Eye, and similar

torals the editor can omit Fletcher's descriptions of the

grapes
whose lusty blood

Is the learned poet's good;
and how the satyr declares :

For these black-eyed Driope
Hath oftentimes commanded me
With my clasped knee to climb ;

and a hundred passages more in a vein to which Pope
Gay, and Allan Ramsay could never reach. In the cas
of Wither's 'Philarete,' again, we do not understand
the principle of selection. We are not, however, finding
fault. We are, on the contrary, disposed to welcomi
warmly a volume that from cover to cover is full o
beauty and delight. Every lover of what is best i

English poetry is bound to cherish the volume. It i

tastefully got up and luxuriously printed. Not th
Jeast of its attractions is Mr. Chambers's well-writte
and most readable preliminary essay on pastoral poetry.

The Legend of Perseus. By Edwin Sidney Hartland
F.S.A. Vol.11. (Nutt.)

THE task undertaken by Mr. Hartland grows under his
hands. It was hoped at the outset to confine within
two volumes the scientific treatment of the myth. The
second volume, dealing with the life, takec, however, 450
pages, or more than double the number of the first, and
a third volume is yet requisite. This will, however, in-

clude, in addition to the continuation of the subject, an
index and a supplementary bibliographical list. No
subscriber to the " Grimm Library," in which the work
is included, will have either right or disposition to

grumble. Like the ' Golden Bough,' the epoch-marking

matters, all of them more or less directly connected

with the subjects on which Mr. Hartland writes. Now

only do we begin to see the full import and value of

his labours, and to appreciate the thoroughness of his

execution. Works such as this extend indefinitely the

borders of human thought, and to those unacquainted

with previous labours in the same direction constitute

a revelation. We thank Mr. Hartland for his contribu-

tion to our knowledge and delight, and look with im-

patience for his concluding volume.

The True Slory of the Chevalier A'Eon. Told by Ernest

Alfred Vizetelly. (Tylston & Edwards and A. P.

Marsden.)
A SERIOUS, and in the main successful, effort has been

made by Mr. Vizetelly to tell again, and to tell aright,

the story of the Chevalier d'Eon. Mr. Vizetelly's con-

clusions, which will commend themselves to most, and

will be accepted as worthy of consideration by all, are

based upon state and secret papers, to which he has

had exceptional facilities of access, permission, rarely

accorded to foreigners, having been given him to consult

the archives of the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Many of the particulars he brings forward are, accord-

ingly, new, though use has naturally been made of works

previously existing, conspicuous among these being
' Elizabeth de Russie et Louis XV.' of M Albert Vandel,

the '

Correspondance Secrete de Louis XV.' of M. Bou-

laric, and ' The Secret du Roi '
of the Due de Broglie.

Mr. Vizetelly plumes himself upon bringing to his task

a thoroughly impartial and unprejudiced mind. This he

doubtless possessed at the outset. During the progress

of his labours, however, he seems to have steeled hia

heart to some extent against the Chevalier his book,
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least, approaching arraignment more nearly than defence.

In the account given of the Chevalier's residence and
adventures in St. Petersburg not previously, eo far as

we know, told at equal length we find ourselves in com-

plete agreement with the latest biographer. The Lia de

Beaumont fable may be summarily rejected. The por-
trait by La Tour, an engraving by Francis Havard, R.A.

a copy of which, by Angelica Kauffraan, serves as a

frontispiece to the volume and the reported position of

the Chevalier as lectrice to the Empress Elizabeth, give
rise to much interesting comment and ingenious explana-
tion. It is after d'Eon's visit to England that difficulties

begin. Of the famous letter which d'Eon claimed to

have received from Louis XV., bidding him resume
women's clothes and remain in England, in spite of the
order for his return which Louis declares he has signed
" with the stamp, not with the band," no trace is to be

found in any of the French archive?. This casts some

suspicion upon its genuineness, but is not conclusive.

Opportunities for its destruction cannot have been want-

ing. We agree, however, with Mr. Vizetelly that the

receipt of such a letter by the Chevalier is extremely
improbable. Its genuineness, if established, would
change the whole aspect of affairs. We are more dis-

posed than is Mr. Vizetelly to believe in the attempted
murder of d'Eon by the Count de Guerchy. Such pro-
ceedings were not uncommon in French diplomacy, and
there are some circumstances in connexion with the
accusation of which it is not easy to dispose. Concern-

ing the sex of the Chevalier it is no longer possible to

doubt. His appearance was feminine in many respects,

especially (-s regards the shoulders, throat, and breast;
but he was a man. The dissection of the body by Thomas
Copeland sets that matter at rest. Mr. Vizetelly has
written a capable, readable, serious, discreet, and reticent

book, which is illustrated by many curious portraits and
caricatures, and enriched by a capital index. It is an

important contribution to our knowledge of a curious

subject, and a work that may be read with unflagging
interest. It is beautifully printed at the Chiswick Press,
and is a book to be valued by the bibliophile as well as

the scholar.

The Household of Sir Thomas More. With an Introduc-
tion by the Rev. W. H. Button, B.D. (Nimmo.)

SINCE the first appearance of Miss Manning's
' House-

hold of Sir Thomas More ' the book, the popularity
of which has never wavered, has gone through very
numerous edition?. Never before, however, has ii

appeared in a dress so lovely and becoming as now il

dons. Among works of imagination in which an attempl
is made to leproduce vividly the life, manners, anc

speech of past ages, this imaginary diary of Margaret
Roper, the heroic daughter of Sir Thomas More,

who clasped in her last trance
Her murdered father's head,

stands pleasantly conspicuous. There is much true anc
little pseudo erudition. The portraits of More, Erasmus
Gunnell, Roper, and other characters are firmly drawn
A happy mean is found in the language, which has a

pleasantly antiquated air and makes no pretence a

pedantry. Lastly, the book tells worthily a worthy
story, and edifies as much as it pleases. So well known
is it that to praise it afresh is a task wholly super
fluous. It is otherwise, however, with the edition. The
illustrations include, beside an engraving of Holbein'

portrait, twenty-five des'gns of John Jellicoe and Her
bert Riilton in the happiest vein of these artists. Th
best of these are of "

great More House," subsequently
Beaufort House, A! ore's famous residence at Chelsea
Views of London Bridge, with the (it is to be fearec

imaginary) rescue of More's head, and of the procession

o execution merit also attention. Mr. Hutton's intro-
uction is excellent. In all bibliographical attractions
he book is worthy of Mr. Nimmo's reputation, dear to
ibliophiles.

Kathleen Clare, her Boot;, 1637-1641. Edited by Dora
Greenwell McChesney. (Blackwood & Sons.)

'HIS, like < The Household of Sir Thomas More,' claims-,
o be the diary of a girl who lives in the midst of great
listorical events. The heroine is supposed to have
esided as an Irish patriot in Dublin Castle during the
enancy of Lord Strafford. Regarding him at first as
he tyrant and oppressor of her country, she is gradually
von to a higher opinion concerning him, and ultimately
'plJs him in deepest reverence aid affection. Her
iary chronicles his virtues and his fate, is happily,
lanned and executed, aid casts a light upon the litera-
ure as well aa the history of the epoch.

Krishna Kanla's Will. By Bankim Chandra Chatterjee.
Translated by Miriam S. Knight. (Fisher Unwin.)

'HIS volume tells happily a somewhat grave Indian tale.
n so doing it has but small claim upon our attention.
:t furnishes, however, a picture of Indian life more
triking than is easily obtained from any popular work,
ind is a mine of information concerning custom and
oik-lore. We do not know, indeed, where one may get
clearer insight into Hindoo methods of thought and

views of action.

A SECOND edition has been issued of the very accurate,
useful, and compendious Pleasant Rambles around-
Derby of Mr. John WarJ, F.S.A. This handy little
volume is a model of thoroughness and conciseness.
The publisher is Frank Murray, of Derby.

ta Gants$otilMitt.
We must call special attention to the following notice*:
ON all communications must be written the name and1

address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents-

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."
Contributors will oblige by addressing proofs to Mr.

Slate, Athenaeum Press, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.

VEEA (" Enigma on the Letter H :
' 'Twas whispered

1

in heaven '

"). This is not by Lord Byron, as we have
constant occasion to state, but by Mis Catherine Fan-
shawe, and was written at Deepdene, in the album of
which hall it is still preserved. You supply neither
name nor addresp, so it is impossible for any one to for-
ward it to you, and it is equally impossible for us to
burden our columns with it.

ROSE E. GOODMAN (" Curfew Bell "). See 3rd S. xif
74 ;

40> S. ii. 326, 452 ; vi. 378, 525 ; 6th S. v. 347; vi. 13,
177,318; vii. 138,158; viii. 158, 197,356,457; 7th S. iiu
427 ; iv. 52.

NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The

Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher

"
at the Office,

Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print; anci
to this rule we can make no exception.
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WANTED to PURCHASE, Early and Illumi-
nated Manuscript! Fine Specimens of Bookbinding Books

Printed on Vellum Miniatures Enamels Ivories Fine Old Sevres,
Dresden, or English China Old Wedgwood Plaques and Vases

Majolica, Arms, Armour, and fine old Steelwork Bronzes Early
Prints, Etchings, Engiavings, and Drawings Old Stone Cameos.
Rev. J. C. JACKSON, 67, Amhurst-road, Hackney, N.E

FACTS
HUNTED UP, Pedigrees Traced, Wills

Found, Translation?, Inquir es Made, Searches at Somer-et House,
British Museum, &c. Experienced Assistants only. Terms Moderate.
M. WAKFIELD, 229, Earlefltld-.'Oad, Wandsworth, S.W.

MR. GILDERSOME - DICKINSON, of Eden
Bridge. UNDERTAKES GENEALOGICAL ani ANTIQUARIAN

INVESTIGATIONS Professionally. For Terms address to 12, Great
Turnstile, London, W.C.

q^YPE-WRITING. MSB., Scientific, and of all
JL Descriptions, Copied. Special attention to work requiring care.

Dictation Rooms (Shorthand or Type-writing). Usual Terms. Misses
E. B. & I. FARRAN, Hastings House, Norfolk-street, Strand, London
(for seven years ol 34, Southampton-street, Strand).

"PRINTING and PUBLISHING. To AUTHORS.
JT Special attention given to the above. Estimates free. Accounts
verified by Chartered Accountant. Address MANAGER, Roxburghe
Frets, 3, Victoria-street, Westminster.

THE AUTHORS' BUREAU, Limited. A Literary
Syndicate and Press Agency. "A Medium of Communication

between Authors, Editors, and Publishers." MSS. negotiated. Inter-
views by appointment only. Address the SECRETARY, 3, Victoria-

street, Westminster.

SPECIAL
HISTORICAL CATALOGUE of

VALUABLE and IMPORTANT BOOKS relating to British Anti-

quities and Topography, comprising Chronicles, Records, State Papers,
Family Histories, Londlniana, Rare Pamphlets, &c , now nearly ready,
post free from CLEMENT PALMER & CO., 100, Southampton-row,
London, W.C.

LONDON LIBRARY,
ST. JAMES'S-SQUARE, S.W.

P8ten-LE8LIE STEPHEN, Esq.
fice-Prttidmtt Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone. M.P., The Very Rev.

the Dean of Llandaff, Herbert Spencer, Esq , Sir Henry Barkly, K.C.B.
Trustees Right Hon Sir M. Grant Duff, Right Hon. Sir John Lub-

bock, Bart., M.F., Right Hon. Earl of Rosebery.
The Library contains about 170,000 Volumes of Ancient and Modern

Literature, in various Languages.
Subscription, 31 a year ; Life Membership, according to age. Fifteen

Volumes are allowed to Country, and Ten to Town Members. Readlng-
fioom open from Ten to half-past Six. Catalogue, Fifth Edition, 2 vols.

royal Svo. price 21.
; to Members, 16s.

C. T. HAGBERG WRIGHT, Secretary and Librarian.

ATUDIE'S
SELECT

LIBRARY.
SUBSCRIPTIONS from ONE GUINEA per Annum.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.
Books can be exchanged at the residences of Subscribers in London

by the Library Messengers.
SUBSCRIPTIONS from TWO GUDJBAS per Annum.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.
COUNTRY SUBSCRIPTIONS from TWO GUINEAS per Annum.

MUDIE'S FOREIGN LIBRARY.
All the best Work* in French, German, Italian, and Spanish are in

circulation.

Catalogues of English or Foreign Books, la. Bd. each.

Prospectuses and Clearance Lists of Books on Sale, postage free.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, LIMITED,
80 to 84, New Oxford-street, London.

Branch Offices :

241, Brompton-road ; and 48, Queen Victoria-street, .0.

(Mansion House End.)

TO LIBRARIANS and BOOK COLLECTORS.
For SALE, Jacob! Magni Sophologium (1476) Bart. Glanvil

Revnm Froprietates (1488) Vita Henrici V. (ed. Hearne, Svo. 1 p
1716) Cantl Carnascialeschi (2 vols. 1750), Ac. List on application to
X., Walter, Bell-yard, Fleet-street, B.C.

MARLBOROUGH SERIES of BOOKS for
LIBRARIES and MUSEUMS.

1. BORROWERS' REGISTER. 10s. 4. LIBRARY CATALOGUE. 12s.
2. LIBRARY ACCESSIONS. 10s. 6. MUSEUM ACCESSIONS. 10s.

3. LIBRARY REGISTER. 10s. 8. VISITORS' BOOK.. IOs.

See Detailed List of Specialties, including above, and
MARLBOROUGH PAMPHLET CASES, 32 sizes, U. to 4s.

LOOSE MAGAZINE CASES, about 80 sorts.

ADJUSTABLE BOOK COVERS. Is. Box, assorted sizes.

Museum Labels, Label Rests, Numbers, &c.

Library Nos ,
1 to 6,000, summed.

Book Rests, Newspaper Holders, Racks, &c.

52, Old Bailey, London, E.C.

a. !.
. 10s.

_
DATED BOOK-PLATES. Part III. (Conclusion)

now ready, 4to. with 2 Copper-Plates and 37 Facsimiles of interest-
ing Modern Book-Plates. This Part contains a Chronological List ol
Dated Plates of the Nineteenth Century, British, French, and American,
with details of their Sizes, Styles, Engravers, and Mottoes. A List ol
Modern Engravers, Additions to the previous Lists, an Index to nearly
5,000 Dated Plates, with General Title-Page and Contents for the Volume

By WALTER HAMILTON.
Price 7s. M. net.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the Volume, price 2$. 6d. each, net.
The Complete Volume, cloth gilt ixtra, price 25s. net.

A. & C. BLACK, Soho-tqnare, London.

pHURCH FOLK-LORE : a Record of some Post-
\J Reformation Ueages in the English Church, now mostly obsoletg.

By the Rev. J. EDWARD VAUX. M.A. F.8 A.

Svo. cloth, 10s. 6il.

" A copious and entertaining compilation." Junes.

"Very rich In carious information." Daily Telegraph." It is a mine of curious lore." Horning Leader.
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A LETTEE FROM WILLIAM PRYNNE TO
CHARLES II.

The following letter from William Prynne to

Charles II. is contained amongst the Carte MSS.
in the Bodleian Library (xxx. 592). It is suffi-

ciently curious, considering its author's earlier

career, to deserve printing. The letter and message
from the king to Prynne mentioned in the opening
lines of the letter I have been unable to discover.

MOST GRATIOUS SOVERAIQN, As I can never with
sufficient; thankfulnesse to yo

r Mat? expresse the joy of

my heart for the signall demonstrations of yor
royall

favour (both by letter and messages) towards such a des-

picable worm as my selfe, for my weake (though loyall
and syncere) endeavors to reduce yor seduced subjects to

their naturall allegiance and yo
r over long exterminated

Ma(7 to yo
r
hereditary throne and kingdomes ;

so I do
with all humility and gratitude render cordiall prayses
to the King of Kings, that I live this day both to see

and hear the blessed successe thereof, and of yo
r Ma1?8

most gratious Letter and Remonstrance to the Peers and
Commons which have filled their hearts with as large a
measure of loyalty as joy, expressed by their unani-
mous votes and answers to your Mats

addressee, the

present supplies of monyes in the depth of their poverty
their chearful countenances, publike acclamations, bone-

fires, and longing desiers to enjoy the presence of yo
r

royall person, as their chiefest earthly security and
felicity, and only soveraign balsom to cure all their
festred wounds and ulcers. If God out of his rich mercy
shall prolong my expiring life BO long as to behold yo

r

Ma1* actually established on the royall throne of yo 1
'

an-

cestors with greater honor, glory, security and felicity,
than ever they enjoyed, y* so Glory, Loyalty, Peace,
Justice, Mercy and Truth may once more dwell and
flourish in yo

r
kingdomes, I shall 3

n wth
holy aged Simeon

be content to sing, my Nunc Dimittis. In the mean time

my daily Prayers and best activity shall not be wanting
towards the speedy accomplish

1"1 of this happy worke,
wch the various and miraculous Providences of Almighty
God have so far advanced, y

l
nothing but or sinnea, can

probably retard or frustrate itsundelayed completion. I
used my best endeavours the very next day after y

r
royall

Fathers bloudy butchery, by publishing and dispersing
some hundreds of the inclosed Proclamations (when none
durst owne y

r
right) throughout yor kingdome, and by

other publications, to restore you to yo
r

hereditary
governm', but yor

peoples sinnes deprived y
m then and

ever since of so great a blessing ; and the manifold pres-
sures injuries, confusions, revolutions of arbitrary and

tyrannical governments and usurpers, they have since

smarted under almost to their totall and finall desolation,
have now sufficiently taught them, that monarchy is the
best of governments and yo

r Maty the best of Kings,
as your former constancy in your religion, in the midst
of so many provocations and temptations and your
gratious letters and remonstrances to them demonstrate
to all the world. I shall interrupt yo

r Maty with no
further impertinences in the midst of yor

present grand
hopefull affairs but only to give you this assurance that

my daily prayers and endeavours shall not be wanting to

advance yo
r undeferred and wished restitution and 80

evidence that I am in reality though not in ability,
Yor Maties faithfull subject and servant

WILLIAM PKTNNB.
Lincoln's Inn, 2 May, 1660.

C. H. FIRTH.

MALONE, CLEMENTS & GORE.

The story of this renowned bank is one of the

most singular that ever historian had to chronicle.

In the annals of banking, even of Irish banking,
it is, happily, unique. For an illustration of its

career one must fall back on Jonah's gourd,
" which grew up in a night and perished in a

night."
The bank a family concern, as will presently

be shown was opened for business on 3 July,

1758, the partners being
" the Eight Honourable

Anthony Malone, the Eight Honourable Nathaniel

Clements, and John Gore, esquire." They were
all members of the Irish Parliament

; two were

Privy Councillors. Malone was Chancellor of the

Exchequer, and one of the foremost men in the

house and at the bar ; Clements was Teller of the

Exchequer, and was only second in importance and

position to Malone ;
and Gore was a leading

barrister, on his way to the Lord Chief Justice-

ship and the House of Lords. If name and influ-

ence and reputation could have brought prosperity
to the bank, it would soon have rivalled the houses

of La Touche and Gleadowe. But on I Nov., in

less than four months after it opened its doors, it

incontinently stopped payment, and closed them
for all time. The remarkable feature of the stop-

page is that it created no astonishment in Dublin.

Mr. Fronde says,
"

Irish sentiment dealt with the
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partners leniently," and it was probably regarded

by outsiders who were not creditors from the

humorous, incongruous standpoint ; indeed, the

whole business has now rather the aspect of a vast

joke.
"
Bat," writes Mr. Froude,

"
it [the failure]

was in England regarded with indignant surprise.

Vast sums of money, public and private, had passed

through their hands. The partners had paid off the

mortgages on their estates, and had largely added
to their properties" with the money of their

customers, of course.

The mode of business adopted or introduced by
these truly "eminent" gentlemen was to receive

deposits,
"
payable seven days after demand, with

interest at the rate of tenpence per week for every
hundred pounds." The terms are stated in pawn-
broking rather than in banking parlance, but they
were insidious enough to secure customers. The

interest, which represented only 21. 3s. 4d. per cent,

per annum, was not to commence till three clear

days after the deposit was made, though it was

hardly worth while, under the circumstances, to

claim the forfeiture of such a fractional sum. It

was, however, a novelty in banking practice to

allow interest at all on what were practically
balances nominally (and, as it turned out, only

nominally) at call ;
but if, as Mr. Froude alleges,

the estates of the partners were mortgaged, the

rate of interest on the mortgages was probably five

or six per cent.
,
and if they could borrow from a

confiding public at something under two and a

quarter per cent, there was a large profit obtain-

able in that respect alone. The difficulty, of course,

was, that, having paid off the mortgages and used
their customers' money in purchases of lands, it

was sunk beyond immediate recall.
" Seven days'

notice
" was of little avail, and so it came to pass

that such depositors as wanted their money could
not get it. The coffers of the bank were as empty
as Mother Hubbard's cupboard ; and thus, after a
brief and merry existence of just one hundred and

twenty days the shortest on record the eminent
bankers broke. Ultimately all the debts were paid
in full, for there were ample assets. To this latter

fact, and the knowledge of it in Dublin, is due the
indifference with which the failure was regarded in
the city. The partners, unabashed by the collapse,
continued in Parliament and their offices undis-

turbed, and their delinquencies as bankers were
condoned by the usual Act "

for the speedy and
effectual payment of the creditors."

It is curious that in all the biographical notices
of the partners that I have consulted no reference
is made to this celebrated bank. Even the ' Dic-

tionary of National Biography,' in its memoirs of
Gore and Malone (it ignores Clements altogether)
makes no allusion to this interesting episode in
their distinguished careers.

The Eight Hon. Anthony Malone was eldest son
of Richard Malone, of Baronstown, county West-

meath, a prominent barrister. He was a descend-
ant of the Malones, or O'Malones, of Ballinahown,
an Irish family, in whose possession that estate
bad been for many centuries. His mother was
Marcella Molady, of a family now sunk in the
social scale, but then of some consequence. He
was born in 1700, educated at Oxford, and called
to the bar in Ireland, 1726. He was M.P. for

Westmeath, 1727-60 ; for Castlemartyr, 1761-68 j

and for Westmeath again from 1769 till his death
in 1776, thus having sat uninterruptedly for just
half a century. He was Prime Serjeant, 1740-54 ;

Chancellor of the Irish Exchequer, 1757-60. He
was a LL.D. of Trinity, and was one of the most
distinguished and accomplished men to whom Ire-
land has given birth. Mr. Lecky says :

" He was
a man of great genius, and by far the foremost

lawyer and orator in the House of Commons."
Grattan, in one of his pamphlets,* says

" he was
a man of the finest intellect that any country ever

produced." Lord Sackville said: "The three
ablest men I have ever heard were Mr. Pitt (the
father), Mr. Murray, and Mr. Malone. For a

popular assembly I would choose Mr. Pitt ; for a

Privy Council, Murray ; for twelve wise men,
Malone." "He is a great sea in a calm," said

Mr. Gerard Hamilton, another great judge of men
and talents.

"
Aye," it was replied,

" but had you,
seen him when he was young yon would have said
he was a great sea in a storm." Let me add a few
more testimonies.

" To a benign and dignified

speech, and an address both conciliatory and
authoritative, did he join the clearest head that
ever conceived and the sweetest tongue that ever

uttered, the suggestions of wisdom.
" " His high

reputation as an oratorandstatesmanhaving reached

England, it was in agitation to bring him into the

English House of Commons to oppose the minister

(Sir Robert Walpole), but such a proposal could
hold out no temptation to a man who was pos-
sessed of decidedly the first rank and the highest

reputation in his own country." Mr. Froude,
however, has not an exalted opinion of his political

principles. He alleges his patriotism was silenced

by promotion, and that he bartered his independ-
ence for the Chancellorship of the Exchequer.
"Malone had been obliged in everything he has-

asked," plaintively wrote Lord Townshend, the

Viceroy. Yet he voted against the Government
that wa? so good to him, and twice was he dis-

missed from office for his refusal to agree with
Government measures, and his enlightened toler-

ance on the Catholic question is not disputed.
He married, 1733, Rose, daughter of Sir Ralph

Gore, fourth baronet, and died at his house in

Sackville Street, without issue, in 1776. Notwith-

standing the bank farce, in which he was the chief

figure, his is the most illustrious name now to be-

*
Quoted from Mr, Lc-cfcy's

'

History of Ireland/
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found amongst the old bankers, and his is one of

the rery few Celtic names on the roll.

Edward Malone, the celebrated Shakspearian

commentator, was a nephew of the banker ; as was

also Kichard Malone, who inherited his uncle's

estates, and was created Lord Sunderlin a title

extinct on his death in 1816. The present repre-
sentative of the family is Mr. John Malone, of

Baronstown.*
The Right Hon. Nathaniel Clements, whom

Lodge derives from a fictitious Norman ancestor,

but who really was the descendant of a Crom-

wellian soldier, was son of Robert Clements, and

was originally a merchant in Dublin, and one of

those that agreed to and signed the resolution to

receive as cash the notes of the city bankers in

1745, when the panic occasioned by the rising of

the Pretender had alarmed men's minds and
threatened the stability of those gentlemen. He
was M.P. for Duleek, 1727-60, and for Cavan,
1761-68. In the following year he was returned

for both Cavan borough and Leitrim county, and
elected to sit for the latter. In 1776 he was

elected for Cavan and Carrick-on-Shannon, but

apparently died before he chose which he would sit

for. He was Teller of the Exchequer, and Deputy
Vice-Treasurer of Ireland, having succeeded Luke

Gardiner, another banker, in the latter office ; he

was "
searcher, packer, and gauger of excise

" in

Dublin in 1772 ;
was a director of the Grand

Canal Company, deputy constable of Dublin

Castle, ranger of Phoenix Park, and " master of

the game during the lives of his two sons," a com-

missioner of tillage and navigation, governor of

the county Leitrim ; but one's pen tires in recount-

ing all the offices and sinecures this eighteenth

century Irish Pooh-Bah filled.

He married, in 1729, Hannah, daughter of the

Very Rev. William Gore, Dean of Down, and
cousin of Rose Gore, the wife of Anthony Malone,
his partner, and died 1777, leaving a son, Robert,
who was created Earl of Leitrim, and was ancestor

-of the present peer.t
C. M. TENISON, B.L., M.R.I. A.

Hobart, Tasmania.

(To le continued.)

HEART BURIAL.

(See 8th S. viii. 241.)

DR. SPARROW SIMPSON'S note on 'The Burial

of Isabella, Queen of Edward II.,' is so rich in

various divisions of the subject of mediaeval burial

that one may hope to be easily excused in ventur-

ing a reply which can, nevertheless, cover but

* In the Dublin Penny Journal for 2 Dec., 1832, is

a biographical notice of Anthony Malone, but no men
tion of the bank ia made.

t Clements, the banker, who failed in 1760, may have
been a relative of Nathaniel's.

very imperfectly one or two points raised therein.

[ will, however, endeavour to atone for my short-

comings by adding to the list of double, triple,
and multiple sepulture already given, and, in one

interesting instance, by amplifying details.

In the first place I would suggest that this dis-

memberment of the bodies of royal persons was

simply one more added to a long list of financial

expedients whereby the Church in her least scru-

pulous period enriched herself, and that it origi-
lated in the Crusades. In an age in which
he possession of the corpse of a notable personage
was an actual advantage of no mean value ;

in

which the parish where the deceased had resided

or breathed his last often claimed a reversionary

right to his remains ; in which monarchs constituted

themselves especial patrons of monastic orders

and frequently assumed their habits before dying,
the custody of an important member of the body
of one already ''divine by right" was regarded
as a profitable honour, only second to the posses-
sion of the relics of an actual saint or apostle.
The bequeathing of large sums of money for pious
ministrations by the deceased, in order to mitigate

the torments of purgatory, usually accompanied
the grosser elemental legacies. The heart, bones,
or intestines of a royal personage became thus a

recognized commodity, commanding an explicit

spiritual exchange. The deceased before dying
obtained (probably purchased) the right of dividing
his or her body, and trusted doubtless to gain

thereby the favour of various saints, as well as to

secure the prayers of various congregations. As,

moreover, the tripartite distribution of a body
meant three ceremonial interments, with their

respective funeral oblations, the material side of

the transaction cannot be underrated.

It is necessary, however, to distinguish carefully

between the mere interment of a heart, simply as

the most conveniently representative organ of the

body, for which indulgence was, perhaps, un-

necessary as in the case of Talbot, first Earl of

Shrewsbury, at Whitchurch (killed at Bordeaux

1453), whose heart, embalmed and placed in an

urn, was interred separate from, although in the

same church as, his bones and
the^

distributive

interments of heart, viscera, and remains, as in the

case of King Rene" (died 1480), in which his heart

was sent to the chapel of St. Bernardin, in the

church of the Cordeliers at Angers ; his viscera to

the Eglise des Carmes at Aix, in Provence ;
and

his remains to the church of St. Maurice at

Angers.
Again, distinction must be made between these

typical cases and such a case as that of Catherine

Benincasa (later canonized as Sta. Gaterina of

Siena), where the remains were believed capable

of working miracles. Briefly to recall the circum-

stances : Urban VI. gave her confessor, Raimondo

of Capua, permission to separate her head from her
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body. This being accomplished, it was consigned
to the keeping of two Dominican friars of Siena,

who took ifc to Campo Eeggio, whence one day it

travelled back to the church of S. Domenico at

Siena. A finger of her, upon which had been

placed the ring on the occasion of her mystic

espousals, was preserved at Fontignano, five miles

off. A foot was dispatched to San Giovanni e

Paolo at Venice. In 1487 her right hand was

given to the nuns of S. Domenico e Siato, at

Borne, by Joachim Torriani, General of the Domi-
nican Order. The rest of her lies beneath the

high altar of S. M. Sopra Mineiva, also in

Borne.
It is rather surprising to find a prominent

instance of such retail distribution in our own

century. I refer to the case of Canova the sculptor.
His right hand may be found in the Accademia di

Belli Arti at Venice, in a certain red porphyry
vase. In an alabaster vase in the church of the

Frari lies his heart. The rest of him is at Possagno,
in a marble urn which he had made for a Neapolitan
nobleman. Witness, likewise, the case of Daniel

O'Connell, whose heart is in the church of S. Agata
dei Goti, on the Quirinal ;

his body elsewhere.

One would have expected his heart to have found
its way to Erin.

"Bichard, son of Bichard, King of the Bomans,'
in the excerpt from

' N. & Q.,' should read "
Henry,

Bon of Bichard, Duke of Cornwall and King of the

Bomans," otherwise Henry of Almaine. This

prince, murdered at Viterbo by his cousins Guy
and Simon de Montfort (13 March, 1271), was
thus treated after death. His body was boiled
and the flesh taken from the bones. This flesh

was buried, not in San Silvestro, wherein he met
his death, but in the cathedral of Viterbo between
the tombs* of Clement IV. and Alexander IV.t
After two years it was disinterred, and transferred
to Orvieto by Edward I., his avenging cousin.
The bones and heart were taken to England : the
latter to Westminster, as Dante reminds us,| the
former to the new monastery built and endowed
by his father at Hailes, in Gloucestershire. Boni-
face VIII. is said (I regret I have lost my reference)
to have checked this practice of dismemberment,
but the Avignonese successors of that audacious

Pontiff, as might have been expected, relaxed his

prohibition, as DR. SIMPSON'S note has shown. I
will here likewise adduce another instance showing
the indulgence granted by the millionaire John
XXII. to Mahaut, Countess of Artois and Bur-
gundy, great-niece of Louis IX. Instructing her
executors, she wrote :

"Caro Henrici Viterbii sepelitur inter duos Papas-
Ossa vero delata aunt apud Heiles, et ibidem sepulta

'

,Cf.
' Annalium Anglise Excerpta,' Pertz, xvi. 483.

f These tombs have been destroyed.
J Lo cuor, eke 'n su Tamigi ancor si cola.

Inf.,' xii. 121.

" Verumtamen, quia a Summo Pontefice concessum es

mihi ut corpus meum dividi liceat, ego eligo sepulturam
cordia mei in ecclesia Fratrum Minorum, apud Parisiu?,

et juxta sepulturam Roberti, carissimi filii mei."

This was accomplished for her on 2 Dec., 1329.

On the previous day she had been buried at

Pontoise.* ST. CLAIR BADDELET.

{To le continued.)

In reference to p. 241, allow me to insert, by
way of supplement, a notice that there is very
much to the purpose in the treatment of the
"
Separate Burial of the Heart " at pp. 249-61 of

Pettigrew's 'Chronicles of the Tombs,' Bohn's
"
Antiquarian Library," 1857, from which I select

the following extract respecting the question of

Papal permission :

" The distribution of the several parts of the body, as

noticed in the preceding list, did not, in the earlier

instances, take place without opposition. The practice
was even forbidden by Pope Boniface VIII., and dis-

obedience to his order on the subject was threatened

with excommunication. His successor, however, Pope
Benedict, permitted Philip le Bel to employ it in relation

to the princes and princesses of his royal house, in cases

in which it might be difficult to transport the entire

body to the place of their sepulchre. The authorities of

St. Denis also protested strongly against the practice,
and claimed a right to the bodies entire ; but the Fre*re

Precheurs and Cordeliers prevailed over the Benedictines,
and obtained for their churches portions of the bodies."

Pp. 260-1.

There is mention presently of the custom in the

burial of the Popes to which DE. SPARROW SIMP-

SON refers from ' N. & Q.,' 1 st S. vi. 588.

Miss Hartshorne wrote 'Enshrined Hearts of

Warriors and Illustrious People : an Account of

all the Enshrined Hearts in England and France *

(only 250 copies), 1861.

There was in 1883 the removal of the heart of

Sir G. Bowyer from the vault in Badley church-

yard to the church of St. John of Jerusalem, Great

Ormond Street, in compliance with the provisions
of his will, the opening of which was later than the

funeral.

The heart of Kosciuszko, the Polish patriot, was
to be removed from the chapel at Vezzia, near

Lugano, to the Polish Museum in the castle of

Bapperschwyll (Standard, 9 Oct.).

The heart of Gambetta, preserved by Paul Bert,
was placed beneath the monument to his memory,
with the inscription, "Ici repose le coaur de Gam-

betta," in 1891. ED. MARSHALL.

At p. 242 it is stated,
" In the Bolton vault afc

Hensley, in Yorkshire, a heart enclosed in lead

rests upon a leaden coffin. 2nd S. xi.
70."_

This

is an error for Wensley, in Yorkshire, and is per-

petuated in the index to that volume and also in

General Index to the Series. At 8th S. vii. 516 I

mentioned having descended into the vault of the

' Cf.
'

Mahaut, C. d'A. et de B. (1302-1329),' par
Jules-Marie Richard, 1887, Paris.
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Powletts in Wensley Church in 1858, and seen
the leaden coffin of the Marchioness of Winchester
in an upright position, with the heart lying on the
end of it.

As a comparatively recent instance of a heart not

being buried with the body, let ma mention that
the heart of Sir William Temple, who died in

1698, is deposited under a sundial at Moor Park,
in Surrey, his seat not Moor Park, Herts, which
is the property of Lord Ebury whilst his body is

laid in Westminster Abbey.
A yet more modern instance is that of Marshal

Kellermann, Due de Valmy, who died in 1820, and
whose heart was buried at Valmy, the scene of his

great victory in 1792 over the Prussian?, whilst
his body was buried at P&re la Chaise. He was
the father of General Kellermann, who led the
decisive charge at the battle of Marengo in 1800.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

In a collection of cuttings on biographical sub-

jects in the St. Martin's-in-the-Fields Library
(B.15850) is a description (with two engravings) of
a case containing the heart of Lord Edward Bruce,
son of Lord Edward Bruce, Master of the Rolls,
temp. James I., who was killed in a duel at

Bergen-op-Zoom, and whose heart was buried at
Culross Abbey, Perthshire. There is an account
of the discovery of the heart in Archceologia, xx.
515, JNO. HEBB.

In cases of embalmment, surely it followed almost
of necessity, as due to the process itself, that the
intestines of the

"
subject," not being adapted for

embalming, and having to be removed from the

corpse before the process was begun, were interred

separately, and, as a matter of course, as near as
could be to the place of the operation. This had
nothing to do with the burial of the heart or the

corpse. F. G. S.

SPEAKING TRUMPET IN A CHURCH. In the

summer, driving through the village of Willough-
ton, between Gainsborough and Kirton-in-Lindsey,
I stopped a few minutes to look at the church. In
the vestrey, over the door, there is an old speaking
trumpet, painted red, about six feet long. No-
body knows what it was for or when it was placed
there, it is so long ago. Some of the people had
heard it had been used for giving out the Psalms,
which, of course, is absurd. But the old church-
warden said some thought that when the surround-

ing land was unenclosed, and the villagers' cattle

grazed on the common, it might have been used
from the top of the tower for calling them home.
There are many reasons against this. What can
it have been for 1 Or was it ever used at all in
the village ? Had it been in a town church, it might
have been used to give notice of fire, the same as
is now done from the belfry of Bruges ; but as

Willoughton is a very small village, the inhabit-

ants would run quickly enough to anything
startling, without being summoned through a

speaking trumpet from the top of the church tower.

I knew an old ship captain in this county, who
when he retired to his native village, to spend his

last years in ease and comfort, brought his ship's
bell and had it hung on the top of the church

school, so that he might still hear its familiar

sound. A very good idea, about which much fine

writing might be spun. But I could hear of no
such person in connexion with this trumpet, nor

could I find any gravestone to give the slightest
clue to any likely person. R. R.

Boston, Lincolshire.

GROWING STONES. A few weeks ago (see 8th

S. viii. 237), when writing on the tradition of a

sheepstealer hanged by the stolen sheep, I quoted
a saying of Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes to the

effect that " the country boys used to insist upon
it in my young days that stones grew." It appears,
from an interesting paper on Caddington that has

been contributed to Middlesex and Hertfordshire
Notes and Queries, i. 149, by Mr. James Hilton,

F.S.A., that this belief still exists in some parts of

England. Mr. Hilton writes, with reference to

the pudding - stone of which a portion of the

foundations of Caddington Church is composed :

"Here comes in a curious matter of belief. The
builder employed on the work, a well-known and trusted

man at Dunstable, and old enough to talk and think

sensibly, declared to me that the kind of stone in ques-
tion grows, and that this particular mass had grown
since it was used as a foundation stone, as proved by its

projection both ways beyond the thickness of the wall.

Nothing I could say about the absence of
'

vitality,' or

the impossibility of an isolated mass removed from all

opportunity of growth by accretion of first material,

could shake his belief that the mass had grown in size.

Surely his opinion could not find support in his experi-
ence. It would be well to inquire if this be a popular
belief in this county."

This belief has probably formed the subject of

treatment in
' N. & Q.,' but it would be interesting

to ascertain how far it extends at present. Judging
from the fact of its importation into America, it

was probably at one time universal.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

Kingsland, Shrewsbury.

WHISKY. On looking over the last published
volume of the manuscripts belonging to his Grace

the Duke of Portland, K.G., preserved at Belvoir

Castle, I came across a strongly expressed opinion

respecting whiaky, that may be found worth pre-

serving as a note. The fourth Duke of Rutland,
after his appointment as Lord Lieutenant^

of Ire-

land, made a tour into its northern parts in July,

1787, entering in a journal each place he visited,

and his experiences. He said :

"In our way to Collon we passed through a village

in which there was a pattern (though it was Sunday
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which answers to a wake in England. Here we saw

men, women, and even girla intoxicated by that perni-

cious liquor, whisky,which imflames the brain to madness,
and at the same time leaves a perfect possession of the

limbs to commit outrage with. It is to be hoped that

this abominable poison will in time be disused At
Castle Bellingham a very extensive and good brewery is

established, which I hope will be the means of intro-

ducing the use of beer instead of that pernicious liquor,

whisky."

I wonder what the worthy Lord Lieutenant

would say could he only revisit this sphere of ours

to find the "
pernicious" spirit in such general use

and favour. F. A. CHART.

THE GREAT BOCK OF AMBOISB : THE BEAVER.
Twice in one afternoon, whilst reading two anti-

quarian books, I came across passages which may
interest readers of

' N. & Q.
'

It might be as well

to collect anything of the sort which your readers

find in similar out-of-the-way books. In the

'Journal of Major .Richard Ferrier, M.P.,' in

France, in 1687 (Camden Society, 1894), p. 34,
sub voce Amboise, he writes :

" In the chapel that is in it (the Castle) hang those
famous bucks' horns we had so much discourse of in our

travelling. We took great notice of them being eleven
feet and a half long and eight over. There is also a
bone that came out of bis neck which ordinarily is not
above six inches about and is there above three feet.

There are also four of his ribs which are two yards and
a half long. He was nine hundred years ( !) old at his

taking and it is three hundred since."

I leave others to tell the species of the aged, no
doubt fossil, animal.

IB John Russell's * Boke of Nurture' (about
1450 ?), edited by F. J. Furnivall for the Early
English Text Society, reprinted in 1896, p. 37, he
tells us to serve the tail of the beaver with green
peas (soup?) or furmity. Russell was in the
service of the Duke of Gloucester, and the book is

in English. Could beavers have possibly been wild
in England so late as this 1 It is hardly probable
that it was imported alive for the purpose of the

table, and in the absence of an ice-chamber it could
not have been brought over dead. From pp. 26, 27,
we see that the osprey and the bittern were eaten,
and directions are given how to carve them.

WALTER RYE.
Frognal House, Hampetead.

SUCCESSFUL PRIVATELY PRINTED BOOKS. A
rery interesting list could doubtless be made of
books which have achieved a great success in spite
of the fact that they were at first privately printed.
One of the most noteworthy books which come in
this category is the '

Re"cit d'une Sceur, Souvenirs de
Famille,' Recueillis par Madame Augustus Craven,
nee La Ferronnays. The first edition of a hundred
copies, intended for private circulation, created so
great a sensation that its publication was almost
forced upon Mrs. Craven., and in a very few
months it had run through seventeen editions.

See Dublin Review, July, 1863, and Blackwood,

August, 1868. Of course another example sug-

gests itself in Mr. J. H. Shorthouse's ' John

Inglesant,
1

which first appeared in 1881, and of

which eighteen new editions or fresh reprints were

issued up to 1889. It is very generally stated

that this novel was at first privately printed ; but
Macmillan's '

Bibliographical Catalogue
' neither

confirms nor denies this rumour. W. ROBERTS.

SMOKING IN CHURCH. The following is a cutting
from a recent number of the Times :

" Mr. Elton B. Ede writes to us from Edenhurst,
Heene, Worthing :

'

Though the sin-eater in Wales

may not have existed, the mention of him recalls an old

practice viz., smoking in church, which I remember
my mother telling me she saw in Wales about 1850.

The Communion-table stood in the aisle, and the farmers
were in the habit of putting their hats upon it, and
when the sermon began they lit their pipes and smoked,
but without any idea of irreverence. I have not seen
this practice mentioned in any book, and though it is not
desirable that it should be revived, it seems a pity that

it should be forgotten.
' "

I remember reading somewhere that it was a

custom among ladies in South America to have
chocolate brought to them as soon as the sermon
commenced a practice denounced by the bishop,
who preached against it. He, however, had his

cup of chocolate in the sacristy after the service.

His persistence in denouncing it was followed by
his being found dead in the sacristy after having
drunk his cup of chocolate.

E. LEATON-BLENKINSOPP.

"LIMITISED." I was told the other day that

a certain business firm bad lately "limitised,"
i. e. t turned itself into a limited liability com-

pany. The word was new to me, and may be
worth noting. B. W. S.

THE SPORTING DOG OF THE ANCIENT BRITONS.
The ancient British vertra.fi, according to the

Roman poet, was a sporting dog of such high

training that he would bring back uninjured to his

master the game which he had captured. I do
not know whether such a result is often obtained
in this country at present, but I know of one

striking instance, for a fore-elder of mine bad a

greyhound which used occasionally to go coursing
on his own account, and to bring home to his

master the hare which he had killed. This was
considered at the time a very remarkable and
unusual achievement, more especially as the grey-
hound is not, as I believe, classed among the more

intelligent kind of dogs. The epithet applied by
the poet to the vertrag is

"
acer,"and if the dog so

frequently represented in hunting scenes on Roman
pottery is of the same kind (for no doubt the

Romans would import it) it must have been a fiercer

and more powerful dog than the greyhound, and
one which might sometimes be required to cope
with the wolf. ROBERT FERGUSON.
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We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

"L'ORAisoN SAI'CT CHARLEMAIGNE." I have
in my possession a small and curious book of

mediaeval devotions, apparently selected from
Biblical sources, but containing litanies and old

collects as well, also many prayers with contents

remarkable for peculiar superstitions, injunctions,
and practices. It is written on vellum, for the
most part in Latin, diversified by old French

compositions. It contains a few miniature paint-

ings of the Apostles and one or two saints, and is

somewhat highly ornamented with gilding, colour-

ing, and rubrics. In the volume in question is to

be found a prayer, attributed, I conjecture, from
its title, to the great Charlemagne. Above the

prayer is the following title, inscribed in rubricated

letters,
"
L'Oraison Sai'ct Charlemaigne." As the

prayer itself is short, and of much merit, from its

simplicity and comprehensive character, I take the

liberty of giving it in extenso, as it appears in the
book itself :

" Domine jesu christe pastor bone conserva justos
parce peccatis nostris : requiem dona cunctis defunctis
fidelibus : nunc et in bora mortis semper et ubicunque
nobis esto propicius. a."

It seems to me it would be interesting to trace
the origin of its composition, whether anything is

known historically concerning its use, whether

composed by the great conqueror himself, and
under what circumstances. It almost reads like a

prayer suited for the eve of battle ; and, if really
used by the emperor himself, much additional
interest would be centred in its simple yet im-

pressive wording. MELVILLE.
Melville Castle, Mid Lothian.

GHEYNE OF SUNDON, co. BEDS. John Cheyne,
third son of William Cheyne, of Snndon, repre-
sentative of a branch of the ancient Buckingham-
shire family of that name (afterwards Viscounts

Newhaven, in Scotland, extinct 1728), was bap-
tized at Sundon 2 June, 1671, and was probably
dead before 1724. His "

eldest son and heir-at-

law "
(so described in an indenture of feoffment),

also John, was, according to his marriage bond and
allegation, aged thirty-one years in September,
1745. I should be glad of any information respect-

ing him that may be accessible, especially as to

his marriage, when it took place, and the date of
his death. He probably had some connexion with

Ampthill, Beds, for his eldest brother, William,
who died s.p.m., is described, in the letters of

administration granted to his relict, 13 March,
1724/5, as "of Ampthill, gent.," and his grandson
inherited some house property there. His eldest

brother, Thomas, who died in 1717, s.p.m., was
the last Cheyne of Sundon. ROBERT CHEYNE.

Beaurepaire, Guernsey.

"PATRIOT." When and by whom was this

word first used in our language ? I find, by the

following note in Voltaire's
'
Siecle de Louis XIV.,'

ch. xx., that the Due de Saint-Simon has the

credit of introducing it in the French :

"
Ailleurs

(ch. clxxi.) Saint-Simon cre"e pour lui (Vauban)
un mot que notre langue n'avait pas encore et

dont on a tant abuse, celui de '

patriots,' par lequel
il le designe." So far as I am aware, it is not

found in Shakspeare. Johnson gives no quotation
earlier than Addison (' Cato,' 1713). I find it in

Shaftesbury (' Characteristicks, Sensus Communis,'
1709), and he elsewhere remarks that we have not

an equivalent to patria. As Saint-Simon's famous

work was first published in an incomplete form
in 1788-9, we had not the word from him, as it

was common with us at that time.

G. T. SHERBORN.
Twickenham.

VINCENT, SHELDON, RAYNSFORD, AND LESINQ-

HAM. On 14 February, 1828, Ann Raynsford, of

Powick, Worcestershire, widow of the Rev. Charles

Justinian Raynsford, and her sister, Mercy Vincent,

spinster, had royal licence to take the surname of

Sheldon only, and to bear the arms of Sheldon;
and on 23 February, 1828, Samuel Lesingham, of

Upton-upon-Severn, and Lucy his wife, another

sister of Ann Raynsford, had a similar grant.

The father of these ladies was Francis Vincent, of

Weddington Hall, Warwickshire, barrister-at-law,

and the mother was Mercy, sister of Thomas

Sheldon, of Abberton, Worcestershire, whose will

bears date 7 November, 1801. When did the

Rev. Charles Justinian Raynsford die, and where

was he buried ? Who now represents this family
of Sheldon ?

REGINALD STEWART BODDINGTON.

15, Markham Square, Chelsea.

LANDSLIP AT RUNSWICK, YORKSHIRE, 1682.

Can any reader refer the writer to any ecclesiastical

or Government office, or work where the particulars

of a brief issued, it is supposed by the Privy

Council, for the relief of the sufferers by the land-

slip at Runswick, Yorkshire, in 1682, can be

obtained? G. W. WADDINGTON.
Groamont, York.

MOUNT NOD. There is a place so called on the

side of a hill in Greenwich, leading to the Ravens-

bourne
;
the ground has been levelled by cutting

on the upper part, and the lower part is sharply

scarped ;
whether this was done for purposes of

building, which seems doubtful, or if an old earth-

work, is what I desire to know. There is a Mount
Nod in Wandsworth, but I have been unable to

obtain any information about it. Can any one
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help me as to the etymology ? I know of no other

forms of the word. ATEAHR.

PICTCJRE. In a picture attributed to Claude

Coello, our Lady is represented crowned, stand-

ing on the crescent moon, and enfolding ten

beautiful children in her robe. Of these, nine are

richly dressed girls, various ages, the other a tiny

boy attired simply in the black habit of a monk.
As the children are considered portraits, I should

be glad to know who they probably are. I could

furnish a photograph of the picture.
JOSEPH COOK.

Canons Marsh, Bristol.

HALIFAX LAW. The Earl of Leicester writes,
in a letter to Burghley, dated 17 March, 1586

(S. P. Office MS.) :

" I have had Halifax Law ; to

be condemned first, and inquired upon after."

What gave rise to this expression,
" Halifax Law "?

Is it obsolete ? HENRY ATTWELL.
Barnes.

[See
' Jedwood Justice,' 5th S. iii. 28, 116, 158.]

'ELOISA EN DISHABILLE.' I have just come
across a book with the above title, dated 1822,
with no publisher's name. On the title-page it is

stated that the poem is ascribed to Prof. Porson,
but a MS. note states that Moore, in his

'
Life of

Byron,' ascribed the work to John Matthews, of

Belmont, Herefordshire, M.P. for that county
1802-1806. On the fly-leaf it is stated that only
fifty copies were printed. Pope's

' Abelard and
Heloise '

is printed on the right-hand pages, the
'
Dishabille '

(sic) version on the left
; the latter has

some wit of a naked order. Bat was Matthews or
Porson the author ? JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

NAPOLEON'S MARSHALS. Will some one, well
read in the history of the Napoleonic war?, kindly
tell me if the following list, which I have compiled
with some pains, is complete ? Have I omitted
any names ; or, on the other hand, have I included
Borne who were only generals and who never re-
ceived a marshal's baton ? Augereau, Bernadotte,
Berthier, Bessi&res, Clarke, Davoust, Desaix (qy.
General?), Duroc, Excelmans (qy. General

?), G<-

?
d

, Grouchy, Jourdan, Junot, Kellermann,
Kleber (qy. General ?), Lannes, Lefebvre, Lobau,
Macdonald, Marmont, Massena, Moncey, Mortier,
Murat, Ney, Oudinot, Poniatowski, Soult, Victor.

JONATHAN BOTTCHIER.

MEETING-HOUSE. In Gov. Bradford's 'History
of Plymouth Plantation' he states that the pilgrims
in 1622 had already built a fort, "which served
them also for a meeting-house and was -fitted

accordingly for that purpose." This fort is de-
scribed by a Dutch visitor in 1627 as a large house
with six cannons on its flat roof. "The lower
part they use for their church," &c. No doubt

the above is the earliest use of the word meeting-
house in America. Can an earlier use of it be

pointed out in England ? In using the word were

the Puritans thinking chiefly of the place where

worshippers met each other, or that house where

they met their God ? The latter sense was natural,

in view of certain sacred texts. Thus, Ex. xxix.

42 :

" At the door of the tabernacle of the con-

gregation [Revised Version, "tent of meeting,"
a translation early made by Puritans, and equiva-
lent to meeting-house], there will I meet with the

children of Israel." Will some reader show me a

passage in writings of the old Puritans where

meeting-house is spoken of as the spot where " man
cornea to meet his God rather than his fellow-

man"? JAMES D. BDTLER.
Madison, Wisconsin, U.S.

"HONEST SIR JOHN. "In 'The Modern

Patriots,' a "
proper new ballad," issued in anti-

cipation of the general edition of 1734, is the

verse :

With this Knight oft is join'd an honest Sir John,
Of whom some folks say, that he only makes one ;

But to hear him expose the Minister's blunders,
You 'd swear he 'a the wonderful wonder of wonders.

Mr. W. Walker Wilkins, in his
'
Political Bal-

lads of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries,'

appends the note (vol. ii. p. 250) :

"Sir John Rushout, M.P. for Evesham, is probably
here alluded to. He opposed the excise scheme, and
was nominated by Pulteney a Lord of the Treasury,

upon the dissolution of the Walpole Cabinet in 1742."

But is not the reference rather to Sir John St.

Aubyn,
" the little Cornish baronet," who at the

time was sitting for Cornwall, and who at this

very moment had just distinguished himself by
seconding an anti-Ministerial proposal to repeal
the Septennial Act, in a speech which was reprinted
before the dissolution? Throughout his parlia-

mentary career this
" honest Sir John " was a

strong opponent of Walpole, at whose fall he was
one of the committee appointed to inquire into the

late minister's conduct. DUNHEVED.

"RlA DE ST. MAUR." Can any reader of
' N. & Q.' kindly inform me what is meant by this ?

It comes in a letter of the Rev. W. Beauvoir to

Archbishop Wake, dated 8 Feb., 1719, in which
he describes his presence at Lord Stair's public
entrance into Paris, dressed in "a silk gown and
cassock of Rdd de St. Maur." J. H. LUPTON.

7, Earl's Terrace, Kensington, W.

AMPHORE. Stephen Perlin, a French traveller,

in his 'Description of the Kingdoms of England and

Scotland,' 1558, has a passage to the following
effect :

' ' You will discover many flights of steps,
which are called in English amphores, and by
which persons on foot go along little paths and
enter the grounds." I quote the translation given
in C. Knight's

' Half Hours with the Best Authors/
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ii. 99 (1850). What is the word disguised in Per
lin's quasi-phonetic spelling ? Knight glosses
"stiles." A. SMYTHE PALMER.
South Woodford.

PALMER. ' A Dialogue in the Devonshire
written by "A Lady," and published with a glos
sary by James F. Palmer, is attributed to Mrs
Palmer, a niece of Sir Joshua Keynolds. Key
nolds's sister Mary (Molly) was wife of John
Palmer, and died in 1794. Presumably the write
of the c

Dialogue
' was not strictly a niece, but th

wife of a nephew of Sir Joshua. Can any on
inform me further on the subject 1

JAMES DALLAS.

JOHN SARGENT, M.P. for West Looe, Corn
wall, in the twelfth Parliament of George III
Information desired of his life and public services
He was a London merchant and "

Director in th
Bank "

(Hassard). Mr. Sargent offered the prizu
of a gold medal to the students of the College anc

Academy of Philadelphia (now the University o

Pennsylvania), which was competed for in 1766.
This prize was tendered through Benjamin Frank-
lin, with whom he was a correspondent many years
Did he leave a family ? T. H. M.

Philadelphia.

FLEUR-DE-LIS. In a very interesting report oi

an interview with Prof. Patrick Geddes, of Edin-
burgh (Pall Mall Gazette, 14 Sept.), that gentle-
man is represented to have said :

"Dr. Bonavia has made it fairly certain that this

fleur-de-lis, which we know to come from the East, is

but a corrupted form of the ancient symbol of good luck
in the great cirilizations that depended upon the date-
palm. The practice was to tie a pair of horns on each
side of the tree or cluster of fruit, to keep off the evil

ye; so our modern fleur-de-lis is but a conventional
picture of the horns and date-branch."

Can some of your readers say what foundation
this suggestion has ; and give name and particulars
of Dr. Bonavia's book ? Q. V.

CHAPEL STREET, BELGRAVE SQUARE. Can
any of your readers inform me the origin of the
above name ? Oddly enough, there is a chapel in
the next street, Halkin Street, but not in Chapel
Street itself. Has it any connexion with the once
fashionable Lock (Hospital) Chapel, which I believe
stood not far off? E. A. D.

NORMAN TTMPANA IN ENGLAND. I should be
much obliged if any one interested in the subject
would give me the names of books and other litera-

ture which treat of Norman tympana in England ;

and I should like to know whether there is any
satisfactory way of taking impressions or rubbings
of such. ARTHUR MADELET.

Coalbournbrook, Stourbridge.

SPRING GARDENS. According to Mrs. Gamlin,
in her book on '

Komney and his Art,
1

Roinney

left the Free Society of Artists in 1770 and joined
the Chartered Society (of Artists) in Spring Gar-

dens. What was this last society ; and where were

the rooms in Spring Gardens ? JNO. H.
Willesden Green, N.W.

ST. MARY OVERIE.

(8 S. viii. 68, 115, 171, 238.)

I am much obliged to your correspondents for

replies to my query respecting the above. In

writing the history of the church about two

years ago, I came to the same conclusion as

the KEV. A. L. MAYHEW (ante, p. 115), though
not exactly by the same route. Bailey (' Etymol.
Eng. Diet.,' 1782) gives Overea as the equivalent
of Overy (Overie, Overs, &c.). Analyzing Overea,
we have vfer, shore or bank of a river ;

and ea, a

river or running water. Ea is still in use in the

Fen country, where it is applied to the canals for

drainage, in which sense it is usually spelt eau, as

if it had some connexion with the French eau.

[n Kingsley's
' Hereward the Wake,' chap, i.,

we read of "shining eas, or river reaches." And
again, chap, xx.,

"
They rowed away for Crowland

oy many an ea." So also Smiles ('Lives of the

Engineers,' i. 65),
"
They surveyed the new eaus

and sluices after which they returned to Ely."
St. Mary Overy, therefore, signified the church

dedicated to the Blessed Virgin Mary, and situated

on the shore or bank of the river (Bankside, the

ancient Roman embankment) ; and is not derived

rom any supposed colloquialism of the people on
he north side of the Thames, describing it as St.

Mary over the way, or over the water. Again we
'each the same point by a slightly different path.
Jet us take ofer to mean upon, and the last syl-

able ry or rie to signify ripa, bank. Then it

would be the church upon the bank. Or if we take

y or rie to be an abbreviation of rivus, river, and

fer, the shore or brink ; again in this case it

would be the church situated on the shore or river-

>ank. I am aware that rivus is a poor designation
f Thamesis Fluvius. A popular derivation of

Overy connects it with the famous ferry St.

ary-of-the-Ferry, o' Ferry, Overy. Others say
t received this name in honour of the traditional

oundress, Mary Overs or Overy.
W. THOMPSON, D.D., Rector.

Some years ago I made a large collection of

lace-names with all the variants I could gather,

ith the idea of arranging them under some

cientific system. During my labours I discovered

iree things : first, that a series of variants, espe-

ally early forms, is essential ; secondly, a know-

dge of the locality is very desirable ;
and thirdly,

good knowledge of philology is indispensable. It

as in consequence of my lack of the third quali-
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fication that I abandoned the design, though my
collection is occasionally added to. This word
Over in place-names was one of my difficulties.

No one explanation will suit all the places where
it occurs. It is not my intention to give a long
list of its occurrence, but to seek information, not

only with regard to this word, but others where
v and occur. What I wish to know is, when or

how the two sounds as we now know them origin-
ated as they were once interchangeably used :

The doubtfull maid, seeing herselfe descry Je,
Was all abaslit, and her pure ivory

Into a cleare carnation suddaine dyde.
Spenser,

' Faerie Queene,' bk. iii. canto iii.

He, back returning by the j/wom-door,
Remounted vp as light as cheerful larke.

Hid., bk. i. canto i.

Hanc tra tenuit Wills eps in d'nio, dia qua rex E. fuit

uiuus 7 mortuus.

This is the usual form of the Exon Domesday.
Thus far from Belgia have we past the seas
And marcht from Raunspur hauen vnto York.

' The True Tragedie of Richard, Duke of York,
Shakespere, 8vo., p. 170.

Thus Ravenspur appears, and Daventry as follows :

How far hence is thy Lord, my honest fellow ?

By this at Dainlree marching hitherward.

Ibid., p. 174.

The river Dour, in Ewell, Kent, is written
Dovar by Leland ('Itinerary,' vol. vii. p. 127).

Dover, in Latin records, appears as Dubris, which
form is paralleled in Dovebridge, which in Domes-
day is written Dubrigge (Davis's 'Derbyshire,'

6400).
There are three places in Knightlow

undred, Warwickshire with the prefixes we are
not now concerned having Over as a suffix. The
first in Domesday is written Ouara, and the
third Waure and Waver, a subsequent form
being Chitke-wavere (Dugdale's

'

Warwickshire,' i.

pp. 11-15). Space forbids further examples, but
information on this matter would be esteemed.

AYEAHB.
The fashion of being represented on one's tomb

by an emaciated figure, commonly miscalled a"
skeleton," seems to have lasted only a century,

from about 1450 to the time of Dr. Donne, the

Protestant, in St. Paul's. In Salisbury Cathedral,
the north aisle of the choir, there are two of church
dignitaries. _At Wells there is one of Bishop
Beckington in his very elaborate chantry ; and at
Winchester one of Bishop Fox, under a still more
elaborate chantry, perhaps the most magnificent in

England. These are the sole effigies of each per-
son. I never heard of a tomb with two effigies,

living and dead. E. L. G.

The following derivation, or rather explanation,
of this name is given in the new serial edition of
CasseU's '

Abbeys and Cathedrals ':

"
St. Saviour's Overy. This building arose from the

House of Sisters established by Mary, daughter of Overy

or Overies, for the name Overy or Overies is evidently
derived from over eye, which means over the river bank,
or over the water, eye or eyot being sometimes applied
not only to islands, but also to riverside lands, as Ber-

mund's Eye (Bermondsey), and even Hacon Eye or

Hackney, on the bank or shoals of the river Lea."

G. YARROW BALDOCK.

With regard to the mention of o/er=a river-

bank, in connexion with St. Marie Overie, it may
be interesting to note that Overy is the name of

a hamlet in the parish of Dorchester (the Oxford-

shire village, not the town in Dorset immortalized

in Mr. Thomas Hardy's novels). Overy is on

the east of the river Thame, Dorchester being on

the west, and is about half a mile from the Thames.
HERBERT STORMER.

Primrose Club.

GRACE CURRAN (8
th S. viii. 168, 236, 295). That

this lady's name was Sarah, not Grace, is a revelation

to me. I had always heard her referred to by the

latter name. I cordially thank FRANCESCA for the

offer to lend me the Literary Souvenir, the article

in which I would much like to see ; but distance

prevents ray availing myself of her kindness.

Perhaps she would be so good as to tell me what
the

"
personal friend "

says as to the place and date

of Sarah Curran's death. MR. COLEMAN'S extract

from the ' Life of Robert Emmet ' makes it appear
that she died in Sicily, while MR. FYSMORE'S

quotation from Sir Charles Napier's letter seems to

put it beyond doubt that her death occurred at

Hythe, in May, 1808. Any particulars about her

husband, Capt. Sturgeon, would be acceptable.
W. SHANLY.

Montreal.

In the year 1860 her grave in Newmarket was

only marked by "a very large mass of stone, un-

wrought, placed over the grave at the head of it."

Madden's ' Lives and Times of United Irishmen,'
vol. iii. p. 541. Mrs. Sturgeon is buried with her

grandmother, another Sarah Curran, mother of the

famous John Philpot Curran. FRANCESCA.

LEITCHTOWN AND GARTTJR ARMS (8
th S. viii.

289). The arms of the family of Graham of Leitch-

town are, Quarterly, 1 and 4, Or, on a chief azure

three escallops of the first
;
2 and 3, a fesse cheqny

azure and argent, in chief a chevron azure, all

within a bordure sable. Graham of Gartur : Arms,
Or, on a chief sable three escallops of the field

within a bordure chequy of the second and first.

Arms of Graham, Earl of Menteith and Airtb,

Quarterly, 1 and 4, Argent, on a chief sable three

escallops or (Graham) ;
2 and 3, a fesse chequy,

azure and argent, and in chief a chevron gales.
Sir David Lyndsay, in his MS. ' Book of Arms/
1542, printed 1822, gives the arms differently, as

follows : Quarterly, 1, Argent, on a chief sable three

escallops or ;
2 and 3, Or, a chevron gules ; 4, Or,
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a fees chequy azure and argent. Arms of Graham
of Esk, and many other of the same name and
descent : Or, on a chief sable three escallops of the

first. If SANS CHANGER compares the above, he
will see that the families he mentions (and many
others) do no" bear the arms of Graham, Earls of

Menteith
; each coat shows some variation. The

only family I can find who have the arms of Men-
teith quartered with their own is Barclay-Allardice.

Mr. Barclay-Allardice, ofUrieand Allardice, claimed
the earldoms of Strathero, Menteitb, and Airth in

1839 as heir-general. JOHN RABCLIFFE.

The former family of Grahams were wont to carry
the arms of the Earls of Menteith within a bordure

sable, but now bear them undifferenced as repre-
sentative of the earls. The latter (extinct since

1818) carried them within a bordure cheque sable

and or. The Leitchtown crest is an eagle's head

ppr., beaked or ; motto,
"
Eight and Reason ";

while that of Gartur was a dove resting with a

twig of a palm-tree in its beak ppr. ; motto, "Peace
and Grace." The Grahams of Esk, baronets, carry
the Menteith shield undifferenced, but have no

right to it even differenced. Their descent from
the Menteith family is an exploded myth.

WALTER M. GRAHAM EASTON.

The arms of Graham of Leitchtown or Blairhoyle
have never been recorded ; they are, however,
given in Burke's ' Landed Gentry

'

(ed. 1848) as

Quarterly, 1 and 4, Or, on a chief azure three escal-

lops of the first
;
2 and 3, Or, a fess chequy azure

and argent, in chief a chevronelle azure, all within
a bordure sable. Crest, a demi-eagle, wings ex-

panded proper. Motto,
"
Right and Reason."

The arms of the Gartur family were recorded in

the Lyon Register, c. 1673, and are : Quarterly,
1 and 4, Or, on a chief sable three escallops of the

first ; 2 and 3, Or, a fess chequy azure and argent,
in chief a chevronelle gules, all within a bordure

chequy sable and or. Crest, a dove rising with a

twig of palm in her beak proper. Motto, "Peace
and Grace." J. BALFODR PAUL.

" WISP "
(8

th S. viii. 307). In queries of this

class a great deal must depend on the locality in

which the name occurs. Wist a, in early cen-

turies, meant, in the lands of Battle Abbey, half a

hide, or four virgates :

"Octo itaquo virgatae unam hidam faciunt. Wista
vero quatuor virgatia constat." ' Chronicon Monaeterii
de Bello,' ed. 1846, p. 11.

It is conceivable that ivisp may be a form of the
same word in a different part of the country.

GEO. NEILSON.

"SIGHT": "SooM" (8 S. viii. 307). The
second of these two words inquired about by JAYDEE
is unknown to me ; but with regard to the first, the

verb sigh (to strain) and noun sight (a strainer) are

undoubtedly derived from Anglo-Saxon seem. This

is a rare verb, and until recently, beyond the fact

that it was known to be irregular, it was involved

in mystery, and even Sievers, in the best Anglo-
Saxon grammar that has ever been written, con-

fessed in 1882 his inability tothrow any light upon it.

JAYDEE, however, if he can read German, will find

in the Englische Studien for 1883 a criticism upon
Sievers from my pen, in which I give this verb a

prominent place, and prove by quotations from

Anglo-Saxon authors exactly how it was con-

jugated. JAS. PLATT, Jun.

77, St. Martin's Lane, W.C.

I doubt the correctness of these forms. Sight is

evidently sigh, i. e. , a strainer, with an excrescent

t. Sigh is the M.E s'the, a strainer, spelt syhe in

a note to 'Prompt. Parv.,' p. 79; from A.-S.

slgan, to sink down, subside.

Soom I take to be an incorrect form of too, a

large tub, M.E. s5, Northern sd; from Icel. sar.

See Stratmann's ' Mid. Eng. Dictionary,' ed.

Bradley, pp. 547, 515 ; under the headings s'the

and sa. WALTER W. SKEAT.

SUNDAY MARKETS (8
th S. viii. 167, 249).

According to Domesday, there was a Sunday
market before the Conquest on the Bishop of Exe-
ter's manor of St. German's, Cornwall, though ita

value was reduced to nothing because the Count of

Mortain, the Conqueror's half-brother, had estab-

lished a market on his own manor adjacent.
Another Sunday market in Cornwall was that of

Launceston, the burgesses of which town, in 1206,

gave King John five marks for a licence to change
the day to Thursday (Madox's

'

History of the

Exchequer,' vol. i. p. 407). DUNHEVED.

The late Edward Kirk (ob. 1886, aged fifty-four),

perhaps the most careful and accurate observer of

local customs the county of Lancaster has produced,
writes :

" Before the days of clubs the fair of the

district was held on Rogation Sunday and the rest

of the week." "The district" is that part of

North Lancashire known as the Fylde. SIGMA.

REGISTER OF SHERBURNE SCHOOL (8
th S. viii,

307). This register was presented to the College
of Arms, a few years ago, by Dr. Marshall, Rouge
Croix.

CHARLES H. ATHILL, Richmond Herald.

THOMAS BARDWELL, PAINTER (8
th S. viii. 288).

Chambers, in his
' Norfolk Tour,' vol. ii.

pp. 1192-3, states, in a lengthy foot-note to a list

of the portraits and their painters in St. Andrew's

Hall, Norwich, under Bardwell (I omit much
that is not material to the question) :

" Edwards

says at what time Bardwell died is not known ; an

early Norwich paper says :

' On Tuesday, Sept. 8t
1767, died Mr. Bardwell, an eminent portrait

painter of this city,'
" &c. His pictures, we are

informed, were sold in the following September
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No information is given of his portraits beyond
those mentioned in the aforesaid list

; but Mr.
Ives caused a portrait (said to be the best) of

Thomas Martin, of Palgrave, to be engraved, which

represents him holding an urn, and may be the one
in question. Copies of this, I believe, are not very
rare; but who holds the original I cannot say.

W. B. GERISH.
Wormley, Herts.

I never tire of finding a good point in the not

clever, but laborious, Chalmers. He tells us, in his

'Dictionary,' that "at what time he [Bardwell]
died is not known, but it is probable that he was
living in 1773, as a second edition of his treatise

was published in that year."
EDWAKD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

Hastings.

KNECHT ROPRECHT AND ROBIN GOODFELLOW
(8

th S. viii. 304). The story of the dancing man
and woman was one of the stock tales of the
mediaeval chroniclers. It occurs in William of

Malmesbury, Ralph Higden, and others. In
William of Malmesbury (ed. Caville, 1596) the
name of the priest is Robertas, and the place the
church of St. Magnus,

"
in villa quadam Saxonise."

In the English Historical Society's translation of
William of Malmesbury the priest is called Rot-

bert.^
But there seems to be some diversity of

opinion as to the real name of the priest, for the
translator of Higden says :

"Oon of the thre women was doghter to the seide

presto that desired vengeaunce. The brother of the
same prestes doghter, laborynge to Lave hia suster owte
from that dawnce, and pullynge at her arme, drawede
hit aweye, and yitte sche lefte not that dawnce."

But Malmesbury tells us that the father of this

misguided damsel was named John the Priest.
How a "saintly priest" came to have a son and
daughter at all is another mystery. E. S. A.

This dancing story has a good many variants,
alike in British and continental chronicle, in some
of which the fata of the sufferers was materially
different from, though not less appalling than that

quoted by MR. HOOPER. The dates, also, and the
localities are not accordant. In the '

Flores His-
toriarum,' sub anno 1012, the song the men and
women sang in the churchyard is as follows :

Equitabat Bpvo* per eylvam frondosam
Ducebat sibi Merswynden formosam
Quid stamus, cur non imus 1

The priest's name there is Robertus, the form
occurring also in the story as told by Bower, in
his

'

Scotichronicon,' vii. cap. 26. Bower names
Otbertus as the leader of the doomed bacchanals
A continental chronicle, in which I chanced to come
upon the tale, calls him Opertus, one of the

* Bovo is the reading of the new edition, in the Roll
Series. The older version in ' Matthew of Westminster
waa homo.

women dancers Merswind, and the priest

Hupertus (' Compilatio Ohronologica' in
' Germani-

corum Scriptorum,' Frankfort, 1612, vol. i. p.

734). Another version appears in Rolewink's

Fasciculus Temporum' ('Germanic. Script.,' ii.

71 b). Possibly some of these references are

duplicates of those given by Hecker, whose book
[ cannot easily consult. GEO. NEILSON.

HIGH RATES OF POSTAGE (8
th S. viii. 306).

A very similar instance of the above was noticed

In the letter-book of a publishing house, though
in this case the distance travelled was only from

Liverpool. The date was twenty-two years later

than that quoted by MR. WALFOKD ;
and as the

letter describing it was written with the energy
induced at the moment of the claim, it may be

permissible to quote it as an indication of the

"proper channel" through which book packets
should have been sent at that time :

To Messrs. R & Co., Liverpool.

8, New Burlington Street, London.

August 7, 1837.

DEAR SIRS, The temporary loss of Mr. (Fenimore)

Cooper's manuscript ('
Excursions in Italy ')

to which

you allude in your letter of the 1st inst. was occasioned

by the reprehensible carelessness of those to whose

custody it was entrusted.

By some blundering person the parcel, which should
have been forwarded, as similar ones always are, by mail or

other coach, was actually put into the Post Office, and a

charge incurred of 10^. within a fraction. The Post

Office is no more the proper channel through which a

packet of this kind should be sent than it should be

for the carriage of a bale of cotton.

Of course this onerous charge (which after application
to the Secretary of the Post Office cannot in the slightest

degree be abated) must not fall upon Mr. Bentley or Mr.

Cooper. The parties connected with the vessel must
bear the loss solely attributable to their own negligence.

I remain, your obed' Servant,

(Sd.) E. S. MORGAN.

R. B.

Upton.

POISON (8
th S. viii. 284). I believe MR. NOR-

GATE is perfectly right, and that this word never

had the mere sense of
"
potion" in Anglo-French,

whatever it may have meant in France. He
evidently is unaware of the chief, if not the only,

source of information as to the usage of Anglo-
French words. I believe I am the only person
who ever took the trouble to collect such words

generally, at the same time giving the references.

Kelham's ' Law Dictionary
'
is simply useless ;

and
all the Anglo-French glossaries, except my own,
were adapted for special books. My list is based

upon thirty-two such books; and is therefore

reasonably comprehensive. For this work I hope
to be remembered by a grateful country. I only

give such words as are preserved in English. The
titles of my lists are :

'

English Words found in

Anglo-French,' two series one dated 1882, and
one dated 1889-90; both published among the
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Transactions of the Philological Society. The
A.-F. poyson occurs (1) in Langtoft's

'

Chronicle,'
ed. Wright, vol. i. (1866), p. 128 ; and (2) in

Britton, ed. Nichols, vol. i. p. 34.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

BELGIAN NAME (8
th S. viii. 207, 315). La rue

Xhav4e a Verviers tire son nom de sa situation.

Le mot Xbave"e eat wallon, et signifie "chemin
creux." La rue dont il s'agit etait autrefois un
chemin creux aboutissant a une des vieilles portes
de la ville de Verviers, appele"e la porte d'Ensival.
Dans le langage wallon du pays de Liege, la

lettre
o^suivie de la lettre h ne se prononce pas

d'ordinaire, an moins au commencement dea mots.
On prononce done le nom de la rue en question
comme si on l'e"crivait Have*e. O'est ce qui arrive,

par exemple, pour les noms suivants portes par des
locality's des environs de Verviers : Xhoris, Xhawirs,
Xhendelesse, Xhendremael. P. VEKHAEGEN.

29, Rue de Toulouse, Bruxellee.

" INFORMATORY "
(8

th S. viii. 246). Why
should this be called a new word ? It is given in
the only dictionaries which I have consulted, the

Encyclopaedic
'

[see ante, p. 246] and Webster ;

and I doubt not in all dictionaries of any standing.
E. W.

CHURCH REGISTERS (8
lh S. vii. 382; viii. 13,

56, 95, 173, 289). An admirable way of printing a

parish register would be for the extracts to appear
in the magazine of the parish itself. The question
of the cost of printing is then obviated, and the

appearance of the registers in this form only serves
to add to the interest of the local parish magazine.
For the last three years Mr. Hewlett has been pro-
ducing in this way the copy of Harrow parish
registers with successful results. In the case of

Harrow, contrary to MR. PHILLIMORE'S general
statement that

"
the vast majority of entries would

interest no one, and be names of persons who could
never be identified," I have been enabled to identify
nearly every person mentioned in the registers, and
in addition by their names settled many a knotty
point in the local history. ERNEST BRAND.

Stonebridge Park, N.W.

A contributor to whom we all often look,
MR. E. H. COLEMAN, asks why the bishops do
not enforce the transmission of register entries.
The operative Act is 52 Geo. III. c. 166, which
at section 16 has: "Every person BO offending
shall be deemed and adjudged to be guilty of felony,
and shall be transported for the term of fourteen

years." While by section 18 it is provided : "That
one-half of the amount of all fines or penalties to
be levied in pursuance of this Act shall go to the

person who shall inform or sue for the same."
ED. MARSHALL.

I cannot agree with those correspondents of
'N. & Q.' who are of opinion that selections

made from these documents by "antiquaries

thoroughly conversant with the history of their

districts
" would be satisfactory. In my opinion

such selections must be misleading, and therefore

worse than nothing. This is one of the cases where
the proverb

" Half a loaf is better than no bread
"

does not apply. Our parish registers are not

required for working out the pedigrees of our own
folk only, but of those of America, New Zealand,

Australia, and elsewhere. How could the greatest

antiquary that ever lived, unless gifted with a

knowledge of the future, tell what will never be

required for such purposes ?

EDWARD PEACOCK.

If such a rule as MR. COLEMAN quotes remains
in force, it surely would.long ago have been revived.

I have had, like most Christians, two grandfathers,
but no chance of tracing the parents of either. The
church in one case was burned down little move
than a century ago. The register in the other has

several years illegible from keeping in the damp.
Keeping a second copy of each register seems a

very easy rule. E. L. G.

"MYRIAD-MINDED" (8
th S. viii. 148). PROF.

BUTLER writes that Coleridge
"

is said
"

to have

applied this epithet to Shakespeare. The reference

to Coleridge is this :

"Mr. Coleridge called Shakspeare 'the myriad-minded
man,' aj/jjp pvpiovovc; \_*ic]

' a phrase,' said he, which
I have borrowed from a Greek monk, who applies it to a

patriarch of Constantinople. I might have said that I
have reclaimed, rather than borrowed, it, for it seems to

belong to Shakspeare de jure singulari, et ex privilegio
naturae.' See '

Biogr. Lit.,' vol. ii. p. 13." 'Specimens
of the Table Talk of S. T. Coleridge,' Lond., 1870, p. 312,
note.

I cannot give any reference to Photius, but

ttypto'vovs
occurs on the occasion of the death of

Theodoras Studita, in the life of him by Nau-
cratius, as follows : Keccot^Tcu 6 pvpiovovs rfj

0eoo-K07ro> Kv(3fpvrj<rei (Combefis.,
' Auct. Bibl.

Patr.,' vol. ii. col. 857 a, Par., 1648).
ED. MARSHALL.

Shakespeare is thus styled by Coleridge in
' The

Friend,' sect, ii., essay 4 :
" But we had a further

purpose in thus contrasting these extracts from
our myriad-minded bard (pvpiovovs a.vr]p)." There
is no reference to Photius.

Hastings.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

ROBERT SEMPLE, ALLAN RAMSAY, AND BURNS
(8

th S. viii. 205). Robert Sempill, not "Robert

Semple," of Beltrees, wrote the elegy on the Kil-

barchan piper, whose name was not "Simpson,"
but Simson. The poem could hardly be written
" about 1600," seeing that the poet was born pro-

bably in 1595. The usual date given for the

composition is 1640, although some authorities

would favour even a later year. There is no
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special need to quote Sempill's poem as if it

bristled with archaisms. As given in Watson's
'Choice Collection,' the first standard work in

which it appeared (1708; second ed., 1713), it

opens in this way :

The Epitaph of Habbie Simeon ;

Who on his Drone bore bonny Flags ;

He made his Cheeks as red as Crimson,
And babbed when he blew the Bags.

,
Eilbarchan now may say, Alas !

For she hath lost her Game and Grace,
Both Trixie, and the Maiden Trace :

But what Remead ]

For no man can supply his Place,
Hab Simson 's dead !

Since the days of Millar's '

Paisley Repository,'
published in 1808, "Robert Sempill," says his

biographer, "is allowed to be the inventor of the
stanza of this Epitaph. Allan Ramsay and Wil-
liam Hamilton (of Gilbertfield), in writing the
same measure, acknowledge

' The Elegy on Habbie
Simson '

to be ' a finished piece,' and a standard
of that kind of rhyme

"
(' Poems of the Sempills of

Beltrees,' by James Paterson, 1849).
THOMAS BAYNE.

Helensburgh, N.B.

May I be permitted to submit the following
remarks, from Dr. Guest's 'History of English
Rhythms,' 1882, for the consideration of MR.
A. C. JONAS, for from them he will see that Semple
can hardly be regarded as the originator of the
"
peculiar rhythmical verse

"
of which your corre-

spondent has quoted examples 'I Dr. Guest writes

(pp. 628-9) :

" Another kind of bob-wheel, essentially different, as
it would appear, from those we have considered, was
borrowed from the Troubadour. It was freely used
during the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth cen-
turies; and, in later times, has been immortalized by
the genius of Burns. The following extract, from a
love-song of the thirteenth century, is particularly
curious, inasmuch as in one of the staves the wheel is

repeated."

I give only the first verse :

Hou
|
ehal that

|
lef

| ly syng |

That thus
|
is mar I red in

| mournyng |

Heo
|
me wol

|
to deth

|
e bring |

Longe er
| my day |

Gret hir
|
e wel

|
that swet

|
e thing |

With e
| yenen gray.

The metrical divisions are Dr. Guest's. He con-
tinues :

"In this stave was written the '

Legend of Celestyn,'
perhaps as early as the thirteenth century; and, about
a century afterwards, the romance of '

Octavian.' It was
at the same period often used in the mysteries, thoughsoon afterwards it disappeared from our literature, andwas merely lingering in the songs of a remote district
when Burns again made its rhythm familiar to every
lover of English poetry."

F. 0. BIRKBECK TERRY.

^LITERARY PARALLELS IN BROWNING (8
th S.

viii. 246). The quotation from Isaac Williams,

given as a parallel to the passage in
'

Bishop
Blougram's Apology,' still more closely resembles

the following verses of Frangois Coppe"e, which
were sent to me some time since by one whose

friendship I owe entirely to our both being con-

tributors to
' N. & Q.':

De meme que Rousseau jadis fondait en pleura
A ces seuls mots :

' Voila de la pervenche en fours/
Je sais tout le plaisir qu'un souvenir peut faire.

Un rien, 1'heure qu'il est, 1'etat de I'atmosphere,
Un battement de coeur, un parfum retrouve,
Me rendent un bonbeur autrefois eprouve.
C'est fugitif, pourtant la minute eat exquise.
Et c'est pourquoi je suis tres heureux a ma guise

Lorsque, dans le quartier que je safe, je puis voir

Un calme ciel d'octobre a cinq heures du soir.

The incident to which reference is here made is

well known ; but it was when Rousseau actually
saw the flower in bloom at Cressier that he was so

affected, not when he was told of its being in

bloom. It is a pity that so beautiful a flower, and
one to which such associations are attached, should

have in English the ineuphonicus and shellfishy
name perivrinkle. C. 0. B.

" DRINK TO ME ONLY WITH THINE EYES "
(8

th S.

viii. 88, 212). The plagiarism from Philostratus (if

the exquisite use made by Jonson of his borrowed
material deserves so harsh a description) is fully
dealt with in 'N. & Q.,' 6th S. x. and xii. The
Greek original is given (not very accurately) OB

p. 366 of vol. x. Those curious in such matters

may be interested also in the following parallels
between Philostratus' s Love Letters and Herrick's
' Counsel to Girls':

(f>6ovfpb
li yap 6 vpovos KOLI rrjv avdovs (Zpav

d<aviet KCU rrjv KoAAovs ctK/i,i)v ctTrayet. /wjSev

jueAAc, <3 <f>0eyy6fj.evov poSov, aAA' e'cos escort
KCU 775, /ieraSos riiuv GJV e^eis. Vol. ii. p. 234,
Teubner text.

fiapaiverai KCU yvvr) /Mera poSojv, av fipaSvvr}.

p,r) fjifXXc, (S KaA^' Vol. ii. p. 250, Teubner
text. ALEX. LEEPER.

Trinity College, University of Melbourne.

THE EDELWEISS (8
th S. viii. 248). It is quite

a common belief that edelweiss should be gathered

by yourself to have a special charm to its owner,
viz., the permanent recollection of the place, time,
and circumstances under which this everlasting

Alpine flower, which the French not unfitly call

patte de lion, was gathered, often from some steep
rock of dangerous access, and beneath the eternal

snow. H. KREBS.
Oxford.

WARREN (8
th S. viii. 268). I hope the follow-

ing information may be of use to MR. FERET.
William Warren,of Fering, or Tering, in Essex, was
the father of Thomas Warren, of London, fuller, who
had a son (Sir) Ralph Warren, a mercer and mer-
chant of the staple at Calais. He was Sheriff in
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1528 and Lord Mayor in 1536 ; knighted 18 Oct.

1537. Married Joan, daughter and heir of John

Lake, of London, gent, (afterwards remarried to

Sir Thomas White, Lord Mayor). Sir Ralph
died 11 July, 1533, and was buried in the chance

of St. Swyth's or St. Sithe's Church, in Cheap
ward, under a marble tomb which states he was
an alderman and twice Lord Mayor also that hi

had two wives, Dame Christian and Dame Joan

His son Richard settled at Claybury, in Essex

and Joan his daughter married Sir Henry William

al's Cromwell. JOHN RADCLIFFE.

PARISH CHARITIES (8
tb S. viii. 27, 98, 156

276). The value attached to such permanenl
records of parochial charities is shown by the fact

(hat the serjeants-at-mace of Launceston, on

27 April, 1658, after "presenting" several cases

of neglect in paying these alms, wound up with,
" We present the want of a memorial! or Table in

the Church to Record the guifts and Benevolences

aforesaid." Whatever came of the suggestion, the

idea was adopted in later days, for in 1840 in-

scriptions in gilded letters were placed upon the

west gallery, narrating the conditions of each

charity and the securities in which they were

invested. DUNHEVED.

'THE KING'S QOAIR' (8
to S. viii. 147, 218,

274, 335). I do not understand what I have done
to draw down upon myself the ungenerous attack

at the last reference. Even a professor is entitled

to fair play, and I will now show that, in the

opinion of impartial readers, he has not had it.

The complaint is that "a diligent reader is

easily thrown off the scent by the very authorities

which should keep him on the trail."

The first charge is this :

" I refer to books pur-
porting to be authorities. I thought, for instance,
that the first copy of the MS. referred to was
made by W. Tytler, and appeared in his

'

Poetical

Remains of King James I.' in 1783."
Answer. The "

diligent reader
" has never con-

sulted this book, as he pretends to have done.

For the preface contains these facts. After telling
as that he was unable to find the MS., the editor

adds that he at last applied "to an ingenious

young gentleman, a student of Oxford, who
undertook the task, and found it immediately.
From a very accurate copy made by him {i.e., the

student, not the editor] the present publication is

given."* If Mr. Tytler had ever seen the MS.
he would have discovered that "

very accurate "

was a very incorrect epithet to apply to the said

copy.
In other words, MR. JONAS appeals to Tytler's

edition ; I reply that if he had really consulted
that work, he would have found that Mr. Tytler

expressly says, as plainly as he could speak, that

* See my preface, p. xliv.

he did not make the transcript himself, that he
could not find the MS., and that he had never
seen it. If he had, he would not have made such
fearful blunders.

The next charge is this :

" The word conyng in

my reading I understood meant '

cunning,' know-
ledge, or akin thereto

; and in this I was con-
firmed by the sense of the reading and by Cleish-
botham's handbook of the Scottish language."
Answer. Cleishbotham simply copied from

Jamieson's 'Dictionary,' and Jamieson is quite
correct. He says,

"
Co[n]nyng, s., knowledge,

skill"; and refers to stanza 18 of the 'Kingis
Qaair,' where my edition (I repeat that it is the

only correct one) gives these lines :

My wit vnto the saile that now I wynd,
To seke connyng, though I bot lytill fynd.

And now, what says my glossary ?
"
Connyng,

skill, 18, 50 "
; and again,

"
Connyng, skilful,

97." I need not add that my references refer to

the stansas of the poem, not to any canto ; for it

so happens that the
'

Kingis Quair
'
is not divided

into cantos, as some of the editors (not having
consulted the MS.) so coolly pretend.

I may add that the MS. distinguishes these

words from conyng, a rabbit, by the use of a
double n in the middle of the word.
The third (ridiculous) charge is this : "In the

most bumble way I venture the opinion that
'

cony
' or '

coney
'

would probably be the correct

transcription of the word in the passage to which
PROF. SKEAT refers."

Answer. I am of opinion that " rabbit "

means the same as "coney,"and is more intel-

igible to the general. Nevertheless, what says

my glossary ]
"
Conyng, s., coney, 157."

Will MR. JONAS express regret? My expe-
rience is that nothing of the sort ever happens ;

no professor can expect it.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

THE RIVER EFFRA (8
th S. viii. 282). I have

ead DR. SPARROW SIMPSON'S account of this

river
; it is correct so far as it goe?, but incom-

plete. DR. SIMPSON, when mentioning the

ffluent the Effra received at the " Half Moon
nn

"
at Dulwich, asks,

" Or may this be the main
tream ?

" No ; for whereas the Effra, as DR.
SIMPSON correctly says, rose in the high grounds
f Norwood, this affluent, a small rivulet only,
O3e between Streatham Hill and Knight's Hill,

both considerably north of Norwood.
At a point somewhere between the present

31apham and South Lambeth roads, in what used

ormerly to be called Fentiman's Fields, whilst

he main stream continued in a north-easterly

ireotion towards Vauxhall, a branch of it turned

n a northerly direction towards the South Lam-
eth Road, flowing through what was then Caroon

'ark, and afterwards the Lawn estate, and is now
Vauxhall Park. The river ran along the lane
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leading by the side of the present Vauxhall Park
to the Crown works of Messrs. Higgs & Hill, at

the corner of the lane turning almost at right

angles up the South Lambeth Road towards Vaux-
hall. I remember the little bridges which, as in

the Brixton Road, gave access to the houses in the

road. But according to an old map this branch
of the Effra, after reaching the South Lambeth

Eoad, crossed it and a Mr. Freeman's land, lying
between it and the Kingston Highway, as the

Wandsworth Road was then called, and thus
reached the Thames. The main stream of the

Effra, running in a north-easterly direction, passed
into the Thames at Vauxhall under a bridge called

Cox's Bridge.
I gather these details from old maps in my

possession, and from oral evidence of old in-

habitants. A gardener, recently deceased, who
had worked on the Lawn estate for more than

fifty years, told me he had often seen the Effra in

Lawn Lane assume the proportions of a river,

wide and deep enough to bear large barges, which
statement gives countenance to the tradition that

Queen Elizabeth frequently in her barge visited

Sir Noel Caroon, the Dutch ambassador, who
lived at Caroon House on the site of which
stand the mansion and factory of Mark Beaufoy,
Esq. and which Sir Noel was a great favourite
of hers. Caroon Park extended from the present
Dorset Road to Kennington Oval.

0. W. HECKETHORN.
P.S. I have before me a print showing Lam-

beth Marsh in 1670 ; between the present Lam-
beth Road and the river scarcely a dozen houses
are to be seen.

We have still at Herne Hill some traces of the
lost river, the Effra. In its course, after leaving
the Dulwich Fields, it flowed through the estate

of Springfield, and here can still be seen portions
of the dry bed of the river. It would appear to

have been wider here than elsewhere, and in

depth about nine feet, with banks shaded by old
trees and thickly covered with ivy and other

trailing plants. The estate, formerly a charming
specimen of the rural retreats peculiar to the
hamlet of Dulwich, is now given over to the

builder, and is all new roads, houses, and build-

ing materials
; the trees have been cut down, and

the bed will soon be filled in. Then there will be
nothing to remind us of the river but the names
which will still cling to the old houses and roads.

ROBERT RAYNER.
Herne Hill, S.E.

TURNPIKE-GATE TICKETS (7
th S. ix. 228, 296 ;

8th S. viii. 312). It may be as well to note, in
the interests of truth, that on "

the extract from
the Local Government Journal "

being reprinted in
the Times and other newspapers a few weeks
since, the statement that "only one remains in

existence " was contradicted by a North-Country
writer, who said that there are still two others
near (I think) Newcastle-on-Tyne. There still is,
I fancy at all events, there was only four or five

years ago a turnpike on the road between Hamp-
stead and Frognal, just behind the old parish
church. E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

Little roundels of clay, stamped with an initial,

appear to have been used on the Epping road by
certain persons passing through the gateways. It

is suggested that they were used by people who
compounded with the road trustees by an annual

payment. A list of compounders in 1769 is given
in Winstone's '

Extracts from the Minutes of the

Epping and Ongar Trust
'

(1891). Two of the clay
roundels are in the Epping Forest Museum at

Chingford. I. C. GOULD.
Loughton.

RUNIC INSCRIPTIONS (8
th S. viii. 327). So far

as I know, the best work on runic inscriptions
is the late Prof. George Stephens's 'The Old
Northern Runic Monuments of Scandinavia and

England, now first Collected and Described,' 3 vols.

folio, 1868-1884. There is a copy of this learned
and beautiful book in the London Library.

EDWARD PEACOCK.

The article "Runes" in the new edition of
' Chambers's Encyclopedia' will supply the
desired information, in addition to a list of the
chief works on the subject. ISAAC TAYLOR.

'THE BONNIE BANKS o' LOCH LOMON' AND
THE PRETENDER (8

th S. viii. 147, 215). Curiously
enough, if this song has "

fallen into desuetude," a

young English lady sang it in my house only a
week or so before the original query appeared in
' N. & Q.' Her copy was one of a recent edition,
edited by A. C. Macleod and Harold Boulton, and
on the title-page the song was described as "an
old Scottish

"
one. C. C. B.

RIDDLE :
"A HEADLESS MAN," &c. (7

th S. i.

320 ; x. 268, 374, 491 ; xi. 238, 352). I think I
have found the answer to the above riddle. The
riddle as given to me was this :

A headless man had a letter to write;
He who wrote it had lost his sight ;

The dumb repeated it word by word ;

And deaf was he who hearkened and heard.

This is my answer :

The man who wrote had one hand, but no head ;

The words he wrote had no meaning when read
;

The wise men read words, but were dumb to reprove ;

And Belehazzar's deaf conscience no warning could move.

BENJAMIN S. CLARKE, D.D.
Christ Church, Southport.

' AURORA VON KONIGSMARK '

(8
th S. viii. 247)

The correct title of the work in question is,
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"Aurora Konigsmark und ihre Verwandten, Zeit-

bilder aus dem 17 und 18 Jabrhundert von Wilh.
Friedr. Palmblad, 6 Teile, 8vo., Leipzig, 1848-53"

(published by Brockhaus, translation from the

Swedish by Kretzschmar). For a summary of her

life, and for the title of an earlier and far more

trustworthy record, by Fr. Cramer (published in

3 vols. at Quedlinburg and Leipzig, 1833-6), I

must refer your inquirer to vol. xvi. of the '

Allge-
nieine Deutsche Biographic

'

(Leipzig, 1882).
H. KREBS.

Oxford.

GRACE CHURCH (8
th S. viii. 148). A corre-

spondent refers to Grace Church, in Broadway,
New York City, as a "

costly building." I have

put up a good many times at the St. Denis Hotel,

immediately opposite the edifice in question, and,
whilst admitting it may be a "

costly
"

as well as

fashionable place of worship, must say it is most

disappointing from an architectural point of view.

There is nothing "churchy" about it, especially
its inside. Indeed, the interior probably reminds
the average English Churchman more of a Dissent-

ing place of worship than of anything else I can
think of. The church in Gracechurch Street,

London, was dedicated to St. Bene't. My old friend

the late George Godwin, F.S.A., in his
' Churches

of London '

(1839), referring to it, says :

" Diceto mentions '
S. Benedict! Gars-Church

'
in his

survey made at the end of the twelfth century ; so that
it was evidently founded at an early period of our his-

tory. It was dedicated to St. Benedict (vulgarized to

St. Bene't), the founder of the Benedictine order of
monks ; and, according to Stow, was called Grass-Church,
to distinguish it from other churches of the same name,
because that the herb market was held opposite its

western door."

HARRY HEMS.

DIVISION IN Music (8
th S. viii. 281). MB.

MOUNT does not appear to have met with this

term in any foreign language ; but is it not in Du
Bartas ? Sylvester, at least, has it, and he does
not print the verses in italics, as is his custom with
flourishes of his own. The passage I refer to is in

the description of the nightingale's song, in the

fifth day of the first week of
' The Divine Weekes

and Works,' and is particularly interesting, because
it may have suggested the phrase

" amorous
descant" to Milton :

Thence thirty steps, amid the leafie Sprayes,
Another Nightingale repeats her Layes,
Just Note for Note, and adds some Strain at last,
That she hath conned all the Winter past :

The first replyes, and descants there-upon ;

With divine warbles of Division,
Redoubling Quavers.

0. C. B.

DORSET DIALECT (8
th S. viii. 285). The words

inquired about under this heading exist in Devon
and Somerset, but for Dorset I am unable to speak.
The places, however, mentioned by your corre-

spondent, viz., Beer and Oakford, are both in the
former county. The spelling of provincial words
in legal documents cannot be fully relied upon,
inasmuch as it only represents the appreciation of

the legal draftsman, often from "foreign parts,"
without local knowledge. I have seen examples
of the same kind in very recent documents. The
quotation given supplies evidence that the writer

of it was unacquainted with two of the words he

used, because he gives translations, probably
obtained at hearsay from his witness. At present
a haulier is a well-known tradesman, who under-
takes the road transport of any kind of commodity.
" John Jones, Haulier," may be seen on carts from
Bristol to the Land's End. A draught horse is

often called a hauler, especially timber-hauler, one
suitable for and used to dragging heavy timber.

The medial i or y gives a frequentative sense, as

of one who is constantly hauling. The same form
occurs in livier, an inhabitant, t. e., one continually

living at a place. Lovier is something more than a
mere lover. Van is the scribe's form of varth, i. e.t

litter. A sow farroivs in literature, but do varry
in Somerset, and varreth in Devon; hence the

progeny is the varth, precisely as the crop mown
is the math. Hame is our common word ham,
alluvial meadow, near a river, liable to be flooded.

The foregoing are all treated in the 'West Somerset

Word Book,' E.D.S. The only difficult word in

the extract is quillitts, which perhaps your corre-

spondent can explain, as he makes no inquiry about

it. It looks singularly like a lawyer's attempted
translation of a word he could not understand.

Bailey says,
"
Quillets are quibblets, from quidlibett

[? lawyers'] subtilties, quibbles, chicanery"; and

Shakespere, writing contemporaneously with the

document quoted, uses quillets as a legal word,

"quillets of law," &c. What Robert Child, of

Oakford, gave on the east side of the bridge con-

sisted of two pieces of flat meadow land (with no

quillitts whatever belonging to them). It so

happens that the local technical word is perfectly

well understood, while the legal one intended to

explain it has no meaning in that connexion.

F. T. ELWORTHT.

VALSE (8
th S. viii. 29, 78, 116, 171). In a copy

of 'Poems attributed to Lord Byron,' published in

Paris, he is said to be the author of the seven lines

commencing with

What ! the girl I adore by another embraced ?

and after the sentiments expressed in his poem
'The Waltz,' I think it is probable they came

from his pen. Henry G. Bohn, in his
'

Dictionary

of Quotations from the English Poets,' 1881, gives

Thomas Moore as the author ; but I fail to trace

the lines in any of his works.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

From my father I learned one of these supposed

impromptus on the subject of waltzing. It
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purports to be addressed by an indignant lorer to

his betrothed and her partner :

You've brushed the bloom from the peach,
From the rose its soft hue.

What you 've touched you may take.

Pretty waltzer, adieu.

And I cannot help owning that with the spirit of

CHARLOTTE G. BOGEB.
it I have always agreed.

Chart Sutton.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (8
th S. viii.

129, 219).
Ama et fac quod vis.

This should be "Dilige, et quod vis fac," and will be
found in St. Augustine's works,

' Tract, in Epp. S. John,'
vii. 8 (vol. iii. p. 2033, Migne's

'

Patrol.'). G.

(8"> S. viii. 169, 219.)

Wein, Wein, und Gesang.
MB. EASTON'S suggested translation of the chorus to

the song which the philosophical Goethe puts into the
mouth of the theological Luther is much the same as

that which Philip Firmin sang at his call supper:
Who loves not wine, woman, and song,
He is a fool all his life long.

' Adventures of Philip,' ch. vii.

Solomon's opinion was different; but Solomon had not
the advantage of reading either Goethe or Luther.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &0.

A New English Dictionary on Historical Principles.
Edited by Dr. James A. H. Murray. Vol. III.

[Part IV.J and Vol. IV. [Part III.]. (Oxford,
Clarendon Press.)

SUBSTANTIAL progress is being made with the great
Oxford dictionary, two quarterly parts of which are now
before us. The earlier portion

"
Depravative

"
to

*'
Development "is under the direct charge of Dr.

Murray, and contains in all 1,428 words as against 247 in

Johnson, 816 in the 'Century,' 887 in the 'Encyclo-
paedic,' and 940 in Funk's '

Standard.' Turning to the
illustrative quotation?, the superiority of the Oxford

dictionary is far more remarkable, 7,200 quotations
being opposed to numbers varying from 151 to 1,117.
The present section deals principally with words with
the Latin (and French) prefix de, the list of which it

almost exhausts. A few words only such as depth,
dervish, desk, despot, &c. come into another category.
The most interesting word or phrase, historically con-
sidered, is, perbapc, derring-do, which Dr. Murray
characterizes as a "

piece of Wardour Street English."
The foster parents of this word appear to have been
Spenser among the Elizabethans and Scott among the
later Georgians. The first use by Chaucer was in the
form dorring eZon=daring to do. For the " chain of
misunderstandings and errors" which led to its being
treated as a substantive combination=desperate courage,
we must refer the reader to the 'Dictionary' or the
Athenaeum. The curious change that has come over
detritus is fully illustrated. Its original and proper use
is rubbing away, as

"
the detritus of granite." Gradually

it has become misused, until it is taken to signify an
accumulation of debris of any sort, the last quotation
given speaking of " a detritus of ruin in every corner,
composed of broken toys, sofa-pillowa foot-stools"

Many instances of the stiange theological use of depra-

vity are furnished, the last quotation of the word m th

sense being,
" Both the elect and non-elect come into the

world in a state of total depravity and alienation from

God, and can of themselves do nothing but sin !

highly interesting treatise upon the word deuce repays

close study, but will probably be more seriously consider*

by most readers in connexion with devil, which will

appear in the next pait. The earliest use of deuce m
the sense of bad luck is by Thomas Randolph, It

that of deuced is not traced until 1782. Thackeray

appears to have been the first to employ deucedly.

Descant, now only used poetically or historically, is the

subject of an admirable article. We turn at once to

seek the delightful quotation from George Withers
" General invitation to praise Godwin

his
'

Hallelujah;

or, Britain's Second Remembrancer
'

:

To this consort when we eing,

Whistling winds, your descants bring.

We find it, but, somewhat to our discontent, quoted at

second hand from Roundell Palmer's
' Book of Praise,

with consort spelt "concert." Wither deserves to be

studied in the original. At the time when the fi

extracts were made we should ourselves have been but

too glad to have gone through his work?, most of t

original editions of which we had. How many people

know that derrick is derived from the name Derrick-

Dutch Dirk, or German Dietrich, a well-known hang-

man at Tyburn 1

The second instalment,
" Fee

"
to "

Field," is issued

under the care of Mr. Henry Bradley. The number of

words it contains is somewhat larger, being 1,645 as

against 231 in Johnson and 1,066 in Funk's 'Standard.

The majority of the words in this section belong to old

or early Middle-English. Fetish, which has a very in-

teresting history, is earlier than might have been sur-

mised, being used in the form falissos or gods in Ibid

(Purchae). Its next form, in 1696, isfaleish. Fetish is

first traced in 1735, but eleven years later the word

fetissos is found. Under fetch, substantive and verb,

much valuable matter is supplied. It is held, in opposi-

tion to Grose, concerning/efcA=apparition, that there

no evidence that it ever was in popular use elsewhere than

in Ireland. The ultimate etymology of felon is held

be uncertain, the conjecture that finds most favour being

that it is from /Z=gall. Fellow and the words com-

bined with it occupy a large space. The root word nrst

appears in 1016 as feolaia, afterwards felay. Here,

again, the full explanation of the growth of the word i

too elaborate to be transferred to our columns, feud is

a word to which the editor calls attention. Much th

is interesting is also told us under fiddle and its con

binations. No satisfactory derivation has in this case

been found. The descent from vitula, vidula, whence

Old French viole, finds, as it deserves, some favour.

I

I

Fiddle-de-dee admits of no very satisfactory explanation

Bibliographica. Part VII. (Kegan Paul & Co.)

THE quarterly issue of Billiographica leads off with an

essay by Mr. John W. Bradley upon
' Venetian Ducali.

Four beautiful miniatures from these MSB., which

in Venice compensate for the absence of liturgical

MSS. such as are elsewhere found, are given. Ihese

consist of the Promissio of Antonio Grimani on his

election as Doge, 21 July, 1521 ; that of Giulio Con-

tareno, Procurator of St. Mark ;
a Commissio from Doge

Andrea Gubbi to Aloysio Capello ;
and one from Gero-

lamo Priolo, Doge, to Benedetto Semitecolo. They
furnish proof of the exquisite beauty of Venetian minia-

ture workmanship early in the sixteenth century, and

make one long for a volume of similar reproductions.
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Sir E. Maunde Thompson supplies many quaint illustra-

tions of ' The Grotesque and the Humorous in Illumina-

tions of the Middle Ages,' with explanatory comment of

the most valuable kind upon the origin of the taste fur

the grotesque. Another well-illustrated paper is that of

Mr. A. W. Pollard upon
' The Transference of Woodcuts

in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries.' Very strange
is the survival of woodblocks and their reappearance in

places far remote. The imitations, moreover, on which
Mr. Pollard dwells are often of signal interest, as the

recut in the edition of the 'Poliphilo,' 1546, repro-

ducing the scene of Poliphilo on the river's bank from
the earlier Italian '

Hypnerotomachia
'

of 1499 or 1545.

Here the alterations are very significant. We are dis-

posed to like the French cut the better. Mr. W. II.

Allnutt continues hia notices of '

English Provincial

Presses,' dealing, among others, with Sir H. Savile's

Eton Press, 1610-3. His article is largely occupied with

the publications on both sides during the Civil War.
Mr. Russell Martineau and Mr. Ernest Dressel North
send also contributions.

THE October number of the Quarterly contains two>

or perhaps three, political articles with which we have
DO concern ; all the rest deal with literature. We think

we see a tendency to gravitate towards graver matters

than was the fashion a decade or two ago. This, from
our point of view, is au unmixed good. Those who
crave for light reading are amply supplied on all sides.

It is well for the studious classes that their claims should

not be entirely disregarded except in the transactions of

the learned societies. The paper on the late Bishop

Lightfoot's
'

Apostolic Fathers
'

is extremely interesting,

and shows an amount of knowledge and power of mar-

shalling minute facts such as are possessed by very few of

us. Whether the conclusions arrived at will in every
case stand the test of time and of future discovery it

becomes us not to prophesy. As setting forth the learn-

ing of the present nothing can be more admirable.

Half-educated people are wont to think that translation

from one language into another is very easy work. We
have not infrequently heard the late Prof. Jowett and
other great scholars laughed at for making what their

ignorant critics chose to designate "cribs." We trust

such persons will lay to heart the instruction contained

in ' The Art of Translation.' So far from translation

being easy work, it is one of the severest tasks to which
a scholar can devote himself. The paper on Tasso is

bright and charming, but the writer gives his readers,
we fear, credit for a far greater knowledge of Italian

sixteenth century history than they can justly claim.
'

Freeman, Froude, and Seeley
'

is a shrewd
appreciation

of three great historians, who differed widely in their

methods as well as in their appreciation of the world in

which they lived. It is too early to draw comparisons ;

if, however, it had to be done it is not easy to see how
it could have fallen into better hands.

WE apprehend that not a few readers will turn, in the

first instance, in the Edinburgh Review, to the scholarly

paper on '

Argon and Helium.' We have read much in

newspapers and elsewhere during th_e
last few months of

the discovery of these elements ; but there are very few
of us, except those who have become learned in the

higher chemistry, who have a clear notion of the nature

of these long-hidden substances. We cannot hope that

the present paper will make all things plain, but it is by
far the best explanation of a very difficult subject that

we have yet encountered. The paper on the lute Mr.
Ulric Ralph Burke's '

History of Spain
'

is more of a

synopsis of the history of the peninsula than a review of

the work which heads the article. The author knows
hie subject well, and is, so far as we can see, free from

most of those prejudices which cloud the judgments of
so many of us when we write on Spanish matters We
are far from wishing to depreciate Mr. Burke's '

History
'

It is a conscientious piece of work ; but we think the
reviewer speaks too highly of a book which is far too
circumscribed for so vast a subject.

'
Mediaeval Cyprus

'

is a delightful paper. Most Englishmen know so little
of the history of this noble island whose annals go back
as it has been said,

" to the beginning of things "thatwe cannot be too grateful that one who baa evidently
devoted much thought to the study of that great crusad-
ing centre has imparted to the world some part of hia
knowledge. The paper is capable of almost unlimited
expansion. The sketch of the life of John of Ibelin is

especially striking. In life and death he comes before
us like a hero of romance. Those who watch history as
it unfolds itself will derive much information from ' The
French in Madagascar.'

THE paper to which we first turned in the Fortnightly
was the Book-Collecting as a Fine Art '

of Mr. Julian
Moore. Unfortunately, the article is less interesting
than its title promise?. Mr. Moore is too much addicted
to a five-pound limit. First we find that " no binding-
that would at all come within the range of connoisseur
criticism could be executed under five pounds"; and
later we are told that "any volume that fetches lees
than five pounds by auction is not considered to have
yet attracted much attention." Even worse heresies
than the above are ventilated, and we feel, on the whole
that no arraigner of book-collecting has as yet dealt the
subject blows so serious as those administered by its
avowed friend and defender. In ' The Burns and Dunlop
Correspondence' Mr. L. M. Roberts holds that what
would have lightened the burden of Burns was a greater
seme of humour. The italics are his. This lack of
humour it is, moreover, held displays itself sometimes in"
faults of taste." Of Burns we are again told that there"
is no genuine fun in either bis letters or his poems,"

and that he "frowned at the world, reproached it,
mocked it ; he never laughed at it with genial kind-
liness." This of a poet who could find a word of kind-
ness for " the Deil

"
strikes us as strange criticism. Mr.

Hugh Chisholme's suggestions
' How to Counteract the"

Penny Dreadful
''' ' do not seem specially helpful.

Prof. Sully's
' The New Study of Children

'

is a capital
article. Madame Colmache tells a strange story,

' How
Cuba might have belonged to France.' The Nineteenth
Century opens with a poem by Mr. Swinburne, entitled
'

Trafalgar Day,' which, besides being very vigorous and"

patriotic, shows proofs, such as have not too often been
supplied of late, of the old fire and heat. Mr. T. C.

Hayllar sends an interesting account of ' The Chinese
View of Missionaries.' 'Hulderico Schmidel,' whom
Mr. R. B. Cunninghame Graham disentombs, is a Flemish
historian of the Spanish conquest of America. Some
strange folk-lore is communicated by this Flemish worthy.
There is thus " a butterfly, also, which turns first to a
worm and then into a rat, and which destroys the
crops; it feeds on human flesh." That the only safe

way to kill a crocodile is to hold a looking-glass before

your face, for if its eyes meet yours yon certainly turn
mad," he does not believe, having killed above three-
thousand crocodiles, and never had a looking-glass in his

Eos

session during all his "pilgrimages in the Indies."
ir Chanles Robinson sends a good paper on ' Art Con-

noiaseurship in England,' and pleads in favour of some
measure to prevent national loss by the dispersal of our

great private collections. Mr. J. Cuthbert Hadden writes
on 'The Change of our Musical Pitch.' Many other

important contributions appear, but some controversial
element in most renders them unsuitable for comment in

our columns. A writer hiding himself behind the curious
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pseudonym of "Etc. the Younger" celebrates, in the

New Review, the anniversary of Trafalgar by an article

on Nelson, which most will regard as disparagement.

Outside his profession Nelson was, our author holds,

with Thiers, un homme lorne. In his treatment of Lady

Nelson he is said to have "skirted the ignoble."^
His

motive in his career was to beat down the Jacobin in-

vasion
" the burning desire to meet and smite down the

insolent, anarchical invasive force which was threaten-

ng all Europe and us with a peculiar malignity of

venom." It was not " in Nelson to leave work half done.

His victories were conquests." We fail quite to see the

distinction in the last phrase. Mr. Herbert Vivian

furnishes a picture of 'James II. at Saint Germains.

Mr. Fitzmaurice-Kelly deals at some length with the

legend of ' Don Juan,' and its treatment in fiction.
' In

Imerina
'
will interest students of the French invasion

of Madagascar. Some very good short stories, including

a supposed adventure of a highwayman with Charles II.

at Fulham, form a striking and an acceptable feature in

the Review. With an altered and improved physiognomy,
now that it has passed into the hands of Messrs.

Macmillan, the Century comes before us. It may be

fancy, but we seem to trace in some of its illustrations a

nearer approach to English models. See notably
' Maid

Marian's Song.' Many familiar features are preserved.

Mr. Sloane's
' Life of Napoleon Bonaparte

'
is continued,

and has, as heretofore, numberless excellent illustrations.

' Kaiserworth and its Founder
' and ' Mural Decorations

in America
'

are excellent, the latter especially so. An
account of Signora Duse, and one of Robert^ Louis

Stevenson and his writings, are both accompanied by

food
portraits. Jehan-Georges Vibert sends an auto-

iographical sketch, which has a self-executed portrait

of the artist. As frontispiece, a singularly characteristic

figure of Titian is reproduced from that painter's
' Sacred

and Profane Love.' Scribner's supplies, as a frontis-

piece, an engraving of a striking and hitherto unpub-
lished picture of Scott by Wilkie. It presents the author

of ' Waverley
'

in his later years, reading intently a MS.
' Landmarks .of Manhattan '

is profusely and admirably
illustrated.

' Some Thanksgiving Fancies
'

is in a more

imaginative line, and is very happy. 'Specimens of

American Wood Engraving
'

are supplied. Among these

a portrait of M. Coquelin is of conspicuous merit. Pre-

sident Andrews's
'

History of the Last Quarter Century
in the United States' is continued. Among the con-

tents of the Pall Mall Magazine may be named 'A
Market Place Meet,' which is happily illustrated by
the author ; a vigorous continuation of ' Unknown Paris,"

supplying many pictures of artist?, models, interiors ol

studios, &c.; 'Christopher North, the Scottish Walton,'
and No. VII. of Mr. Grant Allen's ' Evolution in Early
Italian Art.

'

Macmillari's opens with an indictment ol

our system in dealing with ' Our Cavalry.' A good
account of Prosper M6rimee follows, and depicts him
as a remarkable, but hardly an amiable man. Man]
curious and interesting items of folk-lore may be gatherec
from ' The Note-book of a Country Doctor.'

' Some
Thoughts on Saint Bruno' may also be commended.

Temple Bar once more brims over with pleasant recol-

lections, some of them so interesting that we should like

to have seen them signed. First among these ia 'My
London Seasons,' which gives much curious information

concerning people in whom the world has not yet lost iti

interest. 'Breaking the Line' is an excellent naval
article.

' Times to Die '

deals with references in the

poets to the proper period wherein to quit the world
We fail to find Keats's " To cease upon the midnighl
with no pain." 'A French Squire's Diary in the Six
teenth Century

'

repays attention, in the OenUeman't
wherein' Col. Gleig writes on '

Sir Edward Hamley.'

?he English Illustrated opens with ' The Billop Mystery,'
plendidly told by Mr. Julian Hawthorne. ' The Mask
if Cromwell '

is reproduced after Lely. Accompanying
iommentB, by Mr. Anderson, include some good letters

rom the late T. Woolner. ' The Anglo-American Yacht
laces

' are well described by pen and pencil. In Long-
man's ' A Witch ! A Witch !

'

will be perused with
n tercet by our readers.

'

Through the Iron Gates in
i Pair-oared Gig

'

repays perusal. Chapman's has a

capital collection of stories, The Cornhill gives an
account of '

Havana,' and depicts
' A Convict Prison.'

St. Nicholas makes a new departure, and is very lively
,nd vivacious.

PART XV. of Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase and
Fable (Cassell & Co.) completes the work, to which
>refatory matter is supplied. The book, as our corre-

ipondents remind us, ia not perfect what human work
s 1 some errors, &c., having escaped detection. It is,

lowever, a great advance upon its predecessor, and is a

very valuable book of reference, a consultation of which
night save many needless applications to ' N. & Q.' Dr.
Srewer ia, as our readers know, indefatigable in his

efforts to correct and enlarge. Part XXVI. of Cassell'a

Gazetteer carries the alphabet to Horn or Home. Among
;he subjects with which it deals are the numerous Holy-
wells. A new volume of the Quiver begins this month,
opening with a pretty coloured design. The magazine
nas made a spurt of late, and is eminently suited to the
household.

PREHISTORIC MAN IN AYRSHIRE/ by John Smith,
author of ' The Stalagmites of Cleaves Cove/ is announced
for immediate publication by Mr. Elliot Stock. The work
furnishes a record and description of objects found in

the district, and is profusely illustrated with drawings
made on the spot.

THE Chief Officer of the Parks Department, London
County Council, is preparing a history of London's muni-

cipal parks and open spaces, and will be glad to receive

any matter of interest concerning them which is not
included in the ordinary histories. Address, Chief

Officer, Parks Department, County Hall, Spring Gardens,
S.W.

|]t0iijws to

We must call special attention to the following notices:

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

CHARLES S. PARTRIDGE ("Crux in 'In Memoriam'").
The question has been asked in ' N. & Q.,' without elicit-

ing any conclusive reply. See I8t S. iii. 142, 227; 4th S.
iv. 561 ; v. 52, 213, 352, 388, 543; 7th S. iv. 260. Shelley,
Coleridge, Longfellow, are advanced as the singer.

NOTICE.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher

"
at the Office,

Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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Notices to Correspondents.

./ENEAS SYLVIUS AND THE LIBRARY OF
ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL.

In a review of Bishop Creighton's Rede Lecture

on 'The Early History of the Renaissance in Eng-
land,' in the Times of 19 Sept., the following
carious passage is quoted :

" I have come across one testimony to a knowledge of

classics in England in early times which is so remark-

able, and so difficult of explanation, that I think it worth
mentioning even at the risk of seeming pedantic. .-Eneas

Sylvius, who certainly knew MSS., says that in the

library of St. Paul's in London he found an ancient his-

tory, written, according to its colophon, 600 years before,
that is, roughly speaking, about 800 to 850 A.D.

' The
writer of this history,' he goes on,

' was noted as the
Greek Thucydides, whom we know by report to have
been famous. I found, however, no translator's name.'

England was indeed far in advance of the rest of Europe
if at that early date it possessed a student capable of

translating Thucydides."

The passage cited is so full of interest that it

geemed worth while to turn to the original, a letter

written from Vienna, in 1451, Kalendaa Junii.

Here is an extract from it :

cxxvi.
.iEneaa Dei gratia Episcopus Senensis Domino Johanni

Hinderbach, Secretario Regio et amantissimo fratri

S.P.D.

Quserere multi solent undo sit Heraldorum nomen
exortum. Quis Heraldos primes instituit, et quid officii

genus hoc hominum inter mortales habeat. Quae res

mihi quoque aliquando fuerunt dubioe. Sed cupienti
plurima nosse, ut est humanum ingenium, quaerentique
certior fieri apud Angliam, quse olim Britannia dicebatur,
in sacrario nobilis aedis Sancti Pauli Lundoniensis, vetua
historia in manus veriit, ante annos sexcentos, ut signatum
erat, conscripta, quae si vera est et meae potest et aliorum
satisfacere cupiditati. In ea quid invenerim tibi

scribere decrevi, ut acri tuojudicio cum viro primario
et doctissimo Domino Ulrico de Monte Solis quid tenen-
dum sit censeas, mihique rescribas.

Autor historiae Thucidides Graecus annotatua erat,

quern fama celebrem clarum novimus, translatoria nomen
nullum inveni. Constat taraen peritum fuisse, qui
magnum ilium et facundisaimum autorem Latinae linguae
non minorem quam Graecus est reddidit.

The letter is taken from "J^nese Sylvii Picco-
lominei Senensis opera quae extant omnia"
(4to., Basileae, 1551).

Here, then, is a very clear statement that ^Eneas

Sylvius saw in St. Paul's Cathedral, in sacrario,
a translation of Thucydides into Latin, and not

only that, but into Latin as good as was the Greek

original itself.

tineas Sylvius Piccolomini was born 18 Oct.,

1405; he was secretary to Cardinal Capranica, and
served in the same capacity several persons of high
dignity :

"He was despatched on a special mission to Scot-
land to restore a certain prelate to the favour of the

king. He visited the wonders of populous and most

wealthy London. He saw the noble church of St. Paul's,
the sumptuous tombs of the kings at Westminster, the
Thames with the rapid ebb and flow of its tide, and the

bridge like a city."

He seems to have visited a place still more

remarkable, for
" he saw also a village where men

were said to be born with tails." Unfortunately
be has not set down its name. The story of his

visit is told in most graphic fashion by Dean
Milman, in his

'

History of Latin Christianity
'

(vol. viii. 417-421). In 1458 JEneas Sylvius was
raised to the Papal throne under the name of

Pius II., holding that dignity till his death in

1464. Milman does not give the exact date of

the visit to London ; probably it was shortly before

1438.

The perusal of the letter, a part of which is

transcribed above, led me to consult an early

catalogue of the Cathedral Library. In Dngdale's
'

History of St. Paul's Cathedral
'

(edition of Sir

Henry Ellis, pp. 392-398) is a catalogue of the

books in the new library of the cathedral, which
had been recently erected over the cloister of

Pardon-Chirche-Hawe, on the north side of the

church. It is entitled :

" Ealendarium sire Inventorium indentatum : factum
inter MagistrumWillielmum Say, Decanum, et capitulum
Ecclesias Cathedralia S. Pauli London ac Rogerum
Mersh, unum Executorem Testament! Walteri Shyring-
tone Clerici defuncti, nuper Cancellarii Regis Henrici
Sexti Ducatus sui Lancastriae, ac Canonici Stagiarii

ejusdem Eccleaiae, ex una parte, et magistrum Johannem
Raven et David Hampstede, Capellanos perpetuoa
Cantariae dicti Walteri fundatae in capella sua situata
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nuper inchoata, et per ejua Executores plene constructa

super claustrum cimiterii ejuedem Eccleaiae, vocatum

Pardon-Chirche-Hawe, et liberatis praefatis Capellanis,

ut custodibus dictae Librariae, xxv die mensia Martii,

Anno Domini M coco LVIII."

This document is printed "ex vet. Rotulo in bibl.

Hattoniana."
It must be confessed that this is a long heading

with which to burden the pages of 'N. & Q.,' but

long as it is, it does not convey all the information

that could be desired. Walter Shyringtone was

evidently the founder of the library, so far as the

buildings were concerned ; they were erected above

the famous cloister (the old library at Lambeth
Palace occupied a similar position) by means

of his generous bequest. He also founded a

chantry for two priests, the first incumbents of

which were appointed librarians. He was Canon
of Lincoln as well as of St. Paul's : he died in

1448 ; and he left, says Dugdale, 3,233Z. 18s. 4d,
" which was kept in an iron chest in the vestry of

this church [St. Paul's], whereof 319Z. was in

groats, and all the rest in gold." Mr. Maxwell

Lyte gives a summary of a deed still preserved in

the cathedral, in which mention is made of the

bags of money found by the executors in the said

iron chest in 27 Henry VI., the value of the whole

amounting to more than 1,1002. (Historical MSS.
Commission, Ninth Report, p. 58).
But an important question remain?. Were all

the books included in the catalogue, Kalendarium,
or inventory the gift of Walter Shyringtone ; or

were some of them already the property of the

cathedral, newly placed in the library erected by his

generosity 1 The heading of the document speaks
" de omnibus et singulis libris existentibus in nova
Libraria." The evidence is not decisive, to

mind.

Dugdale does not make the matter very clear

He says that Walter Shiryngtone's wealth,

"as it was of a large extent, eo of no less latitude wa
his mind. For, upon the West quadrature of that fai

cloyster, environing the place called Pardon Chircl

Haw, he began the building of a goodly library, which
his executors perfected, and stored with many excellen

books, all manuscript, in those days of no small coal

as by the Catalogue in my Appendix may seem. Where
unto I have added those as the learned Leland, temp
Hen. VIII., taketh notice of." Dugdale's

'
St. Paul's,

p. 92, referring to Leland'a '

Collect.,' vol. iii. p. 37.

Leland adds a short list of twenty-two volumes
some of which have already appeared in the in

ventory already cited (see Dugdale, p. 399).
It seems natural to suppose that into this ne

library, so munificently built, and stored wit
valuable manuscripts, would also be gathere
whatever other volumes the cathedral migh
possess. If all the books were the gift of Shiryng
tone, as well as the building in which they wer

i were :

'

laced, then the catalogue will be of no use for

purpose for which I hare now consulted it, for

le
'

Inventory
' was not compiled until Borne

wenty years after the date to which we have

ssigned the visit of jEneas Sylvius. If, however,
le books which already belonged to the cathedral

ere arranged together with those which Shiryng-
one bequeathed, then we shall have in this list an
numeration of the books which our distinguished
isitor consulted

"
in sacrario."

In any case, a brief examination of the catalogue
f 1458 may be of some interest to the readers of

N. & Q.' It is certainly a remarkable collection,

onsisting of about 174 volumes. Let us first

baerve, in connexion with /Eneas Sylvius's letter,

he classical books which it comprised. Here were :

Seneca de dementia, ad Neronem.

Epistolae Senecas ad Paulum.
Seneca de naturalibua quaestionibus ad Lucillum.
Tullius in Rethoricia.

Virgilius in Bucolicia.

Liber Romans Historiae.

Suetonius de Vita Caesarura.

Josephus de Judaico Bello.

There were, also, two copies of a book entitled!
'

Magister Historiarum,' which might have been

ihought to represent a classical author but for the

second title,
"
vel materia scolastica." The trans-

ation of Thucydides is not to be found amongst
the classical books.

Of portions of the Bible and postilla upon certain

passages there were about seventy-one, besides
" una magna biblia." There were commentaries

by De Lyra, St. Gregory, Ralph de Diceto ('Postilla

super Ecclesiasticum et super librum Sapientiae '),

Hugo de Vienna (super Matthseum), and Lathbury;
together with two copies of

'

Aurora, id est, Biblia

versificata.'

Of Sermons, the ' Summa Prsedicatorum,' and
discourses of Gorham, Abbevile, and William de
Rowell.
Of Fathers, a goodly store, Augustine standing

first with some forty-nine treatises (gome in dupli-

cate), St. Gregory with nine pieces, Chrysostom
and St. Bernard with two each, St. Jerome with

one. Of later ecclesiastical writers, Anselm,
Robert Grostest, Richard de Sancto Victore.

Of Service Books there are none, for these were

kept elsewhere. But of books upon ritual subjects
there were '

Speculum Curatorum,'
'

Pupilla Oculi,'
'

Expositio Symbol!,'
'

Expositio Orationis Domi-

nicse,' 'Tractatus de Sacramento Eukaristiae,'
' Innocentius de Misteriis Missarum,'

'

Orationes

Augustini et Ambrosii dicendse ante Missam,' and
the 'Summa Confessornm.'

In History, the books of our great Dean Ralph
de Diceto, 'Flores Historiarum Fratris Martini,'
and ' De Gestis Britonnm.' The grand volume of

Ralph de Diceto is still extant, but it has strayed
to Lambeth Library ; it is a noble example of

writing.
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Of Medical Books a few : Galen, Ypocrates,

Philaretus, Theophilus, Constantinus Africanus,

Egidius, and Avicenna. The last is still to be

seen in a show-case in the library.

Of Biographies only these :
' Isidorus de ortu

et obitu Patrum,'
' Visio S. Edwardi Confessoris,'

' Historia Trium Regum Beatorum '; together with

Jeronimus, Gennadius, Isidorus,
' De Cathalogo

Virorum Illustrium.'

On Canon Law, Civil Law, and the Decretals, a

few volumes. Of St. Thomas and his commentators,
seven treatises.

Of Miscellaneous Books it seems only necessary
to mention the

'

Purgatorium Patricii,'
'

Reperto-
riura Morale sive Dictionarium,' Boethias, and
two treatises upon grammar.
The Missals and Service Books were kept in

the treasury, under the care of the sacrist. And
a catalogue of these is extant, compiled in I486.

It is printed in Dugdale (pp. 399-401). The
office books of the various chantries were kept, I

think, in the chantry chapels, each of which seems
to have had its own separate furniture, ornaments,

vestments, and books.

Of all this grand collection the merciless fires

which ravaged the cathedral, and the profane hand
of the despoiler, have destroyed or alienated all

save a very scanty remnant.
W. SPARROW SIMPSON.

OUR SAXON KINGS AND THEIR
REPRESENTATIVE.

For six hundred years, viz., from 1087 to 1687,
the sovereigns of England claimed the throne as

heirs and successors of William the Conqueror.
Of the twenty-seven monarchs (including Lady
Jane Dudley, tbe nine days' queen) who ruled

during that time, seventeen only were the un-
doubted heirs and representatives of William, the

right of the other ten being more or less open to

dispute.
When King James I. succeeded Queen Eliza-

beth in 1602/3 he did so as the heir of William
the Conqueror, beyond question. To him suc-

ceeded Charles I., Charles II., and James II., in

due rotation, and with the last-named sovereign
ended the list of kings who claimed to represent
the Conqueror. His representative, at the present

time, is H.R.H. the Princess Louise of Bavaria,
who is the heiress in blood of King Charles I.

But, after all, there were kings of England
before William I., and it is, to say the least, as

interesting from a genealogical point of view to

trace the representation of Egbert, the first king of

all England, as that of the bastard son of Robert
the Devil ; and yet how few have ever asked them-
selves the question, Who is the representative of

Egbert in the present year of grace 1895 ?

Twice in the course of English history since the

Conquest the "pure Saxon line" was supposed

to have been restored to the throne : once when
Henry I. married as his first wife the Princess

Matilda, eldest daughter of Malcolm III., King of

Scots, by Margaret (the saint), who was the heiress

of the Saxon line, and by this alliance it was sup-

posed, as Sandford says,
"
that the two families of

the Normans and Saxons were united in the

sovereignty "; and secondly when James VI., the

descendant of Matilda's brother David, united the

crowns of England and Scotland five hundred

years later
;

but the latter supposition was as

incorrect as tbe former.

Henry II., when he ascended the throne, united
in his own person the blood of both the Saxon
and the Norman races, being descended equally
from Edmund Ironsides and William the Con-

queror ;
but he was not the representative of the

former in any sense. His great-grandmother, St.

Margaret of Scotland, had four sons, and her repre-
sentation naturally vested in these and not in

her daughters, from the elder of whom Henry
descended. King James VI. of Scotland was the

heir of line of Robert Bruce, King of Scots, but

was only a younger coheir of King Malcolm Can-

more by his wife Margaret, sister of Edgar
Atheling and heiress of the Saxon kings. The
elder representation of the said Margaret vested

in the house of Baliol, and the claims of the other

competitors for the crown of Scotland after the

death of Margaret, the granddaughter and heiress

of Alexander III., were set aside in favour of

John Baliol, the great-grand-nephew of King
William the Lion, who was acknowledged as King
of Scotland in 1292. His issue havingbecome extinct

in 1363, the representation of the ancient kings of

Scotland as well as of the Saxon kings of England

passed to Ingelram de Coucy (afterwards Earl of

Bedford), which Ingelram was the great-great-

grandson of Ada Baliol, the second sister of King
John Baliol (the eldest sister, Margaret, having
died s.p.), who married William de Lindsay of

Limberton, and left an only daughter and heir

Christina, who married Ingelram, Lord de Coucy,

great-grandfather of Ingelram, Earl of Bedford,
aforesaid.*

The eldest daughter and coheir of Ingelram, Earl

of Bedford (by the Princess Isabel, eldest daughter
of Edward III.), was Mary de Coucy, who
married Henry de Bar, Marquis of Pont-a-Mousson

and Lord of Oisy, by whom she had an only sur-

viving son Robert, Count of Marie and Soissons,

who was slain at the battle of Agincourt, 25 Oct.,

1415, leaving an only daughter and heir Jane,

who married Louis de Luxembourg, Count of

St. Pol, and had two sons, the elder of whom

* Mr. Townend, in his otherwise valuable work
' The Descendants of the Stuarts,' utterly misrepresents

these facts, and asserts that the representation of the

Baliol family centred finally in the youngest sister of

John Baliol, wife of John Comyn, Lord of Badenoch.
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died unmarried, and the second, Peter, Count of

St. Pol, died in 1482, leaving two daughters and
coheirs. The elder of these, Mary, Countess of

St. Pol and Soissons, married Francis de Bourbon,
Count of Vendome,* whose great-grandson and

representative Henry, King of Navarre, became

King of France upon the death of Henry III. in

1589.

Upon the death, on 24 Aug., 1883, of the Comte
de Chambord, the lineal descendant and repre-
sentative of Henry IV., King of France and

Navarre, the representation of John Baliol, King
of Scotland (and consequently of the Saxon kings
of England), vested in his nephew, H.E.H. Robert,
Duke of Parma, eldest son and heir of the Princess

Louise de Bourbon (Madame de France), Duchess
of Parma, his sister, who predeceased him 1 Feb.,
1864.

This prince is the undoubted representative of

King Alfred the Great and of all the subsequent
kings of England of the Saxon race until the

Norman Conquest. The earlier portion of the

royal Saxon pedigree is somewhat involved in

obscurity, and the accounts given of the issue of

Ethelbert and Ethelred I., the elder brothers of

Alfred, leave it rather doubtful if Edward the
Elder (Alfred's son and successor) was the heir-

general and representative of his great-grandfather
King Egbert ; but if the representation of Egbert
eventually vested in Edward the Elder or his sons,
the present representative of Alfred must be the

representative of King Egbert as well.

The Duke of Parma is also the lineal descendant
and representative of King Stephen, the only one
of our Norman sovereigns who is not represented
by the Princess Louise of Bavaria.

H. MURRAY LANE, Chester Herald.

GRANT OF LANDS TO EDWARD, DUKE OF
SOMERSET.

The following interesting indenture, dated
8 Nov., 1 Edw. VI., conveying certain lands in

Hammersmith, in the manor of Fulham, to the

protector of the young king, may perhaps find a
corner in

' N. & Q.' The lease is for two hundred
years :

" This Indenture made the eighte daye of Noyembre
in the ffyrste yere of the raigne of cure Suueraigne Lorde
Edwarde the sixte by the Grace of god Kinge of Eng-
lande ffrance & IreJande Defender of the ffeythe & in
earthe Supreme heade of the Churche of Englande and
also of Ireland and between the highe & myghtye Prince
Edwarde Duke of Somersett Erie of Hertforde Vyce-
counte Beauchampe Lord Seymor of Thonourable Order
of the Garther Knyghte Erie Marshall of Englande& Highe Treasorer of the same Gouernor of the Kinge
Majesties HoOBte Royall parson and protector of his

*
Mary, Countess of St. Pol and SoisBons, married

first James of Savoy, Count of Romont, by whom she
had an only daughter, married to Henry Count of
Nassau.

Grace Realmes Domynyons & subiects of thone [=the
one] ptye and the Rouerende ffather in god Edmunde
Bishoppe of London on the other ptie Witnessith that

the saide Byshoppe for dyuers consideracons hyme
movinge Hath demysed graunted & to fierme letten

& by these presents dothe demyee graunte and to ffarm

lett unto the said Duke All the Landes Tenements and
Woodes lyinge & beinge in the parUhe of ffulbam in the

County of Middx parcell of the possessyons or heredyta-
ments of the eaide Bishoppe -which be hereafter expressed
or named That ys to eaye the Close called the Barne

Crofte conteynynge by estymacon ffower acres three

roodes and ffowertene pooles a house with a Gardeyne
wherein Henry Adames Inhabiteth conteynynge by
estymacyon twoo acres Itm a ffelde called Ravycs
Crofte conteynynge by estymacyon seven acres & a
halfe Itm a ffelde called the Longehaue Close ccnteyn-

ynge by estymacyon sixe acres one Roode & a hallffe

and four pooles Itm a Close called Lane Close conteyn-

ynge by estymacon eixe acres & a halffe Itm a ffelde

called Brodefelde conteynynge by estymacyon ffyfty

nyne acres a halffe, halff a Roodde & sixe poole
Itm the ponde close lyinge in two partes conteynynge

by estymacyon Nyne acres halffe a Roode and Tenne

pooles Itm a ffelde called the twelve acres conteynynge

by estymacyon nyne acres and seuenteene pooles Itm
a close called the Lytle Brodefelde conteynynge by
estymacon twelue Acres a halffe and two pooles Itm a

Close called Rushe Mede onteynynge by estymacoD
three acrees and a halffe Itm a Close called Instlyuy
Shotte conteynynge by estymacon twelue acres halfe a

Roode & threttene pooles Itm a ffelde called Woodfelde

conteynynge by estymacon Thirtye ffoure acres and halfe

a Roode Itm a Mede called Watley's lyinge in two partes

conteynynge by estymacon thyrty nyne acres Itm Thrift

grove conteynynge by estymacon eleven acres halffe a

roode and six (!) pooles Itm Welbushe Close conteynynge
by estymacon twenty sixe acres & a halffe & tenne pooles
And all that pte & porcon of his Lande Grounde & WoodeB
called or knowce by the name of Wormoolde Woode
lyinge & beinge towards the northwest Bide of the said

grounds & Woodes called Wormoolde woode & lately

marked butted & bounded for the saide Duke conteyn-

ynge by estimacon one hundreth fourescore acres be it

more or less."

For this extensive grant by the bishop the

Protector was to pay annually
"
syxe pounds

threttene shillings and four pence."
CHAS. JAS.

49, Edith Road, West Kensington.

' OLD MOTHER HUBBARD.' I am preparing a

monograph on a subject which has hitherto failed

to receive the attention it merits. I refer to the

nursery ballad of
' Old Mother Hubbard,' which

(I believe) has never yet at all events in England
been considered from a political and social point

of view, though for those who can read between
the lines there is undoubtedly a rich, if recondite

mine of interesting matter lying latent beneath
the seemingly simple motif of this venerable poem.
The date of its composition I should be inclined

to fix at somewhere about the end of the sixteenth

century, as from internal evidence we gather
that it must have been subsequent to the intro-

duction into England of " the most sovereign and

precious weed" tobacco. I shall endeavour to
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show that the -virulent dislike which James I.

entertained for tobacco was due to his having

accidentally come across a toy-book in the royal

nursery containing a (no doubt very vilely exe-

cuted) woodcut of the Dame's dog smoking a pipe.

Nor will it be difficult to trace to the influence of

this apparently artless lay much of the want of

candour (not to use a harsher term) of the martyr
Charles, as well as the lax morality and inordinate

devotion to pleasure of the Merry Monarch. But

my object in penning these lines is to crave the

assistance of the learned readers of
' N. & Q.'

in deciding a point of vast importance, to wit, the

particular breed to which the Dame's dog belonged.
It is impossible to suppose that the British

mastiff the good old Talbot would have lent

himself to the wanton and undignified amuse-
ments of the sprightly canine whose achievements
are so graphically recorded in the poem. Nor can
I readily believe that any small spaniel would
have had sufficient aplomb and daring to drink

tobacco, to simulate death, or to seduce from its

more seemly avocations a (for all we know to the

contrary) sedate and virtuous goat. One would
like to imagine that the dog in question was a

poodle ; but, query, were poodles then, i. e., three

hundred years ago, in existence ? Another diffi-

culty that presents itself is that it was usually a

monkey, and not a dog, that performed tricks of the

sort described in the poem. We all remember, for

instance, Ben Jonson's "
well-educated ape, that

came over the chain for a King of England, and
sat still on his a for the Pope and the King of

Spain." If any readers of ' N. & Q.' happen to

have ancient copies of 'Old Mother Hubbard,'
they would greatly oblige by stating what manner
of dog is represented in the illustrations. That
the creature was intended to be considered as

suffering from permanent or even temporary in-

sanity, as a German critic of some standing has

ventured to advance, I trust to be able to show is

a suggestion for which there is absolutely no
foundation. Au contraire, I think I may promise
to prove that Dame Hubbard's dog was a very
Machiavelli amongst hounds ; and that in the

"Bow-wow" with which he, on a well-known

occasion, responded to the flattering remark made
by his mistress, there is a dark significance, a sar-

castic causticity, which but faintly veiled a deadly
stab at the fawning sycophants who crawled aboul

the feet of the good Queen Bess.

MELANCTHON MADVIG.

THE HOUSE OP STEWART AND THE YEAR 88
The following notes, written in 1788, are from

the MS. collections of Robert Riddell, Esq., o

Friars Carse :

Upon the 24th of April 1788 at a Meeting of the Pro
testant Nonjurand Bishops at Aberdeen They una
nimously resolved to pray for George the Third. Thi
took place on Sunday 25th of May 1788. So Jacobitism

s at an end. The year 88lh has for Borne Centuries past
een fatal to the Royal house of Stewart.

1288. In 1288 Alexr 3rd was killed by a fall from his

orse.

1388. In 1388 was the Battle of Otterburn.
1488. In this year James the third on June the

Eleventh Lost a Battle to his subjects by whom he was
lain.

1588. In this year on Feb? 8th Mary Queen of Scot-
and lost her head.

588. The unfortunate James the 2d of England
bdicated his throne on Decemr 12 of this year.
1788. On March the third of this year Charles Count

Albany Died at Rome and on May 25th of this year the

\onjurand Bishops in Scotland prayed for George the
bird.

A. G. REID.
Auchterarder.

THE LATE PROF. LUDWIG NOIR^'S ANALYSIS
OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF KAJST. Prefixed to Prof.

Vlax Mullet's translation of Kant's 'Critique of

Pure Reason,' there is an admirable historical

ntroduction by the late Prof. Noire". This intro-

duction, which occupies two-thirds of the first of

the two volumes, gives a vivid sketch of ancient,

mediaeval, and modern philosophy down to Kant,

who, in Prof. Noire"'s firm belief, grasped the

truth towards which his precursors with less or

more success had groped. In the preface Prof.

Miiller expresses his regret that space did net

permit him to make use of a manuscript which

Prof. Noire" had sent him containing a full analysis

of Kant's philosophy. He adds :

4 1 am glad to know that it will not be withheld, in

German at least, from those who, both in England and

Germany, have learnt to appreciate Prof. Noire's accu-

rate and luminous statements."

I am sorry to learn on inquiry that this expecta-
tion has not been fulfilled. Death prevented Prof.

Noire" from publishing the work, and his manu-

script still remains unpublished in the hands of his

executors. I write this note in the earnest hope
that it may fall under the notice of some one who

may have influence to secure both the publication

of the original and its subsequent translation.

R. M. SPENCE, M.A.
Manse of Arbuthnott, N.B.

STAGE PLAYS, &c., IN PLAGUE TIMES, 1603

AND 1625. During the Plague of 1603 Francis

Bering, "Doctor in Physicke, and Fellow of the

Colledge of Physitiana in London published
certain Rules and Directions for the prevention of

the spreading of that contagious and all-devoring

Sicknes." These he reprinted, "somewhat in-

larged," in the next plague season of 1625,
"

to

the veiw and vse, and I hope good of my Cittizens

and Countrimen." Among his rules are :

"Concourse of people to Stage-playes, Wakes, or

Feasts, and May-pole- dauncings, are to be prohibited

by publique Authority, whereby, as God is dishonored,

the bodies of men and women by surfeiting, drunken-

nes, and other riots and excesses disposed to infec-
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tion, and the contagion dangerously scattered both in

Citie and Countrie." A 4, back.
" Let not the carkasses of horses, dog?, cats, &c., lye

rotting and poisoning the aire (as they have done) in

More and Finsburie fields, and elsewhere round about
the Cittie." A 4.

" The burying of infected bodies in Churches, Church-

yards, and namely [=specially] in Paules Churchyard,
where the chiefe Magistrates of the Citie and many
other Citizens meete weekly to heare Sermons, must
needs be not onely inconuenient, but verie dangerous
for spreading the contagion, and poisoning the whole
Citie." A 3, back.

Some folk ate breakfast then, others did not :

" If you be not accustomed to a breakfast, take the

quantitie of a Nutmeg or thereabouts of some cordiall
Electuarie prescribed by the learned Physitiau, before

you set foot out of doores." B 1, back.
"For breakefast you may vse a good draught of

wormewood beere or ale, and a few morsels of bread
and butter, with the leaues of sage, or else a toste with
sweet salade oyle, two or three drops of rose vineger,
and a little sugar. They that haue cold stomackes may
drinke a draught of wormewood-wine or malmsey, in
stead of ale or beere. But take heed (as you loue your
life) of extreme hot waters, as Aqua vitae, Eosa eolis,
or other compound waters of like nature, which Em-
pericks prepare and set out with vaine and boasting
words they were devised to kill, not cure men."

As this tract relates to Shakspere's London it is

worth reprinting, and so is Bering's 'Modest
Defence of his Caveat,' 1604, with its contrast of

Cheapside and the London alleys :

' Remember the hideous and lamentable crie in
Oliues parish in Southwarke. If we looke into the city,
we shall finde that in Cheap-side and other open and
large streets, and in faire, roomy and spacious houses,
the Pest hath not set in such sure footing, nor made
such hauocke, as in narrow lanes, allies, and other
pestered and noisome corners, whose families of poore
people are thronged together, as men vse to pack wooll-
aack one vpon another, so that one of them can scarse
breathe beside his fellowes face."

And its cut at James I. and tobacco :

"The greatest, learnedest, and complet Prince of
Europe, ha[s] vouchsafed of late to stoope so low as to
take vp (though to throw away againe) that base,
strange, ill-sauouring weede, or rather, intoxicating
poison, Tobacco."

Bering's Englishing (1602) of Oberndoiff's
treatise against quacks might well be reprinted
too. He joins Hall and other qualified doctors in

denouncing
"these Crocodils [who] disguised with the vizard of
fancied knowledge, und masking vnder the specious
Titles of Physitions and Doctors do, with their
Absolonicall Salutations steale away the affections of the
inconstant Multitude from the Learned Professors of
that Facultie, and with their loablike Imbracings,
atabbe to the hart their poore and silly Patients, ere they
be aware, or once suspect such vncouth Treohery."

F. J. FURNIVALL.

CLIFFORD'S INN. From time to time you have
had notes of various matters relating to this Inn
pi Ciwncery. I have just come across the follow-
ing description, which may be useful to some of

our writers. It is from a notoriously scurrilous

paper, called the Town, of 17 Nov., 1838 :

" The den of the six attorneys, viz., Clifford's Inn, has
ever since the establishment of the [Marshalsea] Court
been memorable as one of rapacity and plunder. Novelists

have described its terrors and farce writers have increased

its celebrity. The dingy, tottering chambers in which
these people shelter themselves put one in mind of those

dark holes under the banks of rivers where the pike is

wont to lie in wait for his prey."
RALPH THOMAS.

QUOTATION IN ' OLD MORTALITY.'

One crowded hour of glorious life

Is worth an age without a name.

For the sake of easy reference, may I point out

that in the forty-eight-volume edition of the
"
Waverley Novels "

(1830-1834) the chapter at

the head of which these lines are placed is xxvi. of

the tenth volume of the novels 1 The ninth volume

begins with ' The Black Dwarf,' which is the first

of the ' Tales of my Landlord,' first series
;
then

follow the first eight chapters of
' Old Mortality,'

the second tale of the series. Vol. x. is a con-

tinuation of
' Old Mortality,' but the chapters

are numbered separately, i. to xxviii. inclusive.

In voL xi.
' Old Mortality

'
is finished. The

chapters begin again with i. in that volume. In
two later editions to which I have referred (Black,
1862 and 1865) the chapters run consecutively
from the beginning ;

and there the chapter which
is headed by the lines is xxxiv., not xxxiii. as

given ante, p. 126. ROBERT PIERFOINT.

HARVEST FESTIVALS. Harvest festivals have
formed the subject of the following articles given
in ' N. & Q.,' 3rd S. ii. 384

;
4*b S. x. 411 ; xii.

491 ; 6"> S. iv. 127, 186, 218
; v. 56

;
viii. 113 ;

7tn S. iv. 205, 336. On a careful examination I

can find no account of the following custom, re-

ported in the Standard, 8 October, or one of a

similar character which occurs annually in the

little chapel situated on the top of St. Michael's

Mount, Cornwall :

"A unique harvest festival service was held at the
Fisherman's Chapel, Folkestone, last evening. In
addition to the decorations usual on such occasions, the

building was embellished with a display of fresh fish,

including cod, mackerel, plaice, soles, and crabs. During
the sermon an amusing incident occurred, one of the
fine cod fish suspended from the ceiling falling amongst
the audience. The service was most successful, the

preacher pointing out that the harvest of the sea was as

deserving of notice as that of the land."

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock lload.

EFFIGIES, LIVING AND DEAD. In a reply
(' St. Mary Overie,' ante, p. 370), E. L. G. says,"
I never heard of a tomb with two effigies, living

and dead." This ought not to pass without notice,
as such tombs are common. Very fine and well-

known examples are supplied by the three mag-
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nificent tombs of herself, her husband Philip of

Savoy, and his mother erected by Margaret of

Austria, Regent of the Netherlands, at Brou, near

Bourg en Bresse (South Burgundy). D.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

WOMKN ON COMMISSIONS. What was the first

Royal Commission on which women served ? It

is a matter of notoriety that a few years ago a

Minister making up a commission which concerned
his department was prevented, by the resistance

of the Home Secretary of the day, from making a
new departure by putting women on commissions ;

and both these gentlemen are still members of the
House of Commons. The colleague of one of them,
Mr. Asquitb, placed three women on the Commis-
sion on Secondary Education, issued in 1894.
Was there any previous precedent ?

A second query concerns precedence. The three

ladies on the Secondary Education Commission all

had precedence two through family rank or rank
of husbands, and the third as a doctor of science.

But in the Commission they appear after all the

men, including those who had inferior precedence
(which was the case with three Commissioners) and
those who had no precedence at all (which was the
case with two). W. 0. C.

KING, OF SOMERSETSHIRE. Robert King, of

Somersetshire, one of the Gentlemen Ushers to

Philip and Mary in 1556, had a patent of arms.
The blazon is, Sable, on a chevron argent three

escallops of the field, in base a cross pattee fitcbee

of the second ; on a chief or, a demi rouge dragon
between two battleaxes also of the second ; and,
for crest, on a wreath argent and sable, a cubit
arm erect, the sleeve bendy wavy purpure and or,
frilled argent, holding in the hand, proper, the
broken staff of a spear sable, tipped argent. Is

there to-day a family of King bearing these arms ?

EVERARD GREEN, Rouge Dragon.
Heralds' College, London, B.C.

SIR FRANCIS OTTLEY'S BURIAL-PLACE. Can
any of your correspondents kindly aid me in dis-

covering where this Shropshire worthy was buried ?

Considering that he was such a devoted friend of

Charles I., by whom he was knighted in 1642 ;

that he carried with him all the county gentry in

sacrificing their plate to the Royal Mint established
in the town ; discharged the office of Governor of

Shrewsbury from early in 1643 to the middle of

1644 in an exemplary manner
;
was High Sheriff

in 1645, and suffered much in his estate for his

loyalty, it is strange that our beat local historians

have been ignorant up to now as to his place of

burial. He died in London, 1 Sept., 1649
;
but

as there is no entry of his burial hi Pitchford

register, he could not have been brought home to

lie with his ancestors, many of whom are interred

there. WM. PHILLIPS.

Shrewsbury.

SIR TOBY BELCH. What relation was he to

the Lady Olivia ? He speaks of her as his
" niece >T

(III. ii. and IV. ii.) ;
but this is scarcely consistent

with Olivia's severe "wigging" of Sir Toby in

IV. i. Uncles, I imagine, in Shakespeare's time,
were treated with much more deference than
fathers usually are now. This being so, it is not

to be supposed that, however much Sir Toby had
offended Olivia, she would address him as "un-

gracious wretch " and "
Rudesby," and tell him to

get
" out of her sight

"
to say nothing of her

calling him "Toby" tout court had he been her

uncle. Nor would Sir Toby, I fancy, have spoken
of being "in offence [ie., in disgrace] with his

niece." May we suppose that Lady Olivia's aunt

had married an Englishman, and that Sir Toby
was her cousin ? Or, better still, may Olivia have

been Sir Toby's
"
ni&ce a la mode de Bretagne,"

or, as we should say, his first cousin once removed ?

This would satisfactorily account for his calling

her "
niece." What do Shakespearian students

say? JONATHAN BOUCHIEK.

A SHOWER OP WHEAT. 'The Most Elegant
and Witty Epigrams

'
of Sir John Harrington were

published, in four books, in 1618. The eighteenth

epigram of the second book treats

Of the corns that rained.

I handled, tasted, saw it with mine eyes,
The graine that lately fell downe from the skies :

Yet what it tok'ned could I not deuise,
And many doubts did in my mind arise.

At last, 1 thus resolu'd, it signifies

That this U our sole meane, to mend this dearth,
To aske from heau'n, that we doe lacke on earth.

The Stationers' Register has this entry for 22 Feb.,
1583 (Arbor's 'Transcript,' ii. p. 420) :

" Edwarde white. Licenced vnto him vnder th andes

of the Byeshop of London A wonderfull and strange
newes which happened in the countie of Suffolk and
Essex the ffirste of ffebruarie being ffrydaie where yt
rained wheate the space of sixe or seauen miles corn-

passe."

Is anything known of this publication ;
and has

any lucid explanation been offered of the shower

itself? PERCY SIMPSON.

"NAMANCOS AND BAYONA'S HOLD." Anno-
tators on 'Lycidas' tell us that in old maps of

Milton's time Namancos was marked as a town

of Spain near Cape Finisterre. Does it still exist ;

and, if so, under what name is it now known?

Maps of Milton's time must now be very hard to

find. I have none of that period, nor anything
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near it. My earliest atlas is the great one by
Thomas Kitchin, 1787-90. Cleveland, in his edi-

tion of Milton, 1868, informs his readers in a note
that "

Bayona is the strong castle of France near
the Pyrenees." Bayonne ! J. DIXON.

JOHN MORTLOCK. A memoir of John Mort-

lock, who died on 5 Aug., 1837, was published
not long after his death. I should be glad to

know where I could see a copy of this book, which
does not appear to be in the British Museum.

G. F. R. B.

WORDS, &c., IN ACCOUNT-BOOK. In the MS.
account and memorandum book of William Wraye,
draper and farmer at Ripon in the latter part of

the sixteenth century, are some words, &c., on
which I should be glad of further explanation than
I have been able to find :

1.
" Statute lace," and "diamond statute lace." Both

men's and women's apparel used to be " daubed with
statute lace," as would appear from a quotation the refer-
ence for which I have lost, and from one in 'N. E. D.,'
t.v.

" Daub." What was it, and why so called ?

2.
"
Jenes," "white Jennee," &c., a fabric, I suppose

Jean . Is the derivation known 1

'Coventry thread."
'

Spe
"
or "

spa
"

silk (Spanish ?)
' Wat leven taffete (Louvain? white?)
Fine coler'd melan," "melan thred buttons."

3.

4.

5.

Me an "
often occurs.

7.
'

Mylton fustyon."
'Holmes fustyon," "white holmes,

1 '

"colerd
holmes,"

" colored home holmes."
9.

" Harborow linen cloth."
10.

" Lande irons," cf. Halliwell, Landern, a grate
(North). Why so called 1

11. In inventory of household and farm goods,
" one

cokegole nette, a corde, and a potte nette."
12. "In the stable," with axes, wedges, &c.. "one

little caple."
13. "j pece ofpuperes, x."
14.

" a dossen and a d. matteres cardes, iijs. iiijeJ."
15. vii oz. kringe candles, iiijrf.

16. d. dossen french penes, iijj. il\jd.
17. xii li. caese ginger, ixs.

18. iiij ounce systers thred, vs.

19. "daye landes lyinge in Skelton." Qu. dey or
dairy lands?

20. q. and d. of burrato vnjd. (i and
).

21. In chronological notes: "1402. The emperourKobt cam into England." Rupert, of course: but where
is there any account of this visit ?

"
1464, K. Henry the

6 taken at ye abbey of Sawley." The writer of the
article on Henry VI. in the 'D. N. B.' mentions a reportthat he was taken at some abbey disguised as a monk.
Have we here a new fact? "1604. This yeare in the
cittie of York was ther a springe near to a barre called
munckbare, that ranne water of the coller of blode or
claned1 wine, for the space of 4 Daies togather in the
mounthe of June." Is there any other notice of this
portent ?

Answers sent to me direct would be acceptable.
J. T. F.

Bp. Hatfield's Hall, Durham.

THE REV. M. W. PETERS, R. A. Information
as to the ownership or whereabouts of any original

works of the above - mentioned will be gladly
received. I am compiling a catalogue of this

artist's picture?. AUGUSTIN RISCHGITZ.

42, Linden Gardens, W.

CAPT. JAMES TALBOT (FL. 1745). Can any
reader kindly assist me in tracing out the pedigree
of this naval officer, who was concerned in the

peculiar transaction recorded below ? I wish

particularly to ascertain whether he was the father

of James Talbot, of Deptford Dockyard (born 1713,
died 1794) :

"On the 10 July, 1745, Captain Jamea Talbot, in the
Prince Frederick and Captain John Morecock in the

Duke, fell in with the Spanish ships N6tre Dame,
Lewis Erasmus, and Marquis D'Antin. The Prince
Frederick attacked the Marquis D'Antin, and took her,

being at the same time exposed to the fire of the Lewis
Erasmus, which, after a stubborn resistance, was also

captured, but as each of the ships was superior to the

English vessel, the engagement lasted some hours. The
Duke which had commenced the action, had in the
meantime gone in pursuit of the Notre Dame, which had
taken flight, but night coming on, the chase was given
up, and the Duke returned to assist the Prince Frederick
in the charge of the captured ships. The two prizes
contained treasure to the amount of 800,OOOJ. which was
conveyed to the Tower in forty-five waggons on the 1 and 2
October." From ' Medallic Illustrations of the History
of Great Britain and Ireland to the Death of George II.,'

printed by order of the Trustees of, and sold at the
British Museum,' London, 1885, vol. ii. p. 597.
" The British possessions were singularly fortunate

this year in cruising against the enemy. Capt. Talbot

(in 1745) when on a cruise off the western islands, and
after a most obstinate battle, took two large French

ships, viz., the Ville D'Antin and the Lewis Erasmus.
These ships were from the South Seas, where they had
been for four years, and were immensely rich prizes. The
treasure and plate taken out of them were put into forty-
five waggons and carried to London. Upon a division of

the prize money, each sailor's share amounted to 8501.
The proprietor's share amounted to 700,000." From
Schonberg's

( Naval Chronology.'

Reference to the
' Calendars of State Papers

'

for

above date (to which I have not at present got

access) would very probably afford farther informa-

tion. The above statements can be corroborated

generally from other accounts and records, but they
contain nothing to show who Capt. Talbot was.

JAMES TALBOT.
Adelaide, South Australia.

CHRISTIAN NAMES DERIVED FROM WEEK-DATS.
There are nations in many parts of the world

whose custom is to give every child a name com-

memorating the day of the week on which it was
born. I shall be glad if any of your readers can

refer me to books giving information on no matter
what savage or civilized people who do this.

Failing mention of books, the mere name of any
such race would be of help to me, as I can then
find out authorities for myself. I may add that

I have long been aware that the Gold Coast of

Africa is a locality where this practice exists, and

lately, with the help of a Fantee gentleman (a native
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of Whydah), I have been able to work that district

as completely as I could wish. The general reader

may be interested to learn that the names usually

applied to the black slave in English literature are

all to be found in my lists. Thus, our old friend

Quashee is a Sunday child, the equally familiar

Cuddjo means the Monday born, Cobena belongs
to Tuesday, Kwaku to Wednesday, Yow to Thurs-

day, Coffee to Friday, and Quamena to Saturday.
These are all accented on the final syllable. The
week-days from which they are derived are re-

spectively Quasheeda, Joda
s Benada, Wukuda,

Yowda, Feeda, Memenda, all paroxytones except
the last, which to my ear is accented on the first

syllable. Like our own, these week-days are derived
from heathen deities, Ayishi, Ajo, Bena, Wuku,
Yow, Afee, and Amen, all oxytones except the tri-

syllable, which is accented on the middle syllable.

JAS. PLATT, Jun.

CHARLES ROGER, ESQ, F.R.S
, &c., OB. JAN.,

1734. The sale of the collection of prints,drawings,
and books made by this gentleman commenced
on Monday, 18 March, 1799. It is said to have
lasted "thirty days." A descriptive catalogue
was printed and sold at 3s. 6cZ. by one T. Philip.
I shall be grateful to any one who will help me to

find a copy. ERNEST RADFORD.
Hillside, Liverpool Road, Kingston-on-ThameB.

LATIN INSCRIPTION. I am anxious to obtain
the correct reading of a Latin inscription on an
old mantelpiece. All I can decipher is as follows :

" Comes Jucundus in via provehiculo est. Eccles
Saluo p alegria bellesa cria."

CHAS. JAS. F&RET.

KNIGHT. Is anything known of the ancestry of

Knight, gardener, to whom a statue was erected

by his employer, a nobleman, some twenty years
ago ? Was he in any way connected with Thomas
Andrew Knight, the eminent horticulturist, or
with Joseph Knight, F.H.S., 1809, of Chelsea?

H. C. RAITHBY.
Leicester.

REV. DR. GtASSE. Permit me, as information
is much needed, to repeat my query, ante, p. 228.
Are there any descendants of Dr. Glasse, who was
rector of Hanwell, Middlesex, and who was the
intimate friend of Mr. Jonas Hanway, founder of
the Marine Society in London ? Dr. Glasse buried
Mr. Hanway in Hanwell Church, and Mr. Han-
way left him by will all his letters and papers.
All information I can obtain of Dr. Glasse will be
most gratefully received. M. S.

THE SUFFIX "-COCK." As a great many sur-

names end in this suffix, may I ask what it denotes ?

The suffixes -field, -ford, -ton, -ham, &c., are local,
and -son or -ston is patronymic ;

but -cock is, to

me, unintelligible. E. WALFORD.
Vectnor.

"SIR JOHN WITH THE BRIGHT SWORD":
THE EARLDOM OF STRATHERNE.

(8
th S. viiL 301.)

MR. GRAHAM EASTON says, "Where or from
whom did Dugdale glean information about him ?"

Possibly the universally accepted tradition (uncon-
tradicted until this century, when Mr. Barclay
Allardice claimed the Menteith peerage, rendering
it necessary for his counsel to sweep out the male

line) had satisfied Dugdale.
But we can call the Earls of Menteith into

court themselves ; and, unless my records are wrong,
I will ask your contributor to refer (a) to the Earl

Marshal's Book, i. 9, p. 56, College of Arms,
London, for the certificate of the descent of Sir

Richard Graham, Gentleman at Horse to King
James I., by William, Earl of Monteith ; (6) to the

Earl Marshal's Book, i. 25, p. 225, College of

Arms, London, for the certificate by William, Earl

of Menteith, to the Lyon King of Arms in Scotland

concerning Richard Graham, Viscount of Preston,

granting him, as a cadet of his family, the right to

use his coat with a crescent for difference ; (c) to

the Earl Marshal's Book, i. 25, p. 226, College of

Arms, London, for a letter dated the Isle of

Menteitb, 4 July, 1681, to Col. Grahame, Keeper
of the Privy Purse to his Royal Highness at Court

Edinburgh, in which the cadetship is most amply
acknowledged ; (d) to the Earl Marshal's Book,
i. 25, p. 226, for a certificate from the Lyon King
of Arms in Scotland, dated 27 June, 1681, in a

visitation of the whole arms of noblemen (under the

twenty-first act of the third session of Charles II.'s

second Parliament) and describing his arms ; (e) to

a warrant from the Deputy Earl Marshal, Earl

Marshal's Book, i. 25, p. 226, College of Arms,

London, recounting that the arms of Sir Richard

Graham were entered on the last visitation of

Cumberland, anno 1665, with a bordure engrailed,

which was, with the consent of the Earl of Menteith

and the authority of the Lyon King of Arms,
removed (1681). These entries are positive proof
that the Earls of Menteith acknowledged, and that

the Heralds' Office in both countries confirmed, the

descent of the Grahams of Netherby from the main

lineage of the earldom of Stratherne.

A great deal is made out of John Graham of

Kiibride, the second son of Malise, as if he was

the alleged ancestor of the Netherby Grahams.

It is obvious this was not the view of the Earl of

Menteith in certifying the lineage of the Netherby
Grahams. He distinctly says they are "lineally

descended
"
not from John the second son, but from

"
Alexander," the "

eldest son to Earl Malise, his

father, my predecessors." So John, the second

son of Earl Malise, and all the theories founded on

him must be discarded from the alleged lineage of
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the Xetberby Grahams as set forth by the head of

the house of Menteith and agreed to by the

Heralds of Scotland and England. But this

naturally brings us face to face with the main

difficulty, namely, if the Grahams of the Mote, of

Blaatwood, and of Netherby were lineally de-

scended from Alexander, the eldest son of Malise,
how did they come to be passed over in favour of

John, the second SOD, when receiving charter of

Kilbride, and in favour of Alexander, the son of

Patrick, the third son of Earl Malise, in the earl-

dom ? The explanation should not be very far to

seek Alexander, the eldest son of Earl Malise,
died a hostage in England. If he had lineal

descendants (as the Earl of Menteith and the

Heralds allege) he must have been married and
left progeny in England, and of that there seems
some confirmation, because in the ' Perambulations
of Durham' I found mentioned about that time
the names of a Margaret and of a George Grahame,
and connected with the former a seal with the
fess checqud for Stewart. Some investigation there

might tend to clear up matters.
If Alexander's descendants intermarried and

settled under the English crown they could not, as

subjects of England, do feudal service or accept
fiefs from the crown of Scotland, and this of itself

might explain how the descendants of the third,
and not of the eldest, son of Earl Malise succeeded
to the earldom of Menteith in Scotland, if that was
so.

_

I cannot quit this subject without some reflec-

tions upon Sir Harris Nicolas's account of the
claims to the earldom of Menteith and Airth. In
his history of these earldoms (London, Pickering,
1842, p. 25) he says,

"
Malise, Earl of Menteith, is

said by some authorities to have married Ann [sic]

Vere, daughter of Henry, Earl of Oxford "; and in

afoot-note, "Wood's 'Douglas Peerage,' vol. ii.

p. 228. There never was, however, an Earl of
Oxford called Henry."
In the first place, the statement of Malise's mar-

riage was not made on the authority of some, but
of all, acknowledged Scottish genealogical autho-

rities ; in the second place, there were Earls of

Oxford whose name was Henry. I think in Rymer's
' Foadera' mention is made of two Earls of Oxford
whose name was Henry. In Millar's

'

Catalogue of

Honor' there is to be found a Henry de Vere,
Earl of Oxford

;
and in the same book (I write

without power of reference, but from rough notes)
there is a mention of Aubrey de Vere, first Earl of

Oxford,
" who went the way of all flesh in the year

of our Lord 1194," and had by his second wife a

son Henrie de Vere.
But it ought not to be forgotten that the Men-

teith, or rather the Stratherne, earldom was doubly
related to the royal house of Scotland thus :

Robert (Stewart) II. of Scotland had a brother,
Sir John Stewart of Ralston. Patrick Graham
had by Matilda, his first wife, progeny, hence the

Dukes of Montrose ; and by Egidia, daughter of

the above Sir John Stewart, his second wife, had

Patrick, who married Euphemia, only child and

daughter of David, Earl of Stratherne, son of

Robert II. by his wife Euphemia Ross, and by her

right Earl of Stratherne. Thus Malise Graham,
Earl of Stratherne, their son, was doubly by blood

of royal lineage. But, candidly, my personal pre-

sumption is that there has been amongst all these

close alliances a confusion of two generations and
two men, and that the Alexander from whom the

Netherby Grahams are descended was a younger
brother of Patrick, first (Graham) Earl of Stratherne,

by his marriage with Euphemia Stewart, and not a

son of Malise Graham.
This idea has been more than hinted to me by

the notice of a Graham-Stewart seal at Durham
in these early days, and by a pencil marking
upon a pedigree of the Grahams of Netherby made

up by Francis Martin, Bluemantle, in 1809, in

which pencil writing I recognize my grand-uncle's

hand, and where Sir Patrick Graham is thus

stated :

Matilda, first
wife=j=Sir Patrick Graham=pEupheme [query Egidia?], daughter of Sir John Stewart

of Railston, second son of Walter, eighth Lord High
Steward of Scotland, and brother to King Robert II.

Hence the Dukes
of Montrose.

Sir Patrick Graham,=T=Eupheme. only dau. and heir of David Robert. David. Alexander,
in right of his wife
Earl of Stratherne.

Stewart, Earl of Stratherne, eldest son

by the second marriage of King Rob. II.

Malise Graham, Earl of Stratherne, afterwards Menteith.

The italicized and dotted entries above are in the

pencil handwriting of my grand-uncle, Mr. Robert
Grahame, of Whitehill, near Glasgow, and obviously
point to his taking the same view that I do, which
is this that the Grahams of Netherby and of

Gartmore, &c., are descended not from Alexander,
son of Malise (although that is quite possible), but
from an uncle of his of the same name, also a son
of a Graham by marriage with a royal Stewart.

Mr. William Gourlie, of Helensburgh, N.B., has

some most valuable notes and papers on the Men-
teith and Gartmore descents, which I have seen.

JAMES GRAHAME.

COPPLES (8
th S. viii. 207, 277). I am grateful

to MR. HIBGAME and MR. EASTON for their points

touching this name, and now would crave the title

of the book containing the list of rare surnames ; if
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possible, too, the names of the other printed books
and lists

;
this by way of lessening, strengthening,

or expunging my disinclination to believe it pecu-

liarly English i.e., one belonging to the early
Saxon inhabitant of the English division of Saxon-
dom since the theory well advanced would show
the Lowlander to be the least mixed body left

intact of the ancient Saxons, forcing, I think, the

reasonable conjecture that the patronymics carried

by the Saxons into Lowland Scotland must have

undergone a Scotch twist, as it were, making the

same in time peculiarly Scotch, or found only in

the Lowlands, verified, perhaps, in the fact that

some, unmistakably English, are not to be met
with in any of the counties of England.

My object in trespassing upon the columns of
* N. & Q.' is not to burden its pages with pedigree
matter, but simply to acquire a topographical

smattering of an uncommon surname, defying as

it does every attempt to capture its lost meaning.
I can only, therefore, state to MR. EASTON, in

answer to his query for location, that Hew Scott's

'Fasti,' 6 vols., Edinburgh, quotes several who
have honoured it. One, the earliest there, the

Rev. Wm. Cupples, born 1688, as the Kirkoswald
tombstone testifies, and the furthest back on my
ancestral tree, was the father or grandfather of
" Tarn Kipples," who figures in Burns's ' Hallow-

e'en,' an infinitesimal piece of information, which I

would offer to the Ayrshire worthy who omits it,

I am told, from his recent volume tracing the

characters of that poem.
I must confess that Wodrow, the ecclesiastical

compiler, found the name a strange one, for in a
letter to his wife (' Wodrow Correspondence,' 3 vols.,

Edinburgh, 1843) he writes it Cooples, and later

on repeats the same in a list of subscribers pre-
fixed to the folio edition of his excruciatingly
painful and barbarously written ' Church History,'

Edinburgh, 1722.

I paid a Paisley bibliopole an abominable price
for a singularly quaint bit of Covenanting history,
an absurd mixture of blood and piety, revealing
evidences of the efficacy of prayer impossible
enough to have provoked Prof. Tyndall, yclept
"A Rare Soul Strengthening Cordial for Young
and Old Christians Glasgow: Printed by Jas.

Duncan, and are to be sold at his shop in the Salt-

Market, near Gibson's Wynd. M.D.C.C.XXIV."

Leaving out the bare fact that it continued to be

printed for, or by, the Edinburgh and Glasgow
booksellers after the author's death and down to

the end of his century, I can learn nothing con-

cerning its history. Perhaps a reflection, I am
thinking, upon the bibliographical attainments of

the canny wits of those interesting cities, who
know so well how to extract the last bawbee out
of the purse of the stranger from over the sea

intent upon securing the time-worn pietistic tome.
The name, as compilers of parish history, looms

up from the dead pages of both the old and new
'
Statistical Accounts of Scotland,' where I find it

used, on the part of an antiquarian contributor, for

the rafter or beam supporting the roof of a farm-

house. It appears in the forgotten Scots Magazine^
and at some length in Dr. Alex. Carlyle's readable

and valuable 'Autobiography,' Edinburgh, 1860,
the "Jupiter Carlyle" of Sir Walter Scott; also

in Burton's dull life of Mackenzie, the " Man of

Feeling," in reference to an unlucky divine who,
for witnessing the play of '

Douglas,' roused the

wrath of the General Assembly ; also in Bowyer's
' Edinb. University,' 1820.

It seems to have taken to clerical life, and to
have wandered into Irish ecclesiastical fields, for a

Snowden Cupples, followed by his son, were in

charge of the ancient pulpit of Bishop Jeremy
Taylor, and another was a Protestant Episcopal

vicar-general in the diocese of Down. It is given
in Mason's unfinished

'

Parochial Ireland,' Dublin,

1810, as covering divines and holders of leased

lands ; again in a series of very scholarly articles,

contributed long ago to the now defunct Ulster

Journal of Archaeology, accompanied with coloured

name-maps, under the title of
' Names Peculiar to

the Counties of Antrim and Down,' by Dean

Hume, who places it last in the numerical arrange-
ment.

It is in Bowditch's laborious production,
' Suf-

folk Surnames,' in the Massachusetts county, as

Couples ;
a Mrs. Couples is portrayed in the clever

novel of '

Beggars All,' Lond.
,
1890 ;

and a local

sheet details, in true Texas style, the deeds and

untimely fate of a Cuppels, whom a selected band
of citizens, imbued with the summary spirit of the

late Judge Lynch, elevated to the branch of a tree

for exercising a steed not his own. This last, as I

see by my family record, may have come down
from one of the sons of the old Kirkoswald minister,

a certain Rev. Ch. Cupples, who left Ayrshire for

a Virginian Presbyterian charge in the eighteenth

century, only to relinquish it for an Episcopal one

near by. That Kupples, therefore, known to MR.
HIBGAME in Virginia may, too, have descended

from this same minister, notwithstanding MR.
HIBGAME'S belief in the English birth of this indi-

vidual, for it is a mild idiosyncrasy in the native.

American to proclaim, in off-hand fashion, the fact

of his being "English," simply meaning thereby
that he is of the old stock ;

in short, a descendant

from the early settlers, who were in possession of

kings before the revolutionary fathers deemed it

proper to hoist as a national flag the private
heraldic arms of George Washington in place of

the royal standard of George III.

There is a Capt. Cnpples in Lever's novel of
' Charles O'Malley,' and a Cosmos Cupples in

George Mac Donald's ' Alec Forbes,' the latter

obviously, in a measure, barring the drinking pro-

clivity, a portrait of George Cupples man of letters.
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b. 1823, d. 1893, the last of his name in Scotland,
and the great-grandson of the Kirkoswald minister,
whose ' Green Hand ' Clark Kussell extols, in the

Contemporary Review, as one of the three great
sea classics, the other two being American to wit,
'

Typee,' by Melville, and ' Two Years before the

Mast,' by Dana all by authors, curious to say,
landsmen. Prof. Hutchison Sterling eulogizes his

genius in a sumptuous quarto, Edinb., 1893.

May I venture to ask where Berry, in his
'

Cyclo.
of Heraldry,' 4 vols., London, 1840, could have
secured the coat of arms there given to Cupples,
which he blazons Ar., a bend between two scor-

pions sa.
; Crest, a demi-man, in military habit,

holding a banner az. ; also the possible derivation
of De Cupildik, variously blazoned by Burke, and
found in the Hundred Eolls, as stated by MB.
EASTON? J. G. CUPPLES.

Longwood, Boston, Mass., U.S.

It is strange, to say the least, to read in
' N. & Q.'

that
"

there was a family called Copleston in the
west of England in the sixteenth century." The
family is extant in Devon in the nineteenth cen-

tury. Has MR. EASTON forgotten the name of

Dr. Copleston, not so long ago Bishop of Llandaff
and Provost of Oriel College, Oxford ?

E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

There is a family of Coplestone living at present
in or near Lostwithiel, Cornwall.

K. BARCLAY-ALLARDICE.

"RUNNING THE GANTLOPE" (7
th S. xii. 364;

8th S. vi. 398 j viii. 33, 179, 292). The amusing
and amazing quotation which derives this word
from "a well-known town in Flanders" is useful
to me ; and I am very thankful to have the quota-
tion. If ever I write that book upon popular
etymologies, it will serve, though it is not quite
new. One always knows the ways of the popular
etymologist : he never gives his dates. So in the

present case. If the word had been invented at

Ghent, he could have ascertained, approximately,
the date of such invention. However, Skinner, in

1671, gave it as a guess. He says,
"
Gantlope,

supplicium militare. Author Diet. Angl. putat a
Gandavo, urbe inclyta Flandriae," &c.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

PRESCOTT'S ' MEXICO' (8
th S. viii. 328). With-

out posing as an authority on the Aztec language,
I think I can give your querist under this head a
wrinkle. Some six years ago I read, for my own
purposes, every grammar I could get, and for a
long time I despaired of finding one that would
give an intelligible account of the pronunciation.
At last I stumbled upon the c Arte del Idioma
Mexicano,' by Manuel Perez, in the British
Museum. Here was the very book I wanted.
Brushing aside the apparatus of acutes, graves,

and circumflexes with which his predecessors

befogged the subject, Perez lays down the hard

and fast rule, easy for any one to apply, that the

accent always falls on the last syllable but one.

He condemns the European practice of making
the Mexican names conform to the accentual rules

of the Romance languages ;
and in case MR.

PEARCE cannot read Spanish, here follows a para-

phrase of this passage :

"
Experience has taught me that even in names of

places it is best to accent the penult. He who does not

know Aztec pronounces Tepozotlan with the accent on
the a. The Indians pronounce Tepozotlan with the

accent on the last syllable but one. He who does not
know Aztec pronounces Mexico with the accent on the

e. The Indians pronounce Mexico with the accent on
the i ; and so on with every name in the language."

JAS. PLATT, Jun.

The standard work on Aztec names is 'Die
Aztekischen Ortsnamen,' by Johann Carl Eduard
Buschmann. Other works by the same author

may be consulted, such as
' Die Spuren der Aztek-

ischen Sprache,' or 'Die Volker und Sprachen
Neu-Mexiko's.' ISAAC TAYLOR.

SARAH MARTIN (8
th S. viii. 348). Full informa-

tion concerning this very estimable woman may
be found in a little book entitled

" Sarah Martin,
the Prison Visitor, of Great Yarmouth. With
Extracts from her Writings and Prison Journals.

A New Edition with Additions. Published by
the Religious Tract Society, n.d." I shall be

pleased to lend Mr. Martin my copy, if he wishes

it. W. B. GERISH.
Wormley, Herts.

"I would canonize Sarah Martin if I could,"

Bishop Stanley is reported to have said of this

earnest and self-denying woman. Born at Caistor,
Great Yarmouth (says one Travers Madge, who
has written a short account of her life), in 1791,
and losing her parents early in her life, she was

brought up in the care of her grandmother, who

appears to have maintained herself and grand-
daughter by her own industry, though at the age
of fourteen or fifteen Sarah Martin began to be

taught the trade of dress-making, at which occupa-
tion she continued, more or less, all her life,

devoting what time she could, which was con-

siderable, to the amelioration of the unfortunate

inmates of Yarmouth Gaol, said to be one of the

worst conditioned in the country. Miss Martin

appears to have confined her beneficence to Yar-
mouth only, bestowing it upon the workhouse and
the prison, but chiefly upon the latter. Of course,
like all reformers, shejhad to submit to the count-

less rebuffs of officialdom and the bluster of

Bumble & Co., but these did not daunt her ; being

strongly imbued with the gravity of her mission,

ridicule, insolence, and petty opposition had no

deterring effect on her.

Her efforts with regard to both criminals an

I
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paupers were not solely centred on things spiritual
She taught them to read and to write, and als<

provided them profitable employment during thei

confinement
;
but not possessing either means o

influence, her labours did not meet with such pub
lie recognition and assistance as they deserved,
though it is on record that the Yarmouth Town
Council "

appreciated
" her work to the extent o

a money contribution equal to five shillings a week
Sarah Martin died in 1843.

Since the above was written I find the ' Die

tionary of National Biography
'

has an article upon
her, to which, no doubt, some one of your readers

may refer ; but as the many-volamed dictionary is

not readily accessible to many
' N. & Q.' readers,

you may possibly consent to the foregoing accouni

appearing in your columns, especially as the dic-

tionary has little to add
; viz., that Miss Martin is

buried in Caistor Churchyard, and that there is a

stained-glass window to her memory in the north
aisle of St. Nicholas' Church, Great Yarmouth,
placed there by means of a public subscription.

KICHARD LAWSON.
Urmston, Manchester.

An account of her will be found in
'
Diet. Nat.

Biog.,' xxxvi. 296. G. F. K. B.

LICHFIELD (8
th S. viii. 266, 311, 357). My

note on p. 312 contains an unfortunate misprint,
due to the proof not having been revised. The
Ravenna geographer gives the name as Lectocetum,
and not as Etocetum, which is the reading of the
Antonine Itinerary. Both of these forms must
have been corruptly written for Letocetum, whence
the Luitcoit of Nennius. With regard to MR.
BRAND'S strictures, I trust he will accept the assur-
ance that in 1864, when my book was published,
I was necessarily ignorant of Mr. Bradley's brilliant

discovery, first announced in 1886, the complete
evidence being printed in 1889. The venerable

legend of the Lichfield martyrs, which finds graphic
expression on the ancient seal of the Corporation,
must be regarded as an early folk-etymology, sug-
gested by the M.E. word lich, a corpse. The
credit or discredit of the explanation of the
Bavarian Leichfeld from the German leich, a

corpse, belongs to Sir Francis Palgrave, as was

duly stated in the unabridged editions of my book.

ISAAC TAYLOR.

FOXGLOVE (8
th S. viii. 186, 336). I try to be

clear, but it is difficult to make myself understood
in a short space.

I merely offered my remark as to the frequent
misuse of the word "

corruption
"

for the informa-
tion of such as care to profit by it. In many cases,
it is not a scientific term to use

; and I have always
said that etymology is, properly, a science, and
should so be treated. Yet sciences like botany
and astronomy are in a different position, by an
accident. Those who have not studied them do

not write on them, and are not counted as experts.
But every one writes on etymology, more especially
such as do not understand it ; and it is absurd to

call them "
experts

"
because they choose to do so.

ST. SWITHIN falls into the usual error of sup-

posing that etymology is a question of authority.
It is not the fact in any degree. The "

experts"
make mistakes themselves ;

but they do not make
absurd elementary blunders, nor cite for the tenth

time a mistake which has been corrected nine

times. But the appeal is not to authority ; it is

to the evidence. And the real reason why it is

false to say that foxglove is a corruption of folk's-

glove is that we have direct evidence to the contrary.
Another appeal lies to chronology. And the fact

that the notion of connecting foxglove with folk's-

glove is a purely modern fancy is decisive as to

this ridiculous pretence.
I have myself said that "pie-powder is a corruption

of Old French pied pouldre," though I now wish I

had been more guarded, as it is difficult to see what
else it could have become except (perhaps) pee-

powdered (cf. cap-a-pee) ;
and the -ed easily drops

off, as being cumbrous.
But this is a case in which the clearest evidence

exists, in numerous quotations of many various

dates. A man is
"
guessing

" when he does not

consult the evidence. It is like citing the old

notion that an elephant has no knees.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

BALL-PLAYING IN CHURCHYARDS (8
th S. viii,

168, 217, 354). Your correspondent A. F. G. L. G.

is quite right. Until 1851 the only fives courts at

Eton were in the school yard ;
and great was the

rush downstairs from chapel to secure a court.

There were four three between the staircase lead-

ing to Upper School and the stone steps leading to

an entrance on the north side of the chapel : two

of the depth afforded by the buttresses, and there-

fore single game courts, and one approached from

the platform at the foot of the stone steps above

referred to. The end of the stone wall on the

south of the stone steps jutted out on to the plat-

:orm, and gave rise to the pepper-box. The fourth

court was also between buttresses, at the eastern

end of the chapel, sacred to lower boys, who could

not occupy any of the three first-named courts if

they were required by an upper boy. The thing
was to get a fifth-form boy to play with you (if a

ower boy) in one of the three first-named courts,

for he could not be turned out.

Hie ET UBIQUE.

HENRY GREY, DUKE OF SUFFOLK (8
th S. viii.

286). As I happen to know a little of the his-

ory of the head preserved in the little church of

he Holy Trinity, Minories, perhaps my know-

edge may be of service. The head was found

oose in some sawdust in the vaults some years

ack, and there was nothing by which it could be
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identified, nor, so far as I know, any documents
to throw light on it. It was freely handled by
visitors till the year 1880, when some one, after a

visit, wrote a letter of protest to the Times, where-

upon the head was enclosed in a glass case, which
is kept in a wooden box, but shown to visitors.

By some it is stated to be that of the Duke of

Suffolk, but by the Dartmouth family to mem-
bers of which there are monuments in the church
the head is supposed to be that of the Duke of

Monmouth
; but I am not aware of any evidence

affirmative or negative in either case. There was
a short history of the church published by the Rev.
T. Hill, rector, in 1851, and a short account of it,

with extracts from the registers, in the Antiquary,
February, 1881. The registers are well worth the

attention of the Harleian Society. AYEAHR.

"THE DISMAL SCIENCE" (8"> S. viii. 307).

Writing on ' The Nigger Question
'

(' Miscellanies,'
vii. 84, People's Edition), Carlyle says of social

science :

" Not a '

gay science,' I should say, like some we have
heard of; no, a dreary, desolate, and indeed quite
abject and distressing one ; what we might call, by way
of eminence, the dismal science."

See also
'

Latter-Day Pamphlets,' in the People's
Edition, pp. 37 and 128. THOMAS BAYNE.

Helensburgh, N.B.

"Truly, my philanthropic friends, Exeter -Hall

Philanthropy is wonderful. And the Social Science
not a '

gay tcience,' but a rueful which finds the secret
of the Universe in '

supply and demand,' and reduces the

duty of human governors to that of letting men alone, is

also wonderful. Not a '

gay science," I should say, like

some we have heard of; no, a dreary, desolate, and
indeed quite abject and distressing one ; what we might
call, by way of eminence, the dismal science."

' Miscel-

lanies,'
' The Nigger Question,' Popular Edition, vol. vii.

p. 84.

K. M. SPEKCE.

THE " CHANTICLEER " OF THE GOSPELS (8
tb S.

yi.
485 ; vii. 38, 297, 394; viii. 276). In India it

is the jackal which is said to call three times

during the night. Is a similar story told of other
animals elsewhere ? W.

PORTRAIT OF WARREN HASTINGS (8
th S. viii.

87, 211, 257, 315). In all probability Macaulay
had often gazed upon the portrait of Warren
Hastings in the Council Chamber at Calcutta, as
he was a member of the Supreme Council from
1835 to 1837. But whether it can be identified
with the portrait by Sir Joshua Reynolds, to which
reference is made, is far from clear. Macaulay
returned with remarkably vivid impressions of

English rule in India and Oriental customs which
enabled him to write his essays on Lord Clive
and Warren Hastings. The 'Life of Hastings,'
by the Rev. G. R. Gleig, appeared in 1840, and
Macaulay's 'essay only a few months later, in the

Edinburgh Review of October, 1840.

Major-General Sir Charles Imhoff, Mrs. Hast-

ings's son, towhom Daylesford had been bequeathed,
died in 1853, aged eighty-two years, and there is a

small tablet to his memory in the chancel of Dayles-
ford Church, recording also his burial in the same

grave as Hastings. His name occurs amongst the

stewards at the Westminster School anniversary
in 1828. The mansion and estate have changed
owners many times since his death, and are now
the property of Mr. Baring Young, M.P. fo?

Bournemouth. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

LATIN MOTTO (8
th S. vii. 448, 512

;
viii. 76,

193).

Candide perpetuo reside, Concordia, lecto,

Tamque pari semper sit Venus sequa jugo.

Martial, iv. 13, 7.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

PUNCH AS AN ENGLISH BEVERAGE (8
th S. viii.

248). A punch-bowl if punch was not known
would have been a delusion. But Charles II. gave
one such to Mr. and Mrs. Symons, the lady being
sister to Col. Gunter, who aided him in his escape.

See Sussex Arch. Colls., xxiii. 12. But this may
have been designed to hold other liquors. John-

son gives a quotation for "punch" from '

Fryer's

Travels,' which were published 1698.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

From the following extract, punch appears to

have been known in Wales at a still earlier period
than that quoted by MR. ROBBINS. The question

is, Was it known in Wales, and not in England ?

The writer seems to have been familiar with it :

" But as usquebaugh is in the Kingdom of Ireland so

the celebrated liquor here is Punch, which they make to

a miracle." Baker's 'Account of the Progress of the

Duke of Bedford through Wales in 1684,' quoted in Law's
' Little England beyond Wales.'

AYEAHR.

Evelyn drank punch on board an East Indiaman
" that lay at Blackwall, where we had entertain-

ment of several curiosities," 16 Jan., 1662. This

is hardly an English instance ; but the drink soon

spread, perhaps. Tom Brown introduces it in his
' Letters from the Dead to the Living

'

(' Works,'

1708, vol. ii.) part ii. p. 79, where Mr. Henry
(Wynn ?) and a party of his friends get disgust-

ingly drunk over a bowl of punch. This letter

was written in 1701/2. H. C. H.

Among my manuscript notes of liquor used in

public celebrations is the following :

"When the rejoicing was made at Sheffield at the

proclamation of peace, 21 May, 1713, 12J gallons of punch
and port wine drunk in the Town Hall, 31. Us. 6d."

SIGMA.

See what has already been collected in
' N. & Q.,'

8th S. vi. 64, 150, 192 ; and still earlier, 6tb S. xii.
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282, 331, and the references there to many pre
vious communications. W. C. B.

CHURCHYARD CURIOSITIES (8
th S. vii. 468

viii. 217, 258). A custom prevails amongst some
of the Irish in America of placing a small quantity
of earth, brought specially for that purpose from

Ireland, in the coffin at the feet of the corpse, am
with the poorer class of emigrants a little box o

earth or a piece of turf is generally to be found a:

an article of their scanty baggage. Amongst a smal
sect of Polish Jews, emigrants to the United State

whom I met with in New York a year or two

since, there is a custom of placing a white stone in

the coffin near the right hand of the corpse. No
one seemed to know why this was done excep
one very old Jew, who, on my asking the reason,

said,
" To throw at the Son of the Carpenter if we

should meet Him in the Spirit world."
FREDERICK T. HIBGAMB.

43, Southampton Row, Bloomsbury, W.C.

The placing of photographs in headstones is quite
a common practice in the cemetery at Belgrade, in

Servia, and I have seen it done in Switzerland

and elsewhere.

ARTHUR F. G. LEVESON GOWBR.

A photograph, under glass, let into a gravestone

may be seen in the Hastings Borough Cemetery.
The effect is not pleasing.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

GRAHAM M.P.s (8
th S. viii. 267). MR. EASTON

will find in Foster's
'
Scottish Members of Parlia-

ment '

something about several of the M.P.s in-

quired after, most of whom belonged to families

derived from younger sons of the first or second
Earls of Montroae. Mungo Graham, M.P. for

Falkirk, &c., 1707, and for Kinross-shire 1710-

1712, was of the Grahams of Gorthie, as also was

Major-General David Graham, M.P. for Perth-
shire 1764 till his resignation in 1773. He died
in 1797. George Graham, M.P. for Kinross 1780
and 1790, and Thomas Graham, M.P. in 1811
and 1818 till his death in 1819, are both described
as of Kinross or of Kinross and Burleigh. John
Graham, junior M.P. for co. Stirling in 1722, was
of the Grahams of Killearn, and the son, probably,
of John Graham of Killearn, M.P. for Stirling in

the Scottish Parliament of 1702-7. David Gra-

ham, M.P. for Perthshire in 1724, was a son of

Graham of Pitcairn, but by marriage with the
heiress of Graham of Orchill became seated there,
where his descendants are still located. Thomas
Graham of Balgowan, M.P. for Perthshire from
1794 till 1807, was the well-known Peninsular

officer, created Baron Lynedoch in 1814, died
1843. George Edward Graham, M.P. for Kinross-
shire 1819 and 1826-30, was son of John Graham
of Keruock by the sister of Lord Newhaven. He

was seated at Abington Pigotts, in Cambridgeshire,
assumed the name of Foster-Pigott, and died in

1830. W. D. PINK.

I think that Thomas Graham, M.P. for Perth-
shire in 1794-1806, was the gallant officer who was
afterwards created Lord Lynedoch, and died in

1843, when his title became extinct.

E. WALFORD,
Ventnor.

MOVABLE TYPES (8
th S. viii. 226, 259). It

would be desirable if your correspondents under the
above references could be a little more explicit as

to the use of movable types at the early periods to

which they refer. I should also be glad to know
how CANON TAYLOR recognizes movable types in

the piece of pottery which he mentions as belong-

ing to the fifth century B.C. May not this mark
have been a stamp, similar to the stamps used by
the ancient Romans for marking tfaeir cattle,

horse?, &c.l This stamp was dipped into fluid

pitch, and so printed on the bodies of the animals,
but in the case of runaway slaves the stamp was
made hot and printed on the captive's cheek or

forehead. This we call a brand, because the cha-

racters were burnt in. Bricks and tiles were also

stamped while the clay was still soft ; and bread
was required by the Roman law to be stamped with
certain letters or words indicating its composition,
as in a loaf from Herculaneum marked SILIOO E
QRANIS ET CICERE, meaning that the finest wheat
flour was mixed with the meal of peas or of

lentils. Pigs of lead with Latin inscriptions and
other Roman remains have been found in Derby-
shire, and are described in the Archceologia,
vols. v., vii., and ix.

I do not suppose that any of the above inscrip-

tions were made with movable letters ; but that the

ancient Romans had ideas of separate letters is

evident from a passage in Cicero, where he argues

against the Atheistic idea that this wonderful world

should have been formed by chance, or by a

fortuitous concourse of atoms, and he would as

soon believe that if a countless number of the

separate letters of the alphabet were thrown npon
ihe ground they would arrange themselves so as

o form the text of the book known as the

Annals of Enniu?.'
"
I doubt," he naively adde,

' whether chance could make a single verse of

hem "
(lib. ii. c. 20). Now here we have what

b modern printer would call a "fount of type,"
with a suggestion for arranging the letters in a

equired order ; and, with the already existing idea

f multiplying copies by printing or stamping, it

eemed easy to conceive the idea of multiplying
looks by means of movable type, instead of the

low and costly process of copying by hand.

Again, Quintilian, who lived about 146 years

fter Cicero, expresses hia opinion that children

may be taught to read more easily by giving
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them the separate letters cut out in ivory to play
with. Here, again, we have the idea of movable

type. There is also a letter, early in the fifth

century, in which St. Hieronymus replies to a

Roman lady who asked him as to the best method
of teaching her daughter to read. He recom-

mends that the several letters be cut out in box
or ivory, and used as playthings, shifting them
about so as to form different words. Many other

examples might he cited of the arrangement of

single letters into words and sentences, such as

inscriptions on tomb?, bells, &c., down to the

year 1450, when printing with movable types had
become a reality.

The great discoveries and inventions which have

changed the face of the world and placed humanity
on a higher level, are events which have "cast
their shadows before," in seme cases during many
centuries, as, in the memorable walk to Emmaus,
the disciples' eyes were holden so that they did not

recognize their Master. So the application of

great facts is not recognized until the fulness of

time has come. In every such case we may dis-

cern a guiding Hand. If the literature of ancient
Greece and Home had been multiplied by means
of movable types, the world might have become
BO saturated with paganism as to leave no opening
for the entrance of a purer faith.

C. TOMLINSON.
Highgate. N.

KENTISH M.P.s (8
th S. viil 108, 257). One

of the provincial papers which publish a column of

local notes and queries is the Maidstone and
Kentish Journal. A series of articles on the M.P.s
of Kent not only the knights of the shire, but
members for every constituency, with much bio-

graphical matter, some not before published are
now appearing; but although the first article

appeared so far back as 13 February, 1892, the end
of the reign of Eichard II. has only just been
reached ;

so that if the same rate of progress be

maintained, the valuable seventeenth century
notes of ME. W. D. PINK will be available in the
seventeenth century after this. AYEAHR.

WELSH PLACE-NAMES (8
th S. vii. 421, 515

; viii.

85, 294). It is not long since I took a railway-
ticket for Llanfairpwllgwyngyll, the name of which
has been humorously expanded to astonish the
Saxon. There is no trouble about it ; you simply
ask for a ticket for Llanfair, which you pronounce,
roughly speaking, as "Hlanver," with the Anglo-
Saxon hi, and you get it at once ; and you find

simply "Llanfair" on the ticket. The "pwll-
gwyngyll" is superfluous in the neighbourhood,
but is useful in directing letters; and then yon
merely put "Llanfair P.G.," as in Baddeley's
excellent guide-book.

I wish I could impress upon my countrymen the

esirability of condescending to learn the Welsh

alphabet, which is extremely easy and almost per-

fectly phonetic (if it were not for that stupid

double-sounding y). It would be an insult to a

Frenchman to aek for a railway-ticket for Lyons,
and to pronounce it as English lions. It is equally
an insult to a Welshman to ignore the native

pronunciation ; and I do not see why any gentle-
man should stoop to such effrontery. As things

are, men stay for weeks in Wales, and yet decline

to pronounce the Welsh / as a v.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

PHILIP II. OF SPAIN (8
th S. viii. 145, 196, 229,

295, 335). ESPANOL says that I refer to Motley
as my authority for the murder of Mons by
Philip II. My words were :

" I used
'

Mons,'
as I think does Motley, the person depicted being
the Marquis of Mons." This is not quoting
Motley as my authority for the murder, but for

the use of the short appellation
" Mons." When

I wrote in reply to MAJOR HUME, I was in an out-

of-the-way place in the North, and could not

refer to authorities. I now see that it is Watson

who, at p. 266 of his first volume, terms the Mar-

quis of Bergen, Marquis of Mons.
As to the latter's death, Bentivoglio, at p. 46

(Lord Monmouth's translation, 1678), says : "The
Marquis of Berghen [or Mons] being dead some
months before in Spain, not without suspicion of

being poisoned as the Flemish believe," &c. ; and

Prescott, in his account of the Marquis's death,

evidently inclines to the belief that he was slain

by Philip's order. And this is certain, that Mon-
tigny, who had been Mons's fellow ambassador,
and was as his friend suspected of disloyalty, was
executed under the most extraordinary circum-

stances in the fortress of Simancas, it being given

out, and generally believed at the time, that he had
died a natural death. Prescott remarks :

"It may eeem strange that Philip should not have
endeavoured to efface every vestige of bis connexion with
the act, by destroying the records which established it.

On the contrary, he not only took care that such records

should be made, but caused them and all other evidences

of the affair to be permanently preserved in the national

archives. There they lay for the inspection of posterity,
which was one day to sit in judgment on his conduct."

There appears, then, to be the strongest pro-

bability that Philip ordered the execution of

Mons as well as of Montigny, the property of each

of these noblemen being sequestrated, which, at

any rate, shows how deadly was the king's animus

against these two most unfortunate men.
ALFRED HARCOURT, Col.

THE TRANSFIGURATION (8
th S. viii. 228, 312).

The latest experts with one consent place it

upon one of the peaks of Hermon (the Hermons
in Psalm xlii. 8). Conder (' Tent Work in Pales-

tine,' 1880, p. 137), who made careful plans of

the summit, says,
" There can be but little doubt

that some part of Hermon, and very probably the
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summit, is intended.'' George Adam Smith (' His
torical Geography of the Holy Land,' 1894
pp. 476-8) gives picturesque and historic details

which serve to make it still more likely.

W. 0. B.

None of your correspondents has noticed the
fact that the choice of Mount Tabor arose from the

misconception that the word "
apart

"
referred to

the "
high mountain "; whereas St. Luke, by

adding the explanation
"
by themselves*," shows

that it refers to the disciples. F. J. CANDT.
Croydon.

ELIAS LEVITA (8
th S. viii. 181). MR. AXON

will be interested, I think, in knowing that further

evidence of the high esteem in which this Jewish
scholar was held by Christians is afforded by the

preface of Paul Fagius to the etymological treatise

by Elias entitled
'

Thiebites,' which was printed in

1541 at Isny, in Suabia, the second year of the
existence of a printing press there, set up through
the munificence of a rich citizen, Peter Buffler.

Fagius describes Elias (who had come from Venice
to assist him in his Hebrew studies) as "

doctissi-

mus Hebrseus, qualem vix secundum habet orbis,"

says that he doubts whether the whole Jewish

people could supply a better instructor, and, in

reference to a book which he had written in reply
to some attacks made upon him by some fellow
Jews for his familiar intercourse with Christians,
remarks that he had "ex Christianis non

yulgares
discipulos, sed snmmos viros, Cardinales, inquam,
episcopos, et multos doctos." W. D. MACRAT.

COLNE PBIORY (8
th S. viii. 248, 296). Allow

me to refer your readers who are interested in this

subject to an excellent account of the De Veres or

Veres, Earls of Oxford, and their former home in

the valley of the Colne, in Essex, which appears in
' The Fighting Veres,' by my friend Mr. Clements
R. Markham (chap. i.). Ten of the Earls of
Oxford were buried with their wives in the
ancient priory of Earl's Colne. Aubrey de Vere,
the twentieth and last Earl of Oxford, who com-
manded the Blues at the battle of the Boyne,
and died in 1702, was buried in the chapel of

St. John the Evangelist in Westminster Abbey.
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

EATON FAMILY (8
th S. vi. 422 ; vii. 114, 157,

275). I have recently found the following entries
in the registers of the parishes of St. Mary Wool-
church Haw, London (transcribed by A. W. C.

Hallen), and of St. Nicholas Aeons (transcribed by
W. Brigg), which I think have reference to the

family of Theophilus Eaton, the first Governor
of New Haven Colony. The entries record the

marriage to his first wife and her burial, with
the baptism of her apparently only child ; also

the baptisms of two children by his second wife,

and the marriage and burial of the first husband of

his sister Hannah. The Richard Eaton buried at

St. Mary Woolchurch I take to be the father of

Theophilus, although the title
"
Rev." is not added

to the name ; but the time of burial, month and

year, is the same as that given at 8th S. vi. 424.

There are several entries recording baptisms of the
children of John and Elizabeth Eatton (so spelt in

the earlier entries), commencing 1635 and ending
1640; but the recorded burial of John, son of

Richard, makes it somewhat doubtful as to these

children being grandchildren of the father of

Theophilus.
From the registers of St. Mary Woolchurch

Haw, London :

Marriages.

3, 12, 1622. Theophilus Eaton and Grace Hiller both
of this parish.

5, 12, 1622. Joseph Denman and Hanna Eaton both
of this parish.

Burials.

15, 7, 1616. John, son of Richard Eaton.

20, 7, 1616. Richard Eaton, the father.

27, 2, 1625/6. Mrs. Eaton, wife of Mr. Theophilus
Eaton, daughter to Mr. Hiller.

From the registers of St. Nicholas Aeons, Lon-
don:

Baptisms.

19, 9, 1624. Elizabeth Eaton, the daughter of Theo-

philus Eaton and Grace his wife.

15, 4, 1628. Samuell Eaton, the sonne of Mr, Theophis
Eaton and Ane his wife.

16, 8, 1629. Sara Eaton, the daughter of Mr. Theophis
Baton and Ane his wife.

Burials.

15, 11, 1625. Joseph Denman, Grocer, brother-ia-law

to Mr. Theophylus Eaton.

There are several other entries of the name of

Eaton to be found in these registers.
R. C. BOSTOCK.

"Poou's" (8
th S. viii. 205, 278). Your corre-

spondents have apparently misunderstood the

object which I had in view in writing my note. I

desired to direct attention to what has always
seemed to me to be an "anomalous expression"
! repeat the term ; and when, as it were, I ask for

>read, I have given me a stone. Your first corre-

-pondent tells me that "poor's" is "quite good

jrammar, being the ordinary genitive case." I

was nob aware of this before. Perhaps he will

cite instances in corroboration of his statement. I

was under the impression that the English adjective

had got rid of its inflectional endings several

centuries ago. I am much enlightened by being
old that the "

poor's house
"

is
"
the house of the

poor." Curiously enough, I was already quite

iware of the fact when I wrote my note. I have

yet, however, to be convinced that we can "say
with perfect correctness

' the good's portion is life,

he bad's death.'" The fact is that MR. WARREN
has failed to notice that "poor" starts with being

an adjective; then the expression "the poor" is
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ased for poor persons ; next "the poor" is regarded
as a collective noun ; and lastly it then takes the

sign of the possessive case. Is not this an ano-

maly ?
" The elect

"
is a similar expression. What

others are there ?

With regard to the line I qusted from Gold-

smith, I qualified my explanation with "
probably."

I was perfectly aware that the line might be taken
to haye the meaning assigned to it by MR.
WARREN ;

but I certainly cannot accept the state-

ment that
"
poor's

"
is equivalent to

"
poor man's,"

unless he can give me proof that such can be the

case, seeing that the inflexion of our adjectives
Las been long ago discarded. Could Goldsmith

correctly have written "
the rich's power

"
for

" the

rich man's"? I trow not. The reading "joys"
instead of "power" is taken from 'The Deserted

Village,' edited by Meesr?. Stevens and Morris,

Ijongmans, Green & Co., 1876. What authority

they have for the reading I do not know. Is it in

any other edition ?

MR. THOS. RATCLIFFE'S remarks are peculiar.
What does be mean by

"
poor's

" "
as indicative of

possessing"?
" Poor's house

"
means a house /or,

not belonging to, the poor, and so "poor's" is

used objectively, and not subjectively. And what
can he mean by stating that "poor house" denotes
that "the house is poor"? Surely, when he thus

writes, his last sentence is applicable to himself.

F. 0. BIRKBECK TERRY.

In the churchwardens' minutes for this parish,
1795, 3 March :

" Ordered that the Keeping, main-
taining, lodging and employing the paupers in the

poorhouse be lett on Easter Tuesday next to such
person or persons, as shall be desirous to contract
for the same." I may add the sum per head varied
at times, 2s. 4d. up to 2s. 9d. ; in the latter case

"physic excepted." As in the debate as to the

pronunciation of either, so as to poor or poor't,
outher will do. G. H. THOMPSON.

Alnwick.

REV. BERNARD WARD (8
tb S. viii. 188, 239)-

It would now appear, from information I have
received, that it really was a Rev. Bernard Ward
who was incumbent of Rathmullen, co. Down, and
his name appears in an old '

Ecclesiastical Directory
'

for 1814. He resided latterly and up to his death
at Vianstown House, near Downpatrick, and
married Sophia Elizabeth, daughter of John
Auchmleck, Esq., of Strangford and Ballydugan
House, who, through the families of Ainsworth of
the Ards and Hall of Mount Hall, was descended
from the Fitzgerald*, Earls of Kildare. The Rev.
Bernard Ward's widow died at Vianstown and
was interred in Downpatrick on 10 July, 1837,
in the sixty-sixth year of her age, and one of their

daughters, Mary Anne Ward, married the Rev.
Edmund Francis Knox, grandson of the first

Viscount Northland. It is the parents of this

clergyman of whom I am in search. Was there

either a general or a colonel in the British army
oefore 1784 named Arthur Ward ?

WM. JACKSON PIGOTT.
Manor House, Dundrum, co. Down.

B. GALES (8
tb S. viii. 307). For " Gales

"
read

Gale. Benjamin Gale, of Lowgate, Hull, had a
considerable reputation as a drawing - master,

portrait-painter, &c. His portraits of Andrew
Marvell, and of Wallip, the Hull antiquary, and
his drawings of Thornton Abbey, 1788, of the

Driffield Oow, 1804, and of the Hull Old Anti-

Mill, 1796, have been engraved. Others may be
seen in Tickell's

*

History of Hull.' Consult
Steers's

'

Map,' 1803; Smales's 'Whitby
Authors,' 1867, p. 43

;

' N. & Q.,' 3rd S. iv. 268 ;

5th S. xi. 284. In 1829, B. Gale, of Scawby, near

Brigg, Lincolnshire, was an honorary member of

the Hull and East Riding Institution for the Pro-
motion of the Fine Arts. In 1842 a Benjamin Gale
had a freehold at Leeds, where he lived.

W. C. B.

SOCIETY FOR THE DIFFUSION OF USEFUL KNOW-
LEDGE (8

th S. viii. 148). The Antiquary was

published in 1816, and the society, which was
established in 1826, was suspended in 1846. Is

it not more probable that its title was suggested
by that of a kindred society, the "

Royal In-

stitution of Great Britain," which was instituted

in 1799 for
" The Promotion, Diffusion and Exten-

sion of Science and Useful Knowledge
"

?

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

Undine. By Friedricb, Baron de la Motte Fouque*.
(Lawrence & Bullen.)

WE have here another of those delightfully illustrated

books of Messrs. Lawrence & Bullen which are among the
modern works most coveted by the bibliophile. The
translation of Fouque's masterpiece seems to us new ; it

is, at least, not that to which we are accustomed. The
designs, by Mr. W. E. F. Britten, are spirited, and full, as

they should be, of mysterious suggestion ;
and Mr. Gosse's

critical introduction is at once instructive and concise

Of the strange and courageous
' lieutenant of cuiras-

siers," who ought to have been born in the youth of

Europe, instead of coming in its middle age or decline,
Mr. Gosse gives an admirable account. Don Quixote
his friends called him, and he is credited with the senti-

ment, strange on " the lips of a nineteenth century poet,
that ' war is the only perfectly real occupation for a real

man's soul and body.' To Mr. Gosse Fouqu6 presents
himself as " a rubicund officer of dragoons, sitting over
a bivouac fire, and telling innocent fairy stories to the
honour and glory of the King of Prussia." Fouque is

shown an active soldier and a brave man, wounded in

action, and compelled, in consequence of illness caused

by exposure, to withdraw from active life. He then
devoted himself assiduously to poetry and fiction, pub-
lishing numbers of volumes, of which some still survive,
and one or two, like

'

Undine,' are immortal. Rising
from a fresh perusal of '

Undine/ no longer a difficult
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task, we find its old charm reassert itself, and marvel at

those who persist in regarding it as a work only, or

principally, for youth. We know of no fairy story what-

ever that is more gracious or tender. The volume is

perfect in bibliographical respects, and the illustrations

are full of mystery. The frontispiece, showing Undine

by the side of the stream, would almost serve for Meli-

sande by the enchanted mere. The presentation of

Bertalda to her parents has an effective old-world aspect,
and the view of Undine weeping under the waters is

very striking. No equally beautiful edition of this

fascinating book has, so far as we know, Been the light.

Plutarch's Lives of the Nolle Grecians and Romans.

Englished by Sir Thomas North. Vols. III. and IV.

(Nutt.)
THE third and fourth volumes of North's ' Plutarch's

Lives of the Noble Grecians and Romans ' have been
added to the fine and now rapidly enlarging series of
" Tudor Translations." The volumes comprise nine and
seven lives respectively, the life of Aristides, which
in vol. iii. is compared with that of Marcus Gato, having
appeared in the second volume. Very few comparisons
are more interesting than this, and very few lives have
exercised a healthier influence upon youth than has this

life of the Censor. It abounds with quaint and quotable

passages. For an animated picture of a fight we com-
mend that given (vol. iii. p. 186) in the life of Gains

Mariup, in which the women of the Ambrons charged
upon the Romans and Ligurians, and upon the Ambrons
themselves as traitors, thrust " themselves amongest
them that fought, and strove by force to plucke the

Romaines targets out of their handes, and tooke holde

of their naked swordes bare handed, abiding with an
invincible corage to be hacked and mangled with their

swordes." See, again, the description of a "
Satyre

taken sleeping, even in the very selfe same forme the

painters and image gravers have set him out," and

brought before Sylla ; or, again, the account (vol. iv.

p. 245) in tbe life of Pompey of the Amazones that
" doe inhabite on the side of the mountaine Caucasus."

Of commendation and of extract there needs be no end.

We can only congratulate ourselves and all lovers of

early English on the approaching completion of a great
and all-important task. Two more volumes will finish

this the most conspicuous feature in an admirable seriep.

Post Meridiana. By Sir Herbert Maxwell. (Blackwood
& Sons.)

IN this new volume of essays Sir Herbert Maxwell gives
us a pleasant

"
variety show." He makes a goodly dis-

play of his considerable reading, lit up by careful and
often humorous observations and deductions. The range
of subjects which he has chosen is wide, diverse, and

comprehensive.
"
Clothes,"

" The Conduct of Friend-

ship," "Roger Bacon," "Salmon Flies," "Bores,"
" Woodlands and London Trees "

are treated of amongst
these

" afternoon
"

essays. In his remarks upon
"Speech

"
Sir Herbert Maxwell has not dwelt upon its

relation to the stage. It seems to us that if to succeed

in the pulpit, at the bar, or in Parliament the manage-
ment of the voice be a necessary study, it is equally
incumbent upon every actor ambitious of success to make
himself a master of elocution and declamation. The

essay on "Woodlands and London Trees
" should bereac

by every one interested in dendrology. We are not experts
in forestry, but common sense guides us in recommending
the perusal of these useful pages to landlords anc

tenants, especially to London landlords and the County
Council.

It is impoesible in our limited space to dwell on or

analyze these various studies. We may not agree with

the author's conclusions in some cases, we may consider

hat sometimes he is discursive or the essay overpadded,
nit every reader will acknowledge that from these pages
le has gained some information, agreeably and intelli-

gently conveyed to him.

The Private Life of Warren Hastings. By Sir Charles
Lawson. (Sonnenschein & Co.)

IE must be a sanguine man and a bold who essays a new
ife of Warren Hastings. From a field so thoroughly
reaped but few stray ears can now be hoped to be
;leaned. It was therefore, we confess, with a certain
kdverse predisposition that we took up Sir Charles Law-
on's biography. We find at once that he is a thorough-
oing champion of his much - maligned hero, whose

virtues, by a natural reaction, he is tempted to exag-
gerate. However questionable some of Hustings'^ acts of
administration may have been, something must be par-
doned to a pioneer placed in a new and most difficult

position, and no one can deny that he deserves to be
rratefully remembered by his countrymen as the far-

seeing founder of our Indian Empire. There is little

doubt that the Queen would not be Empress of India
,0-day had not Hastings been its first Governor-
General.

Sir Charles Lawson's book is differentiated from the
lumerous works already existing on the same subject
jy dealing chiefly with the private life of Warren
Hastings, for which he has enjoyed special facilities by
laving access to his diary and other family papers.
Indeed, the author rather overshoots his mark in this
direction by entering into minutiae hardly worthy of

being chronicled. Who, for instance, will care to have
a complete list of the fellow passengers who shared
Haetings's outward passage to Madras, as here faithfully
reproduced (p. 38)] Who wants the biographical parti-
culars about his kinsmen and connexions to the third
and fourth generation which make up the introductory
cbapter ?

Truculent and unscrupulous as Hastings may some-
times have been in his public capacity, in private

"
his

gentleness, candour, soft manners, and openness of dis-

position,"
to use the words of Fanny Burney, endeared

him to Cowper, Dr. Johnson, and other competent
judges. His closest intimates were his sincerest ad-
mirers. A great man must be great indeed who is a
hero to his valet, and to that trying point of view we
are here in a measure admitted. The volume is profusely
illustrated with likenesses of the chief personages re-

ferred to, and with contemporary caricatures and views
which add greatly to its charm. The photogravures in

particular are excellent.

The Reliquary and Illustrated Archceologist. October.

(Bemrpse & Sons.)
THE distinguishing feature of the Reliquary is its excel-
lent illustrations, of which, as it seems to us, there is an
unusual number in this part. When we say this we must
not be considered to esteem the letterpress lightly.
There are two articles which strike us as excellent :

that by Mr. Harold Hughes on the church of Sta. Maria
dei Miracpli,

at Venice, and Mr. David MacRitchie'

paper entitled 'Some Hebridian Antiquities.' Every
archaeologist who has recently travelled in Italy knows
to his sorrow that the craze for church restoration is-

making quite as much havoc there as it has done and is-

now doing at home. The beautiful church of Sta. Maria,
dei Miracoli has not been spared, although it was, we
believe, as sound before the scrapers and daubers began,
as it is now. Mr. Hughes had the good fortune to visit,

it before it was done up to look quite as good as new.
Mr. Alexander Gordon, while commenting on ' The

Old Stone Crosses of Somersetshire,' says that with
the exception of the Eleanor Crosses there are probably
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none " of any importance now remaining in the Mid-

land Eastern, or Northern counties." Fanaticism did

its unhappy work more thoroughly in the shires he

indicates than in some parts of the West, but something
has been spared. For example, in the churchyard of

Somersby, Lincolnshire, in the rectory near to which
the late Poet Laureate was born, there is a cross with a

tall and very graceful shaft, surmounted by tabernacle

work, containing on one side the Blessed Virgin with the

Divine Infant in her arms, and on the other a crucifix.

We believe also that there is a plain, tall cross, bearing
the arms of Mowbray on its shaft, at Haxey, in the Isle

of Axholine.
In a review of Mr. Elworthy's work on ' The Evil

Eye
'

engravings are given of a pig's heart pierced with

pins and a lemon in which nails have been inserted.

Both objects have been intended for magical uses. It

may not be inappropriate to mention that in the museum
of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland there is pre-
served a calf's heart in which many pins have been in-

serted. It was found under the floor of an old house

at Dalkeitb. Somewhere about twenty-eight years ago
a Yorkshire antiquary, now dead, told us that he had

recently heard that in a village churchyard in the East

Biding an orange stuck full of pins had been found by
the sexton. It was hidden among the grass near the

south wall of the chancel.

THAN Dr. Marshall there are probably few persons
who know more about wills and their value to the

student of the past, no matter what may be his parti-
cular "line" in antiquarian research; that is why it

would have been quite impossible to have found a better

compiler of A Handbook to the Ancient Courts of Probate
and Depositories of Wills (Horace Cox). In this volume
Dr. Marshall gives us an alphabetical list of the dif-

ferent Courts of Probate in England, the present place
of deposit of the records of each court, and the date of

its earliest document ; besides this, he prints a list of the

places subject to the jurisdiction of each court, and to

this there is an excellent index. Suppose a searcher

desires to find the wills of a family living in some parti-
cular town or village, he has only to look at the index
and he will be at once directed to the court or courts

in many cases there are more than one in which the
wills of that family might be proved. Dr. Marshall has
founded his work on the official returns of Parliament,
most of which are, as he points out, somewhat out of
date

;
but he has also brought to bear upon the com-

pilation his own personal knowledge, and he mentions
some depositories of wills to which no reference is made
in the parliamentary returns, so that the existence of
wills at those places may be considered, as he says,

" as

new information." He notes also what calendars exist

to the wills at the different depositories, and which of
the calendars have been printed and published; and
in his preface gives an interesting treatise about
" Peculiar

" Courts and other jurisdictions. On the

whole, he has compiled a work of reference without
which no library, whether of an antiquary or lawyer,
can be considered complete.

SIQNOR PAOLO BELLEZZA has published, from Milan,
his Inlroduzione alia Studio dei Fonte Italiani di G,
Chaucer. Chaucer's obligations to his Italian prede-
cessors are well known. Many erroneous assumptions
on the part of previous writers are pointed out by Signer
Bellezza, whose work is indispensable to the Chaucer
student.

THE Journal of the Ex-Libris Society has as frontis-

piece a reproduction of the library interior book-plate of
Mr, George Alexander Touch, Other book-plates repro-

duced, apart from those for identification, include the

plate of Saml. Strode, dated 1723 ; that of Richard Skuea,
of Helston; the fine Mountgarrett book-plate; Emma
Rusher, of Banbury, reproduced by Mr. A. W. Tuer ;

John Couch Adams; and Thos. Phillips, of Ickford.
Mr. Dexter Allen's

' American Notes '
are continued.

A long review of the third and concluding part of Mr.
Hamilton's ' Dated Book-Plates,' with which we hope
shortly ourselves to deal, also appears.

JCST in time for the bicentenary of Richard Busby, on

Monday, Messrs. Lawrence & Bullen issue, in a limited

edition, a handsome illustrated '

Memoir,' by Mr. Q. F.

Ruesell Barker. The volume will, in due course,
reviewed in our columns.

THE late Mr. Herne Shepherd left ready for the press
a complete

'

Bibliography of Tennyson
' and a scheme

for a collected edition of the '

Works,' which he com-
mended to the attention of some "

enterprising Trans-
atlantic publisher." The '

Bibliography
'

(privately

printed) will be shortly issued to subscribers.

to
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THE CHEVALIER D'EON AND HIS RECENT
BIOGRAPHERS.

In an appreciative critique in the Saturday
Review (2 Nov., 1895) of Mr. Vizetelly's recent

monograph on the Chevalier d'Eon occurs the

passage :
" One would like to have learnt his

impressions of life viewed in the light of his dual

existence. If only D'Eon had kept a journal instead

of dividing his energies between the foils and the

artistic application of pearl powder !

"
This aspira-

tion will be echoed by many a student of the

Chevalier's chequered career. My very strong

impression is that he never kept a journal, except
of cash expenditure (which he did with great

precision through a long series of years), nor wrote

any complete or systematic biography embracing
the whole of his doings and sufferings. But since

the publication of Mr. Telfer's book, a mass of

unpublished material of great magnitude, formerly
in the Chevalier's possession and largely in his own
bold and manly handwriting, has, after being
buried for some eighty years, come into my hands.

In this congeries are to be found the original docu-

ments connected with the most important occur-

rences in his life the original letters to him of

Nivernois, Broglie, and Beaumarchais, relations of

his various journeys to Eussia, of his military

exploits, of his quarrels with De Guerchy, of his

transactions with the author of 'Le Barbier de

Seville' and with Lord Ferrers together with

disquisitions on his
"
resumption

"
of female attire

too prolix and wearisome for the most enthusiastic

of historians. I will not attempt to forecast the

effect, more or less conclusive, upon the various

points at issue between his rival biographers, which
would result from a complete digest of the more
valuable portions of this entirely fresh evidence ;

and my strongest sympathies would be with the
man who should make an attempt to harmonize
the conflicting assertions of this strange being.
At the same time I am not without the hope that,
at no very distant period, I may present to the

public in a concise form some of the results of my
wadings through the voluminous papers to which
I have referred. JOHN ELIOT HODGKIN.

Childwall, Richmond, Surrey.

There is much that will interest students of this

eccentric individual in the first volume of the
Political Register, 1767. There will be seen, for

instance, an account of the Bill found in his favour

against Count de Guerchy ; the names, addresses,
and occupations of the jurymen who tried the case

the list includes W. Strahan, the well-known

printer ;
a translation of D'Eon's work on taxation

and the finances (this is concluded in the second

volume) ;
a letter from D'Eon to De Guerchy ;

and also one from the same to the Due de Choiseul.

I may also point out that the Public Advertiser

contains in its issues of 3 and 5 May, 1791, some
' Memoirs of the Wife of Mademoiselle de Cheva-
liere d'Eon,' which are evidently inspired by D'Eon.
The number for 5 May also contained some verses

on Madame la Chevaliere, which are curious if not

very poetical. W. EGBERTS.
86, Groavenor Road.

[In the library at 15, Portman Square, the residence
of the Duke of Fife, is a portrait of the Chevalier, in

uniform, by Pine, assigning him a most masculine

appearance.]

CASANOVIANA.
(Continuedfrom p. 343.)

Considering the figure Giacomo Girolamo Casa-

nova cut in the world the versatility of his genius,
the quality and extent of his literary productions
it is marvellous that all knowledge of him should

have died with his contemporaries. From 1756
until 1774 the most eventful period of his life

Casanova made things lively wherever he went,
and the agents of the Venetian Eepublic had no
time to write about the weather when "

le Sieur

de Casanova" entered the zone of their several

missions. And yet, strange to say, notwithstand-

ing all that he had written, in spite of the uni-

versal interest which his escape from the Piombi

awakened, Casanova's fourteen years' seclusion at

Dux obliterated all traces of the man ; and when,
in 1826, the first volumes of his autobiography

appeared, its author was regarded as a myth, and
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the authenticity of his absolutely veracious ' Me-
moirs

' was generally discredited. Strange, indeed,
that his forgotten grave should have been so long
the symbol of his fame. With the death of those

who had been brought into personal contact with

him all knowledge or interest in Casanova ceased.

His books had long lain upon the shelf, and there

they would have remained, unread, but for the

pluck and enterprise of a Leipzig bookseller, who,
seventy-five years ago, made a successful bid for

some manuscripts which the Sieur Angiolini

brought to his shop. In thus purchasing the

MSS. of these wonderful ' Memoirs '

the firm of

Brockhaus has earned the gratitude of scholars
,-

and in expressing their acknowledgments they
must not be unmindful of the possibility of favours

yet to come.
The following table, which traces Casanova's

descent from Marc Antonio Casanova, may be of

interest :

Marc Antonio Casanova, a celebrated=pAbondia Rezzonico, of Como,

poet and satirist, died 1527.

Giacomo Casanova=

A
son=j=Teresa

Conti.

Giacomo=pAnna Roll in 1680.

Giovanni Battista, who
disapppeared in 1712.

Gaetano Giuseppe Giaccmo.==Zanetta Farusi.

died 1733.

Francois, a Jean Baptiste, born 1728,=Teresa A daughter, A daughter, A son, who-
celebrated died 1795, Director of the Rolando, died young. living in entered the

painter, b. Dresden Art Gallery. of Rome. 1798. priesthood,
1727, died and died at

1805. Rome, 1783.

On 19 March, 1741, Casanova once more as-

cended the pulpit ; but he was not destined to

deliver his oration. jjAfter having spoken the

opening sentence he was seized with giddiness, and,
to every one's surprise, fainted where he stood. It is

supposed that these
"

first fruits
" have been lost :

but perhaps they may yet be found. Casanova,
writing in 1793, spoke of them as still in his pos-
session :

" Je conserve encore ce pane'gyrique, et

je ne puis m'empecher de dire que, malgre mon
age, je le trouve excellent." *

In 1753 Casanova arrived at Venice from Vienna,
and took up his quarters on the Fondamente Nove.
In the early part of 1755 he had the misfortune to-

quarrel with the poet Abbe" Chiari, whose comedies
were at that time in vogue at Venice. Chiari,
bent upon revenge, caused Casanova to be watched,
and soon had a pretty good case to bring before

the Inquisitors of State. A spy, named Manuzzi,
in a report which is still preserved among the

archives at Venice, stated that Casanova, in com-

pany of the patricians Marc Antonio Zorzi,

Bernardo Memmo, and Antonio Braida, was in

the habit of frequenting a cafe in the Merceria,

where, on one occasion, he was heard to read a
satire on the poet Chiari, which satire was described

as an infamous libel on that distinguished man.
On another occasion continues the spy Manuzzi
Casanova was heard to read a blasphemous tirade

against the sacred principles of the Christian faith.

Giacomo Girolamo,
betterknown as Jean

Jacques Casanova de

Seingalt, b. 2 April,

1725, d. 4 June, 1798.

Biographical dictionaries mention another son,

Jean, born 1730, died 10 Dec., 1798, at Dres-

den. But I think there must have been an
error in this. Casanova in some respects bore a

striking resemblance to his renowned ancestor

Marc Antonio. Both were saturated with Latinity
and both had classic predilections. Marc Antonio
made an idol of Martial, Jacques Casanova swore

by Horace. The Prince de Ligne has said of him :

"
C'est nn puits de science, mais il cite si souvent

Horace que c'est de quoi en de^gouter."
Both had the fatal gift of satire, and both

suffered by it. Marc Antonio, for writing a satire

upon Giulio de Medicis, was compelled to fly from
Home

;
while his great-great-great-grandson, in

1783, had to fly from Venice for writing a satire

upon the patrician Gian Carlo Grimani. The list

of works written by Casanova will surprise those

who know him only by his
' Memoirs.' Whatever

may be the literary value of bis earliest productions
(supposed to have been lost), the fact of his having
been read and listened to when in his sixteenth

year is a proof of that precocity which is said

to characterize men of genius :

1740. (1) A thesis on the law "De Testamentis."
(2) A thesis on the question

" Utrum Hebraei possint
construere novae synagogas T' (3) A dissertation on the
theme " Tout ce que nous voyons avec abstraction ne

pent avoir qu'une verite abstractive."

1741. (4) A panegyric on the Confraternity of the

Holy Sacrament. This was delivered in the Church of
S. Sacramento at Venice. (5) A panegyric on Saint

Joseph. * ' Mem./ chap. iv. p. 69, vol. i.
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This accusation, apparently unsupported by any
other evidence, was enough to overwhelm its

victim with disaster, and an order for his arrest

was immediately issued. Casanova's abode is thus

indicated by the spy who caused his ruin :

" Behind the Cavalerizza, in the Calle di Mezzo, the

fourth door on the right-hand aide. Beyond that door stands

a wall which supports a chimney. The owner of the

house is a widow, whose late husband, Leopold dal Pozzo,
was a worker in mosaics. Casanova's room lies immedi-

ately beyond a table which faces the staircase, on that

table stands a box composed of lapis-lazuli and other

coloured stones. In his room there is a door, covered
with pictures, which communicates with another apart-
ment."

In that room, on 25 July, 1755, Casanova was
arrested by Messer Grande and his archers. The

following is a translation of the notification found

by M. Armand Baschet among the archives :

" Illustrisaimea et excellentissimes seigneurs inquisi*
teurs d'Etat. Pour ob&r aux ordres veneres de vo8

Excellences, j'ai arrete et conduit dans les prisons Gia-

como Casanova, et, ayant fait une attentive perquisition
dans son habitation, j'ai retrouve tous lee papiers, que je
xemets humblement a vos Excellences. C'est aussi

humblement que je vous en refere, et avec la plus entiere

tioumisaion je ru'incline.

MATTIO VARUTI, Capitaine Grand.
Le 25 Juillet, 1755."

It does not appear from the archives that the

prisoner underwent any form of trial. The accusa-
tion of a spy was sufficient in those days to convict
a man who, for any reason, had incurred the dis-

pleasure of the tribunal. The following entry,
dated nearly one month later, is all that could be
found by M. Armand Baschet :

l< Venues a la connaissance du tribunal les tres graves
fautes (molto ripressibili colpe) de Giacomo Casanova,
principalement pour cause de mepris public pour la

tiainte Religion, leurs Excellences 1'ont fait arreter et

passer sous les Plombs. Aout 21, 1755."

On the margin appears the sentence of the tribunal :

"Le ci-dessus indique" Casanova condamne pour
cinq ans sous les Plombs."

Nothing could be simpler. Arrest a man on sus-

picion, and sentence him to five years' solitary
confinement without any trial whatever ! Casa-
nova knew his fate, and resolved to circumvent
his enemies. Hia cell overlooked the courtyard ol

the Palace of the Doges, and faced toward the
west. There were in all seven cells, known as the
Piombi

; three faced west, and four faced east.

At midnight, on 31 Oct., 1756, after a confine-

ment of fifteen months and six days, Casanova
-and a fellow prisoner, the priest Balbi, got upon
Ihe roof of the Ducal Palace, and worked their way
downwards through several apartments to the large
doors which face the "Giant's Stairs." A man
named Andreoli, under the impression that they
were harmless revellers who had been accidentally
shut in, unlocked the door and allowed them to

descend the stairs that led to the Piazetta. So soon
as their escape became known, the State Inquisitors

jroceeded to take a good all-round vengeance on
;hose who may have been to blame. The unfortu-

nate gaoler, Lorenzo, was arrested, and confined in

the prisons over which he had so long presided ;

and there the poor fellow died a few months later.

Andreoli related such wondrous tales of violence

(there having been no violence at all) that he

escaped with a caution, and was still living in

1787. Balbi went to Coire, and thence to Brescia,

where, in a moment of weakness, he gave himself

up to the Venetian authorities. By order of the

State Inquisitors he was sent in chains to Venice,
and reincarcerated in the Piombi. After two

years he was sent to a convent at Feltre. In a
short time he took to his heels, went to Borne,
and threw himself at the feet of Clement XIII.
The Pope gave him absolution, and relieved him
of his monastic vows. Balbi then returned to

Venice, where, after leading a dissolute, miserable

existence, he died in 1783.

KICHARD EDGCUMBE.
33, Tedworth Square, S.W.

(To be continued.)

THE BIBLIOGRAPHICAL EXHIBIT AT THE
COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.

(Continuedfrom p. 143.)

I now pass to the Monastery La Rabida, situated

on the lake front near the south-easterly corner of

the grounds, which was an almost exact replica
of the original Rabida in Spain, where Columbus
found an asylum during his wanderings. Here
were gathered together the rarest and most valu-

able bibliographical treasures of the Exposition.

Italy, Spain, and America had all been laid under

heavy contribution, and there had resulted an un-

surpassed collection of Columbian relics books,

manuscripts, and documents. Some of these were

of necessity facsimiles, the historic importance of

which entitles them, nevertheless, to notice ;
but in

every instance where it was possible to obtain the

originals, these were procured. In the following
account I have, for the first time, drawn much of

the material from a small but most valuable work,
entitled "Souvenir of La Rabida

|
World's

Columbian Exposition; | Washington, D.C."

(n.d.) which I understand is already rare sup-

plemented by my marginal notes. The two most

noteworthy individual collections were those loaned

by the Duke of Veragua and the Duchess of Ber-

wick-Alba, to which may, perhaps, be added that

of Mr. William E. Curtis, of Washington. An
attempt, more or less arbitrary, was mad eto divide

the relics into several departments, which division,

however, I have concluded not to follow ; still, as

a matter of convenience, I shall to some extent

observe the order in which they were catalogued
in the following description.
To begin, then, there was a series of charts
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prepared by the late Prof. Hereford, of Harvard

University, which were intended to show the course

taken by the Viking explorers across the Atlantic,

and the position of the land discovered by them in

America, which embodied the results of years of

research. Of important facsimiles may be mentioned

a celestial globe made by the Arabian astronomers of

the eleventh century (original in Bibliotheque Na-

tionale, Paris) ; the Geno chart published in
4 Die

Commentarii del Viaggio' in 1558; a terrestrial

globe designed by Martin Behaim in the years

1491-3, which was the earliest globe of importance
known to geographers ;

it incorporates the ideas

of Columbus, Toscanelli, &c. The original, twenty-
one inches in diameter, was made of pasteboard,
covered with parchment, on which appeared various

pictures, with explanatory notes in Old German.
There were beside reproductions of crusaders' and

pilgrims' maps showing the route to the Holy
Land, and other charts of the tenth to the fifteenth

centuries. A military map,
"
reprusentant la the-

atre dela guerre a lY-poque des premier conquetes
de la republique de Venise en teire ferine," was of

more than ordinary interest.

Reproductions of pages from the following works>

showing the copious maginal notes in the hand-

writing of Columbus were noteworthy : 'Historia

Kervm Ubiqve Gestarvm,' Sylvius, Venice, 1477;
' De Imagine Mvndi,' Petris di Alliaco, 1410;
1 Histona Natvrale di C. Plinio,' &c., Venice, 1489.

The original copies used by Columbus of all these

works are in the Columbian Library at Seville.

The first two mentioned formed a part of his cabin

library. Marco Polo's
'De Regionibvs Orientalibvs,'

together with a reproduction of the MS. notes of

Columbus thereon, were exhibited, as were also

several editions of Ptolemy's
'

Cosmographia,'
notably those of 1475, 1482, 1486, and the rare

edition of 1511 (large folio), embodying the results

of the third voyages of Columbus and Vespucci.
This latter was printed at Venice by De Leucho,
with the initial letters rubricated by hand. It

contains twenty - seven double maps. South
America is here called

"
Tierre Sanctse Crvcis,"

and Greenland is still shown aa a peninsula of

north-western Europe. There was also a fac-

simile of the letter, and of the chart accompanying
it, from Paolo Toscanelli to Columbus, written in

1474, containing his opinion as to the feasibility
of the plans of the latter; beside a page reproduced
from the 'History of Cambria' (an. 1384), which
was the first (?) relating the discovery of the western
land by the Welsh. Now, passing rapidly on, I

may simply note the first maps of the city and
island of Santo Domingo, supposed to have been
drawn by Columbus (originals at Seville) ; auto-

graph letter of Francisco Roldan (1502) to the
Council of the Indies, making charges against
Columbus ; letter from Columbus to Dona Juana
de la Torre, the governess of Prince Juan, com-

plaining of his wrongs (1500) ; a facsimile of one
of the MS. pages of

' Libros de las Profecias,' a
work written by Columbus to prove that his dis-

covery was predicted by the Scriptures, which
adds another link to the chain of evidence in

favour of the Lombrosian theory ;
and a photo-

graphic reproduction of a royal decree conferring
certain titles upon Don Luis Colon, grandson of

Christopher.
A great number of letters and autographs of the-

Columbus family were exhibited, which it would
be useless to here catalogue, although I shall

make mention of some of these hereafter. The
signature or rubric of Columbus has, I think,
never been satisfactorily explained. According to
the custom of men of consequence of that time,
he adopted a sign manual, having some concealed

significance, as follows :

S
8.A.S.
X.M.Y.

Xpo Ferens.

This is usually supposed to indicate "Servns>

Supplex Altissimi Salvatoris Christus, Maria,
Yosef." There appear to have been some variants

to the last line ; thus we sometimes find
" Chris tc

Ferens," or
" El Almirante," after his appointment

as "Admiral of the Ocean "; it was also sometimes
omitted entirely. I must not neglect to mention
the photographic reproductions of the following
several letters. There was one addressed to the

Catholic kings, containing various observations on

geographical and meteorological subjects, dated at

Granada, 6 Feb., 1502. Before the departure of

Columbus on his last voyage he wrote a brief letter

to Nicolo Oderigo, the Genoese Ambassador, com-

mitting to his care "the book containing my
grants, and also copies of the letters and messages
sent to me," to be deposited in the Bank of St.

George at Genoa. Shortly following this, chrono-

logically, was a letter to the Governors of the

Bank in relation to the same, which he begins with

these words, "Although the body walks about

here, the heart is constantly over there." The
next letter bears date 27 Dec., 1504. It was
written to Nicolo Oderigo soon after the return of

Columbus, making inquiries concerning his papers,
and complaining that he has heard neither from

him nor from the bank. The originals of the

three last-mentioned letters are preserved in the

Muncipal Palace of Genoa. The ' Codice Diplo-

matico,' the original of which is also preserved in

the Municipal Palace, is, with a few later additions,

the book committed by Columbus to the care of

Oderigo, the trust in connexion with which the

latter failed to carry out, and it remained in his

family until 1669, when Lorenzo Oderigo presented
it to the Republic. The title, in red and black, is
"

Cartas, Privileg, Cedvlas y otras Escritvras de

Don Cristoval Colon, Almirante Mayor del Mar
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Oceano, Visorey y Gobernador de las Islas y Tierra

Firma."* Besides the documents already men-

tioned, there are bound in the famous bull of

Alexander V., fixing the line of demarcation, to-

gether with a number of letters, &c., most of which

are elsewhere referred to. There was a repro-
duction of an alleged breviary of Columbus, which,
inasmuch as it has been proved to be a fraud, need

not further detain us.

Turning to the letters of others who played an

important part in the early history of the western

continent, we find one from Amerigo Vespucci,
who appears to have been a more prolific writer

than Columbus, to his father in relation to his

voyages. There were two letters from Hernando
Cortez concerning the conquest of Mexico, one,
the original addressed to Charles Y. of Spain,

descriptive of the capture of the city of Mexico,

accompanying which is a map of the city and
a chart of the Gulf of Mexico, both supposed
to have been prepared by Cortez. Among other

Vespuccian documents was a petition by the de-

scendants of Amerigo for a pension from the

United States, based upon the very shadow
of a claim, which, indeed, could scarcely find

a foundation in sentiment, gratitude, or anything
else. A curious and interesting collection ol

maps and charts, many of them originals, exhibited

the progress of geographical knowledge from
the thirteenth to the seventeenth centuries. One
of the earliest of these was a map of the world,
in facsimile, made by a monk of Lincoln, the ori-

ginal in the Cathedral of Hereford
; it represents

a single hemisphere, almost entirely of land, with
a narrow border of water around its edge. The
Mediterranean Sea finds a position almost in the

centre, and the whole is illustrated with pictures
of a remarkable fauna. A number of the charts

are reproduced from Ptolemy's
'

Cosmographia
and 'De Bry's Voyages.' One of the most ela-

borate of the early maps of the western hemisphere
is that designed by Vaz Dourado in 1571. It is

in five parts, all beautifully illuminated ; four o:

these represent the Atlantic coast of America con-

tinuously from 80 N. to Tierra del Fuego, and
the fifth shows California and the west shore o

Mexico. By far the greater number of the map8

here exhibited belong to the sixteenth century
The last one which I shall specially mention is t

map of the world made by order of King Henry II
of France in 1546. In the Atlantic Ocean lies a

large extent of land marked " La Terre Australle,
which extends northward from a point somewha
west of the south-eastern extremity of Patagonia
so as to include approximately the present positio
held by Australia. It is separated from Patagoni
only by a narrow strait

; to its north, betwee
South America and Africa, lies "La Mer Australle.

f other maps I may mention the original of the
)e Vinci map, entitled

'

Mappemonde,' loaned by
H.I.M. Queen Victoria. Two islands, Florida
nd Newfoundland, do duty for the entire extent
f North America, and the passage to India is

ndicated as extending along the northern coast of

louth America.* The chart of Juan de la Cosa,
rawn in 1500 the original on an ox-hide now in

he Royal Library at Madrid is also represented
n facsimile. It is upon this chart that the alleged
dlegorical picture of Columbus carrying the Christ-

shild upon his back appears. Finally may be
mentioned a map of the United States showing
he location of all the places named in honour of

Dolumbus, prepared under the direction of the

Smithsonian Institution, and, if my memory serves

me,f a reproduction of Alberto Cantiuo's map,
drawn in 1502, on which, in the centre of the

Atlantic Ocean, midway between Europe and
America, is shown that phantom island of

" Terra
del Key de Portugal!," which soon afterwards dis-

appeared from the charts.

A. MONTGOMERY HANDY.
New Brighton, N.Y.

(To le continued.}

* There were two copies, similar in all respects, on
of which was removed to Paris by Napoleon.

SOTJTHEY. The writer of the article on Southey
in the last edition of

' Chambers's Encyclopedia*
makes, inter alia, these critical remarks :

" No poet probably so well known by name is so little

known by his poetry. There are some short exceptions
of course the '

Holly Bush,'
'

Battle of Blenheim,'
' Stanzas written in my Library,' half-a-dozen more."

It is curious to find the
'

Holly Tree ' thus mis-

named, and the untitled No. xviii. of the

'Occasional Pieces" trimly set forth with a descrip-

tive heading instead of being denoted, in the usual

way, by the quotation of its first line,
" My days

among the dead are past." Prof. Dowden's ad-

mirable selection,
' Poems by Robert Southey/ ia

the "Golden Treasury" series, ought to do some-

thing to stimulate fresh interest in a poet who
should not be forgotten. THOMAS BAYNE.

Helensburgb, N.B.

THE MUNIMENT ROOM AT FCLHAM PALACE.

Very few persons, perhaps, have ever heard of the

Muniment Room at Fulham Palace, and fewer

still may have visited it. It is a quaint little room
in the Tower, immediately over the ancient arch

in the quadrangle, and is reached by ascending a

flight of stairs from the bedroom of one of the

domestics. The room is lighted by a window

composed of small diamonds of glass. Against
two sides of the wall are paper-racks filled with a

most heterogeneous mass of documents and books.

* See article on this map by E. H. Major in Archce-

logia (London, 1886), vol. xl.

f This map is certainly not catalogued, and I may
have obtained my memorandum notes concerning it from

some other source.
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The oldest and by far the most interesting portion
of their contents are sundry letters relating to

North America and the West Indies, while on the

shelves are myriads of letters addressed to suc-

cessive Bishops of London, from the time (1748-
1761) of Bishop Sherlock.

The Muniment Boom is in a deplorable con-

dition. Dirt is everywhere rampant, and the whole
contents are in a woe-begone plight. Several

valuable books some from Bishop Porteus's library
are lying about uncared for and forgotten. It

were a thousand pities that so much valuable

matter of historical interest should be thus suffered

to perish. Some day, it is to be hoped, the Bishop
of London will spare a small sum out of the

episcopal revenues in order that the records may
be duly calendared and the room placed in a fit

condition for holding them.
DANIEL HIPWELL.

MONS BADONICUS. I have already written

twice (6
th S. xii. 461 and 7th S. iv. 372) on the

site of the famous battle at this place, where the

Britons are said to have defeated the Saxons about
the year A.D. 516 ; but having seen cause to

change to a great extent the view I then advocated,

perhaps a few words may again be permitted me on
the subject. The old idea that the battle or siege

(for it really was an attack on, and capture of, a

hill-fort) took place at or near Bath has long since

been shown to be erroneous, the passage in Gildas
which locates it near the Severn (" prope Sabrinum
ostium habetur ") being probably an interpolation.
As the

' Saxon Chronicle
'

about the time is chiefly
concerned with the West Saxon advance, it was

thought that Cerdic must have been concerned in

the fight in question, though no mention of any
such place is given in the '

Chronicle '; and Milton,
finding that it speaks of a battle in A.D. 527, in

which no claim of a victory is made on behalf of

Cerdic, suggested that this was to cover a real

defeat and relates to the British victory at Mons
Badonicus. But no historian mentions the name
of the defeated leader. Nennius ascribes the

victory to Arthur, and makes it the last of
twelve great contests in which he was victorious.
Now what part of the country was the scene of the

exploits of this famous king, around whose name
so much myth has gathered? His existence,
Milton remarks, "hath been doubted heretofore,
and may again with good reason." But although
we are, of course, not called upon to believe in the

Knights of the Round Table and other romances
which have grown up, there probably was an his-
torical Arthur, though in a very different part of
Britain from that in which Cerdic and his Faxons
were advancing from the south towards the west.
He was probably a leader of the Britons of Strath-

clyde and Cumbria, and fought against the Saxons
of the east coast in Bernicia and the Picts from
beyond the Clyde. To a great extent this view was

supported in a series of articles which appeared in

the Gentleman's Magazine for 1842 ;
but the author

brings Arthur subsequently to the south-west and

places his latest victories in the neighbourhood of

Exeter and of Bath, being led, like others, by the

interpolated passage in Gildas, to think that the

latter place was the site of Mons Badonicus. To
the late Dr. Skene is due the identification of the

scenes of all Arthur's exploits as given in Nennius
with places in the south of Scotland and the

north of England. His views are given in
' The

Four Ancient Books of Wales,' published in 1868,
and are fully confirmed (in their main points) by
Mr. Glennie in his

' Arthurian Localities,' which

appeared the year after, in 1869. To these works
and to Skene's 'Celtic Scotland '

(second edition,

1886) we must refer. But although want of space

precludes our entering into the matter in full, it

may be of interest to mention the identifications of

the sites of Arthur's last two battles, which Nen-
nius places

"
in monte qui dicitnr Agned," and

"
in monte Badonis," respectively. Agned was the

old British name for what afterwards became Edin-

burgh; and who does not know of the hill still

called Arthur's Seat there ? Not far from Linlith-

gow, above a river called the Avon, is Bouden
Hill. This "I venture," says Dr. Skene, "to
identify with the Mons Badonicus," and Mr. Elton,
in his

'

Origins of English History
'

(second edition,

1890, p. 352, note), accepts this view as the mos

probable. Mr. Glennie points out several other

Arthurian localities in South Scotland and North-

umberland, and there can be little doubt that the

historical Arthur was much nearer the mouth of

the Clyde than that of the Severn ; with the

expeditions of the mythical Arthur or the question
how far he was a

"
flos regum

" we need not con-

cern ourselves. But whilst writing in
' N. & Q.'

I may refer to a note in 4th S. vii. 281, in which A
SEXAGENARIAN adds two more to the Arthurian

localities in Northumberland identified by Mr.
Glennie. And it is hardly possible for an astro-

nomer, in speaking of this subject, to avoid referring
to "Arthur's slow wain" ('Lay of the Last Min-

strel,' i. 17), which seems to be a designation in the

Scotch Lowlands for the constellation Ursa Minor.

W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

P.S. Since the above was written, the view

taken long ago in the Gentleman's Magazine has

been revived in the Academy; but it seems to me
far more likely that the myths about Arthur tra-

velled from the south of Scotland to the south of

England than that he himself marched armies

from the former to the latter.

THE THATCHED COTTAGE AT PADDINGTON. (See
8tb S. vii. 485.) As this survival of former days
has more than once formed the subject of a refer-

ence in
' N. & Q.,' it may be worth while to record
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that a short account of the building:, together with
a sketch by Mr. Walter R. Jaggard, will be found
in the Builder for 18 May, p. 371, and for 8 June,
p. 435. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

CURFEW BELL. The following, from Bell's

Weekly Messenger, 28 Sept., may be worth noting :

"The curfew bell in old St. Giles's, Cripplegate,
which has been allowed to lie neglected, and almost

forgotten, has now been replaced in the cupola of the
ancient church. It has been re-mounted in a strong
English oak frame, and can be seen from all the sur-

rounding district. There can be little doubt that the
old bell which has been restored was the same which
rung the nightly signal when Milton lived under its

shadow."

G. H. THOMPSON.
Alnwick.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

CANALETTO IN ENGLAND. The materials for a

biography of this painter are very meagre. We
know that he was born in Venice, that he was the

pupil of his father and Luca Carlevaris, visited

Borne and England, and returning to his native

place, died there in 1768. Walpole, in his
' Anec-

dotes of Painters,' states that he came to England
in 1746, and this statement is corroborated by a

drawing in the British Museum, representing
Westminster Bridge (which was commenced in

1738/9 and completed in 1750) in a half-finished

state. Walpole was of opinion that Oanaletto did
not stay in England more than two years ; but in

this opinion he is mistaken, as it appears from
another drawing by him in the British Museum,
representing Westminster Bridge as completed,
that he must have been here after 1750. In an
article in the 'Biography of Illustrious Italians,'

by Agostino Sagredo, it is suggested that Canaletto
made a second visit to England, and remained
here some considerable time, the passage in which
this suggestion is made being as follows :

"Ritornato in Venezia, due volte ee ne discosto per
girsene nell' Inghilterra dove rimase per buona pezza di

tempo e vi trovo mold onorati premi e fama stragiande
vi conseguiva."

This seems probable ;
but in the absence of any

reference or dates, it is difficult to verify the state-

ment. It would appear from the amount of work
executed by Ganaletto in this country that his stay
must have been of some duration; and I should
like to know if there is any ground for the sugges-
tion that he made two visits to England. Amiconi,
Canaletto's friend and fellow-countryman, remained
in England ten years, from 1729 to 1739.
De Angelis, who continued Gori Gandellini's

'Notizie degli Intagliatori," states that some of

Canaletto's etchings, which are extremely rare, are

to be found in a work entitled
'

Princes, Grands

Capitaines, et autres Homines Illustres de la

Grande Bretagne.' Is anything known of the

author of this work and the place of publication ?

JNO. HEBE.
Willesden Green, N.W.

ALDERMEN OF BILLINGSGATE. The parentage
or further genealogical information concerning any
of the under-mentioned will be acceptable :

Robert Alderness, Alderman 1511 till resigned
in 1521, Sheriff 1512-13.

Richard Choppyn, Alderman 1531 till decease

in 1536, Sheriff 1530-1. He was buried in St.

Giles's, Cripplegate. Will proved in P.C.C. 1536.

William Box, Alderman 1570 till resigned in

1581, apparently to enable him to accept the office

of Remembrancer, Sheriff 1570-1.

Andrew Kendrick, Alderman 1651-2.

John Perryn, Alderman 1654-6.

Sir William Peake, Alderman 1659 till decease

in 1676, Sheriff 1660-1, Mayor 1667-8. Buried

in St. Catherine Cree. He is said by Strype to be

the son of one Peake of Lincolnshire. His wife

was Margery, daughter of William Davison, of

Horncastle, Line. (Le Neve).
Robert Heysham, Alderman 1720 till decease

in 1723. He was M.P. for Lancaster 1698-1715,
London 1715-22.

Sir Edward Bellamy, Alderman, 1723-45, Sheriff

1724, Mayor 1734-5. He lived at Tendring Hall,

Suffolk, and died
" Father of the City

"
(being

then Alderman of Bridge) 28 March, 1749.

Thomas Winterbottam, Alderman 1745-52,
Sheriff 1746-7, Mayor 1751-2. Died during his

mayoralty, 4 June, 1752, and was buried at St.

Mary at Hill. He was the last Lord Mayor fully

installed on the ancient day,
" the morrow of Sfc,

Simon and St. Jude," i. e., 29 Oct.

William Champion, Alderman June, 1799,
until his death 10 Aug. following, while serving
the office of Sheriff. Is sometimes, but apparently

erroneously, styled "Knight." W. D. PINK.

WILLIAM NORRIS. The '
Diet, of Nat. Biog.,'

quoting Grove's
'
Diet, of Music,' says that no

trace of Norm's ' Ode on Cecilia's Day
'

remains.

It is probably to be identified with an " Ode for

St. Cecilia's Day, set by Mr. Norris, late master

of ye Children and one of the Cathedral at Lincoln,"
now in the Bodleian Library (MS. Mus., c. 28).

It begins with the words "
Begin the noble song,"

and is written for soli and chorus, with accom-

paniment of two violins and bass.

G. E. P. A.

LEONARD STOPES. Can any of your readers

supply me with the date of the death of Leonard

Slopes, one of the first four scholars and Fellows

of St. John's, Oxford ; the author of the poem on

Mary, printed by Lant ; afterwards a seminary
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priest, imprisoned at Wisbech ? (See Boase, Wood,
Dodd, &c.) Some manuscript note may hare

escaped me, as to whether he died in prison, or
was executed, or was liberated. C. 0. STOPES.

'THE BRITISH PHCE NIX': 'AN INGENIOUS AND
LEARNED DISCOURSE,' &c. I am desirous of

learning the name of the author or authors of the

following anonymous works, which are not men-
tioned in Halkett and Laing nor Gushing :

The British Phoenix
; or, the Gentleman and Lady's

Polite Literary Entertainer By Mercurius Typo-
graphicus, alias, The Printer's Devil. London : Printed
for, and Sold by H. Serjeant. Date, if any, cut off in

binding, probably about 1758. 128 pp.
An Ingenious and Learned Discourse, being a sermon

Preach'd to a Congregation of Glass-Bottles The
Fourth Edition. London: Printed for, and sold by J.

Dowse, opposite Fountain Court, in the Strand. 1752.
25pp.

KICHARD BLISS.
Newport, E.I., U.S.

SOURCE OF QUOTATION WANTED. The follow-

ing is attributed to Pitt. Can you kindly refer
me to the original ?

" To levy a direct tax of seven per cent, is a dangerous
experiment in a free country and may invite revolt ; but
there is a method by which you can tax the last rag from
the back and the last bite from the moath without
causing a murmur against high taxes, and that is by
taxing a great many articles of daily use and necessity
go indirectly that the people will pay them and not know
it. Their grumbling will then be against hard times;
but they won't know that the hard times are caused by
taxation."

EDWARD McHuon.
42, Laird Street, Birkenhead.

"HoLA." What does "hola" mean? The
word occurs in some quarries of a stained-glass
window in the Wenlock Chapel, Luton Church

Y. D.

HOUSE OF PREVITE, DUKES OF SPIANI. What
are the pedigree, titles, and arms of this house,
whose residence about the year 1800 was at San
Pietro, near Mesaina, in Sicily? Did Giuseppe
Previte, born about 1794, who left Sicily about
1810, serve under Napoleon in his Russian cam-
paign ? C. W. P. 0.

CATHERINE OF BERRAN. There is preserved
at Combermere Abbey, co. Chester, a full figure
portrait in oil of this lady, dated 1568. Her left
hand rests on a skull. Why? She is said to have
had seven husbands. Who were they ? She is
said to have been a cousin of Queen Elizabeth. Is
this statement correct ? Who were her parents ?

JAMES HALL.
Lindum House, Nantwicb.

GREEN AND BLUE WINE GLASSES. It is not
ihe fashion now to use these old coloured, but
beautiful wine glasses. I am desirous of knowing

when they were first introduced, and for what
kind of wine they were used. My idea was that

they were only for hock ; but I am told that they
were used for claret also. But then it was not the

fashion to drink claret during dinner, only at

desser t ; and these glasses were taken off the table

when the dessert was put on. H. A. W.

PORTRAITS OF DUKE OF MONMOUTH AND EARL
OF EOCHESTER. Has any one noticed the remark-

able resemblance the portrait of the Duke of Mon-
mouth at Warwick Castle bears to the one shown
at the South Kensington Museum of Wilmot, Earl

of Rochester ? FERRIER PRTOR.

"HEBBERMAN." In G. Miege's 'French Dic-

tionary,' 1688, is, "Hebberman, One that fishes

below London-bridge for Whitings, Smelts, &c.,

commonly at Ebbing Water, sorte de Pecheur,"

What ia the derivation of the word ? Is w"

seems to be a guess on the part of Miege the

correct explanation of the term ?

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

CANNON AT THE TOWER OF LONDON. I shall

be much obliged for any information relative to

the two very large cannon exhibited, with others

of smaller size, on the west side of the Tower, and

labelled,
"
Brought over from Ireland in the reign

of Henry VIII." HENRY G. HOPE.

ANCHORITE AT WESTMINSTER. In Sir Wai
Besant's '

Westminster,' lately issued, pp. 102-11
is a delightful account of the appointment of

anchorite at Westminster. It is introduced

the words :
" The following extracts from an un

published Chronicle by a nameless Brother ma;
illustrate the Service of Consecration of an Ankre
The date appears to have been about the beginning
of the reign ofHenry IV." I venture to ask, Where
is this

"
unpublished. chronicle

"
to be seen?

the rest of its contents be half as interesting

this, no time ought to be lost in publishing i

Who so fit an editor as the genial author of
' Wei

minster'? W. SPARROW SIMPSON.

WATERLOO CAMPAIGN. In the literature on
the Waterloo campaign I have not been able to

. . ., . i , ,,.

see any report
Do any exist ?

>

see any report or account from the surgical staff.

K. B. S.

JOHN WORTHINGTON, Curate of Offenham and
master of a school at Evesham. Can any corre-

spondent supply me with further details about

this man's college, preferments, &c. 1

J. LANGHORNE.
Lamberliursfc Vicarage.

WILLIAM THOMPSON, OF HUMBLETON. I have

lately bought from Mr. Downing, Temple Row,
Birmingham, the book-plate of William Thompson,
of Humbleton, in Yorkshire, esquire, 1708. Is any-
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thing known about him? Did the village and
lands of Humbleton belong to him ?

WILLIAM BETHELL.
" MAN-JACK." No dictionary which I have

-consulted gives this term. Nor does Koget's
'Thesaurus.' Most people must have heard the

expression, "Every man-Jack of them." Can
anybody enlighten me as to its origin and applica-

bility? CECIL CLARKE.
Authors' Club, S.W.

fSee
'
Diet, of Phrase and Fable,' s. v.

" Jack "
(26).]

ESCHUID. This author wrote in England a
book on judicial astrology which, after nearly all

the MS. copies had been lost or destroyed, was at

last printed in Germany, and published at Venice
in the year 1489. Is anything known of the

author, his real name (which is here printed twice
Eschuid and once Eshcaid), and the time and
place of his life ? The .heading (apparently by
the German editor) runs thus :

" Summa astrologies
iudicialis de accidentibus mundi qu;e anglicana
uulgo nuncnpatur loannis eshcuidi uiri anglici peri-
tissimi scientiae astrologice fcelici sidere inchoat."
The last words call to mind those of Prospero," My zenith doth depend upon a most auspicious
star." W. T. LYNN.

Blackheath.

DOUBLE STAIRCASES IN CRYPTS. The well-
known crypt under the chancel of Repton Church,
in Derbyshire, contains two flights of steps leading
from the west side into the building above, and
pointing obliquely towards the aisles. I should be

glad to know whether there are any other instances
of such an arrangement in Great Britain or Ireland.

S. 0. ADDY.
Sheffield.

CAMBRIDGE SHEET ALMANACK. In the 'An-
nual Register

'

for 1775 a correspondent calls

attention to the above as one of the noted almanacs
of the day. As I have not been able to find any
copy of it, I do not think this could have been its

right title. I shall be much obliged if any of

your readers can help me to discover it.

HENRY R. PLOMER.
308, King Street, Ravencourt Park, W.

ABBEY OP LAUNDEN. Where was this ? I

find it mentioned in the will of one John Fischer,
dated 27 Aug., 1452. CHAS. JAS. F&RET.

AUTHORS or QUOTATIONS WANTED.
Misericordia Domini inter pontern et fontem.

Miss not the occasion by the forelock take
That subtle Power, the never halting time ;

Lest a mere moment's putting off should make
Mischance almost as heavy as a crime.

G.
Ne'er to the mansions where the mighty rest,
Since their foundations, came a nobler guest.

A. M. HANDY.

NAPOLEON'S MARSHALS.

(8
th S. viii. 368.)

In response to the inquiry made by MR. JONA-
THAN BOUCHIER, the following is a complete list

of the twenty-six marshals of the first Napoleon,
with the titles each bore under the Empire :

Augereau, Duke of Castiglione.

*Bernadotte, Prince of Ponte-Corvo.
B.erthier Prince of Wagram, Prince of Neufchatel,

and Duke of Valengin.
Bessieree, Duke of Istria.

Brune (Count).

Davout, Prince of Eckmiihl Duke of Auerstadt.

fGrouchy,
fJourdan (Count).

JKellermann, Duke of Valmy.
Lannes, Duke of Montebello.

JLefebvre, Duke of Dantzig.
Macdonald. Duke of Tarentum.
Marmont, Duke of Ragusa.
Massena, Prince of Essling, Duke of Rivoli.

Moncey, Duke of Conegliano.
Mortier, Duke of Treviso.

Murat, King of Naples, Grand Duke ofBerg and Cloves.

Ney, Prince of the Moskowa, Duke of Elchingen.
Oudinot, Duke of Reggio.
JPerignon (Count).
Poniatoweki (Prince).
St. Cyr (Count).
ISerurier (Count).
Soult, Duke of Dalmatia.

Suchet, Duke of Albufera da Valencia.

Victor-Perrin, Duke of Belluno.

Further particulars of the marshals, collectively,
will be found at the end of the English edition of

Marshal Macdonald's '

Recollections
'

( one-volume
edition of 1893) and in recent English editions of

Bonrrienne's
' Memoirs of Napoleon.' It is also

understood that Col. Phipps has in preparation a

complete record of the ' Lives and Campaigns of

the Marshals of Napoleon,' which it is said will

appear next year.

Referring to the list given by MR. BOUCHIER,
Desaix and Kle"ber were both killed before the

rank of marshal was restored by Napoleon, Junot

(Duke of Abrantes) never became marshal, Duroc,
Duke of Friuli, was a civil marshal (Mare'chal du

Palais), and Generals Excelmans, Gerard, Mouton,
(Comte Lobau), and Clarke (Duke of Feltre) only
became marshals in a subsequent reign. When the

same rank was offered to the ex-Viceroy of Italy

by the Bourbons it was declined. R. B.

Upton.

The list given by MR. BOUCHIER is not correct.

Desaix, Excelmans, Junot, Kleber, and Lobau

'

Resigned his marshal's lA'.on and subsequently

accepted the Swedish crown.
Removed by Napoleon from the marshalate for ill-

success.

The first four marshals created. The rank of these

four was an honorary one.
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were not marshals. De Bourrienne gives the

reason why Junot was not made a marshal, and it

is supposed that his disappointment at not receiving
a baton was one of the causes of his insanity. Clarke
was one of Napoleon's ministers, bat was not one
of his marshals, as he did not receive a la ton

until 1817, and Gerard was not made a marshal
until after the Revolution in July, 1830. MR.
BOUCHIER must add to his list of marshals Sachet,
Gouvion St. Cyr, Bertrand (Grand Marshal of

Napoleon's household), and Eugene Beauharnais.
I cannot call to mind any others at present. Were
any of Napoleon's brothers made marshals 1

H. B. POLAND.
Temple.

MR. BotrcniEK has omitted from his list Perig-

non, Serrurier, Brune, Snchet, Gouvion St. Cyr,
who were all of them marshals. On the other

hand, he has included generals who were never
marshal?. Kleber and Desaix were killed before

they had an opportunity of obtaining the baton.

Excelmans, Gerard, Junot, Lobau, were generals

only. Duroc may have been nominally a marshal,
but he was never in command. Clarke, who was
in civil employment, was only a general. It is a

common mistake that Junot was a marshal. He
was made Duke of Abrantes, but he made BO many
blunders when in command that Napoleon never
sent him the baton. E. YARDLET.

"HALIFAX LAW" (8
th S. viii. 368).

" Halifax
Law" and "Jedwood Justice" are two quite
distinct subjects. The three notes referred to (5

tb

S. iii.) are all concerned with the latter only, and
have nothing whatever to do with the subject of

PROF. ATTWELL'S question. He wUl find
"
Hali-

fax Law "
fully described and discussed in a curious

little book, now somewhat scarce, entitled "Halli-
fax [sic] and its Gibbet-Law Placed in a true Light.
Together With a Description of the Town ; the
Nature of the Soil ; the Temper and Disposition
of the People; the Antiquity of its Customary
Law, and the reasonableness thereof London,
Printed by J. How, for William Bently, at Halli-

fax, in Yorkshire, 1708." The law in question
was to this effect : "That if a felon be taken
within their Liberty with Goods stoln either

Hand-habend, Backberand or Confessand cloth, or

any other commodity of the value of thirteen pence
halfpenny, he shall be taken to the Gibbet
and there have his Head cut off from his Body."
Of the origin and antiquity of this law nothing
seems to be known

; all that the author can tell us
is that it was a custom claimed (by the inhabitants)
"by the Usage and Continuance of Time, since
when is not in the Memory of Man to the contrary,
as was acknowledged in the Days of King Philip
and Queen Mary." It must not be supposed that
the executions took place without any previous

trial, as has sometimes, I believe, been represented
1

(and, indeed, the Earl of Leicester's letter to Lord

Burleigh seems to imply) ;
on the contrary, he

adds : "Nor is the Felon when apprehended, and
from these evidences condemned to die, speedily
and without any further inspection and considera-

tion, executed ;
but the whole matter is solemnly

examined by the Frith Burghers within the same

Liberty," &c. There was, however, a ceremony
performed after the trial and execution, which
seems to have been little more than a recapitulation
of the circumstances " to the intent that a record

may be made thereof in the Crown- office to testify

the king's allowance and corroboration of their

customary law." Doubtless it was this subsequent
proceeding that gave rise to the erroneous notion

above referred to. F. NORGAIE.

In an '

Itinerary of the Roads of England,' with

descriptions of the principal places, dated 1755, I
find the following in the account of Halifax, which,

bears upon the above :

"The Halifax law, BO much talked of formerly, was
made in the reign of Henry VII. to put an end to the
then common practice of stealing cloths in the night
time from the tenters. By this bye-law, the magistrate
of Halifax were empowered to pass and execute sentence

of death on all criminals, if they were either taken in

the fact of stealing, or if the cloth stolen was found

upon them, or if they own'd the fact. The value of the

thing stolen, however, was to be above thirteen pence
halfpenny. If the fact was committed out of the

vicarage, but within the liberties of the forest of Hard-

wic, the offender was first carried before the bailiff of

Halifax, who presently summoned the frith burghers
of the several towns in the forest, by whom be was
eitber acquitted or condemned. If tbe latter, he was
carried within a week to the scaffold, and there beheaded
in a very remarkable manner, viz., by an ax drawn up
by a pulley to the top of a wooden engine, and fastened

there by a pin, which when taken out, the ax fell down
in an instant, and did its work. This may partly serve

to explain tbe common litany of tbe beggare and vagrants
of these parts, viz.,

' Prom Hell, Hull, and Halifax, good
Lord deliver us.' The engine, which was used in 1620,
was then removed, but tbe basis it stood on still remains.

As to the aforesaid engine, it is fit to be observed.

that the Earl of Morton, Regent of Scotland, seeing one
of these executions, as he pass'd thro' Halifax, took a

model of it, and carried it into his own country ; where
after many years, during which it was called the maiden,
his lordship's head was the first that was cut off with it;

and tho' it has cut off many a head since, it still retains

the name."

The engine was, in fact, the prototype of the

guillotine, brought into such prominence during
the Beign of Terror in France at the close of the

eighteenth century, and which is still the ordinary
instrument of capital punishment in that country.

W. K. TATE.

Walpole Vicarage, Halesworth.

In addition to the reference already given by the

Editor, see
'

Queries with Answers '
in

' N. & Q.,'

3rd S. v. 56; also a 'Supplementary English

Glossary,' by T. L. 0. Davies, under "
Holyfax
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Law, or Inquest '; and Hone's 'Every-Day Book,
i. 145, for a description and illustration.

EVEEARD HOME GOLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

FLEUR-DE-LIS (8
th S. viii. 369). The work

referred to by Prof. Geddes is presumably Bon
avia'a

' The Flora of the Assyrian Monuments and
its Outcomes '

(1893). The theory of the Oriental

and pagan origin of the fleur-de-lis is not, of course,
a new one, although Dr. Bonavia differs from

Previous

authorities as to the evolutionary process

y which it has come down to its present con-

ventional form. Viollet-le-Duc quotes an inter-

esting essay, published by M. Woillez in 1848,
and entitled,

'

Iconographie des Plantes aroides

figure
1

es auMoyenAge,et conside're'escommeOrigine
de la Fleur de lis de France '; in which the author

upholds by a chain of curious arguments the purely

phallic origin of the fleur-de-lis. See the '
Diction-

naire de 1'Architecture,' vol. v., art.
"
Flore."

OSWALD HUNTER BLAIR, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus, N.6.

DORSET DIALECT (8
th S. viii. 285, 377). With

submission to MR. ELWORTHY, I venture to think
that he is mistaken in saying that Beer and Oak
ford, named in connexion with Hayford Bridge,
are in Devon. To my mind Beer = Bere Regis,
and Oakford = Okeford Fitzpaine, both in Dorset,
and not very many miles away from Hayford
Bridge. All three words in question are used in

Dorset. H. J. MOTJLE.
Dorchester.

ENGLISH AND SCOTTISH STUDENTS AT PADTTA

(8
th S. viii. 223, 333). I have read B.'s note ; but

the book he mentions is not in the British Museum
Library at least, I cannot find it. I shall be

obliged if he will look for the name John Swinton
between 1640 and 1650. The gentleman in ques-
tion was a judge under Cromwell, and did not
receive a legal education in Scotland.

R. B. SWINTON.
Blackheath.

W. SOTHEBY (5
tt S. xi. 507). William

Sotheby, eldest son of William Sotheby (ob. 1766),
colonel in the Coldstream Guards, and Elizabeth
his wife, daughter of William Sloane, Esq., of

Stoneham, Hants, was born in London, 9 Nov.,
1757, and baptized at St. George's Church,
Bloomsbury, 19 Dec. following. By the early
death of his father he was left under the

guardianship of the Hon. Charles Yorke, after-

wards Lord Chancellor, and of his maternal uncle,
Hans Sloane, Esq. By them he was placed at

Harrow School, where he remained till the age of

seventeen, when he was induced to enter the army.
He purchased a commission in the 10th Dragoons,
from which he immediately obtained leave of

absence, and passed several months at the Military

Academy in Angers, that he might more fully study
the principles of his profession. He quitted the

army on his marriage, 17 July, 1780, with Mary
Isted (born 28 Dec., 1759, died 14 Oct., 1834),

youngest daughter of Ambrose Isted, Esq., of

Ecton, co. Northampton, by Anne, his wife, sister

and coheir of Sir Charles Buck, Bart., of Hamby
Grange, co. Lincoln, and purchased Bevis Mount,
near Southampton, where he resided till his

removal to London in 1791, subsequently passing
a great part of every year at Fairmead Lodge, in

Sewardstone, Essex, on the outskirts of Epping
Forest, of which he was one of the Master Keepers.
Mr. Sotheby, who was descended from the

younger branch of an ancient family of the same

name, formerly settled at Pocklington, and Bird-

sail, in Yorkshire, was well known in literary

circles as the successful translator of
'

Oberon,' of

the 'Georgics' of Virgil, and, at seventy years of age,
of Homer's 'Iliad' and 'Odyssey'; he was also the

author of several original poems. He became
F.R.S. and F.S.A. in 1794. His portrait, painted

by Sir Thomas Lawrence, P.R.A., was engraved

by F. C. Lewis. By his marriage with Mary
Isted he was the father of five sons, William.

Charles, George, Hans, and Frederick, and two

daughters, Maria and Harriet Louisa. He died

in Lower Grosvenor Street, London, 30 Dec.,

1833, and was buried 6 Jan., 1834, in the family
vault in the churchyard of Hackney, co. Middlesex.

The above-named Col. William Sotheby, elected

F.S.A. 8 Dec., 1743, was the fourth son of James

Sotheby, Esq., of Sewardstone, by Anne Robinson
his wife, descended from the Norrises of Speke, co.

Lancaster. James Sotheby's death is thus recorded

in the Gentleman's Magazine, November, I742r
vol. xii. p. 603 :

" Nov. 17. Sontherby, Esq., Banger of Epping
Forest; he had kept within his House in Hatton Garden
ten Years."

An entry in the parish register of Hackney
furnishes the information that he was buried

28 Nov., 1742. The aforenamed manor of Seward-

stone appears to have been purchased in 1673 by
the said James Sotheby's father, James Sotbeby,
merchant of London, who married Mary Gooding,
and was buried at Hackney, 18 Aug., 1685.

(" Lines suggested by the Third Meeting of the

British Association, held at Cambridge, in June,
1833. By William Sotheby, Esq., F.R.S., &c.
With a Short Memoir of his Life," 8vo., Lond.,
1834. Monumental Inscriptions in Hackney
Church and Churchyard. Information from Major-
General F. E. Sotheby, Ecton, Northampton.)

DANIEL HIPWELL.

THE WATERLOO BALL (8
th S. viii. 248, 315).

Sir William Fraser, in his
' Words on Wellington

'

[London, John C. Nimmo, 1889), p. 285, gives a

1st of those invited to the Duchess of Richmond's

ball, which he obtained from Lady de Ros, doubt-
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less identical with that referred to by WATER-
LOOENSIS.

Sir William gives much interesting evidence as

to the ballroom. On the authority of Lady de

Bos, daughter of the Duke of Richmond, he states

that the room had been a coachmaker's depot
(p. 285) ; the duke's house being in the Rue de la

Blanchisserie (p. 283). He proceeds to show that

the granary of a brewery now (1888) existing in

the said street (Nos. 40 and 42, proprietor, V.

Vanginderachter) is the celebrated ballroom. He
reproduces several letters from himself which

appeared in the papers in 1888 (Times, 25 Aug.,
Daily Telegraph, 5 Sept., Times, 18 Sept. and
10 Dec.), also leading articles from the Morning
Post and Daily Telegraph of 27 Aug., also a letter

from Lord de Eos, which appeared in the Times
of 14 Sept.,* giving his mother's belief that Sir

William Fraser's discovery was erroneous and her

reasons, also an article published (in what is not

stated) on 8 Dec., by Mr. Richard Edgcumbe,
confirming Sir William Fraser's conclusion. In
this article reference is made to

' N. & Q.,' 4th S.

iii. 261, viz., a note by MR. 0. W. BINGHAM.
ROBERT PIERPOINT.

St. Austin's, Warrington.

What was the "ballroom dress" in which
" some British officers fought at Quatre Bras "

?

I presume it was full-dress uniform, and differed

from ordinary uniform only in being smarter. But,
as stress is often laid on the point, I may be wrong.

THORNFIELD.

[See 7th S. vi. 441, 472, 515; vii. 34; viii. 176.]

VATICAN EMERALD (8
th S. viii. 347). The

emerald which had been in the tiara of Julius II.

(who died in 1513), engraved with his name, was

long preserved amongst the jewels of the Louvre,
and was presented by Napoleon to Pius VII. It

was a fine stone, two inches in diameter.

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield, Beading.

If I am not mistaken this expression refers to

the magnificent square emerald often seen formerly
in the pontifical ring upon the finger of Pius IX
He more frequently wore a cameo ring represent
ing the Madonna, but the former ring naturally
attracted most admiration.

Perhaps the subject of pontifical rings has

already been treated in
' N. & Q.' In case it has

not, I venture to subjoin a few details, in the hope
of throwing some mere glimmer of the light MR
GALE desires upon the subject.

These Papal rings, of course, belong to another

category than the "
Pescatorio," or seal-ring, which

represents St. Peter in the act of fishing from a

ship, and which is broken forcibly upon the decease
of each Pontiff. Clement IV. writes to a nephew

Sir William Fraeer says September 13, instead of 14.

' Non scribimus tibi, neque sanguineis nostris sub

Bulla, sed sub piscatoris sigillo, quo Romani
Pontifices in suis secretis utuntur" (7 March,

1265).
The origin of wearing other rings by the Popes

is not positively known, nor is it at all certain at

what date the custom commenced. When Paul V.

[Borgheae, 1604) opened the tomb of Boniface VIII.

there was found upon the ring-finger of the right

band a sapphire ring which was valued at 3,000
scudi. This gem was worn as another ornament

in quite recent days by Princess Borghese, and

not by the descendants of the ancient and great

family to which Boniface belonged, and who (if

my information is correct) viewed the possession
of it by others with unmitigated disfavour.

Another " Anello Pontificate
"
belonging to Bene-

dict XI. (1304), his successor, contained a similar

sapphire with four rubies surrounded by pearls.

Gregory XVI. (his chamberlain-in-chief* tells us)

ordinarily wore a gold ring containing an "
Aquar-

marina," but he likewise wore a magnificent

solitary
"
brilliant,"

"
poco faccettato," of the value

of 6,000 scndi, which bore the legend of Pius VII.,

and had belonged to that Pope.
The sapphire, by its colour symbolizing heaven,

was probably preferred to other stones. Pius VIII.

used one, but often wore another ring, which held

an emerald set with brilliants.

ST. CLAIR BADDELET.

WAKEFIELD RAILWAY (8
tt S. viii. 249).

I have taken the trouble to extract from the
' Journals of the House of Commons,' 1811, the

accompanying information. The Bill was hotly

opposed and rejected. The Wakefield Railway
was not the earliest, as the Surrey Iron Railway

preceded it in 1801 :

"Wakefield, Petition for a Bill for establishing a

Railway from Upper Calder in that Township, to Alver-

thorpe-with-Thornes referred to a Committee, 31 Jan.

Reported, Bill ordered, 18 Feb. Presented, and read,

21. Petition of the Reverend John Lumley Savile

against ;
to lie upon the Table till Second Reading, and

Counsel ordered ;
Petition in favour ; to lie upon the

Table, 11 March. Day appointed for Second Reading,

12. Second Reading deferred, 16. Petition of Joseph
Charlesworth and of Thomas and Benjamin Wood,

against ;
to lie upon the Table till Second Reading and

Counsel ordered, 19. Motion for discharging the Order

for Second Reading withdrawn, 22. Second Reading

deferred, 25. Petition in favour ;
to lie upon the Table,

26. Petitions in favour ; to lie upon the Table ;
Petitions

of Inhabitants of Wakefield, and of Owners of Eatates

in Wakefield, and of Owners of Estates in Wakefield and

Alverthorpe-with-Thornes, against; to lie upon the

Table till Second Reading, and Counsel ordered, 1 April.

House informed that no Counsel attended; Bill com-

mitted, ibid. Committee to send for Persons, Papers,

and Records, 4, Petition from Hedon in favour ;
to lie

upon the Table, Hid. Petitions against, referred,

Counsel ordered, Voices, 5. Petitions in favour ;
to lie

* Cf.
' Di Varie Sorte di Anelli e Precisamente

Pontificale,' Pompeo Sarnelli.
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upon the Table, 8, 9, 10. Petition of Mr. Charlesworth
read again ; Order for referring it to the Committee,
read; House informed that the Petitioner desired to

withdraw his Petition; Motion for discharging the

Order, and Debate thereon, adjourned, 10. Petitions in

favour, 24. Time enlarged for Committee to report, 29-
6 May. Bill reported, Report to lie upon the Table, 9.

"9th May, 1811. Wakefield Railway Bill reported.
Lord Viscount Milton reported from the Committee on
the Bill for establishing a Railway from Upper Calder, in

the Township of Wakefield, in the County of York, to a
field called Horse Close, in the Pariah of Alverthorpe-
with-Thornes in the said County; and to whom the
Petitions of the Honourable and Reverend John Lumley
Savile, of Edwinstow, in the County of Nottingham,
Clerk ;

of Joseph Charlesworth, of Kettlethorpe Hall,
in the Parish of Sandall Magna, in the West Riding of
the County of York, Coal Merchant ; of Thomas Wood,
and Benjamin Wood, of Flanshaw, in the Parish of

Wakefield, Cloth Manufacturers ; of several Inhabitants
of the Town and Parish of Wakefield; and of several
Owners of Estates situate in the Townships of Wakefield
and Alverthorpe-with-Thornes, were referred ; that they
had heard Counsel in support of the said Petitions

;
and

had also heard Counsel in favour of the Bill
; and that

they had examined evidence in support of the allegations
contained in the Preamble of the Bill, but are of opinion
that the same have not been proved and the Report was
read. Ordered, that the Report do lie upon the Table."

Hie ET UBIQUE.

'N. & Q.,' 2nd S. vii. 318, furnishes a very
concise history of the leading railways of Great
Britain and Ireland, from which the following is

an extract :

" The next projector of a railway steam-engine was
Mr. Blenkinsop of Leeds, who, 12 Aug., 1812, began
running bis patent engines on the tramway extending
from the Middleton Collieries to his native town, a
distance of about three and a half miles. His engines con-
tinued for many years to be employed in the haulage of

coal, and furnished the first instance of locomotive power
for commercial purposes."

Now as Middleton is about midway between
Leeds and Wakefield, probably it was the proposed
extension of the tramway or railed-road to the
latter town which was so

"
sharply contested

"
in

the year 1811. EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

RAIN AT CHERKA POONJEE (8
th S. viii. 267,

298). See a short article in Once a Week, vol. v.

p. 381, entitled
' How the Rains come down on us

in India.' E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

RINDLE (8
th S. viii. 228). A rindle is merely a

dialectal variant of a nmnel, i.e., a small stream
that runs. It stands for rinnel, the d being in-

trusive ; precisely as in spin-d-le, from A.-S. spinl.
The old verb rennan, to run, made the pp. runnen.

Hence, by mutation, the A.-S. rynel, a small stream,
a runnel. Now the A.-S. y was sounded like the

modified u in German, and was difficult to keep
up. The Southern dialects kept it longest, till it

was exchanged for the form runnel, possibly a new
formation from the verb to run. But the Northern

and Midland dialects turned the y into i, pro-

ducing the form rinel (pronounced as rinnel) ;
and

out of rinel came rin-d-le. Here is an example of

rinel (spelt with M.E. y, which was merely an i,

and quite distinct from the A.-S. y) :

The rynels wex red of the ronke blode [rank blood]
That were slayne in the sliche [sludge], &c.

' Destruction of Troy
'

(E.E.T.S.), 5709.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

Webster's '
Dictionary

'

gives the derivation of

rindle as from the A.-S. rynel=& small water-

course or brook. Kindle, meaning a small stream

or brook, may be a West Hiding word, as MR.
BETHELL assumes, but it also is extensively used

by Lancashire dialect writers. A couple of quota-
tions will suffice :

Farewell, ye rindles gushing clear.

Sam Bamford,
' The Farewell.'

" The rindle of water, dribbling into the well hard

by," &c. Edwin Waugh,
' The Old Fiddler.'

KICHARD LAWSON.

Urmaton, Manchester.

Two ARCHDEACONS OF TAUNTON (8
th S. viii.

225). I am much gratified by the interest taken

in my notice of William of Wrotham, Archdeacon

of Taunton ;
and MR. MURRAY LANE'S connexion

with Wrotham and with Col. Lane and his sister,

temp. Charles II., are specially interesting; but

I cannot quite agree with MR. HALL'S reply.

First of all, surely
" Emma de Placey," should be

Emma de Plessis. In a pedigree of the family

kindly sent me some years ago by the Rev. B. H.

Wortham, Muriel, the archdeacon's niece, marries

Hugh de Plessis. Secondly, Is not the manor

mentioned as belonging to
" Emma," Beer Crow-

combe? There is no such name in Somerset as Beer

Coombe. I should scarcely apply the epithet
" famous

"
to either of the Williams de Wrotham.

The elder one undoubtedly made the family by his

marriage with Maude de Cornhill, and did excellent

work as Sheriff of Somerset, Warden of the

Stannaries, and Forester of the Four Western

Counties. When he returned to his native county,

as Sheriff of Kent, his place was supplied by his

eldest son, who added to his work the formation of

the English navy under King John. But the

work of both father and son was so unostentatiously

done that it is difficult to trace it out ; and in our

own day it has been almost entirely forgotten.

At least I do not remember ever to have seen their

names in ordinary histories of England. It was

as one of the
" worthies of Somerset," my native

county, that I became interested in Archdeacon

William, who, however, was a native of Kent.

CHARLOTTE G. BOQER.

Chart Sutton.

" COMFORTABLE
" = COMFORTING, KIND (8

t!l S.

viii. 286), This appears to be the meaning con-

veyed by Sir Walter Scott in
' Kenilworth,' chap. xi.
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In the scene in the innyard at Marlborough (" The
Crane ") when the masterful hostess and her meek
husband discuss with their guests and neighbours
the mysterious disappearance of Wayland Smith,
the Popish laundress says,

" But ours were a com-
fortable people"; to which, in answer, with the same

meaning, Jack Hostler says, "Very true, Dame
Crank ; so said Simpkins of Simonburn when the

curate kissed his wife :

'

They are a comfortable

people,' said he." Dame Crank alludes to the

superiority of the priests of her religion in sending
evil spirits a-packing, and thus consoling the minds
of their flock, and Jack Hostler to consolation of

a more familiar type ; but the meaning is the same.

W. H. QjUARRELL.

Comfortable, in the sense of affording consolation

or comfort, is by no means uncommon. In

addition to the example from '

King Lear '

quoted
by PROF. ATTWELL, I would remind him ot

'
All's

Well that Ends Well '

(I. i.) :
" Be comfortable to

my mother, your mistress, and make much of her."

Cowper and Dryden both employ the word in the

same sense. CHAS. JAS. FERET.

Perhaps one of the most curious uses of the word
in its etymological sense is that given by Aldis

Wright in 'The Bible Word Book,' from Wiclif's

translation of Isaiah xli. 7:
" And he coumfortide

hym with nailes, that it shulde not be moued ";

where the A.V. has "fastened." Is not the word
used in legal indictments as

"
comforting

"
a

traitor ? AYEAHR.

[The voice -which I did more esteem
Than music in her sweetest key,

Those eyes which unto me did seem
More comfortable than the day.

Wither's 'Hymn for a Widower,'
'

Hallelujah,' p. 326.]

O'BRIEN (8
th S. viii. 257). The early Clares

were for two generations Counts of Brionne. The
Counts of Brienne do not appear to have any con-

nexion with this offshoot of the ducal family of

Normandy. T. W.

NIELLO CUP (8
th S. viii. 288). Mr. John H

Pollen, in his
' Gold and Silversmiths' Work,' one

of the South Kensington handbooks, writes thus

of niello :

" Besides precious stones the Byzantines used niello, a
black composition made of silver, lead, sulphur and

copper. This material is powdered, and laid in lines or
cavities prepared for it on a surface of silver ;

it is then

passed through the furnace, where it is melted and in-

corporated with the solid metal. Niello has the effect oi

the black lines of an engraving, but the figures made
with it are not liable to perish."

From this extract we may gather that niello

was a kind of decoration employed to enhance the

beauty or value of a cup, dish, &c., just as ename"
was employed for the same reasons. I may be

quite wrong and show lamentable ignorance, but
until I am better informed it seems to me that to

n quire about the niello cup is as hopelessly vague
as to ask about the enamel cup. In Mr. Cripps's
Old English Plate

'
I can find no piece mentioned

as
"
the niello cup," and therefore offer the sug-

gestion that the engraving belonging to C. H. C.

s probably of some cup in Italy. It is many year*
since I was in Florence, but I believe I have seen

niello work there. H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.
34, St. Petersburg Place, W.

Niello work was a species of handicraft practised

>y the goldsmiths throughout Italy in the fifteenth

century. It was used in the decoration of plate,

lilts of swords, clasps, and many female ornaments.

[t was frequently adopted in small ebony cabinets,

which were ornamented with little statues of silver,

and plates of the same " worked in niello." The

composition used to fill up the engraved parts was

silver, lead, copper, sulphur, and borax. It is said

to have given Maso Finiguerra, of Florence, the

idea of engraving on copper. For further par-
biculars see 'Facsimiles of Scarce and Curious

Prints,' by William Young Ottley, London, 1828,,

introduction p. xxvii. JOHN KADCLIFFE.

" DOES THE SUN PUT OUT THE FIRE ?
"
(8

th S.

viii. 148, 231, 316, 355.) PROF. TOMLINSON
reminds me much of certain celebrated pre-
decessors of his in the Royal Society (for he is.

himself, I believe, an F.K.S.). When that waggish,

wily monarch Charles II. asked them how it was

that if he put two small fish into a pail of water,

the weight of the pail was not increased, there was

only one of them, it is said, who questioned the

fact. The others accepted it unhesitatingly, and
contented themselves with propounding theories

in explanation of it. PROF. TOMLINSON, indeed,
denies the asserted fact that the sun puts out the

fire, but he does so, so far as he has told us, with-

out ever having watched a fire under the influence

of the sun, and it is this unquestioning denial

which reminds me of the unquestioning accept-
ance of his earlier brethren. Every popular belief

must be false, says the scientist or the scientaster

in his scorn, and therefore, of course, this par-
ticular popular belief must be false also ! Surely it

would be more reasonable, as well as safer, to in-

quire first, and, if need be, to condemn after.

Now, I myself have bad peculiar opportunities
for watching a fire when exposed to the sun's rays,

and I cannot help ranging myself on the side of

the popular belief. For five-and-twenty years I

have worked for two or three hours (between ten

and one o'clock) every available morning in a

room with a window some eight feet in width and

facing the south-east. The consequence is that,

when the sun shines, its rays always enter this

room during the time that I am there ;
and the

grate is so situated that during a part of that

time the sun shines more or less upon it. Now I

adore the sun, and I never pull down the blinds on
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account of the intense light, bat I must have pulle
them down scores and scores of times because

found that the sun put out the fire. Bat doe

your fire never go out on a dull morning ? I may
be asked. Undoubtedly it does, but only ver;

rarely, and then towards the close of the mornin
and from mere want of coal, which I have omittei

to put on. But when the sun comes on my fire i

is much earlier, between ten and eleven, when the

grate is full of coals up to the top, and the fire i

bright and active and ought not to go out, as, in

deed, it never does, at that time, on a dull morn

ing. And it is especially during the abort half

hour or less that the sun falls upon one or other

part of the grate, and more particularly when i

falls upon the middle, that the fire goes out, if I dt

not attend to it or let down the blinds. If I am
absorbed by what I am working at, the fire goe;
out. If I am less busy and preoccupied, I cease to

hear the shooting up of the tongues of flame, am
then I look and see that the fire has lost all it:

briskness and activity, that the flames have dis

appeared, the coals are caking together, and tha
a state of utter stagnancy has come about, anc
the fire is literally dying out. If matters have
not gone too far, the simple pulling down of the
blinds suffices to restore the fire to its former state

and this I have witnessed on very numerous
occasions. But should matters have gone a little

further the fire must be poked, though this is only
a very temporary remedy if the blinds are not

pulled down as well. Am I, then, so very
credulous when I believe that the sun has a marked
influence on the well-being of a fire 1 But every
fire, I hear objectors say, appears to become dim
and grey when the sun shines upon it, but this

dimness and greyness are only apparent in con-

sequence of the immensely superior intensity of
the light directly emanating from the sun. Nobody
is better aware of this than myself, and I have

always taken it into consideration. But if this

apparent dimness and greyness are the only real

effects of the sun's direct rays, why does not the
fire remain just as brisk and active as it was
before

; why do not the flames still continue to

shoot up and make the noise they so often make
when doing so ? Will the objectors condescend to

explain the entire stagnation which (so far as my
experience goes) inevitably ensues ?

In conclusion, I will venture to say also that

PROF. TOMLINSON'S experiments with candles of

different sorts (conducted, it may be noted, only

"partly in sunlight") seem to me to have but

very little bearing upon the question which I am
now discussing. What comparison, in the first

place, can be made between the highly inflammable
materials of which candles are made and the

relatively very uninflammable substance of coals 1

In the candles, too, there is a wick which ensures
a constant supply of these highly inflammable

materials to the flame at the top. In coal it is

only the gases which can be considered to be

highly inflammable, and the supply of them to

the flame is, at best, fitful and intermittent, and
depends on the greater or less heat applied hap-
hazard to the coal, whilst there is an entire absence
of any direct channel, like the wick in a candle,
by which the gases can be certainly conveyed to

where they may be consumed and so not go up
the chimney. The same objection applies to MR.
WOODD SMITH'S experiments with thin rods of
deal and gas, for here again the supply of gas
was constant and the material experimented
upon very much more inflammable than coal,
taken as a whole, and the more so because the
rods were chosen thin.

If PROF. TOMLINSON, or any one else, makes a

reply to this note, I hope he will defer it until

he has carefully watched, on at least twenty or

thirty different occasions, the action of the direct

rays of a bright sun upon a fire. F. CHANCE.

THE DISCOVERT OF OXYGEN (8
th S. viii. 204,

351). I have before me the second edition of

Hole's 'Brief Biographical Dictionary.' It ap-

peared in 1866, one year after the issue of the

first, but as none has appeared since, I presume it

must be out of print. Such very brief notices

can scarcely be called biographical, giving in most
cases only the year of the birth and the date of

the death of each character. A second preface is

inserted before that of the first edition, so that

the pages of the latter do not correspond. I pre-
sume the passage which PROF. SKEAT wished me to

see was that (second edition, p. x) in which it is

pointed out how often mistakes are made in copy-
ing numbers when the same figure occurs consecu-

tively and the wrong duplicate gets into the copy.
I have had too much to do with masses of figures
not to have noticed the same thing. But, of

course, in my former note my sole purpose was to

enable the large number of persons using and

referring to PROF. SKEAT'S '

Etymological Dic-

tionary
'

to correct this particular error of date in

heir copies, pending the appearance, to which we
ill look forward, of a third edition of the '

Dic-

ionary,' with the errata and addenda incorporated
nto the text, and giving the results of subsequent
liscoveries, some of which have appeared in the

jolumns of 'N. & Q.' W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

ST. TERESA OR ST. IGNATIUS (8
th S. viii. 341).

The late Rev. Henry James Coleridge, S.J.

'Life and Letters of St. Francis Xavier,
1

i. 315),

ays that the Spanish sonnet which MR. AXON
laims for St. Teresa is attributed to St. Ignatius

>y the latest editor of his letters, the Spanish
T
esuit Father Menchaca, who thinks St. Francis

lade a shorter and more popular form of the

ame, perhaps in Portuguese. But why Portu-
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guese ;
and why shorter than fourteen lines ?

Xavier's contribution was more probably the

simple rhyming Latin lines "0 Deus, ego amo

te," which Longfellow and many others have
turned into English. Besides the three English
versions of the sonnet given by MR. AXON, the

sonnet was translated by Cardinal Wiseman, and
in the United States by Mr. Maurice Francis Egan,
both of whom attribute it to St. Teresa. In the

manuscript from which my version was made it is

called
' Las Ansias del mas perfeto Amor,' and

assigned to neither Ignatius nor Teresa, but to

St. Francis Xavier. I am told that this sonnet is

still exhibited at Loyola among various mementos
of the saint who was born there, the founder of

the Society of Jesus. As another item in favour

of his claim, it may be mentioned that his bio-

graphers speak of a long poem composed by him
in his military days in praise of St. Peter.

MATTHEW RUSSELL, S.J.

MB. AXON may not know that the sonnet be
introduces to our notice is well known to

Anglican Church people as the basis of the hymn
(' H. A. and M.,' 106),

My God, I love Thee ; not because
I hope for heaven thereby, &c.

This hymn (ascribed to Ignatius Loyola) has the

special commendation of the "Autocrat of the

Breakfast Table."

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings Corporation Reference Library.

LEITCHTOWN AND GARTUR ARMS (8
th S. viii.

289, 370). The arms quoted by the Lord Lyon
from Burke's ' Landed Gentry

'

(ed. 1848) as those
of Graham of Leitchtown are correct. They are

carved on the stone that marks the burial-place of

the family in the churchyard of Port of Menteith,
co, Stirling. . E. B.

LUCAS OF MOUNT LUCAS FAMILY (IRELAND)
(8

tt S. viii. 268). Burke's pedigree of this family
is defective. Lieut.-Col. Benjamin Lucas was an
officer of Cromwell's army in Ireland, to whom in

1640 the Protector gave the estate of Mount Lucas

(formerly Escourt), King's Co. The following story
is told of the colonel : When ordered by Cromwell
to put the besieged at Drogheda to the sword for

breaking the truce, Lucas bravely told him that
"He was his Highness's officer, but not his

butcher," a courage which the great soul of the
Protector recognized and rewarded.

Col. Lucas was a native of Bury St. Edmunds,
and there is reason to believe that he was married
to Hannah Bradley, of that place. His son,
Nathaniel, of Mount Lucas, married, in 1675,
Dorothy, daughter of William Moore, of Sales-

town, co. Meath, Esq.; there were two children
of this marriage, Medicis, who married James
Nesbit, of Tubberdaly, Esq., and Samuel, of Mount

Lucas, whose wife was Eleanonr, daughter of John
Cooke, of Cookesborougb, co. Westmeatb, by
Elizabeth Forster, niece of the Right Eev. Nicholas

Forster, Bishop of Eaphoe, and of Chief Justice
Forster. By this alliance the Lucases of Mount
Lucas became of kin with the families of Lord
Mount Sandford, Saunders of Saunders Grove,
Smyths of Barbavilla, Eeynells of Castle Reynell
and of Killough, Vicars of Grantstown, Winters of

Agher, Nugents of Clonlost and of Whitehall, and
that of Sir Robert Hodson, baronet, created 1787.

This Samuel Lucas had, with other children,

Eleanor, who married, 1797, Lieut.-Col. Longneld,
of Longueville, co. Cork, John Lucas, of Mount
Lucas, and Samuel Luca?, of Springfield. He
married, 1720, Hanna, daughter of Humphrey
Minchin, ofBusherstown, King's Co., Esq., and had,
with other children, two sons, (1) the Rev. Samuel
Lucas, Rector of Castleost, who married, 1799,
Elizabeth Longworth Dames, of Green Hill, King's
Co., he died s.p. (Mrs. Lucas's sister Mary married
John Wakeley, of Ballyhurley, Esq.); (2) Minchin

Lucas, of Woodtown and Allenton, co. Dublin,
who married Elizabeth Brohier, of Jersey ; amongst
the issue of this marriage were Robert, of Spring-
field, who married Miss Croker ; Susan, married
to Francis Turton Cotton, of Allenton, co. Dublin,
M.D., whose daughter Bessie married Rev. F. F.

Carmichael, of Dublin ; Julia, who married Dr.

Hooper, of Jersey, and others. The family of

Mount Lucas is extinct in the male line, and is

now represented by B. M. Ball, Esq., who married
Miss Lucas, of Mount Lucas. LUKE.

FAMILIES OF MULTON, CLAYMOND, AND GRA
(8

th S. viii. 346). The manor of Multon Hall was

bought by Bishop Waynflete for Magdalen College,
Oxford (of his foundation), from Sir Gervase

Clyfton in 1460, for 800L A large series of deeds

relating to the manor and to the Multon family ia

preserved in the college mtmiment room, and has
been fully catalogued by me. COL. MOORE will

find a short notice of the collection in the Appendix
to the 'Eighth Report of the Historical MSS.
Commission,' p. 264. W. D. MACRAY.

"HECATOMB" RHYMED WITH " GLOOM "
(8

th S.

yii.
166; viii. 54, 112, 214). "It is dangerous

judging pronunciation from poets' rhymes," writes

MR. EDWARD H. MARSHALL, and I quite agree
with him. He has not, however, proved that Pope
pronounced "dome" as "doom." Pope had

probably two pronunciations of "Rome," seeing
that in 'An Essay on Criticism' he rhymes
"dome" with "Rome" (cf. ante, p. 113), and
"doom" with "Rome," 11. 685-6. In the Globe
edition of 'Pope's Poetical Works' Prof. A. W.
Ward remarks upon the pronunciation of

" Rome "

that Shakespeare used both pronunciations of the

word, apparently implying that Pope did the same.

About " home " and "
gnome," however, there is, I
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suppose, no element of doubt, for Pope rhymes
"
gnome

" with "
roam," and

" roam " with " home."
F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

THE SELDKN MONUMENT (8
th S. viii. 188). Sir

Harry Bodkin Poland has called my attention to

the inquiry,
"
Is there any special reason why the

Selden memorial tablet in the Temple Church
should continue to occupy its present position ?"

You will be pleased to know that the black

marble tablet was restored to its original site

during the closure of the church between the

first Sunday in August and October last, in con-

formity with the resolutions of the Benchers of the

two Societies in July last, as recommended by the

Choir Committee of the Temple Church, of which I

am a member. It is to be seen on the fiat wall

between the round and choir on the Inner Temple,
or south side, close to and over the grave of Selden,
as described in the register of his burial, 14 Dec.,

1654, mentioned in my
'

Temple Church Record
and Guide,' pp. 5, 25, 26, 42, and Appendix I.,

first and second editions, and preface to the latter.

It was entrusted to the surveyors of the two
Societies to re-erect the tablet in a suitable frame
of the period, the original frame, sketched in the

Mirror of 6 Jan., 1838, to which your correspond-
ent refers, having been lost or destroyed when the

tablet was taken away. They had not before

them the sketch in the Mirror, or probably they
would have made it to correspond exactly with
the original, as there represented ; but it will pro-

bably be considered near enough. Can you inform
me when and where the sketch was obtained ?

T. HENRY BAYLIS.
Benchers' Common Room, Inner Temple.

CLIBURN (8
th S. viii. 347). The "Clibborne

family motto," as it is called, was discussed, rather

feebly, in
' N. & Q.,' 4tt S. viii. 9, 79, 296, 461.

It has been attributed to one of the family who
lived in the time of Richard II., which is absurd ;

for no one, at that date, could have looked out
clibbor in an Anglo-Saxon dictionary. Somner's
'

Dictionary
'

(1659) omits this word. It is given,

however, in Lye's 'Dictionary' (1772), but with-

out a meaning. In Manning's supplement (in the

second volume of Lye), we again find clibbor, with
two meanings, both of them wrong, viz., onus and
onerosus. In Fox's edition (1830) of the ' Meno-

logium
'

(1. 485, not 473) it is not explained. In
Grein's 'Glossary' (1861), we at last get the true

sense: "klebrig, anhaftig," i.e., sticking to,

tenacious.*
"
Clibbor ne sceame " cannot be truly

translated, because it is incorrect. No doubt the

gentleman who concocted it meant it to signify
"not cleaving to shame"; but he had to use ne
instead of ml, in order to get in the final -ne of

* I have not a copy of Ettmiiller's 'Dictionary' at

hand. Its date ia 1851. Perhaps clibbor occurs there.

Clibborne. In dog-Latin, it is equivalent to

"tenax ne pudori," at least this is about as near

as we can get, and quite good enough to translate

a piece of cat-English. It would be curious to

know the earliest date at which this queer sentence-

occurs. WALTER W. SKEAT.

" WOFUL" (8
th S. viii. 184, 258). MR. BAYNE

may like to know that in a list of spellings com-

piled for the guidance of compositors and readers

employed at the Clarendon Press, and revised by
the editors of the 'New English Dictionary,'

"woful" is the form given. I do not know
whether this indicates that "woful" will receive

the preference when the 'N. E. D.' reaches w.

MR. BAYNE mentions that the "Oxford Shake-

speare
" has "

woeful," so it may be well to add

that a note prefixed to the list of spellings above

mentioned states :

" These rules are to be observed

in all cases where no special instructions are given."
JOHN BANDALL.

The spelling both of this word and of " awful
"

seems to have been as uncertain in former days as

it is at present. In the 1633 edition of Sylvester's
' Works ' I find "woe," "wo,"

"
woefull,"

"
wofull,"

"wobegon," "aw,"
"

awfnll," and "awefull."

This is the fruit of but one week's casual reading.
C. C. B.

CAPT. JAMES TALBOT (8
th S. viii. 388). MR.

TALBOT is mistaken in speaking of him as a naval

officer. In 1745 he was actually in command of

the Prince Frederick privateer and commodore of

a little squadron which captured two of the French

ships coming from the South Sea with an extra-

ordinarily rich cargo. The third, the Notre Dame
de Delivrance, escaped, but ran into the lion's

mouth in the harbour of Louisbourg, then newly

captured by Commodore Warren. After this,

Talbot seems to have retired from the active

pursuit of his profession and settled in business as

a shipowner, with an interest in the squadron of

privateers known as "The Royal Family," which

continued at sea till the end of the war, under the

command of Commodore George Walker, whose

story I have related in 'Studies in Naval History/

The fullest account of Talbot's adventure will be

found in Beatson's
' Naval and Military Memoirs/

i. 294-6. Of his family there does not appear to-

be any notice. J K. L.

SHAKSPEARE'S LONDON LODGING (3
rd S. viii.

418 ; 7th S. vii. 483 ;
viii. 73, 168, 253). No one

seems to have answered the question asked by

PROF. BUTLER at the second of these references,

namely, Where is the document to be found which

shows that William Shakespeare, dwelling in 1598

in St. Helen's parish, Bishopsgate Ward, was

assessed to the first of three subsidies granted to

the queen by Parliament in the year preceding?

To answer this is indeed an "easy task"; for,
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-although I have allowed an interval of more than

six years to pass without sending a reply, I was

certainly in a position to do so on the morning of

22 June, 1889. Be it known, then, that the

document is styled "Exchequer, Lay Subsidies

(City of London), 146/369." In the roll (for such

it is) is seen the entry, in a single line, as printed

toy Mr. Hunter ('New Illustrations of the Life,

Studies, and Writings of Shakespeare,' ed. 1845,
vol. i. p. 78): "Affid. William Shakespeare
vu xiij" itij

d
," signifying that the poet was

assessed at 13$. 4cZ. upon goods to the value of 52.

It was pointed out by NOMAD (7
td S. viii. 253) that

the selfsame inquiry had been made "
as far back

as 1865." S. Y. R. then asked (3
rd S. viii. 418),

-*' Where is this indenture to be seen?" So that

(unless I have been anticipated) a reply is here

given to a query of just thirty years' standing.
At the very commencement of the letter re-

printed (8
th S. viii. 343) from the Times there

arises another question upon the fact stated by
Mr. Yeatman, that John Shakespeare (father of

the poet) administered to the personalty of his

father, Richard Shakespeare, of Snitterfield,

"about the year 1560." Notwithstanding fifty

years have gone since the date of Mr. Hunter's

book (' New Illustrations,' &c.), are we even now
able to speak of this affiliation of John Shake-

speare of Stratford to Richard of Snitterfield other-

wise than that writer does (vol. i. p. 119), as "a
-conjecture exceedingly worthy of attention, but
still leaving this very difficult question undeter-

mined "
? It is greatly to be hoped that some

enterprising inhabitant of the "faithful city," or

of its neighbourhood, will present himself at the

District Registry of the Court of Probate in Wor-
cester, and searching the Act Book say for the

years 1560-1 will let the readers of ' N. & Q.'
know the result. JOHN A. C. VINCENT.

61, Lincoln's Inn Fields.

BURIAL OF SIR JOHN MOORE (8
tb S. viii. 145,

178, 235, 253, 331). In '
Letters from Portuga

and Spain,' "by an Officer," published in 1809

by Longman, Hurst, Rees & Orme, it is recorded,
t p. 311, that "An arm-chest received the
remains of this invaluable officer

;
he was interred

in a bastion on the right of the citadel gate."
ALFRED HARCOURT, Colonel.

Elm Lodge, Streatley.

For reference to the burial of a Pilgrim Fathe
see 7 S. i. 385. KILLIGREW.

" CHARTER OF FREE WARREN "
(8

th S. viii. 347).
' ' A Free Warren is a franchise which gives a right to

have and keep certain wild beasts and fowls, called game,
within the precincts of a manor, or any other place of
known extent, whereby the owner of the franchise has a

property in the game, and a right to exclude all other

persons from hunting or taking it. It does not appear
4hat the Crown ever had the right of granting free warren

to one person over the lands of another. The right exists

by prescription. The franchise still exists in some places
in England, and is justly viewed ss an intolerable rem-
nant of feudalism." 'National Encyclopedia,' under
" Warren."

" A free warren is a similar franchise, granted by the

Crown to a subject, for preservation or custody, as the

word signifies, of beasts and fowls of warren; which,

according to Lord Coke, are '

hare, coney, roe, partridge,

quail, rail, &c.' To this, as well aa to chase and park,

apply generally the principles which have been before

noticed in respect of a forest; with this exception, how-

ever, as to park, that it is incapable of being claimed

in alieno solo, and can exist only in land belonging to the

owner of the franchise himself." ' Commentaries of the

Laws of England,' by James Stephen, London, 1874,

vol. i. p. 670.

JOHN RADCLIFFE.

Dr. White Kennett, in his
'

Glossary of Words
and Phrases,' 1816, says :

" Libera Warrena, free warren, was a liberty granted

by the king to the lord of a manor, that within such an

extent he should keep and preserve, and take to his own

use, fish, fowl, and other game, which no other person
should hunt or destroy without leave of the lord."

See also Spelmann's
' Glossarium Archaiologicum,'

664, and Cowel's 'Interpreter of Law Terms,'

1701. F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

H. E. J. I. might consult Chitty 'On Game
Laws ' and Mr. Elton's

'
Treatise on the Law of

Copyholds,' 1893, pp. 238-40. G. F. R. B.

THATCHED CHURCHES (8
tb S. iv. 89, 178, 253,

455 ; viii. 293). References to the various articles

which have appeared in the columns of
' N. & Q.'

on this subject will be found at vol. iv. p. 456 of

the present series. I now send a paragraph which

has recently gone the round of the newspapers,

being the only instance in which I can trace the

thatching of an iron church :

" The Prince of Wales has presented to the parish of

Babingley, part of his Norfolk estate, a new and orna-

mental iron church, with thatched roof, in place of the

church of St. Felix, built centuries ago upon the founda-

tion of one of the oldest churches in the country. The
new church is in close proximity to the village, and

therefore more convenient than the present edifice,

which is in ruins beyond repair."

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

There are too many thatched churches in East

Suffolk to make it worth while to mention them ;

but this fact may be interesting. About fifteen

years ago Reydon Church, near Southwold, was

tiled on the side next the road, thatched on the

other side, which could not be seen from the road.

Both sides of the roof are now tiled.

W. R. GOWERS.

'OLD MOTHER HUBBARD' (8
th S. viii. 384).

The brilliant contributor who laughs pleasantly

at the minuteness of examination which subjects

receive in
' N. & Q.,' while he means only to be
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humorous, has raised, without intending it, a

literary question of some interest. Spenser's
Mother Hubberd (also Hubbard) had a dog. Does
our nursery rhyme descend from the Elizabethan

poet's political satire ? M. H. T.

REV. DR. GLASSE (8
th S. viii. 228, 389). Let

your correspondent consult the 'Dictionary of

National Biography,' vol. xxi. pp. 420-1, and the

authorities there set out. W. C. B.

I am unable to furnish your correspondent with

any information respecting Dr. Glasse's descend-

ants ;
but as his inquiry also extends to his family,

I would refer him to
' N. & Q.,' 1" S. x. 446 ;

2nd

S. iii. 249. There he will find references to the

works of his son, the Rev. George Henry Glasse,
who died 30 Oct., 1809, three years before the

demise of bis father, Dr. Samuel Glasse.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

John Stuart Blackie. By A. M. Stoddart. 2 vole. (Black-
wood & Sons.)

A VERSATILE Irishman who still adorns the sister uni-

versity across the water was once neatly hit off as
"
the

lively rattle among the professors." The subject of

this biography had even a better right to the descrip-
tion. The never-failing animal spirits of Prof. Blackie

stand out as his prominent characteristic. More than
most men he managed to retain " the childlike heart,
the pure-eyed soul," and even up to his eighth decade he
was as frolicsome as a schoolboy. There was nothing
he liked better than shocking the sedate circles of

pedantry and fluttering the immemorial dove-cotes of

donnish Oxford. It must have been a sight for the gods
when the lively and undaunted Scotchman bearded

encyclopaedic Whewell and all but convicted him ol

sciolism and inaccuracy. This nimbleness and mental

agility, indeed, proved a snare to Blackie's effervescent

temperament, and, as his biographer admits, had a

deteriorating effect on his public prelections. Finding
how readily his platform frothiness went down with un-
critical audiences,he was often tempted to trust to the irre-

levancies and discursiveness of the moment to carry him
through, when something more solid and weighed mighl
have been expected. Popular lecturing was his foible

and sometimes he let himself down to the groundlings
AVe see him again at a typical moment when the irre

pressible barbarian lilts out " Scots wha hae " from the

top of the great pyramid, to the amazement of the

dignified Arabs, and draws invidious comparisons between

Cheops of the centuries and Bobbie Burns. And ye
with all these superficial limitations Prof. Blackie wa
a scholar of great learning and varied accomplishments
a man moreover of deep feeling and sincere religious
ness. Friends, like Miss Stoddart, who saw him at close

quarters knew what a fund of lovable qualities la;

beneath his outer crust of eccentricity. His biographe
is in full sympathy with her subject, and succeeds in

giving us a living picture of the man as he was, withou

disguise or varnish. If we might hint a fault, it is tba
she presents us with, perhaps, rather too much of

chronicle or catalogue of his indefatigable activities-

monthly, weekly, almost daily. We pant after him i

ain as he comes for a brief moment into contact with
ne notability after another and hurries away, "driving,
unketing, and fretting about [to use his own words]
rom East to West and from West to East, preaching
be catholic gospel of philosophy, piety, poetry, and
atriotism." Perhaps, however, the restless energy of
be professor demanded this treatment, and Miss Stod-
art portrays it with loving faithfulness, as she does his-

ther qualities. Two fine photogravures are welcome
dornments to an excellent biography of a certainly
emarkable man.

Ballads of the Marathas. Rendered into English Verse
from the Marathi Originals by Harry Arbuthnot
Acworth. (Longmans & Co.)
R. ACWORTH has performed a difficult task and done

his work well. Many of our readers, we feel sure, have
at one time or another essayed verse translation. Those
who have not done so have no idea how many and great
difficulties surround the work even when the original
o be rendered is in one of the more commonly known-

anguages of Europe. The difficulties are increased

twentyfold when the text to be " done into English,"
is our forefathers were wont to say, is not German or

Italian, but one of the dialects of India, all of which are
now so Tery far removed in structure from our own.
There are whole pages in Mr. Acworth's volume

which read as if they were original poems; of course
here are passages here and there which show that he
aas not fully achieved the well-nigh impossible task of

avoiding all traces of foreign structure. The Marathi
language has two chief factors Sanskrit and Tauranian,
or Dravidian as it is now more commonly called. Mr.
Acworth tells us that a good many Persian and Arabic-
words found their way into the language during the long
rule of the Moslem conquerors. Like our own tongue it

is a very mixed language, but unlike English, which
has had a popular literature from the days of Langland
and Chaucer, Marathi has had no important literature

except ballad poetry to steady it and weld it into literary

compactness. "There is no prose literature worthy of
the name," the author tells us, but its surviving poetry
begins at an early period. The earliest poet of the
Marathas is Mukundraj, who, it seems, flourished in the
twelfth century of our era. Three of his productions
are extant, but we imagine that if trans'ated in full they
would have little interest for any one but the specialist :

two of them treat of metaphysics ; the third is a pane-
gyric on Shiwa, the god of destruction.

Mr. Acworth gives some account of all the principal

poets of the Marathas. The ballad-singer is still a living,

reality among the Marathas, and is as eagerly listened

to now as his brethren were in the heroic days of

Greece or in the England of the Middle Ages. Here the
true ballad died out at an early date, for the great mass
of the black-letter broadsides which have come down to

us, though valuable for other reasons, are very few of.

them true ballads. It is only here and there, indeed,
that we come on one which can, without stretching the

meaning of the word, be called poetry at all. This seems-
not to be the case among the Marathas. In the last cen-

tury many ballads were produced which are still a delight
to the people. There is, we are told, a touching ballad

relating to the great famine of 1803, and another on
Holkar's raid, of which we have a very spirited version

in the present collection. Regarded not as a translation,
but as an original poem, we think that on the battle of

Kbarda is the most spirited. It will be enjoyed by many
a reader who takes but a very faint interest in things
Indian. We trust we need not point out that the
volume before us is important apart from its poetic
merits. Anything which help?, however slightly, to
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direct the thoughts of English people towards India is

of value.

Materials for the History of the Church of Lancaster.

Edited by William Oliver Roper. Vol. II. (Man-

chester, Simms.)
THIS is the second and concluding portion of the

Charter Book of Lancaster Priory. The text of the

charters is given in the original Latin, with the con-

tractions expanded, and followed in each case by an

English translation. These renderings are extremely

well done. This is no slight praise. No one who has

not tried to do such work knows what difficulties have

to be encountered by any one who undertakes to turn

mediaeval documents into modern English. In France

and Germany the Latin of the Middle Ages is regularly

taught; in England most students have to pick it up
for themselves. As a consequence, the results of this self-

education are not in every case what we can admire.

We know n<? volume better fitted than that before us to

be used as a lesson book for the interpretation of charters.

The workers for the Chetham Society are not, so far as

we know, hampered by the stringent rules which rightly

fetter the editors in what is known as the "Rolls

Series
"

; we therefore cannot easily forgive Mr. Roper
for issuing his book in a noteless condition. Had we

been given some information as to the persons and places

mentioned in the charters the book would have been

far more interesting.

The Gentleman's Magazine Library. English Topo-

graphy. Part VI. Kent Lancashire. Edited by

F. A. Milne, M.A. (Stock.)

A NEW part of " The Gentleman's Magazine Library
"

is

always very welcome. The volume before us contains

an ample selection of articles relating to Kent, a county

dear to the antiquary for many reasons. It is said that

Kent contains more interesting remains of domestic

architecture than any other of the English counties.

We have no means of testing this statement, but it is

most probably true. We find here excellent accounts of

Penshurst and Ightham, both of them written upwards
of sixty years ago, when men's appreciation of architec-

ture was far different from what it is now. In Lancashire

there has been a sad destruction of the old manor

house?, the seats of the lesser gentry, during the last

half century, and those that have not perished have in

too many cases been BO far adapted to modern fashions

that their builders, could they see them, would find it

difficult to recognize their own work. We have some

good descriptive accounts here of Lancashire houses, so

that, whatever comes to pass, their memory can never

utterly perish.
A collector of facts in the year 1804 was so far before

his time as to take interest in field-names. This must

have been a very uncommon thing in those days. Still

more strange is it that he should have published them.

They relate to the manor of Bertrey, in the parish of

Cudham, Kent. A correspondent signing V. S. D., who
took great interest in the antiquities of Canterbury, has

preserved a highly curious inventory of the goods be-

longing to St. Dunstan's in the year 1500. We are not

quite sure that there are not one or two misreadings.

If there are it is of but slight consequence, as the

meaning is in almost every case quite clear. Among the

vestments was one given by Archbishop Kempe which

had " cokkes
"

upon it. These, V. S. D. thinks, may
have been "

garbs, i. e., wheatsheafs, the armorial bear-

ings of the Kempes." Why he felt any difficulty in

accepting a.plain statement we cannot divine. In 1536

there was in Lincoln Minster a blue altar-cloth orna-

mented with cocks and mullets of gold. The cock is

frequently found, not only in the Middle Ages, but at a

much later period, as one of the symbols relating to our
Blessed Lord's passion.

Upwards of a century ago a correspondent sent a

strange monumental inscription which he had found on
a tombstone in the churchyard of Bolton-le-Moors. It

is a sort of chronicle of the life of John Okey, whose
body rests below. Was he, we wonder, a kinsman of
John Okey the regicide ? Partisan writers speak of the
latter as first a drayman and then a stoker in a brew-

house, but these are probably fictions. Letters of his

are extant which indicate that he had received the
education of a gentleman. The indexes are very copious,
and we believe accurate.

to
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HILD COMMISSIONS IN THE ARMY, 1661-1714.

The abuse that crept into the Church, in early

days, by the permitting child marriages was repeated
in the early history of the British standing army
by the granting commissions to children in the

nursery. The latter crying evil made small head-

way at first, and was confined to the sons of emi-

nently distinguished officers who had rendered

valuable service to their king and country. But the

abuse of privilege is difficult to check when it once

gains a footing, and for a hundred years, viz.,

throughout the seventeenth century, the British

army was hampered by, and encumbered with, a
certain number of dummy officers, who enjoyed all

the advantages and none of the hardships of their

profession ;
until they were considered old enough

to take over the military posts which were yawning
to receive them.

So far as it can be ascertained, it was not until

1684 that a commission was granted to a child of

tender years. On 3 May, 1684, Piercy Kirke, son

of the well-known Col. Piercy Kirke, of the Queen's
Regiment of Foot, familiarly known as

"
Kirke's

Lambs," was commissioned ensign in the Duchess
of York's Regiment, which his father had formerly
commanded at Tangier. This "lambkin," as we
may truly term him, was twelve months* old, and

* His age at death is given as 57 in the Funeral

Book, Westminster Abbey, under date of 9 Jan., 1741

(' Westr. Abbey Registers '). Col. Davis, the historian of

owed his commission to the valuable services of

his father in various campaigns with the Moors. It

was, in fact, a cheap way on the part of Charles II.

of rewarding a brave soldier, but it established a

very dangerous precedent. In the following reign,

George, lord Ettrick, an infant of eighteen months,
was commissioned captain in the Royal Regiment
of Foot, his commission bearing date 23 Oct., 1688.

He was son and heir of the Earl of Dumbarton, a

lieutenant-general in James II. 'a army and colonel

of the Royals. Before passing on to other in-

fantile soldiers we must glance at the future careers

of Ensign Kirke and Capt. Lord Ettrick. The
former appears as a captain in the list of his father's

regiment in 1689, and it was not until he was the

senior captain in his regiment that Kirke joined
his corps for regimental duty. As a seasoned

veteran of twenty-four years he became lieutenant-

colonel of the Queen's and commanded the same at

Almanza, where he and most of his officers and
men were taken prisoners. He purchased the

colonelcy of the Queen's from Lord Portmore in

1710, and retained the same until his death, 1 Jan.,

1741. Lord Ettrick (who, by the way, did not

own a single foot of land in the district from which
he derived his courtesy title) was an instance of
" the captain crying for bis pap" rather than that

of
" the major crying for his parritch," as within

two months of his receiving the above commission

he lost it by his father's following James II. to

France and taking his son with him. It was not

until 1715 that Lord Ettrick (then second Earl of

Dumbarton) again appeared in the military arena,
and this time it was as lieutenant-colonel of Col.

Chas. Dubourgay's Regiment of Foot.

It was not to be expected that William III., a

soldier of experience, would approve the granting
of commissions to children, and we only find three

authenticated instances of child commissions in

his eventful reign. After the battle of Steinkirk,
the company lately commanded by Lieut.-General

Hugh Mackay, in the latter's own regiment of foot

in the Scots Brigade, was given by the king to

Hugh Mackay, son of the deceased, then a boy of

twelve, out of respect to the memory of one of the

bravest and best of men. Young Mackay's com-
mission was dated at Gawen (sic), I Sept., 1692

(' War Office Book,' 1260). Capt. Hugh Mackay
eventually became a major in the Dutch service,

and died at Cambray in 1708. The next com-
mission granted to a child was dated "Whitehall,
1 Jan., 1694," and the recipient was Charles Mor-

daunt,* who was appointed
"
ensign in the Earl of

the Queen's Regiment, has overlooked the fact of the

younger Kirke's age on receiving a commission, and
credits him with fighting a duel with Beau Seymour in

1699, whereas it was Capt. George Kirke, of the Horse

Guards, who fought the said duel.
* In 1696 another Chas. Mordaunt was appointed

ensign in Col. Henry Mordaunt'a (late Lord Mou-
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Monmouth's Regiment of Foot." The words "a
child

"
are written in the margin of this com-

mission entry in the MS. at the Record Office

('Military Entry Book,' vol. Hi.), which establishes

the fact of this officer's tender age. The Earl of

Monmouth, better known afterwards as the brilliant

Earl of Peterborough, bad done yeoman's service

for William III. both before and at the Revolution,
and we may presume that the above child was the

earl's grandson, who eventually succeeded as fourth

Earl of Peterborough and second Earl of Mon-
mouth. In 1698 the exigencies of the service

required that Mordaunt's (late Lord Monmouth's)

Regiment should be transformed into a marine

corps, and accordingly Baby Mordaunt was recom-

missionedsecond lieutenant in Mordaunt's Marines.

After enjoying the emoluments of his rank for eight

months, this regiment was disbanded and the

officers placed on half-pay. But the accession of

Queen Anne brought better times, and Mordaunt's

was reconstituted a marine corps, and Baby
Mordaunt was restored to full pay as a second

lieutenant. After this date (1702) his name dis-

appeared from the list. The probability is that he

never joined the regiment, and resigned his com-
mission when he found it convenient so to do.

The third, and, apparently, last child commission

given by William III. was dated "
Hampton

Court, 3 July, 1700," and appointed
"
Jas. Fer-

guson to be ensign to Col. Ferguson's company in

the latter's regiment
"

(' Warrant Book for Scot-

land,' vol. xvii.). This young gentleman, who had
the honour of being appointed ensign in the

Cameronians, commanded by his father, Col. Jas.

Ferguson of Balmakellie. was a "four-year-old,"

having been born in 1696. He was an only son,

and his father had served nearly a quarter of a

century in the army, first in the Scots Brigade, and

latterly as colonel of the Cameronians. Col. Fer-

guson was one of Dutch William's most trusted

and experienced officers. He had fought under

Mackay at Killiecrankie, and also rendered valu-

able service in the western Highlands, subsequently

taking an active part on the fatal fields of Steinkirk

and Landen, and was destined to gain fresh laurels

under Marlborough at Schellenberg and Blenheim,
where he commanded a brigade of infantry which
bore the brunt of the fighting on the glorious
13 Aug., 1704. Had not death struck down this

veteran commander the year after Blenheim, at

the very time his expected promotion to the rank
of major-general had almost become afait accompli,
he would have attained higher honours than those

already bestowed on him by his sovereign. The
little ensign was left an orphan at the age of nine,

mouth's) Regiment, and eventually became lieutenant-

colonel of the said corps. He was son of Lieut.-Col. Lewis

Mordaunt, and so styles himself in an application to the

Duke of Marlborough for promotion in 1706 (War Office

MS.

mt his guardians looked well after his affairs, and
among the Ferguson family papers are allusions to-

'our pupil's pay as ensign," and the following,
curious receipt* :

SIR, I have received six recruits from William John-
ion, servitor to James Ferguson of Pitfour, to Brigadier
'reston's regiment, which is raised by me for brigadier
erguson eone who is ensign of the above regiment.

W. DRUMMOHD.
Edr 7th Apr., 1711.

The probability is that Ensign Ferguson joined his

regiment for a short time, but did not attain higher
rank. He acquired the estate of Kinmundy, in.

Aberdeenshire, where he resided until his death
n 1777.

The reign of Queen Anne saw a great increase
n "

nursery officers "; but as the ages never appear
in commission registers it is only by careful

research in other quarters that we can trace these

child commissions
;
and it may well be that the

names given below form only a part of the actual

number of favoured little ones. In 1706, when

many new regiments were about to be raised,
the Duke of Marlborough received numerous

applications for commissions in the new levie?.

These applications were accompanied by recom-
mendations from noblemen, statesmen, and officers

of high rank. Now Marlborough had set his face

against commissions being given to children, and
drew the line at sixteen as the earliest age for first

commissions. Here is a case in point.
" Mr.

Carteret, a gentleman of fourteen years of age, is

recommended by the Lord Chamberlain for a com-

pany in the new levies." This application bears

the endorsement,
" Too young," and so the appli-

cation was refused. So far so good. But even

Marlborough had to give way when royalty stooped
to ask for commissions. "

Ensign Strode, Ensigo
La Meloniere, and Ensign Young Goodall, children,

were ensigns in Col. Breton's Regiment and super-
seded by the Prince's order. To be provided for

in the new levies. [Recommended by] His Royal
Highness." Accordingly, Prince George of Den-
mark's wish was complied with, and the initial
" M "

after each of these three children's names
told its own tale. We find William Strode ap-

pointed an ensign in Lord Lovelace's Regiment in

Ireland, La Meloniere appointed an ensign in CoK

Roger Townshend's Regiment, and Young Goodall

appointed an ensign in Sir Roger Bradshaigh's Regi-
ment in Ireland. So much for interest. A paper
at the Record Office, entitled,

"
List of the officers

absent from the regiments in Spain and Portugal,
8 July, 1709," sent by Robert Walpole, Secretary
at War, to the Earl of Sunderland, Secretary of

State, gives the names and regiments of absentee

officers. In this list, surprisingly large considering

* ' Records of the Clan and Name of Fergusson, or

Ferguson,' edited by Jas. Ferguson and Robt. Menzles

Fergueson, Edinburgh, 1895.
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England was then engaged on a war in the Penin-

sula, the following officers have the word "
child

"

written after their names :

Colonel Harrison's Regiment Ensign Hartigan, child.
Lord Barrymore's Regiment Capt. Hastingc, child.
Lord Barrymore's Regiment Lieut. Maxwell, child.

Lord Barrymore's Regiment Ensign Booth, child.

Brigadier Elliott's Regiment Ensign Inglia, child.

Brigadier Elliott's Regiment Ensign Elliott, child.

After the surrender of General Jas. Stanhope
with his little army at Brihuega, in December, 1710,
the Duke of Argyll was sent out to Spain as com-

tnander-in-chief, and one of the first abuses in his

army that he set himself to redress was stopping
commissions being given to children. It is sur-

prising to find such a good soldier as Col. Wm.
Stanhope (afterwards Earl of Harrington) writing
from Barcelona to his brother Chas. Stanhope, in

the following indignant strain :

"I desire you will acquaint Major Cleiland that the
Duke of Argyll has positively refused me making his son
an ensign, his pietence is 'tis the ruin of the serrice to
make children officers."

'
S. P. Spain.'

But the abuse had taken too deep root, and was
too popular with interested parties, to be crushed
out in other quarters, and so the child commissions
went on as before and increased apace. In an un-
dated list of the Scots Greys, temp. Queen Anne
<? 1713), appears "3 years old Agnew" as cornet
to the lieutenant-colonel. Here we have a child
who could scarce manage a rocking-horse appointed
cornet in a crack cavalry regiment, drawing pay and

possibly allowances for forage for two chargers !

However anomalous the position of these child
officers might be on the full-pay list of the army,
it was still more anomalous on the half-pay list.

For in the former case these children generally
joined their respective regiments in course of time,
:md did good service (like the late Field-Marshal
Sir John Forster FitzGerald, who got his early
commissions in the nursery and joined his regi-
ment at the age of sixteen, in time of war, as a
full-blown captain) ; but children placed on half-

pay seldom or never returned to the active list.

This was the case with "
Lieut. Thos. Cuff, child

;

Ensigns Edmund Butler, twelve years old, and
Chas. Cooley, twelve years old," all three of whom
were placed on half-pay from Col. Edward Jones's

Regiment of Foot, in 1712, and remained there for

<Ter. CHARLES DALTON.
32, West Cromwell Road, 8.W.

MALONE, CLEMENTS & GORE.
(Concluded from p. 363.)

John Gore, one of the " nine Gores " who were
all contemporaneously members of the Irish House
of Commons, was son of George, and grandson of

Sir Arthur Gore, Bart., and a near kinsman of

the wives of Malone and Clements, the other

partners in the bank. He was called to the bar

in 1742
; was M.P. for Jamestown, co. Leitrim,

1747-60; Solicitor - General, 1760; M.P. for

county Longford, 1761-64, in which year he was

appointed Lord Chief Justice of the King's
Bench. In 1766 he was created Lord Annaly.
He married, 1747, Frances, daughter of Richard,
Viscount Powerscourt. He resided in Stephen's
Green, and there died 1783, aged sixty-five,

leaving no issue, when, of course, the title expired.
His brother, Col. Henry Gore, a few years after,
had the title revived in his person, but he also

df.p. The present Annaly peerage belongs to the
White family, who are neither descendants nor

representatives of the Gores.

The failure of this remarkable bank was the

prelude to the financial confusion that culminated
in the panic and general wreck of 1760, regarding
which I must turn aside to say a few words.
The times were indeed " bad times." Seldom

had Ireland been in such financial low water ; its

industries, which should have been nurtured and

encouraged, had been killed by the insane com-
mercial jealousies of England ;

and a country

abounding in natural resources and teeming with
the materials of wealth was forced into idleness,
and left helpless and pauperized.

In 1760 the great crisis of the eighteenth cen-

tury, which had been impending for some years,
came like an avalanche. Banks toppled down like

houses of cards, and all, save two, were wiped out
of existence. Ireland had been singularly un-

fortunate in her banks, and fcr a century prior to

this great collapse had witnessed a constant suc-

cession of failing, defaulting, and absconding
bankers. In a curious old book, published in

1682, and called ' The Interest of Ireland, in its

Trade and Wealth, stated,' the writer laments the

many failures of the bankers of that early day,
and estimates the losses caused by them at

50,0002. These were the goldsmiths and ex-

changers, of whom I have already written, and
who received moneys on deposit for safe keeping.
The project for the National Bank, in 1720, was
the outcome of the grave feeling of insecurity and
the lack of confidence in the individual bankers,
which grew in contemplation of the commercial
distress in which the country was sunk. But this

project, which, honestly undertaken and carried

out, would have probably averted the long train

of financial disaster, was killed by corruption,

having been made the sport of political jobbers
and place-hunters. The '

Drapier's Letters
'

ex-

hibit a striking picture of the condition of the

coinage, and it is almost ludicrous to read of

the shifts to which the community was put by
reason of the dearth of a currency. In the north

of Ireland, in 1735, one single gold piece was
traced on one market day, and found to have

served five successive bargains, in each one of

which it suffered a depreciation of sixpence. The
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trade of the country was trying to struggle on,

contending against the scarcity of passable coin,

against the disparity in the exchanges with Eng-
land that involved ruinous losses, and against the

effects of the reckless and irresponsible system of

so-called banking. The notes of the bankers were

issued without any coin basis, and practically with

as little responsibility as restraint. No wonder
the clouds of financial embarrassment, publie and

private, were gathering, and were too murky not

to alarm the people and the Government. There

arose a public clamour for reform of some kind,
and the pamphleteers got to work, and made them-

selves busy. But, strange to say, the bankers

remained inactive and silent, as reform would

probably have interfered with their profits. The
Government promised to settle the currency ques-

tion, and, after some delay, a new coinage was

minted in 1737, and a scheme of exchange

settled, whereby the English guinea was to circu-

late in Ireland for ll. 2s, 9d., and the English

shilling for Is. Id., hence the expression "a
thirteen." These were " the good old days," when
not only could any one so disposed set up as a

banker, and pass his notes on the community to

his heart's content, but any one was free to issue

his own coins and tokens, copper and silver.

There was no bankruptcy law, and, as we have

seen, when a bank failed a special Act had to be

passed to wind up its affairs, if, as one writer

says,
" the improvident establishment left a wreck

behind worth the cost of the salvage."

It will be well to rehearse in chronological order

the principal banking failures and panics of this

period, to show in what a financial ferment the

citizens of Dublin were kept. In 1727 Meade &
Curtis went under ; in 1733 Burton & Falkiner

came heavily to grief ; in 1745 the " Pretender "

panic flurried nobles and traders into a proclama-
tion of their confidence in the bankers, a kind of

whistling to keep their courage up ; in 1753 the

position of affairs was so acute that a committee of

the House of Commons reported that "
the paper

in circulation far exceeded the capital of those who
issued it "; in March, 1754, Dillon's bank col-

lapsed and the partners fled beyond seas
;

in

March, 1755, Wilcox & Dawson went to smash
;

two days after Lennox & French shut up shop
and absconded

;
and in 1758 Malone, Clements &

Gore's bank ended its butterfly existence. The
tide of commercial confidence thus ebbed per-

sistently, and credit got to a vanishing point ;

and in 1760 the wholesale crash came three out

of the five banks yet remaining became bankrupt,
and " the country was reduced to one level ruin."

The surviving banks La Touche's and Gleadowe's
refused to discount a bill ; "all monetary trans-

actions ceased, and a dead stop was put to every

description of business."

There had been rumours of an invasion. There

had been rumours of a legislative union with Eng-
land, and it was believed by the Protestant party
that they were to be jockeyed out of their Parlia-

ment. They became furious at the imaginary

prospect, and riots were general throughout
Dublin. The Parliament House was invaded by
a mob, who, to show their contempt for an

assembly that would sell their country to Eng-
land, placed an old woman in the Speaker's chair.

The public feeling amongst the moneyed classes

was one of growing alarm and uncertainty.
Credit and commercial confidence were as defunct

as Caesar. Committees of inquiry and public

meetings were held ; the city was seething in

turmoil and general insolvency. Such was the

Dublin upon which the crisis of 1760 fell.

The surviving bankers were not issuers of notes

payable on demand their survival is attributable

to this circumstance and the notes of the bank-

rupt bankers were unnegotiable and worthless.

Coin was so scarce that there was practically
little or no circulating medium, and thus no-

revival in trade and no recovery of confidence

were possible, even if other preventive causes

ceased to operate. Heroic measures, according to

the lights and notions that prevailed before political

economy was a science, were proposed. Parlia-

ment undertook to "support the still subsisting
banks to the amount of 50,OOOZ. each." A loan

was raised by the Government, and the con-

tractors for it were enabled by proclamation to

accept the notes of the late bankers as cash ; and

by such dubious means as these a little confi-

dence was restored, the terror was dispelled, the

invasion and the union were discovered to be

myths, and political and commercial quietude
soothed the people.

But the financial evil was too deep seated for

superficial economic remedies. Within a brief

ten years in 1770 another panic occurred, and
the remedy this time was a repetition of the

tactics of '45, viz., an advertised declaration by
the Lord Lieutenant, the nobility, gentry, and
merchants of Dublin, pledging themselves to-

receive the notes of the bankers in all payments
and transactions. There were then four banking
houses solvent, La Touche's, Gleadowe's, Finlay's,

and Coates & Lawless's. A Bankruptcy Act was

now passed, and the history of Dublin banking
was uneventful until 1783, when the Bank of

Ireland was established.

The crisis of 1760 was only paralleled by that

of 1820; but they differ in one respect while that

of 1820 practically administered a death-blow to

private banking, that of 1760 did not deprive it

of energy and vitality. Once the financial waters

had calmed after the great storm, some, not unim-

portant or ephemeral, were ready to embark.

Though numerous and disgraceful were the failures

that had taken place, still many fortunes bad been

I
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made
; families had been founded ;

seats in Parlia-

ment, with their attendant privileges and rewards

had been attained, through the means of the

wealth and influence won through the
"
shop ";

and the survivors of 1760 La Touche and Glea-

dowe were not long without competitors, though
the creation of banks for the last forty years of

the century was as nothing compared to the

plenteous crop that started into existence, nearly
all over Ireland, after the Rebellion.

Thus, in 1760, Dublin banking began, as it

were, anew, with a clean sheet, and with the

lessons of the past deep and fresh in its memory ;

and the new leaf, like the old, is not without

its celebrated names.
0. M. TENISON, B.L., M.E.I.A.

Hobarfc, Tasmania.

SHAKSPEARE'S " Two FRIENDS." The follow-

ing quotation from the Birmingham Weekly Post,
31 August, may be worth a place in

' N. & Q.' :

" All lovers of Shakspeare, and all who are students

of his life and plays, will remember and rejoice that in

the darkness which covers his name and fame there are,
at least, two memorable ' friends and fellows

' who have
honoured his memory and secured his ample and undy-
ing fame. In an age when crazy zealots, from poor,
hapless Delia Bacon down to the latest catchpenny
critics, have claimed to prove that Francis Bacon wrote
not only all the plays, poems, and sonnets, but the
works of Spenser, Marlowe, and scores of earlier and
later plays and poem!), it is a treat to look at the loving
record which John Heminge and Henry Condell have
left in the famous First Folio of 1623, in which they
have preserved the priceless relics, which would have

perished and been lost for ever to all ages and all time.

Every edition of the plays ought to contain this personal
and literary record of the labours of the two friends,
when 'simpleness and duty tender it,' in the researches
for the original plays and for the honour due to the

memory and life of a cherished and honoured friend.

Their own few words, perhaps, best justify their

work :

" ' We have but collected them (the plays), and done
an office to the dead without ambition either of selfe

profit or fame, onely to keepe the memory of so worthy
a Friend and Fellow as was our Shakspeare.'

" Another portion of the preface to the First Folio of

1623 may also well be quoted, but every line of the

original record is well worth reading as a rare and faith-

ful and as the fullest description which has survived of

Shakspeare and his works and friends :

" ' To THE GREAT VARIETY OF READERS. It had
been a thitig, we confesse, worthy to have been wished
that the author himselfe had lived to set forth, and
overseene his own writings. But since it hath bin
ordain'd otherwise, and he by death departed from thai

right, we pray you do not envie his friends the office

of their care and paine to have collected and publishec
them absolute in their numbers as he conceived

them. Whereas he was a happie imitator of Nature
was a most gentle expresser of it. His mind and hanc
went together, and what he thought he uttered with
that easinesse that wee have scarse received from him a

blot in his papers. JOHN HEMINGE, HENRIE CONDELL.'
" These two ' Friends and Fellows

'

of Shakspeare
had been copartners with him in the Globe Theatre

Southwark, for thirty-five years, and fortunately they
urvived his death in 1616, having devoted a large
mount of care and cost to collect and print the folios

f 1623 the greatest and most valuable as a register of

ihakspeare's plays, and a priceless legacy to all ages and
iines. Various details of Heminge and Henry Condell

ave been discovered, and throw some light on their

ives and works, although no portrait of them has been
ound ; but, fortunately, the registers of the parish
hurch of St. Mary, Aldermanbury (a small parish of

about 120 inhabitants in the heart of the City of Lon-

lon) have been carefully preserved and searched and

many facts and dates have been brought to light. Mr.
C. C. Walker, of Lillesball Old Hall, Shropshire, has,

lowever, not spared his knowledge, care, and leisure to

ecure some memorial of the two famous friends of

Shakspeare. He has searched the registers and recorded

heir results as to these two worthies, and has found
minute details of their lives. They were residents in

ihe little parish, Heminge for more than forty-two, and
Condell for more than thirty years, and the burial of

3eminge, 12 October, 1620, and of Condell, 29 De-

cember, 1627, and the registers of the burials of wives

and children have been carefully preserved. Mr. Walker
does not claim to be a Shakspeare scholar, but he has

ong held that Heminge and Condell deserve some
memorial of their life and good work in securing the

First Folio of Shakspeare's plays
' not for an age, but

'or all time.' He has had, happily, the help of the

vicar, an octogenarian, in the searches of the registers,

and now the wardens of the church have gratefully and

courteously allowed the erection of a suitable memorial,
n a portion of the ground, which will be so placed that

all the four sides can be seen and the proposed inscrip-

;ions easily read. Mr. Walker has prepared the arrange-
ments. On the top of the memorial a bronze bust of

Shakspeare will be placed, on two of the four small

vertical slabs two open books will be carved : one giving
the title-page of the First Folio, and the other the brief

words (already quoted) from Heminge and Condell. On
the lower tablets (four in number) will be (1)

' The

Memory of Heminge and Condell,' with brief and suit-

able inscriptions ; on the second the (2) details from the

registers; and the (3) third a brief account of Shak-

speare and his colleagues; and on the (4) fourth the

description, 'To the Great Variety of Headers' (as

already quoted).
" The proposal has baen submitted to various friends

and lovers of Shakspeare, and Sir Henry Irving, K.B.,

wrote in answer :
' The whole idea seems to me to be

excellent,' and he generously offered a handsome dona-

tion; but Mr. C. C. Walker has most generously re-

solved to pay all the costs of the memorial as some honour

to the memory of Shakspeare's friends."

ESTE.

" ELECTROCUTE." I believe this word, or rather

this mass of letters, has already been mentioned in

' N. & Q.'; but I doubt if its full absurdity was

pointed out. Of all absurd modern word-coinages

it is the very absurdest. It may be of use, though
I do not suppose it will, to show what very

ridiculous suppositions its coiners mast entertain,

if they attempt to prove it a legitimate formation.

1. They must believe that the phrase
" to exe-

cute a criminal" is a complete one, instead of

elliptical for
"
to execute the sentence upon him."

Otherwise they could not substitute another word

directly applying to the criminal as an object.

2. They must believe that the word means " to
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take life, to destroy." Otherwise they could not

substitute a word intended to have that meaning.
If this were the meaning of "to execute," the

first duty of the executor of a will would be to put
it in the fire, or in his pocket, as they say (don't

they ?) King George II. did with his father's.

3. They must believe that it means to take life

in a particular way by hanging, or they would not

substitute a word intended to define the manner.
4. What I have already said I believe to be

sound. If what I am about to say is going too

far, why, I will go too far
; but I seriously think

they imagine that
" exe " means hanging, and

"
cute " means killing, or why do they substitute

"
electro

"
for " exe " and retain

" cute
"

? Surely
Socrates was "

poisoncuted
"

(or perhaps
" hem-

lockcuted "), parricides in ancient Home were
"
drowncuted," modern French criminals are

"
guil-

lotinecuted," and Spanish "garrottecuted," and

military criminals everywhere "shootcuted" or

"shotcuted."

My mental ear hears somebody say, Well, then,

give me a better word. But, my dear friend, why
do you want a new word at all ? I have no

objection to the phrase of "executing the criminal,"
so long as you remember that it is elliptical, and
don'c found new morbid growths upon it ; and
you execute him whether you do it by hanging or

by electricity. But if you must have a specific

<rord, why won't "electrify" do? Oh, but, you
(?ay, you can electrify a man without killing him.
So you can, and you can hang him without killing
him. Your context explains : when you speak of

hanging a criminal, of course you mean by the
neck till he is dead

; and, in the same way, when
you speak of electrifying him, you will be under-
stood to mean electrifying him to death.

0. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

SALT AND SWEARING. The following extract
has gone round the papers, and is, I think, worthy
of finishing its course in

' N. & Q.':
"A droll scene was witnessed in the court of a local

magistrate at Berlinchen in the Mark a few days ago.
No sooner had one of the witnesses, a woman, appeared
to give evidence, than the accused, who was also a
woman, started up and screamed out excitedly,

' I object
to that witness.' The judge asked for her reason. ' That
woman, Herr Richter,' said the defendant, 'swears
whatever she pleases, and takes no harm by it. The
moment she says

"
I swear," she lays a piece of salt

upon her breast, and then tells any lie without danger.
When she goes out of court she will throw the salt

away, so that her false witness will not hurt her soul.'
The accused had scarcely ended her exposition of this
odd doctrine of the local creed, when the witness cried
out indignantly,

' Herr Richter, it is not true. I have
not a particle of salt about me. 1 And hereupon this
Prussian Phryne, like her Greek prototype, confirmed
her word by her deed : she tore open her dress, ex-

posed her full bust to the court, and invited the judge
to see for himself whether she had taken any such pre-
caution to absolve her soul from the guilt of perjury.

The judge had hard work to quiet the two angry kdiec,
one of whom loudly affirmed, and the other as loudly
denied, the presence of salt somewhere."

Dublin.
W. A. HENDERSON.

THE HALSET FAMILY. Lord Salisbury's late

speech at Watford, at the dinner to Mr. T. F.

Halsey, M.P., alluding to the Halsey family as

older residents than his own in Hertfordshire,
recalled the following, which I saw some years ago
in the Public Records. This is an Inquisition
post Mortem at Barnet, co. Hertford, on 2 July,
38 Elizabeth (1596), by Nicholas Cholmley, Esq.,
escheator, and a jury, who found that William

Halsey, alias Chambers, late of Gaddesden Magna,
died 15 May before, seized in the rectory and
church of Gaddesden Magna and advowson of the

vicarage, both formerly belonging to the dissolved

priory of the Friars Preachers of King's Langley ;

that he held both in capite as the fortieth part of

a knight's fee, paying 19s. 4d. as tithe, and their

value was 41. 7s. 4d. ultra reprisas; that he held

nothing more, and Eobert Halsey, his son and heir,
was forty years of age. This gives some particulars
not in Clutterbuck's ' Hertfordshire

'

(vol. i.

pp. 377-8), and may be unknown to the family.
Clutterbuck says that the rectory, &c., formerly

belonged to the dissolved priory of Dartford, Kent,
and were granted by Henry VIII. in his thirty-
sixth year (1545) to William Haws, alias Chamber ;

while the Inquisition says they belonged to the

Friars Preachers of King's Langley, Hertfordshire.

Though Sir Robert Cecil did not acquire Hatfield

till 1607, he was a resident somewhere in Hertford-
shire in 1602, for he speaks of a Mr. Butler as bis

neighbour there (' Border Papers ') ; still it is

evident that the Halsey family were seated there

half a century earlier, if the date of their first

grant is correct. J. B.

"LADIES AND GENTLEMEN." According to

"A Lover of Antiquities" in Grose's Antiquarian
Repertory, ii. 405, A.D. 1808, this opening phrase
of a speech did not come into use till about 1750.

He says :

"All public addresses to a mixed assembly of both

sexes, till sixty years ago, commenced Gentlemen and
Ladies ; at present it is Ladies and Gentlemen."

F. J. F.

ISAAC Vossius. The following correction of a

statement apparently concerning the correspond-
ence of this eminent scholar may possibly interest

some of your readers. In the second edition of
' Annals of the Bodleian Library

'

(1890), p. 243, n.,

[ mentioned that thirteen boxes of
"

letters
" were

sent by him to Oxford in 1679 ; and I added that

did not know where the letters now are. Mr.
falconer Madan has pointed out to me that these

3oxes did not contain letters epistolary, but letters

typographical, being the types used by F. Junius,
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and forwarded by Vossius as his executor ; and he
informs me that they are now safely stored at the
Clarendon Press. W. D. MACBAT.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
miswers may be addressed to them direct.

SIR RICHARD GRENVILLE, OF THE REVENGE.
What authority is there for the statement in the
'

Dictionary of National Biography
'

(vol. xxiii.

p. 122) that Sir Richard Grenville, the hero of the

Revenge, was one of the members for Cornwall in

1571? Waiving for the moment the point that no
list of members of that Parliament is known to

exist, and assuming the reference to be to 1572,
when, for 8 May, a Parliament was summoned,
the

'
Official List' (vol. i. p. 408), upon the authority

of the
' Crown Office Lists,' gives Peter Edgecombe

and Richard Chamond as members for Cornwall.
" Richard Orainevill, Esq.," it is true, appears in

the original return as one of the members for

Launceston, alias Dunheved, Borough : but in a
note it is explained that the ' Crown Office Lists

'

give the name of George Grenefild or Greynfelde
instead

;
and George Greinvile certainly sat for

the borough in 1593 (' Official List,' vol. i. p. 427).
But, even if it were a Richard Grenville who repre-
sented Launceston in 1572, it is by no means
certain that this was the famous naval commander.
"
Ricardus Graynfeld generosus

" had sat for New-
port (Cornwall) in ] 545 ;

" Ricardus Graynfyld
armiger filius Digorii Graynfyld armigeri" for

Launceston in 1555 ; and Richard Grayndfylde
(" Greynfild" in the ' Crown Office List') in 1563,
and this last Mr. W. P. Courtney (' Parliamentary
History of Cornwall,' p. 361) suggests was "pro-
bably the hero of the Revenge." With regard,

however, to the member in 1572, as to whether it

was Richard or George Grenville, there is in the
Launceston muncipal accounts for 1572-3 a pay-
ment "

for a bottel of wine geiven to Mr. Georg
Graynevile at his comyng home frome London, 8d."

which, coupled with the fact that he was Recorder
of the borough, would indicate that it was George,
and not Richard Grenville who sat for Launceston
in 1572. I would, however, note that on 28 April
of this same year there was a presentment made
by the town jury in these terms :

" We fynde an

allyeniacon is made by Richarde Graynfeld, of

Stowe, esquire, of a ten1 wtfiin this burghe, vnto
one John Wortham, whereby a relyef is deu for

the same
"

(R. and O. B. Peter,
'

History of Laun-
ceston,' p. 204) ; and this was later to be the
famous sailor. DUNHEVED.

HAWTAYNE. In 1603 Thomas Hawtayne sold

to Henry Hawtayne the manor of Silford Gower,

or Goure, co. Oxon, and to Edward Hawtayne, of

London, the manor of Milcombe. Parentage of

Thomas Hawtayne wanted. X. BEKE.

FRENCH, SPANISH, ITALIAN, AND GERMAN QUO-
TATIONS. Will some reader kindly inform me of

any good collection of popular quotations in French,

Spanish, Italian, and German ? J. B.

DR. NICHOLSON ANL MR DONNELLY. I

observe that on 16 Oct. a presentation was made
at Leamington to the Rev. Dr. Nicholson, in

recognition of his services in having proved the

fallacy of Mr. Donnelly's theory that Bacon wrote

the plays known as Shakespeare's. For the pre-
servation of my peace of mind as a venerator of

Shakespeare I should be glad to know how Dr.

Nicholson has accomplished this much - needed

work, and whether he has published any book on

the subject. With the '

Cryptogram
'

itself I

have no concern, as I can make neither head

nor tail of it ; but the list of parallel passage?,
identical expressions, and similarities of thought,

language, and opinion between the two writers

that Mr. Donnelly has got together in the first

volume of his work is sufficient to deceive the very
elect. When one finds the two writers using the

same language to express the same thoughts, not

in one or two cases only, but in many, and when
oftentimes these thoughts and expressions are to

be found in these two authors and in no other

writers before their time, it is impossible to acquit
one of them of plagiarism, or both of identity.

If, therefore, Dr. Nicholson has finally "settled
"

this uncircumcised American, who has thus boldly
defied the armies of the orthodox, I shall be glad
to know of and borrow his weapons. E. S. A.

ST. SAMPSON. Will some kind reader inform

me concerning this saint, to whom a fine church

is dedicated at Cricklade, Wilts ? Is it the only
dedication to him ? W. L. RUTTON.

27, Elgin Avenue, W.

ELDER TREE SUPERSTITION. In Leicestershire

there has long been a superstition that it is un-

lucky to burn the wood of the elder tree, and that

misfortune or illness will follow if it is thrown

upon the fire. Some of the old people say the

reason is that the true cross was made of elder

wood, others that the origin of the belief is that the

elder was the tree upon which Judas hanged him-

self. Can any correspondent give a more probable

solution, or a reason for the existence of such a

superstition 1 M. A. B.

CHARLES CARTER, of the parish of St. Gto-ge,
Hanover Square, married, in 1739, Camelia,

daughter of Timothy Brecknock, of Eye, in Suf-

folk. Any information as to them, their ancestors,

and their children, will be most acceptable.
J. P. B.
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AUDEGIER. On 2 March, 1304, Edward I. wrote

to the Earl of March reproaching' him with slack-

ness in proceeding against the Scots under Wallace.
" We are much astonished," he says,

"
why you

act so leisurely, unless it be to fulfil the proverb,
' When the war was finished then Audegier drew
his sword."'

Quant laguerre fu finee

Si treat Audegier sespee.

Is it known to whom allusion was herein made ?

HERBERT MAXWELL.

SIR JOHN CLAYTON. Can any one give me
information concerning a Sir John Clayton, of

Bath, whose daughter married Mr. Hall, of Saffron

Wulden, about the end of last century ?

W. F. NELSON, Major R.A.
6, The Paragon, Clifton, Bristol.

EOSE-GALL. I should be grateful for informa-
tion regarding the local and dialectic names of the

Bedeguar, or rose-gall, which grows in tufts of

bright red moss-like fibres, and also for notes
relative to its connexion with folk-lore. In North-

amptonshire it goes by the appropriate name of
Robin's pincushion.
Mr. Folkard says, in ' Plant Lore,' 1884, p. 93 :

" If the witches are married, it becomes necessary to
administer to their husbands a potion that shall cause
them to slumber and keep them asleep during the
witches' absence in the night. For this purpose the

Sleep-Apple, a mossy sort of excrescence on the Wild
Hoae and Hawthorn (called in the Edda Sleep-Thorn),
are employed, because they will not allow any one to
awake till they are taken away."
At p. 100 be also observes: "The excrescence
found in rose-bushes, known as

' Robin Redbreast's

Cushion,' when hung round children's necks, will

cure whooping-cough," but he does not mention
the countries and districts in which these uses of
the gall are known. This gall, the work of Cynips
rosce, ought to be familiar in popular legend, as it

is of the same significant colour as the berries of
the mountain-ash, the feathers on the robin's

breast, and the red thread which is held so potent
against sorcery. G. W.

THE DURHAM PASCHAL. I think I have seen
or heard a statement that the great Paschal candle-

stick, formerly in Durham Abbey (see
'

Rites,' Sur-
tees ed., p. 8), is now in some foreign church. Can
any one enlighten me on this matter ? J. T. F.

Bp. Hatfield's Hall, Durham.

FLAT-IRONS. I am anxious to discover who
invented flat-irons, and the date of their first em-
ployment in England. Can you give me any
references on the subject ? A. M. HERHAGE.

TENNYSON'S 'To-MoRROw. ' Where or when
did Tennyson learn the Irish dialect so as to repro-
duce it BO accurately as I assume, for I have
never been in Ireland as he has done in this

graphic and interesting poem ? I do not connect

Tennyson otherwise with Ireland, except, in-

directly, in ' The Voyage of Maeldune,'
" founded

on an Irish legend." JONATHAN BOTTCHIER.

VINCENT. George Norborne Vincent died

18 March, 1823, in Berkeley Square, London. In

his will, dated 4 Feb., and proved 22 April, 1823

(P.C.C. 248 Richards), he mentions his daughter

Sophia, wife of William Jervis Ricketts. I seek

for the parentage of this George Norborne Vincent

and any particulars with reference to him. He
married, 30 Oct., 1781, M ,

sister of Sir T.

Clarges, Bart.

REGINALD STEWART BODDINGTON.
15, Markham Square, Chelsea, S.W.

YORKSHIRE LAW SOCIETY. I am very desirous

of obtaining prints or copies of the portraits of the

past presidents of this society (to hang in our

library), especially the first president, Mr. George

Townend, who was a solicitor and banker in York
in 1786. Any information respecting the above,

and where prints or copies can be obtained, will

be gratefully received.

J. T. ATKINSON, President.

Selby.

RELIC OF CHARLES I. The sheet which received

the head of King Charles I. after his decapitatioi
at Whitehall came into the possession of Lord

Ashburnham (who was in attendance upon the

unfortunate monarch) immediately after the execu-

tion. It used to be kept with the Communion

plate at Ashburnham, in Sussex, and was almost

entirely covered with blood, which had turned

quite black. Is it still in existence ?

HILDA GAMLIN.
Camden Lawn, Birkenhead.

A TENNYSONIAN PARALLEL. Does Tennyson's

work, either in matter or expression, show any
trace of being influenced by Lamartine? It is

rash to lay stress on a stray parallel ;
but a vivid

touch in the exquisite opening of
' The Lotos-

Eaters ' the stream falling along the cliff
"
like a

downward smoke" recalls the prose version of

'LeLac':
" Les 16geres fume"es des chaumieres hautes, dispersees

sur les flancs du mont du Chat, montaient $a et la
; elles

rampaient centre la montagne pour s'elever, tandia que
lea cascades deecendaient dans les ravins comme des

fumees d'eau."

PERCY SIMPSON.

EDWARD BALLIOL. It has been frequently
stated by old and modern Neapolitan and other

writers that Margaret, only legitimate daughter
of Philip, Prince of Taranto (Anjou), and Catherine

of Valois, married Edward, King of Scotland. I

can find no evidence of such union, and should be

obliged to any reader of
' N. & Q.' who can pro-

vide me with it from English or Scottish sources.
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On the other hand, I have found in the unpub-
lished correspondence of Clement VI. many new
facts relative both to this lady's betrothal and

marriage in 1348-50 to Francesco del Balzo (De
Berre branch of this family), Count of Monte-

acaglioso, then created Duke of Andria, and to his

quarrel about it with her brother Louis, King of

Naples. In none of the Pope's letters is she

entitled otherwise than the king's sister, or the

daughter of the late Philip of Taranto. I wish to

know, therefore, what became of Edward Balliol

(whom I presume to be meant by the above title),

and in what year he died, and any further infor-

mation possible with reference to his marriage.
ST. CLAIR BADDELEY.

ECCLESIASTICAL DIRECTORIES. Under the head-

ing
'

Kev. Bernard Ward '

(ante, p. 398), MR. WM.
JACKSON PIGOTT refers to an old

'
Ecclesiastical

Directory
'

for 1814. I want to know if such

directories were in existence in the last century,
as I am unable to find out the name of the parish
in Staffordshire where my great-grandfather was
vicar same surname as myself about the year
1750. W. G. KEELING, M.A.

1, The Avenue Elmers, Surbiton, Surrey.

KEATS'S ' ODE TO A NIGHTINGALE.' Perhaps
of all the odes that adorn the English language
there is none so beautiful and melodious as Keats's

Ode to a Nightingale.' Being myself of this

opinion, it is in no quibbling spirit that I ask for

an interpretation of lines 5-7 in stanza i. The
difficulty lies in "'Tis not through envy that

thou," &c. Clearly the nightingale cannot envy
his own lot

;
and yet in any other possible inter-

pretation there seems a non sequitur, which equally

destroys the sense. One other small point.
" Thine

happiness
"

is not euphonious, and contravenes the

rule laid down in the case of the indefinite article.

If we cannot say
" an happy man," it is certainly

incorrect, having regard to euphony, to use
" thine "

instead of
"
thy

"
before an aspirate, when the

stress is on the first syllable. This is all the more
noticeable in an ode remarkable for the beauty of

its construction. HOLCOMBE INGLEBY.

BREAMORE, HANTS, 1657. Where am I likely
to find a reference to the owner of the right of

presentation to this church, in order to prove
whether a Eev. Anthony Warton was there in

1657, and, if possible, where he was educated ?

A. 0. H.

ARMORIAL SEAL. On an old seal are engraved
the following arms : Sable, a lion rampant re-

guardant ; impaling, Sable, a fess or between three

dexter hands appaumee, couped at the wrist.

Crest, a lion rampant reguardant, holding between
his paws a fleur-de-lys. Can any one kindly tell

me to whom the arms and crest belong ?

W. 0. L. FLOYD.

SHAKSPBARE : THE 1623 FOLIO.

(8
th S. via. 306, 353.)

The printers' marks in the 1623 folio of Shak-

spere give a fairly accurate history of the course

of the work through the press. ^
By printers'

marks I mean the signatures, pagination, titles, and

indices. The two last mentioned I include because

their position and character were postponed to and

dependent upon the printer's work. Signatures

were arbitrary marks by which forms were made

up, and they tell all printers exactly how the types

fared on their way to the platen. Pagination was

to keep the sheets in proper order after they came

from the type.
An examination of the folio shows that it was

placed on the imposing stone two pages at a time

and "
gathered

" or laid up in three sheets of four

pages each. Twelve pages had to be ready before

the form could be printed. The type went to the

press in this order : first form (sig. A), pp. 1 and

12 ; second form (verso), pp. 2 and 11 ; third form

(sig. A 2), pp. 3 and 10 ;
fourth form (verso) pp. 4

and 9 ;
fifth form (sig. A3), pp. 5 and 8 ;

sixth

form (verso), pp. 6 and 7. This general order was

followed until, the book was finished. According

to the rule of printers, the letters of the alphabet

were used with numerals to indicate the number

of sheets in a "gather." The supernumerary
letters J, V, and W were omitted, and capitals and

lower case were doubled and trebled to supply the

required number. The sign IT, numbered, doubled,

&c., was, in accordance with printers' rule, used

as a signature for the sheets which were printed

and inserted after the presswork of the book had

been completed. The reason for the use of this signa-

ture lies in the fact that printers thus plainly told

each other that the departure from a regular order

was not their fault.

The first fact in the history of the printing of

the folio is that the signatures begin with the text.

This informs us that the printing of the title-page,

&c., was purposely left to the last. The pagination

supports this testimony. From p. 1, Big. A, we

run through a fairly regular series of signatures,

pages, and titles of comedies until we come to a

single sheet Cc, ending a book at p. 303 with blank

verso. Next we have ' The Life and Death of King

John/ beginning a series of histories with a new

p. 1 and new signature a. The scheme of threes

is carried on with new pagination and a chrono-

logical succession of historical plays for what

appears to be 232 pages, to the end of another

book. With exception of one or two unimportant

errors, all goes smoothly as far as p. 86, when a

very significant break occurs. At the end of

signature g, p. 87 offers an interpolated signature,

by which the printers tell us that they themselves
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made a mistake. They began the composition of

'Henry V.' before '1 Henry IV.' was quite finished,
and forgot all about the second part of

'

Henry IV.'

It must be remembered that as aoon as a form was
taken from the press it was distributed, in order
that the cases might be kept full for continuous
work. They had, therefore, to insert new sheets

with a special signature (gg in fours), and ignore the

difference in pagination. By this the pages from
69 to 100 are repeated. The Epilogue and the actors'

names, wherein we learn that Fallstaff was an
"
irregular humorist/' and not Sir John Oldcastle,

were given separate and unnumbered pages (101,

102). From the beginning of '

Henry V.,' sig. h,
the order is resumed to the end of X2, p. 232.

We have next fifteen leaves, containing the play
'

Troilus and Cressida.' These leaves, with excep-
tion of the second, are without pagination. As
Shakspere left to his actors no doubt as to the

meaning of his characters, so his printers left to

their guild no doubt as to the meaning of their

work. The signature of this series of sheets begins
on the third leaf with ; and ends on the fifteenth

with HHir. This means that these leaves were
inserted after the book was printed. The first leaf

contains the Prologue in a full page, on verso of

which are the title and first lines of the play. The
second leaf is paginated 79 and 80. The last leaf is

signed 11T1L These facts have a definite and cer-

tain meaning. They tell us that the play had been

printed once in another place in the book, and that

the printers were obliged to take it out and sub-

sequently reprint and reinsert it. Where was it ?

It held the place now occupied by
' Timon.' We

find at the end of 'Troilus and Cressida' the tragedies
beginning with p. 1, sig. a a, title

' Coriolanus.
'

The page numbers and signatures run along
reasonably well until we come to p. 76. The next

page is marked 79, and contains the end of ' Borneo
and Juliet.' This, which ought to be the com-

plement of gg2, is signed Gg. That is to inform us
that it is a single sheet. Consequently gg2 has
been cut in half. Why ? The verso of Gg, on

p. 79, is on p. 80,
' The Life of Tymon of Athens,'

the only play in the tragedies not designated in

the running title "The Tragedie." P. 81 repeats
the signature gg2, to show that it is an inter-

polation, and the play ends in two signatures with
hh3. It is followed by 'Julius Caesar,' which
begins with sig. kk, p. 109. Here eight pages
and the signatures of i i are missing. What became
of them ? They are in the enjoined

'
Troilus and

Cressida,' which, beginning with the leaf paged 79,
80, gives us twenty-six pages. Remember here
that the verso of g g 2 in

' Romeo and Juliet
'

is

p. 76, and that it is followed by p. 79. Take now
the unpaginated leaves of 'Troilus and Cressida'
and turn leaf for leaf with 'Timon.' Beginning
with sig. g g 3 and p. 77 gives 'Troilus and Cressida'
its right signatures and pagination. It will be found

that
'
Troilus and Cressida

'

fills up the space, pages
(76 to 109), and signatures which are missing (gg 3,

hh, hh2, hh3, ii, ii2, ii3) to 'Julius Caesar,'
and stops the hiatus. True, two pages at the end
would have been blank, but one might have been
filled with the actors' names, the usual expedient to

make even where needed. In taking out ' Troilus

and Cressida '
it was necessary to cut sheet sig. g g

in half. That left leaf paged 79, 80 of
' Troilus and

Cressida
'
available for the reinsertion as a guide

to printers who might be inclined to criticize the
mechanical work of the publication. The first page
had, of course, to be reprinted, as the end of Romeo
and Juliet

' was its recto. The rest of the play was-

reprinted, in order that the initiated might know
the displacement was not caused by fault of the

compositors, pressmen, or bookbinders.

The tragedies then go on with only trifling

irregularities. The skip from 156 to 257 in
' Hamlet '

is a patent oversight in beginning the

imposition of sig. o o, and this fictitious addition of

100 pages is carried to the end of the book, because

no one thought of comparing the pagination of the

new form with the last of sig. nn. The last page
of the tragedies, therefore, should be 299 instead of

399 (or 993 as it is, the 3 having been accidentally

misplaced). After the text of the three divisions

of the book had thus been printed, and before

'Troilus and Cressida' had been reinstated, the

title-page with its portrait and the other matter

which fills up the first nine leaves of the book
were prepared and printed. It is evident that

the intention of the printers was that the work
should appear in three parts. It was, however,,
concluded to put the three parts together in one
book. An imperfect portrait was found, a hurried

print scratched, laudatory verses procured, and
dedications written. All these were printed with

the addition of a false title :

" The Workes of

William Shakespeare | containing all his Comedies,

Historie?, and
| Tragedies: Truely set forth,

according to their first
| original." The names of

the actors were printed under this false title on

leaf 8. Leaf 9 contains
" A Catalogue |

of the

seuerall Comedies, Histories, and Tra-
| gedieer,

contained in this Volume." From this catalogue
'Troilus and Cressida' is omitted, by which we
know that its reprinting and reinsertion was not

done until after everything was ready for the bind-

ing and issuing of the book.

All this means that Bonian and Walley, who
owned ' Troilus and Cressida,' and who had, in

1609, after some difficulty with the Burbages and
their associates, printed it in 4to., were not in-

cluded in the arrangement between Jaggard,

Blount, Smethweeke, and Aspley, and so pre-
vented the use of their play in the collection until

they compelled or agreed to a compromise.
JNO. MALONE.

New York.

I
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ODD VOLUME (8
tb S. viii. 169, 218, 315). MR.

WILSON will seek in vain for vol. xiii. of the
1

Imp. Diet, of Bio.,' as the work as completed was

published in three volumes. There were, however,
sixteen parts. Vol. iii. begins in the middle of

part zii. MR. WILSON might communicate with
the Glasgow representatives of the original pub-
lisher. I think I noticed recently in the Athenmim
some mention of Mr. A. 0. Swinburne having
been a contributor to vol. iii. His name does not

appear in the list of contributors ;
but it seems to

me that the list does not interpret all the initials

appended to the biographies. Can Mr. Swin-
burne's contributions be identified ?

WILLIAM GEORGE BLACK.
12, Sardinia Terrace, Glasgow.

PALMER (8"> S. viii. 369). Mrs. Palmer, author
of the ' Devonshire Dialogue,' was sister to Sir

Joshua Reynolds, and three years his senior,

having been born on 9 Feb., 1716. She was, in

fact, the "
Molly," mentioned by your correspond-

ent, who married John Palmer in 1740, and at

whose table Dr. Johnson is recorded to have eaten

thirteen pancakes ! For details of her life see the
'

Diet, of Nat. Biog.,' vol. xliii.

OSWALD HUNTER BLAIR, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus, N.B.

The '

Dialogue
' was written " about the middle

of the last century, by a sister of the late Sir Joshua

Reynolds
"

(see
" Advertisement " to the work in

question). John Palmer, of Torrington, co. Devon,
married Mary Reynolds (Sir Joshua's eldest sister),
and by her, with other issue, had a daughter
Theophila, who married Robert Lovell Gwatkin,
of Killiow, co. Cornwall. Unless I am much mis-

taken, a subsequent edition of the 'Dialogue' was

published by Mrs. Gwatkin (Sir Joshua's favourite

niece), and this is how the confusion appears to

have arisen. GUALTERULUS.

CHIFFINCH
(8"J

S. viii. 28, 98). So many
persons derive their notions of history from Shake-

speare and Sir Walter Scott, that it is hardly
surprising to find four correspondents of

' N. & Q.'
referring to

'
Peveril of the Peak ' as an authority

upon the character of Chiffinch. The truth is,

there was more than one Chiffinch. There was
the Chiffinch of romance, the ignoble

"
minister

of Charles's pleasures," who played the same part
in Restoration times as the scurrilous writers of
the Regency period assigned to Col. MacMahon
at Carlton House. Then there was the Chiffinch
of history, the descendant of a respectable Kentish

family, the youth who enjoyed the favour of a
monarch of rigid morals like Charles I., the patron
of arts at whose housewarming the serious Evelyn
assisted, and to whom he wrote a letter regarding
the best method of administering the rare artistic

treasures of which he was in charge. I doubt very

much if Chiffinch was much better or wors&

than the other habitues of Charles's Court, and his

position in an exceptional pillory is, I fear, due to

his appearance in
'
Peveril.' I should hardly have

written this if it had not been for his reappear-
ance in an admirable work recently published.
In Mr. Arthur Irwin Dasent's 'History of St.

James's Square' there is a chapter entitled "A
Day in the Life of Charles II.," in which that

monarch is supposed to make a perambulation of

St. James's, in the company of the "
indispensable

Chiffinch." This promenade takes place some

time in the year 1683, by which date, if I mistake

not, the real Chiffinch had long been dead.

However, he is alive enough in Mr. Dasent's book,
and not only fulfils one of bis usual commissions,

but excites the wrath of old Lady Thanet, who at

the sight of him indignantly exclaims that Charles'*

royal father kept better company, and that through
the influence of these loose companions the country

will again be undone. Considering that Chiffinch.

owed his first start in life to the Royal Martyr,
and was the faithful companion of Charles's son

during his exile, this seems a little bard. Memoirs

of both the Chiffinches will be found in Jesse's
' Memoirs of the Court of the Stuarts.'

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

Kingaland, Shrewsbury.

MRS. ISABELLA MILLS (7
th S. xii. 184, 312).

Her marriage is thus recorded in the Gentleman's

Magazine, October, 1767, voL xxxvii. p. 523 :

"
[Oct. ?] 24. Mr. Mills of the Temple to Mrs.

Vincent, the celebrated singer."
DANIEL HIPWELL.

GROWING STONES (8
to S. viii. 365). COL.

PRIDBAUX is quite correct in thinking the belief

has formed the subject of treatment in
' N. & Q.*

He will find it under the heading 'Breeding-

stones' (6"> S. iv. 389, 436, 478), the name by
which plum-pudding stones are called in Hertford-

shire, Kent, and Essex. In a short note contri-

buted by me to the Essex Review (vol. iii. p. 144)
I pointed out that this name for conglomerate is

mentioned in the Gentleman's Magazine of 1796.

It occurs in an account of Netteswell, Essex :

" The Oculatus lapis, or pudding-stone, is like-

wise not uncommon here, and is called by the

inhabitants the
'

breeding-stone.'
"

H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.
34, St. Petersburg Place, W.

There are no signs of this belief dying out.
" Born a goddess, Dulness never dies." It is not

many years since a friend, a distinguished scientific

writer, told me that he was out shooting in Cheshire.

Stationed at the end of a wood, he tried to arouse

some interest in geology in the mind of his loader,

a countryman. Pointing to a heap of stones, he

asked him if he knew how they were made.
"
They

bean't made, sir," was the answer ;

"
they grows.'"
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" How do you mean '

grow
'
?
"
asked my friend.

"All the same as 'taturs grows." "Well, but
those stones can never grow," persisted the man of

science.
" If you were to look at them next year,

or in five years' time, they would be just the same
size."

" In course they would, sir," rejoined the

countryman ;

"
'cause they 've been taken out o'

the earth, and they stops growing same as 'taturs

would !
" HERBERT MAXWELL.

I remember well that, when shooting on a large

stony hill farm at Kingsclere, Hants, some thirty

years ago, the tenant, an intelligent though rather

eccentric farmer, named Whistler, declared to me
and my friends his belief in the growth of stones

on the farm. He was slightly chaffed by the party,
but insisted, giving such circumstances and reasons

(which I now forget) that I must confess that I,

at least, was somewhat impressed for the moment.
C. 0. M.

I have often been told in the east that rock is

alive, and that mountains grow. May not our

phrase "living rock" be a survival from a time

when, as COL. PRIDEAUX surmises, this belief was
universal ? I remember to have been assured on
one occasion that Iceland moss on the face of a cliff

in India was an exudation of the seed of the moun-
tain. E. E. B.

NAPOLEON'S IMPERIAL GUARD (8
th S. viii. 288,

310). When General Bonaparte returned to Paris

from Egypt, a few days prior to the 18th Brumaire

(Nov., 1799), he brought with him a number of

eoldiers designated Guides ; but after the Revolu-
tion that made him First Consul they were called

the Consular Guard. They were rapidly increased

in numbers, and a charge of the Consular Guard
is one of the memorable incidents of the battle of

Marengo (June,- 1800). These favoured troops
excited jealousy throughout the army, but Bona-

parte overcame the antagonism by recruiting the
Consular Guard from the men of other regiments
who had distinguished themselves. In this way
the Guard became a corps d'elite, and accompanied
Napoleon in person during his campaigns. When
the Empire was established, the Consular Guard
became the Imperial Guard. It underwent a

gradual process of development until it became a

perfect army in itself, composed of every arm of

the service. It was always held in reserve, and
was only brought into action to decide the fortunes
of a hard-fought day, when the other corps com-
manded by the marshals had failed to win the

victory. It was under Napoleon's personal com-
mand, and no one could order any portion of it

but himself. When any portion of the Guard was

despatched on special service it could be only
ordered into action by its own commander, and
not by the marshal who was directing the battle.

The disastrous result of the battle of Fuentes
d'Onoro (5 May, 1811) is attributed by Thiers, in

his
'

History of the Consulate and Empire,' to the

etiquette which required Marshal Bessieres, and

not Marshal Massena, to give the order for 800

Cavalry of the Guard to charge. As Marshal

Bessieres could not be found on that spacious

battlefield, the Guard never went into action, in

spite of Marshal Masseca's entreaties.

The Imperial Guard in 1810 consisted of

32,150 men. Its formation was then as follows :

Etat Major and general administration, 318 per-

sons. Infantry : Old Guard, four regiments, 5,000
men

; Young Guard, ten regiments, 16,000 men ;

National Guards, 1,600 men; sailors, eight com-

panies, 1,136 men. In all the infantry mustered

24,376 men, and included grenadiers, fusiliers,

tirailleurs, and chasseurs. The sailors did invalu-

able service in the campaigns along the Danube

(1805 and 1809) and in Poland (1806 and 1807).

The cavalry consisted of five regiments, including

grenadiers, chasseurs, dragoons, and lancers. There

was a mounted company of Mamelukes, consisting

of 120 men, and a gendarmerie d'elite, 456 men.

There was also a Polish regiment of lancers, and

other squadrons, bringing the total of cavalry up
to 6,106 men, The artillery consisted of four com-

panies mounted and four on foot, a company of

pontooneers, and two battalions of the military

train : in all 1,200 men. The company of engi-

neers numbered 120, and there was a hospital

corps of 20 men. The grand total was 32,150
men.

During 1811 Napoleon issued no fewer than

twelve decrees, all having the effect of increasing

the numbers of the Guard, so that by the end of

that year it numbered 50,284 men. A succession

of decrees in 1812 raised the Guard to 56,169 men ;

in 1813 it had increased to 92,472, and in 1814 to

112,482 men. These figures seem incredible ;
but

the authority,
' Histoire de la Garde Impe'riale,'

par Emile Marco de Saint-Hilaire, Paris, 1845,

gives full details, even to the names of the officers

of each regiment. In 1804 (the first year of the

Empire) the Imperial Guard numbered 9,798 men ;

each year it grew in numbers until it reached its

culminating point in 1814. As the fall of Napo-
leon occurred early in 1814, the numbers for that

year were probably decreed only ;
but in all other

years the men were actually in the ranks. The

Imperial Guard at Waterloo (infantry, cavalry,

artillery, &c.) numbered 25,870 men.
WM. RAYNER.

133, Blenheim Crescent, Netting Hill.

The Garde Impeiiale was divided into the Vieille

and the Jeune Garde : the former consisted of

corps formed before 1813, the latter was formed

after the disaster of Moscow. (See Napoleon

Landais,
' Grand Dictionnaire.') In the

" Histoire

de 1'Empereur Napole"on. Par P.-M. Laurent de

1'Ardfeche Paris, J.-J. Dubochet et Cie

1840 "
are full-page coloured pictures of soldiers of
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the Garde, &c., by Bellange'. Those of the Garde
are :

Le Prince Eugene Beauharnaie, colonel des chasseurs
& cheval de 1804 a 1809. Mounted.

Grenadiers a pied.
Gendarme d'Elite. Mounted.
Fusilier grenadier.
Artillerie a pied et Train d'artillerie. The latter

mounted.
Tirailleur et Voltigeur.
Artillerie a Cheval. Mounted.

Chevau-Legers Landers, premier regiment. Mounted.
Tambour-major des Grenadiers a pied.

Dragons. Mounted.
Grenadier a pied, 3 regiment (hollandais).
Chasseur a pied (grande tenue d'ete). Sergent de

Chasseurs a pied (petite tenue d'ete}.
Grenadier a Cheval. Mounted.
Mameluck. With charger.
Sapeur du genie.

Chevau-Legers Lanciers.deuxieme regiment. Mounted.
Marina.
Timbalier de Chevau-Legers Polonais. Trompette des

Chasseurs a cheval. ]812. Mounted.
Pupilles.

It ia, perhaps, worth remarking that the above-
mentioned "Lancier deuxietne regiment" wears
a red jacket and overalls with blue facings, and
that of the regiments not of the Garde a

"
Hussard,

1809," wears a red flying pelisse, and the men of

the "Regiments Suisses, Grenadiers, 1812" wear
red coats. Charles Lever, in

'
Charles O'Malley,'

vol. ii. chap, cxviii., has his hero taken prisoner by
the "regiment of Berg," in consequence of his

seeing their scarlet uniforms and bright helmets,
and so mistaking them for the English 1st Dragoon
Guards

;
so probably there was, at least, one other

red regiment in the French army.
ROBERT PIERPOINT.

" THRASTER ":
" GRILDLER "

(8
th S. viii. 308).

After a protracted search for the above two words,
without success, I have come to the conclusion that
thraster is a corruption of throwster, or thrower,
one who twists or winds silk. Grildler, probably
from girdler, a maker of griddles. The arms of
the Girdlers' Company, London, are, Per fesse

azure and or, a pale counterchanged, three grid-
irons of the last, the handles in chief.

JOHN RADCLIFFE.

I think these must mean throwster, a twister of

silk, and girdler, a maker of girdles. The Girdlers
are one of the "Worshipful Companies" of the

City of London. HENRY H. GIBBS.
Aldenham.

HENRY SCRIMGER'S 'LIFE OF SPEIRA' (5
th S.

xii. 322, 402 ; 6'* S. i. 265). So long ago as the

year 1879 the REV. J. E. B. MAYOR, of St. John's

College, Cambridge, communicated to 'N. & Q.'
his copious and valuable extracts and references in

illustration of the biography of Henry Scrimger,
one of the most learned men of the sixteenth

century, who was born at Dundee in 1506 and

became Professor of Civil Law at Geneva, where
he died in November, 1572. Teissier, in his
'

Eloges des Hommes Savans,' taken from M. de

Thou's '

History,' says, with reference to Scrimger :

"II alia & Padoue au temps quo Francois Spiera y
mourut, et ecrivit son histoire, qui a ete' public sous le

litre d'Henri d'^cosse."

This work appears to have escaped the notice of

bibliographers, and PROF. MAYOR said :

" I have examined the famous tract containing pieces
by Caelius Secundus Curio, Calvin, and Vergerius, but
find no mention of Scrimger, and shall be glad to hear
when and where Scrimger's

'

History of Spiera' appeared."

I am unable to give the exact date of publication,
but the title of the work was as follows :

"
Exemplvm Memorabile Desperationis in Francesco

Spera propter abivratam fidei Confeesionem, Henrico
Scoto avtore."

It fills pp. 62-95 of

"Francisci Spierae qvi qvod svsceptam semel Euan-

gelicaa ueritatis professionem abnegasset, damnassetque,
in horrendam incidit desperationem, Historia a quatuor
summis uiris, summa fide conscripta : cum clariss.

uirorum Praefationibus, Caelii S. C. & lo. Caluini, &
Petri Pauli Vergerii Apologia : in quibus multa hoc

tempore scitu digna granissimo tractantur. Accessit

quoque Martini Borrhai, de usu, quern Spieras turn

exemplum, turn doctrina afierat, indicium."

8vo. without place or date, but probably printed
at Geneva in 1549. The other three writers

whose biographies of Spiera appear in this rare

volume, are Caelius Secundus Curio, Matthseus

Gribaldus, and Sigismundus Gelous.

THOMPSON COOPER, F.S.A.

THE BORIALPLACES OF SIR THOMAS MORE AND
BISHOP FISHER (8

tb S. viii. 208, 254). MR. HIB-
GAME'S query at the first reference was replied to

at the second ; but I venture to think the answers

were far from satisfactory. SIR H. MAXWELL
laconically replies,

" Old Chelsea Parish Church."

I presume this answer is intended to refer to Sir

T. More only. The question is not to be answered

thus briefly and positively. My correspondents
in the Local Antiquary raised the question of

More's resting-place on several occasions ; but, so

far as I remember, no one ever adduced any
evidence which tended to place the matter beyond
doubt. When Mr. Beaver wrote his

' Memorials
of Old Chelsea,' I went very fully into the question

myself, and, with him, I come to the conclusion

that the balance of evidence favours the Tower

Chapel as the place of permanent interment. Mr.
Beaver thus sums up the evidence :

"It has been asserted by Weever, Anthony a Wood,
and Aubrey, that More's headless body was removed
from the chapel in the Tower, and re-buried at Chelsea.

'This is certain,' says Weever, but gives no authority;
and it was possibly a tradition he had heard at Chelsea

on his visit during the rectorate of George Hamden
Wood, and Aubrey probably copied from Weever, as have

many others since. Neither Stapleton (who wrote in

1853, and was well acquainted with the family), nor
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Cresacre More (great-grandson of Sir Thomas), nor even

Roper (hie eon-in-law), mentions this circumstance, and
it is incredible that they did not know it, or, tbat know-
ing, they did nor attach importance to it. The pro-
bability, therefore, is wholly against this re-burial at
Chelsea. The trunk almost certainly lies in the Tower
Chapel, side by side with that of Fisher, which bad been
exhumed at Barking for burial with More, as he him-
self had desired. The vault in Chelsea Church is quite
empty now."

With reference, however, to the concluding
remark, it is only fair to mention tbat, since the

publication of his 'Memorials,' Mr. Beaver has
discovered that his assertion, based on information

given to him by the rector, the Kev. R. H. Davies,
was not altogether accurate. But I take it that,
whatever bones now lie in the vault, we can get
no nearer to a solution of the question. More's

resting-place must, I fear, continue to rank in

the category of historic doubt?.

CHAS. JAS. FERET.
49, Edith Road, West Kensington, W.

KNIGHTS MADE IN IRELAND, 1648 (8
th S. viiL

249, 330). I am obliged to ESSINGTON for refer-

ring me to Metcalfe's
' Book of Knights,' the value

and importance of which work I most heartily

acknowledge. It is a book that I have constantly
before me

; but it will not furnish the information

sought by my query. Invaluable for reference, as

containing the most complete lists of knights
extant in print, Mr. Metcalfe's work is far from

being exhaustive. Many hundreds of knights
must have been created between the dates covered

by its title-page of whom no mention is made.
This circumstance is no disparagement to the work
itself, which is compiled from ''the most authentic
records available," but it is one that must be borne
in mind when using the book. The list of

'

Knights
made in Ireland, 1566-1698' (pp. 206-215), is of

especial value, comprehending as it does material

accessible nowhere else. It would be well if this

part of the book could be made a little more com-

plete as probably it could from the Irish records.

To mention only one of the defects in this list : no

knighthoods are enumerated as having been con-

ferred after the departure of Lord Deputy Went-
worth in 1641 until 1657. Yet it is certain that

Wentworth's successors in office more especially
the Marquis of Ormond, who was the King's Lieu-
tenant for some four or five years must have
bestowed the honour upon many persons. The

knighthoods of the reign of Charles I. both in

England and Ireland are of more than usual

interest, from the historic character of many of the

persons, and it would be well if a more exhaustive
list could be framed. W. D. PINK.

ATTORNEY OR SOIICITOR (8
th S. vii. 367, 430,

493). I do not know that it is illegal to term a

member of the legal profession an attorney ; but

certainly since the Judicature Acts of 1873-1875

it is inaccurate ; for by those Acts the former dis-

tinction existing between the attorney-at-law (who
practised in the Courts of Common Law) and the

solicitor (who practised in the Court of Chancery)
was done away with ; and now "solicitor" is the

proper appellation for that member of the legal

profession who carries on the business formerly
the peculiar province of the attorney, the solicitor,

and the proctor. The legislature, however, had
but impressed the stamp of legal authority upon
what had long become the custom in the pro-
fession and amongst the general public, for the

term "attorney" was seldom seen (outside of

novels and legal documents) or heard, except some-

times, perhaps, in a disparaging sense, or when
used by old-fashioned practitioners who disdained

such innovations. This change was probably
earlier than the present century, for we find even

in Rowlandson's day the change fairly accomplished,
if we accept William Combe (the author of 'Doctor

Syntax
' and other works brought out in collabora-

tion with Bowlandson) as an authority. Some time

in the second decade of this century, either in
4 The Dance of Death '

or in
' The Dance of Life

'

(I cannot say positively which, for I am writing

entirely from memory, and far away from my once

much-beloved first edition copies of these scarce

works), he wrote the following lines :

For now the most opprobrious fame
Attends upon the attorney's name.
Unless my observation errs,

They 're all become soliciton.

J. S. UDAL.
Fiji.

LEYRESTOWE (8
th

S.^
viii. 65, 150, 257). The

word can scarcely be said to have gone out of use,

but its form and meaning have undergone con-

siderable modification. Under the form leystaU
it is used by Carlyle for a dust heap or receptacle
for rubbish. Spenser, 'F. Q.,' I. v. 53, comes

nearer to the original meaning :

Scarce could he footing find in that fowle way,
For many corses, like a great lay-stall,

Of murder'd men which theriti strowed lay.

Stowe ('Survey of London,' p. 51) speaks of "a
laystall of filth and rubbish." To Stanyhurst the

Cyclops' cave is "thee laystow dirtye the fonle

den." E. S. A.

DICKENS, ZOLA, AND "SPONTANEOUS COMBUS-
TION" (8

ltl S. viii. 165, 257). The following

account, taken from the '

History of Coventry,' is

an earlier record of spontaneous combustion than

that named in
' Jacob Faithful,' by Capt. Marryat,

1834 :

"
1772. In March, one Alary Cloes, of Gosford Street,

nearly opposite New Court, was burnt to death by spon-
taneous combustion. She lived in a room with a brick

floor, and had been confined to her bed some time by
illness, caused by intemperance. The bed on which she

lay bad but one curtain, and stood next the window, the
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fire-place being on tbe opposite side of the room. The
evening before the accident she was left with only two
bits of coal in the grate and a rushlight on a chair at the

head of her bed. Smoke being seen to issue from her
door tbe next morning, the door was burst open; and
her remains lay on the floor, almost reduced to a cinder,
while the furniture and bed-clothes were scarcely

damaged. The deceased was so excessively addicted to

dram-drinking that she occasionally drank a quart of

rum, or of aniseed water, daily ; and thus filling her
veins with spirit, she became as inflammable as a lamp.
The belief is, that she rolled out of bed, took fire from
the candle, and thus was totally burnt, her thighs and
one leg excepted ; nothing was left but her bones, which
were in a complete state of calcination."

JOHN ASTLEY.
Coundon Road, Coventry.

A very much detailed, and, of course, very well

authenticated, instance of spontaneous combustion
was narrated in other papers, no doubt, but I

remember it distinctly in the Guardian, some-
where in the years 1861-63.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

'THE KING'S QTJAIR' (8
th S. viii. 147, 218, 274,

335, 375). In reply to PKOF. SKEAT, I did not
"
pretend," nor was it implied that I had consulted

Tytler's edition. The meaning I attach to the
word "pretend" is unpleasant, and I hope the

Professor will be able to inform me it is not so

intended in this case.

The "authorities" referred to by me as mis-

leading were (and I thought would be so under-

stood) those I had consulted. Now first, I refer

to my reason for supposing the first copy was
made by Tytler. In the introduction to 'The

King's Quair,' in the works of James I.,* writing
of the Bodleian Library, &c., is the following :

" In that immense treasure of erudition, it has lyen in

obscurity until lately, that by the curiosity and research
of William Tytler of Woodhauselee, one of tbe Vice
Presidents of the Society of Scots Antiquaries at Edin-
burgh, an authentic copy of this fine ancient poem was
procured and presented to the public with explanatory
notes and historical and critical dissertations upon it."

The italics are mine. A foot-note to this is as
follows :

"
Poetical Remains of King James I.

printed by J. & E. Balfours, Edinburgh, 1783."
I suppose PROF. SKEAT will admit he was wrong
when he said the first edition was in 1785. Second,
I was not aware that Oleishbotham simply copied
Jamieson's '

Dictionary.' Whether be did or did

not, I looked upon the 'Dictionary' as an autho-

rity, and in it Conyng= knowledge ; Cuning, cunnie
= rabbit. My little difficulty was further increased

by the glossary to 'Ancient Scottish Poems, 't

where Cunyng= rabbit, and in 'King Hart' Coun-
ingt which I understand = knowledge. So much
for authorities. Now for PROF. SKEAT'S "ridi-

* R. Morison & Son, Perth, 1787.

t From Sir Richard Maitland's MS. Collection?,
London, 1786.

culous charge." I am not aware that I made
a specific charge of any kind, and I certainly did
not so far as he is concerned. I made a sugges-
tion, widely different from a "charge." I do not
hesitate to say that where one expects to find

accuracy too often one is misled, to which fact

the pages of
' N. & Q.' regularly bear witness.

Since uiy first few lines were written on this sub-

ject, I have received a copy of '
Poetical Remains

of James I.,' Edinburgh, 1783 ; and, of course, I
find what PROF. SKEAT has said with regard to
the transcriber of

' The King's Quair
'
to be correct.

To my thinking PROF. SKEAT'S distinguished
position subjects him to the critical gaze of many,
and possibly this becomes rather vexatious and
sometimes leads him in his replies beyond the
strictest bounds of courtesy.

I disclaim any intention or attempt to be un-

generous towards the worthy Professor, and hasten
to apologize, if in any way I have unwittingly
appeared so, or have in any way done him the

slightest injustice. ALFRED CHAS. JONAS.

Fairfield, Poundfald, near Swansea.

BREAKING A WAT THROUGH A WALL FOR THE
PASSAGE OF A CORPSE (8

th S. viii. 226, 335).
At Bayeux, according to Mr. Hare, the Portail du
Doyenne of the cathedral is "only opened for the
first reception of the dean, or for his body after

death" ('North-Western France,' p. 127). I

believe attention has before this been drawn in

'N. & Q.' to the statement that the houses at

Broek, near Amsterdam, have each two doors, of

which, to quote the words of Maxime du Camp,"
1'une sert aux usages journaliers, 1'autre ne s'ouvre

qne dans les trois grandes circonstances de la vie,
le baptgme, le marriage, et 1'enterrement

"
('En

Hollande,' p. 175). Possibly this may be true
;

but I could myself disbelieve anything that has
ever been said about Broek, which was, perhaps,
the most disappointing place I ever went out to

see.

The custom of Bayeux and of Broek may be
rooted in the desire to do something significant or

distinctive on important occasions ;
but I incline

to think that the object of making and then of

obliterating a way for the passage of a corpse was

only to puzzle a ghost who might wish to return

to the old home in the funeral track. Cf.
'

Forty
Years in a Moorland Parish,' p. 218, &3.

ST. SWITHIN.

SHELTA (8
th S. viii. 348). My attention was

first drawn to the tinkers' language called Shelta

by reading the Academy of 20 Nov., 1886, p. 346,
where a lengthy extract from a paper by Mr.
Leland at tbe Orientalist Congress in Vienna
was given. I send a copy of this extract, with
the hope that room may be found for it in the

pages of 'N. & Q.,' as I am sure that it would
interest many readers. In the next number of the
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Academy (27 Nov., p. 364) is a letter from Prof.

Sayce, identifying the Kenites of the Old Testa-

ment with a tribe of travelling tinkers. And in

the number for 18 Dec., 1886, pp. 412-3, is a

letter, signed H. T. Crofton, stating that Mr.

Leland first broached the subject in Macmillan's

Magazine (no date or reference given) and "
after-

wards enlarged upon it in the last chapter of his

'Gypsies' (Triibner, 1882)." Mr. Orofton then

gives short lists of Shelta words, which he had
learnt from a gipsy and others.

" At the recent Orientalist Congress in Vienna, Mr.
C. G. Leland read a paper on ' The Original Gypsies and
their Language,' not the least interesting part of which
was a digression treating of an ancient tongue yet sur-

viving as a spoken language in Great Britain. The facts

as stated by Mr. Leland are so curious that they deserve

to be quoted in extenso.
' Three or four years ago there

was probably not an educated man in Great Britain who
was aware of the existence in that country of the very

singular Celtic language known as Shelta, which is

peculiar to tinkers, but which is extensively understood

and spoken by most of the confirmed vagabonds and tramps.
It is not mentioned in the '

Slang Dictionary ';
the Eng-

lish Dialect Society Las ignored it
;
and thus far I believe

that I am the only man who has collected or published
a word or a vocabulary of it I doubt if I ever took a
walk in London, especially in the slums, without meeting
men and women who spoke Shelta ; and I know at this

instant of two I really cannot say promising little

boys who sell groundsel at the Marlborough Road station

who chatter in it fluently As Shelta is somewhat
mixed with Gypsy, and as the two languages are often

spoken by the same persons, especially the half-blood

Romanys, I will here give a brief account of my discovery
of it. Once at Bath, England, 1 met a tramp who told

me that Romany was being supplanted by a kind of

language like Old Irish, which was difficult, to learn.

A year after, in company with Prof. Palmer, I met with
another vagabond, who told us that the language was
called Shelta. He knew about a hundred words of it,

which we wrote off at his dictation. This vagabond was
a well-educated man. Two years after, in America, I

found an Irish half-blood gypsy tinker who spoke Shelta

quite perfectly, and also Irish, Gaelic, and Welsh. He
was absolutely certain that 8he'te, while it was pare
Celtic, was quite separate from the other tongues. Its

pronunciation is strongly Gaelic; its words are, however,

generally
unlike it, though it has roots in common.

My informant, who very much enlarged my vocabulary,
himself pointed out differences between the terms in

Shelta and Old Irish. According to his account, the
tinkers had from very ancient times always been a closely
allied clan, intermarrying and speaking this peculiar
language. Their unity began to break up "about the
time the railroads came in." Since then Shelta has
declined. There are very few now living who can speak
it perfectly. It has been very ingeniously suggested
that as the tinkers of Great Britain may be the descend-
ants of the old bronze-workers, so their tongue may have
come down to us from prehistoric times. Discoveries
have shown that the early bronze-smiths were nomadic,
that they went about from village to village, making and
selling new objects, and buying up old and broken ware
to melt and remould. The bronze-worker's craft was
closely connected with that of the jeweller; in most
cases both were exercised by the same person. His
wares were immensely valuable in those day?, out of all

proportion to the present worth of such objects. There-
fore the bronze-smiths must have travelled in large

bands for mutual protection. Nothing is more likely
than that they formed, in time, a community with dis-
tinct laws and language. Nor is it improbable that this
was transmitted to the tinkers. It takes a long time for
men to form a distinct class with a separate tongue.
The Celtic tinkers of England are unanimous in claiming
for their class, or clan, a very great antiquity.' Now,
when we find in the same country two nomadic classes
of men pursuing the same calling of working in metal,
though separated by a long historical interregnum, we
may rationally surmise that they had a common origin
and a common language. I have introduced these obser-
vations on Shelta in the hope that they will induce some
eound Celtic scholar to take up the subject, and inves-

tigate it thoroughly. Many curious discoveries await
the man who will do this. There are still living in Scot-
land many old families of "

tinklers," as they are called,
who retain many traditions of their ancestors. If these
were thoroughly examined much might be learned.'

"

ERNEST B. SAVAGE.

MR. BOUCHIER asks how many educated English
people know of the existence of this tongue. I
should think a goodly number. A full and inter-

esting account is given in the last edition of
' Chambers's Encyclopaedia

'

by Mr. John Samp-
son, the librarian of University College, Liverpool.
Mr. Leland, I believe, first pointed out its exist-

ence ; but Mr. Sampson it was who thoroughly
investigated it at first hand, and a wonderful and

suggestive study he found it. Further particulars
of the discovery may be seen in the Journal of the

Gypsy Lore Society, now, alas ! defunct.

H. J. HILL BATHGATE.

GREEN AND BLUE WINE GLASSES (8
tb S. viii.

408). Thirty to forty years ago, red, yellow, green,
and blue wine glasses were all used in England
for hock and for the Spanish hock, Bucellas, which
was at that time fashionable. The few people who
then drank claret at dinner were served in red

glasses, though white glasses were used for claret

after dinner. Yellow glasses are still used for

hock in Germany. SENEX.

ACCENT ON "RESPONSE" (8
th S. viii. 268).

There is no doubt that "response," with the accent

on the first syllable is the common pronunciation.
I do not, in fact, remember ever to have heard the

word pronounced otherwise. The licence which

poets occasionally take with our speech is hardly
allowable in prose. OHAS. JAS. FERET.

49, Edith Road, West Kensington, W.

The word occurs with the accent on the first

syllable in Shelley's
'

Alastor,' line 564 :

Yielding one only response, at each pause.

A. BELJAME.
Paris.

MOVABLE TYPES (8
tb S. viii. 226, 259, 395).

These three inquiries and remarks are not fully

satisfactory as to movable types being used iu

printing. PROF. TOMLINSON'S recent note comes
nearer than any other, but it does not positively

show the alleged early use of types, inking, and
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paper. The claim of M. Adrian Diaconu to have

discovered, in the ruins of Bersovia, traces of
"
the

use of movable types as used by the Fourth Legion
Flavia Felix quartered there," is not complete.
Even the more definite details quoted from Cicero

do not include a definite report of the use o

printing types, but only that of loose letters in

ivory or box-wood to enable children to learn to

spell. The Roman stamps on "
pigs of lead

"
or

the letters in pottery do not in any way prove the

use of movable letters or printing types. Can any
full details of the Diaconu discovery be given ?

ESTE.

PROF. TOMLINSON wishes me to be "a little

more explicit
" in explaining how I

"
recognize the

use of movable types
"
by the potters of Thasos.

The facsimiles given in Dumont's 'Inscriptions

Curamiques de Grece ' show that the inscriptions
were made by stamping the legend on the soft

pottery before it was fired. That the stamps
must have consisted of movable types, held

together in a vice or in a wooden frame, is proved
by the fact that letters, usually in their right

positions, are occasionally irregular, being in some
instances turned upside down. ISAAC TAYLOR.

KEBLB AND THE ' CHRISTIAN YEAR '

(8
tb S.

viii. 6, 110, 176). We cannot prove from the

following lines, by Bishop Cleveland Coxe, that

Canute, or Knut, could "
hand, reef, or steer," as

it is called in Orkney, but they are illustrative,
and well worth quotation :

Chelsea.

When old Canute the Dane
Was merry England's king ;

A thousand years agone, and more,
As ancient rymours sing ;

His boat was rowing down the Ouse,
At eve, one summer day,

Where Ely's tall cathedral peered
Above the glassy way.

Anon, sweet music on his ear,
Comes floating from the fane,

And listening, as with all his soul,
Sat old Canute the Dane ;

And reverent did he doff his crown,
To join the clerkly prayer,

While swelled old lauds and litanies

Upon the stilly air.
' Christian Ballads.'

A note is appended by the author, A. 0. Coxe :

" See the story in Sharon Turner's '

Anglo-Saxons.'
Canute himself composed a ballad upon the occa-

sion, of which a fragment remains." See also

Wordsworth's '

Ecclesiastical Sonnets,' part i.

No. xxx., on the same subject.
JOHN PICKFOBD, M.A.

At the second reference it is stated that King
Edgar was "

pulled down the Dee to Chester by a
crew of eight kings." This statement is not in

accord with what Freeman says in his
' Old Eng-

lish History,' third edition, 1873, p. 175 :

" These eight kings rowed the Lord of all Britain in a
boat on the Dee, while Edgar himself steered, from the

royal palace at Chester to the minster of Saint John,
outside the walls, where they prayed, and went back in
the same way."

F. 0. BIRKBECK TERRY.

SIZE OF HEADS (8
th S. viii. 308). A lady in

a poor district in the North of London asks for

contributions for a jumble sale, and says that all

articles of left-off clothing, except men's hats, will

be acceptable. A lady in another parish says that

she can sell everything except men's hats, which
are accumulating in her store. It is suggested
that educated men, whose old hats are sent, have

larger heads than the less educated men, who try
to fit themselves in vain. Phrenologists state that

education tends to expand the brain and the skull

that encloses it. Perhaps the readers of
' N. & Q.*

can throw some light on the subject.
C. TOMLINSON.

Highgate, N.

WHISKY (8
th S. viii. 365). MR. CHART is

clearly wrong in his geography as to the location

of the Duke of Portland's MSS. Belvoir Castle

belongs to the Duke of Eutland. It is not likely
the Duke of Portland's manuscripts would be at

another nobleman's residence. They are, in fact,

at Welbeck Abbey, the Duke of Portland's own
residence ; and I tun glad to say the noble duke is

showing a commendable anxiety for their pre-

servation, by having them carefully mounted and

bound, under the superintendence of Mr. Maxwell)

Lyte. ROBERT WHITE.
Worksop.

A DE ST. MAUR" (8
th S. viii. 368). My

friend the REV. J. H. LUPTON inquires what is

meant by a "
cassock of Baa de St. Maur." I am

afraid I must confess at once that I do not know.
But is it not possible that lUui, may be equivalent
to Ray, or Rai ?

In that exceedingly useful book the '

Drapers'

Dictionary
'
is a brief notice of the word, with some

interesting references to illustrate the meaning of

this somewhat obscure term.
" Cloths called Ray

or joyned with Ray
"

appears in the statute book
n 1 Richard III. Several Acts of Parliament

deal with it. It is expressly named as drap de ray
as early as 25 Edward III. It finds mention in

Wiclif 's Bible,
" A rai cloth she made to fair

stragulatam vestem) bija, and purpre the clothing
of hir" (Proverbs xxxi. 22).

This quotation, and another from Stow, 16 Hen.

VIII., about "cloths of ray," leave us in the

dark, however, as to what Ray really was. The

Drapers' Dictionary' says that "this word is

enerally taken to mean a stripe"; but Baily
ind Phillips both give Ray cloth as

" cloth that

never was coloured or dyed." Halliwell gives
'

striped cloth
" as a meaning of the word ;

and
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Nares says
"
a sort of cloth," quoting from the

'Golden Fleece,' 1657,
"
anciently the cloth ray,

and coloured clothes were limited to their length
and breadth." If, then, Ray signifies cloth, whether

striped or not", may cot de Sr. Manr signify "of
the colour of a Benedictine habit." This is but

.guess-work, and it rests on the flimsy basis of

the supposition that Baa is equivalent to Ray ;

but it is the best that I can offer.

It may be as well to add that Planche, in his
*
Cyclopedia of Costume,' says that

"
ray or striped

cloth was much worn in the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries, and after its disuse in civil attire, was
retained in official dresses." He adds that

"
it

was worn by serjeants-at-law in the fifteenth cen-

tury, and was commonly given for liveries."

W. SPARROW SIMPSON.

NANTGARW WARE (8'
h S. viii. 347). The

porcelain manufactory of Nantgarw (t. e., Rough
Valley), Glamorganshire, was established in 1813,

by Billingsley, a celebrated flower painter of Derby,
and bis son-in-law Walker, and was continued

until about 1820, when they disposed of their

interest in the concern to Mr. J. Rose, the mould
and everything connected with the works being
-then removed to Coalport :

" The Nantgarw porcelain was of remarkably fine body
.and texture, but its production was expensive; speci-
mens are scarce and command high price?. There was
a great demand for it in London; it is said that Mr
Mortlock contracted to take the whole of his china in

its white state to decorate it in London. Mr. Rose

having previously supplied the same gentleman, became
annoyed, and purchased both the Nantgarw works am
Billingsley's services at the same time." See Chaffers'!
' Marks and Monograms on Pottery and Porcelain,'

pp. 931-2.

I have in one of my cabinets a Nantgarw tea-cup
and saucer, extremely thin, which when held to the

light are semi-transparent. They are decorated

with green leaves, red berries, and rather a liberal

use of silver, which is effective. The cup and
saucer belonged to a service the greater portion of

which was some few years ago in the possession of

a well-known collector.

H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.
34, St. Petersburg Place, W.

Nantgarw is a hamlet in Taff Vale, Glamorgan-
shire, six miles north-west of Cardiff. For an
account of this well-known porcelain manufactory,
eee Chaffers, seventh edition, pp. 860-2.

G. F. R. B.

From 1813 to 1820 there was a porcelain manu-

factory at Nantgarrow, or Nantgaiw, a remote

valley in Glamorganshire, about twelve miles

north of Cardiff, managed by Walker and Bisly,
better known and celebrated by the name ol

Billingsley. The porcelain is very beautiful and

rare, and has much the appearance of opaque glass,

oaf sugar. The paste was very soft and difficult

;o burn ; hence, coupled with the few years the

factory existed (only seven), its rarity. Its chief

Deauty was the decoration, Billingsley having been

a first-rate porcelain decorator. Fuller particulars

can be obtained from '

Pottery and Porcelain,' by

Marryat, and '

Pottery and Porcelain,' by Chaffers.

HENRY FESTING.

A. W. will find particulars in any work on

porcelain. It was firsc manufactured (as might be

anticipated) at Nantgarw, by Billingsley and

Walker, the former being a celebrated flower

painter of Derby. It was established in 1813,

in 1820 the works were removed to Coalport, and

in 1828, at Billingsley's death, Walker established

a pottery in America. Nantgarw ware is of the

same character as that of Pinxton, with a vitreous

appearance, and is constantly found cracked on

the glaze and slightly warped.
CONSTANCE RCJSSELL.

Swallowfield, Reading.

TOAD-STONES (8
th S. viii. 65, 217, 312). It is

a long stride from sharks' teeth to a mass of rock

supposed to resemble a toad, at Rustball Common,

Tunbridge Wells, pointed out by your corre-

spondent MB. WALFORD. A far more impressive

example is to be seen about two miles to the west

of Neufchatel. It is known as the Pierre a Boi,

from its supposed resemblance to a crouching toad.

The stone is fifty feet long, twenty wide, and forty

high, and contains about 40,000 cubic feet of solid

material. It was evidently ice-borne. I visited

Neufchatel some time in the forties, and had a

Sgure of the stone engraved for a book that I was

then writing for the S.P.C.K. C. TOMLINSON.

Highgate, N.

PULPIT ANECDOTE (8
th S. viii. 347). The

anecdote for which NEMO inquires, or a variant of

it, is told in the Newcastle WeMy Chronicle of

2 Nov., as follows :

" A professor, who once took with him to an appoint-

ment a favourite student, thought to test the young man.

He was to take the moruing service, i.nd the young man

that of the evening. Accordingly, while on the road to

the appointment, the professor pumped
'

the youngster.

Witness his surprise when, on giving out hia text, he

found that the professor had stolen a march upon him.

His surprise was turned to dismay when he found that

not only text, but also 'heads' and all had been appro-

priated. Now it happened that the pulpit was an old-

fa-hioi.ed one, and the professor was very stout. To

get in, a ladder had to be procured to enable him to

climb over the top. After service, he chuckled over his

triumph. His triumph was, however, turned to disaster

at night, when the young man announced his text : He

that entereth not by the door into the sheepfold, but

climbeth up some other way, the same is a thief and a

robber.'
"

RICH. WELFORD.

-, rr B ~-, VINCENT, SHELDON, RAYNSFORD, AND LKSIKO-

and if broken has a granulated fracture, like fine HAM (8" S. viii. 367). The Rev. Charles Justinian
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Raynsford, of Clare Hall, Cambridge, LL.B., 1783,

Bector of Hardwick, co. Northampton, and of

Alford, co. Somerset, and chaplain to the Duke of

Kent, died at Leamington Spa, 17 Aug., 1805, in

hia forty-ninth year. He was the eldest son of

Justinian Raynsford, Esq., of Brixworth, North-

amptonshire (Gent. Mag., Sept., 1805, vol. hxv.

pt. ii. p. 883). DANIEL HIPWELL.

SPRING GARDENS (8
th S. viii. 369). The Society

of Artists of Great Britain obtained a charter, and

became known as the Incorported Society of

Artists in 1765, and flourished more or less for a

quarter of a century. It seems to be uncertain

where " the great room" they occupied in Spring
Gardens was situated, but it is supposed to be now

incorporated in the offices of the London County
Council. JNO. H. will find a full account of the

genesis of this society and of its migrations in the

Journal of the Society of Arts for 6 Sept. last.

H. W.
New University Club.

THE REV. M. W. PETERS, R.A. (8
tB S. viii.

388). Biographical .notices, his paintings, and

engravings therefrom, with the names of their

recent owners, have already been the subject of

many articles in 'N. & Q.' See 2nd S. xii. 272,

316, 482
;
3rd S. iv. 525

; 6th S. vii. 389 ; viii. 54,

253, 334. EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

CHESTNUT TREE AT ALBURN (8
th S. viii. 245).

As a parallel to this tree might be mentioned
one I saw in Villa Orotava at Teneriffe this sum-
mer. It was undoubtedly planted there by the

Spaniards A.D. 1493, and the butt measures

twenty-seven feet six inches girth.

HARRY HEMS.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

Notes on the Churches of Cheshire. By the late Sir

Stephen Glynne, Bart. Edited by the Rev. J. A.

Atkinson. (Manchester, Simms.)
ABOUT two years ago Mr. Atkinson edited for the

Chetham Society Sir Stephen Glynne'a
' Notes on the

Churches of Lancashire,' which he has DOW followed up
by the Cheshire notes of the same learned antiquary
Sir Stephen Glynne was an accomplished ecclesiologist
a good classical scholar, and t >ok a deep and intelligen
interest in church music. There was probably no om
who had visited and made notes of so many cburche
as Sir Stephen. We have been informed that he hai

wandered over the whole of England and Wales, and he

certainly had a wide knowledge of the ecclesiastica

architecture of many p<rts of France, the Rhine lands

and Northern Italy. His church notes seem to extern

over a period of more than forty years. We trust tha
in process of time they may all be issued. If this wen
done and the text annotated in the careful way in wbicl

it has been done in the volume before us, we ehoul

have a body of information relating to our old eccle

siaatical buildings which every cultivated person wouk
value. The earlier notes in the volume before us ar

of especial value, as the passion for restoration has swep

ver Cheshire with great violence, destroying many
ejects of value in its unrelenting course. Sir Stephen
ilynne does not seem, save on very rare occasions, to
ave made memoranda regarding the bells of the
hurches he visited. This omission has in many cases
een supplied by Mr. Atkinson. For these additional
iOtea we are grateful. Cheshire does not seem to ba
ich in mediaeval bells. Here and there we come upon,
ne, however: at Pott Sherigley there are two, one dedi-
ated to St. Mary Magdalen, the other to St. Chris-

opher. Bell dedications to her who our forefathers
were wont to call the " Apostolorum Apostola," and "la
glorieuse pecheresse," are by no means uncommon, but
10 far as we can call to mind bells bearing the name of
St. Christopher are very rare. Mediaeval bell inscrip-
ions are almost always interesting. This cannot be said
of many of those of more modern date, not a few of
which are noteworthy for their extreme vulgarity.
Cheshire seems to have escaped possessing the worst

examples of this degraded taste.
' ' Here goes, my brave

boys," on a bell at Northenden, dated 1750, is the only
very vulgar specimen that we have met with here.

Though the bells have, all things considered, come off

well, there were in Cheshire, as elsewhere, simpletons-
who delighted in making permanent record of their

vulgarity. Mr. Atkinson records that at Bruera he Las-

met with the following, scribbled with a diamond on a

window-pane :

Damn Popep, Prelates,

Jacobitism, idolatry.
Wrote by me, 177 .

The author's name has perished, or Mr. Atkinson has
done what in him lay to deprive the poor fellow of the

immortality which he no doubt longed for.

In 1846 Sir Stephen Glynne visited Acton Church, a

building which will always be interesting, apart fro^n

its architectural features, on account of its being used
as a fortress during the war between king and Parlia-

ment. In a pamphlet published in 1644, entitled ' Mag-
nalia Deis, a Relation of some of the many Remarkable

Passages in Cheshire,' there is a lit of Royalists taken

prisoners in Acton Church on 25 January of that year.

Among them we find " Colonell Monk," who after a

term of imprisonment consented to serve the Parliament,
and ended by bringing about the Restoration and gain-

ing for himself the dukedom of Albemarle.
Our folk-lore readers may be interested to know that

a variant of a very common legend la told regarding
the church at Over, near Winsford. The church ha*
been built in a narrow valley, and the tale runa that
" the devil was flying away with it, when the prayers of

the monks of Vale Royal Abbey (rectors) obliged him/

to drop it, and it came down in a hollow clough or

ravinp, with a hill on each side of it and only a field

road to reach it."

Old stone pulpits ara rare in England. There is one
at Nantwicb. When Sir Stephen Glynne saw it, it -na*

disused and half hidden; ne are glad to hear that it i

now well cared for.

A History of Devonshire. With Sketches of its Leading.
Worthies. By R. N. Worth. (Stock.)

DEVONSHIRE folk tell us that their shire has proluce<l
more great men than any other county in England. We
are not inclined to controvert the assertion : firs'ly,

because we love Devonshire and are glad to hear th*

praises of her many heroes; and, aecondly, because we
have no standard by which we can tell a "

great man
'

when we encounter him. When we get beyoud the very
few in the higheat clasa Shakspeare, Cromwell, and

Newton, for example all is vague. A man is surely not

great because some discovery which he has made, coming
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into notice just at the right time, causes his name to

appear for a time in every newspaper ; and, on the other

hand, can we refuse the title of "
great

"
to one who,

living at a time when his work is little appreciated,

slips out of popular memory ? Mr. Worth had a difficult

task before him, but we think he has selected his worthies
with discretion. We do not find one who is conspicuously
unfit for the posthumous honours with which Mr. Worth
has decorated him. This, however, is but a very small

matter. The use of a "
cheap edition

"
of this history

of Devonshire is to bring a knowledge of their local

annals to a class of persons who rarely buy books. We
trust it may have a large circulation, and cause its

readers to know, that is to realize, that England, and
Devon as a part of England, has not always been just as

it is now. To the readers of ' N. & Q.' it may seem that

every one must realize the changes of thought and feel-

ing which have gone on during, say, the last four hun-
dred years ; but a very little intercourse with the non-

literary classes must convince any one that such is not
the case. We have over and over again heard people
who pass for educated denounce those who made the
restrictive laws of the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies as if they had had the advantage of studying

political economy under a modern professor of that

science ;
and it is by no means uncommon to hear

Mary I. and Elizabeth spoken of as if they were in as

great a degree morally responsible for their religious
cruelties as would be a sovereign of our own time. We
know no book in so small a compass which brings out

more vividly the changes which time writes on human
thought.
Lundy Island is a most interesting spot, well worthy

of a separate history. The account which Mr. Worth
gives of it is by far the best we have seen. He says
that "in 1625 the island seems to have fallen into the

hands of a Turkish squadron, and thenceforward for

many years it was nothing if not piratical." Are we to

understand that when Charles I. was king the island was

really for some years in the undisputed possession of the

children of Islam ?

The Ancient and Modern History of Turville, in the

County of Bucks. By Henry W. Aldred. (Aldred.)

WE have been compelled to abridge very considerably
the very verbose title - page which Mr. Aldred has
attached to his book. We have on several former occa-

sions remarked on the growing habit of making title-

pages serve instead of tables of contents. Why authors

persist in this bad custom is a puzzle to us. If it be an
imitation of the pamphlet-writers of the time of the

great Civil War, all we have to say is that it is a sense-

less piece of antiquarian pedantry.
Mr. Aldred describes himself as " Genealogical Writer

and Record Researcher." As a writer we cannot com-

pliment him on his style, but his work shows praise-

worthy industry, and so far as the means at our disposal
allow us to test him. his facts are true facts, not genea-
logical dreamings. There are pedigrees of several im-

portant families in the volume, arranged in the narrative,
not the tabular form. The account given of Turville

will be found very useful to students and also to inhabit-
ants of the parish and district, but there is a striking
absence of local anecdotes, which, when they occur, add
so very much to the charm of local history.

Mr. Aldred says that "between Offa and Alfred lay
the disputed honour of having divided the land into

counties, although Dugdale fixes the division (about 800)
by Egbert." Something of this sort was the current
notion in former days. It may, we believe, be found
echoed in several old books of popular reference. It is

now, however, known to be an error. Counties grew up

gradually, just as parishes and manors did. Some may
be, and probably are, of a date earlier than that of Alfred,
others are far more modern. There is reason to think
that Rutlandshire came into being after the Norman
Conquest.

Attention is drawn to the fact that Shelley inherited
the blood of the Sidneys, and that a mental as well as
a physical resemblance existed between him and his
ancestors.

The English Historical Review. October. (Longmans
&Co.)

MR. J. G. ALOEB'S paper on the relations between an
Irish landlord who was an absentee and his tenants
during the quarter of a century preceding the French
Revolution is instructive both for the historical student
and those who devote themselves to modern politics.
Notwithstanding all that has been written regarding the
recent history of Ireland, there are not a few of us who
are quite ignorant of the state of the country before the
great revolt of 1798. The curious information which
Mr. Alger has furnished cannot be pressed into the
service of any political party, but it is calculated to

lighten the load of social and literary prejudice. Mr.
H. . Simpson's article on the office of constable shows
considerable power of generalization. We do not accept
all his conclusions ; but he has evidently studied the

subject with great care. A time will come, we hope,
when our manorial Court Rolls will be published. When
this is done it may be possible to explain the nature of
the office and give account of its many duties. At present
this is impossible. Mr. Simpson's paper is, however, a
move in the right direction. Mr. W. B. Duffield's

' War
of the Sonderbund '

is, so far as we can call to mind, the
first English essay on this interesting subject in which
the writer has tried to hold the balance evenly. This
Mr. Duffield has certainly done, though we think there
was more justice on the side of the defeated than he
seems to admit.

SIR HENRY PONSONBY whose death, though for some
time expected, has caused a widespread feeling of regret,
and has deprived the Queen of a trusted friend and
counsellor as well as a servant was a frequent con-
tributor to ' N. & Q.' In recent years he wrote under
the signature

"
Sebastian."

Bairns to

We must call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, bat
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

E. MARSHALL (" Poets Criticized "). Dr. Greenhill's

letter has already appeared in
' N. & Q'.' See 6th S. i. 232.

NOTICE.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to "The Publisher" at the Office,
Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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"DOCK": "BAIL-DOCK."

Dickens puts Fagin into the dock for trial, and
we all know perfectly well what he means ; yet the

history of the word presents some difficulty. On
the one hand, as I will presently show, it seems

doubtful whether the word BO used can have been

quite familiar to the first readers of
' Oliver Twist ';

and on the other, we have apparent evidence that

it was not uncommonly used as early as the six-

teenth century. Richardson has two notable

examples.
From Warner, 'Albion's England,' iii. 18 (1589) :

Sterne Minos and grim Radjmant descend their duskie

roomes ;

The docke was aleo cleare of ghosts adjorn'd to after-

doomes.

From Ben Jonson,
' The Alchemist,' v. 4 :

Here will be officers presently : bethink you
Of some course suddenly to 'scape the dock,
For thither you '11 come else.

We may assume that the two passages speak of

the same thing ;
and in our day no one would

doubt at least at first sight what is the thing
meant.* But Whalley, who edited Ben Jonson

* We shall probably discard the guess hazarded by
Col. Cunningham, who some years since re-edited Gif-

ford'a Ben Joneon. He was puzzled, as I have been,
over the word and its meaning ;

and he suggests that it

may have meant " a flogging, and perhaps branding, on
the posteriors

"
!

about the middle of last century, has this note :

" Dock : some apartment in Newgate or Bride-

well. In the former is a place called the Bail-

dock." And Clifford copies this note without an
additional word. Whalley seems to have taken
little pains in the matter ;

his note is vague and

unsatisfactory ; Gifford obviously took no pains at

all. One thing, however, is clear that neither of

them had ever heard of the dock in a criminal

court, for even at the Old Bailey, which adjoins

Newgate, by no stretch of language could the dock
be called "an apartment in Newgate." Yet
Gifford's edition of Ben Jonson was published

only four-and-twenty years before ' Oliver Twist';
so that the more recent familiarity of the word

may be due in great measure to Dickens.

Whalley's mention of the "bail-dock" sent me
to the ' N. E. D.' It is there defined, from the

Scots Magazine, 1"753,
" a small room taken from

one of the corners of the court, and left open at

the top, in which during the trials, are put some of

the malefactors." The examples cited are from the

seventeenth century, all but one from Charles

Lamb. In his
'

Quakers' Meeting
'

(' Elia,' first

series, quoted), he says that in reverie during the

long silence, he "saw Fox in the bail-dock, when
he was lifted up in the spirit," &c. Fox himself,
in his account of his trial (' Harl. Misc.,' vol. vi.)

does not mention a bail-dock ; but he tells us

something which may help our present inquiry.
He says : "I, George Fox, being called before the

Judges, was put among the felons and murtherers,
and there stood amongst them above two hours,
the people and the Justices and the Judge gazing

upon me." And Ellwood, the Quaker (also quoted),

who, like Fox, was prosecuted for refusing the oath

of allegiance, describes matters to the same effect.
" I was carried to the Old Bailey Sessions. I was
one of the last that was called, which gave me the

advantage of hearing the pleas of the prisoners and

discovering the temper of the Court. As soon as

I was called, I stept nimbly to the bar, and stood

upon the stepping." His refusal to swear "was
enough to them. ' Take him away,' said they; and

away I was taken, and thrust into the Bail-dock to

my other Friends, who had been called before me."
From comparison of these passages we may fairly

conclude (though Eilwood's " Take him away
"

mighi perhaps suggest a more remote place) that

the " bail-dock " was very much the same as that

which is now called the "dock"; but with this differ-

ence, the floor was lower, making a sort of well,
with steps up to

" the bar," and in the lower pen
were huddled all sorts of "

malefactors," each

awaiting his trial ;
the more humane fashion being

comparatively modern, by which each is brought

up separately, or two or more if tried concurrently.
And here I may give my own opinion, that Warner's

words above quoted must beyond question speak
of a dock or bail-dock such as I have now sup-
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posed. The passage of Ben Jonson by itself

might be doubtful ; but, in spite of Whalley, it will

surely be ruled by the greater certainty in Warner's

case.

But now let us observe the apparent fact that

for a long time both these words were at once for-

gotten and preserved. I think that "
the dock

"

must have been a popular, or cant word in Ben
Jonson's day and before it. With the slang of his

time he was well acquainted. It was as good as

unknown to literary men of the eighteenth and

early nineteenth centuries, Whalley and Gifford, at

least in the sense which we attach to it. On the

whole it would seem that both " dock " and "
bail-

dock
" must have had an enduring life in the pre-

cincts and neighbourhood of Newgate ;
and accord -

ing to my theory the word "dock" was made
familiar to all of us by Dickens. In connexion

herewith we may ask, How came Charles Lamb to

speak of
"
the bail-dock

"
? AB we have seen,

Fox, whom he cites, does not use it. Did Lamb,
then, use it as an archaic word, picked up from

books ; or us current and beard by him ? I cannot

tell, but we may well remember that Lamb's

schooldays were spent within a few hundred yards
of Newgate and the Old Bailey. Did people in

those places still speak of the bail-dock ? Can it

ever, I wonder, be heard, even to this day ?

My note has run on much longer than I anti-

cipated ; and even now I have not raised the

question how the word came to be so applied.
"To dock" means to cut; it might therefore be

only a part cut off from the rest of the court. One
is tempted to think of it as a place where men,
like ships, might be " run in

" and overhauled ;

but this may savour of
" comic philology." If the

matter be of sufficient interest, perhaps some one

will be able to contribute further information as

to some or all of these points, on which I have

spoken mainly by conjecture. C. B. MOUNT.

THE FIRST BOOK IN THE WORLD ON
SWIMMING.

The first book in the world on swimming was

published in the year 1538 ;
it is in Latin, and

was written by N. Wynman, Professor of Lan-

guages at Ingolstadt. It was reprinted in 1623,

1638, and 1644 ; but though these reprints are

exact of the body of the book, with the exception
of a few errors corrected, they all leave out Wyn-
man's title, dedication, &c. Of late years much
curiosity has existed about this, the earliest book
on the subject. In my

'

List of Works on Swim-

ming,' 1868, I only gave the title, but in my
edition now preparing I shall give a rather full

account. As only one copy of the original is

known in England, I am glad to be able to say
that a learned German professor has given us a

faithful reprint, with 157 most interesting notes, in

which he corrects numerous errors into which

previous writers had fallen. The most important
note fixes Wynman's nationality as a German
Swiss, and not a Dutchman, as was assumed by
Thevenot in

' L'Art de Nager,' first published in

1696, but written some years before, as Thevenot
died in 1692.

Thevenot's ' Art of Swimming
'

is perhaps the
most celebrated work on the subject, but though
he mentions Wynman as one of the two previous
writers on swimming, he made no use of his work,
nor does he say he has

;
in fact, it may be doubted

if he ever saw it. There is no copy of Wynman's
book in the Paris libraries now.* Thevenot took
a much easier course than that of compiling from

Wynman and Digby, by simply translating the
latter and quietly saying he had made some use of

him. Thevenot, not being able to swim himself,
in doing this took the safest course.

The short title of the reprint is,
" Nicol Wyn-

manni Colymbetes, sive de arte natandi von
Dr. Karl Wassmannsdorff, Heidelberg, 1889." I

take "Colymbetes" to mean "a swimmer"; the
rest of the original title says it is "a jovial

dialogue and pleasant to read," of which another
French writer, the Abbe" de la Chapelle (1775), has
fallen foul in a treatise on a life preserver he
invented. This book passed through several edi-

tions not only in France, but in various other
countries two in Germany ; but it was pointed
out in 1886 1 that no French copy had got into the
British Museum. Though the Abbe was so cele-

brated, being a member of our Royal Society, no

biographer gives his Christian name. I saw the
book in the Bibliotheque Nationale last year. De
la Chapelle not only discusses the question whether
man swims naturally, which he decides in the

negative, but analyzes several treatises on swim-

ming ;
and it is thus that, writing of Wynman, he

says that, instead of being jovial, he knows nothing
on earth so flat, so trivial, or so simple, and that

his historical digressions never relate to his sub-

ject. It is all fables, superstitions, and trivialities.

There is not an original observation, unless it is

when Wynman says, "I cannot understand how
it is that my efforts in swimming are less favoured

in cold water than in hot"; and he tells his pupil
he can believe this as he has tried it. The editor

explains the words of praise on the title by com-

parison with other publications of the period,

showing that they were quite common and little

more than publishers' puffs. Nob only does the

Abbe* de la Chapelle follow Thevenot in calling

* I should esteem it a favour if one of your corre-

spondents in Paris would kindly ascertain this for cer-

tain as regards the Bibliotheque Nationale, where I

first saw the reprint of '

Colymbetef.'

f In an admirable article, by Guy C. Rothery, in

Cotburn's United Service Mag., advocating tue teaching
of swimming.
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Wynman a Dutchman, but in 1893 the authors of

the Badminton volume on '

Swimming,' the most
"
up to date

" work published on the subject,

perpetuate the error.

For a long time it was a puzzle to me how our
French writers could call the author of a book

published at Augsburg, in Germany, a Dutchman
;

but at last it occurred to me that they never could

have seen the original German edition, but only
one of the reprints mentioned above, which are

nil three issued from Leyden, in Holland. I think

this view is confirmed on referring to what Theve-
not says. Not having the first edition of

' L'Art de

Nager' here (Bodleian) to refer to, I quote from
the first English translation of 1699. In the pre-

face, which is unpaged, he tays his

"
is the first treatise of this kind that lias ever appeared

in the French tongue, nor do I know of but two that
have in any other, the one of Everard Digby, an English
-Man. whereof I have here made some use ; the other of

one Nicholas Winman, a Dutch Man."

From his putting Digby first, I think it may
fairly be inferred that Thevenot thought him the

earlier writer, and that he had only seen the Dutch

reprints, which leave out all indications of the

date and place of first publication and the author's

profession. Moreover, Thevenot would think it a
matter of very little moment, if Wynman was not
a Frenchman, to what country he belonged. It is

only in our day, from the just importance that
is being given to swimming, that the matter
becomes one of interest.

This is, shortly, how Dr. Wassmannsdorff arrives

At the nationality. With every appearance of

truth, he assumes that Pampirns (expert), who in

the dialogues answers Erotes (questioner), is Wyn-
111 an himself, and he gathers therefrom that the

mother of Pampirus (i.e., Wynman) took him when
a boy to the watering-place of Leuk (on the Rhine,
Switzerland), where be acquired his first know-

ledge of swimming. He was a pupil at Zurich.
We next find him (some hundreds of miles away)
attending the grammar school of Breslau (Northern
Germany). He studied at Vienna

;
he rescues

people from the Danube, near Ingolstadt ; speaks
of the river Aare, of the lake of Geneva, of lihein-

ft-Jden, of the Danube whirlpool, and of Schaff-

hausen; and the words "our Rhine," in which
be has been swimming many a time, seem to

put Wynman's German origin beyond question.

Furthermore, in the
"
Commendatio," says our

German editor, with which the book conclude?,
and where he appears no longer as Pampirus,
Wynman calls himself a German. Perhaps from
the above a native of Switzerland might contend
that Wynman was a Swiss.

Wynman apologizes for frequent digressions
from his subject, on the ground of its not being
prolific or extensive. Things have somewhat
altered since his time, as it now requires a Bad-

minton volume of 450 pages to deal with it pro-
perly.

Notwithstanding an assertion to the contrary,
I have not been able to trace a single book in
French or English that in any way copies or uses

Wynman. It would be interesting to know what
libraries of the world possess the first edition of
1538. I believe the British Museum copy is the

only one in the British Isles.

Dr. Wassmannsdorff gives a photo-facsimile of
the title-page, and says that he was unfortunately
unable to reprint in the same type as the original.
When I say that this is in italics, many will think,
with me, that it is a matter of high congratulation.
Even a little of this type looks dry ;

one page is an

infliction, more is an outrage. In fact, I should

say that, without his knowing it, this was the chief

cause of De la Chapelle's finding the book so dry :

to me it has been of the utmost interest.

However much other things have altered in

four centuries and a half, one custom, at least,
remains the same. Having given Erotes his

swimming lesson, Pampirus asks hia young friend

to accompany him home, in order that they may
get an " inward wet." RALPH THOMAS.

Clifford's Inn.

' DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY :

NOTES AND CORRECTIONS.
(See 6<" S. xi. 105, 443; xii. 321; 7"> S. i. 25, 82, 342,

376; ii. 102,324,355; Hi. 101, 382; iv. 123,325,422;
v. 3, 43, 130, 362. 463, 506; vii. 22, 122. 202, 402; viii.

123, 382; ix. 182,402; x. 102; xi. 1 62, 242, 342 ; xii.

102 : 8"> 8. i. 162, 348, 509; ii. 82. 136, 222, 346, 522;
iii. 183; iv. 384; v.82, 284, 504; vi. 142, 383; vii. 102;
viii. 63, 203.)

Vol. XLIV.
Pp. 19 b, 24 b, 191 b, 194 a, 396 a. "To per-

sonally approach ";
"
to publicly withdraw ";

"
to

substantially yield"; "to unduly favour"; "to
completely arm."

P. 30 b. For "
Blayds

"
read Blaydes.

P. 43 b. For "
Shircross

"
read Thriscross.

P. 44. Richard Patrick was at Beverley in 1794,
in which year he became Vicar of Sculcoates. He
wrote also

' Adventures of a Hull Eighteen-penny
Token,' anon. , 1811 ; 'Geographical, Commerical,
and Political Essays,' anon., 1812, edited byE. H.

B(arker) ;
he contributed essays to Nos. v. and vi.

of the Classical Journal; he died 9 Feb., 1815, in

his 47th year (not
"
aged 45 "), and was buried in

the churchyard at Sculcoates under a monument
prepared by himself, consisting of monastic tomb-
stones from Hull and Swine, which had been used

by Henry VIII. in building the fortifications of

Hull, and were discovered by Patrick in 1808,
when some of the walls were removed. A broad-

side account of this monument and its ancient

inscriptions was printed. See further Gent. Mag.>
1794, p. 1210; 1812, ii. 467; Tickell's 'Hull,'
902 ; Christopher Thomson's

'

Autob.,' 1847, p. 37 j
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'Memoir of Dykes,' 1849, p. 187 ; Barker's 'Lit.

Anecd.,' 1852, i. 119 ; G. Pryme's
'

Recollections,'

1870, p. 28; Frost's 'Address'; Newsam and

Holland, 'Poets of Yorkshire'; Oorlass's 'Hull

Authors'; Symons's 'Hullinia,' 146.

P, 44 b. Samuel Patrick assisted Ainsworth
also in the 1st ed. of his

' Latin Diet.'; he is styled
LL.D. on the title of the 2nd ed., 1746.

P. 45 a.
' Ath. Cant.,' i., read ii.

P. 45. Simon Patrick. His consecration,
'
Life

of Stillingfleet,' 1710, p. 77 ;
the sermon was

preached by J. Scott, printed in his 'Sermons,'
1704 ; John Edwards ded. to him ' Remarkable

Texts,' 1692, ii. ; W. Lowth praises his Commen-
taries,

'

Reading Script.,' 1726 ; on Patrick and
Da Moulin, Nelson's '

Bull,' 1714, p. 253.

P. 46. Toplady, comparing Bunyan and Patrick,

says the latter is
"

stiff, sapless, tedious, heavy,

lifeless, unevangelical," &c.,
'

Works,' 1841, p. 12.

Pp. 46-7. Patrick's Works. 'Divine Arithmetic,'
serm. on death of Jacomb, 1659 ;

'

Necessity oi

Frequent Communion ';
' Jesus and the Resur-

rection Justified,' 2 parts ;

' Four Disc, to Clergy
of Dio. Ely,' 1704; 'Devout Christian,' 1711,
1730 ; 'Christian Sacrifice,' 1690, 1732 ; 'Advice
to a Friend,' Camb., 1838 ;

'Book for Beginners,'

Oxf., 1840 ;

' Heart's Ease,' Pickering, 1847 ;

'Disc, concerning Prayer,' Pickering, 1848. Patrick

received his early schooling at Hull, where his

autograph remains in a book in the library attached

to the chapel in Bowlalley Lane. Gent,
'
Hist, of

Ripon,' i. 96, says he was born at Beverley, the

corporation of which town sent him a complimentary
letter on becoming Bp. of Ely.

P. 47. S. Patrington. See Bale, 'Itlust. M.
Brit. Scriptor.,' 1548, fo. 182 ; Pits,

'
Rel. Hist,

de Reb. Angl.,' 1619, pp. 596-7; 'Fasti Ebor.,'
i. 379 ; Poulson's

'

Holdernes?,' ii. 449 ; Cowie,
'MSS. S. John's, Camb.,' 1842, p. 42; Leland

says his eloquence drew "
incredibilis ad eum

audiendum concursus.
"

P. 50. Pattenson. See Hammond, 'Directory
and Liturgy,' 1646, p. 63.

P. 64. Pattison. See Curll's 'Miscellanea,'
1727.

P. 68 b. For "
Settringham

" read Settrington.
P. 69 a, lines 23, 25. For "

at
"
read in.

P. 77 b. For "
installed " read instituted.

P. 101. Paver. An article upon him,
' The Doom

of English Wills,' appeared in one of Dickens's

periodicals.

Pp. 106-7. George Payne. Two of his Hull
Sermons were printed there, 1809, 1812

;
see

Frost's 'Address'; Page, 'Fish Street Church,'
1889, p. 21

; Morell, 'Hist. Philos.,'1846, ii. 186;
M'Cosh,

' Divine Government,' 1850, p. 284. His
'Elements of Mental and Moral Science,' 6th ed.,
1862 ;

his 'Doctrine of Original Sin' was criticized

by James Meikle in
' The Edenic Dispensation,'

1850
; he also wrote a ' Manual of Congregational

Principles
'

(4th ed.), which Geo. Turner answered

in
' Democratic Ecclesiasticism,' 1851.

P. 124 a. Payne's
'

Repentance,' ed. 2, 1708.

P. 127. Paynell. See ' N. & Q.,' 3rd S. viii.

248, 380.

Pp. 129 a, 186 b. For "
Cayley

"
read Caley.

P. 136. J. Peachell. See 'Autob.' of Bp.
Patrick, p. 229.

P. 138. Prof. Peacock. See De Morgan,
' Arithm. Books,' 1847, pref., &c.

P. 152. Bp. Z. Pearce helped Bp. Tho. Newton
in bis books.

P. 169 a. Hearne doubts whether Pearson wrote

'Christ's Birth not mistimed,' 'Collectanea,' iii.

443. J. Pell wrote ' Easter not mistimed/ 262 b.

Did he write both ?

P. 171. Bp. Pearson. John Johnson calls him
" our incomparable Pearson,"

' Vade Mecum,' 1731,
ii. p. xlv; Blackwall, "the admirable Bp. Pear-

son,"
' Sacred Classics,' 1737, ii.

P. 173 b. For " Admonitions "
read Adminis-

trations.

P. 175. Sir Richard Pearson. See Atkinson's
' Woithies of Westmoreland,' 1860, ii. 258-266 ;
' N. & Q.,' 5th S. ii. 348, 396, 498 ; iii. 193.

P. 196 b, I. 12 from foot. For "
as

" read at.

P. 197. Peckitt painted glass at Strawberry Hill

for Horace Walpole, 'Letters,' 1840, v. 203; see

also
'

Corresp. of Walpole and Mason,' 1851, i. 192,

198, 210, 237 ; Yorksh. Arch. Jour., ii. 372, iii.

106, iv. 363.

P. 198 a, 1. 11. For "Yorkshire" read York.

P. 205 a. For " a child to her
"
read her child.

P. 207. John Peel. See ' N. & Q.,' 7"> S. x.

281, 369 ; xi. 9, 216.

P. 219 b, line 20. For "
my

"
read his.

P. 234. Pegge wrote an ' Examination
Middleton's Enquiry into Miraculous Powers.'

P. 247 a. Young's 'Night Thoughts/ vi., JM

addressed to the Hon. Henry Pelham.

Pp. 251 b, 257 b, 259 b. For "
Lyne

" read Lyme.
Pp. 261-2. John Pell. See Life of Leibnitz i

'TheodiceV 1760, i. 238; 'Literse Cromwellii,
1

1676, p. 110 ; see above under Bp. Pearson ; his

sister Mrs. Bathshua Makin kept a school at

Tottenham, and wrote an '

Essay on the Education
of Gentlewomen/ 1673 ;

she was tutoress to

Princess Elizabeth, daughter of Charles I., Gran-

ger, ii. 392.

P. 263 a. For " Kennet "
read Kennett (xxxi. 5).

P. 264. William Pell. See Miall,
'

Congreg. in

Yorksh./ p. 75. In 1644 one Wm. Pell was minis-

ter of Holton, Suffolk, W. Dowsing's
'
Journal.'

P. 274 b. Edw. Pellham's book was reprinted
in vol. viii. of Arbor's '

English Garner.'

P. 275. Felling's Practical Discourses were
issued separately : On the Lord's Supper, 2 parts ;:

Charity ; Humility ; God's Love ; Redeeming.
Time ; Prayer ; Holiness, 8vo., 1695. In his'

high royalist
'

Sermon/ preached before the Judge*

it.

Ius
at

i

3
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at Westminster Abbey 30 Jan., 1683-4, dedicated

to Sit Geo. Jefferyes, L.O.J., he says he has been

threatened before for preaching such sentiments.

P. 280 a. Pemberton. See Oldbam, 'Juvenal

xiii.'

P. 281 b. "Poorly off"?

P. 283. W. Pemble. Tombs was one of his

pupils, Nelson's 'Bull,' 1714, p. 249 ; and Edw.

Leigh another, 'Analecta/ 1647, pref. ;
of his

works, No. 6 was edited by Richard Capel.

P. 290. Henry Pendlebury. Tillotson's publi-
cation of the '

Treatise on Transubstantiation
'

is

stated in
' Sacrificium Missaticum,' 1768. There

were editions of
'
Invisible Realities

' and ' Books

Opened' in 1711. Some of his sermons were

reprinted by R. R. Slate in
'

Select Nonconformist

Remains,' Bury, 1814. William, son of William,
and grandson of Henry Pendlebury, conformed,
and became Rector of Burythorpe and Vicar of

Acklam, East Yorkshire ; three of his sermons

were printed.

P. 291 a, 1. 3 from foot. For " missalicum
"
read

missaticum.
P. 291 b. After '

Thoresby's Corresp.,' insert "i."

Pp. 300, 410, 412. Ralegh, Raleigh.
P. 302. Penkethman is mentioned in Randolph's

' Muses Looking Glass,' 1668, p. 166.

P. 304. James Penn. See 'D. N. B.,' xxxv.
290 a.

P. 331 b. Foreness. ? Furness.

P. 333 a. For " Warke " read Wartre.
P. 346. Penry. See 'Life of Whitgift

'

in

Wordsworth's '
Eccl. Biog.'; Hooker, ed. Keble

;

Hammond,
' Lawful Magistrate,' 1644, p. 26.

P. 351 b. For "Worth" (bis) read Waih.

Pp. 351-2. For "Memorials of Ripon Church"
read Memorials of the Church of Ripon.

P. 365 a. For " Verris" read Verrio.

P. 368 b. Perceval. His treatise on '

Apostolical
Succession' was recommended by Dean Hook
'N. &Q.,'6

t*S. iv. 65.

P. 375. " Audeon "
f Audoen.

P. 391 a. For "
Cullercoat

"
read Cullercoats.

P. 404 a. For " Wilton "
read Witton ?

P. 435 b. For "
Bottisford

"
read Bottesford.

Pp. 438-9. Bp. Percy. See Mathias,
'

P. of L .'

p. 100.

P. 440 a. Wm. Percy. See '

Whitby Chartu-
lary,' Surtees Soc.

P. 441 b. Wm. Percy. There is a letter from
Theodore Marcilius, Paris, 1585, to Wm., Charles,
and Rd. Percy, sons of Earl of Northumberland,
pref. to

' Aurea Pytbagoreorum Carmina,' Lond. .

1673. W. C. B.
'

PARISH COUNCILS AND RECORDS. The Local
Government Act, 1894, hands over to the parish
councils all documents which are not purely
ecclesiastical. As many of the rural councils are

composed of illiterate men, and of few who can

either read or understand documents written in

Latin or Mediaeval English, what security have

either ourselves or posterity that records of price-

less value may not be destroyed as "untidy
"
or

"
useless "I I know many men who consider that

all such that do not refer to existing parishioners,
but only to bygone days, are unworthy of pre-
servation. Cannot something be done to avert

their ignorant destruction before it is too late I

The old clergy, as an educated body of men, were,
as a general rule, far safer custodians than Hodge
& Co., although I have known some (whose only
interest in the locality was limited by their incum-

bency) treat with disregard both records and

registers that did not contain existing names of their

parishioners ;
and one, fresh from a new London

church, actually boasted and looked for applause
for having burnt

"
all the unbound and untidy old

books and papers he found in the parish chest."

As our Bishops' Registers are unhappily often in-

complete, it is of great consequence to preserve all

parochial documents, whether they be registers or

ancient vestry books, which often bring authentic

proof of both family and parish affairs, and to

lawyers and antiquaries are of priceless value.

C. T. J. MOORE.
Frampton Hall, Boston.

"FouR CORNERS TO MY BED." In Mr. Baring-
Gould's new novel

'

Noe"mi,' the author introduces

what he calls
"
the peasant's prayer, common in

Quercy and Perigord as in England :

Al let you m coutsi

Cinq antsels y trobi :

Doux al capt, tres as pc <,

Bt la mayre de Diou al met."

In a note he says: "Equivalent to our 'Four
corners to my bed ; two angels at my head ; two
to bottom ;

two to pray; two to bear my soul

away.'
"

(' Noemi,' p. 206). The French form may
be aa new to others as it is to me.

W. SPARROW SIMPSON.

THE SOUND OF v, AND THE SYMBOL FOR IT.

I observe in
' N. & Q.,' 8th S. viii. 370, the ques-

tion,
" When or how the two sounds, u and v,

originated, as they were once interchangeably
used."

The difficulty here raised is due to the confusion

of sound with symbol. Only the symbols weie

confused, but not (generally speaking) the sounds.

The facts about the symbols can only be ascer-

tained from the inspection of MSS., or by consulting
books such as Arber's reprints or my

'

Specimens
of English Literature

'

in which the old spelling
is reproduced.
The difficulty begins with Latin. The word now

spelt vivus is hardly ever so spelt in a MS. of any
antiquity, unless it is written in capital letters.

The Latin word, pronounced weewoos, was phonetic-

ally spelt uiuus; it being understood that the
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symbol u, when occurring before another rowel,
had the sound of w. But the Latin 10 passed into

the sound of v before the comparatively modern
Eomance languages were developed, the symbol
remaining unaltered. Hence arose the usual

medieval practice of using u (before another vowel)
with the sound of v.

The Latin symbol Fwas properly a capital letter,

representing the sound of u both as a vowel and
a consonant, in inscriptions, and frequently in

writing, when used initially. Hence, in M. E.

MSS. we find vp for up, vs for us, and the like.

The confusion is not great when it is understood.

The rules are, read u before another vowel as v ;

and read initial v before a consonant as u. The

exceptions are not numerous, and do not much
trouble us when we have once formed a right
habit. The reader will now understand why the

eleventh eclogue in Spenser's
'

Shepheardes Calen-

dar/ in the edition of 1579, is headed thus,
"Nouember. ^gloga vndecima." I may add
that it is perfectly useless to cite reprints of

Spenser when we are speaking of spelling, unless

they are diplomatically accurate.

There is no trouble in Anglo-Saxon. The v-

sound is represented by an /, usually between two
vowels ;

thus the A.-S. ofer is precisely the modern

English over, unless (as is likely) the o was some-
what more open and somewhat shorter

; which
does not affect the present question.

Neither is there any difficulty in Welsh, where
the symbol for/ is ff, and the symbol for v is /.

Unquestionably the use of v to represent the sound
of our v was a very great improvement in printing.
It is extraordinary to find how late it is. In the

first folio of Shakespeare (1623), we still find fame
for have. But I find the modern have in Howell's
'
Instructions for Foreign Travel,' dated 1642. I

suppose it came into more general use about 1640;
though ti few earlier instances occur. It is sur-

prising, for instance, to find the spelling have, &c. ,

in Roy'a 'Rede Me,' printed in 1528. But this

book was printed at Strasburg, which possibly
accounts for it. WALTER W. SKEAT.

A NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE GAME. The following
cutting from the Grimsby News of 25 Oct. may
interest your readers, or, at least, such of them
as worship at the shrine of golf. The place referred

to is Cleethorpes, near Grimsby, on the coast :

" '

Well, I never thow't tbe owd bank would 'ev come
to this, why it's nutthing more tban "cabsow,"

' one of
the native Megs was overheard to remark on Saturday
when crossing the golf links. What ' cabsow ' means
only those who have lived in the place for at least
twelve years will know. Many years ago it was the
most popular game in the parish. On Christmas Day
every man was supposed to play it. The game somewhat
resembled hockey, more so than golf. All that was
needed was a good ground ash stick, well turned up at
the end, and a wooden ball. With more or lees well
defined rules tbe ball was sent by tbe sticks from one

side to another, like a football from player to player, and

many a bard knock was received in the struggle for

supremacy by the two sides, hence its alternative local

name '

Shin-up.' How the word ' cabsow
'

grew is a
matter of speculation. Certainly twenty-five years ago
it was quite common in our local vocabulary."

It would be interesting to know if name and

game are found elsewhere.

HERBERT STCRMER.
Primrose Club.

A NOVEL MARRIAGE NOTICE.
" The Pali Mall Gazette recently contained the follow-

ing advertisement, under tbe heading
'

Marriage':
" Dun-

ton : Brijrga. November 12, 1892, William F. Dunton to

Emma M. A. Brigg?, both of London ; without legal

ceremony. Recorded before the notifying clerk of the

Legitimation League, Albion - walk - chambers, Leeds,
July 19, 1895.'

"

Is this worthy of a place in
' N. & Q.' 1

AYEAHR.

SMOLLETT'S DEATH. A query concerning the

date and place of Smollett's death and burial was
inserted in 7th S. ix. 408, but received no response.
The biographical notices of him differ on these

points. The '
Diet. Nat. Biog.' will soon have to

consider the matter, as is evident from the in-

clusion of his name in the lists just published in

the Athwceum, so it may be worth while to insert

in
' N. & Q.' two contemporary notices of his

death.

On the third page of the London Evening-Post,

Tuesday, 15 Oct., to Thursday, 17 Oct., 1771, the

first of the deaths recorded is as follows :

" On the 20th of September, at Pisa, Dr. Smollet."

The Westminster Journal and London Political

Miscellany, from Saturday, 19 Oct., to Saturday,
26 Oct., 1771, has on its third page, in very small

type, this circumstantial item of intelligence :

"Dr. Smallett, [sc] died near Leghorn, on the 17tb of

Sept. and was interred on the 19th in the English bury-

ing-ground."
JOHN RANDALL.

HIOHGATE. Antiquaries who are interested in

the memorials of Higbgate may be glad to know
a "

find
"

which I made the other day while en-

gaged in a search among the papers in the Muni
ment Room of Fulbam Palace. On one of tbe

shelves, begrimed with the dust of ages, I dis-

covered a little book, which, on examination, proved
to be an original Register of Marriages of High-
gate Chapel. From certain papers which I foun

"

put up with the book, I am inclined to think th

register was sent to the bishop in connexion with

a matter in which he was concerned, but had never

been returned. The book is inscribed "Register
of Marriages by E. Y." (Edward Yardley, M.A.).
It commences in 1721 and runs to 1769. The
book contains miscellaneous memoranda of interest,

including
" Dr. Atterbury's Profits of High Gate

Cbapel
" and a list showing the succession of

I
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"governors" of Highgate Chapel from 1565 to 1758.

I havo little doubt that, if a courteous application
were made to Dr. Temple or to his chaplain, the

Rev. G. S. Pownall, by the rightful owners, the
book would be restored to its proper home. At
any rate, this note in ' N. & Q.' will serve to fix

the whereabouts of the truant volume, even if the
rector of Finchley (the Rev. W. E. Batty, M.A.)
takes no steps in the matter.

CHAS. JAS. F&RET.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

OCCUPATION OF THE ISLE DIEU BY A BRITISH
FORCE. Can any of your readers contribute any
detail?, or indicate sources of information concern-

ing the occupation of the Isle Dieu by an English
force of 4,000 men under General Doyle, in Septem-
ber, 1795 1 The object of the expedition was to

assist the Comte d'Artois afterwards Charles X.
and about 1,500 troops (emigres), in effecting a

junction with the Royalist forces, a project, how-

ever, which was abandoned, the prince making no

attempt to land in France, but, after receiving
visits from the Chouan leaders, returning to Eng-
land. The British troops were thereupon recalled.

The correspondence of Sir John Warren, who
superintended the embarkation and disembarkation
of the expedition, has not, I believe, been pub-
lished, but would doubtless supply much interest-

ing information. The captain and officers of

H.M.S. Jason, the ship that conveyed the Comte
d'Artois to and from the Isle Dieu, would also

have had stories to relate ; but the most important
source of information of all would, doubtless, have
been General Doyle, for H.R.H. was the guest of

the general throughout the six weeks' occupation
of the island. If any of your correspondents are

able to say who were the officers of the general's

staff, and what regiments formed part of the

expedition, suoh indications would probably supply
valuable clues for elicting information. S.

'A NEWSPAPER EDITOR'S REMINISCENCES.'
Can any of your readers inform me who was the

writer of the article entitled
' A Newspaper Editor's

Reminiscences,' in the number for June, 1841, of

Ff(user's Magazine, in which are some particulars
of the early history of Shelley 1 E. S.

FAMILIES OF HILLIER AND CAM. Can any
one give me information regarding Caleb Hillier,

of Minety Upcote and Withington, in Gloucester-

shire, who died at Cirencester 1753; the name
of his father

;
names and marriages of his brothers

and sisters ;
narnes and marriages of his children ;

what was his connexion with Nathaniel Hillier,

of Stoke Park, Surrey; with Isaac Hillier, of

Devize^, died 1776; with George Hillier, also of

Devize?, and last of his family living there, died

1794 ; any other information respecting the

Hillier family prior to the last mentioned date,

1794? Information is also sought regarding the

connexion of the Hillier family with that of

Samuel Cam, who died at Bradford-on-Avon 1792.

The marriage of Isaac Hillier with Teresa, daughter
of Samuel Cam, is known ; but there is supposed
to be another connexion, probably earlier. Is the

Isaac Hillier mentioned above the same who also

married Frances Bluet Yerbury 1 H. C.

Scio. I shall be glad if CANON TAYLOR or any
other reader can throw some light on the con-

nexion of the modern spelling (Scio) of the

classical Chios. The facts of this change, if

known, would, I fancy, interest many others

beside myself. G. 0. SEWELI .

JEREMY SHARP. Can any reader give author

and date of the following book, of which the follow-

ing is the half-title, on page 1 :

' The English

Rogue ; or, the Life of Jeremy Sharp
'
1 The book

is an 8vo. ,
of 473 pages, with a canting dictionary

at the end. F. E. TAYLOR.

[" The English Rogue ; or, the Life of Jeremy Sharp.
To which is added a Narrative of an extraordinary

delivery of Rabbits at Godalming, in Surrey. Eighth

edition, Lond., 1776, 12mo. 3 vols., II. Is." This, from

Lowndes. may put you on the track. It appears under
"
Sharp."]

THE NEWLAND OAK. Do any of your readers

know the history of this king of the forest, its

supposed age, &c. 1 It is a few miles from Mon-

moutb, on the way to Coleford. A local guide-

book says that it is forty-one feet in girth at five

feet from the ground. This agrees pretty well

with my own (rough) measurement in September.

Although various great oaks have been described

in 'N. & Q.' from time to time, I do not find

mention of the Newland giant in any of my
volumes. He cuts out the mighty beech near

here which I described in
' N. & Q.,' 7m S. viii.

369 by a long figure. A botanical friend writes

to me, "I do nob know the Newland oak. I am
under the impression that Evelyn, in

'

Silva,'

refers to a ' Monmouth oak'; but my memory is

treacherous, and I have not the book at hand.

You may judge of the tree's age by its size."

What, then, is its age of course approximately
its size being what I have stated above 1

JONATHAN BOUCHIEB.

Ropley, Hants.

PICTURE BY VAN DER WEYDEN. In the gallery

at Antwerp is preserved a picture of the Seven

Sacraments, by Van der Weyden. It is one of

tjie most striking works of art which I ever saw
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Each one of the Sacraments is represented as

taking place at the same time, within a church,
yet the persons composing the separate groups
seem quite unaware of the presence of the others.

Has this picture ever been reproduced by engraving
or in colours 1 Some parts of it are given in

Didron's ' Annales Aroh^ologiques,' vol. xxvii.

EDWARD PEACOCK.
Dunstan Houae, Kirton-in-Lindsey.

ARMS ON PAINTING. Upon an oil painting,

depicting an elderly man in plain black gown,
frilled at neck and wrists, upon his head a skull-

cap, and resting his hand upon a red book, are

the following arms : Sable, a fesse argent, in chief

a covered cup between two mullets or ; impaling,
Gules, a saltire argent. Motto,

" Gratia Dei sum
id quod sum." Would some one kindly state

whose arms the above were ? R. A. COLBECK,
88, Albert Street, Kennington Park.

UMBRELLAS NOT USED IN LONDON IN 1765.

Knowing that "umbrella" was used at least early
in the seventeenth century by Drayton, Ben Jon-

son, Beaumont and Fletcher, &c., I was surprised
to come across the statement in the Englished
'Tour to London,

1

of M. Grosley, in 1765, that

against our smoky
" black rains,"

"
it is a rule with

the people of London, not to use, or suffer foreigners
to use, our [French] umbrellas of taffeta or waxed
silk" ('Nugent,' i. 45). "It is a rule" Englishes
the French "il est d'e"tiquette." 'The Encyc.
Brit.' notes that Drayton says, speaking of doves :

And, like umbrellas, with their feathers
Shield you in all sorts of weathers.

"Although it was the practice to keep an umbrella in

the coffee-houses early in the eighteenth century, its use
cannot have been very familiar, for in 1752 Colonel

Wolfe, writing from Paris, mentions the carrying of
them there as a defence against both rain and sun, and
wonders that they are not introduced into England. The
traveller Jonas Hanway, who died in 1786, is credited
with having been the first Englishman who habitually
carried an umbrella. That practice he began thirty years
before his death ; at first he was singular, and his habit
was derided, but he lived to see his example commonly
followed."

Granting the earlier English use of the umbrella
as a sunshade, can any

' N. & Q.' man cite

parallel statements to Grosley's, that it was the

etiquette neither to use, nor let strangers use,
umbrellas here as protectors from rain in the eigh-
teenth century or earlier 1 F. J. F.

ARMS OF JOHN SHAKSPEARE. In the 1596
draft of arms granted by Garter to John Shake-

speare, the
" Immortal Bard's "

father, it is said :

"to bear and make demonstracion of the said

Blazon or Atchievement uppon theyre shieldes,

targets, escucheons, cotes of armes, pennons,
guydons, ringes, edefices, huyldinges, utensilla,

Jyveries, tombs, or monuments," &c. Now is not

this, contrary to two usually accepted laws of

armory : First, that only knights bannerets can

display their arms on flags, guydona, or pennons ;

and, secondly, that only badges, and not crests or

arms, can rightly be displayed on servants' liveries ?

PH. CHENDISLET.

PORTRAIT. In 1815 many English officers had
their portraits painted in Brussels by Corneille

Gels. One of those portraits, now in my posses-

sion, depicts an officer of the medical staff, who
was wounded at the battle of Waterloo and died

a few days later. Would it be possible to know
the name of that officer ? A. CELS.

University Library, Brussels.

COLONEL QUENTIN. In the year 1819 the late

Sir Edwin Landseer, then a youth, gave my grand-

father, with other things, a proof, unlettered, un-

marked, mezzotint, of the colonel, saying,
"
Dick,

take care of this, for there are only eight or twelve

copies of it." The colonel is in full uniform,
stands erect, his hat in his left hand, his right

hand holding the bridle rein of his favour!

charger Billy. Search haa been made at all the

public offices and at the principal print dealers' in

London, and one only has ever seen a copy, which
he says was sold at auction some years ago at a

high price. Can any reader kindly say if he

knows of another copy ; and who was the painter
and engraver ? G. J. S.

P.S. The Gentleman's Magazine, 1814, the

'Annual Register,' 1814, and Gurney's abort-

hand notes of trial, British Museum, refer to

the court-martial held on the colonel for alleged
misconduct whilst on duty in the valley of Macoy,
France. The Prince Regent, in giving his decision,
said the charge was unfounded, and dismissed

twenty-six officers from the regiment. Might not

the eight or twelve proofs have been struck off for

those few officers who did not sign the charge, and
for a few personal friends ?

JOHN VADX. "The Anatomic of Mans Bodie

described by the Moones circular motion as she

passeth under the Twelve Signes of the Zodiacke.

John(?) Vaux, 1628." I should be pleased to know

particulars of this man. Was he not another

William Lilly, astrologer, 1602-1681, a quack and

almanac maker ? RICHARD HEMMING.

"SPRAY "=* REPUTE. Writing to Southey in

May, 1817, Coleridge introduces Ludwig Tieck to

his friend, and adds :

"It will interest you with Bristol, Keswick, and
Grasmere associations, that Mr. Tieck has had to run,
and has run, as [s?c] nearly the same career in Germany
as yourself and Wordsworth and (by the spray of being
known to be intimate with you) yours sincerely, S. T.

Coleridge." 'Letters of Samuel Taylor Coleridge,' ii. 671.

This is a felicitous metaphor. Is it otherwise

known to readers ?
. THOMAS

Helensburgh, N.B.
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" TASTER." Salver was of old a savior a dish

on which a bit of the meat and drink ^erved up to
a dignitary was placed for a pregustator to eat, and
so show whether there was poison on the table.
This custom appears in Shakespeare's 'King John.'
When Hubert says, "The king, I fear, is poisoned
by a monk. I left him almost speechless"; he
is asked,

" How did he take it ? who did taste to
him?" and answers, "A monk, I tell you; a
fesolved villain, whose bowels suddenly burst out :

the king yet speaks and peradventure may recover."
"
Cup of assay

"
is the name given to the vessel in

which assay was made of wine. Was taster, which
is common in old inventories, another name for the
vessel in which the butler tasted the liquor he
served up to his lord ? JAMES D. BUTLER.

Madison, Wisconsin, U.S.

STIRLING. The heiress of Moravia married

Stirling (thereafter "Stirling de Moravia") and
Stirling married Lindsay (see Lord Lindsay's
' Lives of the Lindsays '). I should be greatly
indebted to any reader who could furnish me with
the intermediate generations of Stirlings.

JAMES DALLAS.
Lympston, near Exeter.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
Studious of peace, he bated strife,
Meek virtues filled bis breast

;

His coat of arms a spotless life,

And honest heart his crest.

E. WALFORP.
The diapason ending full in Man. JNO. H.

" To follow knowledge, like a sinking star, beyond the
utmost bounds of human thought," J. B,

'KALEVALA.'

(8
th S. viii. 88, 156, 295, 329.)

MR. PLATT, as he has shown, has ground for

his opinion ; and though not in any wise deeming
myself either "by birth or education" qualified,

or, indeed, minded, to set him or any one right, I

would here point out that in defending English
men of letters as regards their usual accentuation
of the word Kalevala, I should only rely on Craw-
ford's version in the present instance because his

accentuation is borne out by the best of authorities,
such as Castre"n (cf.

' Kalevala ofversatt af M. A.

Castre"n,' Helsingfors, 1841, and '

Kalevala,' edit.

1849). But first let me turn to German scbolar-

.ship on the subject, and exemplify Herman Paul's

\translation, the MS. of which, as he tells us in the

preface, underwent the revision of Prof. Aug.
Ahlquist, the learned biographer of Lonnrot and
reviser of the original texts (cf.

' Kalevalan textin

tutkimusta ja tarkastusta,' Helsingfors, 1856).
Hpre is a random quotation from Knne 6 : .

Das du Kale"wa's sohn getodet,
Wiiino in's Verderben gestiirzt,

Ihn, den hocbgepriesen ganger,
Kalewala'sberrlichsten Mann.

Cf. 'Kalewala, das Volksepos der Finnen,' 1885.

With regard to Italian scholarship, I have enjoyed
the pleasure of conversing, on more than one

occasion, with Signer Domenico Comparetti, pro-

bably the first living authority upon this subject,
as upon epic poetry generally, and I can vouch for

his viva voce accentuation. But if Ahlquist, as

has been shown, has sanctioned this mode of

accentuation, we already sin in sufficiently good
company.

Several words are naturally formed from KaUva
-hero

; but they do not necessarily, in an agglu-
tinative language, maintain the accented positions
of the parent word. Thus Kullervo=Kal6v&,
which becomes KillJgrivdinttn <= Kullervo's son:

Kalevatar^K-Mv&'s daughter; and Kalevciliiiset

= dwellers in Kalevala. Here is Castren himself :

Notens Eil man sedan Kastar
Invid Kalevnla naset.

Tjugupjette Hunan, edit. 1849.

Your readers will not find the last-quoted line

difficult to accent, but will, I think, feel the

accents falling naturally, as before, on the first

and third syllables of the word under notice, thus

rendering the verse trochaic. So far, then, we

may trust to faithful scholarship ; and, indeed, if

we turn for one moment to Rune 6 in the original

Finnish text, it will be seen that the trust has not

been misplaced by English men of letters :

Ajoi Vainblan ahoja,
Kalevalan Eankah ia, &c.

LI. 15, 16.

In case it may be mentioned for the first time

in your valued columns, let me remark in con-

clusion that the name ' Kalevala
' was given to this

famous runic nebula not by poets of eld, but by
Lonnrot ;

that the Finnish folk never had the

remotest idea of possessing a great epic poem ;

and that even in its present state it is devoid of

organic unity ; that is, it has none rooted centrally

in the subject-matter. Whatever of a more super-

ficial unity it discovers has been likewise due to

Lonnrot, who, from the collected mass of tradi-

tional poetry in Karelia and Finland proper,

deduced and welded the 'Kalevala.' Instead,

therefore, of considering it as an independent

literary luminary, it should rather be regarded as

a splendid cluster of lyric asteroids. Many
heroically-toned fragments (MR. PLATT will, I

think, agree with me) do not constitute an epic,

any more than a collection of bosses, corbels, and

pinnacles constitutes a Gothic cathedral. And
there is yet this further distinction, that, whereas

the latter materials would conclusively point to a

definite architectural intention, the former do not

necessarily point to an epical one. The '

Kalevala,'

then, should be placed in a ballad category of its
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own, and should in no wise be placed beside such

works as the 'Ramayana,' the '

Shah-nameh/ or

the 'Eneid,' for it no more fulfils the meaning of

the word "
epic

"
than the late monarch of Brazil

fulfilled the meaning of the title "emperor."
ST. CLAIR BADDBLEY.

POETRAITS OF JOHN KEATS (8
th S. Via. 324).

The note of SIR CHARLES W. DILKB is most

interesting. The idea of those in England who
have recently written about Keats appears to be
that the portrait that belonged to Mrs. Lindon

(Fanny Brawne) was the original work from life

of Severn, and that all the others were replicas.

My grandfather, George Keats, brought the por-
trait I now have with him to America in 1818,
and it has been here ever since. This I learned

from my grandmother twenty years ago. When
George Keats sailed for America, in the early
summer of 1818, his brother John had not met

Fanny Brawne. That Severn made other portraits
of Keats I have always known ; but I am not
shaken in my conviction that this portrait, repro-
duced in my article in McClure's, was the first

made by Severn of Keats, and the original, of

which the three SIR CHARLES DILKE owns are

replicas. JNO. GILMER SPEED.

[MR. SPEED'S belief, which rests upon hia grand-
mother's memory of what his grandfather had said, H in

conflict with the letters of Severn throughout his life,

quoted at various times by those who have written upon
tbe portraits. ]

SIZE OP HEADS (8
th S. viii. 308, 437). It

would be a mistake for
' N. & Q.' to discuss the

scientific question of the effect of thought and
education on the weight of brain. Thackeray hac
an enormous head and a notably heavy brain

; bu!

some one discovered an idiot who died about the

same time and left a heavier brain. Of noted or
notorious persons, Mr. Gladstone and Lord Salis-

bury take large hats, and Sir William Harcoun
and Mr. Chamberlain very small ones.

S. 0. H.

ARMS OF THE SBE OF CANTERBURY (8
th S. viii

128, 169, 232, 293). DOM OSWALD HUNTEE
BLAIR tells us that the arms assumed by Cardina

Vaughan are not those of Canterbury, but simplj" those of a British archbishopric, with the market
difference of a field pules instead of azure." From
the accompanying Decretum it would, however

appear that what Cardinal Vanghan asked to hav

granted him were the arms of Canterbury
"

illu<

quo veteres Archiepiscopi Cantuarienses Catholic
utebantur" the only change being gules insteac

of azure for the field. The differences which MR
HARTWELL D. GRISSELL tells us appear are no

spoken of in the Decretum. For all ordinar;

every-day purposes, when the tinctures are no

indicated, the arms are identical with those o

!anterbury, though the arms actually assumed by
Cardinal Vaughan are those of the Province of

fork, as may be seen in the painted windows and

ther parts of York Minster, and on many seals

I the Archbishops of York.

Decretum.

Emua. ac Rmus. Dominus Cardinalia Hubertus

/aughan Archiepiscopus Westmonasterienais in Anglia
>reces huic S. Gongregationi Pidei Propagandae obtulit

it memoratae Archidiocesi Westmonasteriensi ceu pro-.

irium stemma concederetur illud quo veteres Archi-

piscopi Cantuarienses Catholic! utebantur, immutato
colore campi de caerulio in rubeum ob memoriam mar-

yrum, qui haeresi in Anglia erumpente, nobilissimo

anguine suo illam Ecclesiam decorarunt.

Insuper praelaudatus Emus. Antiates expetivit ut sibi

acultas fieret proprio gentilitio stemmati illud inserere

quod pro sua Archidiocesi implorabat.
Porro huiusmodi precibus Ssmo. D. N. Leoni XIII. ab

nfraacripto Archiepiacopo Larisaeni sicrae Congrega-
;ionia Fidei Propagandae Secretario relatis in audientia

labita die decima vertentia lunii, Sanctitas Sua bem'sine

aduuere dignatus est, concedens ut Archidioecesis West-

monasteriensis in Anglia tamquam proprium stemma
aaberet sacrum pallium ex auperioribus scutl angulis

utrinque dependena, crnce archiepiscopali de auro longi-

tudinHliter intersecta in campo rubeo ; pariterque con-

cedens ut praedictum atemma suae gentilitiae tesseraa

memoratus Emua. Archiepiscopus insertum gestare
valeat ;

adiecta epigraphe
" Amare et genrire

"
qua super

re praesens Decretum confici iuasit.

Datum Romae, ex aedibus S. Congregationia de Pro-

paganda Fide, die 30 lunii 1894.

L.S. M. CARD. LEDOCHOWSKI, Praef.

A. ARCHIEPI. LARISSEN. Seers.

It does not appear that the authorities at Eome
were informed that present Archbishops of Canter-

bury bear the arms which Cardinal Vaughan asked

to be granted to him. If this be so, they are

relieved of a certain responsibility.
J. WICKHAM LEGO.

47, Green Street, W.

VATICAN EMERALD (8
th S. viii. 347, 412). The

explanations given by LADY RUSSELL and MR.
ST. CLAIR BADDELEY are incorrect, and have ni>

foundation whatever ; proving that neither can

have the smallest knowledge of the emerald in

question. This emerald is said to portray the

likeness of our Saviour ; and, from ancient gems

remaining to this time, no doubt can arise that the

engravers of Eastern Europe were more than com-

petent to produce the work. The real history of

this stone is well known, and tbe engraved like-

ness has been copied by painters more than once.

The likenesses which have hitherto appeared all

slightly vary ;
and there is no wonder that they

should, seeing that the copying of an engraved

gem is very liable to vary. There are three copies
in this country : one at Castle Howard, belonging
to Lord Carlisle ;

a second is in possession of Sir

George Duckett, Bart. ;
and a third is at Ickwell

Bury, Beds, belonging to the Harveys of that place.

The Vatican emerald, so called, came into

possession, of Pope Innocent VJH, jn, $e following
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way. Daring the wars with the Turks, the brothe
of the Emperor of the Turks was taken prisone
and in order to redeem him the said gem wa
given to the Pope. It is said to have been cut b
order of Tiberius Caesar. W.

BURIAL-PLACE OP ANNE BOLEYN (8
th S. vii.

325). With reference to the EEV. J. PICKFORD'
remark anent the chapel of St. Peter ad Vincala
in the Tower of London, and that he feels

" con
vinced that it must have a history, and perhap
one has already been written," will you permit m
to say that I am not a little astonished that you
old correspondent should be apparently unawar
of the existence of 'The Chapel in the Tower,
by Doyne C. Bell, F.S.A., published by John
Murray, more especially as the work to which
beg to draw his attention was, I believe, favourabl
reviewed in the pages of ' N. & Q.' ? My copy i

dated 1877. It need hardly he added, however
that there is no possible doubt that, according
to Burnet, the queen's body, after decapitation" was thrown into a common chest of elm tree
that wag made to keep arrows in"; and Stow
gays,

"
body with head was buried in the quire o

the Chapel in the Tower." In the opinion o

Macaulay,
" In truth there is' no sadder spot on

earth than this little cemetery."
HENRY G. HOPE.

DIVISION is Music (8
th S. viii. 281, 377). I

have to thank C. 0. B. for his reference to Du
Bartas, hut the word "division" does not occur
there. Here are his words :

Le premier luy replique et d'un divin ramage
Adjouste a son doux chant passage gur passage,
Fredon dessus fredon.

C. B. MOUNT.
THE EOYAL HOUSE OF STUART (8

th S. viii.

308). Lewis Crosse painted a miniature of the
Duke of Gloucester, son of Queen Anne, as a child.
It is in the royal collection at Windsor, and has
been engraved by E. A. Muller. Kneller did a
fine picture of him a few years later, mezzotinted

by R. G. Tietze, engraved by John Smith. N.
Largilliere painted the portraits of James, Prince
of Wales, and his sister in the garden of St. Ger-

mains, which, with an engraving of same, was sold
at the Hamilton P.dace sale by Messrs. Christie
in July, 1882, purchased by a Mr. Duncan for

882?. There are portrait medals of this couple in
the Scottish National Portrait Gallery by Norbert
Eoettier, dated 1712.

I have a sketch of Princess Louisa Maria,
daughter of James II., copied from an engraving
that came from France in features much the
same cast as her half-sisters Queens Mary and
Anne of England. She seems about fourteen years
of age, hair on three cushions raised high, Kneller
curl on shoulder, low-neck dress with lace tucker,
sleeves

ti^ht
to elb.ow finished with three deep lace

frills, bodice embroidered with pearls placed dia-

mond pattern ; one hand rests upon a crown lying
on a table, the other holds a rope of pearls thrown

over the crown. Date 1712. HILDA GAMLTN.
Camden Lawn, Birkenhead.

Of the Princess Elizabeth, daughter of Charles I,
there are six engraved portraits mentioned in

Granger's
'

Biographical History
'

(fifth edition),

ii. 259, iii. 287. Of the five at the latter reference,
one is reproduced by Eichardson. One, entitled
" Elizabeth Steward,'

1

and representing an angel

taking a black veil from her head, is said to be

prefixed to the ' Electra ' of Sophocles ; presented
to her Highness the Lady Elizabeth with an.

epilogue, showing the parallel in two Poems, the

Eeturn, and the Eestoration, by C.(hristopher)

W.(ase). Printed at the Hague, 1649, 8vo." There
are also several "family pieces" at the former

reference.

Of the Princess Mary Louisa (or Louisa Maria

Theresa), daughter of James II., a list of six en-

graved portraits is given in Noble's continuation

of Granger (1806), ii. 13.

Of William, Duke of Gloucester, son of Queen
Anne, Noble (i. 23) gives a list of fourteen engraved

portraits, added to which is a print which includes

him in a picture of
" emblems of mortality." One

of the fourteen represents "His Highness and
Mr. Benjamin Bathurst." Six of the fourteen

Kneller pinxit. One of Kneller's portraits of the

duke is, or was, at Kensington Palace. It was

engraved by Houbraken (folio) in 1745. The en-

graving is, or ought to be, in Tindal'd continuation

of Eapin's
'

History,' 1744.

Two prints of the Princess Elizabeth, by Richard-

son and Hollar respectively, and three of William,
Duke of Gloucester, by I. Smith, Booth (1817),
and Miller respectively, were advertised, at prices,

ranging from 3d. to Is. 6d.
t
in the catalogue of John

Eussell Smith, 36, Soho Square, in 1883. I think

that this was Mr. Smith's last catalogue before

'etiring from business. EGBERT PIERPOINT.

In the exhibition of the Eoyal House of Stuart

was a portrait of Princess Elizabeth, daughter of

)harles I., painted by Sir Peter Lely, lent by the

)uke of Northumberland ;
also one of Princess

Maria Louisa Theresa, daughter of James II., by
'. de Mignard, lent by the Duke of Fife

;
and

bere was a painting of Q ueen Anne and her son

William, Duke of Gloucester, by Dahl, lent by
! irl Spencer. There is, I think, a portrait of the

ttle duke at Hampton Court,
" a child sitting, a

ap and feather, a shock dog by his side. This

as been engraved in mezzotinto by Smith"
?aulkner's 'Kensington'). The picture is by

Kneller. H. G. GBIFFINHOOFE.
34, St. Petersburg Place, W.

Miss Strickland, in her ' Princesses of the House
I Stuart,' mentions portraits (the first "post-
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humous") of the Princess Elizabeth and Louisa

Mary. EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

ESCHUID (8
th S. viii. 409). John Estwode (per-

haps Eastwood), otherwise Ashenton, in the printed
edition of his book ' Suturua Astrologiae Judicialis,'

erroneously called Eschuid, was a Fellow of Merton

College, Oxford, in the middle of the fourteenth

century, and was distinguished in philosophy,
medicine, astronomy, and astrology. A notice of

him as Joannes Estwode will be found in Bale

('Scriptorum Illustrium Catalogus,' i. 462). He
is also, I think, noticed by Pits

(' Relationes

Historic^; '), but not having the book at hand, I

am unable to give the precise reference. His
name is not to be found in the '

Dictionary of

National Biography,' but is probably mentioned
in the Hon. G. 0. Brodrick's ' Memorials of

Merton College.'
I am much puzzled to know what MR. LYNN

means by his statement that Estwode's book on

judicial astrology was "printed in Germany and

published at Venice in 1489," or what are his

reasons for thinking the book was printed in Ger-

many. It is included in all lists of incunabula

printed at Venice, and the colophon clearly implies
that such was the fact. It gives as the name of

the printer Joannes Lucilius Sanctiter Helbro-

nensis, and ends with the words,
" Anno salutis

1489 nonis Julii impressione completum est

Venetiis." " Sanctiter
"

is, as Panzer points out,
a printer's error for "Santriter.

1
'

Joannes Lucilius

Santriter, of Heilbron, was a well-known printer
at Venice from 1480 to 1489.

EICHARD C. CHRISTIE.

Under this name John Ashindon, or Essendone,
alias Eastwood, is concealed. He was a Fellow
of Merton College in 1338-52. Notices of him
will be found in Tanner's '

Bibliotheca Brit.' (1748)
under the names of yEscheudenus and Estwodns,
and in the ' Memorials of Merton College,' by Mr.

Brodrick, the Warden (1885), p. 200. Digby
MS. 225, in the Bodleian Library, contains his

'Summa'; and Ashmole 576 is a copy of the

edition printed in 1489, with collations from a

MS. formerly in Merton College, but long since

lost (see Black's '

Catalogue '). Another copy is

contained in a MS. in the library of Oriel College.
W. D. MACRAY.

John Eschuid, Eshcuid, or Escuid was a student

of Merton College, Ozford. William Lilly, student
of astrology, says

"
the book is miserably printed."

The copy does not confirm Lilly's statement.

JOHN RADCLIFFE.

THE RIVER EFFRA (8
lh S. viii. 282, 375).

MR. HKCKKTHORN'S informant, the gardener who
" had often seen the Effra in Lawn Lane assume

the proportions of a river," must have had limited

experience anent rivers. Fifty years ago the Effra

was known to me at the foot of the gardens of the

vicarage and the adjoining house which are in

Kennington Oval. Then and there the stream

was about twenty feet at the widest part, i. e.
,
the

ground level, to which level it never rose. At the

deepest it might have been, below the level in

question, about nine feet. At the Oval, and some
distance further from the Thames, it was filled by
the flood tide, and, of course, emptied itself with

the ebbing of the larger river. As to the Effra

being
" wide and deep enough to bear large

barges," that could only have been at the conflu-

ence of the two streamy where the embouchure of

the small one served as a creek or dock, abutting
on (I think it was and is) the wharf of the Phoenix

Gas Company at Nine Elms. As to Queen Eliza-

beth visiting Sir Nicholas Caroon at Caroon Park,
doubtless MR. HECKETHORN remembers that Her

Majesty's so-called "barge "was not the sort of

craft we now give that name to, but a shallop, and

such as there being no bridges in the way and
the Effra not being feculent Gloriana might

easily have been steered in higher than where the

Oval now is. But as to the Effra of my time, I

say having the best contemporary authority to

the effect that
" Her Majesty could not abie a

bad smell
" God forbid I should be the coxswain

to take a royal shallop up the Effra ! 0.

For DR. SPARROW SIMPSON'S information, the

publication in which the article
' Lost Rivers of

London '

appeared was Chambers's Journal of

27 October, 1894. It was entitled 'Old London
Rivers.' ALEX. G. MOFFAT.
Swansea. I
MONS BADONICOS (8

th S. viii. 406). MR.
LYNN is to be congratulated on his recantation.

Caer Badon, the name bestowed by guide-books

upon a nameless prehistoric earthwork on the hill

above Bath, seems to be nothing but an archaeo-

logical figment. It is an impossible pseudo-Welsh

name, invented by antiquaries who did not know
that Bathum, a name of Bath found in some of

the oldest charters, is an A.-S. dative plural,

meaning, like the German Baden, simply
"
at the

baths." In a charter of 674 we have the nomina-

tive plural,
" Hat Bathu,"

" the hot baths." This

archaeological figment, by which a seemingly
British name was constructed out of an A.-S.

inflected form, seems to have been largely instru-

mental in bringing the Mons Badonicus to Bath,
and locating it at the earthwork which bears the

ghost-name of Caer Badon. ISAAC TAYLOR.

FOXGLOVE (8* S. viii. 155, 186, 336, 393).

I am grateful to PROF. SKEAT, both for what he

says and what he does not say on the page last

mentioned ;
but it is to be hoped he somewhat under-

rates the intelligence of the rest of us, and, mis.-
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represents our position. My own state of mind he

certainly fails to comprehend. It would be as

truthful to declare "Si. SWITHIN is a zoophyte"
as it is to assert "ST. SWITHIN falls into the usual
error of supposing that etymology is a question of

authority," a doctrine which, if such there were,
I should be one of the first to eschew with ridicule.

Etymology is a question of facts ;
and he who knows

many facts, and uses them well, will be cited as an

authority by men of less research until somebody
else arises who acquires more facts and applies
them better. In this way, the world frequently,

pro tern., appeals to the judgment of PROF. SKEAT
and speaks of him as

" an authority
" on the pedigree

of words. It is, I believe, conceivable that future

generations may be in a position to smile at some
of his confident conclusions, and to prove a thing to

be no error which he may nine times have stigma-
tized as such.

I have no brief either tor foxglove or for folks-;
but I must say that I consider it is mightily unfair

to compare those who have been taught that the

former is the outcome of the latter with those who
should hold at the present day that an elephant
has no joints. Books of natural history and per-
sonal observation combine to demonstrate the
falseness of the one idea, whereas respectable
writers foster the belief that foxglove is a " corrup-
tion

"
I know no apter word of folksglove ; and

there is nothing but the avowal that PROF. SKEAT
has yet to come upon folces glofa or folkes glove
in the course of his reading, to oppose. The con-

temptible people who continue to repeat an oft

refuted creed may find their apology, perchance, in

a not yet superseded work, compiled with evidence
of painstaking by Messrs. Britten and Holland for

the E.D.S., 'A Dictionary of English Plant-

Names':
" It seems most likely that the derivation folks' glove

(i.e., fairies' glove) Is the correct one ; other names, as

Fairy-cap, Fairies' Thimble, Fairies' Petticoats, and the
Welsh Menig Ellyllon (Fairies' Glove), and Bysedd
Ellyllon (Fairies' Fingers), show a connexion between
the plant and the '

good folk."
"

I suppose the truth may be that folksglove was
a synonym for the flower more generally called

foxglove. The name Digitalis was first applied by
Fuchs a curious coincidence ; in some early lists

of plants, published by Prof. Earle, Tricnos mani-
cos and Bugloise are glossed foxes glofa, Saliunca
and Fion, foxes -

glove. PROF. SKEAT gives

revhandskje as the Norwegian name for foxglove

(' Etymological Dictionary ') ; Dr. Prior gives
revbielde ('Popular Names of British Plants,' 1863),
and thereby supports a theory which I will not

further mention. ST. SWITHIN.

FLORAL STREET, LATE HART STREET (8
th S.

viii. 226, 336). Perhaps a separate heading might
be found to record some of the anomalous changes
in street names. The danger consists, as COL,

PRIDEAUX says, in its silent operation. Quite

recently a street in Greenwich had the name of
"
Marlborough

"
which I am informed did not

commemorate Queen Anne's great general, but the

74-gun man-of-war launched at Deptford 1807

changed to the grandiloquent one of
"
Huggins."

At the commencement of this century an estate in

Deptford was covered with streets named "
Ship,"

"Nelson," and "
Victory "; the name of the last

only has been altered to
" Cranbrook

"
Road,

despite the fact that there is a Nelson Street in

Greenwich. AYEAHR.

"To DEATH" (8
tt S.

yiii.
327). I have fre-

quently heard this expression used as follows :

"
I

am sick to death of it," where the language is meta-

phorical, and means that the speaker is "utterly
tired

"
of something. In Yorkshire they say

"
tired

to death,"
" wearied to death,"

" tew'd to death,"
&c. When meat is cooked too much in the oven,

it is said to be " burnt to death." Miss Baker, in

her '

Northamptonshire Glossary,' has :

" ' Done to

death,' meat dressed overmuch. 'The mutton's

done to death, it 's boiled to rags.'
"

In the '

Idylls

of the King
'

Tennyson makes Enid say to the Earl,
" Leave me to-night : I am weary to the death"

Cf. the use of dead, in
" dead beat," &c., and also

of mortally. In 2 Chronicles xxxii. 24, is :
" Heze-

kiah was sick to the death."

F. 0. BIRKBECK TERRY.

This phrase seems to be used on many occasions

to indicate extremely. I have often heard hus-

bands and wives say of their respective partners in

the marriage contract that he or she "fidgets me
to death." "

I have been bitten to death by har-

vest-bugs," is a sentence I often hear in July and

August. So, too, it is not uncommon to say in

December and January,
" How stinging cold it is !

I am almost starved to death." Has not your corre-

spondent heard weary folk say, on coming out of

church or chapel,
" What a drone is ; he would

preach anybody to death"? ASTARTE.

I reply to QTJEKIST that in 2 Kings xx. 1 ("In
those days was Hezekiah sick unto death "),

" was
sick unto death

"
is the literal rendering of the

Hebrew H-ID? n?n. We still speak of certain

diseases as deadly, though all who suffer from them
do not die. In Hezekiah's case we are given to

understand that, but for supernatural interposition,
death would have been the result. He was " sick

unto death," i.e., he was smitten with a mortal

disease, the fatal termination of which was pre-
vented by miracle alone.

E. M. SPENCE, M.A.
Manse of Arbuthnott, N.B.

"Sick unto death," A.V., means dangerously
ill an apparently hopeless case. This curious idiom

appears in three places, viz., 2 Kings xx. 1, Isaiah

xxxviii. 1, and reads
" Kbalah Hezekiahu lamuth,"
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and is correctly rendered as above ; the third is
in 2 Chronicles xxxii. 24, varied to " Khalah Jeze-
kiabu ad lamutb," sick even unto death, R.V.

A. HALL.
13, Paternoster Bow, E.G.

"WINCHESTER WATCH" (8
th

S. viii. 287).
Affirmative answers to this query will be found in
the following extract from Cassell's

'

Diet, of Enc.
History ';

"The statute of Winchester wag passed in 1285, and
was one of those enactments by which Edward I. sought
to remodel and improve upon the legislation of Henry II.
This statute was intended to place the military system
on a better footing and reorganise the Watch and Ward.
It revived and developed the military action of the
Hundred, the Hue and Cry, the Watch and Ward, the
fyrd, or militia of the Counties. The Assize of Arms,
with its provision that every man should keep armour
and weapons proper to his condition, is re-enacted. The
statute, in fact, attempts to restore t'ne ancient and
popular military system of the English which had lasted
through the Conquest. It is, says Dr. Stubbs, a monu-
ment of the persistence of primitive institutions working
their way through the superstratum of feudalism and
gaining strength in the process."

RICHARD LAWSON.
Unnston, Manchester.

In the Manchester City News, 2 Nov., the

following explanation was given :

" I think the following extract from ' The Statutes at
Large

'

(RuffbeadV) will fully explain this expression
'Statutum Wynton: The statute of Winchester made
8 Die Octobris, Anno 13 Edward I., stat. 2, Anno Domini
1285, chap. iv. (sec. 5), "And the King commandeth that
from henceforth all towns be kept as it hath been used
in times passed, that is to wit, from the day of the
Ascension unto the day of St. Michael, in every city, six
men shall keep at every gate, in every borough twelve
men, in every town six or four, according to the number
of the inhabitants of the town, and shall watch the town
continually all night, from the sun setting to the sun
rising." 'JOHN ACTON."

In the '
Salford Portmote Records

'

I have come
across a further presentment in which this watch
occurs :

1646. " Item. The Jury aforesaid do order that the
Constables Chosen for this yeare to come shall buy two
Bills on the Townes charges for to kep Winchester watch
with according to former custome, and that the watch
shall go by the Bill from doore to doore as formerly it
hath done."

According to Sir E. Maunde Thompson, the above
solution of "

Winchester watch "
is probably right,"

though the term does not seem to have been in
common local use, as far as we can now ascertain.
The common use of

'

Winchester bushel
'

is ana-
logous." j. G. MANDLEY.

"OYSTER OF VEAL" (8
th S. viii. 288, 354).

Wright gives this expression in his 'Provincial

Dictionary,' and defines it as "
the blade-bone

dressed with the meat on." The Rev. A. Smythe
Palmer, in his 'Folk-Etymology,' suggests the
same derivation as that given by MR. P, MAX-

WELL, and gives the Scotch ouster arm-pit, or

shoulder. MR, MAXWELL says that opter is now
disused in England. This is hardly the case, fqr

I have often heard the word used in the North

Riding of Yorkshire. F. C. BIRKBEC^ TERRY.

Neither "oyster of veal" nor "oyster cut 1' of

shoulder of mutton is familiar to me. The "oyster-

piece
"

in a chicken lies on the inside of the
"
croup

"
on either side. In all three cases the

name evidently originates in the meat lying, oyster-

like, in the hollow of a shell-like bone. The Scotch

for shoulder is spaul, from O.Fr. espaule, v. Ram-

say,
'

Christ's Kirk on the Green,' cant. iii. v. 13 :

And claught him by the spaul.

THOMAS J. JEAKES.
4, Bloomsbury Place, Brighton.

The oyster of veal is so called from its shape,
which closely resembles that of the delicious shell-

fish. The same word is used to describe the round

gobbet on each side of the back-bone of a fowl.

I have searched Mr?, Marshall's and another

cookery book for the quotation asked for, but in

vain. JOHN P. STILWELL.

BOOKS IN CHAINS (8
th S. iv. 287, 452 ; v. 175 ;

vii. 215). In the north transept of the church

of Melton Mowbray, co. Leicester, a quondam
sounding-board does duty for a table, and thereto

are now chained sixteen volumes. This instance

has been omitted by Blades ; and, indeed, some of

the chains are recent.

C. E. GlLDERSOME-DlCKINSON.
Eden Bridge.

LAUNDEN ABBEY (8
th S. viii. 409). This would

be one of the twenty religions bouses in Bucking-
hamshire at the time of the Dissolution. Lavendon

(or Launden) was an Abbey of Premonstratensian

Monks, founded in the reign of Henry II. It was

(for no vestiges now remain) situated about two
miles from Olney. MR. F&RET will find informa-

tion concerning it in Lipscomb's
'

History of

Bucks,' Browne Willis's 'Mitred Abbeys,' Dug-
d ale's

'

Monasticon,' in Cox's and Lysons's
'

County
Histories/ in Walcott's 'Church Work and Life

in English Minsters,' and in Father Gasquet's
'

Henry VIII. and the English Monasteries.' In

the map prefixed to the fourth volume of Lipscomb's
'

History
'

it is shown as
" Great Grange, or Laven-

don Abbey." R. B.

Upton.

There was no religious house of this name in

England, so far as I know. There did exist, how-

ever, (1) the Priory of Laund, in Leicestershire,
founded in the reign of Henry I. for Augustinian

canons, and one of the plums picked out at the

Dissolution of the Monasteries by Thomas Crum-
well for his own eating. It is usually styled Landa
in the charters, &c., butj the

adjectival form mi
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be Laundensis. I believe the chapel still exists

(2) The Premonstratensian Abbey of Lavenden, i

Buckinghamshire, founded under Henry II., an

granted at the Dissolution successively to Si

Edmund Peckham and Sir Rowland Heywooc
As early as 1534 the monastic buildings seem t

have been already in ruins. It ia Lavenden,
incline to think, to which MR. FERKT'S quer
refers. He will probably know whether Job
Fischer was connected with either Bucks or Lei
ceater. The testator would intend, presumably
to benefit a house in his own neighbourhood.

OSWALD HUNTEK BLAIR. O.S.B.
Fort Augustus, N.B.

OIL OF SAINTS (8
tB S. viii. 327). Maundrel!

in his
'

Journey from Aleppo to Jerusalem at E ister

1697,' under date Sunday, 2 May, describes a visi

which he made to a Greek convent at Sydonaiia
about four hours distant from Damascus, and gives
an account of a certain picture of the Blessec

Virgin which, some years before, had been stolen

but the thief had not had it long in his possession
before he found it changed into a real body of flesh

whereupon, being struck with wonder and remorse,,
he carried it back to its true owners, confessing
and imploring forgiveness for his crime. Th<

monks, to secure it from any further mishap
placed it in a small cavity in the wall behind the

high altar
;
and he goes on to say :

" Under the same Chest in which tlie Incarnate
Picture was deposited, they always place a small Silver

Basin, in order to receive the distillation of an holy Oyl,
which they pretend issues out from the enclosed Image,
and does wonderful Cures in many distempers, especially
those affecting the Eyes."

BKN. WALKER.
Langstono, Erdington.

For an account of " the oil of St. Walburga,"
and of a cure effected through its instrumentality
at St. Leonard's-on-Sea, see Newman's '

Apologia/
p. 390, ed. 1882.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

ODIN OR WODEN (8
lb S. vii. 269). The Anglo-

Saxon (rightly or wrongly so called) colonists who
crossed over to Britain in the fifth and sixth cen-

turies carried with them the genealogies of their

chieftains, all of which go back to Woden :

"
Beyond all doubt the?e pedigrees were pre-Christian,

were known to the Angles and Saxons in their old home,
and therefore must have been equally diffused among
other German nations on the Continent, although the
emigrant Anglo-Saxons alone have preserved them for
us." Grimm's ' Teutonic Mythology,' London, 1882-88.

p. 1710.

With the influx of Christianity a laughable though
well-meant attempt was made to reconcile these

pedigrees with the teachings of the missionaries
for old traditions die hard and Adam, Noah, &c.,
were introduced into the genealogy, with the result

that we have a most marvellous ancestry. The
more or less mythical Hengist was accredited with

being the great-great-grandson of Woden, and it

should be remembered that the development of

the Norse theogony was doubtless of very much
later date than that of Hellas, so it is not likely
that any reference to Woden would be found in

Greek mythology. Nor was it at earliest until

about the beginning of the Christian era that the

Vikings first penetrated into the Mediterranean
Sea

;
and so, finally, we cannot expect to find this

legend introduced among the Greeks through con-

tact with the former people. WOLFRAM may
further consult the

"
Anglo-Saxon Genealogies

"
at

pp. 1709 et teq. of the 'Teutonic Mythology,' and
also examine under title

" Woden "
in index.

A. MONTGOMERY HANDY.

THE THAMES : "PONTIFBXMAXIMUS": DICKER

(8
to S. viii. 309). The following is a description

of the bridge at Walton given in Lewis's '

Topo-
graphical Dictionary of England ':

' A curious wooden bridge, of three arches, over the
Thames was built, about 1750. by Samuel Dicker, Esq. ;

and more recently another of brick and stones, of fifteen

arches, across the low meadows, was added to it ; but
the former falling to decay, was replaced by the present

structure, built uniform with that which remained, and
both now appear as one bridge of considerable length
and beauty."

A print of the old wooden bridge at Hampton,
with its seven arches, will be found in the People's
Illustrated Journal, 1852, also a description of

the two bridges built there, in
' N. & Q.,' 2nd S.

ix. 387, with reference to the London Magazine,
vol. xxxiii., March, 1754. Of the life of Mr.
Dicker I am unable to furnish any details.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71. Brecknock Road.

THE RELIGIOUS ORDER OF THE STAR OF
BETHLEHEM (8

th S. viii. 187). While searching
"or some information I found the following, which

may interest MK. WALLACE-JAMES :

' The Bethlemites or Monks of Bethlem ; these had
heir first residence in Cambridge in the Year 1357

1257], they were apparelled like the Dominicans or

Vaedicanta, but on their Breasts they wore a red Star
ike a Comet, in Memory of that Star which appeared
t Christ's Nativity."

See also Dugdale's
' Monasticon Anglicanum,'

nder "
St. Mary of Bethelem without Bishops-

ate, London." JOHN RADCLIFFB.

MALACHI THRUSTON, M.D. (2
nd S. ii. 190, 272).

He was a son of Edward Thruston, gent., of

Vest Buckland, Somerset, and was educated for

even years at Tiverton School, Devon, under
amuel Butler. On 10 Nov., 1646, being then in

le seventeenth year of his age, he was admitted
s a pensioner at Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge,
roceeding B.A. in 1649-50, and M.A. in 1653.

le was elected a Blnndell Fellow in 1651, and
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Hebrew lecturer several times between 1653 and
1655. ID the last-named year he migrated to

Gonville and Caius College, being appointed a

Fellow on 24 Dec. at the direction of the Parlia-

mentary Commissioners. He took his M.D. degree
in 1665, and in April of that year obtained leave

to travel for three years for the purpose of pro-

secuting his medical studies at foreign universities.

On his return he held various college lectureships
and other offices, mostly, I suppose, in a nominal

way e. g., registrar, Hebrew lecturer, Greek lecturer,
and dean but he retained his fellowship until his

death. The latter years of his life were clouded

by insanity, and were spent with relations in

Somerset. In a return by the Master of Caius

concerning those who had taken the oath of allegi-

ance, dated 17 Oct., 1691, it is said of Dr. Thruston," he is a distracted man, and hath been so these

twenty years."

Dr. Thruston was elected Fellow of the Royal
Society on 24 May, 1665, and his name appears
for the last time on the list for 1677. With several

other Fellows, however, he was allowed to formally
withdraw on 8 May, 1681. He died on 3 June,
1701, aged seventy-three, and was buried in the

chancel of West Buckland Church, a stone marking
the spot (Collinson's

'

Somerset,' ii. 486). His

son, Malachi Thrnston, lived on his estate, Rugor,
at West Buckland. He died in 172S, leaving a

widow, Dent, and a daughter, Elizabeth, as

appears from his will, registered in the Prerogative
Court of Canterbury, 195, Brook.

GORDON GOODWIN.

MARISH (8
th S. viii. 305). MR. LYNN is no

doubt right in bis contention that the modern
form of this word to wit, marsh has now super-
seded the older one. In modern literature this is

certainly the case. But to me it seems probable

though I cannot speak with certainty that

marish may still obtain in the provinces. I have
before me a '

Glossary of Yorkshire Words and

Phrases, collected in Whitby and the Neighbour-
hood,' wherein is the following :

"
Marrishes, marshes ; grounds liable to be flooded,

as 'Pickering marriBbes,' 'Thornton marrishes.' Mar-
rishes is said to be the right word, and marshes the

corruption."

C. P. HALE.

For "pit," at this reference, Is. xxx. 14, "pits,"
Jer. xiv. 3, compare our word "

pet," in place-
names for

"
peat." A peat bog may be called

" a
marish " nr " maraVi " A TTA. H.

ORIGIN OF MOTTO (8
th S. viii. 287). That

which your correspendent calls a motto is usually

regarded as a proverbial expression. It is -given
in Ray's

'
Collection of English Proverbs ' thus :

"Strike, Dawkin; the devil is in the hemp."
Dawkin (not Dakin) is used in the same way as

Daw and Dawcock, and means a fool or simpleton.

In what story the expression is first used I cannot

say. F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

" SON-DOG" (8
th S. viii. 285). A large number

of persons, not limited to the uneducated classes,
seem to be dissatisfied with a thing or a phenomenon
if it has no name, but as soon as a name is

attached to it they appear satisfied, and inquire
no further.

' A remarkable instance of this is

given in the second volume of this series (p. 242),
and a wrong name is often given, as in that ex-

ample. Thus GENERAL MAEBOT (8
tb S. i. 288),

referring to the electrical tufts which descended on
bis men, calls them " feux follets

"
or

"
ignes

fatui," and in a popular English cyclopaedia, and
in such a work as the '

Conversations Lexicon,'
there is much confusion in the nomenclature of low-

lying meteors.

The term "sun-dog
"

is one of those happy-go-
lucky guesses which such people as the common
sailor and the Swiss guide so glibly suggest to the
traveller. The meteor in question was described

in the Times of 27 August in the same words as

your correspondent communicated to you. In a
letter to the Times of 28 August I explained the

phenomenon as it is known to the electrician, and
without repeating my letter here, it may be stated

that these electrical globes were known to the early

physicists as fire-balls. Thus Muschenbroek,
('Natural Philosophy,' 1724, translated 1744)

says :

" These [firel-balls run over different countries for a
vast length. The brightness of the light proves that
the burning matter is very solid, eo as to collect a great

quantity of fire ; such is that of sulphur, of the oils

from vegetables, with other earthly mixtures, perhaps
with salts. For the white colour of the flame evidently
shows, that it is not pure sulphur that burns."

This sort of guess-work was superseded after

Franklin's experiment, when lightning became
known as electricity, and the well-known accident

to the Montague was recognized as a case of glow
discharge ending in disruptive discharge. In the

description given by Mr. Chalmers to the Royal
Society he states that on 4 November, 1749,
" whilst taking an observation on the quarter-deck, one
of the quartermasters requested him to look to wind-

ward, upon which he observed a large ball of blue fire,

rolling along on the surface of the water, as big as a

millstone, at about three miles distance. Before they
could raise the main tack the ball had reached within

forty yards of the main chains, when it rose perpendicu-
larly with a fearful explosion, and shattered the main-

topmast in pieces."

Cases of ball- lightning have been so often re-

peated from book to book, that the electrician

knows them as well as he knows the omnibus
which conveys him to town. There is one book,

however, which contains cases in different parts of

the world that I have not seen repeated anywhere,
and this is Piddington's

'
Sailor's Horn Book '

(1860). In a Mauritius cyclone in 1786, a meteor
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resembling a globe of fire was seen at a higheleva
tion. At Santa Cruz in 1772, during the grea
West India hurricane, there was " a tenfold dark
ness made visible only by the meteors which lik

balls of fire skimmed along the hills." In anothe
case in the same locality

"
fiery balls flew up am

down here and there, and burst into a number o

small pieces, and flew to and fro like torches o

straw."

When these balls are of low tension, they ar

comparatively harmless. Thus Mr. Jabez Brown
states that in December, 1858, be was ascending
one of the sharp hills near Boscastle about 9 P.M.

when he was suddenly surrounded by a brigh

light, which passed him a little quicker than tbj

ordinary pace of a man's walk, leaving it dark a

before. The light was seen by the sailors in th<

harbour, coming in from the sea, and passing u]
the valley like a low cloud.

Such an effect was known to the ancients as is

recorded by Strabo, the philosopher. Shakspere
in the conduct of bis drama of

'
Julius Ceesar,

I. iii.
, makes use of North's translation o

Plutarch. The electrical effects are described in

the following striking passages :

Casca. Either there is a civil strife in heaven,
Or else the world, too eauoy with the gods,
Incenses them to send destruction.

Cicf.ro. Why, saw you anything more wonderful ?

Casca. A common slave (you know him well by sight)
Held up his left hand, which did flame and burn
Like twenty torches join'd, and yet his hand,
Not sensible of fire, remain'd unscorch'd.

. . . and there were drawn
Upon a heap a hundred ghastly women,
Transformed with their fear ; who swore they saw
Men all in fire walk up and down the streets.

The term "sun-dog" occurs in ' The Encyclo-
pedic Dictionary,' and it gives the usual sailors'

definition of the phenomenon.
C. TOMLINSON.

Higbgate, N.

A "
sun-dog" means here, and I imagine over a

great part of England, what is called a false sun,
that is, an appearance like a somewhat clouded sun
near the real luminary. These things generally,
but not always, appear in pairs on the right and the
left of the true sun. I have given the following
example of the word in my

'

Glossary of Words
used in the Wapentakes of Manley and Corring-
ham, Lincolnshire ':

"
I think we shall hev moore

raan
; I've been seein' sun-dogs all daay." The

old man whose words I have quoted used them
on 3 February, 1868. He is now dead, but the
word is still in use. EDWARD PEACOCK.
Dunstan House, Kirton-in-Lindsey.

In my sea-going days, sailors used to call the
short detached pieces of rainbow "

sun-dog?," and
they were precursors of

"
dirty weather."

B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

CATHERINE OF BERRAN (8
111 S. viii. 408).

Catharine de Berain is one of the most notable of

Welsh women, and is sometimes called Mam
Gwalia, sometimes Mam Cymru, the mother of

Wales. She was the daughter and heiress of

Tudor ap Robert Fychan of Berain, and she had
four (not seven) husbands (1) John Salusbury,
heir of Lleweni

; (2) Sir Richard dough, from
whom descended Mrs. Piozzi

; (3) Maurice Wynn,
who had two wives before her

; (4) Edward Thel-

wall, who survived her.

" The story goes that after the funeral of her first

husband (the left the church in the company of Maurice

Wyr.n, who there and then offered her marriage. She

declined, on the ground that, on her way to church, she
had accepted Sir Richard Clough ! However, ehe pro-
mised when there was a vacancy to marry Wynn, and,
as we have seen, she lived to perform her promise !

"

I quote from the
'

Gossiping Guide to Wales ';

but see Pennant's 'Tour,' vol. ii. pp. 26, 27.

Pennant mentions a portrait dated 1568,
" an

excellent three-quarters on wood," and surmises

that the painter was Lucas de Heere. He says

nothing about the skull. This picture in Pennant's

time seems to have been at Lleweni, which had
been recently purchased by the Hon. Thomas
Fitzmaurice from Sir Robert Salusbury Cotton, of

Combermere Abbey. Catherine de Berain died in

1591. E. W.

A full account of this lady is given by the

Dowager Viscountess Combermere in her '
Life

'

of her husband the first viscount. A. R. M.

"FLOSS" (8
th S. viii. 247, 336). W. C. B.'s

communication is amusing. His schoolfellows bad

evidently heard about George Eliot's
' Mill on

he Floss,' which was published, I believe, in

.860, and had travestied it. In Forby's
' Vocabu-

ary of East Anglia
'

flush is given as " the stream

rom a mill-wheel. Teut. flass, fluxus." Mass is

>robably a misprint toifluss. In Halliwell's
'
Dic-

ionary of Archaic and Provincial Words '

there

s :

"
Flotche. A pit or pool.

Laverd, thou led mi saule fra belle,
Thou keped me fra that \nflosche fell.

MS., 'Cott. Vespau,' D. vii. f. 18."

lalliwell gives also :

"
Flosh-hole, a hole which

eceives the waste water from a mill-pond." Hens-

eigh Wedgwood's 'Dictionary' has : "E. di&l.flosh-

ole, the hole that receives the waste water from
mill ; to floss, to spill, to splash. Sc. flnsch, a

un of water, the over-flowing of a stream, abund-
nce

; flouss, a flood, a stream. Jam." In

"ago's
'

Glossary of the Cornish Dialect
'

is
'

Flushet, a stream dam."
F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

See Jamieson (' Scotch Dictionary '), floth and
ush ; Halliwell, flash, flosche, and flush ; Streat-

>ild ('Lincolnshire and the Danes'), "Danish
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Flaske, when used in a local sense, means a small

creek surrounded by meadows. Ex. flashmire."
Flash (Staffs.), Flush Dyke (Yorks.).

ALEX. G. MOFFAT.
Swansea.

CAMBKILGE (8
th S. viii. 235, 265). At the last

reference PROF. SKEAT observes that the old name
of Cambridge, Grantabridge, was turned by the

Normans into Cauntebridge, afterwards shortened
to Caambridge and Cambridge. He may be in-

terested to know that a somewhat analogous change
has occurred in the name of a bridge which

anciently crossed the creek which separated the

parishes of Fulham and Kensington. There is

now on the site a bridge which crosses the West
London Extension Railway, known as Addison
Road Bridge on the high road that runs from

Kensington, through Hammersmith, &c. This

bridge was originally called Grantabridge. In
1423 it had become Contassbregge, in 1476

Conntesbregge, in 1517 and 1568 it was still

Countesbregge, but in 1658 it appears as Counters-

bridge. In this form, or as Counter Bridge,
Caunter Bridge, or Caunter's Bridge, the name
survived till the old creek gave way, first to a

canal the ill-fated Kensington Canal and then
to a railway cutting. Can PROF. SKBAT explain

how, in one instance, Granta produced Cam and
in the other Caunter or Counter I

CHAS. J.

DISCOVERT OF JOHN EVELYN'S ' MEMOIRS '

(8
th S. viii. 245, 317). It would bs perhaps desir-

able, before MRS. GAMLIN introduces Upcott's

story of the discovery of Evelyn's
'

Diary
'

into

the book which she is about to publish, if she in-

vestigated the matter a little more closely. We
are informed by Mr. Bray, the first editor of the
'

Diary,' in his preface to that work, that the

journal was written by Evelyn
" in a very small, close band, in a quarto volume contain

ing 700 pages, which commences in 1641, and i

continued to the end of 1697; and from thence is carriet

on in a smaller book till within about three weeks of hi

death, which happened 27 Feb., 1705/6, in the eighty
sixth year of his age."

The larger of these books was apparently written

up by Evelyn at an advanced period of his life

from notes and memoranda which had been dail;

jotted down by him, and, with its companion, wa
preserved in the library at Wotton, which had been

chiefly collected by him. Lady Evelyn gave per
mission before her death for the publication of th
1

Diary,' and Mr. Bray, in his introduction

states that the library, to which she made addition

shared her attention with her garden and green
house. It seems unlikely, therefore, that she eve

meditated giving these valuable volumes to th

Vionsemaid for the purpose of lighting the fires

Upcott, who had been employed by Lady Evely
to make a catalogue of the library, was, of course

n a position to know ;
but it is to be feared that,

n his eagerness to record a curious and romantic

tory, be allowed his pen to outstrip the facts. If

IRS. GAMLIN will read the passages in the dedi-

ation, preface, and introduction of Mr. Bray's
dition of the

'

Diary,' in which reference is made
o the interest which Lady Evelyn took in the

iVotton library, I think she will agree that Up-
ott's story cannot be accepted without corrobora-

ion. W. F. PRIDEATJX.

Kingsland, Shrewsbury.

In addition to the
'

Memoirs,' Upcott selected

great number of letters from various eminent

eople to John Evelyn, many of which are now in

be British Museum, Add. MSS. 15,858. Perhaps
t may be permissible to add here that selections

rom the MS. of "Sylva" Evelyn's diary, omitted by
he original editor, were published monthly in the

A binger Record, with notes, and a facsimile of the

ast page of the diary. The magazine came to an

nd in 1893. AYKAHR,

DORSET DIALECT (8
th S. viii. 285, 377, 411).

'. should like to be allowed to clear up the topo-

;raphy involved in this query and the replies

hereto ;
but as regards the dialect I do not profess

o be an authority. If the original question be

read carefully, it will be seen that the places

mentioned are
" the Comons of Beare m'she

" and
' Childe Okeford." Beermarsh is a reputed manor

and hamlet in the parish of Shillingstone, formerly

Dckford Shilling or Eskelling Ockford (so named
from its ancient owners), in the county of Dorset.

The Somerset and Dorset Railway runs through
the middle of Beermarsb, and has destroyed part

of an orchard that belonged to the cluster of

houses which, together with a farm and a water

mill, form the hamlet. Hayford, or more properly

speaking Hayward, Bridge was formerly a plank

bridge with a hand rail, but is now a substantial

stone bridge over the river Stour, and connects the

parishes of Shillingstone and Child Okeford.

Previous to the time of the stone bridge being

built, the wooden foot-bridge was kept in repair

by the freeholders of Beermarsh ;
and on account

of their failure to do so, proceedings at different

times were taken against them. Some of these

freeholders were named Fry, who were, if not

actual ancestors of mine, at least very near of kin

to ray ancestors. E. A. FRY.

Birmingham.

MR. H. J. MODLE makes a curious geographical
mistake when he assumes that Beer and Oakford

are not in Devonshire. Beer is one of the quaintest

little fishing villages in the county. It is situated

a mile or more from Seaton, and is nestled at the

bottom of a Combe that runs from the celebrated

Beer stone quarries (where the Normans raised so

much stone to build Exeter's Cathedral with) right

away to the sea shore. There is also Beer Ferri
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commonly called
" Beer Town," on the banks of

the Tavy and Tamar, on the western edge of Devon,
and near it is Beer Alston. Oakford (sometimes

spelt Okeford) is a typical Devonshire village, a

few miles from Bampton. Postal addresses are

not always strictly accurate. For instance,

llousdon, which is a few miles within the eastern

border of Devonshire, has for its address, "near

Lyme Regie, Dorset," and Barnet is addressed
"
Herts," although something like half the place is

in Middlesex. HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

'TEN THOUSAND A YEAR' (8
lh S. vii. 8, 253).

I recently wrote asking for information as to the

originals of the lawyers figuring in Samuel Warren's

famous work, and a learned reader of
' N. & Q.'

was good enough to supply, inter alia, the judges
and counsel. I have just read Mr. John Hollings-
head's 'My Lifetime' (Sampson Low & Co.), and
I find, for the first time within my knowledge, the

prototypes of the firm of Quirk, Gammon & Snap
given, at least particularly of Mr. Quirk, the

senior partner. The gentleman named is Alder-

man Harmer, of the firm of Marnier, Flower &
Steel, who was the owner of the Weekly Gazette.

Mr. Hollingshead is, so far as I know, the first

writer who has supplied this piece of information.

W. H. QUARRELt.
" HEBBKRMAN "

(8
th S. viii. 408). This word

appears to have been in common use. It is given
in the dictionaries by Coles (1692), Phillips (1720),
Ash (1775), and by Halliwell, Wright, and Admiral

Smyth in his
'
Sailor's Word Book.' It is gener-

ally described as derived from ebb and man.
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

The Life and Times of John Keitlewell. Edited by T. T
Carter. (Longmans & Co.)

THE anonymous writer who has already given us an

attractive sketch of Nicholas Ferrar and his household

deals here with another interesting episode in the history
of the Anglican Church. John Kettlewell was himself

a typical specimen of the Caroline (which many think

the best) echool of English divines. The present volume
while dealing with him as its central and most prominent

figure, embraces also ol d^iipl Kettlewell, his companions
surroundings, and contemporaries, so as to give a very
complete account of the Nonjuring schism. That event

ful movement, as Canon Carter observes in his intro

ductory note, is important as representing the mind of

the Church of England at the time when it had settled

down from the troubles of the Reformation. Whatever
view we may take of the Nonjuring clergy, we cannot

but admire and respect the conscientious convictions

which led so many to sacrifice their livings and prefer-
ments sooner than violate their principles. They were

martyrs for the ancient faith of the Church as they
understood it; and if they stickled for passive obedience

n opposition to the Revolution they did so as a religious

necessity for conscience' sake, and not from any political
considerations. The movement, though it died out in a
'ew generations, did not fail to leave results behind in

:he religious life of England. One point of interest,
which here comes out incidentally, is the influence ic

exercised on John Wesley. It was from the lay brother-
iiooda or religious societies of young men meeting to-

gether for mutual edification under the Nonjurors that
tie derived through his father the idea of class-meetings,
which afterwards played such an important part in

Methodism. Traces of the same prolific movement may
be traced in a different direction in the Oxford or High
Church revival of sixty years ago. The book is well
written and interesting. A few misprints have escaped
correction :

" taxe
"

(p. 174) for laxe, and " Fisk
"

(p. 181) for Fish.

A. FEW papers of literary and artistic value lighten a
number of the Fortnightly which is controversial beyond
its wont, and shows bow acute a stage have reached

many of the problems there discussed. We are not apt to

enter upon theatiical questions in ' N. & Q.' Mr. Tree's

article on Hamlet from an Actor's Prompt-book
'

hap,

however, gome interest for our readers. The reading of
the Queen's words concerning Hamlet

He 's faint and scant of breath

(V. ii. 274)

might have appeared in our own 'Shakspeariana.' The
suggestion is that the word was written "

faint,'
' and that

the i and the n were somehow dropped out. This sug-
gestion, first made by Mr. H. Wyeth, of Winchester, was
communicated to ' N. & Q.' by Mr. Aldis Wright, 3rd S.

xi. 202. Another conjecture, from a German source, is

that for " fat
" we should read hot. In other portions of

the paper Mr. Tree defends points in his own reading of
' Hamlet.' These new readings are ingenious enough,
but are in no case indispensable, and one of them, at

least, is inconceivable. Mr. Newmnu writes on ' Gustavo
Flaubert,' and holds that the malady from which the
writer suffered is responsible for many of his peculiarities,
and says that, paradoxical as it appears, we trace
Flaubert's defects as a novelist to the very excellence of
his method and his conscientiousness of purpose. Mr.
Fulcher'a

' Alaudarium Legio
'

is a plea against the
terrible destruction of larks that goes on for the pur-
poses of food and female wear. We seem to be approach-
ing the state of affairs existing in Italy, and deplored by
Ouida. Legislation against the bird -catcher seems
imperative. Mr. Statham supplies a critical estimate of
Mendelssohn. Like the Fortnightly, the Nineteenth

Century is very controversial, some of the fiercest of the

disputants being the same in each case. Reappearing
once more as a writer, Mr. John Morley expresses his
views concerning his deceased friend Matthew Arnold.
la the outset of this Mr. Morley deals with letter-writers,
assigning among Englishmen, as is just, the first place to

Cowper, holding that the letters of Horace Walpole have
"no more epistolary charm than a leading article," and
praising highly the epistolary spirit displayed in the

recently published letters of Fitzgerald, of Omar Khay-
yam fame. Sir W. Martin Couway and Sir Walter
Besant both undertake the defence of the Society of
Authors against recent attacks. Dr. Burney Yeo writes

ably on ' Medicine and Society.' One is startled to hear
that three-fourths of the medical books produced year
by year are published mainly for the sake of advertising
their authors, and that " the consultant (the counsel)
endeavours to attract the general practitioner (the

solicitor) by every means in his power." Much that is

said is true ami well stuttd. Sir Lepel Griffin gives a

good description of Kashmir, and dwells hopefully upon
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its prospects. Mr. P. Harrison's article
' Unto this

Last
'

is in commendation of Mr. Buskin. M. Charles

Yriarte has a good contribution, in French, on ' Dela-

croix et les Peintres de 1'Ecole Anglaiae.' Almost

bridal, in its white and gold, looks the Christmas
number of the Century. It opens, appropriately enough,
with the account, well illustrated, of a passion play ac

Vorder-Thiersee, a mountain village in Bavaria. So far

as we can judge, having seen neither, the entertainment

approaches more nearly to the old miracle play than does

the more celebrated play at Ober-Ammergau. The

period now covered in Mr. Sloane's ' Life of Napoleon
'

encloses the battle of Waterloo and that of Au.'terlitz.

The portraits include that by Ahbott of Lord Nelson in

the National Portrait Gallery. Tissot's
' Life of Christ,'

with engravings, and a beautiful reproduction of Titian's
'
Flora.' are noteworthy features in a number the general

contents of which are lighter than usual. Scribner's

introduces this month a complete novelty in magazine
illustration, in the shape of decoration spreading from the

margin of the page over the text. This process is applied
to a fantasy of Mr. Brander Matthews, entitled 'The

Kinetoscope of Time.' Very delicate are the designs
somewhat too delicate, in fact. An article on Mr. Alma
Taderaa, with reproductions of some of hia designs and
an excellent portrait, opens the number. The letterpress
is by Mr. Cosmo Monkhouse. Some excellent etchings
of '"Wild Beasts/ by Evert Van Muyden, are written

up to by Capt. C. J. Melliss. Contrary to custom,
Alacmttlan's has no signed article, which seems to

indicate some change of front. No change in the

character of the contributions is, however, traceable.

We are inclined to regard with most favour the

last, entitled
' The Battles of the Nive,' which shows

how much was haphazard in the prolonged combat
between Wellington and Soult.

' Oxford in the Thir-

teenth Century
'

[and the fourteenth] gives a striking
account of the turbulence of the Oxford students, who
seem to have been no better conducted than their

brethren of Paris or Padua, and no less given to brawls.

Two of the best papers in Temple Bar deal with
natural history. One of these is

' Cats and their Affec-

tions,' the statements in which, from personal obser-

vation, we can confirm. The second is on ' The Migration
of Birds.' A paper of more than average value bears

the title 'The Poet-Laureateship." 'William Blake'
is the subject of a thoughtful and an appreciative

essay by Mr. Alfred T. itory. The Pall Mall is also

distinctly a Christmas number. Its frontispiece is

a capital reproduction of Comerre'a picture
' The

Little Marquis." followed by a poem, by Mr. Arthur

Symons, on ' Pierrot in Half Mourning,' with illustra-

tions by Mr. Almond, far more elaborate, though less

humorous, than those of Willette. Almost the only
serious article is Mr. Grant Allen's

' The Pieta,' No. viii.

of his papers on 'Evolution in Early Italian Art.' The
general contents are, however, brilliantly assorted. Miss
Mabel Peacock supplies to the Gentleman's, in ' Christ-

mas Customs in Central France,' a paper of deep interest

to folk-lorists, and one we can heartily commend to

readers of ' N. & Q.' Mr. Percy Fitzgerald's
' Travels to

the Source of the New River' might with advantage
have been extended. ' The Prince of Favourites '

deals

with the Duke of Buckingham, and is amusing in its

innocence. A splendid number of the English Illus-

trated is issued. It has three coloured illustrations

and innumerable others, and a marvellous variety of

contents. We were ourselves much interested in the
account given of the destruction effected by that remorse-
less epicure the kea. 'In the Trenches before Sebas-

topol
'

is excellent.
' From Barnet and from Barnet

Field
'

is delightfully illustrated by Mr. Railton. An

enumeration of all the good things in the number would
be something like a table of contents. Sir Benjamin
Ward Richardson, in Longman's, expounds with unabated
courage his views on temperance. Mr. Lang is enter-

tainingly discursive in ' At the Sign of the Ship.' The
Cornhill has a very pretty sketch of bucolic manners in
' An Arbitrary Lover.'

'

Cleg Kelly
'

is admirably con-
tinued.

' Our Early Female Novelists
'

is moderately
good.

' Kaikai '

is excellent. Chapman's Magazine
also looks a bridal affair in its white illustrated cover.
It is wholly made up of fiction, and contains a large
quantity of tales, fantastic and supernatural, and is,

indeed, a marvellous sixpennyworth.
' The Art of

Swearing
'

attracts attention in Belgravia.

AMONG Christmas numbers of newspapers which repay
attention are Holly Leaves, with its fine coloured repro-
duction of Mr. Roe's ' Bound for Trafalgar Bay '; Yule
Tide, the Christmas number of Caesell'p, with a repro-
duction of Mr. Yeames's most touching and delightful
picture of 'Prisoners of War'; and Sampson Low's
Annual, with two coloured

plates, and stories by Mr.
Blackmore, Mr. Clark Russell, and we know not how
many other writers of repute.

THE PARISH REGISTER SOCIETY, which is now in
course of formation, has our heartiest approval, and is,

in fact, a society for which we have long prayed. We
can but advise our readers to communicate with the
Hon. Treasurer, Mr. W. Fergusson Irvine, 18, Devon-
shire Road. Claughton, Cheshire, or the Hon. Secretary,
Mr. E. A. Fry, of 172, Edmund Street, Birmingham. A
distinguished committee and list of patrons are an
nounced.

Ijtoijjtta to

We mutt call special attention to the following notices ;

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "Duplicate."

J. S. RISLEY ("A bolt from the blue "). The history
of this phrase was, for the purposes of the ' N. E. D.,'

fully discussed in ' N. &. Q.' See 7th S. iii. 388, 522 iv

212, 333. The phrase is employed by Carlyle.

W. ROBERTS (" Saloop "). See 'N. & Q.,' 7 g. v j

468; vii. 35.

A. W. Genre, in English art, is generally applied to

pictures dealing with details of common life. In France
it includes portraits, and is opposed to historical and
landscape art,

ENDSLEIGH (" Antipode "). The use of the word in
the phraee you quote seems justifiable. Consult 'New
English Dictionary,' under "

Antipodes."

NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The

Editor of ' Notes and Queries
'

"Advertisements and
Business Letters to "The Publisher" at the Office,
Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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EGBERT ANTON.
Two sets of verses with the signature of William

Hodgson are prefixed to the second folio of Ben
Jonson's '

Works/ published in 1640. For an

amateur effort of complimentary verse, the second

is neat. It runs as follows :

On his elaborated Art-contrived Playep.

An Epigram.
Each like an Indian Ship or Hull appeares
That tooke a voyage for some certaine yeares
To plow the sea, and furrow up the main,
And brought rich Ingots from his louden brain.

His Art the Sunne ;
his Labours were the lines,

His solide Stuffe the treasure of his lines.

Jonson's editors correct the faulty rhyme of the

last couplet in the wrong verse, and do not notice

that the
"
epigram

"
is borrowed from ' The Philo-

sophers Satyrs' of Robert Anton, published in

1616, and reissued with an additional title-page in

1617. In the sixth '

Satyr
'

is this passage, the

only really interesting one in the book :

The cholleric complexion hot and drie,

Writes with a Seriants hand most gripingly.
The Phlegmaticke in such a waterie vaine,
As if some (riming-Sculler) got bis straine.

But the sound melancholicke mixt of earth,
Plowes with his wits, and brings a sollid birth :

The labor'd lines of some deepe reaching Scull,

la like some Indian ship or stately hull,

That three yearea progresse furrows vp the maine,

Bringing rich Ingots from bis loaden braine :

His art the sunne, his labors are the mines,
His sollid stuffe the treasure of hi* lines:

Mongst which most massiue Mettals I admire
The most iudicious Beaumont, and his fire :

The euer [qy. euen ?] Colum builder of his fame,
Sound searching-Spencer with his Faierie-frame :

The labor'd Muse of Johnson, in whose loome
His silke-worme stile shall build an honour'd toombe
In his owneworke : though his long curious twin[e]s
Hang in the

ropfe of time with daintie lines :

Greeke-thundring Chapman beaten to the age
With a deepe furie and a sollid rage.
And Morrall Daniel with his pleasing phrase,
Filing the rockie methode of these daies.

Possibly the ascription of the adapted lines to

Hodgson was a printer's blunder, due to copying
the name from the verses immediately preceding.
There was a William Hodgson, M.A., who wrote
a "tedious brief" composition, unlit by a single

gleam of poetry, 'The Plvrisie of Sorrow, Let
blood in the Eye-veine : or, The Muses teares for

the Death of our late Soueraigne lames, King of

England,' &c., London, 1625. In an address to
the new king on sig. B 2, the author characterizes

his Muse as "
muddling "; Jonson's Muse, on the

other hand, is described by his panegyrist in the
folio as

" nnmuddled." This derangement of

epitaphs could hardly have occurred to two dis-

tinct poetasters named William Hodgson.
The article on Anton in the 'Dictionary of

National Biography
' omits to mention a MS. of

his 'Satyrs,' Add. MS. 18,395 in the British

Museum. It has some noteworthy differences from
the printed text, e.g., the dedication is to Thomas
Howard, Earl of Suffolk ; the dedications before

the separate satires are missing ; and the lines in

praise of Jonson have Webster's name substituted !

Verse-making was evidently a very elastic art in

the hands of Robert Anton. The MS. was the

earlier copy ; and the altered dedication points to

a likely date. Suffolk was created Lord High
Treasurer in July, 1614; this office is mentioned
in the MS. dedication. But in November, 1615, an

attempt was made to implicate him in the murder
of Overbury, and the current of Court favour began
to set against him. The printed work was dedi-

cated to William Herbert, Earl of Pembroke ; in

a lengthy list of his honours there is no mention of

his office of Lord Chamberlain, to which he was ap-

pointed in December, 1615. November, 1615, may
therefore be suggested for the change. Pembroke
was a friend of Jonson's, and every New Year's

Day sent him 202. to buy books ; perhaps Jonson's

name was substituted for Webster's as a con-

sequence of the new dedication.

PERCY SIMPSON.

THE PORTRAIT OF CAPT. ROBERT KNOX.
I do not know if the fact has been previously

pointed out that there exist three distinct im-

pressions of the portrait of Capt. Robert Knoz
(the twenty years' captive in Ceylon and writer of
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the well-known book on that island), drawn and

engraved by Richard White in 1695. The Key.
Mark Noble, in

" A Biographical History of Eng-
land, from the Revolution to the end of George I.'s

Reign ; being a continuation of the Rev. J.

Granger's Work" (vol. i., 1806), says:
" Robert Knox Prefixed to his History of Ceylon ;

fol. R. White ad vivum. His name in an oval. There
is another impression, which has the name at the
bottom ; this is supposed to have been the first. Robert
Knox. Six English Verses."

The words " Prefixed to his History of Ceylon
"

are misleading, since the first edition of Knox's
book appeared in 1681, and the second, revised

and enlarged edition, for which the portrait was

engraved, was never printed. That the impression
of the portrait with the name at the bottom was
the first there cannot be the least doubt. The

copy of Knox's '
Historical Relation

'

in the Beck-
ford Collection of the Hamilton Palace Library,
which I purchased through Mr. Quaritcb, has a

copy of this first impression inserted before the

title-page ; and there is a pencil note on the first

fly-sheet as follows :
" With portrait first impres-

sion, very scarce." On the back of the portrait
itself is written in pencil,

"
Prefixed to his History

of Ceylon before the date 1695." (The first part
of this note is misleading, as I have shown above.)
The portrait is in an oval ornamental border, resting
on a pedestal and having dependent from the

lower part a bordered cloth, on which is depicted
a (very incorrect) map of Ceylon and Southern

India, with a vessel on each side of the island.

On the upper surface of the pedestal, on each side

of the base of the portrait, are the words,
" R.

White ad vivnm delin. et sculpsit "; while in the
blank space below the base of the pedestal is

engraved in large script letters the name "Cap*
Robert Knox."* The Print Room of the British

Museum does not contain a copy of this impression,
bat possesses one of each of the second and third

impressions (both acquired in the Cracherode Col-

lection). The second impression differs from the
first in the following particulars. On the lower

portion of the oval border is engraved the name,
"Cap* ROBT "

on one side, and " KNOX "on the
other. Below and to the right of the word

"sculpsit" is inserted the date "1695." The
name at the foot of the portrait has been cut out,
and the following lines have been substituted :

See Knox'es Aspect here by White designed.
Peruse bis Book ; thou 'It better see his mind.
Captive, like Jacob's Offspring, long detaind :

Like them at last by Grace he Freedom Gaind.
Parting for Spoils they ^Egypts Jewels took.
The Ceylon's left yet (strange !) they'r in his Book.

R. H., 30 Dec., 1695.

The period at the end of the first line and the colon

* In rny copy, to the right of the name, near the

margin, is the number "
vii." This may possibly mean

that it was tbe seventh
"
artist's proof."

at the end of the third are engraved on the outside
of the left-hand brace (showing that the braces
were engraved before the verses) ; and the note of
exclamation after

"
strange

" has evidently been
inserted as an afterthought, it being on a smaller
scale than the rest and standing above the line.

A close examination reveals the fact that the top
curve of the right-hand brace is formed out of the

upper portion of the 6 of
"
Robert," the rest of the

letter having been obliterated. The initials ap-
pended to the verses are evidently those of Robert

Hooke, Secretary of the Royal Society, who edited
and wrote a preface to Knox's '

Historical Relation/
and was his warm friend until his (Dr. Hooke's)
death. The third impression of Knox's portrait
differs from the second in having, in place of tie

map of Ceylon and Southern India (traces of which

are, however, distinctly visible), Knox's coat of
arms and crest, copied, doubtless, from the sea)

used by him, which he obtained from Scotland.
I may mention that when on the Malabar coast,

during his last voyage to the East, in 1699, Knox
sent a copy of his portrait with a letter to the
survivors of his fellow captives in Ceylon. The
correspondence on this subject between the Dutch
Governor at Colombo and the Eandyan Court was
discovered a few years ago among the Dutch
Records in Colombo, by Mr. H. C. P. Bell, C.C.5

and was published in the Ceylon Literary Regisi
of 24 May, 1889. DONALD FERGUSON.

5, Bedford Place, Croydon.

THOMAS GLASS, M.D.

Of this able physician I compiled an account-
I wish I could say an adequate account for the

'Dictionary of National Biography.' I was then
unaware of the existence of some valuable

' Col-
lections towards a History of the Medical Worthies
of Devon,' communicated by Dr. Wm. Munk to
the Exeter Western Times in 1855, from which I
venture to supply the following additional parti-
culars.

Thomas Glass was born at Tiverton on 14 May,
1709. He was the son of Michael Glass, a dyer
of that town, by his wife, a daughter of Mr. Hand-
ford, a tanner, of Calverleigh, and was educated at

two private schools, the one at Tiverton, tbe other

at Exeter, the former kept by Mr. Moor, a Dis-

senting minister, the latter by Mr. Majendie, a
French refugee. He went to Leyden in 1728,
remained there for three years, diligently attend-

ing the lectures of Boerhaave, Albums, and Gaubius,
and in 1731 took his degree of M.D. His aca-

demical exercise,
'

Dissertatio Inanguralis de

Atrophia in genere, Phthisi Pulmonali et Morbid

prnecipuis qui in earn tendnnt,' was printed in 4to.

Dr. Glass returned to England in 1732, and at

once settled in Tiverton, where he continued for

some yean. The sphere, however, was too limited
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for the full exertion of bis abilities ; and the death
of Dr. William Williams baring left an opening at

Exeter, Glass, in 1741, removed thither. In the

following year he published his
' Commentarii

daodeciui de Febribus ad Hippocratis disciplinam
accommodati,' 8vo. pp. 238,

"
Impensia Edv. Score

Exoniensis," a work which at once established his

credit as a physician and gave him the reputation
of a scholar.

On the establishment of the Devon and Exeter

Hospital Dr. Glass was appointed one of its

physicians, an office he continued to occupy for

thirty-four years. In 1752 he published a small

tract, entitled
' An Account of the Antient Baths

and their Uses in Physic,' 8vo. pp. 42. In the

flame year (1752) an English translation of his

commentaries appeared from the pen of N. Peters,
an accomplished apothecary at Topsham.

Dr. (subsequently Sir George) Baker, a native

of Devonshire, and then one of the leading physi-
cians in London, published in 1766

' An Inquiry
'

into the merits of the then new system of inocula-

tion. From some of the conclusions in this essay
Glass dissented, and in the early part of 1767 he
sent to the press

' A Letter from Dr. Glass to Dr.

Baker, on the Means of procuring a Distinct and
Favourable Kind of Smallpox, and on the Use of

Cold Air and Cold Water in Putrid Fevers,' 8vo.,

London, pp. 72. This was followed in the same year

by
' A Second Letter from Dr. Glass to Dr. Baker,

on Certain Methods of treating the Smallpox during
the Eruptive Stage,' 8vo., London, pp. 55. These
letters must have done much good in their day.
His last medical publication was a defence of his

brother, Samuel Glass, of Oxford, from the criti-

cisms of Thomas Henry. The pamphlet was pub-
lished in 1774, and is entitled

' An Examination
of Mr. Henry's Strictures on Glass's Magnesia.'

These are the whole of Dr. Glass's medical

writings, but in 1772 he issued
' An Essay on

Revealed Religion, and Meditations on the Attri-

butes of God, and the Nature of Man.' At this

period Glass was at his zenith
;
the death of Dr.

John Andrew, in March, 1772, left him unrivalled

in fame and unapproached in the extent of his

practice. Honours of the most flattering kind
awaited him. His portrait by Opie, now in the

board-room of the hospital, and admirably engraved

by E. A. Ezekiel, was painted at the expense of

his medical brethren in Exeter ; and in 1776 he
was elected one of the Foreign Fellows of the Royal
Society of Medicine of Paris.

This able physician closed his useful life on
5 Feb., 1786, aged seventy-six, and was buried in St.

David's Churchyard. By his will, dated 8 Nov. ,

1783, he left to the library of Exeter Cathedral all

his printed books on medicine ; these have since

been transferred to Devon and Exeter Hospital.
To every physician, surgeon, and apothecary of

Exeter he gave a mourning ring ; to the poor of

Tiverton, 502. ; and by a codicil bequeathed three

deeds on the Exeter turnpike, of 501. each, towards
the instruction of poor children of the parishes of

St. Mary Arches, St. Olave, and All Hallows on
the Walls, Exeter. By his wife, Mary, daughter
of Sir Nathaniel Hodges, he had four daughters.

GORDON GOODWIN.

SKEAT'S ' ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY.' The
notice taken of my

'

Dictionary
'

in
' N. & Q.,'

8th S. viii. 415, is really so kindly expressed that

I feel it only right to make a statement concern-

ing it.

The suggestion is, that there should be a third

edition.

All depends upon health and strength. I have

long felt that such a third edition is due, owing to

the very kind way in which the two former ones

have been received. It is just my main object in

life.

Meanwhile, the 'Concise Dictionary,' in the

fourth edition of 1890, contains a large number of

corrections and additions. And the work of cor-

recting goes on from time to time, without ceasing.

But, alas ! other books have to be done first.

These are : (1) a seventh volume of Chaucer's
'

Works,' containing the chief pieces wrongly attri-

buted to him ; (2) Pegge's collection of Derby-
shire words, much wanted for the

'

Dialect

Dictionary '; (3) some selections of specimens of

English dialects, much wanted for the same pur-

pose ; (4) the final part of /Elfric's 'Lives of the

Saints,' of which three parts have appeared ;

(5) a reprint of some of my stray contributions,

much wanted by myself. All these are practically

over-due, and require first attention. They are all

already at press.
But I am resolved to undertake no more than

these. And after them must come : (6) a revised

edition of the
'
Concise Dictionary '; and (7) a third

edition of the larger dictionary. But I do not see

how they can be prepared for press before 1897 or

1898. WALTER W. SKEAT.

A SERMON PREACHED AT BLANDFORD FORUM.
A thick little volume of tracts has just come

into my hands, which contains, amongst many
other pieces, a single sheet, sheet B, of a sermon

which I should like to identify. The headline is,

"A Sermon preached at Blandford Foru'." The
text is evidently St. John xv. 22 :

" If I had not

come and spoken vnto them, they shoulde not

baue had sinne." It was preached on a public

occasion, for the author says :
" Now I will be so

bold before your honors and worships to apply these

wordes of Christ, as the present tyme doth offer

occasion."

He is very outspoken about the " shamefull and

trayterous libels cast abroad or set vp in the chief

Townes of this shyre, by seditious and wicked
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Papistes agaynst such as professe the Religion";
and he hotly denounces those who "shamefully

prophane the Sabboth day, and haue altered the

very name thereof, so as where god calleth >t his

holy Sabaoth, the multitude call it there reuelyn^

day, whiche day is cpent in bulbeatings, beare-

beatings, bowlings, dicyng, cardyng, daunsynges,

drnnkennes, and whoredome."
He speaks also of the "

Queenes Maiestie
" and

the proclamations of the "honorable Cou'saile."

It is clearly of Elizabethan date.

The sermon is in black letter, is folioed, has

catchwords on the recto as well as on the verso of

each page, and the headlines and Scripture texts

are printed in italics.

The same volume contains part of another ser-

mon in the same type, commencing on A iiij and

ending on C 8 with the conclusion of the discourse.

The headline is only
" A Sermon"; the subject is

the Holy Eucharist. Perhaps the most noticeable

passage is this :

" There was neuer (I am sure) papist yet so dronken,
that made BO much of all his fleshlye worshipping es, of

Organes, and singing: of altars and altarclothes, of fran-

comeence, and sweete smelling sauours : of banners and
streamers : of goodly tunes and melody : of siluer crosses

and chalices, but he hath sayd sometime, who required
these thinges at our hands'? the true worshippers do

worship in spirite and veritie."

Here is the same peculiarity of catchwords on
the recto as well as on the verso of each page, but
the leaves are not numbered. The first sermon
seems strangely familiar to me, but yet I cannot

identify it. The style is not unlike that of Thomas
Lever. W. SPARKOW SIMPSON.

THE WILD OAT. (See 8th S. viii. 289.) I trust

MR. PICKFORD is mistaken in supposing that the

wild cat is extinct in Britain. Such was certainly
not the opinion of Dr. St. George Mivart in

1881. It may be well to transfer a portion of a

paragraph on this subject from that learned author's

important work entitled
' The Cat '

to the pages of

N. &Q.':-
" The wild cat is now (thanks to the destruction of our

forests, the introduction of fire-arms, and the over zeal
of game-keepers) extinct in England and perhaps in
Wales also, though it lived here till within fifty, and in
Wales till within twenty years ago In Scotland it ie

etill far from uncommon, and is especially frequent in

Inverness, Ross-shire, and Sutherland, and on the west
coast of the Highlands, where the recent increase of
rabbits (animals so useful to it as good food) seems to
have occasioned some increase in the number of wild
cats. These animals exist also in Skve, but not in the
Western Isles." P. 3.

EDWARD PEACOCK.

EMACIATED FIGURES. (See 8tb S. viii. 386.)
Will E. L. G. excuse my referring to M. H.
Bloxam's 'Glimpse at the Monumental Archi-
tecture and Sculpture of Great Britain/ 1834,
pp. 183, 184, in respect of the statement, "I never
heard of a tomb with two effigies, living and dead "

1

Mr. Bloxam observes that "
there are some remark-

able monuments which first appear in the fifteenth

century"; after which he continues, at p. 195 :

" And these are those in which the upper division of a
tomb represents the deceased as in life, full of health and
vigour, whilst in a recess beneath, indications of corrup-
tion, an emaciated human body, or a human skeleton
disclose themselves."

These examples follow :

" On the tomb of Bishop Fleming in Lincoln Cathedral
1

,

who died in 1430, appears his effigy as in life, arrayed
in episcopal vestments, whilst in a recess beneath his

body is represented in a shroud in a state of decay.
.

" In Aruudel Church the cumbent effigy of John
FitzAlan, who died in 1433, presents in an open arched
recess beneath the sculptured representation of a human
body wasted away and lying in a shroud.
" In Ewelme Church, Oxfordshire, on the monument

of Alice, Duchess of Suffolk, who died in 1475, her effigy

appears arrayed in her usual costume, whilst in a recess

below she is again represented in her shroud.
" These monuments, indicative of man's mortality,.

are to be met with so late as the seventeenth century,
since in Tarbick Church, Warwickshire, is the repre-
sentation of a skeleton beneath a tomb of that era, on
which tomb the effigy of a man in armour reclines."

Tarbick has not been identified. Tarbigg, ia

Worcestershire, may be conjectured, en the sup-

position that there is an error.

ED. MARSHALL.

SIR DAVID DALRTMPLE. Those of your readers

who are interested in the works of Sir David Dal-

rymple, Lord Hailes, may be glad of a reference to

an unusually full bibliography of his works which-

was published in the European Magazine for Sep-
tember, 1793. This bibliography, which occupies
four pages, is apparently unknown to the writer

of the life in the '

Dictionary of National Bio-

graphy,' although, so far as that goes, it may
contain nothing that is new to him.

W. EGBERTS.
86, Qrosvenor Road, S.W.

"NOWADAYS." Dr. Brewer, in his last editioo

of the
'

Dictionary of Phrase and Fable,' makes
the startling announcement that the expression is

a "
corruption of In-our-days, I' nour days." This-

derivation will, perhaps, be a surprise to Prof.

Skeat, who, in his 'Etymological Dictionary/

rightly makes the expression equal to now-on-days^
and refers to Chaucer,

'
0. T.,' 16,864 :

For any wit that men have now-a-days.

To this quotation may be added :

Lecherie and losengrie' and loseles tales,
And geten gold with grete othes 1 beoth gamus MOW a

dayes.
' Piers the Plowman,' A. Passus xi., 11. 36-7>

vol. i. p. 288, ed. Skeat, 1886.

F. 0. BIRKBECK TBRRY,

"BLACK BANDITTI." There are, I imagine,
but very few people in these days who have read

Lord's Byron's 'Deformed Transformed.' When
first it appeared, those who guided the public taste
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spoke depreciatingly of it, and were, as the manner
was and is, followed by the docile crowd. This

popular judgment, if judgment that can be called

where the reason has been so little employed, has
never been reversed. As I am one of those who
can see both merit and beauty in this dramatic

poem although, as the author told his readers from
the first, the plot is not in a strict sense original I

have road it many times. Never, however, till to-day
was I struck by the fact or shall I say probability

that the words " black banditti," which occur in

the Chorus of Spirits before the walls of Rome,
were a reminiscence of the same phrase which is to

be found in the ' Daft Days
'

of Robert Fergusson,
the Scottish poet. Fergusson wrote :

And thou, great god of aqua-vitae !

Wha sways the empire of this city

Be thou prepared,
To save us frae that black banditti

The City Guard.

I quote the above from Sir Walter Scott's
' Heart

of Midlothian,' where it is used as a motto for the

second chapter. Byron says, speaking of Rome :

Oh ! glorious city,
Must thou be a theme for pity ]

Fight like your first sire, each Roman. !

Alaric was a gentle foeman
Match'd with Bourbon's black banditti.

EDWARD PEACOCK.

OVING. I think it is worth while to record

that the pronunciation of the name of the village
of Oving, which lies to the east of Chichester, is

at the present time in a state of transition from

Ooving, which I presume is the proper form, to

Oving. S. ARNOTT.
Ealing.

TRUE DATE OF THE FIRST EASTER. I am
induced to request space to recur to this subject
in consequence of the recent appearance of the

Variorum Teacher's Edition of the Holy Bible, in

which I find that the date (A.D. 31) assigned by
Hales for the year of our Lord's Crucifixion and
Resurrection is accepted. Now Clinton showed

clearly enough that A.D. 30 is the latest date pos-
sible whilst himself preferring A. D. 29. I have
taken the former of these (A.D. 30) in my

' Bible

Chronology,' and still think it by far the most

probable. But my object here is to show that the

date, A.D. 31, adopted by Hales and followed in

this new edition of the Teacher's Bible cannot be
the correct one.

Hales rightly gives B.C. 5 as the date of our
Lord's birth, and he is probably right in placing it

in the autumn of that year rather than at our
Christmastide. St. Luke states that our Lord was

thirty years of age soon after His baptism when
He began to teach. Now thirty years after the

autumn of B.C. 5 would be A.D. 26, not 27, as

Hales makes it-. The Passover mentioned in

John ii. 13 was, in all probability, in the spring
after that, or of A.D. 27, and that at which oar
Lord was betrayed and afterwards crucified the
third after that, or A.D. 30. Hales takes the feast

of John v. 1 as a Passover, and one is distinctly
mentioned in John vi. 4. Clinton considers the

former as some other feast, and thinks only one
Passover intervened between that of John ii. and
the final one. I think it probable that our Lord'e

ministry was extended over three years, and there-

fore prefer the other view on this point ; but there

is no indication whatever of any other Passover

between the beginning and the end of the minis-

try. As Clinton points out, A.D. 30 is, therefore,
the latest date possible of the Crucifixion and
Resurrection of Christ, and it is most probably the

true date. W. T. LYNX,
Blackheath.

ABRAHAM COWLEY. The modern custom of

indexing the contents of the various current

periodical publications is unquestionably one of

the greatest utility to literary men in general, and
to the busy journalist in particular. But there in

a vast area of valuable information which is prac-

tically a sealed book to literary inquirers of to-day.
I refer more particularly to the better class of

periodicals of the earlier part of the century
Fraser's Magazine, Colbwrn's New Monthly, toA
others of a similar type. Many of these contain

articles embodying much fresh and hitherto un-

published material on various phases of literature.

The Index Society did much excellent work, but

it may be questioned whether all its publications

together would amount to the value of a General

Index to the Periodical Publications of the first

half of the present century. I am led to the

making of these few remarks after a glanee through
some odd volumes of Fraser's, in vol. xiii. (pp. 395-

409) of which is contained a most interesting and

important paper on Cowley, apparently the first

of a series. The article on Cowley in the
* Dic-

tionary of National Biography
'

does not contain a

reference to this series. It would be unreasonable

to expect a biographer to be au fait with every

article on his particular subject in a thousand,

and one magazines, but it would be a great con-

venience to have a General Index such as that sug-

gested above. W. ROBERTS.

86, Grosvenor Road, S.W.

REMAINS OF THE WHITE FRIARS' MONASTERY,
LONDON. The following, from the City Presi of

9 Nov., may be worth preservation in the column*

of
' N. & Q.':

"A curious and interesting discovery has just been

made which throws light on the exact site of the olfl

monastery of the White Friars. On the south side of

Britton's Court, a cul de sac leading out of Whitefriars

Street, is situated a house which has been in the posses-

sion of the same family for nearly a century, but which

was recently placed in the hands of Messrs. Lamley f
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sale. On examining the house the clerk was struck with

the cellar at the north-west corner of the building, and

<lrew Mr. Henry Lumley's attention to what proved to

be a Gothic vault, supported by eight ribs meeting in a

riee or boss at the crown of the arch. On further in-

vestigations being made, it was discovered that the

chamber, about fifteen feet square, was obviously a crypt
beneath some portion of the ancient church or monastery.
From the crown of the arch to the present floor was

about five feet, but on opening the ground a brick floor

was discovered, and beneath this again a tiled floor. A
few coins and some broken pottery and glass were found

in the rubbish between the brick and tile floors, but

whether they are of antiquarian value is not yet certain.

A small subterranean passage leads from the vault in a

westerly direction, and when this is opened up it is hoped
that more relics of the old monastery may be discovered.

The White Friars were a famous order, and were origin-

ally known as the ' Fratres Beatae Marias de Monte
Carmeli,' from the fact that the first members of the

order retired to Mount Carmel. On being driven to

Europe they settled down on the spot known as White-

friars, and it is a remnant of their monastery that has

just been unearthed. It is greatly to be hoped that

when the property passes into new hands this bit of

buried London, unique of its kind, may be preserved.
The place should be indicated by some memorial, and if

the crypt cannot be kept as and where it is it should be

re-erected elsewhere."

All must echo the pious aspiration expressed in

the last sentence but one of this narrative ; but,
alas ! what avail the hopes of antiquaries nowa-

days against
"
improved ground - rents

" and
builders' picks 1 R. CLARK.
Walthamstow.

PRINCIPAL SHAIRP AT OXFORD. In the Sep-
tember number of Longman's Magazine Mr.
Andrew Lang said that Principal Shairp was

appointed the Oxford Professor of Poetry in 1867,
and added that he remembered seeing him lectur-

ing and struggling with the banter of the under-

graduates. Mr. Lang did not correct his statement

in the October number of the magazine, and may
therefore be considered as holding it good. As
a matter of fact, Principal Shairp received the

appointment in 1877 (' Principal Shairp and his

Friends,' p. 330), and was the successor of Sir

Francis Doyle, whose retaliation on his youthful
auditors may have been in Mr. Lang's mind when
he wrote. THOMAS BAYNE.

Helensburgh, N.B.

GRINLING GIBBONS'S CARVING. It may be of

interest to know that a fine piece of oak carving,
attributed to this artist, which for years was over
the porch of the charnel house in the churchyard
of St. Nicholas's Church, Deptford, has been
removed to the interior of the church, and placed
in a large glass case. The subject is the vision of

Ezekiel in the valley of dry bones. AYEAHR.

RUSSELL OF STRENSHAM : COCKS. In a guide
to Eastnor Castle (Worcestershire), locally pub-
lished, the Cocks family is stated to be descended
from (among other families) that of the Russells

of Strensham Court, co. Worcester. I find no such
descent in Burke or elsewhere. The property of
Strensham came to the family of the second Lord
Somers without the existence of any relationship
with the Russells of Strensham, either through his

own family or that of his wife Margaret Nash, only
daughter of the Rev, Treadway Nash

; though this

marriage brought it to the Cockses. The last Lady
of the Manor of Strensham, Francis Ravenhill (the
name was spelt with an i in memory of the last

Baronet, "Russell of Strensham"), married, as first

husband, the Rev. Richard Nash, D.D., of Clerken-

leap, co. Worcester, but she had no issue by him.
The reversion of her shares in the Strenaham pro-

perty was devised by her first husband, Dr. Nash,
to his brother the Rev. Treadway* Nash, father

of Margaret Nash (Lady Somers), as will be seen
later in a quotation from Nash's '

Worcestershire.'
Francis Ravenhill, wife of Dr. Richard Nash, was

Lady of the Manor of Strensham by her descent
from Elizabeth Russell, the only one of the three

daughters of the last Baronet, Russell of Strens-

ham, who left issue. This Elizabeth Russell married
William Dansey, of Brinsop, and had Catherine

Dansey, who married John Ravenhill, of Hereford-

shire, and had Francis Ravenhill, wife of Dr.
Richard Nash. In Nash's '

Worcestershire,' p. 391,
under head "

Strensham," he states that :

"Sir Francis Busaell, the last male Lord of Strensham
of that name, died in 1705, leaving hia estate equally
between three daughters. Two shares were soon reunited

by the death of one of the sisters; the third, after pass-
ing through different hands, was purchased by Dr.

Treadway Naeh in the year 1775. The two shares
became (in right of his wife Francis) the property of

Dr. Richard Nash, who left the reversion of them after

his widow's decease to his brother, Dr. Treadway Nash."

Margaret Nash (Lady Somers) was, therefore,

only the niece of Francis Ravenhill's first t husband.
C. COITMORE.

The Lodge, Leominster.

FIRST WELCOME OF THE POTATO IN FRANCE.
I gain the following note from a paper on ' The

Tercentenary of the Introduction of Potatos
'

(sic)

in the November number of the Journal of the

Royal Horticultural Society, pp. 226, 227 :

rt In France we find that the Potato was placed on the

royal table in the year 1616 ; but it was Parmentier, an

apothecary, who really introduced it, and did all he
could to get it generally cultivated, though not without
the assistance of Government. In 1771 a high prize was
offered by the Academy of Besancon for the discovery of

a new food which would fill the place of cereals in case
of a famine. Parmentier showed his Potatos and
Louis XVI. gave him fifty morgen of land to plant them
on. When snowing the first flowers of his Potatos the

*
Treadway Nash, ia called in Burke, Treadway Russell

Nash, though no relation whatever to the RuaaelU. He
probably assumed the name on the property being willed

to him.

f Francis Ravenhill (Mrs. Nash) married, secondly,
Sir Charles Trubshaw Withers, but had again no issue.

I
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king used them as a button-hole bouquet, Queen Mari
Antoinette had them in the evening in her hair, and a
once princes, dukes, and high functionaries went t

Parmentier to obtain such flowers. All Paris talked o

nothing but Potato* and the cultivator of them. Th
king said,

' France will thank yon some time henc
because you have found bread for the poor.' And Frane
has not forgotten Parmentier, for I saw myself in 1882
Potatos growing on his grave in the grand cemetery o

Paris, the Pere la Chaise, and I was assured that they
were planted there every year, so that his services migh
never be forgotten by Frenchmen."

ST. SwiTHlN.

We mult request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

POPE'S TRANSLATION OF THE HYMN OF ST.

FRANCIS XAVIER. Charles Butler states that
" a translation, beginning with the lines,

God ! I love thee, not to gain
The joys of thy eternal reign,

of a celebrated hymn of St. Francis Xavier, was made
by Mr. Pope, at Lady Holt, in Sussex, the seat of Mr.

Caryl, to whom Mr. Pope dedicated his '

Rape of the
Lock.' This was related to the author by the late Mr.
Wheble, a member of the Society of Jesus, and a dis-

tinguished preacher, who received his information from
Mr. Pigott, a member of the same society. It was made
at the request of Father Brown, a Jesuit, the chaplain
of Mr. Caryl." 'Historical Memoirs of the English
Catholics,' third edition, 1822, iv. 428.

In Elwiu and Courthope's edition of the
' Works

of Alexander Pope' (1882), iv. 499, there is a

translation of the
'

Prayer of St. Francis Xavier,'

beginning as follows :

Thou art my God, sole object of my love ;

Not for the hope of endless joys above
;

Not for the fear of endless pains below,
Which they who love Thee not must undergo.

This version was first published in the Gentleman's

Magazine for October, 1791, being accompanied
by a letter signed

" Senex." It is not mentioned
in Mr. Julian's

'

Dictionary of Hymnology,' 1892.
It would be interesting to know whether Pope
made another translation, beginning with the lines

given by Butler. THOMPSON COOPER, F.S.A.

CHINESE PLATING - CARDS. I am collecting
Chinese playing-cards, and already have the four

varieties used by the London Chinese, from whom
I have learnt the mysteries of Soahoo (Chefoo
dialect) and other simple but fascinating games.
Mr. W. H. Wilkinson wrote a catalogue of his

collection for the Chicago Exhibition, and I am
anxious to procure, or, at any rate, read this book.
It must be of the nature of a supplement, as I

find no trace of it in the American or English
official lists. The British Museum knows it not.

Finally, a London bookseller, who inquired about

it in America for me, reported it out of print. la
this extremity I resort to

' N. & Q.,' in the hope
that among the many into whose hands these lines

will fall there may be one who possesses, or can.

put me on the track of this elusive pamphlet.
JAS. PLATT, Jun.

BANISHMENT OF THE EARL AND COUNTESS OF
SOMERSET. I wish to know where the Earl and
Countess of Somerset (temp. Jas. I.) were banished

to, after the trial for the murder of Sir Thomas

Overbury. In Dalton's 'Life and Times of Sir

Edward Cecil, Viscount Wimbledon,' it is said

they were at Wallingford House
;
but the only

house of this name I know of was the one in White-
hall (now the Admiralty), and they were certainly
banished from the Court and from London. Some

say that they resided on an estate belonging to the-

countess. If so, where was it ;
and is there any

ground for believing they lived at Henley after

the date of their disgrace ?

B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

CIRQUE VALLEYS. At a meeting of the Royal
Geographical Society the other week, mention was
made of "

cirque valleys
"

in the Faroe Isles. No
book I have access to tells me what kind of

formation they are. Will some one kindly en-

lighten me, or give me a reference ? J. D.

[See
' New English Dictionary,' s.v.

"
Cirque

"
(-2).}

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SIR WALTER SCOTT. Has
there ever been published a bibliography of the-

works of Sir Walter Scott? I know the pages;

devoted to him in Bohn's edition of Lowndea's*

'Bibliographer's Manual'; they are very useful,,

but fall very far short of what is wanted.

EDWARD PEACOCK.

"BLEEDING BREAD." I should be glad of any
nformation concerning the phenomenon known as
'

bleeding bread," due to the appearance of blood-

red patches of Micrococcus prodigiosus upon bread

or other starchy matters. I understand that many
miracles of the mediaeval Church, such as the

sacred wafer bleeding when profanely cut, &c.

may be explained thus, and I should be very glad
f any one, through your pages, could refer me to-

uch miracles, and to any superstitions connected

with the same. G. C. N.

"MEN OF KENT." Can any of your very
numerous readers kindly give me authentic and
ccurate information as to the history and origin

jf the terms " Kentish Men " and " Men of Kent,"-

as applied to the population of that county ? There

is, we know, a tradition about William the Con-

queror being met in Swanscombe Wood, near

Dartford, by the "Men of Kent," headed by

Stigand, the Archbishop of Canterbury, their

persons concealed by boughs of trees a la Birnam

Wood on its way to Dunsinane ;
but this, I believe,
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-33 generally considered to be a kind of historical

Kjth. I shall feel exceedingly thankful and

Uiged for any information in the matter of

"Kentish Man "
and " Men of Kent."

FRANCIS T. DOLLMAN.

[Consult Indexes to
' N. & Q.,' from 1" S. forward.]

PLACES CALLED GOD. In the Basque language
Sod k called Yangoiko. The word literally means
**tk en high Lord." Semasiologically Basque
words begin at the end. A'T'place in the province
si Biacaya bears this name. Are there other places
salkd God in the language which is, or was,

formerly spoken in the region where they are

found ; if so, where are they ? PALAMEDES.

OR CLOSE ROLLS. Sir Nicholas Harris

Nicolas writes in the Eetrospective Review, N.S.,
?ol, ii, p. 109, note 2 :

" Clause Rolls, abstracted

ID the Harleian MS. 1176, fol. 16." Prof. Henry
Morley, quoting the above in

'

English Writers,'
ToK iv. p. 151, writes "Close Rolls." Which is

tbe mow accurate,
" Clause" or

" Close
"

?

S. M. 0. S.

TEE VIRGINIAN CREEPER. In the autumnal

i-eason, amid the manifold changings of nature,
I think there is no plant excels in beauty the

Virginian creeper. To see it when the sun is

glinting on its mass of rubescent foliage is a sight
even more enrapturing than the first bloom of the

rose. Perhaps some one interested in folk-lore

eot&ld refer me to legends and stories associated

with it, to the origin of its name, and references

to it in poetry and prose. W. A. HENDERSON.
Dublin.

CHURCH BELLS. Can any reader of 'N. & Q.
Sell me if the church bells of Staffordshire and
Worcestershire have been exhaustively described ;

and what would be the beat method of taking
robbing of an inscription round a bell ?

ARTHUR MADELEY.
Coalbournbrook, Stourbridge.

SOURCES OF QUOTATIONS.
" Danduni est Deo eum aliquid facere posse, quod nos

investigare non possumus."

With reference to Shakspere's
'

Hamlet':
"
C'est une composition entierement barbare, ou Ton

DC decouvre aucune trace des idees et de la maniere de

words are the same and used indifferently in the

irst Shakespere. Surely, however, it has become

ustomary to restrict "mettle" to mind, and

"metal" to matter. When, and how? To a
'

why
"
may be unreasonable.

W. R. GOWERS.

OLD PICTURE. I have an old oil picture of the

>etrothal of a boy about eight with a girl about

ive years old. There is a fragment of a paper
abel at the back,

" * * * anno domini 1477 with

Jady Anne, daughter of Thomas Mowbray, Duke
of Norfolk." Will some kind frequenter of the

British Museum oblige a poor house-ridden octo-

jenarian by referring to the Peerages, and complete

,he history of this incident, for which he will be

grateful? HUGH OWEN, F.S.A.

12, Porteas Road, W.

The former has been attributed to St. Augustine
the latter to Geoffroy, a literary critic of the Firs

Empire. L. HORTON-SMITH.

" METAL": "METTLE." The Lancet is not !

sareless paper, and I was not surprised to find tha.

my initial surprise was unjustified, when I reac

$p. 1450, 7 Dec., 'Rep. Med. Council') abou"
putting the body on its metal." The best friem
f every word-noter, Prof. Skeat, tells us that th

SOURCE OF PROVERB SOUGHT.

When quality meets compliments pass.

H. T.

CHAUCER. Will Prof. Skeat, or any one else,

kindly tell me who first called Chaucer "the

morning star of song
"

? He is so called by Camp-
bell in his little poem

' Chaucer and Windsor,'

and by Tennyson in ' A Dream of Fair Women,'
first stanza. JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

VERSES ON CRICKET. Charles Box, in his

'Theory and Practice of Cricket' (1868), p. 63,

quotes from some verses on a cricket match between

Eton College and the Epsom Club, which, from

internal evidence, was probably played about the

year 1815. The names of various members of

the Eton eleven are indicated thus : W Id r,

W Ik ns, D pu s, L sh ngt n. A boy
named H d g gets seventy-four runs, and

christens his bat Mrs. K . If any of your
readers will have the kindness to tell me, either

privately or through your columns, where the

whole poem is to be found, I shall be very much

obliged. PHILIP NORMAN.
45, Evelyn Gardens, South Kensington.

LINES BY BLAYDS. Can any of your reade

kindly give the lines posted in Balliol College

d propos of Blayds (dlverley),
"
J. S. C," bein

sent down ? The don's sonnet began

Scholar, redolent of weed.

How did it go on ? Calverley's reply runs

Your wit is tolerable, but
The case you understand ill,

For tho* the Dons want Blayds to cut,

They' 11 never find a handle.

W. RADCLIFFE.

STANHOPE. I should much like to ascertain

what is known concerning Charles and Philip

Stanhope, sons of Mrs. Eugenia Stanhope, in

whom Lord Chesterfield took an interest. It is on

record in the 'Letters' that he sent them to
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school. Can any one inform me of their subsequen
career; and whether any portrait exists of thes

children, their mother, or Mr. Philip Stanhop
their father? WINIFRED BDEQHCLERE.

[Have the Chevening Records been searched ?]

LORD STAFFORD'S INTERLUDE PLATERS. '.

may ask permission to repeat my first question, in
* N. & Q.' (7

th S. x. 69) which ran thus :

"In the Laurie eston municipal accounts fcr 1577 is th<

entry among the payments,
' To the enterlude players

viz., my L. Stafford's men, 13s. 4<.' (Peter's
'

History o!

Launceston,' p. 211). Who were Lord Stafford's men?'

No answer to this question has been forthcom-

ing, but one may now be aided by the fact that in

the archives of the Corporation of Ipswich is to be
found a similar entry. According to the ' Ninth

Report of the Royal Historical Manuscripts Com-
mission' (Appendix, p. 250), a book of accounts ol

receipts and payments of Thomas Shearman and
Edward Cage, Chamberlains in 1582, contains

entries of "Rewardes to Players of Interludes,"

including "Paid to the Lord Staffordes plaiers,
the thre and twentie of September, vis. viild."

I, therefore, would again venture to ask who these

were. ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

JOHN FOXE THE MARTTROLOQIST. Rafe and

Mary, children of the Martyrologist, were baptized
at Waltham Abbey 29 January, 1565/6 ('Diet,
of National Biography '). Has any further trace

of this Rafe Foxe been discovered ? J. 0. F.

DATE OF REPRINT OF LECTURE. I would like

to know the publisher and date of the reprint of a

lecture on ' The Genesis of the Element?,' delivered

by Mr. Crooks at the Royal Institution.

A. RUTHERFORD.

OGILVT'S ' FRENCH PEDIGREES.' In 1873 Col.

CJabriel Ogilvy was offering for sale privately, in

London, bis
' Notes on the Families and Pedigrees

of French Protestant Refugees.
1 Can any one tell

me what became of those ' Notes '

ultimately, or

give me any further information concerning them ?

K. K. K.

OLIVER AND BURROUGHES FAMILIES, co. YORK.

Wanted, particulars of genealogy of John Oliver,
of the Old Park Corn Mill, Sheffield, co. York,
1822, and of his wife, nee Burroughes (or Burrows),
of Leeds, co. York. Was Mr. Oliver related to

Admiral Robert Dudley Oliver, R N., who married,
in 1805, Philadelphia Hannah (? Mary), daughter
of Sir Charles Saxton, Bart., Commissioner of

H.M. Navy, &c., of Circourt, co. Berks., or to

Capt. Oliver, R.N., who married in 1806, Miss

Lane, of Southtown Cottage, near Yarmouth,
<;o. Norfolk (vide Marshall's ' Naval Biography,'
* Annual Register,' 1805 and 1806, and 'Diet.

Nat. Biog./ art. "Robert Dudley Oliver).

JAMES TALBOT.

"NAMANCOS AND BAYONA'S HOLD."

(8*
h S. viii. 387.)

As regards Namancos, all the commentators

follow Todd, who in 1809 referred to Mercator's

atlas of 1636, "in which the place is clearly

marked rather to the east of Cape Finisterre," &c.

Jerram, in his edition of 1874, says :

"Namancos also appears in Ojea's map of Galicia

(1650). but seems to have been afterwards omitted, as it

is not found in Nolin's map (1762) nor in that of Lopez
(1784), nor in the ' Atlas Nacional de Espaua

'

of 1838."

-P. 82.

Todd had previously, in 1801, suggested Numantia.

None of the editors makes much of Bayona; but

Hunter, in his
'
Critical and Historical Tracts,'

No. 3, June, 1850, throws out the following sug-

gestion :

" I believe that Milton did not by
'

Bayona's hold
'

intend either Bayonne in France, or Bayona in Spain,

though they both lie in the direction in which the Angel
must be understood to look, but another place called by
the Dutch sailors

' Cork Bayonne,' which liy near the

extreme point of Cape Finisterre, and therefore near to

Namancos, and within ken (if he could see so far) of a

person looking over sea without intervening land from

ihe neighbourhood of our own Land's End, the Cape
Finisterre of England. This place is not in the ordinary

maps ;
but it is found in tlie map of the coast of Galicia

n the rare book of Pilotage, printed at Amsterdam in

1662, and again in 1676, with the title
' The Lightening

Column or Bea-Mirrour.' In one of the maps near the

extreme point of Cape Finisterre is
' Corco Bayona,'

which is thus spoken of in the text of the work 'About

a league to the eastward of Cape de Finisterre on the

south side, lyeth the haven of Seche or Corcovia, and is

called by the Dutch shipmasters Corck Bayone.'

Bayona's hold
'

ought, I think, to be printed
'

Bayona'a

Hold.'" Pp. 51, 52.

WILLIAM GEORGE BLACK.

Glasgow.

In R. C. Browne's 'Milton' (Clarendon Press

eries) there is the following note on the above

words :

" Milton supposes the Archangel still seated (as in

he vision) looking to Namancoa near Cape Finisterre,

marked in Mercator's Atlas of 1623 and 1636 in the map
f Galicia, where the Castle of Bayona is also conspicuous."

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

Dr. E. C. Brewer, in his
' Reader's Handbook,'

ives Numantia, a town in Old Castile, Spain, as

nother name for Namanco?, and states that the

guarded mount" looking towards it is the

ortified mount called St. Michael at the Land's

Ind, which faces Old Castile. Numantia is given

Dr. Butler's 'Atlas of Ancient Geography,

at. 41 52' N., long. 2 18' W. of Greenwich.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Hoed.

I have an atlas,
' A Prospect of the most Famous

'arts of the World,' by John Speed, London, 1662.
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The individual maps, however, are of various dates,
the earliest being 1572, and that of Spain, in par-

ticular, 1626. The most diligent search of the

latter has failed to disclose the whereabouts of

Namancos (or, indeed, anything nearer than Betan-
cos and Simancos). Bayona, of course, figures in

its usual place in the south-west corner of Gallicia.

T. A. FALCON.
Starcros?, S. Devon.

PORTRAITS OF JOHN KEATS (8
th S. viii. 324, 450).

It is not disputed by the family of George Keats
that the Severn miniature which I have wa., as

Severn wrote, that exhibited at the Royal Academy.
It may, therefore, be presumed that it was selected

by Severn, who would have preferred the original.
Severn wrote repeatedly that this one, in my
possession, was the "only one" of the series "done
from life," and I have his letters. MR. SPEED

quotes his grandmother's belief, founded on his

grandfather's conversation, that his copy reached
America in 1818. If this were so it might still be
a copy of that preferred by Severn, which was
exhibited in 1819, and which I have, and which
was " the only one I did from life." I may add
that my grandfather, who brought me up, and my
great-uncle, who stayed with me each year up to

1885 and used often to visit with me the former
Wentworth Place, which he had named and in

which he bad also lived at the same time as Keats,
both remembered the portrait sold by Mrs. Lindon
to my grandfather as the original, rather than any
of the replicas, such as my grandfather's and
Moxon's. The original (which is in water colours

on ivory) is far finer than the replica executed by
Severn for my grandfather. It is more luminous
and the hands are better painted. Most of the

replicas are, I think, in oils. The better one of

my two is in oils. CHARLES W. DILKE.

DICKENS, ZOLA, AND " SPONTANEOUS COMBUS-
TION "

(8
to S. viii. 165, 257, 434). The case

noticed by MR. ASTLEY will be found related in

the ' Annual Register
'

for 1775, p. 78, where it is

copied from the Philosophical Transactions. Cer-

tainly the combustion cannot be called spontaneous,
for the reporter, Mr. Wilmer, says the woman's
"
shift was set on fire either by the candle from

the chair, or a coal falling from the grate."
J. DIXON.

SHAKSPEARE'S "Two FRIENDS" (8
th S. viii.

425). It may be as well to correct the error in the

quotation from the Birmingham Weekly Post as
to the date of the death of John Heminge, one of
the editors of the 1623 folio edition of Shakspeare's
works. He died on 12 Oct., 1630, and not 1620.
The error is doubtless typographical. The date is

correctly given in the 'Dictionary of National

Biography," and the slip would be obvious to any
Shakspearian who remembers that the first folio

was published three years after the alleged date of

the editor's death. H. MURRAY.

"LucK MONEY" (8
th S. viii. 348). It is still

almost universally the custom for luck money to be
returned when cattle are sold by private agreement.
In this neighbourhood the amount is one shilling

per head for
"
beast," sixpence for pigs. This is

returned when payment is made, without anything
said. The amount for sheep is not fixed, but varies

from a penny to sixpence, according to agreement.
Even when cattle are sold by auction, these returns

are often made; in some markets, I believe, always,
but in others a stand has been made against them,
and the question of a return or no return has to be

agreed upon beforehand. Retford market, I am
told, has been " ruined "

by the refusal of farmers

to submit to a return when selling by auction, to-

the great advantage of Gainsborough, where " luck

money
"

is allowed. 0. C. B.

The custom mentioned by DUNHEVED is common
in the counties of Antrim and Down, and, indeed,
the practice seems to be increasing. Irrespective
of the amount of luck money returned by the
seller to the buyer of his horses and cattle, the

sum is always called a " luck penny
"

is this neigh-
bourhood. There is no accustomed tariff, the

amount being just as much as the buyer can induce
the seller to give. Twenty shillings is not an un-
usual

" luck penny." W. W. DAVIES.

Lisburn, co. Antrim.

This custom if, to the best of my belief, still in

vogue in East Anglia. Between the farmer and
the higgler

"
handsel," or earnest money, was the

regular way of sealing a bargain. It was usually
a small sum, scarce a "

deposit
"

in the sense we
now use it. W. B. GERISH.
Wormley Herts.

In all the cattle markets of this district
" luck

money
"

is a feature in dealings between buyer and
seller. Here, and also at Retford, a stand was
made against the custom by the market authorities,
backed by most of the feeders of fat stock in the

district, who considered the custom a bad one and

against the commercial interests. Butchers and
some auctioneers took the side of

" luck money,"
and the battle was severe, one result being the
establishment of a rival market at Gainsborough.
Retford gave way, after some months' fighting, and
this year Worksop did the same, so that

" luck

money
"

still prevails as an old custom.

THOS. RATCLIFFB.
Worksop.

The custom of giving "luck money" prevai?9
in all the large Yorkshire markets, and the rate is,

as your correspondent states, two shillings per
score on sheep and a shilling a head on "

beasts."

It is not unusual for a Yorshireman to ask for

something back "
for luck " on making a payment
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of any kind. It is the proper thing to spit on all

money so obtained, as on all found or received as

a gift. E. S. A.

THE NEWLAND OAK (8"> S. viii. 447). Most of

the many books on Dean Forest contain figures of

this oak and of other great oaks in the Forest

proper, i. e , in the two adjoining parishes, West
Dean and East Dean. It is not possible to judge
a tree's age by its size, as growth depends on soil.

It is not uncommon to find one tree making
annually four times the height and girth of another

near it. I have photographs of Newland oak, and
have often been to see it ; and though it is very

large, I should doubt its being as old as some of

my other oak-tree friends.

CHARLES W. DILKE.

GRIVILL (8
th S. viii. 327). This name should

probably read Greville. Sir Edward Greville, of

Harrold Park, Essex, third son of Sir Fulke

Greville, of Beauchamp Court, by the heiress of

Willoughby, was M.P. for co. Warwick in 1593
and 1604. He received knighthood at Theobalds
7 May, 1603, and married Elizabeth, daughter of

Lord John Grey, of Pirgo, and widow of Henry
Denny, Esq. A second knight of this name was
Sir Edward Greville, of Milcote (knighted before

1619, but date not recorded), who, being much
involved in debt, sold his whole estate to Lionel

Cranfield, Earl of Middlesex, and died without
male issue. Either of these knights might be the

Sir Edward inquired after, but I have no note of

the date of death in either case. The second Sir

Edward married Joan, daughter of Lord Chancellor

Bromley. W. D. PINK.

The Sir Edward
Greyill

about whom MR. FERET

inquires was the last in the male line of an old

family, whose descent from ttmio. Henry IV. is to

be seen in Dugdale's
'

Warwickshire, 'under "Mil-

cote," near Stratford-on-Avon. Dugdale gives a

picturesque account of how his father, Lodovick

Grevill, for a very atrocious murder, suffered death

at Warwick. Sir Edw. Grevill, after bis father's

death, got through the family estates, which were

extensive, very rapidly, and died leaving issue only
daughters. He had a brief connexion with this

parish by purchasing the lordship of the manor
from Robert Catesby, the Gunpowder Treason

conspirator, at the beginning of the reign of

James I. He held it, however, but a very short

time, and then sold it to Sir Thomas Holt, of Aston.

Dugdale does nob give the date of his death or

place of burial
;
but in documents of the period he is

described as "of Milcote." ROBERT HUDSON.
Lapwortb.

The surname Grivill is, I think, intended for

Grevill. Sir Edward Grevill, of Milcote, co.

Warwick, was the son of Lodowick Grevill, and

Thomasine, daughter of Sir William Petrie, Knt. ,his

wife. He married Joan, daughter of Sir Thomas

Bromley, Chancellor of England, and by ner had
one son (John), who died unmarried in his father's

lifetime, and seven daughters. The elder branch

of the family of Grevill of Milcote at his death

became extinct. Sir Edward was knighted at

Theobalds, 7 May, 1603. He, being much involved

in debt, sold his whole estate to Lionel Cranfield,
Earl of Middlesex. Of the date of death or place-

of burial I can find no record.

JOHN RADCLIFFE.

"MARBLE" (8
th S. viii. 325). This word is-

given in any good glossary of the East Anglian
dialect. Nail derives it from, or connects it with,,

Walloon merdaille, a noisy troop of children, and
Gaelic mordhail, an assemblage.
When I saw Mr. Nightingale's paper in the

Daily News, I wondered how he found the deriva-

tion from A.-S. mfigdh, a young girl though no-

doubt this Saxon word is akin to the East Anglian
mawther, a girl. For an example of mardle%

perhaps the following lines, from a rare book by
Mr. Walter Rye, called

' Rubbish and Nonsense/

may be acceptable. They occur at p. 101 of that

volume, in a poem called
' A Lay of the Broads ':

The gentleman, who to the right you see,

None other than Tungate the skipper can be :

For seventeen hours he 'a sat on that chair,
To forty-two people a-mardling there :

But forty-one of the men have gone,
And of all the lot there stayeth but one.

JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

Is not the Rev. R. C. Nightingale too poetical
in his derivation of this word ? Mdgdh, too, is

not the A.-S. for a young girl ; the form is masg)p
or mcege]?. Is not "mardle" more probably a

dialectal variety of maZelian, to speak, harangue,
&c. ? MaZelung is equivalent to loquacity, gar-

rulity. Is the word cognate to the Yorkshire

"maddle," to talk inconsistently, to forget or con-

found one thing with another, as people do in their

second childhood? F. 0. BIRKBECK TERRY.

QUARTERSTAFF (8
th S. vii. 347, 413 ; viii. 33,

'

172, 273). Like MR. MOULE, my ideas of the

length of this weapon have been disturbed by MR.
STILWELL'S measurements. I have repeatedly
heard a sergeant at Woolwich call it a "

close-

quarterstaff"; but as he was a greater adept at

athletic exercises than etymology, he cannot be
adduced as an authority. With regard to its use

that is, in a " bout
"

it certainly is not grasped
with one hand at a quarter of its length, but by
both hands in the centre ; or, to be precise, each

hand grasping it a few inches beyond the centre,
with the staff held horizontally above the head.

ATEAHR.

BULL-ROARER (8
t!l S. vii. 7, 98, 158, 258, 334,

457; viii. 12, 55, 114, 237, 298). The examples
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of literal translation given by your correspondent
at the last reference seem to me to differ from his

rendering of temporis acti as
"
acted time," as

we cannot "act time," and so the expression is not

English. Authority enough might be given for

Longfellow's use of "edify." Lst one example
suffice :

A litle Jowly Hermitage it was,
Downe in a dale, hard by a forests side,
Far from resort of people that did pas
In trayeill to and froe : a litle wyde
There was an holy chappell edifyde,
Wherein the Hermite dewly wont to say
Hia holy thinges each morne and eventyde.

Spenser,
' The Faerie Queene,' I. i. 34.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRT.

It is always pleasant to refer to 0. W. Holmes,
and the discussion of MR. WARREN'S Anglo-Latin
phrase may well point to a mention of the clever
verses

'
^Estivation

'

in ' The Autocrat of the
Breakfast Table.'

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

WATERLOO BANQUET (8
tb S. viii. 208, 256).

It should be noted, with reference to this picture,
that the artist omitted in the first instance to

include Sir Edward Baines, who "
served in the

campaign of 1815 in the Netherlands and France
as adjutant-general, and was severely wounded at

Waterloo," and who died in 1838. Owing, how-
ever, to the remonstrance of a member of Sir
Edward's family, the artist inserted the portrait in
the extreme left-hand corner. It is most probable
he copied the portrait in the Army and Navy Club,
which was founded by the general.

HENRY A. JOHNSTON.
Kilmore, Eichhill, co. Armagh.

WARREN (8
th S. viii. 268, 374). I can partially

answer my own query. I find Sir Ralph Warren
was the son of Thomas Warren, fuller, and grand-
son of Wm. Warren, of Fering, Essex. He died
11 July, 1533. Lady Joan, whom I mentioned,
was his second wife. Their daughter, Joan
Warren, married Sir Henry Williams, alias Crom-
well, by whom she had issue Robert Cromwell,
father of Oliver Cromwell, the Protector. Sir
Thomas Cromwell also married twice. The
Christian name of his first wife was Avice, but I
cannot trace her surname. She died 26 Feb.,
1588. His second wife was Joan, daughter oi

John Lake, and widow of Sir Ralph Warren.
He died 11 Feb., 1566, aged seventy -two. I
am still anxious to trace the connexion of Thomas
Warren (who married Alice) with Sir Ralph.

CHAS. JAS. FBRET.

DR. NICHOLSON AND MR. DONNELLY (8
tb S.

viii. 427). The title of Dr. Nicholson's excellent

pamphlet, which costs only one shilling, is: "A
Refutation of the Hon. I. Donnelly's Great Crypto-

gram. No Cipher in Shakespeare. By the Rev.
A. Nicholson, LL.D. London, T. Fisher Unwin.

Leamington, Burgis & Colbourne." He makes
short work of Mr. Donnelly's pretentious parade
of figures, which by tricky manipulation is made
;o seem so imposing. It may

" deceive the elect ";

t certainly will not deceive any mathematician.

[t is singular that a sufficient answer to Donnelly

appears just two pages further on in
' N & Q.' (8

th

S. viii. 429). The numbering on which this
"

critic
"

relies is there shown to have quite another mean-

ing from that which he assumes for it.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

Like E. S. A., I may confess that I make no

pretence of understanding the so-called
"
great

cryptogram," which, whether purely imaginary or

not, has probably never yet convinced man,
woman, or child. I do not know whether its

hidden mysteries have yet been dealt with fully

by the initiated ; but if its arguments are on a par
with some of those found in the catastatic portion,

they are not entirely beyond contention. Mr.

Donnelly, for instance, begins by assuming (an

assumption entirely devoid of proof) that Shake-

speare had no classical knowledge, and then brings
forward classical allusions in the plays as evidence

against his authorship. But even this device

sometimes fails him. Alluding to a passage in
1 Twelfth Night

'

(V. i.)

Like to the Egyptian thief, at point of death,
Kill what I lovo

he rightly refers it to Heliodorus's
'

Ethiopics.'
These lines, he says, must have been written by
some one versed in the classics, for there was at

that time no translation of the work into English.
Will it be believed that at the time when ' Twelfth

Night
' was written there were actually two editions

extant of Heliodorus's
'

Ethiopics
'

translated into

English ? The work was translated by Thomas

Underdown, and published, the first edition in

1569, the second in 1587. The translation is in

the Bodleian Library at Oxford.

J. FOSTER PALMER.

HALL AND ORR FAMILIES (8
th S. viii. 348).

As a descendant of the Hall family, of St. Nicholas

Aeons, Nicholas Lane, Lombard Street, London

(arms, three dogs' heads), may I refer C. N. R. to

the following authorities? Harleian MS. 1551,
fol. 98, 1880, pp. 340, 341. Miscellanea Genea-

logica et Heraldica (New Series), vol. i. p. 466,
&c. This embraces copies of the wills of some

twenty members of the Hall family.
' Visitation of

London,' 1633. J. J. Howard?s '

Miscellanea,' &c.,

vol. ii. pp. 255, 256. All the above are printed.
He will find that John Hall, son of Thomas and

Margaret, had no fewer than twenty-seven children,
he having been three times married. He was
buried 26 Nov., 1618, at S . Nicholas Aeons. This

will carry C. N. R. back to a period long prior t
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1670, the date previous to which he requires in

formation. He will also find some 100 entrie

relating to this Hall family in
" The Register Book

of the Parish of St. Nicholas Aeons, London, 153:

to 1812. Transcribed by William Brigg, Esq.
B.A., 1890," and privately printed, a printed cop;
of which can be obtained from Mr. Brigg, a

Harpenden, near St. Albans, Herts, price 12$. 6d.

F. W. MILLS.

I have been making inquiries for some time
about a family of Hall who were intermarried with
families named Disset, Deceise, Decyx, or De Saix

(Huguenots), Medcalf, Norton, and Wilson, during
the last century ; and there was a Thomas Hall, o

Drumclay, (near?) Enniskillen, born about 1812.
who was probably of the same connexion. These
Irish Nortons claimed Sir Dudley Norton as an
ancestor. Is it possible that C. N. R. can give
me particulars of this (same?) family, or has a pedi-
gree of the family which would throw some light
on the relationship existing between the above
names? WM. JACKSON PIQOTT.
Dundrum, co. Down.

GREAT BEDS (8
th S. viii. 348). The record ol

the first large bed which was of iron will be found
in Deuteronomy iii. 11:

" For only Og king of Bashan remained of the
remnant of giants ; behold, his bedstead was a bedstead
of iron

; is it not in Rabbath of the children of Am-
rnon ? nine cubits was the length thereof, and four
cubits the breadth of it, after the cubit of a man."

Dr. Arbuthnot states the cubit of the Scriptures
to be a little less than 22 inches, consequently
O j's bed measured 17 feet by 7.

In the Great Exhibition of 1851, Leistler, of

Vienna, exhibited a state bed, being eleven feet

long by nine feet wide, and thirteen feet high ;

made of zebra-wood.
The " White Hart " inn at Scole, which was

taken down in 1795, and the bed formerly to be
seen there, are described in 'N. & Q ,'

1 st S. i. 245,
283, 323. EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

DE BRUS (8
th S. viii. 348). Barbour was the

first of our Scottish vernacular poets, and composed
* The Brus '

nearly fifty years after the death of

Robert I. He wrote of him as " Robert the Brus
Erl of Oarrik," just as he called John de Balliol

"Schir Johne the Balleoll," and Sir Walter de
I'lsle

'" Schir Gawter the Lile." De Brus was a
territorial name, taken from the castle and lands of

Bruis, between Cherbourg and Vallonges, in Nor-

mandy.
" Li sires de Breaux e due sens des

homez "the lords of Bruis with two hundred
meu are mentioned amongthe knights who accom-

panied William the Conqueror. The name Bruis,

Brusse, Breaux, Brix, Brussee, Braose, &c., is spelt
in twenty-four different ways in various documents
in England, Scotland, and France. The territorial

significance of the Norman de would soon be lost

as the title became familiar at a time when sur-

names were becoming fixed in Scotland. In cases

where the land conferring the title, merging into a

surname, was situated in Scotland, the meaning was
well understood. Hence Barbour writes of Schir

James of Douglas and Cristol of Setoun (for

Christopher de Seaton). But he retains the mean-

ing of certain foreign names, as Schir Amer or

Amery of Vallanch for Aymer de Valence, and
Schir Gilbert de le Haye for de la Haye.

" The
Brus " was not used to express the king exclusively ;

Barbour also calls his brother Schir Edward the

Bras.

Wyntoun, writing between forty and fifty years
later than Barbour, still uses the form "the Brws";
but he frankly acknowledges his indebtedness to

Barbour, and no doubt took his nomenclature from
that author. Writing in the reign of David II.

he refers to him as "
Dawy the Brws, oure Kyng

"

(viii. c. xix. 1. 2940), but in other places he drops
the definite article, as :

Quhat that efftyr this Brwa Robert
In all hys tyme dyde efftyrwart,
The Archdecene of Abbyrdene
In Brwys hys Buk has gert be sens.

VIII. c. xviii. 1. 2923.

Evidently at this date (c. 1420) the form "de
Brus " had no place in the vernacular, and " the

Brus " was yielding place to the modern form of

the surname. It would, however, be rash in E.

to assume the fourteenth or fifteenth century as

the date of the picture which bears the name de

Brus on the back of it. HERBERT MAXWELL.

This must be the family of de Brueys, now
extinct in France, originally the Scotch family of

Bruce. Or possibly the Scotch Braces came from

France. Hozier gives the de Brueys as Barons of

St. Chapte et d'Aigalliers, Seigneurs de Souvin-

argues, Coseigneurs de Deyme, &c., a long string

of them. There was another branch of the family

Barons de Fontcouverte in Languedoc, from which

branch I am lineally descended, and concerning
which I shall be glad to give any further infor-

mation. The de Brueys were a good old family, a

uillanme de Brueix being mentioned in Froissart

as a captain under Bertrand du Guesclin, 1366.

The name is spelt variously de Brueis, de Brueix,

de Brues, de Brois, and de Brueys. The arms of

de Brueys de Fontcouverte (impaled with the

Dnrands of Montpellier) were Or, a lion rampant

;ules, armed and langued azure, debruised by a

>endlet of the last, charged with three mullets of

the first, for Brueyx de Fontcouverte. A branch

of the family appears to have settled in England,
or in Burke's 'Armorial for Eng., Scot., and Ire-

and,' 1843, 1 find
" De Brewes, Az., a lion ramp.

>r crowned with an orb of crosses crosslet of the

econd." I shall be much obliged to any one who

an give me information concerning these latter.
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I shall be glad also if E. will send me his name
and address. A notable fact is that the de Brueys
arms are much the same as the old royal arms of

Scotland, where " the ruddy lion ramps in

g>ld,"

and are not at all like the arms borne by the

races of the present day. 0. J. DURAND.
Orange Villa, Guernsey.

Robert Brace, son and heir of Eobert de Bras,
one of the competitors for the crown of Scotland
in 1286, was summoned as a baron (1295) to the

English Parliament, as Eobert de Bras. He was
the father of Robert Bruce (the

" Brus of Bannock-
burn ") who was crowned King of Scotland in 1305.

This Eobert Bruce is the first of the family I can
find bearing the name of Bruce. He is termed

also, as we see, "de Brus." He probably bore
both designations. It would seem, then, that the

family of de Brus first began to be called Brace
about the end of the thirteenth century.

0. W. OASS.

This, the original form of the Bruce name in

Scotland, I do not think was in vogue after the

fourteenth century, and during it was rare. It

afterwards became Bruse, Brus, Bruys, Broise,

Brois, Broyis, Bros, Brewis, &c., all without the

de, and finally Bruce. It seems as if some one has
been having "larks" with the picture in question.

WALTER M. GRAHAM EASTON.

THE THATCHED COTTAGE AT PADDINGTON (8
th

S. vii. 485 ; viii. 406). At the former of these

references CELER ET ATJDAX quotes from the

Stamford Post a brief notice of this survival of

antiquity ; bat no detailed description of this very
interesting building has yet appeared, so far as I

am aware, in
' N. & Q.' I paid it a visit for the

express purpose of describing it in these columns,
but have since come across the 'Bay swater Annual'
for 1885, which has a long account of it, so correct

that I prefer to give a brief abstract of it instead

of using words of my own :

" ' Chambers's Cottage,' as it is now generally called,
is situate on the west aide of the old burial-ground. It
stands in seclusion behind St. Mary's Terrace. The
entrance from the modern street prepares you for an
older ecere. At No. 12, a narrow walled way, flanked
with the boles of old trees, leads you to the spot. At
the end, a pair of wooden gates block the way, and you
note the primitive lantern, which prevailed in cottages
in 'the world before gas,' still fixed in its old panel.
You find yourself then in a spacious, high-walled garden,
its shrubbery gone, but still studded with silver birches.
The walls of the cottage consist of a rubble of pebbles
and broken flint. The roof if, of course, very heavy
thatch. The long room on the ground floor is fitted in

every possible place with cupboards, converting the

square chambers into modified octagons. Even the

porch is'full of them. The exact date of its erection is

not known. Maps of the last century show it
; it was

standing long before the present red-brick wall separated
it from the burial-ground, and its occupant there being
then no canal could walk straight to the old church by
simply passing through his wicket-gate. .In 1820 the

cottage was in the possession of a Mr. Chambers, a
banker of Bond Street. In those days the occupants
commanded an uninterrupted view of the Harrow Road
as it turned northward, St. Mary's Terrace and Bridge
Terrace not being built. Claremont House, adjoining
Chambers's Cottage, was remarkable for the ' Claremont

Caverns,' about which many uncanny tales were told.

They were the work of a Mr. Southgate Stevens, who
here carried on in secret processes for extracting gold
from quartz and other minerals. He spent some 30,0002.
on this fruitless quest. He may have been misled by a

passage in the Harleian MSS., dated 1557, in which one
Alexander Hewes writes of certain fields in Paddingtonr
' What mynes, leade, or other commodytes ar upon the

premisses I know not.' The rocks and debris left behind

by Mr. Stevens are still used to enclose the little cottages
called Claremont Cottages."

E. CLARK.
Walthamstow.

BOLEYN (8
th S. viii. 328). Sir Geoffrey Boleyne,

mercer, who was Lord Mayor of London in 1458,
was great-grandfather of Anne Boleyne. His
eldest son, by his marriage with Anne, daughter
and coheiress of Thomas, Lord Hoo and Hastings*
was

Sir William Boleyne, who married Margaret,

youngest daughter of Thomas Butler, Earl of

Ormonde. His son and heir,
Sir Thomas Boleyne, married Elizabeth, daughter

of Thomas Howard, Duke of Norfolk, and was
father of

Anne Boleyne.
See Burke's ' Extinct Peerage.'

C. W. CASS.

Sir Geoffrey, the Lord Mayor, was great-grand-
father to Anne Boleyn. Simon, the priest of Sail,

was, I think, as he died 1483, brother to Sir

Geoffrey, and so not uncle, as MR. PICKFORD

says, but great-great-uncle to Anne. By-the-by,
who was Lord Mayor Geoffrey's grandfather ;

and
was the Sail and Hever and Blickling family a

branch of the Bullens, now Williamses, of Pen-

pont and Abercamlai?, Breconshire? The arms
are the same, save that the field of the Brecon-

shire Bullens was argent. T. W.
Aston Clinton.

Sir Geoffrey Boleyn, Lord Mayor of London,
was grandfather to Thomas Boleyn, Earl of Wilt-

shire, Queen Anne's father. He was Alderman

successively of the wards of Castle Baynard and

Bassishaw, served the office of sheriff in 1446-7,
and mayor in 1457-8, and received knighthood
during his mayoralty. He died in June or July,

1463, being buried in the church of St. Lawrence

Jewry. John Lok, or Locke, sheriff in 1461-2, i&

said in Hatton's ' New View '

to have been buried

in the church of St. Mary le Bow. I have no
evidence that he was ever an alderman.

W. D. PINK.

SUPERSTITION (8
tb S. viii. 248, 351). Continuing

the correspondence on this subject, I may say th
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I have lately become the lessee of a house in Nort

Devon, and while having some repairs carried ou
it became necessary to take up the floor of th

drawing-room (which was on the ground floor]

when some eight horses' skulls and ten bullocks

skulls were discovered in a high state of preserva
tioa, all laid in order. No other bone, such as le,

or rib, was to be seen.

STANLEY SCOTT, Colonel.

DORSET DIALECT (8
th S. viii. 285, 377, 411

458). MR. HEMS cannot have fully read my note
which said that Beer and Oakford, in connexion
with Hayford Bridge, cannot be in Devon. No:
can they. Not an idea was there to deny thi

existence of places of those names in Devon. Beer

Devon, at all events, is a familiar place-name t<

every one. However, I was wrong about the identi

fication of the Dorset places intended. MR. FRY
who has exceptional knowledge of all things relating
to Hayford Bridge, shows this. H. J. MOULE.

Dorchester.

AN ESSEX PAMPHLET (8
th S. viii. 267). As no

reply has appeared to this query, may I be per-
mitted to say that I learn that the pamphlet contains
the substance of the returns in reply to Arch-

bishop Whitgift's letter addressed to the bishops
in 1603 ? I am told also that it is possible the Essex
returns may be found included in Harl. MS. 595.

W. B. GERISH.
Wormley, Herts.

SHELTA (8
th S. viii. 348, 435). Myself a student

of jargons, I read with interest the correspondence
on this subject, but am astonished to see no men-
tion of Kuno Meyer. Others have treated Shelta
as it exists to-day ; but he has traced it back to

the Middle Ages, and shown that it was once used

by Irish kings, and that abundant traces of it are

to be found in Irish literature. MR. BOCCHIER
asks for the derivation of the name. It is simply
the old Irish Bdre (modern Beurla), with meta-

morphosis of the initial b to sh. It is curious that
a jargon is said to exist in Ireland called Beurla
na Saor (mason's language) ;

and I have been told

by a friend of mine, a native of Cork, and himself
a mason, that he has heard it spoken. This

gentleman speaks Irish fluently, and is, therefore,

unlikely to have been deceived as to the fact of

the Beurla being quite different.

JAS. PLATT, Jun.

EDWARD BALLIOL (8
th S. viii. 428). The ques-

tion raised by MR. BADDELEY is a very obscure
one. The usually accurate De Mas Latrie (' Tresor

de Chronologic,' p. 1713), in his account of the

Dues d'Andria of the family De Baux (Del Balzo),
describes Francis de Baux as marrying (about
1348) "Marguerite d'Anjou -Tarente, veuve
d'Edonard Baliol, roi d'Ecosse," by whom he had
two children. On the other hand, modern his-

torians, such as Burton, Tytler, and ^Eneas Mac-
kay (in the ' Diet. Nat. Biog.'), make no mention
of any marriage whatever contracted by Edward
Balliol ; while contemporary chroniclers Fordun
and Wynton on the Scottish side, and Walsiugham
on the English are equally silent on the point,

although the last-named gives details ('Hist.

Anglic.,' ann. 1295) of the negotiations entered
into by John Baliol as to the marriage of Edward
with Princess Joan of France. The dates, in any
case, are hopelessly mixed. If Margaret married
the Duke of Andria in 1348 or 1349, she was cer-

tainly not at that time widow of Edward Baliol,
who survived until 1367, and as late as 1354 was

styled by Edward III. of England (though perhaps
somewhat ironically) "our dear cousin Edward,
King of Scotland."

OSWALD HUNTER BLAIR, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus, N.B.

PROVERBIAL SAYING :
" HERB JOHN "

(8
th S.

viii. 348). Whatever may have been the meaning
of the saying attributed to the King of France,
there can scarcely be a doubt as to the identity of

the plant "herb John." Many plants have,
indeed, been associated with St. John the Baptist,

as, for instance, wormwood (St. John's girdle), the

carob (St. John's bread), Hieracium pilosella (St.
John's blood), orpine, corn marigold (flower of St.

John), and others ; but " herb John "
par excel-

lence is, and always has been, Hypericum perfora-

iurn, or St. John's wort, also known as devil-fuge

(fuga dcemonum), tutsan (Fr. toute saine), or heal-

all, and by our village children as hundred-holes.

Both Lyte and Gerard give the name St. John's

wort to this plant, and though the particular form
herb John" occurs in neither of them, it is

found in the '

Alphita
'

glossary (Clarendon Press,

1887), p. 78 :

' Herba Sancti Johannis, ypericon, ecopa regea [sic]

;riscalamu?, herba perforata, fuga demonum idem, g*
lerbe Johan ; anglice, Seynt Junes uurt."

And again at p. 177 :

"Scopa regis, ypericon, fuga demonum, herba per-
erata, berba Johannis idem. g

e herbe Jon, an. seint Jones-

wert."

At the former reference the editor gives in a

note,
" Herbe de S. Jean, Cotgrave." The reputed

irtues of the plant are sufficiently indicated by its

arious names. If we set over against them what

ierard says, truly enough, of the violent and even

langerons effects of coloquintida, the meaning of

he French king's phrase becomes sufficiently

vident. Either medicine might have cured him,
ut using the latter he might (like Prior) have

>een healed of his disease to die of his physician.
C. C. B.

The indigenous plant Hypericum perforatum
I'herbe de S. Jean, as the French call it) is of

ncient renown in medicine, being eulogized by
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Pliny and Dioscorides. It was taken internally

in a great variety of disorders, and applied exter-

nally as a discutient, anodyne, and vulnerary

(v. Johnson's 'Gerarde,' 1633). It derived its

name vrrepeiKov (SIKWV, a phantom) from its sup-

posed power over spectres and evil spirits.
" The common people in France and Germany gather

it with great ceremony on S. John's [the Baptist] day,
and hang it in their windows as a charm against storms,

thunder, and evil spirits. In Scotland it was formerly
carried about as a charm against witchcraft and enchant-

ment." London's '

Encyclopaedia of Plants,' edition

1836, p. 658.

Bishop Taylor has ('Life of Christ/ p. 228,
ed. 1657),

" the malignity of Colloquintida." The

King of France was unwilling to exchange a

friendly for a malignant power. J. H. W.

It is very singular that this herb cannot be

identified. Nearly twenty years ago I sent an

extract in illustration of its quality. I now send

another :

" An honest Mayor of a Towne, being all Mercy and
no Justice, louing ease and quietnesse, and vnwilling to

commit any offence or offender
; one said of him that

bee was like the herbe John in a pottage pot, for that

herbe did not giue any taste at all either good or bad,
but an excellent colour : so the Mayor did neither good
nor barme, but (as an image of a Mayors authority)
filled vp the roome." Taylor, the Water Poet,

'
Works,'

1630, f. 182.

R. R.
Boston, Lincolnshire.

Messrs. Britten and Holland's 'Dictionary of

English Plant Names' gives "herb John" as

being a common name for Eypericum perforatum.
It says, moreover :

" This name is given in ' N. & Q,,' 2"a S. vii. 456, in a

quotation from GurnalFs ' Christian Armour,' ed. 1679,

pt. ii. p. 12,
' Like herl John in the pot, which does

neither much good nor hurt.' There is an editorial note

which may be consulted, but the plant meant has no!

been identified. It would hardly be the Hypericum just
named."

Gurnall's
" heib John " would seem to be one that

might well be placed with coloquintida in the pro-
verb quoted by B. W. S. ST. SWITHIN.

ECCLESIASTICAL DIRECTORIES (8
th S. viii. 429).

Similar information was required so long ago as

May, 1862 (3
rd S. i. 347), and again in December,

1876 (5
tt S. vi. 491); but the earliest known pub

lication was ' The Clerical Guide or Ecclesiastica

Directory
'
for 1829, since continued annually b]

the present
'

Clergy List.'

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

SIR RICHARD GRENVILLE, OF THE REVENGE
(8

th S. viii. 427). DDNHEVED is in error in sup
posing that no list of the Parliament of 1571 i

known to exist. Although the official returns ar

lost, a list "supplied from the Collections of Pete
La Neve "

is printed in Browne Willis's '
Notitia.

n addition to this, a most valuable MS. list has
teen discovered among the papers of Lord De
?abley, a copy of which, by the courtesy of the

ate Lord De Tabley, is now before me. A com-
jarison between this list and that in the

'

Notitia,'
rhile enabling the correction of some errors, mostly
lerical, proves the general accuracy of that printed

)y Browne Willis. According to both authorities

he members for Cornwall were Richard Green-

ield, or Greenville, Esq., and William Mohun, Esq.
The identity of this Richard Grenville, whether

or not the hero of the Revenge, is not easily deter-

mined. But it may help a little towards the solut-

ion of the difficulty if the Richard Grenvilles who
lat in Parliament during the period covered by
.he query of DUNHEVED are arranged in chrono-

ogical order.

1. Richard Grenville, or Greynfyld, generosus.
Launceston 1545-7 ; Dunbeved 1555.

2. Richard Greenfield, or Greynfild, Esq. Laun-
eston 1559 (probably) ; Dunheved 1563-7.

3. Richard Grenville, Esq. Cornwall 1571.

4. Richard (or George) Graineville, Esq. Laun-
ceston 1572-83.

5. Sir Richard Grenville, Kt. Cornwall 1584-5.

The identity of No. 1 is definitely established

by the Return of 1555, in which he is described as

the son of Degorie Graynfyld, Esq. ,
so clearly was

son of Digorie of Penheale by his second wife, and

nephew to Sir Richard of Stow, who died in 1550.

Equally clearly No. 5 is the hero of the Revenge.
When he received knighthood is not on record,
but it was before 22 March, 1573/4.

No. 2 is not so clear. In Browne Willis's

imperfect list of the 1559 Parliament, the member
for Launceston is called "Francis" Greenfield,

Esq., but there is no Francis in the Grenville

pedigree, so tbat it is highly probable that this

member would be identical with the Richard

Greynfild of the next Parliament. It is hardly

possible that this M.P. could be the hero of the

Revenge, who was but eight years old at his

father's death in 1551, and so sixteen years of

age in 1559. The balance of probability is that

he would be the same member who was returned

for the same places in previous Parliaments.

With No. 3 the fact that he sat for the county
of which he was sheriff some six years later is

in favour of his identity with No. 5. The after

knight of the Revenge in 1571 would be then

twenty-eight years old, and from his position as

head of the house of Grenville a more likely person
to be elected knight of the shire than his namesake
and cousin of Penheale (if living). But in the

absence of stronger proof it is impossible to form a

definite opinion. From 1571 to 1584 was certainly
a long interval between his elections ;

but this may
partly be accounted for by his naval duties and

the fact tbat there was but the one general election

of 1572 throughout that period.
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There remains No. 4, and the uncertainty
whether the member were Richard or George
Grenville. I am strongly in favour of George, and

think that Eichard was originally returned in

error, but corrected in the Crown Office list.

Amongst other reasons or preferring George is the

following. A George Grenville, junior, was
returned for Camelford to this same Parliament of

1572. There is little doubt but that he is George
Grenville, who died in 1595, and was the son of

Eichard of Penheale, the member in 1555. But
to whom was he junior ? Now on a Committee of

the House of Commons in May, 1572, appointed
to consider the affairs of the Queen of Scots (vide

D'Ewes's ' Journals ') we have a " Mr. Greenfield,

senior," unfortunately the Christian name is not

given. The only Grenvilles then in the House
were the members for Camelford and Launceston.

The former clearly could not be intended, so we
are left to the member for Launceston, who pro-

bably bore the same Christian name, and is hence

styled "senior." But even had he been Richard
Grenville he could not have been the knight of the

Revenge, who was then under thirty years old.

The designation of George Grenville, senior, in 1572
would exactly apply to George of Penheale, half

brother to Richard, M.P. in 1555, and uncle to

the member for Camelford, more especially as we
know that he was still alive in 1576.

I may remark that some of the differences

between the original Returns and the Crown Office

lists are explainable on the ground of change of

membership and by - elections. But this could

hardly have been the case with Launceston in

1572, inasmuch as the same name appears in all

three Crown Office lists, the earliest of which may
be fairly held to give the results of the general
election. W. D. PINK.

Leigh, Lancashire

SPEAKING TRUMPET IN A CHURCH (8
th S. viii.

365). The speaking trumpet mentioned by R. R.
seems to have been unattached. Might it not
have been used for summoning the neighbourhood
in case of fire, &c., and kept in the vestry or church,
as the central place ?

Apropos. In Cawston (pronounced in my boy
days Karson, but now thundered forth by the

railway porter Korstone) Church, Norfolk, is a

pew for the deaf. In the woodwork of the pulpit,

by the side of the book-rest, is a cavity or basin,
in the bottom of which is a hole down the pulpit,
and a speaking tube leads from it to the front pew,
wherein sit the two or three deaf members of the

congregation, to whom facilities for hearing the

sermon are thus afforded. Hie ET UBIQUB.

In the Gentleman's Magazine for December,
1866, p. 776, there is a woodcut of this trumpet,

accompanied by a communication from me, which
led to further correspondence.

This trumpet shuts up like a telescope. When
open to its full length it measures six feet ; when
shut it is about half that length. The use for

which it was made had been forgotten thirty years

ago. When I made inquiries about it, all I could
learn was that it had been kept in the church from
time out of mind. Some persons suggested that it

was made for giving out the hymns in church ;

others, with more show of reason, that it was used
for calling home the shepherds, herd-boys, and
swineherds in the days before the enclosure, when

nearly the whole of the land in the parish of

Willoughton was open field or common.
In a succeeding number (April, 1867, p. 505) a

correspondent refers to the well-known tale entitled
1 The Camp of Refuge,' where mention is made of

large horns being used by the Saxons of the Fen
districts to give warning of danger being at hand.
I need hardly say that the Willoughton horn can

have nothing to do with our Saxon forefathers.

In the opinion of more than one competent judge,
it is probably not of earlier date than the seven-

teenth century, and may well be more modern.

In the number for July, 1867, p. 81, your corre-

spondent the Rev. J. T. Fowler, D.C.L., says that

he had lately seen in the shop of a dealer in

musical instruments a large brass trumpet similar

in size and form to the horn at Willoughton, and
that it bore a label stating that it was a lighthouse

signal horn.

A learned correspondent, whose letter I have
received this morning, informs me that his father,

who was an accomplished antiquary, thought that

the Willoughton horn "
might have been for what

is called vamping the tunes in church ;
that is,

making inarticulate but musical noise to help the

psalmody, as by a wind instrument, the sound

being the human voice augmented by the trumpet.'*
EDWARD PEACOCK.

Dunstan House, Kirton-in-Lindsey.

GRACE CURRAN (8
th S. viii. 168, 236, 295, 370>

To those interested in this query I may add that

she was a friend of the Shelleys when they were

at Rome, and there persuaded Shelley to sit to her

for his portrait ; but they left Rome after he had

given her only one or two sittings ; so it was put
aside to be finished when they next met ;

and some

time after Miss Curran was so disgusted at her

attempt that she threw it on the fire, but repented,

and took it off before it was more than scorched

on the back. As Shelley was drowned soon after-

wards, this incomplete sketch is the only existing

and authentic portrait of Shelley from life, taken

later than the pencil sketch done when he was a

boy by the Due de Montpensier.
It is from Miss Curran's oil sketch that most of

;he engravings have been taken ;
and although

itself it is a hard and somewhat crude painting,

artists consider it far more valuable in its un-
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finished state, showing the drawing of the face

before the "softening" stage had been reached,
which may improve a picture, but often spoils a

likeness. B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

In the
'

Literary Souvenir," 1831, the date of

Sarah Curran's (Mrs. Sturgeon's) death is given as

5 May, 1808 ; place, Hythe, in Kent. In the

-Gentleman's Magazine, vol. i. p. 468, there is this

entry:
" May 5, 1808, at Hythe, in Kent, of a rapid decline,

aged twenty-six, wife of Capt. Henry Sturgeon, youngest
daughter of the Right Hon. J. P. Curran, Master of the
Bolls in Ireland."

Capt. Sturgeon was a nephew of the second

Marquis of Rockingham, his mother being Lady
Hirriet Wentwortb. Sturgeon is described as

"
of

middle size, a smart, active man, a very penetrating

eye, pleasing smile, and of elegant address, alto-

gether of a very prepossessing appearance." He
belonged to the Royal Staff Corps, was in the

Egyptian campaign of 1801 ; afterwards he served
in the Peninsular war, rose to the rank of lieu-

tenant-colonel, was three times favourably noticed
for his services in Wellington's despatches. He
was killed in a skirmish at Vic, 16 March, 1814.

Though not an answer to MR. SHANLEY'S query,
yet the following description, from the

'

Literary
Souvenir,' may interest him :

" Mrs. Sturgeon was about the ordinary beight, her
hair and eyes black. Her complexion was fairer than ia

usual with black hair, and was a little freckled. Her
eyes were large, and soft and brilliant, and capable of
the greatest variety of expression. Her aspect in general
indicated reflection, and pensive abstraction from the
scene around her. Her wit was keen and playful, but
chastened, although no one had a keener perception of
humour or ridicule. Her musical talents were of the
first order

; she sang with exquisite taste. I think I

never heard so harmonious a voice."

FRANCESCA.

SOUTH BENFLEET CHURCH, co. ESSEX (8
th S.

via. 283). The plan adopted at the church of

South Benfleet is, as MR. PAGE says, a good one,
but the idea is not original. I have seen it carried

out at two or three country churches at the old

church, for example, at Shaldon. At St. Nicholas,
Great Yarmouth, there is even a better plan. As
jou enter the attendant places in your hand a

four-page pamphlet, in which the history of this
famous edifice is succinctly but admirably dealt
with. Such a guide is a boon.

CHAS. JAS. F&RET.

ARMADA TABLES (8
th S. viii. 227, 314).

Although the local story "down-along" is that
Don Petro de Valdez's great galleon was taken or
wrecked in Torbay, the tradition is not precisely
maintained in 'The Tapestry Hangings of th<

House of Lords,' by John Pine, engraver (A.D
1739). In this superbly illustrated and scarce
work (the finest, by a long way, that I know upon
the subject), we read (p. 13) :

"But one of them [i.e., one of the ships forming
he Armada], a great Galleon, commanded by Don
'edro de Valdez, sprung her Foremast and Boltspit, by
ailing f,ul of another Vessel, in the Hurry and Con-
usion

; and so, not being able to keep Company with
he rest of the Fleet, was left behind. The Night being

xtreruely dark, and the Sea running so high, that no
Succour could come to her, she fell the next day. July 22,

nto the Hands of Sir Francis Drake, who had her con-

lucted to Dartmouth, and sent her Captain, and some
other Gentlemen who were on board, Prisoners to Ply-

mouth, where they remained eighteen Month?, till their

lansoms where paid. In this Galleon was found fifty-

ive thousand Ducats of Gold, which Drake's Men shared

mongst themselves.'
"

The particular part of the fleet which General

Don Pedro de Valdez commanded, the same

authority informs us, consisted of 10 ships and a

pinnace which were unitedly of 8,692 tons burden.

These were armed by 315 cannon, 776 mariners,
and 2,359 soldiers. The general's own particular
vessel was one of 1,550 tons, and she carried 50

guns, 118 mariners, and 304 soldiers.

HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

Much of the old oak furniture in East Dene,
Bonchurcb, is said t ) be made out of one of the

ships of the Spanish Armada, wrecked on this

coast. E. WALFORD.
Ventnor.

SAINT TRUNION (8
th S. viii. 249). This saint is

mentioned in ' The Four P. P.,' circa 1540 :

Then at the Rhodes also I \vs ;

And round about to Amias.
At St. Uncumber and St. Trunnion

;

At St. Botolph and St. Anne of Buxton.

Dodsley's 0. E. Plays, ed. Hazlitt, vol. i. pp. 333-4.

There is the following note appended :

"Mr. Steevens, in a letter to the printer of the St.

James's Chronicle, points out the following mention of

St. Tronion, in Geffrey Fenton's 'Tragical Discourse?,'

4to., 1567, fo. 114 b :

' He returned in haste to his lodgynge,
where he attended the approche of his bower of appoint-
ment with no lesse devocion than the Papistes in France

performe their ydolatrous pilgrimage to the ydoll, Saynt
Tronyon, upon the mount Avyon, besides Roan.'

"
Reed.

This worthy is also noticed in the following
terms in

'

Apius and Virginia,' 1575, sign. E 2 :

Nay, softe, my maisters, by saincte Thomas of Trunions,
1 am not disposed to buy of your onions. Collier.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

SUSSEX ROADS (8
th S. viii. 328). The roads of

this county (which protracted unduly the legs of

the natives) had a bad name at one time. See the

Rev. J. H. Arnold's '

History ef Petworth ' and
the

' Sussex Arch. Colls. ,' vols. viii. and xl. Queen
Elizabeth's messenger in 1583 said the roads were

"full of loose stones," the' Dukes of Marlborough
and Somerset were upset in 1703, and the King
of Spain had a bad time of it in 1771 (Arnold,

pp. 75-78). EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

II
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Acts of the Privy Council of England. New Series.

A.D. 1571-1578. Edited by John Roche Dasent. 3 vote.

(Her Majesty's Stationery Office.)
THERE is but a single fault which any reasonable man
can find with these important volumes, and for this the
editor is not to be blamed, as it results from the condi-

tions of editorship laid down for the great national series

of which they form a part. The rule that the prefaces
should be short and that notes should not be given i?,

all things considered, a most wholesome one ; but it

presses hardly on a person like Mr. Dasent, who would,
we may be sure, had he had a free hand, have added
much to our knowledge both of the public history and
the social life of the great period to which these volumes
relate.

Constitutional historians and others who have little

claim to that designation have written much concerning
the Privy Council, but we have yet not a little to learn.

The functions of that body as it exists to-day are not

clearly denned, or, if they be, the knowledge is con-
fined to a narrow circle. Like the powers of the
Prime Minister, they are matters of usage and feeling
rather than of positive law. Were we asked to define

the powers of the English Privy Council when Elizabeth
was queen, we should say that they were only limited by
the will of the sovereign. It would be hard, indeed, to

find any class of subjects over which the Council had not

jurisdiction. There is good reason for believing that
most of the important legislation of the time was settled

therein ere it came under the cognizance of Parliament ;

yet we should mislead all but historical experts were we
to speak of the Privy Councillors as the Queen's Cabinet.
Such a way of speaking might, of course, be defended.
There is undoubtedly a sense in which it is even true,
but to employ modern terms, which have acquired a
definite meaning in the popular mind from the exi-

gencies of our party government, to indicate anything
of an earlier date than the accession of William III. is

an error in fact, if not in words.
One of the most striking things in the volumes before

us is the great variety of subjects which came before
the Council, and the trivial nature of not a few of the

things by which its time was taken up. The most serious

matters of one age are the merest trifles of another. We
should, however, hardly have thought that in 1578 a

body of the gravest and wisest men in England would
have cared to concern themselves as to the three "

pic-
tures of waze " which the Lord Mayor, the Bishop of

London, and other commissioners for the government of

the City had discovered and promptly forwarded " in a
box fast sealed

"
for the consideration of the Council.

That these objects were intended to be used in some
manner for purposes of witchcraft we may take for

certain ; the Council bad no doubt of this, for they issued

an order that such persons as are
"
delighted or thought

to be favourers of such magical devices" should be

strictly looked for. Yet we do not find that the queen,

any of her ministers, or members of her Court were

portrayed by these
"
pictures

"
; indeed, we are not told

that they were intended to represent any one in parti-
cular. Probably they were discovered before the work
was perfected, for according to the well-known ritual

they ought to have been pierced with pins or needles if

any harm were to follow. Upwards of a century and a

half bad gone by since the Duchess of Gloucester had
been compelled to do penance in the streets of London,

'

and some other persons had been put to death, for trying
to inju-e the health of the king by exposing a wax image

before a fire. When this occurred there can be no doubt
that nearly every ope believed that it was easy to murder
your enemies by this roundabout process. It seems that
the new knowledge consequent on the revival of letters
bad not yet reached the point of relieving tbe minds of
some of the wisest persons in England from a belief in
one of tbe crudest forms of fetichism.

The year before the above took place we have an
account of a piece of folly almost as wonderful, viewed
from the modern standpoint, and very far more costly.
Martin Frobieher bad returned from Cathay and had
brought home a large quantity of pyrites ; this was re-

garded, on account of its shining property, as a substance
richly charged with gold. The Council were at once on
the alert. An enterprising man, a notary whose name
is spelt Typottes (can it have been Tiptoft 1), by some
means or other became possessed of certain papers
giving an account of Frobisher's voyage, which he pro-
ceeded with all dispatch to render into the Spanish
tongue. The Council, however, were beforehand with
the man of letters. His manuscripts, both English and
Spanish, were at once ordered to be confiscated and sent
to their lordships. Elaborate precautions were taken
without any delay for making the glittering rubbish

secure, and special smelting furnaces were built for it

at Deptford. We need not tell our readers what was the
result. We should have thought that in the sixteenth

century there would have been both London goldsmiths
and workmen at the Mint who would have been in a
position to assure the authorities that Frobisher's trea-
sure was only valuable as an illustration of the proverb
that

"
all that glitters is not gold."

There is hardly a page which does not contain some
important fact. In one place we have evidence of the
use of the rack to extort unwilling evidence, in another
we have an account of a certain John Willoughbye
having brought into this country

" erroneous books."
The volumes were to be examined for the purpose of

ascertaining whether they contained any matter of

treason. If they related merely to matters of religious

doctrine, the importer was to be punished by the eccle-

siastical authorities.

There is much relating to Ireland, the greater part of
it of a painful nature.

Dated Book-Plates. With a Treatise on their Origin
and Development. By Walter Hamilton. Part III.

(A. & C. Black.)
THE third, and in the main most interesting portion of
the ' Dated Book-Plates

'

of the Chairman of the Ex-
Libris Society is now in the hands of subscribers, and
one of the most useful of modern literary and artistic

guide-books is complete. This latest instalment deals

with nineteenth century plates. The revival of taste

which followed the Exhibition of 1851, making of tbe
last half of the century a period of renaissance, influenced

engraving as it influenced most things else. The first

half of the century can boast next to nothing in the

shape of book-plates. Bewick, Mr. Hamilton tells UF,

is responsible for some seventy or eighty plates, few of

which are dated. To quote Mr. Hamilton's own words
about the early years of the century :

" A constant
succession of wars on the Continent and in the American
colonies had left tbe general public little time or money
to collect books, or to beautify them with handsome
bindings and book-plates." We pass, then, practically
from Bewick to William Bell Scott, both

poet
and artist,

whose first dated book-plate belongs to 1857, before we
have crossed the desert. Following Scott come Mr.
John Leighton, whose elaborate and artistic designs are

well known and Mr. C. W. Sherborn, one of the moet
eminent of engravers on copper. Since that timeBay
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during the last quarter of a century the designing of

book-plates has become both popular and fashionable.

Among those whose works Mr. Hamilton cites are

peeresses, Royal Academicians, and humourists and
writers of position. The favourite designs now, as at all

times, are heraldic. A man puts his arms on the backs

of his books as he puts them on the panels of his car-

riages. There are collectors of book-plates, moreover,
who confine their attention to such. For the bio-

graphical information these supply they are the most
valuable. Among recent plates, however and to some
extent among earlier plates also the more imaginative
and fantastic designs find many admirers. Plates of

David Garrick once to be found in every fourpenny
box Horace Walpole, and other celebrities will always
have keen interest for a certain order of research. Among
the numerous plates Mr. Hamilton reproduces none
commends itself more to us than that of Mr. H. 8.

Marks, executed by himself, of Death as a jester, with
the motto " Life 'a but a walking shadow," and a back

ground that might have come out of the '

Songe de

Poliphile.' A plate of Mr. Joseph Edgar Boehm is like

one of the splendid typographical marks of a printer
ouch as A. Verard or Petit. A very pretty and fan-

tastic design is that of Mr. H. E. J. Brown. A full-page

plate of Mr. Walter E. Lloyd is very artistic, as is that

of Sir F. Leighton, P.R.A., which shows a faun piping
to a nymph. One of Lord Battersea, which serves as

frontispiece to the volume, is very elaborate. The
arrangement in the present volume is avowedly alpha-
betical. An elaborate index facilitates greatly research.

Mr. Hamilton has accomplished loyally an important
task, and has written a work the collector must value
and will be glad to possess. Other branches of the sub-

ject remain, as he says, to be treated. He is himself the

possessor of an all but unique collection of plates. It is

to be hoped that the reception of his book will encourage
him to further labours in the field.

Lessing's Nathan tfie Wise. Translated, with an Intro-

duction and Notes, by Major-General Patrick Maxwell.

(Scott.)
ONE more translation from the German drama has been

given by General Maxwell, whose labours in this inter-

esting field are continuous and remunerative. Of the

strange, fine, controversial play of Leasing, with its sug-

gestive juxtaposition of three civilizations Hebrew,
Moslem, and Christian a vigorous and accurate transla-

tion is afforded. The work is scholarly also, embodying
the latest conclusions of commentators and philologists
such as Duntzer, Prof. Buchheim, and others. It ia

enriched with a sketch of Lessing'a life, an analysis of

the play, and a few serviceable notes. How close and

adequate is the rendering may be seen by turning to

the apologue of the three songs extracted from Boccaccio

by Leasing, and inserted in the third act. We have
had occasion frequently to commend these translations,

equally useful and popular, and are glad to class the

present book with the best.

The Journal of the Ex-Libru Society.

ANOTHER volume, the fifth, of this flourishing and excel-

lent periodical has now appeared, and will be held, we
fancy, an advance upon its predecessors. A mass of

information useful to antiquaries, heralds, and genea-
logists ia enshrined in its columns. With the December
number is issued, on Japanese silk paper, a proof im-

pression of the quaint symbolical book-plate of Mr.
George W. Redway. A full-page plate is also given of
the armorial plate of Mr. Algernon Sidney Bicknell.

Mr. Gleeson White, under the heading
' Modern Book-

Plate Designers,' writes on G. W. Eve, many of whose

designs including those for the plates of Mr. Everard

Green, Rouge Dragon ; Mr. G. E. Cokayne, Clarenceux
King of Arms ; and Mr. W. H. Weldon, Norroy King of
Arms are reproduced. Mr. James Roberts Brown dis-
cusses the book-plate of Ralph Sheldon. In the corre-

spondence column and elsewhere abundant signs of
sustained vitality and interest are afforded.

THE death of Mr. George Augustus Sala, which is ao
distinct a loss to journalism, is a loss to ourselves also.
Readers of ' N. & Q.' will remember the brilliant and
noteworthy articles which from time to time, but
recently at too long intervals, he used to contribute to
our columns.

WE are glad to draw attention to the exhibition, to
take place next year in Glasgow, in commemoration of
the centenary of the death of Burns. Possessors of
relics, MSS., books, pictures, &c., will do well to com-
municate with Mr. Andrew J. Kirkpatrick, chairman of
the executive committee, or the hon. secretaries, Mr.
W. Craibe Angus and Capt. David Sneddon, at the office
of the exhibition, 175, Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow.

to

We mutt call special attention to the following ntlieei :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

J. F. F. ("Gooseberry"). This query has been asked
before, without eliciting any satisfactory reply. See
' N. & Q.,' 2nd S. x. 307, 376 ; xii. 336.

BEAUFORT GRIHALDI (' Church of St. Michael ")
Which old town? Your question as it stands is incom-
prehensible.

T. BIRD (" Dataler "). A day labourer. See ' N. & Q.,'
5th S. viii. 346, 456; ix. 178, 218.

NOTICE.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The
Editor of ' Notes and Queries

' "
Advertisements and

Business Letters to "The Publisher" at the Office,
Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule we can make no exception.

FACTS HUNTED UP, Pedigrees Traced, Wills
Found, Translations, Inquiries Hade, Searches at Somerset Home

British Museum, &c. Experienced Assistants only. Terms Moderate
M. AVAKFIELD, 229, Earlsfield-road, Waodswottb, S.W.

MR. GILDERSOME - DICKINSON, of Eden
Bridge. UNDERTAKES GENEALOGICAL and ANTIQUARIAN

INVESTIGATIONS Protessionally. For Terms address to 12 Great
Turnstile, London, W.C.

T ITERARY RESEARCH of all kinds at British
JLj Museum and other Libraries. Translations, Type-writing, and
Shorthand. Experienced Staff. Write or call. LITEKARY, *c.,
ASSOCIATION, 16, FnrniTal-street, E.C.

rrYPE-WRITING. MSS., Scientific, and of all
JL Descriptions, Copied. Special attention to work requiring care.
Dictation Rooms (Shorthand or Type-writing). Usual Terms. Missel
B. B. & I. FARHAN, Hastings House, Norfolk-street, Strand, London
(lor seven rears ot 34, Southampton-street, Strand).
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Notices to Correspondents.

THE YULE OF SAXON DAYS.

The tribal feast of the ancient Britons at the

gathering of the mistletoe was undoubtedly the

earliest stratum of the rocky soil from which our

English Christmas has grown. But it has inherited

its distinctive charm from the Yule of the pagan
Saxons the very Saxons Gregory so desired to

Christianize, men whose habits and customs were

then, as now, little understood.

Only a few fragmentary gleams throw light upon
their past, and lead conjecture to fill up the rugged
outlines of the picture history draws.

The latter tells us how the Roman Emperor
Marcus Aurelius Probus, during his brief and

glorious reign, from A.D. 277 to 283, defeated

the Germans, passed along the northern frontier

and reduced the Gotha to quiescence, recruited his

legions from their ranks, and, the more to break
their strength, transported a colony from the Rhine
to the Euxine.

So strong was the love of home in the Gotbio

breast, that while some of these unwilling exiles

killed themselves in despair, the rest grew
desperate with the uncontrollable longing to cast

aside the Roman yoke and view once more the

fatherland where they had first drawn breath that

beloved fatherland where wife and child were

weeping for them as for the dead. At last they
seized upon some Roman galleys, and grasped the

oar with undaunted hearts, resolved to regain
their home or die.

Beaten about by the winds on strange seas,
without food or guide, they were driven at last

to land where they could and ravage for sub-
sistence. Thus, like some wild animal at bay, they
defied every obstacle. Fighting and plundering
wherever they passed, they still contrived to steel

their course to the northern seas, and landed at

last in safety on their native shore.

Roman historians have chronicled this reckless

voyage, and the terrible piracy to which it gave
birth, but neither history nor legend has pic-
tured for us the joy of that homecoming, when the
widowed wife was clasped to the stout heart

which love for her had made strong strong

enough to win deliverance from the very jaws of

death.

Before another century had passed away the sea

itself was ploughed by the light barks of these

children of the wave, from the icy surf around
the Orkney Isles to the stormy waters of the Bay
of Biscay. The dwellers on the shore had learnt

to tremble when the high-peaked keel and leathern
sail of the sea-king pirate were sighted.
Such expert mariners did these rovers of the sea

become that they tracked their course with no
better guide than the sun by day and the stars by
night, trusting to the keen instincts of the ravens

they carried with them, who scented the approach
of land as the hound scents its prey when dark-
ness overspread the midnight sky.

Arngrim Jonas, an Icelandic historian, gives us
the following account of the use of the raven
whilst the mariner's compass was yet unknown.
Speaking of the voyage of the sea-king Floco
!rom Shetland to Iceland, he says :

" Wherefore Floco leaving Hietlandia, took certayna
ravens unto him

;
and when he thought he had sayled a

great way, he sent forth one raven, which flying aloft

vent back again to Hietlandia, which she paw behind,

thereupon Floco perceived he was yet nearer to Hiet*
andia than other countrye, and therefore couragiously
'oing forward, he sent forth another raven, which
ecause she could see no land, neither before nor behind,
ight unto the ship again. But lastly the third raven
was sent forth by Floco, and having for the most part
terformed his voyage, through the sharpness of her
uicke sight attayned the land, she speedily flew thither,
rhose direction Floco following, beheld first the eastern
ide of the Hand." See Purchas's '

Pilgrims.'

This practice shows us an obvious reason why
he raven became the bird of Odin, and how with
he aid of this feathered pilot the dauntless sea-

ring was enabled to return again to his home, a
eat no navigator of the present day would hope to

ccomplish shorn of his compass, chronometer, and
extant.

As the electricity of the raven exceeds the elec-

ricity of the cat, the fiercest storm, the blackest

ight, would but make the electric sparks stream
om beak and wing with a brighter glow, trans*
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forming the bird of Odin into a living lamp to

lead the wanderer home.
The force of the storm, sang these sea-kings,

Is a help to the arms of our rowers,
The hurricane is in our service,

It carries us the way we would go.

Their leader must be the bravest of the brave

one who never slept beneath a roof or drained the

bowl by a sheltered hearth, except at Yuletide.

The Saxon Tule was the one short interval in

the depth of their iron winter when the sea-king
drew to home, and exchanged the storm-wind and
the icy surf for the joy of his own fireside. The
Yale began with the Mredreneck or mother-night,
which corresponds to our Christmas Eve. The
winter solstice was their New Year's Day. In the

mother-night, they said, the old year died and a

new sun was born. This night was not for sleep ;

it was passed in vigil and wassail. The faith of

the Saxon was darkened by the battle haze and
nurtured amidst blows and blood, but the spirit

of fatherhood was enshrined at its heart. Their

Odin was god and father of all ; their leader was
father and king. With all its brutal savagery it

fostered the tie which binds the parent and the

child a tie which Druidism, with its stern

celibacy and child-stealing, outraged and despised.

Woden, Odin, or Othinn was worshipped, as

his name implies, in tbe hawthorn, the living
tree. The Saxon letter D is both D and TH.
OOath or Uath, the letter H in the Welsh and
ancient Irish alphabets, is the hawthorn. Thor
or Thorn, the son of Odin, was worshipped in the

dry trunk. He was the god of the Yule, the god
of the slave, the master of thunder, the best loved

among the Scandinavian deities, and his worship

lingered tbe longest. Among the Lapps he was

Thoron, and we find a description of him in Picard's
* Ceremonies of Idolatrous People.' Imagine a log
of wood mounted upon a rough kind of table, the

upper end of the log shaped into some resem-

blance of a human head ; into this head a nail

was driven, and close beside it was a flint, by means
of which a fire was kindled when required.
The rude sanctuary was hedged in with thorns

and birch trees. It would have looked to the

realistic eyes of modern times little better than

the preparations for a gigantic fire, although upon
that altar table even human blood was freely spilt.

The flint and nail point backwards to an age when
the art of kindling a fire was restricted to the

priest, and suggest the probable identity of this

wooden Thor with the Yule log itself.

The wild dance of the Berserkers around the

king's fire, as Olaus Magnus describes it, ceased

with the worship of Thor. Perhaps it perpetuated
the mad joy with which the lighting of the fire

was hailed in the frozen North.

Long after the conversion of tbe settlers in

Eritain, Danish warriors would still clasp each

other by the hand and dance wilh such velocity
that if one of their number lost his grasp of hi

comrade he was precipitated into the midst of the

blazing logs as if he had been hurled from a sling,
and would have been roasted with the wild boar'a

head for the Yule feast if his companions had not

quickly snatched him out again. They then

obliged him to quaff a measure of their sable ale,.

as a penalty for spoiling the king's fire. A faint

reflex of this mad practice may be detected even
now in the childish game of snapdragon.
Do not the " kitchen middens" of which geo-

logists tells us those singular remains of gigantic-
fires and roasted bones which science has discovered
on many a northern shore mark the site where
the Yule logs of the kings' fires were first kindled ?

Quantities of fossilized bones are embedded in

these old-world ash-heaps bones which careful

investigation assures us have been roasted. Huge-
cooking places they must once have been. The
bones strewing the ground after a carouse seem
to have been a special feature of a Danish feast.

We have only to recall the death of Elphage, the

patriot Archbishop of Canterbury, in the days of

Ethelred, who, although a prisoner in the Danish

camp, steadily refused to deliver himself by ransom,
saying it would be treason in him to pay the

enemies of England. "Gold, bishop! gold T""

shouted the Danish troops, thirsting more for gain
than blood, until, irritated by his constancy, they
ran to a heap of bones and horns of oxen the
relics of their repasts and showered them from
all sides upon the aged Saxon. Elphage soon fell

half dead, and was dispatched with an axe by one
of the pirates.
We may gather some idea of these gigantic

Yule fires from the ancient edicts, and the allusions

in the sagas to tbe all-important duty of kindling
the beacon fires at the approach of an enemy,
Wherever the Norsemen settled these beacon fires

were established and their wardens appointed.
Olaus Magnus and Snorro both prove that larg
trees were cut down in the nearest forest and pilec

upon the beacon hill until the blazing piuewoo
must have resembled a burning mountain. Yet
the king's fire at the feast of Thor exceeded the

beacons on the Norway headlands, as it burned for

weeks, for the feast of Thor was also the appointed)
time for regulating all home affairs.

The earliest sagas of Norway and Iceland show
us the

"
Thing

"
in active existence, that is, the

general assembly and council of the free-born, from
which the slave alone was excluded. The time

for holding the Thing amongst
" tbe men of the

ships," as the Norsemen were usually called, was

necessarily at the Yule, the only time in the year
when all these rovers drew to home. We read in.

the
'

Ynglinga Saga
'

that Eric the Red was con-

demned to banishment for murder at Thome's or

Thor's Thing in the Norwegian colony in Iceland,
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Therefore it is clear that criminals condemned to

death by the Thing were the human victims

whose blood was poured upon the wooden altar?.

B. STREDDER.
51, Stowe Road, Shepherd's Bush, W.

(To be continued.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY OP CHRISTMAS.
(Continuedfrom 8" S. vi. 483.)

Day's Festivals, or Twelve of his Sermons, preached
at S. Mary's, Oxford, at Christmas, Easter, and Whit
ontide fby John Day], 4to., Oxford, 1615.
Christ's Birth Mistimed, in Collection of Scarce and

Valuable Tracts, 8vo., 1721, reprinted from 'The
Phoenix

'

|>ee 'N. & Q.,' 6th S. xii. 489].
Sermon on the Incarnation of our Lord. Preach'd at

fhe Rolls on Christmas Day, 1710, in Atterbury's Ser-

mons, vol. iii., 1737, No. iii., pp. 59-84.
The Birth of Cbrist, a poem, by Thomas Maunde,

junior, aged 11 years, 8vo., Newcastle, 1814.
The True Age of Christ at the Crucifixion, not 33,

but 52 years and a half, by J. Bellamy, 8ro., 1822.
The Christmas Box, edited by T. Crofton Croker,

12mo., 1827.
Burford Cottage and its Robin Redbreast, by the

Author of '

Keeper's Travels,' frontisp. and vign. by G.

Cruikshank, 8vo., 1835.
Christmss Charities, in 'The Tuble Talker,' 2 vols.,

12mo., 1840.

The Christmas Tree, and other Tales, by Frances
Kemble, 12mo., 1856.

Christmas, in 'Dreamthorp, a Book of Essays written
in the Country,

1

by Alexander Smith, 8vo., 1863.
Folk Lore, or Superstitious B litfs in the West of

Scotland, with Appendix on relation of Christmas, &c.,
to ancient Sun and Fire Worship, by James Napier,
Svo., Paisley, 1879.
A Right Merrie Christmasse ; the Story of Christ-tide,

by John Ashton, 4to., 1894.
Noel : a Book of Carols for Cbristmastide. Written

and designed by Ch. F. Ffoulkes. Music by H. A. Vin-
cent Rancom. 8vo., 1894.

Christmas Day and the Common People, in the Church
Times, 21 Dec., 1894, p. 1389.
Should Christmas be Abolished 1 in the Idler, Dec.,

1894.
Two Mediaeval Christmas Offices, by F. E. Gilliat

fimith, in the Dublin Review. Jan., 1895.
Christmas Poetry, selected and edited by T. H. Dar-

low, M.A., 8vo., 1895.
A Book of Christmas Verse, edited by H. C. Beech-

ing, M.A., and illustrated by Walter Crane, 8vo., 1895.
Kvolution in Early Italian Art, No. vi., The Adora-

tion of the Magi, by Grant Allen, in the Pall Mall
Magazine, Oct., 1895.

W. 0. B.

HEART BURIAL.
(Concludedfrom p. 364.)

'On 24 Aug., ISlSj.had died at Buonconvento,
near Siena, the Emperor Henry VII. His heart
was taken to Genoa and deposited in the sepulchre
of his wife Margaret, who had died there 11 Dec.,
1311. His body was entombed in the Cathedral
at Pisa, and his bones were carried to Germany
((? Luxemburg).

Henry IV. of France bequeathed his heart to

the church of La Fleche, belonging to the College
of Jesuits founded by him. Its subsequent his-

tory is well known.
la 1847 the Duke Charles of Bavaria, father

of the Queen of "the Two Sicilies," bequeathed
his body to the church of the Capuchins, his heart
and viscera to that of the Augustinians, at Vienna.
With regard to dual interment of the Popes (I

omit reference to fantastical disinterments of cer-

tain of them for heresy*), it seems to have begun
formally with Sixtus V., 1590, the first Pontiff

who died at the Quirinal. His "precordia" were
the first to be placed in S3. Vincenzo and
Anastasia-a-Trevi, the parish church of the Papal
Palace of Monte Cavallo, "ut endem Ecclesia

eximiis augeretur honoribus," as the inscription
over them, almost punningly, says. The remainder
went to the Vatican. This arrangement in the case
of the Popes was both expedient and politic.
The parish church was honoured signally by sharing
with St. Peter's the remains of the Supreme Pontiff,
while that portion of the deceased most aggressive
in corruption was rapidly got rid of so as to allow

of embalming the rest. The case of Eneas Sylvius

Piccolomini, Pius II. (1464), offers an exception to

the rule in earlier Pontifical interment. This Pope
died at Ancona. His "

precordia" were enshrined

in the Duomo of that city, while his body was

dispatched to Rome. When the regular custom
of embalming the bodies of the Popes began,
whether before the fourteenth century, is unknown
to me. It was apparently fully established in the

sixteenth. In two cases only that I have met with
was the heart of a Pope removed for separate

burial, namely, Pius VI. and VII., at Valence.

If the idea,
" where thy treasure is there will

thy heart be also,"f be accepted as satisfactorily

explaining the desire for special interment of the

heart, and if this peculiar custom be considered to

have originated in the Crusades, we must still

seek for the further development of divisional

sepulture. If I mistake not, this is discovered in

the acute antagonism which arose between the

regular parochial clergy of the thirteenth and four-

teenth centuries and the all-appropriating mendi-

cant and rival orders :

' As early as the fifth century, Leo the Great did not
hesitate to condemn in the severest terms the rapacity
which led the monasteries to invite the living to their

retreats for the sake of the possessions which they would

bring with them, to the manifest detriment of the parish

priest, thus deprived of his legitimate expectations.

Leo, therefore, ordered a compromise, by which one*

balf of the goods and chattels thus acquired should be

* Cf. the case of Pope Formosup, 896.

f Cf. the picture by Pesellino, in the Accademia at

Florence, representing St. Anthony (Padua) preaching
over the coffin of a rich man. In the background four

persons examine the corpse, and, according to the saint,
ind it without the heart. On the right extreme of the

picture a single figure discovers the missing heart in a
treaaure-cheit.
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transferred to the church of the deceased, whether h

had entered the monastery dead or alive. The paris

churches at last came to claim the bodies of thei

parishioners as a matter of right, and to deny the dyin
the privilege of selecting a place of sepulture. It require

repeated Papal decisions to set aside claims so persistent]

urged, but these decisions invariably conceded to th

churches a portion of one-fourth, one-third, or one-hal

the sum the deceased had set apart for the care of hi

soul With the rise of the Mendicant orders and thei

enormous popularity, the rivalry between them and th

eecular clergy for the possession of corpses and the accom

panying fees became more intense than ever." Of. Lea
'Hist. Inquisition,' vol. i. pp. 30-31.

Having, in spite of their own transparent degene
ration, won the homage of the people and thei:

princes from the still more corrupt regular clergy
the mendicants easily found in necessity excusei

for the possession and accumulation of property
In their churches the souls of the departed were

promised superior advantages. Did they not pro-
claim that St. Francis visited Purgatory once a

year, and was permitted to take away with him
those who while alive had belonged to his flock 1

Did they not preach the advent of the Holy Spirit,
who would entirely sweep away the vicious hier-

archy ? Did they not hold up the unfortunate

hermit, Celestine V., as the model Pontiff, and

thereby intensify against themselves the perilous

animosity of his deposer, Boniface VIII., who

consequently curtailed their financial resources ?

Under such circumstance in the face of such

flagrant scandals and the dishonourable litigations
which constantly arose therefrom it naturally
became the desire of royal patrons of the orders
to gratify, if possible, the parochial clergy, the

monks, and themselves. Wealth enabled them to

do so. For the process was costly. In any case,

the Church insisted upon her rights ;
and her

authoritative indulgence had to be obtained from
the Pontiff himself, in the matter of dividing and

distributing the royal remains. In vol. Ixxx. '

Reg.
Vatic. Seer., Epist. 1077, anno x., John XXII.,'
this Pope orders the Bishop of Paris to absolve
from excommunication De Chatillon, Constable of

France, who had divided the body of bis son, and
buried it in various places. The Pope refers to

the dread edict of Boniface VIII., apparently in

order to give the indulgence heightening. The
same convention is used in Epist. 965, to Joan of

Valois, granting this indulgence. (Cf.
'

Eipoll.,'
ii. 61, 70 ; Nardi, Dei Parrochi, torn. i. 491

;

'Archiv. fur Litteratur und Kirchengeschichte,'
p. 297, 1886 ; G. Moroni, 'Dizionario Stor. Eccle-

sia.,'
"
Esequie-Precordi."

Having recovered the mislaid reference to Boni-
face VIII. (see p. 364), I will now take occasion
to emphasize its importance. In the fifth year of

his pontificate he issued the Bull "Detestandae
feritatis Abusum," in which he stigmatized the dis-

memberment of the dead as cruel and profane,
abominable in the sight of God, impious to the

deceased and shocking to the minds of the faithful.

After mentioning the grisly processes employed
(evisceration, cutting up, and boiling), he threatens
not merely those guilty of recurring to the custom
with excommunication, but decrees that the corpse
thus barbarously treated shall lack ecclesiastical

burial. (Cf. 'Sextus Decretalium Liber. Lug-
duni,' 1555, p. 960). This Bull was followed up
in the same year by a statute establishing what
measures were to be taken in regard to the burial
of those who died in remote parts ('Anagni.,' Oct.

1, 1299).
The earliest instance I have met with of separate-

burial of the "
precordi

"
relates to those of St.

Francis of Assisi, which are said (I know not upon
what evidence) to lie in his chapel in Sta. Maria
degli Angeli for the especial veneration of the
faithful.

To return, then, to the crusading house of Anjou,.
the especial exemplars and apparently originators
of the custom : I will conclude with some of their

earliest and most conspicuous instances, in which
the reasons for the separation of the various
members of the body are obvious

;
in which, that

is to say, expediency, nationality, Church, and
monastic orders were combining dictators of the

proceedings.

The body of Louis IX. after his death at Car-

thage (1270) is related to have been boiled in wine
and water, in order to preserve it for transporta-

tion, and it was then shipped by Charles of Anjoa
I.) to Sicily. Here the flesh and viscera were

deposited in the Benedictine Abbey of Monreale,
near Palermo.* The heart and the bones remained,,

oy desire of the soldiers, in the camp. Later,
iis son Philip (le Hardi) having carried them.,
and those of his brother Tristan, into Italy, they
were brought to Paris in 1271. On 21 March of
that year the bones, reduced to ashes, were de-
sosited temporarily in Notre Dame, whence they
were presently borne in state to the Benedictine

Abbey of St. Denis, and at each spot by the way
where the bearers paused, seven in number, Philip
subsequently caused a cross to be raised.

Charles of Anjou dying at Foggia, 1285, his.

leart was sent to Angers, while his body was en-

ombed in San Gennaro, at Naples. His viscera

remained in the Duomo at Fuggia.

Philip III. (le Hardi) died of pestilence, at

erpignan, 5 Oct., 1285. His flesh was buried at

tfarbonne. His bones were transferred to St.

)enis. His heart was given by Philip IV. (le Bel)
o the Dominicans of Paris.f,

* The authorities at Monrealc to-day declare that they
ossess no trace, documentary or sepulchral, of the fact.

Cf. Raynaldus, A.D. 1271.)

f Cf. 'Dissertation sur un Tombeau de Philippe le

[airdi, et sur 1'Usage d'inhumer le Cceuret ls Entrailles

es Princes, separe'ment de leur Corps
'

(Mercure de

''ranee, 1711). Another Philippe le Hardi, Duke of
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From the foregoing may be deduced : Firstly, that
the custom originated in the Crusades

; secondly,
that it was perpetuated by the quarrels of the rival

monastic orders with the regular clergy ; thirdly,
that Boniface VIII., horrified at the profane and
barbarous process to which the bodies of the above-
mentioned Angevin princes had been subjected,
issued, in 1299, a vigorous edict "Detestandse
feritatis Abusum "

in order to abolish the custom ;

lastly, that the rapacious John XXII. made capital
out of the edict of Boniface, and by so doing per-
petuated the outrage, which has survived, as has
been shown, even until to-day.

ST. CLAIR BADDELEY.

CHANGES IN COUNTRY LIFE. On several pre-
vious occasions I have been permitted to mention
in these pages some silent changes which are going
on in the rural parts of England (see 'N. & Q.,'
7th S. ii. 266

; xi. 422
; 8th S. ii. 264). I desire

to make a few additions to the melancholy list.

A North British querist asks (8
th S. iv. 249)," Are there milkmaid-lads in England ?

" And he
is right, of course, in objecting to such a term.
But the question reminds one that the milkmaid,
a feature as much of English poetry as of English
country life, is all but extinct. Long agp she had
given place to the man, who still does most of the

milking. But he in turn has to give way before

machinery ! A machine is now in use by which
ten cows can be milked in ten minutes. The
Graphic of 12 Oct. last, in commenting upon it,

says, "The milkmaid is threatened"; evidently
unconscious that she had already departed.

" I 'm

going a-milking, sir, she said !

"
will need a note

of explanation for the next generation.
Indoor farm servants seem to be disappearing.

At all events, in many parts they are unknown.

Five-and-thirty years ago, in Yorkshire, it was the

regular arrangement for the farm-labourers to sleep
in the house and take their meals together in a
vast kitchen set apart for their use* (see Durham
University Journal, ix. 115). But the bond
which united employer and employed has been
broken. This shows itself in other changes. Per-

quisite?, such as firewood, skim milk, fallen fruit,
and glean corn, were freely granted of old. Now
that the labourer owns no bond, and agitates for

higher wages and shorter time, these perquisites
have naturally been stopped.

True home-made bread is gradually becoming
rarer. Every big village has its thriving baker,

Burgundy, of a later date, was buried beneath the
splendid tomb now in the Trimoulet Museum at Dijon
His heart was sent to St. Denis likewise.

[* We recall, in a Yorkshire farm, that when the men
came in from labour, the girls employed were ordered
from the seats or places near the fire, with the obser-
vation on the part of the housewife,

"
Lasses, mak' way

and let t' lards come." This was in 1836.]

who " does
"
the district with his cart. Of course,

he professes to sell what he calls "home-made,"
but there is little comfort in the name.

Thatching is going out of fashion, and corrugated

iron, among other things, is taking its place. In

some districts already only one competent thatcher

can be found.

The smock-frock (which has been mentioned

before in ' N. & Q. '), although not extinct, is

slowly going out of use. On a market-day in some
small country town a waggoner from a remote part

may occasionally be seen in this quaint, primitive,

picturesque, and serviceable garment. But he is

quite singular, and obviously a survival.

Except on market garden "grounds," the

younger country-women will not do field work,
as their mothers did. It is only middle-aged or

old women who "
get up

"
turnips and clean man-

golds, and the like.

Cream is separated by a machine, and hops are

dried by steam. W. C. B,

WILD CALVES. The following may be worthy
of a place in

' N. & Q.':
" Wild Calves are common in Wales upon the Moun-

tains : whence one was brought this last Christmas to

Ludlow Castle, where I did eat of it roasted and bak'd ;

and by taste I find it more firm and dry, and by the

effects of digestion, more wholsom and passable than
our ordinary Veal." Muffett's 'Heaths Improvement,

1

p. 72, 1655.

AYEAHK,

DR. JOHNSON. There appears to be a slight

inaccuracy of transcription in the biography of

the great lexicographer given in the '
Diet, of

Nat. Biography.' In the summing up the writer

says that he jumped, rowed, and shot in a "
strange

and unwieldy
"
way, to show that he was not tired

after a "
fifty miles' chase." The quotations are

evidently from Mrs. Piozzi's
'

Anecdotes,' wherein
it is stated that Mr. Thrale leapt over a cabriolet

stool to show that he was not tired after a chase of

fifty miles or more, and that Johnson suddenly
jumped it too,

" but in a way so strange and so

unwieldy," &c. HOLCOMBE INGLEBY.

TOBACCO.
" A nobleman that was extreamly fat, was reduc'd to

an ordinary Size, by chewing Tobacco, which also does

good in an Asthma. "Tis of great use in Camps, where
there is, many times Scarcity of Vituals; and Cholicks,
and the like."' The Compleat Herbal of Physical
Plants,' &c., by John Pechet, London, 1654, p. 186.

WILLIAM GEORGE BLACK.
Glasgow.

HOBBY-HORSE. Peter Heylyn, writing of the
'Inhabitants of the Island of Zeilan or Ceilan'

(Ceylon), says they are "
well skilled in jugling,

both men and women, travelling thorow India
with their tricks and Hobby-horses by which they

i get themselves both delight and money." Blount
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in his 'Dictionary/ says hobby-horse is from a

Jittle light nag which in Ireland is called a Hobby.
H. T. Riley, in his

'

Chronicles," in a foot-note,

says Hobelers,
"
light Horsemen who rode on

horses known as Hobbies." In John Major's
'

History
'

(Scottish History Society) it is said

Ireland produces a kind of horses which the

natives call Haubini, whose pace is of the gentlest.

They were called Asturiones in old times, because

they came from Asturia in Spain, and, indeed, the

Spanish colonists brought them along with them.

The French call these same horses, English Haubini

or Hobini, because they get them by way of Eng-
land. In the foot-notes it will be found, if I

mistake not, that reference is made to an earlier

use of the initial word than has yet been pointed
out in 'N. & Q.' I am aware of the notes which

have appeared during some years on this subject
in these pages ;

but I think the foregoing, in part
at least, an addition thereto.

ALFRED CHAS. JONAS, F.R.Hist.S.

Fairfield, Poundfald, near Swansea.

' PUNCH.' I have invariably found that when

any subject or book absorbs the public attention

for a time, the interest dies out, to bloom again at

some future period. I will instance the various

spasmodic attempts to give a real history of Punch
or the origin of Punch. The last two on this head

are Spielmann's
'

History of Punch' and ' A Jorum
of Punch.' I have not read or seen either of the

two books, and am not aware that either mentions

the opinion of the late Thomas Hood on Punch.
In Moxon's edition, 1869, of

' The Memorials of

Thomas Hood,' edited by his daughter and eon,
I find, on p. 348 :

" We accordingly stepped aside into a little bookseller's

shop, till the crowd had abated, or passed on. My father

turned over the papers and periodicals lying on the

counter, and, struck by the quaint little black cuts,

picked up the first number of Punch, hereafter to be so

famous. It was then, I believe, in different hands, and

my father was no little astonished to see his own name
paraded in it, in the coolest manner possible, without
his having even known of the existence of such a

periodical. Not very long after this it passed into the
hands of my father's old friends Messrs. Bradbury &
Evans, and he really became an occasional contributor.

Through it he became acquainted with many of its staff;
with Mr. Leech I believe be was already acquainted,
and also with Mr. Kenny Meadows. In the number
here alluded to the first my father's name appeared
on the second page, in large capitals, in an announce-

ment, whereby 'Mr. T. Hood, Professor of Punmanehip,
begs to acquaint the dull and witless that he has estab-
lished a class for the acquirement of an elegant and

ready style of punning.' The whole thing is in bad
taste indeed, it is rather hard to discover whether it ia

not intended as a squib against my father, the advertise-

ment ending thus,
' * * A good laugher wanted !

' "

WILLIAM TEGG.
13, Doughty Street, W.C.

PKDRO SARMIEKTO. In the ' Narratives of the

Voyages of Pedro Sarmiento de Gambua to the

Straits of Magellan
' the recently issued volume

of the Hakluyt Society there is a note by the

editor, Mr. Clements R. Markham, at p. 340, in

which he hazards the opinion that the capture of

Sarmiento, near the Azores, on his return voyage
to Spain in the year 1586, by English privateers

(or, from the Spanish point of view, pirates), must
have been made by Sir Richard Grenvile, on his

way back from an expedition to Virginia of that

year.

Sarmiento, on his own showing, landed at Ply-
mouth in August. I do not know what may have
been the authority on which Mr. Markham relied

for his conjecture that Grenvile's return was co-

incident. But I have the following evidence before

me, in a contemporary diary of Philip Wyot,
town clerk of Barnstaple, 1585-1608, that Sir

Richard did not come home (i.e., to Bideford,
from which he bad sailed at the end of April)
until December :

1586. " In december this year Sir Richard Greynfild
came home bringing a prise with him laden with sugar

ginger & hyds."

Of course this is not absolutely conclusive, as

Grenvile may have accomplished two foreign

voyages in that year, although this is nowhere

recorded, and is not at all likely. However, Mr.
Markham has apparently overlooked a passage in

Oldys's
'
Life of Sir Walter Ralegh,' 1740, p. 63,

in which is described circumstantially the capture
of Sarmiento's ship, near the island of Graciosa, by
two ships, the Serpent and the Mary Spark, which

had been fitted out by Sir Walter Ralegh, and

dispatched on a reprisal expedition, under the

command of Captc. Whiddon and Evesham.
These privateers certainly sailed from Plymouth
on 10 June, 1586, and returned to the same port.

We know, moreover, that Sarmiento was Ralegh's

prisoner, and not Grenvile's. R. W. C.

ENGLISH STUDENTS AT HEIDELBERG. " Hein-

ricus Conestabilis, anglus," evidently the Catholic

poet Constable, entered Heidelberg University
15 Nov., 1584. This fact has escaped the notice

of his biographers. He must have found there

two fellow-countrymen,
" Ezechiel Heliarius

" and

"Gulielmus Haringtonus," angli, who had entered

on the previous 27 Oct. Among other British

names on the roll are Georgius Witherus, 22 March,

1568, who took the doctor's degree 21 June, 1568 ;

Thomas Cartwrightus, the Puritan, and Richardus

Smithus, who both entered 25 Jan., 1574 ;
and

William Craven, apparently the friend of the

Electress Palatine, who entered in 1653. See

'Matrikel der Universitat Heidelberg,' 1884-93.

J. G. ALGER.
Paris.

" LED WILL." In the Eastern Daily Press,

Norwich, 3 December, is a notice of a strange

phenomenon, once familiarly known in the rural
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districts of East Auglia as "Led Will." It

describes an influence under which the victims,

though perfectly sane and sober, lose themselves
on well-known paths. Farmers have been known
to walk round and round familiar fields for

hours without finding the exit
; others to drive

for some time and find themselves at their start-

ing point. Persons in this predicament always
travel in circles, aud the only way of escape is to

turn some article of clothing. I have been quite

unable, as yet, to ascertain the exact origin of the

phrase "Led Will." It evidently has the same

meaning an "pixy-led," but the collocation is

singular. Bishop Corbet, in his
'

Iter Boreale,'
describes how he and his companions got lost in

Leicester Forest, and how they were extricated by
their servant.

William found
A menes for our deliverance ;

Turne your cloakes,
Quoth he, for Puck is busy in these oakes.
If ever yee at Bosworth will be found,
Then turne your cloakes, for this is Fayry ground.

This queer bit of folk-lore seems to merit record

and further inquiry. I have not seen it noticed

in any local work. JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

terns.
We muat request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

OLD SEPULCHRAL SLABS AND LEDGERS.
From lapse of time, wear, and more frequently
from the process of church restoration, many fine

old marble slabs which covered people of note

interred in churches have become scratched and
their former colour turned to light grey. Many
are incised with names and arm?, and others have
either brasses or the matrices of where they

originally were. Even in their present state they
are infinitely preferable to the tiles which dis-

figure so many restored churches, and give a

vulgar villa or dairy look to the old fabrics ; but I

am led to believe these old slabs may be greatly

improved and have their colour revived by being
dressed over with oil or some solution. Can any
one tell me if this is correct ;

and what should be

applied to them ? I also wish to know if there is

anything durable to fill in the matrices of stolen

brasses, to show what the brass must have been by
the filling being a different colour from the slab ;

such filling would prevent the chipping of the edges
of the matrices and tend to preserve the slabs.

Coloured cement does not adhere to the marble.

C. T. J.*MOORE.
Frampton Hall, near Boston.

JOSEPH WEEKES, JUVENILE COMEDIAN. I

have come into possession of an ornamentally

engraved silver medal, with an inscription setting

forth that it was " Obtained by Joseph Weekes,
who performed the part of Falconbridge in the

play of 'King John' at Weatherdon's Boarding

School, Newton Abbot, Dec. 15, 1801." With
the medal is a playbill giving the full cast. I am
curious to know whether Joseph Weekes shone as.

a comedian in after life. ANDREW W. TUER.
The Leadenhall Press, E.G.

BISHOP EDMUND GIBSON. Wanted, the address

of the representatives, or of any descendant likely

to possess the private papers (correspondence) of

Bishop Edmund Gibson (born 1699, died 1748).
He was Bishop of London. Information wanted-,

for genealogical purposes only.
W. H. ABBOTT.

COL. EDWARD COOKE, who attended upon.
Charles I. at Newport, Isle of Wight. Where
can I find some account of him (not his

' Narra-

tive ') and his life ? He is not in the
'
Diet, of Nat.

Biog.' CHARLES MASON.
29, Emperor's Gate, S.W.

" CHARIVARI." In the ' N. E. D.' it is stated

that this word is found in French in the fourteenth

century, and reference is made to Littre". I have

no means of referring to Littre, but desire to indi-

cate the use of the words chery feire by Gower.

I give the complete sentence from the Prologue to.

the 'Confessio Amantis':

For if men loke in holy chirche

Betwene the worde and that they wirche,
There is a ful great difference.

They prechen us in audience,
That noman shall his soule empeire,
For al is but a chery feire
This worldes good, so as they tollcv

Also they sain there is an helle,

Whiche unto mannes sinne is due,
And bidden us therefore escheue

That wicked is, and do the good.

The italics above are, of course, mine.

The late Prof. Henry Morley, in the "
Caris-

brooke " edition of the ' Confessio Amantis '

(1889,

p. 39), simply gives charivari as the equivalent of

chery feire. Is this the form in which the expres-
sion occurs in early French ? If so, it would seem
that this puzzling word should yield its secret to

persistent investigation on the part of French

scholar?, though there are two words to trace

instead of one. JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

[Littre says,
"
Origine inconnue."]

DEATH OF SIR EALPH ABERCROMBT. I once

saw a very fine large engraving, representing the

death of this gallant general, no doubt from a

painting, but the marginal line was quite cut away.
I should like to know the names of the painter
and engraver. Sir Ralph is represented, mortally

wounded, falling from his horse into the arms of
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an officer. Just in front another officer, probably
Sir Sidney Smith, is holding in his hand a sabre,
which Sir Ralph had wrested from his adversary,
a French dragoon. To the left of the spectator an
officer is leading his horse, and to the right is

another officer leaning on a cannon. All are very

fine-looking men. There is in existence a very
fine portrait, three-quarters length, painted by
Hoppner. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

MAJOR JEREMY LOCK. Can any of your readers
who have access to archives connected with India,
tell me anything about the above-named officer of

the H.E.I.O. army 1 I am under the impression
that he was the leader of a forlorn hope at the

siege of Seringapatam in the year 1799.

E. J. L.

THOMAS MOORE'S WIFE. Where can I find

any particulars respecting the earlier history of

this lady ? I am aware that she was an actress,
and that she had performed on the Irish stage.
Is there any picture of her in existence? This
latter question I asked a few years since through
* N. & Q.,' but got no answer. Perhaps I may
be more fortunate on this occasion. My attention
has been recalled to the subject through seeing
in a theatrical paper a reference to a certain Mary
Duff (sic), who, with her mother, was said to have

gone to America in the early part of the century,
and who was spoken of, it seems, by the elder

Booth (Edmund Kean's rival or imitator) as
" the

greatest actress in the world." This Mary was
described as the elder sister of Moore's wife. She
had, it was added, refused an offer of marriage
from the poet, who then proposed to Bessie,
and was accepted. Is there any truth in this

story ? I gather from passages in Moore's '

Diary
'

that his wife's mother was living in some part of

the United Kingdom in the "
twenties," and also,

if I remember rightly, in the "
thirties," and that

Bessie had a sister married in Edinburgh to a
theatrical manager named Murray. Mrs. Moore
died in 1867. Was any member of her family
surviving then ? Is there any known representative
of it now, or of the family of her husband ?

MORGAN MCMAHON.
Sydney, New South Wales.

[Mrs. W. H. Murray, the wife of the Edinburgh
manager and the sister of Mrs. Thomas Moore, was a
Miss Dyke. See '

Diet. Nat. Biog.,' TO!, xxxix. p. 417.]

EDWARD FATJCIT SAVILLE. Can any reader
tell me where I can see a portrait of this individual

1

!

He was an actor in Richardson's show, and after-

wards became manager of the Margate Theatre and
worked the Kent circuit. His wife was a per-
former at Covent Garden Theatre, and his

daughter Helen married Mr., afterwards Sir,
Theodore Martin. He died suddenly in 1837.

During his lifetime he presented to an old friend

of mine, who died 1874, a portrait of himself with

a quotation from Hamlet written under it, and I

should very much like to see a copy. ATEAHR.

PLATING CARDS: "CRABS." What was the

nature of the game known as
"
Crabs," played at

the English Club at Spa (Belgium) in 1790 ?

HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

MILTON'S SONNET ON SHAKSPEARE. Two
queries I would gladly have answered : First, what
is meant by "those Delphic lines"; secondly, what
is the significance of the couplet,

Then thou our fancy of itself bereaving
Dost make us marble with too much conceiving.

Regarding the first inquiry I have an opinion ; but
the answer to the second is beyond my conjecture.

JAMES D. BUTLER.
Madison, Wis, U.S.

DR. JOHNSON AND GWAENYNOG. The following
lines appear on a cottage at Gwaenynog, and in

one guide-book are attributed to Dr. Johnson, who
visited Gwaenynog in 1774 :

Around this homely cot this humble shed
If health if competence and virtue tread

Though no proud Column grace the gaudy door
Where sculptur'd elegance parades it o'er

Nor pomp without nor pageantry within
Nor splendid show nor ornament is seen

The swain shall look with pity on the great
Nor barter quiet for a king's estate

1768.

Can any reader of ' N. & Q.' say whether the lines

appear in the Doctor's Works '
? E. W.

PEDIGREE OF VATJGHAN OF HERGEST. I

should be grateful if any of your readers who are

learned in Herefordshire and Welsh pedigrees
would give me information on the following point?,
with regard to the Vaughans of Hergest, co. Here-

ford. With these three exceptions I believe

the pedigree is pretty well perfect ; at any rate it

is so with regard to my own descent from them.

1. James Vaughan, born, probably, about 1600,
married Joan Suter, daughter of Henry Suter.

Who was Henry Suter? 2. John Vaughan, his

son, married a daughter of John Davies, alias

Aubrey, of Cwmtoyddwr, co. Radnor. What was
the daughter's name ;

and who was John Davies's

wife ? 3. Who was the wife of Henry Vaughan,
son of John, born about 1660? The account of

the family in *

Archseologia Cambrensis '
leaves a

blank here ;
but surely it must be ascertainable.

J. WYLDE.
St. Saviour's Vicarage, Leeds.

ST. CENHEDLON. The pretty little church of

Rockfield, two miles, or a little over, from Mon-

mouth, is dedicated to St. Cenhedlon pronounced,
I understand, Kenhethlon who I am told was a

British princess. When did this princess live ; and
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why was she canonized? Are there any other
churches in England or Wales dedicated to her \

As to the churchyard of Kockfield, it is sufficient
to describe it in Shelley's language, "It might
make one in love with death to think that one
should be buried in so sweet a place."

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
Ropley, Alresford.

DUNBAR OF BOGGIS. In the folding pedigree
illustrating Mr. 0. Innes's ' Book of the Thanes
of Cawdor' (Spalding Club) Christian, second

daughter and coheiress of John Campbell, called
the "Fiar," Thane of Cawdor, is said to have
"made ane marriage for herself" with Nicholas
Dunbar, merchant burgess of Edinburgh. He is

styled by Nesbit "of Tillinacb," a place which
I have been unable to identify.* In the intro-
duction to a manuscript diary of their only daughter
Lilias Dunbar (" transcribed at Croy, May, 1764,
by John Calder, great-grandson to the said Mrs.
Lilias Dunbar," under the superintendence of
James Calder, her grandson), Nicholas Dunbar is,

however, described as "of Boggs." From the

apparently contemptuous description of Christian's

marriage it would seem that Nicholas Dunbar was
greatly the lady's inferior in social position, and,
indeed, he could not rank with Lord Forbes, who
married her sister. But in 1603 I find mention
of Nicholas Dunbar of Boigis and James Dunbar,
his son, associated with Alexander Dunbar of
Westfield and other well-known members of the

family in a suit against the Baron of Kilravock,
and in a writ of the Privy Council this Nicholas
is styled

"
Laird of Boigis." His son James occurs

as "
apparent of Boigis

" in 1597. I suppose these
are the father and grandfather of that Nicholas
Dunbar who married Christian Campbell, but
should be glad to obtain further information with
regard to the descent of this obscure branch of the
Dunbar family. A. CALDER.

WATHEW= !SHAM. Sir Edward Brett, of Blen-
don Hall, Bexley, Kent, in his will (P.C.C. 27 Hare)
leaves 5001. amongst

"
the severall children of my

Neece Ann Isham the daughter of my sister Mary
Isham (vizt.) Kichard Wathew, John Wathew,
Henry Wathew, Alice Wathew, and Sarah

Wathew," dated 22 Dec., 1682, proved 17 March,
1683/4. What is known of the Wathew family ?

Mary Brett married (15 Aug., 1625, at Toddington,
Beds) William, third son of Sir Euseby Isham,
of Py tchley, and by him she left two sons Euseby,
buried 31 Jan., 1653/4, at Wroxton, near Banbury ;

and Henry, who went to Virginia besides the

daughter, Anne Wathew, mentioned above.

H. ISHAM LONQDEN, M.A.
Shangton Rectory, Leicester.

* In 1683-4 there was a family of Rose of Tillionacht,
in Mar. Probably this is the place from which N. Dun-
bar obtained his designation.

ELDER-TREE SUPERSTITION.

(8
th S. viii. 427.)

The belief current in Leicestershire mentioned bj

your correspondent is new to me ; but the reasons

for it given by "some of the old people" are worth
examination. As to the notion that the true cross

was made of elder-wood, the oldest traditions vary
as to this point ; but in none of them, I think, is

the elder-tree mentioned. The Oriental belief,

down to the twelfth century at least, was that

different woods were used for different parts,

cypress, cedar, palm, and olive being usually

specified. Venerable Bede mentions cypress, cedar,

boxwood, and pine. Modern writers, as a rule,

reject this tradition, deciding in favour of oak ;

but Rohault de Fleury, who has treated the sub-

ject exhaustively in his 'Memoire sur les Instru-

ments de la Passion,' pronounces the wood to have
been pine, basing his opinion chiefly on a careful

microscopical examination of the largest fragments
still preserved. I am not even sure whether the

elder grows, at least commonly, in Palestine, as it

is generally said to be a denizen of Europe and
North America. However this may be, the other

belief referred to by your correspondent, that

Judas hanged himself on an elder-tree, is certainly

traditionary, at least in England. It is mentioned

by old herbalists, such as Gerarde, and by Ben
Jonson and other poets. The fungus now com-

monly called Jew's - ear (Exidia auricula or

Hirneola auricula Judece) was anciently known
as Judas-ear ;

it grows, I think, exclusively on
elder stumps ;

and Cole, in his ' Art of Simpling ;

or, Introduction to the Knowledge of Plants'

(1656), states that this growth has appeared on the

elder ever since the death of Judas. The Judas-

ear, by the way, was reckoned a famous "
tussi-

fuge," or remedy for cough ; witness the following

quatrain :

For a coughe take Judas Eare
Eke the paring of a Peare :

And drinke this without feare

If you will have remedie.

It is said to be still largely used in south-eastern

Asia in the compounding of those gelatinous
dishes dear to the Chinese palate.

OSWALD HUNTER BLAIR, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus, N.B.

Many superstitions, Christian and heathen, cling
to the elder. In England, as in Denmark and
"

ermany, it is unlucky to use it without proper

precautions, for several reasons. See Thorpe's
'Northern Mythology^ 1851-1852, ii. 168,. 277 ;

ii. 182 ; and Folkard's '
Plant Lore,' 1884, 46, 318.

Traditions concerning the nature of the wood from

which the true cross was, ;paade .vary. According
to Mr. Folkard, in the West of England there is a
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carious legend that it WHS formed of mistletoe,
which until the time of the Saviour's death had
been a goodly forest tree, but was condemned
henceforth to become a mere parasi'e.

A. E. O. E.

The notion that it is unlucky to burn the wood
of the elder-tree is very widespread, and is doubt-
less akin to the superstition that to injure the tree

in any way brings misfortune. The solution most

probably is to be found in the tradition that the
cross was made of elder ; but the superstitions and
traditions connected with this tree are so many
and so contradictory that it is difficult to account
for any of them consistently. C. C. B.

" In primitive times tbe elder-tree was regarded as a

supernatural being, a tree-goddeaa akin to tbe Dryads of

old, and afterwards as a witch that bleeds wben it is cut.
The blood-red berries themselves may account for tbe

lingering on of the superstitious belief in the quasi-
human life of elder-trees." Vide Mr. A. J. Evans's
charming contribution to Folk-Lore (vol. vi. pp. 20, 21,
March, 1895) on the '

Rollright Stones and their Folk-
lore.'

H. KREBS.

For something about the legends of the elder-

tree, see Mr. R. J. King's essay on ' Sacred Trees
and Flowers '

(Quarterly Review, 1863).
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

Hastings.

* The Wonderful Properties of the Elder-Tree
was the title of a long communication from the late

SHIRLEY BIBBERD ('N. & Q.,' 6
s" S. ii. fi07).

' The
Wood of the Cross,' and the traditions attached to

it, have also been the subject of many contributions
to the early volumes of ' N. & Q.

'

See 1" S. vii.

177, 334, 437, 488 ; Z* S. xii. 146.

Shakespeare, in
'
Love's Labour's Lost,' says,

Well follow'd ; Judas was hang'd on an elder.

And Ben Jonson, in his
'

Every Man Oat of His
Humour,'
" Our gardens will prosper the better when they have

in them not one of those elders, whereupon so many
covetous Judases hang themselves."

See articles in '

English Folk - lore
'

by T. F.
Thiselton Dyer, and ' Folk - lore of Plants '

by
same author,

' Flower Lore '

by Jane Paterson,
and Brand's *

Popular Antiquities.'
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

ARMS OF THE SEE OF CANTERBURY (8
tb S.

viii. 128, 169, 232, 293, 450). I was not, of

course, aware, when writing formerly on this sub-

ject, that Cardinal Vaughan had actually petitioned
the Holy See for a grant of the ancient arms 01

Canterbury. Perhaps, however, you will allow me to

emphasize the fact that he petitioned for them with
a difference and so considerable a difference (the
tincture of the entire field) that your correspondent
is hardly reasonable in describing them as

' '
for all

ordinary every-day purposes identical with those of

Canterbury." As a matter of fact, the arms as

;hey stand are no more indeed, as DR. LEGG
aimself points out, rather less the arms of Canter-

bury than they are those of (pre-Reformation) York,.

Dublin, or Armagh.
Your correspondent is good enough to exonerate

the
"
authorities at Borne " from their share in the

matter, on the ground that they probably did not
know what arms were borne by the present occu-

pant of the see of Canterbury.
In making these remarks I must not be under-

stood to pronounce any opinion as to tbe original

question raised viz., the authority by which
Cardinal Vaughan has assumed the arms under
discussion. Primd facie, the granting of arm&
would appear so entirely mundane and temporal &

matter as to belong to the Roman Pontiff merely
as the de jure sovereign of the Roman States

;
in

which case such grant could be made only in favour

of those persons over whom he claims temporal
1

jurisdiction. Nor have I before heard of the Sacred

Congregation of Propaganda taking upon itself the

authority, or exercising the functions, of a college

of arms. On this point, however, I speak under

reserve, and should be glad to be corrected, if

wrong, by your better-informed Catholic corre-

spondents.
One more word. In my previous note on thio

subject I ventured to carry the war into the

enemy's camp (if I may say so in all courtesy),,

by asking what possible authority, beyond that of

modern peerage-mongers, the present Archbishop
of Canterbury has for bearing on bis private seal

the ducal or palatinate coronet of Durham. No-

answer to this has been vouchsafed in yous
columns ; but an ex-secretary of his Grace lately

assured me that the seal, which he had often used,
" must be all right, because the archbishop was

well known as an antiquarian." Is it not possibla
to hope for a more categorical reply to my query 1

OSWALD HUNTER BLAIR, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus, N.B.

The reason that no differences (except in the

colour of the field) are mentioned in tbe Papal
decree sent you by DR. J. WICKHAM LEGG is a

very sufficient one, the grant being that of a palt

proper (white with black crosses). There is no

such vestment known in the Catholic world as a

metal pall edged and fringed, as occurs in tha

modern arms of Canterbury. The phrase "illud

quo veteres Archiepiscopi Cantuarienses Catholic*

utebantur " of course refers to this pall proper, as

may be seen on the tombs of Archbishops Chichele

and Warham in Canterbury Cathedral (see en-

gravings in Britton's 'Cathedrals,' vol. i.). War-
ham's pall has, moreover, the crosses pattee (and
not fitchy) of the same form as those used by
Cardinal Vaughan. Other archbishops used some-

times the crosses fitcby, as seen in the case ef
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Archbishop Langton in Stothard's 'Monumental

Effigies," doubtless for a difference. The pre-
Reformation Archbishops of Canterbury bore
also the cross or, as enjoined in this grant of

Leo XIII., and not with a staff argent or a
cross pattee argent, as in later times (see Roll of

the sixth year of Henry VIII., 1515).
It would therefore have been contrary to fact

to have informed the authorities at Rome, as DR.
LKGQ suggests,

"
that present Archbishops of

Canterbury bear the arms which Cardinal Vaughan
asked to be granted to him."

HARTWBLL D. GKISSELL, F.S.A.
Brasenose College, Oxford.

Personally, and from the heraldic point of view,
I think that, as things are, the Pupal bishops in

this country should confine themselves to the use
of their family coats-armorial, enaigned with mitre

(or episcopal bat) or archiepiscopal cross, as did
all the pre-Reformation bishops in Scotland. But
DR. WICKHAM LEGO is no doubt right in his con-

jecture that the authorities at Rome knew nothing
of the arms used by the Archbishop of Canter-

bury, because withoutentering into the theological

why or wherefore it is a matter of historical fact

that Rome, officially and ecclesiastically, rightly or

wrongly, has recognized the existence of neither

Archbishop nor see of Canterbury since the

Reformation. From the Roman standpoint the
"
veteres Archiepiscopi Cantuarienses Catholici"

came to an end with the death of Cardinal Pole.

GEORGE ANGUS.
St. Andrews, N.B.

"BLKEDING BREAD" (8
th S. viii. 467). No

doubt G. C. N. hs seen a reference to this in

M. Anatole France's ' Jardin d'Epicure' (p. 211
of the one-volume edition of Calmann Levy).

H. K.

THE NEWLAND OAK (8
th S. viii. 447, 471).

The Newland oak grows in a field not far from
the parish church of Newland, in the county of

Gloucester. It has been described in the volume
of the Transactions of the Woolhope Naturalists'

Field Club for 1889, at p. 339, and also in the
volume for 1887, at p. 176. It is a pollard tree of

the variety Quercus pedunculata, and has, without

doubt, the largest bole of any oak-tree now exist-

ing in the British islands. It measures in girth at

the present time (fair measurements) at the base,
45ft. 6 in. ;

at 4ft. from the ground, 47ft.; at

5 ft. from the ground, 43 ft. 6 in. ; and it carries its

size to the top of the bole, some 12ft. from the

ground. It is, I believe, one of the last two sur-

vivors (the other being at Lydney) of the Forest of

Dean when it extended over the whole tract of

country comprised within the triangular tongue of

land formed by a line drawn from Gloucester,

through Newent, to Goodrich, and having for its

other two sides the rivers Severn and Wye, meet-

ing at Chepstow, the apex of the triangle. This

tree is still flourishing, with a good head, and ex-

ternally it shows comparatively few signs of decay;
but the bole is undoubtedly hollow to a very con-

siderable extent.

It is quite impossible to estimate the age of a

tree of this class within fifties, or even hundreds,
of years. Yet, without venturing to give its ager
as some authorities have done, at over twelve

hundred years, I think it is highly probable that

this was a large tree in the days of Henry II.,.

when the place where it stands was within the

boundaries of the Dean Forest.

PHILIP BAYLIS,
H.M. Dep. Sur. of the Royal Forest of Dean.,

HIGHGATE (8
th S. viii. 446). The Highgate*

registers some thirty years ago were in good con-

dition, and apparently perfect, commencing in?

1633 for baptisms and burials, and in 1635 for

marriages. By the kindness of the then incum-

bent (the late Canon Dalton) I made copious
extracts from them ;

those from the marriages
between 1721 and 1769, the date of the volume

mentioned by Mr. FERET, amounting to seventeen.

That volume must, I imagine, be not " the original

register" itself, but a copy thereof. It would

doubtless be a good thing to compare the two;
but there seems little reason for taking away the

volume from the records of the Bishop of London

(where it is quite safe and accessible), and stilt

less for sending it to Finchley. G. E. C.

THE SUFFIX "-COCK" (8
th S. viii. 389). Tho

Anglo-Saxon suffixes kin and cock were used as-

diminutive or endearing forms of personal names,

just as the Normans used the suffixes et, ot, en, and
on. Thus from Hitch, itself a diminutive of

Richard, we get the surnames Hitchkin, Hitch-

cock, Hitchens, and Hitchison. Any common bap-
tismal name affords a number of such variants,

which became fixed as patronymics or surnames.

There are, for example, at least fifteen different

forms of William available for that purpose.

English forms : William, giving Williams, Wil-

liamson, MacWilliam, Fitzwilliam ; Will, giving

Wills, Wilson ; Bill, giving Bilson
; Willy, giving

Willison.

Anglo-Saxon forms: Wilkin, giving Wilkie,.

Wilkins, Wilkinson ; Gilkin, giving Gilkinson ;.

Wilcock, giving Wilcox.

Norman forms : Guillaume, giving the surname

Gillom ; Guillamot, giving Gillamot ; Guillon,

giving Gillon ; Guillot, giving Gillot, Gillotson ;.

Guill, giving Gilson, McGill ; Willet, giving.

Willet; Willamot, giving Wilmot ; Willen, giving

Willan, Willing. HERBERT MAXWELL.

This is sufficiently explained in my
'

Principles

of English Etymology,' First Series, p. 221. It is

really a double diminutive, put for -c-ock. The
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-c (-/c) appears in siir-fc, dimin. of steer, and the
ock in hill-ock, dimin. of hill. Hence the name
Wilcockson, the son of little-little William

; and
Wilcox, put for Wilcock's. See Bardsley's book
on '

Surnames.'
I should not call -ston a "

patronymic.
" For

example, the old name of Perth was St. Johnston
or St. Johnstoun, i. e. t town of St. John. It does
not imply that St. John had a son.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

REV. BERNARD WARD (8
th S. viii. 188, 239,

398). Bernard Ward graduated B.A. in the Uni-

versity of Dublin in 1794. Other persons of the
same names respectively graduated in the years
1670, 1672, 1725, and 1739 (James H. Todd,
D.D.,

'

Catalogue of Graduates in the University
of Dublin,' 1869, pp. 592-3). A record of the

parentage, &c., of the above-named graduates will

appear in the 'University Matriculation Register.'
DANIEL HIPWELL.

EFFIGIES, LIVING AND DEAD (8
th S. viii. 386).

The tomb of Archdeacon Sponne, at the east end
of the south aisle of Towcester Church, North-

amptonshire, is a good example. The Rev. Wm.
Sponne was rector of Towcester and Archdeacon
of Norfolk. He died in 1448, and was buried in

the chancel of Towcester Church. When the
church was rearranged in 1835, the monument was
removed from the chancel to its present position.
The grave of the good archdeacon was also opened
and his skeleton discovered in perfect preservation,
but it crumbled to dust on being exposed to the
air. The tomb consists of a massive recumbent
skb supported by six pillars connected by arches.

On this slab reposes the figure of the archdeacon
in his ecclesiastical vestments, beautifully carved in

stone. In the opening beneath, on another slab,
close to the ground, lies the perfectly carved effigy of a
skeleton of the same proportions as the figure above.
Those who saw it say that this effigy much resembled
the real skeleton found in Archdeacon Sponne's
grave. The monument was reverently restored a
abort time ago. JOHN T. PAGE.

5, Capel Terrace, Southend-on-Sea.

[See also ante, p. 464.]

" CAWBOGUE "= CLOWN (8
tb S. viii. 284). MR.

W. W. DAVIES'S note on this word is very inter-

esting, and brings to mind the word catc6a6i/=an
awkward, timid boy. This is given in Wright's
'Provincial Dictionary'; alao in Hyde Clarke's

'English Dictionary.' The former authority as-

signs its usage, in the particular sense named, to

Devonshire. As the terms are singularly alike,

they are probably related. C. P. HALE.

A TWEEDSIDE KETTLE (8
th S. viii. 105, 275

367). It is curious to find SIR HERBERT MAX
WELL suggesting Moffat as the scene of

' St
Ronan's Well.' Lockhart (' Life of Scott,' v. 285

ed. 1837) says that he and Laidlaw believed the

novel was suggested by a conversation that took

)lace between them and Sir Walter, as they
" were

ounging on their ponies, one fine calm afternoon,

along the brow of the Eildon Hill where it over-

langs Melrose." The talk began on '

Quentin
Durward,' and when Scott expressed the belief

that he " could make better play still with some-

hing German," Laidlaw pressed him to try a home

ixperiment and " stick to Melrose in July, 1823."

Jockhart observes :

" He then told us a tale of dark domestic guilt which
md recently come under his notice as sheriff, and of

which the scene was not Melrose, but a smaller hamlet
on the other side of the Tweed, full in our view ;

hut the
details were not of a kind to be dwelt upon ; anything
more dreadful was never conceived by Crabbe, and he
:old it so as to produce on us who listened all the effect of

another
'

Hall of Justice.' It could never have entered

nto his head to elaborate such a tale ; but both Laid-

aw and I used to think that this talk suggested
'
St.

Elonan's Well,' though my poor friend was by no means

disposed to accept that as payment in full of his demand,
and from time to time afterwards would give the sheriff

a little poking about ' Melrose in July.'"

THOMAS BATNE.
Helensburgh, N.B.

LiEUT.-CoL. FRANCIS Louis DE RUVIGNE"S, R.A.

(8
th S. viii. 127). Since writing I have come

across an old bundle of letters in which I find

Frequent mention of Mr. Fisher, or Ficher, as his

name is often spelt. He had an office either at

Woolwich or in London, and appears to have been

a kind of army agent or banker, as his name is

mentioned in connexion with various bills of

exchange. He also was charged with the forward-

ing of letters to officers on foreign service. Any
information concerning him will greatly oblige.

ROVIGNT.

CHURCH REGISTERS (8
th S. vii. 382 ;

viii. 13,

56, 95, 173, 289, 373). Having been a searcher of

parish registers since 1859, I can fully endorse all

that has been said about the various ways they
have been kept or allowed to exist in some cases,

and nothing too strong can be said of the bishops'

neglect to have the transcripts properly cared for ;

but no amount of abuse will now mend the matter,

and, as it is generally agreed that printing the

registers in their entirety is out of the question, we
must be thankful for any plan of dealing with

them that will simplify the work of searching.

There is always the delightful uncertainty, if you are

not successful in finding the entry, that you have

missed it. I, in the absence of some one more

qualified, tender mygrateful thanks to MR.HUDSON,
of Lapworth, for the index he has prepared of his

register. Although I may never have to consult it,

it may be the means of inducing others to follow his

example or devise some other. I am of opinion
that if his plan was systematically carried out in

the registers of a large populous parish, it would
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render the searching thereof more simple. Is it

not the stranger within our gates that generally
causes the trouble of the link in the pedigree ? Is

not the missing certificate the popular theme in

various novels ? Has the most experienced genea-

logist any rule by which he can positively say
where a man will go to find the angelic being that

is to become his wife ? The marriage and baptism
of the first child are the derelicts ;

and if they were

brought into port by being indexed, many a blank
would be filled up ; and if the custodians of the

registers can only be induced to devote a little time
to the subject, they might be able to see their

way to do something, or allow some one else to deal

with the registers in a way that would make them
more useful than they are at present.

W. J. GADSDEN.

The Rev. J. Walker, Vicar of Whalton, and Mr.
D. D. Dixon, of Eothbury, are printing the

registers of Whalton and Rothbury (both in North-

umberland) in their respective parish magazines.
I wish this were more frequently done. I agree
with your correspondents that it is a folly to print
extracts only from registers. K. B.
South Shields.

A TENNYSONIAN PARALLEL (8
th S. viii. 428).

With regard to the streams falling along the cliff
"
like a downward smoke," in the first and second

stanzas of
' The Lotos-Eaters,' MR. PERCY SIMPSON

may be interested in the following extract from a
letter written by Tennyson to Mr. S. E. Dawson,
author of ' A Study of the Princess,' in November,
1882, if he does not happen to know it. The
allusion ie to the opening lines of the second stanza
of

' The Lotos-Eaters ':

A land of streams ! some, like a downward smoke,
Slow-dropping veils of thinnest lawn, did go.

" When I was about twenty or twenty-one I went on
a tour to the Pyrenees. Lying among these mountains
before a waterfall that cornea down one thousand or
twelve hundred feet, I sketched it (according to my
custom then) in these word?,

'

slow-dropping veils of
thinnest lawn.' When I printed this a critic informed
me that ' lawn ' was the material used in theatres to

imitate a waterfall, and graciously added,
' Mr. T. should

not go to the boards of a theatre, but to Nature herself,
for his suggestions.' And I had gone to Nature herself.

I think it is a moot point whether, if I had known how
that effect was produced on the stage, I should have
ventured to publish the line."

Apropos of Tennyson's delightful poem, Mr.

George Saintsbury calls the '
Faerie Queene

' " that

country of poetical lotos-eating, from which the

very inspiration of ' The Lotos-Eaters
'

itself was

drawn, far more than from Homer."
JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

Ropley, Alresford.

The comparison mentioned by MR. SIMPSON has

probably occurred independently to many people.
In the year 1881, while staying in the Swiss valley
of Engelberg, I heard a little girl of four, who was

taken to see a waterfall, remark, in surprise,
"
C'est

presque comme la fume'e qui tombe !

" The

resemblance of the foaming half-vapourized water

to falling smoke was undeniable when thus pointed

out. The same child insisted that a certain white

horse was almost like rice-soup ;
but in this case

her elders were too conscious of the innumerable

dissimilarities existing between the two objects to

accept the comparison as successful. The inex-

perienced mind of a very young child, like that of a

poet, is vividly impressed by simple and superficial

analogies. A little boy, about three years of age,

being taken into a fox-cover full of underwood,

exclaimed,
" What a great mist of trees !" Only

a child of tender age, a savage, or a poet, would

have seen the resemblance at first sight.
G. W.

A SHOWER OF FROGS (8
th S. vi. 104, 189, 395 ;

vii. 437). Writing of Suakim, where he was officer

commanding the 1st Battalion Egyptian Army,
Lieut.-Col. Andrew Haggard says :

" One strange thing, noticeable in even the most sandy
and previously driest parts of the desert just after this

rain, was that the ground was covered with toads of all

sizes. But these toads disappeared again as quickly as

they had come. I could not find one four days after

the downpour. They must, therefore, either have come
down in the rain or else up out of the ground, whither,

I presume, they again retired to wait for the next flood,

to come out once more for a few more days' enjoyment
of life and liberty."

' Under Crescent and Star,' 1895,

p. 279.

WILLIAM GEORGE BLACK.

12, Sardinia Terrace, Glasgow.

ROBIN OF RIDSDALE (8
th S. viii. 228, 297).

A full account of this hero is to be found in the

Monthly Chronicle of North - Country Lore and

Legend, vol. ii. p. 63. The name is applied to a

remarkable figure in high relief, cut upon the face

of a huge piece of rock, that has fallen from the

cliff above. It was most probably originally

intended for a Roman soldier : Horsley thought
for the Emperor Commodus. At present only the

lower half of the figure is to be seen. In the

beginning of this century a boorish yeoman broke

the upper half off, because too many visitors passed
over a trifling bit of his land. Several individuals

have been known by this name, among them being
one of the Umfruvilles, in the time of the Con-

queror, and, some centuries after, one Robert

Hillyard, a friend and follower of the king-making
Earl of Warwick. See also the Proceedings of the

Newcastle Society of Antiquaries, vol. iii. p. 312.

G. H. THOMPSON.
Alnwick.

BAT=BATTER (8
th S. viii. 266, 330). One

signification of this word, as a noun, is, I think,

very uncommon, and may be chronicled. I never

heard it used except by my father, who died some

twenty years ago and was born in the
"

eighties
"
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of last century. He used it often in such sentences

as the following :

"
I started a rabbit, and it made

for its hole at such a bat !" " I told him to over-

take him, and he started off at a great bat."
" You

won that hand (at whist) at a bat." It clearly
means a great pace, perhaps with a touch of

scuffling rapidity. Can any of the correspondents
of

' N. & Q.' elucidate the origin of this use of the

word or refer to its localization 1 The old gentle-
man was of Irish extraction, but a Harrow boy
and a Johnian of Cambridge. TKNEBRJE

[See
' N. E. D.,' s.v.

"
Bat," sb. 2, 15.]

My copy of the 'Connoisseur,' from which I

sent my quotation, has on its title-page :
" The

Second Edition. London : Printed for R. Bald-

win, at the Rose in Pater-Noster-Row, 1757."
"A bat" is printed

" a Bat." Whether this edition,
in 4 vols., is a "good" one or not, I cannot say.

Perhaps F. H. can kindly inform me.
F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

Looking over some quotations collected after the

Philological Society's 'Dictionary
1 bad passed the

letter B, I find a noteworthy instance of this in

what follows :

"She had her fe'tes, her public breakfasts, her private

plays, her concerts, her archery, her conversations
;
and

there was a time when she was one of the best lats in the

county." Mrs. A. M. Bennett,
' The Beggar Girl and

her Benefactors' (1797), vol. iv. p. 121 (ed. 1813).

F. H.
Alarlesford.

JACOBITE STANDARD (8
th S. viii. 327). Cham-

bers's 'History of the Rebellion of 1745-6,'

describing the gathering of the clans at the call oi

Prince Charles, says :

"The spot selected for the rearing of the standard was
a little eminence The Marquis of Tullibardine,
whose rank entitled him to the honour, pitched himsel:

at the top of this knoll, supported by two men on accourr

of the we;,k state of his health. He then flung upon thi

mountain breeze that flag which, shooting like a streame
from the north, was soon to spread such omens of woe am
terror over the peaceful vales of Britain. It was a large
banner of red silk with a white space in the centre, bu
without the motto 'Tandem Tiiumphans,' which has si

often been assigned to it. as also the significant emblem
of a crown and coffin with which the terror of Englan<
at one time adorned it The standard was carried back
to the prince's quarters by a guard of fifty Camerons."

GEO. 0.

The following is an extract from a letter (date
29 Oct.) written to me by Sir Archibald Lamb
Bart., of Beauport, near Battle, in answer to on
from me of a few days earlier :

"About the standard of Prince Charles Edward.
This is, as you remember, at Beauport, and was taken by
my great-great-grandfather in the male line. George
Burgee, at Culloden ; it was the standard of Charles
Edward's body guard, which was entirely composed of
a regiment of the Macdonald clan. He managed to keep
this flag, though historical accounts say that the flags
taken at Culloden were burnt in Edinburgh by order of

be general commanding. He was himself A.D.C. to

General Bland, who ccmmanded a wing of the Han-
verian army. This standard I sent to the Exhibition

f Stuart Relics at the New Gallery, Eegent Street, in-

T
anuary-March, 1889. Notices and sketches of it ap-
leared in illustrated papers and periodicals of the time."

Sir James Bland Burges assumed the surname

if Lamb, and the arms of Lamb quarterly witb

hose of Burges by royal licence in 1821.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

St. Austin's, AVarrington.

LEITCHTOWN AND GARTUR ARMS (8
th S. viii. 289,

370, 416). In editions of Burke later than are

quoted by MR. J. BALFOUR PAUL, the LeitchtowD

coat, I think, is given 1 and 4, Or, on a chief sable-

three escallops of the field ;
2 and 3, Or, a fess

chequy azure and argent, in chief a chevrone)

gules, all within a bordure sable. The book-plate
of the late James Graham, Esq., who succeeded to

Leitchtown in 1810, and died 1885, shows the

foregoing shield without the border, being tha

principal arms as borne by the Earls of Menteitb.

Washbourne's 'Book of Family Crests' (1857)

correctly gives the Leitchtown crest, i.e., Aa

eagle's head proper, beaked or
;

but different

members of the family have variably used it and

the demi-eagle with wings expanded. Motto-,

"Right and Reason." MR. RADCLIFFE seems to

assume with ingenuous confidence that the Earls

of Menteith bad an argent field in their first and

fourth quarters. I submit, despite the quotatioB

from Lindsay, Lyon, that the later earls bore the-

paternal (Graham) bearing undifferenced, as all

available evidence proves. Nisbet so gives it, and

the plate in Wood's 'Douglas' illustrates it like-

wise, while Burke's 'General Armory' is con-

firmatory attestation. Sir William Graham, who

married the coheiress (her sister became the wife

of Sir John Allardice) of the eighth Earl of Menteitb,

who died 1694, adopted her family's arms differ-

enced by a pale gu. charged with a mullet arg.,,

and registered them in 1673, the field in thia case

also being or. More authoritative than all other

evidence, because issuing unitedly and immediately

from the seventh Earl of Menteith and the then

Lyon, was the grant, in 1629, to Sir Richard

Graham, of Esk, co. Cumberland. The earl was

led to the erroneous belief that Sir Richard was

descended from his house, and gave Lyon a letter

of assurance to that effect, whereupon Lyon granted

to Sir Richard the Menteith coat of arms, within

a bordure azure for difference. In the arms so

granted the field is or, which is definite and con-

clusive proof that the earls so bore it. In Work-

man's MS., circa 1565 (Stodart), the Menteitb

arms are thus blazoned : 1 and 4, Graham ;
2 and

3, Stewart, with a chevronel gules, representing

the rafters of a roof. Graham indisputably

signifies a gold field ;
a differenced coat could not

have been BO described. The Barclay -Allardi"*
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family first quartered the Menteith shield in 1882

and having procured a grant of its first and fourt
1

quarters argent denotes they bear them difference.

and not as the chief arms of the Earls of Menteith

The original difference of the Grahams of Kilponl

eventually Earls of Strathern, Menteitb, an<"

Airtb, was an indented chief, as appears from th

seal of Sir Patrick Graham, who married, in o

before 1400, Princess Euphemia, Countess Palatin

of Strathern. His son, Malise, first Graham Ear
of Menteith, in 1453 (as per seal), bore Chequy, on

a fess three escallops, and the third earl in 1539 a

quartered shield (as per seal), viz. : 1, in fess three

escallops ;
2 and 3, two chevronels ; 4, cbequy

Twenty-six years later, and ever afterwards, we
find them invariably given as above blazoned fo

Graham of Leitchtown, head of the house o

Menteith, the only family entitled to bear them
thus undifferenced. All that I have said abou

the field of the first and fourth quarters of the

Menteith arms being or, and not argent, since

1565 at least and that argent wherever usec

since then is a difference I confidently assert, no

fearing that contradiction will come from the learner

Lyon King of Arms (Ma. J. BALFOUR PAUL),
any rate, unless Mr. Stodart has erred, for ]

have not seen Workman's illuminated MS., which
I believe is in the Lyon Office. Should there be

any mistake in this blazon, which I do not for a

moment presume, my assertion is substantially the

-same, substituting 1625 for 1565.

WALTER M. GRAHAM EASTON.

DISCOVERY OF JOHN EVELYN'S 'MEMOIRS
<8

ttt S. viii. 245, 317, 458). I should like to lay
before your readers the account written by Mr.
William Upcott of the finding of John Evelyn's

lost-sight- of diary at Wotton, in order that they

may determine whether or not COL. PRIDEADX
is justified in assailing him as wanting in veracity ;

but to do so would deprive my own work of some
of its interest if the matter appeared prematurely.
This much I may say, that COL. PRIDEAUX has

drawn a wrong inference from what Mr. Upcott
wrote for Miss Gregson. The letters which the

servants were using for waste paper (and that same

night referred to in the account, a Mr?. Molinenx

pinned some together to make patterns for the

body and sleeves of a dress) were not the diary,
but letters written by noted persons to Evelyn
and his family, all of whom kept their correspond-
ence. One or two written by Sarah, Duchess of

Marlborougb, gave Upcott so much pleasure that

Lady Evelyn rang for her maid, Mrs. Smalley, gave
her her keys, and told her to go to the ebony
casket in the billiard room with a basket and bring
some bundles for him to read. The next night he
went himself with the servant, and noticed the

thick closely written book without cover, headed
" Kalendarium or Diary," and he brought it away,
showing it to Lady Evelyn, who exclaimed,

"
Bless

me ! it is old Sylva Evelyn's diary. I have not seen
it for years." The year previous Upcott and Mr.
Bray had been rearranging and cataloguing the

library for the books had been removed to an

out-building owing to a fire but they did not
see the diary then. Lady Evelyn had lent it

to Lord Harcourt, Lord Liverpool, and also to

Mr. Bray, who wished her to consent to its pub-
lication ; but she refused, thinking it would not
interest the public, nor repay for publication, and
so it was put aside and forgotten. But when Mr.
Upcott argued the subject she consented, but only
after great persuasion, stipulating that her solicitor,
Mr. W. Bray, should affix his name as editor of the

work, although every sheet was corrected by Mr.
Upcott. His service is acknowledged in the pre-
face. The success which attended the publication
of Evelyn's

'

Diary
'

caused Lord Braybrooke,
Hereditary Keeper of the Library at Magdalene
College, Cambridge, to get Samuel Pepys's very
difficult shorthand transcribed, which covered
several years of his life, and upon its publication
in type and size uniform with the 'Diary

'

of Evelyn
Lord Braybrooke himself became editor. The
account of the "

find
" which I have, was written

out for the late Joseph Mayer, Esq., F.S. A., at his

place of business, 68, Lord Street, Liverpool, by
Mr. William Upcott. HILDA GAMLIN.
Camden Lawn, Birkenhead.

PEAKE (8
tb S. viii. 307) There are many refer-

ences in Godwin's 'Civil War in Hampshire 'to
Sir Robert Peake in connexion with the siege of

Basing House. He is said to have been some
time picture-seller at Holborn Bridge a seller of

picture babies, according to his opponents. He
was Lieutenant-Governor of Royalty House. There
was a James Peake instituted to a Hampshire
village, not far from Basing -

Nutley, in 1632.

Was he any relation of the above Sir Robert
Peake 1 VICAR.

Some of the family of Peak intermarried with
the Woods family. According to an entry in the

registers of Westleton, in Suffolk, Christiana Peak
n 1803 was married to an Osborne Woods, and in

he same church they had a son Henry baptized
n 1804. Also a Joseph Peake was at Dalham, in

Suffolk, in 1670, and issued there a halfpenny
ocal tradesman's token. Thomas Peak?, in 1629,
orn at Mellis, in Suffolk, was admitted to Cams
'ollege, Cambridge. C. GOLDING.
Colchester.

FOXGLOVE (8
th S. viii. 155, 186, 336, 393, 452).

I fear your readers must be heartily tired of

me ; but I feel compelled to write a few words
more on what is really a subject of great import-
nee viz.

,
the principles on which etymological

nquiry should be conducted.

I do not for a moment admit that it is unfair to
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compare a belief in a false and impossible etymo-
logy to a belief in the old notion that an elephant
has no knees. One idea is just as absurd as the

other. In the latter notion no one now believes,
because men are taught to look at the elephant for

themselves ; in the former, millions of people still

believe, because they will not look at the elephant
for themselves, and implicitly trust to such as will

not look at him either. That is just the whole

point at issue.

The elephant in this case is the Anglo-Saxon
form of language and habit of thought. It is

simply untrue even to imagine that the A.-S. folc
or the M.E. folk ever had, or could have, any
reference to a fairy or to fairies. The phrase for

fairies is
"
good folk," not

"
folk "

simply, nor is it

of any antiquity. I am glad to think that the
' New English Dictionary

'

will reach the word

folk next year, and then we shall see. The A.-S.

folc is commonly compounded, as in folc-land,

folc-riht, and the like. Folk-lore is modern, but
correct.* The A.-S. folces glofa would be an im-

possible phrase ; it would mean that a single glove
was used by a whole tribe. And even so, the

correct form would be folc-glofa. Yet the mis-

leading suggestion is made that I
" have yet to

come upon it in the course of my reading." That
is not the question. It has nothing to do with my
individual reading ; there are millions of eyes of

people who can read English more or less, and

they also have "
yet to come upon

"
it which will

take them many centuries. What is the use of

making suggestions that rest upon ignorance of

linguistic structure 1

I warned the compilers of the '

Dictionary of

Plant-Names '

to let etymology alone ; and, as a

rule, they have done so in doubtful cases. I can

only repeat what I have said before that the

absurdest etymologies are often to be found in

highly scientific books ; the science is so carefully

given to the subject that there is none left for

the etymology,t The ignorance of Greek, in par-

ticular, is often phenomenal. Dr. Prior's book is

an awful example as I once proved, in the case

of mary-gold, in the pages of
' N. & Q.' He had

not the remotest notion of the correct spelling of

Anglo-Saxon.
I do not deny that the flower is often called

fairy-cap, fairies-thimble, and the like
; but all

such names are comparatively modern $ and the
word fairy is of French origin. But before the

Conquest vernacular names have frequent reference

* The A.-S. folc-lar, a sermon, died out early.
t I except Prof. Newton's '

Dictionary of Birds.'

J The alleged folk's-glove is so modern that Dr. Prior,
in 1879, does not mention it; he only vaguely alludes to

the numerous attempts that bave been made to evade
the obvious result of the evidence. His own notion is

worse than all others; be swallows the fox, but strains

out the glove- He actually proposes fox-glee, because
the flowers resemble bells, and thus refer to music !

to animals
;
and I know of no example in which

the reference is to anything so abstract as to in-

clude the notion of "
fairy." It is not the old

English habit ; and there is, or ought to be, an
end.

It will now be understood that I cannot admit
the possibility of the use of such a word as folks-

glove, especially in a sense which it could not have
in any Teutonic language whatever at any rate,
before 1500. I do not even believe that millions

of eyes can ever detect the form anywhere (as-

applied to a flower or anything else), at any
early date. It is of no use in some cases to tell

people to look at the elephant for themselves, for

they still insist on trusting to the eyes of others,
and carefully select for their guides such eyes as

bave not the power to see the elephant's joints.

.WALTER W. SKEAT.

BURIAL-PLACE OF ANNE BOLEYN (8
th S. viii.

325, 451). If MR. HENRY G. HOPE will read my
note at the former reference more carefully, he will

see that my remarks must have referred to the fine

parish church of Sail, in Norfolk, and not to the

little chapel of St. Peter ad Vincula, in the Tower
of London, the history of which has often been

written, and the remarks of Macaulay, in his
'

History of England,' upon the graves and their

occupants are well known to me. Further, I

never doubted Anne Boleyn having been buried in

the little chapel ;
it was merely my wish to note

the tradition of her having found a grave at Sail,

where many of her ancestors rest. It is one thing
to record a tradition, another to express a belief in

it. Macaulay, for instance, has graphically de-

scribed many traditions in his
'

Lays of Ancient

Rome/ but does not pledge himself to a belief in

them. Ainsworth, in his
' Tower of London,'

observes:

" Between this grave [t. e., that of Thomas Seymour,
Baron Sudley, 1549] and that of Anne Boleyn intervened
a plain stone, unmarked by any inscription, and indi-

cating a vacant tomb. Beneath this flag, eighteen
montus after the execution of his victim, the Duke of

Somerset, and barely six weeks from the day on which
this chronicle opens, was deposited the headless trunk of

the once all-powerful and arrogant Northumberland."
Book i. chap. x.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Kectory, Woodbridge.

PARISH COUNCILS AND RECORDS (8
th S. viii.

445). COL. MOORE'S note on the above subject is

a timely warning. Much of what he says as to the

indifference of Hodge & Co. and frequently, too,

of the local clergy to the value of local records is

undoubtedly true. At the annual meeting of the

Library Association at Nottingham, in 1891, 1 sug-

gested that the proper place for the local records

was the nearest free library, and I further suggested
that an attempt should be made to form accurate

calendars of them. The librarians were of opinion
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that my scheme could not be carried out ; but, so far

from altering my opinion, the interval of time that

has elapsed since that paper was read has only

strengthened my belief that it might and should be

done, and that speedily, or we shall have no records

left to chronicle. I am happy to say that since

then one library that at St. Martin's-in-the-

Fields through the energy of the librarian and
the goodwill of the vestry authorities, has carried

out in some measure my suggestion of 1891. The
records are kept in the library, and a catalogue of

them has been printed. As it gives no clue to the

contents of the volumes, it is not so useful as it

might be
;
but it is a step in the right direction,

and the hearty thanks of all who know the value

of these books is due to those who carried out the

work. I can also say that the Willesden Local

Board is thoroughly alive to the value of its

records, and some steps, I believe, will soon be

taken by that body to have them overhauled and a

catalogue made of them.
What is chiefly wanted is some means of making

the inhabitants of each parish understand what
local records are, and the value of them. At

present few people know of their existence. I

should like to see a record committee formed on

every parish council, with instructions and powers
to examine and report upon all the records, not

only in the parish, but those in the Record Office

and other public institutions relating to the parish.
Further impetus to the matter might be given by a

series of lectures, not full of dry details, but dealing
with the contents of each class, and showing by
extracts how they illustrate the life of the people
from century to century.
To act, and not to talk, is the principal thing. I

have tried my best, without much success, to show
the importance of this subject. Perhaps COL.
MOORE'S effort will be more successful ;

and he has

ray earnest wishes that it may. I shall further be

only too pleased to co-operate with him if he will

allow me. HENRY R. PLOMER.

GROWING STONES (8
th S. viii. 365, 431). A

correspondent has drawn my attention to a sin-

gularly explicit statement in an official publication

referring to and endorsing this popular belief. No
doubt the stones referred to were some kind of

crystal, which, in a sense, may be said to "grow."
" Parish of Rerrick : Natural Curiosities. On the

march, in the northern corner of the parish, within the

property of Mr. Douglas of Orchardton, there is a small
stream, which comes gurgling down from the mountains,
in which are found a certain kind of little stones, of a

very striking figure and quality, quite transparent, with
a faint colour of purple, and so bard that they will cut

glass like a diamond. They grow on the rocks that over-

hang the rivulet in large clusters, about the size of pin
heads, where they continue to vegetate (as may be
collected from the different stages of their progress,

evidently there to be seen) till they are near an inch

long and three-eighths in diameter, when, dropping out

of their sockets, they fall into the water and mix with

the gravel at the bottom of the rill. The end that sat

in the socket very much resembles that part of a tooth

which sticks in the jaw ; the other end of most of them
is tapered ;

and (which is the great and inexplicable

phenomenon) are cut into triangular, quadrangular, and
various other figures, as neatly and distinctly as if they
had come through the hands of the beet lapidary in the

kingdom. How frequently these rocks bring to maturity
and cast off their singular fruits, whether in fifty, a

hundred, or a thousand years, cannot be so much a

guessed at." 'Statistical Account of Scotland,' vol. xi.

pp. 50, 51.

HERBERT MAXWELL.

The Dunstable builder is not the only one who
believes that stones grow, especially the pudding
stone. In my young days I stayed much at an

old farmhouse at Nettleden, Herts, and in the

orchard, at the foot of an apple-tree, was a large

block of pudding stone, and all my friends firmly

believed the stone grew ;
but that one never got

larger. Although I have often heard that if that

stone was buried it would grow larger, I ridiculed

the idea. Now as to a field under the plough.

At a certain time of the year all the stones were

cleared off and used to mend the roads. A twelve-

month after the field was as stony as before. Now
where did they come from if they did not grow ?

That is the agricultural riddle.

W. J. GADSDEN.

The belief that stonss grow is almost universal.

The way in which they come to the surface in poor,

stony ground, through the action of rain and frost,

may well foster the notion. Here in Somerset our

usual saying, by way of superlative absolute regard-

ing a barren field is,
"
Why, he 's that poor, one

stone 'on't bear another." Barrenness short of this

is commonly expressed by, "He's [the field] so

poor's a hill
;
he 'on't bear nort but stones."

F. T. ELWORTHT.

" MAN-JACK" (8
th S. viii. 409). Does the term

' ' man-Jack "
necessarily apply to men ?

"
Jack,"

of course, is a common term as depreciatingly applied

to men ;
but there is another sense in which " man-

Jack "
may be used.

" Jacks " and "
half-Jacks

"

were card-counters, resembling in size and appear-

ance sovereigns and half-sovereigns, for which they

were and are occasionally passed to simple persons.

In large gaming establishments the
"
heaps of

gold
" found on the tables are frequently composed

of
" Jacks." When these are gone every

" man-

Jack
"

of them may be said to have been lost. But

why
"

Jack," any more than Tom, Dick, or

Harry, tradition sayeth not, except that from

times remote "Jack" has always been contemp-

tuously applied to most things which might be

regarded as a substitute for something larger or

more valuable. J. W. ALLISON.

Worthing.

Some years ago a writer in one of the literary

journals (probably the Saturday Eevieui) suggested
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that the origin of "every man -Jack" might
plausibly be found in the Chaucerian "

everi-

chone." Something like this was the line of argu-
ment :

" Everichone
"
might colloquially slip into

"
every John," from which the transition to "every

man-Jack " would be comparatively easy. This is

not scientific etymology, but as an attempt at

solving a curiosity of speech it is not destitute of

ingenuity and courage. THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgb, N.B.

OHAELES ROGERS, F.R.S., &c. (8
th S. viii. 389).

A copy of the "
Catalogue of the Capital and

Extensive Collection of Prints, and Books of

Prints, of Charles Rogers, Esq., F.R.S.S.A.,
Deceased : Sold by Auction, under the Direction

of Mr. Thomas Philipe, at his Rooms, in Warwick

Street, Golden Square, on Monday, the 18th of

March, 1799, and Twenty following Days," finds a

place in the British Museum Library (press-mark
8. g. 26). The above-named Charles Rogers, son

of William and Isabella Rogers, was born 2 August,
1711, in Dean Street, Soho. At twenty years of

age he was placed in the Custom House as a junior
clerk in the Certificate Office, under Woo. Town-

on, Esq., and in 1747 attained to the head of the

said office, the duties of which he continued to

fulfil to the end of his life. He died 2 January,
1784, and was buried in the family vault in St.

Ijaurence Pountney churchyard, London (' De-

scriptive Catalogue of Rogers' Pictures, Books, and

Prints in the possession of William Cotton, M.A.
F.A.S.,' 8vo., Lond., 1836).

DANIEL HIPWELL.

THR MUNIMENT ROOM AT FULHAM PALACF
i(8

tb S. viii. 405). I was somewhat amused to

observe at the above reference a note on the

Muniment Room at Fulham Palace, bearing th

signature of your valued correspondent, MR
DANIEL HIPWELL. Some weeks ago, I insertec

in a journal which I edit this identical paragraph
and, if I remember rightly, I at the same time sen

a copy of it to ' N. & Q.,' where it did not get int<

print. The paragraph which I published in m;
journal was, I noticed, copied by some others, bu
with acknowledgment. Possibly MR. HIPWELL
knowing I was interested in all that concerns th

history of Fulham, cut it out and sent it t
' N. & Q.' for my benefit. It is, however, an

experience novel to me to be thus presented wit!

my own paragraphs. CHAS. JAS. FERET.

JOHN VATJX (8
th S. viii. 448). I have n

information for MR. HEMMING about this writer

but the surname is worth a note, as an illustratio

of what Canon Taylor has aptly termed "
ghost

names." De Vaux, Vauss, Wauss, or Waus
transcribed in Latin documents " de Vallibus,
was the territorial title of one of the Norma
knights who settled in England after the Conques

.avid 1. imported one of the family into Scotland,
nd shortly after the lands of Dirleton, in East

othian, were in the possession of Philip de Vaux.
he name continued to be written Vaus or Waus
ntil the seventeenth century, when, by the error

f transcribers, mistaking for n, it became Van?,
ometimes written Vance. The present repre-

entative is Capt. Patrick Vans Agnew, of Barn-

arroch, Wigtownshire, descended in unbroken

nale descent from John de Vaux, a cadet of

Mrleton, who, in 1384, obtained a grant of Barn-

tarroch from Douglas, Lord of Galloway. The
ame in its present form is as much a "ghost-
jame" as Hebrides for Hebudce, Graopian or

3rampian for Graupius and lona for loua insula,

he island of Hy. HERBERT MAXWELL.

John Vaux was curate of St. Helen's, Auckland,
n Durham. He published annually for some

ears, between 1621 and 1665, 'A New Almanack
and Prognostication,' sometimes calculated for St.

lelen, Auckland, and sometimes for the meridian

of the city of Durham. See ' Notes on English
Almanacs and Almanac Makers of the Seventeenth

Century,' in
' N. & Q.,' 6th S. xii. and succeeding

ssues. H. R. P.

ARMS ON PAINTING (8"> S. viii. 448). The

impaled coat as to which your correspondent

inquires is clearly that of the ancient house of

Nevile of Raby, undifferenced, as it usually now

is, by a rose or other mark of cadency. I cannot

identify the other half of the shield.

OSWALD HUNTER BLAIR, O.S.B.

Fort Augustus, N.B.

" To HANG OUT" (8
th S. v. 366 ; vi. 34). The

following is another early instance of the phrase :

And you his sad companyong, to whome Lent

Becomes more lenten by this accident,

Henceforth jour waving flagg no more hang out,

Play now no more at all : when round aboute

Wee look and miss the Atlas of your spheare.
What comfort have wee, think you, to be there,

And how can you delight in playing, when
Such mourning soe affecteth other men 1

This quotation is from an anonymous elegy on

the death of Richard Bnrbage, the actor, who died

1620. See Collier's
' Annals of the Stage,' vol. i.

p. 431. ATEAHR.

WAGELL (8
th S. viii. 287, 351). In Mr. F. W. T.

Jago's
'

Glossary of Cornish Provincial Words,'

1882, there is :
"
Wagd. A grey gull. M. A. C."

The initials refer to Miss M. A. Courtney's
' Glos-

sary of Words for West Cornwall,' published in

1880 for the English Dialect Society.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

CHILD COMMISSIONS IN THE ARMY (8
th S. viii.

421). I do not think that a more perfect example
of this abuse (for such it was) can be found than

that of the late General Sir William C. Eustace,
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C.B. and K.O.H., who died in February, 1855,
and who was gazetted to a commission in the army
on the very day of his birth. This fact is recorded

by me in Hardwicke's ' Annual Biography
'

for

1856, and I learnt it from Sir Richard and Lady
Airey, who were connexions of Sir William by

marriage. Sir William was born at Dublin in

1783, his father General Eustace being at that

time Commander of the Forces in Ireland, and

having in consequence great influence with the

Marquis of Buckingham, then Lord Lieutenant.

E. WALFORD.

DOUBLE STAIKCASES IN CRYPTS (8
th S. viii.

409). The extraordinary crypt in Hexham Abbey
Church, built of Roman stones by St. Wilfrid, has

three staircases remaining in whole or in part.

Down one pilgrims came from outside, then, having
reverenced the relics kept in the crypt, they passed

up into the church by another staircase. A third

staircase was for the use of the priests only.
H. J. MOULE.

Dorchester.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

The Poetical Works of Wordsworth. Edited by Thomas
Hutchinson. M.A. (Frowde.)

The Poetical, Works of Wordsworth. Miniature Edition.

5 vols. (Same publisher.)
EACH recent Christmas has brought with it as the most
desirable of gift-books a one-volume edition, from the

Oxford University Press, of some immortal and favourite

poet, furnished with an authoritative text and useful

and trustworthy notes, and possessing supreme elegance of

type, shape, and get-up. As books of unequalled facility

for reference, yet demanding, on account of their deli-

cacy and beauty, great tenderness of handling, we have
ever by us and at hand the Oxford Shakspeare, Scott

and Longfellow, printed on that india paper which is

Mr. Frowde'a especial pride, and is, indeed, of the most

gossamer-like tissue. These works are veritable godsends
to those whose shelf-room is limited or who cannot at

home and abroad burden themselves with heavy and
cumbersome books. On the merits of the Oxford Bible,
another of these inestimable boons, we have heretofore

dilated. One of the handy volumes of this we have this

day used with unparalleled comfort. To these treasures

is now added the Oxford Wordsworth. It is in some

respects different from its predecessors. Five of the

prettiest, daintiest, and most fairy-like little volumes,
held in a case, contain the entire poems,

"
every piece

of original verse which we know to have been published

by the poet himself, or of which he can be shown to have
authorized tbe posthumous publication." One of these

little volumes, the type of which is distinct, legible, and
even brilliant, can be carried in the waistcoat pocket,
and the whole does not weigh more than an average
volume of a novel. The same contents are given us

in an octavo volume of a thousand pages, with notes,

prefaces, a chronological table of Wordsworth's life, and

everything that can add to the instruction and pleasure

)ose of conveying stress is followed, that his punctuation
mil other matters in which he was careless have been-

amended, and that the arrangement of tbe minor poems
s that in which they stand in the edition of 1849-50
an order excogitated with great care by Wordsworth;
limself. A few explanatory notes have been added to

;hose of the author, and the text has undergone close

supervision. There is very much to be said in favour of

single-volume editions of the poets. It is no doubt

pleasant to have a handsome collective edition on the

shelves, but there are those who like to take down
Favourite poet and dip into him at fancy or at will. For
such purposes a one-volume edition is best, and of such'
the Oxford editions are the shapeliest, handiest, most
trustworthy, and best.

Hebrew Idolatry and Superstition : its Place in Folk-lore,

By Edward Higgens. (Stock.)
MR. HIGQKNS has issued in a cheap edition his short
but important work on Hebrew folk-lore. His view,
maintained with copious erudition, is that the wanton
passions of the daughters of Sion, which

Ezekiel saw when, by the vision led,
His eye surveyed the dark idolatries

Of alienated Judab,

the worship of "
Moloch, horrid king," and all the

horrors for which the men of Judah have been re-

buked by the prophets, the human sacrifices, the pass-
ing through fire, the worship of the heavenly bodies,
the practice of divination, witchcraft, and enchantment,
and the like, took their rise not among the Hebrews, but

among the former inhabitants of Palestine. The passing
through fire he traces to the " blond race," supposing
its presence due to the influence of the Amorites, who-
"
probably entered Palestine from the north-west, and

drove the aborigines on to the hills, being themselves

subsequently driven there after them." Small as it is,

the volume is an all-important contribution to applied
folk-lore, and may be read and studied with much
advantage. There is not a page that is not worth tbe
attention of the folk-lorist.

The Beok-Hunter in London. By W. Roberts. (Stock,)
OF our younger school of bibliographers Mr. Roberts is

one of the most assiduous. No grubber among incuna-
bula is he, no collater of editions, no questioner of

colophons. He prefers the picturesque aspects of books
and bookselling, and though he is at the pains to supply
a compendium of the history of bookbuying in various-

epochs, he is at his easiest and his best in dealing with

persons rather than things. His book in its pleasantesfc

aspect is, in short, a gossip concerning booksellers and)

bookbuyers. As such it is acceptable. Mr. Ruskin is

indignant at the application to book-lovers of tbe term
" bibliomaniacs.

" We do not speak with similar disrespect
of purchasers of horses, or houses, or jewels, or acres, or
shares. Still the reproach involved in the term may be
borne. Collectors have a little touch of unreason in them,
and follow their hobbies with a zeal which does not savour

wholly of sanity. The lives of such are, accordingly, both

amusing and in a sense edifying. Mr. Roberts cornea

somewhat late into the field, and has to describe at

second hand the quaint beings whom the mention of
bookbuying brings to mind. Of some of the quaintest
of all he has never, probably, heard. We wonder
if he knows the name, even, of old Sams, the Quaker

of the reader, throughout on the india paper. It is use

less in the case of a work of this class, intended for

popular use, to explain the system of arrangement or

the principle of punctuation, etymology, &c. It will

suffice to say that the poet's use of capitals for the pur.

bookseller and miser, the most plausible old hypocrite-
and unmitigated old rogue that ever existed, whose
skill in vamping up and doctoring a Cawood into a

Pynson has been feebly imitated by our degenerate
moderns, and at one time threatened to deluge the
market with spurious edition We have had rogues aa>
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unprincipled as Sams among those even whom Mr.
Roberts essays to immortalize, but none so clever as be.

We wish, however, to discuss, not the men with whom
Mr. Roberts does not deal, but those with whom he does.

He has agreeable things to say about famous book-

lovers and contributors to Notes and Queries : Thorns,
the .Rev. W. E. Buckley, E. Solly, and many more, and
some who happily still live and flourish. On the great

collectors, naturally, he expatiates, the Beckfords, the

Spencers, the Rexburghes, and the like, who make the

records of a hundred years ago so splendidly picturesque.
Would that we had still great noblemen who would

personally enter the lists for a Yaldarfer Boccaccio, or,

if the tastes have wholly changed, for an immaculate
Ruskin or even a Kelmscott Chaucer, when it comes.

Concerning such devourers of books as Heber con-

cerning book thieves, Libri yesterday, to-day, to

alter words of Warburton Mr. Roberts gossips amus-

ingly, and in the main, though not always, accurately.
He is as good as a directory to the second-hand book-
sellers of to-day, and gives them all a word of praise,
from the "

Napoleon
"

of West-End booksellers, Mr.

Quaritcb, to Mr. George, with his serviceable East-End
accumulations. For errors of cataloguing he lays under
contribution the columns of Notes and Queries and other

sources, besides inserting one or two that are mere in-

ventions. To a reader of catalogues these things are

eo common that the most flagrant will scarcely extort
a smile Mr. Roberts has, however, written a popular
and readable book, and has secured for it abundance of

illustrations of individuals, notorious and the like. The
book is, indeed, of a class which appeals directly to our

readers, who interested in the multiplicity of details

and the variety of contents, and crediting the author
with large stores of information will be indulgent to a
few slips, and perhaps not ungrateful for the tone of

good-natured optimism with which the whole is per-
vaded.

The Law's Lumber-Room. By Francis Watt. (Lane.)

THE contents of this little volume, reprinted from the

National Observer and dedicated to Mr. W. E. Henley,
have very genuine value. We have read the book
with pleasure from cover to cover, and bear willing
tribute to its interest. The things with which Mr. Watt
deals are the statutes, now finally repealed, which prove
how much of cruelty, superstition, and terror there was
in our legislation, beginning in mediaeval times and

ending, as it were, but yesterday.
" Benefit of Clergy,"

"Peine forte et dure,"
" Fines and Recoveries."

" The
Custom of the Manor,"

"
Deodauds,"'

1

Sanctuary," "Trial

by Ordeal,"
"
Wager of Battle," and the like, are the

subjects of chapters which we heartily commend to our
readers. Antiquaries who are lawyers also will find

little that is new in the volume. Such, however, are

few, and their number is diminishing. There are, on
the contrary, thousands of readers who will be glad to

obtain information popularly and pleasantly conveyed
that elsewhere is not too easily accessible. Curious bits

of folk-lore, moreover, reward the reader. Who knows,
for instance, that when the rustic says,

"
May this bit

choke me if I lie" ("May this bit be my poison,"
Goldsmith), the imprecation has reference to a curious
form of ordeal 1 The value and interest of the volume
are far in advance of its size, and we commend it as a
book to be read and then kept at hand for reference.

Scots Lore. No. 7. (Glasgow, Hodge & Co.)

THE third and concluding paper by Mr. P. Macgregor
Chambers is of great interest, and is extremely well

illustrated. It is for Scottish experts to determine
whether Mr. Chambers is right in identifying John

Morow, architect and sculptor, as a cadet of the house
of Murray. The evidence which he has produced is very
strong. We confess to a desire to know what if there
be anything is to be said on the other side. Mr.
Chambers incidentally mentions that he holds the
opinion that the Scottish Reformers were not in the
habit of destroying churches. If by reformers he means
the religious ministers, he may possibly be right; if,

however, he uses the word to include the greedy nobles
who took the side of the Reformation, there cannot be
any doubt, we imagine, that he is wrong. Mr. David
MacRitchie's paper on the folk-lore in the Highlands
will well repay perusal. He treats of pigmies. We did
not know, or had forgotten, that they were supposed to
have dwelt so far north. The battles between the
pigmies and the cranes is a classical tale which became
very popular in the Middle Ages. We have met with,
several instances of its being represented in tapestry.We are sorry to find the present is the last issue of Scots
Lore. It is a very useful periodical, and has supplied
a want which no other existing periodical is calculated
to fill.

The Bookworm. An Illustrated Treasury of Old-Time
Literature. (Stock.)

THIS is the seventh volume of the Bookworm, and is in
some respects the best of the series. There is still not
a little mere padding, but far less in quantity than in
former issues. Some of the papers are excellent. We
have thoroughly enjoyed Mr. W. Carew Hazlitt's < Re-
collections of an Auction - Room,' and Mr. Roberts's
article on ' Classic Collecting

'

contains several facts
which are new to us. The account of George Barrington

or, to employ his real name, Henry Waldron does
not, we think, contain anything new, but a career like
his is soon forgotten, and there are reasons why it

should be kept in memory. In an article entitled Scott
and the Quarterly

' we have a list of the editors of the

Quarterly Review finm the first number, which was
issued on 1 February, 1809, down to the present day.
We do not call to mind that any such catalogue is to
be found elsewhere.

neticti :

Jtotkes to &attt*$0nbtnts.
We must call special attention to the following net

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

Contributors will oblige by addressing proofs to Mr.
Slate, Athenaeum Press, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.C.

HENRY LBBOT.

How do I love thee 1 let me count the ways.
Mrs. Browning,

' Sonnets from the Portuguese.'

NOTICE.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The
Editor of ' Notes and Queries

' "
Advertisements and

Business Letters to " The Publisher
"

at the Office,
Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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SHAKSPEARE'S ANCESTRY.
On the assumption that no tittle of trustworthy

evidence concerning the ancestry of the Warwick-
shire family of Shakspeare can be valueless, I

presume to forward you the result of some
researches I have recently made in the matter.

It may prove but little, still it undoubtedly in-

dicates a source whence further information may
be obtained ;

and there is much force in the

maxim: "Qurenonvaleant singuia,junctajuvant."
The Rev. Joseph Hunter, F.S.A., in his

' Pro-

lusions Genealogical,' &c. (1844), says that "of all

the Shakespeares of whom we can recover any
notices it appears to me that these Shakespeares
of Wroxhall have the best claim to be considered

the progenitors of the Shakespeares of Stratford-

upon-Avon."
And Mr. G. Russell French, in his admirable

work '

Shakspeareana Genealogica' (1869), says,
41 the connexion of the Shakespeares with Wrox-
hall is very interesting, and further researches in

that quarter are desirable."

In the pedigree of the family of Shakspeare,
compiled by Mr. A. W. Cornelius Hallen (1885),
the earliest names recorded are those of Thomas

Shakspeare, of Balsall, and his wife Alice, under
date 1486 ;

and they, according to the pedigree,
were the grandparents of Richard of Snitterfield,

:he grandfather of William Shakspeare of Stratford.

Mr. Hallen, however, states in a note that
"
the

descent of Richard from Thomas Shakspeare cannot

be proved, but is in accordance with known facts."

What those " known facts
"
may be I know not,

but the facts that I have discovered prove un-

doubtedly that the Shakspeares were settled in

Balsall and the neighbourhood long previous to

1486. I find from original documents that on
24 Nov., 1389 (13 Ric. II.), Adam Shakespere,
who is described as

"
tilius et heres Ade de Olde-

diche
"

held (and probably then first obtained)
Lands within the manor of Baddesley Clinton, and
held them by military service. This was in the

days of John Fouke, second husband of Johanna
de Clinton, who was one of the coheiresses of

Thomas de Clinton, Lord of Baddesley, who died

about 1335.

Oldediche or Woldich, now commonly known
as Old Ditch Lane, lies within the parish of

Temple Balsall, and not far from the northern

boundary of the manor of Baddesley ;
and the

venerable but decayed homestead now remaining
therein may in all probability have been the old-

time residence of the Shakespere family.
Adam Shakespere, the younger, died in 1414,

leaving a widow Alice and a son and heir John,
then under age, so that his birth must have taken

place subsequent to 1393, and about four years
after his fatber had settled in Baddesley Clinton.

On attaining his majority he succeeded to his

father's lands in Baddesley, and was holding them
in 1425 (3 Hen. VI.), and as late as 1441 (20
Hen. VI.), but I have found no record of his

death. By whom he was succeeded is not clear,

but there is strong probability that Ralph and
Richard Shakspere, who held lands in Baddesley,
were his sons. These two brothers in 1465 (5

Edw. IV.) held certain lands in Baddesley called
" Great Chedwyns," which are situate in the eastern

portion of the manor and adjoining Wroxhall
;
and

it is therefore far from improbable that this Richard

was the founder of the Wroxhall branch of the

family, since no further mention of his name has

been found in Baddesley.
In 1465, Ralph had a wife Joanna, and these

probably are they who were commemorated in the

Gild Register at Knowle, in the following record

about that date :

"
Radulphus Shakespeire et Isa-

bella uxor ejus, et pro anima Johannss uxoris

primse." And possibly the succeeding record :

" Richardus Schakespeire de Wroxall et Margeria
uxor ejus," refers to this Richard, formerly of

Baddesley Clinton, and later of Wroxhall.

The issue of the marriage of Ralph and Joanna
were two daughters and coheirs Elizabeth and

Isolda, who were married respectively to Robert

Huddespit and Robert Rakley. Ralph Shakspere
was living on 17 April, 1493, but was dead before

14 April, 1496, when his lands in Baddesley were
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divided between Huddespit and Eakley, his sons- & eux deux ayantz reneontrey en Angleterre un excel-
divided oetwecu_" K

TTiiddpsnir was ^nt pemctre holandoip, 1'employerent poure faire iceluy
in-law. On 14 Dec., 1506, Robert Huddespit was ^^ & eg^ 8oi

'

eugemVt COR -
er

l

T6 au megme iieu

dead and his relict Elizabeth in possession of his
de Poliz^ iugqueg en ran 1653

lands. And what is of especial interest is the fact The manu8cript consists of the lower part of a page of

that the lands (or, at least, a portion of them), a parchment document, apparently an inventory, from

which Elizabeth Huddespit held in 1506 were the which it has at some time been cut, perhaps to accom-

me as those possessed one hundred and seventeen pany the picture at the period when it left Polisy The
.SSBBBCU u

ou
ftT,~,nprp aon an(i heading and its corresponding foot-note are in a slightly

years previously by Adam bnakespere, s< L and
uter hand th&n tfae centra] paragraphj but the authori..

heir of Adam de Oldediche, in 1389. tjes at the British Museum inform me that the difference

The foregoing particulars serve in no way to in time is small, and that the whole document dates

nolve the croblem of William Shakespeare's im- from shortly after the middle of the seventeenth century.

j- t .Oatr Kn* thnv oertainlv testifv to an A notice of the manuscript occurred (under No. 6,247>
mediate ancestry, but they 17

v "IJk shire in the eclogue of April, 1888, of M. Saffroy, antiquarian
earlier settlement of tne lamiiy in w arwicKsmre

bookge iler afc pre-.Saint Gervai?, from whom I obtained

than has hitherto been discovered ;
and tney the orjgitia i now before me. This notice had been

clearly point to Temple Balsall and Baddesley copied into the current number of the Revue de Cham-

Clinton as the earliest known residences of the \pagne et de Brie (vol. xxiv., 1888, p. 318), where it

familv whence in all probability, an offshoot took recently came under my observation. It was also re-
lamiiy, wueucc, in

printed in a note to the excellent preface, by M.
root in Wroxhall. . Germaine Lefevre - Pontalip, to the '

Correspondance
Thus by persistent research, and following t 5 p litique d'Odet de Selve

'

(1546-1549), published: under

monition of Drexelius :
" Nulla dies, nulla hora, the auspices of the Commission des Archives Diplo-

sine linea
" the hope may be cherished that the inatiques in 1888.

Drecise lineage of William Shakespeare may even The convincing nature of the evidence contained in

ylt be established. HENRY NORRIS. I
this document speaks for itself. Perhaps a few word*

St. John's, Tamwortb.

HOLBEIN'S ' AMBASSADORS.'

respecting the individuals whose now certain portraits

hang in our national collection may not be out of place.
Let us bear in mind that in Holbein's work the dagger
of the personage to the left is inscribed "

JST. svx 29;"
while on a book near his companion are the words

The subjoined letter from the Times of 7 Dec., I
"*T. su* 25"; and that the picture is dated 1533

"-..
BUUJUII icu

^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ | We ghall aee that thege indicat)0ng exactly correspond
with the ages of the two Ambassadors in the year in

question.
Jean de Dinteville, Seigneur de Polisy, Bailly de

settling the very interesting question as to the

identity of the personages in Holbein's ' Ambas-

sadors
' in the National Gallery, would not, I

^ ^ j

venture to suggest, be out of place if transferred Troyea, Chevalier de TOrdre du Roi the Order of St.

to the pages of
' N. & Q.' :

|

Michael which he wears in Holbein's painting-was born

., ., .
j.

finitely established by documentary evidence of the most
of th&t returning again as Ambassador in 1536.

conclusive kind. By a strange and fortunate coance At a iater period of his ijfe he became paralyzed and
fragment of a seventeenth century manuscript has been

retired to his e8tate at p ii8Vi where he occupied the

preserved to us, which contains the whole history of the
enforced ]eigute of big in.health in building and embel-, enr . -

picture during the first 120 years of its existence. 1 s

Hghing the chateau, of which a vaulted undercroft and
interesting document is now in my possession. It ru si

few other 8trik jng fragmentg, including an inscription.
as follows : and some datec, yet remain as a monument to his tastes.

" Remarques sur le euject d'un tableau excellent des He died in 155^ j t win be remembered that Poliay,.

Srs. d'Inteville Polizy, et de George de Selve.* where the picture was so long preserved, is conspicuously
" En ce tableau est represente au naturel Messire Jean marked by Holbein on the terrestrial globe near this

de D Intevile chevalier sieur de Polizy prea de Bar-sur- Bmbassador. I must here recall that some years since

seyne Bailly de Troyes, qui fut Ambassadeur en Angle- jjr Sidney Colvin fixed upon Dinteville, by internal

terre pour le Roy Francois premier ez annees 1532 & evidence alone, as the probable subject of the left-hand

1533 & de puis Gouverneur de Monsieur Charles de
portrait, which brilliant surmise is now completely

France second filz diceluy Roy, le quel Charles mourut connrmed.

a forest moustier en 1'an 1545, & le diet sr. de D Inte-
George de Selve, Bishop of Lavaur, was one of six

vile en 1'an 1555, sepulture" en I'eglise du diet Polizy. brothers, nearly all of whom attained distinction as

Est aussi represente audict tableau Messire George ambassadors. In 1526, at the early age of eighteen, he
de Selve Evesque de Lavaur personnage de grandes wa8 appointed to the See of Lavaur, but he was not con-

lettres & fort vertueux, & qui fut Ambassadeur pros gecrated until 1534, when he was twenty-six. It follows

de L Empereur Charles cinquiesme, le diet Evesque from faese dateg that in 1533, the year in which he sat

Filz de Messire Jean de Selve premier president ^au to Holbein, he was twenty-five years old, or precisely of

parlement de Paris, iceluy sr. Evesque decede en 1 an the age recorded in the picture. His non-episcopal
1541 ayant des la susdicte annee 1532 ou 1533 passe en dregg ig expia i lied by the fact that he was only con-

Angleterre par permission du Roy pour visiter le susdict eecrated in the following year, the same in which he

sieur de D Intevile son intime amy & de toute sa famile, wag appointed Ambassador at Venice. In 1536 he wa*
----- -

j
transferred to Rome, where he remained two years, and

"* Evesque de Lavour [sic] contenant leura emplois, I in 1540 we find him entrusted with an important mission.

t terns de leur deced--." 1 to Charles V. Having voluntarily returned to his d:-
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cese when at the zenith of his career, in order to devote
himself completely to his episcopal duties, he died in
1542 (N.S.) at the early age of thirty-four. His pro-
found learning, his piety, his keen interest in all intel-

lectual pursuits make him one of the remarkable figures
of his day.
An interesting feature in the manuscript is the refer-

ence to the "employments" of the two friends, contained
in the picture, which it will be recollected is littered
with books, globe?, and musical and mathematical
instruments. Still more curious is the statement that
the " time of their death "

is there to be seen. Is some
occult prophecy the explanation of the mysterious,
distorted death's-head which casts its shadow before

them, and of the astrological setting of the celestial

globe 1

The earliest known accounts of Holbein's great work,
prior to the discovery here announced, are those of the
Souen catalogue of 1787 (found by Mr. Dickes) and of
Lehrun'g ' Galerie des Peintres Flamands,' &c., pub-
lished in 1792, in both of which the two Ambassadors
figure as MM. de Selve et d'Avaux. May I suggest
that the name of " Dinteville

"
almost certainly became

converted in course of time by oral transmission to that
of "d'Avaux," after the written record probably the
one here under consideration had become separated
from the picture and temporarily lost 1 The name of de
Selve appears in every record we possess ; but the later
reversal in order of the two names (placing that of de
Selve first) appears to have increased the confusion, and
put investigators off the scent. Be this how it may,
there now remains to be cleared up only the interval
from 1653 to 1787, in order to complete the record of
the picture from the time it was painted down to the
present day.

It need only be added that an authentic portrait of

George de Selve (as well as those of his father and three
of his brothers) still exists at the Chateau de Villiers,
near La Ferte-Alais, the property of the present repre-
sentative of the de Selve family. Of this I hops to
obtain a photograph, for comparison with Holbein's

masterpiece. I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
MART F. S. HERVEY.

HENRY ATTWELL.

P.S. The document referred to has been pre-
sented to the National Gallery by its discoverer,
and has been accepted by the Trustees. It will

be framed and exposed in one of the small rooms
of the Gallery.

CASANOVIANA.

(Continuedfrom p. 343.)

Unquestionably the most interesting episode in

the career of Casanova was his escape from the
Piombi. To that incident he owed his European
celebrity and an acquaintance with the most

distinguished persons of his time. That Casanova,
by a reckless mode of living at this period, did not
render himself liable to arrest it would be rash to

-assert ; but certainly he had done nothing to justify
so severe a sentence. When, a few years ago, the
late M. Armand Baschet explored the Venetian

archives, he found a few letters addressed to the

Inquisitors by a spy named Giovanni Battista

Manuzzi. Even supposing the accusations thus
made against Casanova to have been absolutely

true, no excuse can be found for the rigour with

which he was treated. It does not appear from
these State records that the accused, after his

arrest, underwent any form of trial. When
Domenico Cavelli, Secretary to the Inquisitors,
was asked to state the charges against Casanova,
that individual merely placed his forefinger on his

lips, and discreetly remained silent. Never at

any time did Casanova receive any decisive

intimation as to the cause of his arrest, and we

may assume that what Dr. Johnson would have
called "a concatenation of suspicious circum-

stances
"
was the sole cause of his misfortunes.

In a report, dated 21 July, 1755, the spy
Manuzzi speaks of having visited the apartments
of Casanova, where he wan shown a Masonic apron.
Horresco referens a Masonic apron ! Mind-
ful of the fact that Cagliostro, convicted of Free-

masonry a few years later, was sentenced to death

at Rome a fate from which he was saved by the

intercession of influential friends we cannot be

surprised at the effect produced on the inquisitorial
tribunal by that Masonic apron. In 1755, the

tyranny and power of the Council of Three were

held in such awe by all classes in Venice that

intercession could not be thought of. The servile

adulation which even the loftiest patricians evinced

towards that august tribunal was one of the most

hopeless signs of that period ;
and any man who

should presume to plead a prisoner's cause was not

only doomed to failure, but rendered himself liable

to the basest suspicion a state but one short step
removed from proved and acknowledged complicity.
Dr. Moore, writing from Venice when Casanova
was there, in 1779, thus speaks of that dreaded

tribunal :

" These three persons have the power of deciding,
without appeal, on the lives of every citizen belonging
to the Venetian State ; the highest of the nobility, even
the Doge himself, not being excepted. They keep the

keys of boxes into which anonymous informations are

thrown. To those three Inquisitors is given the right
of employing spies, considering secret intelligence,

issuing orders to seize all persons whose words or actions

they think reprehensible, and afterwards trying them
when they think proper. If all the three are of one

opinion, no further ceremony is necessary; they may
order the prisoner to be strangled in prison, drowned in

the Canale Orfano, hanged privately in the night-time
between the pillars, or executed publicly, as they please.

It is a rule here to admit of smaller presumptions
in all crimes which affect the Government than iu other

cases; and the only difference they make between a

crime fully proved and one more doubt 'ul is that in the

first case the execution is in broad daylight, whereas
when there are any doubts as to the prisoner's guilt, he
is only put to death privately."

If we accept these words, written on the spot, as

an accurate description of the state of things in

1779, what must it have been in 1755 1 In-

dividual liberty had no existence, and the tremb-

ling citizens of a so-called republic lived in the

shadow of the
" Lion's Mouth." Six years later,
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this irresponsible council caused M. Querini, the

Avogador, or Tribune of the People, to be arrestfr

on a trumpery charge. That act so alarmed th

Venetians that the Grand Council was forced t

intervene. Its members saw their opportunity
and determined to take advantage of it. The tim
was ripe for a change, the people clamoured agains
an insufferable tyranny, and an attempt was mad
to abolish absolutely the power of three men wh
were responsible for their acts to no one but them
selves. After a prolonged debate, on 16 March
1762, the Grand Council, while prolonging thei

existence, placed the jurisdiction of these In

quisitors under severe restrictions. From tba
time every act performed by this tribunal was

subject to the approval of the Council of Ten. A
distinguished Frenchman, M. de la Lande, writing
in 1784, says :

" Cette limitation a 1'autorite des inquisiteurs a
diminue beaucoup le respect qu'on avait pour ce tri-

bunal, leurs secretaires ont aussi perdu beaucoup de leur
influence : ees emplois, qui etaient considerables, fureni
reduite a rien en 1762, parce qu'on reduisit leur exercice a
deux aris."

If that reform had been effected seven years
earlier Casanova could not have been sentenced
to five years' imprisonment without trial, and one
of the most romantic incidents in his career would
not have taken place. But under the old order of

things it is not surprising that, after one feeble

and futile remonstrance, he should have been in no
mood to demand a fair trial. For fifteen months
and fifteen days he languished in prison, planning
his escape.
At midnight on 31 Oct., 1756, Casanova and

a priest named Balbi escaped through a hole they
had made in the roof, and, after difficulties and
dangers, worked their way through the Council
Chamber to the Giant's Stairs. Unsuspected by
the people who loitered upon the Piazza San
Marco, they crossed the Piazzetta, sprang into a

gondola, skirted the banks of the Giudecca, and,
finally, landed at Mestre. Here they hired a
vehicle and drove to Treviso. In the fields out-
side that town this ill-assorted pair parted com-
pany. Balbi took the route to Augsburg, while
Casanova tramped by the Val de Piadene to Feltre,
and thence by the valley to the Borgo de Val
Sngana. This town was at that time under the

jurisdiction of the Bishop of Trent, and outside the
limits of Venetian territory. Here, for the first

time since bis evasion, Casanova tells us, he felt

as safe as though he were in London. The distance
he had covered was sixty English miles as the
crow flies, but nearer eighty-five miles, in con-

sequence of the detours he was obliged to make in
order to baffle his pursuers. From Borgo be went
to Pergine, and thence to Trent and Botzen.

Eventually he reached Munich, and shortly
afterwards went to Augsburg to see Balbi. On
Wednesday, 5 Jan., 1757 mark the precision

with which that dale is given in his ' Memoirs '

Casanova arrived in Paris. His first thought was
to place himself under the protection of his friend
the Abbe de Bernis, formerly French Ambassador
at Venice, now Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs under Louis XV. With that object Casa-
nova went to Versailles. On his arrival there he
was told that De Bernis had just returned to Paris.

These details are important from an historical point
of view. When Casanova, on his return journey,
reached the barrier on the confines of Versailles,
be saw a crowd of excited people standing before
the closed gates. Like every one else, he was
ordered to descend from his carriage, and was

pushed into a small room full of people. From
them he heard the startling news that an attempt
had just been made on the king's life. As
Louis XV., at six o'clock on that winter evening.,
was entering his carriage to return to Trianon, a

man, shabbily attired, with his hat drawn over his

eyes, suddenly pressed forward among the attend-

ants, and stabbed the king in the side. So rapidly
was the deed done, that it was not noticed by any of

the suite, nor by the officers on guard. The king
himself was not aware that he was wounded, and

exclaimed,
" On m'a donne" un violent coup de

coude." The assassin, Francois Damiens, might
asily have escaped if he had wished to do so.

But motionless, and with an unconcerned air, ho
stood among the attendants. When arrested he
offered no resistance, and made no remark of any
rind. Then, for the first time, the king perceived
that his clothes were saturated with blood, and

said,
" Je snis blessu, cet homme m'a frappe,

Qu'on le garde, et qn'on ne le tue pas." The
wound was a slight one, owing to the many wraps
n which the king was muffled in consequence of

he severity of the weather. In fact, he was able

without assistance to ascend the grand staircase.

Casanova tells us that during the three hours which
le passed on the road to Paris his carriage was
ivertaken by nearly two hundred couriers gallop.

ng towards the capital, each man as he swept by

rying out the news. By this means Casanova
eceived a continuous report from the sick man's

hamber :

Les premiers dirent ce que je savais
;
a la fin je sue

ue le roi avait etc saigne, que la blessure n'etait pas-

mortelle, et enfin, que la Measure e"tait legere, et que 8a

lajcste pouvait meme aller a Trianon, hi elle en avait

nvie."

)amiens, meanwhile, under a guard of sixty

oldiers, wrote the following prophetic letter to the

ing:
"
Sire, je suis bien fache d'avoir eu le'malheur de von

>procher ; mais si vous ne prenez pasjle parti de votre

juple, avant qu'il soit quelques annees d'ici, vous, et

[onaieur le dauphin, et quelques autres periront."

bese warning words had, of [course, no effect

hatever. Louis XV., being in no sense injured,

ept to his bed for fifteen days for dramatic
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effect while the wretched Damiens, on 28 March,
was dragged to the Place de Greve. Like the boy
Chastel, who wounded Henri IV. two centuries

earlier, Damiens had the flesh from his arms and

thighs torn off by red-hot pincers, and his body
afterwards torn asunder by four horses. This

ghastly and inhuman performance, with its torch-

bearing and hand-cutting accessories, is said to

have lasted four hours, by Humphry's clock. Casa-

nova, who was present, says :

" Damiens etait un fanatiqne qui, croyant faire une
bonne oeuvre et meriter le ciel, avail tente d'assassiner

Louis XV.; et quoiqu'il ne lui eut fait qu'une legere

ecorchure, il fut tenaille comme si le crime arait etc

consomme."
RICHARD EDGCUMBE.

33, Ted worth Square, Chelsea.

(To le continued.)

There has been considerable doubt concerning
the date of Casanova's death. The 1877 edition

of Vincent's well-known '

Dictionary of Biography
'

gives the date as "June, 1803"; while the last

edition of the
'

Encyclopaedia Britannica
'

is still

more indefinite, merely stating that Casanova died

in 1803. MB. EDGCOMBE (ante, p. 342) gives a

letter, dated 29 May, 1893, from the Canonicus of

Dux, proving that Casanova really died on the

4th of June, 1798. MR. EDGCUMBE adds :

" Thus
was I enabled, by an extract from the official

register, to fix the exact date of Casanova's death."

It may be worth pointing out that the true date

was known before 1893, as the article on Casanova
in the second volume of

' Chambers's Encyclo-

paedia,' published in 1888, states that he died

4 June, 1798. JOHN KANDALL.

PERCT BTSSHE SHELLEY AND THE SIDNEYS.
In the notice of Mr. Aldred's ' Ancient and Modern

History of Turville' (ante, p. 440) you say,
"Attention is drawn to the fact that Shelley in-

herited the blood of the Sidneys, and that a mental
as well as a physical resemblance existed between
him and his ancestors." Now this would be very
interesting if it were so. But is it ? I had occa-

sion some little time ago to make inquiry as to

the ancestors and family connexions of the ancient

Sussex family of Shelley, but I never found any
trace of Sidney blood in them until the marriage
of Bysshe Shelley the grandfather of the poet
with the heiress of Penshurst ; but this lady was
his second wife, and the poet was the grandson of

his first wife, and therefore related only by half

blood i.e., by the Shelley blood to the Sidneys.
If this be so, any resemblance, mental or physical,
between him and a Sidney must be entirely for-

tuitous. The facts, I believe, are as follows.

Bysshe Shelley afterwards Sir Bysshe Shelley,

Bart., of Castle Goring, Sussex married, firstly,

in 1752, Mary Catherine, only daughter and heiress

of the Kev. Theobald Michel, of Field Place,

Horsham, the head of the old Sussex family of
that name. By her he had one son, Timothy,
second baronet, who was the father of Percy
Bysshe, the poet. Sir Bysshe Shelley married,

secondly, Elizabeth Jane Sidney, only daughter
and heiress of William Perry, of Penshurst, Kent,
which historical castle he possessed in right of his

wife, Elizabeth, granddaughter and heiress of Cot
Sidney. Sir Bysshe by his second wife had a son

John, who assumed the additional surname of

Sidney, was created a baronet, and became Sic

John Shelley Sidney, of Penshurst; and this

gentleman's son Sir Bysshe's grandson Sic

Philip Charles Sidney, was raised to the peerage,
in 1800, as Baron de L'Isle and Dudley, to whom,
therefore, the poet was second cousin by the half

blood that of the Shelleys.
Of the two families of Shelley baronets, the

elder branch descends from Sir William Shelley,

Judge of Common Pleas in the sixteenth century,
and the younger branch, the Shelleys of Castle

Goring, from his brother Edward, of WarmiDg-
hurst, they being sons of the John Shelley, of

Clapham, Sussex, who married the daughter and
heiress of John de Michelgrove, or Fauconer, at

the end of the fifteenth century. Unless, there-

fore, either of this pair, the common ancestors of

the two branches of the Shelley family, had Sidney
blood in his or her veins about which I know
nothing I do not see how the poet could have ha<t

any of it
;
and I think it probable that the contrary

idea has arisen from the fact being overlooked that

Sir Bysshe Shelley was twice married, and that

the poet descended from the first wife, Mary
Catherine Michel, and the De L'Isle family (Sid-

ney) from the second wife, Elizabeth Jane Sidney,
heiress of Penshurst.

I shall be very glad to be set right if I am
wrong in this matter, because my ancestors were

closely connected in blood both with the Shelleys
and the Michels before Bysshe Shelley's first

marriage ;
and I am, therefore, curious to know

where the Sidney blood comes in if it does come

in, which at present I doubt. E. M. S,

AN OLD POLITICAL POEM. The following poeas.

with a double meaning is worth preserving IE
' N. & Q.' There is, we believe, a name for this

kind of verse ;
but if it be so, we have forgotten

it. We have taken it from the Catholic News of

16 November :

" A copy of one of the cleverest political poems erer

composed has lately come under our notice, says the

Dundee Advertiser, it was written by Arthur Counor

(or O'Connor), the friend of Lord Edward Fitzgerald,

and, like him, a prominent figure in the Irish Rebellion

of 1798. Arthur Connor was born in 1765, and was of

aristocratic descent, his mother being a sister of Viscount

Longueville. He entered the Irish Parliament as mem-
ber for Philipstown, and gained renown as an orator.

In November, 1796, he joined the United Irishmen, and
was arrested at Margate in February, 1798, when on hii
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way to France on a secret mission. He was detained in

Kilmainham Jail for some time, but was at length

removed, with other political prisoners, to Fort George,
in Scotland. It was while on his way thither that he

distributed copies of the following poem, which was

regarded as a proof of his return to loyalty :

The pomp of courts and pride of kings
I prize above all earthly things :

I love my country, but the King
Above all men his praise I sing ;

The royal banners are displayed,
And may success the standard aid.

I fain would banish far from hence
The Eights of Man ' and common sense;
Confusion to his odious reign.
That foe to princes, Thomas Paine !

Defeat and ruin seize the cause

Of France, its liberties and laws !

If these lines be read continuously, they seem to express

very loyal sentiments. But if you read the first line of

the first verse and then the first line of the second verse,

you will find that they breathe the spirit of rampant
rebellion :

The pomp of bourts and pride of kings
I fain would banish far from hence ;

I prize abo?e all earthly things
The '

Rights of Man ' and common sense.

I love my country, but the King
Confusion to bis odious reign !

Above all men his praise I sing
That foe to princes, Thomas Paine !

The royal banners are displayed ;

Defeat and ruin seize the cause !

And may success the standard aid

Of France, its liberties and laws !

Arthur O'Connor ultimately made his way to France,
where, in 1807, he married the daughter of the Marquis
de Condorcet. He entered the French army and ro-e

to the rank of general, having assumed the name of

Condorcet O'Connor. His death took place in April,

1852, when he was eighty-seven years of age."

N. M. & A.

[In
' The Wild Garland,' an inaccurate compilation

dealing with this kind of subject, verses of this class are

headed "
Equivocal."]

CURIOSITIES IN AN ALMANAC FOR 1896. Of
all the curious information which has been pub-
lished for the enlightenment of the British public,
the ' Vox Stellarum ' must bear the palm. It is

issued as " The Best Penny Almanac," and con-

tains
" Old Moore's predictions of coming events."

Under the heading of
' Natural Phenomena and

Remarkable Events ' we are favoured by the

prophet with the following information.

The Prince of Wales was born on 9 Nov., 1840,
and his elder sister, the Dowager Empress of Ger-

many, first
" saw the light

"
twelve days after,

viz., on 21 Nov. of the same year ! But this is

not so uncommon an event in the royal family
as the credulous dupes of ' Old Moore '

are asked
to believe, for they are assured that H.R.H. the
Princess was born on 18 March, 1848, and again
on 7 April, 1848.

The Superintendent of the Nautical Almanac
calculated that the eclipse of the moon on 23 Aug.

will be visible at Greenwich, but the Astronomer

Royal and prophet for
: Old Moore '

predicts that
it will be invisible. Time will doubtless prove
that his assertion is incorrect. An amusing in-

cident is also recorded. The Stock Exchange
Panic of 11 June, 1866 is described as the " Stock

Exchange Picnic, 1866." Did the members enjoy it 1

From " The Best Penny Almanac published
"

defend us. EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

COCKADES. There are many notes as to the

history of the cockade in earlier volumes of
' N. & Q.,' and the following may be added for

reference :

Dec. 30, 1794. " There is even a difference in the way
of wearing the bonnet rouge, and in the size and shape
of the tricolour cockade. With Mddles. les Citoyennes
this has become a matter of coquettery [c]. It ia

extreme patriotism to wear it very large and between
the breasts ;

it is moderation at the least to allow it to

peep from under the curls. Our Rules are not above
constant proclamations that it be worn large and con-

spicuous. But against the ladies what decrees are

operative 1
" ' The Journal of a Spy in Paris, 1794

'

(1895), pp. 9, 10.

July 7, 1794.
" A Pyramid is to be erected, says this

good Monsieur Rousseau [T. Rousseau, editor of the
Journal de la, Montague"], on the Pas de Calais, on which
is to be gnven the oath of twenty-five millions of
Frenchmen to destroy this execrable English Nation.

I shall expect to see the ingenious Pottery make
little models of this Pyramid to carry as Cockade pin?,
as we used to carry Bastiles in '89." Ibid., pp. 197, 198.

WILLIAM GEORGE BLACK.
Glasgow.

WESLEY MANUSCRIPTS. The following, clipped
from the Herts Mercury of 23 Nov., is of great
interest to biographers of Wesley :

" In searching the archives at the Wesleyan Confer-
ence Office, the book steward has been fortunate enough
to discover a pile of manuscript papers containing some
scores of hymns and poems in the handwriting of the
Rev. Charles Wesley. None of these have previously
been published. The poems are for the most part
political, several relating to the American War of

Independence."
W. B. GERISH.

Wormley, Hertf.

MOTTO ON THE DEFEAT OF THE SPANISH
ARMADA. In vol. x. of the English Historical

Review there is a notice (p. 578) of Dr. Tilton's

essay, written for his degree at Freiburg, 'Die

Katastrophe der spanischen Armada.' The re-

viewer, when referring to the hard fighting and

English victory at Gravelines, adds that the

accounts of this given by both sides
" leave us to

wonder as to the origin of the astounding falsehood

implied in the motto,
' Flavit Deus et dissipati

sunt,' and its still persistent reproduction in many
books which are called historical." One of these,

by the way, is Green's '

History of the English

People,' the author of which considered the words
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exceedingly appropriate as applied to the final

almost complete destruction of the Armada during
its voyage through the North Sea after the action

off Gravelines on 8 August. But my chief purpose
now is to give the correct wording of the motto on
the medal, which was not English, but Dutch. In
the 'Penny Cyclopaedia' the inscription on the

obverse is stated to be "Flavit Jehovah et dis-

sipati sunt." A view of both sides is given in

Pinkerton's 'Medallic History of England,' plate 9,

by which it appears that the latter is correct, the

word " Jehovah "
being in Hebrew letters and the

date 1588 added at the end. The sentiment is

not due to Elizabeth. W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their

names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

REFERENCES IN MACAULAY AND DRYDEN. I

am editing Macaulay's essay on Boswell's '
Life of

Johnson,' and am at a loss to explain satisfactorily
three passages: 1.

'" An author generated by the

corruption of a bookseller.' This is a very obvious,
and even a commonplace allusion to the famous

dogma of the old physiologists. Dryden made a

similar allusion to that dogma before Johnson was
born." To what dogma does Macaulay refer ? Is

it to the "
spontaneous generation

"
theory ? And

what is Dryden's allusion thereto 1 2.
"
I don'c

like Sir Reginald Malcolm at all." Who was Sir

Reginald Malcolm ? Where does he occur ? Perhaps
in some forgotten play or novel. 3. "Drinking cham-

pagne and Tokay with Betty Careless." Is Betty
Careless a teal personage ;

if so, where does she

occur } Or is this a made-up name ? Betty was a

common name of fruit girls, serving maids, and
even of ladies of title in Johnson's days, and

perhaps Macaulay adds the epithet Careless to

denote her character ; but 1 do not like to

suggest this until I am quite sure that there

was no Betty Careless in any old play or novel at

present unknown to me. R. F. WINCH.

MASTER OF REVELS FOR SCOTLAND. In the
Scots Magazine, September, 1790, David Ross,

1728-1790, the original lessee of the New Theatre,

Edinburgh, which he was the means of erecting,
and opened 9 Dec., 1769, is described as Master of

the Revels for Scotland. What was this post?
By whom was it conferred on Ross ? Does it still

exist ? Where can I find its history ? URBAN.

SAMUEL, FIRST BARON SANDYS (D. 1770).
When was he born ? According to Foster's

'Alumni Oxonienses ' he matriculated on 28 April,
171), at the age of sixteen, while the 'Georgian
Era' says that he died in his seventy-fourth year.

Is there any monument to him at Ombersley ?

Are there any portraits of him in existence ?

G. F. R. B.

SIR THOMAS SEWELL, MASTER OF THE ROLLS,

I should be glad to have information on the

following points : 1. When was he born? 2. Who
was his mother? 3. What was the date of his-

first marriage ? 4. Are there any portraits of him
in existence ? Gr. F. R. B.

"THE LUNGS OF LONDON." When did Mr.

Windham use this phrase, or "the lungs of the

metropolis"? Probably in a speech in the House
of Commons in or before 1814, as it is noted in an

account of that date of the
'

Improvements in the

Regent's Park,' p. 23. F. J. F.

" SIMILITIVE." In a paper recently circulated

by Mr. G. H. Kitchin (son of the Dean of Durham)
occurs the expression "any similitive variation

thereof." What is this word ? It does not occur

even in the ' Standard Dictionary,' which has the

largest vocabulary, over 300,000.
WlNTONENSIS.

ARMORIAL. Can any one tell me to whom the

undermentioned arms belong ? They are engraved
on some plate in my possession, and so far I have

been unable to find out to whom they belonged.

Quarterly, a bend sa.; the first and fourth quarters

are argent, the second and third quarters are gu., a

fess ar. between three hedgehogs, or porcupines,

ppr.

"DULNESS": "DULLNESS." '"Tis a good
dulnesse" were Prospero's words, as Miranda gave

way to sleep, at the close of their opening inter-

view
;
and near the beginning of the

' Dunciad
'

comes the assertion that " Born a goddess, Dulness

never dies." Has some etymological discovery

been made ;
or is it a new affectation that gives

" dullness" by preference ? The Saturday Review

appears to prefer this style. A reviewer of Prof.

TyrrelPs 'Latin Poetry,' in the number of that

journal for 19 Oct., says of his author that "he
abhors dullness, whether in matter or in style."

THOMAS BAYNE.

Helensburgh, N.B.

PHILIP D'AUVERGNE, 1735-1816. I shall be

obliged for any information as to his wife and

family. He was buried at St. Margaret's, West-

minster. ALFRED MOLONY.

" THE BEAUTIFUL MRS. ROUSBY." What was

the maiden name of this actress, who under the

title I have given above flashed on the theatrical

world of London at the Queen's Theatre, Long
Acre, on 19 December, 1869, as Fiordelisa in
' The Fool's Revenge

'
? Her Christian names are

said to have been Clara Marion Jessie. Are any

particulars obtainable concerning her parentage,

education, and early life ? URBAN.
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SOUBCE OF QUOTATION. Will some of your
leaders kindly inform me who is the author of the

sentence ending "so I make haste to laugh for

fear I should be obliged to weep," and what is the

first part of such sentence 1 G. G.

[You will find this in French as an utterance of

Jigaro, either in ' Le Barbier de Seville
'

or ' Le Mariage
de Figaro' of Beaumarchais.")

CLAXTON, OF NOTTINGHAMSHIRE. The fourth

Visitation of Notts (1634) contains a pedigree of

the Claxtons of Kirton. Is anything further

known of this family ? Was Abraham Ciaxton,
who sailed from London to Bermuda in 1635 (as
mentioned in State Papers at the Eecord Office),

a member of this family ? WALTER BLABER,
20, Anley Road, West Kensington, W.

THOMAS CARLTLE. Where can I find a sonnet

addressed to Carlyle, containing the following line?

Our English Cromwell truly throned at last.

Who is its author ? JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

SIR JOHN STUART. What were the commands
which this general, who won the battle of Maida,
held 1 What were the dates on which he entered

en and quitted them ? Where could further

information be obtained ? C. W. P. 0.

LANARKSHIRE. Will some correspondent kindly
favour me with a list of books dealing with the

topography, antiquities, and more especially with
the families of Lanarkshire, Scotland ? I am making
a collection of the above, and shall be greatly

obliged for the information. I am particularly
anxious to procure the names of books, privately

printed and otherwise, dealing with the chief

county families now or formerly residing in the

above county. KENSINGTON.

'PETER BOATS.' I shall feel much obliged if

yon will tell me the origin of the name ' Peter

Boats,' that being the title of an etching I have,

by E. W. Cook. Also kindly say whether it was
usual to decorate the angles of the sterns of old
"
three-deckers

'

with figures carved in wood, or

anade of some other material.

C. H. MURRAY.
[Fishing boats on the Thames and Medway, so named

after St. Peter, whose keys, as those of the patron of

fishermen, form part of the armorial bearings of the

Fishmongers' Company of London. See Smyth's
'
Sailor's

Word Book,' s.v.}

STAPLE. What is the origin of this name of an
inland village 1 There is also Staplehurst, in the

game county of Kent, where the name is used with
the A.-S. hurst=& wood. ARTHUR HUSSET.
Wingham.

ST. GASTAYNE. Can any one answer the fol-

lowing query, which appeared in a recent issue of

St. David's Weekly ?
" Can any kind reader give

any information respecting St. Gastayne, the

patron saint of Llangasty, a church situated about

six miles east of the town of Brecon, on the side

of Llangorse Lake 1
" The name is new to me

;

but some possessor of Butler's or Baring-Gould's
Lives of the Saints

'

may possibly trace it.

J. B. S.

Manchester.

SONG WANTED. Where can a copy of the song
be found beginning

Have you heard of the Laird of Stichel,
Who ran off with Jean of the Hirsell

Probably a Border song. The Hirsel is the seat

of the Earl of Home. JAMES KICHARDSON.

THE WITCHES' STONE, SAUMAREZ, JERSEY.
Can any of your readers tell me anything about

this stone ? I cannot find much about it.

BEAUFORT GRIMALDI.

Wellington Square. Hastings.

THE ROLL OF BATTLE ABBEY. I am anxious

to get a complete list of the names beginning with

B that are on "the Roll of Battle Abbey." The
names on that list are of the people who came to

England with William the Conqueror. Would

you please let me know if I could get the desired

information through
' N. & Q.,' and how I should

set about asking for it ? H. T. HART.

[Ask Her Grace the Duchess of Cleveland for per-
mission to see the roll.]

FERRIS. Can any of the readers of your valu-

able paper supply information therein as to the

origin of the surname Perris ? COGNOMEN.

WARHAM. I shall be greatly obliged to corre-

spondents of
' N. & Q.' who can give particulars of

the knightly family of Warham, of whom I find

the following notices :

Sir William Warham, of Malsanger, co. Hants,
1634 (nephew of William Warham, Archbishop of

Canterbury), whose daughter and heir, Anne,
married Sir Richard Puttenham, of Sherfield, co.

Hants.

Sir George Warham, married to Ann, daughter
of Ralph St. Leger, Sheriff of Kent, 1467.

Hugh Warham, of Croydon, co. Kent, whose

daughter Agnes (or Ann ?), also niece of William

Warham, the Archbishop, married Sir Anthony
St. Leger, Lord Deputy of Ireland, by whom she

had a son William.

Were these gentlemen allied in marriage to any
of the families in the existing or extinct peerage,
or can these Warhams be traced to and connected

with the De Veres ? WM. JACKSON PIGOTT.

Dundrum, co. Down.

WEATHERCOCKS. In Dr. Brewer's ' Phrase and
Fable' it is stated that, by a Papal enactment

made in the middle of the ninth century, the

figure of a cock was set up on every church steeple
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as the emblem of St. Peter. Who was the Pope
who directed this 1 A copy of the enactment, or
a summary of it, would surely be very interesting
*o readers of

' N. & Q.' JAMES HOOPER.
^ .Norwich.

KER FAMILY. Can any one tell me to wha
branch of the Ker family Andrew of Hoselaw
belonged 1 He died on 2 Dec., 1724, aged 103.
I should like to know who his father and mother
were. In 1683 a Sir William Ker appears in the

pariah book as proprietor of Hoselaw.
G. D. R.

CONVENT OF CHAILLOT, PARIS. This convent
-was founded by Henrietta Maria, 1651. Where
can I find information of its dissolution ; also what
became of the hearts preserved there of Henrietta

Maria, James II., Louise Stuart, Mary of Modena
(heart and body) ? How were the Chaillot papers
preserved, now in the archives of France ? Could
I see these ? A. 0.

St. Philip's Lodge, Cheltenham.

CRESTS. Crests are frequently nowadays set in
a garter, which bears the motto. I can find no
mention of this practice in any book on heraldry.
Will some one who knows kindly tell me if this

practice is (as I am informed) absolutely wrong]
R. P. H.

PERINA. From the Ogier de Sigournais family
(of which my great-grandmother, Mrs. Samuel
Stunner, was a member) the uncommon Christian
name of Perina seems to have passed into the
Courtauld family. Can any of your readers kindly
oblige me with information about (or other instances

of) this name, which I have not come across in
other French Protestant pedigrees ?

HERBERT STURMER.
" MALEBOLGE." Is it known whether Dante

coined this word ? Is the word bolgia known else-

where than in Dante with his signification, or with
the general meaning of pit ? There is a consider-
able gap between Dante's use of the word and the
usual meaning of purse, which is also that of the
Latin bulga, a Celtic word j though it is not
difficult to see the connexion, since the root of the
word means to swell, and has numerous deriva-
tives. Nearest to Dante's bolgia seems the French
bouge, m., "Petit cabinet de decharge : plus
souvent logement obscur et malpropre. Bas Lat.

bvgia, bougia, bougius
"

(Littr4).
J. C. HUGHES.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
He that does me good with unmoved face
Does it but half : he chills me while he aids.

My benefactor, not my brother man. F.

"If you will take me by tbe hand as a fellow seeker
after truth I will follow you to the world's end ; but I
hate controversy." The firat part is a free rendering
from memory. M. T.

EMACIATED FIGURES.

(8
th S. viii. 386, 464.)

E. L. G. says :

" I never heard of a tomb with
two effigies, living and dead." He will find one
in the choir of Westminster Abbey, being the very
noble and beautiful tomb of Aymer de Valence,
Earl of Pembroke, where, supine, with the palms
joined in prayer, is the life-size statue of that

valiant and astute captain, while in each of the

trefoils which fill the pediments of the canopy over
that figure there is a large and very spirited alto-

relief of a knight on his war-horse, in the act of

charging as in battle, the contoise of his helmet
extended as by the wind of his speed behind
his head, while the loose caparison of tbe horse,
actuated in the same manner, streams backwards.
It is manifest that in these sculptures are repre-
sentations of the champion both alive and dead.
In similar trefoils, similarly placed to the above,
and in the adjoining monument at Westminster,
which commemorates Aveline, Countess of Lan-
caster (daughter of William de Fortibus, Earl of

Albemarle), there are traces of sculptured figures,

which, judging from analogies (that are much less

rare than E. L. G. thinks), are supposed to have

represented the assumption to heaven of the beau-

tiful and high-born wife of Edmund Crouchback,
Earl of Lancaster, Henry III.'s second son. It

would not be difficult to cite a dozen instances of

persons thus doubly commemorated in this country.
I have always understood that the portrait of

Richard II., at life size and painted on a panel,
which is one of the greatest treasures of West-
minster Abbey, was intended to stand, and for a

very long period did actually stand, at the foot of

tbe tomb, where, with the effigies of Anne of

Bohemia at its side, a very fine brazen statue of the

unfortunate monarch has lain since his own days
(c. 1400). The statue was set up in his lifetime.

Every one who has studied the monuments in the

Cathedral at Rouen remembers tbe sumptuous
tomb of Louis de Breze, Seneschal of Normandy,
whose queer fortune it was to be the husband of

Diane de Poitiers, ob. 1531. At the top of this

structure the baby De Breze appears in his nurse's

arms
;
below it a wide arch encloses an equestrian

statue of the seneschal in all his pride of war and
the prime of manhood ; lower down, and lying

upon a sarcophagus, naked, lean and aged, and
with his hands upon his stomach, lies the man in

death. This tomb was erected by the fair, if not

frail, wife of De Breze, who survived him, and (as

f to show how intensely she lamented the old

gentleman) caused her own effigies at life size and
n marble to be placed on his tomb in the attitude

f contemplating the lugubrious spectacle of his

half-enshrouded corpse. As to "Deaths," as the
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memorials in brass and stone are called which re-

present corpses or skeletons in shrouds (memorials
alluded to by contributors to

' N. & Q.' in this

connexion), they, whether carved in stone or

engraved in brass, are not exceedingly rare in

this country. One of the most interesting ex-

amples of this sort which I now remember is that

of Dr. John Donne, who is more renowned as a

poet than as Dean of St. Paul's. This statue, one
of the very few relics of the Gothic cathedral of the

metropolis, was dug out of the ruins of that

stupendous building, and is still preserved a full-

length figure in a shroud in the crypt of Wren's

grandiose edifice. As to tombs with statues of the

dead and the living, let me hope that E. L. G. may
live long enough to see the equestrian effigies of

the great Duke of Wellington placed, as Alfred

Stevens intended it should stand, on the summit
of the monument in St. Paul's where the statue

of the dead soldier lies, supine, upon the sarco-

phagus over which the canopy is reared.

F. G. S.
The Terrace, Hammersmith, W.

Undoubtedly these were placed along with

effigies of the living person on the same tomb. The
monument of Bishop Beckington, at Wells, that I

mentioned, is an example.
" The monument con-

sists of two stages. On the upper is the effigy
of the bishop ; on the lower an emaciated figure in

a winding-sheet The canopy under which it

formerly lay is now in the chapel of St. Calixtus
"

(' Handbook of Cathedrals
'

part i. p. 251).
E. L. G.

THE SOUND OF v, AND THE SYMBOL FOR IT (8
tb

S. viii. 445). It is curious to see how closely
PROF. SKEAT has approximated to the correct

explanation of this symbol. When he says that

the facts "can only be ascertained by the inspection
of MSS." he is right, but wrong when he charac-

teristically adds " or by consulting books such
as my 'Specimens of English Literature."'
This is wrong, because it is Latin, and not Eng-
lish, literature which has to be consulted, the usage
going back to a time when English literature can-
not be said to have existed. He then adds :

" The
Latin symbol V was properly a capital letter."

This is true, but it is only half the truth. The
whole truth, which supplies the explanation which
PROF. SKEAT has missed, is that originally v was
the capital form and u the uncial form of the same
letter, the uncial form having probably been
borrowed at some remote period from the Old
Eoman cursive, like 6, r, and the long s. The
two forms u and v are both found in the early
Caroline minuscule, being at first used indifferently,
as graphic convenience dictated, much in the same

way that penmen now use the two forms of the script
t and r. But in the tenth century minuscule we
find that the capital form (V) begins to be used by

preference as the initial letter of words and'the

uncial form (u) as a media), at first without regard
to the phonetic values of the symbol. But the
consonant being more common at the beginning,
and the vowel in the middle of Latin (but not

English) words, the initial form seems to have been

gradually appropriated in Latin MSS. as the

symbol of the consonant, and the medial form as

the symbol of the vowel. In the same way
j and i, originally initial and medial forms of the
same letter, were conveniently specialized in the

fifteenth century to denote its consonantal and
vocalic sounds.

Being from home, I have unfortunately not access

to a note-book containing a collection of instances

in support of the foregoing conclusions.

ISAAC TAYLOR.

FLAT-IRONS (8
th S. viti. 428). Southey notes in

his
'

Commonplace Book,' i. 482 :

"
Thoresby had an antique smoothing iron for linen ;

the box, four inches deep, being for charcoal, not iron,

heaters. It was amongst Mr. Webster's ' Curiosities of

Clitheroe,' author of the ' Discourse of supposed Witch-
craft.'

"

At p. 491 of the same volume is the following

quotation from Whitakei's '

Craven,' p. 468 :

" Heated irons, for the purpose of giving a gloss to

clean linen, are rather a late invention. About the reign
of Elizabeth and James I., large stones, inscribed with
texts of Scripture, were used for that purpose. The late

Sir Assheton Lever had one, and another was remaining
in an old house in the neighbourhood when I was a boy."

The use of stones for smoothing purposes is illus-

trated a few pages further on, where Southey

(p. 504) notes the following, from the dedication to

Lyly's 'Euphues, his England': "She thatwanteth
a sleek-stone to smooth her linen will take a pebble."
The " sleek-stone

" was evidently a familiar house-

hold object. Nashe, in his 'Unfortunate Traveller'

('Works,' ed. Grosart, v. 38), says:
"
Theyr

shooes shined as bright as a alike-stone."

G. L. APPERSOX.
Wimbledon.

I have heard that the Messrs. Walker Brothers,
of Masborougb, were the introducers of these.

R. J. F.

[We remember in youth seeing in the West Riding
flat-irons such as are described by Southey.]

PONCH AS AN ENGLISH BEVERAGE (8
th S. viii.

248, 394). MR. EDWARD H. MARSHALL has

overlooked MR. ARTHUR PRINGLE'S valuable note

at 801 S. vi. 192, in which he shows that, though

Fryer's 'Travels' were published in 1698, the

doctor's acquaintance with punch probably dated

from the end of 1675. But even at that date this

agreeable compound had became a common bever-

age both in England and India. The captains of

the East Indiamen had introduced it at home, and
in the Presidency towns in India punch-houses bad

become a nuisance. On 21 Feb., 1671/2, Sir
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William Langhorne, the Governor of Madras, was

compelled to issue certain Rules and Regulations,
in which, inter alia, it was prescribed that
" no Viet" '.Her, Punch-house, or other house of Enter-

tainment, shall be permitted to make stoppage at the

pay-day of their [the soldiers'] wages or any part thereof,
saving only for their diet." Wheeler,

' Madras in the
Olden Times,' ed. 1882, p. 678.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.
Kingsland, Shrewsbury.

THOUSAND A YEAR' (8
th S. vii. 8, 253;

viii. 459). Alderman Harmer was owner of the

Weekly Dispatch (not Gazette), a Sunday news-

paper, established in 1801, still in existence.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

CHIFFINCH (8
th S. viii. 28, 98, 431). COL.

PRIDEAUX's remark about persons that
"
derive

their notions of history from Shakespeare and
Sir Walter Scott" is uncalled for so far as I

am concerned. When I wrote my note, the
"
Chif-

finch of history
" was not within my mental hori-

zon. MR. E. T. PAGE had asked for the origin
of "a Chiffinch

"
in the sentence,

" Can a cook, a

Chiffinch, an lachimo be mistaken for Zeno or

Paul ?
" and my note was simply a reply to his

query, to explain that as Shakespeare's lachimo may
be regarded as a typical libertine, so Scott's Chif-

finch may be coupled with him. Scott's Chiffinch
is called Tom, cf. c. 40. According to Pepys Tom
died in 1666, and his brother William succeeded
him (see ante, p. 98). A note to Pepys's notice
about Tom appears in the Chandos Library edi-

tion of ' Memoirs of Samuel Pepys,' &c., p. 382,
in which it is stated that William became a great
favourite with the king, whom he survived

;
and

that there is a portrait of William Chiffinch at

Gorhambury. COL. PRIDEAUX writes loosely, as,

though he talks about two Chiffinches, he does not

give their Christian names to distinguish them.
What does he mean by saying that by 1683 the
"
real Chiffinch

" must have long been dead ? Does
he refer to Tom ? F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

This subject is unnecessarily complicated by
omission of the Christian names. Thomas', the
elder of two brothers, born 1600, died 1666, had
an irreproachable character. William, his junior,
born 1612, survived till 1688 ; he was the parasite

depicted by Sir Walter Scott, a vile pander to his

master's vices. He is described as financial agent
for the receipt of any such "allowances" as the

king enjoyed from the French Court. See the lives

given in the *
Diet, of National Biography.'

A. HALL.
13, Paternoster Row, E.G.

PORTRAIT (8
th S. viii. 448). In the return of

the British killed and wounded in the Waterloo

campaign appears the name of one medical officer,
'

John Stewart, assistant-surgeon of the 92nd Regi-
ment. He was dressing a wounded man on
16 June in the village of Quatre Bras, when his

bonnet was cut in two and a lance run into his

side, the latter no doubt by one of Pirn's lancers,
who had boldly charged up the Charleroi road and

passed clean through Wellington's line. Whether
Stewart died from his wound soon after I cannot

say. Dalton's ' Waterloo Roll Call
'
also gives the

the name of Dr. George Denecke, of the Medical

Staff, and says that he was slightly wounded at

Quatre Bra?, where his horse was severely wounded ;

but I think he lived for a long time after the battle.

WATERLOOENSIS.

No medical officer appears in that list of the

killed which, as Mrs. Ewing said, began with the

Duke of Brunswick and ended with Ensign Brown r

nor in the list of wounded which followed. Bat
elsewhere I find that Assistant - Surgeon John

Stewart, of the 92nd Foot, was wounded ;
and Mr.

Dalton, in his ' Waterloo Roll Call,' gives, in

addition to this name, that of Physician George

Denecke, of the Medical Staff, as being slightly

wounded at Quatre Bras. Both these officers-

reappear in the '

Army List
'

for 1816, and among
the medical officers whose deaths are therein

reported as having taken place since last publi-
cation not one is shown as having fallen in the

Waterloo campaign. Can the officer depicted be

assigned to some other department than the

Medical Staff 1 . KILLIGREW.

JEREMY SHARP (8
tl! S. viii. 447). The follow-

ing title I cut from a second-hand bookseller's

catalogue some years ago :

"
English Rogue, or the Life of Jeremy Sharp, with

the many Pranks he Played, Adventures with the

Gipsies, Strolling Players, Robberies, Dictionary of Cant

Words, &c., thick 8vo., 1741."

G. L. APPERSON.
Wimbledon.

JESSE WINDOWS (8
th S. viii. 28, 75, 133, 178).

A list of these appeared a short time ago. One
fine modern specimen was omitted, the west

window of that most beautiful of churches, All

Saints, Margaret Street, Cavendish Square.
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

Hastings.

SPRING GARDENS (8
tb S. viii. 369, 439). I am

obliged to H. W. for his reference to the Journal'

of the Society of Arts of S September. He is in

error in supposing that
" the large room " of the

Society is now incorporated in the offices of the

London County Council, an error into which h-
was probably led by Mr. H. B. Wheatley in
' London Past and Present.' The room referred

to was the dining-room of Mr. Decimus Button's

house, No. 14, Spring Gardens, sometimes called

the Grecian Room, which at present forms part of
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the Council's offices
;
but as thiajroom is only 38 ft.

long by about 17ft. wide, and is on the third

floor, it is highly improbable that it could have
been a public exhibition room. The house of

which this room forms a part was, moreover, not
built until the year 1826 (the lease being dated
from 5 January, 1827, for 98i years), and bears

unmistakable evidence of the hand of the eminent
man by whom it was designed. The Metropolitan
Board of Works, in 1876, acquired the leases of

Nos. 10, 12, and part of 14, Spring Gardens , which
had unexpired terms varying from 28 to 15^ years,
for 2,400L; and the Council have recently purchased
the leasehold interest in the other houses in Spring
Gardens, up to Messrs. Dent's, the watchmakers.

JNO. HEBB.

" ABIF" (8
th S. viii. 228, 297). -The death and

burial of Hiram Abif, the widow's son, is one of

the mysteries of Freemasonry. He was one of the
three Grand Masters Solomon and Hiram are the
other two. The legend is that certain workmen
(three brothers) wished to discover the mystical
word known only to the three Grand Masters : they
tried to compel Abif to disclose it to them by
violence, under which he died. They buried him,
and stuck a branch of acacia on the mound, by
which his body was discovered by the other two
Grand Masters, who pronounced the mystical word
over his corpse. Among the emblems in a Masonic

lodge is the picture of a mound of earth with a
branch of acacia stuck in it.

E. LEATON-BLENKINSOPP.

In 1 Kings vii. 13 we read that Hiram of Tyre
is the son of a widow of Napthali by a Tyrian
father (abiu ish Tsori}. It appears also that Hiram
was a dynastic title among the Tyrians, like

Pharaoh with the Egyptians : it means " noble."

In Chronicles the subject is distorted, for in cb. ii.

vv. 12-14, Huram is put for Hiram, the king, who
sends a man, unnamed, who is son of a woman of

Dan by a Tyrian father. Here the text adds,
lekhuram obi, i.e.,

u of or from Huram, my father,"
which appears to refer back to a previous reign.
Now ab is "father," obi is "my father," abiu
is
"

the father of him." A. HALL.

THE VIRGINIAN CREEPER (8
th S. viii. 468).

A very fine specimen of this creeper (which is not

common about here) is the ornament of my house.

The name seems to explain itself. In some parts
of the country the plant is, I believe, known as

American ivy, and, according to Friend, as red

clematis. I know of no legends or folk-lore attach-

ing to it. C. 0. B.

Epworth.

As the plant was only introduced into England
in 1629, it is not probable that many legends or

stories will have originated concerning it.

H. T.

ORIGIN OF MOTTO (8
th S. viii. 287, 456). The

history of this motto is givtn in
' N. & Q.,' 3rd S.

viii. 130. W. C. B.

STANHOPE (8
th S. viii. 468).' N. & Q.,' 6 th S.

ix. 498, quoting Lord Mahon's edition of the
'

Letters,' says that both these gentlemen died

unmarried.
"

C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

"MEN OF KENT" (8
th S. viii. 467). The

question is utterly hopeless, and the conclusions

are useless
;
so it will long be eagerly discussed.

I have summed it up in my edition of Pegge's

'Alphabet of Kenticisms,' published for the Eng.
Dial. Society, p. 59. It comes to this. For some
childish reason, a "Man of Kent" is a term of

honour, but "Kentishman" is not. Hence the

East Kent people affirm that they are the true

"Men of Kent," whilst the West Kent people are

of a contrary opinion. No one can decide it
;
and

the quarrel is so pretty and so sensible as it stands

that it would be a pity to explain it away.
WALTER W. SKEAT.

Many useful references are supplied in a note on

p. 224 of Grosart's edition of Andrew Marvell's

'Poems,' 1872, to which I may add '

Hudibras,'

part ii. canto i. line 742, with Grey's note.

W. C. B.

"MENDING OR ENDING" (8*
h S. v. 486 ; vi. 11,

277, 437; vii. 18). From 'Life and Letters of

Erasmus,' by J. A. Froude, new edition, 1894 :

1518.
" That frigid, quarrelsome old lady, Theology,

had swollen herself to such a point of vanity that it was

necessary to briny; her back to the fountain, but I would
rather have her mended than ended." P. 215.

19 Nov., 1521. " I have no more to do with Luther
than with any other Christian. I would sooner have
him mended than ended." P. 300.

R. J. FTUMORB.
Sandgate.

NORMAN TYMPANA IN ENGLAND (8
th S. viii.

369). MR. MADELET might consult with great

advantage the Rhind Lectures in Archaeology for

1885, which were published by Messrs. Whiting
& Co., 30, Sardinia Street, W.C., in 1887, under

the title of
'

Early Christian Symbolism in Great

Britain and Ireland before the Thirteenth Cen-

tury.' The author was Mr. J. Romilly Allen,

F.S.A.Scot. The work is copiously illustrated.

J. POTTER BRISCOE.

Nottingham.

In the 'Account of Fritwell,' part i., "Eccle-

siastical," by the Rev. P. Hookins, for the Oxon.

Archaeological Soc. , 1884, there is a section on the

Tympanum, pp. 8-14, with an illustration. There

is the insertion in this of a letter by J. Romilly

Allen, of Boston, which enumerates several in-

stances of the occurrence of the tympanum, with

particular reference to those in the county of Oxon.
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There is also mention of a paper to be published by
him in the Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries
in Scotland. So far as I am aware, the literary illus-

tration of the various designs in the tympanum is

scanty. There are illustrations of Norman tym-
pana in De Caumont's ' Abe^daire '

(' Architecture

Keligieuse '), Paris, 1854, pp. 90-100, which are of

interest for comparison with English examples.
Parker's

'

Glossary of Architecture
' has a print of

the tympanum at Essendine and St. Margaret's, at

Cliffe, Dover (vol. ii., pi. 44), and of Stoneleigh

(pi. 46), Norwich Cathedral, Essendine, Barfreston,

Ely (vol. iii., pi. 30). ED. MARSHALL.

A paper by Charles Edward Keyser, M.A.,
F.S.A., in Archceologia, xlvii. 161-178, supplies
a store of material on this subject. W. C. B.

See an article on a tympanum at South Ferriby,
in which several more are referred to, in Archceo-

logia, xlvii. 161-178. Whether satisfactory im-

pressions or rubbiugs can be taken depends on the

character of the sculpture ;
but in many cases a

good "grass rubbing" can be taken by means of

a wisp of green grass on strong, but not too thick,

paper, or white lining-muslin. I have taken grass

tubbings on newspaper when I could get nothing
better. Wet-paper impressions could be taken of

most. If anyone wished, I could explain the pro-
cess. A good large-scale photograph is very handy
when once got. A plaster cast is cumbersome, but
otherwise satisfactory. J. T. F.

Biehop Hatfield's Hall, Durham.

WATERLOO CAMPAIGN (8"
1 S. viii. 408). I

have never seen any Waterloo surgical reports, but

I have a pencil note as follows :

"
Eeport of Obser-

vations made in the British Military Hospitals in

Belgium after Waterloo, by Dr. John Thomson,
Professor of Military Surgery in the University
of Edinburgh. Printed at Edinburgh, 1816. 8vo."

There are also the surgical notes of the famous

surgeon Sir Charles Bell, for further information

about which see a note on p. 232 of
'
Letters of

Sir Charles Bell
'

(John Murray, 1870).
An extraordinary tale is told by Major Pryse

Gordon of a wound received in the Waterloo cam-

paign by one Donald, of the 92nd Regiment. He
had been shot in the thigh by a musket ball. The
ball was extracted, but still the wound did not
heal. A large abscess formed. Poultices were

applied, and on an incision being made, lo and
behold ! a five-franc piece and a one-franc piece
were extracted, together with a bit of cloth, the

larger coin having been hit nearly in the centre

and forced into the shape of a cup.
WATERLOOENSIS.

LINES BT BLAYDS (8
t!l S. viii. 468). I do not

think my late friend Charles Stuart Calverley
would much relish being called

"
J. S. C.," as his

own chosen nom de plume was, of course,

"C. S. C." The verse quoted is incorrect. The
authentic version is given at p. 34 of the

'

Literary
Eemains of Charles Stuart Calverley,' written

by Sir Walter James Sendall, also my excellent

friend. The first four lines "received their first

publication in the form of a mural inscription,"
and of course the unknown author was not a don,
but only spoke in the assumed fashion of a don :

O freshman, running fast to seed,
O scholar, redolent of weed,
This motto in thy meerschaum put,
The sharpest Blayds will soonest cut.

And the reply of C. S. C. was :

Your wit is tolerable, but
The case you understand ill :

The Dons would like their Blayds to cut,
But cannot find a handle.

See also 'In Cap and Gown,' by C. Whibley,

p. 291. WALTER W. SKEAT.

[The lines are also supplied by MR. ED. PHIUP BELBEN
and MB. . M. BORRAJO.]

"TATTOO" (8
th S. viii. 227, 333). Taptoe is not

the only way in which tattoo was formerly spelt ;

tat-to and taptoo are also to be found in old books.

Watson's '

Military Dictionary,' fifth edition, 1758,

gives the following :

"To beat the Tat-to, to order all to repair to their

quarters Tat-to, Sometimes called the Retreat; the

beat of drum at night for all soldiers in garrison to

repair to their quarters, and to their tents in the field."

In the 1788 edition of Grose's
*

Military Anti-

quities
'
the following is to be found :

"Taptoo; the signal for souldiers to retire to their

quarters or barracks, and to the sutlers to draw no more

liquor, from whence it derives its name; the taptoo is

seldom beat in camp."

In Johnson's
'

Dictionary-' tapotez tous, meaning
a general beat of drums, was given as the deriva-

tion of tattoo; but that was surely one of the
" whimsical guesses at etymology suggested by

previous writers." Watson says that the beat

called "the general
"
was to give notice to the

forces that they are to march, and that batterie

de tambour was the corresponding term in French.

W. S.

" TOTO OSLO" (8
th S. vii. 346, 494 ; viii. 352).

In the opinion of the usual authorities on such

subjects, "Toto cselo errare" has not any connexion

with the augur's phraseology as such. Polydore

Vergil has
" Toto erras caelo. Hoc proverbium de iis dici suetum

est, qui devii et aberrantes nusquam consistere queunt,
velutt quaedam sidera, quae totum pererrant caelum dis-

currentia. Sed in eos potissimum usurpare possumus,

qui cum sibi minime constent, hallucinari et dubitare

in aliqua re explicanda videntur, ut ignari interpretes

poetarum faciunt." 'Adagiorum Opus,' p. 115, Basil,

1511, Preface, an. 1498.

Erasmus is more explicit. He refers to Macro-

bius,
'

Safe.,' lib. iii. cap. xii., for the proverb :
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"
Nunquam ne tibi, Pisetextate, venit in ruentt m,

toto, ut aiunt, caelo errasse Vergilium ?" He then
states that it appears to be taken from an expres-
sion in the '

Frogs
'

of Aristophanes :

'Ev0vs ya/o r)fJt,dpTrjKv ovpdviov y' ocrov.

He remarks " that the metaphor is borrowed either

from the story of Phaeton or of Ceres, or from
sailors who govern their course by the observation

of the heaven and the stars." He also states, as

an alternative, that calum may perhaps be taken
for

"
region," as in

" ctelum non animum mutant.''

A similar proverb is the one just before the last

in the collection of Erasmus, "Tota erras via."

This, too, is from an expression in Aristophanes :

? TJJS oSov TO Trapa.TTa.v v^/zapTTj/cayiuv (Plut.).

It appears in another form in the proverb /caAws

fj.ev Tpe\^ov(Tiv dAA' IKTOS TJJS 68ov.

ED. MARSHALL.

As an illustration of what is quoted from Dr.
Brewer's '

Dictionary of Phrase and Fable,' refer-

ence may be allowed to the words of Psalm cii. 12,
"
Quantum distat ortus ab nccidente, longe fecit a

nobis iniquitates nostras "
(Vulgate).

EDWAKD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
The Brassey Institute, Hastings.

" EAA DE ST. MAUK "
(8

th S. viii. 368, 437).
PROF. SKEAT, in his 'Dictionary,' says, "The
M.E. ray is used of striped cloth ; see note to
' P. Plowman,' C vii. 217." I have no means of

referring to this note ; but this is clearly the mean-

ing of the word. Eaily and Phillips have evidently
followed Minsheu, who says,

" Baie seemeth to

be a word attributed to cloth, never coloured or

died
"

; but Huloet has,
" Baie garment or gowne,

Virgata vestis." In 'Paston Letters,' iii. 465, we
find, "iiij curtens, ij of rayed sarsenet." In the

list of coloured cloths sold by the "
Pannarii," given

by John de Garlande (Wright's
'

Vocabularies,

p. 128), we have, "Pannos virides scarleticoa

et radiatos"
;

but adds honest John,
"

ips
defraudant Emtores, ulnando cum ulna curta e

cum pollice fallaci." Du Cange states that the

Carmelites were originally known as
"

Stragulati

Eadiati, vel Eirrati seu potius Barrati, fratres quoc
vestibus diverse colore variatis uterenter.

"
Stragu

latam vestem is the Vulgate version of the "
ra

cloth
"

of Wyclif. E. S. A.

THE HALSEY FAMILY (8
th S. viii. 426). I am

much obliged to J. B. for his notice of the Inq
poet Mortem taken at Barnet in 1596, which 1

new to me. We have, however, several notices o
the Halsey family earlier than that. In 1512
John Halsey is a witness on behalf of this paris!
to a deed by which the Prior and Convent o

King's Langley grants ten shillings a year for th

use of the poor. (This sum is still paid.) I hav
also copies before me of two leases from th
"

Prioresse of our Ladye and Saint Margaryte i

)ertford" and the " Prior of the Friars Prechera
F King's Langley," granting to John Halsey and
Wm. Halsey, alias Chamber, of Great Gaddesden,
aeir rectory of Great Gaddesden. These leases

re sealed with the King's Langley and Dartford

DWO) seals.

Then there are the wills of the above Wm.
lalsey, alias Chambre, 1546, and of Wm. Halsey
the man on whose death the I. P.M. was taken) in

596. The registers of this church (which begin
n 1559) contain no fewer than fifty-four entries of

he name Halsey before 1600.
The history of the advowson of this church is as

ollows. In 1394 Richard II. gave a royal license

/o the Bishop of Sarum and Warin Waldegrave to

jrant to the Convent of Dartford (founded in 134&

)y Edward III., and by him annexed to the Priory
of King's Langley) the. advowson of Magna Gad-
desden (Pat. 17 Ric. IT., p. 2, m. 35). At the

Dissolution, Henry VIII., on 12 March, 1545,

granted the rectory with the advowson to Wm.
Eawse, alias Chamber, for the sum of 174Z. 13s. 4d.

ay letters patent, to be held in capite as the

fortieth part of a knight's fee, and "paying
annually to us and our successors 19s. 4d. ad

;uriam augmentacionemrevencionum coronenostro&

nomine decimse."

Further particulars concerning the relations

between Dartford and King's Langley will be

found in a paper by the Rev. C. F. R. Palmer in

the Archaeological Journal, vol. xxxvi. p. 241,
1879 ; and engravings of the seals of these two

bouses, and some other documents, in the Pro-

ceedings of the Society of Antiquaries, second

series, vi. 399, 1875.

W. T. TYRWHITT DRAKE.
Great Gaddesden.

LEONAED STOPES (8
tb S.viii. 407). By a notice

in the Athenaum of 2 November, it is intended to

include his name in a future volume of the
' Dic-

tionary of National Biography.' He is described

as seminary priest and poet, born 1538, died 1586-

(approximately). EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

ROSE-GALL (8* S. viii. 428). In my 'Folk

Medicine,' 1883, at p. 199, is a reference to the

Folk-lore Record, vol. i. p. 38, as illustrative of

the use of robin redbreast's cushion as a remedy
for whooping-cough, used in Sussex.

WILLIAM GEORGE BLACK.

Glasgow.

It should be noted that bedeguar is a somewhat

late name for the rose-gall. It is so applied in the-

' Sinonoma Bartbolomei' and '

Alphita' (" Anec-

dota Oxoniensia" Series), but improperly. Mr.

Mount, in a note under the name in the foimer

work, quotes from Mr. Earle's
'

English Plant

Names,' p. 48 :

"
Bedagrage, spina alba, wit-

porn ; Dodoens and Gerard, following the
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Arabians, give the name to Our Lady's thistle, anc

Gerard adds "it is not the white Thorne, though
the word doe import so much.'

"
C. C. B.

The late CUTHBERT BEDE, in 'N. & Q.' (4"> S.

vi. 214) stated that in Huntingdonshire it was

called
" robin's cushions," and another correspon-

dent (p. 312) alleged it was the common name in

Backs and many other counties.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

A SHOWER OF WHEAT (8
th S. viii. 387). Two

showers of wheat are noticed in
' N. & Q. ,' 2

nd S.

ii. 289. The tract appears to be by Stephen
Averill, for E. White, 1583. The whole title,

with a short analysis, is given. There is a re-

ference to Oldys's Catalogue of Harleian MSS.,
as well as to Harl. Miscell., x. 359. The other

instance is from Thoresby's
'

Diary,' i. 86. In the

same volume of 'N. & Q.,' p. 335, there is an
extract from Mrs. Loudon's *

British Wild Flowers,'
where (p. 18) there is the observation that the

shower was one of ivy seeds blown about, from the

resemblance which these have, when deprived of

their pulpy matter, to grains of wheat. This is

also Sir Thomas Browne's explanation of a shower
in 1646 ('Vulgar Errors,' II. vii. 65). He has not

room to debate the truth or probability of others.

In ' N. & Q.,' 2nd S. iii. 398, there is this observa-

tion in reference to the passage in Tuoresby's
*
Diary ': "He seems to have been made to

believe," &c. There is also mention of the report
of another shower of wheat in 1637.

ED. MARSHALL.

There are several instances of this phenomenon
on record. I have a memorandum before me which
states that there is something about it in the
4
Diary

'

of Philip Henry (p. 104) and also in that

of Ralph Thoresby, vol. i. p. 373. Philip Stubbes,
in his

'

Anatomy of Abuses,' says :

" Hath he [God] not caused the earth to tremble and

quake 1 Hath he not caused the elements and skyes to

send forth flashing fire 1 To raine down wheat a wonder-
full thing as euer was harde." Edit. 1836, p. 225.

EDWARD PEACOCK.

ROBERT SEMPLE, ALLAN RAMSAY, AND BURNS
<8

ttt S. viii. 205, 373). The family name, if I

mistake not, of Sempill, Sympill, Semple, &c.,
was so variously spelt in deeds and documents that

I think it need not be discussed (see
'
Archaeo-

logical and Historical Collections relating to the

County of Renfrew,' vol. it., 1890). I am obliged
to MR. BATNE for calling my attention to Pater-
son (as I did not know he had published

' Poems
of the Sempills ') and to the '

Paisley Repository.'
From the former (which I have since purchased) I

find that the '

Elegy
'

could not have been written

about 1600, as stated by me. The latter I have

not, but communicated with a friend, who writes

me that the piper's name is there spelt Simpson,
and confirms the date 1600. If I am wrong
both statements, so must be the

'

Paisley Re-

pository.' In '

Songs of Scotland,' Glasgow, Alison
& Ross, 1872, the piper's name is spelt Simpson
in

'

Maggie Lander,' and in 'The Book of Scottish

Song,' by Alexander Whitelaw, London, 1875, a
note to

'

Maggie Lauder' states "Robert Semple
"

was the author of the '

Epitaph on Habbie Simp-
son.' In 'The Ballad Minstrelsy of Scotland,'

Glasgow, Maurice Ogle & Co., 1871, in a foot-note

relating to the Queen's Marie, p. 510, the name is

spelt Semple.
I have to thank MR. TERRY for fairly proving

I was incorrect in my opinion, that Ramsay was

wrong, and Millar also at fault. A word re Pater-

son as an authority (p. xlviii of the
'

Genealogical
Account '). We are told Sir James Sempili had

by his wife two sons, Robert and George, and five

daughters. In '

Archaeological and Historical Col-

lections' before named, p. xvii of the Introduction,
in a foot-note from the Statistical Account, it is

stated Sir James's youngest son, William, was
sheriff" of Renfrew. Which authority is correct ?

It was not that Semple's poems were peculiarly
choice or that they were full of ancient phrases
that prompted my note, although Paterson, to

whom MR. BAYNE called my attention, says,
"
Laudatory notices of them are to be found in

numerous works," but that I thought I had clear

proof as to who brought into existence the style of

rhythm. I think at the first reference it will be

seen what was my principal object, and that my
quotation from Ramsay and Hamilton supplied
what MR. BAYNE says as to their opinion.

ALFRED CHAS. JONAS, F.R.Hist.8.

Fairfield, Poundfald, near Swansea.

WAKEFIELD RAILWAY (8
th S. viii. 249, 412).

There was a railway in full working order in 1805

(perhaps the Surrey Iron Railway alluded to by
Hie ET UBIQUE). I have an advertisement card of

this line dated "Wandsworth, 8th Jany., 1805," in

which it is stated that the Croydon and Merstham
Iron Railway is open to the public, and that the

tolls vary from Id. per ton per mile for dung to

2d. per ton per mile for chalk, bricks, &c.
;
3d. for

timber, metals, coke, corn, flour, and potatoes ; and

3d. per chaldron for coals. A memorandum in

MS. at the back of the card indicates that 60

miles of the line cost 50,000?., that each waggon
larried 2i tons, that one horse drew two waggons,
and that" the carriage cost 4d. per ton per mile,

Besides the toll. The gauge of the rails appears to

lave been 4 ft. 2 in. J. ELIOT HODGKIN.

COPPLES (8
th S. viii. 207, 277, 390). What

VlR. COPPLES, I fancy, wants to get at is whether

lis "forbears" were of the original Saxons in

Scotland before the Norman invasion, or stragglers

of Saxon descent from England after that period.
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It is a question difficult of solution ; but because

his family are found in Ayrshire, while the original

Saxon stock is purest in the Lothians and Merse,
added to the absence of the name in ancient times,
I incline to take the latter view. In no sense can

the name be termed a Scots one. The possible
derivation of De Cupildik, or De Cuppleditcb,
is the Anglo-Saxon Cuboid, perhaps Le Cobeler

(Hundred Rolls), signifying cobbler.

In reply to MR. WALFORD, he must see how
senseless it would have been for me to quote
a nineteenth century Copleston as a likely
ancestor for MR. CCPPLES'S progenitor in the

seventeenth ; therefore I said there was a family
of the name in the West of England in the six-

teenth, to afford him an idea. I do not under-
stand MR. WALFORD'S criticism.

WALTER M. GRAHAM EASTON.

Mr. Jabez Gurteen lives at Couples Farm, on
the borders of Sturmere (Essex) and Haverhill

(Suffolk), the parish and county boundary running
through the house itself. In ' Nonarum Inqui-
sitiones in Curia Scaccarii temp. Regis Edward
III.' (folio, 1807), under "

Storemere," we find the

name of John Curpayl. Doubtless the name of

the farm comes from that of the family, of whom
we have the record of this member in 1340.

EDWARD A. FITCH.
Maldon.

OLD PICTURE (8
th S. viii. 468). The question

is easily answered by a reference to Stow's
' Annales

'

:

"1478. The 15 of January King Edward the fourth
solemnized the matrimonial! feast of Ms Son Richard
the Duke of Yorke, and the Lady Anne daughter and
sole heire to lohn Mowbray D. of Norffolke. with great
solemnity. By which marriage, the said Richard was
created Duke of Yorke and Norffolke, Earle Marshall,
Warren, and Nottingham."

If fuller particulars are desired, the querist will

do well to refer to Sandford's 'Genealogical History
of the Kings of England,' pp. 393-395, from which
it appears that Richard, Duke of York, was born
at Shrewsbury 17 August, 1472. By the death of

Thomas Mowbray, Duke of Norfolk, without male

issue, the honours of that nobleman fell to the

king, and his inheritance to the Lady Anne. On
12 Jan., 16 Edward IV., that is 1476/7, the child

Richard was made first Earl of Nottingham ; and
on 7 Feb. in the same year Duke of Norfolk and
Earl Warren. On 15 Jan. of the ensuing year,

1477/8, the young prince
"
espoused the aforesaid

Anne Mowbray, the richest and most noble Match
of that time."

The baby prince (born, as has been said, 17 Aug.,
1472, and married 15 Jan., 1478) was not quite
six years old on his wedding day. The ceremony
took place in St. Stephen's Chapel, Westminster,
in the presence of the king, the queen, the king's

mother, the royal princesses, and others. The Bishop

of Norwich, James Goldwell, was the officiating
prelate.

Miss Strickland, in her ' Lives of the Queens
of England/ devotes a few lines to this strange
eremonial, and observes that the queen (Elizabeth
Woodville)

"
led the little bridegroom, who was

not five" (he was not six years old, as has been
jointed out above), and that the queen's brother,
Earl Rivers, "led the little bride, scarcely three

years old. They afterwards all partook of a rich

aanquet laid out in the Painted Chamber. The
innocent and ill-fated children then married
verified the old English proverb which says,

Early wed, early dead."

Sandford concludes the story :

"Not three years after, this Richard (being yet a

child) with his Brother King Edward V. were by the
command of their unnatural Uncle and Protector
Richard Duke of Gloucester, secretly murthered in the
Tower of London, upon the 9th of the Kalends of June.
1483."

Sandford is careful to add, with, it might be

thought, unnecessary caution, that they died
" without issue.

" W. SPARROW SIMPSON.

Lady Anne, daughter of John (not Thomas)
Mowbray, fourth Duke of Norfolk, was married
to Richard, Duke of York, second son of Edward
IV., on 15 Jan., 1477/8. Both children were
born in 1472, the former on 10 Dec. and the latter

on 17 Aug. The husband and his brother were
murdered in the Tower in 1483, before the marriage
was consummated. EDWARD M. BGRKAJO.
The Library, Guildhall, E.G.

[Other replies are acknowledged.]

GREAT BED OF WARE (8
th S. vii. 467 ;

viii.

73,129) The subjoined cutting from theMorning,
of 20 Oct., 1894, will perhaps be worth noting
in

4 N. & Q.' The journal namerd is, in turn,
indebted to an article written by Mr. Walter
Besant for the Queen. Mr. Besant writes :

"
Nobody knows who made it, or its age, but it was

well known and a celebrated piece of work in the seven-
teenth century, and this is what they used to tell about
it I do not ask you to believe it. The bed was con-

structed in the year 1463 by one Jonas Fosbrooke, a

journeyman carpenter, and presented by him to King
Edward IV., for the use of the king or any princes or
nobles whom the king might invite to sleep upon it. It

was as if rank should be measured by the size of the

bed. The king accepted the gift, and gave the inge-
nious carpenter a pension of 40 marks a year. Now, as a
mark was 13s. 4d., and as money was certainly worth in

those days ten times its present value, Jonas got a

pension of 2701. a year, which seems a good deal for

a journeyman carpenter. However, the king died and
the pensioner died, and the bed fell into other hands, and
was used when the house was full when parties of

hunters, guests, and so forth were turned into the bed,
which held twenty-four. But it always happened that

those who lay upon the bed got no sleep, for the pinching,

nipping, and scratching which went on all night long
and this so regularly that the bed got a bad name, and

nobody would sleep upon it. It was the ghost of Jonas,
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you gee, who could not bear that bis royal bed should be

used for any beneath the dignity of a prince, and so

scratched and pincbed and disturbed the would-be

sleeper.
"Now there was a certain Master of the Horse to

King Henry VIII. who fell in love with the daughter
of a maltster near Ware. The lady bad several other
suitors, and hesitated about making up her mind. The
king, hearing of the business, called together all the
suitors and said that the girl should be given to him who
would venture to pass the night in this Great Bed of Ware.
The others were afraid, but the Master of the Horse

accepted the challenge, and went to bed in that gigantic
construction. In the morning he was found more dead
than alive. He had spent the most terrible night he
was black and blue with pinches he was lacerated with
scratches. With such a prize before him, however, he
had endured the long hours of darkness and of struggle

against an intangible pincher and scratcher. He was
rewarded. The girl was his, and one hopes she proved
worth that long night's battle with the ghost."

C. P. HALE.

I can add to the numerous legends connected
with this curious piece of furniture, the following :

" In the Crown [at Ware] was the famous large bed
in which 26 Butchers and their wives slept on the night
K. William 3rd was crowned." Belgham'a '

Chronology,'
1765.

ATEAHR.

ACCENT ON " RESPONSE "
(8

th S. viii. 268, 436).
MR. C. J. FERET says,

" There is no doubt that
'

response,' with the accent on the first syllable, is

the common pronunciation." It is never safe to

dogmatize, otherwise I might have used the very
same language regarding the word as sounded with
the accent on the second syllable. Is this a case
in which the English practice is the exact con-

verse of that prevalent in Scotland ? We pro-
nounce the word in the North according to the

sound it has in the '

Lady of the Lake,' I. iii. :

To many a mingled sound at once
The awaken'd mountain gave response.

THOMAS BATNB.
Helensburgh, N.B.

By a slip of the pen, I wrote, at the latter refer-

ence,
"

first syllable" for
" second syllable." The

latter part of my note, however, must have made
my intention clear. CHAS. JAS. F^RET.

ARMS ON PAINTING (8
th S. viii. 448, 498). The

arms inquired for by your correspondent are pro-
bably a Butler coat, impaling undoubtedly Nevill.
There are one or two Butler coats quoted in ' The
General Armory,' of which the above might be
a variation. JOHN PARKES BUCHANAN.
Union Club.

PATRIOT (8
111 S. viii. 367). I have shown in

my '

Dictionary
'

that the word patriot occurs in

Minsheu's '

Dictionary,' ed. 1627 ; and I quote
from Cotgrave's

' French Dictionary
'

(which first

appeared in 1611) the following:
"
Patriote, m.

A patriot, ones countreyman." Cotgrave also has :

''Patriot, m. A father, or protector of the

Conntrey, or Commonwealth; also, as Patriote."

Littr shows, in his
'

Dictionary,' that Voltaire

made a mistake ;
for the F. patriote was used, in

its modern sense, as early as the sixteenth century,
I shall be glad of earlier examples.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

Littleton's
'

Dictionary
'

(Cambridge, 1693) has

this word :

" A patriot or father of his country.

Poplicola, pater patrise ; q.d. Patriots."

C. C. B.

Dictionaries show that the word patriot occurs

in Bishop Hall's 'Cases of Conscience.' And the
4

Bibliographer's Manual,' by Lowndes, gives 1649
as the date of that work. E. YARDLEY.

This word was certainly in use before the year
1709. It will be found in 'An English Expositour
or Compleat Dictionary,' by J. B. (Bradley), Dr.

of Physick, which was printed in 1680 ; also in E.

Coles's 'English Dictionary," published in 1692.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

ALNWICK PRINTING (8
th S. viii. 348). T. Lind-

say printed in Alnwick during the last century,

and J. Catnach printed a book or pamphlet there

in 1790 ;
so I learn from the Oxford volume of the

Transactions and Proceedings of the Library
Association. J. POTTER BBISCOE.

Public Library, Nottingham.

MOUNT NOD (8
th S. viii. 367). Not as explain-

ing the word, but as an illustration of its further

use, I may point out that the Land of Nod will be

found on the one inch to the mile Survey Map in

the parish of Headley, on the east of Hampshire,
not far from the Surrey border. W.

A former inquiry in
' N. & Q.' obtained many

answers. See 5th S. v. 448 ;
vi. 94, 136 ; 6th S.

. 9. EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

THE TITLES OP SCOTTISH JUDGES (8
th S. v.

206). Since my note appeared, in March, 1894,

at the above reference, Lord Wellwood has suc-

ceeded his father, Lord Moncrieff, in the peerage

of Moncrieff of Tullibole. He has, therefore,

dropped the title of Wellwood, and bears his

proper title of Lord Moncrieff. As I mentioned,

judges who are not peers, despite their titles, sign

:heir ordinary names to law papers. Thus, Lord

Kyllacby signs
" W. Macintosh," &c. The follow-

ng paragraph shows how amusing may be the

results of the practice :

"The learned Junior Lord Ordinary [Lord Low] signs

his interlocutors simply 'A. Low, Ordinary.' The result

ibroad is sometimes remarkable. We have seen the copy
of an order by the District Judge, Colombo, in re Alston,

Scott & Co.'s affairs a matter which was recently before

the Scottish Courts and in the order this passage

occurs :
' The judgment of the Low Ordinary Scotch
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Court does not help me. It was simply decided there

that,' &c." Scots Law Tinas, 16 Nov., 1895, p. 135.

WILLIAM GEORGE BLACK.

PORTRAIT OF WARREN* HASTINGS (8
th S. viii.

87, 211, 257, 315, 394). In the Common Room
at Westminster School is an engraved portrait of

Hastings by Henry Hudson, after a painting by
A. W. Devis. The print was published by Henry
Hudson, at Calcutta, in July, 1794, and the original

picture is stated to be then in the possession of

Charles Chapman, Esq. The portrait represents

Hastings seated. Is it possible that this is the

picture referred to ? J. SARGEAUST.
Westminster School.

" ELECTROCUTE "
(S

tb S. viii. 425). Barring
his suggested substitute for this hateful word, MR.
WARREN'S note is good. But "

electrify
"

will

not do
;

it has already several meanings, both

literal and metaphorical, and to introduce another

would lead to endless confusion. There is no

analogy with the use of the word "hanging" in

the sense of hanging until dead. We do not bang
a man unless we intend to kill him ; but we often

electrify men without any such intention or effect.

0. C. B.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (8
th S. viii.

409).
Misericordia Domini inter pontem et fontem.

It is not, of course, easy to prove a negative in respect
of so many folios as the works of St. Augustine consist

of. But I think it may be said that in all probability
the sentence is one of those which have been tradition-

ally assigned to St. Augustine, as in agreement with his

sentiments, without any proofs. It is not among those
which are quoted by Peter Lombard in the '

Sentences,'
"on repentance," from St. Augustine, nor in any collec

tion of similar passages which I have met with. Its

appearance is indicative of a mere statement without

authority in Camden's ' Remains concerning Britain,
section "Epitaph?," p. 420, J. R. Smith, 1870, where
there is this :

" A gentleman falling off his horse, brake his neck
which suddain hap gave occasion of much speech of hi

former life, and some in this judging world judge the
worst. In which respect a good friend made this good
epitaph, remembering that of Saint Augustine :

'
JUiseri

cordia Domini inter pontem et fontem '

:

My friend judge not me,
Thou seest I judge not thee :

Betwixt the stirrup and the ground
Mercy I askt, mercy I found."

.(Compare
'

N. & Q.,' 4th S. viii. 559, where this appears.
The question is, From what source did Camden obtaii

fidence (a confidence, that is, on the part of the sur-

viving relatives rather than of the dying person) may be

seen in the churchyard of St. Andrews, inscribed on the

tombstone of a person who, bathing against his doctor's

advice, was seized with an epileptic fit and died in the

water. The epitaph consists simply of the name and

date, with the words,
" Fell off the Step Rock into the

arms of Jesus." OSWALD HUNTER BLAIR, O.S.B.

Ne'er to these chambers where the mighty rest

Since their foundation came a nobler guest

which are slightly misquoted and wrongly punctuated in

MR. BANDY'S question form lines 43 and 44 of Tickell's

'
Epistle to the Earl of Warwick on the Death of Mr.

Addison,' and refer to the midnight burial of the great

poet in Westminster Abbey. Lines 9 to 22 of this

epistle, read in connexion with lines 43 to 46, are, if I

may be allowed to eay so, as fine and as touching as any
lines in our language. R. CLARK.

(8
th S. viii. 449.)

To follow knowledge like a sinking star,

Beyond the utmost bound of human thought.

Tennyson.
'

Ulysses.'
C.C. B.

The diapason ending full in Man.

)ryden,
'
S. Cecilia's Day.' For "

ending," read closing.

See Bartlett's ' Familiar Quotations.'

the Latin or the English 1

1665.
He carries both up to A.D

ED. MARSHALL.

The phrase
" Misericord ia Domini inter pontem et

fontem "
is usually ascribed to St. Augustine; but I fear

I cannot give your correspondent the exact reference.
The idea the possibility of salvation for the repentant
'Sinner even at the moment of death is reproduced under
another image in the well-known quaint epitaph :

Betwixt the saddle and the ground,
I mercy sought and mercy found.

A curious example, by the way, of this vicarious con-

W. C. B.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

The History of the Granville Family. By Roger Gran-

ville, M.A. (Exeter, Pollard & Co. )

AMONG the great families of England claiming royal

alliances or descent that of Granville holds an honour-

ably conspicuous position. Under various names

Grenville, Grenfell, &c. it has contributed largely to

history, and the vicissitudes it has undergone constitute

a striking and suggestive story. A French town in

Normandy still attests the antiquity of the race, the

name is preserved in an English earldom, and the

services rendered to statesmanship and letters by those

who bear or have borne it have lasted into the

present generation. It is natural that the records of a

family illustrious in itself, and closely allied to what is

most distinguished in the English peerage, should in

these days, when genealogy is closely studied and fol-

lowed, have been written. The task begun by Mr. Ber-

nard Granville, of Wellesbourne, has been concluded by
his son, the Rev. Roger Granville, rector of Bideford, a

place closely associated with the Granville family. There

appears to have been at first no definite idea of printing

the matter collected, mostly from existing and accepted
authorities. The labours of father and son, however,

now see the light in a handsome volume of some five

hundred pages. In a direct line the old family of Gran-

ville is extinct. In the female line one family represents

it, nnd the name is borne proudly by members of many
noble houses. The Granville family is of Scandinavian

origin, and claims descent through the E*rls of Corbeil

from Rollo, the son of Jarl Rognval*, a chieftain of

highest rank in the reign of Harfager, King of Norway.
The manner in which this worthy, nicknamed Gb'ngu,

the Ganger, established himself in Rouen, whence he

ravaged France at his ease, with other kindred matters,

must be read in the volume, as must, indeed, the subee-

quent history of a heroic and turbulent race. The deeds

of Rollo and his descendants in Rouen and Normandy

generally belong to history. From the time of William

Rufus we begin to hear of the Granvilles as owning
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estates in Devon and Cornwall, subsequently, after the

defeat of Rhys ap Tewdwr, augmented by gifts in

Glamorganshire, where early in the twelfth century
Richard de Granville founded Neath Abbey. A MS.
rendering of an old prophecy quoted by Mr. Granville,
and said to have been found in the Abbey of Neath,
tells quaintly concerning Grenvile how he

His helmet raa'd, and first unlac'd

Upon the Cambrian shore,
Where he, in honour of his God,

This Abbey did decore.

After retiring to his patrimony at B5deford,he took on him
the sign of the Cross, and died on the road to Jerusalem.

His second BOH, William de Corbeil, was Archbishop of

Canterbury, concerning whom Henry of Huntingdon
writes,

" Of his merits nothing can be said, for he had
none." In his primateship the Cathedral of Canterbury
was consecrated, and he officiated at the coronation of

Stephen. In 1302 William de Grenvile, or Greenfield,

succeeded John de Langton as Lord Chancellor, and was

subsequently Archbishop of York, dying at Cawood. after

an exceptionally brilliant and troublous career, in 1315.

An engraving of his monument in York Minster is

among the illustrations to the volume. In the minority
of Theobald de Grenvile the long bridge at Bideford is

believed to have been built. Thomas de Grenvile,

having dropped the prefix de, is styled in 1447 Thomas

Greynvile. In the sixteenth century the Granvilles were

prolific Digory Granville leaving by his two wives no

fewer than nine sons arid four daughters and the task of

tracing them becomes arduous. The difficulties con-

cerning the various Richard Grenville, Graineville,

Greenfield, &c., of the fifteenth century are shown in the

interesting and valuable paper of Mr. W. D. Pink on Sir

Richard Grenville, of the Revenge, ante, p. 476. The
date of his knighthood, said by Mr. Pink to have been

before 22 March, 1573/4, is given by Mr. Granville, on

the strength of S. Morgan's 'Sphere of Gentry,' as

1577. A portrait of Sir Richard as Vice-Admiral ol

England, from the Haynes Park Collection, shows him in

armour, and with a very stern countenance. Of Bernard

Granville, high sheriff of Cornwall, 1596, who trod in " a

kind magnanimity the honourable steps of his ancestors,'

a striking portrait by Zucchero is reproduced. Of his son

Sir Bevill Granville, slain in the moment of victory ai

Lanadowne, fighting for the king, an interesting account

supplemented by correspondence and by Vandyck's por-

trait, follows. Sir Bevill's views concerning the king's
misdeeds had caused much perturbation to his father, bu
his loyalty when the time came for action is not to be

disputed. Next to Sir Richard of the Revenge he is tb<

most interesting member of the family. His corre

spondence with his wife is precious. The verses of th

Rev. R. S. Hawker, vicar of Morwenstow, upon his death

are published. The beautiful portrait by il Cavaliere Mor<
of the long-suffering and heroic brother, Sir Richard
" the king's general in the west," showing the face of a

poet rather than of a warrior, is also given. On the

share of Sir John Granville. with his cousin George
Monk, in the restoration of Charles II. there is no cal

to dwell. For his services in this and other respects he
was created, 20 April, 1661, Baron Granville of Kelk

hamptonand Bideford, Viscount Granville of Lansdowne
and Earl of Bath. At this period honours were lavishe

on the Granvilles, all the younger children of Sir Bevil

being assigned the precedence enjoyed by the younge
sons of an earl. George Granville, Lord Lansdowne

occupies, as is well known, a niche in literature. Hi
verse, like himself, may be entitled "amiable an<

respectable." William Henry, third Earl of Bath, die

in 1711 without offspring. It is useless to follow furthe

the fortunes of the family. Mr, Granville has given t

tie world a book entitled to hold a high place among
enealogies. It casts no fresh light upon history, but it

nil repay study in that as in other respects. Its illus-

rations, of which we have mentioned a few only, con-
titute a most attractive feature, and the work will occupy
i conspicuous and worthy position in every genealogical
ibrary.

Rambles and Studies in Bosnia-Herzegovina and Dal-
maiia. By Robert Munro, M.A. (Blackwood & Sons.)
N August, 1894, a congress of archaeologists and anthro-

pologists was held in Sarajevo, the capital of Bosnia. To
his Dr. Munro, the secretary of the Society of Antiquari ss

>f Scotland, went as delegate. Very wisely he took the
pportunity, before the solid work of the congress began,
o explore a picturesque and little-known corner in

Europe. Returning with a fair store of experiences and
observations, he sets before us some interesting accounts
of travel in addition to a record of the work of the con-

^ress. Concerning Dr. Munro's qualifications for the
.ask he has undertaken, those familiar with his excellent
and authoritative work on ' The Lake Dwellings of

Europe
'

will have no doubt. No call for labour so
arduous as was therein involved has, in the present
instance, been made. With a liberality contrasting
Favourably with the close-fistedness of richer countries,
;he Government of Bosnia-Hervegovina made immediate-
arrangement to supply, in German and in French, a-

detailed account of the proceedings of the congress, to

popularize the scientific results reached through its

means. Hearing of the intention of Dr. Munro to write
a popular sketch of his visit, which, besides giving a
detail of scientific proceedings, should furnish glimpses
of the scenery and of the social life of the people, the
Government placed at his disposal whatever cliche?,

plans, photographs, &c., might be of service to him.
His journey having extended beyond the strictly defined
limits with which he set out, Dr. Munro obtained from
the director of the museum at Spalato, Prof. Bulie,
similar privileges with regard to the proceedings of the
" Primo Congresso degli Archeologi CristianL" The
result of these privileges and of Dr. Munro's own labours
is the instructive and profusely and handsomely illus-

trated volume before us. But one fault have we to find

with the work
; but the fault, to those who after perusal'

wish to refer to matters of interest, is grave. It is

wholly devoid of index, a defect for which the fairly'
elaborate headings of chapters furnish no adequate com-
pensation. That an index would in this case have involved
a good deal of trouble may be conceded

; but the trouble
should have been taken.

The proceedings of those constituting the congress
appear, though some hard work was involved, to have
had a good deal of the character of a holiday excursion.
In the remotest places festivities were not wanting. The
hospitality accorded was handsome as well as cordial,
and the people, unaccustomed to the sight of strangers,
seem to have mingled something of gratitude to those
who had come so far to see their country with the

curiosity ordinarily manifested in such unwonted and
apparently frivolous pursuits. It is amusing to see the

grin of humorous and not wholly unintelligent delight
on the faces of the astonished natives depicted on p. 78s

Facing them are some native girls Catholics, we sup-

pose, since their faces are fully revealed who are pretty-
and almost beautiful, and whose holiday attire is sin-

gularly picturesque and artistic. Familiar in the case
of exploration are most of the objects depicted. Flint

weapons and other prehistoric objects, including idols

and pottery, are found at Butmir. The extensive exca-
vations at Glasinac reveal weapons and ornaments of

bronze or iron. Near Moslar are Roman remains in
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abundance. Some very interesting clay figurines from
lacuBtrine dwellings are obtained from Larbach, Lake

Bourget, and other places. The objects of most interest

in Glasiuac were drawn from tombs, in which the district

is rich. Among great curiosities may be cited so-called

swords, sixteen inches in length, the handles of which,

presumably of wood or horn, had entirely disappeared,
and, stranger still, steels such as are still used in remote

places for the purpose of striking a light with flints. It

is obviously impossible to enumerate the antiquities

discovered, those even of them which are almost pecu-
liar to the district. For those things we must refer our
readers to the volume. The district is mountainous, and
the plates of scenery constitute a great attraction. Dr.
Munro has, indeed, produced a book worthy of the sub-

ject and of his own reputation, a work of unending
interest to archaeologists, and one with considerable

attraction as a picture of scenery and a record of travel.

Flamborough, Village and Headland. By Various
Writers. Edited by Kobert Fisher. M.A., Vicar of

Sewerby. (Hull, Andrews & Co. ; London, Simpkin
&Co.)

FLAMBOROCGH is a most interesting village, but not

more worthy of note than many a Yorkshire " town "

every collection of bouses is a town in the North whose

history remains unwritten. We trust that Mr. Fisher's

volume will move other persons to undertake popular
sketches of the places in their neighbourhood.

Flamborough has long been a place of pilgrimage for

tourists. It is easy of access from Scarborough, Brid-

lington, and Filey. The bold chalk rocks of Flamborough
Head are a sight never to be forgotten on a calm day
when the sea can be ventured upon in an open boat and
the clear, transparent water renders minute living things
visible at a great depth.

Until a period which seems quite recent, Flamborough
Head used to be visited by great numbers of idle and

stupid people who found pleasure in shooting the birds

which nest there during the breeding season. This
*'
eport

"
is happily interdicted now by a despotic legisla-

ture, and therefore naturalists and other persons who
have a sense of the beautiful in animal life can, without

having their feelings outraged, see one of the most

lovely sights in the British Isles. The gulls assemble
there in unnumbered thousands, and now that they have
no fear of being murdered by loafing idlers are wellnigh
as tame as the chickens in a farmer's yard.

It is inevitable in a book of this kind that there should
be a discussion as to the derivation of the name of the

place. If you ask any one in the neighbourhood, not

given to philology, you will be assured that it ia
"" Flame Borough," that is the town of flame, on account
of the beacon which was there in old time. We are by
no means inclined to indulge in futile guessing, so shall

not disclose our notion, if we have one, as to how the
name of Flamborough arose. That it has nothing what-
ever to do with^ame we are quite sure. Flame is not
a Scandinavian word, but comes to us from the Latin

flamma through the French. Furthermore, it should
be remembered that older spellings of the name were
FlanebuTgh and .PYayjiburgh. It has been suggested
that the early Anglian settlers called their new home
after Flensburg, a place -well known to them, perhaps
the continental home of some of them, just as the early
settlers in America and Australia named their settle-

ments from their homes in the old land, and as, we are

informed, the pioneers of civilization in the great North-
West are calling their towns from places in the Atlantic
States. For example, Salem in Oregon is named after
one of the many places so called in the East

; probably
from the best known of them, the seaport city in Massa-

chusetts. This is not so silly as the flame hypothesis,
but there is not a particle of evidence for it.

The account which Mr. Fisher gives of the church is

interesting and accurate; we feel, however, somewhat
indignant that he has not denounced the destruction
which has from time to time been carried on here under
pretence of restoration. Mauy excuses may be made
for reformers and puritans when, led by misdirected

zeal, they destroyed things which were beautiful or of
historic interest. Nothing of the kind can be pleaded
in extenuation of the modern agents of "

restoration."

Flamborough Church contains a brass inscription in

memory of Sir Marmaduke Constable, Knight, who
served under the Duke of Norfolk at Floddeu. It has
been printed on several occasions, but commonly with
many errors. As we have not a rubbing of it before us,
we cannot be sure that the version here given is quite
correct. We have examined it carefully, however, and
can detect no misreadings.
The font is an interesting object, which has happily

been spared by the restorers, it is of circular form, a
round bowl ornamented with a bold lozenge pattern.
It is undoubtedly Norman, probably of a rather late date.

Here, as elsewhere, garlands were formerly hung on the
screen in commemoration of the deaths of young
maidens. It seems they are gone now, but a pair of
white gloves made of paper still remair.s in the custody
of the vicar. They commemorate a Miss Major, and
were, as we gather, hung on the screen in or about the

year 1761.
The accounts given of the plants, insects, and shells

of the neighbourhood are the work of experts, and are

thoroughly well done. The folk - lore paper, too, by
Col. A. H. Armytage is worth reading. The same cannot
be said for the section entitled

'

Flamborough Poems.'

WE hear with deep regret, from W. C. B., that our old
and valued contributor John William Bone, F.3.A., died
on the 8th inst. at Southport. A man of singular ability,

modesty, and worth, he dwelt much apart, and we possess
no particulars as to his life. Up to the last he main-
tained his interest in ' N. & Q.,' and wrote for its pages.
Some friend more favoured than ourselves with intimacy
may perhaps supply particulars.

ON Monday, in his eightieth year, died, we are sorry
to hear, Mr. William Tegg, the oldest, presumably, of
London booksellers, and a frequent contributor to our
columns. With no less regret we hear of the death of
Mr. W. J. Fitzpatrick, F.S.A., the author of ' Secret
Service under Pitt

' and many other works, also a con-
tributor to ' N. & Q.'

to

We must call special attention to the following notices:

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

E. WALFORD. The Tower Publishing Company's ad-
dress is 95, Minories, E.

ERRATCM. P. 472, col. 1, 1. 27, for "Sir Edward
Baines

"
read Sir Edward Barnes.

NOTICE,

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The
Editor of ' Notes and Queries

' "
Advertisements and

Business Letters to " The Publisher
"

at the Office,
Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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A. on arms of the see of Canterbury, 169
Weldon family, Ireland, 210

A. (A. H.) on ancient mason marks, 18
A. (E. H.) on "Trepanning," 14
A. (E. S.) on "Chum, "157

Dancing story, 372

Leyrestowe, its meaning, 434
" Luck money," 470
Nicholson (Dr. ) and Mr. Donnelly, 427
Raa de St. Maur, 514

Shakspeariana, 324

A. (G. E. P.) on William Norris, 407
A. (W.) on Cuthbert Scot, Bishop of Chester, 218
Abbott (W. H.) on Bishop Gibson, 487

Abercromby (Sir Ralph), picture of bis death, 487

Abif, source of the word, 228, 297, 512

Account-books, words and phrases in, 388
Achaden bishopric, 248, 277

Actresses, their train-boys, 328
Adams (W. E.) on "Coign of vantage," 76

" Tweedside kettle," 105
Addams family, 127, 207

Addy (S. O.) on crypts with double staircases, 409
"
Hang out the broom," 274

Pytheas in Britain, 344

Aghadoe bishopric, 277

Agricola on pitch of cheese, 316

Albury, chestnut tree at, 245, 439

Aldgate aldermen, 17, 73
Aldis (H. G.) on early Scotch printing, 47
Aldred (H. W.) on "Swan Inn," Watford, Herts, 41

Alford (Dean) and Dr. Tregelles, 246
Alfred the Great, his only statue in London, 85, 230

Alger (.1. G.) on English students at Heidelberg, 486
Allison (J. W.) on "Man-Jack," 497

Almack (E.) on 'Eikon Basilike,' 123
Almanac curiosities for 1896, 506

Almondbury, its red roads, 122, 236
Alnwick printing and printers, 348, 517
Alva (Duchess of), her biography, 326

Amboise, great buck at, 366

America, old French map of Northern and Central.

70, 138, 190

Amphore, its meaning, 368
Anchorite at Westminster, 408

Anecdote, pulpit, 347, 412, 438

Anecdotes, local, in general literature, 83, 197

Angus (G.) on arms of the see of Canterbury, 491
"
Frightened of," 154

Hay in church aisles, 298

Lady Day in harvest, 184

Maury (Cardinal), 245

Philip II. of Spain, 145, 295
St. Nicholas Cole Abbey, 17

Saints, patron, of churches, 75

Angus (J.) on Baptist pamphlet, 218
Annet (Peter) noticed, 18

Anonymous Works :

Anecdotes Angloises, 208
British Phoenix, 408
Eloisa en Dishabille, 368

English Rogue, 447

Extraordinary Black Book, 106
Fables and Stories Moraliz'd, 13

Hermsprong ; or, Man as He is Not, 31

Ingenious and Learned Discourse, 408

Popular Tales of the Germans, 200, 267

Sparke of Friendship, 248, 315
Tales from Boccaccio, 49, 232

Taming of a Shrew, 5
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Antananarivo, capital of Madagascar, 306
Anton (Robert), epigram borrowed from, 461

Apperson (G. L.) on flat-irons, 510
"Nearer the kirk," &c., 115

Sharp (Jeremy), 511

Apthorp (G. O.) on "Counsel of perfection," 329

Archer family, 208, 255, 315
Archer (W.) on John Forster, 161

-Argh, place-name termination, 48, 195

Ariosto, his
'

Orlando,' 158

Arkwrigbt surname, 331
Armada tables, 227, 314, 478

Army, first lancers in, 125
;

child commissions in,

421, 498
Arnott (S.) on Sir W. Mildmay and Lord Burleigh, 206

Oving, village name, 465
Pett (Sir Phineas), 5

Witham, its etymology, 234
Arrowsmith (Rev. J.), his incumbency, 327
Art and English judgment, 285
Arthur's CoSee-house, its locality, 10, 116?

Artists, Chartered Society of, 369, 439, 511
"Artists' ghosts," 37
Ashindon (John). See JEschuid.
4
Ashley,' hymn tune, 325

Ashley family of Ipswich, 127
Astarte on literature versus science, 332

Pear, prickly, 188
" To death," 453

Types, movable, 226

Astley (J.) on Barras, 131

Combustion, spontaneous, 434

Harrington family, 328

Athy on Weldon family, Ireland, 145
Atkinson (J. T.) on Yorkshire Law Society, 428

Atlantic, first steamship to cross, 134, 214

Attorney or solicitor, 434
Attwell (H.) on Barras, 5

Comfortable= comforting, 286
"Halifax law," 368
Holbein (Hans), his

'

Ambassadors,' 502
Louis XVII., 7

Sunday markets, 167

Tunbridge Wells, church of King Charles the

Martyr at, 69

Audegier, reference to, 428

Audrey and Awdry, their etymology, 86, 194

Awdry and Audrey, their etymology, 86, 194
Axed and fine-axed, their meaning, 27, 77, 135
Axon (W. E. A.) on spontaneous combustion, 258

Cromwell (0.), his Soldiers' Bible, 1

Levita (Blias) and Sebastian Munster, 1S1
St. Teresa or St. Ignatius, 341
'

Sparke of Friendship,' 315

Ayeahr on local anecdotes, 197
Barthe'le'mon (F. H.), his

'

Morning Hymn,' 354
Bear's Wood Green, 313
Bond (Sir Thomas), 217

Books, "uncut," 258

Browning (Mrs.) and Coxhoe Hall, 346

Calves, wild, 485

Coincidences, remarkable, 335
Comfortable= comforting, 414

Evelyn (John), discovery of his
'

Memoirs,' 458
Fire caused by water, 6

Ayeahr on Floral Street, late Hart Street, 226
Gibbons (Grinling), 466

Ha-ha, sunk fence, 38

"Hangout," 498

Iturbide, Mexican emperor, 11, 131, 351
Kentish M.P.s, 396
Lancers in British army, 125

Links, golf, 34, 158
London street names, changes in, 453
London street tablets, 78

Marriage notice, novel, 446
Mount Nod, place-name, 367
Place-names, their pronunciation, 254
Punch as an English beverage, 394

Quarterstaff, 471
"
Running the gantlope," 33

St. Mary Overie, 369
Saville (Edward Faucit), 488

Saye's Court, Deptford, 166

Sheep-stealer hanged by a sheep, 334
Suffolk (Duke of), 393

Tattoo, its etymology, 333

Tray, name of a dog, 173

Ware, bed of, 517
Welsh place-names, 294

Aylesbury (Sir Thomas), Bart., his family, 9

B
R on students at Padua, 333
B. (A.) on '

Young Lochinvar,' 317
B. (C. C.) on Bear's Wood Green, 231

Blackie (Prof.) on Scott, 93

Bones, gigantic, 193
' Bonnie Banks o' Loch Lomon,' 376

Browning (Robert), 374
"
Decapitated head," 326

Eggs, oil of, 155
Elder-tree superstition, 490

"Electrocute," new word, 518
Frankum's night, 18

"Grandmother's nightcap," 237
" Herb John," 475

Hilda, Christian name, 33

Hops, earliest mention, 329
Jonson (Ben) and Shakspeare, 132, 317
'

Legends of Florence,' 90

Lilac, its derivation, 38
"Luck money," 470

Massinger surname, 4

Music, division in, 377

Myfanwy (Princess), 228

Nightmares in folk-lore, 232

Pear, prickly, 254

Rose-gall, 514

Sea, its pronunciation, 152

Shakspeare (W.) and 'Cromwell,' 215

'Ships that pass in the Night,' 278

Spider-wort called "Trinity," 177

Tennyson (Lord), false rhymes, 15

Transfiguration, its scene, 312

Virginian creeper, 512
Welsh place-names, 295

Woful, its spelling, 417
"
Wrong end of the stick," 33

B. (D.) on George III, 224
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iB. (E. G.) on Battletwig : Landlady : Boggart, 85

Left-handedness, 52

Sheep-stealer hanged by a sheep, 170

B. (F. W.) on Peter Benson, 109

iB. (G. F. B.) on Bishop Cotton, 156

Kenting, its meaning, 187

Lincoln's Inn, 168

Mortlock (John), 388

Nantgarw ware, 438

Opposition, "Her Majesty's," 211

Eipon (first Earl of), 187

Robinson : Busby, 127

Sandys (Samuel, first Baron), 507
Sewell (Sir Thomas), 50.7

B. (H. M.) on Wessex, 127

B. (J.) on " Artists' ghosts," 37

Halsey family, 426

B. (J. P.) on Carter= Brecknock, 427

B. (L.) on Colne Priory, 296

IB. (M. A.) on elder-tree superstition, 427

B. (R.) on epitaphs, 126, 306

Launden Abbey, 454
Moore (Sir John), his burial, 253

Napoleon I., his marshals, 409

Postage at high rates, 3/72

Registers, printed, 493

iB. (R. E.) on Leitchtown and Gartur arms, 416

Stones, growing, 432

B. (W.) on "Educationalist," 135
'

Shaving of Shagpat,' 46

B. (W. C.) on John Bennett, portrait painter, 207

Bunyan (John), 304

Captain-Lieutenant, 57
Christmas bibliography, 483

'Collins (W.), his ' Ode to the Passions,' 257

Country life, changes in, 486

Day of the month, 284
'

Dictionary of National Biography,' G3, 203, 443
Duncalf surname, 212

Flag to summon to church, 255
'Floss= stream, 336
Gale (Benjamin), 398

History and romance, 253

Kentish Men and Men of Kent, 512

Mary Magdalene, 216

Oxen at the plough, 11

Pitch of cheese, 316

Robin of Ridsdale, 297
Roscarrock (Nicholas), 277

Rumford soups, 293

Sunday markets, 250

Transfiguration, The, 396

Wake (Archbishop), 197

Bachope family, 9

Baddeley (St. C.) on Edward Balliol, 428

Emerald, Vatican, 412

Heart burial, 363, 483

'Kalevala,' its pronunciation, 2.95, 449

Malta and Barbara, 310 .

Montfort (Simon de), his bones, 194

Bage (Robert), his biography and writings, 31

Bail-dock, its etymology, 441

Baildon (W. P.) on law of ransom, 128

Baily (J.) on Easter sepulchres, 53

Baker (0.) on leather drinking jacks, 91

Baker (T. H.) on New Testament translations, 11

Ploughing by oxen, 76

Shakspeare bibliography, 147

Sheep-stealer hanged by a sheep, 171

Valse, its introduction, 78
Baldock (G. Y.) on "

Oyster of veal," 354
St. Mary Overie, 370

Wagell and waskite, 357
'
Balerma,' its composer, 233, 352

Balliol (Edward), his marriage, 428, 475

Ball-playing in churchyards, 168, 217, 354, 393
Banana, history of the word, 149

Baptist pamphlet, missing, 167, 199, 218

Barbara, Maltese, his biography, 247, 310
Barbarossa (Frederick), his adventures, 32

Barclay's
'

Euphormio
' and Scott, 149, 271

Bardwell (Thomas), pa: iter, his death, 288, 371
Barnard family, 11

Barns, ancient British, : 41

Barras, its pronunciation, 5, 131
Barth= shelter, its etymology, 16
Barthe'le'mon (F. H.), his 'Morning Hymn,' 68, 175.

353
Basel University, English students at, 289
Bat=batter, 266, 330, 493
Bathgate (H. J. H.) on Shelta language, 436
Battle Abbey Roll, 508

Battletwig =earwig, 85, 255

Baylis (P.) on Newland oak, 491

Baylis (T. H.) on Selden monument, 417

Bayne (T.) on "Be," in pres. indie, plural, 345
' Bonnie Banks o' Loch Lomon,' 215

Develop, its spelling, 306
" Dismal science," 394
Dulness : Dullness, 507
'Flowers of the Forest,' 74, 158

Jockteleg, its meaning, 113
'

Legends of Florence,' 91

Livableness, new word, 228
"
Man-Jack," 497

Mrs. = Messrs., 266

Only, its place in a sentence, 84
Pitch of cheese, 248

Quair, its meaning, 218

Response, accent on, 268, 517
'

Rule, Britannia,' 245

Semple (Robert) and Burns, 373

Shairp (Principal) at Oxford, 46S
'

Skaving of Shagpat,' 151

Seuthey (Robert), 405

Spray=repute, 448
"Still and on, "35, 135, 334
"Tweedside kettle," 357, 492
Woful, its spelling, 184

Be, in present indicative plural, 345
Bear's Wood Green, place-name, 168, 231, $13
Beatitude, tenth, 111, 352
Beaufort (T.) on "Orisons," 78
Beaumont (John), miniature portrait, 187
Beaver in England, circa 1450, 366

Beazeley (A.) on "Does your mother know you're
out ?

"
293

"
Fiae-axed," 135

Jesse windows, 75
Bed of Ware, 73, 129, 516
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Beds, great, 348, 473

'Beggar's Opera,' Chancery suit as to copyright, 157
Belben (E. P.) on Dryden and Greek, 14
Belch (Sir Toby) and the Lady Olivia, 387

Belgian street name, 207, 315, 373

Beljame (A.) on "Response," 436

Bell, curfew, at St. Giles's, Cripplegate, 407
Bell on Lucas family, 268

Bells, dumb, 98, 138 ; Staffordshire and Worcester-

shire, 468

Benfleet, South, co. Essex, its church, 283, 478
Bennett (John), portrait painter, 207
Benson (Peter) inquired after, 109
Berriman family, 247
Bethell (W. ) on Duncalf surname, 147

Kindle, its Meaning, 228

Thompson (William), 408

Bible, Cromwell's '

Souldiers',' 1, 53 ;
translations of

New Testament, 11, 91
;

"
De"bonnaire," 66, 150 ;

St. Luke xii. 29,
" Neither be ye of doubtful mind,"

165
; early Italian, 228 ;

"
Abif," 228, 297, 512

;

"
chanticleer

"
of the Gospels, 276, 394 ;

" marish
"

in Ezek. xlvii. 11, 305, 456

Bibliographical exhibit at Columbian Exposition,
101, 142, 403

Bibliography :

Bage (Robert), 31

Biblical, 1, 11, 53, 91, 228
Blunt (Rev. John H.), 29, 72

Books, "uncut," 66, 258; "dog's-eared and
turned down," 152 ; successful privately-

printed, 366 ; in chains, 451

Byron (Lord), 101, 336

Christmas, 483

Dalrymple (Sir David), 464
Defoe (Daniel), 221, 349

Directories, ecclesiastical, 429, 476
' Eikon Basilike,' 123
Glass (Thomas), M.D., 462
Halls (John James), 267
Heath (James), his '

England's Chronicle,' 168
Hurd (William), D.D., 79
Jonson (Ben), 301

Manning (Miss Anne), 16
Marriott (Rev. John), 131, 172

Massinger (Philip), 3

Moliere (J. B. P. de), 108
Nicol (Alexander), 267
Palmblad (Prof.), 247
Palmer (Thomas), 243, 277
'

Penny Cyclopaedia,' 331

Petty (Sir William), 77, 163, 202

Psalter, Day's, 11

Raleigh (George), 209
Robinson (Mary Elizabeth), 167
Scott (Sir Walter), 467

Shakspearian, 5, 147, 215, 306, 353, 429

Swimming, 89, 442

Touneys (John), 268
Vaux (John), 448, 498
Wake (Archbishop), 121, 197
White's '

History of Newcastle,' 188
Wilkins (Mary Eleanor), 34

Bickley (W. P%) on Roadnight surname, 270

Bierley (P.) on Arthur's Coffee-house, 116
Cadowe, its meaning, 35

Cugh cure, 126

Flag to summon to church, 12

Hotterer, its meaning, 129

King's evil, 174

Pig,
"
cold," 9

'Shaving of Shagpat,' 111

Billingsgate aldermen, 407
Bird names, sporting, 88, 191 ; ancient and modern,

289

Bishops, their transcripts of registers, 182, 264
Blaber (W.) on Claxton family, 508
Black Friars' Common Hall, London, 305, 336, 352
Black (W. G.) on bull-roarer, 12

Cockades, French, 506
Evil eye, 146

Frogs, shower of, 493

Judges, titles of Scotch, 5 1 7

Namancos, its locality, 469

Rose-gall, 514
Tobacco as medicine, 485

Volume, odd, 431
Blackett (Henry) inquired after, 307
Blackie (Prof. J. S.) on Sir Walter Scott, 26, 93
Blair (0. H.) on Edward Balliol, 475

Canterbury, arms of the see, 169, 490
Cromartie earldom, 55

Dalrymples, Earls of Stair, 115
Elder-tree superstition, 489

Fleur-de-lis, 411

Halifax (Earl of), 172
Heraldic plate, 178
Heraldic queries, 215, 498
Launden Abbey, 454

Lilac, its derivation, 38
Mordaunt (Lord), 50

Myres macership. 161

Palmer (Mrs.), 431

Philanthropy, the word, 132

Quair, its meaning, 218

Tournaments, books about, 151
Blair (R.) on letters of Lord Nelson, 242

Roman roads, 291

31andford Forum, sermon preached at, 463

Blayds. See Calverley.
Blazer= flannel coat, 326, 352

Blenkinsopp (E. L.) on "Abif," 512
Ball-playing in churchyards, 217

Birds, their sporting names, 191

Bull-roarer. 12

Cardinals, English, 272
Llandaff peerage, 208

Names, curious, 308

Only, its place in a sentence, 273

Revolt, as a verb transitive, 169

Shakspeare (W.), his ancestry, 343

Smoking in church, 366
Window sash, 269

Bliss (R.) on ' British Phoenix,' 408
'

Ingenious and Learned Discourse,' 403
Jloomer (Amelia J. ), her death, 6
'
lot = indistinct mass, 16

Uunder, extraordinary. 88
Blunt (Rev. J. H.), his

'

Dictionary of Theology,' 29,
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Boase (G. C.) on stolen relics restored, 77

Boats, Peter, why so called, 508

Boddington (R. S.) on Vincent and other families, 367
Vincent (George Norborne), 428

Boger (C. G.) on ball-playing in churchyards, 354

Keble (John) and the ' Christian Year,' 177

King's evil, 278
St. Mary Overie, 171, 238

Taunton archdeacon?, 225, 413

Valse, its introduction, 377
William of Wykeham, 154

Boggart=ghost, 85, 255

Boleyn (Queen Anne), her early life, 141, 189, 313,

350 ; her burial-place, 325, 451, 496

Boleyn (Geoffrey), Lord Mayor of London, 328, 474

Bonaparte (Napoleon), Wellington's estimate of him,

128, 176 ; his Imperial Guard, 288, 310, 432
;
his

marshals, 368, 409

Bond (Sir Thomas), Bart., his biography, 73, 217

Bone (John William), F.S.A., his death, 520 ; on hops,
295

Bones, gigantic, 87, 193
Books. See Bibliography.
Books of reference, mistakes in, 86

Books recently published :

Acworth's (H. A.) Ballads of the Marathas, 419

Aldred's (H. W.) History of Turville, 440

B.'s (E. V.) Garden of Pleasure, 240

Baker's (F. G.) Model Republic, 139

Barclay's (E.) Stonehenge and its Earthworks, 179

Baring-Gould's (S.) English Minstrelsie, 337
Barker's (H.) Furness and Cartmel Notes, 280,

316
Bates's (C. J.) History of Northumberland, 279

Beazley's (C.R.) Prince Henry the Navigator, 240

Bellezza's (P.) Studio del Fonti Italiani de

Chaucer, 159

Berks, Bucks, and Oxon Archaeological Journal,
160

Bibliographica, 140, 378
Bickerton's (Prof.) New Story of the Stars, 80

Boger's (E.) Bygone Southwark, 298

Bookworm, Vol. VII., 500

Bowes's (J. L.) Notes on Shippo, 100

Boyle's (J. R.) History of Hedon, co. York, 20

Bruce's (J. C.) Roman Wall, ed. R. Blair, 220

Buchheim's (C. A.) Schiller's Maria Stuart, 80
Carter's (T. T.) Life of John Kettlewell, 459

Chambers's (E. K.) English Pastorals, 358

Culin's (S.) Chinese Games, 318

Dasent's (J. R.) Acts of the Privy Council, 479

Dictionary of National Biography, 19, 337

Dowden's (E.) New Studies in Literature, 219
Edwards's (G.) Works, edited by E. Owen, 60

English Historical Review, 440

Ex-Libris Journal, 39, 480

Fisher's (R.) Flamborough, 520

Fouque"s Undine, 398

Gentleman's Magazine Library: English Topo-
graphy, 420

Glynne's (Sir S.) Notes on Churches of Cheshire,
489

Granville's (R.) History of Granville Family, 518

Gravea's (A.) Dictionary of Artists, 318

Books recently published :

Gurteen's (S. H.) Arthurian Epic, 139
Hamilton's (W.) Dated Book-plates. Pt. III., 479
Hardy's (J.) Denham Tracts, Vol. II., 80
Hartland's (E. S.) Legend of Perseus, Vol. II.,

358
Henslow's (G.) Origin of Plant Structures, 259
Higgens's (E.) Hebrew Idolatry and Superstition,

499

Holyoake's (G. J.) Public Speaking, 338
Horstmann's (C.) Richard Rolle, of Hampole,

239
Household of Sir Thoma* More, 359
Howard's (E.) Eliot Papers, 140
Howard's (J. J.) Armorial Book-plates, 180
Knight's (M. S.) Chatterjee's Krishna Kanta's

Will, 359
Larkin's (H.) Elliptical Orbits, 159
Lawson's (Sir C.) Private Life of Warren

Hastings, 399

Legitimist Kalendar for 1895, 100
Leland's (C. G.) Legends of Florence, 79, 90

Lessing's Nathan the Wise, translated by P. Max-
well, 480

Lyon's (W.) Chronicles of Finchamstead, Berk-

shire, 260

McChesney's (D. G.) Kathleen Clare, 359

Madge's (S.) Moulton Church, 220

Maugras's (G.) Due de Lauzun, 99
Maxwell's (Sir H.) Post Meridiana, 399

Morley's (H.) English Writers, continued by
W. H. Griffin, 19

Munro's (R.) Bosnia-Herzegovina and Dalmatia,
519

Napper's (H. F.) Caesar in Surrey, 140
New English Dictionary, 118, 378
North's Plutarch's Lives, Vols. III. and IV., 399
Notts and Derbyshire Notes and Queries, 16, 55
Peach's (R. E. M.) Life and Times of Ralph

Allen, 239

Pepys's Diary, ed. by H. B. Wheatley, Vol. VI.,
199

Pringle's (A. T.) Diary of Governor of Fort
St. George, 280

Putnam's (R.) William the Silent, 219

Reliquary and Illustrated Archaeologist, 160, 399
Richardson's (R.) George Morland, 100
Roberts's (W.) Book-Hunter in London, 499
Robinson's (J. R.) Old Q., 179

Roper's (W. O.) History of Church of Lancaster,
Vol. II., 420

Scots Lore, No. VII., 500

Scully's (W. C.) Kafir Stories, 338

Sedbergh School Register, 338

Shakespeare, Ariel, 338

Shakespeare, New Variorum Edition, Vol. X.,
59

Sharpe's (R. R.) London and the Kingdom,
Vol. III., 99

Simpson's (W. S.) Carmina Vedastina, 39 ; Tra-

gico-Comcedia de Sancto Vedasto, 260
Sonnenschein's (W. S.) Reader's Guide, 79
Stoddart's (A. M.) John Stuart Blackie, 419
Stormonth's English Dictionary, edited by W.

Bayne, 59
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Books recently published :

Swift's (F. D.) James I. of Aragon, 259

Vizetelly's (E. A.) True Story of Chevalier d'Eon,

358
Watt's (F.) Law's Lumber-Room, 500

Waylen's (H. S. H.) Thoughts from Writings of

Richard Jefferies, 240

Whately's (R.) Napoleon Bonaparte, 60

Wordsworth's Poetical Works, edited by T.

Hutchinson, 499

Worth's (R. N.) History of Devonshire, 439

Yorkshire Archaeological Society's Journal, 160

Bookseller and publisher, 208

Booth (Barton), actor, his second marriage, 126

Boothby family arms, 48, 134

Borrajo (E. M.) on an old picture, 516
Bosto'ck (R. C.) on Eaton family, 397
Boswell (E. B.) on "Hyperion," 249
Boucher (R.) on John Bourchier, 331

Bouchier (J.) on Sir Toby Belch, 387
Blackie (Prof. J. S.) on Sir Walter Scott, 26

Bonaparte (Napoleon), Wellington on, 128 ;
his

Imperial Guard, 288 ;
his marshals, 368

" Camberwell fringe," 196
Chaucer (Geoffrey), 468

Closamont, 149

De'bonnaire, its meaning, 66
" Grandmother's nightcap," 107, 155

History and romance, 205

Hugo (Victor), his '

Zim-Zizimi,' 327
'

Legends of Florence,' 90

Nadaud (Gustave), 25

Newland oak, 447
44 Oaken cake," 149
Rain at Cherra Poongee, 267
St. Cenhedlon, 488
Scott (Sir Walter), 106
Shelta dialect, 348

Spenser (Edmund) and Shelley, 3CW

Spinning-wheels, 113

Tennyson (Lord), his 'To-morrow,' 428

'Jennysonian parallel, 493

Transfiguration, The, 228

Valse, its introduction, 172
Welsh place-names, 85

White horses= waves, 233
Wonders of the world, the seven, 138

Bourchier (John), Master of Eastbridge Hospital,

Canterbury, 331

Bradley (H.) on Floss = stream, 241
Bradshawe= Hearsey, 348
Brand (E.) on Lichfield, 357

Registers, printed, 373

Brasses, vestment, 28, 136

Bread,
"
bleeding," 467, 491

Breamore Church, Hants, in 1657, 429
Breasail on "

Coulin," 152
Breton inscription, old, 326, 351
Brewer (E. C.) on bird names, 191

Sun and fire, 316
Visto and St. Visto, 269

Briscoe (J. P.) on Alnwick printing, 517
Briscoe (Samuel), 253'

Norman tympana, 51'2

Registers, printed, 5Q

Briscoe (Samuel), his biography, 209, 252
Britain, Roman, its population, 148
British translations of Roman names, 29
Brooke (W. T.) on Barthe'le'mon's '

Morning Hymn,
*"

175, 353
Broom :

"
Hang out the broom," 229, 274, 330

Brown baronetcy, 54
Browne (D.) on Sir Gore of Sacombe, 68
Browne (G. A.) on Alfred the Great, 85
Browne (Sir Thomas), his portraits, 21

; his ' Garden.
of Cyrus,' 187 ;

his coffin-plate, 325

Browning (Elizabeth Barrett) and Coxhoe Hall, 346

Browning (Robert), misprint in 'The Ring and the-

Book,' 226
; literary parallels, 246, 374

Bruggencate (K. ten) on finger, 74
Voltaire (F. M. A.), 174

Brushfield (T. N.) on books of reference, 86
Marriott (Rev. John), 131

Raleigh (George), 209
'

Sparke of Friendship,' 248
Buchanan (J, P.) on. heraldic query, 517
Buck, great, 366
Buckland (William), D.D., skit on 'Reliquise Dilu.

vianse,' 114, 171
Buckler (John), F.S.A., topographical artist, 166
Buddhism of Arctic origin, 9

Bulkeley-Owen (F.) on Sir John Gore, 136
Bull-roarer or buzzer, 12, 55, 114, 237, 298, 471

Bun, its etymology, 186

Bunyan (John), his descendants, 304

Burghclere ( W.) on Duchess of Alva, 326
Pembroke (Countess of), 291
Richmond (Duchess of), 167

Btanhope family, 468

Burghley (Lord), bequest by Sir W. Mildmay, 206
Burial custom,

"
corpse-way,

"
108, 177

Burial of hearts'. See Heart burial.

Burman (C. C.) on Alnwick printing, 348

Burningham (R.) on London street signs, 332
Burns (Robert) and Robert Semple, 205, 373, 515
Burns (W. H.) on the Transfiguration, 313

Burroughes family, co. York, 469

Busby (Richard)', Thackeray's allusion to, 127
Butler (J. D.) on Thomas Chapman, 49

Meeting-house, 368
Milton (John), his Sonnet on Shakspeare, 488
"
Myriad-minded," 148

Taster, its meaning, 449

Byrne (William), engraver, 267, 317

Byron (George Gordon, 6th Lord), and lanthe, 8, 58 ;.

omitted stanza in 'Childe Harold,' 101, 336;
" Black banditti

"
in

' Deformed Transformed,' 464

C
C. on bird names, 192

Madam and Mrs., 147
O'Neil (Owen), 47

C. (A.) on ball-playing in churchyards, 168
Stack staves, 189

C. (C. H.) on Crouch family, 328
C. (G. E.) on Aldgate aldermen, 73

Highgate registers, 491
Lewin family, 118

Quadrille, the dance, 357
C. (Geo.) on Jacobite standard, 494
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C. (H.) on Hillier and Cam families, 447

C. (J. S. A.) on Philip Massinger, 3

C. (R. T.) on military music, 188

Sarmiento'( Pedro), 486
C. (W. 0.) on women on commissions, 387

Cabsow, Lincolnshire game, 446

Cadowe, its meaning, 9, 35, 71

Calder (A.) on Dunbar of Boggis, 489

Callowhill family, 169

Calverley (C. 8.), lines by, 468, 513

Calves, wild, 485

Cam family, 447
"Camberwell fringe," its meaning, 88, 196

Cambridge, its etymology, 265, 458

Cambridge sheet almanac, 1775, 409

Cambridge University, D.D. degrees at, 48

Campbell (G. W.) on Madam=Mrs., 292

Shakspeare (W.) : Billiard portrait, 90

Somerville family, 152

Canaletto in England, 407

Candles, Paschal, 28

Candy (F. J.) on the Transfiguration, 397

Cane, its etymology, 266

Cantankerous, its derivation, 9, 92

Canterbury, arms of the see. 128, 169, 232, 293, 450,
490

Canterbury^ pictorial lie, 116

Captain-Lieutenant, his rank and duties, 56, 97, 213,

253

Carbuncle, luminous, 154
Cardinal of St. Paul's, London, 208, 238

Cardinals, English, 169, 272

Cards, Chinese, 467

Cards, visiting, their introduction, 158

Carey (T. W.) on O'Brien : De Bryan, 167
Carlisle Castle, its keep, 321

Carlyle (Thomas), and "Carrion" Heath, 168, 215 ;

siiver medallion portrait, 229, 311
;
sonnet addressed

to, 508

Carrington (N. T.), Devon poet, 308

Carter= Brecknock, 427

Cartmel Church, books at, 280, 316

Casanoviana, 261, 342, 401, 503

Cass (C. W.) on Sir Geoffrey Boleyn, 474
De Brus family, 474
'

Legends of Florence,' 90

Polygamy, dispensations for, 10

Castel or castellum, its meaning, 321

Cat, wild, not extinct in Britain, 464

Cataloguing, errors in, 125, 149, 178
Catherine of Berran, her biography, 408, 457

Cawbogue=clown, 284, 492
Celer et Audax on Battletwig=earwig, 255

Child marriages, 112

Churchyard curiosities, 258

Finger pillory, 66
"Grass widow," 198
Gretna Green, 298

Hay in church aisles, 298
Moon and the weather, 295
St. Botolph, churches dedicated to, 31

Valse, its introduction, 172
Cels (A.) on portrait by Corneille Gels, 448
Cels (Corneille), portrait by, 448, 511

Chaillot Convent, Paris, its history, 509

Chair, sedan, 136
Chance (F.) on sun putting out fire, 414

Changelings in nineteenth century, 94
Channel Islands patois, 163, 258
Chanticleer of the Gospels, 276, 394

Chapel Street, Belgrave Square, its name, 369

Chapman (Thomas), his copy of ' Tales from Boccaccio,*

49, 232

Charivari, origin of the word, -187

Charlemagne : "L'Oraison Sai'ct Charlemaigne," 367
Charles I., his "

Princely Meditations," 49 ; churches
dedicated to him, 69, 159 ; at Little Gidding, 78,
177; and the ' Eikon Basilike,' 123; sheet which
received his head, 428

Charles II., letter from William Prynne, 361
Charles (George), his will, 28
"Charles's restoration," lines on, 48
Chart (F. A.) on whisky, 365
Chaucer (Geoffrey),

" the morning star of song," 468
Cheese : Pitch of cheese, 248, 316

Chendisley (P.) on arms of John Shakespeare, 448
Cherra Poonjee, rain at, 267, 298, 413

Cherry stones swallowed, 108
Chestnut tree at Albury, 245, 439

Cheyne family of Sundon, co. Bucks, 367

Cheyne (R.) on Cheyne family, 367
Le Despencer, 74

Chiffinch (Thomas and William), 28, 98, 431, 511
Child commissions in the army, 421, 498
Child marriages, 112, 468, 516

Chimney, pretended rhyme to, 125, 232
Chinese playing cards, 467
Chinoiserie, its meaning, 34

Choirs, modern instrumental, 272
Christ (Jesus), site of the Transfiguration, 228, 312, 396
Christian name assumed from conquered foeman, 79
Christian names : Sibyl spelt Sybil, 12, 92, 1 95; Hilda,

33, 72 ; Audrey and Awdry, 86, 194 ; derived from

weekdays, 388 ; Perina, 509
Christie (R. C.) on Eschuid, 452

Painting, oil, 12
Christmas bibliography, 483

Chum, its etymology, 50, 93, 157, 213, 278, 330

Church, flag used to summon to, 12, 73, 255
; speaking

trumpet in, 365, 477 ; smoking in, 366
Church aisles, hay in, 206, 298
Church choirs. See Choirs.

Churches, charity inscriptions in, 27, 98, 156, 276,
375 ;

Jesse windows in, 28, 75, 133, 178, 511
;

dedicated to St. Botolph, 30
;

their patron saints,

75 ; horse skulls in, 248, 351, 474 ; thatched, 293,
418

; ruined, 307 ;
old sepulchral slabs and ledgers,

487

Churches, mediaeval, their arrangement, 227, 453

Churching of women, 154, 214

Churchyard curiosities, 217, 258, 395

Churchyards, ball-playing in, 168, 217, 354, 393

Cirque valleys in the Faroe Islands, 467

City, the " ever loyal," 68, 155, 233
Clark (R.) on thatched cottage at Paddington, 474

St. Giles's, Cripplegate, 126

Tattoo, its derivation, 227
White Friars' Monastery, 465

Clarke (B. S.) on "A headless man," 37fi

Clarke (C.) on " Breton "
inscription, 326
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Clarke (C.) on " Man-Jack," 409

Clarke (Sir Robert), Baron of the Exchequer, 69, 117,

257
Clause or Close Rolls, 468

Claverhouse. See Graham of Claverhouse.

Claxton family of Nottinghamshire, 508

Claymond family, 346, 416

Clayton (E. G.) on Pages of the Bedchamber, 98

Clayton (Sir John), of Bath, 428

Clements (H. J. B.) on heraldic query, 268

Clements (Rt. Hon. Nathaniel), his biography, 361,

423
Clerk of the Outlawries, his office, 51, 272

Cliburn Church, co. Westmoreland, motto in, 347, 417

Clifford's Inn in 1838, 386
Clive (Lord) and Wolfe, 228
Closamont and Oliver's sword, 149

Close or Clause Rolls, 468

Clulow (G.) on Thistle motto, 296

Clyst, Devon river-name, 28, 198

Coal-mining terms, 85

-Cock, suffix in surnames, 389, 491

Cockades, French, note on, 506

Cock-fighting, its history and rules, 38, 96

Cocks family and Russell of Strensbam, 766
Coello (Claude), picture attributed to, 368
Cceur de Lion, the title, 94

Coincidences, remarkable, 124, 177, 270, 334

Coins, new British bronze, 36
Coitmore (C.) on Russell family of Strensham, 466
Colbeck (B. A.) on heraldic query, 448

Tattoo, its etymology, 333
Coleman (E. H.) on almanac curiosities for 1896, 506

Atlantic, first steamship to cross, 214

Beds, great, 473

Bells, dumb, 98

Captain-Lieutenant, 57
Charles I., churches dedicated to, 159

Churches, thatched, 418

Coulin, its meaning, 315
Curran (Grace), 236

Directories, ecclesiastical, 476
Elder-tree superstition, 490
Faithorne (W.), his engravings, 311

Finger pillory, 133
Freemason female charity, 293
Gavel= mallet, 92
Glasse (Rev. Dr.), 419
" Halifax law," 410

Hampshire Visitations, 213

Harp in Ireland, 32
Harvest festivals, 386

Hebberman, its etymology, 459

Huguenot records, 259
" If wishes were horses," 114
Jesse windows, 75

King's evil, 175

Lilac, its derivation, 38
" Man in the moon," 53

Manning (Miss Anne), 16

Namancos, its locality, 4G9
" Nearer the kirk," &c., 115

Patriot, history of the word, 517
Peters (Rev. M. W.), R.A., 439

Philazer=filacer, 51

Coleman (E. H.) on curious nautical punch-bowl, 137
Quadrille, the dance, 357

Registers, parish, 290

Rose-gall, 515

Royal Anne, 78

Society for Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, 398

Solomon-gundy, its meaning, 113

Spanish grandees, 317

Stamp Act, 1783, 273

Stanley=Vere, 18

Stopes (Leonard), 614

Sunday markets, 250

Sydney Papers, 71
' Ten Thousand a Year,' 511
Thames bridges, 455
Thistle motto, 296
Thraster : Grildler, 308

Toad-stones, 217

Turnpike trust, the last, 312
Valse or waltz, 116, 377

Volumes, odd, 218
Wakefield Railway, 413
Willaw (Andrew), his bequest, 256

Collicott (R.) on Barthe'le'mon's '

Morning Hymn,' 176
Collins (G. H.) on French family, 48
Collins (William), his

' Ode to the Passions,' 109, 257,
351

Collinson (J.) on Highland legend, 246
Moon and the weather, 226
Sun-dog, 285

Turpin (Dick), his Black Bess, 4

Colne Priory, its locality and history, 248, 296, 397
Columbian Exposition, bibliographical exhibit at, 101,

142, 403

Combustion, spontaneous, in fiction, 165, 257, 434, 470
Comfortable=comforting, kind, 286, 413

Commissions, women on, 387
Common Prayer Book of Church of England, Collect

for fourth Sunday after Easter, 12
Commons House of Parliament, how "

whips
"

are

distinguished, 73 ; Kentish members in Long Par-

liament, 108
; proposed new Houses, 1733, 169

;" Her Majesty's
"

Opposition, 211 ; Newcastle-
under-Lyme members, 248, 333

Condell (Henry), Shakspeare's friend, 425
Connor (Arthur), political poem by, 505
Constitution Hill, the name, 5, 56
Cook (J.) on picture attributed to Coello, 368
Cooke (Col. Edward), temp. Charles I., his biography,

487

Cooper (T.) on Henry Mossop, 85

Pope (A.), his translation of hymn of St. Francis

Xavier, 467

Scrimger (Henry), 433

Cope (W. H.) on Sir J. T. C. Weeks, 326

Cornelys (Mrs. Theresa), her biography, 115, 157, 277
Cornish custom with silver ball, 28, 135
Cornish (F. W.) on heraldic query, 28
Cotton (Bishop), death of his father, 105, 156

Coulin, its meaning, 89, 152, 315
" Counsel of perfection,

"
origin of the term, 288, 328

Country life, changes in, 485
Cowell (P.) on errors in cataloguing, 178

Cowley (Abraham), article in ' Eraser's Magazine,' 465
Cox family, 249
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Coxhoe Hall and Mrs. Browning, 346

Crabs, card game, 488

Crawford (W.) on epitaph on Dr. Johnson, 132
Crests set in a garter, 509
Cricket match, verses on, 468
Cromartie earldom, 8, 55
Cromwell (Oliver), bis

' Souldiers' Pocket Bible,' 1,

53 : inscription at St. Giles's, Cripplegate, 126,
218 ;

in Wales, 130 ;
his great-granddaughter,

Mary Russell, 287
Crouch family, co. Hertford, 328

Crypts, double staircases in, 401), 499
Culleton (L.) on Archer family, 315

Metge (Brown), 259
Mordaunt (Lord), 50
Roberts family, 71

Cupples, place-name and surname, 207, 277, 390, 515

Cupples (J. G.) on Cupples, 207, 390
Curlew bell at St. Giles's, Cripplegate, 407
Curran (Grace or Sarah), her biography. 168, 236,

295, 370, 477

Cycle?, soli-lunar, 56

D
D. on Blazer=flannel coat, 352

" Breton "
inscription, 351

Effigies, living and dead, 386
Gavel=mallet, 58
Jinriksha. its inventor, 325
Le Despencer, 91

Napoleon, his Imperial Guard, 310

Pigtails in the navy, 267
D. (A. E.) on Cox family, 249
D. (C.) on '

Popular Tales of the Germans,' 267
D. (E. A.) on Chapel Street, Belgrave Square, 3G9
D. (F.) on George Gerard Johnson, 28
D. (J.) on cirque valleys, 467
D. (K.) on Shakspeariana, 24
D. (M. G.) on song wanted, 10
Dallas (J.) on Carrington, Devon poet, 308

Halls (J. J.) f 267
Palmer (Mrs.), 369

Stirling family, 449

Dalrymple (Sir David), bibliography, 464

Dalrymples, Earls of Stair, 115, 176
Dalton (C. ) on child commissions in the army, 421

Hill (Col. John), 201
Dam. See Devil and Ms dam,

Dancing story and its variants, 304, 372
Dante, his geography, 127, 215, 256

Darrington Church, curious discovery at, 36
Dartnell (B. F.) on Dalrymples, Earls of Stair, 176

D'Auvergne (Philip), 1775-1816, 507
David (King), anonymous

'

History,' 18
Davies (F. B.) on flag to summon to church, 73

'

Young Lochinvar,' 54
Davies (R. F.) on motto,

" Tutum te sistam," 9
Davies (W. W.) on Cawbogue= clown, 284

Electric light in the theatre, 288
" Luck money," 470

Samplers, needlework, 92
Davis (M. D.) on Jewish cemetery in the City, 26

Leyrestowe, burial-ground, 65

"Nepos" and "sororius," 48

Davy (A. J.) on sheep-stealer hanged by a sheep, 171

Day of the month, how expressed, 284, 337

Day (John), Psalter printed by, 11

Death : To death : Unto death, 327, 453
Death microbe, its discovery, 45, 112
De Aylsbury family, co. Warwick, 9

De Berneval (G.) on first steamer to cross Atlantic, 134

Iturbide, Mexican emperor, 11

Pennsylvania, record-keeping in, 51
Wilkins (Miss), her works, 34

De'bonnaire, meaning and use of the word, 66, 150,
276

De Brua surname and family, 348, 473
De Bryan and O'Brien families, 167, 256, 414
De Crespigny (Claud Champion), memorial inscrip-

tion, 27, 96, 196
Defoe (Daniel), his 'Remarkable Passage of an

Apparition,' 221, 349
Dehew family, 127

Denting, coal-mining term, 85
D'Eon (Chevalier) and his recent biographers, 401

De Sassenay on Malta and Barbara, 247
De Selve (George), one of Holbein's '

Ambassadors,' 502

Despencer, its meaning, 74, 91, 130

Develop, its spelling, 306

De Vere (Isabel), her family, 48
"Devil and his dam," 25
Dibdin (E. R.) on Mrs. Pitt, actress, 111

Dickens (Charles) and spontaneous combustion, 165,

257, 434, 470
Dicker (Samuel) and his Thames bridges, 309, 455

Dickinson (Edward), temp. James I., 169, 257

Dictate, its pronunciation, 98, 295
'

Dictionary of National Biography,' notes and cor-

rections, 63, 203, 285, 443

Digby (Sir Kenelm) and the glass manufacture, 67

Diggings=abode, 206, 273
Dilke (Sir C. W.) on portraits of John Keats, 324, 470

Newland oak, 471

Dilligrout, a royal pottage, 211, 272
Dillon (Sir Robert), his ancestry, 69

Dimpsy, its meaning, 13, 74
Dinteville (Jean), one of Holbein's

' Ambassadors,' 502

Dip and curtsey, their difference, 32

Directories, ecclesiastical, 429, 476

Disghibeliine, its meaning, 87
" Dismal science "=political economy, 307, 394

Dispensations for polygamy, 10, 255

Division in music, 281, 377, 451

Dix (E. R. M.) on Bernard Fontenelle, 48

Dixon (J.) on Peter Annet, 18

Combustion, spontaneous, 470

Link or Links, 107
" Namancos and Bayona's hold," 387

Tooth-brushes, 214

Dock : Bail-dock, their etymology, 441

Dog, sporting, of ancient Britons, 366
"
Dog's-eared and turned down," origin of the term,

152
Dollman (F. T.) on Kentish Men and Men of Kent,

467
Dolman (H. G.) on Belgian name, 207

Donnelly (Ignatius) and Dr. Nicholson, 427, 472

Dore (J. R.) on Abif, 228

Baptist pamphlet, 199

Dorset dialect words, 285, 377, 411, 458, 475
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Dove family, 16

Dragoons, Hamilton's and Ligonier's, 227, 278
Drake (E. C.) on Miss Anne Manning, 16
Drake (W. T. T.) on Halsey family, 514

Driving
"
pickaxe," its meaning, 53

Dryden (John), his Greek, 14, 97 ; reference in, 507

Ducking stool, existing, 349
Dulness or dullness, 507
Dunbar family of Boggis, 489
Duncalf surname, 147, 912
Dundee (Viscount). See Graliam of Claverhouse.

Dunheved on " uncut
"
books, 66

Grenville (Sir Eichard), 427
"Honest Sir John," 368
"Luck money," 348
Parish charities, 375

Sunday markets, 371
Durand (C. J.) on De Brus family, 473
Durham Paschal candlestick, 428

E
E. on De Brus family, 348
E. (A. E. O.) on elder-tree superstition, 489
E. (A. V.) on Evance family, 133

Evance (Sir Stephen), 35
E. (K. P. D.) on Basel University, 289

Bear's Wood Green, 168
" Each of them," the phrase, 13
Eare"e (W.) on "If wishes were horses," 49
East India Company, its corrupt practices, 1688-94,

67

Easter, first, its true date, 465
Easter sepulchres, 53
Easton (W. M. G.) on Cupples surname, 277, 515

De Brus surname, 474
Graham M.P.s, 267
Graham of Gartmore, 162
Graham of Gartur, 134, 150
Leitchtown and Gartur arms, 371, 494

MacDougall of Lome, 258
Newcastle M.P.s, 334
"Sir John with the Bright Sword," 301

Eastwood (John). See Eschuid.
Eaton family, 397
Eddone on Selden monument, 188

Edelweiss, its virtues, 248, 374

Edgcumbe (R.) on Lord Byron and lanthe, 58
Casanoviana, 261, 342, 401, 503
' Childe Harold,' omitted stanza in, 101
Nelson relics, 81
Records by sea and rail, 245
Vinci (Leonardo da), 136
Williams (Mrs. Sophia), 115

Edinburgh, Charterhouse in, 288
Educationalist or educationist, 67, 185
Edward, King of Scotland, his marriage, 428, 475
Edward II., burial of his wife Isabella, 241, 309
Effigies, living and dead, 386, 492
EfFra, the river, its course, 282, 375, 452
Effrontery, its etymology, 85

Eggs, oil of, 87, 155
'Eikon Basilike,' information about, 123
Elder-tree superstitions, 427, 489
Electric light in the theatre, earliest, 288

Electrocute, new word, 425, 518

Ellacombe (H. N.) on "
Princely Meditations," 49

Elworthy (F. T.) on Dorset dialect, 377
"
Hang out the broom," 229

Mason marks, ancient, 91

Pitch of cheese, 316

Sea, its pronunciation, 110

Stones, perforated, 52 ; growing, 497

Emerald, Vatican, 347, 412, 450

England, first burning for heresy in, 105, 156 ;

Norman tympana in, 369, 512

English place-names, their pronunciation, 14, 94, 254

English verse, deficient lines in, 45

Engravings, anonymous, 307

Epitaphs :

" And to be short to her praise," 306
Bonde (Thomas), 73, 217
" His name he from St. Matthew took," 306

Huntrodes, 249

Johnson (Dr. Samuel), 68, 131
" Reader would you wish to hear," 126

Routleigh (George), watchmaker, at Lydford, 2$

Watchmaker's, 26

Equinox, its date, 157, 217
"
Equivocal

"
poem, 505 .

-Ergh, place-name termination, 48, 195

Errington (George), his issue, 109, 239

Eschuid (John), his biography, 409, 452

Espanol on Philip II. of Spain, 335

Essex pamphlet, 267, 475

Essington on knights made in Ireland, 330

Estates of the realm, the three, 62, 103, 143, 262

Este on '

Hermsprong,' 31

Shakspeare (W.), Hilliard portrait, 89
;
his "two-

friends," 425

Types, movable, 436
Evance family, 35, 133
Evance (Sir Stephen), his pedigree, 35, 133

Evelyn (John), discovery of his
'
Memoirs,' 245, 317,

458, 495
Everitt (A. T.) on Hampshire Visitations, 68

Eye-stones explained, 45

F. (F. J.) on actress's train-boy, 328

Constitution Hill, 5
" Ladies and Gentlemen," 426
"
Lungs of London," 507

Umbrellas not used in London in 1765, 448-

F. (H.) on vestment brasses, 28

F. (J. T.) on words in account-book, 388

Canterbury, arms of the see, 232

Durham Paschal, 428

Jesse windows, 133

Leyrestowe=burial-place, 150

Mary Magdalene, 330
Norman tympana, 513

F. (T.) on nautical punch-bowl, 137

F. (T. F.) on Dante's geography, 257
F. (W. J.) on the valse, 172
Fables and Stories Moraliz'd,' 13

Fact and fiction, biographical, 64

Faithorne (William), engravings by, 188, 311

Falcon (T. A.) on Namancos, 469

Fantigue=fidget, 325
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Feasey (H.) on Paschal candles, 28
Fenton on Roman roads in Britain, 104
Fenton (G. L.) on Barclay's

'

Euphormio,' 149
Fenton (Mr. ) inquired after, 51

Feret (C. J.) on Bear's Wood Green, 231

Benfleet, South, its church, 478

Boleyn (Geoffrey), 328
Bond (Sir Thomas), 73

Cambridge, its etymology, 458

City,
" ever loyaf," 233

Coincidences, curious, 270
Comfortable= comforting, 414
Florio (John), 209
Fulham Palace muniment room, 49$
Grivill (Sir Edward), 327

Heynes (Dr. Simon), 286
Hicks or Hickes family, 153, 278

Highgate Chapel register, 446
Latin inscription, 389

Lilac, its introduction, 174

London, vanishing, 18
More (Sir Thomas), his burial-place, 433

Muggleswick, place-name, 78, 296
Parish charities, 156

Philazer^filacer, 51
"Poores house," 268
Pot of ink, 275

Quair, its meaning, 218

Eegisters, parish, 290

Response, accent on, 436, 517

Revolt, as transitive verb, 239
St. Mary Overie, 238
Somerset (Duke of), grant to, 384

Sunday markets, 249
Vestris (Madame), 288
Warren family, 268, 472

Whister-poop, its meaning, 114

Ferguson (D.) on Capt. Robert Knox, 461

Ferguson (R.) on dog of ancient Britons, 366

Tray, dog's name, 279
Ferrar (W. A.) on Charles I. at Little Gidding, 177

Festing (H.) on Nantgarw ware, 438
Fiction and fact, biographical, 64
Fiddler at revels and church ales in 1594, 284
Field (Nathaniel) and Ben Jonson, 301

Figures, emaciated, 386, 464, 509

Filliwilly, its meaning, 134

Fine-axed, its meaning, 27, 77, 135

Finger, its pronunciation, 74, 174

Finger pillory, 66, 133
Fire caused by water, 6

Fire put out by the sun, 148, 231, 316, 355, 414
Firth (C. H.) on Prynne's letter to Charles II., 361
Fisher (Bishop), his burial-place, 208, 254, 433
Fish-head shaped window, 136
Fitch (E. A.) on Cupples surname, 516

Fitzpatrick (W. J.), F.S.A., his death, 520 ; on Mrs.

Garrick, 69
Moore (Sir John), his burial, 235

Flag to summon to church, 12, 73, 255
Flamsteed (John), first Astronomer Royal, 84
" Flanders chest

"
in Guestling Church, 304

Flat-irons, their inventor, 428, 510

Fleming (J. B.) on ' Bonnie Banks o' Loch Lomon,'
215

Fleming (J. B.) on "
Ships that pass in the night," 206

Fleur-de-lis, its origin, 369, 411
Floral Street, late Hart Street, 226, 336
Florio (John), at Fulham, 209 ; his daughter, 313

Floss=stream, 247, 336, 457

Floyd (W. C. L.) on a seal, 429
Waterloo ball, 248

Folk-lore :

Changelings, 94

Churching of women, 154, 214

Corpse passed through wall of house, 226, 335, 435

Cough, cure for, 126

Eggs, oil of, 87, 155
Elder tree, 427, 489
Evil eye, 146
Goldfinches poisoning, 89, 154, 293

King's evil, 49, 174, 278
Led Will," 486

Moon and the weather, 226, 295

Nightmares, 129, 232

Rose-gall, 428, 514
Salt and swearing, 426

Stones, perforated, 52, 192
; breeding, 173, 217 ;

growing, 365, 431, 497

Toad-stones, 65, 217, 312, 438

Fontana (Giovanni), sculptor, 107

Fontenelle (Bernard), translation of '

Plurality of

Worlds,' 48

Ford (J. W.) on " Oaken cake," 292

Forshaw (C. F.) on Miami University, 118

Tusculum University, 33

Forster (John) as critic of the '

Examiner,' 161, 190
Foundation sacrifice, 36
Fox-Davies (A. C.) on Weldon family, 211

Foxe (John), martyrologist, his children, 469

Foxglove, its etymology, 186, 336, 393, 452, 495

Framon "Gallett,"8
Moliere bibliography, 108

Francesca on Sarah Curran, 236, 370, 478

Frankenstein (Victor) and his monster confused, 88,

135, 294
Frankum's night, the phrase, 18, 238

Freemason female charity, 87, 293

French family, 48

French law on ridicule, 25

French quotations, 427
"
Frightened of," and "frightened for," 86, 154

Fringilla=finch, 188

Frogs, shower of, 493

Fry (E. A.) on Dorset dialect, 458

Registers, printed, 13, 95

Fulham Palace, its muniment room, 405, 498

Funeral custom, Jewish, 8

Furnivall (F. J.) on fiddler at revels, 1594, 284

Stage plays in Plague times, 385

Thames bridges and Dicker, 309

Fynmore (R. J.) on Grace Curran, 236
"
Mending or ending," 512

Pragell family, 315

G
G. (A. F. G. L.) on ball-playing n churchyards, 355

Clyst, river-name, 198

G. (E. L.) on "
Chum," 51, 157
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G. (E. L.) on soli-lunar cycles, 56

Dante, his geography, 216

Figures, emaciated, 510

Finger, its pronunciation, 174
Jesse windows, 133

Registers, printed, 373

River-names, 314
St. Mary Overie, 370

Window, fish-head shaped, 136
; sash, 269

G. (G. L.) on Archer family, 208
G. (J.) on MacDougall of Lome, 168

G. <S.) on Janua or Genua surname. 326
Gadsden (W. J.) on printed registers, 492

Stones, growing, 497
Gairdner (J.) on Anne Boleyn, 189, 350
Gale (Benjamin), etcher, 307, 398

Gallery Lodge on nautical punch-bowl, 277

Gallett, its meaning, 8, 97, 212, 271
Gamlin (H.) on relic of Charles I., 428

Evelyn (John), his
'

Memoirs,' 317, 495
Fontana (Giovanni), 107
Freemason female charity, 87
Stuart portraits, 451

*
Ganges,' hymn tune, 308

GantiUon (P. J. F.) on "Does your mother know
you 're out ?" 153

" Drink to me only with thine eyes," 212
Moore (Sir John), his burial, 331

Garrick (Mrs.), biographical notes on, 18, 34, 69
Gartur arms, 289, 370, 416, 494
Gasc (F. E. A.) on "

Educationalist," 135

Gavel=mallet, 29, 58, 92, 256

Gay (H.) on Stoke Gifford manor, 207

Gay (John),
' The Beggar's Opera

'
in Chancery, 157

Geddie (D. H.) on errors in cataloguing, 149

Genealogist on St. Giles's, Cripplegate, 218
' Genesis of the Elements,' lecture reprinted, 469

Genre, art term, 460
Genua or Janua surname, 326

George III.,
" I glory in the name of Briton "

(Britain), 224
Gerish (W. B.) on Thomas Bardwell, 371

Essex pamphlet, 267, 475
" Luck money," 470
Martin (Sarah), 392

Wesley manuscripts, 506
German quotations, 427
"
Ghosts, artists'," 37

Gibbons (Grinling), carving at St. Nicholas's, Dept-
ford, 466

Gibbs (H. H.) on bird names, 192
Florio (John), 313
Iturbide, Mexican emperor, 53

Theodolite, its derivation, 199
Thraster : Grildler, 433

Gibson (Edmund), Bp. of London, his descendants, 487

Gidding, Little, Charles I. at, 78, 177

Giglet, its meaning, 271
Gilbert family, co. Wilts, 47, 258
Gilbert (B.) on Gilbert family, 47
Gilbert (Sir John), his book illustrations, 306
Gildersome-Dickinson (C. E.) on Arkwright surname,

331
Books in chains, 454

Cadowe, its meaning, &

Gildersome-Dickinson (C. E.) on Dorset dialect, 285

Ducking stools, 349 ,

London City parishes, 106

Orator, daily, 357
Paschall (Sir Andrew), 96

Spurgeon family, 145
Worcester cloisters, 88

Glamis Castle, its ghosts, 288
Glass manufacture, early patents fpr, 67
Glass (Thomas), M.D., his biography, 462
Glasse (Rev. Dr.), rector of Hanwell, 228, 389, 419

God, places called, 468
Goddard (R. W. K.) on Bachope family, 9

Goff (E.) on Hale Church, 227
Knox families, 33

Goldfinches poisoning, 89, 154, 293

Golding (C.) on Sir Robert Peake, 495
Goodwin (G.) on Thomas Glass, M.D., 462

Thruston (Malachi), M.D., 455
Gordon (Thomas), pamphleteer, 49

Gore (John), his biography, 361, 423
Gore (Sir John), of Sacombe, Herts, 68, 136, 196, 272
Gould (I. C.) on Colne Priory, 296

Foundation sacrifice, 36
Richard of Cirencester, 207

Turnpike clay roundels, 376
Gower (A. F. G. L.) on Rev. J. Arrowsmith, 327

De Crespigny (Claud Champion), 27

Epitaph, watchmaker's, 26
Jesse windows, 178
Pankhurst family, 33
Parish charities, 276

Relics, stolen, restored, 17
Gower (John), his tomb, 87, 130, 317
Gowers (W. R.) on thatched churches, 418

Day of the month, 337
Metal and mettle, 468

Gra family, 346, 416
Grace churches in U.S.A., 148, 377

Graham Border families, 301, 389
Graham family of Gartmore pedigree, 162

Graham family of Gartur, 134, 150, 289, 370
Graham family of Leitchtown arms, 289, 370
Graham M.P.s, 267, 395
Graham of Claverhouse (John), Viscount Dundee, his-

death, 244
Graham (John) of Kilbride and "Sir John with the

Bright Sword," 301, 389
Grahame (J.) on Stratherne earldom, 389

Grandmother's nightcap, plant-name, 107, 155, 237

Grass widow, its meaning, 1 98

Graves (A.) on William Byrne, 317

Hastings (Warren), his portrait, 257
Turner (Charles), 258

Great-grandmothers, four living, 148
Green (E.) on King family, co. Somerset, 387

Greeneville and Tusculum College. See Tuaculum*
Greenfield (B. W.) on Anne Boleyn, 189

Greensted (H.) on priests' orders, 67

Greenwood (G. G.) on Milton's ' II Penseroso,' 185

GrenviUe (Sir Richard), of the Revenge, 427, 476
Gretna Green, foreign couples at, 298
Grevill (Sir Edward), his biography, 327, 471

Grey (Lady Katherine), her biography, 2, 82, 233

Griffinhoofe (H. G.) on Nantgarw ware, 438
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Griffinhoofe (H. G.) on niello cups, 414

Stones, growing, 431
Stuart portraits, 451

Grildler, its meaning. 308, 433

Grippe : Grip : Grippal, 85

Grissell (H. D.) on arms of the see of Canterbury, 170,
490

-Grundy (T. R.) on "
Chinoiserie," 34

Gualterulus on Mrs. Palmer, 431

Guestling Church, Sussex, "Flanders chest" in, 304

Guppy (H. B.) on "Banana," 149

Plantain, in sense of a banana, 87

H
H. on heraldic query, 507
H. (A.) on Miss Anne Manning, 16

Marish, Biblical word, 456
St. Mane Overie, 1 1 5

Stones, breeding, 173

Toad-stones, 217

Tray, name of a dog, 174
H. (A. C.) on Bradshawe= Hearsey, 348

Breamore. Hants, 1657, 429
De Aylsbury family, 9

Hicks family, 74
Leeds family, 168
Pontifex (Mary), 289 .

St. Pancras, 128
Wood (Capt.), 29

-H. (F.) on Bat= batter, 494

Outsider, origin of the word, 257
Revolt, as transitive verb, 238
"
Taking a rise," 237

Valse, its introduction, 171
H. (H.), caricaturist, 326
.H. (H. C.) on punch as an English beverage, 394
H. (Jno. )

on mason marks, 18

Ring inscription, 28

Spring Gardens, 369, 511
H. (S. O.) on sizes of heads, 450
H. (W. E.) on printed registers, 56
Ha-ha, sunk fence, its derivation, 38, 117
Haines (C. R.) on Baptist pamphlet, 167

Sussex roads, 328
Hale Church, arms in, 227
Hale (C. P.) on "

Cadowe," 71
" Camberwell fringe," 88

Cantankerous, its etymology, 92

Cawbogue= clown, 492

Gallett, its meaning, 97
Heath (James), "Carrion," 168
Joan of Arc, 57
"
Lapsus plumae," 18

Links, golf, 158

Marish, Biblical word, 456
Married eleven times, 325

Outsider, origin of the word, 185

Ripon (first Earl of), 294
"
Running the gantlope," 292

Scratch-back, 94

Spit=likeness, 53
Victoria Cross, 31

Ware, great bed of, 516

Haley (Thomas), clockmaker, Norwich, 107
' Halifax law," its meaning, 368, 410

Halifax (Charles Montague, first Earl of), his nephews,
129, 172

Hall family of Londonderry, 348, 472
Hall (A.) on "

Abif," 512

Almondbury, 236

Britain, population of Roman, 148
Chiffinch (Thomas and William), 511
Cromartie earldom, 8

Equinox, its date, 157

Peerages, "jumping," 26G

Place-names, their pronunciation, 14
Richard of Cirencester, 250
Robin of Kidsdale, 228

Stones, perforated, 52
"To death," 453
William of Wrotham, 309

Witham, its etymology, 235

Hall (J.) on Catherine of Berran, 408

Halley (M. C.) on "Dictate," 98

Scott (Sir W.), his Antiquary,' 168

Halls (J. J.), his writings, 267

Halsey family in Hertfordshire, 426, 514

Hamilton (W.) on "
Coulin," 89

Hamoaze, its derivation, 31

Hampden (John), false account of his death, 46

Hampshire Visitations, 68, 213

Handy (A. M.) on bibliography at Columbian Exposi-
tion, 101, 142, 403

Nightmare folk-lore, 129

Odin or Woden, 455

Harcourt (A.) on burial of Sir John Moore, 418

Philip II. of Spain, 229, 396

Harland-Oxley (W. E.) on Westminster demolitions,

61

Harley (Thomas), Lord Mayor, memorial tower, 214

Harp in Ireland and Italy, 32

Harrington family, co. Salop, 328

Hart Street, now Floral Street, 226, 336, 453

Hart (H. T.) on Battle Abbey Roll, 508

Harvest festivals, 386
Harvest Lady Day, 184

Hastings (Warren), his portraits, 87, 211, 257, 315,

394, 518
Hatchett (Charles), letters addressed to him, 25

Hawtayne family, 427

Hay in church aisles, 206, 298

Hayes on proved wills, 128

Heads, human, their sizes, 308, 437, 450

Hearn family, 247
Heart burial, 241, 363, 483

Heath (James), styled "Carrion," 168, 215

Hebb (J.) on Canaletto in England, 407

Chimney, pretended rhyme to, 232

Heart burial, 365

Spring Gardens, 369, 511

Vamp, use of the word, 356

Hebberman, its etymology, 408, 459

Hecatomb, rhymed with "gloom," 54, 112, 214, 416

Heckethorn (C. W.) on the river Effra, 375

Heidelberg, English students at, 486

Heminge (John), Shakspeare's friend, 425, 470

Hemming (R.) on " ever loyal
"

city, 156

Vaux (John), 448

Hems (H.) on Armada tables, 314, 478

"Artists' ghosts, "37
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Hems (H.) on chestnut tree at Albury, 439

Choirs, instrumental, 272

Churches, thatched, 293

City, "ever loyal," 155

Clyst, river-name, 198

Dimpsy, its meaning, 13

Dorset dialect, 458
Grace Church, 377

Eamoaze, its derivation, 31

Hay in church aisles, 206
London street tablets, 78

Mary Magdalene, 270

Belies, stolen, restored, 130

Toad-stones, 217

Toby family, 58

Ware, great bed of, 73

"Wrong end of the stick," 33

Henchman, its etymology, 335
Henderson (W. A.) on tenth Beatitude, 352

Changelings, 94

Edelweiss, its virtues, 248
Moore (Sir John), his burial, 145
Salt and swearing, 426

Shakespeare (John), 113

Shakspeare (W.) and Ben Jonson, 27, 272

Virginian creeper, 468

Henry (J.) on John Beaumont, 187
Heraldic plate, arms on, 107, 178
Heraldic query, 311

Jeraldry :

Crests set in a garter, 509

Fleur-de-lis, 369

Marshalling by quartering, 311

Quarterly, bend sa., first and fourth quarters arg.,

&c., 507
Sa., chev. arg. between three white lilies leaved

ppr., 28, 215

Sa., fesse arg., in chief a covered cup, &c., 448,
498, 517

Sa., lion rampant reguardant, 429
Three bars wavy, in dexter chief a star, &c., 268

Herb John, meaning of the phrase, 348, 475
Herbert (Sir Henry), his biography, 32

Heresy, first burning for in England, 105, 156
Herons' plumes and Knights of the Garter, 36

Hertfordshire, Roman roads in, 305, 352

Heydon family of Herts, 42

Heynes (Dr. Simon) and Sir William Butts, 286
Hibernation, human, 124, 253, 334

Hibgame (F. T.) on churchyard curiosities, 395

Cupples surname, 277
Fisher (Bishop), 208
More (Sir Thomas), 208

Hie et Ubique on ball-playing in churchyards, 393

Speaking trumpet in church, 477
Wakefield Railway, 412

Hicks or Hickes family, 74, 153, 278

Higham (C.) on White's '

History of Newcastle,' 188

Highgate, Markquier's boarding school at, 27, 131

Highgate Chapel, register of marriages at, 446, 491

Highland legend, 246

Hilda, Christian name, 33, 72

Hildyard (Sir Robert). See Robin of Ridsdale.
Hill (G.) on battle of Killiecrankie, 244

Hill (Col. John), Governor of Fort William, 201
Hilliard (Nicholas), his Shakspeare miniature, 89, 152
Hillier family, 447

Hipwell (D.) on Barton Booth, actor, 126
Buckler (John), F.S.A., 166
De Crespigny (Claud Champion), 96, 196
Flamsteed (John), 84
Fulham Palace muniment room, 405
Lewin family, 58
Liston (John), actor, 36
Marriott (Sir James), 215
Marten (Rev. Edmund), 64, 214
Miller (Joseph or Josias), 25
Pitt (Mrs.), actress, 111

Radclyffe (Clementina), 334

Raynsford family, 438

Rogers (Charles), F.R.S., 498

Rogers (John), vicar of Bradford, 312

Sotheby (William), 411
Ward (Rev. Bernard), 492
Wilson (Richard), painter, 185

History and romance, 205, 253

Hobby-horse, its derivation, 485

Hodgkin (J. E.) on Anne Boleyn, 141

Wakefield Railway, 515

Hogarth (William), his '

Sleeping Congregation,' 18 ;

inscriptions at his Chiswick house, 186, 234

Hola, its meaning, 408
Holbein (Hans), identity of his

'

Ambassadors,' 502
Holden (R.) on Captain-Lieutenant, 253

Holland (Henry Richard Vassal!, Lord), his portrait,
188

Homer surname, 307
"
Hoo, hee, have at all," its meaning, 128

Hooper and Pepin pedigrees, 14

Hooper (J.) on English judgment of art, 285

Beds, great, 348
Browne (Sir T.), his coffin-plate, 325

Bun, its etymology, 186

Cadowe, its meaning, 71

Charivari, origin of the word, 487
' Eloisa en Dishabille,' 368

Heresy, first burning for, 105

Hibernation, human, 124
"
Hoo, hee, have at all," 128

Hops, earliest mention, 329
" Led Will," 486

Mardle, its meaning, 471

Mary Magdalene, 146

Mason (R. H.), his '

Norfolk,' 32

Orisons, use of the word, 78

Pig, "cold," 174

Ruprecht (Knecht) and Robin Goodfellow, 304

St. Domingo, 9

Shakspeariana, 25

Sibyl or Sybil, 92
Solomon-gundy, 29

Touneys (John), grammarian, 268

Weathercocks, 508
Welshman and the fleas, 107

Hope (H. G.) on Anne Boleyn, 451

Tower of London, cannon at, 408

Sops, earliest allusion to, 125, 295, 329
Sorse-skulls in churches, 248, 351, 474

Elotterer, its meaning, 129
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Housden (J. A. J.) on Jesse windows, 75
Hudson (R.) on Sir Edward Grevill, 471

Registers, parish, 289

Hughes (J. C.) on "
Malebolge," 509

Hugo (Victor), his
'

Zim-Zizimi,
'

327

Huguenot records, 207, 259
* Hull '

or '

Ganges,' hymn tune, 308
Hull (C. H.) on Sir William Petty, 77, 163, 202

Hulme (E. W.) on Sir Kenelm Digby and glass manu-

facture, 67
'Human Hibernation,' by Dr. Baird, 124, 253,

334
Human sacrifice after battle of Cannae, 287
Humble bee and fertilization of clover, 105, 255
Hume (M. A. S.) on map of North America, 138

Iturbide, Mexican emperor, 213

Philip II. of Spain, 196
Huntrodes epitaph, 249
Hurd (William), D.D., his biography, 79

Hussey (A., jn burial custom, 177

Churching of women, 214
Floss= stream, 336
Kentish M.P.s, 257

Landlady= ladybird, 255
Madam= Mrs., 292
Parish charities, 98

Stamp Act, 1783, 147
Vow of poverty, 307

Hutchins (Rev. William), Bath schoolmaster, 187

Hymn tunes :
'
Italian Chorale,' 9 ;

'

Spanish Chant,'
214

;

' Hull '

or '

Ganges,' 308
;

'

Ashley,' 325

Hymnology : Day's Psalter, 11 ;
Barthe'le'mon's

'Morning Hymn,' 68, 175, 353; "God who
madest earth and heaven," 131, 172

Hyperion, the word, 249

I. (H. E. J.) on free warren, 347
'If Wishes were Horses,' 49, 114

Informatory, not a new word, 246, 373

Ingleby (H.) on Dr. Johnson, 485
Keats (John), his

' Ode to a Nightingale,' 429
Literature versus science, 332
Moore (Sir John), his burial, 331

Shakspeare Folio, 1623, 353

Ingram (A.) on "-argh,"
"
-ergh," place-name ter-

minations, 195

Educationalist, 67

Ink-pot and pot of ink, 129, 275
Innsbruck Clans, 78

Inquirer on Italian love-songs, 28
Investment, curious use of the word, 5

Ireland, knights made in, 249, 330, 434
Ireland (W. H.), his Shakspeare forgeries, 48

Irish harp, 32
Iron works in Kent, 325

Isabella, Queen of Edward II., her burial, 241,
309

Isle Dieu, its occupation by a British force, 447
Italian Bible, early, 228
'
Italian Chorale,' hymn tune, 9

Italian love-songs, ancient, 28

'Italian quotations, 427

Iturbide, Mexican emperor, his name, 11, 53, 131,

213, 351

J. (J. H.) on "Oaken cake," 292

J. (T. B.) on ' Notts and Derbyshire Notes and

Queries,' 16

Jaccall on Hooper and Pepin, 14

Jacks, leather drinking, 91, 152

Jackson (F. M.) on Jesse windows, 28

Jackson (F. W. J.) on Duke of Wellington and

Bonaparte, 176
Jackson (Miss Georgina F.), her death, 338

Jacobite standards, 327, 494

Jago (J.) on Winwood Reade's '

Martyrdom of Man,
47

Janua or Genua surname, 326

Jarratt (F.) on Dean Alford and Dr. Tregelles, 246

Jaydee on "
Oyster of veal," 288

Sight : Soom, 307
Jeakes (T. J.) on spontaneous combustion, 258

"
Oyster of veal," 454

Jerram (C. S.) on Blot=indistinct mass, 16

Jerusalem, rock in Mosque of Omar, 7, 275

Jesse windows, 28, 75, 133, 178, 511

Jewers (A. J.) on bishops' transcripts of registers,

182, 262
Fact and fiction, 64

Jewish cemetery in the City, 26

Jewish funeral custom, 8

Jinriksha, its inventor, 325
Joan on heraldic plate, 107
Joan of Arc, her death, 57

Jockteleg, its meaning, 113

John :
" Honest Sir John," 368

Johnson (George Gerard) at Westminster School,

1775, 28, 116
Johnson (Dr. Samuel), epitaph on, 68, 131 ; and

'

Dictionary of National Biography,' 485 ; and

Gwaenynog, 488
Johnston (H. A.) on Waterloo banquet, 472

Joicey (G.) on Shakspeariana, 24, 324

Jokes, old, in new dress, 25 ; anticipated, 77

Jonas (A. C.) on 'Bonnie Banks o' Loch Lomon,' 147
' Flowers of the Forest,' 117, 178

Hobby-horse, 485

Quair, its meaning, 335, 435

Semple (Robert), Ramsay, and Burns, 205, 515

Sin-eaters, 288
Jonas (M.) on '

Taming of a Shrew,' 5

Jonson (Ben), Shakspeare's indebtedness to, 27, 132,

272, 317 ;

" Drink to me only with thine eyes," 88,

212, 374 ;
and Nathaniel Field, 301

Judges, titles of Scotch, 517

Jugs, two old, 269
Juverna on old joke in new dress, 25

K
K. (K. K.) on Ogilvy's

' French Pedigrees,' 469
'

Kalevala,' its pronunciation, 88, 156, 295, 329, 449

Kant (Immanuel), his supererogatory truthfulness, 53 ;

Prof. Noire"s analysis of his philosophy, 385

Keats (John), his portraits, 324, 450, 470 ; passages

in his
' Ode to a Nightingale,' 429

Keble (John), similes and allusions in 'Christian

Year,' 6, 110, 176, 437

Keeling (W. G.) on ecclesiastical directories, 429

Kempe (C. N.) on stolen relics restored, 130
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Kendall family of Bassingbourne Hall, Essex, 29

Kensington on Lanarkshire, 508

Kent, iron works in, 325

Kenting, its meaning, 187, 258
Kentish M.P.s in Long Parliament, 108, 257, 396
" Kentish Men" and "Men of Kent," origin of the

terms, 467, 512
Ker family, 509
Kilbride (W.) on cock-fighting, 96

Killiecrankie, battle of, its site, 244

Jilligrew on Captain -Lieutenant, 97
"
De"bonnaire," 151

" Does your mother know you 're out ?" 153, 356

Dragoons, Hamilton's and Ligonier's, 278

Place-names, their pronunciation, 15, 95, 254
Waterloo campaign, 511

Uincob gown, its meaning, 208

King family, co. Somerset, 387

King's evil, register entry, 49, 174, 278

Kings, Saxon, and their representative, 383

Knight family, 389

Knight (Sir W. D.) and Fontenelle, 48

Knights made in Ireland, 249, 330, 434

Knights of the Garter and herons' plumes, 36

Knox families, 33

Knox (Capt. Robert), his portrait, 461

Konigsmark (Aurora von), biography by Prof. Palm-

Wad, 247, 376
Krebs (H.) on early Italian Bible, 228

Chinoiserie, its meaning, 34

Edelweiss, its virtues, 374
Elder-tree superstition, 490

Konigsmark (Aurora), 376

Leger-line, musical term, 330

"L. (A. H.) on Countess of Pembroke, 207
L. (D.) on cherry-stones swallowed, 108

London street signs, 144

L. (E. J.) on Major Jeremy Lock, 488
Luck (Richard), 268

L. (J. K.) on Capt. James Talbot, 417
Lablace on Hogarth, 234

Lac on Berriman and Hearn families, 247

Highgate in last century, 27
" Ladies and gentlemen," opening phrase of a speech.

426

Lady Day in harvest, 184

Laslius on Pope Joan, 107

Lanarkshire, books about, 508

Xancers in the British army, 125

Landlady= ladybird, 85, 255
Landon (P.) on Le Despencer, 130

Rings, zodiac, 271
"Lane (H. M.) on Saxon kings and their represents

tive, 383
William of Wrotham, 309

Language, limited conversational, 146, 196, 252, 332
"
Lanky Man," at Wilmington, 167, 313

Latin inscription, 389
Latin motto, 76, 193, 394
Latin proverb, 8

Launden Abbey, its locality, 409, 454

Lawrence-Hamilton (J. ) on mason marks, 198
Lawson (R.) on "Cadowe," 71

Lawson (R.) on Kenting, its meaning, 258
Martin (Sarah), 392
Mason marks, ancient, 91
Priests' orders, 193

Rindle, its derivation, 413
" Winchester watch," 454

Layard (G. S.) on Lord Byron and lanthe, 8
Lean (V. 8.) on "Roll-waggon," 32

Spit= likeness, 53
' Led Will," origin of the phrase, 486
Le Despencer, its meaning, 74, 91, 130
Lee (A. C.) on Lord Byron and lanthe, 58

Channel Islands, 258
Leeds family, 168

Leeper (A.) on " Drink to me only with thine eyes,"
374

Left-handedness, expressions denoting, 52

Leger-line, musical term, 284, 330 ; fishing phrase,
330

Legg (J. W.) on arms of the see of Canterbury, 450

Leighton (Sir William), his biography, 205
Leitchtown arms, 289, 370, 416, 494

Lesingham family, 367, 438
Levita (Elias), letter to Sebastian Munster, 181, 397
Lewin family, 58, 118

Leyne (J.) on key to Thackeray's novels, 33

Leyrestowe= burial-ground, 65, 150, 257, 434

Lichfield, its etymology, 266, 311, 357, 393

Lilac, its derivation, 38, 174, 333

Limitised, a new word, 366
Lincoln inventory, old, 88
Lincoln's Inn, removal of Equity Courts to, 168
Lincoln's Inn Fields and neighbourhood, 42
Lincolnshire game, 446

Lindsay (C. L.) on engravings by Faithome, 188
Link or links, 107, 178

Links, golf, defined, 34, 107, 158
Lion's paw on Boothby family arms, 48
Liston (John), actor, his biography, 36
Literature versus science, 286, 332

Livableness, a new word, 228
Livett (H. W.) on Charles Hatchett, 25
Llandaff peerage, 208
Lock (Major Jeremy) of the H.E.I.C. army, 488

Logeman (H.) on "
Taking a rise," 175

London, vanishing, 18 ; Jewish cemetery in the City,
26

; City parishes and will of 1611, 106
London patois, modern change in, 75
London street names, changes in, 226, 336, 453
London street signs, 144, 259, 332
London street tablets, old, 78
London tea gardens, 305

Longden (H. I.) on Dove family, 16

Johnson (George Gerard), 116

Registers, printed, 13

Rogers (John), 149

Washington (Lawrence), 66
Wathew=Johnson, 489

Lostwithiel on Arthur's Coffee-house, 10

Waterloo banquet, 208

Louis XVII., his death, 7

Love (J.) on '

Balerma,' 233
'

Spanish Chant,' 214

Lucas family of Mount Lucas, Ireland, 268, 416
" Luck money" custom, 348, 470
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Luck (Richard), his identity, 268
Luke on Lucas family, 416
"
Lungs of London," the phrase, 507

Lupton (J. H.) on " Raa de St. Maur," 368

Lynn (W. T.) on Antananarivo, 306
Cotton (Bishop), 105
Cromwell (0.), his Soldiers' Bible, 53

Dryden (John) and Greek, 14

Easter, first, its date, 465

Equinox, its date, 217
Eschuid (John), 409

Eauipden (John), his death, 46
Keble (John) and the '

Christian Year,' 6, 176
Marisb, Biblical word, 305
Mons Badonicus, 400

Oxygen, its discovery, 204, 415
St. Luke xii. 29, 165

Spanish Armada motto, 506
Suffolk (Henry Grey, Duke of), 286
Theodolite or theodolith, 64

Transfiguration, its scene, 312

M
M.A.Oxon. on Cambridge D.D., 48

Clarke (Sir Robert), 257
Paschall (Sir Andrew), 8, 95

M. (A. T.) on Day's Psalter, 11
Richmond (Dr.), 177

M. (C. C.) on Immanuel Kant, 53

Stones, growing, 432
M. (F. W.) on Mary Russell, 287
M. (N.) & A. on Homer and Omar, 307

More (Sir Thomas), 29
"Oaken cake," 107

Poem, old political, 505
M. (P. W. G.) on corpse passed through wall of houae,

226
M. (T. H.) on John Sargent, M.P., 369

Macaulay (Lord), passages in essay on Boswell's
'

Johnson,' 507
McC. (E.) on "Cadowe," 72

Port wine recipe, 76

MacDougall family of Lome, 168, 258

McHugh (E.) on Pitt quotation, 408

Mackay (J.) on "Running the gantlope," 179
Mackenzie (K.) on Shakspeariana, 324

Mackinlay (J. M.) on horse-skulls in churches, 351
McMahon (M.) on wife of Thomas Moore, 488
M'Neill (Roger Montgomery Hamilton), his family.

347

Macray (W. D.) on Black Friars' Common Hall, 352
Eschuid (John), 452
Levita (Elias), 397
Multon family, 416
Vossius (Isaac), 426

Madam= Mrs., origin of the title, 147, 291

Madeley (A.) on Norman tympana, 369

Madvig (M.) on an extraordinary blunder, 88.

Dryden (John) and Greek, 98
' Old Mother Hubbard,' 384

Sedan-chair, 136
'

Young Lochinvar,' 18

Magdalena of Cleves, her portrait, 12, 111

Magdalene. See Mary Magdalene.
Malebolge, origin of the word, 509

Malet (H.) on Captain-Lieutenant, 56

Malone, Clements & Gore, Dublin bank, 361, 423

Malone (Rt. Hon. Anthony), his biography, 361, 423

Malone (J.) on Ben Jonson and Shakspeare, 132

Shakspeare Folio, 1623, 429

Shakspeare (W.), Billiard portrait, 90

Malta, Barbara at, 247, 310
" Man in the moon," allusions to, 53

Mandley (J. G.) on "Winchester watch," 287, 454-

Man-Jack, the phrase, 409, 497

Manley (H.)on "Solomon-gundy," 113

Manning (Miss Anne), her biography, 16

Manning (C. R.) on foundation sacrifice, 36
Richard of Cirencester, 250

March 25, year beginning on, 228

Marchant (F. P.) on Frederick Barbarossa, 32

Mardle=gossip in Norfolk, 325, 471

Marisb, Biblical word, 305, 456

Markets on Sunday, pre- Reformation, 167, 249, 371

Marriage notice, novel, 446

Marriages, child, 112, 468, 516
Married eleven times, 325

Marriott (Sir James), M.P., Judge of the Admiralty,

8, 215
Marriott (Rev. John), his writings, 131, 172

Marshall (E.) on 'Anecdotes Angloises,' 208

Beatitude, tenth, 112

Black Friars' Common Hall, 305

Cardinals, English, 272

Chimney, rhyme to, 125

Coins, new bronze, 36

"Counsel of perfection," 329
" Does your mother know you 're out ?

" 293

'Fables and Stories Moraliz'd,' 13

Figures, emaciated, 464

Heart burial, 364

Heresy, first burning for, 156

Hibernation, human, 253
" If wishes were horses," 114

Keble (John) and ' The Christian Year,' 110

King's evil, 174
"
Lanky Man," 313

Latin motto, 193
"
Myriad-minded," 373

Norman tympana, 512
' Notts and Derbyshire Notes and Queries,' 55'

Philanthropy, the word, 239

Reformades, its meaning, 138

Registers, printed, 265, 373

Ring inscription, 113

Roman roads, 291

Sheep-stealer hanged by a sheep, 237

Sibyl, its spelling, 12

Stones, perforated, 52
Sun and fire, 232
" Toto caelo," 513
Vestment brasses, 136

Wheat, shower of, 515

Marshall (E. H.) on Ariosto, 158

Armada tables, 314

Barbarossa (Frederick), 32

Bardwell (Thomas), 372
'

Beggar's Opera,' 157

Browne (Sir T.), his * Garden of Cyrus,' 187"

Canterbury, arms of the see, 293
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Marshall (E. H.) on Carlyle relic, 311

Child marriages, 112

Churching of women, 1 54

City,
" ever loyal," 156

Collect for fourth Sunday after Easter, 12
Death microbe, 45

Diggings=abode, 206

Fenton (Elijah), 51

Fine-axed, its meaning, 27
" Flanders chest

"
in Guestling Church, 304

Gavel= mallet, 92
Hecatomb rhymed with "

gloom," 54, 214

Hogarth (William), 234
Innsbruck Clans, 78
Jesse windows, 511

"Lanky Man," 313

Mary Magdalene, 216
More (Sir Thomas), 118

"Myriad-minded," 373
New Testament translations, 11

Parish charities, 98
" Poeta nascitur, non fit," 14

Polygamy, dispensations for, 255

Poor's, use of the word, 278
Punch as an English beverage, 394
Kumford soups, 293
St. Teresa or St. Ignatius, 416

Saints, patron, 75

Spider-wort called "Trinitv," 177

Stamp Act, 274

Sunday markets, 250
Sussex roads, 478

"Valse, its introduction, 29
Victoria County, 16
Voltaire (F. M. A.), 174

Marten (Rev. Edmund), his biography, 64, 214
Martin (Sarah), prison reformer, 348, 392

Mary, Queen of Scots, cross-eyed, 57

Mary Magdalene and Mary called Magdalene, 146,
216, 270, 330

Mason marks, ancient, 18, 91, 198
Mason (C.) on East India Company, 67
Mason (R. H.), his

'

History of Norfolk,' 32

Massinger surname, 3, 93

Massinger (Philip), his portraits. 3 ; his burial-place, 93
Master of Revels for Scotland, 507

Maury (Cardinal), saying corrected, 245
Maxwell (Sir H.) on Audegier, 428

-Cock, the suffix, 491
De Brus surname, 473

Stones, growing, 431, 497
Vaux (John), 498

Maxwell (P.) on "Does your mother know you're
out?" 153

"Oyster of veal," 354

Mayhew (A. L.) on "
Chinoiserie," 34

Leyrestowe=burial-place, 150

Philanthropy, the word, 132
Reformades, its meaning, 68
St. Marie Overie, 115

Mayor (J. E. B.) on Rev. William Hutchins, 187
Wake (Archbishop), 121

Maypoles, modern, 184, 297
Mead (Dr. Richard), his burial-place, 207
Medeswell on arms of the see of Canterbury, 128

'

Meeting, The,' comic poem, 4

Meeting-house, history of the word, 368
Mellor (C.) on "

Gallett," 212
Melville on "L'Oraison Sai'ct Charlemaigne,

"
367

Meredith (George), his
'

Shaving of tehagpat,' 46,

111, 151
Metal and mettle, 468

Metge (Baron), his mother and family, 147, 259
Mettle and metal, 468
Mexican names, their pronunciation, 328, 392
Miami University, U.S.A., its history, 68, 118, 315

Mildmay (Sir Walter), bequest to Lord Burghley, 206'

Miller (Joseph or Josias), his death, 25, 97
Mills (F. W.) on Hall and Orr families, 472
Mills (Mrs. Isabella), her biography, 431
Milton (John), passages in ' II Penseroso,

1

185 ;

"Namancos and Bayona's hold," 387, 469; his-

Sonnet on Shakspeare, 488
Moffat (A. G.) on Floss^stream, 457
Moliere (J. B. P. de), bibliography, 108

Molony (A.) on Grace Curran, 295

Stuart, royal house of, 308
Monks and the vow of poverty, 307
Monmouth (Duke of), his portrait, 408

Monoyer (Jean Baptiste), his burial-place, 213
Mons Badonicus, its locality, 406, 452
Montfort (Count Simon de), his bones, 29, 117, 194
Month day, how expressed, 284, 337
Moodie and Ruvigny families, 228

Moon and the weather, 226, 295
Moore (C. T. J.) on mediaeval churches, 227

Holland (Lord), 188

Multon, Claymond, and Gra families, 346

Parish councils and records, 445

Slabs, old sepulchral, 487
Moore (Sir John), his burial, 145, 178, 235, 253, 331,.

418
Moore (Thomas), his wife, 488
Mordaunt (John, Lord), his biography, 49, 91

More (Sir Thomas), and cock-throwing, 29, 118 ;
his-

burial-place, 208, 254, 433
Morris family of Ballybiggan, co. Kerry, 72
Mortlock (John), his biography, 388

Morton family, 127

Moseley (B. D.) on Lichfield, 266

Mosque of Omar, rock in, 7, 275

Mossop (Henry), his death, 85

Mottoes: "Tutum te sistam," 9, 53;
" Pari fugo

dulcis tractus," 76, 193, 394 ;

" Nemo me impune
lacesset," 227, 296 ;

"
Strike, Dawkin," &c., 287,.

456, 512 ;

" Clibbor ne sceame," 347, 417 ; Spanish

Armada, "Flavit Jehovah et dissipati sunt," 506

Moule (H. J.) on crypts with double staircases, 499

Dorset dialect, 411, 475

Quarterstaff, 273
Room where family in centre takes lodgers, 92

Stones, perforated, 52

Mount Nod, place-name, 367, 517

Mount (C. B.) on Dock : Bail-dock, 441

Music, division in, 281, 451

Mrs.= Messrs., 266

Muggleswick, village name, its derivation, 78, 116, 296 :

Multon family, 346, 416
Munster (Sebastian), letter from Elias Levita, 181, 397"

Murray (C. H.) on "Peter boats," 508
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Murray (H.) on John Heminge, 470

Murray (J. A. H.) on "
Disghibelline," 87

Mus in Urbe on Rumford soups, 293
Mus Urbanua on London street signs, 259
Music, division in, 281, 377, 451

Music, military, 188

Myfanwy (Princess), legend about, 228, 334

Myres, Auchtermuchty, its macersbip, 161

"Myriad-minded," origin of the term, 148, 373

N
N. (F.) on Thomas Bardwell, painter, 288
N. (G. C.) on "Bleeding bread," 467
Nadaud (Gustave) and French law, 25

Namancos, its locality, 387, 469

Names, curious, 308

Nantgarw ware, 347, 438

Napoleon I. See Bonaparte.
Navy, pigtails last worn in, 267
Ne Quid Nimis on "

Hang out the brooin," 330
Johnson (Dr.), epitaph on, 131

Neilson (G.) on keep of Carlisle Castle, 321
" Chanticleer

"
of the Gospels, 276

Dancing story, 372

Dilligrout^ royal pottage, 272

Wisp, field-name, 371
" Neither of them," the phrase, 13
Nelson (Horatio, Lord), sale of relics, 81, 198 ; three

unpublished letters, 242
Nemo on pulpit anecdote, 347

Nepos, its meaning, 48
New Testament. See Bible.

Newbold (Francis), Mayor of Macclesfield, 1800-1, 68

Newcastle-under-Lyme, its M.P.s, 248, 333
Newland oak, 447, 471, 491

'Newspaper Editor's Reminiscences,' an article, 447
Newton (A.) on wagell, bird's name, 287

Warwinckle, bird's name, 287

Waskite, bird's name, 287
Nicholson (Dr.) and Mr. Donnelly, 427, 472
Nicol (Alexander), his biography, 267
Niello cups, 288, 414

Nightmares in folk-lore, 129, 232
Nob Hill, American phrase, 226
Noire" (Prof. Ludwig), his analysis ofKant's philosophy,

385

Norgate (F.) on Buckland's 'Reliquiae Diluvianse,' 171
"Halifax law," 410
Poison=venemtm, 284

Norman on Kent iron works, 325
Norman (P.) on verses on cricket, 468
Norris family M.P.s, 186
Norris (H.) on Shakspeare's ancestry, 501
Norris (William), his

' Ode on Cecilia's Day,' 407

Norumbega, its locality, 138, 190
' Notes and Queries,' second motto for, 286

Nowadays, its derivation, 464

Nursery rhymes :
" If wishes were horses," 49, 114 ;

' Old Mother Hubbard,' 384, 418 ;

" Four corners

to my bed," 445

O
0. on the river Effra, 452
O. (A.) on Chaillot Convent, Paris, 509
O. (B.) on limited language, 146

O. (C. W. P.) on house of Previte, 408

0. (H.) on sheep-stealer hanged by a sheep, 170

Oak, Newland, 447, 471, 491

Oaken cake, in Scott's writings, 107, 149, 292
O'Brien and De Bryan families, 167, 256, 414

Odin, his ancestry and descendants, 455

Ogilvy (Col. Gabriel), his French '

Pedigrees,' 469

Oil, of eggs, 87, 155 ;
of saints, 327, 455

' Old Mother Hubbard.' See Nursery rhymes.
Oliver family, co. York, 469
Oliver (A.) on railway return tickets, 185
Oliver (V. L.) on Aldgate aldermen, 17

Harley (Thomas), Lord Mayor, 214

Omar surname, 307
O'Neil (Owen), Philipstown, King's Co., 47
O'Neill (Baron), titles and genealogy, 37

Only, its place in a sentence, 84, 273
Onslow (Richard), Speaker of House of Commons, .5"-

Opposition,
" Her Majesty's," 211

Orator, daily, 357

Orisons, use of the word, 78

Orr family, co. Antrim, 348, 472
Osborne members of Parliament, 326

Ottley (Sir Francis), his burial-place, 387

Outsider, origin of the word, 185, 257

Overie. See St. Marie Overie.

Oving, village name, 465

Owen (H.) on an old picture, 468

Owen (J. P.) on "Three estates of the realm," 62,.

103, 143, 262
Oxen at the plough, 11, 76

Oxygen, its discovery, 204, 351, 415

Oyster=bladebone of veal with meat on, 288, 354,..

454
P.

P. (F.) on engravings, 307

P. (F. J.) on New Testament translations, 91

P. (H. R.) on John Vaux, 498

P. (K.), portrait painter, 148

P. (M.) on Battletwig= earwig, 255

Goldfinches poisoning, 154

P. (W. B.) on Huguenot records, 207

Paddington, thatched cottage at, 406, 474

Padua, English and Scotch students at, 223, 333, 41 1<

Page (J. L. W.) on "
Gallett," 271

"
Hang out the broom," 331

Page (J. T.) on South Benfleet Church, 283

Canterbury, arms of the see, 232

Churches, ruined, 307

Coincidences, curious, 270

Effigies, living and dead, 492

Gower (John), 317
Parson and person, 156

St. Mary Overie, 171

'ages of the Bedchamber before 1804, 27, 98

'ainting, oil, its subject, 12, 111

'alamedes on places called God, 468

Goldfinches poisoning, 89

Montfort (Simon de), his bones, 29

'almblad
vProf.), his 'Aurora Konigsmark,

'

247, 376-

'aimer (A. S.) on Amphore, 368

Cane, its etymology, 266

Cataloguing, errors in, 125

Jewish funeral custom, 8

Tray, dog's name, 279
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Palmer (J. F.) on Dr. Nicholson and Donnelly, 472
Palmer (J. L.) on William of Wykeham, 109
Palmer (Mrs.), sister of Sir J. Reynolds, 369, 431
Palmer (Thomas), Oxford scholar, 243, 277, 354
Pankhurst family of Buxted, 33

Papal rings, 412
Parallel great men, 185

Paris, Convent of Chaillot at, 509
Pariah charities recorded in church inscriptions, 27,

98, 156, 276, 375
Parish councils and records, 445, 496
Parish registers. See Registers.
Parish (W. D.) on bird names, 191

Parliament, proposed new Houses of, 1733, 169

Parliament, Long, Kentish members in, 108, 257, 396

Parry (J. H.) on king's evil, 49

fladclyffe (Clementina), 187

Parry (T. H.) on Barthele'mon's '

Morning Hymn,'
354

Parson, variant of person, 65, 156

Partridge family of Suffolk, 8

Partridge (C. S.) on Partridge family of Suffolk, 8
Paschal candles, 28

Paschall (Sir Andrew), his biography, 8, 95

Patriot, history of the word, 367, 517
Patterson (W. H.) on zodiac rings, 187
Paul (J. B.) on Leitchtown and Gartur arms, 371

Payne (W.) on Magdalena of Cleves, 111
Peace of 1801, letter announcing, 326
Peacock (E.) on Almondbury roads, 236

"Black banditti," 464

Cat, wild, 464
Heath (" Carrion "), 215
Lincoln inventory, 88

Mary Magdalene, 217
Pitch of cheese, 316

Place-names, their pronunciation, 15

Registers, printed, 373
Runic inscriptions, 376
St. Trunion, 249
Scott (Sir Walter), bibliography, 467

Sheep-stealer hanged by a sheep, 106

Speaking trumpet in church, 477

Sun-dog, its meaning, 457

Tray, name of a dog, 6

Van der Weyden, picture by, 447
Wheat, shower of, 515

Window, sash, 269
Peacock (F.) on the " ever loyal

"
city, 68

Peake (Sir Robert) and Prince Rupert, 307, 495
Pear, prickly, 188, 254
Pearce (C. R.) on Prescott's '

Mexico,' 328
Peed or pead, its meaning, 346

Peerages, "jumping," 266, 356
Pelham family of Tillington, Sussex, 89
Pembroke (Mary Herbert, Countess of), her biography

207, 291

Pennsylvania, record-keeping in, 51
'

Penny Cyclopaedia,' its contributors, 331

Penny (C. W.) on "
Dilligrout," 211

Perambulator= measuring machine, 345

Sheep-stealer hanged by a sheep, 170

Penny (F.) on Gavel= mallet, 29

Pepin and Hooper pedigrees, 14

Perambulator=measuring machine, 345

Percival on Fringilla=finch, 188

Perina, Christian name, 509
Perris surname, 508

Perry family, 17, 73
Peter boats, why so called, 508
Peters (Rev. M. W.), R.A., his works, 388, 439

Pett (Sir Phineas) and Emmanuel College, 5

Petty (Sir William), bibliography, 77, 163, 202

Philanthropy, history of the word, 67, 132, 239

Philazer=tilacer, 51, 272

Philip II. of Spain, his death, 145, 196, 229, 295, 335,

396
Phillimore (W. P. W.) on registers, 173

Phillips (J.) on Charles I. at Little Gidding, 78

Phillips (W.) on Sir Francis Ottley, 387

"Pickaxe," driving, 53

Pickford (J.) on death of Sir R. Abercromby, 487"

Ball-playing in churchyards, 355

Boleyn (Anne), her burial-place, 325, 496

Buckland (Prof.), his '

Reliquiae Diluvianae,' 114

Cantankerous, 9

Carbuncle, luminous, 154

Christian name, 79
Cceur de Lion, 94

Collins (W.), his ' Ode to the Passions,' 109, 351

Colne Priory, 397

Combustion, spontaneous, 257
Duncalf surname, 212

Frankenstein, 294

Hastings (Warren), his portrait, 87, 211, 394
Heart burial, 364

Hibernation, human, 334
Keble (John) and the ' Christian Year,' 437

Leger-line, its meaning, 330

Massinger (Philip), 93

Moore (Sir John), his burial, 235

Place-names, their pronunciation, 95

Pope Joan, 297

Priestley (Dr.), saying attributed to, 48

Quarterstaff, 33

Richmond (Rev. John), 128
" Scoured

" and "
kincob," 208

Thorneton (Robert), 193

Tip-cat, the game, 96

Transfiguration, its scene, 312
" Tweedside kettle," 275

Yeoman, its meaning, 15

Picture, old, of child marriage, 468, 516

Pierpoint (R.) on tenth Beatitude, 111

Bonaparte (Napoleon), his Imperial Guard, 432

Brown baronetcy, 55

Chinoiserie, its meaning, 34
" Does your mother know you 're out ?

" 4

Jacobite standard, 494

Knights of the Garter, 36

Latin motto, 391
Latin proverb, 8

Montfort (Simon de), his bones, 117

Mordaunt (Lord), 49

Old Mortality,' quotation in, 386
" Poeta nascitur, non fit," 194

Rumford soups, 229

Stuart portraits, 451
Waterloo ball, 411

Pig, "cold," 9, 174
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Piggott (Rev. George), of Marblehead, Mass., 114

Pigott (W. G. F.) on "Does your mother know
you 're out ?

"
153

Jockteleg, its meaning, 114

Pigott (W. J.) on Hall and Orr families, 473

Piggott (Rev. George), 114
Ward (Rev. Bernard), 188, 398
Warham family, 508

Pigtails in the navy, 267

Pillory for fingers, 66, 133
Pink (W. D.) on Aldgate aldermen, 17

Billingsgate aldermen, 407

Boleyn (Sir Geoffrey), 474
Brown baronetcy, 54
4
Dictionary of National Biography,' 285
Gore (Sir John), of Sacombe, 196
Graham M.P.s, 395
Grenville (Sir Richard), 476
Grevill (Sir Edward), 471
Kentish M.P.s in Long Parliament, 108

Knights made in Ireland, 249, 434
Newcastle M.P.s, 333
Norris family M. P.s, 186
Onslow (Speaker), 5
Osborne M.P.s, 326
Paschall (Sir Andrew), 96
Pinke family, 47

Reynolds (Richard), 78
Finke family, 47
Pitch of cheese, 248, 316
Pitt Club, its history, 108, 193
Pitt (Mrs.), actress, her biography, 47, 111
Pitt (William), quotation attributed to, 408
Place-names, their pronunciation, 14, 94, 254

;
ter-

minations "-argh" and "-ergh" in, 48, 195;
Welsh, 85, 294, 396

Plague times, 1603 and 1625, stage plays, &c., during,
385

Plantain, in sense of banana, 87
Platt (J.), jun., on Belgian name, 315

Channel Islands, 168
Chinese playing-cards, 467
Christian names derived from weekdays, 388

Chum, its etymology, 51, 157
'

Kalevala,' its pronunciation, 156, 329

Place-names, 48, 254
Prescott (W. H.), his 'Mexico,' 392
Shelta dialect, 475

Sight : Soom, 371

Spanish language, 108

Spanish slang, 248
Plomer (H. R.) on Black Friars' Common Hall, 336

Cambridge sheet almanac, 409
Parish councils and records, 496

Ploughing by oxen, 11, 76
Poem, old political, 505
Poison=venenum, earliest instance, 284, 372
Poland (Sir H. B.) on Napoleon's marshals, 409
Politician on proposed new Houses of Parliament, 169

Whips in House of Commons, 73
Pollard (M.) on dip and curtsey, 32

Gore (Sir John), 137. 272

Pope Joan, 218
Roman roads in Herts, 352

Pollard (W.) on Victoria County, 16

Polygamy, dispensations for, 10, 255

Ponsonby (Sir Henry), his death, 440

Pontifex (Mary), her biography, 289

Poor's, use of the word, 205, 278, 397

Poores house, its early meaning, 268

Pope Joan, the game, 107, 218. 297

Pope (Alexander), reference to Visto, 269 ;
his trans-

lation of the hymn of St. Francis Xavier, 467

Poplemans, its meaning, 228

Port wine, recipe for, 9, 76

Portrait, engraved. 107, 236

Portrait signed "K. P., 1766," 148

Postage at high rates, 306, 372
Pot of ink and ink-pot, 129, 275

Potato, first welcomed in France, 466

Pot-boiler, origin of the term, 308

Poulter (R. C.) on " Heart of hearts," 289

Pragell family, 315

Prescott (W. H.), Mexican names in his '

Mexico,'

328, 392

Previte, house of, Dukes of Spiani, 408

Pre'vost (Abbe"), translation by Mr. Erskine, 87

Prices in 1662-3, 125

Prideaux (W. F.)on Chiffinch, 431

Clive (Lord) and Wolfe, 228

Evelyn (John), discovery of his
'

Memoirs,' 458

Floral Street, late Hart Street, 336

Hastings (Warren), his portrait, 315

Paddington, thatched cottage at, 406

Punch as an English beverage, 510

Sheep-stealer hanged by a sheep, 237

Stones, growing, 365

Victoria Cross, 91

Priestley (Dr. Joseph), saying attributed to, 48, 97

Priests' orders since A.D. 1830, 67, 193, 255

Printing, early Scotch, 47 ;
at Alnwick, 348, 517

Proverbs and Phrases :

Beati possidentes, 111

Broom : Hang out the broom, 229, 274, 330

Children and chicken must ever be picking, 285

Coign of vantage, 76

Counsel of perfection, 288, 323

Decapitated head, 326

Does your mother know you 're out ? 4, 35, 153,

293, 356
Frankum's night, 18, 238

Grass widow, 198

Halifax law, 368, 410

Hang out, 498
Heart of hearts, 289

Herb John, 348, 475

Knowledge is power, 166, 233

Lapsus plumae, 18

Lungs of London, 507

Man-Jack, 409, 497

Mending or ending, 512

Nearer the kirk, the further from God, 28, llo

Omne bonum est sui communicativum, 8

Playing the wag, 32, 77

Poeta nascitur, non fit, 14, 194

Quality : When quality meets compliments pass,

468

Running the gauntlet =gantlope, 33, 179, 292,

392
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3?roverbs and Phrases :

Si Dieu n'existait pas, il faudrait Tinventer, 174

Slip : Many a slip 'twixt cup and lip, 345

Strike, Dawkin
;
the devil is in the hemp, 287,

456 512

Taking a rise, 126, 175, 237
Toto cselo, 352, 513
White horses= waves, 233
Woman with a past, 88

Wrong end of the stick, 33, 71

Prynne (William), letter to Charles II., 361

Psalter, Day's, 11

Publisher and bookseller, 208
'

Puncb,' its history, 486
Punch as an English beverage, 248, 394, 510

Punch-bowl, curious nautical, 137, 277

Pytheas in Britain, 344

Q
Quadrille, the dance, introduced into England, 268,

357

Quair, its meaning, 147, 218, 274, 335, 375, 435

Quarrell (W. H.) on chestnut tree at Albury, 245
Comfortable= comforting, 413
' Ten Thousand a Year,' 459

-.Quarterstaff, its use in attack and defence, 33, 172,

273, 471

.Queensberry dukedom, 206

Quentin (Col.), mezzotint portrait, 448

Querist on " To death," 327

Quotations :

As dull as ditchwater, or stale small beer, 129
Before we leave this consecrated spot, 129
Betwixt the stirrup and the ground, 518
C'est une composition entierement barbare, 468

Consider, Man, how great thou art, 169, 289
Dandum est Deo eum aliquid facere posse, 468

Dilige, et fac quod vis, 129, 219, 378

Dropping buckets into empty wells, 169
Farewell to thee, thou pleasant shore, 268
He that does me good with unmov'd face, 509
How do I love thee ? let me count the ways, 500
I woke and found that life was duty, 40
If you will take me by the hand, 509

Laugh, and the world laughs with you, 10, 99
Misericordia Domini inter pontem et fontem, 409,

518
Miss not the occasion by the forelock take, 409
Ne'er to these chambers where the mighty rest,

409, 518
Nullum sine venia placuisse eloquium, 48
Res misera medicus est cui nunquam bene est, 9i

Heat must ask of Labour leave to be enjoyed, 10

Ships that pass in the night, 206, 278
So I made haste to laugh, 508

^Sound, sound the clarion, fill the fife, 126
Stood amazed, In doubt to deem himself a god 01

beast, 169
Studious of peace, he hated strife, 449
Teach me to hate the author of my wrongs, 209
The diapason ending full in man, 449, 518
The owl is abroad, and the bat and the toad

289
The world is wide, 99

tuotations :

They swore strange oaths, and worshipped at

strange shrines, 209
To buy the merry madness of an hour, 129
To follow knowledge like a sinking star, 449, 518
Tutum te sistam, 9, 53

Weep, and you weep alone, 10, 99

Wein, Weib, und Gesang, 169, 219, 378
We'll not barter, sir, the beautiful for barley, 29,

59
What yf a daye, 99

Quotations, French, Spanish, Italian, and German,
427

R
R. (C. B.) on Col. James Robertson, 236
R. (C. N.) on Hall and Orr families, 348

R. (F. S.) on an engraved portrait, 107
R. (G. D.) on Ker family, 509
R. (0.) on the rosary, 47

R. (R.) on Cromwell's Soldiers' Bible, 53

De"bonnaire, its meaning, 277

Finger, its pronunciation, 74
"Herb John," 476

Maypoles, modern, 184

St. Peter and St. Paul, 166

Sheep-stealer hanged by a sbeep, 170

Speaking trumpet in a church, 365
"
Wrong end of the stick," 71

Riia de St. Maur, its meaning, 368, 437, 514
Radclifie (J.) on Archer family, 255

Birds, their sporting names, 191

Boothby family arms, 134

Duncalf surname, 212

Eggs, oil of, 155
Eschuid (John), 452
Grevill (Sir Edward), 471

Knights of the Garter, 36
Leitchtown and Gartur arms, 370
Mordaunt (Lord), 50
Niello cups, 414
" Oaken cake," 149, 335
O'Brien : De Bryan, 256
Star of Bethlehem, religious order, 455
Thistle motto, 296
Thraster : Grildler, 433

Warren, free, 418
Warren family, 374

Radcliffe (W.) on lines by Calverley, 468

Radclyffe (Clementina), her biography, 187, 255, 334

Radford (E.) on Charles Rogers, F.R.S., 389

Railway records, 245

Railway return tickets, reform in, 185

Rain at Cherra Poonjee, 267, 298, 413

Raithby (H. C.) on Knight family, 389

Ralegh (Lady), her burial-place, 168

Raleigh (George), his biography, 209

Ramsay (Allan) and Semple, 205, 373, 515
Randall (J.) on Casanoviana, 505

Smollett (Dr.), his death, 446

Woful, its spelling, 417
Randall (W. S.) on arms of the see of Canterbury, 169

Randolph (J. A.) on errors in cataloguing, 126

Ransom, law of, 128
Ratcliffe (T.) on " Charles's restoration/' 48
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Ratcliffe (T.) on Denting : Ringer, 85

Diggings=abode, 273

Gallett, its meaning, 97
Goldfinches poisoning, 293
" Luck money," 470
" Oaken cake,

: ' 292

Poor's, use of the word, 273
Pot of ink: Ink-pot, 129

Rayment (H.) on Audrey and Awdry, 194

Chum, its etymology, 157, 278

Rayner (R.) on the river Effra, 376

Rayner (W.) on Napoleon's Imperial Guard, 432

Raynsford family, 367, 438

Read (W.) on history and romance, 253
Reade (Winwood), passages in '

Martyrdom of Man,' 47

Realm :

" Three estates of the realm," 62, 103, 143,
262

Recipe for port wine, 9, 76

Record-keeping in Pennsylvania, 51

Records and parish councils, 445, 496
Records by rail and sea, 245

Reformades, its meaning, 68, 1 38

Regiments, Hamilton's and Ligonier's Dragoons, 227,
278

Registers, printed, 13, 56, 95, 173, 289, 373, 492
;

stamp duty on, 147, 273, 332
; bishops' transcripts,

182, 264
Reid (A. G. ) on house of Stewart and the year 88, 385

Stuart (Charles Edward), 46, 183
Reid (J.) on Charterhouse at Edinburgh, 288

Horse-skulls in churches, 35 1

Relics, stolen, restored, 17, 77, 130

Response, accent on, 268, 436, 517

Retiral=retirement, 228, 258

Revolt, as a verb transitive, 169, 238

Reynolds (Sir Joshua), his portrait of Warren

Hastings, 87, 211, 257, 315, 394 ; his sister, Mrs.

Palmer, 369, 431

Reynolds (Richard), Sheriff of London, 78

Rhine=watercourse, 268
Richard of Cirencester, his

'

Itinerary,' 207, 250
Richard I., why named Cosur de Lion, 94
Richmond (Rev. John), D.D., his portrait, 128, 177
Richmond (Mary, Duchess of), her portraits, 167
Rickwood (G.) on Colne Priory, 296

Riddle,
" A headless man," 376

Rindle, its derivation, 228, 413
Rine=watercourse, 268

Ring inscription, 28, 113

Ringer, coal-mining term, 85

Rings, zodiac, 187, 271 ; Papal, 412

Ripon (first Earl of), his nicknames, 187, 294
River-names. See WitJiam.

Roadnight surname, 124, 166, 270
Robbins (A. F.) on Defoe's ' Remarkable Passage of

an Apparition,' 221, 349
Dickens (Charles), Zola, and "Spontaneous com-

bustion," 165
'

Frankenstein,' 294

Gavel, its meaning, 25G
Punch as an English beverage, 248

Sea, its pronunciation, 109, 209

Servery= service-room, 286

Shakspeariana, 24

Slubber-degullion, its meaning, 274

Robbins(A. F.)on Lord Stafford's interlude players, 4G9
"Taking a rise," 126
" Woman with a past," 88

Roberts family, 71
Roberts (W.) on books privately printed, 366

Cowley (Abraham), 465

Dalrymple (Sir David), 464
D'Eon (Chevalier), 401

Robertson (Col. James), engraved portrait, 107, 236
Robin Goodfellow and Knecht Ruprecht, 304, 372
Robin of Ridsdale, his career, 228, 297, 493
Robinson (Frederick John), first Earl of Ripon, his

nicknames, 187, 294
Robinson (J.) on Evelyn's

'

Memoirs,' 245
Robinson (Mary Elizabeth), her biography, 167
Robinson (Sir Thomas), Bart., his family, 127
Rochester (Wilmot, Earl of), his portrait, 408
Rock-West (0. G.) on West family, 68

Roger (Charles), F.R.S., sale of his collection, 389, 498

Rogers (John), vicar of Bradford, Wilts, 149, 312

Roll-waggon, its meaning, 32
Roman Britain, its population, 148
Roman names in the Itineraries, 29
Roman roads, in Britain, 42, 104, 251, 291

;
in Herts,

305, 352
Romance and history, 205, 253
Room where family in centre takes lodgers, 92

Rosary, its history, 47, 118
Roscarrock (Nicholas), his biography, 243, 277, 306,

354

Rose-gall, its names and folk-lore, 428, 514

Rousby (Mrs.), actress, her biography, 507

Royal Anne, ship's name, 78
Ruddle (Rev. John) and Defoe's 'Apparition,' 221, 349
'

Rule, Britannia.' See Songs and allads.

Rum, when first made, 137
Rumford soups, its meaning, 229, 293
Runic inscriptions, works on, 327, 376

Runswick, co. York, landslip at, 367

Ruprecht (Knecht) and Robin Goodfellow, 304, 372:
Russell family of Strensham, 465
Russell (F. A.) on Alfred the Great, 230

Churchyard curiosities, 217
Russell (Lady) on Barclay's

'

Euphormio,
'

271:

Colne Priory, 296
Dickinson (Edward), 257
Emerald, Vatican, 412
Gower (John), 130
Halifax (Earl of), 172
Moore (Sir John), his burial, 178
More (Sir Thomas), his burial, 254

Nantgarw ware, 438
O'Neill (Barons), 37

Radclyffe (Clementina), 255
Russell (M.) on St. Teresa or St. Ignatius, 415
Russell (Mary), Cromwell's great-granddaughter, 287
Button (W. L.) on Lady Katherine Grey, 2, 82, 233

St. Botolph, churches dedicated to, 30

Ruvigne" (Lieut.-Col. Francis Louis de), R.A., his will,.

127, 492

Ruvigny and Moodie families, 228

Ruvigny (Marquis de) on Hicks family, 74, 154
Morris family of Ballybriggan, 72

Ruvigne^ (Lieut.-Col, F. L.), 127, 492

Ruvigny and Moodie families, 228
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Ruvigny (Marquis de) on Charles Edward Stuart, 118

Eye (W.) on buck and beaver, 366

S
S. on Isle Dieu, 447
S. (B.) on recipe for port, 9

S. (B. W.) on "
De"bonnaire," 150

Glamis Castle, 288

"Herb John," the phrase, 348

William of Wykeham, 154

S. (C. W.) on William Hurd, D.D., 79

S. (E.) on Samuel Briscoe, 209
'

Newspaper Editor's Reminiscences,' 447

S. (E. M.) on Percy Bysshe Shelley and the Sidneys,
505

S. (F.) on Thomas Chapman, 232

S. (F. G.) on child marriages, 112

Cornelys (Mrs.), 157

Figures, emaciated, 509

Heart burial, 365
Palmer (Thomas), 354

S. (F. J. de) on " Counsel of perfection," 288
S. (G. J.) on Col. Quentin, 448

S. (H. H.) on bull-roarer, 55

Grippe : Grip, 85

London patois, 75

Prices in 1G62-3, 125

S. (J. B.) on Colne Priory, 248

St. Gastayne, 508

Tennyson (Lord), unpublished letter, 84

S. (J. J.) on Audrey and Awdry, 86, 194

Massinger (Philip), 93

S. (M.) on Eev. Dr. Glasse, 228, 389

S. (R. B.) on bull-roarer, 55

S. (S. M. O.) on Close or Clause Rolls, 468

S. (W.) on "Tattoo," 51 3

Sacerdos on Archbishop Wake, 197

Safford family of Canterbury, 67

Safford (J. B.) on Safford family, 67

St. Botolph, churches dedicated to, 30

St. Cenhedlon, British princess, 488

St. Domingo, patron of topers, 9

St. Frankum. See Frarikum's night.

St. Gastayne, Welsh saint, 508

St. Giles's, Cripplegate, Cromwell inscription at, 126,

218
St. Ignatius or St. Teresa, sonnet by, 341, 415

St. Marie Overie, Southwark, 68, 115, 171, 238, 369

St. Nicholas Cole Abbey, inventory of plate anc

ornaments, 17
St. Pancras, its history, 128

St. Paul and St. Peter compared, 166

St. Paul's Cathedral, Cardinal of, 208, 238
St. Paul's Cathedral Library and ^Eneas Sylvius, 381

St. Peter and St. Paul compared, 166
St. Peter's finger, dedication, 188

St. Sampson, his biography, 427
fit. Swithin on Abif, 297

Corpse taken through wall, 435

Foxglove, its etymology, 336, 452

Gavel, its meaning, 256

Herb John, 476

Maypoles, 297

Mosque of Omar, 275
"
Playing the wag," 77

St. Swithin on potato in France, 466

Tooth-brushes, 311

Woful, its spelling, 258
5t. Teresa or St. Ignatius, sonnet by, 341, 415
St. Trunion, his identification, 249, 478
St. Visto, Derby winner, 269
St. Withold, in '

King Lear,' 25

taints, church patron, 75

Saints, oil of, 327, 455
Sala (George Augustus), his death, 480
Salt and swearing, 426
Salter (S. J. A.) on bird names, 88

Death microbe, 112

Pear, prickly, 254

Priestley (Dr.), saying attributed to, 97
Sun and fire, 232

Salter (W.), his Waterloo Banquet picture, 208, 256,.
472

Samplers, poetic allusions to, 92

Sandys (Samuel, first Baron), his biography, 507
Sans Changer on Leitchtown and Gartur arms, 289

Sargeaunt (J.) on portrait of Warren Hastings, 518

Sargent (John), M.P., his biography, 369
Sarmiento (Pedro), his capture in 1586, 486
Sash window, its invention, 167, 269

Saumarez, Jersey, witches' stone at, 508
Saunders (F. G.) on " Drink to me only with thine

eyes," 88
Saunders (Rev. Laurence), his descendants, 112

Savage (E. B.) on Shelta language, 435
Saville (John Faucit), actor and manager, and his

children, 488
Saxon kings and their representative, 383
Saxon Yule, 481

Saxton family, 127, 268, 311

Saxton (G. H.) on Saxton family, 311

Saye's Court, Deptford, alterations in grounds, 166

Sayle (C.) on spider-wort called "Trinity," 109

Scarlett (B. F.) on Grace Curran, 477
Herbert (Sir Henry), 32

Madam=Mrs., 29i

Somerset (Earl and Countess of), 467
Victoria Cross, 32

Science, its literary opponents, 286, 332

Scio, its change of name, 447
Scot (Cuthbert), Bp. of Chester, his family, 108, 218

Scotch judges, their titles, 517
Scotch printing, early, 47

Scotland, Master of Revels for, 507
Scott (E. J. L.) on hops, 125

Scott (S.) on horses' skulls, 474
Scott (Sir Walter), 'Young Lochinvar' in 'Gems

from Scott's Poems,' 18, 54, 317 ; Prof. Blackie on,

26, 93 ;
his first love, 46 ; quoted in 'Legends of

Florence,' 79, 90 ; engravings of Wilkie's picture*
106 ;

" Oaken cake," 107, 149, 292, 335 ;
and Bar-

clay's 'Euphormio,' 149, 271 ; alchemist in 'The

Antiquary,' 168 ;
a tree-feller, 185 ; quotation in

' Old Mortality,' 386 ; bibliography, 467
Scoured gown, its meaning, 208

Scratch-back, notes on, 94

Scrimger (Henry), his
' Life of Speira,' 433

Sea, its pronunciation, 4, 109, 151, 209

Sea streaks, 307

Seal, armorial, 429
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Sedan-chair, its etymology, 136
Selden monument in the Temple Church, 188, 417

Semple (Robert) and Ramsay and Burns, 205, 373,
515

Senex on wine glasses, 436

Sepulchral slabs, old, 487

Sepulchres, Easter, 53
Seres (William), printers named, 345
Sermon preached at Blandford Forum, 463

Servery=service-room, 286
Sewell (G. C.) on Scio, 447
Sewell (Sir Thomas), Master of the Rolls, 507

Shairp (Principal) at Oxford, 466

Shakspeare family, 343

Shakspeare (John), his iconoclasm, 17, 113 ; his

arms, 448

Shakspeare (William'), his indebtedness to Jonson, 27,

132, 272, 317 ;
Ireland's forgeries, 48 ; Hilliard

miniature portrait, 89, 152; and 'Thomas Lord

Cromwell,' 147, 215
; missing pages in 1623 Folio,

306, 353, 429
;

his ancestry, 343, 501 ;
his London

lodging, 417 ;
his "two friends," 425, 470 ;

Don-

nelly's
'

Cryptogram,' 427, 472

Shakspeariana :

As You Like It, Act II. sc. 7,
" All the world *s

a stage," 24
" Devil and his dam," 25

Hamlet, Act I. sc. 2,
" Distill'd almost to jelly,"

324

Henry IV., Pt. I., Act IV. sc. 1, "Estridges that

with the wind," 23

Henry IV., Pt. II., Act II. sc. 3,
" Their cosin,"

24

Henry V., Act I. sc. 2,
" Until four hundred one

and twenty years," et seq., 324

Henry VI., Pt. L, Act IV. sc. 5,
" But if I low,"

324

King Lear, Act III. sc. 4, St. Withold, 25

"Macbeth, Act I. sc. 7,
"
Vaulting ambition,

which o'erleaps itself," 323

Merry Wires of Windsor, Act I. sc. 3,
" The

revolt of mine," 324

Taming of the Shrew and '

Taming of a Shrew,' 5

Troilus and Cressida, Act III. sc. 3, "Through
the sight I bear in things to love," 24

Twelfth Night, Sir Toby Belch and Lady Olivia,

387
Two Gentlemen of Verona, Act II. sc. 1,

" Cannot
see to put on your hose," 24

Shanly (W.) on Grace Curran, 168, 370

"Sharp (Jeremy) and 'The English Rogue,' 447, 511

Sheep-stealer tanged by a sheep, 106, 170, 236, 334
Sheldon family, 367, 438

Shelley (Percy Bysshe), parallel in Spenser, 304 ; and
the Sidneys, 505

Shelta language or dialect, 348, 435, 475

Shepherd (G. H.) on portrait signed
" K. P.," 148

Shepherd (Richard Herne), his death, 60

Sherborn (G. T.) on Barclay's 'Euphormio,' 271

Cadowe, its meaning, 71

Patriot, the word, 367
Sherburne, co. York, register of its Hospital and

School, 307, 371
Sherwood (G. F. T.) on Saunders family, 112

Shore (William) and the '

Italian Chorale,' 9
Shower of wheat, 387, 515
Showers of living creatures, 493

Sibyl, its spelling, 12, 92, 195

Sidney family and Shelley, 505

Sight, woollen, its meaning, 307, 371

Sigma on students at Padua, 333
Punch as an English beverage, 394

Sunday markets, 371
Sills (G.) on pronunciation of place-names, 94

Similitive, a new word, 507
Simms (R.) on Newcastle-on-Tyne M.P.s, 248
Simon de Montfort. See Montfort.

Simpson (P.) on Robert Anton, 461
Field (Nathaniel) and Jonson, 301
Lich field, its street names, 311
Palmer (Thomas), 243

Tennysonian parallel, 428

Wheat, shower of, 387

Simpson (W. S.) on
" Counsel of perfection," 328

Etfra, the river, 282
" Four corners to my bed," 445

Isabella, Queen of Edward II., 241, 309
Marriott (Rev. John), 172
Picture, old, 516
"RasS deSt. Maur," 437
St. Paul's Cathedral Library and ^Eneas Sylvius.

381
Sermon preached at Blandford Forum, 463
Westminster, anchorite at, 408

Sin-eaters, 288, 332
" Sir John with the Bright Sword," 301, 389
Skeat (W. W.), his 'Etymological Dictionary,' 463
Skeat (W. W.) on lines by Calverley, 513

Cambridge, its etymology, 265

Chum, its etymology, 93, 213, 330
Cliburn motto, 417

-Cock, the suffix, 491
" Does your mother know you 're out ?

'' 35

Effrontery, its etymology, 85

English verse, deficient lines in, 45

Foxglove, its etymology, 186, 393, 495
Ha-ha, its derivation, 117
Henchman, its etymology, 335

Heresy, first burning for, 156

Hilda, Christian name, 72

Investment, use of the word, 5
Kentish Men and Men of Kent, 512
'

Legends of Florence,' 90

Leger-line, musical term, 284

Lilac, its derivation, 38
Nicholson (Dr.) and Donnelly, 472

Oxygen, its discovery, 351

Parson, variant of person, 65

Patriot, history of the word, 517
Peace of 1801, letter announcing, 326
Poison =venenum, 372

Quair, its meaning, 274, 375
llindle, its derivation, 413

Roadnight -surname, 166
"
Running the gantlope," 392

Sea, its pronunciation, 4, 151

Sight : Soom, 371

Slubber-degullion : Strangullion, 353

Theodolite, its derivation, 130
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Skeat (W. W.) on V, its sound and symbol, 445

Wederoue. in Old French, 65

Welsh place-names, 396

Witham, its etymology, 178

"Wrong end of the stick," 71

Skevington (T. W.) on horse-skulls in buildings, 248

Slabs, old sepulchral, 487

Slang, Spanish, 248

Slater (J. T. G.) on Tidswell manor, co. Derby, 68

Slubber-degullion, its meaning, 120, 274, 353

Smith (B. W.) on sun putting out fire, 355

Smoking in church, 366

Smollett (Dr. Tobias), his death, 446

Society for Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, its name,
148, 398

So-ho, origin of the word, 136
Solicitor or attorney, 434

Solomon-gundy=Salmagundi, 29, 113

Somerset (Earl and Countess of), their banishment, 467
Somerset (Edward, Duke of), grants of land to, 384

Somerville family, notes on, 152

Songs and Ballads :

Bonnie Banks o' Loch Lomon, 147, 215, 376
Drink to me only with thine eyes, 88, 212, 374
Flowers of the Forest, 74, 117, 158, 178
Italian love songs, ancient, 28
Laird of Stichel, 508

Bule, Britannia, 245

Troll, troll, the jolly brown bowl, 10

'Soom, its meaning, 307, 371

Sororius, its meaning, 48

Sotheby (William), translator of Homer, his biography,
411

'Southey (Eobert), his modern reputation, 405

Spanish Armada, motto on its defeat, 506. See
Armada tables.

'

Spanish Chant,' hymn tune, 214

Spanish grandees, past and present, 228, 317

Spanish language, prefixes in, 108

Spanish quotations, 427

Spanish slang, 248

Speaking trumpet in a church, 365, 477

Speed (J. G.) on portraits of Keats, 450

Spence (R. M.) on Browning misprint, 226
" Dismal science," 394
"
Frightened of," 86

Johnson (Dr.), epitaph on, 131

Mary Magdalene, 271
"Nearer the kirk," &c., 28
Noire" (Prof. L.) and Kant, 385

Shakspeariana, 23, 323
" To death," 453
Whose, as possessive of which, 225

Spenser (Edmund), parallel in Shelley, 304

Spider-wort called "Trinity," 109, 177

Spinning-wheels, old English, 113

Spit= likeness, 53, 213

Spray= repute, 448

Spring Gardens in 1770, 369, 439, 511

Spurgeon family, Yorkshire, 145
Stack staves, 189
Stafford (Lord), his interlude players, 469

-Stage plays in Plague times, 1603 and 1625, 385

Stamp Act, 1783, and parish registers, 147, 273, 332

Stanhope family, 468, 512

Stanley=Vere, 18

Staple and Staplehurst, place-names, 508
Star of Bethlehem, religious order, 187, 455
Starke (W.) on Hamilton's and Ligonier's Dragoons,

227

Steamship, first, to cross Atlantic, 134, 214

Steamship records, 245

Stewart, house of. See Stuart.

Stewart (Andrew), poet and convict, 69
"

Still and on," Scotch phrase, 35, 77, 135, 334
Stilwell (J. P.) on bird names, 191

"Oyster of veal," 4 54

Quarterstaff, 172

Stirling family, 449
Stoke Gifford manor, 207
Stokes (H. P.) on Shakspeare Folio, 1623, 353
Stone (H.) on Clyst, river-name, 28

Stones, breeding, 173, 217

Stones, growing, 365, 431, 497

Stones, perforated. See Folk-lore.

Stopes (C. C.) on William Seres, 345

Stopes (Leonard), his death, 407, 514

Strangullion, its meaning, 274, 353
Strathardle legend, 246
Stratherne earldom, 301, 389
Stredder (E.) on Yule of Saxon days, 481
Street tablets, old London, 78
Strickland (W. W.) on Buddhism of Arctic origin, 9

Stuart, royal house of, their portraits, 308, 451
;
and

the year 88, 385
Stuart (Charles Edward), the Young Pretender, 46,

118
;
and the ' Bonnie Banks o' Loch Lomon,' 147,

215, 376 ;
anecdotes and letter from Hume, 183

Stuart (Sir John), his military career, 508
Stunner (H.) on Lincolnshire game, 446

Perina, Christian name, 509
St. Mary Overie, 370

Sibyl, its spelling, 195
Suffolk (Henry Grey, Duke of), his head, 286, 393
Sun putting out fire, 148, 231, 316, 355, 414

Sunday markets, pre-Reformation, 167, 249, 371
Sunderland ware, 137, 277

Sun-dog, its meaning, 285, 456

Surnames, curious, 308
Sussex roads, 328, 478
Sutton (C. W.) on Cartmel Church, 316
"Swan Inn," Watford, Herts, 41

Swearing and salt, 426

Sweeting (J. F.) on a Cornish custom, 28

Sweeting (W. D.) on burial of Sir John Moore, 331

Swimming, books about, 89 ;
first book on, 442

Swinton (R. B.) on students at Padua, 411

Sydney Papers, original, 71

Sykes (W.) on local anecdotes, 83

Captain- Lieutenant, 56

Sylvius (^Eneas) and St. Paul's Cathedral, 381

Symons (G. J.) on rain at Cherra Poonjee, 298

T. (D. C.) on Dryden's Greek, 97
T. (G.) on epitaph on Dr. Johnson, 68
T. (H.) on "Lanky Man," 167

Pre"vost (Abbe"), translation, 87
T. (J. E.) on Carlyle relic, 229
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T. (J. W.) on "
Dimpsy," 74

T. (K.) on motto of Order of the Thistle, 227

T. (M. A.) on Pitt Club, 108

T. (M. H.) on ' Old Mother Hubbard,' 418

T. (T. R. E. N.) on Rhine or rine=watercourse, 268

Tablets, old, in London streets, 78

Talbot family of Deptford, 127

Talbot (J.) on Addams and other families, 127, 207

Barnard family, 11

Oliver and Burroughea families, 469

Sherburne Hospital and School, 307

Talbot (Capt. James), 388

Talbot (Capt. James), his biography, 388, 417

Tancock (O. W.) on Stamp Act, 1783, 332

Tarleton (A. H.) on two old jugs, 269

Taster, its meaning, 449

Tate (W. R.) on "Halifax law," 410

Tattoo, its etymology, 227, 333, 513
__

Taunton archdeacons, two famous, 225, 309, 413

Tavare (F. L.) on Charles de Tavarez, 29

Tavarez (Charles de), his family, 29

Tavern rhyme, 245

Taylor (F. E.) on Jeremy Sharp, 447

Taylor (H.) on a song, 249

Taylor (I.) on old French map of North America, 70,

190

Chum, its etymology, 50

Language, conversational, 196

Lichfield, its name, 312, 393

Mons Badonicus, 452

Prescott (W. H.), his
'

Mexico,' 392

Runic inscriptions, 376

Types, movable, 259, 437
V and its symbol, 510

Witham, its etymology, 144, 314

Tea gardens in London, 305

Tegg (William), bookseller, his death, 520 ;
OH

London tea gardens, 305
'
Punch,' its history, 486

Waterloo Banquet, 256

Temple Church, Selden monument in, 188, 417

Tenebrae on Bat=batter, 493
' Times

'

newspaper, 25

Tenison (C. M.) on Malone, Clements & Gore, 361

423

Tennyson (Lord), false rhymes, 15 ; unpublishec
French letter, 84 ;

Irish dialect in '

To-morrow,
428

Tennysonian parallel, 428, 493

Terry (F. C. B.) on Bat=batter, 266, 494

Bells, dumb, 138

Bull-roarer, 237, 471
Chiffinch (Thomas and William), 98, 511
" Children and chicken," &c., 285

Dictate, its pronunciation, 295
"
Dog's-eared and turned down," 152

" Each of them," 13

Flos8=stream, 457
Frankenstein (Victor), 135

Gavel=mallet, 92

Hebberman, its derivation, 408
"Hecatomb" rhymed with "gloom," 112, 416
" If wishes were horses," 114

Jockteleg, its meaning, 114

Jokes, old, anticipated, 77

erry (F. C. B. ) on Keble and the '

ChristianYear,' 437
King's evil, 174

Leyrestowe=burial-place, 150
"
Many a slip 'twixt cup and lip," 345

Mardle, its meaning, 471

Motto, Latin, 76

Namancos, its locality, 469
" Nearer the kirk," &c., 115
Nelson relics, 198

Nowadays, its derivation, 464

Oyster of veal, 454

Philazer=filacer, 272
"
Playing the wag," 32

Poor's, use of the word, 205, 397
Poplemans, its meaning, 228

Quair, its meaning, 218

Revolt, as transitive verb, 238
Roman roads, 252
St. Trunion, 478

Sea, its pronunciation, 110, 210

Semple (Robert) and Burns, 374

Sibyl, its spelling, 195

Slubber-degullion, its meaning, 274

Solomon-gundy, its meaning, 113

"Strike, Dawkin," 456
Tavern rhyme, 245
" To death," 453

"Totocselo,"352
Valse or waltz, 117

Wagell, bird's name, 498

Warren, free, 418

Window, sash, 269

Terry Bank on mason marks, 91

Port wine, recipe for, 76
Yeoman, 15

Thackeray (W. M.), and "G.P.O.," 25
; keys to his

novels, 33
Thames bridges built by Dicker, 309, 455
Theatre, earliest electric light in, 288
Theodolite or theodolith, its derivation, 64, 130, 199
Thistle Order, its motto, 227, 296
Thomas (R.) on Blazer=flannel coat, 326

Clifford's Inn, 336
'

Extraordinary Black Book,' 106
Gilbert (Sir John), 306

'Penny Cyclopaedia,' 331

Swimming bibliography, 89, 442

Thompson (G. H.) on "
Coign of vantage," 76

Curfew bell, 407
Poor's, use of the word, 398
Robin of Ridsdale, 493

Thompson (W.) on Gower, the poet, 87
St. Mary Overie, 68, 369

Thompson(William), of Humbleton, his biography, 408
Thorns (A.) on lilac, 174
Thorneton (Robert), abbot of Jervaulx, 193
Thornfield on Armada tables, 227

Waterloo ball, 412
Thornton as a place-name, 193
Thornton (John), M.P. for Hull, his biography, 15
Thornton (R. H.) on Browning parallel passages, 246

Dante, his geography, 127
Gordon (Thomas), 49
Grace churches, 148

Mosque of Omar, rock in, 7
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-Thornton (R. H.) on Nob Hill, 226

Shakspeare Folio, 1623, 306

Visiting cards, 158

Thraster, its meaning, 308, 433

Thruston (Malachi), M.D., his biography, 455

Thunderbolts used as door-props, 125

Tidswell manor, co. Derby, 68
'Times '

newspaper for June 10 and 11, 1895, 25

Tip-cat, game and name, 96
Titles of Scotch judges, 517

Toad-stones, 65, 217, 312, 438
Tobacco as medicine, 485

Toby family and arms, 58
Tomlinson (C.) on Almondbury roads, 122

Dante, his geography, 215

Eye-stones, 45

Heads, their size, 437
Hibernation, human, 253

Highgate, school at, 131

Hogarth (William), 186'

Humble bee, 105
"
Knowledge is power," 166

Language, limited, 252
Literature versus science, 286

Stones, perforated, 192

Sun putting out fire, 231, 356

Sun-dog, its meaning, 456

Toad-stones, 65, 438

Types, movable, 395

Tooth-brushes, their invention, 214, 311

"Toto cselo," the original phrase, 352, 513

Touneys (John), Norwich grammarian, 268

Tournaments, books about, 87, 151

Tower of London, cannon at, 408

Transfiguration, The, site of its occurrence, 228, 312,
396

Tray, name of a dog, 6, 173, 279

Tregelles (Dr.) and Dean Alford, 246

Trepanning, use of the word, 14

Trinity= spider-wort, 109, 177
Tuckett (J.) on Mrs. Garrick, 70
Tuer (A. W.) on leather drinking Jacks, 152

Weekes (Joseph), 487

Tunbridge Wells, church of King Charles the Martyr
at, 69, 159

Turner (Charles), engraver, 258

Turnpike trust, the last, 312, 376 ; clay roundels,
376

Turpin (Dick), his Black Bess, 4, 272
Tusculum "University, U.S., its history, 33
" Tweedside kettle

"
explained, 105, 275, 357, 492

Tympana, Norman, in England, 369, 512

Types, early movable, 226, 259, 395, 436

U
U. (E. C.) on Roman roads in Herts, 305
Udal (J. S.) on attorney or solicitor, 434

Heraldic query, 311

Umbrellas not used in London in 1765, 448

Upton (Anthony), Irish Chief Justice, his family,
28

Upton (W.) on Anthony Upton, 28

Urban on Master of Revels for Scotland, 507

Rousby (Mrs.), actress, 507

Tray, name of a dog, 1 74

V, its sound and symbol, 445, 510
V. (Q.) on fleur-de-lis, 369
V. (V. C.) on four living great-grandmothers, 148
V. (W. I. R.) on Captain-Lieutenant, 213

Hogarth (W.), his
'

Sleeping Congregation,' 18
Padua, English and Scotch students at, 223

Valse, its introduction into England, 29, 78, 116, 171,
377

Vamp=strumming accompaniment to a song, 356
Van der Weyden, his picture of the Seven Sacraments,

447
Vane (G. H. F.) on Achaden bishopric, 248
Vatican emerald, 347, 412, 450

Vaughan family of Hergest, 488

Vaughan (John), Governor of Londonderry, his pedi-
gree, 67

Vaux (John), his writings, 48, 498

Verhaegen (P.) on a Belgian name, 373
Verse, English, deficient lines in, 45
Vestment brasses, 28, 136
Vestris (Madame), her parentage, 288
Vicar on Sir Robert Peake, 495
Victoria County mentioned by Kingsley, 16
Victoria Cross, on whom conferred, 31, 91
Vincent family, 367, 438
Vincent (C. W.) on Nicholas Roscarrock, 306
Vincent (George Norborne), bis biography, 428
Vincent (J. A. C.) on Shakspeare's London lodging,

417
Vinci (Leonardo da), vase painted out of ' The Last

Supper,' 136

Virginian creeper, information about, 468, 512

Visiting cards, their introduction, 158
Visto and St. Visto, 269

Vizetelly (E. A.) on 'Aurora von Kb'nigsmark,' 247
Voltaire (F. M. A.), saying by, 174

Volumes, odd, 169, 218, 315, 431
Vossius (Isaac), his correspondence, 426
Vow of poverty, 307

W
W. on remarkable coincidences, 334

Mount Nod, 517
Rain at Cherra Poonjee, 299
Vatican emerald, 450

W. (A. C.) on death of Mrs. Bloomer, 6
Parish charities, 27

W. (E.) on Catherine of Berran, 457

Informatory, 373

Myfanwy (Princess), 334

Queensberry dukedom, 206
W. (F. E.) on Cardinal of St. Paul's, 208
W. (G.) on burial custom, 108

Leyrestowe= burial-place, 257
Oil of saints, 327

Rose-gall, 428

Tennysonian parallel, 493
W. (G. W.) on " Oaken cake," 149

W. (H.) on Claud Champion De Crespigny, 96

Roscarrock (Nicholas), 277

Spring Gardens, 439
W. (H. A.) on wine glasses, 408
W. (J.) on Lord Byron and lanthe, 58

W. (J. H.) on " Herb John," 475
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W. (L. J.) on thunderbolts for door props, 125

W. ( R.) on Dr. Johnaon, 488

W. (T.) on Sir Geoffrey Boleyn, 471
O'Brien family, 414

Robin of Kidsdale, 297
Wharton (Lady Philadelphia), 51

Waddington (G. W.) on Ranswick landslip, 367

Wagell, bird's name, its etymology, 287, 357, 498

Wake (Abp.), biographical notes on, 121, 197

Wakefield Railway projected in 1811, 249, 412, 515

Wales, Cromwell in, 130

Walford (E.) on Blunt's '

Dictionary of Theology,' 29

Bookseller and publisher, 208

Captain-Lieutenant, 57

Child army commissions, 498
"
-Cock," the suffix, 389

Constitution Hill, 56

Cornelys(Mrs.), 277

Cupples, the name, 392
" Does your mother know you 're out ?

" 293

Errington (George), 239

Garrick (Mrs.), 34

Informatory, new word, 246
Mardle= gossip, 325
Newcastle M.P.s, 334
' Notes and Queries,' second motto for, 286
Parish charities, 98

Peerages, "jumping," 356
Pitt Club, 193

Postage at high rates, 306

Priestley (Dr.), saying attributed to, 97

Radclyffe (Clementina), 256
Scott (Sir W.), a tree-feller, 185

Sibyl, its spelling, 13

Society for Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, 148
Stewart (Andrew), 69

Thornton family, 15

Turnpike trust, 376
Wakefield Railway, 249

Walker & Co. (Thomas), Oxford, 188
Walker (B.) on "Fine-axed," 136

Jesse windows, 133
Oil of saints, 455
Worcester cloisters, 1S3

Walker (R. J.) on George Charles, 28

Padua, students at, 333
Wallace-James (J. G.) on Star of Bethlehem, religious

order, 187

Sunday markets, 250
Waller (W. F.) on Iturbide, Mexican emperor, 11

Quadrille, the dance, 357
Walters (R.) on Mrs. Garrick, 69

Ware, great bed of, 129

Waltz, its introduction into England, 29, 78, 116, 171,

377
Ward (Rev. Bernard), his biography, 188, 239, 398,

492
Ward (C. A.) on cock-fighting, 38

Eggs, oil of, 87
Garrick (Mrs.), 18, 70

Ha-ha, sunk fence, 38
Jesse windows, 75
"
Knowledge is power," 233

Lincoln's Inn Fields, 42

Roman roads, 251

Ward (C. A.) on Spit= liken ess, 213
Ward (K.) on Lord Mordaunt, 49, 91

Ward (Rev. Bernard), 239

Ware, great bed of, 73, 129, 516
Warham family, 508

Warren, free, its meaning, 347, 418
Warren family in 16th century, 268, 374, 472
Warren (C. F. S.) on Abif, 297

Achaden bishopric, 277

Barclay's
'

Euphormio,' 271
Blunt's '

Dictionary of Theology,' 72

Boleyn (Anne), her early life, 313

Bull-roarer, 114, 298
Chiffinch (W. and T.), 98

Coincidences, curious, 177
Cornish custom, 135

Electrocute, new word, 425

Fine-axed, its meaning, 77
Keble (John) and ' The Christian Year,' 1 ID-

Language, conversational, 332
'

Legends of Florence,' 90
Marriott (Rev. John), 172
Moore (Sir John), his burial, 235
Parish charities, 98

Poor's, use of the word, 278
Priests' orders, 255

Radclyffe (Clementina), 255

Samplers, needlework, 92

Transfiguration, its scene, 312
Warren (Samuel), characters in 'Ten Thousand a

Year,' 459, 511

Warrington (J.) on '

Ashley,' hymn tune, 325
'

Balerma,' its author, 352
Barthe'le'inon's

'

Morning Hymn,' 68

'Hull' or 'Ganges,' 308

Shore (William), 9

Warwinckle, bird's name, 287

Washington (Lawrence), of Wicken, co. Northampton,,
66

Waskite, bird's name, 287, 357
Water cause of fire, 6

Waterloo ball, 248, 315, 411

Waterloo Banquet picture, 208, 256, 472
Waterloo campaign and surgical staff, 408, 448, 51 l r

513
Waterlooensis on Waterloo ball, 315

Waterloo campaign, 511, 513

Wellington (Duke of) and Bonaparte, 176

Watford, Herts,
" Swan Inn "

at, 41

Wathew=Isham, 489
Watson (Capt. Francis), his biography, 347

Weathercocks, their origin, 508

Wederoue, in Old French, 65

Weekdays, Christian names derived from, 388
Weekes (Joseph), juvenile comedian, 487
Weeks (Sir John Trefelian Celia), his biography, 326
Weldon family, Ireland, 145, 210
Welford (R.) on pulpit anecdote, 438

De'bonnaire, its meaning, 276
Forster (John), 190

Muggleswick, place-name, 116

Sheep-stealer hanged by a sheep, 236

Wellington (Arthur, Duke of), his estimats of NapO'
leon, 128, 176

Welsh place-names, 85, 294, 396
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Welshman and the fleas, poem about, 107

Wesley (Charles), discovery of manuscripts, 506

Wessex, revival of the name, 127
West family of Fawsley, co. Northants, 68

Westminster, anchorite at, 408
Westminster demolishments, 61

Wharton (Lady Philadelphia), her biography, 51

Wheat, shower of, 387, 515

Whips in House of Commons, 73

Whisky,
" that pernicious liquor," 365, 437

Whister-poop, its meaning, 114
White Friars' Monastery, London, its remains, 465
White horses= waves, 233
White (C. A.) on corpse carried through wall of house,

335
" Grandmother's nightcap," 155

Lilac, its derivation, 333
White (R.) on whisky, 437
White's '

History of Newcastle,' 188
Whitebrook (A.) and siege of Vienna, 128
Whitebrook (W.) on A. Whitebrook, 128

Whose, as possessive of which, 225
Wilkins (Mary Eleanor), bibliography, 34
Willaw (Andrew), his bequest, 256
William of Wrotham, Archdeacon of Taunton, 225,

309, 413
William of Wykeham, was he ever married ? 109, 154
Williams (C.) on portraits of Sir Thomas Browne, 21

Williams (Mrs. Sophia), parentage and biography, 115,

157, 277
Wills proved and registered, 128

Wilmington,
"
Lanky Man

"
at, 167, 313

Wilson (Richard), landscape painter, his tomb, 185

Wilson (T.) on bird names, 289

Finger, its pronunciation, 174

Massinger surname, 93

Only, its place in a sentence, 273

Place-names, their pronunciation, 9i>
"

Still and on," 77

Witham, its etymology, 235
Wilson (W. E.) on Sir W. Scott, 46
Winch (R. F.) on references in Macaulay and Dryden,

507
Winchester watch, or town-guard, 287, 454

Window, fish-head shaped, 136

Window, sash, its invention, 167, 269

Windows, Jesse, 28, 75, 133, 178, 511
Wine glasses, green and blue, 408, 436
Wise (C.) on Capt. Francis Watson, 347
Wisp, field-name, 307, 371
Witches' stone, Saumarez, Jersey, 508
Witham, its etymology, 144, 178, 234, 314
Woden, his ancestry and descendants, 455
Woful, its spelling, '184, 258, 417
Wolfe (Rev. Charles), his

' Burial of Sir John Moore
145, 178, 235, 253, 331, 418

Wolfe (General James), and Clive, 223 ; son^ on his-

death, 249
Wolferstan (E. P.) on coincidences, 124
Women on commissions, 387
Wonders of the world, the seven, 138
Wood (Capt.), Customs Service, 29
Woolward (C. R.) on John Vaughan, 67
Worcester Cathedral cloisters, their architecture, 8

193

Worthington (John), of Offienham and Evesham,
408

Wraxall, place-name, its origin, 94

Wrigley (G. W.) on Kendall family, 29

Wylde (J.) on Vaughan of Hergest, 488

Wynman (Nicol), his '

Colymbetes, sive

natandi,' 442

X
Xhave*e, Belgian street name, 207, 315, 373

Yardley (E.) on Napoleon's marshals, 410

Patriot, history of the word, 517

Shakspeariana, 25

Yeoman, its meaning, 15
York (Richard, Duke of), picture of his marriage,

516
Yorkshire Law Society, portraits of its presidents, 4,28.

Yule of Saxon days, 481

Z
Z. (A.) on Canterbury arms, 293
Zodiac rings, 187, 271

Zoffany (John), his
'

Cock-fighting,' 96
Zola (E~.) and spontaneous combustion, 165, 257, 434
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